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Ridge Landfill Environmental Assessment Report: Appendix B – Record of Consultation
The Draft Ridge Landfill Environmental Assessment (EA) Report and supporting documentation
(appendices) were provided for review and comment to the MECP, Stakeholders, Indigenous
Communities and Organizations on July 22, 2019. The final version of the Ridge Landfill
Environmental Assessment was revised where appropriate, to address the comments received.
All revised versions of the final environmental assessment report and supporting documentation
are posted on the website for the Ridge Landfill, www.ridgelandfill.com/our-future-plans.
Changes made as a result of the review for this particular document have been included in the
final version. The changes to the document as described below, have been incorporated into the
on-line and DVD versions.
Revisions to Appendix B – Record of Consultation:
Errata
No.
1
2
3

Section
All
All
All

4

All

5

All

6

All

7

Originally 5.0 (now
8.7 main EA)

8

Originally 5.4, 5.5
(now 8.0 main EA)
Originally 6.0 (now
8.8 main EA)
Originally 6.1 (now
8.8.2 main EA)

9
10

11

Section 8.8.5

Revision
Date changed – from July 2019 to January 2020
Report name changed - Draft Ridge Landfill EA to Ridge Landfill EA
The main report text has been moved into the main EA document
Section 8, leaving the detailed attachments in Appendix B.
Revised to distinguish between stakeholders and Indigenous
Communities and Organizations.
Additional information has been added on comments raised and
how they were considered in the preparation of the EA.
Additional information has been added to the comment and
response tables.
Revised information on how Indigenous Communities and
Organizations were identified. Table 8-5 has been revised
accordingly.
Corrected meeting date from August 15 to May 30, 2018; all dates
revised to show full dates of notifications.
Additional information added regarding comments raised by
government agencies and how they were addressed.
Added text regarding communications with MECP Species at Risk
Branch on the removal of Eastern Meadowlark habitat, and the
Resource Recovery Branch on waste diversion.
Addition of consultation with Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO)
during the EA has been added as Section 8.8.5.

12

13

14

Originally
Attachment 3 (now
part of SubAppendix B-8)
Originally
Attachment 3 (now
part of SubAppendix B-8)
All

Addition of comments from the MECP Resource Recovery and Policy
Branch to Agency Comment and Response Table.

Removed the Criteria Workshop Summary memo dated July 19,
2018 from this sub-appendix.

Additional communication and comments have been added to
Section 8 and sub- appendices to capture consultation materials
received since the closing of the Draft Ridge Landfill EA review
period on September 6. 2019.
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Summary of Project
Contact List

Summary of Project Contact List
Landowners within 1 km of the site and along the haul route
Ridge Landfill Liaison Committee
Ridge Landfill Community Trust
Chatham-Kent Staff
o Mayor Darrin Canniff
o Ward 2 – Councillor Anthony Ceccacci
o Ward 2 – Councillor Trevor Thompson
o Ward 2 – Councillor Mary Clare Latimer
o Ward 1 – Councillor Melissa Harrigan
o Ward 1 – Councillor Mark Authier
o Ward 3 – Councillor John Wright
o Ward 3 – Councillor Steve Pinsonneault
o Ward 4 – Councillor Joe Faas
o Ward 4 – Councillor Jamie McGrail
o Ward 5 – Councillor Carmen McGregor
o Ward 5 – Councillor Aaron Hall
o Ward 6 – Councillor Michael Bondy
o Ward 6 – Councillor Marjorie Crew
o Ward 6 – Councillor Brock McGregor
o Ward 6 – Councillor Karen Kirkwood-Whyte
o Ward 6 – Councillor Amy Finn
o Ward 6 – Councillor Doug Sulman
Provincial Elected Officials
o MPP (Chatham-Kent Essex) Rick Nicholls
o Minister Jeff Yurek
o Project Officer Carolyn Lee
Federal Elected Officials
o MP (Chatham-Kent Essex) Dave Van Kesteren
Adjacent Municipalities
o Lambton County - Clerk
o Middlesex County - Clerk
o Elgin County – Clerk
o Essex County - Clerk
Regulatory Agencies
o Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs
o Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing
o Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry
o Ministry of Transportation
o Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
o Municipal of Chatham-Kent
o Ministry of Indigenous Affairs
o Ministry of Indigenous Relations and Reconciliation
o Environment and Climate Change Canada
o Transport Canada
o Fisheries and Oceans Canada
o Lower Thames Valley Conservation Authority
o Chatham-Kent, ON-Kent Fire Department
o Ontario Provincial Police

Summary of Project Contact List
o Chatham-Kent, ON-Kent Police Services
Participants during the EA Terms of Reference
Participants from the Ridge Landfill EA expansion project (1997) and the EA process to increase daily/annual waste
inputs (2011)
Indigenous Communities and Organizations
o Aamjiwnaang First Nation
o Chiefs of Ontario
o Caldwell First Nations
o Chippewas of the Thames First Nation
o Kettle and Stoney Point First Nation
o Metis Nation of Ontario
o Moravian of the Thames First Nation
o Munsee-Delaware Nation
o Oneida Nation of the Thames
o Walpole Island First Nation
Stakeholders
o BIA Blenheim
o Blenheim & Community Senior Citizens Group
o Chatham-Kent Chamber of Commerce
o Thompson Seed
o Union Gas
o Rotary Club
o Kent Federation of Agriculture
o Chatham-Kent-Essex - Christian Farmers Federation of Ontario
Local District School Boards
Waste Connections Local Suppliers

Letters of Support

January 6, 2020
Hon. Jeff Yurek
Ferguson Block, 11th Block, 77 Wellesley St. West,
Toronto, Ontario M7A 2T5

Dear Minister Yurek,
I am writing to you today to communicate my support for Waste Connections of Canada and their Environmental Assessment
to add capacity to the Ridge Landfill in Blenheim.
As you may know, Waste Connections provides a broad range of waste management, environmental and recycling services
and have an excellent track record in the management of the Ridge Landfill.
If Waste Connections is successful in securing approval for its Environmental Assessment to add capacity to the Ridge, it
will continue to play a vital role supporting the municipality of Chatham-Kent and the regional economy with a safe end
destination for solid waste.
Waste Connections of Canada has excellent relationships with Chatham-Kent and the landfill’s local surrounding
community, especially through the Ridge Landfill Community Trust which is fully funded by their Ridge facility. It contributes
approximately $800,000 per year to local programs like hockey, skating, baseball, a senior’s centre, youth centre, breakfast
programs and the like. Waste Connections also has a Host Community Agreement with Chatham-Kent which provides in
the order of $4 million annually to the municipality.
The proposed changes will add capacity to the facility without changing the type or annual amount of materials that are
currently accepted. Waste Connections has communicated to the community and has had extensive consultations to ensure
there will be no adverse impacts to the site’s neighbours.
The Provincial Government is committed to Ontario being “Open For Business” and Waste Connections’ Ridge facility is a
perfect example of supporting that initiative because it supports the Chatham-Kent and regional economies. Given the
growing demand for these types of facilities, Waste Connections’ proposal to add capacity would ensure that another new
disposal facility is not needed in the region.
Minister, we thank you for your consideration and we would appreciate your support in this matter as it proceeds.

Sincerely,

Rick Nicholls, MPP
Government Deputy Speaker
Chatham-Kent Leamington, Rick.nichollsco@pc.ola.org, 519-351-0510

Blenheim and Merlin School Breakfast Program
c/o Eric Skillings
6635 Middle Line
Merlin ON N0P 1W0
June 10, 2019
Hon. Rod Phillips
Ferguson Block 11th Floor
77 Wellesley St W
Toronto, ON M7A 2T5
Dear Minister,
On behalf of the Blenheim and Merlin School Breakfast Program we would like to share our
support for Waste Connections of Canada and their Environmental Assessment to add capacity
to the Ridge Landfill in Blenheim.
Waste Connections play a vital role supporting the municipality of Chatham-Kent and the
regional economy with the benefit of a “safe end destination” for solid waste. To continue to
support the regional economy, Waste Connections will need to successfully secure the approval
for its Environmental Assessment to add capacity to the Ridge.
Waste Connections of Canada has excellent relationships with Chatham-Kent and the
landfill’s local surrounding community, especially through the Ridge Landfill Community Trust
which is fully funded by their Ridge facility. If the Ridge Landfill expansion is not approved the
Community Trust will no longer exist as landfill operations will cease sometime in 2021.
The Community Trust has contributed in the order of $300,000.00 over the past 20 years to
help fund our five local Breakfast Programs (and added Snack Programs and “Farm to School”
Programs). Because of their funding, our local Breakfast Program Volunteers serve over 250
students a healthy breakfast each school morning. Four schools are also running snack
Programs that are only made possible by the recent increase in funding from the Ridge Landfill
Community Trust. Without this funding, we will have to cancel four of our local Breakfast
Programs. We also understand the Community Trust contributes approximately $800,000 per
year to other local programs, and provides another $4 million annually to Chatham Kent
through the Host Community Agreement.
With the students of our local Breakfast Programs, and for future funding for future
students, the Blenheim and Merlin School Breakfast Program, supports the expansion of the
Ridge Landfill and its continued presence in our community.
Minister, with your oversight, Chatham Kent trusts you will continue to ensure proper steps
are taken to safely approve and add capacity to the Waste Connections operation, as per their
application.
Yours Sincerely:
Funded in part

by
Eric Skillings
Treasurer - BMSBP

Blenheim and Area Bereavement Support Program
“…a time to mourn…”
c/o Eric Skillings
R.R. # 5, 6635 Middle Line
Merlin ON N0P 1W0
June 10, 2019
Hon. Rod Phillips
Ferguson Block 11th Floor
77 Wellesley St W
Toronto, ON M7A 2T5
Dear Minister,
On behalf of the Blenheim and Area Bereavement Support Program, we would like to
Communicate our support for Waste Connections of Canada and their Environmental
Assessment to add capacity to the Ridge Landfill in Blenheim.
Waste Connections play a vital role supporting the municipality of Chatham-Kent and the
regional economy with the benefit of a “safe end destination” for solid waste. To continue to
support the regional economy, Waste Connections will need to successfully secure the approval
for its Environmental Assessment to add capacity to the Ridge.
Waste Connections of Canada has excellent relationships with Chatham-Kent and the
landfill’s local surrounding community, especially through the Ridge Landfill Community Trust
which is fully funded by their Ridge facility. If the Ridge Landfill expansion is not approved the
Community Trust will no longer exist as landfill operations will cease sometime in 2021.
The Community Trust has contributed in the order of $140,000.00 over the past 16 years to
help our local Bereavement Programs. Because of their funding, our Bereavement Program
serves up to 80 local residents per year, as they experience loss in their lives. Without this
funding, we will likely have to close our local program - as other funding we have found to be
very unreliable. Our Program is so known in Chatham Kent that we get regular calls from
Professionals looking to help clients that cannot pay – as we can offer our Program free of
charge because of the Community Trust’s funding. We also understand the Community Trust
contributes approximately $800,000 per year to other local programs, and provides another $4
million annually to Chatham Kent through the Host Community Agreement.
With Bereaved Clients in Blenheim and Area, the Blenheim and Area Bereavement Support
Program, supports the expansion of the Ridge Landfill and its continued presence in our
community.
Minister, with your oversight, Chatham Kent trusts you will continue to ensure proper steps
are taken to safely approve and add capacity to the Waste Connections operation, as per their
application.
Yours Sincerely:
Funded in part

by
Eric Skillings
Treasurer – BMSBP

Blenheim Youth Centre
78 Marlborough St. S.
Blenheim, ON N0P 1A0

CRA# 840027155RR0001
www.BlenheimYouthCentre.ca
(519) 676-0207

____________________
_________________________________________________________________________
September 25th, 2019
Hon. Jeff Yurek
Ferguson Block 11th Floor
77 Wellesley St W
Toronto, ON
M7A 2T5
Dear Minister,
We are writing to you today to communicate our support for Waste Connections of Canada and
their Environmental Assessment to add capacity to the Ridge Landfill in Blenheim.
If Waste Connections is successful in securing approval for its Environmental Assessment to
add capacity to the Ridge, it will continue to play a vital role supporting the municipality of
Chatham-Kent and the regional economy with the benefit of a safe end destination for solid
waste.
Waste Connections of Canada has excellent relationships with Chatham-Kent and the landfill’s
local surrounding community, especially through the Ridge Landfill Community Trust which is
fully funded by their Ridge facility. If the Ridge Landfill expansion is not approved the
Community Trust will no longer exist as landfill operations will cease sometime in 2021.
The Community Trust has contributed in the order of $450,000 over the years to our
organization and without the Community Trust our organization couldn’t provide the youth of
Blenheim and surrounding areas to engage in safe, meaningful social, recreational and
educational activities. These activities and programs keep them off the streets, prevent
vandalism and violence and allows them to develop and build acceptable social, personal and
professional relationships and community involvement. The BYC has and will continue to have a
huge impact on youth of our community because of the Ridge Landfill Community Trust. We
experienced a significant lack of funding from the Ontario Trillium Foundation for 4 years and
because of the Ridge Landfill Community Trust we were able to continue operations
seamlessly.
The Trust contributes approximately $800,000 per year to many local programs like ours and
Waste Connections also has a Host Community Agreement with Chatham-Kent which provides
in the order of $4 million annually to the municipality.
With all of this in mind we support the expansion of the Ridge Landfill and its continued
presence in our community.
Minister, we thank you for your consideration and we would appreciate your support in this
matter as it proceeds.
Sincerely,

Penny Wilton, Board President
penny@pennywilton.com

Emily Robert, Executive Director
emily@blenheimyouthcentre.ca
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Hon. Jeff Yurek
77 Wellesley St W., Ferguson Block 11th Floor

Toronto,

ON M7A 2T5

Dear Minister Yurek
I am writing on behalf of the Chatham-Kent Chamber of Commerce Board of Directors, offering our support of
Waste Connections of Canada and their proposed Envíronmental Assessment to add capacity to the Ridge Landfill
in Blenheim. As the Recognized Voice for Business ín Chatham-Kent, we work to enhance the econom¡c
prosperity and the qualíty of life for all in our municipality by champíoning business excellence, encouraging
progressive infrastructure, fostering entrepreneurship and busíness linkages, and by integrating busíness and
com m un ity wellness while actively promoting Chatham-Kent.

lf Waste Connections is successful in securing approval for its Environmental Assessment to add capacity to the
Ridge Landfill, it will continue to play a vital role supporting the Municipality of Chatham-Kent and the regional
economy. We apprecíate the critical role that the Ridge Landfíll provides in supporting local industry and regional
economy by providing a conveniently located, safe, secure and environmentally sound facility for waste.
We have a number of concerns if the Rídge Landfill were unable to add capacity. Our key concern is that business
in Chatham-Kent, including our 350 members, would have to transport waste out of our Municipality. We have
been advised that this would effectively and unnecessarily tr¡ple our disposal costs, and we recognize this would
íncrease our collective environmental footprint through increased GHG emissions. Adding to this, an increase in
municípal taxes would result which, not only impacts our members, adds to the whole of our taxpaying
businesses and residents.
Our Chamber is also concerned with losing the approximately 5tZ m¡ll¡on spent annually by the Ridge Landfill for
the purchase of local and regional goods and services associated with its operation as well as the loss of
employment that would occur for the 23 individuals who Waste Connections employs in Chatham-Kent.
We also recognize the loss of direct local economic support of local initíatives, which has amounted to 546 million
over the last 20 years. This includes the approximately S¿ m¡llion to Chatham-Kent annually as part of their Host
Community Agreement and the approximate SL,L00,000 per year that is provided in the South Kent portion of
Chatham-Kent by the Ridge Landfill Community Trust.

With all of this in mind, the Chatham-Kent Chamber of Commerce is pleased to provide this Letter of Support of
the expansion of the Ridge Landfill, supporting its contínued presence in our community for the economic and
environmental prosperity of our munícípality. Minister, we thank you for your consíderation and we would
appreciate your support ín this matter as it proceeds.
perity,

Gail
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September 27,2019

Hon. Jeff Yurek
Ferguson Block 11th Floor
77 Wellesley St W
Toronto, ON

M7A2T5
Dear Minister,
I am writing to you today to communicate my support for Waste Connections of

Canada and their Environmental Assessment to add capacity to the Ridge
Landfill in Blenheim.

lf Waste Connections is successful in securing approval for its Environmental
Assessment to add capacity to the Ridge, it will continue to play a vital role
supporting the municipality of Chatham-Kent and the regional economy with the
benefit of a safe end destination for solid waste.
Waste Connections of Canada has excellent relationships with Chatham-Kent
and the landfill's local surrounding community, especially through the Ridge
Landfill Community Trust which is fully funded by their Ridge facility. lf the Ridge
Landfill expansion is not approved the Community Trust will no longer exist as
landfill operations will cease sometime in 2021.
The Trust contributes approximately $800,000 per year to many local programs
and Waste Connections also has a Host Community Agreement with ChathamKent which provides in the order of $4 million annually to the municipality. lt is
our understanding that over the last 20 years these combined contributions are
in the order of $45 million.

In Blenheim the Trust has contributed in a very substantial way to recreational
programs and facilities including the Blenheim Seniors Centre, the Youth
Centre, and Talbot Trail Place which includes a band stand, meeting facilities, a
water park and a green space. Each summer sees a concert every Thursday
evening which brings the community together in the park. Other contributions
include to local hockey teams, baseball teams, gymnastics and curling clubs
and many more. lt is fair to say that without the Ridge Landfill and therefore the
Community Trust these programs and facilities may not have existed. lt will also
be difficult to sustain these facilities in the future should the Trust come to an
end.

Real Estate values in our part of Ontario have been lagging behind the rest of
Southern Ontario until the past 24 months. Our community has experienced an
upswing in jobs and positions available. We have seen growth in retirees coming
back home following careers away from their home town communities. This has
caused our values to be pushed up in line with most of Southern Ontario.

The Ridge provides important jobs and utilizes many components of our local
goods and services in their daily operations.
Being part of a local Foundation that on many occasions works hand in hand
with the Ridge Community Trust it is very important to me that we see our local
community continually supported by these two strong Foundations.

With all of this in mind I support the expansion of the Ridge Landfill and its
continued presence in our community.
Minister, I thank you for your consideration and I would appreciate your support
in this matter as it proceeds.
Sincerely,

Edward O'Brien
eobrien@ciaccess.com
519-355-4666 (c)
519-676-9541 (o)
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Notice of EA Commencement and
Open House #1

Notice of Commencement of Environmental Assessment
Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada
Waste Connections of Canada is beginning an
environmental
assessment
study
under
the
Environmental Assessment Act to expand the existing
Ridge Landfill.
The Ridge Landfill has been serving the Municipality of
Chatham-Kent community for 50 years and will reach its
approved capacity by approximately 2021. An
expanded Ridge Landfill would continue to provide long
term residual waste disposal capacity to industrial,
commercial and institutional customers in southern and
central Ontario and to the Municipality of ChathamKent.

The Process
On May 1, 2018, the Minister of
Environment and Climate Change
approved the Terms of Reference for
the
Ridge
Landfill
Expansion
Environmental Assessment (EA) with
amendments.
The
approved
amended Terms of Reference is
available on the project website
www.ridgelandfill.com.

You are invited to our first of three EA
Public Open Houses!
This first Public Open House will introduce the EA
process, provide background information on the site
and project, and describe the alternatives being
considered and how they will be evaluated. The
purpose of the Open House is to get your input on
study areas, alternatives being considered, work plans
and evaluation criteria.

This study will be carried out in
accordance with the requirements of
the Environmental Assessment Act
Time & Date: July 25, 2018 from 6:00 pm - 8:30 pm
and the approved amended EA
Location: St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George St, Blenheim, ON
Terms of Reference. The EA will
consider
site
development
alternatives for expanding the landfill to provide waste disposal capacity over a 20-year planning period
as well as alternatives for the management of leachate and landfill gas. Waste Connections is
committed to enhancing waste diversion and will also consider the feasibility of on-site diversion
programs.
Results from this study will be documented in an EA, which will be submitted to the ministry for review.
At that time, the public, Indigenous communities and other interested persons will be informed when and
where the EA can be reviewed.

Consultation
Public consultation is a very important aspect of the EA process. Our first public open house will be held
on July 25th, 2018 (see text box above). Members of the public, agencies, Indigenous communities and
other interested persons are encouraged to actively participate in the planning process by attending
consultation events or contacting Waste Connections to provide information and comments or to ask
questions.
Consultation events will be held throughout the EA planning process and notice of those events will be
published in local newspapers, distributed to those on the project contact list; and posted at
www.ridgelandfill.com. Please visit the website under our Contact Us page to be added to the project
contact list.
For further information please contact:
Cathy Smith
Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
T: 519-358-2860
E: cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com
All personal information included in a submission – such as name, address, telephone number and property location
– is collected, maintained and disclosed by the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change for the purpose of
transparency and consultation. The information is collected under the authority of the Environmental Assessment
Act or is collected and maintained for the purpose of creating a record that is available to the general public as
described in s.37 of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. Personal information you submit will
become part of a public record that is available to the general public unless you request that your personal
information remain confidential. For more information, please contact the Ministry of the Environment and Climate
Change’s Freedom of Information and Privacy Coordinator at 416-327-1434.

Notice published (June 20, 2018)
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Lawrence’s vast volunteer endeavors
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John Lawrence, a
Chatham man whose
community
contributions include helping
raise millions of dollars
for charity and increasing
environmental
awareness, was named
Chatham-Kent’s Senior
of the Year at the
31st annual Senior Expo
& Achievement Awards
last Friday at the Rec
Centre.
Lawrence was one of
52 residents aged 60 and
over in Chatham-Kent
who were rewarded for
their volunteerism by
being nominated for a
Senior
Achievement

Award.
All nominees received
proclamations
and
recognition from local
government
officials,
including MP Dave Van
Kesteren, MPP Rick
Nicholls, Chatham-Kent
Mayor Randy Hope,
councillors
Frank
Vercouteren,
Karen
Herman,
Trevor
Thompson,
Darrin
Canniff
and
Bryon
Fluker.
It was Mayor Hope
who
instituted
the
Senior of the Year
Award in 2013, as a special committee selects
the winner out of the list

Local 2018 C-K Senior Achievement
Award winners in alphabetical order:
Sharon Benishek, Muirkirk
Gail Bokor, Blenheim
Ella Mae Brown, Blenheim
Sharon Craner, Blenheim
George and Marg Darnley, Merlin
Roberta Dickson, Blenheim
Marilyn English, Blenheim
Mary Anne Espie, Blenheim
Harry and Ruth Haddock, Merlin
Gordon Holmes, Blenheim
Don Jackson, Blenheim
Dianne Johnston, Ridgetown
Murray Knott, Blenheim
Joe Lassard, Blenheim
Janelda Martin, Blenheim
Gaele Mifflin, Blenheim
Sue Newman, Blenheim
Jack Rigby, Blenheim
Mary Lou Hyatt Rutherford, Blenheim
Marguerite Santarossa, Blenheim Area
Rita Saunders, Ridgetown
John Snake and Nina Rumble-Snake, Blenheim
Gayle Snobelen, Blenheim Area
Ethel Townsend, Blenheim
Gail Vaughan, Ridgetown
Carol Vince, Blenheim
of nominees.
Hope has honoured
senior volunteers since
the 1990s during his
time as a local MPP.
“Today is about recognizing these individuals, but not forgetting
the past ones, for everything they do,” Hope
said of the Senior
Awards.
“More and more people are doing it because
they love to do it,” he
said of the seniors’ volunteerism.
“It’s not work, it’s not
an effort, it’s a passion
of love.
“It bodes well for
Chatham-Kent, when
most people are struggling for volunteers,
Chatham-Kent seems to
have an abundance of
support,” he said.
Herman, chair of the
Senior Expo for the past
14 years and a committee member for well over
20 years, said the nomination committee had a
difficult decision choosing just one Senior of
the Year among all of
the worthy candidates.
“It was not an easy
decision for the nomination committee because
when they read all of
those bios, there are so
many who deserve the
honour,” Herman said.
“The committee is
very pleased with the
recommendation
of
John Lawrence, he’s so
deserving,”
Herman
added.
Lawrence has contributed
countless
hours to many worthwhile projects that benefit Chatham-Kent.
He served on the
YMCA executive and
building
committee,
president of the Rotary
Sunshine Club and a
member of the founding
committee and current
board member of the
Chatham-Kent Hospice.
During
Lawrence’s
second term as presi-

dent of the Rotary
Sunrise Club, the board
committed $40,000 to
the
Chatham-Kent
Hospice and he was
instrumental in enticing
seven other local Rotary
Clubs to also donate to
the Hospice.
Lawrence is involved
in the Clean Water for
Living project through
the Sunrise Club, which
focuses on the importance of the Great
Lakes and is a guest
speaker
at
various
Rotary
Clubs
in
Chatham-Kent, Ontario
and Michigan, speaking
and sharing clean water
videos.
JoAn Dale, the 2017
Senior of the Year,
received an Ontario senior
award
during
Friday’s presentations.
provincial level.
Herman said she was
pleased with all aspects
of this year’s Expo,
which included a free
lunch for all in attendance, over 50 information booths of businesses and local businesses
promoting their services
to seniors, entertainment and the highlight
of the event, the awards
presentations.
“We have the opportunity to recognize 52
residents,
thanking
them for all of their volunteerism in ChathamKent,” Herman said.
“The nominees and
the thousands of other
seniors who contribute
each
year
make
Chatham-Kent a better
community.
“To these people, volunteering and community service are second
nature and I don’t know
where we’d be without
them,” Herman said.
Although she is stepping down from council,
Herman said she will
continue in her role as
chair of the Senior Expo
and
Achievement
Awards.

We’re “Wreck A Mended”
Mike Christensen

8822 Talbot Trail, Blenheim, ON N0P 1A0
(p) 519-676-5087 (c) 226-626-1556
mikec@southkent.net
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Rumble ready to campaign for SCCDSB Trustee
Brenda Rumble is
ready to campaign for
her fourth term as a
Trustee on the St. Clair
Catholic District School
Board.
But if history repeats

itself,
the
Blenheim
native won’t have to campaign.
Rumble was acclaimed
as the West and South
Kent Trustee in the last
two municipal elections.

NEED SOUND ADVICE?
Call the Audiologists at

The

Blenheim
Hearing
Clinic

519-676-3311

110 Talbot St. W., Blenheim
at the McLauchlin Wellness Clinic

She only faced an
opponent in her first election as she was successful
running against Brenda
Kormendy.
To date, Rumble is the
lone candidate to file for
the position for the lone
seat as Trustee for West
(Ward 1) and South
(Ward 2) on the English
Catholic school board
portion
of
the
Municipality of ChathamKent’s Oct. 22 election.
In fact, she is only one
of three candidates – all
incumbents – to file for
the four Trustee seats on
the SCCDSB and seven
candidates in total for 12
openings in the four

Brenda Rumble
boards (Lambton-Kent
District School Board,
SCCDSB,
French
Separate and French

Public.
Incumbents
Randy
Campbell, of Blenheim,
and Scott McKinlay, of
Ridgetown, have yet to
file their nomination
papers to keep their
Trustee positions with
Lambton-Kent District
School Board.
Both were acclaimed
in the 2014 election.
Rumble became interested in becoming a
Trustee 12 years ago
when her son Curtis was
entering
St.
Anne
Elementary School and
daughter Zoe was twoyears-old.
“It was to get a
younger person’s perspective on the board
and to get more involved
in their (her children’s)
education,” Rumble said
about her interest in running for the Trustee position 12 years ago.
Curtis is now heading
to post-secondary school
in Timmins and Zoe
graduated from St. Anne
last month and will
attend Ursuline College
in September.
Rumble
graduated
from the now-closed St.
Mary Catholic School,
Ursuline College and
Niagara College.
She drove a school bus
for 14 years while raising
her family before returning to school to obtain
her licenses to become a
financial consultant with
the Investors Group,
where she has worked
the past four years.
She also sits on the
board for the Ontario
Elementary
Catholic
Teachers
Association
Employees Life Health
Trust.
As the Ward 1-2
Trustee, she only has two
elementary schools in her
area – St. Anne and St.
Joseph Tilbury.
“In South Kent, we’re
pretty good, just maintenance to the schools,”
she said.
But as a whole,
Rumble
and
the
SCCDSB Trustees are
facing the same financial

obstacles as other boards
– both Catholic and
Public – with declining
enrolments and financial
cuts from the provincial
government.
The SCCDSB is closing
six of its seven elementary
schools
in
Chatham,
building
two
‘super
schools’ – one on each
side of the Thames River.
The north side school
will
be
built
on
McNaughton Ave. W.
across
from
Thames
Campus
to
replace
Monsignor
Uyen,
St.
Agnes and St. Vincent
schools.
The site of the south
side school has not been
finalized, as it will replace
Georges P. Vanier, St.
Ursula and St. Joseph.
Our Lady of Fatima will
remain open as the
French Immersion school
for the SCCDSB.
St. Anne’s boundary
will expand to bring in
rural students once the
south side school opens.
Rumble said her 12
years as a Trustee has
given her knowledge of
board operations, legislation procedures and the
importance of financial
prudence.
“Our board works as a
team, we always put the
children first, which is
why our board runs as
efficiently and fiscally
responsible as it does,”
she said.
She also believes in
protecting the Catholic
faith in its schools in the
face of the call for a single
school system in the
province.
“It’s our educational
rite to have our own system,” she said.
“I grew up in the separate system and so did my
children.”
Rumble said being a
Trustee keeps her busy,
especially with her work
on the OECTA.
“You have to love education,” she said.
“I love the challenges
and being able to make
sure the kids get the education they deserve.”

Updated municipal
election filings
Following is the unofficial Notice of 2018
Nominations for the Oct.
22
Municipality
of
Chatham-Kent election.
(Deadline to apply is July
31).
(As of Monday, July 9;
* indicates incumbent)
Mayor
Darrin Canniff, *Randy
Hope, Robert Salvatore
Powers, Alysson Storey
Ward 1 West Kent (two
seats)
*Mark Authier, *Bryon
Fluker, Mark Pastorius
Ward 2 South Kent
(three seats)
Art Stirling, Henry
Svec, *Trevor Thompson,
*Frank Vercouteren
Ward 3 East Kent (two
seats)
*Steve Pinsonneault,
*David VanDamme
(Number to be elected
– 2)
Ward 4 North Kent
(two seats)
Joey Cyples, Dylan
Robert McLay, Steven
Scott, Patricia Sylvain
Ward 5 Wallaceburg
(two seats)
Nicolas Cadotte, Chris
Glassford, Aaron Hall,
*Carmen
McGregor,

Randy McNeil
Ward 6 Chatham (six
seats)
Les Banks, *Michael
Bondy, Marjorie Crew,
Kirk
Hooker,
Ryan
Jackson, Chris June,
Karen Kirkwood-Whyte,
*Brock McGregor, Drew
Simpson, *Doug Sulman,
James Thompson, Larry
Vellinga
School Board Trustees
English Public Board
Lambton Kent District
School Board
Ward 1 West Kent,
Ward 2 South Kent, Ward
3 East Kent (Chris White)
Ward 4 North Kent,
Ward
5
Wallaceburg
(none)
Ward
6
Chatham
(none)
English Separate
St.
Clair
Catholic
District School Board
Ward 1 West Kent,
Ward 2 South Kent
(*Brenda Rumble)
Ward 3 East Kent
(none)
Ward 4 North Kent,
Ward
5
Wallaceburg
(*John Van Heck)
Ward
6
Chatham
(David Argenti, John
Mrnik)
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Peterson launches defamation suit
against Wilfrid Laurier University
antonella artuso
ToRoNTo SuN

So I think this is a
warning, let’s say, to
other careless
administrators and
professors who allow
their ideological
presuppositions to get
the best of them to be a
bit more careful with
what they say and do.”

university of Toronto Professor
Jordan Peterson has launched
a $1.5 million defamation suit
against wilfred laurier university,
two of its professors and a former
gender and equity manager for
suggesting he was “analogous to
adolph hitler.”
The statement of claim, prepared by lawyer howard levitt
and filed monday, says Peterson
was falsely labelled as incompetent, sexist, misogynist, dangerous and racist in a now infamous
disciplinary meeting with wilfrid
laurier university teaching assistant lindsay shepherd.
shepherd was disciplined during
the meeting for showing students a
TV clip of Peterson discussing gender-neutral pronouns, something
the university later apologized for,
but Peterson told the Toronto sun
wednesday he does not believe
the university failed to properly
respond to incident.
“so i think this is a warning, let’s
say, to other careless administrators and professors who allow their
ideological presuppositions to get
the best of them to be a bit more
careful with what they say and do,”
he said.
Peterson’s lawyer, howard levitt,
said the u of T professor cannot
allow a university to viciously slander him, let alone compare his comments to a speech by hitler, when
he has spent his life and career
teaching against the evils of the
holocaust and despots.
“The politically correct on campus should not think that they
can defame people, slander people and bully people implicitly and
explicitly with impunity,” levitt
said wednesday. “This isn’t just
some internet troll mouthing off
in a way that no one pays attention to and doesn’t give any credence to. These are professors and
head of gender equity studies making comments that are atrocious
about dr. Peterson who is one of
if not Canada’s most prominent
intellectual.”
in a statement, wilfrid laurier

Dr. Jordan Peterson

University of Toronto Professor Jordan Peterson

university said it will defend itself
vigorously against the legal action.
“laurier remains committed to
intellectual inquiry, critical reflection, scholarly integrity, academic
freedom and freedom of expression while striving to be a supportive and inclusive community,” the
university statement says.
Peterson’s statement of claim,
which has not been proven in
court, also names Professors
nathan rambukkana and herbert

Pimlott and adria Joel, heliopsis
then the
acting manger of gendered violence prevention and support but
no longer with the university.
none could be reached for
comment.
last november, shepherd was
ordered to a disciplinary meeting with rambukkana, Pimlott
and Joel after she showed her
students a debate that aired on
TVOntario featuring Peterson, a
university of Toronto psychol-

Notice of Commencement of Environmental Assessment
Ridge Landfill Expansion,Waste Connections of Canada
Waste Connections of Canada is beginning
an environmental assessment study under the
Environmental Assessment Act to expand the existing
Ridge Landfill.
The Ridge Landfill has been serving the Municipality
of Chatham-Kent community for 50 years and will
reach its approved capacity by approximately 2021.
An expanded Ridge Landfill would continue to provide
long term residual waste disposal capacity to industrial,
commercial and institutional customers in southern and
central Ontario and to the Municipality of Chatham- Kent.
The Process
On May 1, 2018, the Minister of Environment and Climate Change approved the Terms of Reference
for the Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment (EA) with amendments.The approved
amended Terms of Reference is available on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com.
This study will be carried out in
accordance with the requirements
of the Environmental Assessment
Act and the approved amended
EA Terms of Reference. The EA
will consider site development
alternatives for expanding the
landfill to provide waste disposal
capacity over a 20-year planning
period as well as alternatives for
the management of leachate and
landfill gas. Waste Connections
is committed to enhancing waste
diversion and will also consider
the feasibility of on-site diversion
programs.

You are invited to our first of three EA
Public Open Houses!
This first Public Open House will introduce the EA
process, provide background information on the site
and project, and describe the alternatives being
considered and how they will be evaluated.The
purpose of the Open House is to get your input on
study areas, alternatives being considered, work
plans and evaluation criteria.
Time & Date: July 25, 2018 from 6:00 pm - 8:30 pm
Location: St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George St, Blenheim, ON

Results from this study will be documented in an EA, which will be submitted to the ministry
for review. At that time, the public, Indigenous communities and other interested persons will be
informed when and where the EA can be reviewed.
Consultation
Public consultation is a very important aspect of the EA process. Our first public open house will
be held on July 25th, 2018 (see text box above). Members of the public, agencies, Indigenous
communities and other interested persons are encouraged to actively participate in the planning
process by attending consultation events or contacting Waste Connections to provide information
and comments or to ask questions.
Consultation events will be held throughout the EA planning process and notice of those events will
be published in local newspapers, distributed to those on the project contact list; and posted at
www.ridgelandfill.com. Please visit the website under our Contact Us page to be added to the project
contact list.
For further information please contact:
Cathy Smith
Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
T: 519-358-2860
E: cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com
All personal information included in a submission – such as name, address, telephone number and property location – is collected,
maintained and disclosed by the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change for the purpose of transparency and consultation.
The information is collected under the authority of the Environmental Assessment Act or is collected and maintained for the purpose of
creating a record that is available to the general public as described in s.37 of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act.
Personal information you submit will become part of a public record that is available to the general public unless you request that your
personal information remain confidential. For more information, please contact the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change’s
Freedom of Information and Privacy Coordinator at 416-327-1434.
Notice published (June 20, 2018)

ogy professor who had criticized
political correctness on university campuses and compelled
use of genderless pronouns as an
infringement on free speech and
academic freedom.
shepherd was told that one
of the students had complained
she’d created a toxic environment
for trans people, although the university later acknowledged there
was no formal complaint.
levitt, who also represents

shepherd in her $3.6 million
lawsuit against wilfrid laurier
university, said the teaching assistant was “castigated to tears” by the
“political correctness police” for
showing two sides of a debate in a
neutral fashion.
shepherd recorded the hourlong tirade and that audio posted
online went viral.
The statement of claim identifies a long list of accusations made
against Peterson in the meeting,
alleging he helped target trans students and had no credible professional research.
“This has a significant impact
on Peterson’s reputation among
those with whom he deals, including fellow academics, future and
existing students, the university where he works and those
whom might read his books of
listen to his lectures,” the statement of claim says. “ironically,
Peterson’s academic credentials
are dramatically superior to those
of either Professors rambukkana
or Pimlott.”
Peterson added, “we’ll see if two
lawsuits make the point.”
Peterson is currently on a world
speaking tour promoting his bestseller, 12 rules for life.
The shepherd incident is one in
a series that has prompted calls,
including from Ontario Premierdesignate doug Ford, to tie postsecondary funding to freedom of
speech.
aartuso@postmedia.com

Legal pot coming Oct. 17
Joan Bryden
THE CANADIAN PRESS

OTTawa — Canadians will be able to
legally purchase and consume recreational
marijuana as of Oct. 17 — one month later
than expected.
Prime minister Justin Trudeau
announced the date wednesday during
question period in the house of Commons,
which was expected to end the day by rising
for a three-month summer break.
Trudeau said the government delayed the
timetable for lifting the almost century-old
prohibition on marijuana at the request of
larger provinces, including Quebec, which
asked for more time to make the transition to a legal regime for regulating the production, distribution and consumption of
cannabis.
On Tuesday, the senate approved Bill
C-45, the bill establishing the new legal
regime, after seven months of intensive
study and debate.
senators also dropped their insistence
on amendments to the bill, most notably
one that would have authorized provincials
and territorial governments to prohibit the
home cultivation of marijuana plants if they
choose.
On wednesday, Trudeau and his ministers
were basking in the glow of finally delivering on one of the liberals’ biggest campaign
promises in 2015.
Justice minister Jody wilsonraybould called the legislation — which
still requires royal assent to become law
— “transformative.”
“C-45 marks a wholesale shift in how our
country approaches cannabis,” she said.
“it leaves behind a failed model of prohibition, a model that has made organized crime
rich and left our young people vulnerable.
in its place we will have a new system that
will give adults the opportunity to purchase
and consume cannabis legally from authorized suppliers.
“most importantly, our shift in policy will
protect youth from the health and safety
risks of cannabis and keep those same criminals from profiting from its production,
distribution and sale.”
still, wilson-raybould stressed that pot
remains illegal in Canada until the new law
goes into effect in October.
“i urge all Canadians to continue to follow the existing law until the Cannabis
act comes into force,” she told a news
conference.
Bill C-46, a companion bill that wilsonraybould predicts will give Canada the

gETTy ImAgES fIlES

A woman waves a flag with a marijuana leaf
on it next to a group gathered to celebrate
National Marijuana Day on Parliament Hill in
Ottawa on April 20, 2016. Canadians will be able
to legally purchase marijuana as of Oct. 17.

strongest impaired-driving rules in the
world, is also expected to be passed in the
next day or two by the senate.
until then, wilson-raybould said: “i
would like to also remind the public that
driving while impaired by drugs is, and will
remain, illegal.”
it was clear, however, that there are still
more questions than answers about what
Canada’s nascent legal-pot landscape will
look like — how police will test motorists,
what to do about those with prior marijuana
convictions and just how the rules governing home cultivation will work.
Quebec, manitoba and nunavut have
already decided to ban home-grown weed,
despite the fact that the new federal law
stipulates that individuals may grow up to
four plants per dwelling.
wilson-raybould said the federal government has no intention of challenging
provincial bans on home-grown pot but
she noted that some individuals may well
launch legal challenges.
in the Commons, new democrat mP don
davies attempted to pass a motion calling
on the government to immediately pardon
Canadians convicted of simple cannabis
possession — something that will no longer
be a crime as of Oct. 17. The motion did not
muster the necessary unanimous consent.
Trudeau has strongly hinted that pardons
are likely but he has resolutely refused to go
down that path before the law is changed.
“we recognize that anyone who is currently purchasing marijuana is participating in illegal activity that is funding criminal organizations and street gangs,” he said
in January.
“and therefore we do not want to encourage in any way people to engage in that
behaviour until the law is changed.”

Thursday, July 12, 2018
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Be safe on the water this summer
Take precautions while
boating or canoeing
TREVOR TERFLOTH
The Daily News

whether on a boat, canoe or personal watercraft, people are being
urged to take care on the region’s
waterways, especially with summer in full swing.
Boating fatalities on OPPpatrolled waterways reached an
eight-year high in 2017, with 31
people dying last year compared
to 23 deaths in 2016, according to
Const. Jay denorer.
The OPP stated that falling overboard was the lead contributing
factor both years. That outcome
could have been different for the
42 victims who were found not – or
not properly – wearing a personal
floatation device over the two-year
period.
denorer said boaters should
exercise the the following precautions while on the water:
- wear a personal floatation
device or life jacket;
- don’t operate any watercraft
while impaired;
- Obtain relevant licensing;
- ensure you have all the required
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Boaters are urged to be cautious on area waterways this summer.

safety equipment;
- ensure your watercraft is water
ready; and
- Be wary of the dangers of cold
water immersion.
as for other waterways, including area rivers, watercraft users are
encouraged to remain cautious.
Jason wintermute, water management supervisor for the lower
Thames Valley Conservation
authority, said people need to be
mindful of the speed limits along
the river, which are meant for safety
as well as shoreline protection.
“That’s because there’s a risk that
high speeds will cause wakes, and
that the wakes can cause erosion
on the dikes,” he said.
wintermute added that those
on the river also need to be careful around the shorelines, noting
they can sometimes be difficult to
get in and out of.
“This stretch of the river is pretty
slow-going and it’s usually deep
enough that there really isn’t anything like logs or anything buried in it,” he said. “There’s no high
waters, there’s no flooding or anything right now.”
For more information, visit the
Canadian safe Boating Council at
csbc.ca/en/.
tterfloth@postmedia.com

Cancelled school repair fund hits lambton-Kent
FALLON HEWiTT
The Daily News

Ontario’s new Progressive
Conservative government has
cancelled a $100-million fund
earmarked for school repairs,
a cut that will delay some work
planned in the lambon-Kent
board.
school boards were notified July 3 the Greenhouse Gas
reduction Fund would be eliminated – part of Premier doug
Ford’s campaign promise to
scrap the province’s cap-and-

trade system – and that only
work contracted on or before
that date would be covered.
The memo, obtained by The
Canadian Press, advises school
boards to immediately stop
spending the cash that was allocated in april.
“Please maintain detailed
records of the contracts that
have been signed as ministry
staff will contact boards to collect information on the scope of
the work underway,” the memo
said.
For the lambton-Kent district

school Board, the funding cut
will only prolong the process of
repairs and projects needed for
the board’s aging facilities, said
the board’s superintendent for
business, Brian mcKay.
The lambton-Kent board,
according to mcKay, received an
annual $1.6-million allocation
for repairs through the fund.
“we will have to delay some
work because of that loss. it’s
just going to take longer, and it
won’t help us clear the backlog
any quicker – in fact, it will slow
it down,” mcKay said Tuesday.

whaT’s ON
JuLy 12: Open euchre at the Chatham
legion, william and Colborne streets,
Chatham, 1 p.m. Kitchen open for
lunch Monday to Friday from 11 a.m.
to 2 p.m. saturday kitchen hours 4
p.m. to 7 p.m. everyone welcome.
JuLy 12: Christmas in July turkey
dinner with all the trimmings at the
active lifestyle Centre, Chatham, 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. Cost: $12 per person.
To reserve a ticket, call the Centre at
519-352-5633.
JuLy 13: Meal and fun darts at
the Chatham legion, william and
Colborne streets, Chatham. Dinner
from 5:30 p.m. to 7 p.m. Choice of
barbecued chicken, roast beef or
fish and chips for $10. Catch the
ace drawn at 6:30 p.m. Open darts
at 7:30 p.m. Kitchen open for lunch
Monday to Friday from 11 a.m. to 2
p.m. saturday kitchen hours 4 p.m. to
7 p.m. everyone welcome.
JuLy 13: entertainment at the
Blenheim legion, 8 p.m. to 12
midnight. Featuring Back 2 Back.
everyone welcome.
JuLy 14: Meat draw and dance at
the Chatham legion, william and
Colborne streets, Chatham. Meat
draw from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. Dance
from 4:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. featuring
The 70s Band. Kitchen open for lunch
Monday to Friday from 11 a.m. to 2
p.m. saturday kitchen hours 4 p.m. to
7 p.m. everyone welcome.
JuLy 14: saturday morning
breakfast at First Presbyterian
Church, Chatham (corner of Fifth
and wellington streets). a delicious
and nutritious breakfast served free
of charge from 9:30 a.m. to 11 a.m.
everyone welcome.
JuLy 14: Dog wash in support of CK
animal Rescue, 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
Chatham Pet Valu, 641 Grand ave.
west, Chatham. Cost: $10 per dog;
volunteers will bath your dog for you.
JuLy 15: sunday evening in the
Park, Jackson Park, Dresden, 7 p.m.
Program organized by the Dresden
and District Ministerial association.
Music by First Presbyterian Praise
Team. service by Rev. andrew
Zomerman of Dresden Christian
Reformed Church.
JuLy 16: Open euchre at the Chatham
legion, william and Colborne streets,
Chatham, 1 p.m. Kitchen open for
lunch Monday to Friday from 11 a.m.
to 2 p.m. saturday kitchen hours 4
p.m. to 7 p.m. everyone welcome.
JuLy 16: Free brown bag lunches
available every Monday in July and
august from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at
Christ Church, 80 wellington st.,
Chatham, beside the bus depot.
JuLy 17: Open euchre at the Chatham
legion, william and Colborne streets,
Chatham, 1 p.m. Open shuffleboard
at 7 p.m. Kitchen open for lunch
Monday to Friday from 11 a.m. to 2

The average age of facilities
within the lambton-Kent board’s
scope of operations is 48.5 – with
51 elementary schools averaging
at 46 years old, and 12 secondary
schools averaging at 51.
Capital repair costs for the
next five years are said to be
worth more than $310 million.
For the board, the impact of
the funding cut will not be immediately felt as this year’s allocation has already been spent, said
mcKay.
But in the next five to 10 years,
adjustments will have to be

BUY IT • SELL IT • FIND IT

p.m. saturday kitchen hours 4 p.m. to
7 p.m. everyone welcome.
JuLy 17: Chatham-Kent Farm safety
Day, 8:30 a.m. at the Ridgetown
campus of the University of Guelph.
a fun-filled, hands-on workshop led
by industry professionals, geared
to kids aged five to 12. Topics for
demonstrations and discussions
include: fire safety, railway safety,
grain safety, farm equipment safety,
sun safety, electrical safety, tool
safety and a live PTO demonstration.
Registration deadline is June 29 at
4 p.m. To register, mail/drop off
consent form along with a cheque
(payable to Chatham Kent Farm
safety) to the Kent Federation of
agriculture located at: ag Business
Centre, Ridgetown Campus,
University of Guelph, 120 Main st.
east, Ridgetown ON N0P 2C0. Cost is
$5. Contact Name - Kent Federation
of agriculture at 519-674-1500, ext.
63595 email - kfa@uoguelph.ca
JuLy 17: Tuesday afternoon movie
at the Chatham branch of the public
library, 2 p.m. Featuring Mildred
Pierce, 1945 (PG), starring Joan
Crawford, Jack Carson and Zachary
scott. Donation of $2 suggested at
the door. For more information, call
519-354-2940 or visit www.ckpl.ca.
JuLy 18: The interfaith Caring
Kitchen is being held at st. Ursula
Church, 205 Tweedsmuir ave. w,
Chatham. a nutritious supper will be
served between 4:30 and 5:30 p.m.
Families are welcome and there is no
charge.
JuLy 18: Meeting of the Chatham
Kent Quilters’ Guild, 7 p.m. at st.
Paul’s Congregational Church, 450
Park ave. west, Chatham. Celebrating
20 years as a guild, we are having a
strawberry social. Bring a bowl, spoon
and cup and join in the fun. also, we
will have a special member’s “stash
sale” prior to the meeting. Proceeds
go to als windsor. everyone
welcome. For more information,
contact Rachel De Bruyne at 5193912.

Waste Connections of Canada is beginning
an environmental assessment study under the
Environmental Assessment Act to expand the existing
Ridge Landfill.
The Ridge Landfill has been serving the Municipality
of Chatham-Kent community for 50 years and will
reach its approved capacity by approximately 2021.
An expanded Ridge Landfill would continue to provide
long term residual waste disposal capacity to industrial,
commercial and institutional customers in southern and
central Ontario and to the Municipality of Chatham- Kent.
The Process
On May 1, 2018, the Minister of Environment and Climate Change approved the Terms of Reference
for the Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment (EA) with amendments.The approved
amended Terms of Reference is available on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com.
This study will be carried out in
accordance with the requirements
of the Environmental Assessment
Act and the approved amended
EA Terms of Reference. The EA
will consider site development
alternatives for expanding the
landfill to provide waste disposal
capacity over a 20-year planning
period as well as alternatives for
the management of leachate and
landfill gas. Waste Connections
is committed to enhancing waste
diversion and will also consider
the feasibility of on-site diversion
programs.

Time & Date: July 25, 2018 from 6:00 pm - 8:30 pm
Location: St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George St, Blenheim, ON

Consultation
Public consultation is a very important aspect of the EA process. Our first public open house will
be held on July 25th, 2018 (see text box above). Members of the public, agencies, Indigenous
communities and other interested persons are encouraged to actively participate in the planning
process by attending consultation events or contacting Waste Connections to provide information
and comments or to ask questions.
Consultation events will be held throughout the EA planning process and notice of those events will
be published in local newspapers, distributed to those on the project contact list; and posted at
www.ridgelandfill.com. Please visit the website under our Contact Us page to be added to the project
contact list.
For further information please contact:
Cathy Smith
Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
T: 519-358-2860
E: cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com
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Learn to ride, groom,
lead, saddle and care
+tax
+tax
for ponies and horses.
Experienced instructors. Specialty
Trail riding daily.
Camps:
Fun games, theme days, Call for
rodeo day and lots more. Pricing

STABLES 519-354-7517
HORSEBACK RIDING

You are invited to our first of three EA
Public Open Houses!
This first Public Open House will introduce the EA
process, provide background information on the site
and project, and describe the alternatives being
considered and how they will be evaluated.The
purpose of the Open House is to get your input on
study areas, alternatives being considered, work
plans and evaluation criteria.

Results from this study will be documented in an EA, which will be submitted to the ministry
for review. At that time, the public, Indigenous communities and other interested persons will be
informed when and where the EA can be reviewed.

July 2, 9, 16, 23, 30
August 6, 13, 20, 27

OPEN
YEAR ROUND

In The Classiﬁeds

Notice of Commencement of Environmental Assessment
Ridge Landfill Expansion,Waste Connections of Canada

Summer Day Camp

TJSTABLES.CA

made, he noted. Critical need
projects will be first priority,
with anything below most likely
adjusted.
“we will have to do work over
the summer and the fall just to
see what this means to our capital work, our capital plan, and
what we will have to delay over
the next five years,” said mcKay.
“ultimately, we will have to delay
projects.”
across the province, there is
an estimated $15-billion repair
backlog at its 4,900 publicly
funded schools.

837 Gregory
Drive, Chatham

All personal information included in a submission – such as name, address, telephone number and property location – is collected,
maintained and disclosed by the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change for the purpose of transparency and consultation.
The information is collected under the authority of the Environmental Assessment Act or is collected and maintained for the purpose of
creating a record that is available to the general public as described in s.37 of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act.
Personal information you submit will become part of a public record that is available to the general public unless you request that your
personal information remain confidential. For more information, please contact the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change’s
Freedom of Information and Privacy Coordinator at 416-327-1434.
Notice published (June 20, 2018)
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Blenheim Bus Lines selected as electric operator
TREVOR TERFLOTH
Postmedia Network

Two local school boards
will be taking part in an electric school bus pilot project

this year to help determine
the feasibility of the vehicles.
Blenheim Bus Lines has
been selected as one of 14
student transportation operators across the province to

participate in the Ministry
of Transportation’s Electric
School Bus (ESB) Pilot Program.
“We’re very excited to be
part of this important study,

Notice of Commencement of Environmental Assessment
Ridge Landfill Expansion,Waste Connections of Canada
Waste Connections of Canada is beginning
an environmental assessment study under the
Environmental Assessment Act to expand the existing
Ridge Landfill.
The Ridge Landfill has been serving the Municipality
of Chatham-Kent community for 50 years and will
reach its approved capacity by approximately 2021.
An expanded Ridge Landfill would continue to provide
long term residual waste disposal capacity to industrial,
commercial and institutional customers in southern and
central Ontario and to the Municipality of Chatham- Kent.

which could pave the way
for a greener future in student transportation,” said
Kent Orr, general manager
of Chatham-Kent Lambton
Administrative School Services, which provides transportation services for the St.
Clair Catholic and Lambton
Kent district school boards.
According to a me dia
release, pilot funding has
been provided to selected
operators to determine if
the vehicles can operate reliably and cost effectively in
Ontario in different weather
conditions.

The project also aims to
determine any possible constraints for operators, as well
as the potential to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions
and improve air quality.
Last October, school bus
operators applied for funding for an ESB and the necessary charging infrastructure
for its operation.
As a condition of funding, successful applicants are
required to report on aspects
of their use and experience
with the bus.
Recipients were selected
based on their experi-

ence in student transportation, ability to successfully
deliver a pilot project, location, type of route serviced
and the size of their school
bus fleet.
“The ride aboard an ESB
is completely different from
traditional school buses
because there is absolutely
no engine noise,” Orr said.
“The vehicle that will be test
driven on routes in the Blenheim area is highly computerized and equipped
with GPS technology and a
100-per-cent electric propulsion system.”

The Process
On May 1, 2018, the Minister of Environment and Climate Change approved the Terms of Reference
for the Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment (EA) with amendments.The approved
amended Terms of Reference is available on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com.
This study will be carried out in
accordance with the requirements
of the Environmental Assessment
Act and the approved amended
EA Terms of Reference. The EA
will consider site development
alternatives for expanding the
landfill to provide waste disposal
capacity over a 20-year planning
period as well as alternatives for
the management of leachate and
landfill gas. Waste Connections
is committed to enhancing waste
diversion and will also consider
the feasibility of on-site diversion
programs.

You are invited to our first of three EA
Public Open Houses!
This first Public Open House will introduce the EA
process, provide background information on the site
and project, and describe the alternatives being
considered and how they will be evaluated.The
purpose of the Open House is to get your input on
study areas, alternatives being considered, work
plans and evaluation criteria.
Time & Date: July 25, 2018 from 6:00 pm - 8:30 pm
Location: St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George St, Blenheim, ON

Results from this study will be documented in an EA, which will be submitted to the ministry
for review. At that time, the public, Indigenous communities and other interested persons will be
informed when and where the EA can be reviewed.
Consultation
Public consultation is a very important aspect of the EA process. Our first public open house will
be held on July 25th, 2018 (see text box above). Members of the public, agencies, Indigenous
communities and other interested persons are encouraged to actively participate in the planning
process by attending consultation events or contacting Waste Connections to provide information
and comments or to ask questions.
Consultation events will be held throughout the EA planning process and notice of those events will
be published in local newspapers, distributed to those on the project contact list; and posted at
www.ridgelandfill.com. Please visit the website under our Contact Us page to be added to the project
contact list.
For further information please contact:
Cathy Smith
Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
T: 519-358-2860
E: cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com
All personal information included in a submission – such as name, address, telephone number and property location – is collected,
maintained and disclosed by the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change for the purpose of transparency and consultation.
The information is collected under the authority of the Environmental Assessment Act or is collected and maintained for the purpose of
creating a record that is available to the general public as described in s.37 of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act.
Personal information you submit will become part of a public record that is available to the general public unless you request that your
personal information remain confidential. For more information, please contact the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change’s
Freedom of Information and Privacy Coordinator at 416-327-1434.
Notice published (June 20, 2018)

Chatham Kent Women’s Centre Fundraiser:

At Blazin BBQ Rib House

Chatham Kent
Women’s
Centre

‘Rib & Chicken Fundraiser’

with Coleslaw, Fries and Beans
Valid with Any Beverage Purchase
July 4th, 2018

Seating Available Between
4:30p.m. and 8:30p.m.

Gratuity Not Included
Tickets $25.00 / each

435 ST. CLAIR ST., CHATHAM, ON

Thank you for your support!

For tickets please contact Karen at 519-351-9144
ext. 232 or karenhu@ckwc.org
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Prevention and early detection keys to melanoma survival

E

verybody has a
story. Mine is not
unique but it is
mine and I appreciate the
opportunity to share it
with you. My story started
with a mole. It changed
in size, colour and
dimension; was removed;
biopsied and removed
again – stage 2 malignant
melanoma – but then it
was over.
But not quite – that is
not the end of my story,
nor the beginning.
My story began 60 years
ago when I was young and
naive, but so was science.
We didn’t know about UV
rays and sun damage and
what we were doing to
ourselves. It started with
a bad sunburn while at a
birthday party when I was
eight. It continued with
ablistering sunburn on
the back of my legs while
I was with friends at a
beach. Another time was
the worst – a cloudy day
babysitting children in a
pool with no idea that the
sun was burning my face
and shoulders until the
next day when I looked
like I’d been scorched.
Not only did I have
blisters but also a bumpy
rash. All of these burns
(and many more) resulted
in peeling skin over the
days that followed.
I was also one of those
people who tanned before
a vacation, thinking
“Better to get a base tan
before I go than to risk

CATHY

TELFER

Concerning Cancer

a sunburn while there,”
not realizing that UV
rays from a tanning bed
are just as damaging
to the skin as direct
sunlight. And – in spite of
advertisers’ claims, I did
actually get a burn from
one of those sessions.
Although hard to tell
now, I was a redhead as
a child, my skin freckled
very easily and like all of
my family I have dozens
of moles of various sizes,
shapes and colours.
That is what confuses
me – my moles don’t
look like the ones in the
photos of melanomas –
or the ones that do look
suspicious to me are
not of concern to my
dermatologist who knows
better. So, it is tough to
know what to look for.
My story from 1997 was
an easy one and I moved
on with my life until
2007 when another mole
became suspicious, was
biopsied and then removed
to ensure clear margins.
Same leg – different spot –
10 years apart.
Within those 20 years I
have also had a number
of basal cell cancers

identified and a couple
of spots diagnosed with
dysplastic (or suspicious)
cells. My life of fun-in-thesun has become made-inthe-shade or even worse –
scars-in-the-stars.
I am so fortunate. My
cancer was caught early
and excised quickly with
no follow up treatment
required. I still see a
dermatologist regularly
and no longer allow
myself to get sunburned.
I use sunscreen, head
to the shade and avoid
extended time outdoors.
I hate hats and look
ridiculous so I avoid them
whenever possible but do
wear a visor on occasion.
Cancer is not only a
physical disease. In my
case, it is one that is clearly
visible and with vigilance,
easily treated. Cancer is
also an emotional disease
that once with you, never
leaves. I watch my skin
and moles carefully and
if I see a change I worry.
Whenever I get a lump or
red spot my first thought is
“Oh no. The cancer is back.”
I don’t want to live in fear.
I want to move Beyond
Cancer – and mostly do
– until something on my
body changes and those
worries are right at the
forefront again.
In talking to other
survivors of cancer, this is
a common reaction and
one that we don’t always
address. We are good at
treating the physical part

Ontario fund provided $1.6 million to
Lambton-Kent District School Board
continued from > Page 9
For the lambton-kent
district School Board, the
funding cut will only prolong the process of repairs
and projects needed for
the board’s ageing facili t i e s , s a i d t h e b o a r d ’s
superintendent for business, Brian Mckay.
The lambton-kent
board, according to
Mckay, received an annual
$1.6-million allocation for
repairs through the fund.
“We will have to delay
some work because of that
loss. It’s just going to take
longer, and it won’t help
us clear the backlog any

quicker – in fact, it w ill
slow it down,” Mckay said
Tuesday.
The average age of facilities within the lambton-kent board’s scope of
operations is 48.5 – with
51 elementary schools
averaging at 46 years old,
and 12 secondary schools
averaging at 51.
Capital repair costs for
the next five years are said
to be worth more than
$310 million.
For the board, the
impact of the funding cut
will not be immediately
f e l t a s t h i s y e a r ’s a l l o cation has already been
spent, said Mckay.

But in the next five to 10
years, adjustments will have
to be made, he noted. Critical need projects will be
first priority, with anything
below most likely adjusted.
“We will have to do work
over the summer and
the fall just to see what
this means to our capital work, our capital plan,
and what we will have to
delay over the next five
years,” said Mckay. “Ultimat e l y , w e w i l l hav e t o
delay projects.”
Across the province,
there is an estimated
$15-billion repair backlog
at its 4,900 publicly funded
schools.

of cancer, not necessarily
as adept at the long-term
emotional outcomes. But
talking about it is the first
step in dealing with it.
There will be more
about melanoma

next month but in
the meantime, to find
out more about skin
cancer, please talk to an
information specialist
at 1-888-939-3333, visit
the website at www.

cancer.ca, or call the
Canadian Cancer Society
Community Office.
Cathy Telfer is an
information outreach
volunteer with the
Canadian Cancer Society.

Notice of Commencement of Environmental Assessment
Ridge Landfill Expansion,Waste Connections of Canada
Waste Connections of Canada is beginning
an environmental assessment study under the
Environmental Assessment Act to expand the existing
Ridge Landfill.
The Ridge Landfill has been serving the Municipality
of Chatham-Kent community for 50 years and will
reach its approved capacity by approximately 2021.
An expanded Ridge Landfill would continue to provide
long term residual waste disposal capacity to industrial,
commercial and institutional customers in southern and
central Ontario and to the Municipality of Chatham- Kent.
The Process
On May 1, 2018, the Minister of Environment and Climate Change approved the Terms of Reference
for the Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment (EA) with amendments.The approved
amended Terms of Reference is available on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com.
This study will be carried out in
accordance with the requirements
of the Environmental Assessment
Act and the approved amended
EA Terms of Reference. The EA
will consider site development
alternatives for expanding the
landfill to provide waste disposal
capacity over a 20-year planning
period as well as alternatives for
the management of leachate and
landfill gas. Waste Connections
is committed to enhancing waste
diversion and will also consider
the feasibility of on-site diversion
programs.

You are invited to our first of three EA
Public Open Houses!
This first Public Open House will introduce the EA
process, provide background information on the site
and project, and describe the alternatives being
considered and how they will be evaluated.The
purpose of the Open House is to get your input on
study areas, alternatives being considered, work
plans and evaluation criteria.
Time & Date: July 25, 2018 from 6:00 pm - 8:30 pm
Location: St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George St, Blenheim, ON

Results from this study will be documented in an EA, which will be submitted to the ministry
for review. At that time, the public, Indigenous communities and other interested persons will be
informed when and where the EA can be reviewed.
Consultation
Public consultation is a very important aspect of the EA process. Our first public open house will
be held on July 25th, 2018 (see text box above). Members of the public, agencies, Indigenous
communities and other interested persons are encouraged to actively participate in the planning
process by attending consultation events or contacting Waste Connections to provide information
and comments or to ask questions.
Consultation events will be held throughout the EA planning process and notice of those events will
be published in local newspapers, distributed to those on the project contact list; and posted at
www.ridgelandfill.com. Please visit the website under our Contact Us page to be added to the project
contact list.
For further information please contact:
Cathy Smith
Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
T: 519-358-2860
E: cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com
All personal information included in a submission – such as name, address, telephone number and property location – is collected,
maintained and disclosed by the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change for the purpose of transparency and consultation.
The information is collected under the authority of the Environmental Assessment Act or is collected and maintained for the purpose of
creating a record that is available to the general public as described in s.37 of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act.
Personal information you submit will become part of a public record that is available to the general public unless you request that your
personal information remain confidential. For more information, please contact the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change’s
Freedom of Information and Privacy Coordinator at 416-327-1434.
Notice published (June 20, 2018)
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Myers will not seek re-election

By Bruce Corcoran
bruce@chathamvoice.com

Chatham Coun. Bob Myers’ heart just wasn’t in it.
He won’t be seeking
re-election this fall, as he’s
recovering from serious
heart surgery.
Myers, who turns 66
next month, said a routine
checkup in February revealed a problem.
“I have for years had
a heart murmur. Every
year, I go for an echocardiogram. Every year, the
results come back pretty
much the same,” he said.

This time, however, they
didn’t.
“This year, my doctor
said, ‘We have a problem
here.’ The results showed
everything had moved
into a severe state,” Myers
said.
That severe state involved the aortic valve in
his heart, which controls
the flow of blood coming
from the heart and going
into the aorta.
“He (Myers’ doctor) likened it to putting your
thumb over the end of a
garden hose. It was damaging my aorta with the

pressure. And the blood
was coming back in because the valve wasn’t
closing,” he said.
Just one day after seeing
his family doctor, Myers
was in front of a specialist here in Chatham, and
a couple of days after that,
he was in London being
seen by a heart specialist.
He said he got moved
to the top of the surgery
list and a few weeks later
went under the knife.
“They replaced the aortic valve and repaired the
aorta. One of my coronary
arteries was diseased, so

they had to replace that
too,” he said.
Seven hours of surgery
later, Myers headed to recovery.
“I was out for seven hours. It was quite a
lengthy procedure. It took
me two solid days to come
out of the anesthetic,” he
said.
That was six weeks ago.
Myers is healing well, but
he said he is limited in
what he can do, as he tires
very easily.
Heading out on a campaign trail to knock on
doors to seek re-election,

Notice of Commencement of Environmental Assessment
Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada
Waste Connections of Canada is beginning an
environmental
assessment
study
under
the
Environmental Assessment Act to expand the existing
Ridge Landfill.
The Ridge Landfill has been serving the Municipality of
Chatham-Kent community for 50 years and will reach its
approved capacity by approximately 2021. An
expanded Ridge Landfill would continue to provide long
term residual waste disposal capacity to industrial,
commercial and institutional customers in southern and
central Ontario and to the Municipality of ChathamKent.

The Process
On May 1, 2018, the Minister of
Environment and Climate Change
approved the Terms of Reference for
the
Ridge
Landfill
Expansion
Environmental Assessment (EA) with
amendments.
The
approved
amended Terms of Reference is
available on the project website
www.ridgelandfill.com.

You are invited to our first of three EA
Public Open Houses!
This first Public Open House will introduce the EA
process, provide background information on the site
and project, and describe the alternatives being
considered and how they will be evaluated. The
purpose of the Open House is to get your input on
study areas, alternatives being considered, work plans
and evaluation criteria.

This study will be carried out in
accordance with the requirements of
the Environmental Assessment Act
Time & Date: July 25, 2018 from 6:00 pm - 8:30 pm
and the approved amended EA
Location: St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George St, Blenheim, ON
Terms of Reference. The EA will
consider
site
development
alternatives for expanding the landfill to provide waste disposal capacity over a 20-year planning period
as well as alternatives for the management of leachate and landfill gas. Waste Connections is
committed to enhancing waste diversion and will also consider the feasibility of on-site diversion
programs.

just isn’t an option. Putting up signs and going
door to door would be
too taxing. Sitting at home
expecting voters to return
him to office just wasn’t an
option.
“There’s no way I could
do that. Running without
campaigning – it would
bother me knowing I
wasn’t putting in a solid
effort,” Myers said.
He added it wasn’t an
easy decision.
“I enjoy the council work.
I enjoy trying to help people out,” he said. “I can
volunteer other places and

still get that satisfaction.”
Looking back on his time
on council, Myers said
he’s most proud of the fact
council generally behaved
with the best interests of
all of Chatham-Kent at
heart.
“There are still a lot of
parochial issues, but when
push comes to shove, most
of these councillors see
C-K as a whole,” he said.
“That’s what I’m most
happy about.”
As for his future, Myers
sees more volunteer work,
as well as more time with
his grandchildren.

Rime time at Chatham Library
The Chatham Voice

Samuel Taylor Coleridge and “The
Rime Of The Ancient Mariner” are
on oral display June 28 in Chatham.
The event consists of a reading of
the poem, “The Rime Of The An-

cient Mariner,” and a description
of Coleridge’s life. He was a poet,
drug addict, philosopher, literary
critic, and a great talker.
The speaker is Clair Culliford of
The Veranda Presents.
The event takes place at 2 p.m.

BOX LUNCH
FUNDRAISER

For the Chatham-Kent Women’s Centre Inc.
Your choice of: Turkey, Ham or Veggie
Each box lunch contains: 6” sub on 9-grain bread,
bag of regular lays chips, chocolate chunk cookie,
apple, mayo, sub sauce, mustard,
bottled water or can of Pepsi or Diet Pepsi

Free Delivery!

Results from this study will be documented in an EA, which will be submitted to the ministry for review.
At that time, the public, Indigenous communities and other interested persons will be informed when and
where the EA can be reviewed.

Consultation
Public consultation is a very important aspect of the EA process. Our first public open house will be held
th
on July 25 , 2018 (see text box above). Members of the public, agencies, Indigenous communities and
other interested persons are encouraged to actively participate in the planning process by attending
consultation events or contacting Waste Connections to provide information and comments or to ask
questions.
Consultation events will be held throughout the EA planning process and notice of those events will be
published in local newspapers, distributed to those on the project contact list; and posted at
www.ridgelandfill.com. Please visit the website under our Contact Us page to be added to the project
contact list.
For further information please contact:
Cathy Smith
Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
T: 519-358-2860
E: cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com
All personal information included in a submission – such as name, address, telephone number and property location
– is collected, maintained and disclosed by the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change for the purpose of
transparency and consultation. The information is collected under the authority of the Environmental Assessment
Act or is collected and maintained for the purpose of creating a record that is available to the general public as
described in s.37 of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. Personal information you submit will
become part of a public record that is available to the general public unless you request that your personal
information remain confidential. For more information, please contact the Ministry of the Environment and Climate
Change’s Freedom of Information and Privacy Coordinator at 416-327-1434.

Notice published (June 20, 2018)

All orders must be in by July 10, 2018!

Orders will be delivered July 12th, 2018
between 11:00am and Noon!
For more info or to send in your order:
karenhu@ckwc.org
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Chatham man wants to give
power back to the people
I want to help us grow even closer,”
Powers added.
He said what really motivated him
A Chatham man has added his to run for mayor was the first time
name as a contender for Mayor of he drove by members of the Water
Chatham-Kent, wanting to give the Wells First group protesting for the
right to clean water.
people a voice.
“What really got me was driving to
Robert Powers, 27, filed his nomination papers last week, bringing work one day on Countryview Line
the total of mayoral candidates to when I saw people exercising their
civil liberties crying out for clean
four so far.
“It is time that the people of my water here in Chatham-Kent. That
community are empowered and really moved me and I knew I had
to do something
given a voice. I
to help people in
have a clear vision
my community,”
and direct profesPowers explained.
sional and educa“As the Mayor of
tional experience
Chatham-Kent, I
to make this hapwould absolutely
pen,” Powers said
enforce the rule of
in a statement.
law, but to see that
Powers worked
absolutely blew
for the Canadian
me away.”
government
in
The
candidate
several capacities,
said that problem,
including Canada
and every other
Post and Canada
serious problem
Border Services
in the municipaliAgency, as well
ty, is because peoas the Province
ple don’t have a
of Ontario with
voice.
the Ontario Trilli“It’s always the
um Foundation.
government that
He recently comis deciding which
pleted a Master
Robert Powers
way we’re going
of Public Policy
and it should be
– With Distinction from the University of Michi- the people leading the way and I
gan-Dearborn, a Master of Arts in want to give a voice to those peoPolitical Science from the University ple.”
One way of making sure those votof Windsor and an Honours Specialization Bachelor of Arts in Political ed into office listen to the people,
Science from the University of West- Powers said, is to give people the
option of removing a council memern Ontario.
“I want my fellow citizens to know ber from office.
“Through citizens’ initiative, if you
that I am motivated to act from the
heart. The number one thing I want get enough signatures on a page,
to do is to give the people the pow- you should be able to have a recall
er. Chatham-Kent is my hometown. vote and recall the mayor or a counI was born two blocks away from cilor. It should be up to the people;
where I currently reside, on the bank this is a democracy. There are other
of the Thames River in Chatham. jurisdictions in Canada where that
We are a great, big community and happens and I want to give the peoBy Mary Beth Corcoran
mary@chathamvoice.com

ple the power here,” he said. “People should have the control.”
Powers also said it is time to fix the
problems of amalgamation and time
that council is brought to the people.
He proposes regular council sittings
across the community; taking them
to Wallaceburg, Ridgetown, Dresden, Tilbury and more.
“If it takes folding tables in the
back of a pick-up truck I want you
to know that I am going to make it
happen: I am going to bring your
municipal government to your front
door,” he noted. “Even though I’m
young, I’ve been given a lot of responsibility and it’s my responsibility to make things better.”

Open Daily for Lunch and Dinner!

Casual . . . fun family eatery.

519-674-0006
www.rondeaujoes.com
rondeaujoes@hotmail.com
11521 Wildwood Line, Rondeau, ON
(Just outside the park gate)

Notice of Commencement of Environmental Assessment
Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada
Waste Connections of Canada is beginning an
environmental
assessment
study
under
the
Environmental Assessment Act to expand the existing
Ridge Landfill.
The Ridge Landfill has been serving the Municipality of
Chatham-Kent community for 50 years and will reach its
approved capacity by approximately 2021. An
expanded Ridge Landfill would continue to provide long
term residual waste disposal capacity to industrial,
commercial and institutional customers in southern and
central Ontario and to the Municipality of ChathamKent.

The Process
On May 1, 2018, the Minister of
Environment and Climate Change
approved the Terms of Reference for
the
Ridge
Landfill
Expansion
Environmental Assessment (EA) with
amendments.
The
approved
amended Terms of Reference is
available on the project website
www.ridgelandfill.com.

You are invited to our first of three EA
Public Open Houses!
This first Public Open House will introduce the EA
process, provide background information on the site
and project, and describe the alternatives being
considered and how they will be evaluated. The
purpose of the Open House is to get your input on
study areas, alternatives being considered, work plans
and evaluation criteria.

This study will be carried out in
accordance with the requirements of
the Environmental Assessment Act
Time & Date: July 25, 2018 from 6:00 pm - 8:30 pm
and the approved amended EA
Location: St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George St, Blenheim, ON
Terms of Reference. The EA will
consider
site
development
alternatives for expanding the landfill to provide waste disposal capacity over a 20-year planning period
as well as alternatives for the management of leachate and landfill gas. Waste Connections is
committed to enhancing waste diversion and will also consider the feasibility of on-site diversion
programs.
Results from this study will be documented in an EA, which will be submitted to the ministry for review.
At that time, the public, Indigenous communities and other interested persons will be informed when and
where the EA can be reviewed.

Consultation
Public consultation is a very important aspect of the EA process. Our first public open house will be held
th
on July 25 , 2018 (see text box above). Members of the public, agencies, Indigenous communities and
other interested persons are encouraged to actively participate in the planning process by attending
consultation events or contacting Waste Connections to provide information and comments or to ask
questions.

~ 24 Hour Health Care Supervision
~ Delicious Home Cooked Meals
~ Scheduled Activities
We also offer
Post Hospital/Respite Stays

Contact us at
519-354-7111
for your personal tour.
We desire to create and operate a Retirement
Community where all our residents
will enjoy a lifestyle and quality of life
exceeding their expectations

97 MCFARLANE AVE.,
CHATHAM ON

Consultation events will be held throughout the EA planning process and notice of those events will be
published in local newspapers, distributed to those on the project contact list; and posted at
www.ridgelandfill.com. Please visit the website under our Contact Us page to be added to the project
contact list.
For further information please contact:
Cathy Smith
Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
T: 519-358-2860
E: cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com
All personal information included in a submission – such as name, address, telephone number and property location
– is collected, maintained and disclosed by the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change for the purpose of
transparency and consultation. The information is collected under the authority of the Environmental Assessment
Act or is collected and maintained for the purpose of creating a record that is available to the general public as
described in s.37 of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. Personal information you submit will
become part of a public record that is available to the general public unless you request that your personal
information remain confidential. For more information, please contact the Ministry of the Environment and Climate
Change’s Freedom of Information and Privacy Coordinator at 416-327-1434.

Notice published (June 20, 2018)

June 14, 2018
Residents/Businesses
<Address>
I am writing to you today as our neighbor to advise you that our Terms of Reference for the Ridge Landfill Expansion
Environmental Assessment received approval from the Minister of Environment and Climate Change on May 1, 2018.
This Terms of Reference approval allows us to proceed with the Environmental Assessment (EA). The Environmental
Assessment is where Waste Connection’s team of environmental experts will carry out technical analysis and evaluate
the options to add capacity to the Ridge. The key changes made to the Amended Terms of Reference (previously made
available for public and agency review in December 2017) are highlighted in a table at the end of this letter. The
Approved Amended Terms of Reference is available on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com.
The Notice of Commencement for the EA is attached. This notice provides information on an upcoming Open House to
be held at St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George Street in Blenheim on July 25, 2018 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm. This Open House will
present, among other things, the alternative ways to expand the landfill (referred to as site development alternatives),
and will explore alternative ways to manage leachate and use landfill gas. The Open House will also present the criteria
proposed to evaluate the site development alternatives. The public will be invited to provide their input on these
important components of the project.
In advance of the Open House we are inviting our neighbours to attend a workshop. The workshop is by invitation only
and is an opportunity for you to give input on what you consider to be important in the evaluation of the site development
alternatives. This will enable us to evaluate the alternatives to determine the most preferred way to develop the future
site. Your input will be helpful to us as we embark on this important initiative.
Please see the enclosed invitation for further information about the July 11, 2018 workshop.
Please note that if you cannot attend on July 11th but would still like to participate, or if you have any questions or
comments please call me at 519.358.2860. I can also be reached at cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com.
Sincerely,

Cathy Smith
Project Manager
Ridge Landfill Expansion
Visit our website – www.ridgelandfill.com

This table provides an overview of the key changes made to the December 2017
Amended ToR
Section
Executive
Summary

Section 2.2

Section 3.3.4

Section 4.3

Section 5.2.1.2

Section 5.3

Section 7.0

Amendment
Diversion - Waste Connections reinforced its commitment to assisting the province to
reach diversion targets and will assess the feasibility and viability of implementing an
on-site waste diversion program in the EA. The assessment of an on-site diversion
program will be carried out in accordance with best management practices, in
consideration of new and emerging technologies, and in recognition of the goals and
expectations set forth in the Resource Recovery and Circular Economy Act, 2016 and
the Strategy for a Waste-Free Ontario: Building the Circular Economy.
Climate Change - Text was amended to clarify that Waste Connections will include an
assessment of how the preferred project may contribute to greenhouse gas emissions
as part of the EA. Waste Connections will also include consideration of greenhouse gas
emissions in the evaluation of alternative methods.
This section was also revised to clarify that Waste Connections will consider climate
adaptation measures to reduce and manage climate change effects on the site.
Project Rationale - Waste Connections will revisit the purpose and opportunity
outlined in the Terms of Reference. Waste Connections agreed to reconfirm the data
and methods used to develop the rationale for the undertaking as part of the EA.
Study Areas – Waste Connections committed to determining the study areas in
consultation with agencies, Indigenous Communities and the public as part of the
development of detailed technical discipline work plans for the EA.
Alternative Methods – Waste Connections agreed to consider alternative methods for
leachate management and landfill gas management/utilization in addition to the
landfill site development alternatives.
Impact Assessment of the Preferred Alternative Method – The text was revised to
clarify that all phases of the project will be assessed (i.e. construction, operation,
closure and post-closure) and that the impact on climate change will be considered in
this assessment.
Waste Connections will finalize the technical discipline work plans for the EA based on
input from interested agencies, Indigenous Communities and the public. Waste
Connections will consult with the MOECC prior to the finalization of atmospheric,
hydrogeology and surface water quality work plans.
Commitments – Waste Connections will develop a table of commitments made during
the Terms of Reference and will track these commitments during the EA to confirm
they are fulfilled.

June 15, 2018
Regulatory Agencies / Elected Officials / Adjacent Municipalities / Liaison & Trust / Stakeholders / Open House
Attendees on Sign-In Sheet/ Media Outlets
<Address>

I am writing to you today to advise you that our Terms of Reference for the Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental
Assessment received approval from the Minister of Environment and Climate Change on May 1, 2018. This Terms of
Reference approval allows us to proceed with the Environmental Assessment (EA). The Environmental Assessment is
where Waste Connection’s team of environmental experts will carry out technical analysis and evaluate the options to
add capacity to the Ridge. The key changes made to the Amended Terms of Reference (previously made available for
public and agency review in December 2017) are highlighted in a table at the end of this letter. The Approved Amended
Terms of Reference is available on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com.
The Notice of Commencement for the EA is attached. This notice provides information on an upcoming Open House to
be held at St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George Street in Blenheim on July 25, 2018 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm.
This Open House will present the alternative ways to expand the landfill (referred to as site development alternatives),
and will explore alternative ways to manage leachate and use landfill gas. The Open House will also present the criteria
proposed to evaluate the site development alternatives in order to enable public feedback.
If you have any questions or comments, please call me at 519.358.2860 or I can be reached at
cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com.
Sincerely,

Cathy Smith
Project Manager
Ridge Landfill Expansion
Visit our website – www.ridgelandfill.com

This table provides an overview of the key changes made to the December 2017
Amended ToR
Section
Executive
Summary

Section 2.2

Section 3.3.4

Section 4.3

Section 5.2.1.2

Section 5.3

Section 7.0

Amendment
Diversion - Waste Connections reinforced its commitment to assisting the province to
reach diversion targets and will assess the feasibility and viability of implementing an
on-site waste diversion program in the EA. The assessment of an on-site diversion
program will be carried out in accordance with best management practices, in
consideration of new and emerging technologies, and in recognition of the goals and
expectations set forth in the Resource Recovery and Circular Economy Act, 2016 and
the Strategy for a Waste-Free Ontario: Building the Circular Economy.
Climate Change - Text was amended to clarify that Waste Connections will include an
assessment of how the preferred project may contribute to greenhouse gas emissions
as part of the EA. Waste Connections will also include consideration of greenhouse
gas emissions in the evaluation of alternative methods.
This section was also revised to clarify that Waste Connections will consider climate
adaptation measures to reduce and manage climate change effects on the site.
Project Rationale – Waste Connections will revisit the purpose and opportunity
outlined in the Terms of Reference. Waste Connections agreed to reconfirm the data
and methods used to develop the rationale for the undertaking as part of the EA.
Study Areas – Waste Connections committed to determining the study areas in
consultation with agencies, Indigenous Communities and the public as part of the
development of detailed technical discipline work plans for the EA.
Alternative Methods – Waste Connections agreed to consider alternative methods for
leachate management and landfill gas management/utilization in addition to the
landfill site development alternatives.
Impact Assessment of the Preferred Alternative Method – The text was revised to
clarify that all phases of the project will be assessed (i.e. construction, operation,
closure and post-closure) and that the impact on climate change will be considered in
this assessment.
Waste Connections will finalize the technical discipline work plans for the EA based on
input from interested agencies, Indigenous Communities and the public. Waste
Connections will consult with the MOECC prior to the finalization of atmospheric,
hydrogeology and surface water quality work plans.
Commitments – Waste Connections will develop a table of commitments made during
the Terms of Reference and will track these commitments during the EA to confirm
they are fulfilled.

Notice of Open House #2

Notice of Open House
Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada
In the spring of 2018 Waste Connections of Canada
commenced with an environmental assessment study
under the Environmental Assessment Act to expand the
existing Ridge Landfill.
The Ridge Landfill has been serving the Municipality of
Chatham-Kent community for 50 years and will reach its
approved capacity by approximately 2021. Adding
capacity to the Ridge Landfill will enable Waste
Connections of Canada to continue to provide long term
residual waste disposal capacity to industrial,
commercial and institutional customers in southern and
central Ontario, as well as the Municipality of Chatham-Kent for the next 20 years.

EA Update
Work has been completed to
identify and evaluate alternative
configurations for the expanded
landfill including alternative
leachate treatment and landfill gas
management methods.
Preliminary results of this
evaluation will be available at the
Open House for your review and
comment.

You are invited to our second Public Open
House!
The purpose of the Open House is to get your input on the
preliminary evaluation of alternatives ways to expand the
Ridge Landfill.
Time & Date: December 6, 2018 from 6:00 pm - 8:30 pm
Location: St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George St, Blenheim, ON

Following the Open House, additional studies will be completed to determine ways to mitigate potential
impacts the proposed expansion may have on the natural, social, economic, cultural and built
environment.
This work is being undertaken based on the Amended Terms of Reference for the project approved on
May 1, 2018, by the Minister of Environment, Conservation and Parks. The approved amended Terms of
Reference is available on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com.
Waste Connections of Canada is continuously committed to enhancing waste recycling and reduction
programs. Information related to these efforts will be presented at the Open House.

Consultation
Public consultation is a very important aspect of the EA process. Our second public open house will be
held on December 6th, 2018 (see text box above). Members of the public, agencies, Indigenous
communities and other interested persons are encouraged to actively participate in the planning process
by attending consultation events or contacting Waste Connections to provide information, comments or
to ask questions.
Consultation events will be held throughout the EA planning process and notice of those events will be
published in local newspapers, distributed to those on the project contact list; and posted at
www.ridgelandfill.com. Please visit the website under our Contact Us page to be added to the project
contact list.
For further information please contact:
Cathy Smith
Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
T: 519-358-2860
E: catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com
All personal information included in a submission – such as name, address, telephone number and property location
– is collected, maintained and disclosed by the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks for the purpose
of transparency and consultation. The information is collected under the authority of the Environmental Assessment
Act or is collected and maintained for the purpose of creating a record that is available to the general public as
described in s.37 of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. Personal information you submit will
become part of a public record that is available to the general public unless you request that your personal
information remain confidential. For more information, please contact the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation
and Parks’ Freedom of Information and Privacy Coordinator at 416-327-1434.
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Chatham-Kent
Thames Art Gallery to award
Crime Stoppers
three ‘Eye for Art’ winners 'Crime
of the Week'

The three winners of
the Thames Art Gallery
for the 2018 Eye for Art
will receive their Juror’s
Award of Excellence
this Friday night in a reception.
Guest Juror, Kris
Knight, an acclaimed
Toronto painter with
roots in Chatham-Kent,
selected a total of 61
artworks from the 158
submissions received.
Three of these accepted works will be
honored
with
the
Juror's Award of Excellence.
- Lydia Burggraaf,
Edinburgh
Postnatal
Depression Scale;
Becky
Fixter,
Rapids;

- Gerald Stone, Composition with B and Yellow.
Each artist will receive their award during
Friday's reception.
The People’s Choice
Award will also be chosen by the public during
Friday's Eye for Art reception. Voting takes
place from 6-7 p.m. at
the Thames Art Gallery,
with the awards ceremony starting at 7:30
p.m.
The event will also
feature the 'Brush Off,'
a painting competition
where 15 artists will
have the opportunity to
paint a canvas from live
model and still life for a
coveted prize.

For All Your Heating,
McEachran Cooling
& Plumbing Needs!

mechanical
&
CALL LEE!

DEALER

PHONE 519-676-1448

Ballots to enter the
contest will be available
the night of the event.
Eye for Art exhibitors
will receive a free ballot.
All the works created
will be auctioned at the
grand finale of the
evening.
The reception will
feature gourmet appetizers,
courtesy
of
William Street Café, live
musical entertainment
with Tino Pop Violin
and a cash bar with a
specialty holiday cocktail.
The event is free.
All proceeds from
Eye for Art will be donated to ARTspace, a
not-for-profit
gallery
dedicated to the promotion and development of
Chatham-Kent artists.
The Thames Art
Gallery is open Wednesday to Friday from 1-7
p.m., Saturday and Sunday 11 a.m.-4 p.m.

EMERGENCY: 519-809-7403

On Saturday November 10, at approximately 9:00 p.m. a
66-year-old man was
standing vigil at the
Cenotaph in Chatham
when he was approached by two unknown
men
accompanied
by
a
woman.
A verbal argument
began resulting in the
man being assaulted.
The trio fled as police
were called.
The man did not require medical attention.
The first suspect was
described as a white
man in his 20’s or
younger, with short
brown hair, wearing a
dark sweatshirt and approximately 5’6” to 5’8”
in height.
The second suspect
was described as a
white man in his 20’s or
younger, with short
brown,
wearing
a

Notice of Open House
Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada
In the spring of 2018 Waste Connections of Canada
commenced with an environmental assessment study under
the Environmental Assessment Act to expand the existing
Ridge Landfill.
The Ridge Landfill has been serving the Municipality of
Chatham-Kent community for 50 years and will reach its
approved capacity by approximately 2021. Adding capacity
to the Ridge Landfill will enable Waste Connections of Canada
to continue to provide long term residual waste disposal
capacity to industrial, commercial and institutional customers
in southern and central Ontario, as well as the Municipality of Chatham-Kent for the next 20 years.

EA Update
Work has been completed to
identify and evaluate alternative
configurations for the expanded
landfill including alternative leachate
treatment and landfill gas
management methods.
Preliminary results of this
evaluation will be available at the
Open House for your review and
comment.

You are invited to our second
Public Open House!
The purpose of the Open House is to get your input on the
preliminary evaluation of alternatives ways to expand the
Ridge Landfill.
Time & Date: December 6, 2018 from 6:00 pm - 8:30 pm
Location: St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George St, Blenheim, ON

Following the Open House, additional studies will be completed to determine ways to mitigate potential
impacts the proposed expansion may have on the natural, social, economic, cultural and built environment.
This work is being undertaken based on the Amended Terms of Reference for the project approved on
May 1, 2018, by the Minister of Environment, Conservation and Parks. The approved amended Terms of
Reference is available on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com.
Waste Connections of Canada is continuously committed to enhancing waste recycling and reduction
programs. Information related to these efforts will be presented at the Open House.
Consultation
Public consultation is a very important aspect of the EA process. Our second public open house will
be held on December 6th, 2018 (see text box above). Members of the public, agencies, Indigenous
communities and other interested persons are encouraged to actively participate in the planning process
by attending consultation events or contacting Waste Connections to provide information, comments or
to ask questions.
Consultation events will be held throughout the EA planning process and notice of those events will be
published in local newspapers, distributed to those on the project contact list; and posted at
www.ridgelandfill.com. Please visit the website under our Contact Us page to be added to the project
contact list.
For further information please contact:
Cathy Smith
Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
T: 519-358-2860
E: catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com
All personal information included in a submission – such as name, address, telephone number and property location – is collected,
maintained and disclosed by the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks for the purpose of transparency and consultation.
The information is collected under the authority of the Environmental Assessment Act or is collected and maintained for the purpose
of creating a record that is available to the general public as described in s.37 of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy
Act. Personal information you submit will become part of a public record that is available to the general public unless you request that
your personal information remain confidential. For more information, please contact the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation
and Parks’ Freedom of Information and Privacy Coordinator at 416-327-1434.

sweater with bold writing ‘USC’ or UMC’ and
approximately 5’6” to
5’8” in height.
The woman was approximately 25 years
old with blonde hair.
Crime Stoppers is
seeking your anonymous information that
can identify one or all of
these suspects. Your information could earn
you a cash reward.
If you have any information regarding this
or any other crime
please
call
CRIME
STOPPERS at 519-3518477, or 1-800-222-8477,
or visit www.crimestoppers.on.ca
and
email your tip.
Crime
Stoppers
guarantees
your
anonymity, we never
ask for your name or
your phone number.
WE pay cash for YOUR
tips.

4-H Muskoka
Table Makers
Complete Projects
The fifth meeting of
the 4-H Eberts Woodworking Club was held
on Saturday, November
10th at the workshop
of Doug and Sue
Cameron. The meeting
started with the 4-H
Pledge.
Members immediately started working
on their Muskoka tables. Everyone started
by sanding the previously stained parts of
their table top. Then
members did a rough
assembly of the whole
base. It was decided
that
members
were going to use
the pocket joint to
hold the base to
the top. Using the
pocket jig, angled holes
were drilled to properly
start the screws and to
countersink the screw
heads so that they
wouldn’t be seen.
After that, special
screws were used for

the pocket joints to attach the base to the
top. After some small
adjustments, the table
was standing evenly.
Members cut a piece
of wood so that it
would fit in the slot on
the base that had been
cut at the second meeting. It was fastened into
place using the air
nailer and some short
nails. To finish off the
project,
members
varathaned the top of
the table.
The
Achievement
Program will be held on
Monday,
November
12th at 6 p.m. at the
same location. Members were requested to
complete their project
manuals for the club.
The meeting was adjourned.
Matthew Sterling
Press Reporter
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Hometown Hockey coming to Blades’ game on Dec. 9
Rogers
Hometown
Hockey is coming to
Blenheim for the Blades’
game on Sunday, Dec. 9.
The visit to the Rec
Centre Memorial Arena
is to promote Rogers
Hometown
Hockey
Festival taking place the
following
weekend,
Saturday and Sunday,
Dec. 15-16, in Chatham.
Representatives from
Rogers
Hometown
Hockey and the Municipality of Chatham-Kent
will have a booth set up

at The Rec Centre an
hour before the Blades’ 7
p.m.
PJHL
Stobbs
Division game against
the Wallaceburg Lakers.
Representatives will
provide
information
about the event as well
as free promotional giveaways to Blades fans.
Blenheim’s
Todd
Warriner, former NHLer
and current Sportsnet
hockey on-air personality, will be on hand to perform the puck drop
along with his father

SMALL TOWN

HOME HEALTH & FOOT CARE
“Compassionate Care, Close to Home”
Local Nurse available for Home Health Care or Foot Care
ALL AGES REASONABLE RATES
Call 519-917-1729 or Email: smalltowncare@gmail.com
to make an appointment
FOOT CARE
Sore Feet, Calluses, Bunions, Ingrown Nails,
Plantar Fasciitis, Fungal Skin and Fungal Nail
Infections, Plantar Warts, Rams Horn Nails,
Heel Spurs and Diabetic Feet

HOME HEALTH CARE
Palliative Shifts, Wound Care, Assessments,
IV Therapy, Catheters, Dressings, Diabetics, Etc.

TAMMY HALL RPN, CFCN AB829442

Ivan Warriner, a member
of the original Blenheim
Golden Blades team in
1965-66.
The Blenheim promotion is part of the
Festival’s busy schedule
of events taking place
throughout ChathamKent leading up to the
big two-day weekend.
The Blades will take
part in a similar promotion in Dresden for their
game against the Kings
on Friday, Dec. 14.
Friday, Dec. 14 has
also been proclaimed
‘Hometown Hockey Day
in Chatham-Kent,’ as
people are encouraged
to wear their favourite
NHL jersey to work and
school.
On Saturday, Dec. 15,
there will be an official
renaming of the arena in
Dresden to the Ken
Houston
Memorial
Agricultural Centre, in
honour of the former
NHLer who died this
past summer.
The event will be a
dinner and dance, featuring Toast and Jam,
plus a silent and live auction and raffle of many
sports
memorabilia

items.
Several NHL alumni
will be in attendance.
Doors open at 5:30,
with dinner at 7 p.m.
Tickets are $75 and
available by calling Dave
Cameron at 519-3598982.
Proceeds will benefit
the
Ken
Houston
Memorial Scholarship
Fund and local charities.
The
Rogers
Hometown
Hockey
weekend is a two-day
festival featuring free
family-friendly activities,
entertainment,
giveaways with several NHL
alumni scheduled to
appear at events.
There will be a number of events taking
place at the Hometown

Notice of Open House
Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada
In the spring of 2018 Waste Connections of Canada
commenced with an environmental assessment study under
the Environmental Assessment Act to expand the existing
Ridge Landfill.
The Ridge Landfill has been serving the Municipality of
Chatham-Kent community for 50 years and will reach its
approved capacity by approximately 2021. Adding capacity
to the Ridge Landfill will enable Waste Connections of Canada
to continue to provide long term residual waste disposal
capacity to industrial, commercial and institutional customers
in southern and central Ontario, as well as the Municipality of Chatham-Kent for the next 20 years.

EA Update
Work has been completed to
identify and evaluate alternative
configurations for the expanded
landfill including alternative leachate
treatment and landfill gas
management methods.
Preliminary results of this
evaluation will be available at the
Open House for your review and
comment.

You are invited to our second
Public Open House!
The purpose of the Open House is to get your input on the
preliminary evaluation of alternatives ways to expand the
Ridge Landfill.
Time & Date: December 6, 2018 from 6:00 pm - 8:30 pm
Location: St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George St, Blenheim, ON

Following the Open House, additional studies will be completed to determine ways to mitigate potential
impacts the proposed expansion may have on the natural, social, economic, cultural and built environment.
This work is being undertaken based on the Amended Terms of Reference for the project approved on
May 1, 2018, by the Minister of Environment, Conservation and Parks. The approved amended Terms of
Reference is available on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com.
Waste Connections of Canada is continuously committed to enhancing waste recycling and reduction
programs. Information related to these efforts will be presented at the Open House.
Consultation
Public consultation is a very important aspect of the EA process. Our second public open house will
be held on December 6th, 2018 (see text box above). Members of the public, agencies, Indigenous
communities and other interested persons are encouraged to actively participate in the planning process
by attending consultation events or contacting Waste Connections to provide information, comments or
to ask questions.
Consultation events will be held throughout the EA planning process and notice of those events will be
published in local newspapers, distributed to those on the project contact list; and posted at
www.ridgelandfill.com. Please visit the website under our Contact Us page to be added to the project
contact list.
For further information please contact:
Cathy Smith
Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
T: 519-358-2860
E: catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com
All personal information included in a submission – such as name, address, telephone number and property location – is collected,
maintained and disclosed by the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks for the purpose of transparency and consultation.
The information is collected under the authority of the Environmental Assessment Act or is collected and maintained for the purpose
of creating a record that is available to the general public as described in s.37 of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy
Act. Personal information you submit will become part of a public record that is available to the general public unless you request that
your personal information remain confidential. For more information, please contact the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation
and Parks’ Freedom of Information and Privacy Coordinator at 416-327-1434.

Hockey headquarters on
Wellington St. W. in
Chatham between Third
(Tim
Hortons)
and
Fourth
(St.
Joseph
Church).from 12 noon to
6 p.m.
Activities will continue Sunday, Dec. 16 from
12 noon to 10 p.m., highlighted by an outdoor
viewing party of the live
Sportsnet broadcast of
the
Tampa
Bay
Lightning at Winnipeg
Jets game, hosted by
Ron MacLean and Tara
Slone.
Rogers is still finalizing the full schedule of
events.
Rogers
Hometown
Hockey is a season-long
touring hockey festival
visiting
a
different
Canadian town each
weekend for 25 weeks
between October 2018
and March 2019.
Rogers
Hometown
Hockey is broadcast
nationally on Sportsnet.
The event provides an
opportunity to showcase
Chatham-Kent personalities and stories.
Residents are encouraged to visit www.letstalkchatham-kent.ca to
share their ideas, hockey
and non-hockey related,
regarding people, activities, history, and other
unique qualities about
our
community
for
potential inclusion in the
festival
or
national
broadcast coverage.
Blenehim’s Madison
Lalonde has three goals
and three assists in 11
games for the Ryerson
Rams, who are in fourth
place
in
the
OUA
Women’s Hockey League
with a six wins and two
overtime wins and three
losses (6-3-2-0).
Lalonde set up the

Local Hockey
Updates
game-winning goal by
Dresden’s Lauren Nicholson in a 3-2 win over
the Guelph Gryphons
last
Wednesday
in
Guelph.
The Rams’ five-game
winning streak ended
with a 4-0 loss to the
Western Mustangs on
Saturday in Toronto.
Lalonde, a secondyear Ram, has two
game-winning goals and
one empty net goal, as
her six points are tied for
third in team scoring.
Ryerson closes out
the 2018 portion of the
schedule in Waterloo
against Laurier this
Saturday.
They return from the
Christmas break with a
game in Windsor against
the Lancers on Friday,
Jan. 4 at 7:30 p.m. at the
South Windsor Arena
and will be in London
the following afternoon
for a 2:30 p.m. matinee at
the Thompson Arena
Jamie
Schaafsma’s
third goal of the season
put the Fort Wayne
Komets on the board
first as they went on to
defeat the Cincinnati
Cyclones
3-2
on
Saturday in an East
Coast Hockey League
game in Fort Wayne.
Schaafsma, team captain and assistant coach
for the Komets, was
named the game’s first
star.
The
35-year-old
Blenheim native has
three goals and two
assists in 12 games for
the Komets, who are 8-80-0 in fourth place in the
Central Division.

NuFarms win first
The NuFarms North
Stars picked up their
first win of the Blenheim
Community
Hockey
League
season
last
Thursday at the Rec
Centre.
Six different players
scored for NuFarms in a
6-4 win over Dylan’s
Spider Control.
Brook
Polowick
broke a 2-2 tie with 6:03
left in the first half.
Alex Polowick and
Kyle Piche scored later
in the half to give
NuFarms a 5-2 lead
before Craig Cowen’s
goal for Dylans made it
a two-goal difference at
halftime.
NuFarms’
Bryan
Stennett and Dylans’
Cory Aitken traded second-half goals.
Matt
Cunningham
and Tyler Campbell
gave NuFarms a 2-0
head start before Kyle

Mailing and Aitken
pulled Dylans’ even.
Piche picked up a
pair of assists for
NuFarms, who are 1-7-0.
Mitch Wammes had
three assists for Dylans,
who are tied for second
at 4-2-2.
In the other game,
LouMar pulled into sole
possession of first place
by doubling Sparks
Carpet one 4-2.
Brady
Campbell
snapped a 2-2 tie midway through the second
half
and
Reiss
DeBrouwer added the
insurance marker with
2:15 left to play.
Darren DeBrouwer
had a goal and assist
and Derek English also
scored for LouMar (6-20).
Jeff
DeBoer
and
Calvin Hartford replied
for Sparks (4-2-2).

Fiala, Burak lead Reds
Alena
Fiala
and
Melissa Burak both
scored twice to lead
undefeated Team Red
to a 5-1 win over secondplace Display FX 5-1 in
last Tuesday’s Blenheim
Ladies Hockey League
game at The Rec
Centre.
Rachelle Toll scored
the other goal as Team
Re improved to 7-0-1.
Jolene Keith had the
lone for Display FX (4-2-

2).
Team Navy and Team
White remain tied in the
standings after playing
to a 3-3 draw in the first
game.
Morgan
Brown,
Mindy Pilbeam and
Jolene Keith scored for
Team Navy (1-6-1).
Ashley Plouffe scored
twice
and
Vanessa
Reaume once for Team
White (1-6-1).
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standoff may see
more buyers in line
JOnaTHan JuHa
POsTMeDia News

bricks-and-mortar Canadian
retailers are embracing u.s.-style
black Friday sales to pull in shoppers, but an unexpected complication — rotating strikes at Canada
Post — may be what really drives
shoppers from their laptops to local malls and stores.
The Crown corporation is dealing
with a fifth week of rotating strikes
by thousands of unionized workers
as the two sides remain far apart in
contract negotiations.
Tuesday, Canada Post warned
Canadians can expect parcel and
mail delivery delays into the new
year, with southwestern ontario
particularly hard hit with hundreds of tractor-trailer loads of
mail idled at Canada Post’s main
Toronto sorting facility.
Fears of orders not arriving on
time due to rotating walkouts —
with a full-on work stoppage still
in the cards — have some hard-core
london online shoppers rethinking Christmas gift-getting plans.
“i would prefer to do (my shopping) online and definitely getting
away from the excessive traffic (at
the mall) and the bad weather,”
said Crystal Cordell. “it’s safer to
just have things delivered to my
home or pick it all up at one location, but i don’t feel like that’s an
option this year at all.”
“unless it is something i can’t
get at a store, i don’t think i will
be buying it online,” echoed brandon daniels, who was shopping
wednesday with Cordell at white
oaks mall.
some businesses say they’re
seeing more in-store traffic, some
report many inquiries about
possible delivery issues, and others
have switched delivery providers.
“we are kind of getting more
and more customers in store rath-

er than (online), although the online shopping is a big part, too,” said
Chris littleton of blackwell supply
Co., a shoe retailer.
“we changed our shipping program just because the product
was not getting to the customer on time . . . Canada Post would
come and pick up (the product),
but it would probably be a couple
of weeks or so before it got to the
actual customer.”
The success american retail
events like black Friday have had
in drawing customers to physical
stores is the main reason Canadians businesses have adopted them,
said Carmy levi, a london technology analyst.
locally, white oaks mall, masonville Place and large retailers
such as best buy and Copp’s buildall and many others will open their
doors early on Friday and offer
deals through the weekend.
This year, Canada Post’s labour
troubles offer businesses an opportunity to improve their store sales
during the holidays, levi said
“The long term is very clear. online retail continues to increase its
share of the market as well as its
share of consumers’ minds and
that trend isn’t going to stop after
this year in Canada or elsewhere,”
he said.
“however, the troubles with Canada Post in 2018 open a temporary
window of opportunity for brickand-mortar retailers, especially
the smaller ones, to take advantage of the anticipated and real difficulties in shipping to bring more
shoppers into their stores ahead of
the holiday season.
“it is brick-and-mortar stores’
game to lose this year, and if
they aren’t taking huge advantage of Canada Post’s labour troubles, they’re missing a massive
opportunity.”

MIKE HEnSEn/POsTMeDia News

Notice of Open House
Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada
In the spring of 2018 Waste Connections of
Canada commenced with an environmental
assessment study under the Environmental
Assessment Act to expand the existing Ridge
Landfill.
The Ridge Landfill has been serving the
Municipality of Chatham-Kent community for
50 years and will reach its approved capacity
by approximately 2021. Adding capacity to the
Ridge Landfill will enable Waste Connections
of Canada to continue to provide long term residual waste disposal capacity to
industrial, commercial and institutional customers in southern and central Ontario, as
well as the Municipality of Chatham-Kent for the next 20 years.
EA Update

Preliminary results of this
evaluation will be available
at the Open House for
your review and comment.

YA comes through
large haul of toys and
food collected
TREVOR TERFLOTH
The Daily News

working diligently for the past
six weeks, the elves at ya Canada
in Chatham came through in a big
way for kids this Christmas.
a large haul of toys was collected
for the Chatham Goodfellows No
Child without a Christmas campaign, along with food and toiletries for outreach for hunger.
“it left me speechless. it’s awesome,” said Goodfellows president
Tim haskell when the donation
was made on Tuesday.

haskell added this year’s campaign in general was going well,
with the donation numbers up.
he said the community’s generosity continues to impress him.
“it amazes me every year,” he
said. “it definitely leaves you in
awe.”
during its collection drive, ya
staff had a friendly team competition to gather the donations.
“we are really proud to work
with such a generous team who
really cares for our community,”
said rena Gandham, ya’s director
of human resources.
she credited the committee involved with the campaign,
which included Katy male, Julie
macKenzie, Kayla ebden, evelyn

hewitson, Chris st. Pierre and
Kelley Pichinte, along with
herself.
Gandham expects the Christmas
campaign will continue in future
years.
Toy packing for the Goodfellows
will run from dec. 10 to dec. 13
from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. at 463 st. Clair
st. The delivery date is dec. 17 after
5:30 p.m.
street newspaper sales will be
conducted on dec. 14 and dec. 15.
Food packing will be completed
dec. 18 beginning at 8 a.m. at the
spirit and life Centre.
tterfloth@postmedia.com
Twitter.com/DailyNewsTT

Birders flocking to Goderich to see rare hummingbird
KaTHLEEn SMITH
POsTMeDia News

Chris Littleton of Blackwell Supply Co. in White Oaks Mall says they’ve moved
their shipping from strikebound Canada Post to a private courier service.

Work has been completed
to identify and evaluate
alternative configurations
for the expanded landfill
including alternative
leachate treatment and
landfill gas management
methods.

TREVOR TERFLOTH/The Daily News

Staff at YA Canada in Chatham made a large donation to the Chatham Goodfellows and Outreach for Hunger on
Tuesday. Shown from left are Evelyn Hewitson, Adrienne Vincent, Mercedie Martin and Jessica Clark.

You are invited to our second Public
Open House!
The purpose of the Open House is to get your input
on the preliminary evaluation of alternatives ways to
expand the Ridge Landfill.

Time & Date: December 6, 2018 from 6:00 pm - 8:30 pm
Location: St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George St, Blenheim, ON

Following the Open House, additional studies will be completed to determine ways to
mitigate potential impacts the proposed expansion may have on the natural, social,
economic, cultural and built environment.
This work is being undertaken based on the Amended Terms of Reference for the
project approved on May 1, 2018, by the Minister of Environment, Conservation and
Parks. The approved amended Terms of Reference is available on the project website
www.ridgelandfill.com.
Waste Connections of Canada is continuously committed to enhancing waste
recycling and reduction programs. Information related to these efforts will be
presented at the Open House.

as many as 100 bird enthusiasts from across North america
are crowding into a Goderich
backyard this week trying to get
a glimpse of a rare hummingbird
that’s never before been seen in
ontario.
The tiny Calliope hummingbird is home to the coastal areas
of oregon and California, but one
has made linda Johnston’s backyard its temporary home, and its
presence has raised a stir among
birders.
They have been flocking to the
Goderich woman’s property since
news of the Calliope’s arrival in
huron County was made known,
the crowd becoming so large that
Johnston has permitted access
to her backyard, but only from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. daily and only until
Nov. 25.
what brought the tiny bird to
Goderich remains a mystery, but
the Calliope is feeding, roosting
and spending all of its time in a
small area of Johnston’s backyard
that includes a feeder.
when it arrived, Johnston told
a friend who is a birdwatcher
and photographer. Photos of the
tiny bird were put on Facebook
along with a plea that it be identified. The Calliope was eventually identified, but by that time
social media was buzzing over its
ontario visit.
one clue to the bird’s unlikely
arrival in Goderich could be its
migration habits. Not only is the
Calliope the smallest of hum-

sUPPlieD

A tiny Calliope hummingbird has created a stir within North America’s birding
groups after arriving in a Goderich backyard. The hummingbird usually
makes its home in the Pacific coast in the U.S. and has never been seen
before in Ontario.

Left: A corner of Linda Johnston’s
Goderich backyard has become the
home to a rare Calliope hummingbird
this week. Johnston has opened her
backyard to visitors until Nov. 25 so
they can get a close look.

KaTHLEEn SMITH/POsTMeDia News
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Consultation
Public consultation is a very important aspect of the EA process. Our second public
open house will be held on December 6th, 2018 (see text box above). Members of
the public, agencies, Indigenous communities and other interested persons are
encouraged to actively participate in the planning process by attending consultation
events or contacting Waste Connections to provide information, comments or to ask
questions.
Consultation events will be held throughout the EA planning process and notice of
those events will be published in local newspapers, distributed to those on the project
contact list; and posted at www.ridgelandfill.com. Please visit the website under our
Contact Us page to be added to the project contact list.
For further information please contact:
Cathy Smith
Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
T: 519-358-2860
E: catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com
All personal information included in a submission – such as name, address, telephone number and property location –
is collected, maintained and disclosed by the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks for the purpose of
transparency and consultation. The information is collected under the authority of the Environmental Assessment Act or is
collected and maintained for the purpose of creating a record that is available to the general public as described in s.37
of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. Personal information you submit will become part of a public
record that is available to the general public unless you request that your personal information remain confidential. For
more information, please contact the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks’ Freedom of Information and
Privacy Coordinator at 416-327-1434.

Serving You for over 60 years
WABASH - 519-692-3976
ESSEX - 519-776-4358
LONDON - 519-433-8352
1-800-668-1974

mingbirds in the united states,
but it’s also the smallest long-distance migrant bird on the planet,
travelling more than 8,000 kilometres annually from its breeding area to its wintering area.
This week is the first time
the Calliope has been officially
recorded as being in ontario.
but its presence is also raising
another spectacle. on Tuesday,
the first day Johnston opened her
backyard to the public, approximately 100 birdwatchers, most
them equipped with a long lens
camera, crowded in to catch a
glimpse – and snap a photograph
– of the rare Calliope.
— Goderich Signal-Star
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St. Clair Action News covers school story
Catholic trustees see
first report by student
journalists
ELLWOOD SHREVE
The Daily News

SuppLiED

St. Clair Catholic District school board pupils Ewan Niven, left, Emma
Vilaranda, centre, and Brielle Malone, make up the St. Clair Action News team
that will provide regular updates on the construction of a new $16-million
elementary school in north Chatham.

wallaCeburG — st. Clair
Catholic district school board
has come up with an informative
and entertaining way to keep students and parents updated on the
progress of the new $16-million
elementary school being built in
north Chatham.
The first in a series of broadcast
news reports by the st. Clair action
News team, featuring pupils emma
vilaranda, brielle malone and
ewan Niven, was shown to trustees during the Catholic board’s
meeting in wallaceburg Tuesday
night.
“we want to be able to communicate with the parents and everyone’s asking, ‘when’s the school
getting built?’ or ‘where are you
(with the project)?” said education director deb Crawford.
“we really want the kids to know
as well, so we thought if we have
kids talking to parents, talking to
other kids, it’ll far more entertaining and informative . . . than get-

ting a report that’s just written.”
The pupils — from st. agnes, st.
vincent and our lady of Fatima
Catholic elementary schools —
were selected by their principals
because they expressed a strong
desire to participate in the project
and are also interested in possibly
pursuing a career in journalism.
Crawford said the project provides a “tremendous experiential learning experience” for the
students.
having been interviewed for the
first story, the director of education was impressed by their teamwork that included one pupil doing
the interview, another working
the camera and a third serving as
sound technician.
“so they’re really learning about
being a journalist, learning to ask
good questions, they’re creating
scripts,” she said.
“They’re doing a lot of the technical pieces with this, so for those
students, it’ll be skills they’ll bring
forward.”
The engineers and contractors
are very enthusiastic about the
project, Crawford said.
“They’re going to be in touch
with the students to let them know
when something big is happening,
if they get a crane or if they get
anything that will be fun for the

other children to see,” she said.
she added this will enable the
students to get out and provide
on-the-spot updates.
“we feel very professional,”
Crawford said.
she added it is a “huge advantage” to be able to draw on the several years experience the board’s
communications and community
relations supervisor Todd lozon
brings from his previous career as
a broadcast journalist.
she said it is evident in the
quality of the production, which
includes graphics work by the
board’s network technician, Ken
ross.
“it was just a great amount of
fun and the kids were so engaged
in the whole thing,” lozon said.
“They were really interested and
asking good questions.”
The plan is to go to the construction site every four to six weeks to
produce a news story that will be
posted to the board’s website at
www.st-clair.net.
Crawford said the board is looking forward to having the pupils
attend a meeting in the spring to
provide trustees a report on what
they’ve learned as part of this
initiative.
eshreve@postmedia.com
Twitter.com/@Chathamnews

Weaver wants to use new post Chatham jail sale pleases
veteran heritage advocate
to help shape police policy
TREVOR TERFLOTH

TOM MORRiSON
PosTmeDia NeTwork

The chair of the Chatham-Kent
Police services board plans to
use his new position as the vicechair of a provincial association
to help shape policing policies in
ontario.
Pat weaver has been named to
the second-highest position on the
board of the ontario association
of Police services boards, which
represents police governance in
ontario.
weaver said the largest issue currently in front of the association
is the implementation of the safer
ontario act, which was passed by
the previous liberal government
but halted this summer by the
Progressive Conservatives.
he said the act essentially moves
the Police services act into this
new piece of legislation.
“our group is doing heavy lobbying and working with the government on committees to ensure that
the police services boards are going
to be a solid part of that act,” he
said. weaver said the oaPsb wants
the act to put in rules for mandatory training for anyone involved
with police governance across the

province.
“our organization wants to
ensure that no matter where they
come from, everyone across the
province gets the same level of
mandatory training of running
a board properly,” he said. “The
biggest reason for that is we still
have community
policing in a lot
of areas … and we
want to ensure
that the people in charge of
those areas have
good training so
that they fully
Weaver
understand we
are the representatives of the community to
the force.”
weaver said the safer ontario
act, if it does get implemented,
will also mean more co-operation
between police, social services and
mental-health services.
according to a news release from
the Chatham-Kent Police service,
this is the first time a member of
the local police services board has
been appointed as vice-chair of the
oaPsb.
but weaver said he “had no idea”
that was the case.

Gm’s ‘sea change’
offers opportunity,
auto watchers say
DaVE WaDDELL

“i just saw a need in where we
were going and with this huge
change,” he said. “The new safer
ontario act meant some really
huge changes were going to be
made in policing, and i thought
we should be heavily involved in
that.”
he had already been on the
oaPsb board for three years. he
said people get elected to the board
as a representative for each zone
in ontario. Chatham-Kent’s zone
runs through the corridor from
windsor to london and strathroyCaradoc, he said.
The board then elects a chair
and vice-chair every year. another
member nominated weaver, he
said.
weaver said he thinks smaller
and mid-sized municipalities
impacted by legislation need to
have a voice at the table.
“when you have an opportunity to affect change, i think it’s
very important that the big change
isn’t just done by the big municipalities,” he said. “That’s probably
the greatest reason that i’m there.
it’s always been Toronto problem,
provincial solution. why shouldn’t
we be able to participate in those
solutions?”

POLICE BRIEF

OPP officer charged with breach of trust

a lambton oPP officer has been charged with breach of
trust. The oPP’s professional standards unit charged
Const. Craig Johnston, 31, Tuesday after an internal
probe, oPP said wednesday. Johnston, a 10-year
veteran, is suspended with pay. he’s to appear in a
sarnia court Jan. 7.

PosTmeDia News

wiNdsor — southwestern ontario auto officials
and researchers are calling General motors transition into an electric and autonomous vehicle manufacturer a turning point in the North american
industry that’ll create exciting opportunities for
local suppliers.
“i think 20 years from now we’ll look back at this
week . . . (as) the moment that resources really shifted
to ev and av,” said shelley Fellows, vice-president
of operations for radix inc.
“Gm is the biggest car manufacturer in North
america. They usually set trends,” she said. “when
i think of what’s coming, the opportunities are so
exciting.”
For southwestern ontario auto firms, it’s a question of adjusting to an industry that’s going to change
to a multi-energy platform. even parts such as headlights, tires and bumpers are going to become “smart
parts” loaded with sensors, radar and cameras.
“our local automotive industry is well positioned
to take advantage of this sea change,” she said. “we’re
well located on the border and well connected.
“we’ve always had to innovate and change with the
industry, otherwise we go under. i expect this area
to come through this very successfully.”
Ziad Kobti, president of the Canadian artificial
intelligence society, stressed that cars have become
mobile data-gathering machines. Gm’s move to pour
billions into making electric and autonomous vehicles will only accelerate that process of change.
“as auto companies invest more heavily in these
new designs, the smart parts in cars needed for
autonomous vehicles will be less costly and better
quality,” said Kobti, who also is dean of computer science at the university of windsor. “ it’ll require precision manufacturing and innovation. That’s what
this area does very well.”
Windsor Star

PLEASE
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CHATHAM
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NO CHILD
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Porchlight Campaign
Starting at
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DECEMBER 3RD, 2018
From the Spirit and Life Centre
(the former St. Joseph Auditorium)

Leave Your Porchlight on and
Give Generously
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a longtime heritage advocate for
the former Chatham jail and courthouse couldn’t be happier the historic property has been sold.
hans van der doe is also pleased
with the new owners, believing the
warreners have the community’s
best interest in mind, citing the
former armoury as an example of
their stewardship.
“if i was to see (the jail and courthouse) being sold to anyone here
in Chatham-Kent, it would be dan
and Carson,” he said wednesday.
“They’re well known in preservation of buildings throughout
Chatham.
“i have more than confidence
that the old girl is in good hands
. . . i can see everything being safe
now.”
The warrener family recently
bought the stanley avenue facility, which housed inmates for more
vhan 160 years, for about $1 million. The 1849 section consists of
the original courthouse and jail.
The jail closed in 2014, with operations transferred to the south west
detention Centre in windsor.
Court services moved to Grand

avenue west in 2003.
Carson warrener has said he and
his father, dan, hope to preserve
the structure, and are open to ideas
and community partnerships.
after several years of limbo, van
der doe said supporters of the facility are happy with the news.
“it’s a great burden off my back,”
he said. “(The warreners) are not
out to erase or destroy our history
. . . They put their heart and soul
into these buildings.”
warrener has said there would
be challenges, given zoning restrictions and the quiet neighbourhood.
There are also building issues to
address, such as the hvaC system
and other upgrades.
it likely will be next year before
there are more firm plans for the
property, warrener said.
Presentations and tours with
local experts are other possibilities,
which van der doe believes would
be ideal to promote area history.
“i would love to sit down with
dan and Carson and discuss what
they would like to do,” he said.
van der doe said, depending on
the use, heritage funding may be
available to aid with any projects.
tterfloth@postmedia.com
Twitter.com/DailyNewsTT

Notice of Open House
Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada
In the spring of 2018 Waste Connections of
Canada commenced with an environmental
assessment study under the Environmental
Assessment Act to expand the existing Ridge
Landfill.
The Ridge Landfill has been serving the
Municipality of Chatham-Kent community for
50 years and will reach its approved capacity
by approximately 2021. Adding capacity to the
Ridge Landfill will enable Waste Connections
of Canada to continue to provide long term residual waste disposal capacity to
industrial, commercial and institutional customers in southern and central Ontario, as
well as the Municipality of Chatham-Kent for the next 20 years.
EA Update
Work has been completed
to identify and evaluate
alternative configurations
for the expanded landfill
including alternative
leachate treatment and
landfill gas management
methods.
Preliminary results of this
evaluation will be available
at the Open House for
your review and comment.

You are invited to our second Public
Open House!
The purpose of the Open House is to get your input
on the preliminary evaluation of alternatives ways to
expand the Ridge Landfill.

Time & Date: December 6, 2018 from 6:00 pm - 8:30 pm
Location: St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George St, Blenheim, ON

Following the Open House, additional studies will be completed to determine ways to
mitigate potential impacts the proposed expansion may have on the natural, social,
economic, cultural and built environment.
This work is being undertaken based on the Amended Terms of Reference for the
project approved on May 1, 2018, by the Minister of Environment, Conservation and
Parks. The approved amended Terms of Reference is available on the project website
www.ridgelandfill.com.
Waste Connections of Canada is continuously committed to enhancing waste
recycling and reduction programs. Information related to these efforts will be
presented at the Open House.
Consultation
Public consultation is a very important aspect of the EA process. Our second public
open house will be held on December 6th, 2018 (see text box above). Members of
the public, agencies, Indigenous communities and other interested persons are
encouraged to actively participate in the planning process by attending consultation
events or contacting Waste Connections to provide information, comments or to ask
questions.
Consultation events will be held throughout the EA planning process and notice of
those events will be published in local newspapers, distributed to those on the project
contact list; and posted at www.ridgelandfill.com. Please visit the website under our
Contact Us page to be added to the project contact list.
For further information please contact:
Cathy Smith
Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
T: 519-358-2860
E: catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com
All personal information included in a submission – such as name, address, telephone number and property location –
is collected, maintained and disclosed by the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks for the purpose of
transparency and consultation. The information is collected under the authority of the Environmental Assessment Act or is
collected and maintained for the purpose of creating a record that is available to the general public as described in s.37
of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. Personal information you submit will become part of a public
record that is available to the general public unless you request that your personal information remain confidential. For
more information, please contact the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks’ Freedom of Information and
Privacy Coordinator at 416-327-1434.
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More than 65
vendors take part
in Health Expo
TREVOR TERFLOTH
Postmedia Network

More than 65 vendors took part
in the first-ever Chatham-Kent
Health Expo held this past weekend at the John D. Bradley Convention Centre.
And given the response, organizer Chris Glassford is hopeful
the event will continue in future
years.
He said an expo was needed
on this scale, crediting the people
involved in making it a reality.
“There’s so many health-based
businesses and they’re all doing
well,” he said. “They’re thriving,
they’re promoting their products.”

Taking part were a number of
health-care professionals, such as
those in naturopathic and chiropractic care, along with local health
and wellness businesses, ChathamKent EMS, and non-profit organizations.
Glassford said the aim was to not
only promote the vendors, but also
connect the public to various services they may require.
He said many are home-based in
nature.
“It’s nice for them. They don’t
really have a brick or mortar (facility) to promote their products,” he
said.
Glassford added if the expo takes
place again, it would likely be at
a different time of year, such as

TREVOR TERFLOTH/Postmedia Network

The Chatham-Kent Health Expo
took place this past weekend at the
John D. Bradley Convention Centre.
the spring, given that there were
already many events taking place
as people gear up for Christmas.
“I would love for this to continue,” he said.

Cenotaph vigil organizers
considering extra lighting
TREVOR TERFLOTH
Postmedia Network
After a reported assault last
weekend, organizers of the CK
remembers vigil plan to continue the event in the future, but
will consider extra lighting in the
interest of safety.
on Nov. 10 at around 9 p.m.,
a 66-year-old Dover Township
man was participating in the vigil
when he was approached by two
men accompanied by a woman,
all unknown to him.
According to Chatham-Kent
police, a verbal argument began,
resulting in the man reportedly
being assaulted.
The trio fled as police were
called. The man did not require
medical attention.
“Having had an incident on
Saturday evening, which is in the
hands of the police, we will be

considering additional lighting
at the cenotaph for future vigils,” organizers stated in a media
release.
Christ Church in Chatham,
along with the royal Canadian
Legion Br. 642, organized the
remembrance event.
Last year’s vigil was for 150
hours, in honour of Canada’s
150th anniversary and in recognition of veterans, with every
hour covered by someone being
at the cenotaph.
This year ’s non-denomi national event was 64 hours
long. Families, individuals,
ser vice groups and organizations filled two-hour time
slots, taking turns to stand in
honour of those that fought
for freedom.
In the release, organizers
thanked everyone involved for
their contributions.

Police said the first suspect in the alleged assault was
described as a white man in his
20s or younger, with short brown
hair, wearing a dark sweatshirt
and approximately 5’6“ to 5’8” in
height.
The second suspect was
a white man in his 20s or
younger, with short brown hair,
wearing a sweater with bold
writing ‘uS C’ or uMC’ and
approximately 5’6“ to 5’8” in
height.
The woman was approximately 25 years old with blonde
hair.
Anyone with information is
asked to contact Const. Kyle
Wright at kylew@chatham-kent.
ca or 519-436-6600 ext. 87310.
Anonymous callers may call
Crime Stoppers at 1-800-222TIPS (8477) and may be eligible
for a cash reward.
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Notice of Open House
Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada
In the spring of 2018 Waste Connections of
Canada commenced with an environmental
assessment study under the Environmental
Assessment Act to expand the existing Ridge
Landfill.
The Ridge Landfill has been serving the
Municipality of Chatham-Kent community for
50 years and will reach its approved capacity
by approximately 2021. Adding capacity to the
Ridge Landfill will enable Waste Connections
of Canada to continue to provide long term residual waste disposal capacity to
industrial, commercial and institutional customers in southern and central Ontario, as
well as the Municipality of Chatham-Kent for the next 20 years.
EA Update
Work has been completed
to identify and evaluate
alternative configurations
for the expanded landfill
including alternative
leachate treatment and
landfill gas management
methods.
Preliminary results of this
evaluation will be available
at the Open House for
your review and comment.

You are invited to our second Public
Open House!
The purpose of the Open House is to get your input
on the preliminary evaluation of alternatives ways to
expand the Ridge Landfill.
Time & Date: December 6, 2018 from 6:00 pm - 8:30 pm
Location: St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George St, Blenheim, ON

Following the Open House, additional studies will be completed to determine ways to
mitigate potential impacts the proposed expansion may have on the natural, social,
economic, cultural and built environment.
This work is being undertaken based on the Amended Terms of Reference for the
project approved on May 1, 2018, by the Minister of Environment, Conservation and
Parks. The approved amended Terms of Reference is available on the project website
www.ridgelandfill.com.
Waste Connections of Canada is continuously committed to enhancing waste
recycling and reduction programs. Information related to these efforts will be
presented at the Open House.
Consultation
Public consultation is a very important aspect of the EA process. Our second public
open house will be held on December 6th, 2018 (see text box above). Members of
the public, agencies, Indigenous communities and other interested persons are
encouraged to actively participate in the planning process by attending consultation
events or contacting Waste Connections to provide information, comments or to ask
questions.
Consultation events will be held throughout the EA planning process and notice of
those events will be published in local newspapers, distributed to those on the project
contact list; and posted at www.ridgelandfill.com. Please visit the website under our
Contact Us page to be added to the project contact list.
For further information please contact:
Cathy Smith
Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
T: 519-358-2860
E: catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com
All personal information included in a submission – such as name, address, telephone number and property location –
is collected, maintained and disclosed by the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks for the purpose of
transparency and consultation. The information is collected under the authority of the Environmental Assessment Act or is
collected and maintained for the purpose of creating a record that is available to the general public as described in s.37
of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. Personal information you submit will become part of a public
record that is available to the general public unless you request that your personal information remain confidential. For
more information, please contact the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks’ Freedom of Information and
Privacy Coordinator at 416-327-1434.
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Fundraiser
for cystinosis
research exceeds
expectations
DAVID GOUGH
Postmedia Network

a Wallaceburg couple wanted to
give back to give support in finding a possible cure and changing
the future for their two young children and others who have a rare
disease.
adam and katelyn Campbell’s
son, alan, 4, and daughter Nora,
1, both live with a rare genetic disease called cystinosis. The Campbells held a fundraiser called Gala
of hope at bogey’s inn in st. Clair
Township earlier this month to
raise money for cytinosis research.
They set a goal of raising $8,000
to 10,000. but they tripled that
amount, raising almost $28,000.
katelyn Campbell said the event
was successful because the community came together and because
a number of businesses stepped up
to the challenge.
“it was very successful,” she said.
“We were shocked that we were
able to raise that amount.”
The Campbells have seen other
families who have children with

cystinosis work hard to proactively fundraise to create change in
the cystinosis community, so they
wanted to do their part to help.
“because it’s such a rare disease
there’s very little funding that gets
allocated for into research for it,”
Campbell said, “so a lot of times it’s
the family fundraising that gets the
research off the ground and gets
the attention that it needs to carry
forward and actually become better treatments and actually become
a potential cure for cystinosis.”
she said all funds raised are
going to the Cytinosis research
Foundation to help find a better
understanding of the disease, better treatments for those diagnosed
and a to ideally find a cure.
sponsors of the event included
agri-urban, Cms Group, Nick
devito Construction and Chri
Construction.
Campbell said they had a good
team who helped organize the
event, strong sponsors and 170
guests who attended the fundraiser,
which was catered by the black
Goose. rob Jenkins and the room

HAnDOUt/PosTmediA NeTWork

Alan and Katelyn Campbell held a
fundraiser at St. Clair Township’s
Bogey’s Inn on Nov. 10 raising
almost $28,000 for cystinosis
research. Both of their children,
Alan and Nora, live with cystinosis,
a rare genetic disease.
provided the entertainment.
Cystinosis is a rare disease that is
typically diagnosed prior to age two.
Cystinosis is a genetic metabolic
disease that causes an amino acid,
cystine, to accumulate in various
organs of the body. Cystine crystals
accumulate in the kidneys, eyes,
liver, muscles, pancreas, brain, and
white blood cells. Without specific
treatment, children with cystinosis
develop end stage kidney failure at
a young age.
The Campbell children are on a
drug called Cystagon, which prolongs the damage being done on
their little bodies.

Health Alliance plans for
open house in Wallaceburg
Chatham This Week
The Chatham-kent health
alliance will be holding an open
house at its Wallaceburg location
on Nov. 29, allowing the public to
see what’s planned for the margaret street hospital.
visitors will be able to meet health
alliance board members and take in
a 10 to 15-minute guide tour of the
hospital’s completed projects, while
being informed about future plans.
The open house is from 6 p.m.
to 8 p.m.
much of the focus will be on a new
power plant for the building. on Nov.
19, Chatham-kent council approved
the site plan for the project.
“Following the council’s approval
of the site plan, we wanted to engage

with the community and provide
the community with an opportunity
to learn more about the project and
the redevelopment of Ckha’s Wallaceburg site,” said Lori marshall,
president & Ceo, said in a press
release on Wednesday.
“building a new power plant
that is capable of supporting current and future developments is
essential to renewing the facilities
at the Wallaceburg site,” marshall
added. “This project is important
to reaffirming our commitment
to meet the specific needs of the
community for years to come.”
The province announced $7.3 million in project funding for the power
plant project in april. The grant will
go towards the construction of a new
plant to replace aging equipment

with new boilers, generators and
electrical distribution equipment.
The expansion is part of the province’s plan to update hospital infrastructure in Chatham-kent and follows the ministry’s 2017 approval
for $1.5 million under the hospital
energy efficiency Program (heeP)
to replace old heating and cooling
distribution equipment at the Wallaceburg site.
The balance of the project cost
will be funded through hospital
funds allocated for investment in
this project.
Co n st r uc t i o n c o mp l e t i o n
should occur in 2019.
Those attending the Nov. 29
open house are asked to enter
through the main entrance off of
margaret avenue.

Notice of Open House
Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada
In the spring of 2018 Waste Connections of
Canada commenced with an environmental
assessment study under the Environmental
Assessment Act to expand the existing Ridge
Landfill.
The Ridge Landfill has been serving the
Municipality of Chatham-Kent community for
50 years and will reach its approved capacity
by approximately 2021. Adding capacity to the
Ridge Landfill will enable Waste Connections
of Canada to continue to provide long term residual waste disposal capacity to
industrial, commercial and institutional customers in southern and central Ontario, as
well as the Municipality of Chatham-Kent for the next 20 years.
EA Update
Work has been completed
to identify and evaluate
alternative configurations
for the expanded landfill
including alternative
leachate treatment and
landfill gas management
methods.
Preliminary results of this
evaluation will be available
at the Open House for
your review and comment.

You are invited to our second Public
Open House!
The purpose of the Open House is to get your input
on the preliminary evaluation of alternatives ways to
expand the Ridge Landfill.
Time & Date: December 6, 2018 from 6:00 pm - 8:30 pm
Location: St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George St, Blenheim, ON

Following the Open House, additional studies will be completed to determine ways to
mitigate potential impacts the proposed expansion may have on the natural, social,
economic, cultural and built environment.
This work is being undertaken based on the Amended Terms of Reference for the
project approved on May 1, 2018, by the Minister of Environment, Conservation and
Parks. The approved amended Terms of Reference is available on the project website
www.ridgelandfill.com.
Waste Connections of Canada is continuously committed to enhancing waste
recycling and reduction programs. Information related to these efforts will be
presented at the Open House.
Consultation
Public consultation is a very important aspect of the EA process. Our second public
open house will be held on December 6th, 2018 (see text box above). Members of
the public, agencies, Indigenous communities and other interested persons are
encouraged to actively participate in the planning process by attending consultation
events or contacting Waste Connections to provide information, comments or to ask
questions.
Consultation events will be held throughout the EA planning process and notice of
those events will be published in local newspapers, distributed to those on the project
contact list; and posted at www.ridgelandfill.com. Please visit the website under our
Contact Us page to be added to the project contact list.
For further information please contact:
Cathy Smith
Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
T: 519-358-2860
E: catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com
All personal information included in a submission – such as name, address, telephone number and property location –
is collected, maintained and disclosed by the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks for the purpose of
transparency and consultation. The information is collected under the authority of the Environmental Assessment Act or is
collected and maintained for the purpose of creating a record that is available to the general public as described in s.37
of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. Personal information you submit will become part of a public
record that is available to the general public unless you request that your personal information remain confidential. For
more information, please contact the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks’ Freedom of Information and
Privacy Coordinator at 416-327-1434.
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Life

Fairy Tale Xmas to benefit Sally Ann
The Chatham Voice

An

annual

historic

Christmas show will return for it’s 10th year on
Nov. 24 when A Fairy Tale

Local support
for Giving Tues.
The Chatham Voice

On the heels of Black Friday and Cyber Monday,
the Rotary Club of Chatham Sunrise members
embrace the Giving Tuesday movement by donating more than $8,700 back
to local charities and community organizations.
Rotary Club of Chatham
Sunrise President Kelley
Robertson has invited
recipients to join Sunrise
Rotarians to be recognized for the work these
organizations provide to
help make Chatham-Kent
a
better
community
on Nov. 27 at Smitty’s
Restaurant at 8 a.m.

Funds
raised
were
through Rotary Sunrise
members efforts volunteering with bingos at the
Riverview Gaming Centre. Members were also
involved in selecting the
recipient charities that
provide a direct charitable benefit to the community and consistent with
Rotary’s areas of focus.
The agencies include:
Chatham Hope Haven,
Habitat for Humanity,
Salvation Army Foodbank, Outreach for Hunger, Chatham Goodfellows, YMCA-Strong Kids,
United Way – Learning
Disabilities.

Christmas will be present- an old-fashioned cobbler town preacher uses an win prizes that have been
ed at the Salvation Army who has fallen on hard age-old European folk donated by area merCitadel in Chatham.
times. At his wits end, he story to talk about the chants.
The program, which fea- prepares to make his last difference between the
To learn more, or to retures old-fashioned story- pair of shoes only to expe- scourge of 19th century serve seats for your famtelling and carol singing rience what many would commercialism and con- ily or group, please call
in a candle-lit setting, call a holiday miracle.
tentment.
519-436-6220 or e-mail
is organized by a local
In The Flying Canoe, atBetween the stories will storyteller@mdirect.net
family to serve as a ben- tendees will meet a group be carols.
efit show for the Salvation of early lumberjacks in
Admission is by freeArmy’s food programs Northern Quebec that will offering only. Perforacross Chatham-Kent.
will do just about any- mances are at 2 p.m. and
This year’s theme is thing to get home for the 7 p.m., Nov. 24, at the
Christmas of 1899. The holidays. When their des- Salvation Army Citadel,
holidays are always an es- peration takes a diabolical 46 Orangewood Blvd. in
pecially joyous time, and turn, the results will be hi- Chatham.
as the snow falls and his larious.
Guests are encouraged
family gathers together
Finally, in The Story of to bring non-perishable
to mark the season, a lo- Three Wishes, a small- food items for a chance to
cal grandfather
Notice of Open House
uses old Fairy
Tales to take his
Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada
children on a
wonderful jourIn the spring of 2018 Waste Connections of Canada
ney to Christcommenced with an environmental assessment study
mas Past.
under the Environmental Assessment Act to expand the
The story will
existing Ridge Landfill.
be told in three
parts. The Elves
The Ridge Landfill has been serving the Municipality of
Chatham-Kent community for 50 years and will reach its
and the Shoeapproved capacity by approximately 2021. Adding
maker tells of




capacity to the Ridge Landfill will enable Waste
Connections of Canada to continue to provide long term
residual waste disposal capacity to industrial,
commercial and institutional customers in southern and
central Ontario, as well as the Municipality of Chatham-Kent for the next 20 years.

EA Update
Work has been completed to
identify and evaluate alternative
configurations for the expanded
landfill including alternative
leachate treatment and landfill gas
management methods.
Preliminary results of this
evaluation will be available at the
Open House for your review and
comment.

You are invited to our second Public Open
House!
The purpose of the Open House is to get your input on the
preliminary evaluation of alternatives ways to expand the
Ridge Landfill.
Time & Date: December 6, 2018 from 6:00 pm - 8:30 pm
Location: St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George St, Blenheim, ON

Following the Open House, additional studies will be completed to determine ways to mitigate potential
impacts the proposed expansion may have on the natural, social, economic, cultural and built
environment.
This work is being undertaken based on the Amended Terms of Reference for the project approved on
May 1, 2018, by the Minister of Environment, Conservation and Parks. The approved amended Terms of
Reference is available on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com.
Waste Connections of Canada is continuously committed to enhancing waste recycling and reduction
programs. Information related to these efforts will be presented at the Open House.

Consultation
Public consultation is a very important aspect of the EA process. Our second public open house will be
held on December 6th, 2018 (see text box above). Members of the public, agencies, Indigenous
communities and other interested persons are encouraged to actively participate in the planning process
by attending consultation events or contacting Waste Connections to provide information, comments or
to ask questions.

On any given day in Canada,

more than 3,000 women
and 2,500 children are living in an emergency

shelter to escape violence.
The violence children witness and hear has devastating effects on them.

YOU CAN END THE CYCLE OF VIOLENCE
IN OUR COMMUNITY.
Call the Chatham-Kent Women’s Centre today!
(519) 351-9144 or toll free 1-800-265-0598

Consultation events will be held throughout the EA planning process and notice of those events will be
published in local newspapers, distributed to those on the project contact list; and posted at
www.ridgelandfill.com. Please visit the website under our Contact Us page to be added to the project
contact list.
For further information please contact:
Cathy Smith
Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
T: 519-358-2860
E: catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com
All personal information included in a submission – such as name, address, telephone number and property location
– is collected, maintained and disclosed by the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks for the purpose
of transparency and consultation. The information is collected under the authority of the Environmental Assessment
Act or is collected and maintained for the purpose of creating a record that is available to the general public as
described in s.37 of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. Personal information you submit will
become part of a public record that is available to the general public unless you request that your personal
information remain confidential. For more information, please contact the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation
and Parks’ Freedom of Information and Privacy Coordinator at 416-327-1434.
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Take the pedal off the metal
By Bruce Corcoran
bruce@chathamvoice.com

Chatham-Kent OPP are
reminding motorists to
slow down in constructions zones along Highway 401.
They just hope someone
listens.
Since
June,
officers
have conducted a focused patrol initiative in
the construction zones
on the highway in C-K.
As of Nov. 21, they laid
629 Highway Traffic Act

charges.
469 for speeding and 151
Const. Jay Denorer with faced charges for other ofthe
OPP
fences.
said
one “A lot of times, we’ll
“
I
driver was
wouldn’t
see
people
coming
charged
say they arc rimina lly into the one lane and
en’t overly
with dan- they’re getting passed. surprising,”
gerous op- The other person is
Denorer
eration of a getting one car ahead
said of the
motor venumbers.
and
they’re
putting
hicle, three
“We
deal
everybody
at
risk.”
others were
with speedConst.
Jay
Denorer
hit
with
ers all the
careless
time.
But
driving charges, five were when you look at a connabbed for stunt driving, struction zone and you

see this many speeders,
you figure people would
slow down.”
The numbers translate
to an average of more
than three drivers getting
charged a day in the construction zone, Denorer
said.
“Fines are doubled when
workers are present. I’m
not sure if it’s on the weekend and people think no
construction is going on
or if they just don’t care,”
he said. “About 100 people a month decided not

Notice of Open House
Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada
In the spring of 2018 Waste Connections of Canada
commenced with an environmental assessment study
under the Environmental Assessment Act to expand the
existing Ridge Landfill.
The Ridge Landfill has been serving the Municipality of
Chatham-Kent community for 50 years and will reach its
approved capacity by approximately 2021. Adding
capacity to the Ridge Landfill will enable Waste
Connections of Canada to continue to provide long term
residual waste disposal capacity to industrial,
commercial and institutional customers in southern and
central Ontario, as well as the Municipality of Chatham-Kent for the next 20 years.

EA Update
Work has been completed to
identify and evaluate alternative
configurations for the expanded
landfill including alternative
leachate treatment and landfill gas
management methods.
Preliminary results of this
evaluation will be available at the
Open House for your review and
comment.

You are invited to our second Public Open
House!
The purpose of the Open House is to get your input on the
preliminary evaluation of alternatives ways to expand the
Ridge Landfill.
Time & Date: December 6, 2018 from 6:00 pm - 8:30 pm
Location: St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George St, Blenheim, ON

Following the Open House, additional studies will be completed to determine ways to mitigate potential
impacts the proposed expansion may have on the natural, social, economic, cultural and built
environment.
This work is being undertaken based on the Amended Terms of Reference for the project approved on
May 1, 2018, by the Minister of Environment, Conservation and Parks. The approved amended Terms of
Reference is available on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com.
Waste Connections of Canada is continuously committed to enhancing waste recycling and reduction
programs. Information related to these efforts will be presented at the Open House.

to (obey the law). The big
ones are the stunt drivers.”
Denorer added drivers
are also spotted too often
trying to get ahead of one
last vehicle on the way
into construction zones at
the last second.
“A lot of times, we’ll
see people coming into
the one lane and they’re
getting passed. The other
person is getting one car
ahead and they’re putting
everybody at risk,” he
said. “All it takes is that

one person who passes on
the right to have a collision. At the worst, someone is hurt or killed.”
Over the past five
months, local OPP officers have hit the road for
regular patrols, but have
also conducted the focused patrols inside construction zones. Denorer
said that consists of officers monitoring “the big
four” – speeding, lack of
seat belt use, aggressive
and distracted driving,
and impaired driving.

Ward 1 results
under challenge

By Bruce Corcoran
bruce@chathamvoice.com

The October municipal election results for West Kent are under a challenge.
Municipal officials say former
mayoral candidate Robert Salvatore
Powers has challenged the results in
the voting for councillors from that
ward.
The application, which does not
challenge the results in any other
ward or that of the mayor’s position,
will be heard before the Superior
Court of Justice Jan. 2.
Mark Authier, the top vote getter in
the recent election in that ward, with
1,991, said it is his understanding
that Powers initiated the challenge
over the validity of the ballots.
“They put the number up from
each area community that you could
vote in on the regular polls. Apparently what happened is someone
used a pen on the top and it didn’t
show up properly,” Authier said.
“Basically what he (Powers) is saying is, ‘How come this isn’t here?’

But apparently it doesn’t have to be
on the ballot. It’s used so candidates
can see where they were stronger or
weaker.”
Powers could not be reached for
comment.
The official results showed Authier and Melissa Harrigan as the successful candidates with 1,991 and
1,682 votes respectively, while Bryon
Fluker (1,050), Mark Pastorius (252)
and Jordan Dell (88) were not elected.
John Norton, Chief Legal Officer
and General Manager Community
Development, said the municipality
will take whatever direction is given
by the courts.
Judy Smith, Chief Returning Officer and Clerk, had responsibility
for overseeing the election and confirmed the results Oct. 24.
Norton said since the matter is now
before the courts, the municipality
will not make further comment.
According to municipal officials,
the municipality will continue with
the planned swearing in process for
the new council on Dec. 3.

Consultation
Public consultation is a very important aspect of the EA process. Our second public open house will be
held on December 6th, 2018 (see text box above). Members of the public, agencies, Indigenous
communities and other interested persons are encouraged to actively participate in the planning process
by attending consultation events or contacting Waste Connections to provide information, comments or
to ask questions.

Multigenerational Buyers
Luce Cools is seen with Chris
Stanley of Corunna. He is
seen picking up his 2018
Chrysler Pacifica Touring
L Plus. He is a third
generation customer and
this is also his third vehicle
he has purchased from Luce.
Thank you for buying local
and safe journey!

Consultation events will be held throughout the EA planning process and notice of those events will be
published in local newspapers, distributed to those on the project contact list; and posted at
www.ridgelandfill.com. Please visit the website under our Contact Us page to be added to the project
contact list.
For further information please contact:
Cathy Smith
Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
T: 519-358-2860
E: catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com
All personal information included in a submission – such as name, address, telephone number and property location
– is collected, maintained and disclosed by the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks for the purpose
of transparency and consultation. The information is collected under the authority of the Environmental Assessment
Act or is collected and maintained for the purpose of creating a record that is available to the general public as
described in s.37 of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. Personal information you submit will
become part of a public record that is available to the general public unless you request that your personal
information remain confidential. For more information, please contact the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation
and Parks’ Freedom of Information and Privacy Coordinator at 416-327-1434.

Chatham

351 Richmond St., Chatham
• 519-352-4937 •
• 519-354-8000 •

www.chathamchrysler.com

November 19, 2018
Residents/Businesses
<Address>

I am writing to you today as our neighbor to invite you to Waste Connection’s upcoming Open House to be held at St.
Mary’s Hall, 94 George Street in Blenheim on December 6, 2018 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm.
As you may recall, our Amended Terms of Reference for the Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment
received approval from the Minister of Environment, Conservation and Parks on May 1, 2018. This Amended Terms of
Reference approval allowed us to proceed with the Environmental Assessment (EA). The Environmental Assessment is
where Waste Connection’s team of environmental experts will carry out technical analysis and evaluate the options to
add capacity to the Ridge. The Approved Amended Terms of Reference is available on the project website
www.ridgelandfill.com.
This Open House will present alternative configurations to expand the landfill (referred to as site development
alternatives), and will explore alternative methods of managing leachate and landfill gas. The Open House will also
present the criteria that were used to evaluate the alternatives and present the preliminary preferred configuration,
leachate treatment and landfill gas management methods, which we will ask for community feedback on.
Previously you should have received a letter sent October 29th with an invitation to participate in a Socio-economic
interview. If you have not yet arranged an interview and would like to do so, please contact Gayle Shantz at your earliest
convenience. Gayle can be contacted by telephone or email at EMAIL: gshantz@dillon.ca PHONE: 519-354-7802.
Please note that if you cannot attend the Open House on December 6th, and have any questions or comments please call
me at 519.358.2860. I can also be reached at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.
Sincerely,

Cathy Smith
Project Manager
Ridge Landfill Expansion
Visit our website – www.ridgelandfill.com

November 19, 2018
Provincial Regulatory Agencies / Elected Officials / Adjacent Municipalities / Liaison & Trust / Stakeholders /
Open House Attendees on Sign-In Sheet/ Media Outlets
<Address>

I am writing to you today to invite you to Waste Connection’s upcoming Open House to be held at St. Mary’s Hall, 94
George Street in Blenheim on December 6, 2018 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm.
As you may recall, our Amended Terms of Reference for the Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment
received approval from the Minister of Environment, Conservation and Parks on May 1, 2018. This Amended Terms of
Reference approval allowed us to proceed with the Environmental Assessment (EA). The Environmental Assessment is
where Waste Connection’s team of environmental experts will carry out technical analysis and evaluate the options to
add capacity to the Ridge. The Approved Amended Terms of Reference is available on the project website
www.ridgelandfill.com.
This Open House will present alternative configurations to expand the landfill (referred to as site development
alternatives), and will explore alternative methods of managing leachate and landfill gas. The Open House will also
present the criteria that were used to evaluate the alternatives and present the preliminary preferred configuration,
leachate treatment and landfill gas management methods, which we will ask for community feedback on.
Please note that if you cannot attend on December 6th, and have any questions or comments please call me at
519.358.2860. I can also be reached at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.
Sincerely,

Cathy Smith
Project Manager
Ridge Landfill Expansion
Visit our website – www.ridgelandfill.com

Subject:

FW: Ridge Landfill - Notice of Open House

From: Allan, Catherine [mailto:callan@dillon.ca]
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2018 4:20 PM
Subject: Ridge Landfill - Notice of Open House

I am writing to you today to invite you to Waste Connection’s upcoming Open House to be held at St. Mary’s Hall, 94
George Street in Blenheim on December 6, 2018 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm.
As you may recall, our Amended Terms of Reference for the Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment
received approval from the Minister of Environment, Conservation and Parks on May 1, 2018. This Amended Terms of
Reference approval allowed us to proceed with the Environmental Assessment (EA). The Environmental Assessment is
where Waste Connection’s team of environmental experts will carry out technical analysis and evaluate the options to
add capacity to the Ridge. The Approved Amended Terms of Reference is available on the project website
www.ridgelandfill.com.
This Open House will present alternative configurations to expand the landfill (referred to as site development
alternatives), and will explore alternative methods of managing leachate and landfill gas. The Open House will also
present the criteria that were used to evaluate the alternatives and present the preliminary preferred configuration,
leachate treatment and landfill gas management methods, which we will ask for community feedback on.
Please note that if you cannot attend on December 6th, and have any questions or comments please call me at
519.358.2860. I can also be reached at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.

This message is directed in confidence solely to the person(s) named above and may contain privileged, confidential or private
information which is not to be disclosed. If you are not the addressee or an authorized representative thereof, please

contact the undersigned and then destroy this message.
Ce message est destiné uniquement aux personnes indiquées dans l'entête et peut contenir une information privilégiée, confidentielle
ou privée et ne pouvant être divulguée. Si vous n'êtes pas le destinataire de ce message ou une personne autorisée à le recevoir,
veuillez communiquer avec le soussigné et ensuite détruire ce message.

Notice of Interim Alternative Methods Report
& Review of Diversion Options Report

January 14, 2019
Provincial Regulatory Agencies / Elected Officials / Liaison & Trust / Landowners / Stakeholders / Open House
Attendees on Sign-In Sheet
<Address>

In December 2018 Waste Connections completed the evaluation of alternative configurations to expand the Ridge
Landfill (referred to as site development alternatives), as well as leachate treatment and landfill gas management
alternative methods. Waste Connections has also completed a review of different waste diversion options that could
possibly divert more waste from the landfill. The purpose of this letter is to inform you that the following two reports
are available for review:



Interim Alternative Methods
A Review of Diversion Options

The information included in these reports was presented for comment at the Open House held on December 6th.
Approximately 40 people attended the Open House. We thank those of you who were able to attend.
The reports and the Open House material can be found on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com. If you have any
comments on the material in these reports we kindly ask that you provide them by February 28, 2019. Input received
will be incorporated into the Draft Environmental Assessment Report expected to be released for public and agency
review and comment in the summer of 2019.
If you have any questions please call me at 519.358.2860. I can also be reached at
catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.
Sincerely,

Cathy Smith
Project Manager
Ridge Landfill Expansion
Visit our website – www.ridgelandfill.com

Subject:

FW: Ridge Landfill Website Updates

From:
Sent: January 14, 2019 1:26 PM
To: undisclosed-recipients:;
Subject: Ridge Landfill Website Updates

In December 2018 Waste Connections completed the evaluation of alternative configurations to expand the Ridge
Landfill (referred to as site development alternatives), as well as leachate treatment and landfill gas management
alternative methods. Waste Connections has also completed a review of different waste diversion options that could
possibly divert more waste from the landfill. The purpose of this email is to inform you that the following two reports
are available for review:
·

Interim Alternative Methods

·

A Review of Diversion Options

The information included in these reports was presented for comment at the Open House held on December
6th. Approximately 40 people attended the Open House. We thank those of you who were able to attend.
The reports and the Open House material can be found on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com. If you have any
comments on the material in these reports we kindly ask that you provide them by February 28, 2019. Input received
will be incorporated into the Draft Environmental Assessment Report expected to be released for public and agency
review and comment in the summer of 2019.
If you have any questions please call Cathy Smith at 519.358.2860, or email her
at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com

Dillon Consulting Limited
10 Fifth Street South
Chatham, Ontario, N7M 4V4
T - 519.354.7868 ext.
F - 519.354.2050
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

Notice of Open House #3 and Draft EA Review

Notice of Open House
Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada
In the spring of 2018 Waste Connections of Canada
commenced with an environmental assessment study
under the Environmental Assessment Act to expand the
existing Ridge Landfill.
The Ridge Landfill has been serving the Municipality of
Chatham-Kent community for 50 years and will reach its
approved capacity by approximately 2021. Adding
capacity to the Ridge Landfill will enable Waste
Connections of Canada to continue to provide long term
residual waste disposal capacity to industrial,
commercial and institutional customers in southern and
central Ontario, as well as the Municipality of Chatham-Kent for the next 20 years.

EA Update
At the Open House in December
2018, Waste Connections of
Canada presented the preferred
approach to expand the site,
manage landfill gas and to treating
leachate. Since that time, the
team has been refining the design
of the proposed expansion and
identifying opportunities to reduce
or eliminate potential effects on
the environment and neighbours.

You are invited to our third Public Open
House!
The purpose of the Open House is to get your input on the
results of the detailed impact assessment of the preferred
alternative for the Ridge Landfill.
Time & Date: July 11, 2019 from 6:00 pm - 8:30 pm
Location: St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George St, Blenheim, ON

Consultation
We would like to invite you to the third Open House for the expansion to learn about and discuss
potential effects and proposed mitigation measures. As part of the proposed expansion, Waste
Connections of Canada will seek changes to the Chatham-Kent Official Plan and Zoning By-law to
implement the proposed land use changes. Notice of a Complete Application and Public Meeting to
consider these changes will be provided in accordance with the Planning Act. Municipal staff will be
present at the Open House to answer any questions you may have on the proposed land use changes.
Members of the public, agencies, Indigenous Communities and other interested persons are
encouraged to actively participate in the planning process by attending the Open House or contacting
Waste Connections to provide information, comments or to ask questions. Please visit the website
www.ridgelandfill.com under our Contact Us page to be added to the project contact list.
For further information please contact:
Cathy Smith
Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
T: 519-358-2860
E: catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com
All personal information included in a submission – such as name, address, telephone number and property location
– is collected, maintained and disclosed by the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks for the purpose
of transparency and consultation. The information is collected under the authority of the Environmental Assessment
Act or is collected and maintained for the purpose of creating a record that is available to the general public as
described in s.37 of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. Personal information you submit will
become part of a public record that is available to the general public unless you request that your personal
information remain confidential. For more information, please contact the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation
and Parks’ Freedom of Information and Privacy Coordinator at 416-327-1434.

Notice of Open House and Draft Environmental Assessment Report
Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada
In the spring of 2018 Waste Connections of Canada commenced with an
environmental assessment study under the Environmental Assessment
Act to expand the existing Ridge Landfill.
The Ridge Landfill has been serving the Municipality of Chatham-Kent
community for 50 years and will reach its approved capacity by
approximately 2021. Adding capacity to the Ridge Landfill will enable
Waste Connections of Canada to continue to provide long term residual
waste disposal capacity to industrial, commercial and institutional
customers in southern and central Ontario, as well as the Municipality of
Chatham-Kent for the next 20 years.

EA Update
At the Open House in December 2018, Waste
Connections of Canada presented the preferred
approach to expand the site, manage landfill gas
and to treating leachate. Since that time, the team
has been refining the design of the proposed
expansion and identifying opportunities to reduce
or eliminate potential effects on the environment
and neighbours.

You are invited to our third Public Open
House!
The purpose of the Open House is to get your input on the
results of the detailed impact assessment of the preferred
alternative for the Ridge Landfill.

Time & Date: July 11, 2019 from 6:00 pm - 8:30 pm
Location: St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George St, Blenheim, ON
We would like to invite you to the third Open House
for the expansion to learn about and discuss
potential effects and proposed mitigation
measures. As part of the proposed expansion, Waste Connections of Canada will seek changes to the Chatham-Kent
Official Plan and Zoning By-law to implement the proposed land use changes. Notice of a Complete Application and
Public Meeting to consider these changes will be provided in accordance with the Planning Act. Municipal staff will be
present at the Open House to answer any questions you may have on the proposed land use changes.
Draft Environmental Assessment
Waste Connections of Canada has prepared the draft Environmental Assessment Report for the proposed Ridge Landfill
Expansion which includes the work being presented at the third Open House as well as other work completed to date.
The draft Environmental Assessment Report will be available for review beginning on July 23, 2019 and ending on
September 6, 2019. You may review the draft report at the following locations:
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation & Parks,
Environmental Assessment and Approvals Branch
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st Floor
Toronto, ON, M4V 1P5
Tel: 1-800-461-6290/ 416-314-8001
Monday to Friday: 8:30am – 5:00pm

Ministry of the Environment, Conservation & Parks
Windsor Area Office
4510 Rhodes Dr., Unit 620
Windsor, ON, N8W 5K5
Tel: 519-948-1464
Monday to Friday: 8:30am – 4:30pm

Chatham Branch, Chatham-Kent Public Library
120 Queen Street,
Chatham, ON, N7M 2G6
Tel: 519-354-2940
Monday to Thursday: 9:30am – 8:30pm;
Friday: 9:30am – 6:00pm;
Saturday: 9:30am – 5:00pm

Blenheim Branch, Chatham-Kent Public Library
16 George Street
Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
Tel: 519.676.3174
Tuesday and Thursday: 12:00pm – 8:00pm;
Wednesday and Friday: 10:00am – 3:00pm;
Saturday: 12:00pm- 4:00pm

Municipality of Chatham-Kent Civic Centre
315 King St W.
Chatham, ON, N7M 1E9
Tel: 519-360-1998
Monday to Friday: 8:30am – 5:00pm

Ridge Landfill
20262 Erieau Road
Blenheim, ON N0P 1A0
Tel: 519-676-5000
Monday to Friday: 7:00am – 5:00pm;
Saturday: 8:20am – 12:00pm

Online at the Ridge Landfill Website: www.ridgelandfill.com

Written comments regarding the draft report must be received by September 6, 2019 to be incorporated into the final
document. All comments should be submitted to:
Cathy Smith
Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
T: 519-358-2860
E: catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com

Or
Through the Ridge website at
www.ridgelandfill.com

All comments received by September 6, 2019 will be incorporated in the final Environmental Assessment Report. For
any information regarding the project, please feel free to visit our website at www.ridgelandfill.com
All personal information included in a submission – such as name, address, telephone number and property location – is collected,
maintained and disclosed by the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks for the purpose of transparency and
consultation. The information is collected under the authority of the Environmental Assessment Act or is collected and maintained for
the purpose of creating a record that is available to the general public as described in s.37 of the Freedom of Information and
Protection of Privacy Act. Personal information you submit will become part of a public record that is available to the general public
unless you request that your personal information remain confidential. For more information, please contact the Ministry of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks’ Freedom of Information and Privacy Coordinator at 416-327-1434.
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Erieau Yacht Club race results
C Scows Race 1
Boat
(Sail
#)
Skipper. Crew ETF
1. ER 70 Jerry O’Brien
(Commodore
1999),
Commodore
Jake
Chesterfield 11:48:15

2. ER 54 Matt Poile
(Jr. Commodore 1998),
Dan Bliss 11:48:20
3. P 31 Tug Worst
((Commodore
2005),
Andrew Rankin Nash
(Jr. Commodore 2003)

11:50:10
4. ER 1416
Mike
Wilson (Jr. Commodore
1996), Rear Commodore
Jess Mallory 11:50:20
5. LHL 5
Scott
Parsons, Alex Parsons

Two Chatham-Kent sites
selected for phosphorous
removal testing project
Two
sites
in
Chatham-Kent
have
been selected for a pilot
project by the Thames
River
Phosphorous
R e d u c t i o n
Collaborative.
The Thames River
P h o s p h o r o u s
R e d u c t i o n
Collaborative
is
installing and testing
technologies that intercept and remove phosphorus from agricultural runoff before it
enters local water systems that contributes
to the growth of harmful algal blooms in the
Thames River and Lake
Erie.
One site is the
Boudreau
Pump
Station, located on
Merlin Road north of
Chatham-Kent Road 2,
which takes water from
the Deary Drain to
Jeanette’s Creek and
eventually into the
Thames River.
Waterloo Biofilter is
conducting the study at
this site where the
process is being tested
that mimics the way
phosphorus is removed
naturally in iron-rich
soils through the crystallization of iron-phosphate minerals.
A shipping container
is being installed at the
station,
under
the
supervision
of
a
C h a t h a m - Ke n t
Drainage Supervisor.
Inside are two tanks
for settling out the
solids and silt from the
water and a third that
contains
electrodes
made
from
steel
between which a low
voltage electrical current is passed.
The electricity will
dissolve the electrode,
releasing
iron
ions
which bind with phosphorus that is dissolved
in the water.
A foam filter in a
fourth tank will cause
the iron phosphate to
crystallize as insoluble
minerals.
In a fifth container,
the water will be put
through a silicate material that captures the
removed phosphorus to
be re-used as a fertilizer
on agricultural crops.
The treated water
will be pumped back
into the river.
Monitoring and sampling analysis will be
conducted by Waterloo
Biofilter
and
a
McMaster University
laboratory.
The second site is
the Roesch Farm near
Kent Bridge, where a
public demonstration
was
held
last

Wednesday.
This site includes a
25-acre tiled grain field
that
receives
pig
manure and commercial fertilizers.
The Lower Thames
Valley
Conservation
Authority is conducting
the testing at this site.
The
authority
worked with staff of the
Ontario Ministry of
Agriculture, Food and
Rural Affairs to install a
tank that captures
water from a tile main,
which
then
flows
through the Filtrexx
Nutriloxx material to
absorb phosphorus.
Water is then discharged into an adjacent municipal drain
which flows into the
Thames River.
Automatic samplers
have been installed to
assess nutrients at both
the intake and outlet of
the tank.
The
tank
was
installed in the fall of
2017 and data collection
began during the spring
of 2018.
From April, 2018 to
March, 2019, samples
were taken and a total
of 133 water samples
were
analysed
by
C a d u c e o n
Environmental
Laboratories.
Different
sorbtive
materials can be tested
at the site, and there
are plans to test new
materials in 2019-20.
Gillier Drainage has
provided the drainage
modifications to support the study.
Other test sites in
the
Thames
River
watershed have been
set up on farms in
Oxford and Middlesex
counties
and
the
Chippewa First Nation
and at Medway Creek
near London.
The Thames River
PRC is led by the
Ontario Federation of
Agriculture and the
Great Lakes and St.
Lawrence
Cities
Initiative.
Its purpose is to
reduce the amount of
phosphorus
entering
our lakes and rivers and
ultimately Lake Erie.
This project is funded
through
Environment
and
Climate
Change
Canada’s Great Lakes
Protection
Initiative
and
through
the
Canadian Agricultural
Partnership, a federalprovincial-territorial
initiative.
The
Agricultural Adaptation
Council assists in the
delivery
of
the
Partnership in Ontario.

“Our organization is
pleased to join with our
partners to help support practical, on the
ground solutions to
reduce phosphorus, and
so help keep Lake Erie
healthy. “ said John
Dickert, President and
CEO of the Great Lakes
and St.Lawrence Cities
Initiative.
The testing will continue through the next
three years.

(Jr. Commodore 2005)
11:52:37
Larks Race 1
1. (PMS) Stephanie
Pirscher (Commodore
200), Louise Marshall
11:59:30
2. (7) Marc Allely (Jr.
Commodore 2005), Doug
Kerr
(Commodore
1993)
12:01:50
3. Peter Gilbert, Eve
Gilbert (Jr. Commodore
2018) 12:03:58
4. (22)
Rob Poile
(Commodore
1995),
Chris Poile 12:04:00
5. (HUH 1)
Ken
Marshall (Commodore
1993),
David
Allely 12:04:55
C Scows Race 2
1.. LHL 5
Scott
Parsons,
Alex
Parsons 12:26:00
2. ER 70
Jerry
O’Brien,
Jake
Chesterfield 12:26:10
3. ER 1416
Mike
Wilson,
Jess
Mallory 12:29:00
4. ER 54 Matt Poile,
Dan Bliss 12:29:20

5. P 31 Tug Worst,
Andrew
Rankin
Nash 12:29:30
Larks Race 2
1. (PMS) Stephanie
Pirscher,
Louise
Marshall 12:45:20
2. Peter Gilbert, Eve

Gilbert 12:45:22
3. (22)
Rob Poile,
Chris Poile 12:45:24
2. (7)
Marc Allely,
Doug Kerr 12:45:26
DNF (HUH 1) Ken
Marshall, David Allely

Come Celebrate

50 Years of Marriage
Ray and Kathryn Want
~OPEN HOUSE~
Saturday, July 6, 2019 • 2-4 pm
11618 Pinehurst Line

For All Your Heating,
McEachran Cooling
& Plumbing Needs!

mechanical
&
CALL LEE!

DEALER

PHONE 519-676-1448

EMERGENCY: 519-809-7403

Notice of Open House and Draft Environmental Assessment Report
Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada
In the spring of 2018 Waste Connections of Canada commenced with an
environmental assessment study under the Environmental Assessment
Act to expand the existing Ridge Landfill.
The Ridge Landfill has been serving the Municipality of Chatham-Kent
community for 50 years and will reach its approved capacity by
approximately 2021. Adding capacity to the Ridge Landfill will enable
Waste Connections of Canada to continue to provide long term residual
waste disposal capacity to industrial, commercial and institutional
customers in southern and central Ontario, as well as the Municipality of
Chatham-Kent for the next 20 years.

EA Update
At the Open House in December 2018, Waste
Connections of Canada presented the preferred
approach to expand the site, manage landfill gas
and to treating leachate. Since that time, the team
has been refining the design of the proposed
expansion and identifying opportunities to reduce
or eliminate potential effects on the environment
and neighbours.

You are invited to our third Public Open
House!
The purpose of the Open House is to get your input on the
results of the detailed impact assessment of the preferred
alternative for the Ridge Landfill.

Time & Date: July 11, 2019 from 6:00 pm - 8:30 pm
Location: St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George St, Blenheim, ON
We would like to invite you to the third Open House
for the expansion to learn about and discuss
potential
effects
and
proposed
mitigation
measures. As part of the proposed expansion, Waste Connections of Canada will seek changes to the Chatham-Kent
Official Plan and Zoning By-law to implement the proposed land use changes. Notice of a Complete Application and
Public Meeting to consider these changes will be provided in accordance with the Planning Act. Municipal staff will be
present at the Open House to answer any questions you may have on the proposed land use changes.
Draft Environmental Assessment
Waste Connections of Canada has prepared the draft Environmental Assessment Report for the proposed Ridge Landfill
Expansion which includes the work being presented at the third Open House as well as other work completed to date.
The draft Environmental Assessment Report will be available for review beginning on July 23, 2019 and ending on
September 6, 2019. You may review the draft report at the following locations:
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation & Parks,
Environmental Assessment and Approvals Branch
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st Floor
Toronto, ON, M4V 1P5
Tel: 1-800-461-6290/ 416-314-8001
Monday to Friday: 8:30am – 5:00pm

Ministry of the Environment, Conservation & Parks
Windsor Area Office
4510 Rhodes Dr., Unit 620
Windsor, ON, N8W 5K5
Tel: 519-948-1464
Monday to Friday: 8:30am – 4:30pm

Chatham Branch, Chatham-Kent Public Library
120 Queen Street,
Chatham, ON, N7M 2G6
Tel: 519-354-2940
Monday to Thursday: 9:30am – 8:30pm;
Friday: 9:30am – 6:00pm;
Saturday: 9:30am – 5:00pm

Blenheim Branch, Chatham-Kent Public Library
16 George Street
Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
Tel: 519.676.3174
Tuesday and Thursday: 12:00pm – 8:00pm;
Wednesday and Friday: 10:00am – 3:00pm;
Saturday: 12:00pm- 4:00pm

Municipality of Chatham-Kent Civic Centre
315 King St W.
Chatham, ON, N7M 1E9
Tel: 519-360-1998
Monday to Friday: 8:30am – 5:00pm

Ridge Landfill
20262 Erieau Road
Blenheim, ON N0P 1A0
Tel: 519-676-5000
Monday to Friday: 7:00am – 5:00pm;
Saturday: 8:20am – 12:00pm

Online at the Ridge Landfill Website: www.ridgelandfill.com

Written comments regarding the draft report must be received by September 6, 2019 to be incorporated into the final
document. All comments should be submitted to:
Cathy Smith
Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
T: 519-358-2860
E: catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com

Or
Through the Ridge website at
www.ridgelandfill.com

All comments received by September 6, 2019 will be incorporated in the final Environmental Assessment Report. For
any information regarding the project, please feel free to visit our website at www.ridgelandfill.com
All personal information included in a submission – such as name, address, telephone number and property location – is collected,
maintained and disclosed by the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks for the purpose of transparency and
consultation. The information is collected under the authority of the Environmental Assessment Act or is collected and maintained for
the purpose of creating a record that is available to the general public as described in s.37 of the Freedom of Information and
Protection of Privacy Act. Personal information you submit will become part of a public record that is available to the general public
unless you request that your personal information remain confidential. For more information, please contact the Ministry of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks’ Freedom of Information and Privacy Coordinator at 416-327-1434.
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Chatham Kent Police Briefs
Man
arrested
in
Blenheim
A 23-year-old man was
arrested in Blenheim last
Thursday on a probation
violation.
The man was released
from custody on June 26
with several conditions,
including that he was to
report to probation and
parole within two days of
his release.
Chatham-Kent Police
were
notified
last
Thursday that the man
failed
to
report
as
required.
About an hour later,
police located the man
walking in Blenheim.
The was arrested and
charged and was transported to the court house
for a bail hearing.
Driver faces alcohol
charges
A male driver was
charged and issued a
three-day licence suspension following a traffic
stop on Talbot Trail on
June 30.
Chatham-Kent Police

charged the man for having open alcohol in his
vehicle, which was towed
from the scene.
Police busy with holiday crackdown
Chatham-Kent Police
Traffic Enforcement was
conducted across the
municipality during the
Canada
Day
holiday
weekend an effort to keep
everyone on roadways
and waterways safe.
Across Chatham-Kent:
- 42 motorists were
stopped and charged
with speeding;
- 24 other traffic related tickets were issued;
- 2 motorists were
issued suspensions related to blood alcohol concentration;
- 1 person was arrested
and
charged
with
impaired driving.
The CKPS
Marine
Unit patrolled waters
around Erieau plus the
Thames River, Mitchell’s
Bay Marina and assisted
with parts of Lake St.
Clair.

Over the weekend:
- 25 vessels were
checked;
- 3 charges were laid
for not having the proper
safety equipment on
board and trailer infractions.
Commercial vehicle
enforcement
The
Chatham-Kent
Police Service Traffic
Management Unit, in
partnership with the
Ministry
of
Transportation and the
Ontario Provincial Police,
conducted a joint forces
operation last Wednesday
day focusing on commercial motor vehicle operation
and
safety
in
Chatham.
As a result of this blitz:
- 21 commercial motor
vehicles were sent in for
inspection;
- 12 vehicles were
taken out of service;
37 charges were laid in
relation to this enforcement initiative.
The CKPS reminds
owners and drivers of

commercial motor vehicles that such initiatives
will continue throughout
the community in an effort
to keep all road users safe.
74-year-old
charged
with making threats
A 74-year-old Tilbury
man is facing charges after
an incident in Tilbury on
Saturday.
A man was riding his
bike past another man on
Park Lane in Tilbury.
Both men engaged in a
brief argument after which
one told the other that he
would blow his head off
with a shotgun.
The cyclist called police
and reported the threat.
Police located the man
at his residence and
arrested him.
The 74-year-old Tilbury
man was charged with
uttering a threat to cause
bodily harm.
He was transported to
CKPS Headquarters and
released with a future
court date of July 31.
Argument

leads

Notice of Open House and Draft Environmental Assessment Report
Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada
In the spring of 2018 Waste Connections of Canada commenced with an
environmental assessment study under the Environmental Assessment
Act to expand the existing Ridge Landfill.
The Ridge Landfill has been serving the Municipality of Chatham-Kent
community for 50 years and will reach its approved capacity by
approximately 2021. Adding capacity to the Ridge Landfill will enable
Waste Connections of Canada to continue to provide long term residual
waste disposal capacity to industrial, commercial and institutional
customers in southern and central Ontario, as well as the Municipality of
Chatham-Kent for the next 20 years.

EA Update
At the Open House in December 2018, Waste
Connections of Canada presented the preferred
approach to expand the site, manage landfill gas
and to treating leachate. Since that time, the team
has been refining the design of the proposed
expansion and identifying opportunities to reduce
or eliminate potential effects on the environment
and neighbours.

You are invited to our third Public Open
House!
The purpose of the Open House is to get your input on the
results of the detailed impact assessment of the preferred
alternative for the Ridge Landfill.

Time & Date: July 11, 2019 from 6:00 pm - 8:30 pm
Location: St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George St, Blenheim, ON
We would like to invite you to the third Open House
for the expansion to learn about and discuss
potential
effects
and
proposed
mitigation
measures. As part of the proposed expansion, Waste Connections of Canada will seek changes to the Chatham-Kent
Official Plan and Zoning By-law to implement the proposed land use changes. Notice of a Complete Application and
Public Meeting to consider these changes will be provided in accordance with the Planning Act. Municipal staff will be
present at the Open House to answer any questions you may have on the proposed land use changes.
Draft Environmental Assessment
Waste Connections of Canada has prepared the draft Environmental Assessment Report for the proposed Ridge Landfill
Expansion which includes the work being presented at the third Open House as well as other work completed to date.
The draft Environmental Assessment Report will be available for review beginning on July 23, 2019 and ending on
September 6, 2019. You may review the draft report at the following locations:
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation & Parks,
Environmental Assessment and Approvals Branch
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st Floor
Toronto, ON, M4V 1P5
Tel: 1-800-461-6290/ 416-314-8001
Monday to Friday: 8:30am – 5:00pm

Ministry of the Environment, Conservation & Parks
Windsor Area Office
4510 Rhodes Dr., Unit 620
Windsor, ON, N8W 5K5
Tel: 519-948-1464
Monday to Friday: 8:30am – 4:30pm

Chatham Branch, Chatham-Kent Public Library
120 Queen Street,
Chatham, ON, N7M 2G6
Tel: 519-354-2940
Monday to Thursday: 9:30am – 8:30pm;
Friday: 9:30am – 6:00pm;
Saturday: 9:30am – 5:00pm

Blenheim Branch, Chatham-Kent Public Library
16 George Street
Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
Tel: 519.676.3174
Tuesday and Thursday: 12:00pm – 8:00pm;
Wednesday and Friday: 10:00am – 3:00pm;
Saturday: 12:00pm- 4:00pm

Municipality of Chatham-Kent Civic Centre
315 King St W.
Chatham, ON, N7M 1E9
Tel: 519-360-1998
Monday to Friday: 8:30am – 5:00pm

Ridge Landfill
20262 Erieau Road
Blenheim, ON N0P 1A0
Tel: 519-676-5000
Monday to Friday: 7:00am – 5:00pm;
Saturday: 8:20am – 12:00pm

Online at the Ridge Landfill Website: www.ridgelandfill.com

Written comments regarding the draft report must be received by September 6, 2019 to be incorporated into the final
document. All comments should be submitted to:
Cathy Smith
Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
T: 519-358-2860
E: catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com

Or
Through the Ridge website at
www.ridgelandfill.com

All comments received by September 6, 2019 will be incorporated in the final Environmental Assessment Report. For
any information regarding the project, please feel free to visit our website at www.ridgelandfill.com
All personal information included in a submission – such as name, address, telephone number and property location – is collected,
maintained and disclosed by the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks for the purpose of transparency and
consultation. The information is collected under the authority of the Environmental Assessment Act or is collected and maintained for
the purpose of creating a record that is available to the general public as described in s.37 of the Freedom of Information and
Protection of Privacy Act. Personal information you submit will become part of a public record that is available to the general public
unless you request that your personal information remain confidential. For more information, please contact the Ministry of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks’ Freedom of Information and Privacy Coordinator at 416-327-1434.

to

charges
A 52-year-old Chatham
man was arrested after an
altercation in Chatham
last Friday night.
Chatham-Kent Police
were called to a King St.
E. residence around 11:45
p.m. where two men were
drinking and began to
argue with one another.
The argument turned
into a physical fight and
one man struck the other
one over the head with a
whiskey bottle.
The man fell to the
ground and was then
repeatedly kicked in the
head by the other male.
The assailant fled the
area and the victim was
transported to ChathamKent Health Alliance for
medical care.
The victim sustained
non-life
threatening
injuries as a result of the
assault.
The suspect was later
located and arrested, facing charges of assault,
assault with a weapon
and failing to comply with
an undertaking.
Traffic stop leads to
multiple arrests, drug
seizure
Two 35-year-olds were
arrested following a traffic
stop in Wallaceburg on
Sunday morning that led
to multiple charges and

drug seizure.
A
Chatham-Kent
Police Service officer on
patrol observed a vehicle
travelling on Dufferin
Avenue in Wallaceburg
around 7 a.m.
The licence plate was
run and the officer learned
that the owner of the vehicle was a suspended driver. The vehicle was
stopped and the driver of
the vehicle, who was not
the owner, was also a suspended driver.
The driver was arrested
and a number of drugs
were found upon a search
of the man, including suspected hydromorphone,
oxycodone, heroine and
suboxone.
A passenger who was in
the vehicle was also identified and was found to be
breaching a curfew condition of his bail.
The
35-year-old
Walpole Island male driver
was charged with five
counts of possession for
the purpose of trafficking.
He was held for a bail
hearing and later released
with a court date of July
25.
The
35-year-old
Wallaceburg
passenger
was charged with failing
to comply with recognizance and was held for a
bail hearing.

Talbot Street closing
for Cherry Fest
A
reminder
to
motorists that Talbot
Street West and other
downtown streets will be
closed starting at 6 p.m.
on Tuesday, July 16 to set
up for the 35th annual
Cherry Fest and Sidewalk
Sales.
The following downtown streets will be
closed:
- Talbot Street West
between Chatham Street
and Marlborough Street;
George
Street
between Talbot Street
West and Ellen Street;
- Catherine Street
between
Marlborough
Street and Talbot Street
West.

All streets will reopen
late Saturday night or
early Sunday morning,
once the rides and booths
are taken down.
Cherry Fest events
begin Thursday, July 18
with
World's
Finest
Midway providing rides
along with live entertainment and cherry-themed
activities going all the
way to Saturday afternoon.
The highlight of the
annual tradition will be
the Canadian Spit Pit
championships
on
Saturday.
Downtown merchants
will have three days of
deals that you can't beat!

Accidents close 401
twice on Friday
Last Friday was not a
good day on local roadways.
The eastbound lanes of
the 401 between Queens
Line and Bloomfield road
were closed for about
three hours after the
Ontario Provincial Police
reported “numerous accidents” in and near the
construction zone during
a sudden rain storm on
Friday afternoon.
The OPP diverted
eastbound traffic off the
401 at Queens Line
around 2 p.m. because of
the standstill, sending the
busy Friday afternoon
traffic onto local roads.
And with the eastbound on and off ramps
Road
Bloomfield
at
closed for reconstruction,
the 401 traffic could not
get back on the highway
Communication
until
Road.
The detour traffic was
further impeded by an
accident the Park Ave. W.Lacroix St. intersection
by Sobeys, where a passenger car struck a transport truck around 3 p.m.
Fuel leaked out of the
transport, forcing the

intersection to be closed
for several hours for
cleanup.
One of the drivers of a
was
involved
vehicle
transported to hospital
with minor injuries.
A 23-year-old female
was charged with failing
to yield from driveway.
Then further east, the
eastbound 401 was closed
for more than 12 hours
collision
a
following
between two tractor trailers near Iona Road
around 5:45 p.m.
A driver and passenger
of the tractor trailer that
rear ended the other tractor trailer were taken to
hospital with life-threatening injuries.
One was transported
by land ambulance and
the other by air ambulance.
The pair were upgraded to stable condition on
Monday morning.
reopened
401
The
around 6:25 a.m. as police
completed their on-site
investigation and for the
transports to be removed.
Charges are pending as
the OPP continue with
their investigation.
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Abstinence
gives way to a
more medical
approach.
Today, Part 3
of our threepart look at
alcohol’s toll in
SW Ontario.
ALCOHOL
VS. OPIOIDS
A comparative look at the toll
taken by alcohol and opioid
drug abuse:

Mark Lennox, left, administrator at Windsor’s Brentwood Recovery Home, and women’s co-ordinator Jenn Bastien say abstinence is their goal for clients
battling alcoholism. N I CK BR ANCACCI O

The SoluTion

156,108 Canadian

hospital stays, 2017-18, from
substance abuse

82,740 Number caused
by alcohol

19,279 Caused by
opioids

50,863

Ontario hospital stays, same period, from
substance abuse

M I C H E L L E RU BY
A N D T R Ev o R w I L H E L M

In alcohol treatment facilities
across southern Ontario, there is
rarely an empty bed.
From Simcoe’s Holmes House
Withdrawal Management and
Residential Treatment facility to
Windsor’s Brentwood Recovery
Home, the flow of desperate alcoholics seeking care is constant.
“We used to have a waiting list
of 15 to 20 people,” said Philip Kuva, facility supervisor at
Holmes House, which offers a detoxification and 21-day treatment
program. “Now . . . an empty bed
doesn’t stay empty very long —
maybe a day.”
For decades, abstinence-based
programs, such as Brentwood
or Alcoholics Anonymous, were
the only options for alcohol addicts. But with scientific developments and changing attitudes,
medication-based treatments like
the Sinclair method, which often
aim to simply reduce intake, have
become more prominent.
There are two main camps in alcohol treatment: The abstinence
approach, where a complete end

26,952 Number
caused by alcohol

6,012
opioids

Caused by

217 Canadians hospital-

ized daily because of alcohol

10 Daily patient deaths

in hospital from substance
abuse, three-quarters from
alcohol

$5.3B Annual cost to

Ontario of alcoholism, including hospital stays

$23B+ Alcohol sales in
Canada, 2017-18

Sources: Canadian Institute
for Health Information,
Statistics Canada

Notice of Open House and Draft Environmental Assessment Report
Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada
In the spring of 2018 Waste Connections of Canada commenced with an
environmental assessment study under the Environmental Assessment
Act to expand the existing Ridge Landfill.
The Ridge Landfill has been serving the Municipality of Chatham-Kent
community for 50 years and will reach its approved capacity by
approximately 2021. Adding capacity to the Ridge Landfill will enable
Waste Connections of Canada to continue to provide long term residual
waste disposal capacity to industrial, commercial and institutional
customers in southern and central Ontario, as well as the Municipality of
Chatham-Kent for the next 20 years.

EA Update
At the Open House in December 2018, Waste
Connections of Canada presented the preferred
approach to expand the site, manage landfill gas
and to treating leachate. Since that time, the team
has been refining the design of the proposed
expansion and identifying opportunities to reduce
or eliminate potential effects on the environment
and neighbours.

You are invited to our third Public Open
House!
The purpose of the Open House is to get your input on the
results of the detailed impact assessment of the preferred
alternative for the Ridge Landfill.

Time & Date: July 11, 2019 from 6:00 pm - 8:30 pm
Location: St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George St, Blenheim, ON
We would like to invite you to the third Open House
for the expansion to learn about and discuss
potential effects and proposed mitigation
measures. As part of the proposed expansion, Waste Connections of Canada will seek changes to the Chatham-Kent
Official Plan and Zoning By-law to implement the proposed land use changes. Notice of a Complete Application and
Public Meeting to consider these changes will be provided in accordance with the Planning Act. Municipal staff will be
present at the Open House to answer any questions you may have on the proposed land use changes.

Draft Environmental Assessment
Waste Connections of Canada has prepared the draft Environmental Assessment Report for the proposed Ridge Landfill
Expansion which includes the work being presented at the third Open House as well as other work completed to date.
The draft Environmental Assessment Report will be available for review beginning on July 23, 2019 and ending on
September 6, 2019. You may review the draft report at the following locations:
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation & Parks,
Environmental Assessment and Approvals Branch
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st Floor
Toronto, ON, M4V 1P5
Tel: 1-800-461-6290/ 416-314-8001
Monday to Friday: 8:30am – 5:00pm

Ministry of the Environment, Conservation & Parks
Windsor Area Office
4510 Rhodes Dr., Unit 620
Windsor, ON, N8W 5K5
Tel: 519-948-1464
Monday to Friday: 8:30am – 4:30pm

Chatham Branch, Chatham-Kent Public Library
120 Queen Street,
Chatham, ON, N7M 2G6
Tel: 519-354-2940
Monday to Thursday: 9:30am – 8:30pm;
Friday: 9:30am – 6:00pm;
Saturday: 9:30am – 5:00pm

Blenheim Branch, Chatham-Kent Public Library
16 George Street
Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
Tel: 519.676.3174
Tuesday and Thursday: 12:00pm – 8:00pm;
Wednesday and Friday: 10:00am – 3:00pm;
Saturday: 12:00pm- 4:00pm

Municipality of Chatham-Kent Civic Centre
315 King St W.
Chatham, ON, N7M 1E9
Tel: 519-360-1998
Monday to Friday: 8:30am – 5:00pm

Ridge Landfill
20262 Erieau Road
Blenheim, ON N0P 1A0
Tel: 519-676-5000
Monday to Friday: 7:00am – 5:00pm;
Saturday: 8:20am – 12:00pm

to drinking is the only measure of
success; and the doctor-assisted,
harm-reduction approach, using
medication to help the person at
least cut back on drinking.
“Abstinence has been the tried
and true . . . gold standard of what’s
been expected,” said Dr. Robert
McKay, an addictions specialist at
Hotel-Dieu Grace Healthcare and
president of Erie St. Clair Clinic,
bith in Windsor. “The medical
community didn’t really get involved in trying to treat addiction
for many, many years . . .
“I think since methadone treatment has been in play for the last
20 years or so, there has been more
physicians willing to try and help
people with addiction disorder.”
At Brentwood, about 300 people
a year enrol in its 90-day program
“loosely based” on the 12-step approach.
“Our only goal is abstinence,”
said Jenn Bastien, manager of the
women’s program.
It’s a residential program driven
by peer support with daily meetings, guest speakers and counselling sessions addressing issues
that brought people to the bottle.
Rick Chicon came to Brentwood
on Feb. 26, 1985, his 17th birthday. Plagued with insecurity and
curious about alcohol, he started
drinking at age nine after finding
his parents’ supply.
It took three stints at Brentwood
before he found hope and put down
the bottle in 1997 at age 29.
“I had three options when I got
here,” said Chicon, 51, now a Brentwood volunteer. “Death, institution or suicide.
Tim Philp, executive director of
Brantford’s Rosewood House, a
mental health and addiction treatment facility that became a homeless shelter last year, said causes
of alcohol abuse are complex. “It
all comes down to something that
happened in their past,” said Philp.

“They tell you that when they get
drunk or high, they’re not in pain.”
Brentwood administrator Mark
Lennox said there is usually some
underlying trauma, mental health
issue or other problem that leads
to alcohol abuse. “I think it’s important that we do look at substance abuse as a symptom of the
deeper issue of alcoholism.”
Many alcoholics turn to the medication alternative, which often includes a counselling component,
after the abstinence approach fails.
“People who follow AA believe
abstinence is the only solution,”
said Dr. Tony Hammer, who treats
alcoholics with medication at the
Erie-St. Clair Clinic. “They are
wrong. But that doesn’t mean it
doesn’t work for them and that I
don’t support it. I do. But when it
doesn’t work and they go to rehab
for the fifth, sixth, seventh time,
it’s time to consider alternatives.”
Holmes House offers counselling for clients and their families.
But Kuva said there are also several
useful anti-craving drugs, including Naltrexone, which blocks opioid receptors in the brain, reducing the pleasure associated with
drinking.
Acamprosate is thought to ease
the uncomfortable side-effects of
coming off alcohol. Disulfiram,
also known as Antabuse, has been
used for decades for alcohol use
disorders. It changes how the body
breaks down alcohol, making people physically ill if they drink.
“It’s important to take a look at
addiction holistically: biological,
social, psychological,” said Kuva.
“All those elements combine to
create addiction. Anti-craving
medications can help with the
physical, but we need to look at
all manner of trauma.”
Hammer said use of medication
has become more widely accepted in recent years. “Very slowly,
because of the resistance from
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Online at the Ridge Landfill Website: www.ridgelandfill.com
* Weight with powerhead only.

Written comments regarding the draft report must be received by September 6, 2019 to be incorporated into the final
document. All comments should be submitted to:
Cathy Smith
Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
T: 519-358-2860
E: catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com

Or

Through the Ridge website at
www.ridgelandfill.com

All comments received by September 6, 2019 will be incorporated in the final Environmental Assessment Report. For
any information regarding the project, please feel free to visit our website at www.ridgelandfill.com
All personal information included in a submission – such as name, address, telephone number and property location – is collected,
maintained and disclosed by the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks for the purpose of transparency and
consultation. The information is collected under the authority of the Environmental Assessment Act or is collected and maintained for
the purpose of creating a record that is available to the general public as described in s.37 of the Freedom of Information and
Protection of Privacy Act. Personal information you submit will become part of a public record that is available to the general public
unless you request that your personal information remain confidential. For more information, please contact the Ministry of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks’ Freedom of Information and Privacy Coordinator at 416-327-1434.
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in effect until July 31, 2019. Illustrations and descriptions are as accurate as known at the time of publication and are subject to change without notice. STIHL Limited
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abstinence-based people, and because there isn’t a drug company
promoting the medications involved.”
Kim Baker, director of clinical
services at St. Leonard’s Community Services in Brantford, said
anti-craving medications can help
stabilize a person, particularly if
they have a significant abuse disorder, so they can take part in
psychosocial treatment.
Detoxification from alcohol can
be fatal, said Kuva. Of those people
who experience delirium tremens,
a rapid onset of confusion caused
by alcohol withdrawal, about 10 to
15 per cent will die, he said.
For those people, said Patrick
Kolowicz, Hotel-Dieu Grace
Healthcare’s director of adult
mental health and addictions, a
hospital is the best place to be.
“We’ve talked about the need for
those people at high risk to actually withdraw in a hospital setting
where there are medical supports
and safety outlets that people can
draw on.”
Alcohol addiction can be treated, but it takes time for the body
and mind to heal. Clinical research shows the benefits of longer
stays in treatment. But Kuva said
Holmes House, which has six residential treatment beds, is limited
by its provincial funding. People
can wait months to get in.
“We’re at maximum capacity,”
said Ben Speer, director of Holmes
House. “Like every other area of
health, we’re in a holding pattern
because of funding.”
Organizations such as the Centre
for Addiction and Mental Health,
the Canadian Centre on Substance
Abuse and the Canadian Mental
Health Association believe Ontario needs a provincial alcohol
strategy that requires a “wholeof-government” approach. Among
the most effective interventions,
they say, are socially responsible
pricing of alcoholic beverages,
limits on the number of alcohol
retailers and hours of sale, and
marketing controls.
Such policies would cut
alcohol-related problems when
implemented alongside more
targeted interventions, such as
drinking and driving countermeasures, enforcement of minimum
legal drinking age, screening, brief
intervention and referrals in the
primary health-care setting.
In the meantime, said Kuva,
there are different markers of
success when you’re dealing with
alcohol addiction.
“Everyone’s treatment path has
a slightly different goal. If their
quality of life has improved, that’s
a success. It’s a lifelong issue for a
lot of people.
“It’s a progressive, fatal disease.
The only cure is remission through
abstinence. We see people at their
worst, when their mental and spiritual health is at the lowest. Sometimes, they’ll drop in three months
later and they’re doing much better. That’s a big plus for our staff.
“Sometimes, the number of
times people come back is in the
double digits. Their file gets thick.
But we never give up on them.”
twilhelm@postmedia.com
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New auction
format should
boost Cultural
Centre
fundraiser
Ja k E ro m ph f

The Chatham Cultural Centre
Association has launched a silent
auction fundraiser to support educational activities at the Thames
Art Gallery, Kiwanis Theatre and
Chatham-Kent Museum. The auction’s new online bidding format is
live now, but people can also bid
in person at ARTcrawl later this
month.
The association has held silent
auctions in the past, but people who didn’t attend ARTcrawl
wouldn’t have a chance to bid.
Marlee Robinson, the association’s
vice-chair, said online bidding will
hopefully make the fundraiser
more accessible to a wider range
of people.
The ARTcrawl parade begins at
ARTspace on July 26 and will work
its way down King Street West in
Chatham, stopping at food samplings and local art shows before
reaching its final destination at the
Thames Art Gallery.
The online bidding will close at 5
p.m. on the day of ARTcrawl while
in-person bidding runs from 8 p.m.
to 9 p.m. at the gallery. This means
people who attend the in-person
auction will have the advantage of
making the final bid.
This year, the auction is focusing
on local experiences and activities,
instead of things.
“Sometimes we have people say
'ugh, there’s not much to do in Chatham-Kent,'" Robinson said. “It
highlights the local activities that
are available for anyone at anytime
in Chatham-Kent, both for locals
and visitors.”
She said 70 per cent of the people who visit Chatham-Kent stay
with family, so it’s essential that
residents know what there is to do
in the area.
Bidding items include everything from a day tour to see how
honey is harvested on a buzzing
bee yard to beginner belly dancing lessons. Around 23 items will
be up for bid.
The entire list of auction items
is on the association’s website at
ccca.x10host.com/.
The proceeds will help fund the
cultural centre’s activities such
as the free family fun days, which
are scheduled for the last Sunday
of July and August. During family
fun days, families tour the current
art exhibition and then go into the
studio to try making that style of
art themselves. Robinson said the
fun days would cost $25 without
the fundraiser subsidies.
The proceeds also go toward
training programs for cultural
centre staff.
Robinson said people are more
likely to move to Chatham-Kent,
growing the economy and community, if they know about the cultural opportunities here.
“Culture is at the basis for quality
of life for Chatham-Kent,” she said.

Saeedeh Bani Assadi, a purple martin researcher and ornithology graduate student at the University of Manitoba, does the finishing touches to attach a
tiny radio transmitter on the back of baby purple martin to help track the migration pattern of the species. Members of Nature Canada were in in Mitchell’s Bay on Tuesday as part of its Save Our Swallows project. E llwo od S hrEvE

Boosting their numbers
Banding program should help increase
purple martin population
E l lw o o d S h r Ev E

Some adult and
baby purple martins are now carrying radio transmitters to provide
valuable migratory data that will
hopefully boost their numbers in
the future.
Both adult and baby purple
martins were captured and banded Tuesday along the Lake Shore
Trail in this community on the
shore of Lake St. Clair as part of
the Nature Canada Save Our Swallows effort.
Ted Cheskey, Nature Canada’s
naturalist director and bird expert,
said the campaign aims to “address
the crisis of aerial insectivores, all
the birds that catch insects are facing, swallows in particular, being
one group of those birds.”
A State of the Birds report released last month stated aerial
insectivores, such as swallows –
purple martins being the largest of
this species – and swifts, are some
of the fastest declining species in
Canada, with populations dropping 59 per cent since 1970.
Details about the campaign are
available online at www.naturecanada.ca/SOS.
Aly Hyderali, conservation
co-ordinator with Nature Canada, said attaching MOTUS radio
transmitters will help determine
the migratory patterns of the purple martins.
“Then we can understand their
family dynamics, whether their
family group stick together, whether the babies go one way, whether
they all go the same way, which areas are trouble areas, and where
M I T C H E L L’ S B A Y

are the safe spots where there’s
good habitat,” he said.
Cheskey said this information is
“helping answer some fundamental questions related to what happens to these birds once they leave
their breeding habitat and before
they migrate to Brazil.”
He said this is the third year Nature Canada has been attaching
the MOTUS radio transmitters to
the birds, which sends out a signal
about every 10 seconds
Bird Studies Canada, a partner
in this Ontario Trillium Foundation-funded program, has developed a system to capture signals
from the transmitters via receiver
stations, which are antennae often
mounted on towers, Cheskey said.
There’s a network of these across
North America, with several
around the Great Lakes, he said.
There are also some in Central
America and South America, along
the coast of Colombia, especially,
and Panama.
“If birds (carrying) a transmitter flies within about 10 to 15 kilometres of one of these stations,
the signal starts to be picked up,”
Cheskey said.
The radio transmitters do not
impede the flight of the bird and
fall off after about five months.
“We would definitely not be doing this if it would impede their
flight because we would get no
data,” Cheskey said.
Saeedeh Bani Assadi, a purple
martin researcher and University
of Manitoba ornithology graduate student working on the project, said they have learned from
previous data the young start

Residents upset after
playground vandalized
with profane graffiti
Ja k E ro m ph f

The playground at Victoria Park
in Bothwell was vandalized with
offensive graffiti some time last
weekend, frustrating area parents with young children who
use the park.
Multiple swear words were
spray painted on the playground
and drawings resembling male
genitalia were graffitied on the
slides.
Melissa Christine, a West
Lorne resident, said her sixyear-old daughter likes to play at
the park when she visits Christine’s mother in Bothwell. The
three were walking through the
park on Sunday when they noticed the inappropriate graffiti.
“It’s completely disrespectful.
It’s very frustrating,” she said.
The vandalism must’ve occurred late on Saturday because Christine said the graffiti
wasn’t on the playground when
her mother and daughter walked
through the park Saturday eve-

ning. Christine posted pictures
of the vandalized playground on
a Bothwell community Facebook
page on Sunday night.
Park employees have since removed the graffiti. Brad Tuckwell, the recreation facility
supervisor for Bothwell, Dresden and Thamesville, said staff
deals with these issues quickly,
especially when young children
could be exposed.
“We try to get them removed as
soon as possible,” he said.
Tuckwell said this kind of vandalism was an isolated incident
for the playground.
Christine also said this was the
first time she saw offensive graffiti on the playground and she
was excited park staff removed
it, but there are still other issues
in the park.
“There’s a skate park right beside it, and there’s always graffiti
all over that,” she said.
Christine said there has been
garbage and broken glass all over
the park as well.

their migration later than adults.
She added data from Ontario also
shows that juvenile birds have a
greater dispersal and movement
than adults.
“The juveniles are not as familiar with the breeding colony as the
adults, so they want to become
more familiar with their breeding
colony, with their food sources,
with the geographic features,” Bani
Assadi said.
Cheskey said they are also interested in knowing how the purple
martins move around different
roost sites in the region.
The group also visited Walpole
Island First Nation on Monday,
where there is a large roost site.
Cheskey said there are also roost
sites at Point Pelee and Rondeau,
and a large one at Long Point and
near the mouth of the Grand River.
Nature Canada also continued this
work at Port Burwell on Wednesday and at the Ruthven Park National Historic Site in Cayuga on
Thursday.
Dave Smith, a member of the
Mitchell’s Bay Area Association
who also working on the project on
Monday, noted it was the first time
the association had been involved.
He said the association erected a
T-14 purple martin house along the
Lake Shore Trail – which houses 14
pairs of birds – along with a gourd

house at the nearby beach, about
five years ago.
Another two T-14 purple martin
house were erected along the trail
area by the association two years
ago.
This year, 212 birds will fledge
– acquire feathers necessary for
flight – from the four houses,
Smith said, which is up from 192
last year.
He said 53 birds fledged the first
year when a single T-14 house and
gourd house were erected.
“It’s been going up every year,”
he said, adding erecting the two
other T-14 houses has helped.
Smith credited members of the
Walpole Island Purple Martin
Project for being “instrumental” in
helping get a colony of purple martins started after project members
gave a presentation to the association on what the birds needed.
He said there has been at least
three other purple martin houses erected by Mitchell’s Bay residents.
“The community involvement is
one thing that’s helping the birds
because more people are putting
up houses.”
Smith said in this area, purple
martins “don’t live in trees … they
strictly live in man-made homes.”
He said this goes back many
years ago when First Nations put
up gourds to attract purple martins, which would fly away and
make a lot of noise when someone
approached, acting as an alarm
system.

Notice of Open House and Draft Environmental Assessment Report
Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada
In the spring of 2018 Waste Connections of Canada commenced with an
environmental assessment study under the Environmental Assessment Act
to expand the existing Ridge Landfill.
The Ridge Landfill has been serving the Municipality of
Chatham-Kent community for 50 years and will reach its approved
capacity by approximately 2021. Adding capacity to the Ridge Landfill
will enable Waste Connections of Canada to continue to provide long term
residual waste disposal capacity to industrial, commercial and institutional
customers in southern and central Ontario, as well as the Municipality of
Chatham-Kent for the next 20 years.
EA Update
At the Open House in December 2018, Waste
Connections of Canada presented the preferred
You are invited to our third Public
approach to expand the site, manage landfill
Open House!
gas and to treating leachate. Since that
time, the team has been refining the design
of the proposed expansion and identifying The purpose of the Open House is to get your input
opportunities to reduce or eliminate potential on the results of the detailed impact assessment of
effects on the environment and neighbours.
the preferred alternative for the Ridge Landfill.
We would like to invite you to the third Open
House for the expansion to learn about Time & Date: July 11, 2019 from 6:00 pm - 8:30 pm
and discuss potential effects and proposed Location: St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George St, Blenheim, ON
mitigation measures. As part of the proposed
expansion, Waste Connections of Canada will
seek changes to the Chatham-Kent Official Plan and Zoning By-law to implement the proposed land use changes. Notice of a
Complete Application and Public Meeting to consider these changes will be provided in accordance with the Planning Act. Municipal
staff will be present at the Open House to answer any questions you may have on the proposed land use changes.
Draft Environmental Assessment
Waste Connections of Canada has prepared the draft Environmental Assessment Report for the proposed Ridge Landfill Expansion
which includes the work being presented at the third Open House as well as other work completed to date. The draft Environmental
Assessment Report will be available for review beginning on July 23, 2019 and ending on September 6, 2019. You may review the
draft report at the following locations:

S uppliEd

“People walk their dogs out
there,” she said. “It’s just not
safe, like it’s completely what
you would not expect from a
small town.”
Christine has picked up garbage in the park before and
people commenting on the
Facebook post were offering to
clean up the playground graffiti
themselves.
Christine called out local teens
for causing the issues in the park.
“It’s completely disrespectful
to other people in the community,” she said. “Kids don’t need
to see that and they don’t need
their stuff wrecked.”

Ministry of the Environment, Conservation & Parks,
Environmental Assessment and Approvals Branch
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st Floor
Toronto, ON, M4V 1P5
Tel: 1-800-461-6290/ 416-314-8001
Monday to Friday: 8:30am – 5:00pm

Ministry of the Environment, Conservation & Parks
Windsor Area Office
4510 Rhodes Dr., Unit 620
Windsor, ON, N8W 5K5
Tel: 519-948-1464
Monday to Friday: 8:30am – 4:30pm

Chatham Branch, Chatham-Kent Public Library
120 Queen Street,
Chatham, ON, N7M 2G6
Tel: 519-354-2940
Monday to Thursday: 9:30am – 8:30pm;
Friday: 9:30am – 6:00pm;
Saturday: 9:30am – 5:00pm

Blenheim Branch, Chatham-Kent Public Library
16 George Street
Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
Tel: 519.676.3174
Tuesday and Thursday: 12:00pm – 8:00pm;
Wednesday and Friday: 10:00am – 3:00pm;
Saturday: 12:00pm- 4:00pm

Municipality of Chatham-Kent Civic Centre
315 King St W.
Chatham, ON, N7M 1E9
Tel: 519-360-1998
Monday to Friday: 8:30am – 5:00pm

Ridge Landfill
20262 Erieau Road
Blenheim, ON N0P 1A0
Tel: 519-676-5000
Monday to Friday: 7:00am – 5:00pm;
Saturday: 8:20am – 12:00pm

Online at the Ridge Landfill Website: www.ridgelandfill.com
Written comments regarding the draft report must be received by September 6, 2019 to be incorporated into the
final document. All comments should be submitted to:
Cathy Smith
Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
T: 519-358-2860
E: catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com

Or
Through the Ridge website at www.ridgelandfill.com

All comments received by September 6, 2019 will be incorporated in the final Environmental Assessment Report. For any
information regarding the project, please feel free to visit our website at www.ridgelandfill.com
All personal information included in a submission – such as name, address, telephone number and property location – is collected,
maintained and disclosed by the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks for the purpose of transparency and
consultation. The information is collected under the authority of the Environmental Assessment Act or is collected and maintained
for the purpose of creating a record that is available to the general public as described in s.37 of the Freedom of Information and
Protection of Privacy Act. Personal information you submit will become part of a public record that is available to the general public
unless you request that your personal information remain confidential. For more information, please contact the Ministry of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks’ Freedom of Information and Privacy Coordinator at 416-327-1434.
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Chatham-Kent project
seeks to stem the rise
of phosphorus
Ja k e Ro m ph f

Elevated phosphorus levels are
forming toxic algal blooms in the
central and western drainage basins of Lake Erie, threatening the
health of the lake and other Chatham-Kent waterways.
The Thames River Phosphorus

Reduction Collaborative – a large
group of Chatham-Kent community organizations, conservation
groups and government agencies –
is trying to tackle the problematic
levels by researching and testing
technologies that remove phosphorus from agricultural runoff.
The Lower Thames Valley Con-

Notice of Open House and Draft Environmental Assessment Report
Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada
In the spring of 2018 Waste Connections of Canada commenced with an
environmental assessment study under the Environmental Assessment Act
to expand the existing Ridge Landfill.
The Ridge Landfill has been serving the Municipality of
Chatham-Kent community for 50 years and will reach its approved
capacity by approximately 2021. Adding capacity to the Ridge Landfill
will enable Waste Connections of Canada to continue to provide long term
residual waste disposal capacity to industrial, commercial and institutional
customers in southern and central Ontario, as well as the Municipality of
Chatham-Kent for the next 20 years.
EA Update
At the Open House in December 2018, Waste
Connections of Canada presented the preferred
You are invited to our third Public
approach to expand the site, manage landfill
Open House!
gas and to treating leachate. Since that
time, the team has been refining the design
of the proposed expansion and identifying The purpose of the Open House is to get your input
opportunities to reduce or eliminate potential on the results of the detailed impact assessment of
effects on the environment and neighbours.
the preferred alternative for the Ridge Landfill.
We would like to invite you to the third Open
House for the expansion to learn about Time & Date: July 11, 2019 from 6:00 pm - 8:30 pm
and discuss potential effects and proposed Location: St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George St, Blenheim, ON
mitigation measures. As part of the proposed
expansion, Waste Connections of Canada will
seek changes to the Chatham-Kent Official Plan and Zoning By-law to implement the proposed land use changes. Notice of a
Complete Application and Public Meeting to consider these changes will be provided in accordance with the Planning Act. Municipal
staff will be present at the Open House to answer any questions you may have on the proposed land use changes.
Draft Environmental Assessment
Waste Connections of Canada has prepared the draft Environmental Assessment Report for the proposed Ridge Landfill Expansion
which includes the work being presented at the third Open House as well as other work completed to date. The draft Environmental
Assessment Report will be available for review beginning on July 23, 2019 and ending on September 6, 2019. You may review the
draft report at the following locations:
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation & Parks,
Environmental Assessment and Approvals Branch
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st Floor
Toronto, ON, M4V 1P5
Tel: 1-800-461-6290/ 416-314-8001
Monday to Friday: 8:30am – 5:00pm

Ministry of the Environment, Conservation & Parks
Windsor Area Office
4510 Rhodes Dr., Unit 620
Windsor, ON, N8W 5K5
Tel: 519-948-1464
Monday to Friday: 8:30am – 4:30pm

Chatham Branch, Chatham-Kent Public Library
120 Queen Street,
Chatham, ON, N7M 2G6
Tel: 519-354-2940
Monday to Thursday: 9:30am – 8:30pm;
Friday: 9:30am – 6:00pm;
Saturday: 9:30am – 5:00pm

Blenheim Branch, Chatham-Kent Public Library
16 George Street
Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
Tel: 519.676.3174
Tuesday and Thursday: 12:00pm – 8:00pm;
Wednesday and Friday: 10:00am – 3:00pm;
Saturday: 12:00pm- 4:00pm

Municipality of Chatham-Kent Civic Centre
315 King St W.
Chatham, ON, N7M 1E9
Tel: 519-360-1998
Monday to Friday: 8:30am – 5:00pm

Ridge Landfill
20262 Erieau Road
Blenheim, ON N0P 1A0
Tel: 519-676-5000
Monday to Friday: 7:00am – 5:00pm;
Saturday: 8:20am – 12:00pm

Colin Little, front, from the Lower Thames Valley Conservation Authority, explains how the phosphorus capturing
water tank at the Roesh farm works to a group of people on June 26. JAKE RO M P H F P Os t ME d i A NE t w O R K

servation Authority, which is conducting testing for the project’s
Chatham-Kent site at Roesch
Meats farm, held a meeting on
June 26 to explain the process to
the public. Plants need phosphorus
to grow, but Southwestern Ontario
farms, such as Roesch’s, add manure and fertilizers to make up for
naturally low phosphorus levels.
The conservation authority installed a filter tank that captures
water from the farm’s drainage
system. An absorption material
removes the phosphorus as water
flows through the tank. Nutrient
samples are measured when the
water enters and leaves the tank,
where it is discharged into a municipal drain and flows into the
Thames River.

“It’s a research-based project.
It’s something we haven’t done before,” said Colin Little, agricultural
program director at the conservation authority.
He said algae blooms are harmful to the area and all connecting
waterways.
“They can affect the quality of
our drinking water. They release
toxins dangerous for consumption
if the water is not treated. They
have implications on our aquatic
species,” Little said. “It’s a serious
threat not only to our drinking water source, but our economy.”
He said the freshwater fishery
markets in Lake Erie and Lake St.
Clair will feel the impact of the
blooms.
The pilot project aims to reduce

Online at the Ridge Landfill Website: www.ridgelandfill.com
Written comments regarding the draft report must be received by September 6, 2019 to be incorporated into the
final document. All comments should be submitted to:
Cathy Smith
Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
T: 519-358-2860
E: catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com

Or
Through the Ridge website at www.ridgelandfill.com

All comments received by September 6, 2019 will be incorporated in the final Environmental Assessment Report. For any
information regarding the project, please feel free to visit our website at www.ridgelandfill.com
All personal information included in a submission – such as name, address, telephone number and property location – is collected,
maintained and disclosed by the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks for the purpose of transparency and
consultation. The information is collected under the authority of the Environmental Assessment Act or is collected and maintained
for the purpose of creating a record that is available to the general public as described in s.37 of the Freedom of Information and
Protection of Privacy Act. Personal information you submit will become part of a public record that is available to the general public
unless you request that your personal information remain confidential. For more information, please contact the Ministry of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks’ Freedom of Information and Privacy Coordinator at 416-327-1434.

Funeral Service Professionals
LOCALLY OWNED AND OPERATED

CELEBRATE A LIFE LIVED

scattering your loved one’s ashes upon
the waters of Lake Erie, Lake St. Clair.
CONTACT YOUR LOCAL FUNERAL HOME FOR DETAILS

agricultural field runoff phosphorus from getting into the waterways by improving farm practices,
drainage and filtering technologies. Agricultural runoff is among
the largest contributors because it
picks up the soil’s nutrients during
big rain events.
Little said farmers don’t want to
lose phosphorus that make their
fields productive.
“They’re very eager to find ways
to essentially retain nutrients on
the landscape,” he said.
Phosphorus exists in small
amounts all over the area, not just
in one field.
“When you total that up for how
much agricultural land is within
our basin, it becomes a significant
portion,” Little said.
This makes it tricky to reduce
already small concentrations.
“We’re piloting some of these
new solutions out, see if they’re
effective,” Little said.
The collaborative will use some
new materials this year to see if
they’re better at absorbing phosphorus than the ones used so far.
The project is funded by Environment and Climate Change Canada’s great Lake Protection Initiative. Canada and the U.S. agreed in
2016 to reduce phosphorus levels
by 40 per cent and finalized an action plan in early 2018.
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Shepherd's Way
Inn expands to
serve the needy
E l lw o o d S h r Ev E

For 16 years Chatham’s own Mother Theresa has been helping to feed
and clothe the less fortunate, and
now she’s expanding to continue

to meet a growing need.
Theresa Nadeau, founder of the
Shepherd’s Way Inn Restaurant –
that provides free meals to those
in need – is opening the Heart
of the Shepherd’s at 268 King St.

Notice of Open House and Draft Environmental Assessment Report
Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada
In the spring of 2018 Waste Connections of Canada commenced with an
environmental assessment study under the Environmental Assessment Act
to expand the existing Ridge Landfill.
The Ridge Landfill has been serving the Municipality of
Chatham-Kent community for 50 years and will reach its approved
capacity by approximately 2021. Adding capacity to the Ridge Landfill
will enable Waste Connections of Canada to continue to provide long term
residual waste disposal capacity to industrial, commercial and institutional
customers in southern and central Ontario, as well as the Municipality of
Chatham-Kent for the next 20 years.
EA Update
At the Open House in December 2018, Waste
Connections of Canada presented the preferred
You are invited to our third Public
approach to expand the site, manage landfill
Open House!
gas and to treating leachate. Since that
time, the team has been refining the design
of the proposed expansion and identifying The purpose of the Open House is to get your input
opportunities to reduce or eliminate potential on the results of the detailed impact assessment of
effects on the environment and neighbours.
the preferred alternative for the Ridge Landfill.
We would like to invite you to the third Open
House for the expansion to learn about Time & Date: July 11, 2019 from 6:00 pm - 8:30 pm
and discuss potential effects and proposed Location: St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George St, Blenheim, ON
mitigation measures. As part of the proposed
expansion, Waste Connections of Canada will
seek changes to the Chatham-Kent Official Plan and Zoning By-law to implement the proposed land use changes. Notice of a
Complete Application and Public Meeting to consider these changes will be provided in accordance with the Planning Act. Municipal
staff will be present at the Open House to answer any questions you may have on the proposed land use changes.
Draft Environmental Assessment
Waste Connections of Canada has prepared the draft Environmental Assessment Report for the proposed Ridge Landfill Expansion
which includes the work being presented at the third Open House as well as other work completed to date. The draft Environmental
Assessment Report will be available for review beginning on July 23, 2019 and ending on September 6, 2019. You may review the
draft report at the following locations:
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation & Parks,
Environmental Assessment and Approvals Branch
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st Floor
Toronto, ON, M4V 1P5
Tel: 1-800-461-6290/ 416-314-8001
Monday to Friday: 8:30am – 5:00pm

Ministry of the Environment, Conservation & Parks
Windsor Area Office
4510 Rhodes Dr., Unit 620
Windsor, ON, N8W 5K5
Tel: 519-948-1464
Monday to Friday: 8:30am – 4:30pm

Chatham Branch, Chatham-Kent Public Library
120 Queen Street,
Chatham, ON, N7M 2G6
Tel: 519-354-2940
Monday to Thursday: 9:30am – 8:30pm;
Friday: 9:30am – 6:00pm;
Saturday: 9:30am – 5:00pm

Blenheim Branch, Chatham-Kent Public Library
16 George Street
Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
Tel: 519.676.3174
Tuesday and Thursday: 12:00pm – 8:00pm;
Wednesday and Friday: 10:00am – 3:00pm;
Saturday: 12:00pm- 4:00pm

Municipality of Chatham-Kent Civic Centre
315 King St W.
Chatham, ON, N7M 1E9
Tel: 519-360-1998
Monday to Friday: 8:30am – 5:00pm

Ridge Landfill
20262 Erieau Road
Blenheim, ON N0P 1A0
Tel: 519-676-5000
Monday to Friday: 7:00am – 5:00pm;
Saturday: 8:20am – 12:00pm

Online at the Ridge Landfill Website: www.ridgelandfill.com
Written comments regarding the draft report must be received by September 6, 2019 to be incorporated into the
final document. All comments should be submitted to:
Cathy Smith
Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
T: 519-358-2860
E: catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com

Or
Through the Ridge website at www.ridgelandfill.com

All comments received by September 6, 2019 will be incorporated in the final Environmental Assessment Report. For any
information regarding the project, please feel free to visit our website at www.ridgelandfill.com
All personal information included in a submission – such as name, address, telephone number and property location – is collected,
maintained and disclosed by the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks for the purpose of transparency and
consultation. The information is collected under the authority of the Environmental Assessment Act or is collected and maintained
for the purpose of creating a record that is available to the general public as described in s.37 of the Freedom of Information and
Protection of Privacy Act. Personal information you submit will become part of a public record that is available to the general public
unless you request that your personal information remain confidential. For more information, please contact the Ministry of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks’ Freedom of Information and Privacy Coordinator at 416-327-1434.

Theresa Nadeau, front, and her daughter Marj Nadeau, are expanding the Shepherd’s Way Inn to provide a separate flood and clothing ministry at 268 King St. W. El lw oo d S h r E v E / P o S t m E d ia N Et w o r k

W., just two doors down from her
restaurant.
This new location will serve as a
clothing and food ministry.
In addition to prepared meals,
Nadeau has been providing clothing and non-perishable food items
to those in need from the Shepherd’s Way Inn.
But she said more room was
needed to serve this need.
“The walls are not made of rubber so we couldn’t stretch it out,”
she joked.
She calls the expansion a blessing, and as always, puts her faith in
God that it will work out.
“I wouldn’t do this unless God

told me to,” Nadeau said.
“He always supplies,” she added.
The new location has room in
the basement to sort through donations before they are brought up
to the main floor.
The new facility will be open
from 8:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. to provide clothing and food donations.
Nadeau’s daughter Marj said
people requesting clothing or food
will be asked to register, including
providing some form of identification, so they can keep track of who
is receiving donations.
“We don’t want to see their financial information, we just want
to know who we are working with,”

Submissions sought
by Thames Art Gallery
The Thames Art Gallery in Chatham is seeking submissions from
Ontario artists for its biennial juried exhibition.
The municipality-owned gallery is looking for professional
artists living and working within
the province to submit any type of
visual media.
Each artist can submit up to
two works made between 2017
and 2019.
Matthew Ryan Smith, writer
and curator of the Glenhyrst Art
Gallery of Brant in Brantford Ontario will serve as this year’s juror.

He is also a sessional professor of
Indigenous art at the University of
Toronto, Mississauga, the literary
editor of First American Art Magazine and the Canadian section editor of the forthcoming Art Market
Dictionary.
Smith sits on the editorial board
of the Moving Image Science Research Group at Kiel University,
Germany. He earned his PhD in
art and visual culture at Western
University in 2012.
The juror has had his work on
art and visual culture published in
Canadian Art, Border Crossings,

Marj Nadeau said.
Theresa Nadeau added the
homeless can come everyday, if
needed.
She said they will also gladly accept any “love donations” to help
cover some of the operating costs,
such as rent and utilities for the
new location.
They will also gladly accept donations of gently used clothing
and non-perishable food items for
Heart of the Shepherd’s location.
Nadeau said just like how the
Shepherd’s Way Inn operates, all
people who will be working at the
Heart of the Shepherd’s location
will be volunteering their time.
Prefix Photo, ESSE Arts + Opinions,
Briarpatch, Blackflash, C Magazine,
Alternatives Journal, First American Art, Artinfo Canada, Magenta,
ArtUS, Contemporary Canadian
Glass, Visual Arts News, and FUSE.
The competition will have a
two-stage process. Preliminary
jurying will be conducted through
electronic submissions. Selected
artists will be notified by email to
ship the artwork to the Thames Art
Gallery for final selection.
A Juror’s Choice Award of
$1,000 will be presented to the selected artist at the Oct. 25 opening
reception.
The submission deadline is Aug.
30. The exhibition will run from
Oct. 25 to Jan. 5.
Further application information is available at chatham-kent.
ca/TAG.
Chatham This Week
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A weekend to remember for C-K
dio, but now that Brenna
is hanging up her ballet
slippers, jazz shoes, hiphop sneakers and half
soles, I can say she spent
10 years dancing at Alexandria’s Dance Studio,
making memories and
friends for life.
And she announced
after this year’s final re-

Bruce Corcoran
Was that a great weekend or
what, Chatham-Kent?
Sorry, that was a rhetorical question.
Wow.
Thank you, RM Sotheby’s, the
Historic Downtown BIA, the organizers of the Threshing Festival,
and everything else that took place.
Yes, downtown Chatham was
in the spotlight, and with good
reason. It all began at 5 p.m. with
the RM parade to kick off the RM
40th/RetroFest weekend.
Mechanical elephants from 80
years ago? Check.
Kid Rock riding with Rob Myers?
Check.
By the way, that was Kid Rock’s
ride they were in.
And did you notice Sam Roberts
behind the wheel of a 1966 Mustang? Yep, the Canadian rocker
who played in Tecumseh Park that
night was in the parade too.
Nice work, Fannie Vavoulis! Fannie was the chair of the organizing
committee. She set up the media
interviews with Sam. Those took
place on June 17, just four days
before the festivities.
When I interviewed Sam, as classic cars came up in conversation,
he mentioned when he signed his
first record deal, the first thing he
did was purchase a 1966 Mustang
GT. He loved the car, but since sold
it off as he has three kids now.
I mentioned the fact to Fannie in a
quick e-mail. She thought it would
be cool to offer him a chance to
drive one again.
Fannie got to work with her RM
contacts. In no time, she’d found
a Mustang. After reaching out
to Sam’s PR folks, the car had a
driver.
And anyone who saw Sam Friday
in the parade could not help but
see a huge smile on his face.
Then again, there were smiles all
around this past weekend. The
weather was perfect. The parades
and displays were amazing.
We caught the RM parade near
the Capitol Theatre/Frendz area
and headed to Indian Creek Road
to catch the Classic Car Cruise.
The RM parade delivered some
wild rides, including a chicken
truck, Kid Rock’s Pontiac Bonneville, which was tricked out by the
late Nudie Cohn, a huge Oscar the
Grouch float, the mechanical elephants, a giant shopping cart, three
Batmobiles and even a jet engine.
Friends Pete and Arlene were
with us to enjoy the spectacle.
When that parade ended, we

accepted an invite from other
friends Charlene and Eggless Chad
to catch the Classic Car Cruise as
it went along Indian Creek Road
near their house.
Great choice as we relaxed in the
shade and watched as hundreds of
vehicles went by.
I loved the parade and the cruise,
which featured two Deloreans, at
least one Ferrari, tons of vintage
Camaros, Mustangs, Firebirds, Triumphs, and some beautiful 1950s
iron, as well as some cars and
trucks that were much older than
that. There were also custom-made
rides.
Just a great selection and showcase.
Proud pop

As a parent, you try to instill the
proper values in your kid, and reinforce them time and time again.
Be considerate of others, be kind,
polite, helpful, supportive.
You think you’ve done a decent
job, but then you get a note from
another parent.
For me, it arrived via e-mail
Sunday night from the parents of a

Happy Birthday

Canada

talented younger dancer at Brenna’s studio.
I’ve held out mentioning the stu-

Continued on page 21

Dave Van Kesteren

Sarah Schofield/The Chatham Voice

Canadian rocker Sam Roberts sports a huge smile while driving this vintage Mustang in the RM 40th anniversary parade Friday in downtown Chatham. The Voice’s
Bruce Corcoran helped make that happen.

cital that she will not be
returning for next year,
as she wants to focus on
her studies in Grade 12.
When one younger
dancer found out, she
burst into tears that
night. I believe she’s
looked up to Brenna for
some time.

Member of Parliament
Chatham-Kent Leamington

Chatham Office: 48 Centre St., Chatham, ON N7M 4W2
Tel: 519-358-7555 Fax: 519-358-1428 Email: dave.vankesteren.c1@parl.gc.ca

Leamington Office: 15 Princess St., Leamington, ON N8H 2X8
Tel: 519-326-9655 Fax: 519-326-2042 Email: dave.vankesteren.c1a@parl.gc.ca

Notice of Open House
Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada
In the spring of 2018 Waste Connections of Canada
commenced with an environmental assessment study
under the Environmental Assessment Act to expand the
existing Ridge Landfill.
The Ridge Landfill has been serving the Municipality of
Chatham-Kent community for 50 years and will reach its
approved capacity by approximately 2021. Adding
capacity to the Ridge Landfill will enable Waste
Connections of Canada to continue to provide long term
residual waste disposal capacity to industrial,
commercial and institutional customers in southern and
central Ontario, as well as the Municipality of Chatham-Kent for the next 20 years.

EA Update
At the Open House in December
2018, Waste Connections of
Canada presented the preferred
approach to expand the site,
manage landfill gas and to treating
leachate. Since that time, the
team has been refining the design
of the proposed expansion and
identifying opportunities to reduce
or eliminate potential effects on
the environment and neighbours.

You are invited to our third Public Open
House!
The purpose of the Open House is to get your input on the
results of the detailed impact assessment of the preferred
alternative for the Ridge Landfill.
Time & Date: July 11, 2019 from 6:00 pm - 8:30 pm
Location: St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George St, Blenheim, ON

Consultation

We would like to invite you to the third Open House for the expansion to learn about and discuss
potential effects and proposed mitigation measures. As part of the proposed expansion, Waste
Connections of Canada will seek changes to the Chatham-Kent Official Plan and Zoning By-law to
implement the proposed land use changes. Notice of a Complete Application and Public Meeting to
consider these changes will be provided in accordance with the Planning Act. Municipal staff will be
present at the Open House to answer any questions you may have on the proposed land use changes.
Members of the public, agencies, Indigenous Communities and other interested persons are
encouraged to actively participate in the planning process by attending the Open House or contacting
Waste Connections to provide information, comments or to ask questions. Please visit the website
www.ridgelandfill.com under our Contact Us page to be added to the project contact list.
For further information please contact:

Rick Nicholls
mpp
CHATHAM-KENT
LEAMINGTON

"Accessible and Accountable"
CHATHAM OFFICE LEAMINGTON OFFICE
115 Erie Street N.
111 Heritage Rd
Unit B
Suite 100
Tel: (519) 351-0510 Tel: (519) 326-3367
rick.nichollsco@pc.ola.org • www.ricknichollsmpp.ca

Cathy Smith
Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
T: 519-358-2860
E: catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com
All personal information included in a submission – such as name, address, telephone number and property location
– is collected, maintained and disclosed by the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks for the purpose
of transparency and consultation. The information is collected under the authority of the Environmental Assessment
Act or is collected and maintained for the purpose of creating a record that is available to the general public as
described in s.37 of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. Personal information you submit will
become part of a public record that is available to the general public unless you request that your personal
information remain confidential. For more information, please contact the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation
and Parks’ Freedom of Information and Privacy Coordinator at 416-327-1434.
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Cost less of a factor in arena design
The Chatham Voice

A majority of Chatham-Kent council voted to move forward on
preliminary architectural
work for a multi-use recreation facility at a meeting recently, lowering
the importance of cost of
services tendered from 30
per cent to 10 per cent.
In a report to council
dated June 21, General
Manager of Infrastructure
and Engineering Services
Thomas Kelly wrote that
since council gave staff
the go-ahead to look into
“preliminary architectural work and land acquisition options,” he asked
that council allow the reduction to the weight of

cost when picking an architectural firm.
The request to council
was needed as Bylaw #
3-2016 regulating procurement of good and
services specifically states
that cost of services are
weighted at 30 per cent
of the total price score unless otherwise approved
by council.
Some councilors, such as
Michael Bondy, felt asking
for architectural drawings
were premature as council hasn’t even decided
on what kind of facility
– twin-pad or single arena – how much seating,
how much land would
be needed and where it
could possibly go.
The former Navistar

land on Richmond Street
in Chatham has been
touted as a good location,
however, there are still
questions about its status
as a brownfield, what mitigation measures would
need to be taken and how
much it would cost.
Areas outside of Chatham aren’t sold on the
necessity of having a new
arena complex paid for
with taxpayer money,
particularly since studies
show arena use is down
across the municipality.
Kelly said in his report
that to ensure a qualified
architectural firm with
the experience needed to
design a recreation facility of the scope the municipality is looking at might

C-K welcomes
Ukrainian mayors
The Chatham Voice

Chatham-Kent will host a delegation of 13 mayors from Ukraine
July 4-5 as part of an international
study tour organized by the Federation of Canadian Municipalities
(FCM) for the newly elected heads
of Ukrainian amalgamated communities.
During their visit, the mayors will
meet with municipal officials, tour
Chatham-Kent and discuss items of
interest including municipal amalgamation, government operations
and economic issues.
Chatham-Kent Mayor Darrin
Canniff said he is looking forward
to meeting with other mayors.
“Getting perspective on how mayors in other nations perform their
duties will be helpful,” he said in a
media release.
“It is an honour for Chatham-Kent
to have been selected to host the
delegation,” said John Norton,
General Manager of Community
Development for Chatham-Kent.
“We’re delighted to be able to show
off our community and provide in-

sight into how Chatham-Kent has
developed since we amalgamated
in 1998.”
The mayors are in Canada as part
of their participation in the third
Ukraine Reform Conference in Toronto.
This conference supports the implementation of Ukraine’s Agenda 2017-2020, an ambitious medium-term road map for reform,
as part of Ukraine’s Euro-Atlantic
vision.
Ukraine, with a population of 44.4
million people formally became
a sovereign state in 1990. Canada was the first Western nation to
recognize Ukraine’s independence
and the two nations have enjoyed
close bilateral relations.
July 4 will be declared Ukraine
Day in Chatham-Kent with a ceremony and raising of the Ukrainian
flag at the Civic Centre at 11:45
a.m.
At 6:30 p.m. that day, the mayors
will attend the ribbon cutting of the
SOAR (Startup, Operate, Accelerate, Replicate) business accelerator
facility on King Street in Chatham.

Nice work, Fran and Harold!
Continued from page 12

But there are also times where the
circumstances of the fundraiser
or of the people behind it warrant
coverage in our paper, even though
the dollar amount raised falls short
of our $5,000 threshold.
That’s the case for a recent dinner
for the Chatham-Kent Hospice. It
raised just over $1,800.
Two people, Harold and Fran
Baughman of Chatham, parishioners of St. Andrew’s United
Church, organized the event.
Fran volunteers at the Hospice

and both she and Harold know of
friends whose last days were at the
Hospice.
They wanted to help out, and
managed to host a dinner, raising
$1,805 in the process.
“There is just a real need for it,”
Harold said of the hospice. “I had a
friend there. The care they give...”
Fran added that to date, more
than 600 families have used the
hospice to allow a loved one to die
with dignity.
“Somebody in everyone’s family
will use it,” she said.

cost more money than the
quote from a less experienced firm.
He said the RFP requirements would focus on
high level concepts for
Phase 1 and include a
conceptual site plan that
addresses traffic and civil
servicing considerations,
layout, location and parking for site facilities, as
well as minimum property area required for
specified amenities and
detailed cost estimates
based on other projects of
the same size.
Kelly said at the council

meeting that the size of
seating area of the facility wouldn’t necessarily affect the footprint of
the building but would

impact the amount of
parking area needed,
something he said the
conceptual
site
plan
would address.

Chatham-Kent’s ONLY Not-For-Profit Retirement Home.

Experience the Difference.
Book Your
Tour Today!

99 Park St. Chatham, ON N7M 3R5 | www.standrewsresidence.com | 519.354.8103 |

Hot, Nutritious, Home-Style Meals, Delivered
Right to Your Door. Sign Up Today!

519.351.MEAL (6325)

www.mealsonwheelsck.com

Notice of Open House and Draft Environmental Assessment Report
Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada
In the spring of 2018 Waste Connections of Canada commenced with an
environmental assessment study under the Environmental Assessment
Act to expand the existing Ridge Landfill.
The Ridge Landfill has been serving the Municipality of Chatham-Kent
community for 50 years and will reach its approved capacity by
approximately 2021. Adding capacity to the Ridge Landfill will enable
Waste Connections of Canada to continue to provide long term residual
waste disposal capacity to industrial, commercial and institutional
customers in southern and central Ontario, as well as the Municipality of
Chatham-Kent for the next 20 years.

EA Update
At the Open House in December 2018, Waste
Connections of Canada presented the preferred
approach to expand the site, manage landfill gas
and to treating leachate. Since that time, the team
has been refining the design of the proposed
expansion and identifying opportunities to reduce
or eliminate potential effects on the environment
and neighbours.

You are invited to our third Public Open
House!
The purpose of the Open House is to get your input on the
results of the detailed impact assessment of the preferred
alternative for the Ridge Landfill.

Time & Date: July 11, 2019 from 6:00 pm - 8:30 pm
Location: St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George St, Blenheim, ON
We would like to invite you to the third Open House
for the expansion to learn about and discuss
potential
effects
and
proposed
mitigation
measures. As part of the proposed expansion, Waste Connections of Canada will seek changes to the Chatham-Kent
Official Plan and Zoning By-law to implement the proposed land use changes. Notice of a Complete Application and
Public Meeting to consider these changes will be provided in accordance with the Planning Act. Municipal staff will be
present at the Open House to answer any questions you may have on the proposed land use changes.

Draft Environmental Assessment
Waste Connections of Canada has prepared the draft Environmental Assessment Report for the proposed Ridge Landfill
Expansion which includes the work being presented at the third Open House as well as other work completed to date.
The draft Environmental Assessment Report will be available for review beginning on July 23, 2019 and ending on
September 6, 2019. You may review the draft report at the following locations:
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation & Parks,
Environmental Assessment and Approvals Branch
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st Floor
Toronto, ON, M4V 1P5
Tel: 1-800-461-6290/ 416-314-8001
Monday to Friday: 8:30am – 5:00pm

Ministry of the Environment, Conservation & Parks
Windsor Area Office
4510 Rhodes Dr., Unit 620
Windsor, ON, N8W 5K5
Tel: 519-948-1464
Monday to Friday: 8:30am – 4:30pm

Chatham Branch, Chatham-Kent Public Library
120 Queen Street,
Chatham, ON, N7M 2G6
Tel: 519-354-2940
Monday to Thursday: 9:30am – 8:30pm;
Friday: 9:30am – 6:00pm;
Saturday: 9:30am – 5:00pm

Blenheim Branch, Chatham-Kent Public Library
16 George Street
Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
Tel: 519.676.3174
Tuesday and Thursday: 12:00pm – 8:00pm;
Wednesday and Friday: 10:00am – 3:00pm;
Saturday: 12:00pm- 4:00pm

Municipality of Chatham-Kent Civic Centre
315 King St W.
Chatham, ON, N7M 1E9
Tel: 519-360-1998
Monday to Friday: 8:30am – 5:00pm

Ridge Landfill
20262 Erieau Road
Blenheim, ON N0P 1A0
Tel: 519-676-5000
Monday to Friday: 7:00am – 5:00pm;
Saturday: 8:20am – 12:00pm

Online at the Ridge Landfill Website: www.ridgelandfill.com

Written comments regarding the draft report must be received by September 6, 2019 to be incorporated into the final
document. All comments should be submitted to:
Cathy Smith
Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
T: 519-358-2860
E: catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com

Or

Through the Ridge website at
www.ridgelandfill.com

All comments received by September 6, 2019 will be incorporated in the final Environmental Assessment Report. For
any information regarding the project, please feel free to visit our website at www.ridgelandfill.com
All personal information included in a submission – such as name, address, telephone number and property location – is collected,
maintained and disclosed by the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks for the purpose of transparency and
consultation. The information is collected under the authority of the Environmental Assessment Act or is collected and maintained for
the purpose of creating a record that is available to the general public as described in s.37 of the Freedom of Information and
Protection of Privacy Act. Personal information you submit will become part of a public record that is available to the general public
unless you request that your personal information remain confidential. For more information, please contact the Ministry of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks’ Freedom of Information and Privacy Coordinator at 416-327-1434.
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Opinion

Experiencing
health-care odyssey
Sir: I’ve got that farm-life
immune system, you know?
I’ve got the kind of macrophages that wear steel-toed
boots and carry chaw. I’ve
got the kind of robust immune response that comes from
growing up with mud under my
fingernails, manure under my
boots and not a band-aid in sight.
“Rub some mud on it” was only
half a joke where I come from. My
white blood cells are so tough, so
muscle-bound and intimidating,
that they might as well retire and
run a protection racket on their reputation alone.
They could get streptococcus to
do the legwork, I bet.
I just don’t get the flu.
Except of course, when I visit the
doctor’s office.
My old doctor, Dr. Miram Tariq,
fled C-K for greener pastures and
left me in the lurch. I was notified
of her plans via snail mail which
would have been fine except I
had just moved and didn’t read
the letter until it was too late to be
proactive. With a very personal and
very important (don’t tell my macrophages) prescription to fill and
doses running low I began a threeday odyssey of phone call after
phone call after frustrating phone
call with well-meaning but ineffective health-care professionals. In
the end, I learned that because of
the urgency, my only choices were
the ER or a walk-in clinic.
Next time use the fibre please,
doctor.

The wait was short. The
doctor was digital. The
experience was great. The
prescription was filled. The
Odyssey over. Before I even
started my car in parking lot
outside, however a new Homeric
chapter was writing itself. I felt a
scratch in my throat. Three hours
later it was a burn. By midnight I
was melting like a sugar cube and
deliriously cursing the sweet, sweet
free health care while my immune
system fought the good fight.
Are clinics dirty? Not really.
Should I have gotten a flu shot?
Maybe. But the irony of this comedy of errors is bottomless. When
you get the flu from touching a
door pasted with “beware the flu!”
propaganda, one starts to wonder
where the Orwellian parallels end.
This isn’t outrage you hear in my
voice. It’s incredulity. It’s a manure-eating smile and a shrug so
deep I may have dislocated both of
my hypothetical shoulders.
What to do except bear it? First
world problems? Maybe, but sure
as my sweaty bed sheets I did not
feel like a first-class client of the
health-care system. I felt like an
afterthought. I felt abandoned. I felt
like chattel because after convincing me that I needed their pills
(and I do) they proceeded to drop
me off a cliff on a paper airplane
and the fall was almost as bad as
the withdrawal would have been.
Wesley McDonald
Chatham

Threshing Fest a busy time
Sir: The Thamesville Threshing Festival has come and
gone for another year, as
has RetroFest in Chatham.
I helped dish up French
fries at the Threshing Festival and it was a lot of keeping
pace with the customers wanting
fries. We were in a big tent with
other service clubs serving food
such as sausages, hot dogs, hamburgers and nachos and cheese.
There was a cover band playing
a lot of different bands’ music
outside near us with a beer tent
nearby and there were plenty of
people up dancing and carrying on
within sight of our tent.
There were midway rides in the
area, including a Ferris wheel and
other rides I would never want to
go on!
In the afternoon there was a guy
doing acoustic Neil Young songs,
and a pie auction in the park. Yes,
pies!
The big thing though, was the
15-minute fireworks, which though
short in time, were non stop with
lots of various fireworks in sizes,
colours, bangs, booms, and crashes. Some of them exploded directly
above our food tent where I was

watching the show.
It was really a spectacular show, only outdone in
my opinion by The Detroit-Windsor fireworks,
which are huge and last over
a half hour.
The night wrapped up with
the usual assortment of partiers
leaving the beer and dance floor
and coming by to get a meal before
heading home.
I don’t know if I’ll do this next
year, but if I was offered the chance
to work the night shift, I would do
it again as it is considerably cooler
than running the fryer during the
day. It did make for an interesting
time.
Frank Doyle
Chatham

Notice of Open House and Draft Environmental Assessment Report
Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada
In the spring of 2018 Waste Connections of Canada commenced with an
environmental assessment study under the Environmental Assessment
Act to expand the existing Ridge Landfill.
The Ridge Landfill has been serving the Municipality of Chatham-Kent
community for 50 years and will reach its approved capacity by
approximately 2021. Adding capacity to the Ridge Landfill will enable
Waste Connections of Canada to continue to provide long term residual
waste disposal capacity to industrial, commercial and institutional
customers in southern and central Ontario, as well as the Municipality of
Chatham-Kent for the next 20 years.

EA Update
At the Open House in December 2018, Waste
Connections of Canada presented the preferred
approach to expand the site, manage landfill gas
and to treating leachate. Since that time, the team
has been refining the design of the proposed
expansion and identifying opportunities to reduce
or eliminate potential effects on the environment
and neighbours.

You are invited to our third Public Open
House!
The purpose of the Open House is to get your input on the
results of the detailed impact assessment of the preferred
alternative for the Ridge Landfill.

Time & Date: July 11, 2019 from 6:00 pm - 8:30 pm
Location: St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George St, Blenheim, ON
We would like to invite you to the third Open House
for the expansion to learn about and discuss
potential
effects
and
proposed
mitigation
measures. As part of the proposed expansion, Waste Connections of Canada will seek changes to the Chatham-Kent
Official Plan and Zoning By-law to implement the proposed land use changes. Notice of a Complete Application and
Public Meeting to consider these changes will be provided in accordance with the Planning Act. Municipal staff will be
present at the Open House to answer any questions you may have on the proposed land use changes.

Draft Environmental Assessment
Waste Connections of Canada has prepared the draft Environmental Assessment Report for the proposed Ridge Landfill
Expansion which includes the work being presented at the third Open House as well as other work completed to date.
The draft Environmental Assessment Report will be available for review beginning on July 23, 2019 and ending on
September 6, 2019. You may review the draft report at the following locations:
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation & Parks,
Environmental Assessment and Approvals Branch
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st Floor
Toronto, ON, M4V 1P5
Tel: 1-800-461-6290/ 416-314-8001
Monday to Friday: 8:30am – 5:00pm

Ministry of the Environment, Conservation & Parks
Windsor Area Office
4510 Rhodes Dr., Unit 620
Windsor, ON, N8W 5K5
Tel: 519-948-1464
Monday to Friday: 8:30am – 4:30pm

Chatham Branch, Chatham-Kent Public Library
120 Queen Street,
Chatham, ON, N7M 2G6
Tel: 519-354-2940
Monday to Thursday: 9:30am – 8:30pm;
Friday: 9:30am – 6:00pm;
Saturday: 9:30am – 5:00pm

Blenheim Branch, Chatham-Kent Public Library
16 George Street
Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
Tel: 519.676.3174
Tuesday and Thursday: 12:00pm – 8:00pm;
Wednesday and Friday: 10:00am – 3:00pm;
Saturday: 12:00pm- 4:00pm

Municipality of Chatham-Kent Civic Centre
315 King St W.
Chatham, ON, N7M 1E9
Tel: 519-360-1998
Monday to Friday: 8:30am – 5:00pm

Ridge Landfill
20262 Erieau Road
Blenheim, ON N0P 1A0
Tel: 519-676-5000
Monday to Friday: 7:00am – 5:00pm;
Saturday: 8:20am – 12:00pm

Online at the Ridge Landfill Website: www.ridgelandfill.com

Written comments regarding the draft report must be received by September 6, 2019 to be incorporated into the final
document. All comments should be submitted to:
Cathy Smith
Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
T: 519-358-2860
E: catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com

Or

Through the Ridge website at
www.ridgelandfill.com

All comments received by September 6, 2019 will be incorporated in the final Environmental Assessment Report. For
any information regarding the project, please feel free to visit our website at www.ridgelandfill.com
All personal information included in a submission – such as name, address, telephone number and property location – is collected,
maintained and disclosed by the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks for the purpose of transparency and
consultation. The information is collected under the authority of the Environmental Assessment Act or is collected and maintained for
the purpose of creating a record that is available to the general public as described in s.37 of the Freedom of Information and
Protection of Privacy Act. Personal information you submit will become part of a public record that is available to the general public
unless you request that your personal information remain confidential. For more information, please contact the Ministry of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks’ Freedom of Information and Privacy Coordinator at 416-327-1434.

June 28, 2019
Residents/Businesses
<Address>
Re: Open House & Ridge Landfill Draft Environmental Assessment Report

I am writing to you today as our neighbour to invite you to Waste Connection’s upcoming Open House to be held at St.
Mary’s Hall, 94 George Street in Blenheim on July 11, 2019 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm. Since the last Open House in
December 2018, the team has been refining the proposed design of the Ridge Landfill to account for the additional
capacity that would be needed to continue operation to 2041 and identifying opportunities to reduce or eliminate
potential effects on the environment and neighbours. This Open House will present this information for review and
comment.
Waste Connections is documenting the technical analysis completed to support the proposal to add capacity at the
Ridge Landfill in a Draft Environmental Assessment Report. Comments received at the Open House will be incorporated
into this draft report. The draft report will be available for review shortly after the Open House beginning on July 23,
2019 and ending on September 6, 2019. The draft report will be posted on the project website and available in hard
copy at the locations listed in the Open House and Draft EA Notice attached. Any comments must be received by
September 6, 2019 to be incorporated into the final document. All comments should be submitted either to me, see
contact information below, or through the Ridge website at www.ridgelandfill.com.
Please note that if you cannot attend the Open House on July 11th, and have any questions or comments please call me
at 519.358.2860. I can also be reached at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.
Sincerely,

Cathy Smith
Project Manager
Ridge Landfill Expansion
Visit our website – www.ridgelandfill.com

June 28, 2019
Provincial Regulatory Agencies / Elected Officials / Adjacent Municipalities / Liaison & Trust / Stakeholders / Open House
Attendees on Sign-In Sheet/ Media Outlets
<Address>

Re: Open House & Ridge Landfill Draft Environmental Assessment Report

I am writing to you today to invite you to Waste Connection’s upcoming Open House to be held at St. Mary’s Hall, 94
George Street in Blenheim on July 11, 2019 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm. Since the last Open House in December 2018, the
team has been refining the proposed design of the Ridge Landfill to account for the additional capacity that would be
needed to continue operation to 2041 and identifying opportunities to reduce or eliminate potential effects on the
environment and neighbours. This Open House will present this information for review and comment.
Waste Connections is documenting the technical analysis completed to support the proposal to add capacity at the
Ridge Landfill in a Draft Environmental Assessment Report. Comments received at the Open House will be incorporated
into this draft report. The draft report will be available for review shortly after the Open House beginning on July 23,
2019 and ending on September 6, 2019. The draft report will be posted on the project website and available in hard
copy at the locations listed in the Open House and Draft EA Notice attached. Any comments must be received by
September 6, 2019 to be incorporated into the final document. All comments should be submitted either to me, see
contact information below, or through the Ridge website at www.ridgelandfill.com.
Please note that if you cannot attend the Open House on July 11th, and have any questions or comments please call me
at 519.358.2860. I can also be reached at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.
Sincerely,

Cathy Smith
Project Manager
Ridge Landfill Expansion
Visit our website – www.ridgelandfill.com

Subject:
Attachments:

FW: Ridge Landfill - Notice of Open House and Draft Environmental Assessment
Report
Notice of OH #3 and Draft EA June 28__2019.pdf

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Allison, Bill <wallison@dillon.ca>
Date: Tue, Jul 2, 2019 at 1:57 PM
Subject: Ridge Landfill - Notice of Open House and Draft Environmental Assessment Report
To:

I am writing to you today to invite you to Waste Connections upcoming Open House to be held at St. Mary’s
Hall, 94 George Street in Blenheim on July 11, 2019 from 6:00 pm to 8:30 pm.
Since the last Open House in December 2018, the team has been refining the proposed design of the Ridge
Landfill to account for the additional capacity that would be needed to continue operation to 2041 and
identifying opportunities to reduce or eliminate potential effects on the environment and neighbours. This Open
House will present this information for review and comment.
Waste Connections is documenting the technical analysis completed to support the proposal to add capacity at
the Ridge Landfill in a Draft Environmental Assessment Report. Comments received at the Open House will
be incorporated into this draft report. The draft report will be available for review shortly after the Open House
beginning on July 23, 2019 and ending on September 6, 2019. The draft report will be posted on the project
website and available in hard copy at the locations listed in the Open House and Draft EA Notice attached. Any
comments must be received by September 6, 2019 to be incorporated into the final document. All comments
should be submitted either to Cathy Smith, see contact information below, or through the Ridge website at
www.ridgelandfill.com.
Please note that if you cannot attend the Open House on July 11, and have any questions or comments please
contact:
Cathy Smith
Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
Ridge Landfill, 20262 Erieau Road
Blenheim, ON N0P 1A0
519.358.2860
catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com
Bill Allison
Partner
Dillon Consulting Limited
Suite 200 - 51 Breithaupt Street
Kitchener, Ontario, N2H 5G5
T - 519.571.9833 ext. 3125
F - 519.571.7424
M - 519.575.2093
WAllison@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email
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Landfill Operations
I’m pleased to have joined
the Ridge team, have had the
pleasure of meeting some of our
neighbours and look forward
to meeting the rest of you.”

Waste Connections of Canada continues to be committed to being a
good neighbour and a responsible partner in the communities we serve.

The Ridge Landfill is an integral part of the economic and social
fabric of the Municipality of Chatham-Kent having operated in
the region for over 50 years. The Ridge employs 23 people and
contributes approximately $14 million directly and indirectly on an
annual basis to the local economy of the Municipality ChathamKent and The Ridge Landfill’s neighbouring communities of
Blenheim, Charring Cross and Cedar Springs.
– Tim Church, District Manager
for the Ridge Landfill

Tim holds a bachelor’s degree from Bob Jones University, as well as
certification as Manager of Landfill Operations from the Solid Waste
Association of North America (SWANA).

He began in an operations role with Waste Connections in 2011 at one of
the company’s premier landfills. Tim has held various roles within Waste
Connections, including Heavy Equipment Operator, Assistant District
Manager, and District Manager. He has been intricately involved in
permitting and adding capacity to landfills.

We are pleased to introduce our new District Manager for the Ridge Landfill.
Tim Church joined us in the fall of 2017 and brings 20 years of experience
between the waste and construction industries, both of which were preceded
by life on a family farm and nursery business.

These contributions include an annual royalty payment to the
Municipality of Chatham-Kent, significant financial contributions
made to the Ridge Landfill Trust and indirect contributions in
the form of salaries, construction and road maintenance, and local
purchase of goods and services.
Direct payment contributions to the Trust and payments to ChathamKent in the last five years alone have amounted to over $17 million.
Recent donations from the Ridge Landfill Community Trust
have been directed to the Blenheim Seniors Centre, Talbot Trail
Place, Blenheim Youth Centre, the Charing Cross Ball Diamonds,
Blenheim District High School, the New Animal Shelter, the
Blenheim Gymnastics Club, Breakfast Programs and many more.
Waste Connections of Canada also directly sponsors numerous
community events throughout Chatham-Kent. Past and upcoming
sponsorships include those to the Community Living Chatham Kent
– Title Sponsor for Golf Tournament, Mayor’s Golf Tournament
– Title Sponsor Great Erie Fishing Derby, RetroFest, FireFest,
FlightFest, Crimestoppers Ultimate Rodeo Tour, Shrewsbury &
Raglan Ribs & Blues and the Harwich-Raleigh Public School 50th
Reunion, and the 2018 Chatham-Kent Canada Day Fireworks
Display. In May of this year Waste Connections of Canada donated
33 bikes and helmets to Big Brothers Big Sisters of Chatham-Kent.

In this third edition of The Ridge, we provide you with
updates on the Terms of Reference, an overview of the
forthcoming Environmental Assessment process as well
as the status of our ongoing landflll operations and
our commitment to contributing to the vitality of our
neighbouring communities.

Waste Connections of Canada (previously known as
Progressive Waste Solutions) is pleased to provide you with
the third edition of The Ridge – our community newsletter.
Waste Connections of Canada is committed to keeping
our neighbours, residents of Charing Cross, Cedar Springs
and Blenheim, and the broader Chatham-Kent community
informed about the landfill facility and its involvement in
the community.

Ridge Landfill’s Community Newsletter
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The EA will consider site development
alternative methods for adding capacity
to the landfill to provide reliable and
environmentally sound waste disposal
capacity for a 20-year planning period
as well as alternative methods for the
management of leachate and landfill
gas. Waste Connections is committed to
enhancing waste diversion and will also
consider the feasibility of on-site diversion
programs in addition to our current
extensive system wide diversion programs
including those currently being offered in
Chatham-Kent.

This study will be carried out in accordance
with the requirements of the Environmental
Assessment Act and the approved amended EA
Terms of Reference.

About the Environmental
Assessment (EA) Process

Extending the Life of the Ridge Landfill
Update on the Terms of Reference
Waste Connections of Canada is beginning
an Environmental Assessment (EA) study
under the Ontario Environmental Assessment
Act to extend the life of the existing Ridge
Landfill. The Ridge will reach its current
approved capacity in a short few years by
approximately 2021. If approved, the Ridge
Landfill would continue to provide reliable
and environmentally sound long-term
residual waste disposal capacity to industrial,
commercial and institutional customers in
southern and central Ontario and to the
Municipality of Chatham-Kent for another
20 years (2022–2041).
On May 1, 2018, the Minister of
Environment and Climate Change approved
the Terms of Reference for the Ridge
Landfill, which will guide the EA process.
The approved amended Terms of Reference
is available on the project website at:
www.ridgelandfill.com.
The graphic at right illustrates the key
milestones and approximate timeline for
the preparation of the EA along with the
opportunities for our neighbours to provide
input throughout the EA process.

Spring–Summer 2018

Confirmation of
Alternative Methods &
Evaluation Criteria

Summer–Fall 2018

Winter 2019–Spring 2019

Draft EA
Document

Spring 2019

Final EA
Document

Summer 2019–
Summer 2020

Final document for
review and decision.

Assessment of Potential
Effects & Development
Mitigation
Waste Connections of Canada
will decide on a preferred way
to expand the landfill.

Draft document
for review.

For further information please contact:
Cathy Smith, Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
T: 519-358-2860
E: cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com

• Agency Consultation
• Indigenous Community engagement

To stay informed of upcoming consultation
events and updates in the EA process, please
join our project contact list by visiting our
website: www.ridgelandfill.com on our
Contact Us page.

Stay Informed!

• Emails, letters, Newsletters
• Ridge Landfill Liaison Committee

Waste Connections of Canada
will develop mitigation to
eliminate or reduce negative effects
from the expanded landfill.

Evaluation of
Alternative Methods

Key EA Steps and Comprehensive Consultation Plan
Spring 2018

Notice of EA

Commencement

Waste Connections of Canada
will look at alternative ways
to expand the landfill.

technical studies to be completed and the
evaluation criteria. Members of the public,
agencies, Indigenous Communities and
other interested persons are encouraged
to actively participate in the planning
process by attending consultation events or
contacting Waste Connections to provide
information and comments or to ask
questions. Your participation is important
to us.

• Evaluation Criteria Workshop
• Neighbour & Stakeholder Meetings
• Open Houses

WE
ARE
HERE
Ongoing Engagement

Our Future Plans
Public consultation is crucial to the EA
process. Our first of three public open
houses will be held on Wednesday, July
25th from 6:00–8:30 p.m. at St. Mary’s
Hall in Blenheim. We will discuss the EA
process, provide background information
on the project, describe the alternatives
being considered and how they will be
evaluated. We are seeking your input on
study areas, alternatives being considered,

Community Partnerships

Landfill Operations

Stay Informed!
To stay informed about the Ridge and
the ongoing EA process, please join
our project contact list by visiting the
Contact Us page on our website:
www.ridgelandfill.com

For further information please contact:
Cathy Smith, Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
T: 519-358-2860
E: catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com

As always if you have any issues or have any questions about Ridge Landfill operations
just call Andrew at 226-757-4134.

Thank you to our neighbours for your continued input with respect to Ridge
operations.

In March–April, we installed an additional 13 wells to capture landfill gas to help reduce
odour impacts in the community and will continue to expand the well field as needed.

We also made the proactive decision to
close the Ridge to the receipt of waste for
approximately 2.5 days in February; however,
as the a result of the damaged fences there
were multiple occasions where excessive litter
was blown offsite during operating hours.
In order to address the offsite litter issue in a
timely manner additional temporary labour
staff were hired.

Waste Connections of Canada continues to be committed to being
a good neighbour and a responsible partner in the communities we

Approval to add future
capacity at the Ridge
Landfill will enable
Waste Connections
and the Trust to
continue to make
these community
contributions well
into the future.

The Ridge and surrounding area was subjected to a number of extreme wind/weather
events during the month of February. During these events the Ridge experienced
some significant damage to our permanent and temporary litter fencing as well as our
perimeter odour systems. With the assistance of Clarke Construction we were able to
quickly make necessary repairs.

serve. Part of this is the direct payment contributions to the Trust
and payments to Chatham-Kent in the last five years alone have
amounted to over $17 million.

Just under $800,000 in 2018 was donated from the Ridge Landfill
Community Trust to 37 different community programs including
donations to the Glad Tidings Community Church, the Blenheim
Breakfast Program, Charing Cross Park, Bereavement Support
Program, Blenheim Golden Acres Curling, Blenheim Seniors
Centre, Blenheim District High School, Blenheim Youth Centre,
Blenheim Skating Club, Blenheim Blades Hockey Club, Rotary Club
of Blenheim, St. Annes School, Crimestoppers, The New Animal
Shelter and the Golden Acres Hockey School.
Waste Connections of Canada also continues to directly sponsor or
provide in-kind services to numerous community events throughout
Chatham-Kent. In 2018 this amounted to over $100,000 in support
to various recreation and tourism programs and events supporting
local charities including the Chatham Fireworks Display, Race for
Autism, Community Living CK, Community Living Wallaceburg,
Blues & Ribfest Shrewsbury, Maple City Feis Tournament, Firefest,
Retrofest and the Children Holiday Magic Show in Chatham.
Waste Connections is
proud to announce it is
the major sponsor for this
year’s Flight Fest held
Saturday, June 1st at the
Chatham-Kent Municipal
Airport and is also
sponsoring the Chatham
Canada Day fireworks
display again this year and
to be held on June 29th.

In this edition of The Ridge, we provide you with an update
on our efforts to add future capacity to the Ridge Landfill,
our ongoing commitment to contribute to our community,
landfill operations and other initiatives.

Waste Connections of Canada is pleased to provide you
with the fourth edition of The Ridge – our community
newsletter. Waste Connections is committed to keeping its
immediate neighbours, residents of Charing Cross, Cedar
Springs and Blenheim, and the broader Chatham-Kent
community informed about the landfill facility and its
community involvement.

Ridge Landfill’s Community Newsletter

Spring 2019
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• regular liaison with the Ministry of
Environment, Conservation, and Parks
(MECP), who are reviewing the technical
work as the project progresses.

• regular liaison with the Municipality of
Chatham-Kent

• meetings with Indigenous Communities
who have expressed an interest in the
project

• interviews with interested residences and
businesses within 1 km of the Ridge and
along the haul route

• two Open Houses held in July and
December 2018

• an Evaluation Criteria Workshop held
in July 2018

To date, public consultation activities
have included:

Maintaining open dialogue with public
stakeholders, Indigenous Communities, and
agencies is a priority of Waste Connections
and represents a key part of the EA process.
Stakeholder feedback is being integrated with
the technical aspects of the project, informing
steps in the development of the EA.

Consultation Matters

Extending the Life of the Ridge Landfill
The Ridge has been serving the Municipality
of Chatham-Kent community for over 50
years and will reach its approved capacity
by approximately 2021. Adding capacity
at the Ridge would enable us to provide
long term residual waste disposal capacity
to the Municipality of Chatham-Kent
for another 20 years (2022–2041). To do
so we are undergoing the Environmental
Assessment (EA) process, under the Ontario
Environmental Assessment Act. This process is
well underway.
The project documents released to date
include work plans, interim reports, public
consultation materials, and the approved
Terms of Reference. These can be accessed
through the “Future Plans” page on the
Ridge Landfill website at:
www.ridgelandfill.com/our-future-plans

Joint Tree Planting Initiative
Planned for 2020!
In partnership with the Chippewas of the
Thames First Nation and the Lower Thames
Valley Conservation Authority, Waste
Connections will plant 3,000 trees as part of a
woodlot compensation program. As part of this
program, Waste Connections will also plant an
additional 8,000 trees on owned property on the
east side of Erieau Road across from the landfill.

Spring–Summer 2018

Confirmation of
Alternative Methods &
Evaluation Criteria

Summer–Fall 2018

Winter 2019–Spring 2019

Draft EA
Document

Spring 2019

Final EA
Document

Summer 2019–
Summer 2020

Waste Connections of Canada
will develop mitigation to
eliminate or reduce negative effects
from the expanded landfill.

Final document for
review and decision.

Assessment of Potential
Effects & Development
Mitigation
Waste Connections of Canada
will decide on a preferred way
to expand the landfill.

WE
ARE
HERE

• Agency Consultation
• Indigenous Community engagement

Draft document
for review.

Evaluation of
Alternative Methods

Key EA Steps and Comprehensive Consultation Plan
Spring 2018

Notice of EA

Commencement
Waste Connections of Canada
will look at alternative ways
to expand the landfill.

Ongoing Engagement
• Emails, letters, Newsletters
• Ridge Landfill Liaison Committee

Your Voice Matters!

• Evaluation Criteria Workshop
• Neighbour & Stakeholder Meetings
• Open Houses

Our Future Plans

After we listened to what you had to say at Open House 1 & 2 we met with
various Chatham-Kent departments, including waste services, traffic, roads and
the public utilities commission, to discuss community concerns.

Actions so far include:
• Chatham-Kent has added new signs to the haul route to help ensure that drivers
stay on the right path.
• We started an education blitz with the drivers and the companies that use the
Ridge to remind them to follow the signs.
• Chatham-Kent Council recently approved resurfacing of Drury Line from
Middle Line to Erieau Road as well as right lane repairs on Communication
Road to Drury Line using the Ridge Landfill’s Haul Route Roads Maintenance
Fund and these upgrades will occur this year.

Continued consultation is key to identifying and mitigating potential impacts
that the addition of future capacity at the Ridge may have.

We invite you to join us for the third Open House!
July 11, 2019 from 6:00 pm–8:30 pm
St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George Street, Blenheim.
At this Open House we look forward to discussing the results of the detailed impact
assessment of the preferred site development alternative for the Ridge Landfill. Members
of the public, agencies, Indigenous Communities and other interested persons are
encouraged to attend this event to ask questions of the team and provide your comments.

We will continue to collaborate with Chatham-Kent to try and address matters
that we can partner with to resolve.
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Ridge Landﬁll expansion moving
up
BY NATALIA VEGA

DECEMBER 10, 2018 12:03PM

@NataliaV_News

The Ridge Landﬁll in Blenheim is still on track for expansion in 2021.
Project manager Cathy Smith said a preferred site alternative for the
expansion and preferred methods to manage both leachate and landﬁll
gas were discussed at a recent open house.
The project includes a vertical expansion of the landﬁll, which Smith said
was never developed to its maximum height. The expansion also includes
a lateral expansion to the southwest end of the site.

“This option minimizes the overall footprint of the landﬁll, which is
desirable and it also then means we do not have to remove one of the
woodlots on site,” she said.
Smith also mentioned that a draft, which was presented at the open
house, has been sent to the Ministry of Environment Conservation and
Parks. Feedback from the ministry will then carry over through the rest of
the environmental assessment process.
“We have been undertaking detailed environment baseline studies but
then we advance those studies with respect to the preferred site option,”
she said.
Smith said overall there was a good turnout for the open house in
Blenheim, and the report was well received by residents. Another open
house is expected to take place in the late spring of 2019.
“That [open house] comes with the draft environmental assessment
report that gets submitted to the ministry, and that’s the formal approval
process for the expansion.”
The expansion would give the landﬁll at least another 20 years of
operation.

PREVIOUS

NEXT
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Public meeting held for Landfill environmental assessment details
It wasn’t a huge
turnout but the open
house last Thursday
evening was one of various information open
houses that allows members of the community
to learn and or ask questions about the planned
and proposed expansion
of the Ridge Landfill by
Waste Connections of
Canada.
Back in May of this
year Waste Connections
of Canada (BFI) commenced with a necessary
environmental assessment study under the
E n v i r o n m e n t a l
Assessment
Act
to
expand the existing
Ridge Landfill.
The Ridge Landfill
has been serving the
Municipality of Chatham

evaluate alternative configurations
for
the
expanded landfill including alternative leachate
treatment and landfill
gas management methods.
Those
preliminary
results were made available at the open house
for those interested last
Thursday evening.
One of the biggest
concerns over the next
several years is that it is
expected that within 10
years several landfills
throughout
Ontario
would be closing or no
longer in use including
the Ridge Landfill unless
there is an expansion to
various waste disposal
capacity.
According
to
the
strategy there is some
hope
eventually
for
waste free Ontario that
while Ontario strives for
a waste free future there
will still be a need for
landfill space.
Catherine Smith who
is the Project Manager
for
the
Waste
Connections of Canada
said input from the community is one of the reasons we hold these open
houses.
A report available at
the meeting indicated
some of the many community concerns.
Marc Eskritt, President of the Blenheim B.I.A., one
Some of them includof close to 40 community members who visited the ed landfill trucks using
Ridge Landfill Expansion information open house roads other than the
held at St Mary’s Hall last Thursday evening.
Kent community for 50
years and is expected to
reach
its
approved
capacity by 2021.
Because of the possibility that the Landfill is
nearing capacity Waste
Connections of Canada
is looking at expanding
or adding capacity which
in turn will enable them
to continue to provide
long term residual waste
disposal capacity to
industrial, commercial
and institutional customers in southern and
central Ontario as well
as the Municipality of
Chatham-Kent
for
another 20 years.
An
Environmental
Assesment study has
been conducted and
now work has been completed to identify and

Catherine Smith, Project manager for Waste Connections of Canada discusses
the BFI Ridge Landfill site expansion that are in the planning stages during an
Environment Assessment open house that was held last Thursday night.

haul route, blowing litter, odour, will hazardous
waste be brought to the
ridge, poor road conditions caused by the
haulers, crow issues
attracted by garbage,
will wells be contaminated, trees being removed
will they be replaced and
the list goes on and on.
Smith
indicated,
“Obviously we need to
hear these complaints
its important we understand the concerns of
local residents.”
Those who have concerns can also address
their concerns regarding
the expansion and the
E n v i r o n m e n t a l
Assessment by going to
www.ridgelandfill.com.
Catherine indicated,
“We have just submitted
a
draft
Alternative
Methods Report to the
Ministry
of
E n v i r o n m e n t ,
Conservation & Parks
(MECP) that outlines
our preferred method of
expanding the site. That
includes
a
vertical
expansion of the old
landfill and a lateral
expansion to the southwest portion of the site.
The report also discusses our preferred method
of
managing
both
leachate and landfill gas.
At this stage the preferred method for those
is ‘status quo’ – that is
continued pumping of
leachate
via
underground force main to the
Blenheim Wastewater
Treatment Lagoons and
continued flaring of
landfill gas.”
“We will start in the
new year into the
detailed studies for the
preferred site development alternative and
anticipate
a
draft
E n v i r o n m e n t a l
Expansion report to be
submitted to the MECP
in
early
summer.
Another Open House is
expected in the spring
and will be held at that
time so people will be
further
informed
of
future plans.”
There is plenty of
studies and planning
ahead.
A public review of the
final
Environmental
Assessment report isn’t
expected until the fall of

2020.
Residents are invited
to share their concerns
by going to www.ridge-

landfill.com. You are
asked to leave your written questions or comments.

Herman and Jean Singor
celebrated their

65th Wedding Anniversary
on November 20.

Their children, grandchildren and great grandchildren are
celebrating with them.We thank God for this blessing.

Congratulations Mom and Dad! We love you!

Chuck and Lisa Sykes
are pleased to announce the
graduation of their daughters.

Rebecca graduated from
Carleton University with a
Masters in Public History.
She is employed by
Library and Archives
Canada.

Congratulations
to both of you!

Madeline graduated from
the University of Ottawa
with a degree in
International Studies and
Modern Languages.
She received the gold
medal for the highest
standing in her faculty, and
is currently working on a
degree in Translation.

This Winter’s Forecast:
Whatever Makes You Comfortable.
MAXIMIZE

YOUR
COMFORT

ENERGY STAR®
QUALIFIED

EFFICIENCIES

With smart temperature management and remote-access options,
new technology from Carrier makes it easier than ever to control
your home’s climate. Carrier’s energy-efficient systems can help
reduce utility bills without sacrificing comfort. For more complete
control and greater peace of mind, turn to the experts at Carrier.

To find the system that’s right for you, contact your local Carrier dealer.
©CARRIER CORPORATION 8/2014.

20226 Communication Rd., Blenheim, ON

519-676-5825

www.handybros.com
Call us for all your Home Comfort Needs!
Heating • Air Conditioning • Fireplaces • Water Heaters

Plenty of discussion on the planned Waste Connections of Canada Ridge Landfill Expansion during an
Landfill Environmental Assessment information open house last Thursday evening.

Sales • Service • Installation
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Chippewas working with Ridge Landfill to plant trees | Chatham Daily News

Chippewas working with Ridge Land ll to
plant trees
Tom Morrison
More from Tom Morrison (https://www.chathamdailynews.ca/author/tmorrison)
Published on: February 25, 2019 | Last Updated: February 25, 2019 4:44 PM EST

Kelly Riley, director of treaties, lands and environment for Chippewas of the Thames First Nation, speaks at the Lower
Thames Valley Conservation Authority's annual general meeting in Willson Hall at the Ridgetown Campus of the
University of Guelph Feb. 21, 2019. (Tom Morrison/Chatham This Week)

The Chippewas of the Thames First Nation is working with the Ridge Land ll
to plant trees to replace a woodlot which is planned to be taken out as a
result of the land ll’s environmental expansion.
Kelly Riley, the director of treaties, lands and environment for the First
Nation, was the featured speaker at the Lower Thames Valley Conservation
Authority’s annual general meeting last week.
He said the First Nation, located about 30 kilometres west of St. Thomas,
feels there needs to be partnerships among di erent groups in the
https://www.chathamdailynews.ca/news/local-news/chippewas-working-with-ridge-landfill-to-plant-trees
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watershed and working with the Ridge Land ll is one project his
department is looking forward to.
Riley said they are looking at planting about 3,000 trees on their territory as
a result of the partnership.
“We have the opportunity to put in close to 20,000 trees. That’s the larger
number,” he said. “There’s only six or eight of us who work in the
environment or the lands area and then we would have to put work crews
together.”
He said putting in 20,000 trees would “be quite an activity” with the
resources they have, so 3,000 or 4,000 would be more practical.
Cathy Smith, project manager on the land ll expansion, said the existing
woodlot is about 3.7 hectares and there will be a replacement at a two to
one ratio.
In addition to the 3,000 trees to be planted on the First Nation’s territory,
Waste Connections of Canada – which owns the land ll – will plant 8,000
trees on a property the company owns near the land ll next spring, she
said.
“We want to do that because we own the property and that ensures that
the trees are maintained and taken care of accordingly,” said Smith.
Riley said planting trees in general is important to the Chippewas of the
Thames.
The First Nation received the Stewardship Award from the conservation
authority in 2017. That year, it purchased 450 large stock trees and 3,000
tree seedlings to be planted throughout their territory.
“You can talk about saving the world and doing wonderful things and all
that, but simply planting a tree, creating a little bush lot, is really our little
bit in terms of the ght against global warming,” he said.
Other projects the Chippewas of the Thames’ environment department is
working on include baseline testing, such as the number of species located
in the top soil of ditches, and removing phosphorous at its source on
farmland.

https://www.chathamdailynews.ca/news/local-news/chippewas-working-with-ridge-landfill-to-plant-trees
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Riley said addressing these environmental issues takes collaboration
between many partners throughout the region.
“We’re part and parcel with everyone else in the watershed and we share
the same goals and ambitions – it’s a clear environment,” he said. “I’ve often
thought that what the long-term goal would be is to be able to swim in the
Thames River.”

Comments
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Add a comment...
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$1M donation made for tree cover

A $1 million donation over 10 years from Ridge Land ll Community Trust has led to a
partnership between the Municipality of Chatham-Kent and the Lower Thames Valley
Conservation Authority to improve natural coverage in South Kent.
Tom Morrison
More from Tom Morrison (https://www.chathamdailynews.ca/author/tmorrison)
Published on: November 21, 2019 | Last Updated: November 21, 2019 4:11 PM EST

Mark Peacock, chief administrative o cer and secretery-treasurer for the Lower Thames Valley Conservation
Authority, left, speaks about a $1 million donation from the Ridge Landﬁll Community Trust for trees, wetlands and
grassland habitats at the LTVCA o ces in Chatham Nov. 21, 2019. He is joined by Chatham-Kent South Kent Coun.
Anthony Ceccacci, centre, and Mayor Darrin Canni . (Tom Morrison/Postmedia Network)

A $1-million donation over 10 years from Ridge Land ll Community Trust
has led to a partnership between the Municipality of Chatham-Kent and the
Lower Thames Valley Conservation Authority to improve natural coverage
in South Kent.
The funds are meant to improve the municipality’s six per cent cover of
trees, wetlands and tall grass prairie, the lowest of any upper-tier

municipality in the region.
Mark Peacock, chief administrative o cer for the conservation authority,
said these types of projects will help address the e ects of climate change,
such as ooding.
“Creating new wetlands will provide water-holding capacity also to help us
adapt to what we are going to see in the future,” he said. “This is a key
component to climate change and addressing that for our local
communities.”
Peacock also said the $1 million could turn into $3 million through
partnerships with other organizations over the next 10 years.
The idea for the partnership started about six months ago when South Kent
Coun. Anthony Ceccacci met with Cathy Smith, project manager for Waste
Connections of Canada, which manages the Ridge Land ll.
“He had a conversation with me about the Community Trust and their
capacity and interest in a bigger initiative, if you will,” said Smith. “My role
really was to put the people in the room that needed to have the
conversation in order to make the project work.”
Calling this a “legacy project,” Ceccacci said he had the “most exciting
feeling” when he rst saw the cheque at Thursday’s announcement.
“It’s a great feeling to know that six-and-a-half months of hard work is going
to go right back to our community, to our environment,” he said.
The councillor recently put forward a motion to have municipal sta look
into planting one-million trees over four years. He said this work with the
Ridge Land ll Community Trust is what led to that motion.
Ceccacci said a $1-million donation alone may not lead to one-million trees,
but it’s “a piece of the puzzle” and he’s looking forward to seeing what other
funds they can leverage.
Randall Van Wagner, manager of conservation lands and services for the
conservation authority, said they will be looking for land in the Jeanette’s
Creek, McGregor Creek and Rondeau Bay watersheds to host these
environmental projects.

He said it could be municipal property, conservation authority lands and
private lands in co-operation with the landowners.
“I still get excited about a $5,000 grant,” he said. “A million dollars … it’s
huge. You could really see some impact with this.”
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Please join us!
By invitation only

July 11, 2018 | 5:30–8:30 p.m.
St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George Street, Blenheim

You are invited to the
Ridge Landfill Expansion
Evaluation Criteria Workshop
On May 1, 2018, the Minister of Environment and
Climate Change approved the Terms of Reference for the
Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment
(EA) with amendments. One of the first steps in the
EA process for our team of environmental experts is to
develop and evaluate the different alternative methods
that will be considered and evaluated to develop the
landfill site.
You are invited to attend a workshop that will provide
background information on the site, the EA process,
proposed study areas, the alternative methods being
considered and the criteria used to evaluate the
alternative methods. We are seeking your input on
the study areas, criteria and evaluation approach that
Waste Connections will use in the process of evaluating
the alternative methods to develop the site for the
proposed landfill expansion. We will also seek your
input on possible waste diversion strategies that could be
implemented at The Ridge. Your input will be helpful to
us as we embark on this important initiative and as such,
we hope you will be able to attend.

A light dinner buffet will be served at 5:30 p.m.
A presentation will begin at 6:00 p.m.

An RSVP is required to enable us to better plan this event.

RSVP by June 30th to Cathy Smith at
529-358-2860 or by email:
cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com

July 11, 2018

Ridge Landfill Environmental Assessment
Evaluation Criteria Workshop

Overview of the Project
Q&A
Workshop Discussion

6:00 – 6:30 pm

6:30 – 6:45 pm

6:45 – 8:00 pm

Plenary
Next Steps and Meeting Close

8:00 – 8:20 pm

8:20 – 8:30 pm

Activity 3: Enhancing Diversion

Activity 2: Study Areas

Activity 1: Input on Evaluation Criteria

Welcome

6:00 pm

Workshop Agenda

• A growing company that employs over 60
people in the Municipality of ChathamKent.

• Provides waste management services
across the province contributing
significantly to Ontario’s economy.

• Remains committed to being a good
neighbour and responsible corporate
citizen by contributing to the community.

• Merged with Progressive Waste Solutions
in June 2016.

About Waste Connections of Canada

• We have an excellent environmental record at the
landfill site

• The landfill is expected to reach its capacity in 2021

• Site can receive Industrial, Institutional & Commercial
waste from All of Ontario

• Site can currently receive residential waste from
Chatham-Kent and its four adjacent municipalities

• Site can accept up to 1.3 million tonnes of waste per
year

• Current approved capacity is 21 million cubic metres

• 262 ha of this land is the existing landfill site area

• Waste Connections own 340 ha of land west of
Erieau Road

Ridge Landfill Today

• June 2018 – Notice of Commencement of
Environmental Assessment

• May 2018 - Ministry of Environment and Climate
Change approves Terms of Reference

• December 2017 - Terms of Reference voluntarily
resubmitted

• November 2016 - Terms of Reference submitted

• May & June 2016 - Open Houses for the Terms of
Reference

• April 2016 - proposed expansion of Ridge Landfill
announced

Where We Are At

• Maximum height of 45 m dictated by the proximity of the
airport

• Design and operations measures to foster continued
maintenance of an excellent environmental record

• Commitment to look at enhanced diversion opportunities to
assist the Province in meeting its diversion goals

• Service area for residential waste reduced to Chatham-Kent
only

• Service area for industrial, commercial & institutional waste
reduced to southern and central Ontario only

• Annual volume of waste accepted will not change from what
is currently being accepted

• Expansion area ranges from about 55 to 85 ha

• Expansion will occur on the existing Ridge Landfill property

Key Elements of the Proposed Expansion

Commencement

Notice of EA

Spring 2018

•Evaluation Criteria Workshop
•Neighbour & Stakeholder
Meetings
•Open Houses

Ongoing Engagement

Waste Connections will
recommend a preferred
way to expand the landfill.

• Emails, letters,
Newsletters
• Ridge Landfill Liaison
Committee

Waste Connections will
develop mitigation
measures to reduce
impacts from the
expanded landfill.

Assessment of
Potential Effects &
Development of
Mitigation

Evaluation of
Alternative Methods

Confirmation of
Alternative Methods
& Evaluation Criteria

Waste Connections will
evaluate alternative ways
to expand the landfill.

Winter - Spring 2019

Summer - Fall 2018

Spring - Summer 2018

Key EA Steps and Comprehensive Consultation Plan

Final document
for review and
decision.

Final EA
Document

Summer 2019 –
Summer 2020

• Agency Consultation
• Indigenous
Community
engagement

Draft document
for review.

Draft EA
Document

Spring 2019

• Evaluation criteria will be used to compare
the Site Development Alternatives and
identify one as preferred.

o Lateral Fill Area Expansion (Areas A, B
and C)

o Mining (Old Landfill)

o Vertical expansion (Old and South
Landfills)

• They involve combination(s) of:

• 3 Site Development Alternatives are being
considered

Site Development Alternatives

Removal of on-site south-west woodlot

Maximum height of 45 m (about the same height as the current West Landfill
which is 42 m )

Environmental protection as a part of site design and operation:

•

•

•

Leachate collection and management to protect ground water
Stormwater ponds and a flood control facility to protect surface
Collection of landfill gas and beneficial use to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
Daily covering of waste to mitigate odour, litter, birds
Screening berms to minimize noise and provide a visual barrier
Ongoing monitoring to ensure protection systems are working

On-site roads and storage areas, an office, scale house and drop off areas

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Disposal capacity for an additional 20 years at current disposal rate (68.9
Million metres3)

•

Development Alternatives:

Three Site Development Alternatives are under consideration to expand the landfill
capacity. The following lists characteristics common to all three Site

Site Development Alternatives

Waste Connections will replace the trees removed
from the south-west woodlot. This map shows a
possible location for the replacement trees.

The following alternatives will be considered:
• No on-site pre-treatment; treat at Blenheim Treatment Plant
(current practice) or send to another facility
• On-site pre-treatment; further treatment at Blenheim
Treatment Plant or another facility
• Full on-site treatment and discharge to local drain

Leachate Treatment Alternatives

The following alternatives will be considered:
• Collect and flare (current practice)
• Develop a gas utilization facility

Landfill Gas Alternatives

Landfill Gas and Leachate Management Alternatives

2. To assess potential impacts and develop mitigation
where necessary.

1. To compare alternatives.

Evaluation criteria will be used for
two steps in the environmental
assessment:

Proposed Evaluation Criteria

Criteria for the evaluation of alternatives will
be used to compare:
• Landfill site development alternatives
• Landfill gas alternatives
• Leachate treatment alternatives

Today’s Discussion

Biology: Terrestrial and aquatic systems;
Habitat for endangered/threatened
species; Culturally important species

The following criteria are
proposed to compare site
development alternatives from a
natural environment perspective.
Anything else to consider?
Surface Water: Surface water quantity
and quality.

Air Quality: Impact to air quality;
Landfill gas contaminating lifespan

Groundwater: Groundwater quality;
Leachate contaminating lifespan

Climate Change: Potential to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions.

Proposed Criteria for the Evaluation of Alternatives

Agriculture: Potential for
loss/disruption to agriculture on-site.

The following criteria are proposed
to compare site development
alternatives from a socio-economic
perspective. Anything else to
consider?

Socio-Economic: Displacement and
disruption (e.g. dust, noise) to residents
and businesses near site and on haul route.

Archaeology & Cultural Heritage:
Potential to impact resources on-site.

Socio-Economic: Odour disruption as
a result of landfill mining.

Land Use: Intensity of waste
management use (i.e. footprint size).

Proposed Criteria for the Evaluation of Alternatives

The following criteria are
proposed to compare site
development alternatives from a
transportation and design &
operation perspective. Anything
else to consider?
Design & Operation: Approximate
cost of facility.

Traffic: Traffic safety and operations
impacts on the haul route related to soil
import/export.

Design & Operation: Potential for onsite safety concerns.

Design & Operation: Potential for
providing service.

Proposed Criteria for the Evaluation of Alternatives

Proposed Study Areas

These reflect the
areas technical
disciplines will
study to identify
potential impacts
of the preferred
site development
alternative.

Commitment to Diversion

C – Collection
MRF – Materials Recovery Facility
TS – Transfer Station

What else can we do in ChathamKent?

Waste Connections is committed to looking
at enhance opportunities for waste diversion
at-source, elsewhere in the system and onsite at the Ridge Landfill

Waste Connections operates a network of
twenty-four (24) stand-alone facilities in
Ontario that are responsible for local IC&I
and/or residential curbside collection; the
operation of recycling facilities (8) and waste
transfer stations

We want community input on:
• How we can encourage recycling/reuse/repurposing in general;
• Creating a central location/depot for recycling that meets community
needs; and
• Type of diversion Waste Connections should promote specifically at
Ridge.

We are committed to being an industry leader, assisting the province
in diverting waste from disposal by:
• Continuing to work with customers to identify opportunities to
reduce materials going to disposal;
• Safely removing recyclables from the waste collected at waste transfer
stations; and
• Seeking opportunities to promote additional re-use and recycling.

Commitment to Diversion

Confirmation of
Alternative Methods &
Evaluation Criteria

Notice of EA
Commencement

Fall 2018 - Spring 2019
Assessment of Potential
Effects & Development
of Mitigation

Summer 2018
Evaluation of
Alternative Methods

• Discuss concerns, issues and suggestions.
• Help us understand what is most important
to you.
• Help us refine the evaluation criteria.
• Provide input on proposed study areas and
diversion programs.

Today’s Discussion - an Opportunity for
Ridge Neighbours To:

Spring - Summer 2018

Spring 2018

Purpose of the Workshop

Draft EA
Document

Spring 2019

Final
EA Document

Summer 2019 –
Summer 2020

• Workshop information will be shared at the Open House on July 25, 2018.

• Workbooks to assist with the gathering of information.

• Each table has a facilitator who will lead the discussions

– Activity 3 – Input on Diversion

– Activity 2 – Input on Study Area

– Activity 1 – Input on Evaluation Criteria and Importance

• Workshop activities:

Workshop Activities

Community Newsletters
To provide news and information about the
site and proposed expansion project.

Public Open Houses & Website

To exchange information and hear community
concerns and questions in person or via
www.ridgelandfill.com

During the Environmental Assessment, consultation with the community will include:

Next Steps

To provide opportunity for one-on-one meetings
with Waste Connections staff to discuss the
proposed expansion project.

Stakeholder Meetings

Thank You!

WORKBOOK

July 11, 2018

Ridge Landfill Environmental
Assessment
Evaluation Criteria Workshop

Following this workshop, an Open House is planned to present this information to the residents and
stakeholders in the broader community.

Waste Connections of Canada will consider your feedback as an important part of determining the
evaluation criteria to be used in the environmental assessment as well as ongoing diversion activities.

– the criteria for evaluating the site development alternatives, landfill gas and leachate treatment
alternatives;
– the proposed study areas; and
– possible waste diversion options at the Ridge.

The purpose of this workshop is to give residents within one-kilometer of the Ridge and along the haul
route an opportunity to provide feedback on:

Waste Connections of Canada is proposing to continue to provide waste disposal services for an additional
20 years at the Ridge Landfill and has identified different ways to expand the landfill site.

Waste Connections of Canada (formerly Progressive Waste Solutions) has received approval of its Terms
of Reference from the Minister of the Environment and Climate Change (MOECC) to proceed with its
Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment.

Introduction

2. To assess potential impacts
and develop mitigation
measures where necessary.

1. To compare alternatives.

Evaluation criteria will be
used for two steps in the
environmental assessment:

About Evaluation Criteria

Criteria for the evaluation of
alternatives will be used to
compare:
• Landfill site development
alternatives
• Landfill gas alternatives
• Leachate treatment
alternatives

At this workshop we will
consider the criteria to be
used to evaluate alternatives

What do you think? Should Waste Connections consider any other Natural
Environment aspects?

Climate Change: Potential to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

Air Quality: Potential impacts to air quality; Landfill gas contaminating lifespan.

Surface Water: Potential impacts to surface water quantity and quality.

Groundwater: Potential impacts to groundwater quality; Leachate contaminating lifespan.

Biology: Potential for loss/disruption to terrestrial and aquatic systems (i.e. woodlots,
drains); Habitat for endangered/threatened species; Culturally important species.

The team proposes to consider the following related to the Natural Environment

Tell Us What You Think We Should Consider

Activity 1: Input on Evaluation Criteria

What do you think? Should Waste Connections consider any other SocioEconomic aspects?

Archaeology & Cultural Heritage: Potential to impact resources on-site.

Land Use: Intensity of waste management use (i.e. footprint size)

Agriculture: Potential for loss/disruption to agriculture on-site.

Socio-Economic: Potential for odour disruption as a result of landfill mining.

Socio-Economic: Potential for displacement and disruption (e.g. dust, noise) to residents
and businesses near the site and along the haul route.

The team proposes to consider the following related to the Socio-Economic
Environment

Tell Us What You Think We Should Consider

Activity 1: Input on Evaluation Criteria

What do you think? Should Waste Connections consider any other
Transportation aspects?

Traffic: Potential for traffic safety and operations impacts on the haul route related to
soil import/export.

The team proposes to consider the following related to Transportation

Tell Us What You Think We Should Consider

Activity 1: Input on Evaluation Criteria

What do you think? Should Waste Connections consider any other Design &
Operation aspects?

Design & Operation: Approximate cost of facility.

Design & Operation: Potential for on-site safety concerns.

Design & Operation: Potential for providing service.

The team proposes to consider the following related to the site Design &
Operation

Tell Us What You Think We Should Consider

Activity 1: Input on Evaluation Criteria

Others… (please specify)

Design & Operations

Traffic

Land Use

Archaeology/Cultural
Heritage

Agriculture

Socio-Economic

Climate Change

Air Quality

Surface Water

Groundwater

Biology

Tell Us What is Important to You

Activity 1: Input on Evaluation Criteria

Star the ones
that are most
important to
you?

Do you have any
comments on the
Study Areas?

Study areas will be used
to confirm existing
conditions; evaluate
Site Development
Alternatives; and
identify and assess
potential impacts of the
preferred Site
Development
Alternative.

Activity 2: Do We Have the Right Study Areas

Where they go now

2. What do you like/dislike about
current diversion programs in
Chatham-Kent?

What materials do you generate that you wish you could bring to the Ridge for reuse or
recycling? What do you do with these materials now?

Materials for reuse & recycling

1.

Waste Connections is committed to the diversion of waste from disposal and as such plans to
include an expanded public drop-off area at the Ridge Landfill site to divert additional recyclable
materials.

Activity 3: Enhancing Diversion

As a Ridge Neighbour we would like to know what you think about these on-site
facility options:

• Collection of specific non-recyclable material or agricultural waste to benefit a specific business or
community group (e.g. In Halton they collect eye glasses for NGOs)

• Swap facility or beneficial use program that could include construction and renovation materials, housewares,
furniture, paint.

• Drop off depot that could include things like electronics, tires, bulky items, recyclable material not currently in
blue box.

• Processing facility (e.g. mixed waste processing facility, source separated organic waste processing facility, leaf
and yard waste composting, construction and demolition waste processing).

As part of the Ridge Environmental Assessment, Waste Connections of Canada is required to look at different ways
to participate in diversion at Ridge. The following are being considered for Ridge:

Activity 3: Enhancing Diversion

For further information please contact:
Cathy Smith
Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
T: 519-676-5000 ext. 2
E: cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com

Thank you for your input!

CONTACT: _______________________________________

NAME: __________________________________________

Yes please contact me

If you would like to discuss topics further with someone from the Ridge Landfill, we would
be pleased to contact you.

Do you have any additional comments you would like to provide
to the team?
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1.0
0

Wo
orksho
op Ovverview
w
This summary repo
ort documentts the discusssion that tookk place at the Ridge Landﬁll EA Criteria
Workshop that waas held on Julyy 11, 2018. In
nvita ons werre sent to neiighbours of th
he landﬁll witthin 1 km
and along the designated haul route
r
during the
t week of JJune 18. A tottal of 19 peop
ple a ended the
presenta on, with 16 staying fo
or the ac vi es.
e
w
beggan with a pre
esenta on givven by Wastee Connec onss of Canada (W
Waste Connec ons)
The workshop
that provided
p
an update
u
on the
e project and an overview of the evenin
ng. A endeess were then split into
three tables, with a facilitator at
a each table, and were askked to par ciipate in threee interac ve aac vi es.
mber of addi onal comments were also
o raised durinng the worksh
hop that did n
not relate direectly to
A num
the workshop
w
ac vi
v es. The fo
ollowing sec ons
o documennt the discusssions held.

2.0
0

Activity 1: Eva
aluatio
on Critteria
The purpose of this ac vity wass to get feedb
back on the p roposed evalua on criteriia for Alterna ve
Methods. It was noted
n
that som
me of the critteria would allso be used to
o support thee impact assessment
d site develop
pment alternaa ve is determ
mined. The crriteria were ssplit into four criteria
once the preferred
ps (natural environment, socio‐economic, transportaa on, and design and opera ons), and
group
a end
dees were asked to discusss them and id
den fy if anytthing should be changed o
or added.
ent – this critteria group included the foollowing:
Naturral Environme
• Bio
ology: poten al for loss/dissrup on to te
errestrial and aqua c systeems (i.e., woo
odlots, drainss); habitat
forr endangered//threatened species;
s
cultu
urally importaant species.
• Gro
oundwater: poten
p
al impaacts to groundwater qualitty; leachate ccontamina ngg lifespan.
• Surrface water: poten
p
al imp
pacts to surfacce water quann ty and quaality.
• Airr quality: pote
en al impactss to air qualityy; landﬁll gas contamina n
ng lifespan.
• Clim
mate change: poten al to reduce green
nhouse gas e missions.
back from site
e neighbours generally ind
dicated that aall criteria in tthis category had been covvered.
Feedb
mpacts, and ggroundwaterr with par cip
There
e was a focuse
ed discussion on odour, blowing li er im
pants
expre
essing that the
ese need to be
b considered
d in the EA. M
Mi ga on for removed treees (i.e., site
development alterrna ves could
d require rem
moval of one oor two on‐sitee woodlots) w
was also raised as an
imporrtant elementt to consider.. One par cip
pant noted thhat the woodlots house deeer who impaact the
local farm
f
opera ons.
o
The pote
en al to vege
etate exis ng berms was d
discussed, as w
well as bird
management at th
he site.
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Socio‐economic – this criteria group
g
included the followi ng:
or displaceme
ent and disrupp on (e.g., du
ust, noise) to residents and
d
• Soccio‐economicc: poten al fo
bussinesses nearr the site and along the haul route.
• Soccio‐economicc: poten al fo
or odour disru
up on as a re sult of landﬁlll mining.
• Agriculture: potten al for losss/disrup on to
t agriculturee on‐site.
• Lan
nd use: intenssity of waste managementt use (i.e., foootprint size).
• Arcchaeology and cultural herritage: poten al to impactt resources on
n‐site.
back from neiighbours indicated that od
dour managem
ment, blowin
ng li er, and o
overall site
Feedb
mainttenance shou
uld be conside
era ons when
n consideringg socio‐econo
omic impacts. It was also noted that
site development alterna
a
ves that
t
have poten al to resuult in increaseed odour (land
dﬁll mining) w
were not
orted. Odour managementt was discussed at length, including a reequest to Waaste Connec ons to
suppo
get fe
eedback from the commun
nity on the kin
nds of scents used in the eexis ng mist m
machine. Som
me
par cipants
c
noted that beepingg sounds from
m reversing eqquipment sho
ould be considered a nuisaance
eﬀectt.
Transsporta on – this
t criteria grroup included
d the followinng:
• Traaﬃc: poten al
a for traﬃc saafety and ope
era ons impaacts on the haaul route related to soil
imp
port/export.
Feedb
back from neiighbours iden
n ﬁed that traaﬃc safety annd road cond
di ons along tthe haul routee are
thingss they would like to see ad
ddressed. Som
me par cipannts noted that some por o
ons of Drury LLine are
in poo
or condi on. Others indicaated they wou
uld like to seee the speed liimit on Druryy Line increaseed to 80
km/h instead of th
he posted 60 km/h.
k
It was also
a noted thhat the interseec on of Drury Line and M
Middle
p
a poten
n al safety co
oncern and that Waste Connnec ons of C
Canada shoulld consider w
working
Line poses
with the
t Municipality of Chathaam‐Kent to install traﬃc ligghts instead o
of the currentt stop sign. Laastly,
transp
porta on con
ncerns were noted
n
along Allison
A
Line. Itt was commented that som
me haul truckks are
using Allison Line and
a crea ng dust
d while traavelling at speeed. Waste C
Connec ons m
met with Chatham‐
Kent who
w are now undertaking a geotechniccal study in hoope of repairiing Drury Linee 2019. The tturn
taper oﬀ Communica ons Road
d to Drury Line will also bee inves gated
d for more rob
bust roadworrks but
with interim repairr un l furtherr assessment.. The traﬃc sspeed and traaﬃc light ma ers are being
inves gated by Chatham‐Kent.
Desiggn and Opera ons – this crriteria group included the following:
• Design and opera on: poten al for provid
ding service.
• Design and opera on: poten al for on‐sitte safety conccerns.
oximate cost of
o facility.
• Design and opera on: appro
Neigh
hbours had a number of qu
ues ons and comments abbout current site maintenaance, includin
ng
cleaning of li er frrom private proper es and
d ditches, em ergency man
nagement pro
ocedures, and
d bird
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3
management. Par cipants also indicated sup
pport for landdﬁll gas u lizaa on and exp
ploring opporrtuni es
for leaachate treatm
ment on‐site.
mary:
Summ
When
n asked to notte which crite
eria were most important overall, par cipa ng neighbours indicaated that
air qu
uality (odour in
i par cular),, socio‐economic consider a ons, groun
ndwater and ttraﬃc were o
of
greate
est importancce.

3.0
0

Activity 2: Envvironm
mentaal Asse
essment Stu
udy
Are
eas fo
or Tech
hnical Discip
pliness
The purpose of this ac vity wass to obtain fee
edback from neighbours o
on the propossed study areeas the
variou
us technical disciplines
d
wo
ould consider during the EA
A. These weree provided on
n a map and ttable
facilitators provide
ed ra onale fo
or each of the
e study areass. Par cipantss were asked if they felt th
hat study
djusted.
areas should be ad
Generally, par cipants felt thatt the technicaal discipline sttudy areas weere reasonable. It was noted that
the landﬁll could be
b seen from a distance gre
eater than 3 km (the Visuaal study area)), however it was
ackno
owledged that this distance was beyond
d the standarrd prac ce of considering vvisual eﬀects within 1
km off a site.

4.0
0

Activity 3: Divversion
n of W
Waste
The purpose of this ac vity wass to solicit fee
edback from ppar cipa ng neighbours aabout poten al
diverssion opportun
ni es that Waaste Connec ons could coonsider at thee Ridge.
c
noted that reuse/re
ecycling oppo
ortuni es exisst for many ittems (e.g., ch
harity dona o
ons of
Par cipants
used clothing, elecctronic waste drop oﬀ at th
he depot, agrricultural wasstes to Thomp
pson Seed etcc.). Other
hey generate and wish theey could reusee or recycle in
ncluded:
items par cipants noted that th
• Paiint cans
• Maa resses
• Shiingles
• Furrniture (it was noted this could
c
also be integrated innto a partnersship with a ch
haritable orgaaniza on,
succh as Habitat for Humanityy)
• Ba eries
• Agricultural wasste (e.g., strin
ng, plas c wraap)
ood
• Wo
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4
• Use
ed pes cide containers
c
• Orgganic waste from househo
olds
e
ng depotts in Chatham
m‐Kent should
d be considerred as a
Most par cipants indicated notted that the exis
o materials rather than the Ridge as that is wheree people are used to goingg to drop
loca on for addi onal
a generally closer to whe
ere most poteen al users livve.
oﬀ maaterials and are
As part of considerra on of opportuni es to enhance wasste diversion, Waste Conneec ons will b
be looking
at ways to partnerr with the Municipality of Chatham‐Ken
C
nt. To this end
d, par cipants were asked what
urrent diversio
on programs in Chatham‐KKent.
they like or dislike about the cu
pant posed a ques on aboout the eﬀec veness of thee current recyycling
In response to thiss, one par cip
c
curbs ide pick‐up of their waste. Two par cip
pants also
programs and indicated that they liked the current
d that it would
d be welcome
ed if Chatham
m‐Kent wouldd implement aan organic waaste collec on
noted
program.
As part of this ac vity,
v par cipaants were also
o asked to disscuss and con
nsider poten al on‐site divversion
b
op ons as noted below.
essing facility – such as a mixed
m
waste processing
p
faccility, source separated orrganics processsing
Proce
facility, leaf and yaard waste com
mpos ng, or construc
c
on and demoli o
on waste pro
ocessing.
Drop‐‐oﬀ depot – this
t could incllude items such as electro nics, res, bu
ulky items, an
nd recyclable materials
not in
ncluded as part of Chatham
m‐Kent’s curre
ent Blue Box program.
eneﬁcial use program
p
– th
his could incluude construc on and renova on materrials,
Swap facility or be
house
ewares, furnitture or paint.
ﬁc
Collecc on of speciiﬁc non‐recycclable material or agriculttural waste ‐ tthis could beneﬁt a speciﬁ
business or community group.
enerally not suppor ve of an on‐site pr ocessing facility as it had p
poten al to b
bring
A endees were ge
use addi onal odour and/oor noise. Therre was suppo
ort for a drop‐‐oﬀ
more traﬃc to the site, and cau
noted that an
n
depott, swap facility and the collec on of maaterials for sp eciﬁc groups. It was also n
educaa onal compo
onent (ideallyy in conjunc on with Chat ham‐Kent and not necessaarily located aat Ridge)
part of
would
d be useful to
o help people understand what
w
can go iin their recycling bins, and
d what is not p
the cu
urrent prograam.
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5.0
0

Other Co
omme
ents and Qu
uestion
ns
Throu
ughout the wo
orkshop the project
p
team heard a num ber of ques ons and comments about the
ac vi es and proje
ect in generall. These includ
ded both ver bal discussion
ns, and subm
mi ed commeent forms.
A sum
mmary of com
mments and ques ons is prresented in thhe table below:
Comment

Response

Comm
ments and quess ons were recceived about
property value prote
ec on and com
mpensa on.

It was noote that consid era on of com
mpensa on and
d
propertyy value protec on will occur w
when the prefeerred site
developm
ment alterna vve is chosen an
nd the impact
assessmeent has been ccompleted. This will be a sep
parate
process tto the EA and W
Waste Connec ons will discu
uss this
with landdowners on a ccase‐by‐case basis.

We wo
ould like to be assured that no
n hazardous
waste will ever enter the landﬁll.

The site iis not permi eed to receive hazardous wastte and
the EA w
will not change this.

of se ng up a mee ng
Waste Coonnec ons is in the process o
When you replace th
he woodlot wh
hy can’t it be
with the Municipality o
of Chatham‐Kent to discuss zoning
ms and not on property curre
ently amendm
ments and wood
dlot replacemeent and will disscuss the
replacced on the berm
being farmed?
ability too establish woo
odlot corridors on the berms as part
of compeensa on for woodlot removaal.
The heig ht of the landﬁ
ﬁll is capped att 45 m above the
Conce
ern that the am
mount of me that
t
crops rece
eive Chatham
m‐Kent airport rreference elevva on. No wastte cells at
sunlight will be reduced as the land
dﬁll is made
the landﬁﬁll will be higher than that m
maximum which
h is the
higherr.
current hheight of the w
west mound. Th
his height restrric on
will also be in place forr any new wastte cells at the landﬁll.
Waste Coonnec ons hass met with thee Municipality o
of
Chatham
m‐Kent to discuuss road safety and maintenaance
related too waste truck ttraﬃc coming to and going ffrom the
site from
m the Blenheim
m area and alon
ng the haul rou
ute. It
Will Waste
W
Connec ons consider paving
p
the sec on
was deteermined that to
o pave that po
or on of Allison
n Line it
of Allisson Line betwe
een Erieau Roaad and Lagoon
would rooughly cost $1.2 million for su
urface treatmeent and
Road to
t address the dust generate
ed by haul trucks?
$1.8 mill ion for asphaltt. To go ahead with the projeect, buy‐
of the owners. If 2/3 buy‐in iss
in is needded from 2/3 o
achievedd, all property o
owners would need to pay per metre
of frontaage for the worrk.
Some par cipants in
ndicated they would
w
like to be
The nam es of those wh
ho would like tto par cipate in the
included in the annu
ual residen al well
w monitorin
ng
monitori ng program/reeceive results o
of sampling haave been
prograam, and that th
hey would like to receive results
passed oon the Waste C
Connec ons of Canada.
of the sampling at th
heir proper ess.

Is therre an op on to
o use deceased
d birds as a
deterrrent for crows and gulls that are a racted to
t
the sitte?

The curreent bird managgement prograam at the Ridge Landﬁll
u lizes ppredatory birdss and pyrotechnics to controll bird
popula oons at the land
dﬁll. This is done in commun
nica on
with the Chatham‐Kentt Municipal Airrport, as bird
n al to presen
nt a hazard to aaircra .
popula oons have poten
The bird management program will b
be revisited as part of
the EA, aand alterna vee methods of deterring birds will be
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6
considereed.
Waste Coonnec ons doees provide roll‐oﬀ bins for on
ne‐oﬀ
Would
d Waste Conne
ec ons conside
er providing roll oﬀ
residen al projects succh as construc on as long as the
dispossal bins at housseholds and picking them up?
waste is solid and non‐‐hazardous.
Maintenance of the site is very imp
portant. I’ve
ed li er in ditch
hes nearby, un‐mowed berm
ms
no ce
on‐site
e, etc.

Waste Coonnec ons hass taken this feeedback to theirr
opera o ns staﬀ to ensu
ure that site m
maintenance is being
completeed appropriateely. Anyone who iden ﬁes areas of
improvem
ment is encourraged to contaact the landﬁll ssite
managem
ment
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Open House #1

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

Waste Connections of Canada also directly sponsors numerous
community events throughout Chatham-Kent.

The Ridge Landfill contributes approximately $14 million
per year directly and indirectly to the community:
•
an annual royalty payment to the Municipality of ChathamKent;
•
significant financial contributions to the Ridge Landfill
Trust;
•
salaries for local employees;
•
construction and road maintenance and other goods and
services.
Recent donations from the Ridge Landfill Community Trust have
been directed to the Blenheim Seniors Centre, Talbot Trail Place,
Blenheim Youth Centre, Charing Cross Ball Diamonds, Blenheim
District High School, the New Animal Shelter, the Blenheim
Gymnastics Club, Breakfast Programs and many more.

•

Waste Connections owns 340 ha of land west of
Erieau Road.
262 ha of this land is the existing landfill site.
The current approved capacity is 21 million cubic
metres
The site can currently accept up to 1.3 million tonnes
of waste per year
The site can currently receive residential waste from
Chatham-Kent and its four adjacent municipalities.
The site can currently receive industrial, institutional &
commercial waste from all of Ontario.
The landfill is expected to reach its capacity in 2021.
We have an excellent environmental record at the
landfill site.

A Partner in the Community

•

•

•

Progressive Waste Solutions merged
with Waste Connections Inc. in June
2016 and recently rebranded the
company into the new name.
We remain the same, dependable
partner committed to being a good
neighbour and a responsible corporate
citizen by contributing to the
community.
We provide waste management services
across the province contributing
significantly to Ontario’s economy.
Waste Connections of Canada is a
growing company that employs over 60
people in the Municipality of ChathamKent.

Ridge Landfill Today

July 25, 2018

Welcome to the Ridge
Landfill Environmental
Assessment Open House

•

About Waste Connections Canada

2019-07-12

5,000,000

6,000,000

0

1,000,000

2,000,000

3,000,000

4,000,000

2022

2025

2028

• Evaluation Criteria Workshop
• Neighbour & Stakeholder
Meetings
• Open House
• Emails, letters, Newsletters
• Ridge Landfill Liaison
Committee
• Agency Consultation
• Indigenous Community
engagement

Provide us your input
on alternatives and
evaluation criteria:

We Are
Here

Waste Connections will evaluate
alternative ways to expand the
landfill.

Confirmation of
Alternative Methods &
Evaluation Criteria

Commencement

Notice of EA

Spring – Summer 2018

Spring 2018

• Neighbour & Stakeholder
Meetings
• Open House
• Emails, letters, Newsletters
• Ridge Landfill Liaison
Committee
• Agency Consultation
• Indigenous Community
engagement

Provide us your input on
preliminary evaluation
results:
• Neighbour & Stakeholder
Meetings
• Open House
• Emails, letters, Newsletters
• Ridge Landfill Liaison
Committee
• Agency Consultation
• Indigenous Community
engagement

Provide us your input on
potential effects and
mitigation:

Waste Connections will develop
mitigation measures to reduce
negative impacts from the
expanded landfill.

Assessment of Potential
Effects & Development
of Mitigation Measures

Evaluation of
Alternative Methods

Waste Connections will
recommend a preferred way to
expand the landfill.

Winter - Spring 2019

Summer - Fall 2018

2031

Projected annual re sidu al was te q uantities (after MOECC diversion target is achieved)

Gap between projected need and existing annual disposal rates.

Existing app roved ann ual dis pos al rate

2037

A draft
document will
be released for
public and
agency review
for a 30-day
review period.

Draft EA
Document

Spring 2019

2034

A final EA
document will be
released for a 45day public and
agency review.
MOECP will
make a
decision based
on the final
submitted EA
and input
received.

Final
EA Document

Summer 2019 –
Summer 2020

2040

Year

Projected Post-Diversion Residual Waste Disposal Need and Existing Approved Annual Disposal Rates
(2022-2041)

Key EA Steps and Comprehensive Consultation Plan

Despite increased waste diversion, over
9 million tonnes of Ontario residual
waste is disposed of annually in Ontario
and the U.S.
• The Ministry of Environment,
Conservation and Parks (MOECP) has
new diversion targets (80% by 2050)
which have been factored into the waste
projections.
• With the expected closure of existing
Ontario landfill sites over the next 10
years (which would include the Ridge
Landfill reaching capacity in 2021) and
the new diversion targets, it is
anticipated that there will be a need for
additional waste disposal capacity in
southern and central Ontario.
• The Strategy for a Waste-Free Ontario
Building the Circular Economy
(February 2017) recognizes that "while
Ontario strives for a waste-free future, there will
still be a need for landfill space" .

•

Need and Opportunity

Tonnes per Year

The expansion will occur on the existing Ridge Landfill
property on the 340 ha of land west of Erieau Road.
The extent of the expansion area will be determined early
in the EA process and is anticipated to range from about
55 to 85 ha.
The annual volume and type of waste accepted will not
change from what is currently being accepted (up to 1.3
million tonnes of solid non-hazardous waste per year).
There will be no increase in truck traffic.
The service area for industrial, commercial & institutional
waste would be reduced from all of Ontario to southern
and central Ontario only.
The service area for residential waste would be reduced
from Chatham-Kent and its adjacent four municipalities to
Chatham-Kent only.
The project includes a commitment to look at enhanced
diversion opportunities to assist the Province in meeting its
diversion goals.
A key focus of the expansion will be design and operations
measures toward continued maintenance of an excellent
environmental record.
The expansion will not exceed the maximum height
restriction dictated by the proximity of the airport (i.e. 45
metres from airport reference point).

Climate Change: Potential to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions.

Add your comments below

Anything Else to Consider?
What's Important to You?

The following
criteria are
proposed to
compare site
development
alternatives from a
natural environment
perspective.

Biology: Potential for
loss/disruption to terrestrial and
aquatic systems.

Groundwater: Potential impacts
to groundwater quality.

Proposed Criteria for the Evaluation of Alternatives

















Key Elements of the Proposed Expansion

Air Quality: Potential impacts to
air quality.

Surface Water: Potential impacts to
surface water quantity and quality.
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Agriculture: Potential for loss/disruption to
agriculture on-site.

Land Use: Intensity of waste management
use (i.e. footprint size).

Socio-Economic: Potential for odour
disruption as a result of landfill mining.

Archaeology & Cultural Heritage: Potential
to impact resources on-site.

Socio-Economic: Potential for displacement
and disruption (e.g. litter, dust, odour) to
residents and businesses near the site and
along the haul route.

•

•
•
•
•

Off-site litter/debris in ditches and on private properties
Pot holes on Erieau Road
Maintenance of grass on berms and other properties
Consideration of a traffic light at Middle Line and
Drury Line
Providing private well water testing results

Neighbours at the workshop also identified some points
about the current operation of the site that Waste
Connections of Canada is working on addressing:

Tell us what you think about the evaluation criteria on the criteria panels

Air quality, particularly odour is important to our
neighbours who felt it should be a significant
consideration in the evaluation.
• Neighbours expressed that nuisances from a landfill
are also key and must include consideration of
blowing litter, and noise.
• Neighbours stated that potential safety issues
resulting from the landfill truck traffic are important
to consider.
• Protection of drinking water was also identified by
neighbours as another important consideration.

•

On July 11th, Waste Connections of Canada invited its neighours from
around the site and along the haul route to participate in a workshop
about evaluation criteria. The following is the feedback our
neighbours gave to us:

What We Heard

Add your comments below

Anything Else to Consider?
What's Important to You?

The following criteria
are proposed to
compare site
development
alternatives from a
socio-economic
perspective.

Proposed Criteria for the Evaluation of Alternatives

Use Post-it notes to provide
your comments below

What do you think about
the proposed Study
Areas?

Study areas will be used to
confirm existing conditions;
evaluate Site Development
Alternatives; and identify and
assess potential impacts of the
preferred Site Development
Alternative.

Proposed Study Areas

Add your comments below

Anything Else to Consider?
What's Important to You?

The following criteria are
proposed to compare site
development alternatives from
a transportation and design &
operation perspective.

Design & Operation: Potential for providing service.

Design & Operation: Potential for on-site safety
concerns.

Proposed Criteria for the Evaluation of Alternatives

Traffic: Potential for traffic safety and operations
impacts on the haul route related to soil
import/export.

Design & Operation: Approximate cost of facility.
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•

•
•
•

•

Waste Connections will replace the trees removed from
the south-east woodlot. This map show a possible
location for the replacement trees.

Chatham-Kent
Airport

OFFICE
&
SCALE
HOUSE

SITE
ENTRANCE

INFILL
AREA

• Takes advantage of opportunity to add to an existing fill area reducing land required
• Slightly smaller footprint than Alternative 1
• Maintains South-east woodlot
• Involves mining the Old Landfill over a period of 5 – 10 years

WEST
LANDFILL

OLD
LANDFILL
(mining)

A

SOUTH
LANDFILL

B

Proposed Berm

Proposed Stormwater Pond

Woodlot to Be Removed

Potential Flood Control/ Soil Stockpile Area

Flood Control

Proposed Vertical Expansion Areas

Proposed Lateral Expansion Areas

Existing Stormwater Pond

Existing Woodlot Area

Existing Landfill Area (No Change)

Waste Connections Property Line

Footprint Expansion of Areas A and B

ERIEAU ROAD

Mining and Vertical Expansion of the Old Landfill and Vertical Expansion of the South Landfill

Important Characteristics Specific to Alternative 2

This alternative includes:
•
A footprint expansion of the West
Landfill (expansion area ‘A’). Height to
match the existing West Landfill at 42
metres.
•
A footprint expansion of the South
Landfill (expansion area ‘B’). Vertical
expansion of the existing South Landfill
from it’s current height of 35.5 metres
to 42 metres.
•
A vertical expansion of Old Landfill to
go from its current height of 12 metres
to 42 metres.
•
Mining of the Old Landfill

Alternative 2 (Horizontal and Vertical Expansion plus Landfill Mining)

Disposal capacity for an additional 20 years at current disposal rate (28.9 million
metres3)
Includes on-site roads and storage areas, an office, scale house and drop off areas
Removal of on-site south-west woodlot is required
Maximum height of 45 m (about the same height as the current West Landfill which is
42 m )
Protects the environmental, as a continued Waste Connection priority, throughout site
design and operation including:
• Leachate collection and management to protect ground water
• Stormwater ponds and a flood control facility to protect surface
• Collection of landfill gas and beneficial use to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
• Daily covering of waste to mitigate odour, litter, birds
• Screening berms to minimize noise and provide a visual barrier
• Ongoing monitoring to ensure protection systems are working

The following lists characteristics common to all three Site
Development Alternatives:

Three Site Development Alternatives are under consideration to expand the landfill capacity.

Site Development Alternatives

ALLISON LINE

INFILL
AREA

• Has the largest footprint
• Requires removal of the South-east woodlot
• Does not include changes to the Old Landfill

SITE
ENTRANCE

Chatham-Kent
Airport

OFFICE
&
SCALE
HOUSE

Important Characteristics Specific to Alternative 3

This alternative includes:
•
A footprint expansion of the West
Landfill (expansion area ‘A’). Height to
match the existing West Landfill at 42
metres.
•
A footprint expansion of the South
Landfill (expansion area ‘B’). Vertical
expansion of the existing South Landfill
from it’s current height of 35.5 metres to
42 metres.
•
A new landform (expansion area ‘C’)
which will be developed to a height of
42 metres.

Alternative 3 (Horizontal Expansion)

INFILL
AREA

WEST
LANDFILL

OLD
LANDFILL

A

SOUTH
LANDFILL

Proposed Berm

Proposed Stormwater Pond

Woodlot to Be Removed

Proposed Berm

Proposed Stormwater Pond

Woodlot to Be Removed

Potential Flood Control/ Soil Stockpile Area

Flood Control

Proposed Vertical Expansion Areas

Proposed Lateral Expansion Areas

Existing Stormwater Pond

Existing Woodlot Area

Existing Landfill Area (No Change)

Waste Connections Property Line

Footprint expansion of Areas A, B & C

B

C

ERIEAU ROAD
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Potential Flood Control/ Soil Stockpile
Area

Flood Control

Proposed Vertical Expansion Areas

Proposed Lateral Expansion Areas

Existing Stormwater Pond

Existing Woodlot Area

Existing Landfill Area (No Change)

Waste Connections Property Line

Footprint Expansion of Areas A and B

B

Vertical Expansion of the South Landfill

A

SOUTH
LANDFILL

• Takes advantage of opportunity to add to an existing fill area reducing land required
• Maintains South-east woodlot

WEST
LANDFILL

OLD
LANDFILL

ERIEAU ROAD

Vertical Expansion of the Old Landfill and South Landfill
SITE
ENTRANCE

Chatham-Kent
Airport

OFFICE
&
SCALE
HOUSE

Important Characteristics Specific to Alternative 1

This alternative includes:
•
A footprint expansion of the
West Landfill (expansion area
‘A’). Height to match the
existing West Landfill at 42
metres.
•
A footprint expansion of the
South Landfill (expansion area
‘B’). Vertical expansion of the
existing South Landfill from it’s
current height of 35.5 metres to
42 metres.
•
A vertical expansion of Old
Landfill from its current height
of 12 metres to 42 metres.

Alternative 1 (Horizontal and Vertical Expansion)

ALLISON LINE
ALLISON LINE

Commitment to Diversion

The following alternatives will be considered:
•
No on-site pre-treatment and treat at Blenheim Treatment
Plant (current practice)
•
No on-site pre-treatment and send to another facility
•
On-site pre-treatment with further treatment at Blenheim
Treatment Plant
•
On-site pre-treatment with further treatment at another
facility
•
Full on-site treatment and discharge to local drain

Leachate Treatment Alternatives

The following alternatives will be considered:
•
Collect and flare (current practice)
•
Develop a gas utilization facility. The options
include conversion to:
– Renewable natural gas (to be used directly by
industrial customers or purified to go into a pipeline)
– Electricity generation

Landfill Gas Alternatives

Landfill Gas and Leachate Management Alternatives

•

•

•

We divert IC&I organic waste to anaerobic
digestion with Seacliffe Energy in Leamington
We divert greenhouse by-product to local
farms in Essex/Windsor
We divert ash material for recycling into
concrete

Waste Connections Participates in
the Circular Economy:

Waste Connections is committed to looking
at enhance opportunities for waste
diversion at-source, elsewhere in the system
and on-site at the Ridge Landfill.

Waste Connections operates a network
stand-alone facilities in Ontario that are
responsible for local IC&I and/or
residential curbside collection; the operation
of recycling facilities (8) and waste transfer
stations.

Any changes that you
would suggest to the
alternatives?

What do you like/dislike about the
current diversion programs in
Chatham-Kent?

What could your business/group
use/reuse?

What materials do you wish you
could recycle/reuse/repurpose?
What do you do with them now?

What would improve your experience
at a central location/depot? (e.g. a
one-stop-shop, self serve, etc.)

What would encourage you take
materials to a central location/depot?

Provide your comments here:

Tell us your ideas on how Waste Connections can help the Chatham-Kent
community increase diversion.

Waste Connections is committed to being an industry leader, assisting the province in diverting waste from disposal as per the Strategy
for a Waste-Free Ontario by:
• Continuing to work with customers to identify opportunities to reduce materials going to disposal;
• Safely removing recyclables from the waste collected at waste transfer stations; and
• Seeking opportunities to promote additional re-use and recycling.

Commitment to Diversion

Is there an alternative to add
capacity or manage leachate
and landfill gas that we have
not thought of ?

Add your comments to this panel

What Do You Think About the Alternatives?

2019-07-12

Your issues or concerns are important to us!
– We want to know about them.
– We want to address them where possible.
– We want to demonstrate how we took your
feedback into consideration.
Please leave your written questions or comments with us today,
or send them to us anytime at: ridgelandfill.com

We want to hear from you!

Thank You

Collection of specific non-recyclable material or agricultural waste to benefit a
specific business or community group (e.g. In Halton they collect eye glasses for
NGOs).

Swap facility or beneficial use program that could include construction and
renovation materials, housewares, furniture, paint.

Drop off depot that could include things like electronics, tires, bulky items,
recyclable material not currently in blue box.

Processing facility (e.g. mixed waste processing facility, source separated organic
waste processing facility, leaf and yard waste composting, construction and
demolition waste processing).

The following are being considered for Ridge:

Tell us what you think

As part of the Ridge Environmental Assessment, Waste Connections of Canada is required to look at
different ways to participate in diversion at Ridge.

Commitment to Diversion

Community Newsletters
To provide news and information about
the site and proposed expansion project.

Public Open Houses & Website
To exchange information and hear
community concerns and questions in
person or via www.ridgelandfill.com

During the Environmental Assessment, consultation with the community will include:

Stay Involved

To provide opportunity for one-on-one
meetings with Waste Connections staff to
discuss the proposed expansion project.

Stakeholder Meetings
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1.0

Open House #1 Overview
This summary report documents the discussion that took place at the Ridge Landfill EA Open House #1
that was held on July 25, 2018. Letters inviting residents and businesses were mailed to neighbours of
the landfill within 1 km and along the designated haul route, as well as through a mail-drop in the
communities of Blenheim, Charing Cross and Cedar Springs. The Open House was also advertised in the
Chatham Voice, Chatham Daily News and Chatham This Week on June 21 and July 12, 2018 and in the
Blenheim News on June 20 and July 11, 2018.
The event used a drop-in style format which allowed attendees to review material at their own pace and
time. Members of the project team were available for one-on-one discussions with attendees. The
Open House was held on Wednesday, July 25, 2018 at St. Mary’s Hall in Blenheim, and was attended by
18 members of the community. Attendees included neighbours, and representatives from the
Municipality of Chatham-Kent and the Chippewas of the Thames First Nation.
The purpose of the Open House was to provide an update on the project, and to seek feedback on
evaluation criteria for alternative methods, technical discipline study areas, proposed site development
alternatives, and ways in which Waste Connections could enhance diversion activities either at the Ridge
or within their integrated system.
Display boards at the event provided information on the following topics:
 Waste Connections’ history at the Ridge Landfill and relationship with the community;
 Waste Connections’ socio-economic contributions to the community;
 Need and opportunity for the Environmental Assessment;
 Key elements of the proposed expansion;
 Overview of EA consultation plan;
 Proposed criteria for the evaluation of alternatives;
 Overview of feedback from the Criteria Workshop (held July 11, 2018);
 Proposed EA technical study areas;
 Proposed site development alternatives;
 Overview of landfill gas and leachate management alternatives;
 Waste Connections’ commitment to waste diversion;
 Overview of different ways to participate in waste diversion at Ridge; and
 Next steps.
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EA work plans were available for viewing at the Open House, along with a copy of the Approved
Amended Terms of Reference, and a sign-up sheet to participate in interviews for the socio-economic
impact assessment, anticipated to be completed in fall of 2018. Four individuals at the Open House
signed up to participate in the interviews. It is noted, that letters will be sent to neighbours of the site
and haul route at a later point to invite them to participate in the socio-economic interviews.
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2.0

Comments and Questions
Throughout the Open House, the project team heard a number of questions and comments. These
included both verbal discussions, and submitted comment forms. A summary of comments and
questions is presented in the table below:
Comment

Response

Comments were received about odour nuisance. It Waste Connections has contacted its odour contractor to
was suggested that the odour suppressing/misting relocate/add odour misting lines to the South Landfill area
system does not seem to be operating.
as needed.
Residents were not supportive of landfill mining due
It was noted that this comment would be taken into
to odour and uncovering of historic material
considerations as part of the evaluation of site development
(concerns related to unknown material landfilled in
alternative methods.
the 1960s and 1970s).

Does the existing landfill have a liner system?

The existing landfill has a natural clay liner that is
approximately 30 m deep. There is a perimeter cut-off wall
that is constructed of clay and restricts lateral movement of
groundwater into or leachate out of the landfill through the
weathered zone of the clay till. It is anticipated that a similar
liner system would be constructed for an expanded landfill.

Where does the leachate go?

Leachate is collected at the site and sent by pipe to the
Blenheim Water Pollution Control Plant. As part of the EA,
Waste Connections is considering leachate treatment
alternatives, which include continued piping of leachate to
the Blenheim facility, as well as other options, such as
partial treatment on-site, or transport of leachate to
another facility (e.g., Chatham Water Pollution Control
Plant).

Groundwater is a concern and some residents wish
to be included in the residential well monitoring
program.

The EA will investigate potential impact on groundwater
from the proposed expansion. The names of those who
would like to participate in the residential well monitoring
program have been passed on to Waste Connections of
Canada.

Where does surface water get discharged to?

Surface water at the existing landfill is collected in
stormwater management ponds that discharge to local
drains.

Is landfill gas being used at the existing site?
(It was noted that landfill gas utilization would be
supported).

Landfill gas is currently being flared at the site and does not
have a beneficial end use. Waste Connections is looking at
ways to utilize landfill gas from the existing site, and landfill
gas from an expanded site would also be incorporated into
this system.

Waste Connections of Canada
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Comment

How would a removed woodlot be compensated?

Response
It is anticipated that woodlot compensation will occur on a
property close to the Ridge. Exact details of compensation
(e.g., tree species, 2-1 compensation ratio, location) will
need to be confirmed through consultation with the
Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry (MNRF) and the
Municipality of Chatham-Kent.

The landfill can be seen from homes and businesses
in the area. People visiting/using businesses in the The impact assessment for the preferred site development
area can see the landfill and become concerned that alternative will include an assessment of visual impact. This
the farm product quality is impacted.
work will also identify mitigation measures to reduce the
visual impact. It is noted that Waste Connections is
Visual impacts are a significant concern and the
currently investigating the opportunities to plant on some
berm should have been planted to minimize visual of the existing berms.
impacts a long time ago.

Comments and questions were received about
property value protection and compensation.

It was noted that consideration of compensation and
property value protection will occur when the preferred site
development alternative is chosen and the impact
assessment has been completed. This will be a separate
process to the EA and Waste Connections will discuss this
with landowners on a case-by-case basis.

Maintenance of the site is very important. People
have noticed litter in ditches nearby, and berm
Waste Connections has taken this feedback to their
landscape maintenance needs such as mowing, etc.
operations staff to ensure that site maintenance including
retrieval of litter and grass mowing is being completed
Litter blows across fields and is a concern to
appropriately.
neighbours.
Anyone who identifies areas of improvement is encouraged
It was noted that people in the area want to protect
to contact the landfill site manager.
their property and the enjoyment of it for future
generations.
The impact assessment for the preferred site development
alternative will include an assessment of noise. This work
The site seems to be operating earlier and later than will also identify mitigation measures to minimize noise
in the past and noise is impacting the enjoyment of impacts.
personal time on neighbouring properties.
It is noted that the hours of site operations have not
changed.
Waste Connections has met with Chatham-Kent regarding
road and traffic issues raised during recent EA consultation
Some concern was raised regarding trucks on Erieau
events. Signs are being considered to discourage truck
Road.
drivers from travelling on Erieau Road between the site
entrance/exit and Talbot Trail.
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Ridge Landfill Environmental Assessment
July 25, 2018 Public Open House

Comment Form
Your input is important to Waste Connections of Canada. Please take a moment to fill out
this comment form.
1. The Environmental Assessment (EA) will consider the potential for impacts on the following:
Biology, Hydrogeology, Surface Water, Air/Noise/Odour, Agriculture, Land Use, Economic,
Archeology/Cultural Heritage, Social, Visual, Aviation & Bird Hazard, and Transportation. Please
identify what you feel is important for the team to consider and why.

2. At the Open House, a map was displayed showing the areas the technical studies would consider.
Do you have any comments on the technical study areas?

3. Alternatives for developing the site and managing leachate and landfill gas were presented at the
Open House. Do you have any comments on the alternatives?

4. Waste Connections of Canada is committed to enhancing diversion. Do you have any materials
that you wish you could recycle/reuse/repurpose?

Ridge Landfill Environmental Assessment
July 25, 2018 Public Open House

5. A number of different types of diversion facilities being considered for the Ridge were presented at
the Open House. Do you have any comments or concerns with including these facilities at the
Ridge?

6. Please provide any additional comments on the Ridge Landfill Environmental Assessment.

7. How did you hear about this Open House? (please select one option)
 Newspaper Advertisement
 Letter
 Word of Mouth
 Other:________________________
8. Were you provided with enough information at this Open House to understand the project?
(please circle the one that most applies)
Yes

Somewhat

No

Please explain why: ______________________________________

Thank you for your input.

Your completed form can be mailed/emailed
to:

Cathy Smith, Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
Email: cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com
20262 Erieau Road, PO Box 1871, Blenheim,
Ontario, N0P 1A0

Open House #2

• The Strategy for a Waste-Free Ontario Building the
Circular Economy (February 2017) recognizes that
"while Ontario strives for a waste-free future, there will still
be a need for landfill space" .

• With the expected closure of existing Ontario
landfill sites over the next 10 years (which would
include the Ridge Landfill reaching capacity in
2021) and the new diversion targets, it is anticipated
that there will be a need for additional waste
disposal capacity in southern and central Ontario.

• The Ministry of Environment, Conservation and
Parks (MECP) has new diversion targets (80% by
2050) which have been factored into the waste
projections.

• Despite increased waste diversion, over 9 million
tonnes of Ontario residual waste is disposed of
annually in Ontario and the U.S.

Need and Opportunity

2025

2028

2031
Year

Gap between projected need and existing annual disposal rates.

2022

Existing approved annual disposal rate

Projected annual residual waste quantities (after MOECC diversion target is achieved)
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Projected Post-Diversion Residual Waste Disposal Need and Existing Approved
Annual Disposal Rates
(2022-2041)

December 6, 2018

EA Open House #2

Welcome to the Ridge
Landfill Environmental
Assessment Open House

Tonnes per Year

3

• The expansion will occur at the existing Ridge Landfill property on
the 340 ha of land west of Erieau Road.
• The extent of the expansion area will be determined early in the EA
process and is anticipated to range from about 55 to 85 ha.
• The annual volume and type of waste accepted will not change from
what is currently being accepted (up to 1.3 million tonnes of solid
non-hazardous waste per year). No increase in truck traffic is
anticipated.
• The service area for industrial, commercial & institutional waste
would be reduced from all of Ontario to southern and central
Ontario only.
• The service area for residential waste would be reduced from
Chatham-Kent and its adjacent four municipalities to Chatham-Kent
only.
• The project includes a commitment to look at enhanced diversion
opportunities to assist the Province in meeting its diversion goals.
• A key focus of the expansion will be design and operations measures
toward continued maintenance of an excellent environmental record.
• The expansion will not exceed the maximum height restriction
dictated by the proximity of the airport (i.e. 241 metres above sea
level).

Key Elements of the Proposed Expansion

In May 2018, Waste Connections received approval from the Ministry of
Environment, Conservation and Parks to proceed with the Environmental
Assessment for a proposed expansion of the Ridge Landfill.

• We have an excellent environmental record at the landfill site.

• The site can currently receive industrial, institutional & commercial
waste from all of Ontario.
• The landfill is expected to reach its capacity in 2021.

• The site can currently accept up to 1.3 million tonnes of waste per
year.
• The site can currently receive residential waste from Chatham-Kent
and its four adjacent municipalities.

• 262 ha of this land is the existing landfill site.
• The current approved capacity is 21 million cubic metres.

• Waste Connections owns 340 ha of land west of Erieau Road.

Ridge Landfill Today
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• Evaluation Criteria Workshop
• Neighbour & Stakeholder
Meetings
• Open House
• Emails, letters, Newsletters
• Ridge Landfill Liaison
Committee
• Agency Consultation
• Indigenous Community
engagement

Provide us your input
on alternatives and
evaluation criteria:

Waste Connections will evaluate
alternative ways to expand the
landfill.

Confirmation of
Alternative Methods &
Evaluation Criteria

Spring – Summer 2018

• Neighbour & Stakeholder
Meetings
• Open House
• Emails, letters, Newsletters
• Ridge Landfill Liaison
Committee
• Agency Consultation
• Indigenous Community
engagement

Provide us your input on
preliminary evaluation
results:

A: For every tree removed
two trees will be replanted.

A: Waste Connections is
committed to more regular
dialogue. Neighbours are also
encouraged to contact the landfill
management staff with any
questions or to discuss concerns.

Q: Woodlot removal is a
concern.

Q: Need to communicate
more with neighbours

Q: Will the site contaminate
my residential well?

Q: Will property value
protection and compensation
be provided?

A: Waste Connections will update
the current compensation plan
once the EA is complete.

A: The annual waste disposal
tonnage at the site will not
increase. Additional waste truck
traffic is therefore not anticipated.
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A final EA
document will be
released for a 45day public and
agency review.
MECP will
make a
decision based
on the final
submitted EA
and input
received.

Final
EA Document

Summer 2019 –
Fall 2020

A: Back-up beepers are used to ensure the
safety of all site users and staff. We are
currently investigating lower decibel backup beepers for our equipment. A noise
study will form part of the expansion EA.

A draft document
will be released
for public and
agency review for
a 30-day review
period.

Draft EA
Document

Spring 2019

Q: Will there be additional
truck traffic?

Q: Back-up beepers are noisy

• Neighbour & Stakeholder
Meetings
• Open House
• Emails, letters, Newsletters
• Ridge Landfill Liaison
Committee
• Agency Consultation
• Indigenous Community
engagement

Provide us your input on
potential effects and
mitigation:

What We Have
Heard So Far

Issues raised will be incorporated into the impact assessment and
appropriate mitigation will be developed for the proposed expansion.

A: There is greater than 30 m of natural
clay below the landfill and each landfill cell
has been constructed with a leachate
collection system to prevent impacts from
the site. 20+ years of monitoring has not
identified any impact to groundwater.

We Are
Here

Waste Connections will develop
mitigation measures to reduce
negative impacts from the
expanded landfill.

Assessment of Potential
Effects & Development
of Mitigation Measures

Evaluation of
Alternative Methods

Waste Connections will
recommend a preferred way to
expand the landfill.

Winter - Spring 2019

Summer - Fall 2018

What We Have Heard So Far

Commencement

Notice of EA

Spring 2018

Key EA Steps and Comprehensive Consultation Plan

Study areas will be
used to confirm
existing conditions;
evaluate Site
Development
Alternatives; and
identify and assess
potential impacts of
the preferred Site
Development
Alternative.

Study Areas

A: All available means including
daily soil cover, odour control
systems, and landfill gas capture
are employed to minimize odour.
These practices will continue to be
included as part of the expansion.

A: Litter pick-up and site
maintenance are undertaken regularly
at the site. Please contact the Ridge
Landfill with specific site
maintenance concerns and landfill
staff will work to address them.

A: Drivers will be reminded to use
the designated haul route and new
signs have been put up to better
direct drivers.

Q: Odour is a concern
amongst neighbours.

Q: Blowing litter, and site
maintenance need to be
addressed

What We Have
Heard So Far

Q: Landfill trucks use roads other
than the haul route and don’t obey
traffic rules (speed, stop signs).

Issues raised will be incorporated into the impact assessment and
appropriate mitigation will be developed for the proposed expansion.

What We Have Heard So Far

Q: What will be done
about crows?

A: The fill area is covered daily to
reduce the attractants for birds. The
landfill also uses pro-active measures
(birds of prey / falconry and noise
scare) to control the amount of birds.

A: Waste Connections will
continue to work with ChathamKent to complete timely road
maintenance on the designated
haul route.

A: Only IC&I Waste and ChathamKent municipal waste will be allowed
at Ridge Landfill. No hazardous waste
is or will be allowed.

Q: Road conditions on the
haul route are poor.

Q: Will hazardous waste be
brought to Ridge?
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• Businesses operating near the site include a fruit stand, a small equipment dealer,
and various agricultural operations. There are two (2) businesses and 4 institutions
along the haul route.
• The Chatham-Kent airport is located near the site and there are other public
organizations (Ministry of Transportation of Ontario) along the haul route.
• The Ridge Landfill has contributed over $14 million annually to the local economy
of Chatham-Kent and to the neighbouring communities of Blenheim, Charring
Cross and Cedar Springs. This includes $9 million in purchases of goods and
services in the region annually.
• Waste Connections currently employs 60 people most of whom live in the
community, 23 are directly involved with the landfill operation.

Economic
• Chatham-Kent has a slowing growth rate (CREC, 2011).

• Currently no Indigenous or traditional uses of the Ridge Landfill property.
• Based on a visual assessment modelling tool, the existing fill area can be seen from
approximately 25-30% of the land within 3 km of the site.

• There are two (2) rented properties on the Ridge Landfill, 25 residences within 1 km
and 31 residences along the haul route.
• Minimal tourism and recreational uses in the vicinity of the Ridge Landfill.

Social Environment

Social and Economic Existing Conditions

These low permeability clay soils mean very low rates of infiltration and groundwater
movement providing a natural barrier in addition to engineered controls to protect
groundwater. Monitoring since the 1980’s shows that the landfill is not impacting
groundwater resources.

Groundwater:. The Ridge Landfill has >30 m of natural clays underlying the site.

Howard, Duke, and Scott Drains, 5 stormwater ponds and a flood control facility.

Surface Water: Surface water features on the Ridge Landfill property include the

Natural Environment Existing Conditions - Water

Clay

A cross-section of the
Ridge Landfill provides an
underground view of the
waste disposal areas.
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• 41 bird species identified including:
o 2 species at risk, the eastern meadowlark and barn swallow,
observed in 2017 only.
o 1 Species of Conservation Concern, eastern wood pee-wee,
observed in the southeast woodlot in 2015.

Breeding Bird
Surveys

• 4 amphibian species were heard calling. None are at risk in Ontario.
• Species at risk bat habitat was identified in the southeast woodlot.

Amphibian Call
Count Surveys
Species at Risk
Surveys

• Key existing on-site infrastructure includes the
office, weigh scale and scale house, equipment
maintenance building, leachate collection system and
holding tanks, landfill gas collection system and flare,
existing roads and monitoring wells.
• Key off-site infrastructure includes the designated
haul route. Approximately 200 trucks per day travel
between the landfill and the Highway 401
interchange.
• The Chatham-Kent Municipal Airport is a site
neighbour. Waste Connections works with the
airport to control wildlife that could impact airport
operations.

Built Environment

• Any archaeological resources identified during the Stage 2 or additional future assessment will be catalogued and removed.

• A Stage 1 Archaeological Study has been completed for the property. It identifies some lands that have been undisturbed. Further assessment will be
completed for the preferred site where appropriate.

• Twenty three cultural heritage sites are in or adjacent to the study area including: Nine barns, Five residences (1 on-site), Seven farmscapes (2 on-site),
One institution (now a residence). None of these resources are registered heritage buildings/sites.

Cultural Environment

Cultural Environment and Built Environment Existing Conditions

• 165 botanical species were documented. 1 species, stiff cowbane, is
listed as very rare in Ontario and was observed in southeast woodlot.

Botanical Surveys

Turtle
• Turtle nesting/basking habitat was identified in 2 of the on-site ponds.
Habitat/Basking
These pond are not considered overwintering habitat.
Surveys
Aquatic Assessments • Fish species observed are not considered provincially or federally at risk.

• 12 natural vegetation communities & 7 cultural communities observed.
All observed communities are common to Ontario.

Ecological Land
Classification

Field investigation focusing on the southeast and southwest woodlots occurred during the
2015, 2016 and 2017 field seasons and included:

Natural Environment Existing Conditions – Biological
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The existing site is designated and
zoned for waste management in the
Chatham-Kent Official Plan and
zoning by-law.

• No change to the Old Landfill.

• New fill area (C) removes the southeast woodlot.

15

• Expansion of the South Landfill (B) including a
small vertical expansion. New pond and berm at the
south edge of the property.

• Expansion of the South Landfill (B) including a
small vertical expansion. Footprint is slightly less
than in Alternative 1. New pond and berm at the
south edge of the property.

• Expansion of the South Landfill (B) including a
small vertical expansion. New pond and berm at
the south edge of the property.

• Landfill mining and vertical expansion of the Old
Landfill.

• Expansion of the West Landfill (A) removes the
southwest woodlot. The existing pond will be
relocated along with a section of the drain.

• Expansion of the West Landfill (A) removes the
southwest woodlot. The existing pond will be
relocated along with a section of the drain.

• Vertical expansion of the Old Landfill.

Alternative 3:

Alternative 2:

• Expansion of the West Landfill (A) removes the
southwest woodlot. The existing pond will be
relocated along with a section of the drain.

13

Alternative 1:

Site Development Alternatives

proposed expansion will be presented at Open House #3 in spring 2019.

The following will be required for the
proposed expansion:
• Official Plan Amendment – to
extend the designation of the site
for waste management land use to
include the proposed expansion.
• Zoning By-law Amendment – to
permit the use of the site for
landfilling waste.
• Site Plan Application – to make
sure the proposed use and
placement of buildings and key
features complies with Official
Plan policies and Zoning By-law
Further information on the municipal planning approvals required for the
requirements.

Official Plan and Zoning By-Law Amendments

• Vertical expansion of the Old Landfill.

• Expansion of the South Landfill (B) including a
small vertical expansion. New pond and berm at
the south edge of the property.

• Expansion of the West Landfill (A) removes the
southwest woodlot. The existing pond will be
relocated along with a section of the drain.

Alternative 1:

• Landfill mining and vertical expansion of the Old
Landfill.

• Expansion of the South Landfill (B) including a
small vertical expansion. Footprint is slightly less
than in Alternative 1. New pond and berm at the
south edge of the property.

• Expansion of the West Landfill (A) removes the
southwest woodlot. The existing pond will be
relocated along with a section of the drain.

Alternative 2:

Site Development Alternatives
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• No change to the Old Landfill.

• New fill area (C) removes the southeast woodlot.
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• Expansion of the South Landfill (B) including a
small vertical expansion. New pond and berm at the
south edge of the property.

• Expansion of the West Landfill (A) removes the
southwest woodlot. The existing pond will be
relocated along with a section of the drain.

Alternative 3:

• No change to the Old Landfill.

• New fill area (C) removes the southeast woodlot.

• Expansion of the South Landfill (B) including a
small vertical expansion. New pond and berm at the
south edge of the property.

• Expansion of the South Landfill (B) including a
small vertical expansion. Footprint is slightly less
than in Alternative 1. New pond and berm at the
south edge of the property.

• Expansion of the South Landfill (B) including a
small vertical expansion. New pond and berm at
the south edge of the property.
• Landfill mining and vertical expansion of the Old
Landfill.

• Expansion of the West Landfill (A) removes the
southwest woodlot. The existing pond will be
relocated along with a section of the drain.

• Expansion of the West Landfill (A) removes the
southwest woodlot. The existing pond will be
relocated along with a section of the drain.

• Expansion of the West Landfill (A) removes the
southwest woodlot. The existing pond will be
relocated along with a section of the drain.

• Vertical expansion of the Old Landfill.

Alternative 3:

Alternative 2:

Alternative 1:

Site Development Alternatives

2019-07-12

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Natural
Environment
Physical Ranking

Social Ranking

Economic
Ranking

Cultural Ranking

Built
Environment
Ranking

Neutral

Neutral

Disadvantage

Neutral

Disadvantage Disadvantage

Neutral

Major
Disadvantage
Disadvantage

Disadvantage

Disadvantage

Neutral

Rationale for Site Development Alternative Rankings

•
•
•
•

All three of the alternatives will have minimal impact on municipal roads and the airport infrastructure.
Waste Connections will continue to support road upgrades on the designated haul route.
Alternative 2 includes landfill mining which is a complex construction process compared to the other alternatives.
Alternative 3 has a larger footprint, compared to the other alternatives, limiting land use flexibility for the future.

• No archaeological impact is anticipated.
• All three alternatives will result in the removal/demolition of the residence, barn and farmscape identified as cultural
heritage resources.

Disadvantage

Neutral

Major
Advantage

Neutral

Major
Advantage

Social Ranking

Economic Ranking

Cultural Ranking

Built Environment
Ranking

Preliminary
Preference

Disadvantage

Neutral

Natural
Environment
Physical Ranking

Disadvantage

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Natural
Environment
Biological Ranking

Alternative 2

Alternative 1

Environment

Rationale for Leachate Treatment Alternative Rankings

Major
Disadvantage

Neutral

• None of the alternatives are expected to impact transportation infrastructure.
• Alternative 1 is a continuation of existing operations, a low complexity system with no additional staff required;
Alternative 2 is more complex with some additional staff; Alternative 3 is the most complex and requires a full
complement of treatment staff and waste stream management

• None of the alternatives are anticipated to have impacts on archaeological resources. Any construction will occur in
areas already disturbed and/or any resources uncovered will be removed.
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• Alternative 1 results in no change to leachate treatment system.
• Alternatives 2 and 3 require progressively greater construction and operation activity on-site. Alternative 2 (minor onsite processing) will have a potential for disruption impacts to businesses; Alternative 3 (major on-site processing) will
have the greatest potential for disruption.
• There is no additional cost for Alternative 1 as infrastructure is already in place; Alternative 2 would cost approximately
$3-5 million; Alternative 3 would cost approximately $15-20 million.

• Alternative 1 results in no change to leachate treatment system.
• Alternatives 2 and 3 require progressively greater construction and operation activity on-site. Alternative 2 (minor onsite processing) will have a potential for noise and odour impacts on residents; Alternative 3 (major on-site processing)
will have the greatest potential for noise and odour impacts.
• None of the alternatives are anticipated to change traffic; however trucking leachate is a contingency for all alternatives
(as it is today).

Major
Disadvantage

Major
Disadvantage

• Alternatives 1 and 2 have minimal potential for impact on surface water compared to Alternative 3, which has the
potential risk for an accidental discharge of untreated leachate if there is a plant upset.
• The potential for impact on groundwater is minimal for all alternatives due to the 30 metres of natural clay under the
site.
• Alternatives 1 and 2 require limited energy to pump the leachate and complete selective treatment. A full treatment
plant (Alternative 3) is energy intensive with a greater potential to impact air quality and generate greenhouse gas.

• Alternatives 1 and 2 have minimal potential for impact on aquatic habitat as the risk of an accidental spill, leak or
discharge to the natural environment is low compared to Alternative 3. Alternative 3, full on-site treatment, has the
potential risk of an accidental discharge of untreated leachate if there is a plant upset.

Disadvantage

Major
Disadvantage

Alternative 3
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• Landfill operations for all three alternatives will be similar, with Alternative 2 having greater potential for odour impacts on
businesses due to landfill mining.
• All three alternatives result in the displacement of agricultural land.
• Alternative 1 is the least expensive at approximately $60 million while Alternatives 3 is approximately $80 million and
Alternative 2 is the costliest alternative at approximately $165 million.

• Landfill operations for all three alternatives will be similar, with minimal potential for noise, and a comparable number of
waste trucks to today.
• All three alternatives will result in additional landfill area at the same height as the current mound.
• Alternative 2 includes landfill mining, which may produce additional odour and has a greater potential for worker health and
safety issues.

• Landfill operations for all three alternatives will be similar, with minimal operational impact on groundwater and surface
water anticipated.
• Alternative 2 includes landfill mining which could have potential impacts on air quality, dust and greenhouse gas emissions.

• Removal of the southwest woodlot is common to all three alternatives.
• Alternative 3 results in the removal of the southeast woodlot which has habitat for a significant Species at Risk (bat).

Evaluation of Leachate Treatment Alternatives

Preliminary
Preference

Neutral

Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3

Natural
Environment
Biological
Ranking

Environment

Evaluation of Site Development Alternatives

• Construction of infrastructure to convert landfill gas to electricity and transmission lines to
feed it into the electricity grid.
• Dependent on regulatory and commercial opportunities in the energy market to deliver
power off-site in the future.
• There is no current market for electricity generated from gas at the Ridge Landfill.
• A back-up flare system similar to Alternative 1 would still be required.

Alternative 3: Energy Recovery – Electricity

• Construction of a facility that through the application of technology, recovers renewable
natural gas from landfill gas.
• Dependent on being able to develop a commercially viable project with a 3rd party who can
either use or market the energy.
• There is no existing or confirmed future RNG facility at this time.
• A back-up flare system similar to Alternative 1 would still be required.

Alternative 2: Energy Recovery - Renewable Natural Gas

• A widely used landfill gas management method at large landfills and is currently used at Ridge
Landfill.

• Collection and conveyance of landfill gas to on-site flares.
• Landfill gas is burnt under high temperatures and controlled conditions which destroys the
methane and trace organic compounds in landfill gas.

Alternative 1: Flaring

Landfill Gas Management Alternatives

Chatham-Kent Public Utilities Commission has confirmed that the
Blenheim Wastewater Treatment Lagoons has the capacity to continue
to accept leachate from the existing and the proposed expanded landfill
over the EA planning period (2022 to 2041).

• Leachate would be fully treated on-site to meet surface water discharge criteria.
• Requires construction of a full treatment plant on the Ridge property.
• Treated leachate would be discharged to an on-site local drain.

Alternative 3: Full Treatment

• Leachate would be pre-treated to meet one or more specific parameters if
necessary to assist the Blenheim Wastewater Treatment Lagoons in meeting
effluent quality.
• Requires construction of a pre-treatment facility on the Ridge property.
• Pre-treated leachate would be conveyed via the existing underground forcemain to
the Blenheim Wastewater Treatment Lagoons.

Alternative 2: On-site Pre-treatment

• Leachate is collected east of the Old Landfill.
• Leachate is conveyed via the existing underground forcemain to the Blenheim
Wastewater Treatment Lagoons.

Alternative 1: Discharge to Sanitary Sewer

Leachate Treatment Alternatives
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Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Advantage

Natural
Environment
Physical Ranking

Social Ranking

Economic
Ranking

Cultural Ranking

Built
Environment
Ranking

Disadvantage

Neutral

Disadvantage

Disadvantage

Advantage

Disadvantage

Neutral

Disadvantage

Disadvantage

Advantage

Alternative 2 – Alternative 3 –
Energy
Energy
Recovery
Recovery
(RNG)
(Electricity)

Expansion of the landfill footprint into Areas A and B with a height
to match the West Landfill.
Vertical expansion of the Old Landfill and the South Landfill to
match the height of the West Landfill.
Continued flaring of landfill gas.
Continued discharge of leachate to the existing sanitary sewer.
Public review of
Draft
Environmental
Assessment
Report Summer
2019

Draft EA
Document

Spring/Summer
2019

Natural environment (biology, groundwater, surface water, atmospheric, climate change)
Social environment (disruption impact on residences (e.g. visual, noise, odour and traffic))
Economic environment (disruption impact on businesses, agriculture)
Cultural environment (archaeology, cultural heritage)
Built environment (land use, transportation (including aviation and bird hazard) and site infrastructure)

Winter - Spring 2019

Open House Spring 2019

Waste Connections will develop
mitigation measures to reduce
negative impacts from the
expanded landfill.

Assessment of Potential
Effects & Development
of Mitigation Measures

• An Official Plan Amendment and Zoning By-law Amendment is required for this project and
discussions are underway with Chatham-Kent.

•
•
•
•
•

Assessment of Potential Effects and Mitigation
• The next step in the process will be to identify potential effects
associated with the preferred alternative and to develop
mitigation to minimize or eliminate these effects.
• This work will include:

•
•

•

•

Winter - Spring 2019

21

MECP decision
Fall 2020

Public review of
Final
Environmental
Assessment
Report Fall 2019

23

Final
EA Document

Summer 2019 –
Fall 2020

• Consistent with current operation, Alternative 1 is easy to maintain and operate.
• Alternatives 2 and 3 involving the recovery of energy are more complex with specialize
equipment and technology. These alternatives will be commercially driven and require third
party involvement.

• None of the alternatives are anticipated to have impacts on archaeological resources. Any
construction will occur in areas already disturbed and/or any resources uncovered will be
removed.

• All three alternatives are effective at removing greenhouse gases and no significant change to
air quality as experienced currently is expected.
• Alternatives 2 and 3 has the benefit of offsetting the use of traditional fuel with renewable
energy.
• None of the alternatives are expected to generate significant odours during operation.
Backup and contingency plans will in place to address potential upset conditions.
• Alternative 1 involves minimal construction and is not expected to result in any change to
noise.
• Alternatives 2 and 3 do have the potential to result in construction noise; the extent of impact
of construction on landfill neighbours would depend on the nature and location of facilities.
• None of the alternatives are expected to generate significant odours during operation.
Backup and contingency plans will be in place to address potential upset conditions.
• Alternative 1 is more cost effective than Alternatives 2 and 3 which are yet to be deemed as
economically viable for the Ridge Landfill.

Rationale for Landfill Gas Management Alternative Rankings

Preliminary Preferred Alternative
The preferred alternative for the Ridge Landfill expansion, subject
to public and agency input includes:

Conclusions & Next Steps

Preliminary
Preference

Alternative 1 Flaring

Environment

Evaluating Landfill Gas Management Alternatives

Desire for an expansion of rural waste and
recyclable collection services.

Community Newsletters
To provide news and information about
the site and proposed expansion project.

Public Open Houses & Website
To exchange information and hear
community concerns and questions in
person or via www.ridgelandfill.com

To provide opportunity for one-on-one
meetings with Waste Connections staff to
discuss the proposed expansion project.

Stakeholder Meetings

Existing Transfer Stations are used for
tires, white goods, leaf and yard waste and
electronics. Some additional materials for
consideration include mattresses, paints,
organics, construction and demolition
waste and furniture. Commenters liked
using the transfer stations as they are close
to where most people live.

Identified need for expanded HHW
programs - locations and frequency.

Waste Connections is committed to keeping the community involved:

Stay Involved

General wish for organics and
expanded Blue Box programs.
Suggested that more education would
be valuable to help people understand
the current recycling program.

Residents identified Ridge as a potential location
for diversion drop off or swap facilities with the
Many residents use the charity boxes
caveat that they did not want traffic, noise,
throughout the community on a
odour, dust or litter impacts resulting from it.
regular basis.
There was interest expressed in drop off or swap
facilities.

As part of the Ridge Environmental Assessment, Waste Connections of Canada is required to look at different ways to
enhance diversion in it’s Southern and Central Ontario service area and at the Ridge Landfill. A Workshop and Open House
held in spring 2018, a public survey and interviews of landfill neighbours generated the following ideas:

Waste Connections is committed to being an industry leader, assisting the province in diverting waste from disposal as
per the Strategy for a Waste-Free Ontario by:
• Continuing to work with customers to identify opportunities to reduce materials going to disposal;
• Safely removing recyclables from the waste collected at waste transfer stations; and
• Seeking opportunities to promote additional re-use and recycling.

Diversion – What We’ve Heard From Our Neighbours

24
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Your issues or concerns are important to us!
– We want to know about them.
– We want to address them where possible.
– We want to demonstrate how we took your
feedback into consideration.
Please leave your written questions or comments with us today,
or send them to us anytime at: ridgelandfill.com

We want to hear from you!

Thank You
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1.0

Open House #2 Overview
The purpose of this report is to summarize the results of the Ridge Landfill Environmental
Assessment (EA) Open House #2 which was held on December 6th, 2018. Close to one hundred
invitations were sent to neighbours of the landfill within 1 km and along the designated haul
route. The updated project contact list included the local MPP and elected councillors,
Indigenous Communities, regulatory agencies, the Landfill Liaison Committee and Community
Trust, stakeholders and adjacent Municipalities. As well, advertisements were placed in four (4)
local newspapers for two (2) consecutive weeks. A total of 38 people attended. Six (6) written
comment sheets were submitted for consideration.
The Open House event used a drop-in style format which permitted attendees to review
material at their own pace. Material consisted of a series of 25 presentation panels, including
background information; highlights of the Chatham-Kent municipal planning process as it
relates to the EA; illustrations of the alternative methods for future development of the site as
well as future leachate management and landfill gas management options and their
evaluations; identification of the preferred alternatives; existing conditions by discipline; and
waste diversion options being studied. Attendees were able to view the panels, ask questions of
Waste Connections staff and the EA Team and discuss their concerns. Large satellite photos of
the site and surrounding areas including the haul route were available on tables for discussion
purposes.
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2.0

Overview of Feedback on the Preferred
Alternatives
General feedback from site neighbours indicated that they appreciated being included in
continued discussions during the EA process, and valued the willingness to consider their
suggestions. There were discussions on odour, blowing litter impacts, and groundwater with
participants expressing that these need to be considered in the EA studies associated with the
preferred site development alternative. Positive feedback was received by some area residents
who were generally “pleased with the efforts the Ridge Landfill has been making with the
collection of leachate, methane and litter collection.”
An overview of the alternative site development options, alternative leachate treatment
methods, and alternative landfill gas management methods were illustrated on presentation
panels. Residents voiced their approval and support for the preferred alternatives selected,
and were glad to see that landfill mining was no longer being considered, i.e. that their voice
had been heard regarding their concerns about the potential of increased odour, dust and noise
by landfill mining.
As in previous consultation sessions, continued management of odour, blowing litter, and truck
traffic impacts were heard as concerns by the EA Team and Waste Connections staff. Various
ideas on how to vegetate existing berms were also discussed.
Residential groundwater well issues were raised by some residents on Middle Line who
indicated potential future concerns with water quality. Residents also indicated a desire for a
municipal water line to be installed along Middle Line. Waste Connections indicated they
would contact the Chatham-Kent Public Utilities Commission to determine the municipality’s
plans for servicing this area.
Participating neighbours indicated that air quality (odour in particular), groundwater and traffic
were of greatest importance with respect to future operation of the Ridge Landfill; similar to
the results from the previous open house and workshop.
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3.0

Overview of Feedback on the Diversion of
Waste
As part of the Open House on December 6th, feedback was sought from participating
neighbours about potential diversion opportunities that Waste Connections could consider at
the Ridge. Participants noted that the existing depots located at eight (8) transfer stations in
Chatham-Kent should be considered as a location for additional materials and times, as people
are accustomed to using these locations to drop things off.
As part of consideration of opportunities to enhance waste diversion, Waste Connections will
be looking at ways to partner with the Municipality of Chatham-Kent. To this end, participants
were asked what they like or dislike about the current diversion programs in Chatham-Kent.
Support for increased recycling and organics collection in Chatham-Kent community was voiced by
attendees.

Attendees were generally not supportive of an on-site processing facility or drop-off depot at
Ridge Landfill, as it had potential to bring more traffic to the site, and cause additional odour,
dust and noise.
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4.0

Comments and Questions
Throughout the open house, the project team heard a number of questions and comments
about the activities and project in general. These questions and comments were noted through
both verbal discussions, and submitted comment forms. Additional written submissions may be
forthcoming, as some attendees chose to take home blank feedback forms to mail-in their
comments at a later time.
A listing of comments and questions received is presented in the table below:
Comments
1

2

Response

Thank you for doing the Open Houses. We live Waste Connections acknowledged the positive
close by, good to know this. We learn something response to the open house and the material
each time we come! (written)
presented.
Water is a major concern in our lives. We live
within 2 km of the dump (no municipal water)
and always have a worry that our groundwater
is/will be affected. Please revisit the idea of
finishing the waterline between Charing Cross
and Blenheim. Let’s be proactive. (written)

The Municipality of Chatham-Kent has been
informed of the interest by some residents for
water line on Middle Road.
The horizontal flow of groundwater in the
aquifer below the landfill has been determined
to be predominantly south-southeast toward
Lake Erie and not north-northeast in the
direction of Middle Line.

a)

I’d like to see an expanded compensation
Waste Connections will be reviewing
package for neighbours not on the truck
compensation packages in parallel to the EA
route. I still smell dump occasionally and
process.
3
see/hear truck traffic.
b) I also think the landfill could contribute to the The Municipality of Chatham-Kent has been
waterline on Middle Line for peace of mind. informed of the interest by some residents for
(written)
water line on Middle Road.

4

The decomposition process at the Ridge landfill
produces methane gas which is collected
through a series of gas wells and then flared.
Landfill gas within a waste mound will seek the
Concern of water in future, we are on well water
easiest path of release which is through the
and see a lot of gases in sample. It will light on
gas wells. As such, landfill gas migrates
fire in glass. I live on Middle Line. My neighbour
vertically through the mound not horizontally
would also like to see the water line extended
off-site.
someday. (written)
The Municipality of Chatham-Kent has been
informed of the interest by some residents for
water line on Middle Road.
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Comments

Response

A drop-off depot is good but would be better
elsewhere (not at the Ridge Landfill). (verbal)

Waste Connection acknowledged the input
from its neighbours.

6

Would the weight of the expansion on the old
landfill push chemicals into the groundwater?
(verbal)

The weight of the waste was one of the factors
used in the calculation to determine that the
expansion would meet the Ministry of
Environment, Conservation and Parks
Reasonable Use Guideline. The Reasonable Use
Guideline is MECPs way to determine levels of
contaminant discharges considered acceptable
to the Ministry. The weight of waste proposed
to be added to the top of the old landfill will
not cause an impact to groundwater below the
landfill.

7

Oppose an on-site leachate treatment plant;
don’t want discharge to water. (verbal)

Waste Connections acknowledged the input of
residents.

8

Support Site Development Alternative 1 and
saving the woodlot. Don’t want landfill mining.
(verbal)

Waste Connections acknowledged the
residents’ support for the preferred
alternative.

9

Would like more opportunity for HHW in
Chatham-Kent. (verbal)

Noted. The desire for more opportunity for
HHW has been passed on to the Municipality
of Chatham-Kent.

10

Landfill is run well. Waste Connections does a
good job. (verbal)

Waste Connections acknowledged the positive
comment.

11

Odours are not common and if they happen, they Waste Connections acknowledged the
are gone by mid-day. (verbal)
residents’ comments with respect to odours.

5

There has been lots of buying and selling of
Waste Connections acknowledged the
12 property in the area which suggests that property
comments offered by residents.
values are not impacted by the landfill. (verbal)
13 Odour is a concern for many residents. (verbal)

14

Berms – would like to see lots of trees and let
grass grow. (verbal)

Odour is recognized by Waste Connections as
an occasional nuisance effect to be managed
responsibly to eliminate as soon as possible
following detection.
Waste Connection acknowledged the input of
residents regarding the landfill development
plan.

Waste Connections monitors a number of
Is well on empty property still being monitored? private wells. Residents should contact Waste
15
(verbal)
Connections staff directly to inquire about
specific monitoring.
16 Would like to see more diversion. (verbal)

Waste Connections acknowledged the
comment regarding diversion of waste.

WASTE CONNECTIONS OF CANADA
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Environmental Assessment
December 2018 – 15-2456
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Comments

Response

We’ve been pleased with the efforts the Ridge
Landfill has been making with the collection of
Noted. This interest in more recycling and wet
17 leachate, methane and litter collection. CK needs waste collection has been discussed with the
more recycling provided especially wet waste
Municipality of Chatham-Kent.
collection. (written)

WASTE CONNECTIONS OF CANADA
December 6, 2018 EA Open House #2 Final Report - Ridge Landfill Expansion
Environmental Assessment
December 2018 – 15-2456

Open House #3

Commencement

Notice of EA

Spring 2018

• Evaluation Criteria Workshop
• Neighbour & Stakeholder
Meetings
• Open House
• Emails, letters, Newsletters
• Ridge Landfill Liaison
Committee
• Agency Consultation
• Indigenous Community
engagement

Provide us your input
on alternatives and
evaluation criteria:

Waste Connections will evaluate
alternative ways to expand the
landfill.

Confirmation of
Alternative Methods &
Evaluation Criteria

Spring – Summer 2018

Provide us your input on
preliminary evaluation
results:

• Neighbour & Stakeholder
Meetings
• Open House
• Emails, letters, Newsletters
• Ridge Landfill Liaison
Committee
• Agency Consultation
• Indigenous Community
engagement

Draft EA
Document

Summer 2019

Provide us your input on
potential effects and
mitigation:
• Neighbour & Stakeholder
Meetings
• Open House
• Emails, letters, Newsletters
• Ridge Landfill Liaison
Committee
• Agency Consultation
• Indigenous Community
engagement

A draft document
will be released
for public and
agency review for
a 45-day review
period.

Here

Waste Connections will develop
mitigation measures to reduce
negative impacts from the
expanded landfill.
We Are

Assessment of Potential
Effects & Development
of Mitigation Measures

Evaluation of
Alternative Methods

Waste Connections will
recommend a preferred way to
expand the landfill.

Winter - Spring 2019

Summer - Fall 2018

Key EA Steps and Comprehensive Consultation Plan

July 11, 2019

EA Open House #3

Welcome to the Ridge
Landfill Environmental
Assessment Open House

3

A final EA
document will be
released for a 45day public and
agency review.
MECP will
make a
decision based
on the final
submitted EA
and input
received.

Final
EA Document

Fall 2019 – Spring
2020

• The expansion will occur at the existing Ridge Landfill
property on the 340 ha of land west of Erieau Road.
• The extent of the proposed expansion area is approximately 54
ha. The maximum height of the expansion is restricted by the
proximity of the airport (i.e., 241 metres above sea level).
• The annual volume and type of waste accepted will be
maintained and not change from what is currently received so
there will be no increase in truck traffic.
• The service area for industrial, commercial & institutional
waste would be reduced from all of Ontario, to southern and
central Ontario only.
• The service area for residential waste would be reduced from
Chatham-Kent and its adjacent four municipalities to
Chatham-Kent only.
• The project includes a commitment to look at viable diversion
opportunities to assist the Province in meeting its diversion
goals.
• Continued focus on maintaining the excellent environmental
record at the Ridge Landfill.

Key Elements of the Proposed Expansion

The annual volume and type of waste accepted will maintained and not change
from what is currently so there will be no increase in truck traffic.

Work on the Environmental Assessment has been
ongoing since May 2018.

In May 2018, Waste Connections received approval
from the Ministry of Environment, Conservation
and Parks to proceed with the Environmental
Assessment for a proposed expansion of the Ridge
Landfill.

• We have an excellent environmental record at the landfill site.

• The site can currently receive industrial, institutional & commercial
waste from all of Ontario.
• The landfill is expected to reach its capacity in 2021.

• The site can currently accept up to 1.3 million tonnes of waste per
year.
• The site can currently receive residential waste from Chatham-Kent
and its four adjacent municipalities.

• 262 ha of this land is the existing landfill site.
• The current approved capacity is 21 million cubic metres.

• Waste Connections owns 340 ha of land west of Erieau Road.

Ridge Landfill Today

4
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• Based on the recommended mitigation measures, no net effects on terrestrial or aquatic biology are
anticipated.

Net Effect

• Planting of double the number of trees removed. Will plant 11,000 trees within the same “eco-region’
as the landfill.
• Restoration of habitat as soon as possible and replacement of removed nests.
• Partnering with Indigenous Communities and Organizations during the seed and tree species selection
process in support of restoration and naturalization works.
• Removal of vegetation and in-water works to follow applicable timing windows, increased length of
drain will create additional fish habitat and offer opportunities for enhancement.
• Use best management practices such as erosion and sediment control.
• Inform and educate contractors on the management of species-at-risk and other wildlife.
• Maintain buffers and protect remaining on-site features.

Key Mitigation

• The vertical expansion of the Old Landfill will temporarily remove approximately 50 ha of contiguous
meadow habitat, which is a habitat for the eastern meadowlark.
• The removal of old agricultural buildings may require the removal of barn swallow nests.
• Adding to the footprint will require removal of the 3.76 ha southwest woodlot. This woodlot is made
up of Moist Green Ash Hardwood Deciduous Forest, Fresh Black Walnut Deciduous Forest and Gray
Dogwood Deciduous Thicket.
• The relocation of the Howard Drain will temporarily remove associated fish habitat.

Potential Impacts

Impact Assessment – Biology

• Construction of two (2) new stormwater ponds.

the Blenheim Wastewater Treatment Lagoons.

• Continued development of the leachate collection system with treatment at

minor extension of the Charing Cross Road berm.

• Construction of perimeter berms along Erieau Road, Allison Line and a

• Continued development of the landfill gas collection and flaring system.

– Add to footprint of the South Landfill.

– Add to footprint of West Landﬁll, and

– Vertical expansion of Old Landfill,

• Three distinct areas:

The Preferred Alternative Includes:

The Preferred Alternative

7
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• With the implementation of the recommended mitigation measures and monitoring program, Clay
no net
effects on groundwater are anticipated.

Net Effect

• Ongoing collection, removal, and treatment of leachate.
• Continued monitoring of the 48 on-site monitoring wells, 6 new wells
and the 15 private wells with additional monitoring wells as needed.
• Implementation of contingency measures should they be needed to
protect groundwater.

Key Mitigation

• There is >30 m of natural clays underlying the site. This clay has low
permeability and groundwater travels very slowly. It would take a drop
of leachate leaving the bottom of the landfill approximately 3,000 years
to reach the groundwater aquifer and another 400 years for it to move
200 metres laterally toward any private well.
• Monitoring since the 1980’s shows that the landfill has not impacted
groundwater resources.
• Chloride is the indicator parameter used to determine how long the
landfill leachate could potentially be a source of contamination. It is
predicted that chloride concentrations would be below the allowable
concentration in 380 years, over which time it would only travel a few
meters into the underlying clay.

Potential Impacts

Impact Assessment - Groundwater

The Preferred Alternative
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• Residents in the vicinity of the site may have diﬀerent
views of the landﬁll based on location. The height of the
preferred alternative will not exceed the elevation of the
existing landﬁll and since the expansion simply extends the
existing waste areas, the visual sensitivity of the expansion
is relatively low.

Net Effect

• Construction of berms and plantings to reduce any
potential visual impact.

Key Mitigation

Clay

Proposed condition;
View of the
proposed expansion to the south-west

• Of the ten receptors within a 1 km radius of the landfill that will have a view of
the expanded facility:
– seven currently see the existing landfill.
– three will have views of the facility where previously the waste fill
area was not visible.

Potential Impacts

Modelling was completed to determine how visible the completed landfill would be.

Impact Assessment – Social (Visual)

• With the implementation of the recommended mitigation measures and
monitoring program, no net effects on surface water are anticipated.

Net Effect

• Use of erosion and sediment control measures to minimize the potential
for sedimentation in municipal drains.
• Establishment of buffer between surface water and work areas.
• Ponds operate in “batch mode” to protect against accidental release of
leachate.
• Creation of additional fish habitat through lengthening of drain and
opportunity for habitat enhancement.
• Surface water facilities designed for climate change.
• Surface water monitoring will continue.

Key Mitigation

• Based on modelling it is concluded that the proposed expansion will not negatively impact surface water quantity in municipal
drains.
• Surface water quality considers a number of different elements including:
• temperature – potential minor change in temperature resulting from storing water in stormwater ponds;
• sediment and nutrients – sediment will be reduced in the stormwater pond, and water is tested before release; and
• benthos and fish habitat – 1,330 metres of the Howard Drain will need to be relocated. The relocation will result in 1,600
metres of new drain.

Potential Impacts

Surface water features on the Ridge Landfill property include municipal drains, 5 storm water ponds and a flood control facility

Impact Assessment – Surface Water
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• Noise will be within allowable levels. However, some residents may notice a
change in noise levels from what they currently hear due to the changing location
of future landfill activities. There will be no noticeable change in noise levels
generated by waste trucks along the haul route over the expansion period.

Net Effect

• Construction of berms and plantings around the site to reduce noise impacts.
• Regular communication with neighbours & encouraging them to reach out to
Waste Connections if they have noise concerns.

Key Mitigation

• Based on the analysis, the day time (55 dBA) and night time (40 dBA) noise levels
will be below the MECP guidelines. It is noted that the noise level of a normal
conversation ranges from 50 to 65 dBA.
• There are some receptors that may notice a change in noise compared to their
current situation at some stage in the landfill development.
• Receptors along the haul route should not notice a change in noise as the number
of trucks will be consistent with current condition.

Potential Impacts

Noise levels were modelled based on three scenarios representing activity at the
three landfill areas (Old Landfill, West Landfill, South Landfill). The proposed
expansion will continue to use similar landﬁlling practices as done today and the
amount of waste trucked to the site will not change.

Impact Assessment – Social (Noise)

• With the implementation of the recommended mitigation measures, no net effects related to air quality and climate change
are anticipated.

Net Effect

• Operational controls such as dust control, reduced on-site vehicle speed, and landfill gas capture and flaring will be in place.
• The replanting of removed trees will assist in maintaining the ability to absorb GHGs.
• The proposed expansion is designed to be resilient to changing climate, in particular stormwater ponds sized for future
climate projections are included.

Key Mitigation

• All landfilling scenarios will meet relevant air quality criteria.
• The predicted air quality impact along the haul route is below relevant air quality criteria and not expected to change
significantly compared to existing.
• Predicted impacts of greenhouse gas are negligible. The landfill infrastructure is not anticipated to be impacted by changing
precipitation and heat levels.

Potential Impacts

The atmospheric analysis considered air quality impacts from all on-site operations, and along the haul route as well as potential
for nuisance impacts from blowing litter. Three scenarios were tested representing work on the 3 different fill areas (Old
Landfill, West Landfill, South Landfill)

Impact Assessment – Atmospheric & Climate Change
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Any graphic
to include?

Continued expansion of the landﬁll gas collection system.
Continued flaring of landfill gas.
Use of odour neutralizing systems.
Installation of litter fences including a permanent litter fence.
Continued monitoring and recovery of any off-site litter.
Regular communication with neighbours & encouraging them to reach out to Waste Connections if they have odour or litter
concerns.

• No net effects anticipated.

Net Effect

• No mitigation required on haul route.

Key Mitigation

• No increase in truck traffic as a result of expansion.
• Improvements made to Highway 401 interchange are expected to improve
overall traffic flow.
• Under the forecast (2041) conditions, the study area intersections are
anticipated to operate identical to the existing conditions.

Potential Impact

Currently approximately 200 trucks per day access the landfill site. The number
of trucks will remain the same. Between 2013 and 2016 there were 6 collisions
on Communication Road between Drury Line and Burk Line. None of them
involved waste trucks.

Impact Assessment – Transportation

• Regular landfill operation is not supposed to result in significant odour, however there may be occasions where fugitive odours
can be noticeable to some residents.
• There may be occurrences of blowing litter during high winds, which will be addressed by
Waste Connections as needed.

Net Effect

•
•
•
•
•
•

Key Mitigation

• Low impact on receptors from on-site odour sources.
• Some potential for litter to migrate off-site during high wind
conditions.

Potential Impacts

Active landfill gas management is currently used to manage odour
at the Ridge Landfill. There have been some concerns raised by
residents about odour and litter. Waste Connections has been
adding gas wells to increase gas capture and reduce fugitive
odours and increased staff to collect blowing litter.

Impact Assessment – Social (Odour & Litter)
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• No net effects anticipated.

Net Effect

• Continued enhancements to the existing bird control program at the
landfill and coordination with bird control efforts at the airport.

Key Mitigation

• Expansion will not increase potential bird problem to air traffic.

Potential Impacts

Bird control measures taken at the landfill and airport have been
appropriate and satisfactory in protecting airport users.

Gulls are the main species of concern because they are attracted to
landfills in general. The existing bird management program at the Ridge
Landfill includes falconry and pyrotechnics.

Impact Assessment – Aviation Safety & Bird Hazard

• The potential impact on businesses from landfill traffic during
construction and operation will be low and similar to what is
experienced today.
• The continued employment and economic activity associated with the
site will continue to provide benefits to the local economy.
• The Host Community Agreement and the Ridge Landfill Community
Trust Agreement will continue to benefit the Municipality of ChathamKent, community development and individual residents.

Net Effect

• Regular communication with business neighbours.
• Encourage businesses in the site vicinity and along the haul route to raise
concerns directly to Waste Connections to be addressed.
• Apply litter, odour and noise mitigation.

Key Mitigation

• The businesses in the vicinity of the site may experience visual, noise, odour and litter disruption similar to local residents.
• Approximately 94 ha of agricultural lands will be removed.
• There are 15 direct farm accesses along with 46 additional field access points on the haul route. There is no change to the number of
trucks that will take waste to the Ridge so no change in impacts along the haul route are anticipated.

Potential Impacts

Businesses operating near the site include a fruit stand, a small equipment dealer, and various agricultural operations. The Chatham Airport
is also within 1 km of the site. There are two (2) businesses and 4 institutional/public uses along the haul route including the Ministry of
Transportation of Ontario yard.

Impact Assessment - Economic
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Existing Official Plan Land Use Designations

Net Effects
• The proposed undertaking should not adversely affect cultural heritage or
archaeological resources.

Key Mitigation
• Document cultural heritage features in a Heritage Impact Assessment
Report.
• Stage construction activities to avoid impacts to identified cultural heritage
resources.
• Stop construction activities if any archaeological resources are discovered
and notify the Ministry of Culture, Tourism and Sport.

Potential Impacts
• Removal/demolition of one residence, one barn and one farmscape (including a residence) along Allison Line and one barn
along Charing Cross Road identified as cultural resources. None of these resources are registered heritage buildings/sites.
• A Stage 1 Archaeological Study was completed for the property. It identified some lands that have been undisturbed.
A Stage 2 Archaeological Study is being completed to confirm if there is any Archaeological significance/importance to the
property.

Impact Assessment – Cultural Heritage & Archaeology

Proposed Official Plan Land Use Designations

The following will be required for the proposed expansion:
• Official Plan Amendment – to extend the waste
management land use designation onto the proposed
expansion area of the site.

The existing site is designated and zoned for waste management
in the Chatham-Kent Official Plan and zoning by-law.

Impact Assessment – Land Use (Official Plan)
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Existing Zoning By-law Designations

•

•

•

•

Proposed Zoning By-law Designations

• Through the EA process Waste Connections has made a number of commitments to implement mitigation
measures, conduct monitoring and to keep neighbours informed about the landfill.
• An annual compliance monitoring report documenting these commitments and when/how they will be met is
expected to be a condition of approval.

Commitments

• A contingency plan is deﬁned as a response to a recognized but unexpected event. Contingency measures
have been prepared for groundwater, surface water, leachate, archeology and landﬁll gas management.

Contingency Measures

• An eﬀective monitoring program ensures that the Ridge Landﬁll is working as expected, that mitigation
measure are eﬀective, and that unforeseen problems are identiﬁed and addressed.
• The results of the monitoring programs will be documented each year in the Annual Monitoring Report for
the Ridge Landﬁll site.
• Monitoring programs for groundwater, surface water, and leachate will continue, as well as the monitoring of
environmental effects during construction.

Monitoring

Monitoring, Contingency Measures & Commitments

Planning Applications to be formally submitted to the Municipality
once EA submitted to Ministry (Fall 2019).
Municipality will review for completeness and schedule a Statutory
Public Meeting on the applications at a future Council Meeting (early2020).
Final consideration of Planning Applications by Council following EA
approval (mid-2020).
All those currently on the EA stakeholder list will be notified of the
planning process going forward.

Next Planning Steps

20
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The following will be required for the proposed expansion:
• Zoning By-law Amendment – to permit the use of the
site for landfilling waste.
• Site Plan Application – to implement the Official Plan
and Zoning By-law with respect to placement of
buildings and key features.

Impact Assessment – Land Use (Zoning By-law )
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Your issues or concerns are important to us!
– We want to know about them.
– We want to address them where possible.
– We want to incorporate your feedback where
possible and applicable.
Please leave your written questions or comments with us today,
or send them to us anytime at: ridgelandfill.com

We want to hear from you!

Thank You

Waste Connections will continue with its current diversion practices and proposes to carry forward the following
options/initiatives:
• Beneﬁcial reuse of source separated construction and demolition(C&D) waste at the Ridge Landﬁll.
• On-site drop-oﬀ depot at the Ridge Landﬁll for speciﬁc materials that would complement and enhance existing diversion
opportunities in Chatham-Kent.
• Provide guidance and educational support to customers as new materials are designated.
• Review and comment on proposed waste management policies and regulations and assist customers in understanding
changes to policies and regulations through outreach programs.
• Invest in infrastructure and equipment to meet market demands for the diversion of materials such as food and organic
waste where economically viable.
• Support the Province in waste data collection and management where feasible and conduct periodic waste audits on its
customer’s residual waste streams.

Waste Connections is committed to being an industry leader, assisting the province in diverting waste from disposal as
guided by the A Made-in-Ontario Environment Plan in order to preserve and protect the environment for future generations:
• Continuing to work with customers to identify opportunities to reduce materials going to disposal;
• Safely removing recyclables from the waste collected at waste transfer stations; and
• Seeking opportunities to promote additional re-use and recycling.

Diversion – What We’ve Heard From Our Neighbours
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The Ridge Landfill Website: www.ridgelandfill.com

Cathy Smith, Project Manager, Waste Connections of Canada
T: 519-358-2860
E: catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com

All comments received by September 6, 2019 will be
incorporated in the final Environmental Assessment Report.
All comments should be submitted to:

The draft Environmental Assessment Report will be available
for review beginning on July 23, 2019 and ending on September
6, 2019. Ask one of our team members for a list of locations
where a printed copy of the draft report will be available or
visit us online at the Ridge Landfill Website:
www.ridgelandfill.com

Conclusions & Next Steps

MECP decision
Fall 2020

Public review of
Final
Environmental
Assessment
Report
Fall 2019

Final
EA Document

Draft EA
Document

Public review of
Draft
Environmental
Assessment
Report
Summer 2019

Fall 2019 – Fall
2020

Spring/Summer
2019
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Final
consideration of
Planning
Applications by
Council following
EA approval

Municipality will
review a Statutory
Public Meeting
on the
applications at a
future Council
Meeting

Final
Steps

Winter/Summer
2020
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1.0

Open House #3 Overview
This summary report documents the discussion that took place at the Ridge Landfill EA Open House #3
that was held on July 11, 2019 at St. Mary’s Hall in Blenheim, Ontario. The Open House was attended by
22 members of the community including Chatham-Kent Ward 2 elected officials and staff from the
Municipality of Chatham-Kent. One written comment sheet was submitted at the meeting for
consideration. This memo will be updated to include comment sheets that are received after publication
of the Draft EA documents on July 23, 2019.
Letters inviting residents and businesses were mailed to neighbours of the landfill within 1 km and along
the designated haul route. An invitation was also included in “The Ridge” newsletter by way of mail-drop
in the communities of Blenheim, Charing Cross and Cedar Springs. Email invitations were sent to the
local MPP and elected councillors, Indigenous Communities and Organizations, regulatory agencies, the
Landfill Liaison Committee and Community Trust, stakeholders and adjacent Municipalities. The Open
House was advertised in four (4) local newspapers for two (2) consecutive weeks.
The event used a drop-in style format which allowed attendees to review material at their own pace and
time. Material consisted of a series of 23 presentation panels, providing the following information:










Need and opportunity for the Environmental Assessment;
Overview of EA consultation plan;
Key elements of the proposed expansion;
Overview of the preferred alternative;
Overview of the following impact assessments:
o Biology
o Groundwater
o Surface water
o Atmospheric and Climate Change
o Social (including visual, noise, odour and litter)
o Economic
o Transportation
o Aviation safety and bird hazard
o Land use
o Cultural heritage and archaeology
Preliminary Engineering drawings showing landfill expansion phasing (sequence of cell
development),
Waste Connections’ commitment to waste diversion; and,
Next steps.

2

The purpose of the Open House was to provide an update on the proposed Ridge Landfill expansion; an
overview of the potential impacts of the proposed expansion on the natural, socio-economic, and built
environment; an overview of the proposed mitigation and monitoring measures; waste diversion
options being proposed; and, information on the draft EA public review period and overall EA process.
Members of the EA team were available for one-on-one discussions with attendees.

2.0

Overview of Feedback Received
General feedback from attendees indicated that they appreciated being included in continued
discussions during the EA process, and appreciated what Waste Connections gives back to the
community. A focus for many attending was to understand the proposed phasing of the landfill
expansion.
An overview of the potential impacts of the proposed expansion on the natural, socio-economic, and
built environment, and proposed mitigation and monitoring measures were illustrated on presentation
panels. Attendees indicated that the information presented at the Open House was very helpful and
well presented.

3.0

Comments and Questions
Throughout the Open House, the project team heard a number of questions and comments. These
included both verbal discussions, and submitted comment forms. A summary of comments and
questions is presented in the table below:
Comment

Response

The Ridge landfill does not take any residential waste
from outside of Chatham-Kent. The service area for
How long would the current Ridge Landfill last if the proposed expansion is the Municipality of
Waste Connections stopped taking any waste Chatham-Kent only for residential waste. The
outside of Chatham-Kent?
proposed service area for industrial, commercial and
institutional waste is southern and central Ontario for
the period 2012 to 2041.
Maps showing landfill sequencing were available at
the Open House. Generally, landfilling activity will
Interested in information on the phasing of the
start at the Old Landfill; move to the South Landfill
landfill so that it is clear when it will come
footprint expansion in approximately year 7; and
closer to local homes.
move the West Landfill footprint expansion in
approximately year 12.
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Comment

Response

There was interest from some attendees on
whether they would be able to see the landfill
from their homes.

The display panels included maps demonstrating the
results of the visual impact assessment.

Interest from one participant in having Waste
Connections test their private water well.

This information was provided to Waste Connections
for appropriate action.

The stormwater ponds are tested prior to the water
being released. Monitoring results are included in the
Annual Report provided to the Ministry of
How do you know that you are not discharging Environment and Climate Change and results are
contaminants in the storm water? Is the storm provided quarterly to the Landfill Liaison Committee
water tested and are the results available?
for third-party engineering oversight. The Annual
Report is available for viewing at the Ridge Landfill
Office and at the offices of the Municipality of
Chatham-Kent.
Some attendees expressed appreciation for
what Waste Connections gives back to the
community.

Comment noted.

What is meant by industrial waste? Is there
hazardous waste going into the landfill.

The Ridge is only permitted to take solid nonhazardous waste from industrial facilities e.g.
manufacturing. Hazardous waste from industry is not
accepted.

Without the Ridge Landfill, the Municipality of
Chatham-Kent would need to find additional money to
cover the following:
 Construction of a transfer station;
 Additional transportation costs to haul waste
What would it cost for Chatham-Kent to dispose
to another landfill; and
of its waste if the Ridge did not expand?
 Significant increases in the cost per tonne for
disposal.
It is also noted that once the Ridge Landfill closes, the
ongoing community support provided through the
current Host Community Agreement would no longer
be available.
Waste Connections is committed to maintaining
compensation for affected residential parties if the
landfill expansion is approved and proceeds. Waste
Comments and questions were received about
Connections will notify those residents who will
property value protection and compensation.
continue to receive compensation as well as residents
who will be newly compensated of their compensation
level as the process continues.
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Comment

Response

A new agreement for the Ridge Landfill Trust would be
required if the expansion is approved therefore a
Why have replacement members of the Ridge
decision was made to defer adding new members until
Landfill Trust not been identified? There is a
there was a decision on the EA. Should the expansion
need to make the Trust more transparent in the
be approved, we will consider membership and the
way it operates.
comment about increasing transparency in the
preparation of a new Ridge Landfill Trust agreement.
What happens if the Municipality of ChathamKent does not approve the Official Plan and
Zoning By-law Amendments?

An expansion of the Ridge Landfill Official Plan and
Zoning By-law approval from the Municipality of
Chatham Kent.
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Ridge Landfill Environmental Assessment
July 11, 2019 Public Open House
Thank-you for attending the July 11th, 2019 Open House for the Ridge Landfill
Environmental Assessment.
Your input is important to Waste Connections of Canada. Please take a moment
to provide any feedback you have on the material you saw today or any other
comments you have regarding the Ridge Landfill Environmental Assessment

How did you hear about this Open House? (please select one option)





Newspaper Advertisement
Letter
Word of Mouth
Other:________________________

1. Were you provided with enough information at this Open House to understand the
project? (please circle the one that most applies)
Yes

Somewhat

No

Please explain why:

Thank you for your input.
Your completed form can be
mailed/emailed to:

Cathy Smith, Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
Email:
catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com
20262 Erieau Road, Blenheim, Ontario,
N0P 1A0

Appendix B-6
Engagement with Public
Stakeholders and the Ridge
Landfill Liaison Committee
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Comment and Response Table
Ridge Landfill Liaison Committee
Communication with Public Stakeholders
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Public Stakeholder Comment
and Response Table

Public Stakeholder Consultation: Comment and Response Table
pg. #
Agriculture........................................................................................................................................................................................... 1
Atmospheric ........................................................................................................................................................................................ 1
Community Funding and Support ........................................................................................................................................................ 1
Leachate and Landfill Gas .................................................................................................................................................................... 2
Natural Features (Terrestrial and Fauna) ............................................................................................................................................. 3
Property Values and Compensation .................................................................................................................................................... 3
Site Operation and Management ........................................................................................................................................................ 5
Surface Water and Ground Water ....................................................................................................................................................... 7
Traffic and Air Quality ....................................................................................................................................................................... 10
Visual ................................................................................................................................................................................................. 12
Waste Management Services ............................................................................................................................................................ 13
General .............................................................................................................................................................................................. 14

#

Comments

Response

Reference Section in EA

Agriculture
1

Concern that the amount of time that crops receive The height of the landfill is capped at 45 m
Section 4.1 (EA Report)
sunlight will be reduced as the landfill is made
above the Chatham-Kent airport reference
higher.
elevation. No waste cells at the landfill will be
higher than that maximum which is the current
height of the west mound. This height
restriction will also be in place for any new
waste cells at the landfill.

Atmospheric
2

3
4

Comments were received about odour nuisance. It
was suggested that the odour suppressing/ misting
system does not seem to be operating.
Odours are not common and if they happen, they
are gone by mid-day. (verbal)
Odour is a concern for many residents. (verbal)

Waste Connections has contacted its odour
Section 6.6.2 (EA Report)
contractor to relocate/add odour misting lines
to the South Landfill area as needed.
Waste Connections acknowledges the
Section 8.6.2 (EA Report)
residents’ comments with respect to odours.
Odour is recognized by Waste Connections as Section 6.6.2 (EA Report)
an occasional nuisance effect to be managed
responsibly to eliminate as soon as possible
following detection.

Community Funding and Support
5

Is it possible to find out the gross revenue
Chatham-Kent receives from Waste Connections
per year?

6

Is Waste Connections mandated/obligated by the
Province to give money to the Community Trust
Fund or could Waste Connections stop making
these payments at any time?

Waste Connections of Canada
Ridge Landfill Environmental Assessment Report
Appendix B – January 2020

Chatham-Kent receives approximately
Section 3.2.6 (EA Report)
$3.7 million in annual revenue from Waste
Connections as part of the Host Community
Agreement.
With respect to the Trust we are not obligated Section 3.2.6 (EA Report)
e.g., Provincially or otherwise, to have a
Community Trust Fund. We currently however
have a legal binding Trust agreement to provide

#

Comments

Response

Reference Section in EA

these funds until the end of the current
expansion e.g. 2021. At that time the Trust
agreement ends and we are not obligated but
more ‘obliged’ to enter into a future Trust
agreement with a future expansion. It would be
a significant loss for the community groups who
have come to rely so heavily on this funding if it
were to end e.g. a lot of little kids not playing
hockey or participating in breakfast programs
and such.
Is it based on a percentage of the tons of waste
deposited at the dump?

Yes, the funding is based on the tonnes
received, the more tonnes we receive the more
funding gets paid to both Chatham-Kent and
the Trust.

Leachate and Landfill Gas
7

Where does the leachate go?

8

Is landfill gas being used at the existing site?
(It was noted that landfill gas utilization would be
supported).

Waste Connections of Canada
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Leachate is collected at the site and sent
Sections 1.4 and 4.3 (EA
through an existing pipe to the Blenheim
Report)
Wastewater Treatment Lagoons. As part of the
EA, Waste Connections is considering leachate
treatment alternatives, which include
continued piping of leachate to the Blenheim
facility, as well as other options, such as partial
treatment on-site, or full on-site treatment.
Landfill gas is currently being flared at the site Section 4.2 (EA Report)
and does not have a beneficial end use. Waste
Connections is looking at ways to utilize landfill
gas from the existing site, and landfill gas from
an expanded site could also be incorporated
into the system for the existing site.

#
9

Comments

Response

Oppose an on-site leachate treatment plant; don’t Waste Connections acknowledges the input
want discharge to water. (verbal)
received.

Reference Section in EA
Section 4.3 (EA Report)

Natural Features (Terrestrial and Fauna)
10

When you replace the woodlot why can’t it be
replaced on the berms and not on property
currently being farmed?

11

How would a removed woodlot be compensated? It is anticipated that woodlot compensation will Section 6.1.3 (EA Report)
occur on a property close to the Ridge. Exact
details of compensation (e.g., tree species, 2:1
compensation ratio, location) will be confirmed
through consultation with the Ministry of
Natural Resources and Forestry (MNRF), the
Municipality of Chatham-Kent, and Indigenous
Communities and Organizations.
Not concerned with the location of the proposed Acknowledged.
N/A
woodlot replacement area on Erieau Road and that
it will be rezoned as Open Space with Waste
Connections’ zoning application as long as it
doesn’t prohibit use of my woodlot for hunting,
firewood. Woodlots can butt up against each other
for contiguous woodlot.

12

Waste Connections has been meeting with the Sections 6.6.2 and 8.8.6 (EA
Municipality of Chatham-Kent to discuss zoning Report)
amendments and woodlot replacement as well
as the ability to establish woodlot corridors on
the berms as part of compensation for woodlot
removal.

Property Values and Compensation
13

Comments and questions were received about
property value protection and compensation.

Waste Connections of Canada
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It was noted that consideration of
compensation and property value protection

Section 6.7 (EA Report),
Section 3.3.3 (Appendix D9)

#

Comments
It was noted that people in the area want to
protect their property and the enjoyment of it for
future generations.

14

Currently at level 2 compensation but expected to
move to level 1 as the landfill moves closer due to
noise, dust, traffic, prevailing wind, odours, and
obstruction of view.
Would like a projected yearly amount assuming
maximum tonnage is received when the new
expansion is in effect.

15

16

I’d like to see an expanded compensation package
for neighbours not on the truck route. I still smell
dump occasionally and see/hear truck traffic. I also
think the landfill could contribute to the waterline
on Middle Line for peace of mind. (written)

Response

Reference Section in EA

will occur when the preferred site development
alternative is chosen and the impact
assessment has been completed. This will be a
separate process to the EA and Waste
Connections will discuss this with landowners
on a case-by-case basis.
As part of a Commitments Package, Waste
N/A
Connections provides compensation to
residents living in proximity to the landfill and
along the haul route as well as to the Ridge
Landfill Community Trust. Compensation to
residents is paid is based on the level of
potential impact. Once the EA for the proposed
expansion is complete, Waste Connections will
review and update the existing commitments
agreement and all residents receiving
compensation will be notified of their level of
compensation.

Once the EA for the proposed expansion is
Section 6.6.2 (EA Report),
complete, Waste Connections will review and Section 8.0 (Appendix D9)
update the existing commitments agreement
and all residents receiving compensation will be
notified of their level of compensation.
The Municipality of Chatham-Kent has been
informed of the interest by some residents for
water line on Middle Road.
Concern of water in future, we are on well water The decomposition process at the Ridge landfill Section 3.2.16 (EA Report)
and see a lot of gases in sample. It will light on fire produces landfill gas which is collected through
in glass. I live on Middle Line. My neighbour would a series of gas wells and then flared. Landfill gas
migrates vertically through the mound not
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#

Comments

Response

also like to see the water line extended someday.
(written)

Reference Section in EA

horizontally off-site. It is well documented that
there is naturally occurring gases contained
within the deeper geologic layers in the region.
The Municipality of Chatham-Kent has been
informed of the interest by some residents for
water line on Middle Road.

17

There has been lots of buying and selling of
property in the area which suggests that property
values are not impacted by the landfill. (verbal)

Waste Connections acknowledges the
comments offered by residents.

Section 6.6.2 (EA Report),
Section 3.3.3 (Appendix D9)

18

Didn’t realize landfill around as long as it has been. The Ridge Landfill has been in operation since Section 1.3 and 6.7.1 (EA
Bought the property and didn’t know the landfill
1966. The proposed woodlot to be removed is Report)
would be expanded. Would we see removal of
behind the woodlot that will remain that is
trees on the site from Middle Line? Will the landfill closer to Middle Line so removal will not have a
expand again e.g. toward Middle Line? Would
significant visual impact from Middle Line. It is
there be compensation if the landfill moved closer? unknown at this time what future expansion
Property value protection?
might occur. Property value protection will
always be considered with expansion.

Site Operation and Management
19

20

Some participants indicated they would like to be
included in the annual residential well monitoring
program, and that they would like to receive
results of the sampling at their properties.
Is there an option to use deceased birds as a
deterrent for crows and gulls that are attracted to
the site?
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The names of those who would like to
Section 6.2.2 (EA Report)
participate in the residential well monitoring
program/receive results of sampling have been
passed on to Waste Connections of Canada.
The current bird management program at the Section 6.13 (EA Report)
Ridge Landfill utilizes predatory birds and
pyrotechnics to control bird populations at the
landfill. This is done in communication with the
Chatham-Kent Municipal Airport, as bird
populations have potential to present a hazard
to aircraft. The bird management program will

#

21

22

23

24
25

Comments

Response

Reference Section in EA

be revisited as part of the EA, and alternative
methods of deterring birds will be considered.
Maintenance of the site is very important. I’ve
Waste Connections has taken this feedback to Sections 5.13 and 6.6.2 (EA
noticed litter in ditches nearby, un-mowed berms their operations staff to ensure that site
Report)
on-site, etc.
maintenance is being completed appropriately.
Anyone who identifies areas of improvement is
encouraged to contact the landfill site
management.
Maintenance of the site is very important. People Waste Connections has taken this feedback to Section 6.6.2 (EA Report)
have noticed litter in ditches nearby, and berm
their operations staff to ensure that site
landscape maintenance needs such as mowing, etc. maintenance including retrieval of litter and
Litter blows across fields and is a concern to
grass mowing is being completed
neighbours.
appropriately. Anyone who identifies areas of
improvement to the Ridge Landfill is
encouraged to contact the landfill site
manager.
The site seems to be operating earlier and later
The impact assessment for the preferred site Section 6.6.2 (EA Report)
than in the past and noise is impacting the
development alternative will include an
enjoyment of personal time on neighbouring
assessment of noise. This work will also identify
properties.
mitigation measures to minimize noise impacts.
It is noted that the permitted hours to receive
waste to the site are 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
to Saturday and permitted hours for operation
of heavy equipment are 6:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
the same days.
Landfill is run well. Waste Connections does a good Waste Connections acknowledges the positive N/A
job. (verbal)
comment.
Berms – would like to see lots of trees and let grass Waste Connection acknowledges the input of Section 6.6.2 (EA Report)
grow. (verbal)
residents regarding the berms. Naturalization
of the berms is planned.
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#
26

Comments

Response

Concerns about maintenance along Charing Cross.
In past no problems with anything. Would have
some litter but would be immediately picked up.
Even litter that was obviously thrown from
vehicles. Well done in past years but not last year.
Discussed naturalization of the berms and in
support of that as opposed to the landscaping. Are
we still on the property value protection program?

Waste Connections has been bringing on
additional staff to address the litter issue and
plans to install a permanent litter fence. The
preference for naturalization of the berms is
noted. There have been no changes to the
original property value protection program.
The property value and compensation
programs will be reviewed once the EA is
completed.

Reference Section in EA
Section 6.6.1.3 and 6.6.2
(EA Report)

Surface Water and Ground Water
27

28

29

30

Does the existing landfill have a liner system?

The existing landfill has a natural clay liner that Sections 4.1.2.3 and 5.7
is approximately 30 m deep. There is a
(EA Report)
perimeter cut-off wall that is constructed of
clay and restricts lateral movement of
groundwater into or leachate out of the landfill
through the weathered zone of the clay till. It is
anticipated that a similar liner system would be
constructed for an expanded landfill.
Section 4.1.2.3 (EA Report)
Groundwater is a concern and some residents wish The EA will investigate potential impact on
to be included in the residential well monitoring
groundwater from the proposed expansion.
program.
The names of those who would like to
participate in the residential well monitoring
program have been passed on to Waste
Connections of Canada.
Where does surface water get discharged to?
Surface water at the existing landfill is collected Section 3.2.3.6 (EA Report)
in stormwater management ponds that
discharge to local drains.
Water is a major concern in our lives. We live
The Municipality of Chatham-Kent has been
N/A
within 2 km of the dump (no municipal water) and informed of the interest by some residents for
always have a worry that our groundwater is/will water line on Middle Road.
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#

Comments

Response

Reference Section in EA

be affected. Please revisit the idea of finishing the
waterline between Charing Cross and Blenheim.
Let’s be proactive. (written)
31

Would the weight of the expansion on the old
landfill push chemicals into the groundwater?
(verbal)

The weight of the waste was one of the factors Section 5.6 (EA Report),
used in the calculation to determine that the Section 6.0 (Appendix D7)
expansion would meet the MECP Reasonable
Use Guideline. The Reasonable Use Guideline is
MECPs way to determine levels of contaminant
discharges considered acceptable to the
Ministry. The weight of waste proposed to be
added to the top of the old landfill will not
cause an impact to groundwater below the
landfill.

32

Is well on empty property still being monitored?
(verbal)

Waste Connections monitors a number of
private wells. Residents should contact Waste
Connections staff directly to inquire about
specific monitoring.

33

Concerns regarding safety of water wells. Wants
guarantee that deep wells won’t be contaminated.
Would like a subsidized water line on Middle Line.
In other words connect the loop with a 10”
waterline between Erieau Road and Allison Road
along Middle Line. Request to set-up meeting to
discuss request further.

Section 4.1.2.3 (EA Report)
Modelling completed for the impact
assessment of the preferred site indicates that
it will take approximately 3,000 years for water
from the landfill fill area to reach the aquifer
and 400 years to travel 200 metres horizontally
to a nearby well. So no impact on drinking
water wells is anticipated.
The Municipality of Chatham-Kent has been
informed of the interest by some residents for
water line on Middle Road.
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Section 6.2.2 (EA Report)

#
34

35

36

Comments

Response

Reference Section in EA

Can you do well testing at my residence? I have a Resident has been added to the residential well Sections 6.2.2, 7.1.2 and
shared well. How is groundwater monitored? How monitoring program. Wells are tested once per 7.1.5 (EA Report)
is leachate monitored?
year. Groundwater is tested twice per year at
the site. The resident was provided the list of
groundwater monitoring parameters to review.
Leachate quality is monitored at the leachate
holding tank prior to discharge to the Blenheim
Wastewater Treatment Lagoons via forcemain.
I am happy about the money that goes to
Chatham-Kent but we have no control over how it
gets spent? E.g. money that could get spent to
pave Allison Line.

Waste Connections provides money every year N/A
to Chatham-Kent to maintain and upgrade the
haul route only. It can’t be applied to Allison
Line which is not on the haul route.

Why would the gas plant not be at the Ridge
instead of Blenheim?

A new gas plant designed to convert landfill gas N/A
to beneficial use for the existing site is being
considered by a third-party. The third party will
determine the location of the gas plant based
on their own business case and operating
needs.

Can I be added to the residential well monitoring
program? Is a shared well.

Resident has been added to monitoring
program. Presented the list of parameters
being monitored for review.

How is leachate managed?

Leachate quality is monitored at the leachate Section 3.2.16 (EA Report)
holding tank prior to discharge to the Blenheim
Wastewater Treatment Lagoons via forcemain.
Modelling completed for the impact
Section 4.1.2.3 (EA Report)
assessment of the preferred site indicates that
it will take approximately 3,000 years for water

Mostly concerned with water quality. Not against
the dump. Passing along water quality concern by
[Name] as well.
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Section 6.2.2 (EA Report),
Section 3.0 (Appendix D7)

#

Comments

Response

Reference Section in EA

from the landfill fill area to reach the aquifer
and 400 years to travel 200 metres horizontally.
So no impact on drinking water wells is
anticipated.
Concern about sight-line/visual issue but not
terribly offensive.

The height of the expansion will be the same as Section 6.6.1.5 (EA Report)
the existing West Landfill.

Concern about property values.

A review of the existing compensation and
Section 6.6.2 and 6.7.2 (EA
property value protection program will occur Report)
when the preferred site development
alternative is chosen and the impact
assessment has been completed. This will be a
separate process to the EA.

Concern about noise.

Back-up beepers are required for safety. Waste Section 3.2.8 (EA Report)
Connections will continue to investigation new
technology for on-site equipment.

Want municipal water supply expansion on Middle The Municipality of Chatham-Kent has been
Section 4.1.2.3 (EA Report)
Line.
informed of the interest by some residents for
water line on Middle Road.

Traffic and Air Quality
37

38

Concerned with the condition of Allison Line and its Waste trucks on Allison Line are likely coming N/A
use by Waste Connections trucks.
and going from Blenheim for residential and
commercial collection services. Waste
Connections will speak to the hauling company
about re-routing them away from Allison Line.
Will Waste Connections consider paving the
Waste Connections has met with the
N/A
section of Allison Line between Erieau Road and
Municipality of Chatham-Kent to discuss road
Lagoon Road to address the dust generated by haul safety and maintenance related to waste truck
trucks?
traffic coming to and going from the site from
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#

Comments

39

Some concern was raised regarding trucks on
Erieau Road.

40

Concern regarding the landfill expansion and
where the additional truck traffic be gaining access
to the landfill.

41

Will access to the landfill be via Communication
Road, or off of Bloomfield Road? Would like to see
the traffic be routed in such a way where it must
access the Ridge by means of the Bloomfield
exit. That would be a safer exit due to the amount
of truck traffic that already exist there to use the
rest stop etc.

42

There have been several incidences along
Communication Road with the truck drivers and
near collisions with employees from local business.
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Response

Reference Section in EA

the Blenheim area and along the haul route. It
was determined that to pave that portion of
Allison Line it would roughly cost $1.2 million
for surface treatment and $1.8 million for
asphalt. To go ahead with the project, buy-in is
needed from 2/3 of the owners. If 2/3 buy-in is
achieved, all property owners would need to
pay per metre of frontage for the work.
Waste Connections has met with Chatham-Kent N/A
regarding road and traffic issues raised during
recent EA consultation events. Signs are being
considered to discourage truck drivers from
travelling on Erieau Road between the site
entrance/exit and Talbot Trail.
The Ridge Landfill expansion will not result in Section 6.12.1 (EA Report)
an increase in truck traffic as it will continue to
operate under the current fill rate. The purpose
of the Project is to extend the time period of
waste disposal of the Ridge beyond 2021 while
maintaining the current fill rate.
The existing haul route from the Highway 401 Section 6.12.1 (EA Report)
interchange via Erieau Road, Drury Line and
Communication Road will remain unchanged
after the proposed expansion. This haul route is
the approved designated Ridge Landfill Truck
Route under the Chatham-Kent Official
Plan/Comprehensive Zoning By-law (Municipal
By-law 317-2003).
The health and safety of Waste Connections’
Section 8.8.6.2 (EA Report)
employees, clients, and neighbours is the
highest priority for us. Waste Connections will
bring these near misses to the attention of the
drivers using the Ridge Landfill. The outcome of

#

Comments

Response

Reference Section in EA

the 2019 traffic study indicates that none of the
six collisions that occurred between 2013 and
2017 were related to trucks. Waste
Connections will continue to stress safe driving
among those that access our site.
43

44

There is also the concern with waste product
passing by local business on Communication Road
in which produce is grown (with vents being open
in the summer time), where there could be
contamination of bacteria or biological pests which
can harm the produce that we grow.

The trucks will be using the same approved
Section 6.12.1 (EA Report)
haul route that has historically been used. The
waste will continue to be carried in sealed or
covered trucks. The amount of truck traffic is
not expected to change as the fill rate will
remain the same. In addition, Waste
Connections is not anticipating a change in the
type of materials that are hauled to the Ridge.
Waste Connections does not believe that the
waste being hauled in the trucks pose a risk of
contamination to the business operation.
As garbage trucks are using Allison Line as a truck Waste Connections staff met with the
N/A
route, would like to see pavement between Erieau Chatham-Kent roads division to discuss this
Road and Lagoon Road the same as the truck route matter. It was estimated by the municipality
on Communication Highway to landfill.
that it would cost $1.2 million for surface
treatment and $1.8 million for asphalt. To go
ahead with the project, buy-in is needed from
2/3 of the owners. If 2/3 buy-in is achieved, all
property owners would need to pay per metre
of frontage for the work.

Visual
45

The landfill can be seen from homes and
businesses in the area. People visiting/using
businesses in the area can see the landfill and
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The impact assessment for the preferred site
development alternative includes an
assessment of visual impact. This identified
mitigation measures to reduce the visual

Sections 6.6.1.5 and 6.6.2
(EA Report)

#

Comments

Response

Reference Section in EA

become concerned that the farm product quality is impact. Landfill areas that are not actively
impacted.
being filled will be restored to seeded condition
to reduce visual impact. The existing and
Visual impacts are a significant concern and the
proposed berms will be naturalized.
berm should have been planted to minimize visual
impacts a long time ago.

Waste Management Services
46

47
48

49
50

Could you please let me know where I can find out
where current recycling products go?
What happens to current paper products, glass,
plastic, all garbage that is collected in the large
blue bins that are sent to the Ridge Landfill?

Any of the recycling that Waste Connections
collects, e.g. blue box and black box materials,
goes to a recycling facility (Chatham-Kent
Recycling Inc. in Merlin) that is owned and
operated by others – they are partnered with
the municipality. Only the garbage collected in
the large blue bins comes to the Ridge. More
information can be obtained on the ChathamKent website.
We would like to be assured that no hazardous
The site is not permitted to receive hazardous
waste will ever enter the landfill.
waste and the EA will not change this.
Would Waste Connections consider providing roll Waste Connections does provide roll-off bins
off disposal bins at households and picking them for one-off residential projects such as
up?
construction as long as the waste is solid and
non-hazardous.
A drop-off depot is good but would be better
Waste Connection acknowledges the input
elsewhere (not at the Ridge Landfill). (verbal)
from its neighbours.
Would like more opportunity for HHW in Chatham- Noted. The desire for more opportunity for
Kent. (verbal)
HHW has been passed on to the Municipality of
Chatham-Kent.
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N/A

Section 1.4 (EA Report)
N/A

N/A
N/A

#
51

Comments
Would like to see more diversion. (verbal)

Response
Waste Connections acknowledges the
comment regarding diversion of waste.

Reference Section in EA
Section 9.0 (EA Report)

General
52

53

54
55

56

Residents were not supportive of landfill mining
due to odour and uncovering of historic material
(concerns related to unknown material landfilled in
the 1960s and 1970s).

It was noted that this comment would be taken Section 4.1 (EA Report)
into considerations as part of the evaluation of
site development alternative methods. The
results of the evaluation identified that the
alternative with landfill mining was not
preferred.
Thank you for doing the Open Houses [#2]. We live Waste Connections acknowledges the positive N/A
close by, good to know this. We learn something response to the open house and the material
each time we come! (written)
presented.
Support Site Development Alternative 1 and saving Waste Connections acknowledges the
N/A
the woodlot. Don’t want landfill mining. (verbal)
residents’ support for the preferred alternative.
We’ve been pleased with the efforts the Ridge
Waste Connections acknowledges the
N/A
Landfill has been making with the collection of
residents’ support
leachate, methane and litter collection.
CK needs more recycling provided especially wet
waste collection. (written)

This interest in more recycling and wet waste
collection has been discussed with the
Municipality of Chatham-Kent.

Seagulls fly overhead from Lake Erie. Have
cauliflower/other produce - is a food safety issue if
they defacate and means can’t be harvested. See
the gulls daily in open fields. In the summer when
it was hot and humid noticed odours.

Seagulls will continue to fly to and from Lake
Section 6.13.2 (EA Report)
Erie where they roost at night to and from
inland areas. Bird control measures are in place
that include the use of pyrotechnics and falcons
to deter gulls from the landfill.

More garbage (with the expansion) means more
odour.

The amount of waste that will be received on a Section 6.6.2 (EA Report)
daily basis will not increase with the expansion
and odour control methods will continue to be
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#

Comments

Berm construction should occur as soon as
possible.

Response
employed like daily cover gas collection to
minimize this.
The berms will be constructed as soon as
possible and as the expansion evolves using
mostly excavated soil from new cell
construction.

No real need for any diversion activity on site other Acknowledged.
than possibly for wood pallets.
Compensation should be known prior to approval
of the EA.

57

Concerns include visual impact, litter, odour with
landfill area moving closer to the farm. How does
compensation work?

Appendix D6

Section 9 (EA Report)

Once the EA for the proposed expansion is
N/A
complete, Waste Connections will review and
update the existing commitments agreement
and all residents receiving compensation will be
notified of their level of compensation.
Various mitigation techniques are undertaken Section 6.6.2 (EA Report)
to minimize these impacts from surrounding
farms including litter fencing, berm
construction, gas collection, daily cover.
Once the EA for the proposed expansion is
complete, Waste Connections will review and
update the existing commitments agreement
and all residents receiving compensation will be
notified of their level of compensation.
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Reference Section in EA

Ridge Landfill Liaison Committee

RIDGE LANDFILL LIAISON COMMITTEE
TUESDAY, JUNE 12, 2018
REGULAR MEETING

The Ridge Landfill Liaison Committee held its regular meeting on the above date commencing at 10:12 a.m. at the
Gable Rees Rotary Pool Downstairs Lecture Room, 66 Regent Street, Blenheim, Ontario
Committee Members Present were: Jim Hawryluk, Public Member; John Vermey, Ridge Landfill Community Trust
Fund; Tim Church, Waste Connections of Canada Ridge Landfill Representative; Cathy Smith, Waste Connections of
Canada, Project Manager, Ridge Landfill Expansion
Also present were: Rick Kucera, Secretary and John Ferguson, Ferguson Geoscience
Regrets: Frank Vercouteren, Municipality of Chatham-Kent; Trevor Thompson, Municipality of Chatham-Kent;
Archie Parastatidis, Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change

1.

MINUTES:
JOHN VERMEY - CATHY SMITH :
"THAT the minutes of March 27, 2018 be adopted without revision."
Motion Carried Unanimously

2.

COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP:
Mr. Tim Church has joined the Committee for the June meeting and ongoing as the new Ridge Landfill
Representative.

3.

BUSINESS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES:

(a)

Odour Complaint Follow-up
Tim Church reported that periodic odour complaints have been received but timely reporting is required to
effectively investigate the odour source and to implement corrective measures, if required, that address the
concern. Odour complaints reported directly to Archie Parastatidis at the MOECC Windsor Area office are
forwarded but the elapsed time may prevent the odour source from being identified during short duration
events. Tim also related that the flare is working and several tasks are presently being completed to optimize
the well field where escaping landfill gas is contained and directed to the flare to better manage odours. As
the landfill gas well field is expanding, odours are present before the new well is sealed. Misting equipment
continues to operate. In general, Tim relates that odours related to exposed waste are not common and
typically depend on wind direction. Odours related to the landfill gas system are affected by barometric
pressure and are worst on cloudy days.

(b)

Update on Ridge Landfill Expansion
Cathy Smith reported that the amended Terms of Reference (TOR) from the initial submission which
modified the service area to only Chatham-Kent and limited commercial waste streams to the existing
primary services areas where transfer stations already exist was approved by MOECC on May 1. A
Workshop by invitation to those affected by the proposed landfill expansion is scheduled for July 11, 2018
for feedback regarding ongoing studies, preferred alternative method, and waste diversion options. An Open
House to share relevant landfill expansion information, including the Workshop outcomes, is scheduled for
July 25 at St. Mary’s Hall in Blenheim.

RIDGE LANDFILL LIAISON COMMITTEE
TUESDAY, JUNE 12, 2018
REGULAR MEETING

3.

BUSINESS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES - Continued:

JOHN VERMEY - CATHY SMITH :
"THAT the reports be received"
Motion Carried Unanimously

4.

NEW BUSINESS:

(a)

Dillon Consulting – Groundwater and Surface Water Quality Monitoring Data
Site Development, Operations, and Monitoring - 2017 Annual Report
The 2017 Site Development, Operations and Monitoring Report has been received and is maintained on file.
A summary of the report findings was included in the Agenda package and John Ferguson provided a brief
overview for the Committee.
In summary, monitoring tasks are completed to satisfy Environmental Compliance Approval (ECA)
Conditions which assess whether landfill operations affect surrounding surface water and groundwater
resources as input toward the need to develop and implement monitoring program modifications or
contingency measures.
During 2017, the total waste received was 1,277,596 tonnes which satisfies the amended ECA limit of
1,300,000 tonnes and is comparable to the 2016 and 2015 received volume. A remaining Site life of 4.3 years
is predicted with closure in 2021.
The Landfill Gas system will be expanded further in 2018 and recovered gas continues to be directed to the
flare. No combustible gas was detected in proximity to onsite buildings which indicates that no health or
safety hazard exists to Site personnel.
Leachate is produced by precipitation and groundwater infiltrating through the waste. Leachate is contained
by the Perimeter Leachate Collection System which operates by gravity and 63,170,285 L were pumped to
the Blenheim Pollution Control Plant for treatment in 2017.
Groundwater quality during 2017 was consistent with previous findings and concentrations fluctuate within
historical ranges. Select locations have parameter concentrations which are attributed to road salting rather
than a landfill leachate effect. Surface water quality monitoring from the onsite ponds and from within drains
in proximity to the landfill identify chemical concentrations that fluctuate seasonally within historical ranges.
Reported concentrations during 2017 are interpreted to represent soil erosion and surrounding agricultural
land use rather than a landfill leachate effect.
Residential well monitoring is completed annually in November and as expected, 2017 monitoring results
from the offsite drinking water wells in the confined bedrock aquifer do not indicate a landfill effect owing to
the thick, low permeability overlying native clayey soil.

RIDGE LANDFILL LIAISON COMMITTEE
TUESDAY, JUNE 12, 2018
REGULAR MEETING

4.

NEW BUSINESS - Continued:
Monitoring will be completed during regularly scheduled events during 2018 and summaries will be provided
for Committee information.
CATHY SMITH - JOHN VERMEY :
"THAT the report be received"
Motion Carried Unanimously

5.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
No unfinished business was identified.

6.

PUBLIC COMPLAINTS:
No Public complaints were received.

7.

PUBLIC PRESENTATIONS:
No Public presentations were received.

8.

OTHER BUSINESS:
No Other Business was identified.

9.

NEXT MEETING:
The proposed date of the next meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, September 18, 2018, at 10:00 a.m. The
meeting location will be the downstairs Lecture Room at the Gable Rees Rotary Pool.

10.

ADJOURNMENT:
Meeting adjourned at 11:10 am.
T
JOHN VERMEY :
"THAT the meeting be adjourned."
Motion Carried Unanimously
Chair
Secretary

These minutes were recorded by the undersigned,
to whom any errors or omissions should be reported
as soon as possible.

John Ferguson

RIDGE LANDFILL LIAISON COMMITTEE
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18, 2018
REGULAR MEETING

The Ridge Landfill Liaison Committee held its regular meeting on the above date commencing at 10:09 a.m. at the
Gable Rees Rotary Pool Downstairs Lecture Room, 66 Regent Street, Blenheim, Ontario
Committee Members Present were: Jim Hawryluk, Public Member; Trevor Thompson, Municipality of ChathamKent; John Vermey, Ridge Landfill Community Trust Fund; Tim Church, Waste Connections of Canada Ridge
Landfill Representative; Cathy Smith, Waste Connections of Canada, Project Manager, Ridge Landfill Expansion
Also present were: Rick Kucera, Secretary and John Ferguson, Ferguson Geoscience
Regrets: Frank Vercouteren, Municipality of Chatham-Kent; Archie Parastatidis, Ministry of the Environment,
Conservation, and Parks (MECP)

1.

MINUTES:
JOHN VERMEY - CATHY SMITH :
"THAT the minutes of June 12, 2018 be adopted without revision."
Motion Carried Unanimously

2.

BUSINESS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES:

(a)

Odour Complaint Follow-up
Tim Church reported that periodic odour complaints have been received and are also reported to MECP.
Odours have been noticeable at times and are attributed to the recent installation of additional gas wells which
require drilling through the waste. Odour control measures, including two separate piping runs for misters,
are selectively operational depending on wind direction. Tim noted that some neighbours support the landfill
and have no complaints despite similar proximity to the complainant. The landfill will continue to reduce
odours by minimizing the volume of exposed waste.

(b)

Update on Ridge Landfill Expansion
Cathy Smith reported that the June 19 Workshop was well attended with 19 present for the presentation and
16 remaining for the work shop discussions. Similarly, the July 25 Open House provided a venue to present
aspects of the Landfill expansion to the Public. A report that summarizes the Work Shop and Open House
outcomes will be posted to the Ridge Landfill website later on September 18.
Cathy also reported that MECP continues to evaluate and provide comments regarding technical aspects of
the ongoing expansion studies, including landfill gas utilization alternatives, landfill leachate treatment
options, and site development progress.

TREVOR THOMPSON - JOHN VERMEY :
"THAT the reports be received"
Motion Carried Unanimously

RIDGE LANDFILL LIAISON COMMITTEE
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18, 2018
REGULAR MEETING

3.

NEW BUSINESS:

(a)

Ridge landfill Haul Route Complaints
Rick Kucera provided some background regarding recent complaints regarding non-approved routes being
used to and from the landfill including an Erieau Road resident that shared instances of specific garbage
trucks using the portion of Erieau Road south of the landfill entrance which is not designated as part of the
Approved Haul Route. Rick related that signage on Communication Road immediately south of the Highway
401 interchange, opposite the landfill entrance and on Erieau Road will be installed by Public Works and
Traffic staff pending the completion of buried utility locates. Waste Connections was notified of the
complaints and Tim Church reported that drivers from the offending company will be notified regarding use
of non-approved routes. Rick also discussed concerns related to dust, noise, and odours with the Resident
and reminded him to report complaints to Waste Connections and/or MECP in a timely fashion so that
conditions can be investigated and corrective measures can be implemented.
General Committee discussions relate that travel confined to the Approved Haul Route impacts the fewest
residents. Select instances of garbage trucks beyond the approved route may relate to local area collections or
local long-haul drivers travelling to their residences. Drivers must return to the Approved Route by the most
direct path.
Tim and Cathy Smith will monitor driver compliance. Rick will follow up with the Resident.
JOHN VERMEY - TREVOR THOMPSON :
"THAT the report be received"
Motion Carried Unanimously

(b)

Dillon Consulting – Groundwater and Surface Water Quality Monitoring Data
March 2018 Surface Water Quality Monitoring Event
Monitoring tasks are completed during scheduled events to satisfy Environmental Compliance Approval
(ECA) Conditions which assess whether landfill operations affect surrounding surface water resources as
input toward the need to develop and implement monitoring program modifications or contingency measures.
Laboratory data from the scheduled March 2018 monitoring event has been received and are maintained on
file. A summary of the monitoring event findings was included in the Agenda package.
Laboratory results for the onsite ponds and select locations upstream and downstream of the landfill
document that parameter concentrations continue to fluctuate but are generally within historical ranges.
Reported chloride concentrations in the onsite pond on the east side of the Old Landfill continues to be
elevated relative to other onsite ponds. Phenols were detected at onsite ponds and downstream of the landfill
during the March 2018 event. Continued monitoring is recommended to identify the chloride and phenolic
sources. Iron concentrations continue to be detected in excess of PWQO limits upstream and downstream of
the landfill and are attributed to clayey native soil erosion rather than a landfill leachate effect.
TREVOR THOMPSON - CATHY SMITH :
"THAT the report be received"
Motion Carried Unanimously

RIDGE LANDFILL LIAISON COMMITTEE
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18, 2018
REGULAR MEETING

4.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
No unfinished business was identified.

5.

PUBLIC COMPLAINTS:
No Public complaints were received.

6.

PUBLIC PRESENTATIONS:
No Public presentations were received.

7.

OTHER BUSINESS:
It is expected that Committee membership, including Council and Public Member representation, will be
reviewed after the upcoming October 2018 Municipal election.

8.

NEXT MEETING:
The proposed date of the next meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, December 4, 2018, at 10:00 a.m.
meeting location will be the downstairs Lecture Room at the Gable Rees Rotary Pool.

9.

ADJOURNMENT:
Meeting adjourned at 10:40 am.
CATHY SMITH :
"THAT the meeting be adjourned."
Motion Carried Unanimously
Chair
Secretary

These minutes were recorded by the undersigned,
to whom any errors or omissions should be reported
as soon as possible.

John Ferguson

The

RIDGE LANDFILL LIAISON COMMITTEE
TUESDAY, JANUARY 15, 2019
REGULAR MEETING

The Ridge Landfill Liaison Committee held its regular meeting on the above date commencing at 10:15 a.m. at the
Gable Rees Rotary Pool Downstairs Lecture Room, 66 Regent Street, Blenheim, Ontario
Committee Members Present were: Dave Wammes, Public Member; Trevor Thompson, Municipality of ChathamKent; Anthony Ceccacci, Municipality of Chatham-Kent; John Vermey, Ridge Landfill Community Trust Fund; Tim
Church, Waste Connections of Canada Ridge Landfill Representative; Cathy Smith, Waste Connections of Canada,
Project Manager, Ridge Landfill Expansion
Also present were: Rick Kucera, Secretary and John Ferguson, Ferguson Geoscience
Regrets: Archie Parastatidis, Ministry of the Environment, Conservation, and Parks (MECP)

1.

MINUTES:
TREVOR THOMPSON - JOHN VERMEY :
"THAT the minutes of September 18, 2018 be adopted without revision."
Motion Carried Unanimously

2.

COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP:
Rick Kucera welcomed and introduced New and Returning Committee Members. Rick also presented
Jim Hawryluk with a plaque commemorating his 20 years of service as the Public Member to the
Committee. Jim was also a Committee Member before amalgamation in 1998 representing Harwich
Township. Thank you and Best Wishes from all Committee Members!
After nominations were opened and closed, Trevor Thompson was elected as Committee Chair and
Anthony Ceccacci was elected as Committee Vice-Chair for a one year term until March 2020.

3.

BUSINESS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES:

(a)

Odour Complaint Follow-up
Tim Church reported that odour complaints continue to be received and are also reported to MECP. Tim
relates that Waste Connections attempts to be proactive regarding odour complaints to respond to dynamic
conditions across the operational landfill. During mid-December a new odour was attributed to a new waste
which was approved for disposal related to a clean out of inventory. One vapour-based odour control mister
continues to operate through the winter season and is its position is adjusted as required in response to
prevailing wind direction. The landfill gas flare was not operational for a few hours only owing to some
scheduled maintenance.
Tim relates that odour complaints should continue to be directed to the switchboard in a timely manner so
that either he or Andrew Cibulka may investigate and respond with operational modifications as required to
address concerns. Near-by residents also have Andrew’s cell number to report after-hours complaints.
General Committee discussions confirm that MECP is aware of complaints and complaints regarding landfill
operations are documented in the Annual Report.

RIDGE LANDFILL LIAISON COMMITTEE
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(b)

Update on Ridge Landfill Expansion
Cathy Smith reported that a November notice provided an update to stakeholders of completed community
projects including the installation of additional landfill gas capture wells which is expected to reduce off-site
odours. The December Open House was well attended with 40 people present as the findings of recent
investigations were reported, including the evaluation of alternative site development, landfill gas
management and leachate treatment methods, and waste diversion options. Reports are available for review
at the Ridge Landfill website or the Ridge Landfill site.
Cathy shared that a Draft Environmental Assessment (EA) report for the proposed landfill expansion will be
provided for MECP review in mid-July and the final EA report that incorporates Public and agency
comments will be provided mid- October.
ANTHONY CECCACCI - JOHN VERMEY :
"THAT the reports be received"
Motion Carried Unanimously

4.

NEW BUSINESS:

(a)

Ridge Landfill Haul Route Complaints
Tim Church and Cathy Smith report that landfill staff have reacted proactively to address complaints and
identify offending vehicles. Transport companies have been notified of the requirement to use only the
approved haul route and local drivers going home with or without empty trailers have been instructed to
return to the approved route by the most direct route. Violators will be charged. A Notification letter has
been distributed to the Public.
General Committee discussions indicate that while some trucks arrive the night before, most arrive between
5:30 am-6 am to unload but are not queued on the road. Summer is busier than the winter months.
Tim and Cathy will continue to monitor driver compliance.
DAVE WAMMES - ANTHONY CECCACCI :
"THAT the report be received"
Motion Carried Unanimously

(b)

Dillon Consulting – Groundwater and Surface Water Quality Monitoring Data
Semi-Annual Groundwater Quality Monitoring Event
September 2018 Surface Water Quality Monitoring Event
Monitoring tasks are completed during scheduled events to satisfy Environmental Compliance Approval
(ECA) Conditions which assess whether ongoing normal landfill operations affect surrounding natural
environment as input toward the need to develop and implement monitoring program modifications or
contingency measures.

RIDGE LANDFILL LIAISON COMMITTEE
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Laboratory data from the scheduled monitoring events have been received and are maintained on file. A
summary of the monitoring event findings was included in the Agenda package.
Laboratory results for groundwater quality within the shallow flow system (Layer 1) and the regional bedrock
aquifer (Layer 3) document relatively consistent results that fluctuate within historical ranges. Select
parameters are detected at naturally elevated concentrations which are attributed to the long contact time with
surrounding soil. Monitoring event results and long-term trends will be summarized in the 2018 Annual
Report that is provided to MECP as an ECA requirement.
Laboratory results for the onsite ponds and select surface water locations upstream and downstream of the
landfill during September 2018 document that parameter concentrations continue to fluctuate on a seasonal
basis but are generally within historical ranges. Reported chloride concentrations in the onsite pond on the
east side of the Old Landfill continues to be elevated relative to other onsite ponds. Phenols detected at onsite
ponds and downstream of the landfill during the March 2018 event were not confirmed during the September
event. Continued monitoring is recommended. Iron concentrations in surface water continue to be detected
in excess of PWQO limits upstream and downstream of the landfill and are attributed to clayey native soil
erosion rather than a landfill leachate effect.
ANTHONY CECCACCI - DAVE WAMMES :
"THAT the report be received"
Motion Carried Unanimously

4.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
No unfinished business was identified.

5.

PUBLIC COMPLAINTS:
No Public complaints were received.

6.

PUBLIC PRESENTATIONS:
No Public presentations were received.

7.

OTHER BUSINESS:
No Other Business was identified.

8.

NEXT MEETING:
The proposed date of the next meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, March 5, 2019, at 10:00 a.m.
meeting location will be the downstairs Lecture Room at the Gable Rees Rotary Pool.

9.

ADJOURNMENT:

The

RIDGE LANDFILL LIAISON COMMITTEE
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Meeting adjourned at 10:56 am.
CATHY SMITH :
"THAT the meeting be adjourned."
Motion Carried Unanimously
Chair
Secretary
These minutes were recorded by the undersigned,
to whom any errors or omissions should be reported
as soon as possible.

John Ferguson

RIDGE LANDFILL LIAISON COMMITTEE
TUESDAY, MARCH 5, 2019
REGULAR MEETING

The Ridge Landfill Liaison Committee held its regular meeting on the above date commencing at 10:02 a.m. at the
Gable Rees Rotary Pool Downstairs Lecture Room, 66 Regent Street, Blenheim, Ontario
Committee Members Present were: Dave Wammes, Public Member; Trevor Thompson, Municipality of ChathamKent and Chair; Anthony Ceccacci, Municipality of Chatham-Kent; John Vermey, Ridge Landfill Community Trust
Fund; Tim Church, Waste Connections of Canada Ridge Landfill Representative; Cathy Smith, Waste Connections of
Canada, Project Manager, Ridge Landfill Expansion; Archie Parastatidis, Ministry of the Environment, Conservation,
and Parks (MECP)
Also present were: John Ferguson, Ferguson Geoscience
Regrets: Rick Kucera, Secretary
Guests: Shauwn Howard, Supervisor, MECP, Kelly Laforet, Provincial Officer, MECP

1.

MINUTES:
ANTHONY CECCACCI - DAVE WAMMES :
"THAT the minutes of January 15, 2019 be adopted without revision."
Motion Carried Unanimously

2.

GUESTS:
Shauwn Howard introduced himself to the Committee as a new Supervisor for the Windsor Area Office and
introduced Kelly Laforet as a Provincial Officer with the Windsor Area Officer and likely replacement for
Archie Parastadtidis who will be retiring later this spring.
Congratulations Archie.

3.

BUSINESS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES:

(a)

Odour Complaint Follow-up
Cathy Smith reported that odour complaints continue to be received from a single complainant and odour
concerns are also reported to MECP. Cathy related that timely reporting allows staff to investigate the source
of odours and if necessary, implement corrective measures to reduce re-occurrences. Odour control misters
and the landfill gas flare remain operational.
Cathy also reported that more recent complaints relate to litter impacts after strong winds. Select permanent
fencing was tipped by the high winds and three properties were affected. One complainant shared that they
were pleased with the prompt response to litter collection.

(b)

Ridge Landfill Haul Route Complaints
Cathy Smith reported that no trailer complaints have been received since the last meeting. One complaint
regarding a Waste Connections truck in Charing Cross was investigated and related to local service for a
commercial account.
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(b)

Ridge Landfill Haul Route Complaints - Continued
Cathy also reported that flyers and notices have been distributed to drivers of a new hauling company which
began delivering waste to the Ridge Landfill starting in January 2019.

(c)

Update on Ridge Landfill Expansion
Cathy Smith related that reports regarding the evaluation of alternative site development, landfill gas
management and leachate treatment methods, and waste diversion options have been received by the MECP
reviewer and work is ongoing to respond to comments before the Draft Environmental Assessment (EA)
report for the proposed landfill expansion will be provided to MECP in mid-July.
Cathy also reported that a Planning Application to the Municipality of Chatham-Kent is expected to be
completed in April with respect to zoning and Official Plan amendments. General Committee discussions
inquire about the intention to plant trees along new perimeter berms. Waste Connections expects to complete
berm construction with an accelerated schedule, including landscaping and naturalized areas for habitat
corridors according to Lower Thames Conservation Authority input.
DAVE WAMMES - ANTHONY CECCACCI :
"THAT the reports be received"
Motion Carried Unanimously

4.

NEW BUSINESS:

(a)

Dillon Consulting – Groundwater and Surface Water Quality Monitoring Data
No data was received for review. It is expected that regularly scheduled monitoring event results will be
forwarded for review before the next meeting and an overview will be provided for the Committee at the next
meeting in June.

5.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
No unfinished business was identified.

6.

PUBLIC COMPLAINTS:
No Public complaints were received.

7.

PUBLIC PRESENTATIONS:
No Public presentations were received.
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8.

OTHER BUSINESS:
No Other Business was identified.

8.

NEXT MEETING:
The proposed date of the next meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, June 11, 2019, at 9:00 a.m. in the
downstairs Lecture Room at the Gable Rees Rotary Pool to accommodate any Members who would like
to participate in a Site Tour of the Closed Blenheim Landfill at 10:00 am.

9.

ADJOURNMENT:
Meeting adjourned at 10:25 am.
DAVE WAMMES :
"THAT the meeting be adjourned."
Motion Carried Unanimously
Chair
Secretary

These minutes were recorded by the undersigned,
to whom any errors or omissions should be reported
as soon as possible.

John Ferguson
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Dillon Consulting Limited Mail - Fwd: FW: Ridge Liaison Committee and Trust [External] Ridge Environmental Assessment Waste Diversio…

Buelles, Anni <abuelles@dillon.ca>

Fwd: FW: Ridge Liaison Committee and Trust [External] Ridge Environmental
Assessment Waste Diversion Questionnaire
2 messages
Allison, Bill <wallison@dillon.ca>
To: Anni Buelles <abuelles@dillon.ca>

Mon, Oct 29, 2018 at 10:37 AM

Bill Allison
Partner
Dillon Consulting Limited
Suite 200 - 51 Breithaupt Street
Kitchener, Ontario, N2H 5G5
T - 519.571.9833 ext. 3125
F - 519.571.7424
M - 519.575.2093
WAllison@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>
Date: Mon, Oct 29, 2018 at 10:33 AM
Subject: FW: Ridge Liaison Committee and Trust [External] Ridge Environmental Assessment Waste Diversion
Questionnaire

Hi all as an FYI. We have distributed a survey on waste recycling and reuse to numerous local stakeholders with a survey
monkey link (below). The stakeholders survey is geared toward businesses/organizations in our community. A separate
general public survey is also underway and can be completed on-line at www.ridgelandfill.com. If you think anyone you
know would like to complete it (or yourselves!) please don’t hesitate to complete either survey as appropriate or to
forward this along. The deadline for completion is November 16th. Thanks, Cathy

p.s.

From: Allison, Bill [mailto:wallison@dillon.ca]
Sent: October 26, 2018 12:16 PM
Subject: [External] Ridge Environmental Assessment Waste Diversion Questionnaire
Dear Sir / Madam:
To continue to provide long term disposal capacity to Chatham-Kent and the industrial, commercial and institutional sector
Waste Connections of Canada initiated an Environmental Assessment (EA) for an expansion of the Ridge Landfill. The
Ridge Landfill has been serving the Chatham-Kent community for 50 years and will reach its capacity by approximately
2021. Waste Connections has retained Dillon Consulting Limited to assist them with the completion of this work for the
Ridge Landfill
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=2b5632c48f&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1615670891597496494&simpl=msg-f%3A16156708915…
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Dillon Consulting Limited Mail - Fwd: FW: Ridge Liaison Committee and Trust [External] Ridge Environmental Assessment Waste Diversio…

As part of the Environmental Assessment Waste Connections will identify opportunities for materials currently going to the
landfill that could be diverted for reuse or recycling.
We have selected a group of businesses and organizations in the Chatham-Kent area to complete a survey to help us
determine ways to enhance and improve recycling and reuse activities as they relate to your business/organization.
The survey can be found at: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/ridge
The deadline for survey submission is November 16, 2018.
For further information regarding the survey or the project, please contact Cathy Smith, Project Manager, at 519-3582860 or catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.
Sincerely,

Bill Allison, Project Manager
Dillon Consulting Ltd.

Bill Allison
Partner
Dillon Consulting Limited
Suite 200 - 51 Breithaupt Street
Kitchener, Ontario, N2H 5G5
T - 519.571.9833 ext. 3125
F - 519.571.7424
M - 519.575.2093
WAllison@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

This message is directed in confidence solely to the person(s) named above and may contain privileged, confidential
or private information which is not to be disclosed. If you are not the addressee or an authorized representative thereof,
please contact the undersigned and then destroy this message.

Ce message est destiné uniquement aux personnes indiquées dans l'entête et peut contenir une information
privilégiée, confidentielle ou privée et ne pouvant être divulguée. Si vous n'êtes pas le destinataire de ce message ou
une personne autorisée à le recevoir, veuillez communiquer avec le soussigné et ensuite détruire ce message.

This email communication and any files transmitted with it may contain confidential and or proprietary
information and is provided for the use of the intended recipient only. Any review, retransmission or
dissemination of this information by anyone other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you receive
this email in error, please contact the sender and delete this communication and any copies immediately.
Thank you.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=2b5632c48f&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1615670891597496494&simpl=msg-f%3A16156708915…
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Communication with
Public Stakeholders

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
July 12, 2019 12:25 PM
Buelles, Anni
Kolli, Karla
FW: Summary of Issues Raised at Ridge Open House

From: Cathy Smith
Sent: Monday, July 30, 2018 9:53 AM
To:
Subject: FW: Summary of Issues Raised at Ridge Open House

Hi
, here is a summary of issues discussed with you (and
together for your review and that will go in the record. I have sent this to
for me.

) last Wednesday that I have put
as well and asked him to pass on to

Please let me know if I have missed anything key and add whatever you see fit! This is nowhere near the entire
conversation (or the somewhat strange discussion with
) – this is just meant to ensure that I capture the principle
issues you guys raised:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Groundwater is a concern,
wants to be included in the residential well monitoring program
Visual concerns are big – can see the operation from
houses and business – should have been a planted
berm e.g. along Allison Line years ago
In the case of
and
it effects
business – the landfill can be seen from there – threatens business
well-being if people think orchards/product quality could be effected by the landfill
Litter is also an issue, blowing litter across our fields a concern
Odour concerns as well – don’t think the odour suppression/misting system is ever operating
Trucks on Erieau Road (off the haul route) are an issue but not as big an issue as these other things
Noise – the site seems to be operating earlier and later than normal – noise etc, cuts more into enjoyment of
personal time e.g. early in the morning and later in the afternoon
Many people in the area have properties that change hands from parents and grandparents to children – need
to preserve the ability to do this
Review of study areas – no concern with the extent of the study areas

Thanks,
Cathy
Cathy Smith HBA, MA, ENV SP
Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion

T: 519 676 5000 | F: 519 676 4967 | C: 519 358 2860
Waste Connections of Canada | 20262 Erieau Road | Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
www.WasteConnectionsCanada.com
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Subject:
Attachments:

FW: Re: [External] Ridge Environmental Assessment Waste Diversion Questionnaire
Ridge Environmental Assessment – Waste Diversion Questionnaire.pdf

From: Buelles, Anni [mailto:abuelles@dillon.ca]
Sent: October 26, 2018 1:24 PM
To:
Cc: Bill Allison
Subject: Re: [External] Ridge Environmental Assessment Waste Diversion Questionnaire

Hi
Thank you for your email.
Attached to this email are the Ridge Landfill survey questions. Please don't hesitate to contact us if you have
any questions.
Best wishes,
Anni
Anni Buelles
Dillon Consulting Limited
Suite 200 - 51 Breithaupt Street
Kitchener, Ontario, N2H 5G5
T - 519.571.9833ext. 3147
F - 519.571.7424
ABuelles@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

---------- Forwarded message --------From:
@uniongas.com>
Date: Fri, Oct 26, 2018 at 12:56 PM
Subject: RE: [External] Ridge Environmental Assessment Waste Diversion Questionnaire
To: Allison, Bill <wallison@dillon.ca>
Hi Bill,
Is it possible to see the survey questions before we complete via survey monkey? Depending on the questions, there
may be more than one department within our organization that would weigh in on waste management, ie, facilities
management, EHS compliance, corporate sustainability, etc.
Once I see the questions, I can direct the survey to those who are most appropriate.
Thanks,

1

Union Gas Limited | An Enbridge Company
TEL: 519-352-3100 ext
50 Keil Drive North, Chatham, ON, N7M 5M1
uniongas.com | Canada’s Top 100 Employer | Facebook | Twitter | LinkedIn | YouTube

From: Allison, Bill [mailto:wallison@dillon.ca]
Sent: October 26, 2018 12:16 PM
Subject: [External] Ridge Environmental Assessment Waste Diversion Questionnaire

Dear Sir / Madam:
To continue to provide long term disposal capacity to Chatham-Kent and the industrial, commercial and
institutional sector Waste Connections of Canada initiated an Environmental Assessment (EA) for an
expansion of the Ridge Landfill. The Ridge Landfill has been serving the Chatham-Kent community for 50
years and will reach its capacity by approximately 2021. Waste Connections has retained Dillon Consulting
Limited to assist them with the completion of this work for the Ridge Landfill
As part of the Environmental Assessment Waste Connections will identify opportunities for materials
currently going to the landfill that could be diverted for reuse or recycling.
We have selected a group of businesses and organizations in the Chatham-Kent area to complete a survey to
help us determine ways to enhance and improve recycling and reuse activities as they relate to your
business/organization.
The survey can be found at: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/ridge
The deadline for survey submission is November 16, 2018.
For further information regarding the survey or the project, please contact Cathy Smith, Project Manager, at
519-358-2860 or catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.
Sincerely,
Bill Allison, Project Manager
Dillon Consulting Ltd.
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Bill Allison
Partner
Dillon Consulting Limited
Suite 200 - 51 Breithaupt Street
Kitchener, Ontario, N2H 5G5
T - 519.571.9833 ext. 3125
F - 519.571.7424
M - 519.575.2093
WAllison@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

This message is directed in confidence solely to the person(s) named above and may contain privileged, confidential or private
information which is not to be disclosed. If you are not the addressee or an authorized representative thereof, please

contact the undersigned and then destroy this message.
Ce message est destiné uniquement aux personnes indiquées dans l'entête et peut contenir une information privilégiée,
confidentielle ou privée et ne pouvant être divulguée. Si vous n'êtes pas le destinataire de ce message ou une personne
autorisée à le recevoir, veuillez communiquer avec le soussigné et ensuite détruire ce message.

This email communication and any files transmitted with it may contain confidential and or proprietary information
and is provided for the use of the intended recipient only. Any review, retransmission or dissemination of this
information by anyone other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you receive this email in error, please
contact the sender and delete this communication and any copies immediately. Thank you.
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Subject:

FW: Fwd: Landfill Expansion Concerns

From: Shantz, Gayle [mailto:gshantz@dillon.ca]
Sent: November 12, 2018 8:19 AM
To: Merrilees Willemse; Anni Buelles; Allison, Bill; Catherine Allan; Karla Kolli
Cc: Trudell, Jerome; Kaelee Oxford; Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com; 152456
Subject: Fwd: Landfill Expansion Concerns

All:
Please see email below from

I will log into the spreadsheet today and save a copy on PW.

a few minutes ago to enquire if
I phoned
Kaelee. I left a message on his voice mail.

would like to have an interview this week with Jerome &

Gayle Shantz
Dillon Consulting Limited
10 Fifth Street South
Chatham, Ontario, N7M 4V4
T - 519.354.7868 ext. 3300
F - 519.354.2050
GShantz@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

---------- Forwarded message --------From:
Date: Fri, Nov 9, 2018 at 5:24 PM
Subject: Landfill Expansion Concerns
To: <gshantz@dillon.ca>

Hello Gayle,

My name is
Ridge Landfill.

and I am contacting you with questions/concerns regarding the expansion of the

My main question and concern is that with the expansion, where will all the additional truck traffic be gaining
access to the landfill? Will it be via Communication Road, or off of the Bloomfield.

1

I live on
and our business is
and there have been several
incidences with the truck drivers and near collisions with some of my employee’s , and also two occasions with
due to truck drivers reckless actions. There is also the concern with waste product passing by my
facility in which
(with vents being open in the summer time), where there could be
contamination of bacteria or biological pests which can harm
.
I would like to see the traffic be routed in such a way where it must access the Ridge by means of the
Bloomfield exit. That would be a safer exit in my opinion due to the amount of truck traffic that already exits
there to use the rest stop etc.
Please let me know if you need anything further, and if you have the information I requested.

Thanks!
Best Regards,

2

Month Date, Year

Hon. Jeff Yurek
Ferguson Block 11th Floor
77 Wellesley St W
Toronto, ON
M7A 2T5
Dear Minister,
I am writing to you today to communicate our support for Waste Connections of Canada and their
proposed Environmental Assessment to add capacity to the Ridge Landfill in Blenheim.
If Waste Connections is successful in securing approval for its Environmental Assessment to add
capacity to the Ridge Landfill, it will continue to play a vital role supporting the municipality of ChathamKent and the regional economy.
As a longstanding business in the community we fully understand the critical role that the Ridge
provides in supporting local industry and regional economy by providing a conveniently located, safe,
secure and environmentally sound facility for waste.
[business] has a number of concerns if the Ridge Landfill were unable to add capacity. Our largest
concern is that we would have to ship waste out of our municipality. We have not only been advised
that this would effectively and unnecessarily triple our disposal costs but we know this would increase
our environmental footprint through increased GHG emissions. This would also result in an increase
in municipal taxes which also impacts us and many of our employees.
Another concern is losing the approximately $17 million spent annually by the Ridge Landfill for the
purchase of local and regional goods and services associated with its operation. This is in addition to
the loss of employment that would occur for 23 employees that Waste Connection’s has in ChathamKent.
Our last concern is the direct local economic losses that would be incurred, which have amounted to
$46 million over the last 20 years. This includes the approximately $4 million to Chatham-Kent each
year as part of their Host Community Agreement and the approximate $1,100,000 per year that is
provided in the South Kent portion of Chatham Kent by the Ridge Landfill Community Trust.
With all of this in mind we support the expansion of the Ridge Landfill and its continued presence in
our community.
Minister, we thank you for your consideration and we would appreciate your support in this matter as
it proceeds.

Sincerely,

\

Sept. 212019

Dear Ms. Smith

I am writing further to our meetings and conversations

regarding my

'concerns about the proposed renewal of Waste Connections of Canada's
approval to operatethe Ridge Landfill at20262 Erieau Road, Blenheim. At
your request and instruction I have prepared this letter. documenting a
partial list of my concerns and complaints regarding the past operations of
the Landfill and the proposed future operations at the site. As you know, I
have a lengthy history of concerns too numerous to include in this letter, so
the examples I provide are representative of an ongoing, constant and
consistent nuisance interfering with my use and enjoyment of my property
as well as a threat to my health and safety. ln light of the following
examples, among all the other negative experiences I suffer as a result of
the Ridge Landfill, I am strongly opposed to the continuing operation of the
Landfill at this site without properly and fairly compensating me for this past
and future nuisance.

I live at

As the bird flies (or, in this case, as the wind
blows) my property is Northeast of the Landfill, with my back door situated
approximately MA0-1500 metres from the Landfill site. The remainder of
my backyard and outdoor living area is even closer. The prevailing winds
in this area are out of the West, and most days, where there is even the
slightest breeze, those winds carry noise and odour from the Landfill
directly onto my property.

Almost every weekday morning the sound of truck doors slamming,
machinery operating, and garbage truck back-up alarms pollute the

air. ln

my bedroom, kitchen and dining room, I am often confronted with the
unpleasant noises of large diesel engines and slapping of the tracks on
bulldozers as they work in high gear. These noises are even more distinct
when I am sitting out on my back deck or front porch, or trying to enjoy my
yard.

Westerly winds sometimes carries the putrid stench from the Landfill onto
my property and into my home. From time to time, rancid smells of

methane gas from then Landfill force my family and me to close our
windows, sometimes for several days at a time. I have serious concerns
that my family's health and well being is being negatively impacted by the
noise and air pollution constantly barraging us from the Landfill. I am sure
my family has been inhaling contaminated dust motes that could eventually
kill us. I myself have suffered from congestive lungs requiring increasingly
frequent medical intervention over the past five years.
Since at least 2014 I began noting "Dump" on my home calendar when I
thought of it to mark days on which I smelled a rancid odour of heard
unpleasant noises from the Landfill. I'm positive that these calendar
notations only mark the tip of the iceberg as I could never keep up with the
task of marking down every single offensive issue that arises.
I have also marked numerous instances of physical Landfill pollution. I am
constantly picking up garbage that has blown onto my farm from the
Landfill and the garbage haulers. On the morning of Aug. 30th a west bound
BFI garbage truck was leaking garbage all over Middle Line. One of the
documents I picked up originated from a factory in Blenheim. I know that
this creates risk of damage and breakdown for my combine and other
machinery when plastic bags and other garbage are harvested along with
the crop. I also have concerns about the impact of harvesting Landfill
pollution directly into the crop and deposited this trash into the food chain.

The Landfill operation undeniably attracts significant numbers

of

undesirable vermin and pests like skunks, possum, coyotes and racoons as
well as birds and scavengers. I have noticed increasing numbers of these
animals around my property and buildings over the past few years. I often
notice crows and seagulls flying from the Landfill and rooting around on my
lawn and in my fields. Surely these vermin and birds are attracted to the
Landfill but driven away by the constant construction and tree removal,
causing them to spread out and create a nuisance for farmers and
landowners in the surrounding area, including myself.

In early July 2019, I noticed thick, black smoke emanating from the south
side of the Landfill. lf you will recall, I inquired about the source and cause

of this smoke. You acknowledged there had been a fire at the Landfill and,
at the time, Waste Connections had no idea what caused
I am
extremely concerned that neighbouring residents were not alerted. What
would have happened if the fire was much larger, or if next time the fire
grows beyond control, set the garbage ablaze and burrows itself so deep it
can't be put out?

it.

Another major concern of mine, as you know, is the integrity of my deep
water well as a result of potential groundwater contamination and
migration. lt is only a matter of time before contaminants and toxins leach
from the Landfill into the water tables and migrates across the area,
contaminating neighbouring resident's well water as it goes. In fear of this
eventuality, and erring on the side of caution, I import my drinking water.

As you are aware, since October 2018, I have been advancing these
concerns and working with you in an effort to ask the Landfill to commit
financial assistance to its Middle Line neighbours in order to fund the
installation of a municipal waterline. While I was spearheading this effort,
many of my neighbours were relying on me and looking fonruard to the
comfoft and peace of mind that a municipal waterline would bring. We
were all so devastated when Waste Connections withdrew its commitment
to provide financial assistance on this project. I can appreciate that others
may have made threats of litigation, but the way to respond to such threats
is not to leave an entire community of people in a precarious position where
their own health and well being now continues to be at risk as a result of
the Landfill's operations.
I understand that over the past 20 years and for the current environmental

consultation process, compensation has only been provided and is
proposed to only continue to be provided to landowners within a one
kilometre radius of the Landfill and those along the "official" haul route.
Unfortunately, the nuisance the Landfill creates does not artificially cease
after one kilometre. Additionally, I have observed that on late Friday
afternoons large garbage haulers travel East on Middle Line from Drury
Line in order avoid the traffic congestion on the 401. As another example,
on the afternoon of Aug. 30th, I followed two large lime green coloured

transpoft haulers travelling in excess of 100 kms/hr in a posted 60 km
zone. I often notice, and discussed with my neighbours, that large garbage
haulers often speed down these routes and running through stop signs,
causing great danger to all those living and driving in the area.

ln addition to all of these ongoing nuisances and concerns, I have also
personally experienced very real, acute threats to my life and safety as a
result of the Landfill operations.

Late one morning in 2006, I was transporting my 25 Tonne excavator
northbound on Erieau Road from Talbot Trail. As I got closer
(approximately 200 metres) to the entrance of Ridge Landfill a large
southbound garbage hauler transport suddenly and without warning swung
over into my lane to make a right hand turn into the Ridge Landfill entrance.
In order to avoid a serious collision I had to slam on my brakes and steer
off the road onto the grassy shoulder. As a result, I flat-spotted several
very expensive tires. lt was a near death experience that I was able to
avoid by being diligent and reacting in a calm manner. Others may not be
so fortunate.

On another occasion, lwas driving down Drury Line and I passed a large
transport garbage truck broken down in the middle of the road. lt was
blocking traffic in one direction, causing drivers to pass around it. Over the
years, I've noticed that most of these garbage trucks are very old, and in
my estimation, would have a difficult time getting their vehicles safety
certified every year. On this occasion, I stopped to see if I could help. I
was able to fix the problem after borrowing some tools from the home of
the landowner whose house the truck had broken down in front of and
applying my experience with large trucks and machinery. The driver was
on his way and the safety hazard of a large garbage truck blocking one
lane of traffic was cleared. Unfortunately, as a result of my many negative
experiences with the Ridge Landfill, I do not have any desire to help in this
way in the future. God only knows what types of life threatening accidents
these types of incidents could lead to.

When I bought my property and built my home 25 years ago, I was assured
that in 20 years the Landfill would become a recreational Nature Preserve
perfect for hiking, skiing, tobogganing, etc. This obviously is now not going
to happen in my lifetime. I have tried to be a good neighbour to the Landfill

for the past 25 years. Now that Waste Connections is renewing its
application to operate the Ridge Landfill for anoth er 20 years, and artificially
cutting off its consultation and compensation for neighbouring landowners
within a one kilometre radius of the Landfill I have to put my foot down and
formally voice my concerns. lf l've learned anything from the Ridge Landfill
it is that being respectful and neighbourly has only led my concerns to be
ignored and my health, safety, and enjoyment of my property threatened,
Despite the nearly continuous nuisance I have endured over the past 20
years, the threats to my health and safety, the unknown risks of a dump fire
or well-water contamination, I have never been compensated one penny. I
do know that many of my neighbours have been compensated with a yearly
stipend for the past 20 years and they are renegotiating compensation
packages. will not sit idly by and allow this arbitrary line and
discrimination against me to continue.

I

I now demand fair compensation for the past two decades of nuisance that
I have suffered as well as a fair and reasonable annual stipend going
forward into the future.

I have personal knowledge and information that 3 of my friends and
neighbours recently received their annual compensation packages from
Waste Connections in the amounts of
and
. ln light of my concerns, as detailed above, lam requesting
compensation for past nuisance of

I have consulted legal counsel about these concerns and complaints, and
my lawyer is well aware of this demand letter. I am hopeful that my request
for fair compensation can be resolved without the need to pursue legal
action in court proceedings, but I can no longer sit on my hands and bite
my tongue as Ridge Landfill pollutes my air and water, disturbs my

peaceful enjoyment of my property, and creates health and safety risks for
me, my family, and my neighbours.

RE: Height
Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>
To:

Mon, Dec 2, 2019 at 8:47 AM

Good morning,

The maximum height of the exis ng landﬁll is 241 meters above sea level and is about a meter below that. The height
of the landﬁll will not increase in the future – the expanded area will also be below the 241 masl height restric on
that is imposed by Transport Canada (because of the proximity of the airport).

I hope this is helpful and if you have any further ques ons please don’t hesitate to respond or to call me at 519-3582860.

Thanks,
Cathy

Cathy Smith HBA, MA, ENV SP
Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion

T: 519 676 5000 | F: 519 676 4967 | C: 519 358 2860
Waste Connections of Canada | 20262 Erieau Road | Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
www.WasteConnectionsCanada.com

From:
Sent: Thursday, November 28, 2019 12:41 AM

To: Cathy Smith
Subject: Height

WARNING: This email is from outside of Waste Connec ons; Exercise cau on.

I drove by today.. and I was just wondering..how tall is the landfill right now ?.. and how high will it be in 20 years?

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>
Date: Thu, Jan 2, 2020 at 12:23 PM
Subject: RE: The Land Fill
To:

Hi

,

I appreciate your interest in how and where the landﬁll would expand. I would be more than happy to meet with you to
discuss/show you the expansion plans. That would be the easiest way however if that’s not preferable let me know. I can
point you to/send you some resources that will explain/describe it.
Thanks,
Cathy

Cathy Smith HBA, MA, ENV SP
Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion

T: 519 676 5000 | F: 519 676 4967 | C: 519 358 2860
Waste Connections of Canada | 20262 Erieau Road | Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
www.WasteConnectionsCanada.com

From:
Sent: Thursday, December 26, 2019 10:14 AM
To: Cathy Smith
Subject: The Land Fill
WARNING: This email is from outside of Waste Connec ons; Exercise cau on.

Hi,
We are new to the Blenheim area and as you might expect a little concerned on how and where the land fill
will be expanding to. Blenheim area is a wonderful little town and we would not like to see it turned in a
one large stinky dump. We fully understand the corporate way to make money and that your "sponsorship"
is a way to show this area that you are helping but still need to be aware of the Land fill plans to expand as
this will play in how long we will be living here.
Lucking for us we are in a position to move where others are not. In saying that we would like to stay here
and enjoy Blenheim and the friends we have made but not at a cost of not being able to enjoy the "fresh
air" and the view.
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#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

Chippewas of the Thames First Nation
Meeting on August 15, 2018
1

Request to confirm compensation details

Waste Connections to confirm the number of
Section 8.7.3 (EA Report)
trees to be planted from LTVCA and get back to
COTTFN about potential opportunities for
partnership.

Phone Conversation on February 18, 2019
2

Follow-up to comment 1

Waste Connections to plant 3,000 trees on
COTTFN lands in collaboration with COTTFN in
2020.

Section 8.7.3 (EA Report)

Oneida Nation of the Thames
Meeting on August 1, 2019
Biology
3

Noted that they have observed barn
swallows, eagles, beavers and killdeer on
their lands recently when it wasn’t around
previously.

Barn swallow and killdeer were observed during Section 6.1.2 (EA Report)
field investigations; no observations of eagles
and/or beavers were made. A wildlife sweep will
be completed following the implementation of
Erosion and Sediment Control measures and
prior to vegetation/structure removals. Best
management practices will be implemented (i.e.
timing windows) in support of
vegetation/structure removals.

Groundwater
4

Asked what would happen to the clay liner if The site is located in southern Ontario, which is N/A
there was an earthquake.
not a seismically active area and, when
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#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

earthquakes are experienced, they are small to
moderate in magnitude (see attached Seismic
Hazard Map). Regarding the liner performance
under earthquake loading, the concern would be
the potential for the clay liner to rupture. Clay
liner rupture is considered to have negligible
potential to occur in this geological setting and
seismic condition. Small scale subsurface
displacements associated with earthquake
shaking of the clay deposit and liner would be
inconsequential due to the plasticity of the clay
material and the acting confining stress.
4

Asked how long the site would be monitored For purposes of calculation of financial
Section 7.0 (EA Report)
for following closure. Said the post-closure assurance, it has been assumed and accepted by
monitoring timeline was 100 years.
MECP that provision be made for monitoring for
100 years post-closure. The actual duration of
post-closure monitoring will ultimately depend
on the monitoring results and will be
determined in consultation with the MECP.

Surface Water
5

Asked how water is released from the
During the operational phase of the
Sections 6.3.2 and 7.6.2 (EA
stormwater ponds to the drains and what the landfill, the SWM ponds will be operated in
Report)
impact would be on fish moving from ponds batch mode (i.e., all runoff from the site will be
to drains.
captured within the ponds, where it will be
sampled/analyzed to confirm that the water
quality is acceptable prior to releasing outflows
to the receiving drain). Under post-closure
conditions, the SWM ponds will discharge
continuously via a gravity outlet system. The
SWM ponds are not considered to be fish
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#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

habitat and the potential for fish to access to the
ponds via the outlet structures is minimal.
Archaeology
6

Asked to receive a copy of the Stage 2
The Stage 2 Archaeological Assessment was sent Section 8.7.4 (EA Report)
Archaeological Assessment results when it is to the Oneida Nation of the Thames’
completed.
Environment and Consultation Coordinator on
August 29, 2019 by email.

7

Asked to be present at the Ridge if Stage 3
work is necessary and undertaken.

Waste Connections will keep the community
informed in regards to the Stage 3
Archaeological Assessment.

Section 7.7 (EA Report)

Visual and Noise
8

Would like to review the list of native trees
that are to be planted within the eco-region.
Indicated interest to receive trees as they’ve
lost several trees due to major storm events.

The tree planting list was sent to the Oneida
Section 8.7.4 (EA Report)
Nation of the Thames’ Environment and
Consultation Coordinator on August 29, 2019 by
email. Waste Connections will keep the
community informed in regards to the
availability of additional trees.

Emergency Response
9

Comment on concerns with deep fires within Waste Connections mentioned recent fire at the N/A
a landfill.
Ridge Landfill and how the Fire Response Plan
worked which was prepared in coordination
with the municipal fire department.

Walpole Island First Nation
Meeting on May 30, 2018
10

Discussion in meeting
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Waste Connections will keep WIFN up to date as Section 8.7.5 (EA Report)
to upcoming field studies (esp. for archaeology
and biology).

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

11

Discussion in meeting

Waste Connections will continue to update
WIFN on the timing of events as the project
progresses.

Section 8.7.5 (EA Report)

12

Discussion in meeting

Waste Connections will be collecting feedback
on the study areas for each of the technical
disciplines during the EA.

Section 3.1 (EA Report)

Response to Comments on the Ridge Landfill Evaluation and Impact Assessment Criteria
Memo received September 10, 2018; Response provided September 21, 2018
Table 1: Criteria for the Evaluation of Site Development Alternatives
13

The Terms of Reference states that the “DoNothing” alternative will be carried forward
as part of the EA to establish a control group
and baseline condition during the evaluation
of site development alternative methods
(Stated several times throughout the
document. Of note, this is stated in Section
5.1.4 immediately before discussion of
Alternative Means).

The criteria include consideration of
Section 4.0 (EA Report)
construction, operation and decommissioning
associated with the proposed landfill expansion.
For the site development alternatives and the
landfill gas and leachate management
alternatives the purpose of the evaluation is to
identify a preferred method for expanding the
site and managing leachate and landfill gas. As
such the criteria focus on areas where they
would be able to distinguish a difference
The ToR defines the “Do-Nothing” alternative between alternatives. The evaluation will
as the Ridge Landfill reaching capacity by
include the do-nothing alternative as a baseline
2022 and no longer providing waste disposal and the advantages and disadvantages of the
capacity in southern Ontario. However, the preferred alternative will be compared against
Evaluation Criteria provided are associated the do-nothing alternative. It is noted however
almost entirely with construction (site
that the do-nothing alternative does not solve
development) and leachate treatment; there the identified problem/opportunity. As per the
are no criteria associated with other aspects ToR, the do-nothing alternative would
of the operation of the landfill or hauling the effectively remove 25% of the province’s IC&I
waste. Indicators related to operations and disposal capacity in the service area and require
haulage as well as impacts must be included Waste Connections find alternative ways to
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#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

to ensure a full comparison to the “Doaddress the need to safely dispose of residual
Nothing” alternative. Although this general waste generated by its customers.
comment applies to all tables, some specific
examples are as follows:
14








Air Quality Criteria: should consider
air contaminates from the landfill
itself and from the activities
associated with the hauling waste;
Climate Change: should consider
greenhouse gas emissions from the
landfill waste and from hauling
waste;
Economic: should consider impacts
related to hauling waste; and
Transportation: should include
impacts from hauling waste.

The annual fill rate and number of trucks
Sections 5.2, 6.4 and 6.5 (EA
bringing waste to the site will not change for the Report)
expanded landfill. Thus the site development
alternatives evaluation will focus on air quality
associated with the development of the site
itself. It is recognized and will be noted in the EA
that the do-nothing alternative would close the
landfill and truck traffic would stop. As a result
any impacts currently being felt associated with
truck traffic such as those noted would be
reduced.
The impact of waste hauling will be addressed in Sections 6.7 and 6.12 (EA
the impact assessment of the preferred site.
Report)

15

In many cases, the Data Sources are “Results
from other Disciplines (Design and
Operations)”. However, the Technical Design
and Operations Section does not list any
parameters that could define these
conditions. We suggest these Data Sources
be fleshed out, so that it is clear where the
data is coming from (e.g., will stormwater
modeling or air modeling be done at this
time, and if so, which models?).

The data source column in the tables has been Sections 6.0 and 6.3 (EA Report)
revised. Surface water modeling will be
undertaken using HEC –RAS as part of the
development alternative evaluation and
atmospheric modeling will be undertaken using
AERMOD dispersion model for the detailed
impact assessment of the preferred
development alternative.

16

The area of Class 1-3 soils lost should be

The area of Class 1-3 soils lost will be added as
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Section 6.8 (EA Report)

#

Comments
added to indicators for the ‘Potential for
loss/disruption of agriculture on-site’. Soils
mapping of Ontario, Canada Land Inventory
and Official Plan mapping of Prime
Agricultural Areas can be added as a relevant
data sources.

Response

Reference in EA

an indicator for the criterion “Potential effect
on agriculture during construction” for the
evaluation of site development alternatives.
These data sources will be added to the
relevant data source column in that table.

17

The indicators state that counts of household The determination of potential effects is often a Section 4.0 (EA Report)
will be a method to evaluate odour
combination of the type of effect and the
disruption, counts of business will be used as number of people who might experience it. The
a method to evaluate economic impacts, and evaluation criteria had been revised at the time
counts of truck will be used to assess
the original response was provided and have
transportation impacts (only indicator listed). since been revised further as follows.
This is unclear, but leads one to conclude
 The indicator for odour disruption under
that impacts will be assessed based on a
social is “Relative concentrations of
threshold number of persons impacted.
odour at discreet receptors”.
Could these indictors be fleshed out a bit
 The indicator for effect on businesses
more?
under economic is “Number of
businesses (e.g., agricultural operations)
in the study area who may experience
disruption”
 For the criterion “Potential effects on
existing transportation infrastructure
and transportation operation” the
indictors are “Number of waste trucks
during operation” and “Number of
trucks for construction”. The criterion
and indicator were previously captured
under transportation, which has been
combined with built criteria.

18

Odour impacts should be assessed with
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As per the atmospheric work plan, for the odour Section 3.2.4 (EA Report)

#

Comments
respect to the property line.

Response

Reference in EA

assessment the nearest discrete receptors will
be identified in all directions around the site. In
developing the receptor grid consideration will
also be given to historical odour complaints.
Odour impacts will be assessed based on good
practice and anticipated impacts beyond the
property line.

Table 2: Draft Evaluation Criteria for the Evaluation of Landfill Gas Management Alternatives
19

It is not clear from the ToR or the documents The alternatives being considered for landfill gas Section 4.2 (EA Report)
provided which alternative means are being management are:
considered for landfill gas management. This
 Active LFG Collection and Centralized
may affect the indicators associated with the
Flaring (on-site)
options. For instance, as mentioned below, if
 Utilization of Gas via Electricity
power generation is being considered, the
Generation (on-site)
impacts of the transmission line and the grid
 Utilization of Gas via Industrial Fuel
may need to be considered. Could the
(Direct Use) (off-site) (Note: this
Alternative Means be clarified?
alternative was combined with the last
alternative)
 Utilization of Gas via Renewable Natural
Gas (RNG) ) (off-site)
We note that as no specific locations for the offsite options are known at this point, the
identification and evaluation of effects
associated with these options will focus on the
landfill site area and in the immediate vicinity.

20

The criteria associated with the landfill gas Construction impacts will be considered in all
management and leachate treatment
evaluations.
alternatives seems to focus on the operation
of the treatment options and not their
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#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

construction. Please confirm that the
assessment of Site Development Alternatives
will consider construction.
21

How will landfill gas associated with landfill
mining be considered, if carried as an
Alternative Method?

Landfill gas in the area to be mined cannot be Section 4.2 (EA Report)
captured during mining operations. Once mining
is complete and the area refilled, a new gas
collection system would be installed.

Table 3: Draft Evaluation Criteria for the Evaluation of Leachate Treatment Alternatives
22

As mentioned regarding landfill gas, it is not Leachate treatment alternatives being
Section 4.3 (EA Report)
clear from the ToR or the documents
considered are:
provided which alternative means are being
 No on-site pre-treatment and discharge
considered for leachate treatment. This may
to Blenheim Wastewater Treatment
affect the indicators associated with the
Lagoons (BWTL)(current method)
options. For instance, if trucking of leachate
 No on-site pre-treatment and discharge
is being considered, GHG emissions from
to a treatment facility other than BWTL
vehicles and transportation concerns should
(Note: This alternative was not
be considered. Could the Alternative Means
considered a reasonable permanent
be clarified?
treatment method. Transport of
leachate to another treatment facility is
considered as a contingency measure
only).
 Pre-treatment and discharge to BWTL
 Pre-treatment and discharge to a
treatment facility other than BWTL
(Note: This alternative was not
considered a reasonable permanent
treatment method. Transport of
leachate to another treatment facility is
considered as a contingency measure
only)
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Reference in EA

Full-treatment on-site and discharge t
local drain
Full-treatment on-site and discharge to
Lake Erie (Note: this alternative was not
considered reasonable due to the need
to construct a new outfall with the
required additional permits, and the
need to construct 6 km of new
forcemain.)

We note that there will not be specific
information on the treatment plant and/or
discharge locations for the alternatives except
for those involving the BWTL. A qualitative
assessment of trucking impacts will be
completed for those alternatives involving
trucking of leachate (Note: this was not
completed as all trucking was considered as
contingency only).
23

The indicators discuss a transmission line
The reference to the transmission line in the
(social). Is this additional power needed for Draft Evaluation Criteria for the Evaluation of
the leachate treatment system, or should this Leachate Treatment Alternatives has been
be considered under landfill gas alternatives removed.
(e.g., power generation). Will routes for this
be considered? Will additional property be
needed?

24

As with Table 1, counts of businesses and
The determination of potential effects is often a Sections 4.3.3.4 and 4.3.3.5 (EA
households is listed as an indicator. Can this combination of the type of effect and the
Report)
be clarified?
number of people who might experience it.

25

The criteria for the ‘potential for disruption
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The intention of this criterion is to reflect that

N/A

Section 4.3.3.1 (EA Report)

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

of aquatic systems on-site’ is only related to
on-site and does not include
downstream/off-site as well. Downstream
considerations should be included.

different leachate treatment systems may have
different potentials to discharge untreated
leachate to on-site and subsequently off-site
watercourses. Once the leachate has been
treated it will be acceptable for discharge. Offsite impacts from trucking leachate will also be
considered (Note: this was not completed as all
trucking was considered as contingency only).

26

The indicator for groundwater quality refers
to ‘potential for spill or leakage of leachate
to on-site watercourses’ rather than
groundwater. This appears to be a typo.

This indicator was revised at the time of the
Section 4.3.3.2 (EA Report)
response to reads “Potential for spill or leakage
of leachate on-site”. Since this time it has been
further revised to “Approximate travel time to
groundwater aquifer”.

27

Many of the technical design and operation
criteria seem very similar and may cause
duplication or double counting of the same
basic criteria.

The criteria for evaluating leachate treatment
alternatives has been simplified to remove
duplication.

Section 4.3 (EA Report)

Table 4: Impact Assessment Criteria
28

Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK) from
First Nations Groups is listed as a data source
for the biology assessment. Please confirm
how this information will be obtained and
used as part of the study.

As per the ToR, Waste Connections will continue Section 8.7 (EA Report)
to consult with Indigenous Communities and
Organizations throughout the EA process. Waste
Connections will continue to meet with WIFN
and other Indigenous Communities and
Organizations to discuss where and how
Traditional Ecological Knowledge could be best
represented in the EA.

29

Please confirm that the criteria associated
with livestock infrastructure will include

Any project impacts on livestock infrastructure, Section 6.8 (EA Report)
such as active barns, livestock fencing, livestock
watering ponds or wells that are used to supply
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#

Comments
barns as well as any fencing, watering
ponds or wells.

Response

Reference in EA

livestock infrastructure, will be taken into
consideration as part of the assessment.

Response to Comments on the Natural Environment Existing Conditions Report
Memo received September 18, 2018; Response provided October 3, 2018
30

Section 5.5: Recommend changing
“information” to “sources” for the sake of
clarity.

To be updated in documentation going forward EA Report and Appendices
and as part of the final EA.

31

Section 7.1: Justification should be provided Justification to be provided as part of the final
as to why some of the larger inclusions (>0.5 EA.
ha) were not defined as separate ecosites.

32

Section 7.1: Several ELC codes used appear
to be from the draft 2008 ELC expansion
document. This should be stated and cited
accordingly.

To be updated in documentation going forward Appendix D5
and as part of the final EA.

33

Section 7.4.1: Small typo noted (emerable
shiner should be emerald shiner).

To be updated in documentation going forward EA Report, Appendix D5
and as part of the final EA.

34

Section 7.2.1: It should be confirmed that
the disturbed forest ecosites do not meet
the definition of Amphibian Breeding
Habitat as defined under the SWHCS.

To be updated in documentation going forward Section 3.2.1.4 (Appendix D5)
and as part of the final EA.

Section 3.2.1.1 (EA Report)

Response to Comments on the Ridge Landfill Study Areas
Memo received September 19, 2018; Response provided October 3, 2018
Atmospheric
35

The defined study areas under the headings
Atmospheric, Climate Change, and Noise are
reasonable. The Haul Route Study Area could
be more clearly defined.
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As per the ToR, the daily and annual fill rate for Sections 1.4, 4.1.2 and 6.4.1 (EA
the site is not expected to change and the
Report)
proposed expansion will result in a continuation
of the number of waste trucks accessing the site
today. There is potential that some additional

#

Comments
The Haul Route Study Area only indicates
“lands immediately adjacent” without
providing a distance from the road centre
or similar definitive measure. Dillon
Consulting Limited does get more specific in
the “Noise” section where they say “For
noise impact, the assessment of compliance
and mitigation requirements are conducted
for the closest Points of Reception (PORs) to
dominant noise sources. For this project,
the closest PORs are expected to
experience the maximum noise impact. For
the haul route (between Highway 401 and
the landfill site), the study area will be
limited to the PORs fronting onto the haul
route.” Since this selection of receptors is
standard practise for noise assessments, it
is assumed that standard practise for air
related issues will also be utilized.

Response

Reference in EA

trucks may be required during construction, or
to accommodate materials being brought to the
landfill for waste segregation activities.
Standard practice will be used in the
Atmospheric technical discipline assessment of
the haul route. The assessment will focus on the
nearest receptors to the haul route and will be
aligned with the noise assessment.

Aviation
36

The Off-Site Study Area should ultimately
encompass the area contained within the
limits of the Primary, Secondary, and
Category B Event Bird Hazard Zones (BHZs),
as defined by Transport Canada. Aircraft
approach and departure paths, in addition
to missed approach paths and airport traffic
patterns were considered when developing
the BHZ shapes and dimensions. The Off-
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The Aviation and Bird Hazard work will cover off Sections 3.1 and 4.1.3 (EA
the Primary, Secondary and Category B Event
Report)
Bird Hazard Zones as defined by Transport
Canada. The Bird Hazard Study Area extends 15
km form the site. The design will comply with
Transport Canada’s Airport Zoning Regulations.

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

Site Study Area for the Bird Hazard Study is
approximately 15 km of the site, which
would encompass all BHZs and ensure
consistency with the Bird Hazard Study.
Biology Work Plan
37

The biology study area should typically
The on-site study area includes a minimum
include both the On-Site Property Boundary buffer of 120 meters around the perimeter of
plus 120 m to ensure the assessment of
the site.
impacts to adjacent lands of significant
habitat as defined by the Provincial Policy
Statement Natural Heritage Reference
Manual.

Section 3.1 (EA Report)

Design and Operations
38

Generally speaking, the study areas are
acceptable. It should be noted that
depending on the options which are
assessed (e.g., leachate haulage), the study
area may require some revision.

As per the ToR, all design and operational
N/A
changes will occur on the property on which the
current Ridge Landfill and proposed expansion is
situated. As such, revisions to the study area are
not anticipated.
Waste Connections would transport leachate to Section 4.3 (EA Report)
a facility with the appropriate license and
capacity for treatment. The EA document will
clearly document this in the description of the
alternative methods. Specific information on the
location of the wastewater treatment facility is
not known at this time. As such the evaluation
of leachate treatment alternatives will focus on
the potential for effects related to construction
and operation at the Ridge site.
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#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

Landfill Mining
39

We were not provided with a Scope or
Work for landfill mining. However, there is a
Study Area for the mining. Please clarify the
work plan for this study.

Landfill mining is a component of one of the site Section 4.0 (EA Report)
development alternatives. It will be assessed
using the study areas defined for other technical
disciplines. The study area figure will be revised
in the EA document to remove the landfill
mining study area. There is a landfill mining
report that will be included with the EA.

Surface Water Work Plan
40

The On-Site Study Area includes the property Off-site features within the sub-watershed
Section 3.1 (EA Report)
on which the current landfill and the
including Duke Drain will be captured within the
proposed expansion is situated. We
off-site study area.
recommend that the On-Site Study Area
along Erieau Road (from the intersection of
Erieau and Allison Line) be extended
northeast beyond the property boundary.
This is to ensure that all of the Duke Drain is
included in the Study Area.

41

Clarification is needed for the Off-Site Study As per the ToR, surface water quality
Section 3.1 (EA Report)
Area. We note the following:
investigations will be conducted in the Duke
 The Surface Water Work Plan and Drain, Howard Drain, and Scott Drain, which
Memo text state that the Surface transect the landfill site and, accordingly,
Water Study Area will extend to the represent the most appropriate watercourses to
limits of the watershed boundary of assess potential effects related to the proposed
landfill expansion.
the Howard, Scott, Duke and
McDowell Drains. They further state
that the Study Area will not include The surface water off-site study area is the 1 km
study area or the subwatershed boundary
the haul route.
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#

Comments




Response

Reference in EA

The figure accompanying the Memo whichever is greater. The study area figure will
be adjusted to reflect this in the EA
shows the Off-Site Study Area as
the Sub-watershed Boundary, plus a documentation.
1 km setback. The setback is not
The surface water impact assessment of the
mentioned in the text
preferred site will not include the haul route
of either document. The setback
should be added to the Study Area study area. This will be made clear as part of the
EA documentation.
description in both documents.
The Memo figure also lists the
disciplines to be included along the
Haul Route. Surface water is
included in that list. The Surface
Water Work Plan and the Memo or
the Memo figure should be
amended.

Transportation
42

The Study Area identified for transportation Waste Connections will not be considering a
Sections 3.1 and 8.8.3 (EA
review (i.e., on-site area and designated haul secondary or alternate waste haul route for this Report)
route between the site and Highway 401) is EA.
generally sufficient. However, If the potential
exists for secondary or alternate travel routes
to also be impacted (i.e., in addition to the
specified primary haul route), the road
network study area should be expanded to
include such routes.
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#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

Response to Comments on the Ridge Landfill Work Plans
Memo received September 20, 2018; Response provided October 3, 2018
Agricultural Assessment – June 2018
43

Section 2.3: Indicators related to ‘potential The indicator ‘area of crop production’ will
Section 6.8 (EA Report)
for loss of agricultural resource on-site’
consider the amount of agriculture removed by
should include rendering remaining lands too the facility. As part of this assessment we will
small for agricultural use.
take into consideration whether the remaining
lands are of a size that could sustain agriculture.

Atmospheric Scope of Work for EA – July 17, 2018
44

Section 4.1: First bullet indicates that PM10 TSP will be estimated based on typical ratios as Section 3.2.4 (EA Report)
will be predicted from PM2.5 data. However, well.
the same is not stated for TSP. Since the
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation
and Parks (MECP) Chatham Station does not
record TSP, will TSP be estimated based on
typical ratios as well?

45

Section 4.1: Last sentence indicates that
London and Windsor measurements are
taken in urban areas and are anticipated to
be conservative. Does “conservative” mean
“higher than what would be expected in the
area surrounding the landfill”? If so,
depending on how that data is used, the
treatment could be exactly the opposite
(unconservative). For instance, if the offproperty impact is 1, and the London
background is 20 while the local background
is 2, using the London data will give an “5%
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The analysis of impacts will be done based on
Section 3.2.4 (EA Report)
comparing the cumulative concentrations
(project + baseline) to the MECP air quality
criteria. This allows for an assessment of the
future scenario (project + baseline) to the
criteria that are in place (from the MECP) to
protect human health and impacts to the
environment. Within this methodology, use of a
higher baseline value will increase the predicted
cumulative impact, and therefore provide a
higher (more conservative) assessment of
impacts.

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

(minor) increase” while the local data will
show a 50% (major) increase.
Documentation/justification of the
Project impacts will not be compared to baseline
acceptability of the other data should be
concentrations as documented in the question.
included in the assessment. This
documentation should be relatively easy
since the London background PM2.5 for 2015
is 8.27 µg/m3 while Chatham background
PM2.5 for 2015 is 8.08 µg/m3.
46

Section 4.3: 1. Table shows “US EPA
This question was raised through engagement Section 3.2.5 (EA Report)
MOBLIE6.2 guidance” as the source of the
with the MECP and it was agreed through
“Emission Estimate Approach”. This
discussions with the MECP that emissions from
referenced guidance document is dated
on-road vehicles will be estimated using the US
October 2002. The US EPA has replaced the EPA MOVES model.
MOBILE emission factor model with
“MOVES2014a”. Please explain why the most
current emission estimate model would not
be used.

47

Section 4.3: 2. Paragraph 2 indicates they will For Item 5 identified in comment, 3 scenarios
assess “…up to three future scenarios…”, but were used for the assessment of blowing litter
Item 5 says “2 reasonable worst-case future for completeness and consistency.
design scenarios”. Is the expectation that
some of the preferred alternatives will have
the same off-site road scenarios?

48

Section 4.3: 5. Indicates that the assessment
will use 1 year of meteorological data,
presumably with the CAL3QHCR model listed
in Item 4. Given that 5 years of
meteorological data will be used in the
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Section 6.6.1.3 (EA Report)

Item 5 is specific to the Blowing Litter
Section 6.6.1.3 (EA Report)
Assessment. However, the MECP 5-year dataset
can be used for the assessment of the preferred
alternative, the haul route and the blowing litter
assessment.

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

AERMOD simulation, why would only 1 year
be used in the road traffic model? Since the
MECP will be providing the CAL3QHCR Data
anyway, 5 years can be used and provide the
same level of assessment as the AERMOD
simulation.
Biology – June 2018
49

Section 3.0: The assumption that the
proposed expansion will not impact
biological features off-site or along the
designated haul-route requires that no
increase in haulage is anticipated for future
operations between 2022-2041. Is this
confirmed?

50

Section 4.2.1: It should be noted that the
The ELC surveys completed within the Study
N/A
Ecological Land Classification (ELC) and
Area were undertaken by staff trained in OWES.
Ontario Wetland Evaluation System (OWES)
definitions do not always agree in their
definition of what is considered a wetland. It
is possible for an ecosite to be considered
both a Fresh-moist forest through ELC first
approximations and a treed swamp through
OWES. It is recommended that these studies
include staff with training/certification in the
OWES system in addition to experience with
ELC.

51

Section 4.2.3: Records also indicate the
Breeding bird surveys were completed in both
presence of Yellow-breasted Chat as well as 2015 and 2017 in support of the EA. Surveys in
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We confirm that the annual fill rate for the site
will not change during the 2022 to 2041 time
period.

Section 1.5 (EA Report)

Section 3.2.1.3 (EA Report)

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

multiple Special Concern forest-dwelling
2015 captured both the southeast and
avian species within the vicinity of the
southwest woodlands while the 2017 surveys
landfill. It should be confirmed that breeding captured the remainder of the study area.
bird surveys conducted in 2017 adequately
covered old-field thicket ecosites and forest
ecosites in addition to open grassland areas.
52

Section 4.2.5: Records indicate the presence The MNRF did not indicate the need to
Section 3.2.1.5 (EA Report)
of Eastern Foxsnake within the vicinity of the undertake Eastern Foxsnake surveys during the
landfill, but there is no mention of targeted April 5, 2016 pre-consultation meeting and
snake surveys or correspondence with MNRF confirmed the study area did not contain
regarding this species. It should be confirmed Eastern Foxsnake regulated habitat. However,
that discussions with MNRF biologists has
given that Chatham-Kent is prescribed as the
taken place to address the potential
habitat of Eastern Foxsnake, presence (or lack
presence of this species and/or critical
thereof) of Eastern Foxsnake was documented
habitat on or adjacent to the study area.
in parallel with each of the daytime surveys
completed in 2015, 2016 and 2017 as a due
diligence measure.

53

Section 4.3: Proposed re-alignment of the
Comment noted.
Howard Drain is not an activity that falls
under “Maintenance and Repair Activities
Not Requiring DFO Reviews in F Drains”. A
self-assessment will be required for these
works. A Notification of Drain Maintenance
or Repair form will need to be completed and
submitted to the DFO as well.

Section 6.1.2 (EA Report)

54

Section 4.6: It should be noted that any
Comment noted.
works that involve intermittent fish habitat
should be carried out during dry conditions.

Section 6.1.2 (EA Report)
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#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

Proposed Bird Hazard Assessment Program– May 18, 2016
55

Transport Canada’s Airport Bird-Hazard Risk
Assessment Process (ABRAP) should be
followed to establish the Bird Hazard Zones
(BHZs) at the Chatham-Kent Municipal
Airport (Airport). Once established, the BHZs
that the Landfill lies within should be
confirmed and the risks associated with the
Landfill being in the BHZs should be
identified.

Comment noted. For the Bird Hazard study area, Section 3.1 (EA Report)
although the Transport Canada ABRAP is not
specifically referenced, a study area was chosen
that would easily encompass those zones.

56

Based on the bird species observed, the level Comment noted.
of risk posed by the highest risk species
should be outlined. The level of risk should
be defined as per Transport Canada’s Bird
Hazard Ranking System.

N/A

Climate Change Scope of Work – Mitigation & Adaptation for EA – July 10, 2018
57

The report says that the IC&I service area will The ‘reduced’ service area from all of Ontario to Section 1.5 (EA Report)
be reduced from all of Ontario to just
just southern and central Ontario for ICI waste
southern and central Ontario, and their
and from Chatham-Kent and surrounding
residential service area from Chatham-Kent municipalities to just Chatham-Kent for
and the neighbouring counties of Essex,
residential waste is a refinement that represents
Lambton, Middlesex and Elgin, to only the
the current catchment area for the Ridge. As
Municipality of Chatham-Kent. The Climate such, the customer base is expected to be
Change Work Plan should assess the change identical to what it is today.
in GHG emissions both within the smaller
catchment area, and within the Province as a While Waste Connections recognizes the
whole. It is recognized that with less haulage, importance of considering GHG emissions at a
the project related GHG emissions may be
reduced. However, the waste generators
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#

Comments
from the remainder of Ontario, who
previously send their wastes to Ridge, may
end up sending their waste to further
locations or facilitates without landfill gas
destruction/utilization resulting in a net
overall Province wide increase. We suggest
that the study should consider both
scenarios.

Response

Reference in EA

local and regional level, anything beyond the
above mentioned study areas is beyond the
scope of this project.

58

Section 4.1.1: Baseline Conditions provides a Haul route GHGs will be estimated using the US Section 3.2.5 (EA Report)
work plan for the “on-site” GHG assessment EPA MOVES model.
but not the “haul route”. Please provide a
work plan that includes references to the
“haul route” Study Area (not currently
mentioned until Section 4.1.3) in the
development of the Baseline Conditions.

59

The inclusion of a “haul route” Study Area
suggests that there could be a change to the
haul route under one of the proposed
alternatives. The GHG analysis referenced in
Section 4.1.4 says it will address the regional
or provincial GHG impact. There does not
appear to be any mention of a local (haul
route) scale assessment.

The haul route study area is included for the
Section 3.1 (EA Report)
assessment of the preferred alternative. The
number of waste trucks associated with the
project are not anticipated to change as the
annual fill rate will remain the same as it is
currently. There may be some additional trucks
needed for soil import/export.
The GHG emissions from the haul route will be
quantified using the US EPA MOVES model.
These emissions will be compared to baseline
emissions for the region or province.
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Section 3.2.5 (EA Report)

#
60

Comments
The work plan described in the Atmospheric
Scope of Work was well laid out. In the same
manner as that document, please ensure
that the background, proposed alternatives
(if done), and preferred alternative scenarios
are addressed for the local, haul route, and
regional impact areas. Some of the above
impacts may be identical through all the
scenarios. If that is the case, the write-up of
that section will be short and easy but it
should be included.

Response

Reference in EA

The climate change work will document:
Section 3.2.5 (EA Report)
 Regional and provincial GHGs;
 Anticipated differences in GHG levels for
the site development alternatives; and
 Potential change in GHG associated with
the preferred site development alternative
(including the site and haul route) over the
baseline and as compared to regional and
provincial emissions.

Design and Operations – June 2018
61

We note that the Design and Operations
Work Plan appears to focus mainly on
supporting the other disciplines during the
EA stage. However, the evaluation criteria do
contain items which are related to design.
These including safety, the ability to provide
service, ability to meet regulatory standards
(leachate and gas only) and ease of
implementation. Additional consideration is
needed regarding the evaluation criteria and
a report should be generated at the EA stage
to allow a comparison of the design options.

62

Furthermore, gas collection methods are not Consideration of alternative methods will
presented in the work plan but are presented include landfill gas management. The
in the evaluation criteria. These should be
alternatives being considered for landfill gas
fleshed out as part of the work plan.
management are:
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The evaluation criteria will be reviewed and
Section 4.0 (EA Report)
presented as revised in the Interim Alternative
Methods Report. This report will also document
the comparison of alternatives for the all criteria
including those that are design related.

Section 4.2 (EA Report)

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

 Active LFG Collection and Centralized
Flaring (on-site)
 Utilization of Gas via Electricity
Generation (on-site)
 Utilization of Gas via Industrial Fuel
(Direct Use) (off-site) (Note: this was
incorporated into the alternative below)
 Utilization of Gas via Renewable Natural
Gas (RNG) ) (off-site)
These alternatives will be evaluated based on a
number of criteria and the preliminary results
will be documented in the Interim Alternative
Methods Report.
63

We note there is reference to other First
Please note the specific mention of
EA Report and supporting
Nations reviewing the report (specifically
Aamjiwnaang was included to acknowledge a
documents
Aamjiwnaang) but Walpole Island is not
specific request by them at the Terms of
mentioned (page 2). We assume this was an Reference stage to review the D&O report.
oversight and is not the true intention. Please There was no intention to overlook the valued
fix this error in future versions.
input of the Walpole Island First Nation or other
Indigenous Community and Organizations. We
will ensure that future documentation for the
project is inclusive in its reference to Indigenous
Communities and Organizations involvement.

64

The work plan goes into a lot of detail about The Design and Operation Report will be
Appendix D6
completion of the Design and Operation
completed during detailed impact assessment of
Report, but then states this will not be done the preferred alternative, the balance of the
until the EA is complete. It is unclear why this D&O will be completed in concert with
is being presented at this time and we
completion of the EA, included in the final EA
suggest that the work plan should focus on document and submitted accordingly for ECA
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#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

the EA alone, as it is misleading as to what is approval.
being done during the EA.
Hydrogeological – July 2018
65

The groundwater work plan states that the
purpose of the assessment is to
determinewhether the site can be developed
without causing adverse effects to off-site
groundwater. The On-Site and Off-Site Study
areas were discussed in our response to a
separate document. In general, we agree
with the approach outlined in the work plan.
We make the following comments:
Section Numbering and page numbers are Comment noted.
not consecutive (i.e., there are two Section
1.0 and the page numbering is restarted at 1
in the second Section 1.0 and in Section 3.0).
This will cause some confusion in locating the
source of comments below.

Appendix D7

66

Section 1.0 (2) – page 2: New monitoring
wells were drilled in the fall of 2016 and
water levels monitored since that time. We
agree with this approach as it is recognized
that the EA scope of work may evolve.

Comment noted.

Appendix D7

67

Section 2.0 – page 3: The hydrogeological
assessment is to be documented, including
borehole logs, geologic cross-sections and
piezometric maps. Will this documentation
be provided for the entire On-Site Study

Yes, documentation is to be provided for entire Appendix D7
on-site study area. The well logs, detailed crosssections and groundwater flow maps that are
developed for the EA will be referenced in
subsequent Annual Reports prepared for the
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#

Comments
Area? A review of the 2017 Annual
Monitoring Report showed that:

Response

Reference in EA

expanded landfill.

1. There were no well logs for most
of the site’s monitoring wells.
2. The cross-sections showed
geology only and were not useful
in interpreting shallow
groundwater movement (i.e., did
not include water level elevations
in relation to surface water
feature geometry and water
levels, leachate collection system
as-built elevations and, waste cell
and leachate elevations).
3. No interpretation of groundwater
movement on the Water Level
Elevations mapping for Layer 1
and Layer 3.
We recommend that well logs, detailed
cross-sections and groundwater flow maps
be developed for the EA and added to the
Annual Report.
68

Section 4.0 – pages 4 and 5: Leachate
The target parameter list for the leachate
Sections 7.1.2 (EA Report)
samples from the Old Landfill and water
monitoring wells includes the parameters listed
samples from the six new well nests are to be in the parameter list in Schedule 5, Column 1 of
analyzed. The water sample parameters are the landfill standards guideline for new or
to match the current monitoring program.
expanding landfill sites.
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#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

There is no parameter list for the leachate
samples. We recommend all samples be
analyzed for parameter list in Schedule 5,
Column 1 of the landfill standards guideline
for new or expanding landfill sites. This list
contains parameters that are useful in landfill
monitoring that are not in the current list
such as metals (arsenic, boron and
manganese), DOC and field parameters.
69

Section 5.0 – page 9: A reference to
appendices describing all elements of the
surface water assessment should be edited
to say groundwater assessment.

Comment noted.

N/A

Description of analysis at work plan stage has
been provided under bullet two and three.
Number of iterations and worst case scenarios
specified in the write up pertain to our
expectation of analysis to be completed at this
stage.

Appendix D8

Noise – June 2018
70

Section 4.0: Second and third bullet appear
to have text from the proposal rather than
text appropriate to the work plan. Please
revise the text to describe the analysis that
will be presented in the assessment.

71

Section 4.1: This section appears to have text These assumptions were included to clarify
Appendix D8
from the proposal rather than text
expectations for the purposes of the noise work
appropriate to the work plan. Please revise plan.
the text to describe the assumptions that will
be the basis of the assessment.

Socio Economic Assessment
72

Section 2.0: This section states that
properties will be ranked as having high,
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The rankings are assigned based on whether a
property is on-site (high), within 1 km and on

Section 6.6.1 (EA Report)

#

Comments
moderate or low cumulative effects
depending on how they will be affected by
various nuisances. More detail should be
provided on how the rankings will be
assigned and what criteria will be used to
determine which properties receive a high,
moderate or low ranking.
It is also unclear if the cumulative effects
rankings only apply to nuisance effects or if
other criteria will be included.

Response

Reference in EA

the haul route (high), within 1 km but not on the
haul route (moderate), on the haul route only
and not within 1 km of the site (low). In the
context of the socio-economic analysis, the
cumulative effects will only apply to nuisance
effects (i.e., noise, dust, odour, litter, traffic).

Note: The impact assessment
has been adjusted to identify if a
residual effect, positive or
negative, is likely to occur due to
the Ridge Landfill expansion.

73

Table 1: Data Sources indicated for the
The primary data source for the
Section 6.6 (EA Report)
potential displacement of residents on-site criterion/indicator related to on-site
does not specify what is involved in planned displacement has and will continue to be
consultation activities. More detail is needed. personal communication through home visits.
Waste Connections has established
communication with the two remaining tenants
on-site and meets with them at key milestones
to relay information related to the project,
gather input and discuss issues that need to be
resolved as the study proceeds.

74

Under the socio-economic Criteria group,
The community survey to be undertaken this fall Section 6.7 (EA Report)
there is a criterion for “Potential for impacts includes questions related to both the livelihood
on financial livelihoods.” The indicators seem of residents and the community. This
to relate more to impacts on the community information will be used in the impact
trust and municipality’s tax revenue rather assessment of the preferred alternative.
than the livelihood of residents. We suggest a
clarification to ensure that both personal
incomes and community benefits are
considered.
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#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

75

Table 2: The On-Site Land Use criteria group Waste Connections will continue to consult with Sections 7.7 and 8.7 (EA Report)
indicates archaeological assessments as a
Indigenous Communities and Organizations
data source. We suggest including
throughout the EA process and in particular
consultation with Indigenous communities as related to the archaeological assessment.
necessary step to ensure no disturbance of
undiscovered archaeological resources.

76

Section 2.2: This section indicates other
technical disciplines will be involved in
establishing baseline conditions and
conducting the associated effects
assessments, including Indigenous Peoples
and Traditional Use of Land. The details and
activities of this assessment should be
included for review.

Through the Cultural and Archaeological
Sections 6.9, 6.10 and 8.7 (EA
Assessments and continued discussion with
Report)
Indigenous Communities and Organizations our
intent is to recognize known historic use of this
area as part of the EA.

Surface Water – July 2018
77

Section 3.0: Comments on the proposed OnSite Study Area and the Off-Site Study Area
were provided in a separate document. In
summary, the On-Site Study Area should
include all of the Duke Drain, some of which
is located northeast of the Site property
boundary on Erieau Road. Clarification was
requested as to whether the Off-Site Study
area was the sub-watershed boundary
(proposed in Work Plan) or the boundary
plus a 1 km off-set (proposed in Technical
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The on-site study area is the Ridge property and Section 3.1 (EA Report)
is consistent for all disciplines. The off-site study
area for surface water is 1 km from the site or
the watershed boundary whichever is greater.
This off-site study area includes the Duke,
Howard, Scott and McDowell Drains.
The haul route is not included in the surface
water assessment.

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

Memo June 14, 2018, Figure 1). Clarification
was also requested as to whether the haul
road was to be included in the Surface Water
Study Area or not.
78

Section 5.0 – page 7: The section states that GPS data in combination with contour mapping Section 3.2.3 (EA Report)
the inventory of existing structures to include is believed to be sufficient for inventorying
“GPS data”. The method is not clear. We
existing structures. It is noted that detailed Lidar
recommend real-time kinematic GPS survey mapping and design information from previous
to allow comparison of geodetic elevations studies is also available for the on-site study
with water table and stream channel
area.
elevations.

79

Section 5.0 – page 7: Survey measurements
of typical channel geometry. We recommend
real-time kinematic GPS survey to allow
comparison of geodetic elevations with
water table, leachate level and leachate
collection systems elevations.

80

Section 5.0 – page 8: Continuous
The flow monitoring stations and the Layer 1
Sections 3.2.2.4 and 4.1.2.3 (EA
measurements of temperature and water
monitoring wells are already in place. We will
Report)
levels at three locations. We recommend
compare water levels in the Layer 1 monitoring
consideration be given to locating LL STN 200 wells to the elevation at the bottom of the drain
and LL STN 300 (Figure 2) adjacent to existing in the vicinity of the wells to compare water
Layer 1 monitoring wells to allow for a
levels.
comparison of seasonal water levels
elevations. Depending on the depth of the
monitoring well, consideration should also be
given to installing a piezometer screened
below the bottom of the channel.
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Detailed Lidar mapping and design information Section 4.1.2.3 (EA Report)
from previous studies is available for the on-site
study area and will allow for appropriate
measurements.

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

Analysis of the Possible Aviation Impacts – May 5, 2016
81

Transport Canada’s Civil Aviation Daily
Comment noted.
Occurrence Reporting System (CADORS)
should be reviewed to determine the
reported incident history at the Airport, and
to confirm if birds were involved in any
incidents at the Airport.

82

Management of the Airport should be
contacted to determine if they are aware of
any near-misses or unreported collisions at
the Airport resulting from birds in the area.

83

The types of aircraft that currently frequent Comment noted.
the Airport should be confirmed, and such
information should be provided to the
consultant preparing the Bird Hazard
Assessment Program so that the appropriate
dimensions may be applied towards the
BHZs.

Section 3.2.13 (EA Report)

Waste Connections routinely communicates
Section 6.13.2 (EA Report)
with airport management and airport
management reports all wildlife sightings on an
annual basis as well as bird strikes as required,
defined by and reported to Transport Canada.
Discussions with airport management will
continue to occur in the analysis of possible
aviation impacts during the EA.
Section 3.2.13 (EA Report)

Response to Comments on Interim Alternative Methods Report
Email received February 15, 2019; Response provided March 6, 2019
84

We have given the Waste Connection Interim We note that the Interim Alternative Methods N/A
Alternative Methods Report (December
Report (December 2018) is an interim report
2018) a preliminary review and have
that documents the EA work completed to date
discussed with WIFN.
on the following:
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Reference in EA

 Step 2 – Develop Alternative Methods,
According to your ToR:
 Step 3 – Predict Potential
Step 2 - Develop Alternative Methods: Landfill
Environmental Effects for Each
site development Alternative Methods will be
Alternative Method, and
developed. Each will include a description and
 Step 4 – Comparatively Evaluate the
rationale. The Alternative Methods will be
Alternative Methods to Identify a
described conceptually and in sufficient detail
Preferred Method.
to allow for a comparative evaluation during
the EA.
Waste Connections felt it was important to
make work available as it was completed to
Therefore, the Preferred Alternative Method allow for comments during the process rather
is to be selected during the comparative
than hold all documentation until the Draft EA
stage of the EA, whereas the Alternative
document is completed this spring.
Methods report should be just a description
and rationale of the methods with enough Any comments you have on the Interim
detail to allow a comparative evaluation. We Alternative Methods Report at this time are
are quite surprised to see that the Preferred valuable to Waste Connections as the comments
Alternative was selected in this report. We can be addressed as part of the Draft EA. The
note that many of the conclusions reached in Interim Alternative Methods Report provides
this report supporting the method selection directionality for Step 5 – the impact
are presented without references, a
assessment.
discussion of study methods or backup. (e.g.,
No turtles were observed in this pond during
field work.)
At this stage in time, we are just seeking
Section 4.0, 5.0, 6.0 (EA Report)
We note that the information in this Interim
clarification of whether this is the final report Alternative Methods Report will be fine-tuned
outlining the method selection method or
and included in the EA document together with
whether all 3 alternatives will continue to be information on baseline conditions (Step 1 in the
carried forward in the EA. Please advise as Approved Amended TOR) and the impact
soon as possible, so that we can ensure that assessment of the preferred alternative (Step 5)
Waste Connections of Canada
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#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

the correct technical team is assigned to the and can be further reviewed and comments
review of this report. Additional budget will provided at that time.
likely be required to review this report.
We appreciate your comment regarding the
need for additional information in the form of
references, study methods and back-up data
which will be included in the Draft EA document.
85

It is important to note as well that WIFN was This criterion was added after review of the
Section 4.0 (EA Report)
taken aback by the following misleading
draft evaluation criteria by MECP. This
statement from the report: Culturally valued statement highlighted in the email will be
species – No medicinal or culturally sensitive removed in the Draft EA document. The
species of importance were identified by
following replacement text is suggested and
WIFN who reviewed the Natural Environment provided here for your comment:
Existing Conditions Report and have visited
the site.
“As intact and healthy native ecosystems, the
on-site woodlots are considered culturally
As has repeatedly been stated, WIFN does
relevant. Alternative 3 requires removal of both
not provide a list of culturally relevant
woodlots it is considered less preferred than
species as it is the position of WIFN that
Alternatives 1 and 2 which would remove only
maintaining intact and healthy native
the SW woodlot.”
ecosystems is, in and of itself, culturally
relevant.
The current evaluation table identifies all three
alternatives as the same and will be revised to
reflect that Alternative 3 is less preferred.
Work is currently underway on the impact
assessment of the preferred alternative. We will
continue to reflect that “maintaining intact and
healthy native ecosystems is, in and of itself,
culturally relevant”.
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#

Comments

Response

In exchanges with WIFN and Neegan
Burnside to date it has come to the attention
of Waste Connections that there are criteria
related to Indigenous Communities that
would benefit from input from WIFN. The
following identifies the criteria, indicators
and data sources and summarizes the
discussion held.

Waste Connections will revise the criteria,
indicators and data sources to reflect this
discussion and provide back to WIFN for review
and comment.

Reference in EA

Meeting on April 4, 2019
86

Natural Environment
Criterion: Assess potential impact on habitat
of Endangered or Threatened species as well
as medicinal or culturally sensitive species of
importance to First Nations groups.
Indicator: Natural features with the potential
to provide habitat for Endangered or
Threatened species and/or medicinal or
culturally sensitive species of importance to
First Nations groups subject to removal or
displacement by construction and operation
of the landfill expansion.
Data source: Traditional ecological
knowledge (TEK) in consultation with First
Nations groups.
It was suggested that Waste Connections
incorporates traditional FN knowledge by
using FN people for restoration e.g., woodlot
replacement planting, naturalization of the
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Section 6.1 (EA Report)

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

berms and closure plan implementation. It
was suggested that the data source wording
could be something like incorporate
Traditional FN knowledge by using FN
peoples when implementing restoration.
Section 6.6 (EA Report)
Social Environment
Criterion: Potential to impact Indigenous
community traditional territory.
Indicator: Area of Traditional territory
affected.
Data source: To be confirmed
Criterion: Potential benefits to Indigenous
Communities.
Indicator: Extent of support and capacity
building for Indigenous Communities.
Data source: Waste Connections agreements
with First Nations.
WIFN suggested that the above two criteria
be combine into one criterion that reflects
full story of impacts and benefits. Wording
discussed was "potential for impacts and
benefits to Indigenous Communities".
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Phone Call Log

Page 1

Phone Call Log: Engagement with Indigenous Communities and
Organizations
Phone calls were made to Indigenous Communities and Organizations to fulfill the commitment made as
part of the notice of commencement.
Date

Method

Notes
Aamjiwnaang First Nation

20-Feb-18

Phone Call Outgoing

Called the Environmental Coordinator concerning setting up a
meeting.

22-Mar-18

Phone Call Outgoing

Called to ask for meeting with the chief.

04-Jun-18

Phone Call Outgoing

Called the Chief's Executive Assistant and was informed that
the Chief's son passed away.

25-Jun-18

Phone Call Outgoing

Aamjiwnaang First Nation received the Open House invitation
letter. The community’s Environment Committee will be
meeting on July 10 and will discuss the open house and
determine if anyone is interested in attending. The community
will likely have newly elected staff by July 25; Christine James
is the consultation point-person.

25-Jul-18

Phone Call Outgoing

Called the newly elected Chief to ask for a meeting.
Chiefs of Ontario

25-Jun-18

Phone Call Outgoing

Staff are away all week and won't return until June 28/29.
Caldwell First Nations

18-Jan-18

Phone Call Incoming

Called John Beaucage and said they would like a meeting in
the coming weeks.

25-Jun-18

Phone Call Outgoing

Councilor Peters was not present. Another individual
requested that letter be resent. The letter was resent.
Chippewas of the Thames First Nation

25-Jun-18

Phone Call Outgoing

Requested that the letter be resent to the Director of Lands
and Environments via their consultation Email,
consultation@cottfn.com. The letter was resent.

Delaware/Moravian of the Thames First Nation
25-Jun-18

Phone Call Outgoing

Community has a new Chief leading the First Nation, Denise
Stonefish. Requested letter to be send to new Chief Denise
Stonefish, denise.stonefish@delawarenation.on.ca. Letter was
resent.
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Page 2

Date

Method

Notes

Kettle and Stoney Point First Nation
25-Jun-18

Phone Call Outgoing

Called, spoke with the Consultation Coordinator from the
consultations department. Requested that the letter be resent
to her: valerie.george@kettlepoint.org. Letter was resent.
Metis Nation of Ontario

25-Jun-18

Phone Call Outgoing

Called, spoke with staff member from Resources &
Consultations Unit. Staff member did not have any questions
or issues with letter. Said that Metis First Nation will get back
to us if there are any questions.
Munsee-Delaware Nation

25-Jun-18

Voicemail
Message Outgoing

Called, Chief was not there. Left a message.

Oneida Nation of the Thames
23-Apr-19

Phone Call Outgoing

Called to determine who consultation contact is. Was
informed that the Environmental Coordinator is the
consultation contact.

06-May-19

Voicemail
Message Outgoing

Called, no answer. Left voicemail with Environmental
Coordinator.

15-Jun-19

Phone Call Outgoing

Called, spoke with Environmental Coordinator. He is still new
in the job and hasn't got to all of the files on his desk. He did
say that he would reach out by Friday if he had any issues or
questions on the Ridge Landfill expansion.
Walpole Island First Nation

18-Jan-18

Phone Call Incoming

Called John Beaucage and said they would like a meeting in
coming weeks. A meeting between Walpole Island First Nation
and Waste Connections took place on May 30, 2018.

25-Jun-18

Voicemail
Message Outgoing

Called, no answer. Left voicemail with Chief's office and with
Dean Jacobs (519) 627 1475.

13-Mar-19

Voicemail
Message Outgoing

Called Walpole Island First Nation as follow up to email dated
March 6, 2019 – left message to ask about degree of clarity
provided re: Alternative Methods stage in the process, asked
to confirm if WIFN will participate in the Archaeological field
studies and if a meeting could be arranged to discuss impact
assessment evaluation criteria. Requested a call back.
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Aamjiwnaang First Nation

Notices

CONFIDENTIAL

June 14, 2018
Chief Joanne Rogers,
Aamjiwnaang First Nation
978 Tashmoo Avenue
Sarnia, Ontario, N7T 7H5
Dear Chief Rogers,
I am writing to you today to advise you that the Terms of Reference for the Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental
Assessment received approval from the Minister of Environment and Climate Change on May 1, 2018. This Terms of
Reference approval allows us to proceed with the Environmental Assessment (EA). The Environmental Assessment is
where Waste Connection’s team of environmental experts will carry out technical analysis and evaluate the options to add
capacity to the Ridge. The key changes made to the Amended Terms of Reference (previously made available for public
and agency review in December 2017) are highlighted in a table at the end of this letter. The Approved Amended Terms of
Reference is attached and is also available on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com.
The Notice of Commencement for the EA is attached. This notice provides information on an upcoming Open House to be
held at St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George Street in Blenheim on July 25, 2018 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm.
This Open House will present the alternative ways to expand the landfill (referred to as site development alternatives), and
will explore alternative ways to manage leachate and use landfill gas. The Open House will also present the criteria
proposed to evaluate the site development alternatives in order to enable public feedback.
If you have any questions or comments, please call me at 705‐746‐0638 or at jbeaucage@counselpa.com or contact Cathy
Smith at Waste Connections at 519.358.2860 or at cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com.

Sincerely,

John Beaucage, Principal
cc: Cathy Smith, Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada

Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
Head Office: 95 St Clair Ave W, Suite 1606, Toronto, ON M4V 1N6 | 416.920.0716 | counselpa.com
Vancouver | Edmonton | Toronto | Ottawa

CONFIDENTIAL

This table provides an overview of the key changes made to the December 2017
Amended ToR
Section
Executive
Summary

Section 2.2

Amendment
Diversion ‐ Waste Connections reinforced its commitment to assisting the province to
reach diversion targets and will assess the feasibility and viability of implementing an on‐
site waste diversion program in the EA. The assessment of an on‐site diversion program
will be carried out in accordance with best management practices, in consideration of
new and emerging technologies, and in recognition of the goals and expectations set
forth in the Resource Recovery and Circular Economy Act, 2016 and the Strategy for a
Waste‐Free Ontario: Building the Circular Economy.
Climate Change ‐ Text was amended to clarify that Waste Connections will include an
assessment of how the preferred project may contribute to greenhouse gas emissions as
part of the EA. Waste Connections will also include consideration of greenhouse gas
emissions in the evaluation of alternative methods.

This section was also revised to clarify that Waste Connections will consider climate
adaptation measures to reduce and manage climate change effects on the site.
Section 3.3.4 Project Rationale – Waste Connections will revisit the purpose and opportunity outlined
in the Terms of Reference. Waste Connections agreed to reconfirm the data and
methods used to develop the rationale for the undertaking as part of the EA.
Section 4.3
Study Areas – Waste Connections committed to determining the study areas in
consultation with agencies, Indigenous Communities and the public as part of the
development of detailed technical discipline work plans for the EA.
Section
Alternative Methods – Waste Connections agreed to consider alternative methods for
5.2.1.2
leachate management and landfill gas management/utilization in addition to the landfill
site development alternatives.
Section 5.3
Impact Assessment of the Preferred Alternative Method – The text was revised to clarify
that all phases of the project will be assessed (i.e. construction, operation, closure and
post‐closure) and that the impact on climate change will be considered in this
assessment.

Section 7.0

Waste Connections will finalize the technical discipline work plans for the EA based on
input from interested agencies, Indigenous Communities and the public. Waste
Connections will consult with the MOECC prior to the finalization of atmospheric,
hydrogeology and surface water quality work plans.
Commitments – Waste Connections will develop a table of commitments made during
the Terms of Reference and will track these commitments during the EA to confirm they
are fulfilled.

CONFIDENTIAL

November 16, 2018
Chief Chris Plain,
Aamjiwnaang First Nation
978 Tashmoo Avenue
Sarnia, Ontario, N7T 7H5
Dear Chief Plain,
I am writing to you today to invite you to Waste Connection’s upcoming Open House to be held at St. Mary’s
Hall, 94 George Street in Blenheim on December 6, 2018 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm.
As you may recall the Amended Terms of Reference for the Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment
received approval from the Minister of Environment, Conservation and Parks on May 1, 2018. This Amended
Terms of Reference approval allowed Waste Connections to proceed with the Environmental Assessment
(EA). The Environmental Assessment is where Waste Connection’s team of environmental experts will carry out
technical analysis and evaluate the options to add capacity to the Ridge. The Approved Amended Terms of
Reference is available on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com.
This Open House will present alternative configurations to expand the landfill (referred to as site development
alternatives), and will explore alternative methods of managing leachate and landfill gas. The Open House will
also present the criteria that were used to evaluate the alternatives and present the preliminary preferred
configuration, leachate treatment and landfill gas management methods, which Waste Connections will ask for
community feedback on.
Please note that if you cannot attend on December 6th, and have any questions or comments please call me at
705-746-0638 or at jbeaucage@counselpa.com or contact Cathy Smith at Waste Connections at 519.358.2860
or at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.

Sincerely,

John Beaucage, Principal
cc: Cathy Smith, Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada

Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
Head Office: 95 St Clair Ave W, Suite 1606, Toronto, ON M4V 1N6 | 416.920.0716 | counselpa.com
Vancouver | Edmonton | Toronto | Ottawa

6/3/2019

Ridge Environmental Expansion - Notification of Available Reports - abuelles@dillon.ca

Subject: Ridge Environmental Expansion - Notification of Available Reports
Jaskiran Shoker <jshoker@counselpa.com>

Mon, Jan 14, 11:24 AM

to Chief.plain@aamjiwnaang.ca, John Beaucage, Cathy Smith

You are viewing an attached message. Dillon Consulting Limited Mail can't
verify the authenticity of attached messages.

On behalf of John Beaucage (Counsel Public Affairs) and Waste Connections of Canada:
Dear Chief Plain,
In December 2018, Waste Connections completed the evaluation of alternative configurations to expand the Ridge Landfill
(referred to as site development alternatives), as well as leachate treatment and landfill gas management alternative
methods. Waste Connections has also completed a review of different waste diversion options that could possibly divert
more waste from the landfill. The purpose of this email is to inform you that the following two reports are available for
review:
Interim Alternative Methods
A Review of Diversion Options
The information included in these reports was presented for comment at the Open House held on December 6th.
Approximately 40 people attended the Open House.
The reports and the Open House material can be found on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com. If you have any
comments on the material in these reports we kindly ask that you provide them by February 28, 2019. Input received will
be incorporated into the Draft Environmental Assessment Report expected to be released for public and agency review
and comment in the summer of 2019.
For further information, please don’t hesitate to reach John Beaucage at 705-746-0638 or via email at
JBeaucage@counselpa.com, and please copy Cathy Smith at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&view=btop&ver=1qpvtbzzwa70q&msg=%23msg-f%3A1622657192005087970&attid=0.5
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CONFIDENTIAL

June 28, 2019
Chief Chris Plain,
Aamjiwnaang First Nation
978 Tashmoo Avenue
Sarnia, Ontario, N7T 7H5
Re: Open House & Ridge Landfill Draft Environmental Assessment Report
Dear Chief Plain,
I am writing to you today to invite you to Waste Connection’s upcoming Open House to be held
at St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George Street in Blenheim on July 11, 2019 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm. Since
the last Open House in December 2018, the team has been refining the proposed design of the
Ridge Landfill to account for the additional capacity that would be needed to continue operation
to 2041 and identifying opportunities to reduce or eliminate potential effects on the
environment and neighbours. This Open House will present this information for review and
comment.
Waste Connections is documenting the technical analysis completed to support the proposal to
add capacity at the Ridge Landfill in a Draft Environmental Assessment Report. Comments
received at the Open House will be incorporated into this draft report. The draft report will be
available for review shortly after the Open House beginning on July 23, 2019 and ending on
September 6, 2019. The draft report will be posted on the project website and available in hard
copy at the locations listed in the Open House and Draft EA Notice attached. Any comments
must be received by September 6, 2019 to be incorporated into the final document. All
comments should be submitted to Cathy Smith, Project Manager for the Landfill Expansion.
Cathy can be reached at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com or comments can also be
received through the Ridge website at www.ridgelandfill.com.
Please note that if you cannot attend the Open House on July 11th, and have any questions or
comments please call me at 705-746-0638 or Cathy Smith at 519-358-2860.
Sincerely,

John Beaucage, Principal
cc: Cathy Smith, Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada
Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
Head Office: 95 St Clair Ave W, Suite 1606, Toronto, ON M4V 1N6 | 416.920.0716 | counselpa.com
Vancouver | Edmonton | Toronto | Ottawa

Email Communication

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
June 4, 2019 12:05 PM
Buelles, Anni; Karla Kolli
FW: Ridge Landfill Environmental Expansion - Notice of Archeological Stage 2

From: Cathy Smith
Sent: Thursday, March 07, 2019 11:37 AM
To: Chief.plain@aamjiwnaang.ca
Cc: 'John Beaucage'; 'Allison, Bill'
Subject: Ridge Landfill Environmental Expansion - Notice of Archeological Stage 2

Good Morning,
We want to advise you that we have retained Stantec Consulting Ltd to undertake Stage 2 Archeological field work as
required for the Ridge Landfill Environmental Assessment and are hoping, weather dependent, to commence that work
the week of April 22nd. Please kindly confirm whether Aamjiwnaang First Nation will wish to attend the field studies as
was discussed during the Terms of Reference (ToR) stage in your/our comments and responses to the ToR.
We note that no further biology field work has been or will need to be undertaken however of interest to AFN might be
the benthics fieldwork currently planned for the week of April 1st (again weather dependent).
If you have any questions please don’t hesitate to email me back or give me a call at 519-358-2860.
Regards and thanks,
Cathy
Cathy Smith HBA, MA, ENV SP
Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion

T: 519 676 5000 | F: 519 676 4967 | C: 519 358 2860
Waste Connections of Canada | 20262 Erieau Road | Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
www.WasteConnectionsCanada.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jaskiran Shoker <jshoker@counselpa.com>
September 26, 2019 10:06 AM
Buelles, Anni
FW: Ridge Draft EA

From: Jaskiran Shoker
Sent: Wednesday, July 10, 2019 3:59 PM
To: Chief.plain@aamjiwnaang.ca
Cc: John Beaucage <JBeaucage@counselpa.com>; Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
Subject: Ridge Draft EA

On behalf of John Beaucage (Counsel Public Affairs) and Waste Connections of Canada:
Dear Chief Plain,
The draft Environmental Assessment will soon be completed by Waste Connections of Canada on the Ridge
Landfill project.
There are a couple of options that you may wish to consider in terms of receiving the information, they are:
·
·
·
·

Electronic Copy of Full Draft EA
Hard Copy of Main EA Report – electronic copy of Report, Appendices and Supporting Documentation
Hard Copy of Full Draft EA
No Copy – the Full Draft EA will be available at www.ridgelandfill.com

The Draft EA will be distributed the week of the 22nd of July.
Please advise us as to how you wish to receive the information. If we do not hear from you by the end of July
we will assume that if interested, you will be viewing the draft EA on the Ridge Landfill website.
For further information, please don’t hesitate to reach out at 705-746-0638 or via email at
JBeaucage@counselpa.com, and please copy Cathy Smith at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.
Yours truly,
John Beaucage
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Caldwell First Nation

Notices

CONFIDENTIAL

June 14, 2018
Councillor Janne Peters
Caldwell First Nation
14 Orange Street
Leamington, ON. N8H 1P5
Dear Councillor Peters,
I am writing to you today to advise you that the Terms of Reference for the Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental
Assessment received approval from the Minister of Environment and Climate Change on May 1, 2018. This Terms of
Reference approval allows us to proceed with the Environmental Assessment (EA). The Environmental Assessment is
where Waste Connection’s team of environmental experts will carry out technical analysis and evaluate the options to add
capacity to the Ridge. The key changes made to the Amended Terms of Reference (previously made available for public
and agency review in December 2017) are highlighted in a table at the end of this letter. The Approved Amended Terms of
Reference is attached and is also available on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com.
The Notice of Commencement for the EA is attached. This notice provides information on an upcoming Open House to be
held at St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George Street in Blenheim on July 25, 2018 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm.
This Open House will present the alternative ways to expand the landfill (referred to as site development alternatives), and
will explore alternative ways to manage leachate and use landfill gas. The Open House will also present the criteria
proposed to evaluate the site development alternatives in order to enable public feedback.
If you have any questions or comments, please call me at 705.746.0638 or at jbeaucage@counselpa.com or contact Cathy
Smith at Waste Connections at 519.358.2860 or at cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com.

Sincerely,

John Beaucage, Principal
cc: Cathy Smith, Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada

Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
Head Office: 95 St Clair Ave W, Suite 1606, Toronto, ON M4V 1N6 | 416.920.0716 | counselpa.com
Vancouver | Edmonton | Toronto | Ottawa

CONFIDENTIAL

This table provides an overview of the key changes made to the December 2017
Amended ToR
Section
Executive
Summary

Section 2.2

Amendment
Diversion ‐ Waste Connections reinforced its commitment to assisting the province to
reach diversion targets and will assess the feasibility and viability of implementing an on‐
site waste diversion program in the EA. The assessment of an on‐site diversion program
will be carried out in accordance with best management practices, in consideration of
new and emerging technologies, and in recognition of the goals and expectations set
forth in the Resource Recovery and Circular Economy Act, 2016 and the Strategy for a
Waste‐Free Ontario: Building the Circular Economy.
Climate Change ‐ Text was amended to clarify that Waste Connections will include an
assessment of how the preferred project may contribute to greenhouse gas emissions as
part of the EA. Waste Connections will also include consideration of greenhouse gas
emissions in the evaluation of alternative methods.

This section was also revised to clarify that Waste Connections will consider climate
adaptation measures to reduce and manage climate change effects on the site.
Section 3.3.4 Project Rationale – Waste Connections will revisit the purpose and opportunity outlined
in the Terms of Reference. Waste Connections agreed to reconfirm the data and
methods used to develop the rationale for the undertaking as part of the EA.
Section 4.3
Study Areas – Waste Connections committed to determining the study areas in
consultation with agencies, Indigenous Communities and the public as part of the
development of detailed technical discipline work plans for the EA.
Section
Alternative Methods – Waste Connections agreed to consider alternative methods for
5.2.1.2
leachate management and landfill gas management/utilization in addition to the landfill
site development alternatives.
Section 5.3
Impact Assessment of the Preferred Alternative Method – The text was revised to clarify
that all phases of the project will be assessed (i.e. construction, operation, closure and
post‐closure) and that the impact on climate change will be considered in this
assessment.

Section 7.0

Waste Connections will finalize the technical discipline work plans for the EA based on
input from interested agencies, Indigenous Communities and the public. Waste
Connections will consult with the MOECC prior to the finalization of atmospheric,
hydrogeology and surface water quality work plans.
Commitments – Waste Connections will develop a table of commitments made during
the Terms of Reference and will track these commitments during the EA to confirm they
are fulfilled.

CONFIDENTIAL

November 16, 2018
Caldwell First Nation
14 Orange Street
Leamington, ON. N8H 1P5
Dear Caldwell First Nation,
I am writing to you today to invite you to Waste Connection’s upcoming Open House to be held at St. Mary’s Hall, 94
George Street in Blenheim on December 6, 2018 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm.
As you may recall the Amended Terms of Reference for the Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment received
approval from the Minister of Environment, Conservation and Parks on May 1, 2018. This Amended Terms of Reference
approval allowed Waste Connections to proceed with the Environmental Assessment (EA). The Environmental Assessment
is where Waste Connection’s team of environmental experts will carry out technical analysis and evaluate the options to
add capacity to the Ridge. The Approved Amended Terms of Reference is available on the project website
www.ridgelandfill.com.
This Open House will present alternative configurations to expand the landfill (referred to as site development
alternatives), and will explore alternative methods of managing leachate and landfill gas. The Open House will also present
the criteria that were used to evaluate the alternatives and present the preliminary preferred configuration, leachate
treatment and landfill gas management methods, which Waste Connections will ask for community feedback on.
Please note that if you cannot attend on December 6th, and have any questions or comments please call me at 705-7460638 or at jbeaucage@counselpa.com or contact Cathy Smith at Waste Connections at 519.358.2860 or at
catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.

Sincerely,

John Beaucage, Principal

cc: Cathy Smith, Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada

Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
Head Office: 95 St Clair Ave W, Suite 1606, Toronto, ON M4V 1N6 | 416.920.0716 | counselpa.com
Vancouver | Edmonton | Toronto | Ottawa

6/3/2019

Ridge Environmental Expansion - Notification of Available Reports - abuelles@dillon.ca

Subject: Ridge Environmental Expansion - Notification of Available Reports
Jaskiran Shoker <jshoker@counselpa.com>

Mon, Jan 14, 11:29 AM

to tammy.jolicoeur@caldwellfirstnation.ca, John Beaucage, Cathy Smith

You are viewing an attached message. Dillon Consulting Limited Mail can't
verify the authenticity of attached messages.

On behalf of John Beaucage (Counsel Public Affairs) and Waste Connections of Canada:
Dear Caldwell First Nation,
In December 2018, Waste Connections completed the evaluation of alternative configurations to expand the Ridge Landfill
(referred to as site development alternatives), as well as leachate treatment and landfill gas management alternative
methods. Waste Connections has also completed a review of different waste diversion options that could possibly divert
more waste from the landfill. The purpose of this email is to inform you that the following two reports are available for
review:
Interim Alternative Methods
A Review of Diversion Options
The information included in these reports was presented for comment at the Open House held on December 6th.
Approximately 40 people attended the Open House.
The reports and the Open House material can be found on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com. If you have any
comments on the material in these reports we kindly ask that you provide them by February 28, 2019. Input received will
be incorporated into the Draft Environmental Assessment Report expected to be released for public and agency review
and comment in the summer of 2019.
For further information, please don’t hesitate to reach John Beaucage at 705-746-0638 or via email at
JBeaucage@counselpa.com, and please copy Cathy Smith at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&view=btop&ver=1qpvtbzzwa70q&msg=%23msg-f%3A1622657192005087970&attid=0.4
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CONFIDENTIAL

June 28, 2019
Chief Mary Duckworth
Caldwell First Nation
14 Orange Street
Leamington, ON. N8H 1P5
Re: Open House & Ridge Landfill Draft Environmental Assessment Report
Dear Chief Mary Duckworth,
I am writing to you today to invite you to Waste Connection’s upcoming Open House to be held
at St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George Street in Blenheim on July 11, 2019 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm. Since
the last Open House in December 2018, the team has been refining the proposed design of the
Ridge Landfill to account for the additional capacity that would be needed to continue operation
to 2041 and identifying opportunities to reduce or eliminate potential effects on the
environment and neighbours. This Open House will present this information for review and
comment.
Waste Connections is documenting the technical analysis completed to support the proposal to
add capacity at the Ridge Landfill in a Draft Environmental Assessment Report. Comments
received at the Open House will be incorporated into this draft report. The draft report will be
available for review shortly after the Open House beginning on July 23, 2019 and ending on
September 6, 2019. The draft report will be posted on the project website and available in hard
copy at the locations listed in the Open House and Draft EA Notice attached. Any comments
must be received by September 6, 2019 to be incorporated into the final document. All
comments should be submitted to Cathy Smith, Project Manager for the Landfill Expansion.
Cathy can be reached at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com or comments can also be
received through the Ridge website at www.ridgelandfill.com.
Please note that if you cannot attend the Open House on July 11th, and have any questions or
comments please call me at 705-746-0638 or Cathy Smith at 519-358-2860.
Sincerely,

John Beaucage, Principal
cc: Cathy Smith, Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada
Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
Head Office: 95 St Clair Ave W, Suite 1606, Toronto, ON M4V 1N6 | 416.920.0716 | counselpa.com
Vancouver | Edmonton | Toronto | Ottawa

Email Communication

Subject:
Attachments:

FW: Ridge Environmental Expansion - Engagement History with Caldwell First Nation
Caldwell First Nation - Engagement History Ridge Landfill EA.pdf

From: Nikki Orosz [mailto:nikki.orosz@caldwellfirstnation.ca]
Sent: Sunday, February 17, 2019 2:22 PM
To: Cathy Smith
Cc:
; John Beaucage; Allison, Bill
Subject: RE: Ridge Environmental Expansion - Engagement History with Caldwell First Nation

Thank you, Cathy!
I will advise the Council of the below information and should they wish to meet or tour,
Assistant will be in contact.

, Executive

Thank you,

Nikki Orosz
Director of Operations
Ca l d we l l

F i r s t Na t i o n

14 Orange Street
Leamington | ON | N8H 1P5
Office: (519) 322-1766
Mobile: (226) 236-1108
nikki.orosz@caldwellfirstnation.ca
From: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
Sent: February 8, 2019 1:59 PM
To: Nikki Orosz <nikki.orosz@caldwellfirstnation.ca>
Cc:
@caldwellfirstnation.ca>; John Beaucage <JBeaucage@counselpa.com>; 'Allison,
Bill' <wallison@dillon.ca>
Subject: Ridge Environmental Expansion - Engagement History with Caldwell First Nation
Dear Ms. Orosz,
In response to your request for us to provide information on what our engagement has been with Caldwell First Nation I
have taken the liberty of attaching all previous correspondence on the project.
We would be more than happy to meet with Council and do another but updated presentation (see in the attached)
about the project. If you would like us to attend a regular meeting of Council please advise what that/those dates are?
If you intend to have a separate meeting specific to this project I would be happy to coordinate that with you as well.
We also welcome Caldwell to take a site tour of the Ridge Landfill, perhaps when the weather is a bit more pleasant!
Please don’t hesitate to call me at 519-358-2860 or to email me if you have any questions and I look forward to hearing
from you.
1

Regards,
Cathy
Cathy Smith HBA, MA, ENV SP
Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion

T: 519 676 5000 | F: 519 676 4967 | C: 519 358 2860
Waste Connections of Canada | 20262 Erieau Road | Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
www.WasteConnectionsCanada.com

From: Nikki Orosz <nikki.orosz@caldwellfirstnation.ca>
Sent: Saturday, February 2, 2019 3:49 PM
To: Jaskiran Shoker <jshoker@counselpa.com>
Cc:
@caldwellfirstnation.ca>
Subject: RE: Ridge Environmental Expansion - Notification of Available Reports
Boozhoo,
Please provide information on what your engagement has been with Caldwell First Nation in the past. Caldwell First
Nation will not consent to any projects without proper consultation. Please let me know when you intend to conduct
visits to First Nations for input and what availability you have to meet with Caldwell First Nation Council.
Miigwech,

Nikki Orosz
Director of Operations
Ca l d we l l

F i r s t Na t i o n

14 Orange Street
Leamington | ON | N8H 1P5
Office: (519) 322-1766
Mobile: (226) 236-1108
nikki.orosz@caldwellfirstnation.ca
2

Email Attachment for
Email Dated February 8, 2019

April 7, 2016
Chief Louise Hillier
Caldwell First Nation
P.O. Box 388
Leamington, Ontario
N8H 3W3
Dear Chief Hillier:
I have been engaged by Progressive Waste Solutions Canada Inc (PWS) to help support discussions with
indigenous communities with respect to future plans for PWS’s Ridge Landfill near Blenheim, Ontario. It
is our desire to meet with you to discuss these future plans and to gather your preliminary thoughts.
PWS intends to make formal public notification in the next week to 10 days but would be pleased to
arrange confidential discussions with your First Nation with respect to the proposed project.
The Ridge Landfill is located at 20262 Erieau Road, Blenheim, Ontario, (see maps) which may be within
your traditional territory.

I along with representatives of PWS respectfully request an opportunity to meet with you and/or to
discuss the project by phone at your discretion. If you prefer to meet in person could you please kindly
suggest available dates that I can convey to the rest of our project team.
I can be reached at 416-920-0716 ext. 239, by cell phone at 705-746-0638 or at
jbeaucage@counselpa.com.
Respectfully,

John Beaucage
Principal
Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
1606-95 St. Clair Avenue West
Toronto, Ontario M4V 1N6

April 18, 2016
Chief Louise Hillier
Caldwell First Nation
P.O. Box 388
Leamington, Ontario
N8H 3W3
Dear Chief Hillier:
As a follow up to my earlier letter, I want to officially advise you that Progressive Waste Solutions will be
announcing today that it will be seeking an expansion of the Ridge Landfill. Attached is the newsletter
that we’re sending out to our neighbours and immediate communities surrounding the landfill. Also
attached is the notice of commencement being published first in the Blenheim Tribune.
The proposed expansion of the Ridge Landfill would provide continued long-term disposal capacity for
Chatham-Kent. We would like to emphasize that this expansion will not involve an increase to current
annual waste volumes; it is an expansion of the life of the landfill that would allow operation to continue
after 2022. Doing so will allow continued benefits of the facility to the municipality and the local
communities.
There is a two-step process to obtain approval for the expansion. The first involves the preparation of an
Environmental Assessment (EA) Terms of Reference (ToR) which outlines the road map for the EA. Once
this road map is approved by the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change, the second step is
conducting the EA. The EA will look at the need for and opportunities associated with the Ridge Landfill,
different ways to develop the facility, the potential for environmental effects and how effects would be
mitigated.
Input is important to the development of the expansion plans for the Ridge Landfill and we welcome an
opportunity to meet with you. We know that people may have questions and want to know that the
environment will be protected. These issues and others will be addressed through a transparent process
to develop a facility that maximizes the resource benefits from the waste materials and minimizes
negative impacts on the environment and our community.
The public consultation process will begin with an Open House on May 3rd at St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George
Street, Blenheim from 5:00 to 8:00 pm. A second Open House will be occurring approximately a month
later.
If you have questions and/or comments, we would be pleased to meet with you to discuss. You may also
wish to visit their website – www.ridgelandfill.com. I will follow up with your office.

I can be reached at 416-920-0716 ext. 239, by cell phone at 705-746-0638 or at
jbeaucage@counselpa.com.
Respectfully,

John Beaucage
Principal
Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
1606-95 St. Clair Avenue West
Toronto, Ontario M4V 1N6

May 11, 2016
Chief Louise Hillier
Caldwell First Nation
P.O. Box 388
Leamington, Ontario
N8H 3W3
Dear Chief Hillier:
Re: Ridge Landfill Expansion, Blenheim, Ontario
As a follow up to my earlier letter, I want to advise you that Progressive Waste Solutions (PWS) held a
well-attended (60 participants) Open House on May 3 rd at St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George Street, Blenheim
from 5:00 to 8:00 pm. A series of information boards were presented with background information
about PWS, the 50-year history of the Ridge Landfill, its environmental management systems,
alternatives for expansion, the Terms of Reference and Environmental Assessment process and
anticipated process schedule.
As previously mentioned the proposed expansion would provide continued long-term disposal capacity
for Chatham-Kent and will not involve an increase to current annual waste volumes; it is an expansion of
the life of the landfill that would allow operation to continue after 2022. Doing so will allow continued
benefits of the facility to the municipality and the local communities.
At this stage we want to notify you of our plans for a second Open House on June 28 th again to be held
at St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George Street, Blenheim from 5:00 to 8:00 pm. The second Open House will be
held within the mandatory thirty (30) day public and agency review period to commence on or about
June 15th.
Input is important to the development of the expansion plans for the Ridge Landfill and we continue to
welcome an opportunity to meet with you. If you would like to meet to discuss the expansion I kindly
ask that you call me by May 25th to make arrangements. This would enable us to hear your comments
prior to the end of the public and agency review period.
I can be reached at 416-920-0716 ext. 239, by cell phone at 705-746-0638 or at
jbeaucage@counselpa.com.
Respectfully,

John Beaucage
Principal, Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
1606-95 St. Clair Avenue West
Toronto, Ontario M4V 1N6

MEETING MINUTES
PROJECT:

Ridge Landfill EA – Project Introduction Meeting

DATE/TIME:

June 27, 2016, 9:00 am to 10:00 am

LOCATION:

14 Orange Street, Leamington, ON N8H 1P5

PRESENT:

Chief Louise Hillier (Caldwell), Councillor Lonnie Dodge (Caldwell),
Councillor Janne Peters (Caldwell), Councillor James Peters (Caldwell),
Mary Frances Duckworth (Caldwell), John Beaucage (Counsel Public
Affairs), Cathy Smith (PWS), Tim Kozlof (PWS), Megan Bellamy (Dillon
Consulting)

Introductions
All attendees introduced themselves, what organization they were representing, and what their
goals were for the meeting.
History of Caldwell First Nation





Point Pelee was the traditional home of the Caldwell. They were burned out by the
RCMP in the 1920’s.
Representatives of the Caldwell First Nation travelled to Ottawa to speak with the
Minister of Indian Affairs and appeal to him to call an election. The current Chief (Chief
Hillier) was elected in 2007.
The Caldwell First Nation purchased their community centre in 2010.
The Caldwell First Nation have shown great resiliency throughout their history, and want
to approach this meeting in the spirit of collaboration with PWS.

Presentation: The Ridge Landfill Expansion



Progressive Waste Solutions Canada Inc. (PWS) is one of the largest waste management
companies in Canada. PWS employs 60 people in the Municipality of Chatham-Kent.
The Ridge Landfill has been operating since 1966 and PWS took ownership
approximately 10 years ago. The landfill accepts industrial, commercial and institutional
(IC&I) waste from all of Ontario and residential waste from Chatham-Kent and the
surrounding counties of Essex, Middlesex, Lambton, and Elgin.

DILLON CONSULTING LIMITED, 235 YORKLAND BOULEVARD, SUITE 800, TORONTO, ONTARIO M2J 4Y8

TELEPHONE (416) 229-4646
FAX (416) 229-4692

Draft Meeting Minutes for EA Terms of Reference
MOECC Update Meeting
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A previous Environmental Assessment (EA) was completed in 1998 to expand the
landfill to its current permitted area. The landfill is now expected to reach capacity by
2022.
The purpose of this EA is to expand the life of the landfill by another 20 years to 2041.
The annual fill rate would remain the same at 1.3 million tonnes per year.
Chief Hillier asked about stormwater management for the new portion of the site. PWS
explained that the stormwater management facility would be sized appropriately during
detailed design and that the current system includes controlled runoff of surface water
into 5 ponds. The water is tested before it is released to a surface drain that runs around
the outside of the landfill. It is noted that surface runoff doesn’t come into contact with
the waste. Water that does come into contact with the waste goes to the Blenheim
wastewater lagoons. It was noted that groundwater quality is also independently
monitored with results submitted to the MOECC annually. This monitoring has been
taking place for over 50 years and has consistently been in compliance with Ministry
standards.
Dillon described the natural environment studies that have taken place so far at the site.
These included botanical surveys, ecological land classification, amphibian and breeding
bird surveys, and bat acoustic monitoring of the southeast and southwest woodlots. The
woodlots are approximately 7 and 4 ha, respectively. PWS offered a tour of the site.

Other Items






Chief Hillier asked what kind of grasses were in the seed mix on the Old Landfill. PWS
will need to confirm but indicated there have been no issues with invasive species.
It was asked if PWS employs any First Nations people locally. PWS indicated that it is
difficult to determine this because they don’t want to ask people to self-identify. Chief
Hillier mentioned that First Nations have had employment at other landfill sites picking
up litter and helping with bird management.
PWS indicated they would reach out to Caldwell First Nation about potential sponsorship
opportunities.
PWS indicated they do educational outreach programs at the University of Guelph’s
Ridgetown campus.

Action Items
Action
Follow up regarding grass seed mix at Ridge.
Follow up regarding potential sponsorship
opportunities.

Responsible Party
PWS
PWS

Errors and/or Omissions: For any errors and/or omissions, please contact Megan Bellamy (416-2294647, Ext. 2423) or mbellamy@dillon.ca

DILLON CONSULTING LIMITED, 235 YORKLAND BOULEVARD, SUITE 800, TORONTO, ONTARIO M2J 4Y8

TELEPHONE (416) 229-4646
FAX (416) 229-4692
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Chief Louise Hillier
Caldwell First Nation
P.O. Box 388
Leamington, ON
N8H 3W3
Sent by email:
RE: Revisions to the Ridge Landfill Terms of Reference & Change in Corporate Ownership
Dear Chief Hillier,
I want to advise you of two developments with respect to the Ridge Landfill: some revisions to the Terms
of Reference for the Environmental Assessment on the proposed expansion of the Ridge Landfill and the
change in the company’s corporate ownership from Progressive Waste Solutions to Waste Connections
of Canada.
Waste Connections is voluntarily withdrawing its proposed Terms of Reference to work with the
government on enhancing it so it better reflects the government’s new Waste Free Ontario Act, which
was passed after the Terms of Reference were submitted. The revised Terms of Reference will provide
more information on the scope of work to be conducted in the Environmental Assessment on waste
diversion as well as other environmental work plans pertaining to the proposed expansion of the Ridge
Landfill.
Waste Connections will be hosting another open house for residents and other interested parties to have
an opportunity to provide input on the proposed revisions. The open house is planned to occur this fall
and details will follow.
Also, because of the merger of Progressive Waste Solutions (PWS) with Waste Connections Inc. in June
2016, PWS has changed its name to Waste Connections of Canada. As they unite under the Waste
Connections banner they will remain the same dependable partner committed to being a good neighbor
and a responsible corporate citizen.
If you have any questions or comments, please call me at 705-746-0638 or via email at
JBeaucage@counselpa.com, and please copy Cathy Smith at cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com.
Sincerely,

John Beaucage, Principal
cc: Kent Hunter, Senior Project Engineer – Waste Management, Neegan Burnside Ltd.
cc: Cathy Smith, Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada

CONFIDENTIAL

June 14, 2018
Councillor Janne Peters
Caldwell First Nation
14 Orange Street
Leamington, ON. N8H 1P5
Dear Councillor Peters,
I am writing to you today to advise you that the Terms of Reference for the Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental
Assessment received approval from the Minister of Environment and Climate Change on May 1, 2018. This Terms of
Reference approval allows us to proceed with the Environmental Assessment (EA). The Environmental Assessment is
where Waste Connection’s team of environmental experts will carry out technical analysis and evaluate the options to add
capacity to the Ridge. The key changes made to the Amended Terms of Reference (previously made available for public
and agency review in December 2017) are highlighted in a table at the end of this letter. The Approved Amended Terms of
Reference is attached and is also available on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com.
The Notice of Commencement for the EA is attached. This notice provides information on an upcoming Open House to be
held at St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George Street in Blenheim on July 25, 2018 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm.
This Open House will present the alternative ways to expand the landfill (referred to as site development alternatives), and
will explore alternative ways to manage leachate and use landfill gas. The Open House will also present the criteria
proposed to evaluate the site development alternatives in order to enable public feedback.
If you have any questions or comments, please call me at 705.746.0638 or at jbeaucage@counselpa.com or contact Cathy
Smith at Waste Connections at 519.358.2860 or at cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com.

Sincerely,

John Beaucage, Principal
cc: Cathy Smith, Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada

Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
Head Office: 95 St Clair Ave W, Suite 1606, Toronto, ON M4V 1N6 | 416.920.0716 | counselpa.com
Vancouver | Edmonton | Toronto | Ottawa

CONFIDENTIAL

This table provides an overview of the key changes made to the December 2017
Amended ToR
Section
Executive
Summary

Section 2.2

Amendment
Diversion ‐ Waste Connections reinforced its commitment to assisting the province to
reach diversion targets and will assess the feasibility and viability of implementing an on‐
site waste diversion program in the EA. The assessment of an on‐site diversion program
will be carried out in accordance with best management practices, in consideration of
new and emerging technologies, and in recognition of the goals and expectations set
forth in the Resource Recovery and Circular Economy Act, 2016 and the Strategy for a
Waste‐Free Ontario: Building the Circular Economy.
Climate Change ‐ Text was amended to clarify that Waste Connections will include an
assessment of how the preferred project may contribute to greenhouse gas emissions as
part of the EA. Waste Connections will also include consideration of greenhouse gas
emissions in the evaluation of alternative methods.

This section was also revised to clarify that Waste Connections will consider climate
adaptation measures to reduce and manage climate change effects on the site.
Section 3.3.4 Project Rationale – Waste Connections will revisit the purpose and opportunity outlined
in the Terms of Reference. Waste Connections agreed to reconfirm the data and
methods used to develop the rationale for the undertaking as part of the EA.
Section 4.3
Study Areas – Waste Connections committed to determining the study areas in
consultation with agencies, Indigenous Communities and the public as part of the
development of detailed technical discipline work plans for the EA.
Section
Alternative Methods – Waste Connections agreed to consider alternative methods for
5.2.1.2
leachate management and landfill gas management/utilization in addition to the landfill
site development alternatives.
Section 5.3
Impact Assessment of the Preferred Alternative Method – The text was revised to clarify
that all phases of the project will be assessed (i.e. construction, operation, closure and
post‐closure) and that the impact on climate change will be considered in this
assessment.

Section 7.0

Waste Connections will finalize the technical discipline work plans for the EA based on
input from interested agencies, Indigenous Communities and the public. Waste
Connections will consult with the MOECC prior to the finalization of atmospheric,
hydrogeology and surface water quality work plans.
Commitments – Waste Connections will develop a table of commitments made during
the Terms of Reference and will track these commitments during the EA to confirm they
are fulfilled.

CONFIDENTIAL

November 16, 2018
Caldwell First Nation
14 Orange Street
Leamington, ON. N8H 1P5
Dear Caldwell First Nation,
I am writing to you today to invite you to Waste Connection’s upcoming Open House to be held at St. Mary’s Hall, 94
George Street in Blenheim on December 6, 2018 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm.
As you may recall the Amended Terms of Reference for the Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment received
approval from the Minister of Environment, Conservation and Parks on May 1, 2018. This Amended Terms of Reference
approval allowed Waste Connections to proceed with the Environmental Assessment (EA). The Environmental Assessment
is where Waste Connection’s team of environmental experts will carry out technical analysis and evaluate the options to
add capacity to the Ridge. The Approved Amended Terms of Reference is available on the project website
www.ridgelandfill.com.
This Open House will present alternative configurations to expand the landfill (referred to as site development
alternatives), and will explore alternative methods of managing leachate and landfill gas. The Open House will also present
the criteria that were used to evaluate the alternatives and present the preliminary preferred configuration, leachate
treatment and landfill gas management methods, which Waste Connections will ask for community feedback on.
Please note that if you cannot attend on December 6th, and have any questions or comments please call me at 705-7460638 or at jbeaucage@counselpa.com or contact Cathy Smith at Waste Connections at 519.358.2860 or at
catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.

Sincerely,

John Beaucage, Principal

cc: Cathy Smith, Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada

Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
Head Office: 95 St Clair Ave W, Suite 1606, Toronto, ON M4V 1N6 | 416.920.0716 | counselpa.com
Vancouver | Edmonton | Toronto | Ottawa

Email Communication
Continued

7/9/2019

Dillon Consulting Limited Mail - Fwd: Open House Letter & Draft EA Notice

Fwd: Open House Letter & Draft EA Notice
Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>

Mon, Jul 8, 2019 at 7:07 PM

Response to follow, C
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Jaskiran Shoker <jshoker@counselpa.com>
Date: July 8, 2019 at 10:38:48 AM EDT
To: John Beaucage <JBeaucage@counselpa.com>, Stephanie Gawur <sgawur@counselpa.com>, Cathy
Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
Subject: FW: Open House Letter & Draft EA Notice
WARNING: This email is from outside of Waste Connec ons; Exercise cau on.

Hi there,

Please see the email response below from Caldwell First Nation.

Jaskiran

Jaskiran Shoker
Consultant - Research and Campaigns, Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
95 St. Clair Avenue West, Suite 1606, Toronto, ON, M4V 1N6
P: 416.920.0716 ext. 211 | C: 647.786.5377 | counselpa.com
This e-mail is intended only for the person(s) named above and may contain information that is privileged and confidential.
If you are not an intended recipient of this e-mail you are hereby notified that any retaining, disseminating, distribution or
copying is strictly prohibited. If you are not an intended recipient of this e-mail please notify us immediately by a collect
telephone call to the above number. Thank you for your cooperation.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=2b5632c48f&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1638533414055364685&simpl=msg-f%3A16385334140…
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7/9/2019

Dillon Consulting Limited Mail - Fwd: Open House Letter & Draft EA Notice

From: Mary Duckworth <chief@caldwellfirstnation.ca>
Sent: Monday, July 8, 2019 10:36 AM
To: Jaskiran Shoker <jshoker@counselpa.com>; Nikki Orosz <nikki.orosz@caldwellfirstnation.ca>; Tammy
Jolicoeur <tammy.jolicoeur@caldwellfirstnation.ca>
Cc: John Beaucage <JBeaucage@counselpa.com>; Cathy Smith <catherine.smith@
wasteconnections.com>
Subject: Re: Open House Letter & Draft EA Notice

Boozhoo Jaskiran Shoker

I wanted to thank you for your email. I have included our contact person for Caldwell First Nation, our
Director of Operations, Nikki Orosz. Caldwell First Nation does consult, however the manner that you are
reaching out to us, by including us in a settler community consultation, is not how we conduct business. We
are a sovereign nation, that has a relationships (nation to nation) with the Federal Government. If you
would like a relationship with Caldwell First Nation, then understanding that sending the "Chief" and email to
invite them to a settler community consultation is not a good way to build relationships that are meaningful.
Understanding who we are, our roles and responsibilities is important when consulting. I send you this
hoping that we will start to understand each other in order to build relationships.

Miigwech

Chief Mary Duckworth

Fax number (519) 322-1533

Caldwell First Nation

Toll Free 1 800 206 7522

14 Orange St,

Phone number (519) 322-1766

Leamington, ON N8H 1P5

This message, including all attachments, is confidential. It may also be privileged or otherwise protected
by work product immunity or other legal rules. If you have received it by mistake, please let us know
by email or contact us at 519.322.1766 and delete it from your system; you may not copy this message or
disclose its contents to anyone. The integrity and security of this message cannot be guaranteed on the
Internet.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=2b5632c48f&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1638533414055364685&simpl=msg-f%3A16385334140…
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On Fri, Jun 28, 2019 at 12:35 PM Jaskiran Shoker <jshoker@counselpa.com> wrote:
Good afternoon,

On behalf of John Beaucage (Counsel Public Affairs) and Waste Connections of Canada, please see
attached information regarding an upcoming Open House to be held at St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George
Street in Blenheim on July 11, 2019 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm.

For further information, please don’t hesitate to reach John Beaucage at 705-746-0638 or via email at
JBeaucage@counselpa.com, and please copy Cathy Smith at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.

Thank you,

Jaskiran Shoker
Consultant - Research and Campaigns, Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
95 St. Clair Avenue West, Suite 1606, Toronto, ON, M4V 1N6
P: 416.920.0716 ext. 211 | C: 647.786.5377 | counselpa.com
This e-mail is intended only for the person(s) named above and may contain information that is privileged and
confidential. If you are not an intended recipient of this e-mail you are hereby notified that any retaining, disseminating,
distribution or copying is strictly prohibited. If you are not an intended recipient of this e-mail please notify us
immediately by a collect telephone call to the above number. Thank you for your cooperation.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=2b5632c48f&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1638533414055364685&simpl=msg-f%3A16385334140…
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Fwd: Open House Letter & Draft EA Notice
Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>

Mon, Jul 8, 2019 at 7:07 PM

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: John Beaucage <JBeaucage@counselpa.com>
Date: July 8, 2019 at 7:01:54 PM EDT
To: "chief@caldwellfirstnation.ca" <chief@caldwellfirstnation.ca>, "nikki.orosz@caldwellfirstnation.ca"
<nikki.orosz@caldwellfirstnation.ca>
Cc: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>, Jaskiran Shoker <jshoker@counselpa.com>
Subject: Fw: Open House Letter & Draft EA Notice
WARNING: This email is from outside of Waste Connec ons; Exercise cau on.

Ahnee Boozhoo Gimakwe Duckworth;

Thank you for your email of July 8, 2019.

It is certainly not our intention to disrespect in any way the protocol established by your
First Nation for a process of consultation. I do have to apologize since we did receive
notification from your community in our correspondence of February 2, 2019 that Nikki
Orosz was the appropriate person to contact. We shall ensure that in the future our
correspondence will be Nikki. We have been in contact with all the First Nation and
Indigenous communities in the south western part of the province for a number of years
concerning this project. We have visited many including your community and we have
always tried to maintain the proper protocol as put forward by a First Nation.

Our offer of attending at your community as put forward by past communications still
stands. The invitation recently sent to you was sent at the request
of other communities so that they be kept informed of on-going information meetings to
the public at large. We have always responded to requests from First Nation
communities to accede to their own specific protocols, so please let us know if you
would like to have a specific meeting about the project noted.

Baa Maa Pii Minwaa
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=2b5632c48f&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1638533443828082910&simpl=msg-f%3A16385334438…
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John Beaucage
Principal, Counsel Public Aﬀairs Inc.
95 St. Clair Avenue West, Suite 1606, Toronto, ON, M4V 1N6
P: 416.920.0716 ext. 239 | C: 705.746.0638 | counselpa.com

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=2b5632c48f&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1638533443828082910&simpl=msg-f%3A16385334438…
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jaskiran Shoker <jshoker@counselpa.com>
September 26, 2019 10:07 AM
Buelles, Anni
FW: Ridge Draft EA

From: Jaskiran Shoker
Sent: Wednesday, July 10, 2019 4:39 PM
To: nikki.orosz@caldwellfirstnation.ca
Cc: John Beaucage <JBeaucage@counselpa.com>; Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
Subject: Ridge Draft EA

On behalf of John Beaucage (Counsel Public Affairs) and Waste Connections of Canada:
Good Afternoon Nikki,
The draft Environmental Assessment will soon be completed by Waste Connections of Canada on the Ridge
Landfill project.
There are a couple of options that you may wish to consider in terms of receiving the information, they are:
·
·
·
·

Electronic Copy of Full Draft EA
Hard Copy of Main EA Report – electronic copy of Report, Appendices and Supporting Documentation
Hard Copy of Full Draft EA
No Copy – the Full Draft EA will be available at www.ridgelandfill.com

The Draft EA will be distributed the week of the 22nd of July.
Please advise us as to how you wish to receive the information. If we do not hear from you by the end of July
we will assume that if interested, you will be viewing the draft EA on the Ridge Landfill website.
For further information, please don’t hesitate to reach out at 705-746-0638 or via email at
JBeaucage@counselpa.com, and please copy Cathy Smith at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.
Yours truly,
John Beaucage
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Chiefs of Ontario

Notices

CONFIDENTIAL

June 14, 2018
Chiefs of Ontario
Margaret Carpenter
468 Queen St E, Suite 400
Toronto, ON
M5A 1T7
Dear Ms. Carpenter,
I am writing to you today to advise you that the Terms of Reference for the Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental
Assessment received approval from the Minister of Environment and Climate Change on May 1, 2018. This Terms of
Reference approval allows us to proceed with the Environmental Assessment (EA). The Environmental Assessment is
where Waste Connection’s team of environmental experts will carry out technical analysis and evaluate the options to add
capacity to the Ridge. The key changes made to the Amended Terms of Reference (previously made available for public
and agency review in December 2017) are highlighted in a table at the end of this letter. The Approved Amended Terms of
Reference is attached and is also available on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com.
The Notice of Commencement for the EA is attached. This notice provides information on an upcoming Open House to be
held at St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George Street in Blenheim on July 25, 2018 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm.
This Open House will present the alternative ways to expand the landfill (referred to as site development alternatives), and
will explore alternative ways to manage leachate and use landfill gas. The Open House will also present the criteria
proposed to evaluate the site development alternatives in order to enable public feedback.
If you have any questions or comments, please call me at 705.746.0638 or at jbeaucage@counselpa.com or contact Cathy
Smith at Waste Connections at 519.358.2860 or at cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com.

Sincerely,

John Beaucage, Principal
cc: Cathy Smith, Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada

Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
Head Office: 95 St Clair Ave W, Suite 1606, Toronto, ON M4V 1N6 | 416.920.0716 | counselpa.com
Vancouver | Edmonton | Toronto | Ottawa

CONFIDENTIAL

This table provides an overview of the key changes made to the December 2017
Amended ToR
Section
Executive
Summary

Section 2.2

Amendment
Diversion ‐ Waste Connections reinforced its commitment to assisting the province to
reach diversion targets and will assess the feasibility and viability of implementing an on‐
site waste diversion program in the EA. The assessment of an on‐site diversion program
will be carried out in accordance with best management practices, in consideration of
new and emerging technologies, and in recognition of the goals and expectations set
forth in the Resource Recovery and Circular Economy Act, 2016 and the Strategy for a
Waste‐Free Ontario: Building the Circular Economy.
Climate Change ‐ Text was amended to clarify that Waste Connections will include an
assessment of how the preferred project may contribute to greenhouse gas emissions as
part of the EA. Waste Connections will also include consideration of greenhouse gas
emissions in the evaluation of alternative methods.

This section was also revised to clarify that Waste Connections will consider climate
adaptation measures to reduce and manage climate change effects on the site.
Section 3.3.4 Project Rationale – Waste Connections will revisit the purpose and opportunity outlined
in the Terms of Reference. Waste Connections agreed to reconfirm the data and
methods used to develop the rationale for the undertaking as part of the EA.
Section 4.3
Study Areas – Waste Connections committed to determining the study areas in
consultation with agencies, Indigenous Communities and the public as part of the
development of detailed technical discipline work plans for the EA.
Section
Alternative Methods – Waste Connections agreed to consider alternative methods for
5.2.1.2
leachate management and landfill gas management/utilization in addition to the landfill
site development alternatives.
Section 5.3
Impact Assessment of the Preferred Alternative Method – The text was revised to clarify
that all phases of the project will be assessed (i.e. construction, operation, closure and
post‐closure) and that the impact on climate change will be considered in this
assessment.

Section 7.0

Waste Connections will finalize the technical discipline work plans for the EA based on
input from interested agencies, Indigenous Communities and the public. Waste
Connections will consult with the MOECC prior to the finalization of atmospheric,
hydrogeology and surface water quality work plans.
Commitments – Waste Connections will develop a table of commitments made during
the Terms of Reference and will track these commitments during the EA to confirm they
are fulfilled.

CONFIDENTIAL

November 16, 2018
Chiefs of Ontario
RoseAnne Archibald
468 Queen St E, Suite 400
Toronto, ON
M5A 1T7
Dear Ms. Archibald,
I am writing to you today to invite you to Waste Connection’s upcoming Open House to be held at St. Mary’s
Hall, 94 George Street in Blenheim on December 6, 2018 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm.
As you may recall the Amended Terms of Reference for the Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment
received approval from the Minister of Environment, Conservation and Parks on May 1, 2018. This Amended
Terms of Reference approval allowed Waste Connections to proceed with the Environmental Assessment
(EA). The Environmental Assessment is where Waste Connection’s team of environmental experts will carry out
technical analysis and evaluate the options to add capacity to the Ridge. The Approved Amended Terms of
Reference is available on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com.
This Open House will present alternative configurations to expand the landfill (referred to as site development
alternatives), and will explore alternative methods of managing leachate and landfill gas. The Open House will
also present the criteria that were used to evaluate the alternatives and present the preliminary preferred
configuration, leachate treatment and landfill gas management methods, which Waste Connections will ask for
community feedback on.
Please note that if you cannot attend on December 6th, and have any questions or comments please call me at
705-746-0638 or at jbeaucage@counselpa.com or contact Cathy Smith at Waste Connections at 519.358.2860
or at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.
Sincerely,

John Beaucage, Principal
cc: Cathy Smith, Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada

Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
Head Office: 95 St Clair Ave W, Suite 1606, Toronto, ON M4V 1N6 | 416.920.0716 | counselpa.com
Vancouver | Edmonton | Toronto | Ottawa
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Subject: Ridge Environmental Expansion - Notification of Available Reports
Jaskiran Shoker <jshoker@counselpa.com>

Mon, Jan 14, 10:57 AM

to Robin.Beauclair@coo.org, John Beaucage, Cathy Smith

You are viewing an attached message. Dillon Consulting Limited Mail can't
verify the authenticity of attached messages.

On behalf of John Beaucage (Counsel Public Affairs) and Waste Connections of Canada:
Dear Ms. Archibald,
In December 2018, Waste Connections completed the evaluation of alternative configurations to expand the Ridge Landfill
(referred to as site development alternatives), as well as leachate treatment and landfill gas management alternative
methods. Waste Connections has also completed a review of different waste diversion options that could possibly divert
more waste from the landfill. The purpose of this email is to inform you that the following two reports are available for
review:
Interim Alternative Methods
A Review of Diversion Options
The information included in these reports was presented for comment at the Open House held on December 6th.
Approximately 40 people attended the Open House.
The reports and the Open House material can be found on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com. If you have any
comments on the material in these reports we kindly ask that you provide them by February 28, 2019. Input received will
be incorporated into the Draft Environmental Assessment Report expected to be released for public and agency review
and comment in the summer of 2019.
For further information, please don’t hesitate to reach John Beaucage at 705-746-0638 or via email at
JBeaucage@counselpa.com, and please copy Cathy Smith at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&view=btop&ver=1qpvtbzzwa70q&msg=%23msg-f%3A1622657192005087970&attid=0.11
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June 28, 2019
Chiefs of Ontario
Chief RoseAnne Archibald
468 Queen St E, Suite 400
Toronto, ON
M5A 1T7
Re: Open House & Ridge Landfill Draft Environmental Assessment Report
Dear Chief RoseAnne Archibald,
I am writing to you today to invite you to Waste Connection’s upcoming Open House to be held
at St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George Street in Blenheim on July 11, 2019 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm. Since
the last Open House in December 2018, the team has been refining the proposed design of the
Ridge Landfill to account for the additional capacity that would be needed to continue operation
to 2041 and identifying opportunities to reduce or eliminate potential effects on the
environment and neighbours. This Open House will present this information for review and
comment.
Waste Connections is documenting the technical analysis completed to support the proposal to
add capacity at the Ridge Landfill in a Draft Environmental Assessment Report. Comments
received at the Open House will be incorporated into this draft report. The draft report will be
available for review shortly after the Open House beginning on July 23, 2019 and ending on
September 6, 2019. The draft report will be posted on the project website and available in hard
copy at the locations listed in the Open House and Draft EA Notice attached. Any comments
must be received by September 6, 2019 to be incorporated into the final document. All
comments should be submitted to Cathy Smith, Project Manager for the Landfill Expansion.
Cathy can be reached at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com or comments can also be
received through the Ridge website at www.ridgelandfill.com.
Please note that if you cannot attend the Open House on July 11th, and have any questions or
comments please call me at 705-746-0638 or Cathy Smith at 519-358-2860.
Sincerely,

John Beaucage, Principal
cc: Cathy Smith, Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada
Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
Head Office: 95 St Clair Ave W, Suite 1606, Toronto, ON M4V 1N6 | 416.920.0716 | counselpa.com
Vancouver | Edmonton | Toronto | Ottawa
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Fwd: Open House Letter & Draft EA Notice
1 message
Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>
Wed, Jul 3, 2019 at 3:27 PM
To: "kkolli@dillon.ca" <kkolli@dillon.ca>, "abuelles@dillon.ca" <abuelles@dillon.ca>, "wallison@dillon.ca"
<wallison@dillon.ca>

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Jaskiran Shoker <jshoker@counselpa.com>
Date: July 3, 2019 at 3:25:40 PM EDT
To: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>, John Beaucage
<JBeaucage@counselpa.com>
Cc: Stephanie Gawur <sgawur@counselpa.com>
Subject: FW: Open House Letter & Draft EA Notice
WARNING: This email is from outside of Waste Connec ons; Exercise cau on.

Hi Cathy and John,

Please see below for a response from the EA to the Ontario Regional Chief of Chiefs of Ontario.

Jaskiran

Jaskiran Shoker
Consultant - Research and Campaigns, Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
95 St. Clair Avenue West, Suite 1606, Toronto, ON, M4V 1N6
P: 416.920.0716 ext. 211 | C: 647.786.5377 | counselpa.com
This e-mail is intended only for the person(s) named above and may contain information that is privileged and confidential.
If you are not an intended recipient of this e-mail you are hereby notified that any retaining, disseminating, distribution or
copying is strictly prohibited. If you are not an intended recipient of this e-mail please notify us immediately by a collect
telephone call to the above number. Thank you for your cooperation.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=2b5632c48f&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1638066628884696367&simpl=msg-f%3A16380666288…
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From: Robin Beauclair <Robin.Beauclair@coo.org>
Sent: Wednesday, July 3, 2019 3:12 PM
To: Jaskiran Shoker <jshoker@counselpa.com>
Subject: RE: Open House Letter & Draft EA Notice

Thank you very much for the invitation. Unfortunately Ontario Regional Chief Archibald will not be available
as she has a pressing engagement. Thank you again for the invitation and she wishes you all the best in
your Open House.

Miigwetch

Robin Beauclair
Executive Assistant
to Ontario Regional Chief Archibald
Chiefs Of Ontario
468 Queen Street East
Toronto, ON
M5A 1T7
Office:(416) 522-4518

logo

From: Jaskiran Shoker [mailto:jshoker@counselpa.com]
Sent: Friday, June 28, 2019 12:42 PM
To: Robin Beauclair
Cc: John Beaucage; Cathy Smith
Subject: Open House Letter & Draft EA Notice
Importance: High

Good afternoon,

On behalf of John Beaucage (Counsel Public Affairs) and Waste Connections of Canada, please see
attached information regarding an upcoming Open House to be held at St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George Street
in Blenheim on July 11, 2019 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm.
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=2b5632c48f&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1638066628884696367&simpl=msg-f%3A16380666288…
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For further information, please don’t hesitate to reach John Beaucage at 705-746-0638 or via email at
JBeaucage@counselpa.com, and please copy Cathy Smith at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.

Thank you,

Jaskiran Shoker
Consultant - Research and Campaigns, Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
95 St. Clair Avenue West, Suite 1606, Toronto, ON, M4V 1N6
P: 416.920.0716 ext. 211 | C: 647.786.5377 | counselpa.com
This e-mail is intended only for the person(s) named above and may contain information that is privileged and confidential.
If you are not an intended recipient of this e-mail you are hereby notified that any retaining, disseminating, distribution or
copying is strictly prohibited. If you are not an intended recipient of this e-mail please notify us immediately by a collect
telephone call to the above number. Thank you for your cooperation.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jaskiran Shoker <jshoker@counselpa.com>
September 26, 2019 10:06 AM
Buelles, Anni
FW: Ridge Draft EA

From: Jaskiran Shoker
Sent: Wednesday, July 10, 2019 4:05 PM
To: Robin.Beauclair@coo.org
Cc: John Beaucage <JBeaucage@counselpa.com>; Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
Subject: Ridge Draft EA

On behalf of John Beaucage (Counsel Public Affairs) and Waste Connections of Canada:
Dear Chief RoseAnne Archibald,
The draft Environmental Assessment will soon be completed by Waste Connections of Canada on the Ridge
Landfill project.
There are a couple of options that you may wish to consider in terms of receiving the information, they are:
·
·
·
·

Electronic Copy of Full Draft EA
Hard Copy of Main EA Report – electronic copy of Report, Appendices and Supporting Documentation
Hard Copy of Full Draft EA
No Copy – the Full Draft EA will be available at www.ridgelandfill.com

The Draft EA will be distributed the week of the 22nd of July.
Please advise us as to how you wish to receive the information. If we do not hear from you by the end of July
we will assume that if interested, you will be viewing the draft EA on the Ridge Landfill website.
For further information, please don’t hesitate to reach out at 705-746-0638 or via email at
JBeaucage@counselpa.com, and please copy Cathy Smith at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.
Yours truly,
John Beaucage
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Chippewas of the Thames First Nation
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June 14, 2018
Chief Myeengun Henry
Chippewas of the Thames First Nation
320 Chippewa Road
Muncey, Ontario
N0L 1Y0
Dear Chief Henry,
I am writing to you today to advise you that the Terms of Reference for the Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental
Assessment received approval from the Minister of Environment and Climate Change on May 1, 2018. This Terms of
Reference approval allows us to proceed with the Environmental Assessment (EA). The Environmental Assessment is
where Waste Connection’s team of environmental experts will carry out technical analysis and evaluate the options to add
capacity to the Ridge. The key changes made to the Amended Terms of Reference (previously made available for public
and agency review in December 2017) are highlighted in a table at the end of this letter. The Approved Amended Terms of
Reference is attached and is also available on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com.
The Notice of Commencement for the EA is attached. This notice provides information on an upcoming Open House to be
held at St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George Street in Blenheim on July 25, 2018 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm.
This Open House will present the alternative ways to expand the landfill (referred to as site development alternatives), and
will explore alternative ways to manage leachate and use landfill gas. The Open House will also present the criteria
proposed to evaluate the site development alternatives in order to enable public feedback.
If you have any questions or comments, please call me at 705.746.0638 or at jbeaucage@counselpa.com or contact Cathy
Smith at Waste Connections at 519.358.2860 or at cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com.

Sincerely,

John Beaucage, Principal
cc: Cathy Smith, Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada

Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
Head Office: 95 St Clair Ave W, Suite 1606, Toronto, ON M4V 1N6 | 416.920.0716 | counselpa.com
Vancouver | Edmonton | Toronto | Ottawa

CONFIDENTIAL

This table provides an overview of the key changes made to the December 2017
Amended ToR
Section
Executive
Summary

Section 2.2

Amendment
Diversion ‐ Waste Connections reinforced its commitment to assisting the province to
reach diversion targets and will assess the feasibility and viability of implementing an on‐
site waste diversion program in the EA. The assessment of an on‐site diversion program
will be carried out in accordance with best management practices, in consideration of
new and emerging technologies, and in recognition of the goals and expectations set
forth in the Resource Recovery and Circular Economy Act, 2016 and the Strategy for a
Waste‐Free Ontario: Building the Circular Economy.
Climate Change ‐ Text was amended to clarify that Waste Connections will include an
assessment of how the preferred project may contribute to greenhouse gas emissions as
part of the EA. Waste Connections will also include consideration of greenhouse gas
emissions in the evaluation of alternative methods.

This section was also revised to clarify that Waste Connections will consider climate
adaptation measures to reduce and manage climate change effects on the site.
Section 3.3.4 Project Rationale – Waste Connections will revisit the purpose and opportunity outlined
in the Terms of Reference. Waste Connections agreed to reconfirm the data and
methods used to develop the rationale for the undertaking as part of the EA.
Section 4.3
Study Areas – Waste Connections committed to determining the study areas in
consultation with agencies, Indigenous Communities and the public as part of the
development of detailed technical discipline work plans for the EA.
Section
Alternative Methods – Waste Connections agreed to consider alternative methods for
5.2.1.2
leachate management and landfill gas management/utilization in addition to the landfill
site development alternatives.
Section 5.3
Impact Assessment of the Preferred Alternative Method – The text was revised to clarify
that all phases of the project will be assessed (i.e. construction, operation, closure and
post‐closure) and that the impact on climate change will be considered in this
assessment.

Section 7.0

Waste Connections will finalize the technical discipline work plans for the EA based on
input from interested agencies, Indigenous Communities and the public. Waste
Connections will consult with the MOECC prior to the finalization of atmospheric,
hydrogeology and surface water quality work plans.
Commitments – Waste Connections will develop a table of commitments made during
the Terms of Reference and will track these commitments during the EA to confirm they
are fulfilled.

CONFIDENTIAL

November 16, 2018
Chief Myeengun Henry
Chippewas of the Thames First Nation
320 Chippewa Road
Muncey, Ontario
N0L 1Y0
Dear Chief Henry,
I am writing to you today to invite you to Waste Connection’s upcoming Open House to be held at St. Mary’s
Hall, 94 George Street in Blenheim on December 6, 2018 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm.
As you may recall the Amended Terms of Reference for the Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment
received approval from the Minister of Environment, Conservation and Parks on May 1, 2018. This Amended
Terms of Reference approval allowed Waste Connections to proceed with the Environmental Assessment
(EA). The Environmental Assessment is where Waste Connection’s team of environmental experts will carry out
technical analysis and evaluate the options to add capacity to the Ridge. The Approved Amended Terms of
Reference is available on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com.
This Open House will present alternative configurations to expand the landfill (referred to as site development
alternatives), and will explore alternative methods of managing leachate and landfill gas. The Open House will
also present the criteria that were used to evaluate the alternatives and present the preliminary preferred
configuration, leachate treatment and landfill gas management methods, which Waste Connections will ask for
community feedback on.
Please note that if you cannot attend on December 6th, and have any questions or comments please call me at
705-746-0638 or at jbeaucage@counselpa.com or contact Cathy Smith at Waste Connections at 519.358.2860
or at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.

Sincerely,

John Beaucage, Principal
cc: Cathy Smith, Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada

Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
Head Office: 95 St Clair Ave W, Suite 1606, Toronto, ON M4V 1N6 | 416.920.0716 | counselpa.com
Vancouver | Edmonton | Toronto | Ottawa
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Ridge Environmental Expansion - Notification of Available Reports - abuelles@dillon.ca

Subject: Ridge Environmental Expansion - Notification of Available Reports
Jaskiran Shoker <jshoker@counselpa.com>

Mon, Jan 14, 11:05 AM

to myeengun@cottfn.com, John Beaucage, Cathy Smith

You are viewing an attached message. Dillon Consulting Limited Mail can't
verify the authenticity of attached messages.

On behalf of John Beaucage (Counsel Public Affairs) and Waste Connections of Canada:
Dear Chief Henry,
In December 2018, Waste Connections completed the evaluation of alternative configurations to expand the Ridge Landfill
(referred to as site development alternatives), as well as leachate treatment and landfill gas management alternative
methods. Waste Connections has also completed a review of different waste diversion options that could possibly divert
more waste from the landfill. The purpose of this email is to inform you that the following two reports are available for
review:
Interim Alternative Methods
A Review of Diversion Options
The information included in these reports was presented for comment at the Open House held on December 6th.
Approximately 40 people attended the Open House.
The reports and the Open House material can be found on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com. If you have any
comments on the material in these reports we kindly ask that you provide them by February 28, 2019. Input received will
be incorporated into the Draft Environmental Assessment Report expected to be released for public and agency review
and comment in the summer of 2019.
For further information, please don’t hesitate to reach John Beaucage at 705-746-0638 or via email at
JBeaucage@counselpa.com, and please copy Cathy Smith at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&view=btop&ver=1qpvtbzzwa70q&msg=%23msg-f%3A1622657192005087970&attid=0.10
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June 28, 2019
Chief Myeengun Henry
Chippewas of the Thames First Nation
320 Chippewa Road
Muncey, Ontario
N0L 1Y0
Re: Open House & Ridge Landfill Draft Environmental Assessment Report
Dear Chief Henry,
I am writing to you today to invite you to Waste Connection’s upcoming Open House to be held
at St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George Street in Blenheim on July 11, 2019 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm. Since
the last Open House in December 2018, the team has been refining the proposed design of the
Ridge Landfill to account for the additional capacity that would be needed to continue operation
to 2041 and identifying opportunities to reduce or eliminate potential effects on the
environment and neighbours. This Open House will present this information for review and
comment.
Waste Connections is documenting the technical analysis completed to support the proposal to
add capacity at the Ridge Landfill in a Draft Environmental Assessment Report. Comments
received at the Open House will be incorporated into this draft report. The draft report will be
available for review shortly after the Open House beginning on July 23, 2019 and ending on
September 6, 2019. The draft report will be posted on the project website and available in hard
copy at the locations listed in the Open House and Draft EA Notice attached. Any comments
must be received by September 6, 2019 to be incorporated into the final document. All
comments should be submitted to Cathy Smith, Project Manager for the Landfill Expansion.
Cathy can be reached at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com or comments can also be
received through the Ridge website at www.ridgelandfill.com.
Please note that if you cannot attend the Open House on July 11th, and have any questions or
comments please call me at 705-746-0638 or Cathy Smith at 519-358-2860.
Sincerely,

John Beaucage, Principal
cc: Cathy Smith, Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada
Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
Head Office: 95 St Clair Ave W, Suite 1606, Toronto, ON M4V 1N6 | 416.920.0716 | counselpa.com
Vancouver | Edmonton | Toronto | Ottawa

Meeting Minutes
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MEETING MINUTES
Subject:
Date and Time:
Location:
Our File:

Ridge Landfill EA – Chippewas of the Thames First Nation
August 15, 2018 2 pm – 2 pm
320 Side Rd. 8, Muncey ON N0L 1Y0
152456

Attendees
Rochelle Smith
Cathy Smith
Megan Bellamy
John Beaucage

Consultation Coordinator (Acting), Chippewas
of the Thames First Nation
Waste Connections
Dillon Consulting
Counsel Public Affairs

Notes
Item

Discussion

1.

Introductions and Project Overview
Rochelle is the acting Consultation Coordinator for Chippewas of the Thames First Nation
(COTTFN). She is covering for Fallon, who is on maternity leave. Fallon is expected to return in
October. Rochelle will continue to stay involved in the project once Fallon returns.
Megan provided a summary of the work that has been done to date, and noted that the next
major milestone will be the completion of the evaluation of Alternative Methods, which is
anticipated to be done by end of the calendar year with an interim report submitted to the
Ministry of Environment, Conservation, and Parks (MECP). Megan and Cathy also provided an
overview of the overall project schedule (EA to be submitted late summer 2019), and a list of
documents that had been completed and were available for review.
Documents for Review
Rochelle asked to review the following documents:
 Electronic version of project schedule
 Stage 1 Archaeology Assessment (Note: Stage 2 to be completed once preferred site
development alternative is known)
 Hydrogeology EA Work Plan
 Leachate Management Alternatives Memo
 Site Development Alternatives Memo
 Diversion Memo
 Draft Evaluation Criteria Memo
 Study Area Memo
 Biology Existing Conditions Report
These documents were sent to Rochelle on August 16, 2018. Dillon will provide an updated
project schedule with proposed deadlines for document review, once Rochelle reviews the

DI L LON C ON S UL TIN G LI M IT E D
235 Yorkland Boulevard, Suite 800, Toronto, ON M2J 4Y8
www.dillon.ca
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document list and confirms if any other items are of interest.
COTTFN will review technical documents internally. They have their own technical staff that can
look at the documents.
Leachate and Landfill Gas Alternatives
Rochelle noted that she would like to see the results of the leachate management evaluation
once it is ready. Waste Connections is hoping to continue sending leachate to the Blenheim
Water Pollution Control Plant, this will be one of the options considered in the evaluation of
leachate management alternatives.
Rochelle asked about the landfill gas alternatives. Cathy explained that MECP has required
Waste Connections to consider multiple alternatives (e.g., electricity, fuel). The alternatives
being considered are outlined in the memo.
Ridge Landfill Trust
Rochelle asked about the Landfill Trust and if funding is provided for environmental projects e.g.
wetlands etc.. Cathy explained that the Trust has provided funding in the past for environmental
projects like the remediation project in downtown Blenheim that is now a park, funding for
friends of Rondeau and the like. Environmental projects form part of the original mandate of
the Trust. It is a community trust that annually distributes between $800,000 and $1M and
currently supports community activities (e.g., baseball teams, senior’s centre, children’s play
area, parks, etc.) The money from the trust supports activities in Blenheim, Charing Cross and
Cedar Springs. The trust can also support education programs, which has been identified as a
priority by Chatham-Kent.
This is not to be confused with financial assurance that Waste Connections and other private
sector companies need to provide to the province. This financial assurance is to ensure that the
landfill would be decommissioned and remediated appropriately should Waste Connections go
out of business.
Woodlot Compensation and Pollinator Planting
Waste Connections is hoping to use the EA as an opportunity to plant pollinator species on
either the existing berms or at other unused portions of the site.
When discussing the potential need for woodlot compensation, Rochelle noted that COTTFN
plants 1,000 trees per year and would be willing to contribute to planting and maintaining trees
planted for woodlot compensation. Cathy noted that maintenance of the trees is important to
ensure that compensation remains in place. Cathy also mentioned that Waste Connections is
considering putting woodlot compensation on the property they own across the road from the
landfill (
) as it has potential to create a larger, contiguous woodlot with the
neighbouring Sikkema property. Rochelle asked if woodlot compensation could be completed
on COTTFN lands. Dillon to check if COTTFN is in the same ecoregion as the Ridge Landfill.
COTTFN has engaged in planting activities with the Lower Thames Valley Conservation
Authority, and noted that Dan Brinkman from the Longwood Conservation Area supplied the
trees for their last planting day. Cathy to confirm the number of trees to be planted from

DI L LON C ON S UL TIN G LI M IT E D
235 Yorkland Boulevard, Suite 800, Toronto, ON M2J 4Y8
www.dillon.ca
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LTVCA and get back to Rochelle about potential opportunities for partnership.

Errors and/or Omissions
These minutes were prepared by Megan Bellamy who should be notified of any errors and/or omissions.

DI L LON C ON S UL TIN G LI M IT E D
235 Yorkland Boulevard, Suite 800, Toronto, ON M2J 4Y8
www.dillon.ca

Email Communication

Subject:
Attachments:

FW: Re: Ridge Landfill EA - Documents for Review
Ridge document review schedule for COTTFN Aug 30 2018.pdf

From: Bellamy, Megan [mailto:mbellamy@dillon.ca]
Sent: August 30, 2018 10:39 AM
To: Official Cottfn
Cc: Cathy Smith; Karla Kolli; 152456
Subject: Re: Ridge Landfill EA - Documents for Review

Good morning Rochelle,
As mentioned, attached is a schedule outlining the priority for review of the documents that you have.
Please feel free to reach out if you have any comments or questions.
Thanks,
Megan
Megan Bellamy
Associate
Dillon Consulting Limited
235 Yorkland Blvd Suite 800
Toronto, Ontario, M2J 4Y8
T - 416.229.4647 ext. 2423
F - 416.229.4692
M - 647.262.7267
MBellamy@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email
Upcoming Vacation: September 8-30 (inclusive)

On Wed, 29 Aug 2018 at 08:56, Bellamy, Megan <mbellamy@dillon.ca> wrote:
Wonderful, thanks very much Rochelle! We will send you a schedule with priorities for review
shortly.
Cheers,
Megan
Megan Bellamy
Associate
Dillon Consulting Limited
235 Yorkland Blvd Suite 800
Toronto, Ontario, M2J 4Y8
T - 416.229.4647 ext. 2423
F - 416.229.4692
M - 647.262.7267
MBellamy@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

On Wed, 29 Aug 2018 at 08:54, Rochelle Smith <rsmith@cottfn.com> wrote:
1

Good morning Megan,
I haven’t went through all the documents yet, as you know we receive numerous project notices and EAs. I
will be reading through more of them today. At this moment, I have no further documents from the list we
wish to view.
I will go through the minutes and if I have any comments, I will forward them.
Kind regards,
Rochelle Smith

Rochelle Smith
Consultation Coordinator, Chippewas of the Thames First Nation
320 Chippewa Rd Muncey, ON N0L 1Y0 | 519-289-5555 | www.cottfn.com
This email or documents accompanying this email contain information belonging to the Chippewas of the
Thames First Nation. Which may be confidential and/or legally privileged. The information is intended
only for the addressed recipients(s). If you are not an intended recipient, you are hereby notified
that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on the contents of
this email. Is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please advise my office
and delete it from your system.

From: Bellamy, Megan <mbellamy@dillon.ca>
Sent: August 29, 2018 8:25 AM
To: Rochelle Smith <rsmith@cottfn.com>
Cc: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>; Karla Kolli <KKolli@dillon.ca>; 152456
<152456@dillon.ca>
Subject: Re: Ridge Landfill EA - Documents for Review

Good morning Rochelle,
Attached are draft minutes from our meeting on August 15th - please let me know if you have any
comments.
I also wanted to check in and see if there were other documents on the list that COTTFN would like
to review. If you could let me know, I'll provide a schedule to help indicate which items are a
priority.
Feel free to contact me or Cathy if you have any questions or would like to discuss.
Thank you,
Megan
2

Megan Bellamy
Associate
Dillon Consulting Limited
235 Yorkland Blvd Suite 800
Toronto, Ontario, M2J 4Y8
T - 416.229.4647 ext. 2423
F - 416.229.4692
M - 647.262.7267
MBellamy@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

On Fri, 24 Aug 2018 at 10:29, Megan Bellamy <mbellamy@dillon.ca> wrote:
Hi Rochelle,
I hope this email finds you well. I wanted to follow up and see if there were any other documents
you'd like to review (list attached for reference). As we discussed, we will be sending a schedule
around early next week to identify what the priorities are for the order of your review.
Thanks,
Megan
Megan Bellamy
Associate
Dillon Consulting Limited
235 Yorkland Blvd Suite 800
Toronto, Ontario, M2J 4Y8
T - 416.229.4647 ext. 2423
F - 416.229.4692
M - 647.262.7267
MBellamy@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

On Thu, 16 Aug 2018 at 09:31, Rochelle Smith <rsmith@cottfn.com> wrote:
Miigwech Megan, for forwarding the information for review and meeting with me yesterday.
I will set aside sometime next week to review the files and if I have any questions, I will get back to you.
Kind regards,
Rochelle Smith
Rochelle Smith
Consultation Coordinator, Chippewas of the Thames First Nation
320 Chippewa Rd Muncey, ON N0L 1Y0 | 519-289-5555 | www.cottfn.com
This email or documents accompanying this email contain information belonging to the Chippewas of the Thames First Nation. Which may
be confidential and/or legally privileged. The information is intended only for the addressed recipients(s). If you are not an intended recipient,
you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on the contents of this email. Is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please advise my office and delete it from your system.
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From: Megan Bellamy <mbellamy@dillon.ca>
Sent: August 16, 2018 9:06 AM
To: Rochelle Smith <rsmith@cottfn.com>
Cc: Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com; Karla Kolli <KKolli@dillon.ca>; 152456
<152456@dillon.ca>
Subject: Ridge Landfill EA - Documents for Review
Good morning Rochelle,
Thanks again for taking the opportunity to meet with us yesterday. As we talked about, the
following items are available for download:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

The electronic version of the project schedule (we will be updating this to let you know the
priority of items for review)
Stage 1 Archaeological Assessment
Hydrogeology EA work plan
Leachate alternatives memo
Site development alternatives memo
Diversion memo
Draft evaluation criteria
Study Area memo
Biology existing conditions report

To download the files, please visit http://files.dillon.ca.
Enter client as the username and dillonclient as the password. The document key number
is 09BE30EAD88E4CCE and the files will be available for download until August 30, 2018.
Feel free to contact me if you have any questions or comments.
Thank you,
Megan
Megan Bellamy
Associate
Dillon Consulting Limited
235 Yorkland Blvd Suite 800
Toronto, Ontario, M2J 4Y8
T - 416.229.4647 ext. 2423
F - 416.229.4692
M - 647.262.7267
MBellamy@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

This message is directed in confidence solely to the person(s) named above and may contain privileged, confidential or private
information which is not to be disclosed. If you are not the addressee or an authorized representative thereof, please

contact the undersigned and then destroy this message.
Ce message est destiné uniquement aux personnes indiquées dans l'entête et peut contenir une information privilégiée,
confidentielle ou privée et ne pouvant être divulguée. Si vous n'êtes pas le destinataire de ce message ou une personne autorisée à
le recevoir, veuillez communiquer avec le soussigné et ensuite détruire ce message.
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ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

Task Name

Fri 3/23/18
Thu 8/16/18

Start

Thu 9/13/18

Fri 9/18/20
Thu 8/16/18

Finish

Thu 8/16/18

Wed 9/26/18
Thu 8/16/18
Wed 9/12/18
Thu 8/16/18
Wed 12/12/18
Wed 10/10/18
Thu 8/16/18
Wed 9/26/18
Thu 8/16/18
Wed 10/10/18
Fri 1/11/19
Wed 7/11/18
Wed 7/25/18
Fri 6/29/18
Tue 7/31/18
Fri 6/29/18
Mon 8/20/18

Fri 8/17/18
Fri 7/20/18
Fri 8/17/18
Wed 10/31/18
Fri 11/30/18
Fri 1/11/19
Thu 12/6/18
Fri 6/21/19
Fri 6/21/19
Fri 6/21/19
Fri 6/21/19
Fri 6/21/19
Mon 12/31/18
Mon 12/31/18
Fri 11/16/18
Mon 12/31/18
Mon 12/31/18
Fri 6/21/19
Fri 6/21/19
Fri 6/21/19
Fri 6/21/19
Fri 6/21/19
Fri 6/21/19
Fri 9/18/20
Fri 6/21/19
Fri 7/5/19
Tue 7/9/19
Fri 8/16/19
Fri 9/6/19
Fri 9/20/19
Fri 9/18/20
Fri 1/11/19
Fri 7/20/18
Fri 8/17/18
Fri 11/30/18
Fri 1/11/19
Fri 9/23/22
Milestone

Thu 8/16/18
Thu 8/16/18
Thu 8/16/18
Thu 8/16/18
Thu 11/1/18
Thu 8/16/18
Thu 8/16/18
Thu 8/16/18
Thu 8/16/18
Thu 8/16/18
Fri 6/29/18
Wed 7/11/18
Wed 7/25/18
Fri 6/29/18
Mon 7/2/18
Fri 6/29/18
Mon 7/2/18
Thu 8/16/18

Fri 7/20/18
Mon 7/23/18
Mon 7/16/18
Thu 11/1/18
Mon 12/3/18
Thu 12/6/18
Mon 9/3/18
Mon 9/3/18
Mon 9/3/18
Mon 9/3/18
Mon 9/3/18
Mon 9/3/18
Mon 9/3/18
Tue 10/23/18
Mon 9/3/18
Mon 9/3/18
Tue 1/1/19
Mon 4/1/19
Mon 4/1/19
Mon 4/1/19
Mon 4/1/19
Mon 9/3/18
Fri 3/23/18
Fri 3/23/18
Mon 6/24/19
Tue 7/9/19
Mon 7/8/19
Mon 8/19/19
Mon 9/9/19
Mon 9/23/19
Tue 7/3/18
Tue 7/3/18
Mon 7/23/18
Tue 7/24/18
Mon 12/3/18
Thu 6/7/18
Task

EA
EA Biology Existing Conditions Report to COTTFN for
Review
COTTFN review of Biology Existing Conditions Report
Draft Evaluation Criteria to COTTFN for review
COTTFN review of draft evaluation criteria
Ridge EA Study Area Memo to WIFN for Review
COTTFN review of EA Study Area Memo
EA Work Plans
Hydrogeology work plan to COTTFN for Review
COTTFN Review Hydrogeology Work Plan
Stage 1 Archaeology Report to COTTFN for Review
COTTFN Review of Stage 1 Archaeology Report
Alternative Methods
EA Evaluation Criteria Workshop
EA Open House #1 (Alternative Methods & Eval Criteria)
Site Development Alternatives Memo to MOECP
MOECP review of memo
LFG and Leachate Alternatives Memo to MOECP
MOECP review of memos
Leachate and Site Development Alternatives memo to
COTTFN for Review
COTTFN review Leachate and Site Development
Atlernatives Memo
Evaluation Criteria Memo to MOECP
MOECP review of memo
Alternatives Evaulation
Interim Alternative Method Report
MOECP review of alternative methods Report
EA Open House #2 (Prelim Alternative Method Results)
Field Studies
Visual Assessment Leaf-on and Leaf-off Field Visit
Hydrogeology
Transportation
Surface Water
Noise Study
Socio-economic impact assessment
Conduct Agricultural and Socio-economic Interviews
Design and Operations
Stage 2 Archaeological Assessment
Agriculture
Bird Hazard
Benthics Assessment
Biology
Air Quality Study
Impact assessment
Prepare EA
Draft EA (input from all technical disciplines)
Project Team Review and Revise Draft EA
EA Open House #3 (Impact Assessment)
Public and Agency Review of Draft EA
Prepare Final EA
Project Team Review and Revise Final EA
Formal EA Review and Approval (min. 32 weeks)
Diversion
Diversion memo
MOECP review of memo
Preparation of Diversion Assessment report
MOECP review of diversion assessment report
ECA, Other Approvals, Design & Construction

Updated EA Schedule - Ridge Landfill
July 2018

J

7/20

Half 2, 2018
J

6/29

Summary

A
8/16

8/16

8/16

8/16

8/16

S

O
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N

D

12/6

Half 1, 2019
J
F

M

A

M
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J

7/9

A
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Half 1, 2020
J

F

M

A

M

J

Half 2, 2020
J

A

S
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Dillon Consulting Limited Mail - Fwd: Chippewas of the Thames - Update on EA Review

Buelles, Anni <abuelles@dillon.ca>

Fwd: Chippewas of the Thames - Update on EA Review
Kolli, Karla <kkolli@dillon.ca>
To: "Buelles, Anni" <abuelles@dillon.ca>

Mon, Mar 11, 2019 at 1:47 PM

Karla Kolli
Partner
Dillon Consulting Limited
235 Yorkland Blvd Suite 800
Toronto, Ontario, M2J 4Y8
T - 416.229.4647 ext. 2354
F - 416.229.4692
M - 647.204.2495
KKolli@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>
Date: Fri, Jan 18, 2019 at 9:41 AM
Subject: Chippewas of the Thames - Update on EA Review
To: Izzie Abrams <izzie.abrams@wasteconnections.com>, Brian Forrestal <Brian.Forrestal@wasteconnections.com>,
Rob Ross <rob.ross@wasteconnections.com>, Tim Church <Timothy.Church@wasteconnections.com>, Andrew Cibulka
<andrew.cibulka@wasteconnections.com>,
Bill Allison <wallison@dillon.ca>, Reimer, Sue <sreimer@dillon.ca>, Kolli,
Karla <kkolli@dillon.ca>

Hi I just spoke with Rochelle Smith at COTTFN. She has reviewed the previous EA reports that we provided and advised
that they have no concerns. They will be reviewing the Alt Methods Report and providing comment within the next two
weeks.

She said the community is very excited about the tree planting initiative for 2020. I confirmed we would plant 3000 trees
there and the balance here in Chatham-Kent and she is happy with that. I’ll be working with her and Randall at the LTVCA
toward the end of the year to coordinate the logistics/budget for the following spring.

Cathy

Cathy Smith HBA, MA, ENV SP
Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion

T: 519 676 5000 | F: 519 676 4967 | C: 519 358 2860
Waste Connections of Canada | 20262 Erieau Road | Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
www.WasteConnectionsCanada.com

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=2b5632c48f&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1627732269910807318&simpl=msg-f%3A16277322699…
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jaskiran Shoker <jshoker@counselpa.com>
September 26, 2019 10:06 AM
Buelles, Anni
FW: Ridge Draft EA

From: Jaskiran Shoker
Sent: Wednesday, July 10, 2019 4:07 PM
To: myeengun@cottfn.com
Cc: John Beaucage <JBeaucage@counselpa.com>; Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
Subject: Ridge Draft EA

On behalf of John Beaucage (Counsel Public Affairs) and Waste Connections of Canada:
Dear Chief Henry,
The draft Environmental Assessment will soon be completed by Waste Connections of Canada on the Ridge
Landfill project.
There are a couple of options that you may wish to consider in terms of receiving the information, they are:
·
·
·
·

Electronic Copy of Full Draft EA
Hard Copy of Main EA Report – electronic copy of Report, Appendices and Supporting Documentation
Hard Copy of Full Draft EA
No Copy – the Full Draft EA will be available at www.ridgelandfill.com

The Draft EA will be distributed the week of the 22nd of July.
Please advise us as to how you wish to receive the information. If we do not hear from you by the end of July
we will assume that if interested, you will be viewing the draft EA on the Ridge Landfill website.
For further information, please don’t hesitate to reach out at 705-746-0638 or via email at
JBeaucage@counselpa.com, and please copy Cathy Smith at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.
Yours truly,
John Beaucage

1

Buelles, Anni <abuelles@dillon.ca>

RE: Open House and Draft Environmental Assessment Report
Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>
To: Fallon Burch <fburch@cottfn.com>

Mon, Jul 29, 2019 at 8:23 AM

Good morning Fallon,

Please find the attached PPT of the boards displayed at the open house as well as the summary of open house activities
and comments received.

Thanks,
Cathy

Cathy Smith HBA, MA, ENV SP
Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion

T: 519 676 5000 | F: 519 676 4967 | C: 519 358 2860
Waste Connections of Canada | 20262 Erieau Road | Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
www.WasteConnectionsCanada.com

From: Fallon Burch [mailto:fburch@cottfn.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2019 3:16 PM
To: Cathy Smith
Subject: Open House and Draft Environmental Assessment Report

WARNING: This email is from outside of Waste Connec ons; Exercise cau on.

Hi Catherine,
I am just reviewing the correspondence dated June 28, 2019. Can you please send me a copy of the material shared at
the open house e.g. PowerPoint presentation

Thank you,

Fallon Burch
Consultation Coordinator, Chippewas of the Thames First Nation
320 Chippewa Rd Muncey, ON N0L 1Y0 | 519-289-5555 |
www.cottfn.com/consultation

This email or documents accompanying this email contain information belonging to the Chippewas of the Thames First Nation. Which
may be confidential and/or legally privileged. The information is intended only for the addressed recipients(s). If you are not an intended
recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on the contents of this
email. Is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please advise my office and delete it from your system.
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Commencement

Notice of EA

Spring 2018

• Evaluation Criteria Workshop
• Neighbour & Stakeholder
Meetings
• Open House
• Emails, letters, Newsletters
• Ridge Landfill Liaison
Committee
• Agency Consultation
• Indigenous Community
engagement

Provide us your input
on alternatives and
evaluation criteria:

Waste Connections will evaluate
alternative ways to expand the
landfill.

Confirmation of
Alternative Methods &
Evaluation Criteria

Spring – Summer 2018

Provide us your input on
preliminary evaluation
results:

• Neighbour & Stakeholder
Meetings
• Open House
• Emails, letters, Newsletters
• Ridge Landfill Liaison
Committee
• Agency Consultation
• Indigenous Community
engagement

Draft EA
Document

Summer 2019

Provide us your input on
potential effects and
mitigation:
• Neighbour & Stakeholder
Meetings
• Open House
• Emails, letters, Newsletters
• Ridge Landfill Liaison
Committee
• Agency Consultation
• Indigenous Community
engagement

A draft document
will be released
for public and
agency review for
a 45-day review
period.

Here

Waste Connections will develop
mitigation measures to reduce
negative impacts from the
expanded landfill.
We Are

Assessment of Potential
Effects & Development
of Mitigation Measures

Evaluation of
Alternative Methods

Waste Connections will
recommend a preferred way to
expand the landfill.

Winter - Spring 2019

Summer - Fall 2018

Key EA Steps and Comprehensive Consultation Plan

July 11, 2019

EA Open House #3

Welcome to the Ridge
Landfill Environmental
Assessment Open House

3

A final EA
document will be
released for a 45day public and
agency review.
MECP will
make a
decision based
on the final
submitted EA
and input
received.

Final
EA Document

Fall 2019 – Spring
2020

• The expansion will occur at the existing Ridge Landfill
property on the 340 ha of land west of Erieau Road.
• The extent of the proposed expansion area is approximately 54
ha. The maximum height of the expansion is restricted by the
proximity of the airport (i.e., 241 metres above sea level).
• The annual volume and type of waste accepted will be
maintained and not change from what is currently received so
there will be no increase in truck traffic.
• The service area for industrial, commercial & institutional
waste would be reduced from all of Ontario, to southern and
central Ontario only.
• The service area for residential waste would be reduced from
Chatham-Kent and its adjacent four municipalities to
Chatham-Kent only.
• The project includes a commitment to look at viable diversion
opportunities to assist the Province in meeting its diversion
goals.
• Continued focus on maintaining the excellent environmental
record at the Ridge Landfill.

Key Elements of the Proposed Expansion

The annual volume and type of waste accepted will maintained and not change
from what is currently so there will be no increase in truck traffic.

Work on the Environmental Assessment has been
ongoing since May 2018.

In May 2018, Waste Connections received approval
from the Ministry of Environment, Conservation
and Parks to proceed with the Environmental
Assessment for a proposed expansion of the Ridge
Landfill.

• We have an excellent environmental record at the landfill site.

• The site can currently receive industrial, institutional & commercial
waste from all of Ontario.
• The landfill is expected to reach its capacity in 2021.

• The site can currently accept up to 1.3 million tonnes of waste per
year.
• The site can currently receive residential waste from Chatham-Kent
and its four adjacent municipalities.

• 262 ha of this land is the existing landfill site.
• The current approved capacity is 21 million cubic metres.

• Waste Connections owns 340 ha of land west of Erieau Road.

Ridge Landfill Today
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2019-07-12

• Based on the recommended mitigation measures, no net effects on terrestrial or aquatic biology are
anticipated.

Net Effect

• Planting of double the number of trees removed. Will plant 11,000 trees within the same “eco-region’
as the landfill.
• Restoration of habitat as soon as possible and replacement of removed nests.
• Partnering with Indigenous Communities and Organizations during the seed and tree species selection
process in support of restoration and naturalization works.
• Removal of vegetation and in-water works to follow applicable timing windows, increased length of
drain will create additional fish habitat and offer opportunities for enhancement.
• Use best management practices such as erosion and sediment control.
• Inform and educate contractors on the management of species-at-risk and other wildlife.
• Maintain buffers and protect remaining on-site features.

Key Mitigation

• The vertical expansion of the Old Landfill will temporarily remove approximately 50 ha of contiguous
meadow habitat, which is a habitat for the eastern meadowlark.
• The removal of old agricultural buildings may require the removal of barn swallow nests.
• Adding to the footprint will require removal of the 3.76 ha southwest woodlot. This woodlot is made
up of Moist Green Ash Hardwood Deciduous Forest, Fresh Black Walnut Deciduous Forest and Gray
Dogwood Deciduous Thicket.
• The relocation of the Howard Drain will temporarily remove associated fish habitat.

Potential Impacts

Impact Assessment – Biology

• Construction of two (2) new stormwater ponds.

the Blenheim Wastewater Treatment Lagoons.

• Continued development of the leachate collection system with treatment at

minor extension of the Charing Cross Road berm.

• Construction of perimeter berms along Erieau Road, Allison Line and a

• Continued development of the landfill gas collection and flaring system.

– Add to footprint of the South Landfill.

– Add to footprint of West Landﬁll, and

– Vertical expansion of Old Landfill,

• Three distinct areas:

The Preferred Alternative Includes:

The Preferred Alternative
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• With the implementation of the recommended mitigation measures and monitoring program, Clay
no net
effects on groundwater are anticipated.

Net Effect

• Ongoing collection, removal, and treatment of leachate.
• Continued monitoring of the 48 on-site monitoring wells, 6 new wells
and the 15 private wells with additional monitoring wells as needed.
• Implementation of contingency measures should they be needed to
protect groundwater.

Key Mitigation

• There is >30 m of natural clays underlying the site. This clay has low
permeability and groundwater travels very slowly. It would take a drop
of leachate leaving the bottom of the landfill approximately 3,000 years
to reach the groundwater aquifer and another 400 years for it to move
200 metres laterally toward any private well.
• Monitoring since the 1980’s shows that the landfill has not impacted
groundwater resources.
• Chloride is the indicator parameter used to determine how long the
landfill leachate could potentially be a source of contamination. It is
predicted that chloride concentrations would be below the allowable
concentration in 380 years, over which time it would only travel a few
meters into the underlying clay.

Potential Impacts

Impact Assessment - Groundwater

The Preferred Alternative
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• Residents in the vicinity of the site may have diﬀerent
views of the landﬁll based on location. The height of the
preferred alternative will not exceed the elevation of the
existing landﬁll and since the expansion simply extends the
existing waste areas, the visual sensitivity of the expansion
is relatively low.

Net Effect

• Construction of berms and plantings to reduce any
potential visual impact.

Key Mitigation

Clay

Proposed condition;
View of the
proposed expansion to the south-west

• Of the ten receptors within a 1 km radius of the landfill that will have a view of
the expanded facility:
– seven currently see the existing landfill.
– three will have views of the facility where previously the waste fill
area was not visible.

Potential Impacts

Modelling was completed to determine how visible the completed landfill would be.

Impact Assessment – Social (Visual)

• With the implementation of the recommended mitigation measures and
monitoring program, no net effects on surface water are anticipated.

Net Effect

• Use of erosion and sediment control measures to minimize the potential
for sedimentation in municipal drains.
• Establishment of buffer between surface water and work areas.
• Ponds operate in “batch mode” to protect against accidental release of
leachate.
• Creation of additional fish habitat through lengthening of drain and
opportunity for habitat enhancement.
• Surface water facilities designed for climate change.
• Surface water monitoring will continue.

Key Mitigation

• Based on modelling it is concluded that the proposed expansion will not negatively impact surface water quantity in municipal
drains.
• Surface water quality considers a number of different elements including:
• temperature – potential minor change in temperature resulting from storing water in stormwater ponds;
• sediment and nutrients – sediment will be reduced in the stormwater pond, and water is tested before release; and
• benthos and fish habitat – 1,330 metres of the Howard Drain will need to be relocated. The relocation will result in 1,600
metres of new drain.

Potential Impacts

Surface water features on the Ridge Landfill property include municipal drains, 5 storm water ponds and a flood control facility

Impact Assessment – Surface Water
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• Noise will be within allowable levels. However, some residents may notice a
change in noise levels from what they currently hear due to the changing location
of future landfill activities. There will be no noticeable change in noise levels
generated by waste trucks along the haul route over the expansion period.

Net Effect

• Construction of berms and plantings around the site to reduce noise impacts.
• Regular communication with neighbours & encouraging them to reach out to
Waste Connections if they have noise concerns.

Key Mitigation

• Based on the analysis, the day time (55 dBA) and night time (40 dBA) noise levels
will be below the MECP guidelines. It is noted that the noise level of a normal
conversation ranges from 50 to 65 dBA.
• There are some receptors that may notice a change in noise compared to their
current situation at some stage in the landfill development.
• Receptors along the haul route should not notice a change in noise as the number
of trucks will be consistent with current condition.

Potential Impacts

Noise levels were modelled based on three scenarios representing activity at the
three landfill areas (Old Landfill, West Landfill, South Landfill). The proposed
expansion will continue to use similar landﬁlling practices as done today and the
amount of waste trucked to the site will not change.

Impact Assessment – Social (Noise)

• With the implementation of the recommended mitigation measures, no net effects related to air quality and climate change
are anticipated.

Net Effect

• Operational controls such as dust control, reduced on-site vehicle speed, and landfill gas capture and flaring will be in place.
• The replanting of removed trees will assist in maintaining the ability to absorb GHGs.
• The proposed expansion is designed to be resilient to changing climate, in particular stormwater ponds sized for future
climate projections are included.

Key Mitigation

• All landfilling scenarios will meet relevant air quality criteria.
• The predicted air quality impact along the haul route is below relevant air quality criteria and not expected to change
significantly compared to existing.
• Predicted impacts of greenhouse gas are negligible. The landfill infrastructure is not anticipated to be impacted by changing
precipitation and heat levels.

Potential Impacts

The atmospheric analysis considered air quality impacts from all on-site operations, and along the haul route as well as potential
for nuisance impacts from blowing litter. Three scenarios were tested representing work on the 3 different fill areas (Old
Landfill, West Landfill, South Landfill)

Impact Assessment – Atmospheric & Climate Change
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Any graphic
to include?

Continued expansion of the landﬁll gas collection system.
Continued flaring of landfill gas.
Use of odour neutralizing systems.
Installation of litter fences including a permanent litter fence.
Continued monitoring and recovery of any off-site litter.
Regular communication with neighbours & encouraging them to reach out to Waste Connections if they have odour or litter
concerns.

• No net effects anticipated.

Net Effect

• No mitigation required on haul route.

Key Mitigation

• No increase in truck traffic as a result of expansion.
• Improvements made to Highway 401 interchange are expected to improve
overall traffic flow.
• Under the forecast (2041) conditions, the study area intersections are
anticipated to operate identical to the existing conditions.

Potential Impact

Currently approximately 200 trucks per day access the landfill site. The number
of trucks will remain the same. Between 2013 and 2016 there were 6 collisions
on Communication Road between Drury Line and Burk Line. None of them
involved waste trucks.

Impact Assessment – Transportation

• Regular landfill operation is not supposed to result in significant odour, however there may be occasions where fugitive odours
can be noticeable to some residents.
• There may be occurrences of blowing litter during high winds, which will be addressed by
Waste Connections as needed.

Net Effect

•
•
•
•
•
•

Key Mitigation

• Low impact on receptors from on-site odour sources.
• Some potential for litter to migrate off-site during high wind
conditions.

Potential Impacts

Active landfill gas management is currently used to manage odour
at the Ridge Landfill. There have been some concerns raised by
residents about odour and litter. Waste Connections has been
adding gas wells to increase gas capture and reduce fugitive
odours and increased staff to collect blowing litter.

Impact Assessment – Social (Odour & Litter)
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• No net effects anticipated.

Net Effect

• Continued enhancements to the existing bird control program at the
landfill and coordination with bird control efforts at the airport.

Key Mitigation

• Expansion will not increase potential bird problem to air traffic.

Potential Impacts

Bird control measures taken at the landfill and airport have been
appropriate and satisfactory in protecting airport users.

Gulls are the main species of concern because they are attracted to
landfills in general. The existing bird management program at the Ridge
Landfill includes falconry and pyrotechnics.

Impact Assessment – Aviation Safety & Bird Hazard

• The potential impact on businesses from landfill traffic during
construction and operation will be low and similar to what is
experienced today.
• The continued employment and economic activity associated with the
site will continue to provide benefits to the local economy.
• The Host Community Agreement and the Ridge Landfill Community
Trust Agreement will continue to benefit the Municipality of ChathamKent, community development and individual residents.

Net Effect

• Regular communication with business neighbours.
• Encourage businesses in the site vicinity and along the haul route to raise
concerns directly to Waste Connections to be addressed.
• Apply litter, odour and noise mitigation.

Key Mitigation

• The businesses in the vicinity of the site may experience visual, noise, odour and litter disruption similar to local residents.
• Approximately 94 ha of agricultural lands will be removed.
• There are 15 direct farm accesses along with 46 additional field access points on the haul route. There is no change to the number of
trucks that will take waste to the Ridge so no change in impacts along the haul route are anticipated.

Potential Impacts

Businesses operating near the site include a fruit stand, a small equipment dealer, and various agricultural operations. The Chatham Airport
is also within 1 km of the site. There are two (2) businesses and 4 institutional/public uses along the haul route including the Ministry of
Transportation of Ontario yard.

Impact Assessment - Economic
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Existing Official Plan Land Use Designations

Net Effects
• The proposed undertaking should not adversely affect cultural heritage or
archaeological resources.

Key Mitigation
• Document cultural heritage features in a Heritage Impact Assessment
Report.
• Stage construction activities to avoid impacts to identified cultural heritage
resources.
• Stop construction activities if any archaeological resources are discovered
and notify the Ministry of Culture, Tourism and Sport.

Potential Impacts
• Removal/demolition of one residence, one barn and one farmscape (including a residence) along Allison Line and one barn
along Charing Cross Road identified as cultural resources. None of these resources are registered heritage buildings/sites.
• A Stage 1 Archaeological Study was completed for the property. It identified some lands that have been undisturbed.
A Stage 2 Archaeological Study is being completed to confirm if there is any Archaeological significance/importance to the
property.

Impact Assessment – Cultural Heritage & Archaeology

Proposed Official Plan Land Use Designations

The following will be required for the proposed expansion:
• Official Plan Amendment – to extend the waste
management land use designation onto the proposed
expansion area of the site.

The existing site is designated and zoned for waste management
in the Chatham-Kent Official Plan and zoning by-law.

Impact Assessment – Land Use (Official Plan)
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Existing Zoning By-law Designations

•

•

•

•

Proposed Zoning By-law Designations

• Through the EA process Waste Connections has made a number of commitments to implement mitigation
measures, conduct monitoring and to keep neighbours informed about the landfill.
• An annual compliance monitoring report documenting these commitments and when/how they will be met is
expected to be a condition of approval.

Commitments

• A contingency plan is deﬁned as a response to a recognized but unexpected event. Contingency measures
have been prepared for groundwater, surface water, leachate, archeology and landﬁll gas management.

Contingency Measures

• An eﬀective monitoring program ensures that the Ridge Landﬁll is working as expected, that mitigation
measure are eﬀective, and that unforeseen problems are identiﬁed and addressed.
• The results of the monitoring programs will be documented each year in the Annual Monitoring Report for
the Ridge Landﬁll site.
• Monitoring programs for groundwater, surface water, and leachate will continue, as well as the monitoring of
environmental effects during construction.

Monitoring

Monitoring, Contingency Measures & Commitments

Planning Applications to be formally submitted to the Municipality
once EA submitted to Ministry (Fall 2019).
Municipality will review for completeness and schedule a Statutory
Public Meeting on the applications at a future Council Meeting (early2020).
Final consideration of Planning Applications by Council following EA
approval (mid-2020).
All those currently on the EA stakeholder list will be notified of the
planning process going forward.

Next Planning Steps
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The following will be required for the proposed expansion:
• Zoning By-law Amendment – to permit the use of the
site for landfilling waste.
• Site Plan Application – to implement the Official Plan
and Zoning By-law with respect to placement of
buildings and key features.

Impact Assessment – Land Use (Zoning By-law )
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Your issues or concerns are important to us!
– We want to know about them.
– We want to address them where possible.
– We want to incorporate your feedback where
possible and applicable.
Please leave your written questions or comments with us today,
or send them to us anytime at: ridgelandfill.com

We want to hear from you!

Thank You

Waste Connections will continue with its current diversion practices and proposes to carry forward the following
options/initiatives:
• Beneﬁcial reuse of source separated construction and demolition(C&D) waste at the Ridge Landﬁll.
• On-site drop-oﬀ depot at the Ridge Landﬁll for speciﬁc materials that would complement and enhance existing diversion
opportunities in Chatham-Kent.
• Provide guidance and educational support to customers as new materials are designated.
• Review and comment on proposed waste management policies and regulations and assist customers in understanding
changes to policies and regulations through outreach programs.
• Invest in infrastructure and equipment to meet market demands for the diversion of materials such as food and organic
waste where economically viable.
• Support the Province in waste data collection and management where feasible and conduct periodic waste audits on its
customer’s residual waste streams.

Waste Connections is committed to being an industry leader, assisting the province in diverting waste from disposal as
guided by the A Made-in-Ontario Environment Plan in order to preserve and protect the environment for future generations:
• Continuing to work with customers to identify opportunities to reduce materials going to disposal;
• Safely removing recyclables from the waste collected at waste transfer stations; and
• Seeking opportunities to promote additional re-use and recycling.

Diversion – What We’ve Heard From Our Neighbours
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The Ridge Landfill Website: www.ridgelandfill.com

Cathy Smith, Project Manager, Waste Connections of Canada
T: 519-358-2860
E: catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com

All comments received by September 6, 2019 will be
incorporated in the final Environmental Assessment Report.
All comments should be submitted to:

The draft Environmental Assessment Report will be available
for review beginning on July 23, 2019 and ending on September
6, 2019. Ask one of our team members for a list of locations
where a printed copy of the draft report will be available or
visit us online at the Ridge Landfill Website:
www.ridgelandfill.com

Conclusions & Next Steps

MECP decision
Fall 2020

Public review of
Final
Environmental
Assessment
Report
Fall 2019

Final
EA Document

Draft EA
Document

Public review of
Draft
Environmental
Assessment
Report
Summer 2019

Fall 2019 – Fall
2020

Spring/Summer
2019
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Final
consideration of
Planning
Applications by
Council following
EA approval

Municipality will
review a Statutory
Public Meeting
on the
applications at a
future Council
Meeting

Final
Steps

Winter/Summer
2020
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Trees
Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>
To: Fallon Burch <fburch@cottfn.com>

Tue, Nov 19, 2019 at 11:42 AM

Hi Fallon,

I did speak with Randall Van Wagner at the CA about this too, he agrees that we get together and discuss ‘the plan’ – (the
budget you gave me for the initiative has also been included in our 2020 budget) – do you want me to reach out to him
and see when he might be available to discuss?

Thanks,

Cathy Smith HBA, MA, ENV SP
Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion

T: 519 676 5000 | F: 519 676 4967 | C: 519 358 2860
Waste Connections of Canada | 20262 Erieau Road | Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
www.WasteConnectionsCanada.com

From: Fallon Burch [mailto:fburch@cottfn.com]
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2019 11:23 AM
To: Cathy Smith
Subject: FW: Trees

Good morning Cathy,

I just wanted to touch base with you to see where we are at with the trees. It may be beneficial for the both of us to have a
meeting to discuss in more detail. Let me know what you think.

Thanks,

Fallon Burch
Consultation Coordinator, Chippewas of the Thames First Nation
320 Chippewa Rd Muncey, ON N0L 1Y0 | 519-289-5555 |
www.cottfn.com/consultation

This email or documents accompanying this email contain information belonging to the Chippewas of the Thames First Nation. Which
may be confidential and/or legally privileged. The information is intended only for the addressed recipients(s). If you are not an intended
recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on the contents of this
email. Is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please advise my office and delete it from your system.

From: Fallon Burch
Sent: September 16, 2019 10:17 AM
To:
Subject: FW: Trees

Good morning.

What do you think about the list of trees? Any feed back is appreciated.
[Quoted text hidden]

Delaware Nation - Moravian of the Thames

Notices

CONFIDENTIAL

June 14, 2018
Chief Denise Stonefish
Moravian of the Thames First Nation
14760 Schoolhouse Line, RR#3
Thamesville, Ontario N0P 2KO
Dear Chief Stonefish,
I am writing to you today to advise you that the Terms of Reference for the Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental
Assessment received approval from the Minister of Environment and Climate Change on May 1, 2018. This Terms of
Reference approval allows us to proceed with the Environmental Assessment (EA). The Environmental Assessment is
where Waste Connection’s team of environmental experts will carry out technical analysis and evaluate the options to add
capacity to the Ridge. The key changes made to the Amended Terms of Reference (previously made available for public
and agency review in December 2017) are highlighted in a table at the end of this letter. The Approved Amended Terms of
Reference is attached and is also available on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com.
The Notice of Commencement for the EA is attached. This notice provides information on an upcoming Open House to be
held at St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George Street in Blenheim on July 25, 2018 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm.
This Open House will present the alternative ways to expand the landfill (referred to as site development alternatives), and
will explore alternative ways to manage leachate and use landfill gas. The Open House will also present the criteria
proposed to evaluate the site development alternatives in order to enable public feedback.
If you have any questions or comments, please call me at 705.746.0638 or at jbeaucage@counselpa.com or contact Cathy
Smith at Waste Connections at 519.358.2860 or at cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com.

Sincerely,

John Beaucage, Principal
cc: Cathy Smith, Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada

Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
Head Office: 95 St Clair Ave W, Suite 1606, Toronto, ON M4V 1N6 | 416.920.0716 | counselpa.com
Vancouver | Edmonton | Toronto | Ottawa

CONFIDENTIAL

This table provides an overview of the key changes made to the December 2017
Amended ToR
Section
Executive
Summary

Section 2.2

Amendment
Diversion - Waste Connections reinforced its commitment to assisting the province to
reach diversion targets and will assess the feasibility and viability of implementing an onsite waste diversion program in the EA. The assessment of an on-site diversion program
will be carried out in accordance with best management practices, in consideration of
new and emerging technologies, and in recognition of the goals and expectations set
forth in the Resource Recovery and Circular Economy Act, 2016 and the Strategy for a
Waste-Free Ontario: Building the Circular Economy.
Climate Change - Text was amended to clarify that Waste Connections will include an
assessment of how the preferred project may contribute to greenhouse gas emissions as
part of the EA. Waste Connections will also include consideration of greenhouse gas
emissions in the evaluation of alternative methods.

This section was also revised to clarify that Waste Connections will consider climate
adaptation measures to reduce and manage climate change effects on the site.
Section 3.3.4 Project Rationale – Waste Connections will revisit the purpose and opportunity outlined
in the Terms of Reference. Waste Connections agreed to reconfirm the data and
methods used to develop the rationale for the undertaking as part of the EA.
Section 4.3
Study Areas – Waste Connections committed to determining the study areas in
consultation with agencies, Indigenous Communities and the public as part of the
development of detailed technical discipline work plans for the EA.
Section
Alternative Methods – Waste Connections agreed to consider alternative methods for
5.2.1.2
leachate management and landfill gas management/utilization in addition to the landfill
site development alternatives.
Section 5.3
Impact Assessment of the Preferred Alternative Method – The text was revised to clarify
that all phases of the project will be assessed (i.e. construction, operation, closure and
post-closure) and that the impact on climate change will be considered in this
assessment.

Section 7.0

Waste Connections will finalize the technical discipline work plans for the EA based on
input from interested agencies, Indigenous Communities and the public. Waste
Connections will consult with the MOECC prior to the finalization of atmospheric,
hydrogeology and surface water quality work plans.
Commitments – Waste Connections will develop a table of commitments made during
the Terms of Reference and will track these commitments during the EA to confirm they
are fulfilled.

CONFIDENTIAL

November 16, 2018
Chief Denise Stonefish
Moravian of the Thames First Nation
14760 Schoolhouse Line, RR#3
Thamesville, Ontario N0P 2KO
Dear Chief Stonefish,
I am writing to you today to invite you to Waste Connection’s upcoming Open House to be held at St. Mary’s
Hall, 94 George Street in Blenheim on December 6, 2018 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm.
As you may recall the Amended Terms of Reference for the Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment
received approval from the Minister of Environment, Conservation and Parks on May 1, 2018. This Amended
Terms of Reference approval allowed Waste Connections to proceed with the Environmental Assessment
(EA). The Environmental Assessment is where Waste Connection’s team of environmental experts will carry out
technical analysis and evaluate the options to add capacity to the Ridge. The Approved Amended Terms of
Reference is available on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com.
This Open House will present alternative configurations to expand the landfill (referred to as site development
alternatives), and will explore alternative methods of managing leachate and landfill gas. The Open House will
also present the criteria that were used to evaluate the alternatives and present the preliminary preferred
configuration, leachate treatment and landfill gas management methods, which Waste Connections will ask for
community feedback on.
Please note that if you cannot attend on December 6th, and have any questions or comments please call me at
705-746-0638 or at jbeaucage@counselpa.com or contact Cathy Smith at Waste Connections at 519.358.2860
or at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.
Sincerely,

John Beaucage, Principal
cc: Cathy Smith, Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada

Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
Head Office: 95 St Clair Ave W, Suite 1606, Toronto, ON M4V 1N6 | 416.920.0716 | counselpa.com
Vancouver | Edmonton | Toronto | Ottawa

6/3/2019

Ridge Environmental Expansion - Notification of Available Reports - abuelles@dillon.ca

Subject: Ridge Environmental Expansion - Notification of Available Reports
Jaskiran Shoker <jshoker@counselpa.com>

Mon, Jan 14, 11:33 AM

to colleen.stonefish@delawarenation.on.ca, John Beaucage, Cathy Smith

You are viewing an attached message. Dillon Consulting Limited Mail can't
verify the authenticity of attached messages.

On behalf of John Beaucage (Counsel Public Affairs) and Waste Connections of Canada:
Dear Chief Stonefish,
In December 2018, Waste Connections completed the evaluation of alternative configurations to expand the Ridge Landfill
(referred to as site development alternatives), as well as leachate treatment and landfill gas management alternative
methods. Waste Connections has also completed a review of different waste diversion options that could possibly divert
more waste from the landfill. The purpose of this email is to inform you that the following two reports are available for
review:
Interim Alternative Methods
A Review of Diversion Options
The information included in these reports was presented for comment at the Open House held on December 6th.
Approximately 40 people attended the Open House.
The reports and the Open House material can be found on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com. If you have any
comments on the material in these reports we kindly ask that you provide them by February 28, 2019. Input received will
be incorporated into the Draft Environmental Assessment Report expected to be released for public and agency review
and comment in the summer of 2019.
For further information, please don’t hesitate to reach John Beaucage at 705-746-0638 or via email at
JBeaucage@counselpa.com, and please copy Cathy Smith at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&view=btop&ver=1qpvtbzzwa70q&msg=%23msg-f%3A1622657192005087970&attid=0.3
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CONFIDENTIAL

June 28, 2019
Chief Denise Stonefish
Moravian of the Thames First Nation
14760 Schoolhouse Line, RR#3
Thamesville, Ontario N0P 2KO
Re: Open House & Ridge Landfill Draft Environmental Assessment Report
Dear Chief Stonefish,
I am writing to you today to invite you to Waste Connection’s upcoming Open House to be held
at St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George Street in Blenheim on July 11, 2019 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm. Since
the last Open House in December 2018, the team has been refining the proposed design of the
Ridge Landfill to account for the additional capacity that would be needed to continue operation
to 2041 and identifying opportunities to reduce or eliminate potential effects on the
environment and neighbours. This Open House will present this information for review and
comment.
Waste Connections is documenting the technical analysis completed to support the proposal to
add capacity at the Ridge Landfill in a Draft Environmental Assessment Report. Comments
received at the Open House will be incorporated into this draft report. The draft report will be
available for review shortly after the Open House beginning on July 23, 2019 and ending on
September 6, 2019. The draft report will be posted on the project website and available in hard
copy at the locations listed in the Open House and Draft EA Notice attached. Any comments
must be received by September 6, 2019 to be incorporated into the final document. All
comments should be submitted to Cathy Smith, Project Manager for the Landfill Expansion.
Cathy can be reached at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com or comments can also be
received through the Ridge website at www.ridgelandfill.com.
Please note that if you cannot attend the Open House on July 11th, and have any questions or
comments please call me at 705-746-0638 or Cathy Smith at 519-358-2860.
Sincerely,

John Beaucage, Principal
cc: Cathy Smith, Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada
Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
Head Office: 95 St Clair Ave W, Suite 1606, Toronto, ON M4V 1N6 | 416.920.0716 | counselpa.com
Vancouver | Edmonton | Toronto | Ottawa

Email Communication

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jaskiran Shoker <jshoker@counselpa.com>
September 26, 2019 10:07 AM
Buelles, Anni
FW: Ridge Draft EA

From: Jaskiran Shoker
Sent: Wednesday, July 10, 2019 4:18 PM
To: denise.stonefish@delawarenation.on.ca
Cc: John Beaucage <JBeaucage@counselpa.com>; Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
Subject: Ridge Draft EA

On behalf of John Beaucage (Counsel Public Affairs) and Waste Connections of Canada:
Dear Chief Stonefish,
The draft Environmental Assessment will soon be completed by Waste Connections of Canada on the Ridge
Landfill project.
There are a couple of options that you may wish to consider in terms of receiving the information, they are:
·
·
·
·

Electronic Copy of Full Draft EA
Hard Copy of Main EA Report – electronic copy of Report, Appendices and Supporting Documentation
Hard Copy of Full Draft EA
No Copy – the Full Draft EA will be available at www.ridgelandfill.com

The Draft EA will be distributed the week of the 22nd of July.
Please advise us as to how you wish to receive the information. If we do not hear from you by the end of July
we will assume that if interested, you will be viewing the draft EA on the Ridge Landfill website.
For further information, please don’t hesitate to reach out at 705-746-0638 or via email at
JBeaucage@counselpa.com, and please copy Cathy Smith at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.
Yours truly,
John Beaucage
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Kettle and Stony Point First Nation

Notices

CONFIDENTIAL

June 14, 2018
Chief Tom Bressette
Kettle and Stony Point First Nation
6247 Indian Lane,
Ontario, N0N 1J1
Dear Chief Bressette,
I am writing to you today to advise you that the Terms of Reference for the Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental
Assessment received approval from the Minister of Environment and Climate Change on May 1, 2018. This Terms of
Reference approval allows us to proceed with the Environmental Assessment (EA). The Environmental Assessment is
where Waste Connection’s team of environmental experts will carry out technical analysis and evaluate the options to add
capacity to the Ridge. The key changes made to the Amended Terms of Reference (previously made available for public
and agency review in December 2017) are highlighted in a table at the end of this letter. The Approved Amended Terms of
Reference is attached and is also available on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com.
The Notice of Commencement for the EA is attached. This notice provides information on an upcoming Open House to be
held at St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George Street in Blenheim on July 25, 2018 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm.
This Open House will present the alternative ways to expand the landfill (referred to as site development alternatives), and
will explore alternative ways to manage leachate and use landfill gas. The Open House will also present the criteria
proposed to evaluate the site development alternatives in order to enable public feedback.
If you have any questions or comments, please call me at 705.746.0638 or at jbeaucage@counselpa.com or contact Cathy
Smith at Waste Connections at 519.358.2860 or at cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com.

Sincerely,

John Beaucage, Principal

cc: Cathy Smith, Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada

Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
Head Office: 95 St Clair Ave W, Suite 1606, Toronto, ON M4V 1N6 | 416.920.0716 | counselpa.com
Vancouver | Edmonton | Toronto | Ottawa

CONFIDENTIAL

This table provides an overview of the key changes made to the December 2017
Amended ToR
Section
Executive
Summary

Section 2.2

Amendment
Diversion ‐ Waste Connections reinforced its commitment to assisting the province to
reach diversion targets and will assess the feasibility and viability of implementing an on‐
site waste diversion program in the EA. The assessment of an on‐site diversion program
will be carried out in accordance with best management practices, in consideration of
new and emerging technologies, and in recognition of the goals and expectations set
forth in the Resource Recovery and Circular Economy Act, 2016 and the Strategy for a
Waste‐Free Ontario: Building the Circular Economy.
Climate Change ‐ Text was amended to clarify that Waste Connections will include an
assessment of how the preferred project may contribute to greenhouse gas emissions as
part of the EA. Waste Connections will also include consideration of greenhouse gas
emissions in the evaluation of alternative methods.

This section was also revised to clarify that Waste Connections will consider climate
adaptation measures to reduce and manage climate change effects on the site.
Section 3.3.4 Project Rationale – Waste Connections will revisit the purpose and opportunity outlined
in the Terms of Reference. Waste Connections agreed to reconfirm the data and
methods used to develop the rationale for the undertaking as part of the EA.
Section 4.3
Study Areas – Waste Connections committed to determining the study areas in
consultation with agencies, Indigenous Communities and the public as part of the
development of detailed technical discipline work plans for the EA.
Section
Alternative Methods – Waste Connections agreed to consider alternative methods for
5.2.1.2
leachate management and landfill gas management/utilization in addition to the landfill
site development alternatives.
Section 5.3
Impact Assessment of the Preferred Alternative Method – The text was revised to clarify
that all phases of the project will be assessed (i.e. construction, operation, closure and
post‐closure) and that the impact on climate change will be considered in this
assessment.

Section 7.0

Waste Connections will finalize the technical discipline work plans for the EA based on
input from interested agencies, Indigenous Communities and the public. Waste
Connections will consult with the MOECC prior to the finalization of atmospheric,
hydrogeology and surface water quality work plans.
Commitments – Waste Connections will develop a table of commitments made during
the Terms of Reference and will track these commitments during the EA to confirm they
are fulfilled.

CONFIDENTIAL

November 16, 2018
Chief Jason Henry
Kettle and Stony Point First Nation
6247 Indian Lane,
Ontario, N0N 1J1
Dear Chief Henry,
I am writing to you today to invite you to Waste Connection’s upcoming Open House to be held at St. Mary’s
Hall, 94 George Street in Blenheim on December 6, 2018 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm.
As you may recall the Amended Terms of Reference for the Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment
received approval from the Minister of Environment, Conservation and Parks on May 1, 2018. This Amended
Terms of Reference approval allowed Waste Connections to proceed with the Environmental Assessment
(EA). The Environmental Assessment is where Waste Connection’s team of environmental experts will carry out
technical analysis and evaluate the options to add capacity to the Ridge. The Approved Amended Terms of
Reference is available on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com.
This Open House will present alternative configurations to expand the landfill (referred to as site development
alternatives), and will explore alternative methods of managing leachate and landfill gas. The Open House will
also present the criteria that were used to evaluate the alternatives and present the preliminary preferred
configuration, leachate treatment and landfill gas management methods, which Waste Connections will ask for
community feedback on.
Please note that if you cannot attend on December 6th, and have any questions or comments please call me at
705-746-0638 or at jbeaucage@counselpa.com or contact Cathy Smith at Waste Connections at 519.358.2860
or at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.

Sincerely,

John Beaucage, Principal
cc: Cathy Smith, Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada

Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
Head Office: 95 St Clair Ave W, Suite 1606, Toronto, ON M4V 1N6 | 416.920.0716 | counselpa.com
Vancouver | Edmonton | Toronto | Ottawa

6/3/2019

Ridge Environmental Expansion - Notification of Available Reports - abuelles@dillon.ca

Subject: Ridge Environmental Expansion - Notification of Available Reports
Jaskiran Shoker <jshoker@counselpa.com>

Mon, Jan 14, 11:41 AM

to jason.henry@kettlepoint.org, John Beaucage, Cathy Smith

You are viewing an attached message. Dillon Consulting Limited Mail can't
verify the authenticity of attached messages.

On behalf of John Beaucage (Counsel Public Affairs) and Waste Connections of Canada:
Dear Chief Henry,
In December 2018, Waste Connections completed the evaluation of alternative configurations to expand the Ridge Landfill
(referred to as site development alternatives), as well as leachate treatment and landfill gas management alternative
methods. Waste Connections has also completed a review of different waste diversion options that could possibly divert
more waste from the landfill. The purpose of this email is to inform you that the following two reports are available for
review:
Interim Alternative Methods
A Review of Diversion Options
The information included in these reports was presented for comment at the Open House held on December 6th.
Approximately 40 people attended the Open House.
The reports and the Open House material can be found on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com. If you have any
comments on the material in these reports we kindly ask that you provide them by February 28, 2019. Input received will
be incorporated into the Draft Environmental Assessment Report expected to be released for public and agency review
and comment in the summer of 2019.
For further information, please don’t hesitate to reach John Beaucage at 705-746-0638 or via email at
JBeaucage@counselpa.com, and please copy Cathy Smith at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&view=btop&ver=1qpvtbzzwa70q&msg=%23msg-f%3A1622657192005087970&attid=0.2
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CONFIDENTIAL

June 28, 2019
Chief Jason Henry
Kettle and Stony Point First Nation
6247 Indian Lane,
Ontario, N0N 1J1
Re: Open House & Ridge Landfill Draft Environmental Assessment Report
Dear Chief Henry,
I am writing to you today to invite you to Waste Connection’s upcoming Open House to be held
at St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George Street in Blenheim on July 11, 2019 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm. Since
the last Open House in December 2018, the team has been refining the proposed design of the
Ridge Landfill to account for the additional capacity that would be needed to continue operation
to 2041 and identifying opportunities to reduce or eliminate potential effects on the
environment and neighbours. This Open House will present this information for review and
comment.
Waste Connections is documenting the technical analysis completed to support the proposal to
add capacity at the Ridge Landfill in a Draft Environmental Assessment Report. Comments
received at the Open House will be incorporated into this draft report. The draft report will be
available for review shortly after the Open House beginning on July 23, 2019 and ending on
September 6, 2019. The draft report will be posted on the project website and available in hard
copy at the locations listed in the Open House and Draft EA Notice attached. Any comments
must be received by September 6, 2019 to be incorporated into the final document. All
comments should be submitted to Cathy Smith, Project Manager for the Landfill Expansion.
Cathy can be reached at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com or comments can also be
received through the Ridge website at www.ridgelandfill.com.
Please note that if you cannot attend the Open House on July 11th, and have any questions or
comments please call me at 705-746-0638 or Cathy Smith at 519-358-2860.
Sincerely,

John Beaucage, Principal
cc: Cathy Smith, Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada
Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
Head Office: 95 St Clair Ave W, Suite 1606, Toronto, ON M4V 1N6 | 416.920.0716 | counselpa.com
Vancouver | Edmonton | Toronto | Ottawa

Email Communication

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jaskiran Shoker <jshoker@counselpa.com>
September 26, 2019 10:07 AM
Buelles, Anni
FW: Ridge Draft EA

From: Jaskiran Shoker
Sent: Wednesday, July 10, 2019 4:12 PM
To: jason.henry@kettlepoint.org; KPAssistant@kettlepoint.org
Cc: John Beaucage <JBeaucage@counselpa.com>; Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
Subject: Ridge Draft EA

On behalf of John Beaucage (Counsel Public Affairs) and Waste Connections of Canada:
Dear Chief Henry,
The draft Environmental Assessment will soon be completed by Waste Connections of Canada on the Ridge
Landfill project.
There are a couple of options that you may wish to consider in terms of receiving the information, they are:
·
·
·
·

Electronic Copy of Full Draft EA
Hard Copy of Main EA Report – electronic copy of Report, Appendices and Supporting Documentation
Hard Copy of Full Draft EA
No Copy – the Full Draft EA will be available at www.ridgelandfill.com

The Draft EA will be distributed the week of the 22nd of July.
Please advise us as to how you wish to receive the information. If we do not hear from you by the end of July
we will assume that if interested, you will be viewing the draft EA on the Ridge Landfill website.
For further information, please don’t hesitate to reach out at 705-746-0638 or via email at
JBeaucage@counselpa.com, and please copy Cathy Smith at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.
Yours truly,
John Beaucage

1

Metis Nation

Notices

CONFIDENTIAL

June 14, 2018
Mr. Aly N. Alibhai
Metis Nation of Ontario
75 Sherbourne Street, Suite 311
Toronto, Ontario
M5A 2P9
Dear Mr. Alibhai,
I am writing to you today to advise you that the Terms of Reference for the Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental
Assessment received approval from the Minister of Environment and Climate Change on May 1, 2018. This Terms of
Reference approval allows us to proceed with the Environmental Assessment (EA). The Environmental Assessment is
where Waste Connection’s team of environmental experts will carry out technical analysis and evaluate the options to add
capacity to the Ridge. The key changes made to the Amended Terms of Reference (previously made available for public
and agency review in December 2017) are highlighted in a table at the end of this letter. The Approved Amended Terms of
Reference is attached and is also available on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com.
The Notice of Commencement for the EA is attached. This notice provides information on an upcoming Open House to be
held at St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George Street in Blenheim on July 25, 2018 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm.
This Open House will present the alternative ways to expand the landfill (referred to as site development alternatives), and
will explore alternative ways to manage leachate and use landfill gas. The Open House will also present the criteria
proposed to evaluate the site development alternatives in order to enable public feedback.
If you have any questions or comments, please call me at 705.746.0638 or at jbeaucage@counselpa.com or contact Cathy
Smith at Waste Connections at 519.358.2860 or at cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com.

Sincerely,

John Beaucage, Principal

cc: Cathy Smith, Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada

Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
Head Office: 95 St Clair Ave W, Suite 1606, Toronto, ON M4V 1N6 | 416.920.0716 | counselpa.com
Vancouver | Edmonton | Toronto | Ottawa

CONFIDENTIAL

This table provides an overview of the key changes made to the December 2017
Amended ToR
Section
Executive
Summary

Section 2.2

Amendment
Diversion ‐ Waste Connections reinforced its commitment to assisting the province to
reach diversion targets and will assess the feasibility and viability of implementing an on‐
site waste diversion program in the EA. The assessment of an on‐site diversion program
will be carried out in accordance with best management practices, in consideration of
new and emerging technologies, and in recognition of the goals and expectations set
forth in the Resource Recovery and Circular Economy Act, 2016 and the Strategy for a
Waste‐Free Ontario: Building the Circular Economy.
Climate Change ‐ Text was amended to clarify that Waste Connections will include an
assessment of how the preferred project may contribute to greenhouse gas emissions as
part of the EA. Waste Connections will also include consideration of greenhouse gas
emissions in the evaluation of alternative methods.

This section was also revised to clarify that Waste Connections will consider climate
adaptation measures to reduce and manage climate change effects on the site.
Section 3.3.4 Project Rationale – Waste Connections will revisit the purpose and opportunity outlined
in the Terms of Reference. Waste Connections agreed to reconfirm the data and
methods used to develop the rationale for the undertaking as part of the EA.
Section 4.3
Study Areas – Waste Connections committed to determining the study areas in
consultation with agencies, Indigenous Communities and the public as part of the
development of detailed technical discipline work plans for the EA.
Section
Alternative Methods – Waste Connections agreed to consider alternative methods for
5.2.1.2
leachate management and landfill gas management/utilization in addition to the landfill
site development alternatives.
Section 5.3
Impact Assessment of the Preferred Alternative Method – The text was revised to clarify
that all phases of the project will be assessed (i.e. construction, operation, closure and
post‐closure) and that the impact on climate change will be considered in this
assessment.

Section 7.0

Waste Connections will finalize the technical discipline work plans for the EA based on
input from interested agencies, Indigenous Communities and the public. Waste
Connections will consult with the MOECC prior to the finalization of atmospheric,
hydrogeology and surface water quality work plans.
Commitments – Waste Connections will develop a table of commitments made during
the Terms of Reference and will track these commitments during the EA to confirm they
are fulfilled.

CONFIDENTIAL

November 16, 2018
Mr. Aly N. Alibhai
Metis Nation of Ontario
75 Sherbourne Street, Suite 311
Toronto, Ontario
M5A 2P9
Dear Mr. Alibhai,
I am writing to you today to invite you to Waste Connection’s upcoming Open House to be held at St. Mary’s
Hall, 94 George Street in Blenheim on December 6, 2018 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm.
As you may recall the Amended Terms of Reference for the Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment
received approval from the Minister of Environment, Conservation and Parks on May 1, 2018. This Amended
Terms of Reference approval allowed Waste Connections to proceed with the Environmental Assessment
(EA). The Environmental Assessment is where Waste Connection’s team of environmental experts will carry out
technical analysis and evaluate the options to add capacity to the Ridge. The Approved Amended Terms of
Reference is available on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com.
This Open House will present alternative configurations to expand the landfill (referred to as site development
alternatives), and will explore alternative methods of managing leachate and landfill gas. The Open House will
also present the criteria that were used to evaluate the alternatives and present the preliminary preferred
configuration, leachate treatment and landfill gas management methods, which Waste Connections will ask for
community feedback on.
Please note that if you cannot attend on December 6th, and have any questions or comments please call me at
705-746-0638 or at jbeaucage@counselpa.com or contact Cathy Smith at Waste Connections at 519.358.2860
or at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.

Sincerely,

John Beaucage, Principal
cc: Cathy Smith, Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada

Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
Head Office: 95 St Clair Ave W, Suite 1606, Toronto, ON M4V 1N6 | 416.920.0716 | counselpa.com
Vancouver | Edmonton | Toronto | Ottawa

6/3/2019

Ridge Environmental Expansion - Notification of Available Reports - abuelles@dillon.ca

Subject: Ridge Environmental Expansion - Notification of Available Reports
Jaskiran Shoker <jshoker@counselpa.com>

Mon, Jan 14, 11:08 AM

to alya@metisnation.org, John Beaucage, Cathy Smith

You are viewing an attached message. Dillon Consulting Limited Mail can't
verify the authenticity of attached messages.

On behalf of John Beaucage (Counsel Public Affairs) and Waste Connections of Canada:
Dear Mr. Alibhai,
In December 2018, Waste Connections completed the evaluation of alternative configurations to expand the Ridge Landfill
(referred to as site development alternatives), as well as leachate treatment and landfill gas management alternative
methods. Waste Connections has also completed a review of different waste diversion options that could possibly divert
more waste from the landfill. The purpose of this email is to inform you that the following two reports are available for
review:
Interim Alternative Methods
A Review of Diversion Options
The information included in these reports was presented for comment at the Open House held on December 6th.
Approximately 40 people attended the Open House.
The reports and the Open House material can be found on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com. If you have any
comments on the material in these reports we kindly ask that you provide them by February 28, 2019. Input received will
be incorporated into the Draft Environmental Assessment Report expected to be released for public and agency review
and comment in the summer of 2019.
For further information, please don’t hesitate to reach John Beaucage at 705-746-0638 or via email at
JBeaucage@counselpa.com, and please copy Cathy Smith at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&view=btop&ver=1qpvtbzzwa70q&msg=%23msg-f%3A1622657192005087970&attid=0.9
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CONFIDENTIAL

June 28, 2019
Metis Nation of Ontario
75 Sherbourne Street, Suite 311
Toronto, Ontario
M5A 2P9
Re: Open House & Ridge Landfill Draft Environmental Assessment Report
Dear Metis Nation of Ontario,
I am writing to you today to invite you to Waste Connection’s upcoming Open House to be held
at St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George Street in Blenheim on July 11, 2019 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm. Since
the last Open House in December 2018, the team has been refining the proposed design of the
Ridge Landfill to account for the additional capacity that would be needed to continue operation
to 2041 and identifying opportunities to reduce or eliminate potential effects on the
environment and neighbours. This Open House will present this information for review and
comment.
Waste Connections is documenting the technical analysis completed to support the proposal to
add capacity at the Ridge Landfill in a Draft Environmental Assessment Report. Comments
received at the Open House will be incorporated into this draft report. The draft report will be
available for review shortly after the Open House beginning on July 23, 2019 and ending on
September 6, 2019. The draft report will be posted on the project website and available in hard
copy at the locations listed in the Open House and Draft EA Notice attached. Any comments
must be received by September 6, 2019 to be incorporated into the final document. All
comments should be submitted to Cathy Smith, Project Manager for the Landfill Expansion.
Cathy can be reached at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com or comments can also be
received through the Ridge website at www.ridgelandfill.com.
Please note that if you cannot attend the Open House on July 11th, and have any questions or
comments please call me at 705-746-0638 or Cathy Smith at 519-358-2860.
Sincerely,

John Beaucage, Principal
cc: Cathy Smith, Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada
Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
Head Office: 95 St Clair Ave W, Suite 1606, Toronto, ON M4V 1N6 | 416.920.0716 | counselpa.com
Vancouver | Edmonton | Toronto | Ottawa

Email Communication

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jaskiran Shoker <jshoker@counselpa.com>
September 26, 2019 10:07 AM
Buelles, Anni
FW: Ridge Draft EA

From: Jaskiran Shoker
Sent: Wednesday, July 10, 2019 4:26 PM
To: lindan@metisnation.org
Cc: John Beaucage <JBeaucage@counselpa.com>; Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
Subject: Ridge Draft EA

On behalf of John Beaucage (Counsel Public Affairs) and Waste Connections of Canada:
Good Afternoon Linda,
The draft Environmental Assessment will soon be completed by Waste Connections of Canada on the Ridge
Landfill project.
There are a couple of options that you may wish to consider in terms of receiving the information, they are:
·
·
·
·

Electronic Copy of Full Draft EA
Hard Copy of Main EA Report – electronic copy of Report, Appendices and Supporting Documentation
Hard Copy of Full Draft EA
No Copy – the Full Draft EA will be available at www.ridgelandfill.com

The Draft EA will be distributed the week of the 22nd of July.
Please advise us as to how you wish to receive the information. If we do not hear from you by the end of July
we will assume that if interested, you will be viewing the draft EA on the Ridge Landfill website.
For further information, please don’t hesitate to reach out at 705-746-0638 or via email at
JBeaucage@counselpa.com, and please copy Cathy Smith at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.
Yours truly,
John Beaucage

1

Munsee Delaware Nation

Notices

CONFIDENTIAL

June 14, 2018
Chief Roger Thomas
Munsee Delaware Nation
R.R. # 1
Muncey, Ontario, N0L 1Y0
Dear Chief Thomas,
I am writing to you today to advise you that the Terms of Reference for the Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental
Assessment received approval from the Minister of Environment and Climate Change on May 1, 2018. This Terms of
Reference approval allows us to proceed with the Environmental Assessment (EA). The Environmental Assessment is
where Waste Connection’s team of environmental experts will carry out technical analysis and evaluate the options to add
capacity to the Ridge. The key changes made to the Amended Terms of Reference (previously made available for public
and agency review in December 2017) are highlighted in a table at the end of this letter. The Approved Amended Terms of
Reference is attached and is also available on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com.
The Notice of Commencement for the EA is attached. This notice provides information on an upcoming Open House to be
held at St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George Street in Blenheim on July 25, 2018 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm.
This Open House will present the alternative ways to expand the landfill (referred to as site development alternatives), and
will explore alternative ways to manage leachate and use landfill gas. The Open House will also present the criteria
proposed to evaluate the site development alternatives in order to enable public feedback.
If you have any questions or comments, please call me at 705.746.0638 or at jbeaucage@counselpa.com or contact Cathy
Smith at Waste Connections at 519.358.2860 or at cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com.

Sincerely,

John Beaucage, Principal
cc: Cathy Smith, Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada

Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
Head Office: 95 St Clair Ave W, Suite 1606, Toronto, ON M4V 1N6 | 416.920.0716 | counselpa.com
Vancouver | Edmonton | Toronto | Ottawa

CONFIDENTIAL

This table provides an overview of the key changes made to the December 2017
Amended ToR
Section
Executive
Summary

Section 2.2

Amendment
Diversion ‐ Waste Connections reinforced its commitment to assisting the province to
reach diversion targets and will assess the feasibility and viability of implementing an on‐
site waste diversion program in the EA. The assessment of an on‐site diversion program
will be carried out in accordance with best management practices, in consideration of
new and emerging technologies, and in recognition of the goals and expectations set
forth in the Resource Recovery and Circular Economy Act, 2016 and the Strategy for a
Waste‐Free Ontario: Building the Circular Economy.
Climate Change ‐ Text was amended to clarify that Waste Connections will include an
assessment of how the preferred project may contribute to greenhouse gas emissions as
part of the EA. Waste Connections will also include consideration of greenhouse gas
emissions in the evaluation of alternative methods.

This section was also revised to clarify that Waste Connections will consider climate
adaptation measures to reduce and manage climate change effects on the site.
Section 3.3.4 Project Rationale – Waste Connections will revisit the purpose and opportunity outlined
in the Terms of Reference. Waste Connections agreed to reconfirm the data and
methods used to develop the rationale for the undertaking as part of the EA.
Section 4.3
Study Areas – Waste Connections committed to determining the study areas in
consultation with agencies, Indigenous Communities and the public as part of the
development of detailed technical discipline work plans for the EA.
Section
Alternative Methods – Waste Connections agreed to consider alternative methods for
5.2.1.2
leachate management and landfill gas management/utilization in addition to the landfill
site development alternatives.
Section 5.3
Impact Assessment of the Preferred Alternative Method – The text was revised to clarify
that all phases of the project will be assessed (i.e. construction, operation, closure and
post‐closure) and that the impact on climate change will be considered in this
assessment.

Section 7.0

Waste Connections will finalize the technical discipline work plans for the EA based on
input from interested agencies, Indigenous Communities and the public. Waste
Connections will consult with the MOECC prior to the finalization of atmospheric,
hydrogeology and surface water quality work plans.
Commitments – Waste Connections will develop a table of commitments made during
the Terms of Reference and will track these commitments during the EA to confirm they
are fulfilled.

CONFIDENTIAL

November 16, 2018
Chief Roger Thomas
Munsee Delaware Nation
R.R. # 1
Muncey, Ontario, N0L 1Y0
Dear Chief Thomas,
I am writing to you today to invite you to Waste Connection’s upcoming Open House to be held at St. Mary’s
Hall, 94 George Street in Blenheim on December 6, 2018 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm.
As you may recall the Amended Terms of Reference for the Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment
received approval from the Minister of Environment, Conservation and Parks on May 1, 2018. This Amended
Terms of Reference approval allowed Waste Connections to proceed with the Environmental Assessment
(EA). The Environmental Assessment is where Waste Connection’s team of environmental experts will carry out
technical analysis and evaluate the options to add capacity to the Ridge. The Approved Amended Terms of
Reference is available on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com.
This Open House will present alternative configurations to expand the landfill (referred to as site development
alternatives), and will explore alternative methods of managing leachate and landfill gas. The Open House will
also present the criteria that were used to evaluate the alternatives and present the preliminary preferred
configuration, leachate treatment and landfill gas management methods, which Waste Connections will ask for
community feedback on.
Please note that if you cannot attend on December 6th, and have any questions or comments please call me at
705-746-0638 or at jbeaucage@counselpa.com or contact Cathy Smith at Waste Connections at 519.358.2860
or at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.

Sincerely,

John Beaucage, Principal
cc: Cathy Smith, Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada

Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
Head Office: 95 St Clair Ave W, Suite 1606, Toronto, ON M4V 1N6 | 416.920.0716 | counselpa.com
Vancouver | Edmonton | Toronto | Ottawa

6/3/2019

Ridge Environmental Expansion - Notification of Available Reports - abuelles@dillon.ca

Subject: Ridge Environmental Expansion - Notification of Available Reports
Jaskiran Shoker <jshoker@counselpa.com>

Mon, Jan 14, 11:12 AM

to chief@munsee.ca, John Beaucage, Cathy Smith

You are viewing an attached message. Dillon Consulting Limited Mail can't
verify the authenticity of attached messages.

On behalf of John Beaucage (Counsel Public Affairs) and Waste Connections of Canada:
Dear Chief Thomas,
In December 2018, Waste Connections completed the evaluation of alternative configurations to expand the Ridge Landfill
(referred to as site development alternatives), as well as leachate treatment and landfill gas management alternative
methods. Waste Connections has also completed a review of different waste diversion options that could possibly divert
more waste from the landfill. The purpose of this email is to inform you that the following two reports are available for
review:
Interim Alternative Methods
A Review of Diversion Options
The information included in these reports was presented for comment at the Open House held on December 6th.
Approximately 40 people attended the Open House.
The reports and the Open House material can be found on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com. If you have any
comments on the material in these reports we kindly ask that you provide them by February 28, 2019. Input received will
be incorporated into the Draft Environmental Assessment Report expected to be released for public and agency review
and comment in the summer of 2019.
For further information, please don’t hesitate to reach John Beaucage at 705-746-0638 or via email at
JBeaucage@counselpa.com, and please copy Cathy Smith at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&view=btop&ver=1qpvtbzzwa70q&msg=%23msg-f%3A1622657192005087970&attid=0.8
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CONFIDENTIAL

June 28, 2019
Chief Roger Thomas
Munsee Delaware Nation
R.R. # 1, 289 Jubilee Road
Muncey, Ontario, N0L 1Y0
Re: Open House & Ridge Landfill Draft Environmental Assessment Report
Dear Chief Thomas,
I am writing to you today to invite you to Waste Connection’s upcoming Open House to be held
at St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George Street in Blenheim on July 11, 2019 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm. Since
the last Open House in December 2018, the team has been refining the proposed design of the
Ridge Landfill to account for the additional capacity that would be needed to continue operation
to 2041 and identifying opportunities to reduce or eliminate potential effects on the
environment and neighbours. This Open House will present this information for review and
comment.
Waste Connections is documenting the technical analysis completed to support the proposal to
add capacity at the Ridge Landfill in a Draft Environmental Assessment Report. Comments
received at the Open House will be incorporated into this draft report. The draft report will be
available for review shortly after the Open House beginning on July 23, 2019 and ending on
September 6, 2019. The draft report will be posted on the project website and available in hard
copy at the locations listed in the Open House and Draft EA Notice attached. Any comments
must be received by September 6, 2019 to be incorporated into the final document. All
comments should be submitted to Cathy Smith, Project Manager for the Landfill Expansion.
Cathy can be reached at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com or comments can also be
received through the Ridge website at www.ridgelandfill.com.
Please note that if you cannot attend the Open House on July 11th, and have any questions or
comments please call me at 705-746-0638 or Cathy Smith at 519-358-2860.
Sincerely,

John Beaucage, Principal
cc: Cathy Smith, Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada
Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
Head Office: 95 St Clair Ave W, Suite 1606, Toronto, ON M4V 1N6 | 416.920.0716 | counselpa.com
Vancouver | Edmonton | Toronto | Ottawa

Email Communication

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jaskiran Shoker <jshoker@counselpa.com>
September 26, 2019 10:07 AM
Buelles, Anni
FW: Ridge Draft EA

From: Jaskiran Shoker
Sent: Wednesday, July 10, 2019 4:19 PM
To: chief@munsee.ca
Cc: John Beaucage <JBeaucage@counselpa.com>; Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
Subject: Ridge Draft EA

On behalf of John Beaucage (Counsel Public Affairs) and Waste Connections of Canada:
Dear Chief Thomas,
The draft Environmental Assessment will soon be completed by Waste Connections of Canada on the Ridge
Landfill project.
There are a couple of options that you may wish to consider in terms of receiving the information, they are:
·
·
·
·

Electronic Copy of Full Draft EA
Hard Copy of Main EA Report – electronic copy of Report, Appendices and Supporting Documentation
Hard Copy of Full Draft EA
No Copy – the Full Draft EA will be available at www.ridgelandfill.com

The Draft EA will be distributed the week of the 22nd of July.
Please advise us as to how you wish to receive the information. If we do not hear from you by the end of July
we will assume that if interested, you will be viewing the draft EA on the Ridge Landfill website.
For further information, please don’t hesitate to reach out at 705-746-0638 or via email at
JBeaucage@counselpa.com, and please copy Cathy Smith at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.
Yours truly,
John Beaucage
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Oneida Nation of the Thames

Notices

CONFIDENTIAL

June 14, 2018
Chief Randall Phillips
Oneida of the Thames
2210 Elm Avenue,
Southwold, Ontario N0L 2G0
Dear Chief Phillips,
I am writing to you today to advise you that the Terms of Reference for the Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental
Assessment received approval from the Minister of Environment and Climate Change on May 1, 2018. This Terms of
Reference approval allows us to proceed with the Environmental Assessment (EA). The Environmental Assessment is
where Waste Connection’s team of environmental experts will carry out technical analysis and evaluate the options to add
capacity to the Ridge. The key changes made to the Amended Terms of Reference (previously made available for public
and agency review in December 2017) are highlighted in a table at the end of this letter. The Approved Amended Terms of
Reference is attached and is also available on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com.
The Notice of Commencement for the EA is attached. This notice provides information on an upcoming Open House to be
held at St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George Street in Blenheim on July 25, 2018 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm.
This Open House will present the alternative ways to expand the landfill (referred to as site development alternatives), and
will explore alternative ways to manage leachate and use landfill gas. The Open House will also present the criteria
proposed to evaluate the site development alternatives in order to enable public feedback.
If you have any questions or comments, please call me at 705.746.0638 or at jbeaucage@counselpa.com or contact Cathy
Smith at Waste Connections at 519.358.2860 or at cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com.

Sincerely,

John Beaucage, Principal
cc: Cathy Smith, Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada

Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
Head Office: 95 St Clair Ave W, Suite 1606, Toronto, ON M4V 1N6 | 416.920.0716 | counselpa.com
Vancouver | Edmonton | Toronto | Ottawa

CONFIDENTIAL

This table provides an overview of the key changes made to the December 2017
Amended ToR
Section
Executive
Summary

Section 2.2

Amendment
Diversion ‐ Waste Connections reinforced its commitment to assisting the province to
reach diversion targets and will assess the feasibility and viability of implementing an on‐
site waste diversion program in the EA. The assessment of an on‐site diversion program
will be carried out in accordance with best management practices, in consideration of
new and emerging technologies, and in recognition of the goals and expectations set
forth in the Resource Recovery and Circular Economy Act, 2016 and the Strategy for a
Waste‐Free Ontario: Building the Circular Economy.
Climate Change ‐ Text was amended to clarify that Waste Connections will include an
assessment of how the preferred project may contribute to greenhouse gas emissions as
part of the EA. Waste Connections will also include consideration of greenhouse gas
emissions in the evaluation of alternative methods.

This section was also revised to clarify that Waste Connections will consider climate
adaptation measures to reduce and manage climate change effects on the site.
Section 3.3.4 Project Rationale – Waste Connections will revisit the purpose and opportunity outlined
in the Terms of Reference. Waste Connections agreed to reconfirm the data and
methods used to develop the rationale for the undertaking as part of the EA.
Section 4.3
Study Areas – Waste Connections committed to determining the study areas in
consultation with agencies, Indigenous Communities and the public as part of the
development of detailed technical discipline work plans for the EA.
Section
Alternative Methods – Waste Connections agreed to consider alternative methods for
5.2.1.2
leachate management and landfill gas management/utilization in addition to the landfill
site development alternatives.
Section 5.3
Impact Assessment of the Preferred Alternative Method – The text was revised to clarify
that all phases of the project will be assessed (i.e. construction, operation, closure and
post‐closure) and that the impact on climate change will be considered in this
assessment.

Section 7.0

Waste Connections will finalize the technical discipline work plans for the EA based on
input from interested agencies, Indigenous Communities and the public. Waste
Connections will consult with the MOECC prior to the finalization of atmospheric,
hydrogeology and surface water quality work plans.
Commitments – Waste Connections will develop a table of commitments made during
the Terms of Reference and will track these commitments during the EA to confirm they
are fulfilled.

CONFIDENTIAL

November 16, 2018
Chief Jessica Hill
Oneida of the Thames
2212 Elm Avenue,
Southwold, Ontario N0L 2G0
Dear Chief Hill,
I am writing to you today to invite you to Waste Connection’s upcoming Open House to be held at St. Mary’s
Hall, 94 George Street in Blenheim on December 6, 2018 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm.
As you may recall the Amended Terms of Reference for the Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment
received approval from the Minister of Environment, Conservation and Parks on May 1, 2018. This Amended
Terms of Reference approval allowed Waste Connections to proceed with the Environmental Assessment
(EA). The Environmental Assessment is where Waste Connection’s team of environmental experts will carry out
technical analysis and evaluate the options to add capacity to the Ridge. The Approved Amended Terms of
Reference is available on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com.
This Open House will present alternative configurations to expand the landfill (referred to as site development
alternatives), and will explore alternative methods of managing leachate and landfill gas. The Open House will
also present the criteria that were used to evaluate the alternatives and present the preliminary preferred
configuration, leachate treatment and landfill gas management methods, which Waste Connections will ask for
community feedback on.
Please note that if you cannot attend on December 6th, and have any questions or comments please call me at
705-746-0638 or at jbeaucage@counselpa.com or contact Cathy Smith at Waste Connections at 519.358.2860
or at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.

Sincerely,

John Beaucage, Principal
cc: Cathy Smith, Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada

Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
Head Office: 95 St Clair Ave W, Suite 1606, Toronto, ON M4V 1N6 | 416.920.0716 | counselpa.com
Vancouver | Edmonton | Toronto | Ottawa

6/3/2019

Ridge Environmental Expansion - Notification of Available Reports - abuelles@dillon.ca

Subject: Ridge Environmental Expansion - Notification of Available Reports
Jaskiran Shoker <jshoker@counselpa.com>

Mon, Jan 14, 11:20 AM

to jessica.hill@oneida.on.ca, John Beaucage, Cathy Smith

You are viewing an attached message. Dillon Consulting Limited Mail can't
verify the authenticity of attached messages.

On behalf of John Beaucage (Counsel Public Affairs) and Waste Connections of Canada:
Dear Chief Hill,
In December 2018, Waste Connections completed the evaluation of alternative configurations to expand the Ridge Landfill
(referred to as site development alternatives), as well as leachate treatment and landfill gas management alternative
methods. Waste Connections has also completed a review of different waste diversion options that could possibly divert
more waste from the landfill. The purpose of this email is to inform you that the following two reports are available for
review:
Interim Alternative Methods
A Review of Diversion Options
The information included in these reports was presented for comment at the Open House held on December 6th.
Approximately 40 people attended the Open House.
The reports and the Open House material can be found on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com. If you have any
comments on the material in these reports we kindly ask that you provide them by February 28, 2019. Input received will
be incorporated into the Draft Environmental Assessment Report expected to be released for public and agency review
and comment in the summer of 2019.
For further information, please don’t hesitate to reach John Beaucage at 705-746-0638 or via email at
JBeaucage@counselpa.com, and please copy Cathy Smith at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&view=btop&ver=1qpvtbzzwa70q&msg=%23msg-f%3A1622657192005087970&attid=0.7
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CONFIDENTIAL

June 28, 2019
Chief Jessica Hill
Oneida of the Thames
2212 Elm Avenue,
Southwold, Ontario N0L 2G0
Re: Open House & Ridge Landfill Draft Environmental Assessment Report
Dear Chief Hill,
I am writing to you today to invite you to Waste Connection’s upcoming Open House to be held
at St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George Street in Blenheim on July 11, 2019 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm. Since
the last Open House in December 2018, the team has been refining the proposed design of the
Ridge Landfill to account for the additional capacity that would be needed to continue operation
to 2041 and identifying opportunities to reduce or eliminate potential effects on the
environment and neighbours. This Open House will present this information for review and
comment.
Waste Connections is documenting the technical analysis completed to support the proposal to
add capacity at the Ridge Landfill in a Draft Environmental Assessment Report. Comments
received at the Open House will be incorporated into this draft report. The draft report will be
available for review shortly after the Open House beginning on July 23, 2019 and ending on
September 6, 2019. The draft report will be posted on the project website and available in hard
copy at the locations listed in the Open House and Draft EA Notice attached. Any comments
must be received by September 6, 2019 to be incorporated into the final document. All
comments should be submitted to Cathy Smith, Project Manager for the Landfill Expansion.
Cathy can be reached at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com or comments can also be
received through the Ridge website at www.ridgelandfill.com.
Please note that if you cannot attend the Open House on July 11th, and have any questions or
comments please call me at 705-746-0638 or Cathy Smith at 519-358-2860.
Sincerely,

John Beaucage, Principal
cc: Cathy Smith, Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada
Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
Head Office: 95 St Clair Ave W, Suite 1606, Toronto, ON M4V 1N6 | 416.920.0716 | counselpa.com
Vancouver | Edmonton | Toronto | Ottawa
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MEETING MINUTES
Subject:
Date and Time:
Location:
Our File:

Draft EA for Ridge Landfill Expansion to Oneida Nation of the Thames
August 1, 2019, 3:00 to 4:30 pm
Oneida Nation Administration, 2212 Elm Ave., Southwold, ON N0L 2G0
15-2456

Attendees
Jessica Hill
Brandon Doxtator
Darryl Chrisjohn
Jennifer George
Levi Antone
H. Grant Doxtator
Arnond Hill
Todd (unconfirmed last name)
Cathy Smith
John Beaucage
Betsy Varghese

Elected Chief
Environment and Consultation Coordinator
Bear Clan Family Representative
Environment Committee Member
Environment Committee Member
Elected Councillor, Environment Portfolio
Traditional Chief
Six Nations
Waste Connections
Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
Dillon Consulting Limited

Notes
Item

Discussion

Action By

1.

Presentation
Cathy and Betsy gave a presentation on the Ridge Landfill EA
project and findings from the draft Impact Assessment work.



None required.



None required.



CS to confirm with
Golder and provide a

2.

3.

Biology
 Noted that they have observed barn swallows, eagles,
beavers and killdeer on their lands recently when it wasn’t
around previously.
o After the meeting, Dillon prepared the following
response: Barn swallow and killdeer were observed
during field investigations; no observations of
eagles and/or beavers were made. A wildlife
sweep will be completed following the
implementation of Erosion and Sediment Control
measures and prior to vegetation/structure
removals. Best management practices will be
implemented (i.e. timing windows) in support of
vegetation/structure removals.
Groundwater
 Asked what would happen to the clay liner if there was an
earthquake.

DILLON CON SULTIN G LIM ITED
www.dillon.ca
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o



4.

After the meeting, Golder prepared the following
response: The site is located in southern Ontario,
which is not a seismically active area and, when
earthquakes are experienced, they are small to
moderate in magnitude (see attached Seismic
Hazard Map). Regarding the liner performance
under earthquake loading, the concern would be
the potential for the clay liner to rupture. Clay liner
rupture is considered to have negligible potential
to occur in this geological setting and seismic
condition. Small scale subsurface displacements
associated with earthquake shaking of the clay
deposit and liner would be inconsequential due to
the plasticity of the clay material and the acting
confining stress.
Asked how long the site would be monitored for following
closure. Said the post-closure monitoring timeline was 100
years.
o After the meeting, Golder prepared the following
response: For purposes of calculation of financial
assurance, it has been assumed and accepted by
MECP that provision be made for monitoring for
100 years post-closure. The actual duration of postclosure monitoring will ultimately depend on the
monitoring results and will be determined in
consultation with the MECP.

Surface Water
 Asked how water is released from the stormwater ponds to
the drains and what the impact would be on fish moving
from ponds to drains.
o After the meeting, Dillon prepared the following
response: During the operational phase of the
landfill, the SWM ponds will be operated in batch
mode (i.e., all runoff from the site will be captured
within the ponds, where it will be
sampled/analyzed to confirm that the water quality
is acceptable prior to releasing outflows to the
receiving drain). Under post-closure conditions, the
SWM ponds will discharge continuously via a
gravity outlet system. The SWM ponds are not
considered to be fish habitat and the potential for
fish to access to the ponds via the outlet structures
is minimal.

DILLON CON SULTIN G LIM ITED
www.dillon.ca

response to BD for
distribution.



None required.
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5.

6.

7.

8.

Archaeology
 Asked to receive a copy of the Stage 2 Archaeological
Assessment results when it is completed.
 Asked to be present at the Ridge if Stage 3 work is
necessary and undertaken.

Visual and Noise
 Would like to review the list of native trees that are to be
planted within the eco-region.
 Indicated interest to receive trees as they’ve lost several
trees due to major storm events.

Emergency Response
Comment on concerns with deep fires within a landfill. CS
mentioned recent fire at the Ridge Landfill and how the Fire
Response Plan worked which was prepared in coordination
with the municipal fire department.
Next Steps
 The committee will review the Draft EA documentation in
terms of the degree of potential impacts and let Cathy
know if they have any further comments or if they are
satisfied with the proposed mitigation plans.




CS to send a copy of
the Stage 2 Report
to BD.
CS to keep Oneida
Nation of the
Thames informed.



CS to send the list to
BD.



CS to keep BD
informed about
availability of
additional trees.



None required.



BD to provide
feedback (if any) to
CS by September 6,
2019 when the
comment period
closes.

Errors and/or Omissions
These minutes were prepared by Betsy Varghese who should be notified of any errors and/or omissions.
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Executive Summary

Stantec Consulting Ltd. (Stantec) was retained by Dillon Consulting Ltd. (Dillon) on behalf of Waste
Connections of Canada Inc. (Waste Connections) to conduct a Stage 2 archaeological assessment on a
portion of the proposed Ridge Landfill Expansion Project (the Project) area, located on part of lots 13, 14,
and 16, Concession 4 West of Communication Road, Geographic Township of Harwich, County of Kent,
now Municipality of Chatham-Kent, Ontario. The Stage 2 assessment was conducted as part of the
Environmental Assessment process associated with the Project under the Environmental Assessment
Act.
The study area consists of three parcels with a total area of approximately 66.4 hectares. The eastern
parcel is approximately 58.7 ha in area and is comprised of 53.2 ha of agricultural field, 4.1 ha of
undeveloped wood lot and 1.4 ha of landscaped ground around a homestead. The northern parcel is an
approximately 6.1 ha area comprised of dwarf apple tree orchard. The southwestern parcel is
approximately 1.6 ha of grass around a homestead.
The Stage 2 archaeological assessment for a portion of the proposed Ridge Landfill Expansion identified
one archaeological site: Location 1 (AbHm-27). Maps identifying exact site locations do not form part of
this public report; they may be found in the Supplementary Documentation.
The Stage 2 assessment of Location 1 (AbHm-27) resulted in the recovery of a lithic scatter of 21 precontact Indigenous artifacts. The site area includes six positive test pits, one positive test unit and nine
surface artifacts over an area 75 metres by 38 metres. The pre-contact Indigenous assemblage is
comprised of 17 pieces of chipping detritus, 2 cores, 1 retouched flake, and 1 utilized flake.
Despite the non-diagnostic nature of the artifacts recovered from Location 1 (AbHm-27), the site
represents a spatially discrete cluster of pre-contact Indigenous artifacts. Six pre-contact lithic artifacts
were recovered from a single test unit, fulfilling the criteria to require Stage 3 archaeological investigation
as per Section 2.2 Standard 1a(ii)(2) of the MTCS’ 2011 Standards and Guidelines (Government of
Ontario 2011). Therefore, Stage 3 archaeological assessment is recommended for Location 1
(AbHm-27) to further evaluate the site’s cultural heritage value or interest.
Further, because Location 1 (AbHm-27) extends to the edge of an agricultural field that has not yet been
subject to Stage 2 archaeological survey (See Tile 3 in the Supplementary Documentation), additional
Stage 2 survey of the site should be conducted for a minimum of 20 metres within the agricultural field
after it has been suitably ploughed and weathered to confirm the southern extent of the site.
The Stage 3 archaeological assessment will be conducted according to the procedures outlined in the
MTCS’ 2011 Standards and Guidelines (Government of Ontario 2011). Since Location 1 (AbHm-27) is
located in an area that is not suitable to be ploughed due to a high rock content, ploughing prior to a
controlled surface pick-up (CSP) will not be required as part of the Stage 3 archaeological assessment
unless additional Stage 2 survey of the site indicates that the site continues into the agricultural field.
However, because the surface area of Location 1 (AbHm-27) located beyond the woodlot is within a
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portion of the property that may have good surface visibility, pedestrian survey of the area at one-metre
intervals prior to the excavation of test units is recommended. The pedestrian survey at one-metre
intervals will be followed by the hand excavation of Stage 3 test units every five metres in systematic
levels and into the first five centimetres of subsoil. Additional one-metre test units, amounting to 20% of
the grid total, will be placed in areas of interest within the site extent. All excavated soil will be screened
through six millimetre mesh. All artifacts recovered will be recorded and catalogued by their
corresponding grid unit designation. If a subsurface cultural feature is encountered, the plan of the
exposed feature will be recorded, and geotextile fabric will be placed over the unit before backfilling the
unit.
The unassessed portions of the study area retain archaeological potential and are recommended for
Stage 2 archaeological assessment.
Stage 2 archaeological assessment will include test pit survey at five metre intervals in areas not
accessible for ploughing (i.e. woodlot, meadow), as outlined in Section 2.1.2 Standard 1f of the MTCS’
2011 Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists (Government of Ontario 2011). The MTCS
standards require that each test pit be approximately 30 centimetres in diameter, excavated to at least
five centimetres into subsoil, and have all soil screened through six millimetre hardware cloth to facilitate
the recovery of any cultural material that may be present. Prior to backfilling, each test pit will be
examined for stratigraphy, cultural features, or evidence of fill.
Stage 2 archaeological assessment will also include the systematic walking of open ploughed fields at
five metre intervals as outlined in Section 2.1.1 of the MTCS’ 2011 Standards and Guidelines for
Consultant Archaeologists (Government of Ontario 2011). The MTCS standards further require that all
agricultural land, both active and inactive, be recently ploughed and sufficiently weathered to improve the
visibility of archaeological resources. Ploughing must be deep enough to provide total topsoil exposure,
but not deeper than previous ploughing, and must be able to ensure at least 80% ground surface visibility.
Should any additional areas of disturbance or features indicating that archaeological potential have been
removed, including permanently wet areas and steep slopes, not previously identified during the Stage 1
property inspection be encountered during the Stage 2 archaeological assessment, they will be
documented as outlined in Section 2.1.8 of the MTCS’ 2011 Standards and Guidelines for Consultant
Archaeologists (Government of Ontario 2011).
The MTCS is asked to accept this report into the Ontario Public Register of Archaeological Reports.
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1.0

PROJECT CONTEXT

1.1

DEVELOPMENT CONTEXT

Stantec Consulting Ltd. (Stantec) was retained by Dillon Consulting Ltd. (Dillon) on behalf of Waste
Connections of Canada Inc. (Waste Connections) to conduct a Stage 2 archaeological assessment on a
portion of the proposed Ridge Landfill Expansion Project (the Project) area, located on part of lots 13, 14,
and 16, Concession 4 West of Communication Road, Geographic Township of Harwich, County of Kent,
now Municipality of Chatham-Kent, Ontario. The Stage 2 assessment was conducted as part of the
Environmental Assessment process associated with the Project under the Environmental Assessment
Act.
The study area consists of three parcels with a total area of approximately 66.4 hectares (Figure 2). The
eastern parcel is approximately 58.7 ha in area and is comprised of 53.2 ha of agricultural field, 4.1 ha of
undeveloped wood lot and 1.4 ha of landscaped ground around a homestead. The northern parcel is an
approximately 6.1 ha area comprised of dwarf apple tree orchard. The southwestern parcel is an
approximately 1.6 ha area of grass around a homestead.
The full study area was not assessed because field conditions were not suitable at the time of the Stage 2
survey due to an exceptionally wet spring. At the request of the client, all fieldwork completed up to May
1, 2019 was documented in this report with the understanding that the unassessed areas of the study
area will be subject to Stage 2 survey when field conditions allow.

1.1.1

Objectives

In compliance with the provincial standards and guidelines set out in the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and
Sport’s (MTCS) 2011 Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists (Government of Ontario
2011), the objectives of the Stage 2 property assessment are as follows:
•
•
•

Document archaeological resources within the study area;
Determine whether the study area contains archaeological resources requiring further assessment;
and
Recommend appropriate Stage 3 assessment strategies for archaeological sites identified.

Permission to enter the study area to conduct the archaeological assessment and remove archaeological
resources was provided by Waste Connections with individual landowner consents.

1.2

HISTORICAL CONTEXT

1.2.1

Post-contact Indigenous Resources

In defining post-contact Indigenous resources, “Contact” is typically used as a chronological benchmark
when discussing Indigenous archaeology in Canada and describes the contact between Indigenous and

1.1
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European cultures. Contact in what is now the province of Ontario is broadly assigned to the 16th century
(Loewen and Chapdelaine 2016).
The post-contact Indigenous occupation of southern Ontario was heavily influenced by the dispersal of
various Iroquoian-speaking communities by the New York State Iroquois and the subsequent arrival of
Algonkian-speaking groups from northern Ontario at the end of the 17th century and beginning of the 18th
century (Konrad 1981; Schmalz 1991). By 1690, Algonkian speakers from the north appear to have
begun to repopulate Bruce County (Rogers 1978:761). This is the period in which the Mississaugas are
known to have moved into southern Ontario and the lower Great Lakes watersheds (Konrad 1981). In
southwestern Ontario, however, members of the Three Fires Confederacy (Chippewa, Ottawa, and
Potawatomi) were immigrating from Ohio and Michigan in the late 1700s (Feest and Feest 1978:778779).
The study area falls within the lands of the archaeologically known Western Basin tradition. It has been
suggested that the Western Basin people were of the Fire Nation, an Algonkian-speaking group pushed
out of the territory now known as Ontario by the Iroquoian-speaking Neutral people in the early 17th
century (Murphy and Ferris 1990). The Neutral, in turn, ceased to exist as an organized entity following
the incursion of the New York Iroquois in 1650 (Heidenreich 1990). The Indigenous people who occupied
this portion of what is now known as southwestern Ontario have been referred to as Anishinaabe or
Anishinaabeg, Chippewa, and Ojibwa, an Algonquian-speaking people. According to traditional history,
they were once one nation, but subdivisions occurred as people migrated to different areas. They were
also known as the Three Fires Confederacy and acted together in political and military affairs through the
17th to 19th centuries.
Under British administration in the 19th century, the Indigenous groups were divided into separate bands.
The Anishinaabe included the western Algonquian peoples, among them the Chippewa and the Odawa.
Until the 18th century, the central Algonquian-speaking peoples, among them Potawatomi, were located in
the Michigan Peninsula (Blackbird 1887). In the middle of the 18th century the Chippewa were located on
the south shores of Lake Huron, the east shores of Georgian Bay, and on the west end of Lake Ontario.
Indigenous peoples continue to play a large role in the occupation of the study area and its environs.
Following the American Revolutionary War (1775-1783), Britain focused on the settlement of European
immigrants into what became the province of Upper Canada in 1791. To enable widespread settlement,
the British government negotiated a series of treaties with Indigenous peoples. One of the earliest treaties
involving lands associated with the study area was made on May 19, 1790. Originally identified as the
Detroit Treaty, the chiefs of the Odawa, Chippewa, Pottawatomi, and Huron nations and representatives
of the British Crown established a vast tract of land “…from the Detroit River easterly to Catfish Creek
and south of the river La Tranche [now Thames River] and Chenail Ecarté [now St. Clair River], and
contains Essex County except Anderdon Township and Part of West Sandwich; Kent County except Zone
Township, and Gores of Camden and Chatham; Elgin County except Bayham Township and parts of
South Dorchester and Malahide…[i]n Middlesex County, Deleware and Westminster Township and part
of North Dorchester” (Morris 1943:17). Today, this treaty is identified as Treaty Number 2, illustrated by
the letter “C” on Figure 3. As discussed in Section 1.2.2.3, geo-referencing of early maps provides
inconsistences in spatial boundaries, so the boundaries of treaties shown on Figure 3 are approximate. A
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plaque erected by the Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada further identifies this treaty as
McKee’s Purchase. A commemorative plaque located in the Blenheim Memorial Park in Blenheim,
Ontario reads (Ontario Plaques 2018):
In May 1790 Alexander McKee, Deputy Agent of the British Indian Department, and the
principal chiefs of the Ottawa, Potawatomi, Chippewa and Wyandot negotiated a treaty whereby
the British Crown acquired title to what is now southwestern Ontario. This treaty completed the
process begun with Niagara treaties of 1781 and 1784, with the result that most of the Ontario
peninsula was soon opened to British and Loyalist settlement.
As demonstrated above, the nature of Indigenous settlement size, population distribution, and material
culture shifted as European settlers encroached upon Indigenous territory. However, despite this shift,
“written accounts of material life and livelihood, the correlation of historically recorded villages to their
archaeological manifestations, and the similarities of those sites to more ancient sites have revealed an
antiquity to documented cultural expressions that confirms a deep historical continuity to…systems of
ideology and thought” (Ferris 2009:114). As a result, Indigenous peoples of southern Ontario have left
behind archaeologically significant resources throughout the region which show continuity with past
peoples, even if they have not been explicitly recorded in Euro-Canadian documentation. Examples of
Indigenous documentation (e.g., notations on early township survey plans and surveyor’s field notes) are
noted below.

1.2.2

Euro-Canadian Resources

French fur trappers and missionaries were the first Euro-Canadian explorers of the Lake Erie shoreline in
present day Chatham-Kent. The earliest Euro-Canadian occupants of southern Ontario relied on
Indigenous peoples to guide and supply indigenous watercraft and to transport people and materials. The
first European to visit Lake Erie was most likely the interpreter and explorer Étienne Brûlé (Canadian
Museum of History 2019), followed certainly by a small number of French missionaries or fur traders, as
the imposing forest of Eastern white pine (Pinus strobus) led the French to name the peninsula Pointe
Aux Pins.
The first exploration of the northern shore of Lake Erie was likely completed by Louis Jolliet on a return
journey from surveying the copper mines of Lake Superior for the Governor of New France in AD 1669
(Kellogg 1917:191). On the return journey, Jolliet happened to encounter Rene Robert Cavelier, Sieur de
La Salle and two Sulpician missionaries François Dollier de Casson and René Bréhent de Galinée
(Kellogg 1917:191). Jolliet shared his observations and maps with the Sulpician missionaries who split
from La Salle to travel into the interior of the Great Lakes region, determined to follow the route
suggested by Jolliet (Parkman 1910). Travelling along the north shore of Lake Erie by canoe, Casson and
Galinée provide the first description of Pointe aux Pins, camping there for a few days to replenish food
supplies:
…we found ourselves in a place that appeared very suitable to put animals in and where there
was plenty of game. We stopped there in the thought that we should not die of hunger, there
being always a certainty of killing game enough to keep body and soul together, whilst the others
were off looking for some animal. Our men went hunting accordingly, and after missing their aim
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at a herd of more than two hundred does that they came upon, vented their wrath on a poor wolf,
which they skinned and brought to camp, and which was just about to be put in the kettle, when
one of our men on the look-out told us that he perceived on the other side of a little lake, on the
shore of which we were encamped, a herd of twenty or thirty does. We rejoiced at this news, and
after we had arranged a plan for securing them, they were surrounded from behind so
successfully that they were obliged to take to the water. They were immediately overtaken with
the canoes, so that not a single one should have escaped if we had desired: but we selected
those that appeared to us the best, and killed ten, letting the rest go.
(Kellogg 1917:202)
They named the bay on the west side of Pointe Aux Pins as “Ronde Eau” because of its somewhat round
shape (Historic ‘Ronde Eau’ n.d.).
Because of the protective tree canopy, ample wildlife, and strategic location between French forts in
Detroit and Niagara, Pointe Aux Pins became an important stopping point for French soldiers, traders,
and missionaries. In 1763, New France was ceded to Great Britain as per the terms of the Treaty of Paris.

1.2.2.1 Kent County
The initial Euro-Canadian presence in Kent County included French-Canadian traders and missionaries
who were based out of Fort Detroit in present day Essex County. The French often used Point Aux Pins,
now Rondeau Provincial Park, as a camp site (Armstrong 1985:3) After the conclusion of the Seven
Years War in 1763, the Treaty of Paris ceded New France to Great Britain. New France was reorganized
into the Province of Quebec, and French rights in the colony were secured through the passage of the
Quebec Act in 1774. However, the Quebec Act further inflamed tensions with the 13 Colonies, who
wished to settle lands in the Ohio Valley that were now part of Quebec (Dagenais 2013). The second
Treaty of Paris was signed in 1783, which recognized the independence of the United States of America.
Frederick Haldimand, Governor of Canada, wished to attract United Empire Loyalists leaving the United
States to Canada (Craig 1963:4-5). In June 1791, the Constitution Act, or Canada Act, was given royal
assent, and the Province of Quebec was divided into Upper and Lower Canada (Craig 1963:17). Upper
Canada was created to settle United Empire Loyalists. John Graves Simcoe was chosen to be the first
Lieutenant Governor of Upper Canada (Craig 1963:20). Simcoe had ambitious plans for Upper Canada
and aimed to mold it into “the very image and transcript of that of Great Britain” (Taylor 2007:9).
Simcoe reorganized Upper Canada into four districts and 19 counties. On July 26, 1792, Simcoe
established Kent County (Lauriston 1952:43). The original borders of Kent County were larger and
included present day Lambton County. The Municipal Act of 1850 abolished districts in the province and
separated Lambton County from Kent County (Belden 1881:49).
After 1850, Kent County comprised 10 townships, Camden, Chatham, Dover, Howard, Orford, Raleigh,
Romney, Tilbury East, Zone, and Harwich, where the study area is located. Kent County was bordered on
the north by Lambton County, the east by Middlesex and Elgin Counties, the west by the St. Clair River,
Lake St. Clair, and Essex County. Lake Erie is the southern border of Kent County. The county
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encompassed 574,210 acres and 5,776 square kilometres (Belden 1881:45). Similar to the southern
portions of Lambton County, Kent County initially contained vast tracts of low lying marshy and swampy
areas. As a result, once cleared and properly drained, the land became a fertile agricultural block. The
major centre of trade in Kent County became the Town of Chatham, situated on the Thames River, and
linked to the rest of the province by the Great Western Railway (Belden 1881:53). Kent County remained
primarily agricultural through the 20th century, but other economic activities included oil extraction
(Lauriston 1952:420) and manufacturing (Francis 2012).
In the 1990s, the provincial government embarked on a program of municipal amalgamations. In 1997,
Dr. Peter Meyboom, the appointed provincial restructuring commissioner, announced in a binding
decision that the separate 22 municipalities of Kent County would be merged into a single municipality
named Chatham-Kent. The amalgamation of Kent County into the single tier municipality of ChathamKent was completed in 1998 (Francis 2012).

1.2.2.2 Geographic Township of Harwich
The first survey in Harwich Township was undertaken in 1792 by Patrick McNiff (Ontario Genealogical
Society 2006) and 1795 by Abraham Iredell. Iredell was instructed to lay out a road named
Communication Road from Rondeau Bay to Chatham and use it as a baseline for laying out 200-acre lots
on each side. Simcoe intended these lots to be settled by Loyalists (Belden 1881:53). The first settlers
arrived in Harwich in 1796 and settled close to present-day Chatham. The first settler was Thomas Clark,
who lived along the river in present-day Chatham. Most of these settlers were Late Loyalists, and not part
of the original groups of Loyalists who arrived in Canada after the American Revolution (Belden 1881:53).
The initial wave of Loyalist and Late Loyalist settlers ended after the War of 1812, when British officials
began to discourage American immigration and place restrictions on land grants for Americans (Taylor
2007:31). In the 1820s, part of Harwich Township came under the administration of Thomas Talbot’s
settlement scheme. The Talbot Road, one of the best maintained roads in Southwestern Ontario, was
extended into Harwich Township, and settlers under Talbot’s direction began to receive lots in the
southern part of Harwich. Overall, settlement in Harwich Township proceeded slowly (Lauriston
1952:267-268). Talbot preferred settlers from the British Isles, and many of the settlers to arrive in
Harwich after the War of 1812 were of Scottish origin (Lauriston 1952:270).
By the 1850s, much of the land in Harwich Township was settled, and the population of the township in
1851 was 2,627 (Armstrong 1985:95). From 1850 to about 1875 the lumber industry played an important
role in the township, as settlers began to clear en masse the dense forests of the township. Settlers
initially used slash and burn clearing methods and exported the ash or used it for soap making
(Armstrong 1985:52). As the 19th century progressed, sawmills were built throughout the township, and
industries such as cabinet making took place in Harwich. Much of the lumber was also exported to the
United States until 1866, when the Reciprocity Agreement between the United States and Canada ended
(Armstrong 1985:53-54). The most important village in Harwich Township was Blenheim, which started as
a milling site. The opening of a post office at Blenheim spurred further growth, and it became the main
agricultural trading spot in the township. In 1875, Blenheim was incorporated as a village (Belden
1881:54).
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The population of Harwich Township in 1881 stood at 6,410, an increase of 436 since 1871 (Armstrong
1985:95). By the 1880s, the lumber industry in Harwich had declined, and agriculture became the driving
economic force. Most farmers practiced mixed farming with a combination of crops, orchards, and
pastureland. Some farmers had specialized farms that grew either corn, tobacco, beans, or fruit
(Armstrong 1985:111). The 1880 Illustrated Historical Atlas of the County of Kent, Ontario (Belden 1881)
shows the extent to which Harwich Township was settled by the late 19th century. In addition to the early
communities of Blenheim, Shrewsbury, and West Troy, settlement of the township was focused along
major roadways (i.e., Communication Road and Kent Bridge Road). Rondeau (Point aux Pins) is depicted
as being surveyed with a road running north to south connecting Kent Bridge Road to the pier at the
south end opening to Lake Erie.
At the start of the 20th century, Harwich Township continued to remain rural and agricultural. Blenheim
continued to be the largest town in Harwich and was home to the township’s main feed mills, flour mills,
and saw mills (Armstrong 1985:117-118). During the 1910s, efforts were undertaken to reclaim the
swampy lands of the township that bordered Rondeau Bay and Lake Erie, and by 1920 much of the
acreage in the southern part of the township became cultivatable (Armstrong 1985:164-165). The effects
of the Great Depression during the 1930s depressed prices for farm products, bringing hardship to many
Harwich farmers. Relief efforts in the township included “welfare gardens,” and the purchasing of a
woodlot for township men to clear (Armstrong 1985:198-199).
In the post-war period, a new influx of immigrants arrived in Harwich Township, primarily from war torn
portions of Europe. Increases in population led to the construction of a drinking water pipeline from Lake
Erie to service the township, replacing well water. New residential subdivisions were constructed in
Blenheim and an industrial park was opened in the 1970s (Armstrong 1985:253). In 1971, the population
of Harwich Township was 6,905 (Statistics Canada 1972). In 1998, Harwich Township became part of the
new Municipality of Chatham-Kent.

1.2.2.3 Historic Map Review
Historic maps can often provide information on land tenure and historic features throughout the
townships. In discussing the late 19th century historical mapping, however, it must be remembered that
historical county atlases were produced primarily to identify factories, offices, residences, and
landholdings of subscribers and were funded by subscription fees. Landowners who did not subscribe
were not always listed on the maps (Caston 1997:100). Therefore, all structures were not necessarily
depicted or placed accurately (Gentilcore and Head 1984). Review of historic mapping also has inherent
accuracy difficulties due to potential error in geo-referencing. Geo-referencing is conducted by assigning
spatial coordinates to fixed locations and using these points to spatially reference the remainder of the
map. Due to changes in fixed locations over time (e.g., road intersections), errors/difficulties of scale and
the relative idealism of the historic cartography, historic maps may not translate accurately into real space
points. This may provide obvious inconsistencies during the historic map review. The historical mapping
that was reviewed for this project is shown in Figures 4 to 6.
Historical maps for the Township of Harwich reviewed consisted of the 1831 Harwich Township Patent
Plan (Burwell 1831) (Figure 4), the 1876 Map of Kent Country (Shackleton and McIntosh 1876) (Figure
5), and the 1880 map of Harwich Township from the Illustrated Historical Atlas of the Counties of Essex
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and Kent (Belden 1881) (Figure 6). The landowners for the 1831 and 1876 maps are depicted in Tables 1
and 2. The 1880 map did not depict any landowners for the lots.

Table 1: Land Owners Listed on 1831 Harwich Township Patent Plan
Lot
13

Conc.
4 West of
Communication
Road

14
16

Portion

Grantee

Euro-Canadian Features

Whole

George Young

No features depicted

Whole

Janet McKeller

No features depicted

Whole

Illegible

No features depicted

Table 2: Land Owners Listed on 1876 Map of the County of Kent
Lot

Conc.

13
4 West of
Communication
Road
14
16

Portion

Grantee

Euro-Canadian Features

Southeast
quarter

F. McFuggan

No features depicted

Southwest
quarter

L. Kelly

No features depicted

Central quarter

J. & C. Irving

No features depicted

North quarter

S. Irving

No features depicted

Whole

W. & J. Keefer

No features depicted

South half

J. McGibbin

No features depicted

North half

J. Drury

No features depicted

1.3

ARCHAEOLOGICAL CONTEXT

1.3.1

The Natural Environment

The study area is situated across the St. Clair Clay Plain physiographic region. The St. Clair Clay Plain is
an extensive area of clay plains covering 5,880 square kilometres in Essex, Kent, and Lambton counties.
The region is fairly flat with little relief, lying between approximately 175 to 215 metres above sea level.
The area during the glacial period was covered by Glacial Lake Whittlesey and Lake Warren, which failed
to leave deep stratified beds of sediment on the underlying clay (Chapman and Putnam 1984:147). The
region is mostly of underlying limestone, with some areas of black shale. The majority of the region has a
history of poor drainage, which required the installation of dredged ditches and tile underdrains to have
satisfactory conditions for crop growth and tillage. (Chapman and Putnam 1984:149).
Soils within the study area consists of Brookston clay. Brookston clay is poorly drained and has a mottled
heavy clay subsoil. Occasional sandy knolls are present with Brookston clay.
An unnamed drain crosses through the eastern parcel. Lake Ontario is approximately four kilometres to
the south of the study area.
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1.3.2

Pre-contact Indigenous Resources

This portion of southwestern Ontario has been occupied by Indigenous peoples since the retreat of the
Wisconsin glacier approximately 11,000 years ago. Much of what is understood about the lifeways of
these Indigenous peoples is derived from archaeological evidence and ethnographic analogy. In Ontario,
Indigenous culture prior to the period of contact with European peoples has been distinguished into
cultural periods based on observed changes in material culture. These cultural periods are largely based
in observed changes in formal lithic tools, and separated into the Early Paleo-Indian, Late Paleo-Indian,
Early Archaic, Middle Archaic, and Late Archaic periods. Following the advent of ceramic technology in
the Indigenous archaeological record, cultural periods are separated into the Early Woodland, Middle
Woodland, and Late Woodland periods, based primarily on observed changes in formal ceramic
decoration. It should be noted that these cultural periods do not necessarily represent specific cultural
identities but are a useful paradigm for understanding changes in Indigenous culture through time. Table
3 provides a general outline of the cultural chronology of the study area, summarized from Ellis and Ferris
(1990).

Table 3: Generalized Cultural Chronology of the Study Area
Period

Characteristics

Time

Comments

Early Paleo-Indian

Fluted Projectiles

9000 – 8400 B.C.

spruce parkland/caribou hunters

Late Paleo-Indian

Hi-Lo Projectiles

8400 – 8000 B.C.

smaller but more numerous sites

Early Archaic

Kirk and Bifurcate Base
Points

8000 – 6000 B.C.

slow population growth

Middle Archaic

Brewerton-like Points

6000 – 2500 B.C.

environment similar to present

Narrow Point

2500 – 1800 B.C.

increasing site size

Broad Point

1800 – 1500 B.C.

large chipped lithic tools

Small Point

1500 – 1100 B.C.

introduction of bow hunting

Terminal Archaic

Hind Points

1100 – 950 B.C.

emergence of true cemeteries

Early Woodland

Meadowood Points

950 – 400 B.C.

introduction of pottery

Couture Corded Pottery

400 B.C. – A.D. 500

increased sedentism

Riviere au Vase Phase

A.D. 500 – 800

seasonal hunting and gathering

Younge Phase

A.D. 800 – 1200

incipient agriculture

Springwells Phase

A.D. 1200 – 1400

agricultural villages

Wolf Phase

A.D. 1400 – 1550

earth worked villages, warfare

Contact Indigenous

Various Algonkian and
Iroquoian Groups

A.D. 1600 – 1875

early written records and treaties

Historic

French/Euro-Canadian

A.D. 1749 – present

European settlement

Late Archaic

Middle Woodland

Late Woodland

Local environmental conditions were significantly different from what they are today. Ontario’s first
peoples would have crossed the landscape in small groups in search of food, particularly migratory game
species. In this area, caribou may have been a Paleo-Indian diet staple, supplemented by wild plants,
small game, birds, and fish. Given the low density of populations on the landscape at this time and their
mobile nature, Paleo-Indian sites are small and ephemeral. Such sites are sometimes identified by the
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presence of fluted points. Sites are frequently located adjacent to the shorelines of large glacial lakes
(Ellis and Deller 1990).
Archaeological records indicate subsistence changes around 8000 B.C. at the start of the Archaic Period
in southwestern Ontario. Since the large mammal species that formed the basis of the Paleo-Indian diet
became extinct or moved north with the warming of the climate, Archaic populations had a more varied
diet, exploiting a range of plants and bird, mammal, and fish species. Reliance on specific food resources
like fish, deer, and several nut species became more noticeable through the Archaic Period and the
presence of warmer, more hospitable environs led to expansion of group and family sizes. In the
archaeological record, this is evident in the presence of larger sites. The coniferous forests of earlier
times were replaced by stands of mixed coniferous and deciduous trees by about 4000 B.C. The
transition to more productive environmental circumstances led to a rise in population density. As a result,
Archaic sites become more abundant over time. Artifacts typical of these occupations include a variety of
stemmed and notched projectile points; chipped stone scrapers; ground stone tools (e.g., celts, adzes)
and ornaments (e.g., bannerstones, gorgets); bifaces or tool blanks; animal bone; and chert waste flakes,
a byproduct of the tool making process (Ellis et al. 1990).
Significant changes in cultural and environmental patterns occurred in the Early and Middle Woodland
periods (circa 950 B.C. to A.D. 800). Occupations became increasingly more permanent in this period,
culminating in major semi-permanent villages by roughly 1,000 years ago. Archaeologically, the most
significant changes by Woodland peoples were the appearance of artifacts manufactured from modeled
clay and the emergence of more sedentary villages. The earliest pottery was crudely made by the coiling
method and early house structures were simple oval enclosures. The Early and Middle Woodland periods
are also characterized by extensive trade in raw materials, objects and finished tools, with sites in Ontario
containing trade items with origins in the Mississippi and Ohio River valleys (Spence et al. 1990).
By the Late Woodland period there was a distinctive cultural occupation in southwestern Ontario,
including Essex, Kent, and Lambton counties. The primary Late Woodland occupants of the area were
populations described by archaeologists as Western Basin Tradition. Murphy and Ferris (1990:189)
indicate that these people had ties with populations in southeastern Michigan and northwestern Ohio and
represent an in situ cultural development from the earlier Middle Woodland groups. The Western Basin
Tradition seems to have been centred in the territory comprising the eastern drainage basin of Lake Erie,
Lake St. Clair, and the southern end of Lake Huron. The Western Basin Tradition is divided up into four
phases based on differences in settlement and subsistence strategies and pottery attributes.

1.3.3

Registered Archaeological Sites and Surveys

In Canada, archaeological sites are registered within the Borden system, a national grid system designed
by Charles Borden in 1952 (Borden 1952). The grid covers the entire surface area of Canada and is
divided into major units containing an area that is two degrees in latitude by four degrees in longitude.
Major units are designated by upper case letters. Each major unit is subdivided into 288 basic unit areas,
each containing an area of 10 minutes in latitude by 10 minutes in longitude. The width of basic units
reduces as one moves north due to the curvature of the earth. In southern Ontario, each basic unit
measures approximately 13.5 kilometres east-west by 18.5 kilometres north-south. In northern Ontario,
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adjacent to Hudson Bay, each basic unit measures approximately 10.2 kilometres east-west by 18.5
kilometres north-south. Basic units are designated by lower case letters. Individual sites are assigned a
unique, sequential number as they are registered. These sequential numbers are issued by the MTCS
who maintain the Ontario Archaeological Sites Database. The project area is located within Borden block
AbHm.
Information concerning specific site locations is protected by provincial policy and is not fully subject to
the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (Government of Ontario 1990a). The release of
such information in the past has led to looting or various forms of illegally conducted site destruction.
Confidentiality extends to all media capable of conveying location, including maps, drawings, or textual
descriptions of a site location. The MTCS will provide information concerning site location to the party or
an agent of the party holding title to a property, or to a licensed archaeologist with relevant cultural
resource management interests.
An examination of the Ontario Archaeological Sites Database has shown that six archaeological sites
have been registered within one kilometre of the study area (Table 4) (Government of Ontario 2019a). A
query of the Ontario Public Register of Archaeological Reports indicates that there have been four
previous archaeological studies undertaken within the study area or within 50 metres of the study area
and are detailed below (Government of Ontario 2019b).

Table 4: Registered Sites within One Kilometre of the Study Area
Borden Number

Site Name

Cultural Affiliation

Site Type

AbHm-1

Charing Cross

Unknown Pre-contact

Findspot

AbHm-2

Erieau

Unknown Pre-contact

Scatter

AbHm-7

Late Woodland

Campsite; scatter

AbHm-13

Euro-Canadian

Dump

AbHm-19

AbHm-19-P2

Unknown Pre-contact

Campsite

AbHm-20

P3

Unknown Pre-contact

Findspot

1.3.4

Summary of Previous Investigations

Archaeological Services Inc. (ASI) carried out a Stage 1 archaeological assessment for the proposed
Ridge Landfill Expansion (ASI 2017). The Stage 1 assessment found that much of the land for the
proposed Ridge Landfill Expansion had been previously assessed by Dillon (1997a, 1997b, 1998) and did
not require further assessment. ASI determined that portions of the property, including the current study
area, retained archaeological potential and was recommended for further work (Figure 7).
Dillon conducted a Stage 2 archaeological on the lands adjacent to the current study area (Dillon 1997a).
The assessment consisted of a mix of test pit and pedestrian surveys and resulted in the identification of
the Charring Cross (AbHm-1) and Erieau (AbHm-2) sites, three Euro-Canadian scatters and one precontact Indigenous lithic findspot (see Tile 1 in the Supplementary Documentation). Charring Cross
(AbHm-1) comprised a non-diagnostic projectile point base and mid-section fragment. Erieau (AbHm-2)
comprised a biface and two lithic flakes. Of the sites, only Erieau (AbHm-2) was recommended for further
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work (1997a). The Stage 3 assessment of Erieau (AbHm-2) consisted of a controlled surface pick-up and
excavation of five test units and resulted in the recovery of 19 artifacts, including lithic fragments and
faunal remains (Dillon 1997b). Erieau (AbHm-2) was recommended for Stage 4 mitigation (Dillon 1997b).
The Stage 4 mitigation consisted of topsoil stripping of the site with no additional artifacts being recovered
(Dillon 1998). No further work was recommended for Erieau (AbHm-2).

1.3.5

Existing Conditions

The study area consists of three parcels with a total area of approximately 66.4 hectares. The eastern
parcel is approximately 58.7 ha in area and is comprised of 53.2 ha of agricultural field, 4.1 ha of
undeveloped wood lot and 1.4 ha of landscaped ground around a homestead. The northern parcel is an
approximately 6.1 ha area comprised of dwarf apple tree orchard. The southwestern parcel is an
approximately 1.6 ha area of grass around a homestead.
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2.0

FIELD METHODS

As discussed in Section 1.3.5, the study area comprises three parcels with a total area of approximately
66.4 ha and consists of agricultural field, undeveloped wood lot, orchard, homesteads, and lawns. The
Stage 2 archaeological assessment was conducted under PIF P362-0250-2019 issued to Peter Popkin,
Ph.D., CAHP, MClfA by the MTCS. The Stage 2 survey was carried out between April 24, 2019 and May
1, 2019, during which the weather was overcast and cool (Table 5). Because the spring of 2019 was so
wet, the agricultural fields within the study area had not yet been ploughed when the survey was
scheduled, so these portions of the study area were not subject to Stage 2 survey. Similarly, the grassed
area around farmstead at the west end of the study area was too wet to undergo Stage 2 survey. In total,
approximately 54 hectares have not yet been subject to Stage 2 survey (approximately 82% of the total
study area). All other portions of the study area (approximately 12.4 hectares total) have been subject to
Stage 2 survey. At no time were the field or weather conditions detrimental to the recovery of
archaeological material in the areas that were subject to Stage 2 survey. Figure 8 provides an illustration
of the assessment methods, as well as photograph locations and directions.

Table 5: Weather and Field Conditions during the Stage 2 Survey
Date

Activity

Weather

Field Conditions

April 24, 2019

Test Pit Survey

Overcast, cool

Soils friable and dry

April 29, 2019

Test Pit Survey

Overcast, cool

Soils friable and dry

April 30, 2019

Test Pit Survey

Overcast, cool

Soils friable and dry

May 1, 2019

Test Pit Survey

Overcast, cool

Soils friable and dry

Approximately 11% of the study area was subject to test pit survey at a five metre interval (Photos 1 to 3)
in accordance with Section 2.1.2 of the MTCS’s 2011 Standards and Guidelines for Consultant
Archaeologists (Government of Ontario 2011). Where disturbed test pits were encountered further test
pits were excavated throughout the study area at a 10 metre interval to confirm the area was completely
disturbed (approximately 0.4% of the total study area), as per Section 2.1.8 of the MTCS’s 2011
Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists (Government of Ontario 2011). Each test pit was
approximately 30 centimetres in diameter and excavated five centimetres into sterile subsoil. The soils
were then examined for stratigraphy, cultural features, or evidence of fill. Test pits were approximately 25
centimetres deep. All soil was screened through six millimetre hardware cloth to facilitate the recovery of
small artifacts and then used to backfill the pit. All test pits were backfilled after excavation.
In accordance with Section 2.1.3 Standard 1 of the MTCS’ 2011 Standards and Guidelines (Government
of Ontario 2011), when archaeological resources were encountered during the Stage 2 test pit survey, the
test pit excavation continued on the survey grid to determine the extent of further positive test pits. UTM
coordinates were recorded for all positive test pits using a Topcon FC-25A handheld GPS unit with
Magnet Field software. All UTM coordinates are located in zone 17T and are based upon the North
American Datum 1983 (NAD83). All artifacts were collected and recorded according to their associated
positive test pit. When the initial finds of the test pit assessment were insufficient to determine the need
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for additional Stage 3 archaeological assessment, the archaeological location was intensified in
accordance with Section 2.1.3 Standard 2 (Option A) of the MTCS’ 2011 Standards and Guidelines
(Government of Ontario 2011).
A portion of the study area to the east of a woodlot within Lot 13, Concession 4, was beyond the
boundaries of the woodlot itself, but unploughable due to the high rock content of the area (Photo 7). The
area is elevated relative to the surrounding agricultural fields. Stantec was informed by the client that that
portion of the property was planted with seed, but never subject to deep ploughing due to the potential for
damage to the agricultural equipment. Because the ground visibility within that portion of the study area
was close to what might be expected within a typical agricultural field, that portion of the study area was
surveyed by pedestrian survey at one-meter intervals as well as test pit survey at five-meter intervals
(Figure 8). This area is approximately 0.5 hectares in size (0.7% of the total study area).
Location 1 (AbHm-27) was located partially within a very rocky portion of agricultural field that was
planted but not subject to ploughing and partially within the adjacent woodlot (see Tile 2 in the
Supplementary Documentation). The unploughed area beyond the woodlot was subject to pedestrian
survey at one metre intervals as well as test pit survey at five metre intervals. For each surface find
identified, the artifact was collected and a UTM coordinate was taken. As Location 1 measured more than
10 by 10 metres in area, five UTM coordinates were recorded for the site as per Section 5, Standard 2 of
the MTCS’ 2011 Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists (Government of Ontario 2011).
All UTM coordinates were taken using a Topcon GRS-1 handheld GPS unit with Magnet Field software at
an accuracy of four metres. All UTM coordinates are located in zone 17T and are based upon the North
American Datum 1983 (NAD83).
Some portions of the study area were identified as previously disturbed (approximately 1.1% of the total
study area) and some portions of the study area were identified as low and wet (approximately 5.3% of
the total study area) (Photos 8 to 13). These areas were not subject to further assessment as per Section
2.1 Standard 2a and b of the MTCS’ 2011 Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists
(Government of Ontario 2011). The previously disturbed and low and wet areas were photo documented
as per Section 7.8.6 Standard 1b of the MTCS’ 2011 Standards and Guidelines for Consultant
Archaeologists (Government of Ontario 2011).
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3.0

RECORD OF FINDS

The Stage 2 archaeological assessment was conducted employing the methods described in Section 2.0.
An inventory of the documentary record generated by fieldwork is provided in Table 6. One new
archaeological location was identified during the Stage 2 survey of the study area: Location 1 (AbHm-27).
Maps illustrating exact site locations do not form part of this public report, rather they are found in the
Supplementary Documentation.

Table 6: Inventory of Documentary Record
Current Location of
Document Type

Document Type

Additional Comments

17 pages of field notes

Stantec office, Markham

In original field book and photocopied in project file

1 map provided by Client

Stantec office, Markham

Hard and digital copies in project file

78 digital photographs

Stantec office, Markham

Stored digitally in project file

All the material culture collected during the Stage 2 archaeological survey of the study area is contained
in one Bankers box, labeled by location number. The box will be temporarily housed at the Stantec
London office until formal arrangements can be made for a transfer to an MTCS collections facility.

3.1

LOCATION 1 (AbHm-27)

Location 1 (AbHm-27) was identified during a combination of test pit and pedestrian survey. The Stage 2
assemblage comprises 21 pre-contact indigenous artifacts. Of these, six were recovered from six positive
test pits, six were recovered from a single test unit, and nine were recovered as surface finds. Artifacts
associated with Location 1 (AbHm-27) were recovered from an area measuring approximately 75 metres
by 38 metres. All artifacts were collected and retained for analysis. An artifact summary for the Stage 2
archaeological assessment of Location 1 (AbHm-27) is provided in Table 7 and a sample of the artifacts
are illustrated in Plate 1.

Table 7: Location 1 (AbHm-27) Artifact Summary
Artifact

Frequency

%

Chipping detritus

17

80.95

Core

2

9.52

Retouched flake

1

4.76

Utilized flake

1

4.76

Total

21

100.0
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3.1.1

Raw Material

For any pre-contact Aboriginal lithic artifacts recovered, chert type identifications were accomplished
visually using reference materials located in the Stantec London office. Two lithic material types were
identified within the Stage 2 artifact assemblage: Onondaga chert and Kettle Point chert.
Chert is a naturally occurring mineral found in sedimentary rocks that is a granular crystalline form of
quartz, composed of cryptocrystalline and microcrystalline crystals (Eley and von Bitter 1989). Raw
material acquisition and procurement strategies have long been theorized in academic literature. Some
researchers suggest that raw material choices are purely utilitarian (e.g. Deller 1979; Ellis 1989; Parker
1986a, 1986b; Roosa 1977; and Whitthoft 1952), while others suggest non-utilitarian reasons (e.g. Wheat
1971; Wormington 1957; Simmons et al. 1984; and Hall 1993). Regardless of the reason, chert type
identification and their respective quantities within a particular assemblage provide an opportunity to
evaluate numerous archaeological variables, including: group mobility and sedentism, lithic reduction
strategy and technique, transportation, trade, and symbolism.
Of the 21 lithic materials recovered, 11 were manufactured from Kettle Point chert and 10 were
manufactured from Onodaga chert.
Onondaga formation chert is from the Middle Devonian age, with outcrops occurring along the north
shore of Lake Erie between Long Point and the Niagara River (Eley and von Bitter 1989). It is a highquality raw material frequently utilized by pre-contact people and often found at archaeological sites in
southern Ontario. Onondaga chert occurs in nodules or irregular thin beds, it is a dense non-porous rock
that may be light to dark grey, bluish grey, brown or black and can be mottled with a dull to vitreous or
waxy luster (Eley and von Bitter 1989).
Kettle Point formation chert is from the Late Devonian age and is situated between the Kettle Point (Late
Devonian shales) and the Ipperwash Formations (Middle Devonian Limestone). It occurs as submerged
outcrops that extend approximately 1,350 metres into Lake Huron (Janusas 1984). Secondary deposits
have been reported in Essex County (Janusas 1984) and in the Ausable Basin (Kenyon 1980; Eley and
Von Bitter 1989). Kettle Point chert can be identified by the presence of a waxy lustre and occurs in a
wide range of colours including brown, grey and greenish colours as well as reddish purple and dark blue
varieties (Eley and von Bitter 1989). A rusty staining on the surface of artifacts is frequently noted (Fisher
1997).

3.1.2

Chipping Detritus

The Stage 2 archaeological assessment of Location 1 (AbHm-27) recovered 17 pieces of chipping
detritus. All recovered flakes were subject to morphological analysis following the classification scheme
described by Lennox et al. (1986) and expanded upon by Fisher (1997). The results of the morphological
analysis of the chipping detritus are presented in Table 8.
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Table 8: Chipped Stone Debitage Analysis
Material

Primary

Secondary

Tertiary

Broken

Shatter

Micro

Total
Analyzed

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

Onondaga

0

0.00

0

0.00

4

23.53

5

29.41

0

0.00

0

0.00

9

52.94

Kettle Point

0

0.00

2

11.76

2

11.76

4

23.53

0

0.00

0

0.00

8

47.06

Total

0

0.00

2

11.76

6

35.29

9

52.94

0

0.00

0

0.00

17

100.00

Primary flakes feature dorsal surfaces that are either entirely covered with cortex or have substantial
visible cortex present. Secondary flakes can also have a trace of cortex on the dorsal surface. Both
varieties, along with shatter, are associated with early stages of lithic reduction as chert cores or flint
nodules are converted into blanks or preforms. Tertiary flakes and micro flakes are produced during the
further reduction of blanks and preforms into formal tool shapes. They are the result of precise flake
removal through pressure flaking, where the maker applies direct pressure onto a specific part of the tool
in order to facilitate flake removal. Pressure flaking generally produces smaller, thinner flakes than does
percussion flaking. Broadly, primary, secondary, and shatter flakes indicate early stages of lithic
reduction, while, tertiary and micro flakes indicate later stages of the reduction sequence.
Broken flakes were most often encountered within the Stage 2 assemblage, comprising 52.94%, with
tertiary (35.29%) and secondary flakes (11.76%) also recovered. No primary, shatter or micro flakes were
identified. A sample of the chipping detritus recovered from Location 1 (AbHm-27) is presented in Plate 1.
The morphological analysis of the chipped stone debitage indicates that the lithic practices at the site
consist mainly of the re-sharpening and finishing of formal tools from prepared blanks. Primary reduction
activities, from which primary, secondary, and shatter flakes would be created, were most likely being
conducted at a different location. The distribution of Onondaga (52.94%) and Kettle Point (47.06%) cherts
suggests that the people at Location 1 (AbHm-27) were utilizing two sources of raw material.

3.1.3

Core

Also recovered from the Stage 2 assessment of Location 1 (AbHm-27) were two Kettle Point chert cores.
Cores are used as sources of raw material for tool and blank production. A sample of cores recovered
from Location 1 (AbHm-27) is presented in Plate 1.
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3.1.4

Expedient Lithic Tools

Retouched flakes are fragments of chipping detritus that display chipping or sharpening marks along their
edges and are flakes from which further flakes have been struck. Utilized flakes are chipping detritus that
show evidence of expedient use and are considered informal tools that were discarded after use.
Spokeshaves are similar to retouched flakes but have pronounced concave, semi-circular use-edges.
One retouched flake, showing retouch on both lateral edges and manufactured from Kettle Point chert,
was recovered from Location 1 (AbHm-27). One utilized flake, showing use wear on its lateral edge and
manufactured form Onondaga chert, was recovered from Location 1 (AbHm-27) (Plate 1).

3.1.5

Location 1 (AbHm-27) Artifact Catalogue

The complete artifact catalogue of the Stage 2 artifact assemblage recovered from Location 1 (AbHm-27)
is presented in Table 9.

Table 9: Location 1 (AbHm-27) Artifact Catalogue

Cat. #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Subunit
or
Context
surface
find 001
surface
find 002
surface
find 003
surface
find 004
surface
find 005
surface
find 006
surface
find 007
surface
find 008
surface
find 009

Depth
(m)

Artifact

Quantity

Chert

Morph.

0

retouched flake

1

Kettle Point

0

chipping detritus

1

Kettle Point

tertiary

0

chipping detritus

1

Kettle Point

broken

0

chipping detritus

1

Onondaga

broken

0

core

1

Kettle Point

0

chipping detritus

1

Kettle Point

0

core

1

Kettle Point

0

chipping detritus

1

Kettle Point

broken

0

chipping detritus

1

Kettle Point

broken

Comments
retouch on both lateral
edges, dorsal side

secondary

10

test pit 1

chipping detritus

1

Onondaga

tertiary

11

test pit 10

chipping detritus

1

Onondaga

broken

12

test pit 13

chipping detritus

1

Kettle Point

tertiary

13

test pit 22

chipping detritus

1

Onondaga

tertiary

14

test pit 31

chipping detritus

1

Kettle Point

secondary

15

test unit 1

0.21

chipping detritus

2

Onondaga

tertiary

16

test unit 1

0.21

chipping detritus

3

Onondaga

broken

17

test unit 1

0.21

utilized flake

1

Onondaga

18

test pit 40

chipping detritus

1

Kettle Point

use wear on lateral
edge, dorsal side
broken
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4.0

ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS

The Stage 2 archaeological assessment for a portion of the proposed Ridge Landfill Expansion identified
one pre-contact Indigenous archaeological site referred to here as Location 1 (AbHm-27). Maps
identifying exact site locations do not form part of this public report; they may be found in the
Supplementary Documentation.
The Stage 2 assessment of Location 1 (AbHm-27) resulted in the recovery of a lithic scatter of 21 precontact Indigenous artifacts. The site area includes six positive test pits, one positive test unit and nine
surface artifacts over an area 75 metres by 38 metres. The pre-contact Indigenous assemblage is
comprised of 17 pieces of chipping detritus, 2 cores, 1 retouched flake, and 1 utilized flake.
Chipping detritus is the waste product from the production of lithic tools and is the most often recovered
artifact on pre-contact Aboriginal archaeological sites in southern Ontario. Chipping detritus, along with
utilized and retouched flakes, are generally considered to be temporally non-diagnostic other than being
produced by pre-contact Aboriginal peoples. For this reason, artifacts such as these cannot help place
the archaeological site within a specific time period or cultural group.
Despite the non-diagnostic nature of the artifacts recovered from Location 1 (AbHm-27), the site
represents a spatially discrete cluster of pre-contact Indigenous artifacts. Six pre-contact lithic artifacts
were recovered from a single test unit fulfilling the criteria to require a Stage 3 archaeological
investigation as per Section 2.2 Standard 1a(ii)(2) of the MTCS’ 2011 Standards and Guidelines
(Government of Ontario 2011). Therefore, a Stage 3 archaeological assessment is recommended for
Location 1 (AbHm-27) to further evaluate the site’s cultural heritage value or interest.
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5.0

RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the Stage 2 assessment of the study area completed to date, the following recommendations
are made:
Location 1 (AbHm-27) fulfills the criteria for Stage 3 archaeological investigation as per Section 2.2
Standard 1a(ii)(2) of the MTCS’ 2011 Standards and Guidelines (Government of Ontario 2011).
Therefore, Stage 3 archaeological assessment is recommended for Location 1 (AbHm-27) to
further evaluate the site’s cultural heritage value or interest.
Further, because Location 1 (AbHm-27) extends to the edge of an agricultural field that has not yet been
subject to Stage 2 archaeological survey (see Tile 3 in the Supplementary Documentation), additional
Stage 2 survey of the site should be conducted for a minimum of 20 metres within the agricultural field
after it has been suitably ploughed and weathered to confirm the southern extent of the site.
The Stage 3 archaeological assessment will be conducted according to the procedures outlined in the
MTCS’ 2011 Standards and Guidelines (Government of Ontario 2011). As Location 1 (AbHm-27) is
located in an area that is not suitable to be ploughed due to a high rock content, ploughing prior to a
controlled surface pick-up (CSP) will not be required as part of the Stage 3 archaeological assessment
unless additional Stage 2 survey of the site indicates that the site continues into the agricultural field.
However, because the surface area of Location 1 (AbHm-27) located beyond the woodlot is within a
portion of the property that may have good surface visibility, pedestrian survey of the area at one-metre
intervals prior to the excavation of test units is recommended. The pedestrian survey at one-metre
intervals will be followed by the hand excavation of Stage 3 test units every five metres in systematic
levels and into the first five centimetres of subsoil. Additional one-metre test units, amounting to 20% of
the grid total, will be placed in areas of interest within the site extent. All excavated soil will be screened
through six millimetre mesh. All artifacts recovered will be recorded and catalogued by their
corresponding grid unit designation. If a subsurface cultural feature is encountered, the plan of the
exposed feature will be recorded, and geotextile fabric will be placed over the unit before backfilling the
unit.
The unassessed portions of the study area retain archaeological potential and are recommended for
Stage 2 archaeological assessment.
Stage 2 archaeological assessment will include test pit survey at five metre intervals in areas not
accessible for ploughing (i.e. woodlot, meadow), as outlined in Section 2.1.2 Standard 1f of the MTCS’
2011 Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists (Government of Ontario 2011). The MTCS
standards require that each test pit be approximately 30 centimetres in diameter, excavated to at least
five centimetres into subsoil, and have all soil screened through six millimetre hardware cloth to facilitate
the recovery of any cultural material that may be present. Prior to backfilling, each test pit will be
examined for stratigraphy, cultural features, or evidence of fill.
Stage 2 archaeological assessment will also include the systematic walking of open ploughed fields at
five metre intervals as outlined in Section 2.1.1 of the MTCS’ 2011 Standards and Guidelines for
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Consultant Archaeologists (Government of Ontario 2011). The MTCS standards further require that all
agricultural land, both active and inactive, be recently ploughed and sufficiently weathered to improve the
visibility of archaeological resources. Ploughing must be deep enough to provide total topsoil exposure,
but not deeper than previous ploughing, and must be able to ensure at least 80% ground surface visibility.
Should any additional areas of disturbance or features indicating that archaeological potential have been
removed, including permanently wet areas and steep slopes, not previously identified during the Stage 1
property inspection be encountered during the Stage 2 archaeological assessment, they will be
documented as outlined in Section 2.1.8 of the MTCS’ 2011 Standards and Guidelines for Consultant
Archaeologists (Government of Ontario 2011).
The MTCS is asked to accept this report into the Ontario Public Register of Archaeological Reports.
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6.0

ADVICE ON COMPLIANCE WITH LEGISLATION

This report is submitted to the Minister of Tourism, Culture and Sport as a condition of licensing in
accordance with Part VI of the Ontario Heritage Act, R.S.O. 1990, c O.18 (Government of Ontario 1990b).
The report is reviewed to ensure that it complies with the standards and guidelines that are issued by the
Minister, and that the archaeological fieldwork and report recommendations ensure the conservation,
protection and preservation of the cultural heritage of Ontario. When all matters relating to archaeological
sites within the project area of a development proposal have been addressed to the satisfaction of the
Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport, a letter will be issued by the ministry stating that there are no
further concerns with regard to alterations to archaeological sites by the proposed development.
It is an offence under Sections 48 and 69 of the Ontario Heritage Act (Government of Ontario 1990b) for
any party other than a licensed archaeologist to make any alteration to a known archaeological site or to
remove any artifact or other physical evidence of past human use or activity from the site, until such time
as a licensed archaeologist has completed fieldwork on the site, submitted a report to the Minister stating
that the site has no further cultural heritage value or interest, and the report has been filed in the Ontario
Public Register of Archaeological Reports referred to in Section 65.1 of the Ontario Heritage Act
(Government of Ontario 1990b).
Should previously undocumented archaeological resources be discovered, they may be a new
archaeological site and therefore subject to Section 48(1) of the Ontario Heritage Act (Government of
Ontario 1990b). The proponent or person discovering the archaeological resources must cease alteration
of the site immediately and engage a licensed consultant archaeologist to carry out archaeological
fieldwork, in compliance with Section 48(1) of the Ontario Heritage Act (Government of Ontario 1990b).
The Funeral, Burial and Cremation Services Act, 2002, S.O. 2002, c.33 (Government of Ontario 2002)
require that any person discovering human remains must notify the police or coroner and the Registrar of
Cemeteries at the Ministry of Government and Consumer Services.
Archaeological sites recommended for further archaeological fieldwork or protection remain subject to
Section 48 (1) of the Ontario Heritage Act and may not be altered, or have artifacts removed from them,
except by a person holding an archaeological licence.
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Photo 1: Test pit survey at five metre intervals, facing northeast

Photo 2: Test pit survey at five metre intervals, facing southeast
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Photo 3: Test pit survey at five metre intervals, facing northeast

Photo 4: Test pit intensification at Location 1 (AbHm-27), facing west-southwest
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Photo 5: Test unit excavation at Location 1 (AbHm-27), facing east

Photo 6: Test unit south wall profile, facing south
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Photo 7: Pedestrian survey at one metre interval at Location 1 (AbHm-27), facing
northeast

Photo 8: Existing house, yard and parking area, previously disturbed – not surveyed,
facing southeast
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Photo 9: Demolished barn, previously disturbed – not surveyed, facing west

Photo 10: Existing house, previously disturbed – not surveyed, facing southeast
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Photo 11: Buried watermain within orchard, facing southeast

Photo 12: Piled field stones at edge of woodlot, facing southeast
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Photo 13: Low and wet area – not surveyed, facing north
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8.2

ARTIFACTS

Plate 1: Sample of Lithic Artifacts Recovered from Location 1 (AbHm-27)
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All maps will follow on succeeding pages.
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10.0 CLOSURE
This report documents work that was performed in accordance with generally accepted professional
standards at the time and location in which the services were provided. No other representations,
warranties or guarantees are made concerning the accuracy or completeness of the data or conclusions
contained within this report, including no assurance that this work has uncovered all potential
archaeological resources associated with the identified property.
All information received from the client or third parties in the preparation of this report has been assumed
by Stantec to be correct. Stantec assumes no responsibility for any deficiency or inaccuracy in
information received from others.
Conclusions made within this report consist of Stantec’s professional opinion as of the time of the writing
of this report and are based solely on the scope of work described in the report, the limited data available
and the results of the work. The conclusions are based on the conditions encountered by Stantec at the
time the work was performed. Due to the nature of archaeological assessment, which consists of
systematic sampling, Stantec does not warrant against undiscovered environmental liabilities nor that the
sampling results are indicative of the condition of the entire property.
This report has been prepared for the exclusive use of the client identified herein and any use by any third
party is prohibited. Stantec assumes no responsibility for losses, damages, liabilities or claims, howsoever
arising, from third party use of this report. We trust this report meets your current requirements. Please do
not hesitate to contact us should you require further information or have additional questions about any
facet of this report.
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Executive Summary

Stantec Consulting Ltd. (Stantec) was retained by Dillon Consulting Ltd. (Dillon) on behalf of Waste
Connections of Canada Inc. (Waste Connections) to conduct a Stage 2 archaeological assessment on a
portion of the proposed Ridge Landfill Expansion Project area (the Project), located on part of lots 13, 14,
and 16, Concession 4 West of Communication Road, Geographic Township of Harwich, County of Kent,
now Municipality of Chatham-Kent, Ontario (Figure 1). The Stage 2 assessment was conducted as part of
the Environmental Assessment process associated with the Project under the Environmental Assessment
Act.
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The study area consists of three parcels with a total area of approximately 66.4 hectares (Figure 2). The
eastern parcel is approximately 58.7 ha in area and is comprised of 53.2 ha of agricultural field, 4.1 ha of
undeveloped wood lot and 1.4 ha of landscaped ground around a homestead. The northern parcel is an
approximately 6.1 ha area comprised of dwarf apple tree orchard. The southwestern parcel is an
approximately 1.6 ha area of grass around a homestead.
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At the request of the client, all fieldwork completed up to May 1, 2019 was documented in a previous
report (Stantec 2019). This report details the remaining fieldwork conducted once field conditions were
suitable on the remaining portions of the study area.

Location 1 (AbHm-27)
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The Stage 2 archaeological assessment for a portion of the proposed Ridge Landfill Expansion identified
three pre-contact indigenous sites: Location 1 (AbHm-27), Location 2 (AbHm-28), and Location 4 (AbHm30) and one Euro-Canadian site, Location 3 (AbHm-29). Maps identifying exact site locations do not form
part of this public report; they may be found in the Supplementary Documentation.

The Stage 2 assessment of Location 1 (AbHm-27) resulted in the recovery of a lithic scatter of 34 precontact Indigenous artifacts. The site area includes six positive test pits, one positive test unit and 22
surface artifacts over an area of approximately 87 metres by 38 metres. The pre-contact Indigenous
assemblage is comprised of 27 pieces of chipping detritus, 3 retouched flakes, 2 cores, 1 utilized flake,
and one non-diagnostic projectile point.
Chipping detritus is the waste product from the production of lithic tools and is the most often recovered
artifact on pre-contact Aboriginal archaeological sites in southern Ontario. Chipping detritus, along with
utilized and retouched flakes, are generally considered to be temporally non-diagnostic other than being
produced by pre-contact Aboriginal peoples. For this reason, artifacts such as these cannot help place
the archaeological site within a specific time period or cultural group. The projectile point was nondiagnostic.
Despite the non-diagnostic nature of the artifacts recovered from Location 1 (AbHm-27), the site
represents a spatially discrete cluster of pre-contact Indigenous artifacts. Six pre-contact lithic artifacts
were recovered from a single test unit fulfilling the criteria to require a Stage 3 archaeological
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investigation as per Section 2.2 Standard 1a(ii)(2) of the MTCS’ 2011 Standards and Guidelines for
Consultant Archaeologists (Government of Ontario 2011). Therefore, a Stage 3 archaeological
assessment is recommended for Location 1 (AbHm-27) to further evaluate the site’s cultural
heritage value or interest.

Location 2 (AbHm-28)
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The Stage 3 archaeological assessment will be conducted according to the procedures outlined in the
MTCS’ 2011 Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists (Government of Ontario 2011). The
Stage 3 archaeological assessment of Location 1 (AlGm-27) will include a controlled surface pick-up of
the surface scatter within the ploughable portion of the agricultural field. The area may be reploughed
prior to the controlled surface pick-up if the consultant archaeologist decides that the field visibility has
decreased since the Stage 2 archaeological assessment. The controlled surface pick-up will be followed
by the hand excavation of Stage 3 test units every five metres in systematic levels and into the first five
centimetres of subsoil. Additional one-metre test units, amounting to 20% of the grid total, will be placed
in areas of interest within the site extent. All excavated soil will be screened through six millimetre mesh;
any artifacts being recovered will be recorded and catalogued by the corresponding grid unit designation.
If a subsurface cultural feature is encountered, the plan of the exposed feature will be recorded and
geotextile fabric will be placed over the unit before backfilling the unit.
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The Stage 2 assessment of Location 2 (AbHm-28) resulted in the recovery of a single pre-contact
Indigenous projectile point. The projectile point was unidentifiable to type, but its general shape suggests
that it likely is associated with the Woodland Period.
Location 2 (AbHm-28) does not fulfill the criteria for a Stage 3 archaeological investigation as per Section
2.2 of the MTCS’ 2011 Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists (Government of Ontario
2011). The cultural heritage value or interest of Location 2 (AbHm-28) has been sufficiently documented.
Therefore, no further archaeological assessment is recommended for Location 2 (AbHm-28).
Location 3 (AbHm-29)

The Stage 2 assessment of Location 3 (AbHm-29) resulted in the recovery of 155 Euro-Canadian artifacts
over an area approximately 123 metres by 57 metres in size. The Euro-Canadian assemblage comprises
75 household artifacts, 69 ceramics, six structural artifacts, four personal artifacts, and one piece of
miscellaneous metal and tools. The dateable ceramic assemblage from Location 3 (AbHm-29) is
indicative of a mid-to-late 19th century occupation and includes ironstone (57.97%), followed by stoneware
(23.19%), and rockinghamware (11.59%). Smaller quantities of porcelain and whiteware comprise the
balance of the assemblage (7.25%). A mid-to-late 19th century occupation of Location 3 (AbHm-29) is
further indicated by the presence of a cut nail and agate and glass buttons. Occupation into the 20th
century is indicated by the white glass and bottle finishes.
Spatially, Location 3 (AbHm-29) is located in part of Lot 13, Concession 4 West of Communication Road,
Geographic Township of Harwich, County of Kent, now Municipality of Chatham-Kent, Ontario. No
structures are depicted on the 1831, 1876, and 1880 historic maps. A structure is depicted in close
proximity to Location 3 (AbHm-29) on the 1913 topographic map. The structure is shown on the property
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on the 1940 topographic map but is not depicted ont the 1974 topographic map. Location 3 (AbHm-29) is
likely associated with this structure that was demolished in the mid-20th century.
The artifact assemblage from Location 3 (AbHm-29) contains at least 20 artifacts that date prior to 1900.
In accordance with Section 2.2 Standard 1c of the 2011 Standards and Guidelines for Consultant
Archaeologists (Government of Ontario 2011), Location 3 (AbHm-29) retains cultural heritage value or
interest and meets the criteria for a Stage 3 archaeological assessment. Therefore, a Stage 3
archaeological assessment is recommended for Location 3 (AbHm-29).
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The Stage 3 archaeological assessment of Location 3 (AbHm-29) will be conducted according to the
procedures outlined in the MTCS’ 2011 Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists
(Government of Ontario 2011). The Stage 3 archaeological assessment of Location 3 (AbHm-29) will
include a controlled surface pick-up. The area may be reploughed prior to the controlled surface pick-up if
the consultant archaeologist decides that the field visibility has decreased since the Stage 2
archaeological assessment. The controlled surface pick-up will be followed by the hand excavation of
Stage 3 test units every five metres in systematic levels and into the first five centimetres of subsoil.
Additional one-metre test units, amounting to 20% of the grid total, will be placed in areas of interest
within the site extent. All excavated soil will be screened through six millimetre mesh; any artifacts being
recovered will be recorded and catalogued by the corresponding grid unit designation. If a subsurface
cultural feature is encountered, the plan of the exposed feature will be recorded, and geotextile fabric will
be placed over the unit before backfilling the unit.

Location 4 (AbHm-30)
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The Stage 3 archaeological assessment of Location 3 (AbHm-29) will also include additional site-specific
archival research, in order to supplement previous background study concerning land use and occupation
history. This additional research should include, but is not limited to, land registry documents, census
records, and historical settlement maps.

The Stage 2 assessment of Location 4 (AbHm-30) resulted in the recovery of an isolated pre-contact
Indigenous projectile point. The projectile point is unidentifiable to type but the bifurcated base indicates
that it dates to the Early Archaic period. The point was manufactured from Onondaga chert. Despite the
isolated nature of the projectile point, Location 4 (AbHm-30) retains further cultural heritage value or
interest due to its association with the Early Archaic period in southern Ontario.
Location 4 (AbHm-30) fulfills the criteria for a Stage 3 archaeological investigation as per Section 2.2
Standard 1b(iii) of the MTCS’ 2011 Standards and Guidelines (Government of Ontario 2011). Therefore,
a Stage 3 archaeological assessment is recommended for Location 4 (AbHm-30) to further
evaluate the site’s cultural heritage value or interest.
The Stage 3 archaeological assessment will be conducted according to the procedures outlined in the
MTCS’ 2011 Standards and Guidelines (Government of Ontario 2011). The Stage 3 archaeological
assessment of Location 4 (AbHm-30) will include a controlled surface pick-up. The area may be
reploughed prior to the controlled surface pick-up if the consultant archaeologist decides that the field
visibility has decreased since the Stage 2 archaeological assessment. The controlled surface pick-up will
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be followed by the hand excavation of Stage 3 test units every five metres in systematic levels and into
the first five centimetres of subsoil. Additional one-metre test units, amounting to 20% of the grid total, will
be placed in areas of interest within the site extent. All excavated soil will be screened through six
millimetre mesh; any artifacts being recovered will be recorded and catalogued by the corresponding grid
unit designation. However, given the location represents a possible single component Early Archaic site,
a minimum of 20% of the total units must be screened through three millimetre hardware cloth to facilitate
the recovery of artifacts as per Section 3.2.2 Standard 7 of the MTCS’ 2011 Standards and Guidelines
(Government of Ontario 2011). If a subsurface cultural feature is encountered, the plan of the exposed
feature will be recorded and geotextile fabric will be placed over the unit before backfilling the unit.
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1.0

PROJECT CONTEXT

1.1

DEVELOPMENT CONTEXT

Stantec Consulting Ltd. (Stantec) was retained by Dillon Consulting Ltd. (Dillon) on behalf of Waste
Connections of Canada Inc. (Waste Connections) to conduct a Stage 2 archaeological assessment on a
portion of the proposed Ridge Landfill Expansion Project (the Project) area, located on part of lots 13, 14,
and 16, Concession 4 West of Communication Road, Geographic Township of Harwich, County of Kent,
now Municipality of Chatham-Kent, Ontario (Figure 1). The Stage 2 assessment was conducted as part of
the Environmental Assessment process associated with the Project under the Environmental Assessment
Act.
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The study area consists of three parcels with a total area of approximately 66.4 hectares (Figure 2). The
eastern parcel is approximately 58.7 ha in area and is comprised of 53.2 ha of agricultural field, 4.1 ha of
undeveloped wood lot and 1.4 ha of landscaped ground around a homestead. The northern parcel is an
approximately 6.1 ha area comprised of dwarf apple tree orchard. The southwestern parcel is an
approximately 1.6 ha area of grass around a homestead.

1.1.1

Objectives
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At the request of the client, all fieldwork completed up to May 1, 2019 was documented in a previous
report (Stantec 2019). The current report details the remaining fieldwork conducted once field conditions
were suitable within the remainder of the study area.

In compliance with the provincial standards and guidelines set out in the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and
Sport’s (MTCS) 2011 Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists (Government of Ontario
2011), the objectives of the Stage 2 property assessment are as follows:
•
•
•

Document archaeological resources within the study area;
Determine whether the study area contains archaeological resources requiring further assessment;
and
Recommend appropriate Stage 3 assessment strategies for archaeological sites identified.

Permission to enter the study area to conduct the archaeological assessment and remove archaeological
resources was provided by Waste Connections with individual landowner consents.

1.2

HISTORICAL CONTEXT

1.2.1

Post-Contact indigenous Resources

In defining post-contact Indigenous resources, “Contact” is typically used as a chronological benchmark
when discussing Indigenous archaeology in Canada and describes the contact between Indigenous and

1.1
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European cultures. Contact in what is now the province of Ontario is broadly assigned to the 16th century
(Loewen and Chapdelaine 2016).
The post-contact Indigenous occupation of southern Ontario was heavily influenced by the dispersal of
various Iroquoian-speaking communities by the New York State Iroquois and the subsequent arrival of
Algonkian-speaking groups from northern Ontario at the end of the 17th century and beginning of the 18th
century (Konrad 1981; Schmalz 1991). By 1690, Algonkian speakers from the north appear to have
begun to repopulate Bruce County (Rogers 1978:761). This is the period in which the Mississaugas are
known to have moved into southern Ontario and the lower Great Lakes watersheds (Konrad 1981). In
southwestern Ontario, however, members of the Three Fires Confederacy (Chippewa, Ottawa, and
Potawatomi) were immigrating from Ohio and Michigan in the late 1700s (Feest and Feest 1978:778779).
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The study area falls within the lands of the archaeologically known Western Basin tradition. It has been
suggested that the Western Basin people were of the Fire Nation, an Algonkian-speaking group pushed
out of the territory now known as Ontario by the Iroquoian-speaking Neutral people in the early 17th
century (Murphy and Ferris 1990). The Neutral, in turn, ceased to exist as an organized entity following
the incursion of the New York Iroquois in 1650 (Heidenreich 1990). The Indigenous people who occupied
this portion of what is now known as southwestern Ontario have been referred to as Anishinaabe or
Anishinaabeg, Chippewa, and Ojibwa, an Algonquian-speaking people. According to traditional history,
they were once one nation, but subdivisions occurred as people migrated to different areas. They were
also known as the Three Fires Confederacy and acted together in political and military affairs through the
17th to 19th centuries.
Under British administration in the 19th century, the Indigenous groups were divided into separate bands.
The Anishinaabe included the western Algonquian peoples, among them the Chippewa and the Odawa.
Until the 18th century, the central Algonquian-speaking peoples, among them Potawatomi, were located in
the Michigan Peninsula (Blackbird 1887). In the middle of the 18th century the Chippewa were located on
the south shores of Lake Huron, the east shores of Georgian Bay, and on the west end of Lake Ontario.
Indigenous peoples continue to play a large role in the occupation of the study area and its environs.
Following the American Revolutionary War (1775-1783), Britain focused on the settlement of European
immigrants into what became the province of Upper Canada in 1791. To enable widespread settlement,
the British government negotiated a series of treaties with Indigenous peoples. One of the earliest treaties
involving lands associated with the study area was made on May 19, 1790. Originally identified as the
Detroit Treaty, the chiefs of the Odawa, Chippewa, Pottawatomi, and Huron nations and representatives
of the British Crown established a vast tract of land “…from the Detroit River easterly to Catfish Creek
and south of the river La Tranche [now Thames River] and Chenail Ecarté [now St. Clair River], and
contains Essex County except Anderdon Township and Part of West Sandwich; Kent County except Zone
Township, and Gores of Camden and Chatham; Elgin County except Bayham Township and parts of
South Dorchester and Malahide…[i]n Middlesex County, Deleware and Westminster Township and part
of North Dorchester” (Morris 1943:17). Today, this treaty is identified as Treaty Number 2, illustrated by
the letter “C” on Figure 3. As discussed in Section 1.2.2.3, geo-referencing of early maps provides
inconsistences in spatial boundaries, so the boundaries of treaties shown on Figure 3 are approximate. A
1.2
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plaque erected by the Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada further identifies this treaty as
McKee’s Purchase. A commemorative plaque located in the Blenheim Memorial Park in Blenheim,
Ontario reads (Ontario Plaques 2018):
In May 1790 Alexander McKee, Deputy Agent of the British Indian Department, and the
principal chiefs of the Ottawa, Potawatomi, Chippewa and Wyandot negotiated a treaty whereby
the British Crown acquired title to what is now southwestern Ontario. This treaty completed the
process begun with Niagara treaties of 1781 and 1784, with the result that most of the Ontario
peninsula was soon opened to British and Loyalist settlement.

Euro-Canadian Resources
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1.2.2
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As demonstrated above, the nature of Indigenous settlement size, population distribution, and material
culture shifted as European settlers encroached upon Indigenous territory. However, despite this shift,
“written accounts of material life and livelihood, the correlation of historically recorded villages to their
archaeological manifestations, and the similarities of those sites to more ancient sites have revealed an
antiquity to documented cultural expressions that confirms a deep historical continuity to…systems of
ideology and thought” (Ferris 2009:114). As a result, Indigenous peoples of southern Ontario have left
behind archaeologically significant resources throughout the region which show continuity with past
peoples, even if they have not been explicitly recorded in Euro-Canadian documentation. Examples of
Indigenous documentation (e.g., notations on early township survey plans and surveyor’s field notes) are
noted below.

French fur trappers and missionaries were the first Euro-Canadian explorers of the Lake Erie shoreline in
present day Chatham-Kent. The earliest Euro-Canadian occupants of southern Ontario relied on
Indigenous peoples to guide and supply indigenous watercraft and to transport people and materials. The
first European to visit Lake Erie was most likely the interpreter and explorer Étienne Brûlé (Canadian
Museum of History 2019), followed certainly by a small number of French missionaries or fur traders, as
the imposing forest of Eastern white pine (Pinus strobus) led the French to name the peninsula Pointe
Aux Pins.
The first exploration of the northern shore of Lake Erie was likely completed by Louis Jolliet on a return
journey from surveying the copper mines of Lake Superior for the Governor of New France in AD 1669
(Kellogg 1917:191). On the return journey, Jolliet happened to encounter Rene Robert Cavelier, Sieur de
La Salle and two Sulpician missionaries François Dollier de Casson and René Bréhent de Galinée
(Kellogg 1917:191). Jolliet shared his observations and maps with the Sulpician missionaries who split
from La Salle to travel into the interior of the Great Lakes region, determined to follow the route
suggested by Jolliet (Parkman 1910). Travelling along the north shore of Lake Erie by canoe, Casson and
Galinée provide the first description of Pointe aux Pins, camping there for a few days to replenish food
supplies:
…we found ourselves in a place that appeared very suitable to put animals in and where there
was plenty of game. We stopped there in the thought that we should not die of hunger, there
being always a certainty of killing game enough to keep body and soul together, whilst the others
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were off looking for some animal. Our men went hunting accordingly, and after missing their aim
at a herd of more than two hundred does that they came upon, vented their wrath on a poor wolf,
which they skinned and brought to camp, and which was just about to be put in the kettle, when
one of our men on the look-out told us that he perceived on the other side of a little lake, on the
shore of which we were encamped, a herd of twenty or thirty does. We rejoiced at this news, and
after we had arranged a plan for securing them, they were surrounded from behind so
successfully that they were obliged to take to the water. They were immediately overtaken with
the canoes, so that not a single one should have escaped if we had desired: but we selected
those that appeared to us the best, and killed ten, letting the rest go.
(Kellogg 1917:202)
They named the bay on the west side of Pointe Aux Pins as “Ronde Eau” because of its somewhat round
shape (Historic ‘Ronde Eau’ n.d.).

D

Because of the protective tree canopy, ample wildlife, and strategic location between French forts in
Detroit and Niagara, Pointe Aux Pins became an important stopping point for French soldiers, traders,
and missionaries. In 1763, New France was ceded to Great Britain as per the terms of the Treaty of Paris.
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1.2.2.1 Kent County
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The initial Euro-Canadian presence in Kent County included French-Canadian traders and missionaries
who were based out of Fort Detroit in present day Essex County. The French often used Point Aux Pins,
now Rondeau Provincial Park, as a camp site (Armstrong 1985:3) After the conclusion of the Seven
Years War in 1763, the Treaty of Paris ceded New France to Great Britain. New France was reorganized
into the Province of Quebec, and French rights in the colony were secured through the passage of the
Quebec Act in 1774. However, the Quebec Act further inflamed tensions with the 13 Colonies, who
wished to settle lands in the Ohio Valley that were now part of Quebec (Dagenais 2013). The second
Treaty of Paris was signed in 1783, which recognized the independence of the United States of America.
Frederick Haldimand, Governor of Canada, wished to attract United Empire Loyalists leaving the United
States to Canada (Craig 1963:4-5). In June 1791, the Constitution Act, or Canada Act, was given royal
assent, and the Province of Quebec was divided into Upper and Lower Canada (Craig 1963:17). Upper
Canada was created to settle United Empire Loyalists. John Graves Simcoe was chosen to be the first
Lieutenant Governor of Upper Canada (Craig 1963:20). Simcoe had ambitious plans for Upper Canada
and aimed to mold it into “the very image and transcript of that of Great Britain” (Taylor 2007:9).
Simcoe reorganized Upper Canada into four districts and 19 counties. On July 26, 1792, Simcoe
established Kent County (Lauriston 1952:43). The original borders of Kent County were larger and
included present day Lambton County. The Municipal Act of 1850 abolished districts in the province and
separated Lambton County from Kent County (Belden 1881:49).
After 1850, Kent County comprised 10 townships, Camden, Chatham, Dover, Howard, Orford, Raleigh,
Romney, Tilbury East, Zone, and Harwich, where the study area is located. Kent County was bordered on
the north by Lambton County, the east by Middlesex and Elgin Counties, the west by the St. Clair River,
1.4
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Lake St. Clair, and Essex County. Lake Erie is the southern border of Kent County. The county
encompassed 574,210 acres and 5,776 square kilometres (Belden 1881:45). Similar to the southern
portions of Lambton County, Kent County initially contained vast tracts of low lying marshy and swampy
areas. As a result, once cleared and properly drained, the land became a fertile agricultural block. The
major centre of trade in Kent County became the Town of Chatham, situated on the Thames River, and
linked to the rest of the province by the Great Western Railway (Belden 1881:53). Kent County remained
primarily agricultural through the 20th century, but other economic activities included oil extraction
(Lauriston 1952:420) and manufacturing (Francis 2012).
In the 1990s, the provincial government embarked on a program of municipal amalgamations. In 1997,
Dr. Peter Meyboom, the appointed provincial restructuring commissioner, announced in a binding
decision that the separate 22 municipalities of Kent County would be merged into a single municipality
named Chatham-Kent. The amalgamation of Kent County into the single tier municipality of ChathamKent was completed in 1998 (Francis 2012).
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1.2.2.2 Geographic Township of Harwich
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The first survey in Harwich Township was undertaken in 1792 by Patrick McNiff (Ontario Genealogical
Society 2006) and 1795 by Abraham Iredell. Iredell was instructed to lay out a road named
Communication Road from Rondeau Bay to Chatham and use it as a baseline for laying out 200-acre lots
on each side. Simcoe intended these lots to be settled by Loyalists (Belden 1881:53). The first settlers
arrived in Harwich in 1796 and settled close to present-day Chatham. The first settler was Thomas Clark,
who lived along the river in present-day Chatham. Most of these settlers were Late Loyalists, and not part
of the original groups of Loyalists who arrived in Canada after the American Revolution (Belden 1881:53).
The initial wave of Loyalist and Late Loyalist settlers ended after the War of 1812, when British officials
began to discourage American immigration and place restrictions on land grants for Americans (Taylor
2007:31). In the 1820s, part of Harwich Township came under the administration of Thomas Talbot’s
settlement scheme. The Talbot Road, one of the best maintained roads in Southwestern Ontario, was
extended into Harwich Township, and settlers under Talbot’s direction began to receive lots in the
southern part of Harwich. Overall, settlement in Harwich Township proceeded slowly (Lauriston
1952:267-268). Talbot preferred settlers from the British Isles, and many of the settlers to arrive in
Harwich after the War of 1812 were of Scottish origin (Lauriston 1952:270).
By the 1850s, much of the land in Harwich Township was settled, and the population of the township in
1851 was 2,627 (Armstrong 1985:95). From 1850 to about 1875 the lumber industry played an important
role in the township, as settlers began to clear en masse the dense forests of the township. Settlers
initially used slash and burn clearing methods and exported the ash or used it for soap making
(Armstrong 1985:52). As the 19th century progressed, sawmills were built throughout the township, and
industries such as cabinet making took place in Harwich. Much of the lumber was also exported to the
United States until 1866, when the Reciprocity Agreement between the United States and Canada ended
(Armstrong 1985:53-54). The most important village in Harwich Township was Blenheim, which started as
a milling site. The opening of a post office at Blenheim spurred further growth, and it became the main
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agricultural trading spot in the township. In 1875, Blenheim was incorporated as a village (Belden
1881:54).
The population of Harwich Township in 1881 stood at 6,410, an increase of 436 since 1871 (Armstrong
1985:95). By the 1880s, the lumber industry in Harwich had declined, and agriculture became the driving
economic force. Most farmers practiced mixed farming with a combination of crops, orchards, and
pastureland. Some farmers had specialized farms that grew either corn, tobacco, beans, or fruit
(Armstrong 1985:111). The 1880 Illustrated Historical Atlas of the County of Kent, Ontario (Belden 1881)
shows the extent to which Harwich Township was settled by the late 19th century. In addition to the early
communities of Blenheim, Shrewsbury, and West Troy, settlement of the township was focused along
major roadways (i.e., Communication Road and Kent Bridge Road). Rondeau (Point aux Pins) is depicted
as being surveyed with a road running north to south connecting Kent Bridge Road to the pier at the
south end opening to Lake Erie.
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At the start of the 20th century, Harwich Township continued to remain rural and agricultural. Blenheim
continued to be the largest town in Harwich and was home to the township’s main feed mills, flour mills,
and sawmills (Armstrong 1985:117-118). During the 1910s, efforts were undertaken to reclaim the
swampy lands of the township that bordered Rondeau Bay and Lake Erie, and by 1920 much of the
acreage in the southern part of the township became cultivatable (Armstrong 1985:164-165). The effects
of the Great Depression during the 1930s depressed prices for farm products, bringing hardship to many
Harwich farmers. Relief efforts in the township included “welfare gardens,” and the purchasing of a
woodlot for township men to clear (Armstrong 1985:198-199).
In the post-war period, a new influx of immigrants arrived in Harwich Township, primarily from war torn
portions of Europe. Increases in population led to the construction of a drinking water pipeline from Lake
Erie to service the township, replacing well water. New residential subdivisions were constructed in
Blenheim and an industrial park was opened in the 1970s (Armstrong 1985:253). In 1971, the population
of Harwich Township was 6,905 (Statistics Canada 1972). In 1998, Harwich Township became part of the
new Municipality of Chatham-Kent.

1.2.2.3 Historic Map Review

Historic maps can often provide information on land tenure and historic features throughout the
townships. In discussing the late 19th century historical mapping, however, it must be remembered that
historical county atlases were produced primarily to identify factories, offices, residences, and
landholdings of subscribers and were funded by subscription fees. Landowners who did not subscribe
were not always listed on the maps (Caston 1997:100). Therefore, all structures were not necessarily
depicted or placed accurately (Gentilcore and Head 1984). Review of historic mapping also has inherent
accuracy difficulties due to potential error in geo-referencing. Geo-referencing is conducted by assigning
spatial coordinates to fixed locations and using these points to spatially reference the remainder of the
map. Due to changes in fixed locations over time (e.g., road intersections), errors/difficulties of scale and
the relative idealism of the historic cartography, historic maps may not translate accurately into real space
points. This may provide obvious inconsistencies during the historic map review. The historical mapping
that was reviewed for this project is shown in Figures 4 to 6.
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Historical maps for the Township of Harwich reviewed consisted of the 1831 Harwich Township Patent
Plan (Burwell 1831) (Figure 4), the 1876 Map of Kent Country (Shackleton and McIntosh 1876) (Figure
5), and the 1880 map of Harwich Township from the Illustrated Historical Atlas of the Counties of Essex
and Kent (Belden 1881) (Figure 6). The landowners for the 1831 and 1876 maps are depicted in Tables 1
and 2. The 1880 map did not depict any landowners for the lots.

Table 1: Land Owners Listed on 1831 Harwich Township Patent Plan
Lot
13

Conc.

Portion

4 West of
Communication
Road

14
16

Grantee

Euro-Canadian Features

Whole

George Young

No features depicted

Whole

Janet McKeller

No features depicted

Whole

Illegible

No features depicted

Lot

Conc.

Portion

16

Euro-Canadian Features

Southeast
quarter

F. McFuggan

No features depicted

Southwest
quarter

L. Kelly

No features depicted

Central quarter

J. & C. Irving

No features depicted

North quarter

S. Irving

No features depicted

Whole

W. & J. Keefer

No features depicted

South half

J. McGibbin

No features depicted

North half

J. Drury

No features depicted
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4 West of
Communication
Road
14

Grantee
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13
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Table 2: Land Owners Listed on 1876 Map of the County of Kent

In addition to the above, 20th century topographic maps of the study area show that a structure was
located in the southeastern corner of the study area. The structure was present on the 1913, 1922, and
1940 maps. The structure was no longer depicted on the 1974 map suggesting it was demolished
between 1940 and 1974 (Figure 7).

1.3

ARCHAEOLOGICAL CONTEXT

1.3.1

The Natural Environment

The study area is situated across the St. Clair Clay Plain physiographic region. The St. Clair Clay Plain is
an extensive area of clay plains covering 5,880 square kilometres in Essex, Kent, and Lambton counties.
The region is fairly flat with little relief, lying between approximately 175 to 215 metres above sea level.
The area during the glacial period was covered by Glacial Lake Whittlesey and Lake Warren, which failed
to leave deep stratified beds of sediment on the underlying clay (Chapman and Putnam 1984:147). The
region is mostly of underlying limestone, with some areas of black shale. The majority of the region has a
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history of poor drainage, which required the installation of dredged ditches and tile underdrains to have
satisfactory conditions for crop growth and tillage. (Chapman and Putnam 1984:149).
Soils within the study area consists of Brookston clay. Brookston clay is poorly drained and has a mottled
heavy clay subsoil. Occasional sandy knolls are present with Brookston clay.
An unnamed drain crosses through the eastern parcel of the study area. Lake Ontario is approximately
four kilometres to the south of the study area.

1.3.2

Pre-Contact Indigenous Resources
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This portion of southwestern Ontario has been occupied by Indigenous peoples since the retreat of the
Wisconsin glacier approximately 11,000 years ago. Much of what is understood about the lifeways of
these Indigenous peoples is derived from archaeological evidence and ethnographic analogy. In Ontario,
Indigenous culture prior to the period of contact with European peoples has been distinguished into
cultural periods based on observed changes in material culture. These cultural periods are largely based
in observed changes in formal lithic tools, and separated into the Early Paleo-Indian, Late Paleo-Indian,
Early Archaic, Middle Archaic, and Late Archaic periods. Following the advent of ceramic technology in
the Indigenous archaeological record, cultural periods are separated into the Early Woodland, Middle
Woodland, and Late Woodland periods, based primarily on observed changes in formal ceramic
decoration. It should be noted that these cultural periods do not necessarily represent specific cultural
identities but are a useful paradigm for understanding changes in Indigenous culture through time. Table
3 provides a general outline of the cultural chronology of the study area, summarized from Ellis and Ferris
(1990).

Table 3: Generalized Cultural Chronology of the Study Area
Period

Characteristics

Time

Comments

Early Paleo-Indian

Fluted Projectiles

9000 – 8400 B.C.

spruce parkland/caribou hunters

Late Paleo-Indian

Hi-Lo Projectiles

8400 – 8000 B.C.

smaller but more numerous sites

Early Archaic

Kirk and Bifurcate Base
Points

8000 – 6000 B.C.

slow population growth

Middle Archaic

Brewerton-like Points

6000 – 2500 B.C.

environment similar to present

Narrow Point

2500 – 1800 B.C.

increasing site size

Broad Point

1800 – 1500 B.C.

large chipped lithic tools

Small Point

1500 – 1100 B.C.

introduction of bow hunting

Terminal Archaic

Hind Points

1100 – 950 B.C.

emergence of true cemeteries

Early Woodland

Meadowood Points

950 – 400 B.C.

introduction of pottery

Couture Corded Pottery

400 B.C. – A.D. 500

increased sedentism

Riviere au Vase Phase

A.D. 500 – 800

seasonal hunting and gathering

Younge Phase

A.D. 800 – 1200

incipient agriculture

Springwells Phase

A.D. 1200 – 1400

agricultural villages

Wolf Phase

A.D. 1400 – 1550

earth worked villages, warfare

Late Archaic

Middle Woodland

Late Woodland
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Period

Characteristics

Time

Comments

Contact Indigenous

Various Algonkian and
Iroquoian Groups

A.D. 1600 – 1875

early written records and treaties

Historic

French/Euro-Canadian

A.D. 1749 – present

European settlement

Local environmental conditions were significantly different from what they are today. Ontario’s first
peoples would have crossed the landscape in small groups in search of food, particularly migratory game
species. In this area, caribou may have been a Paleo-Indian diet staple, supplemented by wild plants,
small game, birds, and fish. Given the low density of populations on the landscape at this time and their
mobile nature, Paleo-Indian sites are small and ephemeral. Such sites are sometimes identified by the
presence of fluted points. Sites are frequently located adjacent to the shorelines of large glacial lakes
(Ellis and Deller 1990).
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Archaeological records indicate subsistence changes around 8000 B.C. at the start of the Archaic Period
in southwestern Ontario. Since the large mammal species that formed the basis of the Paleo-Indian diet
became extinct or moved north with the warming of the climate, Archaic populations had a more varied
diet, exploiting a range of plants and bird, mammal, and fish species. Reliance on specific food resources
like fish, deer, and several nut species became more noticeable through the Archaic Period and the
presence of warmer, more hospitable environs led to expansion of group and family sizes. In the
archaeological record, this is evident in the presence of larger sites. The coniferous forests of earlier
times were replaced by stands of mixed coniferous and deciduous trees by about 4000 B.C. The
transition to more productive environmental circumstances led to a rise in population density. As a result,
Archaic sites become more abundant over time. Artifacts typical of these occupations include a variety of
stemmed and notched projectile points; chipped stone scrapers; ground stone tools (e.g., celts, adzes)
and ornaments (e.g., bannerstones, gorgets); bifaces or tool blanks; animal bone; and chert waste flakes,
a byproduct of the tool making process (Ellis et al. 1990).
Significant changes in cultural and environmental patterns occurred in the Early and Middle Woodland
periods (circa 950 B.C. to A.D. 800). Occupations became increasingly more permanent in this period,
culminating in major semi-permanent villages by roughly 1,000 years ago. Archaeologically, the most
significant changes by Woodland peoples were the appearance of artifacts manufactured from modeled
clay and the emergence of more sedentary villages. The earliest pottery was crudely made by the coiling
method and early house structures were simple oval enclosures. The Early and Middle Woodland periods
are also characterized by extensive trade in raw materials, objects and finished tools, with sites in Ontario
containing trade items with origins in the Mississippi and Ohio River valleys (Spence et al. 1990).
By the Late Woodland period there was a distinctive cultural occupation in southwestern Ontario,
including Essex, Kent, and Lambton counties. The primary Late Woodland occupants of the area were
populations described by archaeologists as Western Basin Tradition. Murphy and Ferris (1990:189)
indicate that these people had ties with populations in southeastern Michigan and northwestern Ohio and
represent an in situ cultural development from the earlier Middle Woodland groups. The Western Basin
Tradition seems to have been centred in the territory comprising the eastern drainage basin of Lake Erie,
Lake St. Clair, and the southern end of Lake Huron. The Western Basin Tradition is divided up into four
phases based on differences in settlement and subsistence strategies and pottery attributes.
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1.3.3

Registered Archaeological Sites and Surveys

D

In Canada, archaeological sites are registered within the Borden system, a national grid system designed
by Charles Borden in 1952 (Borden 1952). The grid covers the entire surface area of Canada and is
divided into major units containing an area that is two degrees in latitude by four degrees in longitude.
Major units are designated by upper case letters. Each major unit is subdivided into 288 basic unit areas,
each containing an area of 10 minutes in latitude by 10 minutes in longitude. The width of basic units
reduces as one moves north due to the curvature of the earth. In southern Ontario, each basic unit
measures approximately 13.5 kilometres east-west by 18.5 kilometres north-south. In northern Ontario,
adjacent to Hudson Bay, each basic unit measures approximately 10.2 kilometres east-west by 18.5
kilometres north-south. Basic units are designated by lower case letters. Individual sites are assigned a
unique, sequential number as they are registered. These sequential numbers are issued by the MTCS
who maintain the Ontario Archaeological Sites Database. The study area is located within Borden block
AbHm.
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Information concerning specific site locations is protected by provincial policy and is not fully subject to
the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (Government of Ontario 1990a). The release of
such information in the past has led to looting or various forms of illegally conducted site destruction.
Confidentiality extends to all media capable of conveying location, including maps, drawings, or textual
descriptions of a site location. The MTCS will provide information concerning site location to the party or
an agent of the party holding title to a property, or to a licensed archaeologist with relevant cultural
resource management interests.
An examination of the Ontario Archaeological Sites Database has shown that six archaeological sites
have been registered within one kilometre of the study area (Table 4) (Government of Ontario 2019a). A
query of the Ontario Public Register of Archaeological Reports indicates that there have been four
previous archaeological studies undertaken within the study area or within 50 metres of the study area
and are detailed below (Government of Ontario 2019b).

Table 4: Registered Sites within One Kilometre of the Study Area
Borden Number

Site Name

Cultural Affiliation

Site Type

AbHm-1

Charing Cross

Unknown Pre-contact

Findspot

AbHm-2

Erieau

Unknown Pre-contact

Scatter

AbHm-7

None Provided

Late Woodland

Campsite; scatter

AbHm-13

None Provided

Euro-Canadian

Dump

AbHm-19

AbHm-19-P2

Unknown Pre-contact

Campsite

AbHm-20

P3

Unknown Pre-contact

Findspot

1.3.4

Summary of Previous Investigations

Archaeological Services Inc. (ASI) carried out a Stage 1 archaeological assessment for the proposed
Ridge Landfill Expansion (ASI 2017). The Stage 1 assessment found that much of the land for the
proposed Ridge Landfill Expansion had been previously assessed by Dillon (1997a, 1997b, 1998) and did
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not require further assessment. ASI determined that portions of the property, including the current study
area, retained archaeological potential and was recommended for further work (Figure 8).
Dillon conducted a Stage 2 archaeological on the lands adjacent to the current study area (Dillon 1997a).
The assessment consisted of a mix of test pit and pedestrian surveys and resulted in the identification of
the Charring Cross (AbHm-1) and Erieau (AbHm-2) sites, three Euro-Canadian scatters and one precontact Indigenous lithic findspot (see Tile 1 in the Supplementary Documentation). Charring Cross
(AbHm-1) comprised a non-diagnostic projectile point base and mid-section fragment. Erieau (AbHm-2)
comprised a biface and two lithic flakes. Of the sites, only Erieau (AbHm-2) was recommended for further
work (1997a). The Stage 3 assessment of Erieau (AbHm-2) consisted of a controlled surface pick-up and
excavation of five test units and resulted in the recovery of 19 artifacts, including lithic fragments and
faunal remains (Dillon 1997b). Erieau (AbHm-2) was recommended for Stage 4 mitigation (Dillon 1997b).
The Stage 4 mitigation consisted of topsoil stripping of the site with no additional artifacts being recovered
(Dillon 1998). No further work was recommended for Erieau (AbHm-2).
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Stantec (2019) conducted a Stage 2 archaeological assessment on portions of the current study area
between May 14, 2019 and April 1, 2019 under PIF P362-0250-2019. Because the spring of 2019 was so
wet, the agricultural fields within the study area had not yet been ploughed when the survey was
scheduled, so these portions of the study area were not subject to Stage 2 survey. Similarly, the grassed
area around the farmstead at the west end of the study area, located off of Charing Cross Road was too
wet to undergo Stage 2 survey. In total, approximately 54 hectares were not subject to Stage 2 survey
(approximately 82% of the total study area) at the time the report was written (Stantec 2019). All other
portions of the study area (approximately 12.4 hectares total) have now been subject to Stage 2 survey
between July 4, 2019 and July 9, 2019 and are discussed in the current report. The areas assessed in
association with the original Stantec survey in spring of 2019 were subject to a test pit survey where one
findspot, Location 1 (AbHm-27), was identified. Location 1 (AbHm-27) was identified as a lithic scatter
consisting of 21 pre-contact Indigenous artifacts, including 17 pieces of chipping detritus, 2 cores, 1
retouched flake, and 1 utilized flake. Location 1 (AbHm-27) retains cultural heritage value or interest and
was recommended for a Stage 3 archaeological assessment. Location 1 (AbHm-27) was subject to
additional Stage 2 assessment in association with the current assessment and an additional 13 precontact lithic artifacts were recovered. All artifacts recovered from Location 1 (AbHm-27) from both
surveys are presented in this report.

1.3.5

Existing Conditions

The study area consists of three parcels with a total area of approximately 66.4 hectares. The eastern
parcel is approximately 58.7 ha in area and is comprised of 53.2 ha of agricultural field, 4.1 ha of
undeveloped wood lot and 1.4 ha of landscaped ground around a homestead. The northern parcel is an
approximately 6.1 ha area comprised of dwarf apple tree orchard. The southwestern parcel is an
approximately 1.6 ha area of grass around a homestead.
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2.0

FIELD METHODS
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As discussed in Section 1.3.5, the study area comprises three parcels with a total area of approximately
66.4 ha and consists of agricultural field, undeveloped wood lot, orchard, homesteads, and lawns. The
Stage 2 archaeological assessment was conducted under PIF P362-0261-2019 issued to Peter Popkin,
Ph.D., CAHP, MClfA by the MTCS. The Stage 2 survey was carried out between July 4, 2019 and July 9,
2019, during which the weather was sunny and warm (Table 5). Because the spring of 2019 was so wet,
the agricultural fields within the study area had not yet been ploughed when the original survey was
scheduled under PIF P362-0250-2019, so these portions of the study area were not subject to Stage 2
survey at the time. Similarly, the grassed area around farmstead at the west end of the study area was
too wet to undergo Stage 2 survey at the time. In total, approximately 12.4 hectares (18.7%) was
assessed under P362-0250-2019 and reported on in an earlier report as detailed in Section 1.3.4
(Stantec 2019). Approximately 54 hectares (81.3%) of the study area are subject to the current Stage 2
assessment. At no time were the field or weather conditions detrimental to the recovery of archaeological
material in the areas that were subject to Stage 2 survey. At no time were the field or weather conditions
detrimental to the recovery of archaeological material in the areas that were subject to Stage 2 survey. An
illustration of the assessment methods, as well as photograph locations and directions, is provided in
Figure 9.
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Table 5: Weather and Field Conditions during the Stage 2 Survey
Activity

Weather

Field Conditions

July 4, 2019

Pedestrian Survey

Sunny, warm

Visibility > 80%

July 5, 2019

Pedestrian Survey

Sunny, warm

Visibility > 80%

July 8, 2019

Pedestrian Survey

Sunny, warm

Visibility > 80%

July 9, 2019

Pedestrian and Test Pit
Survey

Sunny, warm

Visibility > 80%, dry and
friable

Approximately 73.8% of the study area consists of ploughed agricultural fields and was subject to
pedestrian survey at a five-metre interval (Photos 1 to 3) in accordance with Section 2.1.1 of the MTCS’
2011 Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists (Government of Ontario 2011). Ground
surface visibility during the pedestrian survey was greater than 80% and provided for adequate conditions
for the identification of archaeological resources.
During the pedestrian survey, when archaeological resources were identified, the survey transect was
decreased to a one-metre interval and spanned a minimal 20 metre radius around the identified artifacts
(Photos 4 and 5). This approach was established to determine if the artifact was an isolated find or part of
a larger surface scatter. If the artifact was part of a larger scatter, the one-metre interval was continued
until the full extent of the scatter was defined, as per Section 2.1.1 Standard 7 of the MTCS’ 2011
Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists (Government of Ontario 2011). For each isolated
find, the artifact was collected and a UTM coordinate was taken. In accordance with Section 5.0 Standard
2b of the MTCS’ 2011 Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists (Government of Ontario
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2011), five UTM coordinates were taken for large surface scatters: a coordinate at the site centre and four
readings at the furthest extents in each of the cardinal directions. Moreover, for large surface scatters, a
UTM coordinate was recorded for each diagnostic artifact as per Section 2.1 Standard 4a of the MTCS’
2011 Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists (Government of Ontario 2011). All UTM
coordinates were taken using a Topcon FC-25A handheld GPS unit with Magnet Field software at an
accuracy of four to six metres. All UTM coordinates are located in zone 17T and are based upon the
North American Datum 1983 (NAD83).
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Approximately 4.8% of the study area was subject to test pit survey at a five metre interval (Photos 6 and
7) in accordance with Section 2.1.2 of the MTCS’s 2011 Standards and Guidelines for Consultant
Archaeologists (Government of Ontario 2011). Where disturbed test pits were encountered further test
pits were excavated throughout the study area at a 10 metre interval to confirm the area was completely
disturbed (all test pit areas in the study area), as per Section 2.1.8 of the MTCS’s 2011 Standards and
Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists (Government of Ontario 2011). Each test pit was approximately
30 centimetres in diameter and excavated five centimetres into sterile subsoil. The soils were then
examined for stratigraphy, cultural features, or evidence of fill. Test pits were approximately 25
centimetres deep. All soil was screened through six millimetre hardware cloth to facilitate the recovery of
small artifacts and then used to backfill the pit. All test pits were backfilled after excavation.
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A small amount of the study area was identified as previously disturbed (approximately 0.1% of the total
study area) and a small amount of the study area was identified as low and wet (approximately 2.6% of
the total study area) (Photos 8 to 12). These areas were not subject to Stage 2 survey as per Section 2.1
Standard 2a and b of the MTCS’ 2011 Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists
(Govenment of Ontario 2011). The previously disturbed and low and wet areas were photo documented
as per Section 7.8.6 Standard 1b of the MTCS’ 2011 Standards and Guidelines for Consultant
Archaeologists (Government of Ontario 2011). The wet area depicted in Photo 12 is currently
permanently wet due to a berm that was constructed in relation to the existing landfill which has modified
the drainage regime of the immediate area.
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3.0

RECORD OF FINDS

The Stage 2 archaeological assessment was conducted employing the methods described in Section 2.0.
An inventory of the documentary record generated by fieldwork is provided in Table 6. Three new
archaeological locations were identified during the current Stage 2 survey of the study area: Location 2
(AbHm-28), Location 3 (AbHm-29) and Location 4 (AbHm-30). In addition, Location 1 (AbHm-27) which
was originally identified within the study area under PIF P362-0250-2019 was resurveyed and additional
surface artifacts collected from the site. Maps illustrating exact site locations do not form part of this public
report, rather they are found in the Supplementary Documentation.

Table 6: Inventory of Documentary Record

D

Current Location of
Document Type

Document Type

Additional Comments

Stantec office, Markham

In original field book and photocopied in project file

1 map provided by Client

Stantec office, Markham

Hard and digital copies in project file

Stantec office, Markham

Stored digitally in project file

136 digital photographs

R

16 pages of field notes
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All the material culture collected during the Stage 2 archaeological survey of the study area is contained
in two Bankers box, labeled by location number. The boxes will be temporarily housed at the Stantec
London office until formal arrangements can be made for a transfer to an MTCS collections facility.

3.1

PRE-CONTACT INDIGENOUS ARTIFACT DESCRIPTIONS

3.1.1

Raw Material

For any pre-contact Aboriginal lithic artifacts recovered, chert type identifications were accomplished
visually using reference materials located in the Stantec London office. Three chipped lithic materials
were identified within the Stage 2 artifact assemblage: Onondaga chert, Kettle Point chert, and Upper
Mercer chert.
Chert is a naturally occurring mineral found in sedimentary rocks that is a granular crystalline form of
quartz, composed of cryptocrystalline and microcrystalline crystals (Eley and von Bitter 1989). Raw
material acquisition and procurement strategies have long been theorized in academic literature. Some
researchers suggest that raw material choices are purely utilitarian (e.g. Deller 1979, Ellis 1989, Parker
1986a, 1986b, Roosa 1977, and Whitthoft 1952), while others suggest non-utilitarian reasons (e.g. Wheat
1971, Wormington 1957, Simmons et al. 1984, and Hall 1993). Regardless of the reason, chert type
identification and their respective quantities within a particular assemblage provide an opportunity to
evaluate numerous archaeological variables, including: group mobility and sedentism, lithic reduction
strategy and technique, transportation, trade, and symbolism.
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Onondaga formation chert is from the Middle Devonian age, with outcrops occurring along the north
shore of Lake Erie between Long Point and the Niagara River (Eley and von Bitter 1989). It is a highquality raw material frequently utilized by pre-contact people and often found at archaeological sites in
southern Ontario. Onondaga chert occurs in nodules or irregular thin beds, it is a dense non-porous rock
that may be light to dark grey, bluish grey, brown or black and can be mottled with a dull to vitreous or
waxy lustre (Eley and von Bitter 1989).

D

Kettle Point formation chert is from the Late Devonian age and is situated between the Kettle Point (Late
Devonian shales) and the Ipperwash Formations (Middle Devonian Limestone). It occurs as submerged
outcrops that extend approximately 1,350 metres into Lake Huron (Janusas 1984). Secondary deposits
have been reported in Essex County (Janusas 1984) and in the Ausable Basin (Kenyon 1980a; Eley and
Von Bitter 1989). Kettle Point chert can be identified by the presence of a waxy lustre and occurs in a
wide range of colours including brown, grey and greenish colours as well as reddish purple and dark blue
varieties (Eley and von Bitter 1989). A rusty staining on the surface of artifacts is frequently noted (Fisher
1997).

3.1.2

Chipping Detritus

T
AF

R

Upper Mercer chert is a high-quality material that originates in the Upper Mercer formation in Ohio, with
outcroppings occurring over an extensive area of eastern Ohio (DeRegnaucourt and Georgiady 1998:80).
It occurs as bedded blocks or tabular chunks within the Upper Mercer Limestone of the Pottsville Group in
the Pennsylvanian System and erodes out into local streams in large blocks (Converse 2007:192). Upper
Mercer chert is characterized by a black to dark blue colouration, often with fine white veins of siliceous
quartz and chalcedony crystals but can also occur in grey to almost white colour variations (Luedtke
1992). It has a vitreous to waxy lustre and excellent knapping quality. In Ontario, Upper Mercer chert was
primarily utilized during the Archaic Period as evidenced by its presence in Nettling assemblages (Ellis et
al. 1990:77).

All pieces of chipping detritus were subject to morphological analysis following the classification scheme
described by Lennox et al. (1986) and expanded upon by Fisher (1997). Primary flakes feature dorsal
surfaces that are either entirely covered with cortex or have substantial visible cortex present. Secondary
flakes can also have a trace of cortex on the dorsal surface. Both varieties, along with shatter, are
associated with early stages of lithic reduction as chert cores or flint nodules are converted into blanks or
preforms. Tertiary flakes and micro flakes are produced during the further reduction of blanks and
preforms into formal tool shapes. They are the result of precise flake removal through pressure flaking,
where the maker applies direct pressure onto a specific part of the tool in order to facilitate flake removal.
Pressure flaking generally produces smaller, thinner flakes than does percussion flaking. Broadly,
primary, secondary, and shatter flakes indicate early stages of lithic reduction; while, tertiary and micro
flakes indicate later stages of the reduction sequence.
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3.1.3

Expedient Lithic Tools

Retouched flakes are fragments of chipping detritus that display chipping or sharpening marks along their
edges and are flakes from which further flakes have been struck. Utilized flakes are chipping detritus that
show evidence of expedient use and are considered informal tools that were discarded after use.

3.2

EURO-CANADIAN ARTIFACT DESCRIPTIONS

3.2.1

Ceramic Artifacts

3.2.1.1 Ironstone

R

D

Ironstone, also known as white granite, stone china, and graniteware, is a variety of white earthenware
introduced to Canada in the 1820s. It was widely available in the 1840s and became extremely popular in
Upper Canada by the 1860s (Collard 1967; Kenyon 1985). Decorated ironstone, including hand painted,
transfer printed, sponged, and stamped, generally dates to between 1805 and 1840; undecorated
ironstone was most common after 1840 (Miller 1991). By 1897, ironstone was the cheapest dinnerware
available and prices charged for moulded patterns were the same as those charged for plain,
undecorated types (Sussman 1997).
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Ironstone was often decorated with raised moulded designs. The wheat pattern, which resembled the
heads of wheat moulded on the rim, was developed in 1858 and remained popular into the 20th century
(Adams 1994).
Transfer printed ironstone was completed using tissue paper, which allowed for shading and finer line
details or the use of oil and a sheet of glue were used to create a design with little dots (Stelle 2001).
Transfer printing was popular throughout the 19th century. During the 1830s and 40s other colours like
brown, black, red, green and purple became popular, between 1850 and 1890 only blue, black and brown
were popular with a variety of colour becoming popular again in the late 19th century (Adams 1994).
Flow transfer printing was popular in the late 1840s and 1850s and was later revived in the 1890s. The
printing colour – usually blue, but sometimes black – was allowed to bleed into the glaze giving it a misty
appearance (Adams 1994).

3.2.1.2 Stoneware
Stoneware has a vitrified stone-like paste due to the high temperatures used to fire the pottery. The paste
colours vary between white, grey, and tan and are generally quite thick and durable. A common glaze on
stoneware is salt-glazed, which is achieved by introducing salt to the kiln during the firing process
(Maryland Archaeological Conservation Lab 2012). Stoneware was made in Ontario from 1849 onwards
(Adams 1994).
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3.2.1.3 Rockinghamware
Rockinghamware is similar to yellow earthenware with a yellow paste, but the addition of a second brown
coloured manganese glaze results in the body of the ceramic having a mottled appearance.
Rockinghamwares were used as utilitarian vessels often in the form of crocks, jars, pitchers and tea pots
from 1850 to the early 20th century (Saint Mary’s University n.d.).

3.2.1.4

Porcelain

Porcelain wares are produced with very high firing temperatures which result in a partial vitrification of the
paste. Vessel bodies tend to be translucent and can be very thin. Because of its prohibitive cost,
porcelain is rare on 19th century sites in Ontario but becomes relatively common by the 20th century as
less expensive production techniques were developed in Europe (Kenyon 1980b).

D

3.2.1.5 Whiteware

R

Whiteware is a variety of refined earthenware with a near-colourless glaze. By the 1830s it had replaced
earlier, near-white ceramics such as pearlware and creamware. Early whiteware paste tends to be porous
but becomes more vitrified later in the 19th century (Adams 1994).
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Flow transfer printing is a variation of transfer printing in which the pigment, primarily blue but sometimes
black, is allowed to flow into the glaze resulting in a less crisp pattern, giving it a misty appearance. This
process was popular in the middle of the 19th century and was revived again in the 1890s (Adams 1994).
Transfer printing on whiteware was popular throughout the 19th century. Early transfer printed whiteware
often has thicker lines because of the paper used during the transfer of pattern from paper to ceramic.
Later transfer printed whiteware was manufactured using either tissue paper, which allowed for shading
and finer line details, or oil and a sheet of glue to create a design with little dots (Stelle 2001). Before the
1830s, blue was the most common colour used. During the 1830s and 1840s other colours, such as
brown, black, red, green and purple, became popular. Then, between 1850 and 1890, only blue, black
and brown were popular, with a variety of colours becoming popular again in the late 19th century (Adams
1994).

3.2.1.6 Ceramic Form and Function
For Euro-Canadian sites, all ceramic sherds were examined in order to describe the function of the item
from which the ceramic sherd originated. However, for those sherds that were too fragmentary for a
functional assignment, an attempt was made to at least provide a formal description, such as to which
portion of an item the sherd belonged. For example, what used to be a porcelain teacup but now found in
an archaeological context could be classified archaeologically in the artifact catalogue in a descending
order of specificity depending on preservation and artifact size: a teacup (function), a cup (function), a
hollowware (form), or a rim fragment (form). Hollowwares and flatwares were differentiated based on the
presence or absence, respectively, of curvature in the ceramic cross-section of each sherd. The
classification system used here is based upon Beaudoin (2013), but teas were differentiated as teacups
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and tea saucers as necessary. If Beaudoin’s classifications could not be applied, then the broader
definitions of Voss (2008) were used. Ultimately, if sherds were small enough that even a general
functional or formal ware type could not be determined, the sherd was simply classified as either a rim
fragment, a non-rim fragment, a base fragment, or indeterminate. Ceramic functions, as many as were
able to be determined, are provided in the artifact catalogue for each location.

3.2.2

Non-ceramic Artifacts

3.2.2.1 Household Artifacts

D

Some bottle glass colours can provide a tentative temporal range for Euro-Canadian domestic sites,
although most are temporally non-diagnostic (Lindsey 2016). Sun-coloured amethyst glass occurs when
manganese dioxide decolourized glass is exposed to the ultraviolet light in sunlight. Colourless, or clear,
glass is relatively uncommon prior to the 1870s but becomes quite widespread in the 1910s after the
development of automatic bottle manufacturing (Kendrick 1971; Lindsey 2016).

R

White glass, also known as milk glass, was produced primarily between the 1870s and the mid-20th
century (Lindsey 2018). This type of glass was most commonly used for cosmetic and toiletry bottles as
well as ointments or creams (Lindsey 2018).

3.2.2.2 Structural Artifacts

T
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Machine cut nails were cut from a flat sheet of iron and as a result their shanks have a rectangular crosssection. The head is usually rectangular and was often welded into place. Invented in about 1790, cut
nails saw common use from the 1830s until the 1890s (Adams 1994). Wire nails are still in widespread
use today, with a round cross-section and round head. First developed in the 1850s, they began to
replace the cut nail in the 1890s (Adams 1994).

3.2.2.3 Personal Artifacts

Agate buttons are often mistaken for white glass but can be distinguished because of the dimpling on the
reverse side. Agate buttons were widely distributed in Canada by the late 1840s and were used, instead
of shell or pearl, as a cheaper substitute for shirt buttons (Adams 1994).
Glass buttons have been manufactured since the 18th century in Britain. Manufacturing of white glass
buttons began in 1840 as a simple utilitarian two-hole or four-hole button.

3.3

LOCATION 1 (AbHm-27)

Location 1 (AbHm-27) was identified during a combination of test pit and pedestrian survey. Location 1
(AbHm-27) was identified during the initial Stage 2 survey (Stantec 2019) where 21 pre-contact
Indigenous artifacts (Catalogue # 1 to 18) were recovered. Additional pedestrian survey was carried out
for the current assessment in the vicinity of Location 1 (AbHm-27) once field conditions improved where
an additional 13 pre-contact Indigenous artifacts (Catalogue # 19 to 31) were recovered. The complete
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Stage 2 assemblage comprises 34 pre-contact indigenous artifacts. Twenty-one of these artifacts
(catalogue numbers 1-18) were collected at Location 1 (AbHm-27) during the fieldwork under P362-02502019 in spring of 2019 and the remaining 13 artifacts (catalogue numbers 19-31) were collected at
Location 1 (AbHm-27) during the current fieldwork. Of these, six were recovered from six positive test
pits, six were recovered from a single test unit, and 22 were recovered as surface finds. Artifacts
associated with Location 1 (AbHm-27) were recovered from an area measuring approximately 90 metres
by 38 metres. All artifacts were collected and retained for analysis. An artifact summary for the Stage 2
archaeological assessment of Location 1 (AbHm-27) is provided in Table 7 and a sample of the artifacts
are illustrated in Plate 1.

Table 7: Location 1 (AbHm-27) Artifact Summary
Artifact

Frequency

%

D

27

79.41

Retouched flake

3

8.82

Core

2

5.88

1

2.94

1

2.94

Utilized flake
Projectile point

T
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R

Chipping detritus

Total

3.3.1

34

Raw Material

100.0

Of the 34 lithic materials recovered, 17 were manufactured from Kettle Point chert, 15 were manufactured
from Onodaga chert, one was manufactured from Upper Mercer chert, and one was burnt and the
material was not identifiable.

3.3.2

Chipping Detritus

The Stage 2 archaeological assessment of Location 1 (AbHm-27) recovered 27 pieces of chipping
detritus. All recovered flakes were subject to morphological analysis following the classification scheme
described by Lennox et al. (1986) and expanded upon by Fisher (1997). The results of the morphological
analysis of the chipping detritus are presented in Table 8.

Table 8: Chipped Stone Debitage Analysis
Material
Onondaga

Primary

Secondary

Tertiary

Broken

Shatter

Micro

Total
Analyzed

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

0

0.00

1

3.70

7

25.93

6

22.22

0

0.00

0

0.00

14

51.85
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Kettle Point

0

0.00

3

11.11

3

11.11

6

22.22

0

0.00

0

0.00

12

44.44

Burnt

0

0.00

0

0.00

1

3.70

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

1

3.70

Total

0

0.00

4

14.81

11

40.74

12

44.44

0

0.00

0

0.00

27

100.00

Broken flakes were most often encountered within the Stage 2 assemblage, comprising 44.44%, with
tertiary (40.74%) and secondary flakes (14.81%) also recovered. No primary, shatter or micro flakes were
identified. A sample of the chipping detritus recovered from Location 1 (AbHm-27) is presented in Plate 1.
The morphological analysis of the chipped stone debitage indicates that the lithic practices at the site
consist mainly of the re-sharpening and finishing of formal tools from prepared blanks. Primary reduction
activities, from which primary, secondary, and shatter flakes would be created, were most likely being
conducted at a different location. The distribution of Onondaga (51.85%) and Kettle Point (44.44%) cherts
suggests that the people at Location 1 (AbHm-27) were utilizing two sources of raw material.

D

3.3.3

Core

Expedient Lithic Tools

T
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3.3.4

R

Also recovered from the Stage 2 assessment of Location 1 (AbHm-27) were two Kettle Point chert cores.
Cores are used as sources of raw material for tool and blank production. A sample of cores recovered
from Location 1 (AbHm-27) is presented in Plate 1.

One retouched flake, showing retouch on both lateral edges and manufactured from Kettle Point chert.
One retouched flake shows retouch on two edges and was manufactured from Kettle Point chert. One
retouched flake was mostly broken with retouch on the lateral edge and was manufactured from Upper
Mercer chert. One utilized flake, showing use wear on its lateral edge and manufactured form Onondaga
chert, was recovered from Location 1 (AbHm-27) (Plate 1).

3.3.5

Projectile Point

One projectile point was recovered from Location 1 (AbHm-27). The projectile point was manufactured
from Kettle Point chert with a missing tip and base. It is of an indeterminate type and considered nondiagnostic.

3.3.6

Location 1 (AbHm-27) Artifact Catalogue

The complete catalogue of the Stage 2 artifact assemblage recovered from Location 1 (AbHm-27) under
both PIF P362-0250-2019 and P362-0261-2019 is provided in Table 9.
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Table 9: Location 1 (AbHm-27) Artifact Catalogue
PIF #

Subunit or
Context

Depth (m)

Artifact

Quantity

Chert

Morph.

1

surface find
001

0

retouched flake

1

Kettle Point

2

surface find
002

0

chipping
detritus

1

Kettle Point

tertiary

3

surface find
003

0

chipping
detritus

1

Kettle Point

broken

4

surface find
004

0

chipping
detritus

1

Onondaga

broken

5

surface find
005

0

core

1

Kettle Point

surface find
006

0

chipping
detritus

1

Kettle Point

6

R

D

Comments
retouch on both lateral
edges, dorsal side

secondary

7

surface find
007

0

core

1

Kettle Point

8

surface find
008

0

chipping
detritus

1

Kettle Point

broken

9

surface find
009

0

chipping
detritus

1

Kettle Point

broken

10

test pit 1

chipping
detritus

1

Onondaga

tertiary

11

test pit 10

chipping
detritus

1

Onondaga

broken

12

test pit 13

chipping
detritus

1

Kettle Point

tertiary

13

test pit 22

chipping
detritus

1

Onondaga

tertiary

14

test pit 31

chipping
detritus

1

Kettle Point

secondary

15

test unit 1

0.21

chipping
detritus

2

Onondaga

tertiary

16

test unit 1

0.21

chipping
detritus

3

Onondaga

broken

17

test unit 1

0.21

utilized flake

1

Onondaga

T
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P36202502019
P36202502019
P36202502019
P36202502019
P36202502019
P36202502019
P36202502019
P36202502019
P36202502019
P36202502019
P36202502019
P36202502019
P36202502019
P36202502019
P36202502019
P36202502019
P36202502019

Cat.
#

use wear on lateral
edge, dorsal side
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P36202502019

18

test pit 40

P36202612019

19

surface find
10

P36202612019

20

P36202612019

1

Kettle Point

broken

0

chipping
detritus

1

Onondaga

secondary

surface find
11

0

chipping
detritus

1

Kettle Point

broken

21

surface find
13

0

chipping
detritus

1

Kettle Point

broken

P36202612019

22

surface find
14

0

chipping
detritus

1

burnt

tertiary

P36202612019

23

P36202612019

24

P36202612019

D

chipping
detritus

0

retouched flake

1

Kettle Point

surface find
16

0

chipping
detritus

1

Onondaga

tertiary

25

surface find
17

0

chipping
detritus

1

Onondaga

tertiary

P36202612019

26

surface find
18

0

P36202612019

27

surface find
19

0

P36202612019

28

surface find
20

0

P36202612019

29

surface find
21

0

P36202612019

30

surface find
22

0

31

surface find
23

0

retouch on 2 edges

T
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P36202612019

R

surface find
15

chipping
detritus

1

Kettle Point

secondary

chipping
detritus

1

Onondaga

tertiary

retouched flake

1

Upper
Mercer

chipping
detritus

1

Onondaga

broken

chipping
detritus

1

Kettle Point

tertiary

projectile point

1

Kettle Point

mostly broken
retouched lateral edge

missing tip and base,
indeterminate type,
L=39.2*mm,
W=25.5*mm,
TH=5.6*mm, Base
Width=n/a, Neck
Width=18.4*mm, Haft
Length=n/a
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3.4

LOCATION 2 (AbHm-28)

Location 2 (AbHm-28) was identified during a pedestrian survey. The Stage 2 assemblage comprises of
one isolated projectile point. The artifact was collected and retained for analysis. The projectile point is
depicted in Plate 2.

3.4.1

Projectile Point

One isolated projectile point was recovered from Location 2 (AbHm-28). The projectile point is a triangular
point with missing parts of both lateral edges and a portion of one ear. It is of an unidentifiable type but its
general shape suggests it is associated with the Woodland period.

3.4.2

Location 2 (AbHm-28) Artifact Catalogue

D

The complete catalogue of the Stage 2 artifact assemblage recovered from Location 2 (AbHm-28) is
provided in Table 10.

Cat. #

3.5

Depth
(m)

surface
find 1

0

Artifact

Quantity

Chert

Morph.

Comments

T
AF

1

Subunit
or
Context

R

Table 10: Location 2 (AbHm-28) Artifact Catalogue

projectile point

1

Onondaga

triangular point, missing
parts of both lateral
edges and small portion
of one ear, L=38.9mm,
W=22.4*mm,
TH=4.4mm, Base
Width=22.4*mm, Neck
Width=n/a, Haft
Length=n/a

LOCATION 3 (AbHm-29)

Location 3 (AbHm-29) was identified during a pedestrian survey of an agricultural field. The Stage 2
assemblage comprises 155 Euro-Canadian artifacts over an area of approximately 123 metres by 57. The
Euro-Canadian assemblage comprises 75 household artifacts, 69 ceramics, six structural artifacts, four
personal artifacts, and one piece of miscellaneous metal and tools. All artifacts were collected and
retained for analysis. An artifact summary for the Stage 2 archaeological assessment of Location 3
(AbHm-29) is provided in Table 11. A sample of artifacts recovered is illustrated in Plates 3 to 6.

Table 11: Location 3 (AbHm-29) Artifact Summary
Artifact Class

Frequency

%

Household

75

48.39
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Artifact Class

Frequency

%

Ceramic

69

44.52

Structural

6

3.87

Personal

4

2.58

Miscellaneous metal and tools

1

0.65

Total

155

100.00

3.5.1

Ceramic Artifacts

D

A total of 69 ceramic artifacts, representing 44.52% of the Stage 2 assemblage, were recovered from
Location 3 (AbHm-29). A sample of the ceramic artifacts from Location 3 (AbHm-29) is illustrated in Plate
3. The ceramic assemblage is summarized by ware type in Table 12. The majority of the ceramic
assemblage is ironstone (57.97%), followed by stoneware (23.19%), and rockinghamware (11.59%).
Smaller quantities of porcelain and whiteware comprise the balance of the assemblage (7.25%).

Table 12: Location 3 (AbHm-29) Ceramic Assemblage by Ware Type

R
Ceramic Artifact

Ironstone
Stoneware
Porcelain
Whiteware

Total

%

40

57.97

16

23.19

T
AF

Rockinghamware

Frequency

8

11.59

3

4.35

2

2.90

69

100.00

A breakdown of the ceramic assemblage by decorative type is provided in Table 13. Descriptions of the
various decorative types recovered from Location 3 (AbHm-29) are discussed further below.

Table 13: Location 3 (AbHm-29) Ceramic Assemblage by Decorative Type
Ceramic Artifact

Frequency

%

Ironstone, undecorated

22

31.88

Ironstone, moulded

11

15.94

Stoneware, salt-glazed

10

14.49

Rockinghamware

8

11.59

Stoneware

6

8.70

Ironstone, flow transfer printed

5

7.25

Ironstone, transfer printed

2

2.90

Porcelain, undecorated

2

2.90

Whiteware, flow transfer printed

1

1.45
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Ceramic Artifact

Frequency

%

Whiteware, transfer printed

1

1.45

Porcelain, painted

1

1.45

69

100.00

Total

3.5.1.1 Ironstone

D

Of the 40 pieces of ironstone recovered from Location 3 (AbHm-29), 22 (55.00%) are plain or
undecorated. The remaining pieces include: 11 moulded (27.50%), five flow transfer printed (12.50%),
and two transfer printed (5.00%) (Table 14). Undecorated ironstone was most common after 1840 (Miller
1991) and moulded ironstone was manufactured post-1858 (Adams 1994). Transfer printed and flow
transfer printed ironstone were popular in the mid-19th century; thus, this assemblage is representative of
a mid-19th century period of occupation.

Table 14: Location 3 (AbHm-29) Ironstone Assemblage
Ceramic Artifact

Ironstone, moulded

Frequency

%

None

22

55.00

Wheat pattern, ribbed body, basket weave pattern, leaf
design

11

27.50

T
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Ironstone, undecorated

Motif(s)

Ironstone, flow transfer printed

Blue

5

12.50

Ironstone, transfer printed

Blue

2

5.00

40

100.00

Total

3.5.1.2 Stoneware

Of the 16 pieces of stoneware recovered from Location 3 (AbHm-29), 10 (62.50%) are undecorated and
six (37.50%) are salt-glazed (Table 15). Stoneware generally dates from the mid- to late 19th century.

Table 15: Location 3 (AbHm-29) Stoneware Assemblage
Ceramic Artifact

Motif(s)

Frequency

%

Stoneware

Grey, dark brown, and tan glazed exterior; dark brown
glazed interior

10

62.50

Stoneware, salt-glazed

Grey, tan, and brown glazed exterior; grey and dark brown
glazed interior

6

37.50

16

100.00

Total

3.5.1.3 Rockinghamware
Eight pieces of rockinghamware were recovered from Location 3 (AbHm-29). Rockinghamware is
indicative of a middle to late 19th century period of use.
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3.5.1.4 Porcelain
A total of three pieces of porcelain, two undecorated and one painted, were recovered from Location 3
(AbHm-29). The painted porcelain fragment had a blue band and grey floral design with black stems.
Porcelain generally dates to the early 20th century.

3.5.1.5 Whiteware
A total of two pieces of whiteware, one flow transfer printed and one transfer printed, were recovered from
Location 3 (AbHm-29). The flow transfer printed fragment was blue with a moulded design. The transfer
printed fragment was brown with an indeterminate scene. The whiteware assemblage dates to the mid19th century.

D

3.5.1.6 Ceramic Form and Function

R

While many of the ceramic pieces are too fragmentary to discern either form or function, the discernable
form and function of the ceramic assemblage from Location 3 (AbHm-29) is summarized in Table 16 and
Table 17 respectively.

Table 16: Location 3 (AbHm-29) Ceramic Form
Ironstone, undecorated
Ironstone, moulded
Stoneware
Rockinghamware
Stoneware, salt-glazed
Ironstone, flow transfer printed
Ironstone, transfer printed

Flatware

Hollowware

Undetermined

Total

3

12

7

22

0

10

1

11

0

10

0

10

0

7

1

8

0

6

0

6

2

0

3

5

0

1

1

2

T
AF

Ceramic

0

1

1

2

Porcelain, painted

0

1

0

1

Whiteware, flow transfer printed

0

0

1

1

Whiteware, transfer printed

0

0

1

1

Total

5

48

16

69

Porcelain, undecorated

Table 17: Location 3 (AbHm-29) Ceramic Function
Ceramic

Cup

Fragment

Total

Ironstone, undecorated

3

19

22

Ironstone, moulded

4

7

11
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Ceramic

Cup

Fragment

Total

Stoneware

0

10

10

Rockinghamware

0

8

8

Stoneware, salt-glazed

0

6

6

Ironstone, flow transfer printed

0

5

5

Ironstone, transfer printed

0

2

2

Porcelain, undecorated

0

2

2

Porcelain, painted

0

1

1

Whiteware, flow transfer printed

0

1

1

Whiteware, transfer printed

0

1

1

Total

7

62

69

D

3.5.2

Non-Ceramic Artifacts

R

3.5.2.1 Household Artifacts

T
AF

A total of 75 household artifacts were recovered from Location 3 (AbHm-29), including 58 bottle glass
fragments, eight pieces of undetermined glass, four glass lid fragments, four white glass fragments, and
one dish glass fragment. Bottle glass colours present at Location 3 (AbHm-29) include: aqua, apple
green, olive green, colourless, sun coloured amethyst. Eight bottle finishes were identified in the
assemblage for Location 3 (AbHm-29) (Table 18).

Table 18: Bottle Finishes at Location 3 (AbHm-29)
Cat. #

Finish Type

33

Double ring

44

Wide
prescription

54

Packer

Frequency

Approximate Dates

Comments

1

1840s - 1920s

Various bottle types

1

1800s – 1870s

Medicinal and druggist bottles

1

Mid-19th century –
early 20th century

Commonly found on any type of
bottle containing liquid or semiliquid products
The most common finish on
druggist, drug store, tonic, and
prescription bottles

61

Prescription

1

Mid-1870s – early 20th
century

101

Oil

1

1830s to 1920s

Pharmaceutical bottles

1

Mid-1870s – early 20th
century

The most common finish on
druggist, drug store, tonic, and
prescription bottles

110

Prescription
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Cat. #
115

116

Finish Type

Frequency

Collared ring

Prescription

Approximate Dates

Comments

1

Early 20th century

Druggist and prescription bottles

1

Mid-1870s – early 20th
century

The most common finish on
druggist, drug store, tonic, and
prescription bottles

Four pieces of white glass were recovered from Location 3 (AbHm-29). The glass assemblage dates to
the mid- to late 19th century.
The remaining household artifacts, including eight undetermined glass fragments, four lid glass
fragments, and one dish glass fragment are temporally non-diagnostic.

3.5.2.2 Structural Artifacts

D

A total of six structural artifacts were recovered from Location 3 (AbHm-29), including two doorknobs, two
cut nails, one bolt, and one undetermined nail.

R

The nail assemblage suggests middle to late 19th century period of use.

3.5.2.3 Personal Artifacts

T
AF

The remaining structural artifacts, including two doorknobs, one bolt, and one undetermined nail are
temporally non-diagnostic.

A total of four personal artifacts were recovered from Location 3 (AbHm-29), including three buttons and
one porcelain figure.
Of the three buttons, two were made from agate and one from glass. The agate buttons were both
complete with two holes. The glass button was made from black glass with a self-shank. The button has a
pressed design with an oval in the centre bordered on each side by an incised stripped line and a scroll.
The button assemblage dates to the mid-19th century.
The porcelain figurine recovered from Location 3 (AbHm-29) is temporally non-diagnostic.

3.5.2.4 Miscellaneous Metal and Tools.
One piece of miscellaneous metal and tools, a piece of miscellaneous metal, was recovered from
Location 3 (AbHm-29).

3.5.3

Location 3 (AbHm-29) Artifact Catalogue

The complete catalogue of the Stage 2 artifact assemblage recovered from Location 3 (AbHm-29) is
provided in Table 19.
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Table 19: Location 3 (AbHm-29) Artifact Catalogue

Cat. #

Subunit
or
Context

Depth
(m)

1

CSP 121

2
3

Artifact

Quantity

Form/Function

Comments

0

whiteware,
transfer printed

1

unidentifiable / unknown
(non-rim)

brown, mismatched
sheet transfer print,
indeterminate scene

CSP 46

0

ironstone,
undecorated

1

flatware / unknown (rim)

CSP 26

0

glass, bottle

1

aqua, base fragment

1

aqua, fragment of a
circular lid, partial
embossed crown in the
centre

CSP 134

0

glass, lid

5

CSP 154

0

porcelain, painted

1

hollowware / unknown (rim)

blue band and grey
floral with black stems

6

CSP 9

0

stoneware, saltglazed

1

hollowware / unknown
(non-rim)

grey glaze on the
interior and exterior

7

CSP 96

0

8

CSP 6

0

9

CSP 155

10

R

D

4

sun coloured amethyst,
body fragment with a
side seam

1

ironstone,
moulded

1

hollowware / cup (rim)

wheat pattern on the
exterior

0

stoneware

1

hollowware / unknown
(non-rim)

dark brown glaze on the
interior and exterior

CSP 143

0

glass, bottle

1

aqua, body fragment,
partial embossed label,
"…WN…"

11

CSP 153

0

glass, bottle

1

colourless, body
fragment

12

CSP 112

0

ironstone,
moulded

1

13

CSP 152

0

nail, cut

1

14

CSP 75

0

ironstone,
moulded

1

15

CSP 8

0

glass, bottle

1

16

CSP 136

0

rockinghamware

1

17

CSP 141

0

doorknob

1

fragment of a white
porcelain doorknob

1

sun coloured amethyst,
fragment of a circular
base with an embossed
starburst

18

CSP 140

0

T
AF

glass, bottle

glass, bottle

hollowware / unknown
(non-rim)

wheat pattern on the
exterior with a ribbed
body
head and partial shank

hollowware / unknown
(non-rim)

ribbed body, light burnt
aqua, base fragment,
Blake shape

hollowware / unknown
(non-rim)
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19

CSP 49

0

glass, bottle

1

colourless,
neck/shoulder fragment

1

colourless, one surface
is ribbed, one circular
bead present on the
edge

CSP 147

0

21

CSP 91

0

glass,
undetermined

1

sun coloured amethyst,
faceted tapered neck,
flat circular top

22

CSP 138

0

glass, bottle

1

colourless, body
fragment

23

CSP 32

0

glass, bottle

1

aqua, base fragment

24

CSP 44

0

glass, bottle

1

aqua, base fragment

25

CSP 139

0

glass, bottle

1

aqua, body fragment,
flat, partial embossed
label, "…ERY"

26

CSP 62

0

glass, bottle

1

sun coloured amethyst,
body fragment

27

CSP 117

0

28

CSP 89

0

29

CSP 70

0

30

CSP 133

0

glass, dish

1

sun coloured amethyst,
pressed sunburst
design

31

CSP 56

0

glass, bottle

1

aqua, base fragment

32

CSP 84

0

glass,
undetermined

1

colourless, pressed
starburst

33

CSP 2

0

glass, bottle

1

aqua, finish fragment,
double ring finish

34

CSP 135

0

ironstone,
undecorated

1

hollowware / unknown (rim)

35

CSP 11

0

ironstone,
moulded

1

hollowware / cup (rim)

36

CSP 55

0

ironstone,
undecorated

1

hollowware / unknown (lid)

37

CSP 116

0

ironstone,
undecorated

1

flatware / unknown (rim)

R

D

20

glass,
undetermined

glass, bottle

1

aqua, body fragment

glass, bottle

1

aqua, body fragment

glass, bottle

1

aqua, body fragment

T
AF

wheat pattern on the
exterior

38

CSP 65

0

stoneware, saltglazed

1

hollowware / unknown
(non-rim)

grey glaze on the
interior and exterior,
caramel band over an
incised line with dots on
the exterior

39

CSP 51

0

stoneware, saltglazed

1

hollowware / unknown (rim)

light grey/brown on the
exterior of the rim, dark
brown glaze on the
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interior and on the body
of the exterior
40

CSP 45

0

glass, bottle

1

sun coloured amethyst,
body fragment

41

CSP 64

0

glass, lid

1

aqua, circular lid
fragment

42

CSP 150

0

glass, bottle

1

aqua, base, circular

CSP 76

0

glass, bottle

1

44

CSP 42

0

glass, bottle

1

sun coloured amethyst,
finish/neck fragment,
wide prescription finish

1

black glass, self-shank,
complete, pressed
design on face with an
oval in the centre
bordered on each side
by an incised stripped
line and a scroll

D

43

pale aqua, finish/neck
fragment, double ring,
machine made (side
seams on the neck and
finish)

CSP 78

0

46

CSP 111

0

47

CSP 71

48

button

R

45

tan glaze on the
exterior, dark brown
glaze on the interior

1

hollowware / unknown (rim)

0

ironstone,
undecorated

1

unidentifiable / unknown
(base)

CSP 106

0

glass, white

1

pressed fish scale
pattern

49

CSP 120

0

porcelain, figurine

1

base fragment,
unpainted

50

CSP 99

0

ironstone, flow
transfer printed

1

unidentifiable / unknown
(non-rim)

blue, small fragment,
indeterminate design

51

CSP 149

0

ironstone,
moulded

1

hollowware / cup (base)

ribbed exterior with
small scrolls

52

CSP 83

0

glass, bottle

1

dark olive green, body
fragment

53

CSP 104

0

glass, bottle

1

sun coloured amethyst,
body fragment

54

CSP 115

0

glass, bottle

1

aqua, finish fragment,
Packer finish

55

CSP 130

0

glass, bottle

1

sun coloured amethyst,
body fragment

56

CSP 128

0

glass, bottle

1

colourless,
neck/shoulder fragment

57

CSP 68

0

glass, bottle

1

aqua, body fragment

T
AF

stoneware
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CSP 74

0

glass, bottle

1

aqua, body fragment

59

CSP 142

0

glass, bottle

1

aqua, body fragment

60

CSP 124

0

glass, bottle

1

aqua, base fragment

61

CSP 77

0

glass, bottle

1

aqua, finish fragment,
prescription

62

CSP 80

0

glass, lid

1

aqua, circular lid
fragment, partial
embossed crown

63

CSP 54

0

glass, bottle

1

aqua, shoulder
fragment

64

CSP 146

0

glass, bottle

1

sun coloured amethyst,
pressed sunburst
design

65

CSP 27

0

glass,
undetermined

1

sun coloured amethyst,
ribbed exterior, curved
fragment

66

CSP 126

0

ironstone,
undecorated

1

67

CSP 69

0

glass, white

1

68

CSP 53

0

ironstone, flow
transfer printed

1

unidentifiable / unknown
(non-rim)

69

CSP 118

0

ironstone,
undecorated

1

hollowware / unknown (rim)

70

CSP 52

0

ironstone,
undecorated

1

hollowware / cup (handle)

71

CSP 72

0

doorknob

1

fragment of a white
porcelain doorknob

72

CSP 122

0

glass, white

1

pressed diamond
pattern on the exterior

73

CSP 127

0

glass, bottle

1

aqua, body fragment

74

CSP 66

0

ironstone,
undecorated

1

unidentifiable / unknown
(non-rim)

75

CSP 73

0

ironstone,
undecorated

1

unidentifiable / unknown
(base)

76

CSP 137

0

rockinghamware

1

hollowware / unknown
(non-rim)

indeterminate moulding
on the exterior

77

CSP 148

0

ironstone,
undecorated

1

unidentifiable / unknown
(non-rim)

partial maker's mark,
transfer print, black,
"…WA…" and "…M…"

1

unidentifiable / unknown
(base)

indeterminate moulding,
blue transfer print scroll
and partial flower with
stippled shading

1

hollowware / unknown (rim)
pressed fish scale
pattern

T
AF

R

D

58

78

CSP 109

0

ironstone,
moulded

79

CSP 131

0

nail, cut

blue, indeterminate
design

head and partial shank
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CSP 59

0

glass, lid

1

81

CSP 88

0

glass, bottle

1

aqua, body fragment,
partial embossed label,
"…PE…"

82

CSP 79

0

ironstone,
undecorated

1

unidentifiable / unknown
(non-rim)

83

CSP 48

0

ironstone, flow
transfer printed

1

unidentifiable / unknown
(non-rim)

blue, indeterminate
design, partially
exfoliated

84

CSP 67

0

rockinghamware

1

hollowware / unknown
(non-rim)

indeterminate moulding
on the exterior

85

CSP 125

0

glass, bottle

1

aqua, body fragment,
partial embossed label,
"…CE…"

86

CSP 151

0

nail, undetermined

1

shank fragment

87

CSP 63

0

D

80

aqua, fragment of a
circular lid, partial
embossed image or
label, indeterminate

unidentifiable / unknown
(non-rim)

blue flow with an
indeterminate moulded
design

ironstone,
undecorated

1

unidentifiable / unknown
(base)

partial marker's mark,
black, transfer print,
"…AL IRONSTO…"
above a partial crown

R
1

whiteware, flow
transfer printed

CSP 57

0

89

CSP 7

0

ironstone,
undecorated

1

unidentifiable / unknown
(base)

90

CSP 87

0

rockinghamware

1

hollowware / unknown (rim)

91

CSP 1

0

ironstone,
undecorated

1

hollowware / unknown
(base)

92

CSP 92

0

ironstone,
moulded

1

hollowware / unknown
(non-rim)

basket weave pattern
on the exterior

93

CSP 34

0

stoneware

1

hollowware / unknown
(non-rim)

grey glaze on the
exterior with dark brown
glaze on the interior

94

CSP 93

0

stoneware

1

hollowware / unknown
(non-rim)

grey glaze on the
exterior with dark brown
glaze on the interior

95

CSP 61

0

glass, bottle

1

colourless, body
fragment

96

CSP 97

0

glass, bottle

1

aqua, body fragment

97

CSP 47

0

glass, bottle

1

aqua, body fragment

98

CSP 20

0

glass, bottle

1

aqua, base fragment,
diagonal seam

99

CSP 14

0

ironstone,
moulded

1

T
AF

88

hollowware / unknown (rim)

slight scallop on the rim

wheat pattern on the
exterior
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CSP 95

0

ironstone,
undecorated

1

101

CSP 82

0

glass, bottle

1

102

CSP 24

0

ironstone,
undecorated

1

hollowware / cup (handle)

103

CSP 105

0

ironstone, flow
transfer printed

1

flatware / unknown (rim)

104

CSP 25

0

ironstone,
undecorated

1

hollowware / unknown (rim)

105

CSP 13

0

glass, bottle

1

106

CSP 18

0

stoneware

1

107

CSP 94

0

button

1

108

CSP 33

0

ironstone,
moulded

1

hollowware / cup (rim)

indeterminate design on
the exterior

109

CSP 102

0

stoneware

1

hollowware / unknown
(non-rim)

dark brown glaze on
one surface with the
opposite surface
exfoliated

110

CSP 85

0

glass, bottle

1

sun coloured amethyst,
finish fragment,
prescription

111

CSP 4

0

glass, bottle

1

aqua, neck fragment
with side seams part
way up the neck

112

CSP 29

0

rockinghamware

1

unidentifiable / unknown
(rim)

113

CSP 90

0

ironstone,
undecorated

1

hollowware / unknown (lid)

114

CSP 5

0

ironstone, flow
transfer printed

1

flatware / unknown (rim)

115

CSP 113

0

glass, bottle

1

aqua, finish fragment,
collared ring finish

116

CSP 17

0

glass, bottle

1

sun coloured amethyst,
finish/neck fragment,
prescription

117

CSP 21

0

ironstone,
undecorated

1

118

CSP 22

0

glass, bottle

1

apple green, body
fragment

119

CSP 38

0

glass, bottle

1

aqua, body fragment

hollowware / unknown (rim)
olive green, finish
fragment with an oil
finish

blue, small fragment,
indeterminate design

aqua, base fragment
hollowware / unknown
(non-rim)

grey glaze on the
exterior with dark brown
glaze on the interior
white, agate, circular
with 2 holes, complete

T
AF

R

D

100

too small to determine
form or function

blue flow along a
slightly scalloped rim,
faint moulded scroll

flatware / unknown (rim)
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CSP 114

0

glass, bottle

1

aqua, base fragment

121

CSP 35

0

glass, bottle

1

aqua, base fragment

122

CSP 101

0

glass, bottle

1

light olive green, body
fragment

123

CSP 23

0

glass, white

1

fragment with a pointed
rim

124

CSP 100

0

glass, bottle

1

sun coloured amethyst,
body fragment

125

CSP 132

0

rockinghamware

1

126

CSP 110

0

glass, bottle

1

127

CSP 3

0

stoneware

1

128

CSP 15

0

glass,
undetermined

1

129

CSP 16

0

ironstone,
undecorated

1

130

CSP 28

0

glass, bottle

1

131

CSP 119

0

stoneware, saltglazed

1

hollowware / unknown (rim)
aqua, base/body
fragment
hollowware / unknown
(non-rim)

blue painting,
indeterminate design on
the exterior
dark olive green, burnt

hollowware / cup (handle)
aqua, base/body
fragment, curved
hollowware / unknown
(non-rim)

T
AF

R

D

120

tan glaze on the
exterior, dark brown
glaze on the interior
circular rod with a
section of threading on
one end, head missing,
heavily corroded

132

CSP 37

0

bolt

1

133

CSP 40

0

ironstone,
moulded

1

134

CSP 50

0

glass, bottle

1

135

CSP 39

0

porcelain,
undecorated

1

unidentifiable / unknown
(non-rim)

136

CSP 43

0

stoneware, saltglazed

1

hollowware / unknown
(non-rim)

137

CSP 10

0

glass, bottle

1

aqua, body fragment

1

sun coloured amethyst,
indeterminate pressed
design, possible sun
burst

138

CSP 19

0

glass,
undetermined

139

CSP 58

0

porcelain,
undecorated

1

140

CSP 103

0

metal,
miscellaneous

1

hollowware / unknown (rim)

partial leaves on the
exterior
aqua, body fragment

tan glaze on the
exterior, dark brown
glaze on the interior

hollowware / unknown (lid)
round flat disk with a
square hole in the
centre, approximately
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2cm thick, heavy,
indeterminate
characters near one
edge of the square,
heavily corroded
141

CSP 30

0

stoneware

1

hollowware / unknown
(non-rim)

142

CSP 31

0

rockinghamware

1

hollowware / unknown
(base)

1

CSP 145

0

144

CSP 108

0

stoneware

1

145

CSP 107

0

glass,
undetermined

1

146

CSP 123

0

147

CSP 98

0

148

CSP 86

149

D

143

glass,
undetermined

great glaze on the
exterior with dark brown
glaze on the interior

light sun coloured
amethyst, indeterminate
embossing on the
exterior
hollowware / unknown
(non-rim)

dark brown glaze on the
interior and exterior
sun coloured amethyst,
indeterminate fragment,
thick and angular

1

hollowware / unknown
(non-rim)

tan glaze on the
exterior, dark brown
glaze on the interior

ironstone, transfer
printed

1

hollowware / unknown
(non-rim)

blue, indeterminate
design on the exterior

0

ironstone, transfer
printed

1

unidentifiable / unknown
(non-rim)

blue, indeterminate
design

CSP 60

0

stoneware

1

hollowware / unknown
(non-rim)

grey glaze on the
exterior with dark brown
glaze on the interior

150

CSP 81

0

button

1

white, agate, circular
with 2 holes, complete

151

CSP 36

0

glass, bottle

1

aqua, body fragment

152

CSP 12

0

glass, bottle

1

sun coloured amethyst,
body fragment

153

CSP 129

0

ironstone,
moulded

1

hollowware / unknown
(non-rim)

154

CSP 144

0

rockinghamware

1

hollowware / unknown
(non-rim)

155

CSP 41

0

ironstone,
undecorated

1

hollowware / unknown (rim)

T
AF

R
stoneware, saltglazed

ribbed exterior
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3.6

LOCATION 4 (AbHm-30)

Location 4 (AbHm-30) was identified during a pedestrian survey. The Stage 2 assemblage is made up of
one isolated projectile point. The artifact was collected and retained for analysis. The projectile point is
depicted in Plate 7.

3.6.1

Projectile Point

One isolated projectile point was recovered from Location 4 (AbHm-30). The projectile point is the base
and shoulders of a bifurcated base Early Archaic point. It is missing the tip of one ear. The projectile point
was manufactured from Onondaga chert.

3.6.2

Location 4 (AbHm-30) Artifact Catalogue

D

The complete catalogue of the Stage 2 artifact assemblage recovered from Location 4 (AbHm-30) is
provided in Table 20.

Cat. #

surface
find 12

Depth
(m)

0

Artifact

Quantity

Chert

Morph.

T
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1

Subunit
or
Context

R

Table 20: Location 4 (AbHm-30) Artifact Catalogue

projectile point

1

Onondaga

Comments
Base and shoulders of
bifurcated base Early
Archaic point. Missing
tip of one ear.
L=16.4*mm,
W=25.6*mm,
TH=5.1*mm, Base
Width=14.6*mm, Neck
Width=13.6mm, Haft
Length=8.5mm
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4.0

ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS

The Stage 2 archaeological assessment for a portion of the proposed Ridge Landfill Expansion identified
three pre-contact indigenous sites: Location 1 (AbHm-27), Location 2 (AbHm-28), and Location 4 (AbHm30), and one Euro-Canadian site: Location 3 (AbHm-29). Maps identifying exact site locations do not form
part of this public report; they may be found in the Supplementary Documentation.

4.1

LOCATION 1 (AbHm-27)

D

The Stage 2 assessment of Location 1 (AbHm-27) resulted in the recovery of a lithic scatter of 34 precontact Indigenous artifacts. The site area includes six positive test pits, one positive test unit and 22
surface artifacts over an area of 87 metres by 38 metres. The pre-contact Indigenous assemblage is
comprised of 27 pieces of chipping detritus, three retouched flakes, two cores, one utilized flake, and one
projectile point.
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Chipping detritus is the waste product from the production of lithic tools and is the most often recovered
artifact on pre-contact Aboriginal archaeological sites in southern Ontario. Chipping detritus, along with
utilized and retouched flakes, are generally considered to be temporally non-diagnostic other than being
produced by pre-contact Aboriginal peoples. For this reason, artifacts such as these cannot help place
the archaeological site within a specific time period or cultural group. The projectile point was nondiagnostic.
Despite the non-diagnostic nature of the artifacts recovered from Location 1 (AbHm-27), the site
represents a spatially discrete cluster of pre-contact Indigenous artifacts. Six pre-contact lithic artifacts
were recovered from a single test unit fulfilling the criteria to require a Stage 3 archaeological
investigation as per Section 2.2 Standard 1a(ii)(2) of the MTCS’ 2011 Standards and Guidelines
(Government of Ontario 2011). Therefore, a Stage 3 archaeological assessment is recommended for
Location 1 (AbHm-27) to further evaluate the site’s cultural heritage value or interest.

4.2

LOCATION 2 (AbHm-28)

The Stage 2 assessment of Location 2 (AbHm-28) resulted in the recovery of a single pre-contact
indigenous projectile point. The projectile point was unidentifiable to type but its general form suggests
that it is likely associated with the Woodland period.
Given the isolated nature of the artifact, and the fact that it is not a Paleo-Indian or Early Archaic
diagnostic artifact, the cultural heritage value or interest of Location 2 (AbHm-28) is judged to be
sufficiently documented. Location 2 (AbHm-28) does not fulfill the criteria for a Stage 3 archaeological
investigation as per Section 2.2 of the MTCS’ 2011 Standards and Guidelines (Government of Ontario
2011).
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4.3

LOCATION 3 (ABHM-29)

The Stage 2 assessment of Location 3 (AbHm-29) resulted in the recovery of 155 Euro-Canadian artifacts
over an area of approximately 123 metres by 57 metres. The Euro-Canadian assemblage comprises 75
household artifacts, 69 ceramics, six structural artifacts, four personal artifacts, and one piece of
miscellaneous metal and tools. The dateable ceramic assemblage from Location 3 (AbHm-29) is
indicative of a mid-to-late 19th century occupation and includes ironstone (57.97%), followed by stoneware
(23.19%), and rockinghamware (11.59%). Smaller quantities of porcelain and whiteware comprise the
balance of the assemblage (7.25%). A mid-to-late 19th century occupation of Location 3 (AbHm-29) is
further indicated by the presence of a cut nail and agate and glass buttons. Occupation into the 20th
century is indicated by the white glass and bottle finishes.
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Location 3 (AbHm-29) is located in part of Lot 13, Concession 4 West of Communication Road,
Geographic Township of Harwich, County of Kent, now Municipality of Chatham-Kent, Ontario. No
structures are depicted on the 1831, 1876, and 1880 historic maps in the vicinity of the site, but no
farmstead structures are shown on the 1831 and 1876 maps and very few are depicted on the 1880 map
so the absence of mapped farmstead structures is not positive evidence of their absence in the landscape
(Figure 4 to 6). A structure is depicted in close proximity to Location 3 (AbHm-29) on the 1913
topographic map but it is not clear when the structure was constructed, and the artifacts recovered from
the site indicate a mid-to-late 19th century occupation. The structure is present on the 1940 topographic
map but is no longer depicted on the 1974 topographic map. It is possible that Location 3 (AbHm-29) is
associated with this structure that was demolished in the mid-20th century.
With the identification of over 20 artifacts dating to a period of use prior to 1900, it is determined that
Location 3 (AbHm-29) retains cultural heritage value or interest. Based on these considerations, Location
3 (AbHm-29) fulfills the criteria for a Stage 3 archaeological investigation as per Section 2.2 Standard 1c
of the MTCS’ Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists (Government of Ontario 2011).

4.4

LOCATION 4 (ABHM-30)

The Stage 2 assessment of Location 4 (AbHm-30) resulted in the recovery of an isolated pre-contact
Indigenous projectile point. The projectile point is unidentifiable to type but the bifurcated base indicates
that it dates to the Early Archaic period. The point was manufactured from Onondaga chert. Despite the
isolated nature of the projectile point, Location 4 (AbHm-30) retains further cultural heritage value or
interest due to its association with the Early Archaic period in southern Ontario. Location 4 (AbHm-30)
meets the criteria for a Stage 3 archaeological investigation as per Section 2.2 Standard 1b(iii) of the
MTCS’ 2011 Standards and Guidelines (Government of Ontario 2011).
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5.0

RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1

LOCATION 1 (AlGm-27)

Six pre-contact lithic artifacts were recovered from a single test unit at Location 1 (AlGm-27) fulfilling the
criteria to require a Stage 3 archaeological investigation as per Section 2.2 Standard 1a(ii)(2) of the
MTCS’ 2011 Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists (Government of Ontario 2011).
Therefore, a Stage 3 archaeological assessment is recommended for Location 1 (AlGm-27) to
further evaluate the site’s cultural heritage value or interest.

5.2
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The Stage 3 archaeological assessment will be conducted according to the procedures outlined in the
MTCS’ 2011 Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists (Government of Ontario 2011). The
Stage 3 archaeological assessment of Location 1 (AlGm-27) will include a controlled surface pick-up of
the surface scatter within the ploughable portion of the agricultural field. The area may be reploughed
prior to the controlled surface pick-up if the consultant archaeologist decides that the field visibility has
decreased since the Stage 2 archaeological assessment. The controlled surface pick-up will be followed
by the hand excavation of Stage 3 test units every five metres in systematic levels and into the first five
centimetres of subsoil. Additional one-metre test units, amounting to 20% of the grid total, will be placed
in areas of interest within the site extent. All excavated soil will be screened through six millimetre mesh;
any artifacts being recovered will be recorded and catalogued by the corresponding grid unit designation.
If a subsurface cultural feature is encountered, the plan of the exposed feature will be recorded and
geotextile fabric will be placed over the unit before backfilling the unit.

LOCATION 2 (AbHm-28)

Location 2 (AbHm-28) does not fulfill the criteria for a Stage 3 archaeological investigation as per Section
2.2 of the MTCS’ 2011 Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists (Government of Ontario
2011). The cultural heritage value or interest of Location 2 (AbHm-28) has been sufficiently documented.
Therefore, no further archaeological assessment is recommended for Location 2 (AbHm-28).

5.3

LOCATION 3 (AbHm-29)

The artifact assemblage from Location 3 (AbHm-29) contains at least 20 artifacts that date prior to 1900.
In accordance with Section 2.2 Standard 1c of the 2011 Standards and Guidelines for Consultant
Archaeologists (Government of Ontario 2011), Location 3 (AbHm-29) retains cultural heritage value or
interest and meets the criteria for a Stage 3 archaeological assessment. Therefore, a Stage 3
archaeological assessment is recommended for Location 3 (AbHm-29).
The Stage 3 archaeological assessment of Location 3 (AbHm-29) will be conducted according to the
procedures outlined in the MTCS’ 2011 Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists
(Government of Ontario 2011). The Stage 3 archaeological assessment of Location 3 (AbHm-29) will
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include a controlled surface pick-up of the surface scatter portion of the site within agricultural field. The
area may be reploughed prior to the controlled surface pick-up if the consultant archaeologist decides that
the field visibility has decreased since the Stage 2 archaeological assessment. The controlled surface
pick-up will be followed by the hand excavation of Stage 3 test units every five metres in systematic levels
and into the first five centimetres of subsoil. Additional one-metre test units, amounting to 20% of the grid
total, will be placed in areas of interest within the site extent. All excavated soil will be screened through
six millimetre mesh; any artifacts being recovered will be recorded and catalogued by the corresponding
grid unit designation. If a subsurface cultural feature is encountered, the plan of the exposed feature will
be recorded and geotextile fabric will be placed over the unit before backfilling the unit.

5.4

D

The Stage 3 archaeological assessment of Location 3 (AbHm-29) will also include additional site-specific
archival research, in order to supplement previous background study concerning land use and occupation
history. This additional research should include, but is not limited to, land registry documents, census
records, and historical settlement maps.

LOCATION 4 (AbHm-30)

R
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The artifact assemblage from Location 4 (AbHm-30) contains an isolated Early Archaic artifact. Location 4
(AbHm-30) is judged to retain further cultural heritage value or interest. Location 4 (AbHm-30) fulfills the
criteria for a Stage 3 archaeological investigation as per Section 2.2 Standard 1b(iii) of the MTCS’ 2011
Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists (Government of Ontario 2011). Therefore, a
Stage 3 archaeological assessment is recommended for Location 4 (AbHm-30) to further evaluate
the site’s cultural heritage value or interest.
The Stage 3 archaeological assessment will be conducted according to the procedures outlined in the
MTCS’ 2011 Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists (Government of Ontario 2011). The
Stage 3 archaeological assessment of Location 4 (AbHm-30) will include a controlled surface pick-up of
the surface scatter. The area may be reploughed prior to the controlled surface pick-up if the consultant
archaeologist decides that the field visibility has decreased since the Stage 2 archaeological assessment.
The controlled surface pick-up will be followed by the hand excavation of Stage 3 test units every five
metres in systematic levels and into the first five centimetres of subsoil. Additional one-metre test units,
amounting to 20% of the grid total, will be placed in areas of interest within the site extent. All excavated
soil will be screened through six millimetre mesh; any artifacts being recovered will be recorded and
catalogued by the corresponding grid unit designation. However, given the location represents a possible
single component Early Archaic site, a minimum of 20% of the total units must be screened through three
millimetre hardware cloth to facilitate the recovery of artifacts as per Section 3.2.2 Standard 7 of the
MTCS’ 2011 Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists (Government of Ontario 2011). If a
subsurface cultural feature is encountered, the plan of the exposed feature will be recorded, and
geotextile fabric will be placed over the unit before backfilling the unit.
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6.0

ADVICE ON COMPLIANCE WITH LEGISLATION

This report is submitted to the Minister of Tourism, Culture and Sport as a condition of licensing in
accordance with Part VI of the Ontario Heritage Act, R.S.O. 1990, c O.18 (Government of Ontario 1990b).
The report is reviewed to ensure that it complies with the standards and guidelines that are issued by the
Minister, and that the archaeological fieldwork and report recommendations ensure the conservation,
protection and preservation of the cultural heritage of Ontario. When all matters relating to archaeological
sites within the project area of a development proposal have been addressed to the satisfaction of the
Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport, a letter will be issued by the ministry stating that there are no
further concerns with regard to alterations to archaeological sites by the proposed development.
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It is an offence under Sections 48 and 69 of the Ontario Heritage Act (Government of Ontario 1990b) for
any party other than a licensed archaeologist to make any alteration to a known archaeological site or to
remove any artifact or other physical evidence of past human use or activity from the site, until such time
as a licensed archaeologist has completed fieldwork on the site, submitted a report to the Minister stating
that the site has no further cultural heritage value or interest, and the report has been filed in the Ontario
Public Register of Archaeological Reports referred to in Section 65.1 of the Ontario Heritage Act
(Government of Ontario 1990b).
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Should previously undocumented archaeological resources be discovered, they may be a new
archaeological site and therefore subject to Section 48(1) of the Ontario Heritage Act (Government of
Ontario 1990b). The proponent or person discovering the archaeological resources must cease alteration
of the site immediately and engage a licensed consultant archaeologist to carry out archaeological
fieldwork, in compliance with Section 48(1) of the Ontario Heritage Act (Government of Ontario 1990b).
The Funeral, Burial and Cremation Services Act, 2002, S.O. 2002, c.33 (Government of Ontario 2002)
require that any person discovering human remains must notify the police or coroner and the Registrar of
Cemeteries at the Ministry of Government and Consumer Services.
Archaeological sites recommended for further archaeological fieldwork or protection remain subject to
Section 48 (1) of the Ontario Heritage Act and may not be altered, or have artifacts removed from them,
except by a person holding an archaeological licence.
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Photo 1: Pedestrian Survey, facing northeast
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Photo 2: Pedestrian Survey, facing northeast
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Photo 3: Pedestrian survey, facing southwest
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Photo 4: Pedestrian survey intensification to one metre intervals at Location 1 (AbHm27), facing northeast
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Photo 5: Pedestrian survey intensification to one metre intervals at Location 3 (AbHm29), facing northeast
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Photo 6: Test pit survey, facing east
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Photo 7: Test pit survey, facing southeast
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Photo 8: Existing laneway – not surveyed, facing northeast
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Photo 9: Existing building – not surveyed, facing northeast
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Photo 10: Low and wet area – not surveyed, facing southwest
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Photo 11: Low and wet area – not surveyed, facing northwest
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Photo 12: Low and wet area at left of photograph – not surveyed, facing north
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ARTIFACTS

Plate 1: Sample of artifacts recovered from Location 1 (AbHm-27)
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Plate 2: Artifact recovered from Location 2 (AbHm-28)
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Plate 3: Sample of ceramic artifacts recovered from Location 3 (AbHm-29)
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Plate 4: Sample of household artifacts recovered from Location 3 (AbHm-29)
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Plate 5: Sample of structural artifacts recovered from Location 3 (AbHm-29)
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Plate 6: Sample of personal artifacts recovered from Location 3 (AbHm-29)
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Plate 7: Artifact recovered from Location 4 (AbHm-30)
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All maps will follow on succeeding pages.
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Treaty No. 11, June 30th, 1798 (Chippewa)
Treaty No. 13, August 1st, 1805 (Mississauga)
Treaty No. 13A, August 2nd, 1805 (Mississauga)
Treaty No. 16, November 18th, 1815 (Chippewa)
Treaty No. 18, October 17th, 1818 (Chippewa)
Treaty No. 19, October 28th 1818 (Chippewa)
Treaty No. 20, November 5th, 1818 (Chippewa)
Treaty No. 21, March 9th, 1819 (Chippewa)
Treaty No. 27, May 31st, 1819 (Mississauga)
Treaty No. 27½, April 25th, 1825 (Ojibwa and Chippewa)
Treaty No. 35, August 13th, 1833 (Wyandot or Huron)
Treaty No. 45½, August 9th, 1836 (Saugeen)
Treaty No. 57, June 1st, 1847 (Iroquois of St. Regis)
Treaty No. 60, Robinson, Superior, September 7th, 1850 (Ojibwa)
Treaty No. 61, Robinson, Huron, September 9th, 1850 (Ojibwa)
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of this report and are based solely on the scope of work described in the report, the limited data available
and the results of the work. The conclusions are based on the conditions encountered by Stantec at the
time the work was performed. Due to the nature of archaeological assessment, which consists of
systematic sampling, Stantec does not warrant against undiscovered environmental liabilities nor that the
sampling results are indicative of the condition of the entire property.
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TABLE 2: PREFERRED TREE AND SHRUB SPECIES
(FROM 2018 SUGGESTED PLANTING LIST,
LOWER THAMES VALLEY CONSERVATION AUTHORITY)

Ridge Landfill

TWP: CK

New Woodlot Site:
18. 5 Acres (9.36 ha at 2:1 replacement)
REFORESTATION
ITEM

QUANTITY

Maple Silver 1+0 (25-40cm)

1100

z38
Cherry Black 2+0 45-60 cm

1100

z37
Hickory Shagbark

1000

Oak White 2+0 (25-40cm) z38

1100

Oak Burr 1+0 (23-40cm) z38

1100

Oak Red 1+0 (20-40cm) z37/38

1000

Oak Pin 2+0 12"-18"

1100

Walnut Black 1+0 (25-60cm)

1100

z37
Sycamore American 12-18"

1100

Quaking Aspen 18-24"

1100

Plant Total

10800

Presentation for
August 1, 2019 Meeting

Commencement

Notice of EA

Spring 2018

• Evaluation Criteria Workshop
• Neighbour & Stakeholder
Meetings
• Open House
• Emails, letters, Newsletters
• Ridge Landfill Liaison
Committee
• Agency Consultation
• Indigenous Community
engagement

Provide us your input
on alternatives and
evaluation criteria:

Waste Connections will evaluate
alternative ways to expand the
landfill.

Confirmation of
Alternative Methods &
Evaluation Criteria

Spring – Summer 2018

Provide us your input on
potential effects and
mitigation:
• Neighbour & Stakeholder
Meetings
• Open House
• Emails, letters, Newsletters
• Ridge Landfill Liaison
Committee
• Agency Consultation
• Indigenous Community
engagement

• Neighbour & Stakeholder
Meetings
• Open House
• Emails, letters, Newsletters
• Ridge Landfill Liaison
Committee
• Agency Consultation
• Indigenous Community
engagement

A draft document
will be released
for public and
agency review for
a 45-day review
period.

Draft EA
Document

Summer 2019

Waste Connections will develop
mitigation measures to reduce
negative impacts from the
expanded landfill.
We Are
Here

Assessment of Potential
Effects & Development
of Mitigation Measures

Winter - Spring 2019

Provide us your input on
preliminary evaluation
results:

Waste Connections will
recommend a preferred way to
expand the landfill.

Evaluation of
Alternative Methods

Summer - Fall 2018

Key EA Steps and Comprehensive Consultation Plan

August 1, 2019

Environment Committee

Presentation to Oneida of the Thames First Nation

Ridge Landfill
Environmental Assessment
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A final EA
document will be
released for a 45day public and
agency review.
MECP will
make a
decision based
on the final
submitted EA
and input
received.

Final
EA Document

Fall 2019 – Spring
2020

Work on the Environmental Assessment has been
ongoing since May 2018.

In May 2018, Waste Connections received approval
from the Ministry of Environment, Conservation
and Parks to proceed with the Environmental
Assessment for a proposed expansion of the Ridge
Landfill.

Waste Connections owns 340 ha of land west of Erieau Road.
262 ha of this land is the existing landfill site.
The current approved capacity is 21 million cubic metres.
The site can currently accept up to 1.3 million tonnes of waste
per year.
The site can currently receive residential waste from ChathamKent and its four adjacent municipalities.
The site can currently receive industrial, institutional &
commercial waste from all of Ontario.
The landfill is expected to reach its capacity in 2021.
We have an excellent environmental record at the landfill. site.

• The expansion will occur at the existing Ridge Landfill
property on the 340 ha of land west of Erieau Road.
• The extent of the proposed expansion area is approximately
54 ha. The maximum height of the expansion is restricted
by the proximity of the airport (i.e., 241 metres above sea
level).
• The annual volume and type of waste accepted will be
maintained and not change from what is currently received
so there will be no increase in truck traffic.
• Will provide disposal capacity for an additional 20 years
(2021 to 2041).
• The service area for industrial, commercial & institutional
waste would be reduced to southern & central Ontario only.
• The service area for residential waste would be reduced to
Chatham-Kent only.
• The project includes a commitment to look at viable
diversion opportunities to assist the Province in meeting its
diversion goals.
• Continued focus on maintaining the excellent environmental
record at the Ridge Landfill.

Key Elements of the Proposed Expansion

from what is currently so there will be no increase in truck traffic.

•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

Ridge Landfill Today
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• Based on the recommended mitigation measures, no net effects on terrestrial or aquatic biology are
anticipated.

Net Effect

• Planting of double the number of trees removed. Will plant 11,000 trees within the same “eco-region’
as the landfill.
• Restoration of habitat as soon as possible and replacement of removed nests.
• Partnering with Indigenous Communities and Organizations during the seed and tree species selection
process in support of restoration and naturalization works.
• Removal of vegetation and in-water works to follow applicable timing windows, increased length of
drain will create additional fish habitat and offer opportunities for enhancement.
• Use best management practices such as erosion and sediment control.
• Inform and educate contractors on the management of species-at-risk and other wildlife.
• Maintain buffers and protect remaining on-site features.

Key Mitigation

• The vertical expansion of the Old Landfill will temporarily remove approximately 50 ha of contiguous
meadow habitat, which is a habitat for the eastern meadowlark.
• The removal of old agricultural buildings may require the removal of barn swallow nests.
• Adding to the footprint will require removal of the 3.76 ha southwest woodlot. This woodlot is made
up of Moist Green Ash Hardwood Deciduous Forest, Fresh Black Walnut Deciduous Forest and Gray
Dogwood Deciduous Thicket.
• The relocation of the Howard Drain will temporarily remove associated fish habitat.

Potential Impacts

Impact Assessment – Biology

• Construction of two (2) new stormwater ponds.

treatment at the Blenheim Wastewater Treatment Lagoons.

• Continued development of the leachate collection system with

and a minor extension of the Charing Cross Road berm.

• Construction of perimeter berms along Erieau Road, Allison Line

system.

• Continued development of the landfill gas collection and flaring

– Add to footprint of the South Landfill.

– Add to footprint of West Landﬁll, and

– Vertical expansion of Old Landfill,

• Three distinct areas:

The Preferred Alternative includes:

The Preferred Alternative
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• With the implementation of the recommended mitigation measures and monitoring program,Clay
no net
effects on groundwater are anticipated.

Net Effect

• Ongoing collection, removal, and treatment of leachate.
• Continued monitoring of the 48 on-site monitoring wells, 6 new wells
and the 15 private wells with additional monitoring wells as needed.
• Implementation of contingency measures should they be needed to
protect groundwater.

Key Mitigation

• There is >30 m of natural clays underlying the site. This clay has low
permeability and groundwater travels very slowly. It would take a drop
of leachate leaving the bottom of the landfill approximately 3,000 years
to reach the groundwater aquifer and another 400 years for it to move
200 metres laterally toward any private well.
• Monitoring since the 1980s shows that the landfill has not impacted
groundwater resources.
• Chloride is the indicator parameter used to determine how long the
landfill leachate could potentially be a source of contamination. It is
predicted that chloride concentrations would be below the allowable
concentration in 380 years, over which time it would only travel a few
meters into the underlying clay.

Potential Impacts

Impact Assessment - Groundwater

The Preferred Alternative
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• Residents in the vicinity of the site may have diﬀerent
views of the landﬁll based on location. The height of the
preferred alternative will not exceed the elevation of the
existing landﬁll and since the expansion simply extends the
existing waste areas, the visual sensitivity of the expansion
is relatively low.

Net Effect

• Construction of berms and plantings to reduce any
potential visual impact.

Key Mitigation

Clay

Proposed condition;
View of the
proposed expansion to the south-west

• Of the 10 receptors within an approximate 1 km radius of the landfill that will
have a view of the expanded facility:
– seven currently see the existing landfill.
– three will have views of the facility where previously the waste fill
area was not visible.

Potential Impacts

Modelling was completed to determine how visible the completed landfill would be.

Impact Assessment – Social (Visual)

• With the implementation of the recommended mitigation measures and
monitoring program, no net effects on surface water are anticipated.

Net Effect

• Use of erosion and sediment control measures to minimize the potential
for sedimentation in municipal drains.
• Establishment of buffer between surface water and work areas.
• Ponds operate in “batch mode” to protect against accidental release of
leachate.
• Creation of additional fish habitat through lengthening of drain and
opportunity for habitat enhancement.
• Surface water facilities designed for climate change.
• Surface water monitoring will continue.

Key Mitigation
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• Based on modelling it is concluded that the proposed expansion will not negatively impact surface water quantity in municipal
drains.
• Surface water quality considers a number of different elements including:
• temperature – potential minor change in temperature resulting from storing water in stormwater ponds;
• sediment and nutrients – sediment will be reduced in the stormwater pond, and water is tested before release; and
• benthos and fish habitat – 1,330 metres of the Howard Drain will need to be relocated. The relocation will result in 1,600
metres of new drain.

Potential Impacts

Surface water features on the Ridge Landfill property include municipal drains, 5 storm water ponds and a flood control facility

Impact Assessment – Surface Water

• Noise will be within allowable levels. However, some residents may notice a
change in noise levels from what they currently hear due to the changing location
of future landfill activities. There will be no noticeable change in noise levels
generated by waste trucks along the haul route over the expansion period.

Net Effect

• Construction of berms and plantings around the site to reduce noise impacts.
• Regular communication with neighbours & encouraging them to reach out to
Waste Connections if they have noise concerns.

Key Mitigation

• Based on the analysis, the day time (55 dBA) and night time (40 dBA) noise levels
will be below the MECP guidelines. It is noted that the noise level of a normal
conversation ranges from 50 to 65 dBA.
• There are some receptors that may notice a change in noise compared to their
current situation at some stage in the landfill development.
• Receptors along the haul route should not notice a change in noise as the number
of trucks will be consistent with current condition.

Potential Impacts

Noise levels were modelled based on three scenarios representing activity at the
three landfill areas (Old Landfill, West Landfill, South Landfill). The proposed
expansion will continue to use similar landﬁlling practices as done today and the
amount of waste trucked to the site will not change.

Impact Assessment – Social (Noise)

• With the implementation of the recommended mitigation measures, no net effects related to air quality and
climate change are anticipated.

Net Effect

• Operational controls such as dust control, reduced on-site vehicle speed, and landfill gas capture and flaring
will be in place.
• The replanting of removed trees will assist in maintaining the ability to absorb GHGs.
• The proposed expansion is designed to be resilient to changing climate, in particular stormwater ponds sized
for future climate projections are included.

Key Mitigation

• All landfilling scenarios will meet relevant air quality criteria.
• The predicted air quality impact along the haul route is below relevant air quality criteria and not expected to
change significantly compared to existing.
• Predicted impacts of greenhouse gas are negligible.
• The landfill infrastructure is not anticipated to be impacted by changing precipitation and heat levels.

Potential Impacts

The atmospheric analysis considered air quality impacts from all on-site operations, and along the haul route as
well as potential greenhouse gas emissions. Three scenarios were tested representing work on the 3 different fill
areas (Old Landfill, West Landfill, South Landfill)

Impact Assessment – Atmospheric & Climate Change
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Any graphic
to include?

Continued expansion of the landﬁll gas collection system.
Continued flaring of landfill gas.
Use of odour neutralizing systems.
Installation of litter fences including a permanent litter fence.
Continued monitoring and recovery of any off-site litter.
Regular communication with neighbours & encouraging them to reach out to Waste Connections if they have odour or litter
concerns.

• No net effects anticipated.

Net Effect

• No mitigation required on haul route.

Key Mitigation

• No increase in truck traffic as a result of expansion.
• Improvements made to Highway 401 interchange are
expected to improve overall traffic flow.
• Under the forecast (2041) conditions, the study area
intersections are anticipated to operate identical to the existing
conditions.

Potential Impact

Currently approximately 200 trucks per day access the landfill
site. The number of trucks will remain the same. Between 2013
and 2016 there were 6 collisions on Communication Road
between Drury Line and Burk Line. None of them involved
waste trucks.

Impact Assessment – Transportation

• Regular landfill operation is not supposed to result in significant odour, however there may be occasions where fugitive odours
can be noticeable to some residents.
• There may be occurrences of blowing litter during high winds, which will be addressed by
Waste Connections as needed.

Net Effect

•
•
•
•
•
•

Key Mitigation

• Low impact on receptors from on-site odour sources.
• Some potential for litter to migrate off-site during high wind
conditions.

Potential Impacts

Active landfill gas management is currently used to manage odour
at the Ridge Landfill. There have been some concerns raised by
residents about odour and litter. Waste Connections has been
adding gas wells to increase gas capture and reduce fugitive
odours and increased staff to collect blowing litter.

Impact Assessment – Social (Odour & Litter)
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• No net effects anticipated.

Net Effect

• Coordination with bird control efforts at the airport.

• Continued enhancements to the existing bird control program at
the landfill.

Key Mitigation

• Expansion will not increase potential bird problem to air traffic.

Potential Impacts

Bird control measures taken at the landfill and airport have been
appropriate and satisfactory in protecting airport users.

Gulls are the main species of concern because they are attracted to
landfills in general. The existing bird management program at the
Ridge Landfill includes falconry and pyrotechnics.

Impact Assessment – Aviation Safety & Bird Hazard

• The potential impact on businesses from landfill traffic during
construction and operation will be low and similar to what is
experienced today.
• The continued employment and economic activity associated with the
site will continue to provide benefits to the local economy.
• The Host Community Agreement and the Ridge Landfill Community
Trust Agreement will continue to benefit the Municipality of ChathamKent, community development and individual residents.

Net Effect

• Apply litter, odour and noise mitigation.

• Regular communication with business neighbours.
• Encourage businesses in the site vicinity and along the haul route to raise
concerns directly to Waste Connections to be addressed.

Key Mitigation

• There are 15 direct farm accesses along with 46 additional field access points on the haul route. There is no change to the number of
trucks that will take waste to the Ridge so no change in impacts along the haul route are anticipated.

• The businesses in the vicinity of the site may experience visual, noise, odour and litter disruption similar to local residents.
• Approximately 94 ha of agricultural lands will be removed.

Potential Impacts

Businesses operating near the site include a fruit stand, a small equipment dealer, and various agricultural operations. The Chatham Airport
is also within 1 km of the site. There are two (2) businesses and 4 institutional/public uses along the haul route including the Ministry of
Transportation of Ontario yard.

Impact Assessment - Economic
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Existing Zoning By-law Designations

•

•

•

•

Planning Applications to be formally submitted to the Municipality
once EA submitted to Ministry (Fall 2019).
Municipality will review for completeness and schedule a Statutory
Public Meeting on the applications at a future Council Meeting (early2020).
Final consideration of Planning Applications by Council following EA
approval (mid-2020).
All those currently on the EA stakeholder list will be notified of the
planning process going forward.

Next Planning Steps

17

Proposed Zoning By-law Designations

19

The following will be required for the proposed expansion:
• Zoning By-law Amendment – to permit the use of the
site for landfilling waste.
• Site Plan Application – to implement the Official Plan
and Zoning By-law with respect to placement of
buildings and key features.

Impact Assessment – Land Use (Zoning By-law )

Net Effects
• At this time, and pending results from the Stage 2 Archeological
Study, the proposed undertaking should not adversely affect
cultural heritage or archaeological resources.

Key Mitigation
• Document cultural heritage features in a Heritage Impact
Assessment Report.
• Stage construction activities to avoid impacts to identified cultural
heritage resources.
• Stop construction activities if any archaeological resources are
discovered and notify the Ministry of Culture, Tourism and Sport.

Potential Impacts
• Removal/demolition of a residence, barn and farmscape (including a residence) along Allison Line and one
barn along Charing Cross Road identified as cultural resources. None of these resources are registered heritage
buildings/sites.
• A Stage 1 Archaeological Study was completed for the property. It identified some lands that have been
undisturbed.
• A Stage 2 Archaeological Study is being completed to confirm if there is any Archaeological
significance/importance to the property.

Impact Assessment – Cultural Heritage & Archaeology

Existing Official Plan Land Use Designations

Commitments
• Through the EA process Waste Connections has made a number of commitments to implement mitigation
measures, conduct monitoring and to keep neighbours informed about the landfill.
• An annual compliance monitoring report documenting these commitments and when/how
they will be met is expected to be a condition of approval.

Contingency Measures
• A contingency plan is deﬁned as a response to a recognized but unexpected event. Contingency measures
have been prepared for groundwater, surface water, leachate, archeology and landﬁll gas management.

Reporting
• Complaints procedure.
• Annual Site Development, Operations and Monitoring Report (submitted to the MECP).
• Ridge Landfill Liaison Committee.

Monitoring
• An eﬀective monitoring program ensures that the Ridge Landﬁll is working as expected, that mitigation
measure are eﬀective, and that unforeseen problems are identiﬁed and addressed.
• Monitoring programs for groundwater, surface water, leachate and landfill gas will continue, as well as the
monitoring of environmental effects during construction.
• The results of the monitoring programs will be documented each year in the Annual Monitoring Report for
the Ridge Landﬁll site.

Monitoring, Contingency Measures & Commitments

Proposed Official Plan Land Use Designations

The following will be required for the proposed expansion:
• Official Plan Amendment – to extend the waste
management land use designation onto the proposed
expansion area of the site.

The existing site is designated and zoned for waste
management in the Chatham-Kent Official Plan and zoning
by-law.

Impact Assessment – Land Use (Official Plan)
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Please send them to us anytime at: www.ridgelandfill.com

Your issues or concerns are important to us!
– We want to know about them.
– We want to address them where possible.
– We want to incorporate your feedback where
possible and applicable.

We want to hear from you!

Thank You!

Waste Connections will continue with its current diversion practices and proposes to carry forward the following
options/initiatives:
• Beneﬁcial reuse of source separated construction and demolition (C&D) waste at the Ridge Landﬁll.
• On-site drop-oﬀ depot at the Ridge Landﬁll for speciﬁc materials that would complement and enhance existing diversion
opportunities in Chatham-Kent.
• Identify opportunities to facilitate partnerships among customers where a waste product of one customer could be a
resource for another, where feasible.
• Provide guidance and educational support to customers as new materials are designated.
• Review and comment on proposed waste management policies and regulations and assist customers in understanding
changes to policies and regulations through outreach programs.
• Invest in infrastructure and equipment to meet market demands for the diversion of materials such as food and organic
waste where economically viable.
• Support the Province in waste data collection and management where feasible and conduct
periodic waste audits on its customer’s residual waste streams.

Waste Connections is committed to being an industry leader, assisting the province in diverting waste from disposal as
guided by the A Made-in-Ontario Environment Plan in order to preserve and protect the environment for future generations:
• Continuing to work with customers to identify opportunities to reduce materials going to disposal;
• Safely removing recyclables from the waste collected at waste transfer stations; and
• Seeking opportunities to promote additional re-use and recycling.

Diversion – What We’ve Heard From Our Neighbours
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Cathy Smith, Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
T: 519-358-2860
E: catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com

All comments should be submitted to:

All comments received by September 6, 2019 will be
incorporated in the final Environmental Assessment Report.

The draft Environmental Assessment Report is available for
review until September 6, 2019. A printed copy of the draft
report is available at the Ridge Landfill Website:
www.ridgelandfill.com

Conclusions & Next Steps

MECP decision
Fall 2020

Public review of
Final
Environmental
Assessment
Report
Fall 2019
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Final
consideration of
Planning
Applications by
Council following
EA approval

Municipality will
review a Statutory
Public Meeting
on the
applications at a
future Council
Meeting

Final
Steps

Final
EA Document

Draft EA
Document

Public review of
Draft
Environmental
Assessment
Report
Summer 2019

Winter/Summer
2020

Fall 2019 – Fall
2020

Spring/Summer
2019
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Email Communication

Subject:

FW: Oneida FN

From: John Beaucage <JBeaucage@counselpa.com>
Date: May 15, 2019 at 11:23:04 AM EDT
To: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
Subject: Re: Oneida FN
Hi Cathy;
Oneida now has a young man who has the title of Environmental Coordinator, his name is
Brandon Doxtator. He told me this morning that he is still new in the job and hasn't got to all of
the files on his desk. He did say that he would contact me by Friday if he had any issues or
questions on the Ridge Landfill expansion.
Other dates of contact with Oneida were April 23rd (call to find out who is the consultation
person), call on May 6 and left a message with Brandon, call back this morning to see if there
were any issues.

John Beaucage
Principal, Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
95 St. Clair Avenue West, Suite 1606, Toronto, ON, M4V 1N6
P: 416.920.0716 ext. 239 | C: 705.746.0638 | counselpa.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jaskiran Shoker <jshoker@counselpa.com>
September 26, 2019 10:07 AM
Buelles, Anni
FW: Ridge Draft EA

From: Jaskiran Shoker
Sent: Wednesday, July 10, 2019 4:21 PM
To: jessica.hill@oneida.on.ca
Cc: John Beaucage <JBeaucage@counselpa.com>; Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
Subject: Ridge Draft EA

On behalf of John Beaucage (Counsel Public Affairs) and Waste Connections of Canada:
Dear Chief Hill,
The draft Environmental Assessment will soon be completed by Waste Connections of Canada on the Ridge
Landfill project.
There are a couple of options that you may wish to consider in terms of receiving the information, they are:
·
·
·
·

Electronic Copy of Full Draft EA
Hard Copy of Main EA Report – electronic copy of Report, Appendices and Supporting Documentation
Hard Copy of Full Draft EA
No Copy – the Full Draft EA will be available at www.ridgelandfill.com

The Draft EA will be distributed the week of the 22nd of July.
Please advise us as to how you wish to receive the information. If we do not hear from you by the end of July
we will assume that if interested, you will be viewing the draft EA on the Ridge Landfill website.
For further information, please don’t hesitate to reach out at 705-746-0638 or via email at
JBeaucage@counselpa.com, and please copy Cathy Smith at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.
Yours truly,
John Beaucage

1

Buelles, Anni <abuelles@dillon.ca>

Fwd: First Response Re: Ridge Landfill Draft Environmental Assessment Report
Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>
Mon, Jul 15, 2019 at 2:43 PM
To: "kkolli@dillon.ca" <kkolli@dillon.ca>, "sreimer@dillon.ca" <sreimer@dillon.ca>, "abuelles@dillon.ca"
<abuelles@dillon.ca>, "wallison@dillon.ca" <wallison@dillon.ca>

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Oneida Environment <environment@oneida.on.ca>
Date: July 15, 2019 at 2:19:04 PM EDT
To: "JBeaucage@counselpa.com" <JBeaucage@counselpa.com>, "catherine.smith@
wasteconnections.com" <catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com>
Subject: FW: First Response Re: Ridge Landfill Draft Environmental Assessment Report
WARNING: This email is from outside of Waste Connec ons; Exercise cau on.

Hello Catherine

I hope you are doing well,

Please see attached first response from the Oneida Nation of the Thames Regarding the Open House &
Ridge Landfill Draft EA Report.

Oneida Nation of the Thames would like to invite you and your representatives to our Oneida Environment
Committee which are scheduled for the following dates;

Thursday, August 1st, 4-8pm
Thursday August 15th, 4-8pm
Thursday September 5th, 4-8pm

Please let me know which date works for you, and we can get you on the agenda.

Thank you, and have a great day

Brandon Doxtator
Environment and Consultation Coordinator
Oneida Nation of the Thames

Oneida Public Works Office
2706 Nicholas Rd, Oneida
(519)-652-6922

T^teskwahlolyana’ Nahte’ Weswalihwatsh^’li
“Come and tell us what you found out”

2 attachments
First Response - Ridge Landfill Draft EA report.pdf
719K
ATT00001.htm
1K

Fwd: Meeting Minutes - Oneida
Allison, Bill <wallison@dillon.ca>
To: Anni Buelles <abuelles@dillon.ca>

Tue, Jan 7, 2020 at 9:31 PM

Bill Allison
Partner
Dillon Consulting Limited
Suite 200 - 51 Breithaupt Street
Kitchener, Ontario, N2H 5G5
T - 519.571.9833 ext. 3125
F - 519.571.7424
M - 519.575.2093
WAllison@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>
Date: Tue, Jan 7, 2020 at 9:30 PM
Subject: Fwd: Meeting Minutes - Oneida
To: Bill Allison <wallison@dillon.ca>

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Oneida Environment <environment@oneida.on.ca>
Date: September 3, 2019 at 2:07:41 PM EDT
To: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
Cc: "Varghese, Betsy" <bvarghese@dillon.ca>
Subject: RE: Meeting Minutes - Oneida

Sounds great, and whatever is available, I think we were talking about 1000 trees, we have the room for
it. Especially with the ﬁres in the amazon forest and provinces cuts to tree plan ng program, now more
than ever we should be plan ng as many trees as we can.

Have a great day

Brandon Doxtator
Environment and Consulta on Coordinator
Oneida Na on of the Thames

Oneida Public Works Oﬃce
2706 Nicholas Rd, Oneida
(519)-652-6922

T^teskwahlolyana’ Nahte’ Weswalihwatsh^’li
“Come and tell us what you found out”

From: Cathy Smith [mailto:Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com]
Sent: September-03-19 10:03 AM
To: Oneida Environment <environment@oneida.on.ca>
Cc: Varghese, Betsy <bvarghese@dillon.ca>
Subject: RE: Mee ng Minutes - Oneida

Hi Brandon,

We are hoping to order the trees next March for 2020 spring plan ng. Do you have any preliminary
thoughts on how many trees you might like?

Thanks,
Cathy

From: Oneida Environment [mailto:environment@oneida.on.ca]
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2019 9:48 AM
To: Cathy Smith
Cc: Varghese, Betsy
Subject: RE: Meeting Minutes - Oneida

Good Morning Cathy,

Thank you for the minutes and the stage 2 AA, it is much appreciated,

Yes I sent out an email but never got a response back about his name. I will inquire again.

I know you were talking about trees and how we indicated we would be interested in taking some oﬀ of
you. Do you know if that is going to be happening this year or next year?

Have a great day

Brandon Doxtator
Environment and Consulta on Coordinator
Oneida Na on of the Thames
Oneida Public Works Oﬃce
2706 Nicholas Rd, Oneida
(519)-652-6922

T^teskwahlolyana’ Nahte’ Weswalihwatsh^’li
“Come and tell us what you found out”

From: Cathy Smith [mailto:Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com]
Sent: August-29-19 2:49 PM
To: Oneida Environment <environment@oneida.on.ca>
Cc: Varghese, Betsy <bvarghese@dillon.ca>
Subject: FW: Mee ng Minutes - Oneida

Hi Brandon, please see a ached and Betsy’s comments below, thanks! Cathy

Cathy Smith HBA, MA, ENV SP
Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion

T: 519 676 5000 | F: 519 676 4967 | C: 519 358 2860
Waste Connections of Canada | 20262 Erieau Road | Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
www.WasteConnectionsCanada.com

From: Varghese, Betsy [mailto:bvarghese@dillon.ca]
Sent: Thursday, August 29, 2019 2:24 PM
To: Cathy Smith
Cc: Bill Allison; Buelles, Anni; 152456
Subject: Meeting Minutes - Oneida

WARNING: This email is from outside of Waste Connec ons; Exercise cau on.

Hi Cathy,

Please find the minutes and requested information (Stage 2 Archaeology Reports, proposed tree inventory)
for distribution. I don't have Todd's last name but once Brandon reviews, we could get his last name and
then submit a final version.

Thanks - Betsy
Betsy Varghese, P.Eng.
Associate
Dillon Consulting Limited
235 Yorkland Blvd Suite 800
Toronto, Ontario, M2J 4Y8
T - 416.229.4647 ext. 2326
F - 416.229.4692
M - 416.817.8045
bvarghese@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

This message is directed in confidence solely to the person(s) named above and may contain privileged,
confidential or private information which is not to be disclosed. If you are not the addressee or an
authorized representative thereof, please contact the undersigned and then destroy this message.

Ce message est destiné uniquement aux personnes indiquées dans l'entête et peut contenir une
information privilégiée, confidentielle ou privée et ne pouvant être divulguée. Si vous n'êtes pas le
destinataire de ce message ou une personne autorisée à le recevoir, veuillez communiquer avec le
soussigné et ensuite détruire ce message.

Walpole Island First Nations

Notices

CONFIDENTIAL

June 14, 2018
Chief Dan Miskokomon
Walpole Island First Nation
117 Tahgahoning Road, R.R. #3
Wallaceburg, ON
N8A 4K9
Dear Chief Miskokomon,
I am writing to you today to advise you that the Terms of Reference for the Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental
Assessment received approval from the Minister of Environment and Climate Change on May 1, 2018. This Terms of
Reference approval allows us to proceed with the Environmental Assessment (EA). The Environmental Assessment is
where Waste Connection’s team of environmental experts will carry out technical analysis and evaluate the options to add
capacity to the Ridge. The key changes made to the Amended Terms of Reference (previously made available for public
and agency review in December 2017) are highlighted in a table at the end of this letter. The Approved Amended Terms of
Reference is attached and is also available on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com.
The Notice of Commencement for the EA is attached. This notice provides information on an upcoming Open House to be
held at St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George Street in Blenheim on July 25, 2018 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm.
This Open House will present the alternative ways to expand the landfill (referred to as site development alternatives), and
will explore alternative ways to manage leachate and use landfill gas. The Open House will also present the criteria
proposed to evaluate the site development alternatives in order to enable public feedback.
If you have any questions or comments, please call me at 705.746.0638 or at jbeaucage@counselpa.com or contact Cathy
Smith at Waste Connections at 519.358.2860 or at cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com.

Sincerely,

John Beaucage, Principal
cc: Cathy Smith, Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada

Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
Head Office: 95 St Clair Ave W, Suite 1606, Toronto, ON M4V 1N6 | 416.920.0716 | counselpa.com
Vancouver | Edmonton | Toronto | Ottawa

CONFIDENTIAL

This table provides an overview of the key changes made to the December 2017
Amended ToR
Section
Executive
Summary

Section 2.2

Amendment
Diversion ‐ Waste Connections reinforced its commitment to assisting the province to
reach diversion targets and will assess the feasibility and viability of implementing an on‐
site waste diversion program in the EA. The assessment of an on‐site diversion program
will be carried out in accordance with best management practices, in consideration of
new and emerging technologies, and in recognition of the goals and expectations set
forth in the Resource Recovery and Circular Economy Act, 2016 and the Strategy for a
Waste‐Free Ontario: Building the Circular Economy.
Climate Change ‐ Text was amended to clarify that Waste Connections will include an
assessment of how the preferred project may contribute to greenhouse gas emissions as
part of the EA. Waste Connections will also include consideration of greenhouse gas
emissions in the evaluation of alternative methods.

This section was also revised to clarify that Waste Connections will consider climate
adaptation measures to reduce and manage climate change effects on the site.
Section 3.3.4 Project Rationale – Waste Connections will revisit the purpose and opportunity outlined
in the Terms of Reference. Waste Connections agreed to reconfirm the data and
methods used to develop the rationale for the undertaking as part of the EA.
Section 4.3
Study Areas – Waste Connections committed to determining the study areas in
consultation with agencies, Indigenous Communities and the public as part of the
development of detailed technical discipline work plans for the EA.
Section
Alternative Methods – Waste Connections agreed to consider alternative methods for
5.2.1.2
leachate management and landfill gas management/utilization in addition to the landfill
site development alternatives.
Section 5.3
Impact Assessment of the Preferred Alternative Method – The text was revised to clarify
that all phases of the project will be assessed (i.e. construction, operation, closure and
post‐closure) and that the impact on climate change will be considered in this
assessment.

Section 7.0

Waste Connections will finalize the technical discipline work plans for the EA based on
input from interested agencies, Indigenous Communities and the public. Waste
Connections will consult with the MOECC prior to the finalization of atmospheric,
hydrogeology and surface water quality work plans.
Commitments – Waste Connections will develop a table of commitments made during
the Terms of Reference and will track these commitments during the EA to confirm they
are fulfilled.

CONFIDENTIAL

November 16, 2018
Chief Dan Miskokomon
Walpole Island First Nation
117 Tahgahoning Road, R.R. #3
Wallaceburg, ON
N8A 4K9
Dear Chief Miskokomon,
I am writing to you today to invite you to Waste Connection’s upcoming Open House to be held at St. Mary’s
Hall, 94 George Street in Blenheim on December 6, 2018 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm.
As you may recall the Amended Terms of Reference for the Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment
received approval from the Minister of Environment, Conservation and Parks on May 1, 2018. This Amended
Terms of Reference approval allowed Waste Connections to proceed with the Environmental Assessment
(EA). The Environmental Assessment is where Waste Connection’s team of environmental experts will carry out
technical analysis and evaluate the options to add capacity to the Ridge. The Approved Amended Terms of
Reference is available on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com.
This Open House will present alternative configurations to expand the landfill (referred to as site development
alternatives), and will explore alternative methods of managing leachate and landfill gas. The Open House will
also present the criteria that were used to evaluate the alternatives and present the preliminary preferred
configuration, leachate treatment and landfill gas management methods, which Waste Connections will ask for
community feedback on.
Please note that if you cannot attend on December 6th, and have any questions or comments please call me at
705-746-0638 or at jbeaucage@counselpa.com or contact Cathy Smith at Waste Connections at 519.358.2860
or at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.
Sincerely,

John Beaucage, Principal
cc: Cathy Smith, Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada

Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
Head Office: 95 St Clair Ave W, Suite 1606, Toronto, ON M4V 1N6 | 416.920.0716 | counselpa.com
Vancouver | Edmonton | Toronto | Ottawa

6/3/2019

Ridge Environmental Expansion - Notification of Available Reports - abuelles@dillon.ca

Subject: Ridge Environmental Expansion - Notification of Available Reports
Jaskiran Shoker <jshoker@counselpa.com>

Mon, Jan 14, 11:22 AM

to drskoke@wifn.org, John Beaucage, Cathy Smith

You are viewing an attached message. Dillon Consulting Limited Mail can't
verify the authenticity of attached messages.

On behalf of John Beaucage (Counsel Public Affairs) and Waste Connections of Canada:
Dear Chief Miskokomon,
In December 2018, Waste Connections completed the evaluation of alternative configurations to expand the Ridge Landfill
(referred to as site development alternatives), as well as leachate treatment and landfill gas management alternative
methods. Waste Connections has also completed a review of different waste diversion options that could possibly divert
more waste from the landfill. The purpose of this email is to inform you that the following two reports are available for
review:
Interim Alternative Methods
A Review of Diversion Options
The information included in these reports was presented for comment at the Open House held on December 6th.
Approximately 40 people attended the Open House.
The reports and the Open House material can be found on the project website www.ridgelandfill.com. If you have any
comments on the material in these reports we kindly ask that you provide them by February 28, 2019. Input received will
be incorporated into the Draft Environmental Assessment Report expected to be released for public and agency review
and comment in the summer of 2019.
For further information, please don’t hesitate to reach John Beaucage at 705-746-0638 or via email at
JBeaucage@counselpa.com, and please copy Cathy Smith at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&view=btop&ver=1qpvtbzzwa70q&msg=%23msg-f%3A1622657192005087970&attid=0.6
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CONFIDENTIAL

June 28, 2019
Chief Dan Miskokomon
Walpole Island First Nation
117 Tahgahoning Road, R.R. #3
Wallaceburg, ON
N8A 4K9
Re: Open House & Ridge Landfill Draft Environmental Assessment Report
Dear Chief Miskokomon,
I am writing to you today to invite you to Waste Connection’s upcoming Open House to be held
at St. Mary’s Hall, 94 George Street in Blenheim on July 11, 2019 from 6:00 to 8:30 pm. Since
the last Open House in December 2018, the team has been refining the proposed design of the
Ridge Landfill to account for the additional capacity that would be needed to continue operation
to 2041 and identifying opportunities to reduce or eliminate potential effects on the
environment and neighbours. This Open House will present this information for review and
comment.
Waste Connections is documenting the technical analysis completed to support the proposal to
add capacity at the Ridge Landfill in a Draft Environmental Assessment Report. Comments
received at the Open House will be incorporated into this draft report. The draft report will be
available for review shortly after the Open House beginning on July 23, 2019 and ending on
September 6, 2019. The draft report will be posted on the project website and available in hard
copy at the locations listed in the Open House and Draft EA Notice attached. Any comments
must be received by September 6, 2019 to be incorporated into the final document. All
comments should be submitted to Cathy Smith, Project Manager for the Landfill Expansion.
Cathy can be reached at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com or comments can also be
received through the Ridge website at www.ridgelandfill.com.
Please note that if you cannot attend the Open House on July 11th, and have any questions or
comments please call me at 705-746-0638 or Cathy Smith at 519-358-2860.
Sincerely,

John Beaucage, Principal
cc: Cathy Smith, Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada
Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
Head Office: 95 St Clair Ave W, Suite 1606, Toronto, ON M4V 1N6 | 416.920.0716 | counselpa.com
Vancouver | Edmonton | Toronto | Ottawa
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MEETING MINUTES
Subject:
Date and Time:
Location:
Our File:

Ridge Landfill Expansion EA Update
May 30, 2018
Walpole Island Heritage Centre (2185 River Road, Walpole Island, ON)
15-2456

Attendees
Dean Jacobs
Janet Macbeth
Kent Hunter
John Beaucage
Tim Church
Cathy Smith
Megan Bellamy

Walpole Island First Nation
Walpole Island First Nation
Neegan Burnside
Counsel IPA
Waste Connections
Waste Connections
Dillon Consulting

Notes
Item

Discussion

Action By

1.

Introductions
All attendees introduced themselves:
 Dean is an adjunct professor at Western
University and was shortlisted for a tenure track
position at York University.
 Janet is the project review coordinator for WIFN.
 Kent works for Neegan Burnside, an Aboriginallyowned consulting company. Neegan Burnside
will assist with technical reviews of documents.
 Tim is the District Manager of the Ridge Landfill
for Waste Connections.
 Cathy is the Project Manager of the Ridge Landfill
EA Expansion project for Waste Connections
 Megan is the Project Coordinator for the Ridge
Landfill Expansion EA for Dillon Consulting.

Name of person who will act

Dean provided some background/history of Walpole
Island First Nation for the group:
 WIFN is not covered by an imperial treaty
(“unceded” territory). This means that WIFN is a
property owner under Canadian common-laws
and has property rights.
 Prefer the term “territory” rather than
“traditional territory” as this suggests it is a thing
of the past.

DI L LON C ON S UL TIN G LI M IT E D
www.dillon.ca
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2.

WIFN has an equity stake in the Belle River Wind
Project developed by Samsung as well as other
renewable projects in their territory. WIFN is
moving toward greater business development,
including taking equity positions, seeking higher
quality employment, etc. ;
WIFN filed a Statement of Claim in 2000 that his
still in front of the courts.

Project Overview/ Recap
The draft ToR was issued in June 2016. Comments were
received from WIFN in June 2017. In August 2017, the
ToR was voluntarily withdrawn to align with the Strategy
for a Waste-Free Ontario, and resubmitted in December
2017.
The ToR was approved with amendments in May 2018.
This has not been made public yet and WIFN is the first
to know.

3.

Hosting Agreement
WIFN is currently between law firms and are not in
apposition to negotiate an Agreement today, but at least
we can start the conversation.
Janet provided a checklist to consider ways to
accommodate WIFN’s interests in a project. Ultimately
WIFN is looking for a variety of opportunities. The
Agreement would be worked through during the EA
through a reciprocal relationship between WIFN and
Waste Connections. Agreements aren’t typically entered
into until after project approvals are received. The
Agreement would formalize a long-term relationship
between WIFN and Waste Connections for the life of the
project.
WIFN’s interests could be accommodated through the
following examples:
 Community benefits
 Annuity payments
 Employment opportunities
 Training/apprenticeship opportunities
 Scholarships

DI L LON C ON S UL TIN G LI M IT E D
www.dillon.ca
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Community based projects
Service contracts
Revenue sharing options

Most agreements touch on several of these but not all of
them.
Dean noted that the Ontario Human Rights Tribunal
allows preferential hiring of First Nations If there is a
Hosting Agreement in place. WIFN will put forward
qualified individuals for employment opportunities.
Waste Connections should consider themselves as part of
the WIFN community when progressing with the project.
The relationship between the two groups should always
be kept polished (which it is now).
4.

Expansion Alternatives
Cathy and Megan provided an overview of the three site
development expansion alternatives. Each alternative
includes a combination of lateral and vertical and/or
landfill mining.
All three options would require removal of the SW
woodlot. Alternative #3 requires removal of both the SW
and SE woodlots. Alternative #3 assumes lateral
expansion only.
Woodlot removal would need to be compensated and
preliminary discussions have been held with the
Conservation Authority and the Ministry of Natural
Resources and Forestry. Further discussion is needed
with the Municipality of Chatham-Kent. Waste
Connections owns a property nearby that could be
planted to provide woodlot compensation at 2:1. This
may create a large, contiguous area of woodland as the
neighbouring property is forested as well. Initially, Waste
Connections was considering expanding the northern
woodlot to compensate for removal of the SW and SE,
but this caused concerns for the airport as it would
attract additional wildlife into the area of their flight
paths.

DI L LON C ON S UL TIN G LI M IT E D
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5.

EA Study Areas, Evaluation Criteria and Upcoming Work
Megan provided mapping showing the initial study areas
that were outlined in the ToR (on-site, off-site and the
haul route). Waste Connections will be collecting
feedback on the study areas for each of the technical
disciplines during the EA.

Dillon/Waste Connections to
provide a memo outlining the
study areas and rationale for
each technical discipline for the
EA.

Megan provided an overview of the draft site
development alternative criteria that was presented in
the ToR. Kent will review this and provide commentary
on behalf of WIFN. Megan explained that the evaluation
criteria need to be high-level enough such that different
alternatives can be compared, and that more detailed
impact assessment criteria will be developed once the
preferred alternative method has been determined.
It is expected that all field work will be completed in the
2018 field season. Some baseline conditions field work
was completed in 2017. Some biology work may be
needed in late June/July, which would be a good time for
a site visit with WIFN. During the site visit, Janet will
consider medicinal plants/culturally sensitive species and
will be able to comment on potential impacts to these
from the project. Archaeological work is anticipated to
occur in the fall to avoid crop compensation and once the
preferred site development alternative has been
determined.
There will be several consultation activities over the next
few months, including an initial Open House to be held in
late July and a second Open House to be held in
September/October. Waste Connections will continue to
update WIFN on the timing of events as the project
progresses.
6.

Other Matters
Cathy showed Kent Hunter a project schedule indicating
the proposed EA submission timing.

Dillon to provide a hard copy of
the 2017 Ridge Annual
Monitoring Report (completed).

Dean indicated that WIFN may be interested in
partnering related to landfill gas utilization.

Dillon to provide electronic
copies of the Natural
Environment Existing
Conditions Report, most up-todate project schedule, and draft
evaluation criteria for site

All communications should be sent to Dean, Jane and
Kent.

DI L LON C ON S UL TIN G LI M IT E D
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development alternative
methods (completed).
EA work plans will be provided
as they are available.
Janet to check invoice status
from February 2018 and follow
up with Cathy.
Kent (Neegan Burnside) to
create a work plan and budget
to the end of 2018 to support
the review of technical
documents for the EA.
Dillon to keep WIFN up to date
as to upcoming field studies
(esp. for archaeology and
biology).

Errors and/or Omissions
These minutes were prepared by Megan Bellamy who should be notified of any errors and/or omissions.
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MEETING MINUTES
Subject:
Date and
Time:
Location:
Our File:

Ridge Landfill EA Update and Impact Assessment Criteria – WIFN
Meeting
April 4, 2019
12:00 p.m.
Chatham-Kent
15-2456

Aendees
Dean Jacobs
Janet MacBeth
Cathy Smith
John Beaucage
Karla Kolli

Walpole Island First Nation
Walpole Island First Nation
Waste Connections EA Project Manager
Counsel IPA

Dillon Consulting Limited

Notes
Item

Discussion

Action / By

1.

Update on EA Progress

1.1.

Cathy provided an update on the EA noting that the team is
working on incorporating comments from the Ministry of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks (MECP) and WIFN into
the EA and that the Draft EA is proposed for release for review
in July with an Open House on the July 11th.

None Required

Cathy also confirmed that archaeological field work would be
taking place this spring once fields are able to be ploughed and
that some benthic sampling work is also proposed. WIFN
indicated that they wish to be notified of the timing of
archaeological work and may chose to participate. They
indicated that they would review the benthic work but it may
not be necessary to be on-site.

Cathy to confirm
timing with
Janet.

WIFN inquired on the status of Waste Connections’ initiative
related to landfill gas utilization. They noted their business
ventures in renewable energy related to wind farms and

DI L LON C ON S UL TIN G LI M IT E D
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Cathy to make
Waste
Connections
aware of interest
and identify any
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Item

Discussion

Action / By

expressed interest in discussions about potential partnerships
related to the landfill gas plant.

opportunity for
further
discussion.

2.

Impact Assessment Criteria

2.1.

In exchanges with WIFN and Neegan Burnside to date it has
come to the attention of Waste Connections that there are
criteria related to Indigenous Communities that would benefit
from input from WIFN. The following identifies the criteria,
indicators and data sources and summarizes the discussion
held.
Natural Environment
Criterion: Assess potential impact on habitat of Endangered or
Threatened species as well as medicinal or culturally sensitive
species of importance to First Nations groups.
Indicator: Natural features with the potential to provide habitat
for Endangered or Threatened species and/or medicinal or
culturally sensitive species of importance to First Nations groups
subject to removal or displacement by construction and
operation of the landfill expansion.
Data source: Traditional ecological knowledge (TEK) in
consultation with First Nations groups.
WIFN noted a preference to take a practical approach to
integrating First Nations knowledge of the land rather than an
academic approach. It was suggested that we incorporate
traditional FN knowledge by using FN people for restoration
e.g. woodlot replacement planting, naturalization of the berms
and closure plan implementation. It was suggested that the
data source wording could be something like incorporate
Traditional FN knowledge by using FN peoples when
implementing restoration.

DI L LON C ON S UL TIN G LI M IT E D
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Dillon/Waste
Connections will
revise the
criteria,
indicators and
data sources to
reflect this
discussion and
provide back to
WIFN for review
and comment.
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Item

Discussion

Action / By

Social Environment
Criterion: Potential to impact Indigenous community traditional
territory.
Indicator: Area of Traditional territory affected.
Data source: To be confirmed
Criterion: Potential benefits to Indigenous Communities.
Indicator: Extent of support and capacity building for
Indigenous Communities.
Data source: Waste Connections agreements with First Nations.
WIFN suggested that the above two criteria be combine into
one criterion that reflects full story of impacts and benefits.
Wording discussed was "potential for impacts and benefits to
Indigenous Communities". The impact assessment could speak
to the fact that the landfill occupies lands within the territory;
however it has benefits as WIFN uses the facility, that there are
agreements with WIFN planned and that Waste Connections
will work with the WIFN community for natural restoration
activities as noted above.

2.2.

Errors and/or Omissions
These minutes were prepared by Karla Kolli who should be notified of any errors and/or
omissions.
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Comments Received

Neegan Burnside Ltd. 292 Speedvale Avenue West Unit 20 Guelph ON N1H 1C4 CANADA
telephone (519) 823-4995 fax (519) 836-5477 web www.neeganburnside.com

February 28, 2018
Via: Email
Dean Jacobs
Consultation Manager
Walpole Island Heritage
RR 3
Wallaceburg ON N8A 4K9
Dear Mr. Jacobs:
Re:

Environmental Review of Ridge Landfill Terms of Reference
Revised December 2017
MOECC File Number: 30-08-02
Project No.: 300040044.2018

Neegan Burnside Ltd. (Neegan Burnside) was retained by Walpole Island First Nation (WIFN) to
provide assistance with the review of the Terms of Reference (ToR) for the Environmental
Assessment (EA) for the proposed Ridge Landfill Expansion in the Municipality of ChathamKent. This current letter consists of a review of the following documents:
•

ToR for the EA, developed for Waste Connections of Canada (formerly Progressive Waste
Solutions) by Dillon Consulting dated December 2017;

•

Record of Consultation for the project, dated December 2017.

It should be noted that we are also undertaking a similar review for Aamjiwnaang First Nations,
and many of our comments are similar. These 2 reviews have been kept as separate
documents, as it is expected as the project advances the reviews will diverge.
Previously, the project team reviewed the November 2016 Terms of Reference for the EA and
corresponding Record of Consultation. The review comments were summarized in our letter on
December 16, 2017, which was commented on by Progressive Waste on January 11, 2017.
WIFN/Neegan Burnside replied on January 31, 2017 and an amended Terms of Reference
(Amended) was provided dated January/February 2017. Shortly after this Waste Connections
voluntarily withdrew the ToR. The December 2017 documents were subsequently issued.
According to the Terms of Reference, the main differences between the December 2017 ToR
and the November 2016 ToR are as follows:
1. Additional detail was provided to clarify the business opportunity that Waste Connections is
fulfilling with the proposed expansion.

Ridge Landfill ToR Review
February 28, 2018
Project No.: 300040044.2018
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2. The service area for IC&I waste was reduced from the current service area of all of Ontario
to southern and central Ontario;
3. The alternatives to the undertaking were refined
4. The service area for residential waste was reduced from the current service area of
Municipality of Chatham-Kent and the surrounding five Counties, to the Municipality of
Chatham-Kent only, the host community of the Ridge;
5. Specific alternative methods to enhance waste diversion will not be considered as part of
the EA; however, Waste Connections has committed to assisting the province in meeting
its diversion goals, and opportunities for Waste Connections to enhance its existing waste
diversion activities, either at source, at the Ridge or elsewhere in Waste Connections'
integrated system will be examined further in the environmental assessment.;
6. The EA work plan for Air Quality has been revised to include a qualitative analysis of
potential odours and operational changes in greenhouse gases associated with site
development alternatives.
Can point number 5 be clarified, as this does not seem to represent a change?
The documentation indicates that the voluntary withdrawal was so the Project Team could better
reflect the government’s new Strategy for a Waste Free Ontario. However, it is not clear from
the documentation how this was addressed.
The objective of this stage of review is to assess whether the Terms of Reference (TOR) is
consistent with best practices and is reasonable in terms of the objectives trying to be achieved.
On February 1, 2017, a letter was provided to Waste Connections with the following
recommendations:
•

We assume that all comments incorporated in your table of January 11, 2017 will be part of
the Environmental Assessment process.

•

More detailed workplans should be part of the review. It is in everyone’s interest to ensure
that appropriate methodologies are being used prior to the commencement of survey work.
Including these details at the EA stage is too late as survey work will have already been
completed.

These comments are still considered applicable.
Our review is summarized in the sections which follow:

1.0

General Comments on Terms of Reference

The following are general comments on the TOR:
•

The TOR lacks detail regarding the consultation to be undertaken during the EA. We
had previously commented that it was not sufficient to just send Indigenous communities
a letter as the sole form of notification of project milestones. We had noted that follow
up phone calls should be made and the Walpole Island Consultation Protocol should be
followed. Waste Connections has committed to making this change but the most recent

Ridge Landfill ToR Review
February 28, 2018
Project No.: 300040044.2018
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TOR does not include any mention of follow up phone calls or use of community
consultation protocols. This needs to be updated to ensure that this commitment is
carried out during the EA.
•

2.0

We had also previously commented that the site plan provided was very conceptual and
a more detailed plan would help with the review process. A more detailed plan has not
been provided.

Work Plan Review

Neegan Burnside has reviewed the TOR, Consultation Record and Technical Work Plan
Summaries. Our comments are intended to identify any potential impacts to WIFN’s Aboriginal
Rights, as well as the community’s intent to participate in resource management decisions
within its Traditional Territory, so as to preserve and protect natural resources for future
generations. It is generally our procedure to assemble an equivalent team to the proponent to
review each component and comment with respect to work plans and conclusions.
The TOR and the work plans outlined in Appendix A were distributed to the various technical
disciplines. These are their comments:
2.1.1

Agriculture

We have no comments on this work plan.
2.1.2

Air Quality

The Air Quality Assessment section of the ToR is typical of Environmental Assessments terms
of reference. At this time, we have no comments on the plan.
2.1.3

Cultural Resources and Archaeology

WIFN would like to participate in the Stage II Archeological Assessment which may involve a
meeting with the archaeologist. Please contact WIFN to coordinate a time for the archeological
assessment and they will request a meeting if necessary.
2.1.4

Aviation

The work plans set out in the TOR for the Aviation and Bird Hazard Assessment are generally
adequate to consider the impacts/mitigation requirements for the identified preferred alternative
of expanding landfilling in the area of the existing site. The landfill’s current exemption from
federal airport zoning regulations under the Aeronautics Act, 1985 will be required from
Transport Canada.
2.1.5

Biology

It does not appear that a number of the comments provided in the January 11, 2017 letter have
been addressed. The table provided included the request to provide additional species and
habitat specific details for both species and habitat features, focussing on Species at Risk.
There should be additional detailed discussion with respect to the Endangered Species Act and

Ridge Landfill ToR Review
February 28, 2018
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Species at Risk. Both the potential species and the potential for the Site to provide habitat for
these species should to be discussed. In addition, the potential permitting process and data
acquisition process through the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry should be
expanded.
Field data collection methodology should be outlined and referenced in more detail.
While the background information review does not indicate that the Site provides habitat for
regulated SAR fish, the discussion should include the impacts of the Department of Fisheries
and Oceans Fisheries Act, including anticipated changes as of 2018.
It is important to WIFN that the health of the entire ecosystem be maintained.
2.1.6

Design and Operations Plan

The Design and Operations Report section remains vague. This is understandable, given the
stage that the landfill development is at. The response provided by the proponent in January
2017 addressed most of the outstanding comments in our review. At this time, we have no
additional comments on the plan, but it should be noted that the Design and Operation Report
will need to be reviewed as it is advanced.
2.1.7

Geology/Hydrogeology

One of our previous comments has not been fully addressed. The comment was:
•

A current site plan showing the existing groundwater and surface water monitoring network
should be added to the Work Plan.

The January 11, 2017 response by Progressive Waste stated:
•

Information on the existing ground and surface water monitoring network is available as part
of the Ridge Annual Report which is submitted to MOECC. A copy of the figure from the
2015 Annual Report is attached.

This figure was never provided to the review team. Please provide a drawing from the latest
annual monitoring report that shows the current monitoring network.
2.1.8

Noise

The Noise Assessment section of the ToR is typical of Environmental Assessments terms of
reference. At this time, we have no comments on the plan.
2.1.9

Socio-Economic

It does not appear as though our previous comments have been addressed. In January 2017,
we had requested the inclusion of additional details, including the methodology that will be used
to collect socio-economic data. This comment remains outstanding.

Ridge Landfill ToR Review
February 28, 2018
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Surface Water

We have no comments on this work plan.
2.1.11

Transportation

The work plans set out in the TOR for the Transportation Assessment are generally adequate to
consider the impacts/mitigation requirements for the identified preferred alternative of expanding
landfilling in the area of the existing site. The delineated haul route study area may require
modification during the EA process, depending on the ultimate waste service area established
and on the extent of on-site process modifications proposed (e.g., increased on-site waste
diversion, landfill mining etc.).
We wish to restate our comments from the February 1, 2017 letter:
•

We assume that all comments incorporated in your table of January 11, 2017 will be part of
the Environmental Assessment process.

•

More detailed workplans should be part of the review. It is in everyone’s interest to ensure
that appropriate methodologies are being used prior to the commencement of survey work.
Including these details at the EA stage is too late as survey work will have already been
completed.

The need for landfills, and landfill expansion, is recognized. It is WIFN’s intent to promote best
practices in resource management throughout its Traditional Territory. To that end, WIFN
should continue to be involved in the TOR and EA and be kept informed of any responses or
updates stemming from these comments or the comments of other agencies and stakeholders.

Yours truly,
Neegan Burnside Ltd.

Kent Hunter, P.Eng.
Project Manager
KH:js
cc:

Janet Macbeth, WIFN (enc.) (Via: Email)

Neegan Burnside Ltd. makes no warranties, either express or implied, of merchantability and fitness of the documents and other
instruments of service for any purpose other than that specified by the contract.
180219 Ridge review for WIFN.docx
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2

The documentation indicates that the voluntary withdrawal
was so the project team could better reflect the
government’s new Strategy for a Waste-Free Ontario.
However, it is not clear from the documentation how this
was addressed.

Can this be clarified, as this does not seem to represent a
change?

The purpose of Supporting Document #1 was to discuss the
opportunity for Waste Connections to expand the Ridge Landfill
and to provide justification for the proposed capacity increase of
26 million tonnes within the context of the Strategy for a WasteFree Ontario.

In order to ensure Waste Connections has the flexibility to
support the diversion efforts of the province based on the
anticipated regulatory changes to be implemented through the
Waste-Free Ontario Act, Waste Connections will not evaluate
specific enhanced diversion system alternative methods in the
EA.
The withdrawal of the previous Terms of Reference was to
enable Waste Connections to address the issues outlined in the
Ministry’s letter of May 31, 2017.

Item
Summary of Comments
Proponent’s Response
No.
Comments from Walpole Island First Nation –– Received February 28, 2018
1
The main differences between the December 2017 ToR
Section 5.2.1 of the November 2016 ToR indicated that
and the November 2016 ToR included the following:
Progressive Waste Solutions (now Waste Connections of
Canada) would evaluate enhanced diversion system alternatives
Specific alternative methods to enhance waste diversion
as part of the preferred alternative method in the EA.
will not be considered as part of the EA; however, Waste
Connections has committed to assisting the province in
Waste Connections has worked with the Ministry of the
meeting its diversion goals, and opportunities for Waste
Environment and Climate Change to revise this approach such
Connections to enhance its existing waste diversion
that Waste Connections has instead made a range of
activities, either at source, at the Ridge or elsewhere in
commitments in the ToR (Supporting Document #2, Attachment
Waste Connections’ integrated system will be examined
B) to assist the province in the achievement of its diversion
further in the environmental assessment.
goals. These commitments will be furthered in the EA.

Proposal: Terms of Reference (ToR) for the Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment
Proponent: Waste Connections of Canada

Indigenous Community Comment Summary Table

Status









providing First Nation and/or Métis communities with
information about the project including anticipated
impacts and information on timelines;
following up with First Nation and/or Métis communities
to ensure they received project/activity information and
that they are aware of the opportunity to express
comments and concerns about the project;
gathering information about how the project may
adversely impact the relevant Aboriginal and/or Treaty
rights (for example, hunting, fishing), or sites of cultural
significance (for example, burial grounds, archaeological
sites);
considering the comments and concerns provided by
First Nation and/or Métis communities and providing
responses;

Item
Summary of Comments
Proponent’s Response
No.
Comments from Walpole Island First Nation –– Received February 28, 2018
Waste Connection used Ontario’s interim waste diversion goals
as a basis for determining whether there is an opportunity for the
Ridge Landfill to continue providing waste disposal services at its
current annual fill rate from 2022 to 2041.
3
The TOR lacks detail regarding the consultation to be
Waste Connections will use the Walpole Island Consultation
undertaken during the EA. We had previously commented
Protocol and is committed to ongoing consultation with
that it was not sufficient to just send Indigenous
Indigenous Communities.
communities a letter as the sole form of notification of
project milestones. We had noted that follow up phone
Waste Connections commits to making follow up calls after the
calls should be made and the Walpole Island Consultation
distribution of letter notification.
Protocol should be followed.
An overview of the proposed EA consultation program is
Waste Connections has committed to making this change
presented in Section 6.2.3 of the ToR. EA consultation activities
but the most recent TOR does not include any mention of
will include three public open houses, a project newsletter and
follow up phone calls or use of community consultation
other correspondence and meetings as needed.
protocols. This needs to be updated to ensure that this
commitment is carried out during the EA.
The Ministry formally delegated the procedural aspects of the
Duty to Consult to Waste Connections. These responsibilities
include:
Status

WIFN would like to participate in the Stage II Archeological
Assessment which may involve a meeting with the
archaeologist. Please contact WIFN to coordinate a time
for the archeological assessment and they will request a
meeting if necessary.
It does not appear that a number of the comments provided
in the January 11, 2017 letter have
Been addressed. The table provided included the request
to provide additional species and habitat specific details for
both species and habitat features, focusing on Species at
Risk.

5

6

We had also previously commented that the site plan
provided was very conceptual and a more detailed plan
would help with the review process. A more detailed plan
has not been provided.

4

Waste Connections provided a list of species observed to date at
the landfill (including Species at Risk) to Walpole Island First

Surveys and data collection for Species at Risk will be completed
in consultation with the MNRF and will be undertaken in
accordance with MNRF protocols and industry best practices.

It is noted that the drawing referred to in response to Item 9
provides detail of the existing Ridge Landfill site plan.
Waste Connections will keep Walpole Island First Nation updated
as to the anticipated timing of the Stage 2 Archaeological
Assessment and will coordinate a meeting with the archaeologist
if requested by WIFN.

Indigenous Communities will continue to be kept aware of EA
consultation activities, and Waste Connections would be pleased
to offer in-person meetings to further discuss questions or
concerns throughout the EA process.
At this point in the process the site plan provided in the ToR is
intended to be conceptual for clarity and ease of understanding
by the readers and broader public. Site plans that will be
provided in the EA will include additional details and will be
refined as the project progresses. The first step of the EA is to
develop and seek input on alternative site layouts which will
contain more detail than what was provided in the ToR. We plan
to host a public open house to get input and would be happy to
meet specifically with Walpole Island First Nation at this stage
and at all other milestone stages during the EA process to get
specific input.

Item
Summary of Comments
Proponent’s Response
No.
Comments from Walpole Island First Nation –– Received February 28, 2018
 where appropriate, discussing potential mitigation
strategies with First Nation and/or Métis communities;
 bearing the reasonable costs associated with these
procedural aspects; and
 maintaining a Consultation Record and providing copies
to the Ministry.
Status

10

The figure was never provided to the review team. Please
provide a drawing from the latest annual monitoring report
that shows the current monitoring network.
It does not appear as though our previous comments have
been addressed. In January 2017, we had requested the
inclusion of additional details, including the methodology
that will be used to collect socioeconomic data. This
comment remains outstanding.

Waste Connections will employ an information collection process
that includes an in-person survey of residents and businesses
within 1 km of the site and along the haul route related to their
use and enjoyment of property. More specific details on the data
collection methodology will be documented in the EA.

Item
Summary of Comments
Proponent’s Response
No.
Comments from Walpole Island First Nation –– Received February 28, 2018
Nation on March 6 2017. At that time, WIFN indicated there were
There should be additional detailed discussion with respect no proposed changes or additions the species list. The list was
to the Endangered Species Act and Species at Risk. Both
provided for reference via email on March 2, 2018 and we will
the potential species and the potential for the Site to
keep you informed of any changes that may occur as the project
provide habitat for these species should to be discussed.
progresses.
In addition, the potential permitting process and data
acquisition process through the Ministry of Natural
The potential for species occurrence and for the landfill to
Resources and Forestry should be
provide habitat to species will be discussed further in the EA. The
Expanded.
EA will also discuss the permitting requirements of the Ministry of
Natural Resources and Forestry.
7
Field data collection methodology should be outlined and
Surveys will be undertaken in accordance with MNRF
referenced in more detail.
requirements and industry best practices. Details as to protocols
followed, agencies having authority, etc., will be provided in the
EA.
The project will be reviewed for potential Fisheries Act
8
While the background information review does not indicate
that the Site provides habitat for regulated SAR fish, the
implications and next steps. Proposed amendments to the
discussion should include the impacts of the Department of Fisheries Act may result in a new permitting framework; however,
Fisheries and Oceans Fisheries Act, including anticipated
the proposed changes would need to be passed into law, so the
changes as of 2018.
timing and implications of the amendments are not yet known.
9
One of our previous comments has not been fully
Waste Connections apologies that the figure was not received.
addressed. The comment was: A current site plan showing The figure from the 2015 Annual Report was provided to Walpole
the existing groundwater and surface water monitoring
Island First Nation by email on February 9, 2017 by Devin Nicol
network should be added to the workplan. The January 11, of Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
2017 response stated: information on the existing ground
and surface water monitoring network is available as part of Drawing No. 3 from the 2016 Annual Monitoring Report was
the Ridge Annual Report which is submitted to the
provided via email on March 2, 2018and shows the current
MOECC. A copy of the figure from the 2015 Annual Report monitoring network.
is attached.
Status

Item
Summary of Comments
Proponent’s Response
No.
Comments from Walpole Island First Nation –– Received February 28, 2018
11
We assume that all comments incorporated in your table of This is correct.
January 11, 2017 will be part of the Environmental
Assessment process.
12
More detailed workplans should be part of the review. It is
The EA workplan summaries provided in the ToR were intended
in everyone’s best interest to ensure that appropriate
to be a high-level overview of work to be completed during the
methodologies are being used prior to the commencement
EA. The scope of these workplans will be refined as needed
of survey work. Including these details at the EA stage is
during the EA. Waste Connections has committed to work with
too late as survey work will have already been completed.
MOECC technical specialists at the beginning of the EA process
in order to refine the work plans. Once refined, the scope and
scale of technical work to be undertaken during the EA will be
vetted to interested Indigenous Communities and other project
stakeholders as well as through public consultation activities
planned during the EA stage of the project.
Status

Neegan Burnside Ltd. 292 Speedvale Avenue West Unit 20 Guelph ON N1H 1C4 CANADA
telephone (519) 823-4995 fax (519) 836-5477 web www.neeganburnside.com

March 19, 2018
Via: Email
Dean Jacobs
Consultation Manager
Walpole Island Heritage
RR 3
Wallaceburg ON N8A 4K9
Dear Mr. Jacobs:
Re:

Environmental Review of Ridge Landfill Terms of Reference
Revised December 2017
Response to March 5 Comment Response Table
MOECC File Number: 30-08-02
Project No.: 300040044.2018

Neegan Burnside Ltd. (Neegan Burnside) was retained by Walpole Island First Nation (WIFN) to
provide assistance with the review of the Terms of Reference (ToR) for the Environmental
Assessment (EA) for the proposed Ridge Landfill Expansion in the Municipality of ChathamKent. On February 28, 2018, Neegan Burnside provided comments on the ToR for the EA,
which were dated December 2017. A response was received from Waste Connections on
March 5, 2018. Our responses to these comments are summarised on the following table:

Item
No.
1

Summary of Comments
(February 28, 2018)

Proponent’s Response
(March 5, 2018)

The main differences between
the December 2017 ToR and the
November 2016 ToR included
the following:

Section 5.2.1 of the November 2016
ToR indicated that Progressive Waste
Solutions (now Waste Connections of
Canada) would evaluate enhanced
diversion system alternatives as part of
the preferred alternative method in the
EA.

Specific alternative methods to
enhance waste diversion will not
be considered as part of the EA;
however, Waste Connections has
committed to assisting the
province in meeting its diversion
goals, and opportunities for

Waste Connections has worked with
the Ministry of the Environment and
Climate Change to revise this approach
such that Waste Connections has

Status
(March 19, 2018)
Satisfied with
response.

Ridge Landfill ToR Review
March 19, 2018
Project No.: 300040044.2018

Item
No.

Summary of Comments
(February 28, 2018)

Proponent’s Response
(March 5, 2018)

Waste Connections to enhance
its existing waste diversion
activities, either at source, at the
Ridge or elsewhere in Waste
Connections’ integrated system
will be examined further in the
environmental assessment.

instead made a range of commitments
in the ToR (Supporting Document #2,
Attachment B) to assist the province in
the achievement of its diversion goals.
These commitments will be furthered in
the EA.

Can this be clarified, as this does
not seem to represent a change?

2

3
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The documentation indicates that
the voluntary withdrawal was so
the project team could better
reflect the government’s new
Strategy for a Waste-Free
Ontario. However, it is not clear
from the documentation how this
was addressed.

The TOR lacks detail regarding
the consultation to be undertaken
during the EA. We had previously
commented that it was not
sufficient to just send Indigenous
communities a letter as the sole

In order to ensure Waste Connections
has the flexibility to support the
diversion efforts of the province based
on the anticipated regulatory changes
to be implemented through the WasteFree Ontario Act, Waste Connections
will not evaluate specific enhanced
diversion system alternative methods in
the EA.
The withdrawal of the previous Terms
of Reference was to enable Waste
Connections to address the issues
outlined in the Ministry’s letter of May
31, 2017.

Status
(March 19, 2018)

Satisfied with
response.

The purpose of Supporting Document
#1 was to discuss the opportunity for
Waste Connections to expand the
Ridge Landfill and to provide
justification for the proposed capacity
increase of 26 million tonnes within the
context of the Strategy for a WasteFree Ontario.
Waste Connection used Ontario’s
interim waste diversion goals as a basis
for determining whether there is an
opportunity for the Ridge Landfill to
continue providing waste disposal
services at its current annual fill rate
from 2022 to 2041.
Waste Connections will use the
Walpole Island Consultation Protocol
and is committed to ongoing
consultation with Indigenous
Communities.

We are satisfied
with the
commitment to
follow-up and in-

Ridge Landfill ToR Review
March 19, 2018
Project No.: 300040044.2018

Item
No.
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Summary of Comments
(February 28, 2018)
form of notification of project
milestones. We had noted that
follow up phone calls should be
made and the Walpole Island
Consultation Protocol should be
followed.
Waste Connections has
committed to making this change
but the most recent TOR does
not include any mention of follow
up phone calls or use of
community consultation
protocols. This needs to be
updated to ensure that this
commitment is carried out during
the EA.

Proponent’s Response
(March 5, 2018)

Status
(March 19, 2018)

Waste Connections commits to making
follow up calls after the distribution of
letter notification.

person meetings,
as required.

An overview of the proposed EA
consultation program is presented in
Section 6.2.3 of the ToR. EA
consultation activities will include three
public open houses, a project
newsletter and other correspondence
and meetings as needed.
The Ministry formally delegated the
procedural aspects of the Duty to
Consult to Waste Connections. These
responsibilities include:
•

•

•

•

•

providing First Nation and/or
Métis communities with
information about the project
including anticipated impacts
and information on timelines;
following up with First Nation
and/or Métis communities to
ensure they received
project/activity information and
that they are aware of the
opportunity to express
comments and concerns about
the project;
gathering information about
how the project may adversely
impact the relevant Aboriginal
and/or Treaty rights (for
example, hunting, fishing), or
sites of cultural significance (for
example, burial grounds,
archaeological sites);
considering the comments and
concerns provided by First
Nation and/or Métis
communities and providing
responses;
where appropriate, discussing
potential mitigation strategies
with First Nation and/or Métis
communities;

Ridge Landfill ToR Review
March 19, 2018
Project No.: 300040044.2018

Item
No.

Page 4 of 7

Summary of Comments
(February 28, 2018)

Proponent’s Response
(March 5, 2018)
•
•

4

5

We had also previously
commented that the site plan
provided was very conceptual
and a more detailed plan would
help with the review process. A
more detailed plan has not been
provided.

WIFN would like to participate in
the Stage II Archeological
Assessment which may involve a
meeting with the archaeologist.
Please contact WIFN to
coordinate a time for the
archeological assessment and
they will request a meeting if
necessary.

Status
(March 19, 2018)

bearing the reasonable costs
associated with these
procedural aspects; and
maintaining a Consultation
Record and providing copies to
the Ministry.

Indigenous Communities will continue
to be kept aware of EA consultation
activities, and Waste Connections
would be pleased to offer in-person
meetings to further discuss questions or
concerns throughout the EA process.
At this point in the process the site plan
provided in the ToR is intended to be
conceptual for clarity and ease of
understanding by the readers and
broader public. Site plans that will be
provided in the EA will include
additional details and will be refined as
the project progresses. The first step of
the EA is to develop and seek input on
alternative site layouts which will
contain more detail than what was
provided in the ToR. We plan to host a
public open house to get input and
would be happy to meet specifically
with Walpole Island First Nation at this
stage and at all other milestone stages
during the EA process to get specific
input.
It is noted that the drawing referred to in
response to Item 9 provides detail of
the existing Ridge Landfill site plan.
Waste Connections will keep Walpole
Island First Nation updated as to the
anticipated timing of the Stage 2
Archaeological Assessment and will
coordinate a meeting with the
archaeologist if requested by WIFN.

Satisfied with
response.

Satisfied with
response.

Ridge Landfill ToR Review
March 19, 2018
Project No.: 300040044.2018

Item
No.
6

Summary of Comments
(February 28, 2018)

Proponent’s Response
(March 5, 2018)

It does not appear that a number
of the comments provided in the
January 11, 2017 letter have
Been addressed. The table
provided included the request to
provide additional species and
habitat specific details for both
species and habitat features,
focusing on Species at Risk.

Surveys and data collection for Species
at Risk will be completed in consultation
with the MNRF and will be undertaken
in accordance with MNRF protocols
and industry best practices.

There should be additional
detailed discussion with respect
to the Endangered Species Act
and Species at Risk. Both the
potential species and the
potential for the Site to provide
habitat for these species should
to be discussed. In addition, the
potential permitting process and
data acquisition process through
the Ministry of Natural Resources
and Forestry should be
Expanded.
7

Field data collection methodology
should be outlined and
referenced in more detail.

8

While the background information
review does not indicate that the
Site provides habitat for
regulated SAR fish, the
discussion should include the
impacts of the Department of
Fisheries and Oceans Fisheries
Act, including anticipated
changes as of 2018.
One of our previous comments
has not been fully addressed.
The comment was: A current site

9
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Status
(March 19, 2018)

Waste Connections provided a list of
species observed to date at the landfill
(including Species at Risk) to Walpole
Island First Nation on March 6 2017. At
that time, WIFN indicated there were no
proposed changes or additions the
species list. The list was provided for
reference via email on March 2, 2018
and we will keep you informed of any
changes that may occur as the project
progresses.
The potential for species occurrence
and for the landfill to provide habitat to
species will be discussed further in the
EA. The EA will also discuss the
permitting requirements of the Ministry
of Natural Resources and Forestry.
Surveys will be undertaken in
accordance with MNRF requirements
and industry best practices. Details as
to protocols followed, agencies having
authority, etc., will be provided in the
EA.

The project will be reviewed for
potential Fisheries Act implications and
next steps. Proposed amendments to
the Fisheries Act may result in a new
permitting framework; however, the
proposed changes would need to be
passed into law, so the timing and
implications of the amendments are not
yet known.
Waste Connections apologies that the
figure was not received. The figure from
the 2015 Annual Report was provided

Satisfied;
however, we note
that we may have
comments
regarding the
methodology
during the EA
stage.
Satisfied.

Satisfied

Ridge Landfill ToR Review
March 19, 2018
Project No.: 300040044.2018

Item
No.

Summary of Comments
(February 28, 2018)
plan showing the existing
groundwater and surface water
monitoring network should be
added to the workplan. The
January 11, 2017 response
stated: information on the
existing ground and surface
water monitoring network is
available as part of the Ridge
Annual Report which is submitted
to the MOECC. A copy of the
figure from the 2015 Annual
Report is attached.

10

11

12

The figure was never provided to
the review team. Please provide
a drawing from the latest annual
monitoring report that shows the
current monitoring network.
It does not appear as though our
previous comments have been
addressed. In January 2017, we
had requested the inclusion of
additional details, including the
methodology that will be used to
collect socioeconomic data. This
comment remains outstanding.
We assume that all comments
incorporated in your table of
January 11, 2017 will be part of
the Environmental Assessment
process.
More detailed workplans should
be part of the review. It is in
everyone’s best interest to
ensure that appropriate
methodologies are being used
prior to the commencement of
survey work. Including these
details at the EA stage is too late
as survey work will have already
been completed.
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Proponent’s Response
(March 5, 2018)

Status
(March 19, 2018)

to Walpole Island First Nation by email
on February 9, 2017 by Devin Nicol of
Counsel Public Affairs Inc.
Drawing No. 3 from the 2016 Annual
Monitoring Report was provided via
email on March 2, 2018and shows the
current monitoring network.

Waste Connections will employ an
information collection process that
includes an in-person survey of
residents and businesses within 1 km of
the site and along the haul route related
to their use and enjoyment of property.
More specific details on the data
collection methodology will be
documented in the EA.
This is correct.

Satisfied;
however, we note
that we may have
comments
regarding the
methodology
during the EA
stage.

The EA workplan summaries provided
in the ToR were intended to be a highlevel overview of work to be completed
during the EA. The scope of these
workplans will be refined as needed
during the EA. Waste Connections has
committed to work with MOECC
technical specialists at the beginning of
the EA process in order to refine the
work plans. Once refined, the scope
and scale of technical work to be

Satisfied;
however, we note
that we may have
comments
regarding the
methodology
during the EA
stage.

Satisfied with
response.

Ridge Landfill ToR Review
March 19, 2018
Project No.: 300040044.2018

Item
No.

Summary of Comments
(February 28, 2018)
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Proponent’s Response
(March 5, 2018)

Status
(March 19, 2018)

undertaken during the EA will be vetted
to interested Indigenous Communities
and other project stakeholders as well
as through public consultation activities
planned during the EA stage of the
project.

As you can see, there are no major outstanding items. However, it should be noted there may
be additional comments as the workplans are developed.
If you have any further questions, please contact the undersigned.
Yours truly,
Neegan Burnside Ltd.

Kent Hunter, P.Eng.
Project Manager
KH:js
cc:

Janet Macbeth, WIFN (enc.) (Via: Email)

Neegan Burnside Ltd. makes no warranties, either express or implied, of merchantability and fitness of the documents and other
instruments of service for any purpose other than that specified by the contract.
180318 WIFN Comments_ Ridge ToR.docx
19/03/2018 8:27 AM
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MEMO
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:
OUR FILE:

Cathy Smith, Project Manager, Ridge Landfill Expansion EA, Waste Connections
Megan Bellamy, Project Coordinator, Ridge Landfill Expansion EA, Dillon Consulting
June 14, 2018
Technical Discipline Study Areas for the Ridge Landfill Expansion EA
File # 152456

To fulfil commitments made to the MOECC in the Notice of Approval for the Ridge Landfill Expansion EA
Terms of Reference, the purpose of this memo is to outline the proposed study areas for each of the
technical disciplines during the Environmental Assessment such that feedback can be obtained from
stakeholder groups during the EA. The following sections provide a brief description of each of the study
areas. Mapping is provided in Attachment 1.

Agriculture
For the purposes of the Agriculture Scope of Work, the study areas have been defined as follows:
• On-Site Study Area (“on-site”) – includes the property on which the current Ridge Landﬁll and
proposed expansion is situated. This would include the exis ng Waste Management Area,
Conserva on and Agricultural/Buﬀer Areas as well as Agricultural areas within the proposed
expansion area.
• Oﬀ-Site Study Area (“oﬀ-site”) – encompasses the area within one kilometre (1000 metres) from the
edge of the On-site area. Note: Impacts from site opera ons are an cipated to be localized and
within the subject property.
• Haul Route Study Area (“haul route”) – encompasses lands immediately adjacent to Communica on
Road, Drury Line and Erieau Road which are iden ﬁed as the designated haul routes for the site.
Note: Poten al impacts from the haul route would be limited to li er that has fallen from passing
waste trucks and the poten al for traﬃc delays/safety issues due to interac ons between traﬃc and
farm vehicles.

Archaeology and Heritage
For the purposes of the Archaeology and Heritage Scope of work, the study area has been defined as
follows:
• On-Site Study Area (“on-site”) – includes the property on which the current Ridge Landﬁll and
proposed expansion is situated.
The focus of the archaeological and cultural heritage assessment is limited to the on-site area as this is
the area that has the potential to be disturbed. The off-site area will not be disturbed as a result of the
project, and the landfill haul route would remain the same for an expanded landfill. It is expected that
the study area for Stage 2 archaeological work (i.e., field investigation) will be further refined within the
site, once the preferred site development alternative method is determined.

DIL L ON CON SUL T IN G L IM IT ED
235 Yorkland Boulevard, Suite 800, Toronto, ON M2J 4Y8 ¨TELEPHONE: (416) 229-4646 ¨ FAX: 416-229-4692 ¨
www.dillon.ca
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Atmospheric
For the purposes of the Atmospheric Scope of Work, the study areas have been defined as follows:
• On-Site Study Area (“on-site”) – includes the property on which the current Ridge Landﬁll and
proposed expansion is situated.
• Oﬀ-Site Study Area (“oﬀ-site”) – encompasses the area within ten kilometres of the centre of site,
which will be used to assess air quality and odour impacts. Impacts from site opera ons are
an cipated to be localized and within close proximity to the site’s property line, as most sources of
emissions are fugi ve sources that are emi ed at or close to ground level.
• Haul Route Study Area (“haul route”) – encompasses lands immediately adjacent to Communica on
Road, Drury Line and Erieau Road which are iden ﬁed as the designated haul routes for the site. We
will be assessing impacts of the haul route (i.e., Waste Connec ons’ contribu on to haul route
traﬃc). The analysis will focus on changes in an cipated air quality on adjacent lands.
The extents proposed are based on good prac ce and an cipated impacts, as discussed above.

Aviation
For the purposes of the Aviation Scope of Work, the study area has been identified as follows:
• Oﬀ-Site Study Area (“oﬀ-site”) – encompasses the area within one kilometre of the centre of site, but
is extended to encompass the en rety of the Chatham-Kent Municipal Airport property, as well as the
designated and zoned transi onal aircra approach surfaces. This will allow assessment of how bird
popula ons that are a racted to the landﬁll may have poten al to create a hazard for the avia on
ac vi es taking place at the airport.
It is noted that this scope of work is closely ed to that of the Bird Hazard scope of work; as the
a rac on of birds to the landﬁll poses a poten al risk to airport opera ons.

Biology
For the purposes of the Biology Scope of Work, the study area has been defined as follows:
• On-Site Study Area (“on-site”) – includes the property on which the current Ridge Landﬁll and
proposed expansion is situated. Assessment of the en re Ridge Landﬁll property will iden fy
poten al eﬀects of diﬀerent site development alterna ve methods (e.g., impacts to signiﬁcant
wildlife habitat or removal of on-site woodlots).
The proposed expansion would not impact biological features oﬀ-site or along the designated landﬁll
haul route. Therefore, oﬀ-site and haul route study areas are not proposed to be included for the
biology discipline.

Bird Hazard
For the purposes of the Bird Hazard Scope of Work, the study areas have been defined as follows:

DIL L ON CON SUL T IN G L IM IT ED
www.dillon.ca
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• On-Site Study Area (“on-site”) – includes the property on which the current Ridge Landﬁll and
proposed expansion is situated. The current use of this site by birds is a key predictor of future bird
use a er the expansion is complete; and,
• Oﬀ-site Study Area – encompasses the area within approximately 15 kilometres of the site. The area
of interest for a bird hazard study extends well beyond the landﬁll property because birds may be
a racted to the landﬁll from a wide area and the ﬂight lines of birds are of primary concern to safety
of aircra . This study area was chosen to include night roosts of gulls on Lake Erie and crow roosts
along the river in Chatham.

Climate Change
For the purposes of the Climate Change Scope of Work, two impact study areas have been defined as
follows:
• On-Site Study Area (“on-site”) – includes the property on which the current Ridge Landﬁll and
proposed expansion is situated; and,
• Haul Route Study Area (“haul route”) – encompasses lands immediately adjacent to Communica on
Road, Drury Line and Erieau Road which are iden ﬁed as the designated haul routes for the site.
The project’s potential impact on climate change will be driven from GHG emissions from the on-site
activities and the haul route. An off-site study area is not applicable to this aspect of the analysis.
Similarly, the potential impacts on climate change on the project would be through on-site and haul
route impacts. Therefore an off-site study area is not applicable to this analysis.

Design and Operations
For the purposes of the Design and Operations Scope of Work, the study area has been defined as
follows:
• On-Site Study Area (“on-site”) – includes the property on which the current Ridge Landﬁll and
proposed expansion is situated.
This is an appropriate study area for the Design and Operations discipline because it represents the
location where design and operational changes will occur.

Hydrogeology
For the purpose of the Hydrogeological assessment, the study area has been identified as follows:
• On-Site Study Area (“on-site”) – includes the property on which the current Ridge Landﬁll and
proposed expansion is situated.
The rationale for this study area is the very slow movement of groundwater at the site which justifies
the study area. There has been a significant level of previous hydrogeological investigation completed at
the site to demonstrate this. Major hydrostratigraphic units have been defined and groundwater flow
patterns established.
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The assessment area using secondary sources such as water well records and published hydrogeology /
geology reports will extend approximately 5 km from the site. Secondary source information is used to
summarize regional geology and hydrogeology and groundwater users in the area of the site. A 5 km
study is justified by the slow movement of groundwater which severely limits the area of potential
hydrogeological effects from waste disposal from this site.

Landfill Mining
For the purposes of the Landfill Mining Scope of Work, the study area has been defined as follows:
• On-Site Study Area (“on-site”) – This study area will be modiﬁed for the Landﬁll Mining discipline to
be conﬁned to the area of the Old Landﬁll (including the Inﬁll Area).
This is appropriate since this is the only loca on on the Ridge Landﬁll property for which landﬁll mining
is proposed.

Noise
For the purposes of the Noise Scope of Work, the study areas have been defined as follows:
• Oﬀ-Site Study Area (“oﬀ-site”) – includes the proper es closest to the landﬁll property, as these are
the Points of Recep on (PORs) for the noise impact assessment; and,
• Haul Route Study Area (“haul route”) – encompasses lands immediately adjacent to Communica on
Road, Drury Line and Erieau Road which are iden ﬁed as the designated haul routes for the site.
For noise impact, the assessment of compliance and mitigation requirements are conducted for the
closest Points of Reception (PORs) to dominant noise sources. For this project, the closest PORs are
expected to experience the maximum noise impact. . For the haul route (between Highway 401 and the
landfill site), the study area will be limited to the PORs fronting onto the haul route.

Socio-economic
For the purposes of the Socio-economic Scope of Work, the study areas have been defined as follows:
• On-Site Study Area (“on-site”) – includes the property on which the current Ridge Landﬁll and
proposed expansion is situated;
• Oﬀ-Site Study Area (“oﬀ-site”) – encompasses the area within one kilometre of the proposed ﬁll area
limits. The Oﬀ-Site Study Area would be used to conduct surveys of local residents to determine the
impact of the preferred alterna ve method to those neighbours and businesses within 1 kilometre of
the landﬁll. This group will also be part of economic considera ons due to their proximity to the site;
• Haul Route Study Area (“haul route”) – encompasses lands immediately adjacent to Communica on
Road, Drury Line and Erieau Road which are iden ﬁed as the designated haul routes for the site.
• A fourth study area of relevance for the socio-economic environment includes considera on of wider
social and economic impacts and beneﬁts for the Municipality of Chatham-Kent.
The study areas have been iden ﬁed based on the poten al for impacts to residents and businesses
related to landﬁll expansion. Impacts may vary depending on the loca on of the residents/business and
depending on the issue. Diﬀerent study areas will experience diﬀerent impacts and ul mately have
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diﬀerent mi ga on recommenda ons. Onsite impacts will be diﬀerent than those experienced by oﬀsite surrounding residents/businesses. Haul route impacts and mi ga on will primarily relate to truck
traﬃc. As such we have iden ﬁed mul ple study areas to capture the diﬀerences in poten al impacts
and provide recommenda ons for mi ga on that reﬂect the diﬀerent condi ons in impact areas. The
study areas outlined above are to support the evalua on of alterna ve methods. Once a preferred
alterna ve method is iden ﬁed, the study areas will be revisited to determine if modiﬁca ons are
needed to support the impact assessment of the preferred alterna ve method.

Surface Water
For the purposes of the Surface Water Scope of Work, the study areas have been defined as follows:
• On-Site Study Area (“on-site”) – includes the property on which the current Ridge Landﬁll and
proposed expansion is situated;
Oﬀ-Site Study Area (“oﬀ-site”) – encompasses the watershed boundary of the Howard, Sco , Duke
and McDowell Drains.
This will enable a more comprehensive characterization of baseline conditions and assessment of
potential surface water impacts at a watershed scale for the watercourses that transect the off-site
Study Area (1 km from maximum fill area). The Study Area for the surface water assessment will not
include the haul route.

Transportation
For the purposes of the Transportation Scope of Work, the study areas have been defined as follows:
• On-Site Study Area (“on-site”) – includes the property on which the current Ridge Landﬁll and
proposed expansion is situated; and
• Haul Route Study Area (“haul route”) – encompasses lands immediately adjacent to Communica on
Road, Drury Line and Erieau Road which are iden ﬁed as the designated haul routes for the site.
The On-Site Study Area will consider the potential for increased traffic due to potential diversion
activities that could take place at the site (as committed to in the approved amended Terms of
Reference). The haul route includes all of the intersections and access points that will need to be
assessed, including road sections along Communication Road, Drury Line and Erieau Road, including
ramp interchanges with Highway 401.

Visual
For the purpose of the Visual Scope of Work, the study area has been defined as follows:
• Oﬀ-Site Study Area (“oﬀ-site”) – this will address localized impacts (within 500 m from the landﬁll
property) as well as the change in visibility within a 3 km radius of the site. The visual impact is the
greatest within 500 m of the site speciﬁcally in loca ons where berms and hedgerows are not
present.
This study area is based on best practices for conducting visual impact assessments and will be refined
as needed based on feedback obtained during consultation activities.
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ATTACHMENT 1: Technical Discipline Study Area Mapping
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MEEMO
TO:
CC:
FROM
M:
DATE:
SUBJEECT:
OUR FILE:
F

Kent Hunter,
H
Meagghan Luis, Neegan Burnsidde
Dean Jacobs, Janett MacBeth, Walpole
W
Islandd First Nation
Karla Kolli, Dillon Consulting
C
Lim
mited
Octob
ber 3, 2018
Respo
onse to Comm
ments on the Ridge Landfilll Study Areass
15‐24
456

The purpose
p
of this
t
memo iss to respond
d to comme nts provided
d by Kent Hunter, Senior Project
Engineer, Neegan Burnside Ltd
d., in a memo dated Sep tember 19, 22018, regarding the Ridgee Landfill
o provide
Studyy Areas. Neeggan Burnside Ltd. was retaained by the Walpole Islaand First Natiion (WIFN) to
comm
ments on the technical
t
disccipline study areas
a
for the Ridge Landfill Environmen
ntal Assessmeent.
s
be notted that durin
ng the develoopment of thee EA the “criteeria for the evaluation
As per the ToR, it should
of alte
ernatives and
d assessment of effects and the associa ted study areeas may be m
modified to refflect
availaable data and the potential for environm
mental effectts identified.””
A sum
mmary of the comments prrovided by Ne
eegan Burnsidde Ltd., togetther with ourr corresponding
respo
onse, is provid
ded in the tab
ble below based on the fol lowing:


Agricultural Assessmen
nt – No comm
ments



eric – See bulllet #1 in table
e below
Atmosphe



Aviation – See bullet #2
2 in table belo
ow



Biology Work
W
Plan – Se
ee bullet #3 in
n table below
w



Bird Hazarrd Assessmen
nt Program – No commentts



Design and
d Operationss – See bullet #4 in table beelow



Hydrogeollogical Work Plan – No comments



Landfill Mining – See bullet #5 in tab
ble below



nomic – No co
omments
Socio Econ



Surface Water
W
Work Pllan – See bullets #6 and #77 in table belo
ow



Transporta
ation – See bullet #8 in tab
ble below



Visual Imp
pact Assessment – No com
mments
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#

Commen
nt

The biology study
s
area should typicallyy include bothh the On‐Site Property Bou
undary plus 1
120 m
to ensure the
e assessmentt of impacts to
o adjacent lannds of significcant habitat aas defined by the
Provincial Po
olicy Statemen
nt Natural He
eritage Refereence Manual..

Generally spe
eaking, the sttudy areas are acceptable.. It should be noted that d
depending on the
options whicch are assesse
ed (e.g., leach
hate haulage) , the study arrea may requ
uire some reviision.

6.

The On‐Site Study
S
Area in
ncludes the prroperty on whhich the curreent landfill an
nd the propossed
expansion is situated. We
e recommend that the On‐‐Site Study Arrea along Erieeau Road (from the
intersection of Erieau and
d Allison Line)) be extendedd northeast beyond the prroperty bound
dary.
This is to enssure that all of
o the Duke Drain is includeed in the Stud
dy Area.

Surfacce Water Wo
ork Plan

Landffill Mining
We were nott provided with a Scope orr Work for lanndfill mining. However, theere is a Studyy Area
5.
for the minin
ng. Please clarify the work plan for this study.

4.

Design and Operattions

3.

Biologgy Work Plan
n

Aviatiion
The Off‐Site Study Area sh
hould ultimattely encompaass the area contained within the limitss of
the Primary, Secondary, and
a Category B Event Bird Hazard Zones (BHZs), as d
defined by
Transport Caanada. Aircrafft approach and departuree paths, in add
dition to misssed approach
h
2.
paths and airrport traffic patterns
p
were
e considered w
when developing the BHZ shapes and
dimensions. The Off‐Site Study
S
Area fo
or the Bird Haazard Study iss approximateely 15 km of tthe
site, which would
w
encomp
pass all BHZs and ensure cconsistency w
with the Bird H
Hazard Study..

1.

The Haul Rou
ute Study Are
ea only indicates “lands im
mmediately ad
djacent” witho
out providingg a
distance from
m the road ce
entre or similaar definitive m
measure. Dillo
on Consultingg Limited doees get
more specificc in the “Noisse” section where they sayy “For noise im
mpact, the asssessment of
compliance and
a mitigation requiremen
nts are conduucted for the closest Points of Reception
(PORs) to dominant noise
e sources. For this project, the closest PPORs are expeected to
experience the maximum noise impactt. For the hauul route (betw
ween Highwayy 401 and thee
landfill site), the study are
ea will be limiited to the PO
ORs fronting o
onto the haul route.” Since this
selection of receptors
r
is standard practise for noisee assessmentss, it is assumeed that standard
practise for air
a related issues will also be
b utilized.

Atmo
ospheric
The defined study areas under
u
the heaadings Atmos pheric, Climaate Change, and Noise are
reasonable. The
T Haul Rou
ute Study Areaa could be moore clearly deefined.

www.dillo
on.ca
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Off site features within the su
ub‐watershed
d including Du
uke Drain willl be captured
d within the o
off‐site study aarea.

Land
dfill mining is a component of one of th
he site develo
opment alternnatives. It will be assessed
d using the study areas deffined for
othe
er technical disciplines. Th
he study area figure will bee revised in thhe EA document to removve the landfill mining study
y area.

Wa
aste Connectio
ons would traansport leach
hate to a faciliity with the aappropriate license and capacity for treeatment. The EA
doccument will clearly document this in the
e description of the alternnative method
ds. Specific in
nformation on the location of the
wastewater trea
atment facilityy is not know
wn at this timee. As such thee evaluation of leachate trreatment alteernatives will focus on
the
e potential forr effects relatted to constru
uction and op
peration at thhe Ridge site.

As per
p the ToR, all
a design and
d operational changes will occur on thee property on which the cu
urrent Ridge LLandfill and proposed
exp
pansion is situated. As such
h, revisions to
o the study arrea are not annticipated.

The
e on‐site study area includes a minimum
m buffer of 12
20 meters aroound any sign
nificant habitat that could be impacted by the
pro
oposed expansion.

The
e Aviation and
d Bird Hazard work will covver off the Primary, Seconndary and Cattegory B Even
nt Bird Hazard
d Zones as defined by
Transport Canad
da. Consideraation will be given
g
to changging the studdy area(s) wheere appropriaate.

Standard practicce will be used
d in the Atmo
ospheric technical disciplinne assessmen
nt of the haul route. The aassessment will focus on
the nearest receptors to the haul
h route an
nd will be aligned with the noise assessment.

As per
p the ToR, the
t daily and annual fill ratte for the sitee is not expeccted to changge and the pro
oposed expan
nsion will resu
ult in a
con
ntinuation of the
t number of
o waste truckks accessing the
t site todayy. There is po
otential that ssome addition
nal trucks may be
required during construction,, or to accommodate mateerials being bbrought to thee landfill for w
waste segregaation activitie
es.
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7.

Transsportation
The Study Arrea identified for transporttation review
w (i.e., on‐site area and dessignated haull
route betwee
en the site an
nd Highway 401) is genera lly sufficient. However, If the potential
8. exists for seccondary or altternate travel routes to alsso be impacteed (i.e., in addition to the
specified prim
mary haul rou
ute), the road
d network stuudy area shou
uld be expand
ded to includee such
routes.

Commen
nt

Clarification is needed forr the Off‐Site Study Area. W
We note the ffollowing:
 The Surface
S
Wate
er Work Plan and Memo teext state thatt the Surface W
Water Study Area
will extend
e
to the
e limits of the watershed bboundary of th
he Howard, SScott, Duke an
nd
McD
Dowell Drains.. They furtherr state that thhe Study Areaa will not include the haul
route
e.
 The figure
f
accompanying the Memo
M
showss the Off‐Site Study Area as the Sub‐
wate
ershed Bound
dary, plus a 1 km setback. TThe setback iis not mentioned in the text of
eithe
er document. The setback should be addded to the Sttudy Area desscription in both
docu
uments.
 The Memo figure also lists the disciplines too be included
d along the Haaul Route. Surface
er is included in that list. The Surface W
Water Work Pllan and the M
Memo or the
wate
Mem
mo figure should be amend
ded.

#
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ons will not be
e considering a secondary or alternate waste haul ro
oute for this EA.
Wasste Connectio

er impact asse
essment of th
he preferred site
s will not bbe included th
he haul route study area. TThis will be made
m
clear
The surface wate
as part of the EA documentatiion.

The surface wate
er off‐site stud
dy area is the
e 1 km study area
a
or the suubwatershed boundary wh
hichever is grreater. The sttudy area
figure will be adju
usted to refle
ect this in the EA documen
ntation.

As per
p the ToR, surface
s
waterr quality invesstigations will be conducteed in the Dukke Drain, How
ward Drain, an
nd Scott Drain
n, which
tran
nsect the land
dfill site and, accordingly, represent
r
thee most approopriate waterccourses to assess potentiaal effects relatted to the
proposed landfill expansion.
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Neegan Burnside Ltd. 17345 Leslie Street, Suite 200 Newmarket ON L3Y 0A4 CANADA
telephone (905) 953-8967 fax (905) 953-8945 web www.neeganburnside.com

September 10, 2018
Via: Email
Mr. Dean Jacobs
Consultation Manager
Walpole Island Heritage Centre
R.R.3
Wallaceburg ON N8A 4K9
Dear Mr. Jacobs:
Re:

Review of Ridge Landfill EA
Ridge Landfill Environmental Assessment
Project No.: 300040044.2018

Neegan Burnside Ltd. (Neegan Burnside) was retained by Walpole Island First Nation (WIFN) to
provide advice on environmental issues regarding the Ridge Landfill Environmental Assessment
Criteria. The following document was reviewed:
•

Ridge Landfill Evaluation Impact Assessment Criteria, Dillon Consulting, July 2018.

We have the following comments:

Table 1: Criteria for the Evaluation of Site Development Alternatives
1.

The Terms of Reference states that the “Do-Nothing” alternative will be carried forward
as part of the EA to establish a control group and baseline condition during the
evaluation of site development alternative methods1. The ToR defines the “Do-Nothing”
alternative as the Ridge Landfill reaching capacity by 2022 and no longer providing
waste disposal capacity in southern Ontario. However, the Evaluation Criteria provided
are associated almost entirely with construction (site development) and leachate
treatment; there are no criteria associated with other aspects of the operation of the
landfill or hauling the waste. Indicators related to operations and haulage as well as
impacts must be included to ensure a full comparison to the “Do-Nothing” alternative.
Although this general comment applies to all tables, some specific examples are as
follows:
•

1

Air Quality Criteria: should consider air contaminates from the landfill itself and from
the activities associated with the hauling waste;

Stated several times throughout the document. Of note, this is stated in Section 5.1.4 immediately
before discussion of Alternative Means.

Mr. Dean Jacobs
September 10, 2018
Project No.: 300040044.2018
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•

Climate Change: should consider greenhouse gas emissions from the landfill waste
and from hauling waste;

•

Economic: should consider impacts related to hauling waste; and

•

Transportation: should include impacts from hauling waste.

2.

In many cases, the Data Sources are “Results from other Disciplines (Design and
Operations)”. However, the Technical Design and Operations Section does not list any
parameters that could define these conditions. We suggest these Data Sources be
fleshed out, so that it is clear where the data is coming from (e.g., will stormwater
modeling or air modeling be done at this time, and if so, which models2?).

3.

The area of Class 1-3 soils lost should be added to indicators for the ‘Potential for
loss/disruption of agriculture on-site’. Soils mapping of Ontario, Canada Land Inventory
and Official Plan mapping of Prime Agricultural Areas can be added as a relevant data
sources.

4.

The indicators state that counts of household will be a method to evaluate odour
disruption, counts of business will be used as a method to evaluate economic impacts,
and counts of truck will be used to assess transportation impacts (only indicator listed).
This is unclear, but leads one to conclude that impacts will be assessed based on a
threshold number of persons impacted. Could these indictors be fleshed out a bit more?

5.

Odour impacts should be assessed with respect to the property line.

Table 2: Draft Evaluation Criteria for the Evaluation of Landfill Gas Management
Alternatives
1.

It is not clear from the ToR or the documents provided which alternative means are
being considered for landfill gas management. This may affect the indicators associated
with the options. For instance, as mentioned below, if power generation is being
considered, the impacts of the transmission line and the grid may need to be considered.
Could the Alternative Means be clarified?

2.

The criteria associated with the landfill gas management and leachate treatment
alternatives seems to focus on the operation of the treatment options and not their
construction. Please confirm that the assessment of Site Development Alternatives will
consider construction.

3.

How will landfill gas associated with landfill mining be considered, if it is carried as an
Alternative Method?

Table 3: Draft Evaluation Criteria for the Evaluation of Leachate Treatment
Alternatives
1.

2

As mentioned regarding landfill gas, it is not clear from the ToR or the documents
provided which alternative means are being considered for leachate treatment. This
may affect the indicators associated with the options. For instance, if trucking of
leachate is being considered, GHG emissions from vehicles and transportation concerns
should be considered. Could the Alternative Means be clarified?

It is noted that specific models are discussed elsewhere (e.g., POLLUTE model)

Mr. Dean Jacobs
September 10, 2018
Project No.: 300040044.2018
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2.

The indicators discuss a transmission line (social). Is this additional power needed for
the leachate treatment system, or should this be considered under landfill gas
alternatives (e.g., power generation). Will routes for this be considered? Will additional
property be needed?

3.

As with Table 1, counts of businesses and households is listed as an indicator. Can this
be clarified?

4.

The criteria for the ‘potential for disruption of aquatic systems on-site’ is only related to
on-site and does not include dowstream/off-site as well. Downstream considerations
should be included.

5.

The indicator for groundwater quality refers to ‘potential for spill or leakage of leachate to
on-site watercourses’ rather than groundwater. This appears to be a typo.

6.

Many of the technical design and operation criteria seem very similar and may cause
duplication or double counting of the same basic criteria.

Table 4: Impact Assessment Criteria
Generally speaking, the criteria seems very thorough. We note the following:
1.

Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK) from First Nations Groups is listed as a data
source for the biology assessment. Please confirm how this information will be obtained
and used as part of the study.

2.

Please confirm that the criteria associated with livestock infrastructure will include barns
as well as any fencing, watering ponds or wells.

If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned.
Yours truly,
Neegan Burnside Ltd.

Meaghan Luis
Environmental Planner
ML/KH:bs
cc:

Kent Hunter, P.Eng.
Senior Project Engineer

Janet Macbeth, WIFN (enc.) (Via: Email)

Other than by the addressee, copying or distribution of this document, in whole or in part, is not permitted without the express
written consent of Neegan Burnside Ltd..
180821 Ridge Landfill EA Review - Evaluation Criteria.docx
10/09/2018 3:09 PM
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MEMO
TO:
CC:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:
OUR FILE:

Kent Hunter, Meaghan Luis, Neegan Burnside
Dean Jacobs, Janet MacBeth, Walpole Island First Nation
Karla Kolli, Dillon Consulting
September 20, 2018
Response to Comments on the Ridge Landfill Evaluation Impact Assessment Criteria
15-2456

The purpose of this memo is to respond to comments provided by Kent Hunter, Senior Project
Engineer, and Meaghan Luis, Environmental Planner, Neegan Burnside Ltd., in a memo dated
September 10, 2018, regarding the Ridge Landfill Evaluation Impact Assessment Criteria. Neegan
Burnside Ltd. was retained by the Walpole Island First Nation (WIFN) to provide comments on the
environmental issues regarding the Ridge Landfill Environmental Assessment Criteria.
A summary of the comments provided by Neegan Burnside Ltd., together with our corresponding
response, is provided in the table below.

DI L LON C ON S UL TIN G LI M IT E D
www.dillon.ca

Air Quality Criteria: should consider air contaminates from the landfill itself and from
the activities associated with the hauling waste;
Climate Change: should consider greenhouse gas emissions from the landfill waste and
from hauling waste;
Economic: should consider impacts related to hauling waste; and
Transportation: should include impacts from hauling waste.

5.

www.dillon.ca
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As per the atmospheric work plan, for the odour assessment the nearest sensitive receptors will be identified in all directions
around the site. In developing the sensitive receptor grid consideration will also be given to historical odour complaints and also
houses that may be owned by WCC and leased to local community members. Odour impacts will be assessed based on good
practice and anticipated impacts beyond the property line.

Odour impacts should be assessed with respect to the property line.

4.

The area of Class 1-3 soils lost will be added as an indicator for the criterion “Potential effect on agriculture during construction”
for the evaluation of site development alternatives. These data sources will be added to the relevant data source column in that
table.

The data source column in the tables has been revised. Surface water modeling will be undertaken using HEC –RAS as part of the
development alternative evaluation and atmospheric modeling will be undertaken using AERMOD dispersion model for the
detailed impact assessment of the preferred development alternative.

The impact of waste hauling will be addressed in the impact assessment of the preferred site.

The annual fill rate and number of trucks bringing waste to the site will not change for the expanded landfill. Thus the site
development alternatives evaluation will focus on air quality associated with the development of the site itself. It is recognized
and will be noted in the EA that the do-nothing alternative would close the landfill and truck traffic would stop. As a result any
impacts currently being felt associated with truck traffic such as those noted would be reduced.

The criteria include consideration of construction, operation and decommissioning associated with the proposed landfill
expansion. For the site development alternatives and the landfill gas and leachate management alternatives the purpose of the
evaluation is to identify a preferred method for expanding the site and managing leachate and landfill gas. As such the criteria
focus on areas where they would be able to distinguish a difference between alternatives. The evaluation will include the donothing alternative as a baseline and the advantages and disadvantages of the preferred alternative will be compared against the
do-nothing alternative. It is noted however that the do-nothing alternative does not solve the identified problem/opportunity. As
per the ToR, the do-nothing alternative would effectively remove 25% of the province’s IC&I disposal capacity in the service area
and require Waste Connections find alternative ways to address the need to safely dispose of residual waste generated by its
customers.

Response

The indicators state that counts of household will be a method to evaluate odour disruption,
counts of business will be used as a method to evaluate economic impacts, and counts of
truck will be used to assess transportation impacts (only indicator listed). This is unclear, but
leads one to conclude that impacts will be assessed based on a threshold number of persons
impacted. Could these indictors be fleshed out a bit more?

In many cases, the Data Sources are “Results from other Disciplines (Design and Operations)”.
However, the Technical Design and Operations Section does not list any parameters that could
define these conditions. We suggest these Data Sources be fleshed out, so that it is clear
where the data is coming from (e.g., will stormwater modeling or air modeling be done at this
time, and if so, which models?).
The area of Class 1-3 soils lost should be added to indicators for the ‘Potential for
loss/disruption of agriculture on-site’. Soils mapping of Ontario, Canada Land Inventory and
Official Plan mapping of Prime Agricultural Areas can be added as a relevant data sources.








The ToR defines the “Do-Nothing” alternative as the Ridge Landfill reaching capacity by 2022
and no longer providing waste disposal capacity in southern Ontario. However, the Evaluation
Criteria provided are associated almost entirely with construction (site development) and
leachate treatment; there are no criteria associated with other aspects of the operation of the
landfill or hauling the waste. Indicators related to operations and haulage as well as impacts
must be included to ensure a full comparison to the “Do-Nothing” alternative. Although this
general comment applies to all tables, some specific examples are as follows:

Comment
The Terms of Reference states that the “Do-Nothing” alternative will be carried forward as
part of the EA to establish a control group and baseline condition during the evaluation of site
development alternative methods (Stated several times throughout the document. Of note,
this is stated in Section 5.1.4 immediately before discussion of Alternative Means).

The determination of potential effects is often a combination of the type of effect and the number of people who might
experience it. The evaluation criteria have been revised.
 The indicator for odour disruption under social is “Number of potential odour sources, relative significance of odour
sources (if characterization is possible), distance of odour sources to sensitive receptors.
 The indicator for effect on businesses under economic is “Number of businesses (e.g., agricultural operations) in the study
area who may experience disruption”
 For the criterion “Potential effects on existing transportation infrastructure and transportation operation” the indictors are
“Additional landfill truck traffic anticipated” and “Number of trucks for soil import/export”. The criterion and indicator
were previously captured under transportation, which has been combined with built criteria.

3.

2.

1.

#

Table 1: Criteria for the Evaluation of Site Development Alternatives
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Landfill gas in the area to be mined cannot be captured during mining operations. Once mining is complete and the area refilled,
a new gas collection system will be installed.

The criteria associated with the landfill gas management and leachate treatment alternatives
seems to focus on the operation of the treatment options and not their construction. Please
confirm that the assessment of Site Development Alternatives will consider construction.

How will landfill gas associated with landfill mining be considered, if it is carried as an
Alternative Method?

1.

2.

3.

This has been revised so that the indicator reads “Potential for spill or leakage of leachate on-site”.
While the criteria for the Evaluation of Leachate Treatment Alternatives are similar, each of the indicators is considered in a
different environmental context (i.e., Natural, Biological, Natural Physical, Social, Economic, and Built). The environmental context
categories have been revised.

The indicator for groundwater quality refers to ‘potential for spill or leakage of leachate to onsite watercourses’ rather than groundwater. This appears to be a typo.

Many of the technical design and operation criteria seem very similar and may cause
duplication or double counting of the same basic criteria.

5.

6.

www.dillon.ca
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The intention of this criterion is to reflect that different leachate treatment systems may have different potentials to discharge
untreated leachate to on-site watercourses. Once the leachate has been treated it will be acceptable for discharge. Off-site
impacts from trucking leachate will also be considered.

The criteria for the ‘potential for disruption of aquatic systems on-site’ is only related to onsite and does not include downstream/off-site as well. Downstream considerations should be
included.

See the response to Table 1 comment #4.

4.

3.

The reference to the transmission line in the Draft Evaluation Criteria for the Evaluation of Leachate Treatment Alternatives has
been removed.

1.

The indicators discuss a transmission line (social). Is this additional power needed for the
leachate treatment system, or should this be considered under landfill gas alternatives (e.g.,
power generation). Will routes for this be considered? Will additional property be needed?
As with Table 1, counts of businesses and households is listed as an indicator. Can this be
clarified?

As mentioned regarding landfill gas, it is not clear from the ToR or the documents provided
which alternative means are being considered for leachate treatment. This may affect the
indicators associated with the options. For instance, if trucking of leachate is being considered,
GHG emissions from vehicles and transportation concerns should be considered. Could the
Alternative Means be clarified?

2.

Response
Leachate treatment alternatives being considered are:
 No on-site pre-treatment and discharge to Blenheim WPCP (current method)
 No on-site pre-treatment and discharge to a treatment facility other than Blenheim WPCP
 Pre-treatment and discharge to Blenheim WPCP
 Pre-treatment and discharge to a treatment facility other than Blenheim WPCP
 Full-treatment on-site and discharge to local drain
 Full-treatment on-site and discharge to Lake Erie
We note that there will not be specific information on the WPCP and/or discharge locations for the alternatives except for those
involving the Blenheim WPCP. A qualitative assessment of trucking impacts will be completed for those alternatives involving
trucking of leachate.

Comment

#

Table 3: Draft Evaluation Criteria for the Evaluation of Leachate Treatment Alternatives

Construction will be considered in all evaluations.

It is not clear from the ToR or the documents provided which alternative means are being
considered for landfill gas management. This may affect the indicators associated with the
options. For instance, as mentioned below, if power generation is being considered, the
impacts of the transmission line and the grid may need to be considered. Could the Alternative
Means be clarified?

Response
The alternatives being considered for landfill gas management are:
 Active LFG Collection and Centralized Flaring (on-site)
 Utilization of Gas via Electricity Generation (on-site)
 Utilization of Gas via Industrial Fuel (Direct Use) (off-site)
 Utilization of Gas via Renewable Natural Gas (RNG) ) (off-site)
We note that as no specific locations for the off-site options are known at this point, the identification and evaluation of effects
associated with these options will focus on the landfill site area and in the immediate vicinity.

Comment

#

Table 2: Draft Evaluation Criteria for the Evaluation of Landfill Gas Management Alternatives
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Any project impacts on livestock infrastructure, such as active barns, livestock fencing, livestock watering ponds or wells that are
used to supply livestock infrastructure, will be taken into consideration as part of the assessment.

Please confirm that the criteria associated with livestock infrastructure will include barns as
well as any fencing, watering ponds or wells.

1.

2.

www.dillon.ca
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Response
As per the ToR, Waste Connections will continue to consult with Indigenous Communities and organizations throughout the EA
process. Waste Connections will continue to meet with WIFN and other Indigenous Communities to discuss where and how
Traditional Ecological Knowledge could be best represented in the EA.

Comment

Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK) from First Nations Groups is listed as a data source for
the biology assessment. Please confirm how this information will be obtained and used as part
of the study.

#

Table 4: Impact Assessment Criteria
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1.

Section 5.5:
5 Recomme
end changing “informationn” to
“sources”” for the sake
e of clarity.

2.

Section 7.1:
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7
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Neegan Burnside Ltd. 17345 Leslie Street, Suite 200 Newmarket ON L3Y 0A4 CANADA
telephone (905) 953-8967 fax (905) 953-8945 web www.neeganburnside.com

September 20, 2018
Via: Email
Mr. Dean Jacobs
Consultation Manager
Walpole Island Heritage Centre
R.R.3
Wallaceburg ON N8A 4K9
Dear Mr. Jacobs:
Re:

Review of Ridge Landfill EA
Work Plans
Ridge Landfill Environmental Assessment
Project No.: 300040044.2018

Neegan Burnside Ltd. (Neegan Burnside) was retained by Walpole Island First Nation (WIFN) to
provide advice on environmental issues regarding the Ridge Landfill Environmental
Assessment. As part of this task, we were provided with Work Plans, prepared by Dillon for the
next phase of the EA. The main purpose of reviewing the work plans is to ensure that they
respond to the concerns of WIFN. We have reviewed the work plans and have the following
comments:

Agricultural Assessment – June 2018
Section 2.3: Indicators related to ‘potential for loss of agricultural resource on-site’ should
include rendering remaining lands too small for agricultural use.

Atmospheric Scope of Work for EA – July 17, 2018
Section 4.1: First bullet indicates that PM10 will be predicted from PM2.5 data. However, the
same is not stated for TSP. Since the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
(MECP1) Chatham Station does not record TSP, will TSP be estimated based on typical ratios
as well?
Section 4.1: Last sentence indicates that London and Windsor measurements are taken in
urban areas and are anticipated to be conservative. Does “conservative” mean “higher than
what would be expected in the area surrounding the landfill”? If so, depending on how that data
is used, the treatment could be exactly the opposite (unconservative). For instance, if the

1

Formerly Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change (MOECC).

Mr. Dean Jacobs
September 20, 2018
Project No.: 300040044.2018
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off-property impact is 1, and the London background is 20 while the local background is 2, using
the London data will give an “5% (minor) increase” while the local data will show a 50% (major)
increase. Documentation/justification of the acceptability of the other data should be included in
the assessment. This documentation should be relatively easy since the London background
PM2.5 for 2015 is 8.27 µg/m3 while Chatham background PM2.5 for 2015 is 8.08 µg/m3.
Section 4.3: 1. Table shows “US EPA MOBLIE6.2 guidance” as the source of the “Emission
Estimate Approach”. This referenced guidance document is dated October 2002. The US EPA
has replaced the MOBILE emission factor model with “MOVES2014a”. Please explain why the
most current emission estimate model would not be used.
Section 4.3: 2. Paragraph 2 indicates they will assess “Hup to three future scenariosH”, but
Item 5 says “2 reasonable worst-case future design scenarios”. Is the expectation that some of
the preferred alternatives will have the same off-site road scenarios?
Section 4.3: 5. Indicates that the assessment will use 1 year of meteorological data,
presumably with the CAL3QHCR model listed in Item 4. Given that 5 years of meteorological
data will be used in the AERMOD simulation, why would only 1 year be used in the road traffic
model? Since the MECP will be providing the CAL3QHCR Data anyway, 5 years can be used
and provide the same level of assessment as the AERMOD simulation.

Biology Work Plan – June 2018
Section 3.0: The assumption that the proposed expansion will not impact biological features
off-site or along the designated haul-route requires that no increase in haulage is anticipated for
future operations between 2022-2041. Is this confirmed?
Section 4.2.1: It should be noted that the Ecological Land Classification (ELC) and Ontario
Wetland Evaluation System (OWES) definitions do not always agree in their definition of what is
considered a wetland. It is possible for an ecosite to be considered both a Fresh-moist forest
through ELC first approximations and a treed swamp through OWES. It is recommended that
these studies include staff with training/certification in the OWES system in addition to
experience with ELC.
Section 4.2.3: Records also indicate the presence of Yellow-breasted Chat as well as multiple
Special Concern forest-dwelling avian species within the vicinity of the landfill. It should be
confirmed that breeding bird surveys conducted in 2017 adequately covered old-field thicket
ecosites and forest ecosites in addition to open grassland areas.
Section 4.2.5: Records indicate the presence of Eastern Foxsnake within the vicinity of the
landfill, but there is no mention of targeted snake surveys or correspondence with MNRF
regarding this species. It should be confirmed that discussions with MNRF biologists has taken
place to address the potential presence of this species and/or critical habitat on or adjacent to
the study area.

Mr. Dean Jacobs
September 20, 2018
Project No.: 300040044.2018
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Section 4.3: Proposed re-alignment of the Howard Drain is not an activity that falls under
“Maintenance and Repair Activities Not Requiring DFO Reviews in F Drains”. A
self-assessment will be required for these works. A Notification of Drain Maintenance or Repair
form will need to be completed and submitted to the DFO as well.
Section 4.6: It should be noted that any works that involve intermittent fish habitat should be
carried out during dry conditions.

Proposed Bird Hazard Assessment Program Workplan - May 18, 2016
Transport Canada’s Airport Bird-Hazard Risk Assessment Process (ABRAP) should be followed
to establish the Bird Hazard Zones (BHZs) at the Chatham-Kent Municipal Airport (Airport).
Once established, the BHZs that the Landfill lies within should be confirmed and the risks
associated with the Landfill being in the BHZs should be identified.
Based on the bird species observed, the level of risk posed by the highest risk species should
be outlined. The level of risk should be defined as per Transport Canada’s Bird Hazard Ranking
System.

Climate Change Scope of Work – Mitigation & Adaptation for EA – July 10, 2018
The report says that the IC&I service area will be reduced from all of Ontario to just southern
and central Ontario, and their residential service area from Chatham-Kent and the neighbouring
counties of Essex, Lambton, Middlesex and Elgin, to only the Municipality of
Chatham-Kent. The Climate Change Work Plan should assess the change in GHG emissions
both within the smaller catchment area, and within the Province as a whole. It is recognized
that with less haulage, the project related GHG emissions may be reduced. However, the waste
generators from the remainder of Ontario, who previously send their wastes to Ridge, may end
up sending their waste to further locations or facilitates without landfill gas destruction/utilization
resulting in a net overall Province wide increase. We suggest that the study should consider
both scenarios.
Section 4.1.1: Baseline Conditions provides a work plan for the “on-site” GHG assessment but
not the “haul route”. Please provide a work plan that includes references to the “haul route”
Study Area (not currently mentioned until Section 4.1.3) in the development of the Baseline
Conditions.
The inclusion of a “haul route” Study Area suggests that there could be a change to the haul
route under one of the proposed alternatives. The GHG analysis referenced in Section 4.1.4
says it will address the regional or provincial GHG impact. There does not appear to be any
mention of a local (haul route) scale assessment.
The work plan described in the Atmospheric Scope of Work was well laid out. In the same
manner as that document, please ensure that the background, proposed alternatives (if done),
and preferred alternative scenarios are addressed for the local, haul route, and regional impact

Mr. Dean Jacobs
September 20, 2018
Project No.: 300040044.2018
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areas. Some of the above impacts may be identical through all the scenarios. If that is the
case, the writeup of that section will be short and easy but it should be included.

Design and Operations Work Plan – June 2018
We note that the Design and Operations Work Plan appears to focus mainly on supporting the
other disciplines during the EA stage. However, the evaluation criteria do contain items which
are related to design. These including safety, the ability to provide service, ability to meet
regulatory standards (leachate and gas only) and ease of implementation. Additional
consideration is needed regarding the evaluation criteria and a report should be generated at
the EA stage to allow a comparison of the design options.
Furthermore, gas collection methods are not presented in the work plan but are presented in the
evaluation criteria. These should be fleshed out as part of the work plan.
We note there is reference to other First Nations reviewing the report (specifically Aamjiwnaang)
but Walpole Island is not mentioned (page 2). We assume this was an oversight and is not the
true intention. Please fix this error in future versions.
The work plan goes into a lot of detail about completion of the Design and Operation Report, but
then states this will not be done until the EA is complete. It is unclear why this is being
presented at this time and we suggest that the work plan should focus on the EA alone, as it is
misleading as to what is being done during the EA.

Hydrogeological Work Plan – July 2018
The groundwater work plan states that the purpose of the assessment is to determine whether
the site can be developed without causing adverse effects to off-site groundwater. The On-Site
and Off-Site Study areas were discussed in our response to a separate document. In general,
we agree with the approach outlined in the work plan. We make the following comments:
Section Numbering and page numbers are not consecutive (i.e., there are two Section 1.0 and
the page numbering is restarted at 1 in the second Section 1.0 and in Section 3.0). This will
cause some confusion in locating the source of comments below.
Section 1.0 (2) – page 2: New monitoring wells were drilled in the fall of 2016 and water levels
monitored since that time. We agree with this approach as it is recognized that the EA scope of
work may evolve.
Section 2.0 – page 3: The hydrogeological assessment is to be documented, including
borehole logs, geologic cross-sections and piezometric maps. Will this documentation be
provided for the entire On-Site Study Area? A review of the 2017 Annual Monitoring Report
showed that:
1.

There were no well logs for most of the site’s monitoring wells.

Mr. Dean Jacobs
September 20, 2018
Project No.: 300040044.2018
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2.

The cross-sections showed geology only and were not useful in interpreting shallow
groundwater movement (i.e., did not include water level elevations in relation to surface
water feature geometry and water levels, leachate collection system as-built elevations
and, waste cell and leachate elevations).

3.

No interpretation of groundwater movement on the Water Level Elevations mapping for
Layer 1 and Layer 3.

We recommend that well logs, detailed cross-sections and groundwater flow maps be
developed for the EA and added to the Annual Report.
Section 4.0 – pages 4 and 5: Leachate samples from the Old Landfill and water samples from
the six new well nests are to be analyzed. The water sample parameters are to match the
current monitoring program. There is no parameter list for the leachate samples. We
recommend all samples be analyzed for parameter list in Schedule 5, Column 1 of the landfill
standards guideline for new or expanding landfill sites. This list contains parameters that are
useful in landfill monitoring that are not in the current list such as metals (arsenic, boron and
manganese), DOC and field parameters.
Section 5.0 – page 9: A reference to appendices describing all elements of the surface water
assessment should be edited to say groundwater assessment.

Ridge Landfill Noise Work Plan – June 2018
Section 4.0: Second and third bullet appear to have text from the proposal rather than text
appropriate to the work plan. Please revise the text to describe the analysis that will be
presented in the assessment.
Section 4.1: This section appears to have text from the proposal rather than text appropriate to
the work plan. Please revise the text to describe the assumptions that will be the basis of the
assessment.

Socio-Economic Assessment
Section 2.0: This section states that properties will be ranked as having high, moderate or low
cumulative effects depending on how they will be affected by various nuisances. More detail
should be provided on how the rankings will be assigned and what criteria will be used to
determine which properties receive a high, moderate or low ranking. It is also unclear if the
cumulative effects rankings only apply to nuisance effects or if other criteria will be included.
Table 1: Data Sources indicated for the potential displacement of residents on-site does not
specify what is involved in planned consultation activities. More detail is needed.
Under the socio-economic Criteria group, there is a criterion for “Potential for impacts on
financial livelihoods.” The indicators seem to relate more to impacts on the community trust and
municipality’s tax revenue rather than the livelihood of residents. We suggest a clarification to
ensure that both personal incomes and community benefits are considered.

Mr. Dean Jacobs
September 20, 2018
Project No.: 300040044.2018
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Table 2: The On-Site Land Use criteria group indicates archaeological assessments as a data
source. We suggest including consultation with Indigenous communities as necessary step to
ensure no disturbance of undiscovered archaeological resources.
Section 2.2: This section indicates other technical disciplines will be involved in establishing
baseline conditions and conducting the associated effects assessments, including Indigenous
Peoples and Traditional Use of Land. The details and activities of this assessment should be
included for review.

Surface Water Work Plan – July 2018
Given the scope of the surface water work plan, it is recognized that input and review could
cross several disciplines including aquatic biology, stormwater management, municipal drainage
engineering and hydrogeology.
Section 3.0: Comments on the proposed On-Site Study Area and the Off-Site Study Area were
provided in a separate document. In summary, the On-Site Study Area should include all of the
Duke Drain, some of which is located northeast of the Site property boundary on Erieau Road.
Clarification was requested as to whether the Off-Site Study area was the sub-watershed
boundary (proposed in Work Plan) or the boundary plus a 1 km off-set (proposed in Technical
Memo June 14, 2018, Figure 1). Clarification was also requested as to whether the haul road
was to be included in the Surface Water Study Area or not.
Section 5.0 – page 7: The section states that the inventory of existing structures to include
“GPS data”. The method is not clear. We recommend real-time kinematic GPS survey to allow
comparison of geodetic elevations with water table and stream channel elevations.
Section 5.0 – page 7: Survey measurements of typical channel geometry. We recommend
real-time kinematic GPS survey to allow comparison of geodetic elevations with water table,
leachate level and leachate collection systems elevations.
Section 5.0 – page 8: Continuous measurements of temperature and water levels at three
locations. We recommend consideration be given to locating LL STN 200 and LL STN 300
(Figure 2) adjacent to existing Layer 1 monitoring wells to allow for a comparison of seasonal
water levels elevations. Depending on the depth of the monitoring well, consideration should
also be given to installing a piezometer screened below the bottom of the channel.

Transportation Scope of Work – June 2018
The transportation assessment should follow the guidelines outlined in Traffic Impact Study
Guideline, published by the Ministry of Transportation Ontario (“MTO”) in September 2014.
Traffic count data obtained from the MTO or Municipality should be used for analysis purposes
only if the data was obtained in the last three years.

Mr. Dean Jacobs
September 20, 2018
Project No.: 300040044.2018
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The anticipated study area intersections and road segments should be specified in the work
plan. If the potential exists for secondary or alternate travel routes to also be impacted (i.e., in
addition to the specified primary haul route), the road network study area should be expanded to
include such routes.
The impacts of increased traffic due to potential waste diversion should also be assessed on the
haul route, in addition to the on-site operations.
Background developments and growth rates on study area roads should be confirmed with the
Municipality and MTO.
The road authorities having jurisdiction along the haul route should be consulted on the
approach and foundations for the transportation assessment, in addition to the MTO.
Speed data should be assessed along the haul routes.
More detailed assessment of traffic safety issues should be provided for any locations that are
identified as safety “hot spots” in the initial high-level safety review.
The methodology that will be used to estimate the forecast site trips should be outlined in the
work plan (such as using proxy sites, applying first principles, etc.).
Analysis of future haul routes should be conducted. The impacts that the preferred alternative
will have on the greater transportation network should be discussed in the study (such as
leachate truck origin/destination impacts, etc.).
Costing should be provided for the alternatives considered, not just for the preferred site design.

Analysis of the Possible Aviation Impacts – May 5, 2016
Transport Canada’s Civil Aviation Daily Occurrence Reporting System (CADORS) should be
reviewed to determine the reported incident history at the Airport, and to confirm if birds were
involved in any incidents at the Airport.
Management of the Airport should be contacted to determine if they are aware of any
near-misses or unreported collisions at the Airport resulting from birds in the area.
The types of aircraft that currently frequent the Airport should be confirmed, and such
information should be provided to the consultant preparing the Bird Hazard Assessment
Program so that the appropriate dimensions may be applied towards the BHZs.

Visual Impact Assessment – July 2018
We have no comments on the Visual Assessment Work Plan at this time.
If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned.

Mr. Dean Jacobs
September 20, 2018
Project No.: 300040044.2018
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Yours truly,
Neegan Burnside Ltd.

Kent Hunter, P.Eng.
Senior Project Engineer
cc:

Janet Macbeth, WIFN (enc.) (Via: Email)

Other than by the addressee, copying or distribution of this document, in whole or in part, is not permitted without the express
written consent of Neegan Burnside Ltd..
180919 Ridge Landfill EA Review - Workplan Review.docx
20/09/2018 9:30 AM
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Dean Jacobs, Janet MacBeth, Walpole Island First Nation
Karla Kolli, Dillon Consulting
October 3, 2018
Response to Comments on the Ridge Landfill Work Plans

OUR FILE:
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The purpose of this memo is to respond to comments provided by Kent Hunter, Senior Project
Engineer, and Meaghan Luis, Environmental Planner, Neegan Burnside Ltd., in a memo dated
September 20, 2018, regarding the Ridge Landfill Work Plans. Neegan Burnside Ltd. was retained by the
Walpole Island First Nation (WIFN) to provide comments on the environmental issues regarding the
Ridge Landfill Environmental Assessment.
A summary of the comments provided by Neegan Burnside Ltd. on the following work plans, together
with our corresponding response, is provided in the table below.


Agricultural Assessment – June 2018



Atmospheric Scope of Work for EA – July 17, 2018



Biology Work Plan – June 2018



Proposed Bird Hazard Assessment Program Workplan - May 18, 2016



Climate Change Scope of Work – Mitigation & Adaptation for EA – July 10, 2018



Design and Operations Work Plan – June 2018



Hydrogeological Work Plan – July 2018



Ridge Landfill Noise Work Plan – June 2018



Socio Economic Assessment



Surface Water Work Plan – July 2018



Analysis of the Possible Aviation Impacts – May 5, 2016

Neegan Burnside Ltd. Did not have any comment regarding the Visual Impact Assessment Work Plan.
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Table 1: Walpole Island First Nation (WIFN) Work Plan Comments
#

Response

Comment

Agricultural Assessment – June 2018
1.

Section 2.3: Indicators related to ‘potential for loss of
agricultural resource on-site’ should include rendering
remaining lands too small for agricultural use.

The indicator ‘area of crop production’ will
consider the amount of agriculture removed by
the facility. As part of this assessment we will
take into consideration whether the remaining
lands are of a size that could sustain agriculture.

Atmospheric Scope of Work for EA – July 17, 2018
2.

Section 4.1: First bullet indicates that PM10 will be
predicted from PM2.5 data. However, the same is not
stated for TSP. Since the Ministry of the Environment,
Conservation and Parks (MECP) Chatham Station does
not record TSP, will TSP be estimated based on typical
ratios as well?

TSP will be estimated based on typical ratios as
well.

3.

Section 4.1: Last sentence indicates that London and
Windsor measurements are taken in urban areas and
are anticipated to be conservative. Does “conservative”
mean “higher than what would be expected in the area
surrounding the landfill”? If so, depending on how that
data is used, the treatment could be exactly the
opposite (unconservative). For instance, if the offproperty impact is 1, and the London background is 20
while the local background is 2, using the London data
will give an “5% (minor) increase” while the local data
will show a 50% (major) increase.
Documentation/justification of the acceptability of the
other data should be included in the assessment. This
documentation should be relatively easy since the
London background PM2.5 for 2015 is 8.27 µg/m3 while
Chatham background PM2.5 for 2015 is 8.08 µg/m3.

The analysis of impacts will be done based on
comparing the cumulative concentrations
(project + baseline) to the MECP air quality
criteria. This allows for an assessment of the
future scenario (project + baseline) to the
criteria that are in place (from the MECP) to
protect human health and impacts to the
environment. Within this methodology, use of a
higher baseline value will increase the predicted
cumulative impact, and therefore provide a
higher (more conservative) assessment of
impacts.
Project impacts will not be compared to baseline
concentrations as documented in the question.

4.

Section 4.3: 1. Table shows “US EPA MOBLIE6.2
guidance” as the source of the “Emission Estimate
Approach”. This referenced guidance document is
dated October 2002. The US EPA has replaced the
MOBILE emission factor model with “MOVES2014a”.
Please explain why the most current emission estimate
model would not be used.

This question was raised through engagement
with the MECP and it was agreed through
discussions with the MECP that emissions from
on-road vehicles will be estimated using the US
EPA MOVES model.

5.

Section 4.3: 2. Paragraph 2 indicates they will assess
“…up to three future scenarios…”, but Item 5 says “2
reasonable worst-case future design scenarios”. Is the
expectation that some of the preferred alternatives will
have the same off-site road scenarios?

Item 5 is specific to the Blowing Litter
Assessment, and does not overlap with the air
quality assessment of the site operations. As
part of this assessment, only air modeling for the
preferred development alternative is being
completed. The general assumption is that the
off-site road impacts will be the same for all
three of the alternatives. The air quality
assessment involves more variables and thus
using 3 scenarios is considered appropriate
compared to blowing litter which has less
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#

Response

Comment

variables and only 2 scenarios.
6.

Section 4.3: 5. Indicates that the assessment will use 1
year of meteorological data, presumably with the
CAL3QHCR model listed in Item 4. Given that 5 years of
meteorological data will be used in the AERMOD
simulation, why would only 1 year be used in the road
traffic model? Since the MECP will be providing the
CAL3QHCR Data anyway, 5 years can be used and
provide the same level of assessment as the AERMOD
simulation.

Item 5 is specific to the Blowing Litter
Assessment. However, the MECP 5 year dataset
can be used for the assessment of the preferred
alternative, the haul route and the blowing litter
assessment.

Biology – June 2018
7.

Section 3.0: The assumption that the proposed
expansion will not impact biological features off-site or
along the designated haul-route requires that no
increase in haulage is anticipated for future operations
between 2022-2041. Is this confirmed?

We confirm that the annual fill rate for the site
will not change during this time period.

8.

Section 4.2.1: It should be noted that the Ecological
The ELC surveys completed within the study area
Land Classification (ELC) and Ontario Wetland
were undertaken by staff trained in OWES.
Evaluation System (OWES) definitions do not always
agree in their definition of what is considered a
wetland. It is possible for an ecosite to be considered
both a Fresh-moist forest through ELC first
approximations and a treed swamp through OWES. It is
recommended that these studies include staff with
training/certification in the OWES system in addition to
experience with ELC.

9.

Section 4.2.3: Records also indicate the presence of
Yellow-breasted Chat as well as multiple Special
Concern forest-dwelling avian species within the vicinity
of the landfill. It should be confirmed that breeding bird
surveys conducted in 2017 adequately covered old-field
thicket ecosites and forest ecosites in addition to open
grassland areas.

Breeding bird surveys were completed in both
2015 and 2017 in support of the EA. Surveys in
2015 captured both the southeast and
southwest woodlands while the 2017 surveys
captured the remainder of the study area.

10.

Section 4.2.5: Records indicate the presence of Eastern
Foxsnake within the vicinity of the landfill, but there is
no mention of targeted snake surveys or
correspondence with MNRF regarding this species. It
should be confirmed that discussions with MNRF
biologists has taken place to address the potential
presence of this species and/or critical habitat on or
adjacent to the study area.

11.

Section 4.3: Proposed re-alignment of the Howard
Drain is not an activity that falls under “Maintenance
and Repair Activities Not Requiring DFO Reviews in F
Drains”. A self-assessment will be required for these
works. A Notification of Drain Maintenance or Repair
form will need to be completed and submitted to the

The MNRF did not indicate the need to
undertake Eastern Foxsnake surveys during the
April 5, 2016 pre-consultation meeting and
confirmed the study area did not contain Eastern
Foxsnake regulated habitat. However, given that
Chatham-Kent is prescribed as the habitat of
Eastern Foxsnake, presence (or lack thereof) of
Eastern Foxsnake was documented in parallel
with each of the daytime surveys completed in
2015, 2016 and 2017 as a due diligence measure.
Comment noted.
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#

Response

Comment
DFO as well.

12.

Section 4.6: It should be noted that any works that
involve intermittent fish habitat should be carried out
during dry conditions.

Comment noted.

Proposed Bird Hazard Assessment Program– May 18, 2016
13.

Transport Canada’s Airport Bird-Hazard Risk Assessment
Process (ABRAP) should be followed to establish the
Bird Hazard Zones (BHZs) at the Chatham-Kent
Municipal Airport (Airport). Once established, the BHZs
that the Landfill lies within should be confirmed and the
risks associated with the Landfill being in the BHZs
should be identified.

Comment noted. For the Bird Hazard study area,
although the Transport Canada ABRAP is not
specifically referenced, a study area was chosen
that would easily encompass those zones.

14.

Based on the bird species observed, the level of risk
posed by the highest risk species should be outlined.
The level of risk should be defined as per Transport
Canada’s Bird Hazard Ranking System.

Comment noted.

Climate Change Scope of Work – Mitigation & Adaptation for EA – July 10, 2018
15.

The report says that the IC&I service area will be
reduced from all of Ontario to just southern and central
Ontario, and their residential service area from
Chatham-Kent and the neighbouring counties of Essex,
Lambton, Middlesex and Elgin, to only the Municipality
of Chatham-Kent. The Climate Change Work Plan
should assess the change in GHG emissions both within
the smaller catchment area, and within the Province as
a whole. It is recognized that with less haulage, the
project related GHG emissions may be reduced.
However, the waste generators from the remainder of
Ontario, who previously send their wastes to Ridge, may
end up sending their waste to further locations or
facilitates without landfill gas destruction/utilization
resulting in a net overall Province wide increase. We
suggest that the study should consider both scenarios.

The ‘reduced’ service area from all of Ontario to
just southern and central Ontario for ICI waste
and from Chatham-Kent and surrounding
municipalities to just Chatham-Kent for
residential waste is a refinement that represents
the current catchment area for the Ridge. As
such, the customer base is expected to be
identical to what it is today.
While Waste Connections recognizes the
importance of considering GHG emissions at a
local and regional level, anything beyond the
above mentioned study areas is beyond the
scope of this project.

16.

Section 4.1.1: Baseline Conditions provides a work plan Haul route GHGs will be estimated using the US
for the “on-site” GHG assessment but not the “haul
EPA MOVES model.
route”. Please provide a work plan that includes
references to the “haul route” Study Area (not currently
mentioned until Section 4.1.3) in the development of
the Baseline Conditions.

17.

The inclusion of a “haul route” Study Area suggests that
there could be a change to the haul route under one of
the proposed alternatives. The GHG analysis referenced
in Section 4.1.4 says it will address the regional or
provincial GHG impact. There does not appear to be
any mention of a local (haul route) scale assessment.

The haul route study area is included for the
assessment of the preferred alternative. The
number of waste trucks associated with the
project are not anticipated to change as the
annual fill rate will remain the same as it is
currently. There may be some additional trucks
needed for soil import/export.
The GHG emissions from the haul route will be
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quantified using the US EPA MOVES model.
These emissions will be compared to baseline
emissions for the region or province.

18.

The work plan described in the Atmospheric Scope of
Work was well laid out. In the same manner as that
document, please ensure that the background,
proposed alternatives (if done), and preferred
alternative scenarios are addressed for the local, haul
route, and regional impact areas. Some of the above
impacts may be identical through all the scenarios. If
that is the case, the writeup of that section will be short
and easy but it should be included.

The climate change work will document:
 Regional and provincial GHGs;
 Anticipated differences in GHG levels for the
site development alternatives; and
 Potential change in GHG associated with the
preferred site development alternative
(including the site and haul route) over the
baseline and as compared to regional and
provincial emissions.

Design and Operations – June 2018
19.

We note that the Design and Operations Work Plan
appears to focus mainly on supporting the other
disciplines during the EA stage. However, the
evaluation criteria do contain items which are related to
design. These including safety, the ability to provide
service, ability to meet regulatory standards (leachate
and gas only) and ease of implementation. Additional
consideration is needed regarding the evaluation
criteria and a report should be generated at the EA
stage to allow a comparison of the design options.

20.

Furthermore, gas collection methods are not presented
in the work plan but are presented in the evaluation
criteria. These should be fleshed out as part of the
work plan.

21.

22.

The evaluation criteria will be reviewed and
presented as revised in the Interim Alternative
Methods Report later this fall. This report will
also document the comparison of alternatives
for the all criteria including those that are design
related.

Consideration of alternative methods will include
landfill gas management. The alternatives being
considered for landfill gas management are:
 Active LFG Collection and Centralized
Flaring (on-site)
 Utilization of Gas via Electricity
Generation (on-site)
 Utilization of Gas via Industrial Fuel
(Direct Use) (off-site)
 Utilization of Gas via Renewable Natural
Gas (RNG) ) (off-site)
These alternatives will be evaluated based on a
number of criteria and the preliminary results
will be documented in the Interim Alternative
Methods Report later this fall.
We note there is reference to other First Nations
Please note the specific mention of
reviewing the report (specifically Aamjiwnaang) but
Aamjiwnaang was included to acknowledge a
Walpole Island is not mentioned (page 2). We assume
specific request by them at the Terms of
this was an oversight and is not the true intention.
Reference stage to review the D&O report.
Please fix this error in future versions.
There was no intention to overlook the valued
input of Walpole Island First Nation. We will
ensure that future documentation for the
project is inclusive in its reference to First
Nations involvement.
The work plan goes into a lot of detail about completion The Design and Operation Report work plan will
of the Design and Operation Report, but then states this be executed during detailed impact assessment
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Comment

Response

will not be done until the EA is complete. It is unclear
why this is being presented at this time and we suggest
that the work plan should focus on the EA alone, as it is
misleading as to what is being done during the EA.

of the preferred alternative, the balance of the
D&O will be completed in concert with
completion of the EA, included in the final EA
document and submitted accordingly for ECA
approval.

#

Hydrogeological – July 2018
23.

The groundwater work plan states that the purpose of
the assessment is to determine whether the site can be
developed without causing adverse effects to off-site
groundwater. The On-Site and Off-Site Study areas
were discussed in our response to a separate
document. In general, we agree with the approach
outlined in the work plan. We make the following
comments:

24.

Comment noted.
Section Numbering and page numbers are not
consecutive (i.e., there are two Section 1.0 and the page
numbering is restarted at 1 in the second Section 1.0
and in Section 3.0). This will cause some confusion in
locating the source of comments below.

25.

Section 1.0 (2) – page 2: New monitoring wells were
drilled in the fall of 2016 and water levels monitored
since that time. We agree with this approach as it is
recognized that the EA scope of work may evolve.

Comment noted.

26.

Section 2.0 – page 3: The hydrogeological assessment
is to be documented, including borehole logs, geologic
cross-sections and piezometric maps. Will this
documentation be provided for the entire On-Site
Study Area? A review of the 2017 Annual Monitoring
Report showed that:

Yes, documentation is to be provided for entire
on-site study area.
The well logs, detailed cross-sections and
groundwater flow maps that are developed for
the EA will be referenced in subsequent Annual
Reports prepared for the expanded landfill.

1.
2.

3.

There were no well logs for most of the site’s
monitoring wells.
The cross-sections showed geology only and
were not useful in interpreting shallow
groundwater movement (i.e., did not include
water level elevations in relation to surface
water feature geometry and water levels,
leachate collection system as-built elevations
and, waste cell and leachate elevations).
No interpretation of groundwater movement
on the Water Level Elevations mapping for
Layer 1 and Layer 3.

We recommend that well logs, detailed cross-sections
and groundwater flow maps be developed for the EA
and added to the Annual Report.
27.

Section 4.0 – pages 4 and 5: Leachate samples from the
Old Landfill and water samples from the six new well
nests are to be analyzed. The water sample parameters
are to match the current monitoring program. There is

The target parameter list for the leachate
monitoring wells includes the parameters listed
in the parameter list in Schedule 5, Column 1 of
the landfill standards guideline for new or
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Comment
no parameter list for the leachate samples. We
recommend all samples be analyzed for parameter list
in Schedule 5, Column 1 of the landfill standards
guideline for new or expanding landfill sites. This list
contains parameters that are useful in landfill
monitoring that are not in the current list such as
metals (arsenic, boron and manganese), DOC and field
parameters.

28.

expanding landfill sites.

Section 5.0 – page 9: A reference to appendices
Comment noted.
describing all elements of the surface water assessment
should be edited to say groundwater assessment.

Noise – June 2018
29.

Section 4.0: Second and third bullet appear to have
text from the proposal rather than text appropriate to
the work plan. Please revise the text to describe the
analysis that will be presented in the assessment.

30.

Section 4.1: This section appears to have text from the
proposal rather than text appropriate to the work plan.
Please revise the text to describe the assumptions that
will be the basis of the assessment.

Description of analysis at work plan stage has
been provided under bullet two and three.
Number of iterations and worst case scenarios
specified in the write up pertain to our
expectation of analysis to be completed at this
stage.
These assumptions were included to clarify
expectations for the purposes of the noise work
plan.

Socio Economic Assessment
31.

Section 2.0: This section states that properties will be
ranked as having high, moderate or low cumulative
effects depending on how they will be affected by
various nuisances. More detail should be provided on
how the rankings will be assigned and what criteria will
be used to determine which properties receive a high,
moderate or low ranking.

The rankings are assigned based on whether a
property is on-site (high), within 1km and on the
haul route (high), within 1km but not on the haul
route (moderate), on the haul route only and not
within 1 km of the site (low). In the context of
the socio-economic analysis, the cumulative
effects will only apply to nuisance effects (i.e.,
noise, dust, odour, litter, traffic).

It is also unclear if the cumulative effects rankings only
apply to nuisance effects or if other criteria will be
included.
32.

Table 1: Data Sources indicated for the potential
displacement of residents on-site does not specify what
is involved in planned consultation activities. More
detail is needed.

33.

Under the socio-economic Criteria group, there is a
criterion for “Potential for impacts on financial
livelihoods.” The indicators seem to relate more to
impacts on the community trust and municipality’s tax
revenue rather than the livelihood of residents. We
suggest a clarification to ensure that both personal

The primary data source for the
criterion/indicator related to on-site
displacement has and will continue to be
personal communication through home visits.
Waste Connections has established
communication with the two remaining tenants
on-site and meets with them at key milestones
to relay information related to the project,
gather input and discuss issues that need to be
resolved as the study proceeds.
The community survey to be undertaken this fall
includes questions related to both the livelihood
of residents and the community. This
information will be used in the impact
assessment of the preferred alternative.
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incomes and community benefits are considered.

34.

Table 2: The On-Site Land Use criteria group indicates
archaeological assessments as a data source. We
suggest including consultation with Indigenous
communities as necessary step to ensure no
disturbance of undiscovered archaeological resources.

Waste Connections will continue to consult with
Indigenous Communities and organizations
throughout the EA process and in particular
related to the archaeological assessment.

35.

Section 2.2: This section indicates other technical
disciplines will be involved in establishing baseline
conditions and conducting the associated effects
assessments, including Indigenous Peoples and
Traditional Use of Land. The details and activities of this
assessment should be included for review.

Through the Cultural and Archaeological
Assessments and continued discussion with First
Nations communities our intent is to recognize
known historic use of this area as part of the EA.

Surface Water – July 2018
36.

Section 3.0: Comments on the proposed On-Site Study
Area and the Off-Site Study Area were provided in a
separate document. In summary, the On-Site Study
Area should include all of the Duke Drain, some of
which is located northeast of the Site property
boundary on Erieau Road. Clarification was requested as
to whether the Off-Site Study area was the subwatershed boundary (proposed in Work Plan) or the
boundary plus a 1 km off-set (proposed in Technical
Memo June 14, 2018, Figure 1). Clarification was also
requested as to whether the haul road was to be
included in the Surface Water Study Area or not.

37.

Section 5.0 – page 7: The section states that the
inventory of existing structures to include “GPS data”.
The method is not clear. We recommend real-time
kinematic GPS survey to allow comparison of geodetic
elevations with water table and stream channel
elevations.

GPS data in combination with contour mapping
is believed to be sufficient for inventorying
existing structures. It is noted that detailed Lidar
mapping and design information from previous
studies is also available for the on-site study
area.

38.

Section 5.0 – page 7: Survey measurements of typical
channel geometry. We recommend real-time kinematic
GPS survey to allow comparison of geodetic elevations
with water table, leachate level and leachate collection
systems elevations.

Detailed Lidar mapping and design information
from previous studies is available for the on-site
study area and will allow for appropriate
measurements.

39.

Section 5.0 – page 8: Continuous measurements of
temperature and water levels at three locations. We
recommend consideration be given to locating LL STN
200 and LL STN 300 (Figure 2) adjacent to existing Layer
1 monitoring wells to allow for a comparison of
seasonal water levels elevations. Depending on the
depth of the monitoring well, consideration should also
be given to installing a piezometer screened below the
bottom of the channel.

The flow monitoring stations and the Layer 1
monitoring wells are already in place. We will
compare water levels in the Layer 1 monitoring
wells to the elevation at the bottom of the drain
in the vicinity of the wells to compare water
levels.

The on-site study area is the Ridge property and
is consistent for all disciplines. The off-site study
area for surface water is 1 km from the site or
the watershed boundary whichever is greater.
This off-site study area includes the Duke,
Howard, Scott and McDowell Drains.
The haul route is not included in the surface
water assessment.
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Analysis of the Possible Aviation Impacts – May 5, 2016
40.

Transport Canada’s Civil Aviation Daily Occurrence
Reporting System (CADORS) should be reviewed to
determine the reported incident history at the Airport,
and to confirm if birds were involved in any incidents at
the Airport.

Comment noted.

41.

Management of the Airport should be contacted to
determine if they are aware of any near-misses or
unreported collisions at the Airport resulting from birds
in the area.

42.

The types of aircraft that currently frequent the Airport
should be confirmed, and such information should be
provided to the consultant preparing the Bird Hazard
Assessment Program so that the appropriate
dimensions may be applied towards the BHZs.

Waste Connections routinely communicates with
airport management and airport management
reports all wildlife sightings on an annual basis as
well as bird strikes as required, defined by and
reported to Transport Canada. Discussions with
airport management will continue to occur in the
analysis of possible aviation impacts during the
EA.
Comment noted.
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From: Kent Hunter [mailto:Kent.Hunter@rjburnside.com]
Sent: Friday, February 15, 2019 10:59 AM
To: Cathy Smith; Dean Jacobs (Dean.Jacobs@wifn.org); Janet Macbeth
Cc: Karla Kolli; Meaghan Luis
Subject: RE: Ridge Environmental Expansion - Notification of Available Reports

Hi Cathy
We have given the Waste Connection Interim Alternative Methods Report (December 2018) a preliminary
review and have discussed with WIFN. According to your ToR:
Step 2 - Develop Alternative Methods: Landfill site development Alternative Methods will be developed. Each
will include a description and rationale. The Alternative Methods will be described conceptually and in
sufficient detail to allow for a comparative evaluation during the EA.
Therefore, the Preferred Alternative Method is to be selected during the comparative stage of the EA, whereas
the Alternative Methods report should be just a description and rationale of the methods with enough detail to
allow a comparative evaluation. We are quite surprised to see that the Preferred Alternative was selected in this
report. We note that many of the conclusions reached in this report supporting the method selection are
presented without references, a discussion of study methods or backup. (e.g., No turtles were observed in this
pond during ﬁeld work.)
At this stage in time, we are just seeking clarification of whether this is the final report outlining the method
selection method or whether all 3 alternatives will continue to be carried forward in the EA. Please advise as
soon as possible, so that we can ensure that the correct technical team is assigned to the review of this
report. Additional budget will likely be required to review this report.
It is important to note as well that WIFN was taken aback by the following misleading statement from the
report: Culturally valued species – No medicinal or culturally sensitive species of importance were identiﬁed by
WIFN who reviewed the Natural Environment Existing Conditions Report and have visited the site. As has
repeatedly been stated, WIFN does not provide a list of culturally relevant species as it is the position of WIFN
that maintaining intact and healthy native ecosystems is, in and of itself, culturally relevant.
Kent
2

Kent Hunter, P.Eng.
Senior Project Engineer

Neegan Burnside Limited
Direct: 289-730-1018 Office: 800-265-9662ext1018 Cell: 905-960-3323
Kent.hunter@neeganburnside.com

At this stage in time, we are just seeking clarification of whether
this is the final report outlining the method selection method or
whether all 3 alternatives will continue to be carried forward in
the EA. Please advise as soon as possible, so that we can
ensure that the correct technical team is assigned to the review
of this report. Additional budget will likely be required to
review this report.

Waste Connections felt it was important to make work
available as it was completed to allow for comments during the
process rather than hold all documentation until the Draft EA
document is completed this spring.

Therefore, the Preferred Alternative Method is to be selected
during the comparative stage of the EA, whereas the
Alternative Methods report should be just a description and
rationale of the methods with enough detail to allow a
comparative evaluation. We are quite surprised to see that the
Preferred Alternative was selected in this report. We note that
many of the conclusions reached in this report supporting the
method selection are presented without references, a
discussion of study methods or backup. (e.g., No turtles were
observed in this pond during ﬁeld work.)

We note that the information in this Interim Alternative
Methods Report will be fine-tuned and included in the EA
document together with information on baseline conditions
(Step 1 in the Approved Amended TOR) and the impact
assessment of the preferred alternative (Step 5) and can be
further reviewed and comments provided at that time.

Any comments you have on the Interim Alternative Methods
Report at this time are valuable to Waste Connections as the
comments can be addressed as part of the Draft EA. The
Interim Alternative Methods Report provides directionality for
Step 5 – the impact assessment.

Response
We note that the Interim Alternative Methods Report
(December 2018) is an interim report that documents the EA
work completed to date on the following:
 Step 2 – Develop Alternative Methods,
 Step 3 – Predict Potential Environmental Effects for
Each Alternative Method, and
 Step 4 – Comparatively Evaluate the Alternative
Methods to Identify a Preferred Method.

Comment (emailed February 15, 2019)
We have given the Waste Connection Interim Alternative
Methods Report (December 2018) a preliminary review and
have discussed with WIFN. According to your ToR:
Step 2 - Develop Alternative Methods: Landfill site development
Alternative Methods will be developed. Each will include a
description and rationale. The Alternative Methods will be
described conceptually and in sufficient detail to allow for a
comparative evaluation during the EA.

Ridge Landfill Environmental Assessment – Response to WIFN February 15, 2019 email

It is important to note as well that WIFN was taken aback by the
following misleading statement from the report: Culturally
valued species – No medicinal or culturally sensitive species of
importance were identiﬁed by WIFN who reviewed the Natural
Environment Existing Conditions Report and have visited the
site. As has repeatedly been stated, WIFN does not provide a
list of culturally relevant species as it is the position of WIFN
that maintaining intact and healthy native ecosystems is, in and
of itself, culturally relevant.

Work is currently underway on the impact assessment of the
preferred alternative. We will continue to reflect that
“maintaining intact and healthy native ecosystems is, in and of
itself, culturally relevant”.

The current evaluation table identifies all three alternatives as
the same and will be revised to reflect that Alternative 3 is less
preferred.

“As intact and healthy native ecosystems, the on-site woodlots
are considered culturally relevant. Alternative 3 requires
removal of both woodlots it is considered less preferred than
Alternatives 1 and 2 which would remove only the SW
woodlot.”

This criterion was added after review of the draft evaluation
criteria by MECP. This statement highlighted in the email will
be removed in the Draft EA document. The following
replacement text is suggested and provided here for your
comment:

We appreciate your comment regarding the need for additional
information in the form of references, study methods and
back-up data which will be included in the Draft EA document.
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MEMO
TO:
FROM:

Cathy Smith, Waste Connections
Bill Allison, Dillon Consulting Limited

CC:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Daniel Bourassa, Dillon Consulting Limited
April 25, 2019
Tree Replacement Plan Development, Ridge Landfill, Blenheim ON

OUR
FILE:

15-2456

Dillon Consulting Limited (Dillon) was retained to examine the three (3) on-site forest parcels
(woodlots) at the Ridge Landfill to determine their characteristics, and produce a Forest
Planting Plan following the understanding that there was a potential need for the removal of
woodlots due to the proposed landfill expansion. Field work was carried out on May 21, 2015
and the Forest Planting Plan Report, Dillon Consulting Limited, June 2015 provided details
regarding each woodlot and whether their condition had changed from previous work
documented in 1981 and updated in 1991.
The northern woodlot in 2015 was determined to have changed significantly since the previous
work had been conducted, namely because of the impacts from the emerald ash borer that had
infested and killed most of the ash trees throughout Ontario. The presence of healthy mature
white and red oak trees, silver maple, bitternut hickory trees, as well as a biodiverse, moist
shrub layer of choke cherry, grey dogwood, climbing poison ivy, and Virginia creeper; rendered
the northern woodlot to be a healthy woodlot. The northern woodlot is not a subject of the
proposed landfill expansion and will remain intact.
The southeast woodlot in 2015 was determined to contain silver maple, basswood, black
cherry, shagbark hickory and blue beech, along with dead red ash and a few healthy mature
white oak trees. The shrub layer in this woodlot was dry, well developed and included:
staghorn sumac, choke cherry, serviceberry, and an understory of wild geranium, wild leek,
Jack-in-the-pulpit and woodland strawberry. This woodlot was determined to have much fewer
mature trees than the northern woodlot, but was still considered a healthy woodlot for wildlife
potential. The southeast woodlot is not a subject of the proposed landfill expansion and will
remain intact.
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The southwest woodlot in 2015 was determined to be significantly younger than the other two
woodlots, with evidence of plantings of black walnut, white spruce, and Norway spruce along
with tile drains and ditches throughout the central portion. Occasional silver maple and white
elm were found along the edges. The southwest woodlot was determined to be less diverse
with the potential to degrade over time due to the toxic impacts from black walnut roots,
leaves and fruit to surrounding species. Through the EA process it is being proposed that the
preferred method to expand the landfill is to use land currently occupied by the southwest
woodlot. Removal of the woodlot will be required.
The 2015 Forest Planting Plan included a table of preferred tree and shrub species that would
be suitable for the soils on-site. See Table 1 attached.
Staff from Waste Connections of Canada Inc. (Waste Connections) met with the Lower Thames
Valley Conservation Authority (LTVCA) staff on Tuesday, March 6, 2018 at the proposed
replacement planting site on Erieau Road to discuss the method of tree restoration. The topics
of naturalizing the existing berms that are currently landscaped along Charing Cross Road, as
well as proposed berms to be constructed following approvals of the landfill expansion were
also discussed. In e-mail communications dated April 10, 2018, October 3, 2018, and December
5, 2018 as well as telephone conversations in between, plans were developed for tree planting.
See Table 2 attached for the preferred tree and shrub species for the woodlot planting, and
Figure 1 for woodlot locations. See Figure 2 for berm locations and Table 3 for the list of trees
for the berm naturalization along Charing Cross Road.
In October 2018, Waste Connections met with the Chippewa of the Thames First Nation
(COTTFN) regarding planting some of the trees on their land. It was communicated to the
LTVCA on December 5, 2018 that 3,000 trees would be planted on COTTFN land with the
remaining 8,000 trees planted at 20111 Erieau Road across the road from the Ridge Landfill.
In consultation with the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry (MNRF) on September 8th,
2016 Waste Connections agreed that compensation for the required tree removal in the
southwest woodlot be based on a 2:1 tree replacement ratio for each tree removed. The
number of trees requiring to be removed was calculated based on the overall area of the
woodlot and an assumed density of trees. Waste Connections is on record as having proposed
that a total of 11,000 trees will be planted to compensate for the southwest woodlot removal.
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As directed by Waste Connections, on February 21 and 22, 2019 an ISA certified arborist
completed a tree inventory of the southwest woodlot on the Ridge Landfill property. The
purpose of the inventory was to document the total number of trees associated with the
woodlot and their diameter-at-breast height (DBH). It is important to confirm the number of
trees being removed so as to verify the assumptions that were used in the previous tree
compensation calculation in collaboration with the LTVCA.
The inventory was accomplished using a walking tally method, whereby individual trees and
groups of trees were classified into a DBH size range by tree species. Trees that could not be
identified to species level were identified to the genus level. As a mechanism to reduce double
counting trees, the woodlot was sub-divided into 10 unique survey tracks which were then
inventoried separately. The basal area for the woodlot was also estimated using a 2-factor
forestry prism at 13 representative locations. This basal area determination was completed
concurrent with the tree inventory. The species composition of the southwest woodlot was
consistent with observations made in previous natural heritage assessments. In summary, a
total of 3,720 trees (>1.34 m tall) will need to be removed from the southwest woodlot.
As no woodland conservation or private tree by-law exists for the Municipality of ChathamKent, there is no set standard with regards to ecological offsetting for removal and
compensation of a woodlot feature within the Municipality. As such, to confirm that the 2:1
compensation approach provides an acceptable number of replacement trees, ecological
offsetting and compensation requirements from other jurisdictions in Ontario were consulted.
The Toronto Region Conservation Authority (TRCA) published in 2018, a comprehensive
document titled Guideline for Determining Ecosystem Compensation, for the loss of natural
features within its jurisdiction. This Ontario-based, current approach was determined to be a
comparable method of determining a total number of trees as compensation plantings, with
useful ratios for the removal of individual trees or woodlot areas based on a DBH range or basal
area calculation. This approach was applied to the tree inventory data for the southwest
woodlot. In summary, a minimum of 9,883 trees are recommended as tree replacements using
the TRCA guideline.
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Summary:
Based on initial mapping calculations in spring 2018 by the LTVCA, a 2:1 replacement resulted in
a total of 10,800 trees that would be required. Based on the results of the tree inventory
conducted on February 21 and 22, 2019 a minimum of 9,883 trees would be required to be
planted for compensation for the removal of the trees in the southwest woodlot under the
TRCA guideline. Waste Connections is proposing to plant 11,000 trees.
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TABLE 1: PREFERRED TREE AND SHRUB SPECIES
(FROM 2015 PLANTING PLAN, DILLON CONSULTING LIMITED)

Common Name

Scientific Name

Silver maple

Acer saccharinum

Black cherry

Prunus serotina

White elm

Ulmus americana

Shagbark hickory

Carya ovata

White oak

Quercus alba

Bur oak

Quercus macrocarpa

Red oak

Quercus rubra

Pin oak

Quercus palustris

Basswood

Tilia americana

Red cedar

Juniperus virginiana

Blue-beech

Carpinus caroliniana

Honey locust

Gleditsia triacanthos

Black walnut

Juglans nigra

Choke cherry

Prunus virginiana

Sycamore

Platanus occidentalis

Trembling aspen

Populus tremuloides

White cedar

Thuja occidentalis

Grey dogwood

Cornus racemosa

Spicebush

Lindera benzoin

Redbud

Cercis canadensis

Blue beech

Carpinus caroliniana
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TABLE 2: PREFERRED TREE AND SHRUB SPECIES
(FROM 2018 SUGGESTED PLANTING LIST,
LOWER THAMES VALLEY CONSERVATION AUTHORITY)

Ridge Landfill

TWP: CK

New Woodlot Site:
18. 5 Acres (9.36 ha at 2:1 replacement)
REFORESTATION
ITEM

QUANTITY

Maple Silver 1+0 (25-40cm)

1100

z38
Cherry Black 2+0 45-60 cm

1100

z37
Hickory Shagbark

1000

Oak White 2+0 (25-40cm) z38

1100

Oak Burr 1+0 (23-40cm) z38

1100

Oak Red 1+0 (20-40cm) z37/38

1000

Oak Pin 2+0 12"-18"

1100

Walnut Black 1+0 (25-60cm)

1100

z37
Sycamore American 12-18"

1100

Quaking Aspen 18-24"

1100

Plant Total

10800

MEMO
FIGURE 1: LOCATION OF WOODLOTS
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TABLE 3: CHARING CROSS ROAD BERM
TREE SPECIES
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FIGURE 2: LOCATION OF BERM NATURALIZATION

Neegan Burnside Ltd. 17345 Leslie Street, Suite 200 Newmarket ON L3Y 0A4 CANADA
telephone (905) 953-8967 fax (905) 953-8945 web www.neeganburnside.com

October 1, 2018
Via: Email
Mr. Dean Jacobs
Consultation Manager
Walpole Island Heritage Centre
R.R.3
Wallaceburg ON N8A 4K9
Dear Mr. Jacobs:
Re:

Review of Ridge Landfill 2017 Annual Monitoring Report
Project No.: 300040044.2018

Neegan Burnside Ltd. (Neegan Burnside) was retained by Walpole Island First Nation (WIFN) to
provide advice on environmental issues regarding the Ridge Landfill Environmental
Assessment. As part of this task, we were provided with the Site Development, Operations and
Monitoring 2017 Annual Monitoring Report prepared by Dillon, as required by the Site operating
permit. We also toured the Site on September 13, 2018. The purpose of this review was not
necessarily to determine deficiencies with respect to the Site operations, but to assist us and
WIFN in understanding the Site during the EA process. Therefore, many of our comments are
aimed at creating a clearer conceptual site model and obtaining a better understanding of the
monitoring practices.
We have the following comments:
1.

Page 18: Leachate levels have been inspected in the manholes of the leachate
collection system of the old landfill since 2007. What does the inspection involve
(e.g., measurement of levels)? How often is the inspection done and how is the
information used?

2.

Page 29: Groundwater monitoring parameters for 2017 do not include hardness,
Dissolved Organic Carbon (DOC), manganese or boron; parameters that can be useful
in environments with naturally high chloride concentrations. Have these parameters
been tested in the past or have they been considered recently? Could clarification be
made as to how Waste Connections would identify impacts if they did occur?
Specifically, which parameters are used to verify compliance?

3.

Page 30: Surface water monitoring objectives include monitoring flow, but we could not
find the results discussed in the report. High flow and low flow measurements at the
upstream and downstream stations would be useful for surface water monitoring. Has
flow monitoring been a part of the program or should it be added to the program? If
flows are not measured, water levels at each sampling station should be measured to
provide a record of seasonal and annual variations. If sample locations are dry or
stagnant on occasion, this data should also be recorded in a table to allow comparison
between year.

Mr. Dean Jacobs
October 1, 2018
Project No.: 300040044.2018
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4.

Page 30: Surface water parameters include pH and temperature, but it is not stated if
these are field measurements (to calculated un-ionized ammonia). Ammonia is included
in the list but calculated un-ionized ammonia is not. In addition, boron could also be
added to the list to help distinguish road salt contamination from landfill impact.

5.

Page 30: The stormwater ponds are sampled prior to discharge to the municipal drains.
Where are the sampling points? Who decides when to sample and when to discharge?
Discharge periods or overflows due to flooding should be recorded in the AMR.

6.

Page 31: The performance of the landfill gas management system is assessed by
monitoring vacuum, temperature, gas composition and flow rate. No additional
methodology is provided. No data is presented and there is no discussion of monitoring
results. Please provide a more detailed description of the monitoring (location,
frequency and use of results).

7.

Page 31: No gas monitoring occurs between the Old Landfill and the structures. Has
this been considered and if so what is the rationale behind not including it?

8.

Page 31: It is noted that there is an unknown quantity of methane gas being emitted
from the old landfill. Have the effects of climate change been taken into account from
this source?

9.

Page 31: The private well monitoring program description should include number of
wells, distance from landfill, monitoring frequency and parameters.

10.

Page 31: Monitoring protocols are described as industry standard. However, there are
many monitoring methods that meet industry standards (i.e., Waterra, low-flow and
non-purging sampling methods). The actual standard operating procedures (SOPs)
used at this specific site should be documented in the report to ensure consistency over
time.

11.

Page 38 and 39: In order to allow a better understanding of leachate quality
characterization, a table of leachate indicator parameters, their historical concentration
range, and a comparison to the background water quality should be included. This
would assist in identifying leachate indicators in environments with naturally high
concentration of some typical indicators such as sulphate and chloride.

12.

Appendix H: Graphs showing concentration versus time for conductivity, chloride,
dissolved organic carbon (DOC) and sulphate are contained in Appendix H. We agree
with the use of trend graphs as important monitoring tools for detecting developing
problems. However, the graphs in Appendix H are of limited use and we would
recommend they be updated. The following should be considered:
a) There are no graphs for the wells around the West Landfill or South Landfill, only
graphs for the Old Landfill.
b) DOC testing was stopped in 1999. That data is now 18 years old and is of no current
value. DOC should be removed from the graphs and replaced with relevant
parameters, or DOC resumed in the monitoring suite. The value of conductivity is
also questionable as it reflects the naturally elevated concentrations of chloride and
sulphate.
c) We agree with including chloride and sulphate. They are naturally elevated in this
area and the trend graphs help establish natural fluctuations for these typical
leachate indicators. However, other landfill leachate indicators need to be identified
and added.

Mr. Dean Jacobs
October 1, 2018
Project No.: 300040044.2018
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d) Consideration should be given to grouping several related wells on one graph for a
specific leachate indicator.
13.

Figures 2A to 2D: The geologic cross-sections show general geology with three to four
well nests on each section. The sections do not show the current waste-in-place as
three of the sections do not cross the waste mounds. The locations of the sections
should also be oriented to include well nests with current water levels (there are no
groundwater levels for several of the nests shown). To be hydrogeologically useful, they
should include:
a) top and bottom elevations of the waste;
b) the leachate collection systems;
c) leachate levels in the waste if available (new EA wells in the Old Landfill or gas wells
in West Landfill);
d) surface water features showing top and bottom elevations and water levels
(municipal drains and stormwater ponds); and
e) other site features that have changed the natural ground surface such as berms or
soil fill.

As Part of the Duty to Consult, it is recommended that future Annual Monitoring Reports be
provided to WIFN for review. We would also request access to the BFI Ridge Landfill
Expansion Environmental Assessment, prepared by Browning-Ferris Industries Ltd., January
1997. The current monitoring program was outlined by this report. Of particular interest would
be:
•
•
•

Appendix B: Geology/Hydrogeology Assessment Report
Appendix C: Surface Water Impact Assessment Report
Appendix O: Operations and Development

If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned.
Yours truly,
Neegan Burnside Ltd.

Kent Hunter, P.Eng.
Senior Engineer
KH/JR:bs

cc:

Joy Rutherford, P.Geo.
Senior Hydrogeologist

Janet Macbeth, WIFN (Via: Email)

Other than by the addressee, copying or distribution of this document, in whole or in part, is not permitted without the express
written consent of Neegan Burnside Ltd..
180921 Ridge Landfill 2017 Annual Monitoring Report-Review.docx

01/10/2018 10:38 AM

MEMO
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:
OUR FILE:

Cathy Smith, Project Manager, Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of
Canada (Waste Connections).
Bill Allison, Project Manager, Ridge Landfill Expansion, Dillon Consulting Ltd. (Dillon),
Fabiano Gondim, Ridge Landfill Expansion, Golder Associates Ltd. (Golder).
July 3, 2019
Neegan Burnside Ltd. Review of Ridge Landfill 2017 Annual Monitoring Report Response
15-2456

In regard to the October 1, 2018 email from Neegan Burnside Ltd. on the Ridge Landfill 2017 Annual Monitoring Report,
please see our responses in the table below.
TABLE 1: RESPONSES TO NEEGAN BURNSIDE COMMENTS
Comment

Response

Leachate levels have been inspected in the
manholes of the leachate collection system of
the old landfill since 2007.
Page  What does the inspection involve (e.g.,
18
measurement of levels)?
 How often is the inspection done and how
is the information used?

Leachate levels in the manholes are being visually
inspected and the observations recorded by Waste
Connections operations staff at a frequency of
once per month to monitor the performance of the
old landfill’s perimeter leachate collection system
to convey the collected leachate. Manhole lids are
opened and checked for the presence of leachate
and debris. The visual confirmation of leachate
flow through each manhole is used as an indication
that the leachate collector pipes downstream and
upstream of the manhole are operational and
performing as intended. The presence of debris is
an indication that the manholes need to be
cleaned.
If stagnant leachate is observed above the pipe
inverts, leachate levels are measured. As described
in Section 15.2.3 of the draft Design and
Operations (D & O) Report being prepared in
support of the proposed expansion, leachate
levels will be measured in the leachate collection
system manholes and compared with ground
surface elevation. Groundwater levels in the

DI L LON C ON S UL TIN G LI M IT E D
www.dillon.ca
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upper weathered clay are close to ground
elevation and the manholes extend to a few
metres below ground. Leachate levels measured
in the manholes to be some depth below ground
elevation will therefore be below the groundwater
level, and indicate that the leachate collection
system is creating a hydraulic trap and performing
as designed.
In addition, leachate pumping volume records are
used to monitor the performance of the site’s
leachate collection system.

Groundwater monitoring parameters for 2017
do not include hardness,
Dissolved Organic Carbon (DOC), manganese
or boron; parameters that can be useful in
environments with naturally high chloride
concentrations.
Page  Have these parameters been tested in the
29
past or have they been considered
recently?
 Could clarification be made as to how
Waste Connections would identify impacts
if they did occur? Specifically, which
parameters are used to verify compliance?

Hardness data is included in Appendix H of the
2017 Annual Monitoring Report. DOC, manganese
and boron are not included in the approved
monitoring program and have not been analysed.
It should be noted that the list of monitoring
parameters is approved by ECA condition 9.6(1) for
groundwater and 9.6(3) for surface water and is
based on the 1997 Geology/Hydrogeology
Assessment Report and 1997 Surface Water
Impact Assessment Report, respectively. For the
current landfill approval, the list of parameters is
site-specific and not subject to conform to
Schedule 5 of O.Reg. 232/98.
Following EA approval, the monitoring program for
the Ridge Landfill will be modified to include the
comprehensive and indicator parameter list as
specified in Schedule 5 of O.Reg. 232/98. DOC,
manganese and boron are included on this
schedule and will be included in the monitoring
program as part of the ongoing operation of the
expansion.
As documented in Section 6.2.4 of the annual
report, compliance with the MECP Reasonable Use
Concept is based on chloride as the critical
parameter due to a combination of high
concentrations in leachate and high mobility in the
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groundwater
environment.
Based
on
groundwater fate and transport modelling,
chloride was determined to be the critical
contaminant for this landfill.
The engineered controls in place (i.e., compacted
cut-off wall or side slope clay liner and leachate
collection system) are designed to provide a
barrier to lateral migration of leachate through the
weathered till (layer 1). Also, groundwater velocity
through the grey clay (Layer 2) is extremely slow
due to its low hydraulic conductivity and more
than 30 metres thickness. The use of chloride is
considered to be adequate to confidently assess
site compliance with the RUG.
It is also noted that the overall assessment of the
groundwater monitoring program concludes that
the on-site groundwater has not been affected by
landfill leachate. As such, the site is performing as
per the requirements of the RUG.
Surface water monitoring objectives include
monitoring flow, but we could not find the
results discussed in the report. High flow and
low flow measurements at the upstream and
downstream stations would be useful for
surface water monitoring.
 Has flow monitoring been a part of the
program or should it be added to the
Page
program?
30
 If flows are not measured, water levels at
each sampling station should be measured
to provide a record of seasonal and annual
variations. If sample locations are dry or
stagnant on occasion, this data should also
be recorded in a table to allow comparison
between years.

Flow measurements are usually not practical
because the municipal drains are almost flat, i.e.,
at approximately 0.1% grades or lower. As the
current sampling program only involves the
sampling of municipal drains and stormwater
ponds, only qualitative observations of visual
surface water conditions and flow/level conditions
are made as recorded in the field data forms (refer
to Appendix E of the 2017 annual monitoring
report).
The proposed monitoring program for the
expanded landfill will be modified to include the
monitoring of water flows/levels at surface water
quality monitoring stations, where possible.
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Surface water parameters include pH and
temperature, but it is not stated if these are
field measurements (to calculate un-ionized
ammonia). Ammonia is included in the list but
calculated un-ionized ammonia is not. In
addition, boron could also be added to the list
to help distinguish road salt contamination
from landfill impact.

The stormwater ponds are sampled prior to
discharge to the municipal drains.
 Where are the sampling points?
 Who decides when to sample and when to
discharge?
Discharge periods or overflows due to flooding
should be recorded in the AMR.

Field measurements of pH and temperature are
recorded in the field (refer to Appendix E of the
2017 annual monitoring report) and used to
calculate un-ionized ammonia concentrations.
For the same reasons mentioned above for
groundwater, boron is not currently included in
the approved list of parameters for surface water
monitoring. Boron will be included as a surface
water monitoring parameter for the proposed
expansion as per Schedule 5 of O.Reg.232/98
Water samples are taken from each stormwater
pond. For the location of each stormwater pond,
refer to Section 7.2 and Drawing 3 of the annual
monitoring report. The nomenclature for labelling
the water samples is by stormwater pond (e.g.,
SWP-1, corresponds to Storm Water Pond 1, etc.)
Stormwater is discharged from the ponds on an as
required basis, based on the water quality results
of the most recent sampling event. No overflows
have been recorded since Waste Connections has
taken over the Ridge Landfill site. During periods
of heavy rainfall, more frequent sampling and
discharging occurs as required to prevent overflow
occurrence.
In 2017, Waste Connections received and
reviewed the laboratory certificates of analysis
from Maxxam and used this information to
manage the stormwater ponds’ release.
Reporting of stormwater pond discharge is in
accordance with the requirements of the current
ECA.

Page
31

The performance of the landfill gas
Landfill gas monitoring is conducted and reported
management system is assessed by monitoring on separately and records can be provided for
vacuum, temperature, gas composition and
review upon request.
flow rate.
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 No additional methodology is provided.
 No data is presented and there is no
discussion of monitoring results.
Please provide a more detailed description of
the monitoring (location, frequency and use of
results).

No gas monitoring occurs between the Old
Landfill and the structures.
 Has this been considered and if so what is
the rationale behind not including it?

The landfill gas monitoring information required
by the ECA was included and discussed in Section
3.12 of the Annual Monitoring Report (i.e., the
total volume of landfill gas and average methane
concentration flared in 2017).

Yes, this has been considered. The potential for
lateral landfill gas migration from the Old Landfill
in the subsurface is very low at the site due to the
low permeability clay soil and the presence of a
clay cut-off wall. In addition, the water table in the
upper clay is high and pore spaces are water-filled
by capillary forces above the water table, thereby
creating a very limited unsaturated zone thickness
to convey gas in the subsurface. Each occupied
structure on-site has a methane monitor and
alarm system.
For the above reasons, monitoring of potential
subsurface migration of landfill gas is not required
by the current approval, nor is it proposed for the
expansion.

It is noted that there is an unknown quantity
of methane gas being emitted from the old
landfill.
 Have the effects of climate change been
taken into account from this source?

The private well monitoring program
description should include number of wells,
distance from landfill, monitoring frequency
and parameters.

Yes. Although not a regulatory requirement,
surface emission scans have been completed over
the past years across the Old Landfill and the
results do not show significant landfill gas
emissions.
The EA for the landfill expansion will evaluate
climate change effects from the Old Landfill, and
mitigation measures in the form of an active gas
collection system will be implemented for the
expansion of the Old Landfill to control gas
emissions.
A scaled figure showing the location of the private
wells is attached for reference. The number of
wells, ID, monitoring frequency and parameters
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can be seen or interpreted from Appendix K of the
2017 Annual Monitoring Report.
A more complete description of the private well
monitoring program will be documented in the
Hydrogeology Assessment Report for the
proposed expansion.
To provide consistency in the sampling protocol,
sampling has been completed by Maxxam
Analytics of London, Ontario and its predecessor
Monitoring protocols are described as industry companies at the Ridge Landﬁll since 1985.
standard. However, there are many
Appendix E of the annual report contains record of
monitoring methods that meet industry
the Maxxam Analytics Field Data.
standards (i.e., Waterra, low-flow and nonThe monitoring program sampling will be
purging sampling methods). The actual
completed by Golder Associates commencing in
standard operating procedures (SOPs) used at 2019. Golder Associates is using SOPs and details
this specific site should be documented in the will be appended to the 2019 Annual Monitoring
report to ensure consistency over time.
Report.
SOPs will be established for the proposed
monitoring program for the expanded landfill as
part of the Environmental Assessment.
In order to allow a better understanding of
leachate quality characterization, a table of
leachate indicator parameters, their historical
Pages concentration range, and a comparison to the
38 & background water quality should be included.
39
This would assist in identifying leachate
indicators in environments with naturally high
concentration of some typical indicators such
as sulphate and chloride.
Graphs showing concentration versus time for
conductivity, chloride, dissolved organic
carbon (DOC) and sulphate are contained in
App- Appendix H. We agree with the use of trend
endix graphs as important monitoring tools for
H
detecting developing problems. However, the
graphs in Appendix H, are of limited use and
we would recommend they be updated. The
following should be considered:

Table 4.4 (page 31) summarizes the parameters
that are included in the current leachate
monitoring program and includes sulphate and
chloride as well as other leachate indicators such
as iron and conductivity and potassium. Section
6.2.2 of the Annual Monitoring Report summarizes
leachate quality and discusses leachate quality in
comparison to groundwater quality in Layer 1,
Layer 2 and Layer 3 monitoring wells.

Graphs for monitoring wells near the West and
South Landfill were prepared and included in the
2018 annual monitoring report. It is agreed that
DOC could be removed from the graphs in future.
More than one monitoring well per graph had ben
included in the past, but these graphs tended to be
cluttered with multiple data points and lines and
were not considered to be as helpful as they could.
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a) There are no graphs for the wells around
the West Landfill or South Landfill, only
graphs for the Old Landfill.
b) DOC testing was stopped in 1999. That data
is now 18 years old and is of no current
value. DOC should be removed from the
graphs and replaced with relevant
parameters, or DOC resumed in the
monitoring suite. The value of conductivity
is also questionable as it reflects the
naturally elevated concentrations of
chloride and sulphate.

In our opinion, plotting data from only one
monitoring well improves the clarity of the graphs.
Table 6.1 of the annual report summarizes
historical data ranges and current year data for
chloride, sulphate, conductivity, and iron.
In addition, the comments provided will be
considered in preparation of future annual
monitoring reports.

c) We agree with including chloride and
sulphate. They are naturally elevated in this
area and the trend graphs help establish
natural fluctuations for these typical
leachate indicators. However, other landfill
leachate indicators need to be identified
and added.
d) Consideration should be given to grouping
several related wells on one graph for a
specific leachate indicator.

The geologic cross-sections show general
geology with three to four well nests on each
section. The sections do not show the current
waste-in-place as three of the sections do not
cross the waste mounds. The locations of the
sections should also be oriented to include
Figs
well nests with current water levels (there are
2A to
2D no groundwater levels for several of the nests
shown).
To be hydrogeologically useful, they should
include:
a) top and bottom elevations of the waste;
b) the leachate collection systems;

Geologic cross-sections illustrate the overburden
geology of the site and are not intended to show
the landfill and its design. The vertical scale of the
geological sections covers 60m and the horizontal
scale covers in the order of 1,500m; as such, these
cross-sections are not appropriate to show small
features such as ditch inverts and soil berms. The
landfill design is best illustrated in the landfill
design drawings. Elevations of surface water
features will be included on engineering design
drawings as part of the EA supporting documents.
As municipal drains and smaller stormwater ponds
are empty the majority of the time, it is not
deemed to be useful information to collect. The
installation of a fixed water level gauge for the

DI L LON C ON S UL TIN G LI M IT E D
www.dillon.ca
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c) leachate levels in the waste if available
(new EA wells in the Old Landfill or gas
wells in West Landfill);
d) surface water features showing top and
bottom elevations and water levels
(municipal drains and stormwater ponds);
and

main stormwater pond(s) that contains water will
be considered in conjunction with the MECP’s
monitoring requirements for the landfill
expansion.

e) Other site features that have changed the
natural ground surface such as berms or
soil fill.
As Part of the Duty to Consult, it is
recommended that future Annual Monitoring
Reports be provided to WIFN for review. We
would also request access to the BFI Ridge
Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment,
prepared by Browning-Ferris Industries Ltd.,
January 1997. The current monitoring
program was outlined by this report. Of
particular interest would be:
• Appendix B: Geology/Hydrogeology
Assessment Report

Waste Connections would be pleased to provide
WIFN with future annual monitoring reports for
the Ridge Landfill. With respect to the BFI January
1997 EA report that is more than 20 years old, we
have scanned PDFs of the specific appendices you
have indicated an interest in. They are attached to
this e-mail communication.

• Appendix C: Surface Water Impact
Assessment Report
 Appendix O: Operations and Development
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Email Communication

Subject:

FW: Ridge Landfill EA - Files for review + timelines

From: Cathy Smith [mailto:Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com]
Sent: July 19, 2018 2:29 PM
To: Kent Hunter; Megan Bellamy; Dean Jacobs; janet.macbeth@wifn.org
Cc: John Beaucage; Bill Allison;
Subject: RE: Ridge Landfill EA - Files for review + timelines
Yes Kent that’s great. Let’s plan that day then – I’ll send a meeting invite out for everyone’s calendars – what time is
your preference? Tim is available and Dillon’s biologist Dan will also be there.
From: Kent Hunter [mailto:Kent.Hunter@rjburnside.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 19, 2018 1:36 PM
To: Cathy Smith; Megan Bellamy; Dean Jacobs; janet.macbeth@wifn.org
Cc: John Beaucage; Bill Allison;
Subject: RE: Ridge Landfill EA - Files for review + timelines

Good afternoon
Would it be possible to do the 23rd of August? This appears to work for Janet, Dean, me, Joy (our hydrogeologist) and
Peter (our ecologist).
Thanks
Kent
From: Cathy Smith [mailto:cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 19, 2018 11:28 AM
To: Kent Hunter <Kent.Hunter@rjburnside.com>; Megan Bellamy <mbellamy@dillon.ca>; Dean Jacobs
<dean.jacobs@wifn.org>; janet.macbeth@wifn.org
Cc: John Beaucage <jbeaucage@counselpa.com>; Bill Allison <wallison@dillon.ca>
Subject: RE: Ridge Landfill EA - Files for review + timelines
Hi, thanks Kent, yes it’s short notice for those dates. Megan had asked you to pose some alternative dates? The
preference would be on Tuesdays or Thursdays as Tim Church is on site those days if that’s possible. Thanks, Cathy
From: Kent Hunter [mailto:Kent.Hunter@rjburnside.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 19, 2018 11:20 AM
To: Megan Bellamy; Dean Jacobs; janet.macbeth@wifn.org
Cc: Cathy Smith; John Beaucage; Bill Allison
Subject: RE: Ridge Landfill EA - Files for review + timelines

Hi
We have successfully downloaded the documents.
We have spoken to WIFN and the 24 or 26th do not work for a site meeting.
Thanks
Kent
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From: Megan Bellamy [mailto:mbellamy@dillon.ca]
Sent: Wednesday, July 18, 2018 3:36 PM
To: Dean Jacobs <dean.jacobs@wifn.org>; Kent Hunter <Kent.Hunter@rjburnside.com>; janet.macbeth@wifn.org
Cc: Cathy Smith <cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com>; John Beaucage <jbeaucage@counselpa.com>; Bill Allison
<wallison@dillon.ca>
Subject: Ridge Landfill EA - Files for review + timelines
Hi Dean, Janet and Kent,
I hope this email finds you well. Following our meeting in May, below is a list of documents for the Ridge
Landfill EA for your review. Also attached is a schedule outlining deliverables and review times. We will update
this as the project progresses with new deliverables and review times.
The files include:
·
·
·
·

Minutes from our meeting on May 30, 2018
EA technical work plans
Technical study areas memo (updated since June 4, 2018)
Evaluation criteria (updated since June 4, 2018)

Instructions to download:
1. Go to http://files.dillon.ca
2. Enter client as the username
3. Enter dillonclient as the password
4. Enter the following document key number: 3CD094F69A6C4204
*The files will be available for download until August 1, 2018.
We also wanted to reach out to see you had availability to tour the Ridge site next Tuesday or Thursday (July 24 or 26).
If neither of these days works, please let us know some dates over the next few weeks and we will set something up.
Kindly let me know if you have any issues accessing the files, and feel free to reach out with any questions or comments.
Best Regards,
Megan
Megan Bellamy
Associate
Dillon Consulting Limited
235 Yorkland Blvd Suite 800
Toronto, Ontario, M2J 4Y8
T - 416.229.4647 ext. 2423
F - 416.229.4692
M - 647.262.7267
MBellamy@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

This message is directed in confidence solely to the person(s) named above and may contain privileged, confidential or private
information which is not to be disclosed. If you are not the addressee or an authorized representative thereof, please

contact the undersigned and then destroy this message.
Ce message est destiné uniquement aux personnes indiquées dans l'entête et peut contenir une information privilégiée,
confidentielle ou privée et ne pouvant être divulguée. Si vous n'êtes pas le destinataire de ce message ou une personne autorisée à
le recevoir, veuillez communiquer avec le soussigné et ensuite détruire ce message.
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Subject:
Attachments:

FW: Fwd: FW: Ridge EA - Response to WIFN Comments
image001.jpg; image003.png; 2019.03.06 WIFN Comment and Response Table Feb
15 email.docx

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>
Date: Mon, Mar 18, 2019 at 10:08 AM
Subject: FW: Ridge EA - Response to WIFN Comments
To: abuelles@dillon.ca <abuelles@dillon.ca>
Cc: Kolli, Karla <kkolli@dillon.ca>

From: Cathy Smith
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2019 5:30 PM
To: 'Kent Hunter'; Dean Jacobs (Dean.Jacobs@wifn.org); Janet Macbeth
Cc: 'Allison, Bill'; 'John Beaucage'
Subject: Ridge EA - Response to WIFN Comments

Hi Kent,
Please find the attached responses to the comments you provided below. Sorry for the delay in response. We
have now retained Stantec Consulting Ltd to undertake the Stage 2 Archeological field work and are hoping,
weather dependent, to commence that work the week of April 22 nd. Please confirm whether WIFN will wish to
attend the field studies and /or to meet with and speak to the archaeologist as was discussed during the Terms of
Reference stage. We note that no further biology field work has been or will need to be undertaken however of
interest to WIFN might be the benthics fieldwork currently planned for the week of April 1 st (again weather
dependent).
While we have provided responses to comments it might be optimal to meet and discuss and also if possible we
would like to gather input on the use of some specific criteria proposed to be used in the impact assessment of
the preferred site development alternative. If you and Dean and Janet are able to meet please let us know.
As always if you have any questions please give me a call.
Thanks,
Cathy

Cathy Smith HBA, MA, ENV SP
Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion

T: 519 676 5000 | F: 519 676 4967 | C: 519 358 2860
Waste Connections of Canada | 20262 Erieau Road | Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
1

Subject:

FW: Fwd: FW: Ridge Landfill EA - Arch Field Work to Start Wednesday

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>
Date: Mon, Apr 22, 2019 at 1:37 PM
Subject: FW: Ridge Landfill EA - Arch Field Work to Start Wednesday
To: Janet Macbeth <Janet.Macbeth@wifn.org>, Dean Jacobs <Dean.Jacobs@wifn.org>
Cc: Sue Reimer <sreimer@dillon.ca>

Hi Janet and Dean, Please see below re: details to start on Wednesday – they will start at the wee apple
orchard on Erieau Road first. Please let me know who will be attending and they should sign in at the office
before heading out to the orchard. Thanks! Cathy
---------- Forwarded message --------From: Popkin, Peter <Peter.Popkin@stantec.com>
Date: Mon, Apr 22, 2019 at 12:41 PM
Subject: RE: Ridge Landfill EA - Wednesday
To: Reimer, Sue <sreimer@dillon.ca>
Cc: Kipping, Darren <Darren.Kipping@stantec.com>
Hi Sue,
We will have six staff, arriving in one van, at site for 8:00am on Wednesday morning. The field director will be Darren
Kipping, cc’d here. His cell number is 519-933-1827.
Darren will check in at the Waste Connections office off Erieau Road as per your instructions.
cheers,
Peter

Peter Popkin Ph.D., CAHP, MCIfA
Associate, Senior Archaeologist
Direct: 905 944-6259
Mobile: 437 777-1198
Peter.Popkin@stantec.com
Stantec
300W-675 Cochrane Drive
Markham ON L3R 0B8

The content of this email is the confidential property of Stantec and should not be copied, modified, retransmitted, or used for any purpose except with Stantec's written authorization. If you are not the
intended recipient, please delete all copies and notify us immediately.

Please consider the environment before printing this email.

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
April 24, 2019 9:55 AM
Janet Macbeth; Dean Jacobs
Kolli, Karla; Buelles, Anni; John Beaucage
Ridge Landfill EA - Revised Impact Assessment Criteria
Revised Impact Assessment Criteria - April 22.docx; Minutes of WIFN Meeting_ April
4_2019.docx

Good morning, please find the attached revised impact assessment criteria for your review. These criteria were revised
based on our discussions with you as well as a recent review by MECP. I have also attached the notes from our meeting
for your consideration as well.
As always please don’t hesitate to call me if you have any questions/concerns. Thanks!
Cathy
Cathy Smith HBA, MA, ENV SP
Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion

T: 519 676 5000 | F: 519 676 4967 | C: 519 358 2860
Waste Connections of Canada | 20262 Erieau Road | Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
www.WasteConnectionsCanada.com
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Biological –
Terrestrial
Ecosystems

Criteria

Assess potential impact on
terrestrial biological systems
(e.g. vegetation, wildlife and
wildlife habitat, significant
woodlots).

Assess potential impact on
habitat of Endangered or
Threatened species as well
as medicinal or culturally
sensitive species of
importance to Indigenous
Communities.

Natural Environment

Environment

Development and operation of the landfill and haul route may
disrupt terrestrial features and systems without removing or
displacing them causing some loss of character or function.

Amount and quality of and impact on terrestrial biological
systems disrupted by construction and operation of the landfill
and the haul route. Specifically, potential disruptive impacts
on: Woodlands, ponds, selected noteworthy species or
specimens.

1

On-site terrestrial features such as vegetation, wildlife habitat,
significant woodlands, etc. subject to direct removal or
displacement may experience total loss of character and
function.

Amount and quality of, and impact on terrestrial biological
systems subject to removal or displacement by construction
and operation of the landfill expansion.

Habitat of Endangered and Threatened species is protected
under the Endangered Species Act, 2007 while medicinal or
cultural sensitive species are considered important to local
Indigenous Communities. The expansion of the landfill may
displace habitat for species at risk as well as medicinal or
cultural species relied upon by local Indigenous Communities.
It is noted that there is also opportunity for restoring
traditional/native species through restoration/replanting of the
woodlot and naturalization of the berm.

Draft Impact Assessment Criteria
Rationale

Medicinal or culturally sensitive species of importance to
Indigenous Communities subject to displacement by
construction and operation of the landfill expansion or addition
through restoration activities.

Displacement or disruption of features such as meadow,
agricultural buildings and woodlots with the potential to
provide habitat
for Endangered or Threatened species (SAR bats, Eastern
meadowlark or Barn swallow).

Indicator

Field observations.
Existing and proposed facility characteristics (Preliminary Design and
Operations Report).
Natural Environment Existing Conditions Report.
Recent Aerial Photography.
Natural Heritage Reference Manual, Second Edition, March 2010.
Land Information Ontario (biodiversity explorer, rare species, Ontario
Odonata Atlas).
Official Plan and mapping schedules (2017).
ELC mapping (2015, 2016, 2017).
Communication with agencies (e.g., MNRF and Conservation Authority).
Field observations.
Existing and proposed facility characteristics (Preliminary Design and
Operations Report).
Natural Environment Existing Conditions Report.
Recent Aerial Photography.
Natural Heritage Reference Manual, Second Edition, March 2010.
MNRF Significant Wildlife Technical Guide (2000).
Significant Wildlife Habitat Eco-region 7E Criterion Schedule.
Land Information Ontario (biodiversity explorer, rare species, Ontario
Odonata Atlas).

·
·

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

·
·
·

·
·
·
·

·

·
·

·
·
·

·
·
·
·
·
·

Field observations.
Existing and proposed facility characteristics (Preliminary Design and
Operations Report).
Natural Environment Existing Conditions Report.
Recent Aerial Photography.
MNRF Species at Risk in Ontario List (O. Reg. 230/08).
MNRF Significant Wildlife Technical Guide (2000).
Significant Wildlife Habitat Eco-region 7E Criterion Schedule.
Land Information Ontario (biodiversity explorer, rare species, Ontario
Odonata Atlas).
Land Information Ontario Aquatic Area Resources Area database.
Official Plan and mapping schedules (2017).
Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC)
data on wildlife species.
ELC mapping (2015, 2016, 2017).
Communication with agencies (e.g., MNRF and Conservation Authority)
and knowledgeable citizens.
Incorporate Traditional Indigenous knowledge by using Indigenous
peoples when implementing restoration.

·
·

Data Source

The majority of the criteria under natural environment, social environment, economic environment, cultural environment, and built environment are impacted by effects that would result from construction, operation and post-closure of the
landfill. The impact assessment will distinguish between effects that would result from construction, operation and post-closure, where applicable.

Date: April 22, 2019
NOTE: The initial draft impact assessment criteria were documented in a July 18, 2018 memo on evaluation criteria that was submitted to MECP. Changes have been made to reflect consistency with work plans, to address MECP comments on
the July 2018 memo, to reflect consistency with the Alternative Methods evaluation criteria and to providing additional detail where possible.

Predicted reduc on in leachate concentra on over me (in
years) based on tonnes of waste per hectare of footprint area
and leachate genera on rate during opera on and closure.

Concentra ons based on predic ve contaminant transport
modelling (i.e., POLLUTE™) (assessment of net eﬀects)
compared to the allowable concentra ons derived from the
Reasonable Use Guidelines.

Reduction in infiltration rate to bedrock aquifer based on
footprint area of new fill areas versus the amount of recharge
that is presently occurring prior to landfill expansion.
Predictive impact assessment using contaminant transport
computer modelling to predict expected concentrations in the

Contamina ng Lifespan.

Poten al impacts to
groundwater quality.

Poten al impacts to
groundwater quan ty.

Poten al impacts to water
supply wells.
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Residents in the vicinity of the landfill are concerned about
potential impact to their wells.

This criterion will serve as a check to make sure that we are not
displacing beneficial infiltration.

Leachate from landfills has the potential to impact
groundwater quality. This criterion will quantify the potential
ground water quality impact associated with Ridge.

This criterion serves as a measure of potential long term
impact of the landfill.

Development and operation of the landfill and haul route may
disrupt aquatic features and systems without removing or
displacing them causing some loss of character or function.

Potential for temporary disturbance or disruption resulting
from construction and operation.

Physical –
Ground water

On-site aquatic features such as ponds, drains and streams
subject to direct removal or displacement may experience total
loss of character and function.

Draft Impact Assessment Criteria
Rationale

Amount and character of habitat removed.

Indicator

Potential for impact on fish
and fish habitat (e.g. ponds,
drains and streams).

Criteria

Biological –
Aquatic
Ecosystems

Environment

Field observations.
Existing and proposed facility characteristics (Preliminary Design and
Operations Report).
Natural Environment Existing Conditions Report.
Fish habitat survey (2016: Oct. 12, 13).
On-site stream flow monitoring.
On-site water temperature monitoring.
Recent Aerial Photography.
Natural Heritage Reference Manual, Second Edition, March 2010.
Land Information Ontario Aquatic Area Resources Area database.
Official Plan and mapping schedules (2017).
ELC mapping (2015, 2016, 2017).
Communication with agencies (e.g., MNRF and Conservation Authority).
Three leachate generation rates: based on a natural cover, low
permeability clay cover and a low permeability geosynthetic cover.
Leachate characteristics used in the contaminating life span estimates
will be taken from Table 1, Section 10 of O.Reg. 232/98.
Estimated adapting the method used by Rowe et. al (2004).
Site data collected through intrusive inves ga ons (1981 to present).
Leachate characteristics taken from Table 1, Section 10 of O.Reg.
232/98.
Leachate generation rates (HELP™ modelling).
Exis ng and proposed facility characteris cs (Preliminary Design and
Opera ons Report).
Annual Monitoring Reports.
Site data collected through intrusive inves ga ons (1981 to present).
Landﬁll design input (Preliminary Design and Opera ons Report).
Annual Monitoring Reports.
Socio-Economic Interview data.
Historic well monitoring records.

·
·

·

·
·
·
·
·
·

·
·

·
·
·

·

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Field observations.
Existing and proposed facility characteristics (Preliminary Design and
Operations Report).
Natural Environment Existing Conditions Report.
Fish habitat survey (2016: Oct. 12, 13).
On-site stream flow monitoring.
On-site water temperature monitoring.
Recent Aerial Photography.
Land Information Ontario Aquatic Area Resources Area database.
Natural Heritage Reference Manual, Second Edition, March 2010.
Official Plan and mapping schedules (2017).
ELC mapping (2015, 2016, 2017).
Communication with agencies (e.g., MNRF and Conservation Authority).

Data Source
Land Information Ontario Aquatic Area Resources Area database.
Official Plan and mapping schedules (2017).
ELC mapping (2015, 2016, 2017).
Communication with agencies (e.g., MNRF and Conservation Authority).

·
·

·
·
·
·

Physical Climate Change

Physical –
Atmospheric

Physical - Surface
Water

Environment

Upstream and downstream flood levels.

Changes in surface water
quantity.

Comparison of predicted concentrations of indicator
compounds from the haul route traffic sources associated with
the potential changes to soil truck or background traffic levels.

Potential impacts on air
quality (based on indicator
compounds [TSP, PM10,
PM2.5], SO2/CO/NOx) from
haul route.
GHG emissions potential.

Quantitative assessment of GHG emissions (US EPA and
Canadian National Inventory Report [NIR] emission factors).

Comparison of predicted concentrations of air quality indicator
compounds with baseline conditions at the landfill against
MECP air quality criteria.
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A landfill has the potential to result in greenhouse gas
emissions so it is necessary to characterize the emissions to be

Landfill haul route traffic has potential for air quality impacts.

The landfill must meet criteria established by the MECP.

Runoff from the landfill property has the potential to impact
water quantity. This criterion will examine the potential extent
of impact for the Ridge.

Runoff from the landfill property has the potential to impact
water quality. This criterion will examine the potential extent
of impact for the Ridge.

Draft Impact Assessment Criteria
Rationale

Potential impacts to air
quality from the landfill
based on indicator
compounds (particulate
[TSP, PM10, PM2.5],
SO2/CO/NOx; H2S/Vinyl
Chloride/Chloroform).

Changes in baseflows.
Streambank erosion potential.
Ability to release post-development peak flows to
downstream watercourses at or below pre-expansion
conditions.

Hydrograph timing/duration.

Change in temperature, water quality (i.e., suspended solids,
metals, inorganics), and benthos.

Indicator
bedrock aquifer as well as travel times and flow direction.

Changes in surface water
quality.

Criteria

Existing and proposed facility characteristics including change in on-site
woodlot, on-site vehicles, landfill gas management system.

·

·
·
·
·
·
·
·

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

·
·
·
·
·

·
·
·
·
·

·

MECP published water quality data (e.g., Ontario Water Resources Act
and Water Management Policies, Guidelines, Provincial Water Quality
Objectives).
Benthic community inventory (Ontario’s Benthos Bio-monitoring
Network; Protocol Manual [MECP, 2007]).
Fish habitat survey (2016: Oct. 12, 13).
Annual Monitoring Reports.
Provincial Water Quality Objectives (MECP, 1994)
Canadian Water Quality Guidelines.
Historical stream flow data (Environment and Climate Change Canada,
1971 to present).
On-site stream flow monitoring.
On-site water temperature monitoring.
On-site surface water quality monitoring.
Topographic mapping and aerial imagery.
Climate data (Environment and Climate Change Canada, 2006 to
present).
On-site climate station data; active since December 2015.
Drainage Act, R.S.O. 1990.
Soils and land use mapping.
Previous drainage studies.
Existing and proposed facility characteristics.
Field observations.
HEC-RAS modeling.
Aerial photography & GIS mapping.
Annual Monitoring Reports.
MECP and ECCC background air quality monitoring data.
Local meteorological data.
Existing and proposed facility characteristics including working face
location, waste receipt, material handling, on-site traffic, landfill gas
collection, etc.
GIS mapping/Secondary sources.
US EPA AP-42 and MECP emission factors.
US EPA LandGEM modelling.
Transportation assessment results.
US EPA emission factors.
US EPA modelling guidance.
GIS mapping/Secondary sources.

Data Source
Site data collected through intrusive inves ga ons.
Leachate characteristics taken from Table 1, Section 10 of O.Reg.
232/98.
Leachate generation rates (HELP™ modelling).
Existing and proposed facility characteristics (Preliminary Design and
Opera ons Report).
Annual Monitoring Reports.

·

·

·
·

·
·

Criteria

Economic

Social

Landfill operations have the potential to generate odours.
Odours can cause nuisance impacts on sensitive receptors
located near the site.

Activities such as on-site materials handling and vehicle traffic
(road dust and tailpipe emissions) can generate a nuisance
impact.

Impact to residents and businesses will be assessed against
blowing litter threshold wind speed criteria previously defined
for the site.
On-site and landfill machinery/equipment operation create
noise that propagates beyond the boundary of the landfill site
and has the potential to be disruptive to residents and
businesses.
The degree of disruption will depend on extent of visual
impacts for each impacted household.

Relative predicted odour levels at sensitive receptors.

Predicted TSP (dust) levels relative to MECP criteria.

Predictions of potential for blowing litter occurrences.

Home and property value in local area and comparable
jurisdictions.

Potential impacts to
property values.

4

Expansion may or may not affect property values in the local
area or along the haul route.

The landfill is located on traditional lands. It is important to
recognize both the benefits and the impacts that the site has
on Indigenous lands and peoples in the EA.
Expansion may result in benefits to the local and broader
economy of the Municipality.

Transport trucks travelling along haul route create noise that
has the potential to be disruptive to residents.

Predicted level of noise at receptors along the haul route
relative to established criteria.

Opportunities for direct benefit (e.g. partnership; use of site;
capacity building) or direct impacts (e.g. removal of woodlot on
traditional territory)
Changes in characteristics of local/municipal economy as a
result of landfill such as jobs, investment, municipal revenue
and expenditures.

The degree of disruption will depend on the characteristics of
the affected households, and the proximity of the receptors to
sources of nuisance.

Predicted TSP (dust) levels at residences and businesses along
the haul route.

Degree of visual change for households and businesses with
impacted views based on type and extent of change, proximity
of receptor, and ability to screen.

Predicted level of noise at receptors near site relative to
established criteria.

There are two on-site residences that will be displaced as a
result of the expansion.

Draft Impact Assessment Criteria
Rationale
able to mitigate where possible.

Number of residences or residential properties that will be
displaced.

Indicator

Potential for impacts and
benefits to Indigenous
Communities.
Potential for impacts to the
wider economy in the
Municipality of ChathamKent.

Potential for impacts on
residents and businesses
from dust and noise along
the haul route.

Potential for displacement
of residences or residential
properties.
Potential for nuisance
affects to off-site residents
and businesses (e.g. fruit
market and small
equipment dealer).

Socio-Economic Environment

Environment

MECP criteria (O.Reg. 419/05).
Results of air quality study (existing and proposed site characteristics
based emission estimates and dispersion modelling results).
Interviews.
Public consultation activities.
Proposed site characteristics (working face location).
1 year of meteorological data.
GIS mapping/secondary sources.
Noise modelling results.
MECP Noise criteria.
Preliminary Design and Operations Report.
Socio-economic interviews.
Civil 3D modelling.
GIS mapping.
Public consultation activities.
Results of visual assessment.
Socio-economic interviews.
Public consultation activities.
Transportation assessment results.
Results of noise/air quality studies.
GIS mapping/secondary sources.
Transportation assessment results.
Noise modelling results.
MECP Noise criteria.
Preliminary Design and Operations Report.
Waste Connections agreements with Indigenous Communities.
Waste Connections employment and spending estimates.
Agency consultation.
Secondary sources.
Financial information from the Municipality of Chatham-Kent.
Statistics Canada data.
Preliminary Design and Operations Report.
Property value data.

·
·

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

·
·
·
·

Socio-economic interviews.
Public consultation activities.
Preliminary Design and Operations Report.
Socio-economic interviews.
Public consultation activities.
Results of odour modeling using MECP emission factor for odour for
landfill gas (US EPA LandGEM modelling).

Data Source
US EPA AP-42.
Canada NIR.
US EPA LandGEM modelling.

·
·
·
·
·
·

·
·
·

Criteria

Loss of agricultural
employment.

Assess potential for impacts
to farm operations along the
haul route.

Assess potential for impacts
to agricultural resources.

Capital and operating costs.

Potential for impact on
archaeological resources.

Archaeology

Land Use

Identifies the amount of land in use for agricultural production
(e.g., common field crops/orchards/fallow) that will be
removed by the facility; and the potential for nuisance impacts
to cause economic losses and frustration to off-site farmers.
Identifies the number of active farm infrastructure which
shows long term capital investment.
Identifies the number of active farm infrastructure. Such
infrastructure are used for animal housing are considered
sensitive.
Indicates the number of ingress/egress points to farm building
complexes where interference is most likely for farm
operations along the haul route.
Indicates the number of ingress/ egress points to farm fields
where conflict could occur between slow moving farm
machinery and haul trucks.
The expansion will result in the permanent loss of agricultural
lands.

Area of crop production lost or disrupted within the off-site
study area.

Number of livestock infrastructure within the off-site study
area.

Extent and complexity of change in existing land use
designations.
Requirement for municipal and/or regional permitting or
approvals as a result of landfill expansion.

Potential for additional
approvals or permits (e.g.,
airport zoning).

Number of cultural heritage resources within the on and offsite study areas and the change in the use/experience of those
resources.
Area of land with archaeological potential that will be affected
by landfill development.

Number and extent of agricultural businesses impacted and
number of employees at each.

Number of field entrances with direct access to haul route.

Number of farm building complexes with direct access to haul
route.

Number and type of farm infrastructure impacted.
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The identification of permits or approvals required from the
local municipality and/or Region to ensure that the landfill
expansion is in conformity with municipal plans.

The expansion will result in the permanent change to the
existing land use as designated in the municipal Official Plan.

Potential to uncover archaeological resource(s) as part of
expansion

Potential for the project to result in a change in the
use/experience of cultural heritage resources.

Tiles and drainage ditches represent an investment in land
improvements to improve soil productivity.

Changes required to tile drainage/surface ditches.

Area (ha) of Canada Land inventory (CLI) Class 1-3 Lands
removed.

The landfill expansion will require capital investment and will
extend the cost of landfilling operations and closure.
Under the Planning Act, Class 1 to 3 soils that are designated
agricultural are considered Prime Agricultural lands and should
be preserved for future agricultural usage.

Draft Impact Assessment Criteria
Rationale

Change in capital and operating costs including closure costs.

Indicator

Potential for changes to
land use designations.

Built Environment

Potential for impact on
cultural heritage resources.

Cultural Heritage

Cultural Environment

Agriculture

Environment

Field observations.
Cultural Heritage Assessment.
Agency and key contacts.
Farm operator Interviews.
Field observations.
Roadside survey.

Field observations.
Farm operator Interviews.
Socio-economic interviews.
GIS mapping.
Agricultural Assessment.

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Official Plan Review.
Agency/municipal consultation.
GIS Mapping.
Agency/municipal consultation.
Official Plan and Zoning-By-law Review.
Drainage Act, R.S.O. 1990.

Stage 2 Archaeological Assessment.

Field observations.
Top Soil Maps.
OMAFRA drainage mapping.
Preliminary Design and Operations Report.
Field observations.
Agency and key contacts.
Transportation assessment.

·
·
·
·
·
·
·

·

Field observations.
Top Soil Maps.
Soil Capability mapping.
Official Plan and policies.

·
·
·
·

Cultural Heritage Assessment.
Site Specific Heritage Impact Assessment.

Preliminary Design and Operations Report.

·

·
·

Data Source
General reports from private sector and academia.

·

The preferred alternative for landfill expansion, leachate
treatment and landfill gas management may result in
changes to on-site infrastructure.
The preferred alternative for landfill expansion, leachate
treatment and landfill gas management may result in
changes to on-site infrastructure.

Vulnerability and adaptive measures of engineered systems.

Need for changes to leachate collection, conveyance and
treatment.

Need for changes to gas management infrastructure.

Climate change resilience
(vulnerability of systems).

Changes in infrastructure
required.

Design &
Operation

Qualitative assessment of the potential aviation impacts cause
by bird hazards resulting from the expanded landfill.

Aviation Safety &
Bird Hazard

6

There is potential for extreme weather events to result in
impacts to the landfill.

Landfill truck traffic has the potential to result in safety
concerns along the haul route.
The landfill expansion has the potential to result in additional
bird populations. An understanding of bird populations,
flight patterns and operations will determine the need for
any additional mitigation.

Expected change in collision rates and % of truck traffic.

Potential for change in
traffic safety.
Potential impact on the
Chatham-Kent Airport.

Draft Impact Assessment Criteria
Rationale
Levels of service and other performance metrics will provide
the opportunity to assess and compare impacts of future traffic
activity levels on- and off-site to current conditions.

Indicator
Expected change in Level of Service (travel times) – Volume to
Capacity Assessment of in mid-block links and intersections
(including Highway 40 and 401 interchange).

Criteria
Potential impact on
transportation service along
the waste haul route.

Environment
Transportation

·
·
·
·
·
·
·

On-site bird observation data.
Chatham-Kent Airport bird collision records.
Bird Hazard Assessment.
Facility Characteristics (Preliminary Design and Operations Report).
Discussions with Chatham-Kent Airport representatives.
Discussions with Transport Canada.
Facility characteristics (vulnerable assets).
Engineers Canada Public Infrastructure Engineering Vulnerability
Committee (PIEVC) Protocol.
Climate analytics report.
Quality and quantity of leachate (historical data).
Leachate generation modelling.
Blenheim Wastewater Treatment Lagoon Annual Reports.
Chatham-Kent Master Plan.
Landfill gas generation model results (US EPA LandGEM modelling).
Annual Monitoring Reports.

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Data Source
Observed traffic data.
Traffic modeling.
Agency consultation.
Baseline collision data.

·
·
·
·

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
June 4, 2019 1:13 PM
Kent Hunter
Karla Kolli; Buelles, Anni
RE: Ridge: Question re Neegan Burnside and AFN Communication

Thanks Kent, Cathy
From: Kent Hunter [mailto:Kent.Hunter@rjburnside.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 04, 2019 1:06 PM
To: Cathy Smith
Cc: Karla Kolli; Buelles, Anni
Subject: RE: Ridge: Question re Neegan Burnside and AFN Communication

Hi
Noted on the timing.
It is not a problem to include our correspondence in your Record of Consultation.
Kent

Kent Hunter, P.Eng.
Senior Project Engineer

Neegan Burnside Limited
Office: 800-265-9662 ext 1018 Direct: 289-730-1018 Cell: 905-9603323
Kent.hunter@neeganburnside.com

From: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 04, 2019 12:10 PM
To: Kent Hunter <Kent.Hunter@rjburnside.com>
Cc: Karla Kolli <kkolli@dillon.ca>; Buelles, Anni <abuelles@dillon.ca>
Subject: FW: Ridge: Question re Neegan Burnside and AFN Communication
Hi Kent, hope you are well! Just a heads up we are still on track for the draft EA submission to MECP on July 19th so you
can plan your schedule J
See below, we as normal practice would include the correspondence from you in the EA consultation record and Anni at
Dillon noted the confidentiality note at the end of your letters/comments provided. Can you confirm that we are
permitted to add your letters etc to the Record of Consultation for our EA??
Thanks,
Cathy
From: Buelles, Anni [mailto:abuelles@dillon.ca]
Sent: Monday, June 03, 2019 3:44 PM
To: Cathy Smith
1

Cc: Bill Allison; Karla Kolli
Subject: Ridge: Question re Neegan Burnside and AFN Communication

WARNING: This email is from outside of Waste Connections; Exercise caution.

Hi Cathy,
I hope you had a nice weekend.
I am currently reviewing the Indigenous Communities Consultation Appendix and noticed that the memos from
Neegan Burnside include a confidentiality statement, see below. Let me know how you would like to proceed.
Best wishes,
Anni

--------------------------------------------------------------

Anni Buelles
Dillon Consulting Limited
Suite 200 - 51 Breithaupt Street
Kitchener, Ontario, N2H 5G5
T - 519.571.9833ext. 3147
F - 519.571.7424
ABuelles@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

This message is directed in confidence solely to the person(s) named above and may contain privileged, confidential or private
information which is not to be disclosed. If you are not the addressee or an authorized representative thereof, please

contact the undersigned and then destroy this message.
Ce message est destiné uniquement aux personnes indiquées dans l'entête et peut contenir une information privilégiée, confidentielle
ou privée et ne pouvant être divulguée. Si vous n'êtes pas le destinataire de ce message ou une personne autorisée à le recevoir,
veuillez communiquer avec le soussigné et ensuite détruire ce message.
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7/3/2019

Dillon Consulting Limited Mail - Fwd: Ridge Landfill Archeaological Pedestrian Surveys

Buelles, Anni <abuelles@dillon.ca>

Fwd: Ridge Landfill Archeaological Pedestrian Surveys
Reimer, Sue <sreimer@dillon.ca>
To: Anni Buelles <abuelles@dillon.ca>, Bill Allison <wallison@dillon.ca>

Tue, Jul 2, 2019 at 1:31 PM

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>
Date: Tue, Jul 2, 2019 at 1:31 PM
Subject: Ridge Landfill Archeaological Pedestrian Surveys
To: Janet Macbeth <Janet.Macbeth@wifn.org>
Cc: Dean Jacobs <Dean.Jacobs@wifn.org>, Reimer, Sue <sreimer@dillon.ca>

Hi Janet, we have finally been able to plough and had a rain event on Friday – now the fields are dry as they need to be
and Stantec is planning to head back out to do the pedestrian surveys this Thursday and Friday. Sorry for the short notice
but we’re trying to sprint between the raindrops!!

Thanks,
Cathy

-Sue Reimer
Dillon Consulting Limited
51 Breithaupt Street Suite 200
Kitchener, Ontario, N2H 5G5
T - 519.571.9833 ext. 3155
F - 519.571.7424
M - 226.988.6514
SReimer@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=2b5632c48f&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1637968746025460044&simpl=msg-f%3A16379687460…
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jaskiran Shoker <jshoker@counselpa.com>
September 26, 2019 10:07 AM
Buelles, Anni
FW: Ridge Draft EA

From: Jaskiran Shoker
Sent: Wednesday, July 10, 2019 4:24 PM
To: drskoke@wifn.org
Cc: John Beaucage <JBeaucage@counselpa.com>; Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
Subject: Ridge Draft EA

On behalf of John Beaucage (Counsel Public Affairs) and Waste Connections of Canada:
Dear Chief Miskokomon,
The draft Environmental Assessment will soon be completed by Waste Connections of Canada on the Ridge
Landfill project.
There are a couple of options that you may wish to consider in terms of receiving the information, they are:
·
·
·
·

Electronic Copy of Full Draft EA
Hard Copy of Main EA Report – electronic copy of Report, Appendices and Supporting Documentation
Hard Copy of Full Draft EA
No Copy – the Full Draft EA will be available at www.ridgelandfill.com

The Draft EA will be distributed the week of the 22nd of July.
Please advise us as to how you wish to receive the information. If we do not hear from you by the end of July
we will assume that if interested, you will be viewing the draft EA on the Ridge Landfill website.
For further information, please don’t hesitate to reach out at 705-746-0638 or via email at
JBeaucage@counselpa.com, and please copy Cathy Smith at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.
Yours truly,
John Beaucage
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Buelles, Anni <abuelles@dillon.ca>

FW: Start of Archeology Stage 3 - Ridge Landfill
Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>
To: Karla Kolli <kkolli@dillon.ca>, "Buelles, Anni" <abuelles@dillon.ca>

Tue, Nov 5, 2019 at 12:58 PM

From: Popkin, Peter [mailto:Peter.Popkin@stantec.com]
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 12:52 PM
To: Janet Macbeth
Cc: Cathy Smith
Subject: RE: Start of Archeology Stage 3 - Ridge Landfill

Thank you Janet,

I will keep you posted on progress.

regards,
Peter

From: Janet Macbeth <Janet.Macbeth@wifn.org>
Sent: Tuesday, November 5, 2019 12:44 PM
To: Popkin, Peter <Peter.Popkin@stantec.com>
Cc: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
Subject: Re: Start of Archeology Stage 3 - Ridge Landfill

Hi Peter,
Please feel free to proceed on Wednesday, and we will send someone down when we have someone available. In the
mean time, please keep me informed on your progress. I will also try to make a site visit myself at some point during the
assessment.
Thanks,
Janet
Get Outlook for Android

From: Popkin, Peter <Peter.Popkin@stantec.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 5, 2019 12:40:02 PM
To: Janet Macbeth <Janet.Macbeth@wifn.org>

Cc: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
Subject: RE: Start of Archeology Stage 3 - Ridge Landfill

Hi Janet,

We’re conducting Stage 3 assessment at a lithic scatter on the property at Charring Cross Road and Allison Line in
Chatham Kent. We anticipate the work will take approximately three weeks (weather permitting). If you are unable to
send someone in the next day or two, but are willing to let us proceed in your absence, there will be plenty of time to
be involved in the project in the following weeks. If there are specific project details you need, please let me know.

Regards,
Peter

From: Janet Macbeth <Janet.Macbeth@wifn.org>
Sent: Tuesday, November 5, 2019 12:17 PM
To: Popkin, Peter <Peter.Popkin@stantec.com>
Cc: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
Subject: Re: Start of Archeology Stage 3 - Ridge Landfill

Hi Peter,
I currently have all my field workers on other projects at the moment. Could you let me know the logistics for the work
including anticipated length of work? I might be able to pull a worker from another project for part of this one.
Thanks,
Janet
Get Outlook for Android

From: Popkin, Peter <Peter.Popkin@stantec.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 5, 2019 12:06:37 PM
To: Janet Macbeth <Janet.Macbeth@wifn.org>
Cc: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
Subject: RE: Start of Archeology Stage 3 - Ridge Landfill

Hi Janet,

I’m writing to follow up on the voice message I left previously.
is on a job today – I will be acting as project
manager for the archaeology component of the project. We have crew ready to start work on the property tomorrow
(Wednesday November 6), probably around 9 am, if you have someone available.
was participating in the
project previously. Please feel free to contact me directly to discuss.

Regards,
Peter

Peter Popkin Ph.D., CAHP, MCIfA
Associate, Senior Archaeologist

Direct: 905 944-6259
Mobile: 437 777-1198
Peter.Popkin@stantec.com

Stantec
300W-675 Cochrane Drive
Markham ON L3R 0B8

The content of this email is the confidential property of Stantec and should not be copied, modified, retransmitted, or used for any purpose except with Stantec's written authorization. If you are not
the intended recipient, please delete all copies and notify us immediately.

From: Janet Macbeth <Janet.Macbeth@wifn.org>
Sent: Monday, November 4, 2019 3:39 PM
To: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
Cc: Popkin, Peter <Peter.Popkin@stantec.com>
Subject: Re: Start of Archeology Stage 3 - Ridge Landfill

Hi Cathy,

Yes,
can contact me directly about when they will be out. I currently have my workers in the
field on other jobs, but I will see if I can do once I know more about the schedule.

Thanks,
Janet
From: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
Sent: November 4, 2019 12:41 PM
To: Janet Macbeth <Janet.Macbeth@wifn.org>
Cc: Popkin, Peter <Peter.Popkin@stantec.com>
Subject: Start of Archeology Stage 3 - Ridge Landfill

Hi Janet, the Archeology Stage 3 with Stantec has been approved.
(below) will be reaching out to discuss ﬁeld
work and ming. As of last week Peter indicated they wanted to start this Wednesday. Should
contact you or an
alternate to coordinate?

Thanks,
Cathy

From: Popkin, Peter [mailto:Peter.Popkin@stantec.com]
Sent: Monday, November 04, 2019 10:10 AM
To: Cathy Smith
Subject: Re: Signed Agreement

WARNING: This email is from outside of Waste Connections; Exercise caution.

Thanks Cathy.

Our field director will be

His cell number is

regards,
Peter

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
Sent: Monday, November 4, 2019 10:03:49 AM
To: Popkin, Peter <Peter.Popkin@stantec.com>
Subject: Signed Agreement

.
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#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
Response to Comments on Coordination Meeting
Conference Call on July 4, 2018
1

The MECP noted that the work plans should
be as detailed as possible to facilitate
agreement on approach. Work plans need to
demonstrate how commitments will be
accomplished and what evaluation criteria
and indicators will be applied where
applicable to work plans that affect the
alternative site development methods
assessment.

More detailed work plans for all disciplines
Section 8.8.1 (EA Report),
have been prepared. Commitments and
Work Plans (Appendix A2)
evaluation criteria were added to the individual
work plans where applicable.

2

The MECP requested that a memo of all
evaluation criteria should be provided to the
Ministry for comment. The criteria will be
revised based on comment from MECP as
well as public input from the criteria
workshop and open house.

Waste Connections provided the MECP with
the Draft Criteria for the Evaluation of
Alternative Methods and Impact Assessment
on July 18, 2018.

Section 8.8.1 (EA Report)

Response to Comments on Atmospheric Scope of Work
Email received June 1, 2018; Response provided June 1, 2018
3

The air quality work plan does not include
PM10 or VOCs (e.g., chloroform) as indicator
compounds, which were recommended by
the Air Quality Analyst (see previous memos
attached) to be included in the detailed
modelling analysis.
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Section 3.2.4 (EA Report)
Vinyl chloride was selected as an
indicator compound from within the
group of VOCs expected to be emitted
from landfill gas. When compared to
chloroform, vinyl chloride has the same
MECP air quality standard (1µg/m³)
however vinyl chloride has a
significantly higher concentration in

#

Comments

Response
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landfill gas than chloroform (ref: US
EPA AP42 Section 2.4). Vinyl chloride is
therefore anticipated to be the driver
for air quality impacts from within the
group of VOCs.
PM10 does not have regulatory criteria
in ON, and is managed at a regional
scale through ambient air quality
standards.
The project team had discussions with
the MECP's Southwest Region Air
Quality Analyst subsequent to his
review of the work plan and feedback
from those discussions was
incorporated into the revised work
plan provided. It is the intention of the
project team to continue to work with
MECP's Southwest Region Air Quality
Analyst on the scoping of the
Atmospheric component, and as part
of those discussions collectively arrive
at a final decision on inclusion or
exclusion of PM10 and chloroform as
indicator compounds.

Reference in EA

#
4

Comments
The MECP recommends organizing the air
quality work plan so that there are specific
sub-sections for odour, landfill gas, dust,
greenhouse gas, haul route, and litter, that
provide detailed information on the
assessment of each item, with a list of
criteria, standards, and guidelines for
compounds of interest.

Response

Reference in EA

The assessments of odour, landfill gas and dust Section 4.1.2 (EA Report),
will all be based on the same model built within Atmospheric Work Plan
AERMOD. Therefore we propose restructuring (Appendix A2)
the work plan to have these grouped together.
The assessment approach for GHGs, litter and
the haul route can be broken out as separate
sections as they will involve different
models/methodologies.
It is proposed that this restructuring occur as
part of the finalization of the work plan after
further engagement with the MECP's
Southwest Region Air Quality Analyst.

Section 8.8.1 (EA Report)

5

The Surface Water, Hydrogeological and
Work plans have been revised to provide study Section 3.1 (EA Reports),
Atmospheric Work Plans do not provide
area rationale.
Work Plans (Appendix A2)
rationales for study area selections.
Response to Follow-Up Comments on Atmospheric Scope of Work
Phone Conversation on July 5, 2018
6

-----

General Background
The MECP has recommended the
Southwestern Landfill as an additional
potential resource and also the Humberstone
Landfill. Dillon reviewed the Southwestern
Landfill and the approach there is in line with
what we have initially proposed.

-----

Study Areas
 Off-site Study Area: Proposed at 10 km Sections 3.1 and 3.2.4.5 (EA
Report)
around site, with MECP tiered
receptor grid placed within this area

7
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Atmospheric Work Plan
(Appendix A2)

#

Comments

Response



8

-----
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Reference in EA

Sensitive Receptors: Proposed use of
existing sensitive receptors from most
recent EA, with these reviewed to bring
them up to date. This would represent
the closest sensitive receptors in each
direction
Haul Route Study Area: Proposed lands
immediately adjacent to haul routes.

Indicator Compounds & Baseline Data Sources
Section 3.2.4 (EA Report)
 Particulate (TSP, PM10 and PM2.5) Ambient data from MECP Chatham
Station supplemented by NAPS data
 NOx - Ambient data from MECP
Chatham Station supplemented by
NAPS data
 CO, SO2 - NAPS data
 Chloroform, Vinyl Chloride - NAPS data
with historical site specific monitoring
used to contextualize the NAPS data
 H2S - Possibly MECP data if available,
otherwise Environment Canada
average concentration on from natural
sources or in urban areas for SW ON
(TABLE A4) accessible through the
following link:
http://www.ec.gc.ca/eseees/default.asp?lang=En&n=2C9C90611#toc-013a
 Odour - the environment surrounding
the site consists of primarily

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

agricultural land uses. It is expected
that the ambient odour would be
characteristic of a rural agricultural
setting. There have been no odour
studies within the local area and
therefore no baseline value will be
defined for odour.
In addition to the above indicator compounds,
Ozone concentrations (for use in NOx
modeling) will be derived from the MECP
Chatham monitoring station.
9

-----
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Historical site specific monitoring has identified Sections 3.2.4 and 4.1.2.5 (EA
some exceedances of the MECP Chloroform
Report)
standard. These data points were reviewed
with the MECP and analysis showed that these
concentrations were likely from off-site sources
of Chloroform. A brief literature review has
shown that Chloroform may be a constituent or
intermediary in certain herbicides and that
chloroform has been monitored around
airports - further supporting the conclusions of
the monitoring program that elevated
chloroform levels were likely from off-site
sources. This will be explained within the air
quality assessment for the EA, to contextualize
the site specific monitoring that was
completed.

#

Comments

10

Response

Reference in EA

-----

Air Quality Criteria
The MECP's ambient air quality criteria and
Section 4.1.2.5 (EA Report)
those listed in the Air Contaminants Benchmark
List will be used to characterize site impacts.

-----

For odour emissions, the MECP's 1 OU/m3
Section 4.1.2.5 (EA Report)
guideline will be used. It is recognized that this
criterion is not a universally applied odour
limit, and that complaints may not occur at this
level. Therefore modeled results will also be
compared to 3 and 5 OU/m3.

-----

For odour, if applicable, frequency of
Section 4.1.2.5 (EA Report)
exceedance of thresholds documented above
will be presented. This will be calculated based
on the frequency at any single receptor, with
results shown for the top 5 highest receptors.

-----

Blowing litter criteria will be taken from
previous EAs done for the site and will be
documented within the revised work plan.

-----

Emission Sources
Emission sources to be assessed are as follows: Sections 4.1.2.5 and 6.4 (EA
Report)
 Haul Route:
- Tail pipe emissions (US EPA
emission factors)
- Road dust (AP42 emission
factors)
 Project Site:
- Fugitive landfill gas (not
captured by LFG collection
system) (Landgem + Env Can

11

12

13

14
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Sections 3.2.7 and 6.6 (EA
Report)

#

Comments

Response

-

-

-

-

15

-----
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Reference in EA

estimated LFG capture rate for
ON landfills or equivalent
resource)
Fugitive odour from landfill gas
(MECP odour emission factor)
LFG capture and control
system (Landgem +
manufacturer's guarantee)
Tail pipe emissions from onsite
vehicle movement (US EPA
emission factors)
Road dust (AP42 emission
factors + mitigation reﬂective
of Dust Mgmt Plan)
Material handling (AP42
emission factors + site specific
silt sampling + mitigation
reﬂective of Dust Mgmt Plan)

AERMOD Atmospheric Dispersion Modeling of
Preferred Scenario
Modeling will be completed as follows:
Section 4.1.2.5 (EA Report)
 MECP terrain data
 MECP processed site specific 5 year
meteorological data set (request to be
sent to EMRB)
 Emission represented as volume
sources (e.g. material handling, road
dust), area sources (e.g. fugitive
odour), point sources (e.g. ﬂare)
 Deposition algorithms to be used

#

Comments

Response


16

Reference in EA

within particulate modeling
Scenarios:
- Baseline scenario (current
operations)
- Up to 3 future scenarios that
will be defined based on peak
emission potential (i.e., highest
level of onsite activity, highest
LFG genera on potential)

GHG Quantiﬁcation
 Regional GHGs to be scaled from
provincial based on population

Section 4.1.2.6 (EA Report)

----Include Haul Route GHGs (recognizing limited
potential for change between baseline and
future scenarios)
Response to Follow-Up Comments on Atmospheric Scope of Work
Memo received June 27, 2018; Response provided July 18, 2018
17

In addition to the eight contaminants listed,
as previously discussed, PM10 and
chloroform should both be assessed.
Previous site-specific monitoring around the
site measured some elevated concentrations
of chloroform, which is why it must also be
included. The assessment of dust must
include all three main size categories of
PM2.5, PM10, and TSP. Concentration limits
for all three of these size fractions are listed
on the MOECP’s list of Ontario’s Ambient Air
Quality Criteria.
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Section 8.8.1 (EA Report),
Spoke with the MECP Air Quality
Atmospheric Scope of Work
Specialist to discuss the additional
(Appendix A2)
indicator compounds.
These compounds have been added to
the revised Atmospheric Work Plan
(Section 4.1).

#
18

Comments
The work plan should list the specific
monitoring stations and years of data that
will be used to assess the background
concentration for each contaminant.

Response




19

20

21

The work plan should describe the site
alternatives that will be assessed in order to
better understand how the metrics will be
applied. In addition to reviewing changes to
emissions, the metrics should also include
any other changes to sources that could
impact off-site concentrations, such as
distance to property line or receptors, etc.



The work plan does not contain much detail
regarding emission sources and emission
quantification. It would be beneficial for the
work plan to include more detail including all
emission sources, assumptions, and how the
emission rates will be quantified.



The work plan should describe the milestone
scenarios that will be modelled and how they
were or will be selected.
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Reference in EA

Sections 4.1.2.5 and 8.8.1 (EA
Spoke with the MECP Air Quality
Report), Atmospheric Scope of
Specialist to discuss the ambient
monitoring stations and data sets to be Work (Appendix A2)
used within characterization of
baseline conditions.
The stations to be used have been
documented within the revised
Atmospheric work plan (Section 4.1).
Sections 4.1.2.5 and 8.8.1 (EA
Spoke with the MECP Air Quality
Report), Atmospheric Scope of
Specialist to clarify the differences
between the alternative methods and Work (Appendix A2)
the scenarios to be assessed under the
preferred method.
Revised Atmospheric work plan has
been updated to include additional
metrics for the alternative methods
evaluation (e.g., distance to sensitive
receptors).
Spoke with the MECP Air Quality
Specialist to review sources and
methodologies for emission
quantification.
Revised Atmospheric work plan has
been updated to include the sources
and proposed methodologies for
quantification.

Sections 4.1.2.5 and 8.8.1 (EA
Report), Atmospheric Scope of
Work (Appendix A2)

Sections 4.1.2.5 and 8.8.1 (EA
Spoke with the MECP Air Quality
Specialist to discuss that the scenarios Report), Atmospheric Scope of
are not finalized and will be developed Work (Appendix A2)

#

Comments

Response



22

23

24

The work plan does not include much detail
regarding how the dispersion modelling will
be conducted. It would be beneficial to
describe the model setup, sources, and
reference to any guidance that will be
followed.



The EA impact assessment is not clear. All
results should be compared against
applicable AAQC or standards, etc. The work
plan should specify the values that will be
compared against. More detail should be
provided in how odour impacts will be
assessed and compared.



The EA must also include a section to
demonstrate and discuss that the landfill
expansion will be able to be approvable and
meet the requirements of regulation 419/05.
This should be mentioned in the work plan.
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Reference in EA

based on peak site emissions (including
consideration of peak vehicular activity
and peak LFG generation).
Revised Atmospheric work plan has
been updated to include the
considerations above
Spoke with the MECP Air Quality
Specialist to discuss that the model
setup and execution.
Revised Atmospheric work plan has
been updated to reﬂect more details
on model setup and execution

Section 8.8.1 (EA Report),
Atmospheric Scope of Work
(Appendix A2)

Spoke with the MECP Air Quality
Specialist to discuss the difference
between the EA Impact Assessment
and the comparison to relevant air
quality criteria within the Air Quality
Assessment.
The Atmospheric work plan has been
updated to include the relevant air
quality criteria

Sections 4.1.2.5 and 8.8.1 (EA
Report), Atmospheric Scope of
Work (Appendix A2)

Regulation 419/05, in the context of a Section 4.1.2.5 (EA Report),
Atmospheric Scope of Work
landfill site with best management
programs in place for odour and dust, (Appendix A2)
would apply to the onsite ﬂare and any
other stationary fuel fired combustion
sources. These sources will be included
in the air quality assessment (in
addition to other sources not subject to

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

O.Reg. 419/05). Therefore the
assessment completed will present a
conservative indication of the site’s
potential to comply with the
requirements of O.Reg.419/05.
Response to Comments on Hydrogeology Work Plan
Memo received June 27, 2018; Response provided July 18, 2018
25

In Section 1, one of the commitments that is
listed is that a section in the EA will “describe
how potential effects to nearby receptors
(i.e., private drinking water wells) will be
assessed.” I would expect that the
methodology for doing this would normally
be identified in the Hydrogeological Work
Plan, with the results provided in the EA
study.

We agree that the wording should be changed Hydrogeology Work Plan
to provide better clarity. The following
(Appendix A2)
wording change has been incorporated into the
Work Plan:

In Section 3.1, the consultant identifies the
approximate location of six new monitoring
well nests that were constructed at the site.
At the top of page 6, the consultant writes
that “it is expected that the location and

The intent of the statement was to indicate, as Hydrogeology Work Plan
stated in the concluding remarks, that “As
(Appendix A2)
additional data are collected, the Ministry may
require that further, possibly unforeseen site
investigation may arise.” and an

“Waste Connections commits to incorporating Section 3.2.2 (EA Report)
a section in the EA that describes potential
effects to nearby receptors (i.e., private
drinking water wells). This section will include
discussion on the private drinking water well
The Ministry and the proponent should have supplies in the area and will also demonstrate
the ability to work together to ensure the
that compliance with the Reasonable Use
studies that are conducted meet the
Guideline is sufficient to show that off-site
Ministry’s concerns. In other words, the
receptors are not at risk.”
methodology should be agreed to in advance
of the EA studies being completed. Was this
wording intentional or is a minor wording
change required?
26
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#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

number of these monitoring wells be
confirmed through discussions with the
MOECC.”

acknowledgement that we will work with the
Ministry to resolve outstanding concerns or
data gaps. The statement has been clarified.
Note that this statement is now in Section 4.1
since Section 2.0 “Hydrogeological Assessment
Some clarification or editing is necessary.
There is no reason for the Ministry to confirm Criteria” was moved up from a later point in
work plan.
the location and number of these existing
monitoring wells. Did the consultant mean to
say that the Ministry should be consulted
about the number and location of any further
monitoring wells to be installed?
27

On page 9, the report identifies that the use
of ground water in the vicinity of the site will
be documented. This effort should include a
door-to-door well survey. The Ministry’s well
record database is incomplete, and so there
may be wells in the area for which the
Ministry has no records. Further, even
though the area is supplied by piped water,
this doesn’t preclude the possibility that
some land owners also operate a well.

We agree that a door-to-door well survey will Section 4.1.2.3 (EA Report),
be conducted within a 1,000 m buffer from the Sections2.4 (Appendix D7)
site. These property owners / tenants will be
asked if there is a water well on the property, is
it actively used and what the water is used for
(e.g., lawn watering, livestock, human
consumption, etc.). A follow-up, more detailed
survey will be completed for those properties
that have wells pertaining to such details such
as well depth, casing diameter etc.

28

It is acknowledged that the project is still in
an early phase. As additional data are
collected, the Ministry may require that
further, possibly unforeseen site
investigation may arise. Long term
monitoring of the site will be necessary, and
it is expected that a more detailed
monitoring plan will be proposed by the
proponent. The nature of this monitoring

As stated above, Waste Connections of Canada Section 7.1.2 (EA Report),
and Dillon are committed to working with the Hydrogeology Work Plan
Ministry proactively to resolve outstanding
(Appendix A2)
concerns or data gaps. Also as detailed in
Section 4.7 of the Work Plan, we acknowledge
that a more detailed monitoring plan will be
required for the expanded landfill which will be
based, in part, on the results of the
hydrogeological assessment.
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#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

plan will depend, in part, on the results of the
studies that are proposed in this
Hydrogeological Work Plan.
Response to Comments on Surface Water Work Plan
Memo received June 28, 2018; Response provided July 18, 2018
29

Field Investigations, Table 2: states that
The Rationale descriptions provided in Table 2 Surface Water Assessment Work
SW7/SW7A is downstream of the site
for sampling locations SW7/SW7A and SW11 Plan (Appendix A2),
boundary but upstream of the proposed
were entered in the wrong order. The work
Section 3.2.3 (EA Report)
expansion site. And that SW11 is downstream plan has been updated to reflect the correct
of the proposed expansion site. Please clarify. Rationale for these sampling locations, as
follows:
 SW7/SW7A is located along Howard
Drain downstream of the proposed
landfill expansion area.
 SW11 is located along Howard Drain
upstream of the proposed landfill
expansion area.

30

The proposed field investigations do not
include fish surveys as mentioned in the
commitments. Please clarify whether the
field investigations will include fish surveys or
fish habitat surveys and provide rationale to
support the preferred option.

Aquatic investigations are proposed as part of Section 5.2 (Appendix D5),
the biology work plan, which involves a
Section 3.2.1.6 (EA Report)
detailed fish habitat assessment in Duke Drain
and Howard Drain where they occur in close
proximity to the proposed expansion works,
including habitat mapping and targeted
backpack electro-fishing, and where possible,
sample the fish community and determine
habitat usage and type.

31

The locations and parameters proposed for
the water quality baseline assessment are
acceptable. Although DOC does not have an

The 12 month water quality sampling program Section 3.2.3.8 (EA Report),
for the Surface Water Assessment commenced Section 2.3.6 (Appendix D10)
in May 2017 and ended in May 2018. The
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#

Comments
established PWQO or CCME guideline, I
would suggest adding DOC to the list of
sampled parameters.

Response

Reference in EA

program was advanced in the early stages of
the EA to facilitate an assessment of baseline
conditions prior to examining potential surface
water impacts associated with the proposed
landfill expansion alternatives. DOC was
included in the list of parameters analyzed for
three (3) of the sampling events only over the
monitoring period (in December 2017, March
2018, and May 2018). Notably, BOD was
analyzed for all sampling events, which is an
appropriate indicator that measures the
presence of organic matter.

Comments on Atmospheric Scope of Work
Memo received on July 25, 2018
32

33

34

The work plan states that baseline air quality
will use the most recent 2 to 3 years of data.
When available, the most recent 5 years of
data should be used.
It is my understanding that site-specific
monitored TSP data are also available. This
should also be described in the EA, similar to
what was proposed for chloroform and vinyl
chloride.
In addition to the active area, odour
emissions can also occur from the landfill
cap, leachate collection system, handling of
waste, etc. The EA should discuss all potential
sources of odour. If any potential sources are
considered insignificant and are not
modelled, the EA should clearly describe the
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Section 3.2.4.2 (EA Report)
----Section 3.2.4.2 (EA Report)
-----

Section 4.5 (Appendix D3)

-----

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

rationale for excluding them. This comment
should also be applied to potential sources of
other contaminants.
35

Wind erosion of exposed surfaces should also
be considered as a source of dust emissions.

-----

36

On-road vehicle emissions should use the US
EPA MOVES model rather than MOBILE6.2.

-----

37

In addition to what is listed in the work plan,
pollutant concentrations should also be
compared against the updated CAAQS for
NO2, the annual AAQC for vinyl chloride and
chloroform, the 1-hour and 8-hour AAQC for
carbon monoxide, and the updated 10minute AAQC for SO2.
Comments on Climate Change Scope of Work
Email Communication on July 25, 2018
38

Additional detail is needed on how potential
GHGs will be estimated for each site
development method (Section 4.1.2
Evaluation of Site Development Alternative
Methods). This section mentions that metrics
will be used to anticipate differences in:
landfill gas and control equipment emissions;
levels of on-site vehicular activity, and wood
lot removal; but the metrics were not
specified in the plan.
Section 4.1.4 mentions that “the results of
the GHG analysis will be used to characterize
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Section 6.4.1 (EA Report)
Section 3.2.5.1 (EA Report)
Sections 3.2.4 and 4.1.2 (EA
Report)

-----

Section 4.1.2.6 (EA Report)

-----

Section 4.1.2.6 (EA Report)

#

Comments

Response

the project’s contribution to the GHG profile
of the region or the province, in accordance
with the EA impact assessment approach.”
Please explain what EA impact assessment
approach is.
39

Reference in EA
Sections 2.0 and 2.5
(Appendix D3B)

Also as a general observation, all the work
plans have a commercial confidential
statement. It is my understanding that these
----plans will be posted on the Ridge Landfill
website upon finalization; therefore, this
statement should be removed.
Response to Comments on Technical Disciplines
Memo received August 20, 2018; Response provided September 21, 2018

Work Plans (Appendix A2)

Study Area Naming
40

There are seven study areas that are referred We will revise the naming of the off-site study Section 3.1 (EA Report)
to as off-site study areas. As these study
areas to be clear that they relate to specific
areas are discipline-specific, it would improve technical disciplines.
clarity if the study areas were named
according to the discipline (e.g. surface water
study area).

Noise Study Area
41

The figure accompanying the memo lists the
on-site property boundary as the noise study
area; whereas, the memo indicates that the
off-site study area for the noise assessment
includes the properties closest to the landfill
property. The site expansion and haul route
noise study areas should cover the points of
noise reception.
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The study areas for the noise discipline are
Section 3.1 (EA Report),
consistent with what is written in the memo – Section 2.4 (Appendix D8)
the noise discipline will have an off-site study
area and will also consider receptors along the
designated haul route for the site. The
description of these study areas will be
updated in the EA to clarify that the
appropriate Points of Reception will be

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

considered in the noise study.
Transportation Analysis Study Area
42

As the on-site and haul route study areas are
the boundaries for the traffic analysis/
assessment, it may be beneficial to combine
both areas into one traffic assessment study
area. The study area should show the
properties that will be affected. The Ministry
of Transportation may have additional input
on the traffic impact study area.

The Transportation EA work plan was reviewed Section 8.8.3 (EA Report)
by the Ministry of Transportation and they
provided no comments on the proposed study Section 8.0 (Appendix D8),
areas for this technical discipline. We will give Section 7.7 (Appendix D3)
consideration to different ways to present the
Haul Route Impact Assessment.

Landfill Mining Study Area
43

Landfill mining is typically an alternative
method or a component of an alternative
landfill expansion method. As the study areas
for each technical discipline will be used to
assess the effects of each alternative method
on the environment, it would be unusual to
have a specific study area for landfill mining.

We will remove the study area for landfill
Sections 3.1 and 4.0 (EA Report)
mining. This component of alternative methods
for site development will be assessed using the
study areas defined for the other technical
disciplines.

Discipline-Specific Study Areas for the Evaluation of Leachate and Landfill Gas Management Alternatives
44

Please specify if the study areas in this memo
will also be applied to the evaluation of
leachate and landfill gas management
alternative methods. If they will be, some
study areas may need to be modified. For
example, the transportation study area may
need to be larger to assess the traffic impacts
of leachate transport/conveyance to
wastewater treatment plants.
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For landfill gas management, Waste
Section 4.2 (EA Report)
Connections would provide gas to a third party
for utilization who would be required to obtain
appropriate approvals to use the gas off-site.
For leachate management Waste Connections Section 4.3 (EA Report)
would transport leachate to a facility with the
appropriate license and capacity for treatment.
The Alternative Methods Interim Report and
the EA document will clearly document this in

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

the description of the alternative methods.
Response to Follow-Up Comments on Technical Discipline Study Areas
Follow-Up Comments received October 4, 2018; Response provided November 2, 2018
Transportation Analysis Study Area
45

The figure of the haul route study area
The figure will be updated.
should be better defined to encompass the
properties that may be affected and sensitive
receptors.

Figure D11-1 (Appendix D11)

Discipline-Specific Study Areas for the Evaluation of Leachate and Landfill Gas Management Alternatives
46

The ministry expects that alternative
methods for landfill gas and leachate
management will be described in greater
detail in the EA, including possible locations
for landfill gas and leachate conveyance and
utilization/ treatment. Alternative methods
should be sufficiently developed to allow for
the determination of potential impacts
including off-site impacts, and for
comparison.

With respect to off-site facilities and
conveyance considerations the locations and
impacts, where known, will be described and
noted at a level sufficient to allow for
comparison of alternatives

Sections 4.2 and 4.3 (EA Report)

As commented by MECP at the terms of
reference stage, the off-site study area
should be large enough to encompass all
landfill related activities including leachate
disposal to ensure that direct and indirect
effects are considered.

The off-site study area will be appropriate to
assess effects for leachate disposal.

Sections 3.1 and 4.3 (EA Report)
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#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

Response to Comments on Alternative Methods
Memo received August 2, 2018; Response provided September 21, 2018
Memo Section 1.0 Evaluation Approach
47

In defining alternatives, please note that the The evaluation of Alternative Methods will
Section 4.0 (EA Report)
“do nothing alternative” should always be
include the “do nothing alternative” as the
described and considered.
baseline condition. The alternatives (including
the do-nothing alternative) will be described in
more detail in the Alternative Methods Interim
Report and the EA document.

48

When identifying effects, there should be a The evaluation criteria/indicators will be
Sections 4.0 and 8.8 (EA Report)
distinction between effects that would result reviewed and revised and this distinction made
from construction, operation and postwhere applicable.
closure (where applicable).

49

MECP comments acknowledge that
qualitative evaluation methods are
acceptable as long as they are traceable,
transparent and based on objective data and
references. MECP requested that the
qualitative analysis proposed follows
traceable and replicable methodologies.
Additional information is requested on how
alternative methods will be compared based
on their advantages and disadvantages.

We confirm that the evaluation will be
Section 4.0 (EA Report)
undertaken to be traceable, transparent and
objective. A reasoned argument or pairwise
comparison approach will be used to compare
the alternatives and identify a preferred. The
approach will be described in the Alternative
Methods Interim Report and the EA document.

Memo Section 2.0 Criteria for the Evaluation of Site Development/Expansion Alternatives
50

MECP notes that Table 1 does not provide a Table 1 has been revised to include rationale.
rationale for the selection of criteria for the
evaluation of alternative methods. It would
beneficial to provide the rationale in the
memo to facilitate the preparation of the EA.
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Section 4.1 (EA Report)

#

Comments

Response

51

As environmental effects can be positive or
negative, evaluation criteria should be
developed in a way that enables the
identification of both positive and negative
impacts.

52

By stating that an environmental criterion
The evaluation of site development
will only look at effects “on-site” (in this case alternatives will use the full study areas
it is assumed as the Ridge Landfill property), identified.
the assessment of effects would be limited in
a way that would not meet the
environmental assessment requirement to
determine all potential direct and indirect
effects of each alternative method. MECP
expects that the discipline-specific study
areas established by Waste Connections will
be large enough to assess all direct and
indirect effects.

53

Indicators need to be measurable to be able The hydrogeology and surface water work
Section 4.0 (EA Report)
to ascertain a change to the environment.
plans represent a master list of
The proposed indicators “relative ability to
criteria/indicators for all assessment work.
meet Reasonable Use Guidelines”
The decision on which of the
(hydrogeology) and “relative ability to release criteria/indicators from the work plans to use
pre-development flows downstream”
in the evaluation of site development
(surface water) are not directly measureable. alternatives was based on whether they would
MECP suggests the criteria, indicators and
be helpful in determining a difference
data sources for these disciplines in Table 1 between alternatives.
should be the same as those detailed in the
hydrogeology and surface water work plans Hydrogeology: Running the model for all 3
that have been reviewed by MECP.
alternatives will not result in a significant
difference or a better decision and may
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Table 1 has been revised and the criteria
reworded to enable identification of both
positive and negative effects.

Reference in EA
Section 4.1 (EA Report)

Sections 3.1 and 4.0 (EA Report)

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

complicate the evaluation. We have revised
the wording of the criteria for site
development alternatives in Table 1 to reﬂect
the wording in then Hydrogeology work plan
for the remaining criteria/indicators. The data
sources have been revised slightly from the
work plan based on the information that will
be available at the time of the evaluation.
Surface water: During the review of the work
plan a commitment was made to MECP to
model pre/post expansion flows or all 3
alternatives. As such, this was included as the
indicator for surface water.
54

A data source that was referenced multiple The data sources have been reviewed and
Section 4.0 (EA Report)
times in Table 1 is “Field work and results
revised. Field observations have been left as a
from other disciplines”. Data sources need to relevant data source.
be specific to the indicators that will be
measured. The data source column should
specify the sources of information that will
be used to ascertain environmental effects.

55

The criteria, indicators and data sources
mentioned in the atmospheric work plan
should be included in Table 1.

The criteria, indicators and data sources that Section 4.0 (EA Report)
had been included in our July 18th memo on
evaluation criteria were the same as those
included in the Atmospheric work plan with
some wording changes. These have been
revised to match the wording in the approved
work plan.
It is noted that the criteria/indicator related to
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#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

odour was included under social rather than
physical environment.
56

Request to use the term pre-expansion
rather than pre-development.

This change has been made.

57

The proposed environmental criteria in Table
1 are: natural, social, economic, archaeology,
built, transportation and technical. For clarity
and ease of comprehension, MECP
recommends a review of how each criterion
is categorized. Further commentary is
provided below for each discipline.

We note that the order of the evaluation
Section 4.0, 8.6.1, and 8.6.2,
criteria in the memo follows that in the
Attachment 1 (EA Report)
Approved Amended Terms of Reference.
These criteria have also been reviewed with
the public at a Workshop and an Open House.

58

Natural Environment – suggest organizing
under physical and biological environment.

This change has been made.

Section 4.1.2 (EA Report)

59

Natural Environment - For assessing impacts
to terrestrial and aquatic wildlife and
habitats, there are other evaluation criteria
that can be considered such as effects to
birds, amphibians and wetlands. Input from
other government review team members,
Indigenous Communities and Organizations
and stakeholders should be incorporated as
necessary.

We have changed the wording of these
indicators to include a fuller list of examples.
We note the evaluation criteria table was
designed to focus on criteria/indicators that
are relevant to identifying a difference
between the alternatives being considered.
Wetlands for example were not specified
previously as there are none on-site.

Section 4.1.2 (EA Report)

60

Social Environment – Potential for
This change has been made.
displacement of residents on-site: MECP
suggests the “effects on residents” or “effect
on residential land use” could be a more
appropriate criterion than the current
“displacement of residents on-site”.
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EA Report

As shown in Attachment 1, we have reorganized the criteria as suggested.

Section 4.1.2 (EA Report)

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

61

Social Environment – Potential for disruption
of residents off-site: MECP suggests that each
of the potential disruption effects (e.g. noise,
odour, truck traffic, landscape aesthetics) be
considered as a separate criterion with its
own indicators.

This criterion has been separated into
Section 4.1.2 (EA Report)
individual criteria. It is noted that the indicator
is similar for all; proximity is used as a measure
of potential impact.

62

Social Environment – Potential for disruption
of residents off-site: MECP notes that “survey
input from local residents/businesses” has
been removed as a data source. In the
approved amended Terms of Reference,
Waste Connections made a commitment to
conduct a socio-economic impact assessment
to address property values, which would
include an in-person survey of residents and
business within one kilometre of the landfill
site and along the haul route related to their
use and enjoyment of their property. Please
provide a reason as to why this data source
has been removed and the status of this
survey.

The survey questions will focus more on the
Section 4.1.2 (EA Report)
site as a whole rather than the development
alternatives. As such, the survey is unlikely to
add new information to distinguish between
the alternatives beyond what has already been
identified through consultation. It is intended
to complete the survey starting in late
October/early November to avoid interference
with many of the resident’s agricultural
activities. Survey results will be added if the
completed surveys are available for inclusion
into the Alternative Methods Interim Report.

63

Social Environment – Potential for disruption
of residents along the haul route for soil
import or export: MECP notes that since the
haul route and site entrance will not change,
criteria related to identifying advantages and
disadvantages between site development
alternatives may not be useful and that a
separate impact assessment of haul route
should be done for the preferred

We note that consideration of potential
Section 4.1.2 (EA Report)
impacts along the haul route has always been
included as part of the impact assessment for
the preferred site. The reason for including the
criterion on hauling of soil for alternative
methods is to reflect that this is the only
potential difference related to the haul route
for the site development alternatives as the
annual tonnage will be the same for all site
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#

Comments
undertaking.

Response

Reference in EA

development alternatives. This criterion has
been reworded.

64

Social Environment – Potential for odour
This criterion has been integrated into the
Section 4.1.2 (EA Report)
disruption as a result of landfill mining: MECP revised disruption criteria/indicators discussed
suggests that this criterion be removed and above.
the effect odour be captured under a
criterion such as “Effects of landfill odours on
residents”.

65

Social Environment – Potential for impact on We agree that this criterion is problematic and Section 4.1.2 (EA Report)
financial livelihood: An explanation is needed it has been removed.
for including this criterion in the evaluation of
alternative expansion methods. Additional
explanation is also needed on the types of
livelihoods that will be assessed. Typically
criteria that relate to occupation and
employment are categorized as economic
environment criteria. Please note that
information collected as part of the EA is
subject to the Freedom of Information and
Protection of Privacy Act and personal
information will become part of a public
record unless personal information is
requested to remain confidential. As
individual compensation and community
benefits agreements may be confidential in
nature, the proposed indicator “potential for
change in individual compensation” may be
problematic.

66

Cultural Environment – Only archaeology is
included, additional cultural environment
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Cultural heritage work completed in 2017 has
identified three built heritage resources and

Section 4.1.2 (EA Report)

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

evaluation criteria should be considered (e.g. one cultural landscape unit on the property,
built heritage, cultural heritage landscapes). which, based on the results of the heritage
work, have limited heritage value. Given the
facility characteristics of the three site
development alternatives these features will
need to be documented and removed as
appropriate for all alternatives. Built heritage
has been included as an evaluation criterion.
67

Cultural Environment – Rewording of the
archaeology criterion and indicator is
suggested.

This change will be made.

Section 4.1.2 (EA Report)

68

Cultural Environment – In the approved
amended Terms of Reference, Waste
Connections made a commitment to conduct
a Stage 2 Archaeological Assessment. The
results of the Stage 2 Archaeological
Assessment should also be included as a data
source.

Waste Connections remains committed to
completing a Stage 2 Archaeological
Assessment. The area identified through the
Stage 1 work is sufficient to evaluate site
development alternatives. The Stage 2 work
will be completed on the preferred site
development alternative and is a data source
for impact assessment.

Section 4.1.2 (EA Report)

69

Built Environment - MECP suggests that there Transportation and technical criteria have been Section 4.1.2 (EA Report)
is an opportunity to consider transportation included within the built environment as
and technical environments as part of the
suggested.
built environment.

70

Built Environment - Based on MECP’s
The evaluation criteria have been re-organized Section 4.1.2 (EA Report)
previous comments on criteria, indicators
and additional criteria added as suggested.
and data sources, it is recommended that the
proposed criteria be re-organized and
revised, and to ensure that there is no
double-counting. Specifically it is suggested
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#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

that worker health and safety be a social
environment criterion and cost of the facility
an economic environment criterion.
Additional criteria related to land use, effects
to existing landfill infrastructure and effects
to transportation infrastructure should be
considered.
71

Economic Environment - Based on MECP’s
The evaluation criteria has been reviewed and Section 4.1.2 (EA Report)
previous comments on criteria, indicators
reorganized.
and data sources, it is recommended that the
proposed criteria be re-organized and
revised, and to ensure that there is no
double-counting.

72

Economic Environment – MECP suggests that
potential for change in financial contributions
would be most relevant when considering
the overall project rather that the site
development alternatives.

We agree that this criterion is less relevant for Section 4.1.2 (EA Report)
the evaluation for the evaluation of potential
site development alternatives and have
removed it from the evaluation criteria table.
The EA document will note that an operating
Ridge Landfill is a substantive contributor to
the local economy and that there is a financial
disadvantage with the do-nothing alternative.

Memo Section 3.0 Criteria for the Evaluation of Leachate Treatment and Landfill Gas Management Alternatives
73

MECP acknowledges that the criteria
developed for the evaluation of landfill
expansion alternative methods may not all
be applicable to the evaluation of alternative
leachate treatment and landfill gas
management alternatives; however, the
alternatives will still be evaluated with
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The criteria, indicators and data sources for the Section 4.0 (EA Report)
evaluation of landfill gas and leachate
management alternatives have been reviewed
and revised based on MECP’s earlier comments
on criteria, indicators and data sources.
Rationale for the criteria has been added.

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

respect to all components of the
environment (e.g., natural, social, cultural,
built, economic). Please review and modify
the criteria, indicators and data sources in
Table 2 (Draft Evaluation Criteria for the
Evaluation of Landfill Gas Management
Alternatives) and Table 3 (Draft Evaluation
Criteria for the Evaluation of Leachate
Treatment Alternatives) based on MECP’s
earlier comments and definitions of criteria,
indicators and data sources.
74

Some of the proposed criteria in Tables 2 and These criteria have been removed.
3 such as “ability to meet regulatory
requirements”, “technical feasibility” and
“potential for providing necessary service”
are typically used as screening criteria to
develop viable alternatives to evaluate in
more detail.

75

On page 7 of the memo, MECP provided a
specific example of the type of criteria
(effects to WPCPs) and indicator “leachate
quality” they would like to see with specific
data sources of leachate monitoring data,
WPCP design criteria and performance data.
Treatment specialist input is not considered a
data source.
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Section 4.0 (EA Report)

The alternative methods for leachate
Section 4.3 (EA Report)
treatment will be defined to include only
treatment plant(s) where the ECA allows for
acceptance of leachate and whether the plant
is in compliance for its discharge criteria. This
approach was discussed with Chatham-Kent
who expressed support. Data will be provided
by Chatham-Kent to show that overall the
plants being evaluated are in compliance. No
further assessment of leachate impact on
individual plants is required to traceably
distinguish a difference between the leachate

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

treatment alternatives.
76

For each alternative landfill gas and leachate
treatment method, there is associated
infrastructure for conveying gas or leachate
to an off-site location. The effects of
constructing or operating this conveyance
infrastructure also need to be evaluated.
Therefore, additional criteria should be
considered to evaluate these off-site impacts.
The study areas for conducting these
assessments should be sufficiently large to
capture all potential direct and indirect
effects.

For landfill gas management, Waste
Section 4.2 (EA Report)
Connections would provide gas to a third party
for utilization who would be required to obtain
appropriate approvals to use the gas off-site.
For leachate management Waste Connections
would transport leachate to a facility with the
appropriate license and capacity for
treatment, The Alternative Methods Interim
Report and the EA document will clearly
document this in the description of the
alternative methods.
Specific information on the third party and the
nature and location of any utilization facility or
the location of the wastewater treatment
facility is not known at this time. As such the
evaluation of landfill gas management and
leachate treatment alternatives will focus on
the potential for effects related to construction
and operation at the Ridge site.

Memo Section 4.0 Impact Assessment
77

MECP comments related to Table 1 (Criteria The impact assessment criteria will be revised Section 6.0 (EA Report)
for the Evaluation of Site Development
to reflect the comments in Section 2.0 of the
Alternatives) on the organization of
MECP memo.
environment components and subcomponents, criteria, indicators, and data
sources also apply to Table 4 (Draft Impact
Assessment Criteria).
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#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

78

MECP notes that the evaluation criteria
We will consider the benefits of separating the Section 6.0 (EA Report)
associated with the effects from continued Haul Route Impact Assessment into a separate
use of the existing waste haul route are
table.
included in Table 4. For clarity, it may be
beneficial to develop a separate set of impact
assessment criteria for the haul route.

79

Please ensure that effects to highway
infrastructure are included as an impact
assessment criterion. The amended Terms of
Reference states that “Waste Connections
will consult with the Ministry of
Transportation on the preparation of a traffic
impact study that considers of the impacts of
the existing waste haul route, as defined in
the Terms of Reference, on the Highway
401/Highway 40 interchange.”

80

The contribution of the project to climate
The criterion climate change resilience will be
change, and the impacts of climate change on separated into two criteria to address MECP
the project are separate assessments.
comments.
Therefore, it would be difficult to consider
the effects of landfill expansion on
greenhouse gases, and the effects of extreme
weather events on landfill infrastructure
under one environmental criterion “climate
change resilience”.

81

The assessment of (net) project effects on
These elements will be part of the greenhouse Section 6.5 (EA Report)
greenhouse gases as noted in the Notice of gas assessment.
Approval of the Terms of Reference must
consider woodlot removal, on- site vehicles,
the waste haul route, and landfill gas
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Typically the haul route is defined to be
Sections 4.0 and 8.8.3
between the point at which most trucks
(EA Report)
coming from multiple directions converge and
the site entrance. In this case the haul route
starts on Communication Road. MTO has
provided feedback on the EA Transportation
Work Plan and the EA will consider impacts of
the expansion on the designated haul route,
which includes the recently upgraded Highway
401/ Highway 40 interchange.
Sections 6.5 and 6.14 (EA Report)

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

management for the preferred undertaking.
Response to Follow-Up Comments on Alternative Methods
Follow-up Comments received October 4, 2018; Response provided November 2, 2018
Memo Section 2.0 Criteria for the Evaluation of Site Development/Expansion Alternatives
82

The criteria developed for the evaluation of
alternatives to the undertaking are usually
more general than the criteria developed for
the evaluation of alternative methods.
However, as Waste Connections is carrying
out a focused environmental assessment
that is centred on the evaluation of
alternative methods, the criteria and
indicators should be more comprehensive
and specific.

Waste Connections will review the criteria/
Section 4.1 (EA Report)
indicators used to make sure that they are
clear, reﬂect input received from relevant
agencies, stakeholders and Indigenous
Communities and Organizations, as appropriate
and that they cover potential effects,
regardless of whether the impact is consistent
between alternatives. Criteria and indicators
will be comprehensive and specific enough to
complete the evaluation of alternatives.

Criteria and indicators established in the
Section 2 of the Hydrogeology work plan will
work plans reviewed by relevant agencies,
be used as the basis for the evaluation
stakeholders and Indigenous Communities
and Organizations should be used in the
evaluation of alternatives. Moreover, the
Hydrogeological Work Plan states that the
assessment criteria, indicators and data
sources outlined Section 2.0 of the work plan
will be used for the evaluation of alternative
methods and the assessment of net effects.

Hydrogeology Work Plan, Section
2.0 (Appendix A2)

Section 4.1 (EA Report)
Even if the alternative methods may have
similar impacts on a particular criterion, it is
important to demonstrate that impacts to
Waste Connections of Canada
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This approach is understood and will be
applied in the evaluation of alternative
methods.

#

Comments

Response

the particular criterion were considered
during the environmental assessment.
When completing the evaluation of
alternative methods, each method should
first be compared against the do nothing
benchmark (existing baseline conditions) to
measure the consequences of each method
on the environment. The evaluation process
examines trade-offs, in which the
advantages and disadvantages of each
alternative are weighed in terms of their net
effects, both positive and negative, on the
environment.

Reference in EA

Section 4.1 (EA Report)

Additional clarity is needed with respect to
the criteria and indicators related to
groundwater and surface water. The
proposed criteria only seem to consider
operation and post-closure effects but not
construction effects.

These criteria will be reviewed and clarity
added with regards to construction where
possible.

Not all the proposed indicators in Table 1
(Draft Criteria for the Evaluation of Site
Development Alternatives) are reportable
qualitative or quantitative parameters. It is
unclear which indicators will be used in the
“Qualitative assessment of ability of
alternative to meet Reasonable Use
Guidelines” for the criterion “potential
impacts to groundwater quality during
operation and post-closure”. What

Chlorides will be the parameter that will be
Section 4.1 (EA Report)
used in the assessment. Chlorides have
historically been identified as the parameter of
most concern at the site and the use of
chlorides as an indicator is consistent with the
approach of O.Reg. 232/98.
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#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

parameters will be examined and which
water quality objectives will be applied?
The listed indicators should clearly state what This change has been made.
will be measured or reported to determine
potential environmental effects. For example
for the surface water quantity impact
criterion, the indicators could be more clearly
stated as changes in peak flows and runoff
volumes pre- and post-expansion rather than
“ability to release post-expansion peak flows
to downstream watercourses at or below
pre-expansion conditions”.

Sections 4.1(EA Report)

83

Criteria and indicators tend to be more high Criteria and indicators will be comprehensive Sections 4.1 (EA Report)
level when evaluating alternatives to the
and specific enough to complete the evaluation
undertaking. At the alternative methods
of the alternatives.
evaluation stage, detailed criteria and
indicators outlined in the work plans should
be used to ascertain net effects.
Although the proximity of sensitive receptors
may influence the level/intensity of a
potential effect experienced, it is not a direct
measure of noise, odour and visual impacts.
More specific indicators of noise, odour and
visual effects are needed.

84

Does the survey provide baseline information Yes the survey will be used as appropriate in
on the social environment in terms of land
the evaluation of alternative methods and as
use and property enjoyment for use in
part of the socioeconomic analysis in the EA.
determining the potential effects of each
alternative? If so, then the survey could be
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Section 4.1 (EA Report)

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

considered a source of information for the
determination of net effects.
85

The MECP notes from the rationale provided, Indicators have been added to determine
that the assessment of traffic effects on
those types of effects e.g., number of trucks
residents will only consider construction
anticipated during operation for each of the
truck traffic resulting from soil import/export. alternatives has been added as an indicator.
However the criteria “potential for landfill
traffic effect on residents during construction
and operation” and a similar criterion under
the economic environment, “potential for
effect on businesses along the haul route for
soil import or export during construction and
operation” both reference effects during
operation. If operational traffic effects will be
considered then there should be indicators
for determining those types of effects.

86

As mentioned in MECP’s follow-up comment We have added a criterion for cultural heritage. Section 4.1 (EA Report)
to #[32], even if alternative methods may
have similar impacts on a particular criterion,
it is important to demonstrate that the
impacts of each alternative method on the
particular criterion (in this case effects to
cultural heritage resources) were considered
in the environmental assessment.

87

MECP notes that there is a landfill height
We have added an indicator for aviation.
restriction associated with the Ridge
Landfill’s proximity to the Chatham-Kent
Municipal Airport. However, as mentioned in
MECP’s follow-up comment to #[32], even if
alternative methods may have similar
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Section 4.1 (EA Report)

Section 4.1 (EA Report)

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

impacts on a particular criterion, it is
important to demonstrate that the impacts
of each alternative method on the particular
criterion (in this case effects on aviation)
were considered in the environmental
assessment.
Memo Section 3.0 Criteria for the Evaluation of Leachate Treatment and Landfill Gas Management Alternatives
88

MECP notes that the criteria for the
evaluation of landfill gas and leachate
management alternatives have been
reorganized and that rationales have been
added.
Please provide clarification if the evaluation
of landfill gas and leachate management
alternatives will include the consideration of
landfill gas and leachate collection methods.
Modifications to collection systems may
result in environmental effects for which
additional evaluation criteria are necessary
(e.g. effects on the geotechnical
environment).
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The collection method for landfill gas and
Sections 4.2 and 4.3 (EA Report)
leachate will generally be the same for all
alternatives and will be described in concept
as part of the description of the alternatives in
the Alternative Methods Report. Waste
Connections does not intend to include
consideration of alternatives for on-site landfill
gas or leachate collection as these require
design details beyond the scope of the
alternatives evaluation. Waste Connections is
committed to designing and constructing both
systems in accordance with Ontario
regulations which will address environmental
concerns and ensure protection of the
environment.

#

Comments
Other evaluation criteria associated natural
and social effects (e.g. effects on water/drain
crossings, effects on watercourses from
effluent discharge, and effects on property)
may be appropriate for alternative methods
that have an off-site conveyance
component.

Response
With respect to off-site facilities and
conveyance considerations the impacts, where
known, will be described and noted at a level
sufficient to allow for comparison of
alternatives.

Air quality should be a criterion in the
Air quality will be a criterion in the LFG
evaluation of landfill gas management
management.
alternative methods. Emissions to consider
could include methane, ammonia, sulphides,
volatile organic compounds, as well as total
suspended particulates and dust.
Some criteria and indicators in Table 2 (Draft Criteria and indicators as noted by MECP will
Evaluation Criteria for the Evaluation of
be specific and measurable either qualitatively
Landfill Gas Management Alternatives) and or quantitatively as applicable.
Table 3 (Draft Evaluation Criteria for the
Evaluation of Leachate Treatment
Alternatives) need to be specific and
measurable. For example the social
environment criteria related to effects on
residents should be separated by noise,
odour, visual, traffic, and safety, similar to
Table 1 (Draft Criteria for the Evaluation of
Site Development Alternatives). The
economic criterion “cost of facility” should
specify the types cost indicators that will be
considered such as capital, operations &
maintenance and/or lifecycle costs. The
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Reference in EA

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

economic criterion “potential for effect on
businesses” should specify what type of
businesses will be affected (e.g. effects to
agricultural operations during construction)
and the indicators should be specific and
measurable (e.g. duration of farm operation
interruptions).
Listed data sources should also provide
concrete information that can support the
identification of effects. The main data
sources proposed are “GIS mapping” and
“existing and proposed facility
characteristics”. Please list additional data
sources that are specific to the
environmental criteria being examined.
89

Data sources will be reviewed to be specific to
the environmental criteria being examined.
These data sources will be detailed in the
Alternative Methods Report.

MECP notes that the evaluation criterion with Confirmation will be provided to MECP that the Section 4.3 (EA Report)
respect to WPCPs has been removed in the WPCPs under consideration have the operating
latest version of Table 3 (Draft Evaluation
lifespan and capacity to treat landfill leachate
Criteria for the Evaluation of Leachate
over the 20-year planning period as part of the
Treatment Alternatives).
alternative methods evaluation.
The purpose of the example (Effects on
WPCPs) in MECP’s August 2 memo was to
illustrate how the evaluation criteria,
indicators and data sources could be
improved to enable a clear, logical and
traceable assessment of alternatives.
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#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

MECP expects that WPCPs are operating in
compliance with their Environmental
Compliance Approvals. The question is rather
whether the WPCPs under consideration
have the operating lifespan as well as the
capacity to treat landfill leachate over the 20year planning period.
90

MECP expects that alternative methods for
landfill gas and leachate management will be
described in greater detail in the EA.
Alternative methods should be sufficiently
developed to allow for the determination of
potential impacts including off-site impacts,
and for comparison.

With respect to off-site facilities and
Sections 4.2 and 4.3 (EA Report)
conveyance considerations, the impacts, where
known, will be described and noted at a level
sufficient to allow for evaluation of
alternatives.

Memo Section 4.0 Impact Assessment
91

Please indicate when the revised impact
assessment criteria for the preferred
undertaking will be submitted to MECP for
input.

92

The indicators for the climate change criteria Waste Connections will update the criteria for Section 4.1.2.6 (EA Report)
are stated as “Qualitative assessment of the the GHG emissions based on the climate
potential for greenhouse gas emissions” and change work plan.
“Qualitative assessment of the resiliency of
proposed infrastructure”. The assessments
themselves are not indicators. The indicators
should be the metrics mentioned in the
Climate Change Scope of Work for the
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The revised impact assessment criteria will be Sections 4.0 and 8.8.1
submitted to the MECP prior to the end of the (EA Report)
year after these alternative methods criteria
have been finalized in order to ensure
consistency between the two sets of criteria.

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

evaluation of site development alternative
methods.
Response to Comments on Alternative Methods: Landﬁll Gas and Leachate
Comments from Waste Reviewer received Aug. 22, 2018; Response provided Oct. 25, 2018
Landﬁll Gas Management Alternatives
93

In Table 1 LFG Management Alternatives, for
active LFG collection, the horizontal gas
collection alternative shall be considered.
The existing LFG collection system consists of
vertical extraction wells and piping, which
are installed after a certain area is
completed and final cover is placed. So the
vertical wells won’t serve to collect LFG in
early stage of landfilling, while horizontal
collection system can be installed in early
stages. It is noted that as required in Reg
232, active landfill gas collection shall be in
place for areas that are inactive for over 6
months.

Waste Connections confirms that an
Section 4.2 (EA Report),
appropriate landfill gas collection system that Appendix D6
conforms to all Ontario Regulations will be
included in the design and construction of the
approved expansion.

94

All of the landfill expansion alternatives
include vertical expansion. For vertical
expansion in the old Landfill that has passive
gas vents, active LFG collection is required as
per Reg 232.

To confirm, Landfill Expansion Alternatives 1
and 2 include vertical expansion. Landfill
Expansion Alternative includes only lateral 3
expansion.
Waste Connections confirms that an
appropriate landfill gas collection system that
conforms to all Ontario Regulations will be
included in the design and construction of the
approved expansion.
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Sections 4.0 and 4.2 (EA Report),
Appendix D6

#
95

Comments
Details of the LFG collection and utilization
system, including estimate of gas generation,
description of the system components,
monitoring and contingency, etc. shall be
included in the EA Report.

Response

Reference in EA

Waste Connections confirms that an
assessment of the quality and quantity of
leachate shall be conducted to ensure the
quality and quantity of leachate is acceptable
to the WPCP. The effect of climate change on
leachate quantity will also be considered.

Section 4.3 (EA Report),
Appendix D6

Waste Connections confirms that an
assessment of the quality and quantity of
leachate shall be conducted to ensure the
quality and quantity of leachate is acceptable
to the WPCP. The effect of climate change on
leachate quantity will also be considered.

Section 4.3 (EA Report),
Appendix D6

Leachate Management Alternatives
96

If the preferred treatment alternative is to
discharge to WPCP, the quality and quantity
of leachate shall be acceptable to the WPCP.
In addition, extreme storm event as a result
of climate change shall be considered in
leachate assessment.

Response to Follow-Up Comments on Alternative Methods: Landﬁll Gas and Leachate
Follow-up Comment from Waste Reviewer received Oct. 30, 2018; Response provided Oct. 31, 2018
Landfill Gas Management
97

Please confirm that horizontal gas collection A horizontal gas collection system will be
Section 5.7 (EA Report),
system be included as an LFG management included as a LFG management measure in the Appendix D6
alternative in EA.
EA.
Comments on Alternative Methods Evaluation
Memo received on January 18, 2019; Response provided below
Evaluation Methodology
98

The method chosen must be able to produce Comment noted.
an assessment that is clear, logical and
traceable.

EA Report

99

The ranking terminology may cause some
Ranking terminology was revised to
confusion as “neutral” in some instances
“preferred”, “less preferred” or “equally
appears to reflect the level of impact, and at preferred” for clarity.

Section 4.0 (EA Report)
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#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

other times indicate that alternatives have no
distinguishable differences in impact. As
rankings indicate a preference, the use of the
terms “preferred”, “less preferred”, or
“equally preferred” may be more suitable
than “advantages” or “disadvantages”.
Description of Site Development Alternatives
100 To enable a better comparison between the
existing site and proposed expansion
alternatives, the ministry recommends a subsection describing the existing Ridge Landfill
site with accompanying figures and contour
maps. It would also be useful to discuss at
the beginning of Section 3.0 how the site
development methods were developed with
information on design considerations and
assumptions.

Information on the existing site and baseline
Sections 4.1.1 (EA Report)
conditions and assumptions were added to the
Alternative methods section to assist the
reader to understand the site and net effects.

Identification of Net Effects
101 To show impacts and make the trade-offs
between the alternatives more evident, the
ministry recommends adding a “do nothing”
column in Table 3-1 that describes baseline
conditions and effects.

A do-nothing column was added to the
Sections 4.1.3, 4.2.6 and 4.3.4 (EA
comparative evaluation summary table in the Report)
body of the Alternative Methods chapter and in
the detailed comparative evaluation tables in
Attachment 1.

102 The consideration of “do nothing” should be
integrated into the evaluation of alternative
methods as the benchmark or baseline
against which the consequences of each
alternative method can be measured.

For all disciplines the assessment of alternative Section 4.0 (EA Report)
methods has been prefaced by a discussion of
the baseline conditions, or the “do-nothing”
scenario. This has provided the reader with
context to measure the impact of the
alternative method.
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Comments

Response

Reference in EA

103 It is important to reference the data collected Original field work has been used to the extent Section 3.0 (EA Report)
from original field work and surveys used to possible and references have been added
support the characterization of baseline
where available.
conditions and the determination of net
effects for each alternative method.
Referencing these studies would also
demonstrate the completion of analyses
proposed in each discipline-specific work
plan.
104 The commentary could be enhanced to
For each discipline the baseline conditions,
Sections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 (EA
discuss the net effects of each alternative
potential effects, mitigation and net effects are Report)
method supplemented by figures and maps discussed for each of the alternatives. Maps
(such as the viewshed figures in Appendix A) and figures are either included in this text or
that illustrate the potential impacts/changes readers are directed to the maps in previous
that would result from each alternative
chapters.
method. The potential net effects resulting
from each alternative method should be
clearly identified prior to the comparison of
alternatives for traceability and transparency.
One approach that proponents have used to
present net effects information for
alternative methods is shown in Table 1.
Criteria and Indicators
105 …For instance, the indicator for potential
impacts to groundwater quality in subsection 3.2.2 is noted as the “qualitative
assessment of ability of alternative to meet
Reasonable Use Guideline” rather than
chloride concentrations, for which Waste
Connections indicated would be the
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The criteria and indicator for groundwater has Sections 4.1.2 and 4.3.3 (EA
been revised to match what was included in
Report)
the Hydrogeology work plan. Quantitative
information has been used for the evaluation.

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

parameter used in the assessment.
Furthermore, there still appears to be
inconsistency between the indicators
specified in the Hydrogeological Work Plan
and the interim report (eg: groundwater
quantity and potential impacts to water
supply wells).
Level of Detail
106 2:1 compensation may not be adequate
This ratio has been discussed with the Lower
depending on the maturity of trees within
Thames Valley Conservation Authority.
the existing woodlots. Replacement ratios
typically consider tree diameter at breast
height (DBH) with trees in the larger DBH
range warranting a higher ratio of replication.
This compensation ratio is also considered as
a mitigation measure in the climate change
assessment found in Section 3.2 (Natural
Environment-Physical).

Section 8.8.8 (EA Report)

107 Qualitative assessments are encouraged
Revisions have been made to the indicators,
Sections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 (EA
where quantitative data is not available and data sources and assessment to reﬂect original Report)
therefore, a quantitative analysis is
field work and quantitative data wherever
unfeasible. The ministry expects original field possible.
work, surveys, etc. for analysis and
evaluation at the alternative methods
evaluation stage of the EA.
Comparative Analysis of Alternatives –Air and Noise
108 There needs to be an analysis of the air
quality impacts that could result from each
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Discussions have occurred with the MECP air Sections 4.1.2.5 and 8.8.1 (EA
quality reviewer and additional work has been Report)
completed to assess the alternative methods.

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

alternative based on the metrics proposed in The indicators, data sources and text has been
the Atmospheric Scope of Work that:
revised to reﬂect this.
 specifies existing indicator compound
emissions and concentrations;
 examines changes to indicator
compound concentrations (including
spatial variations) from each alternative
relative to baseline conditions; and,
 outlines the relative advantages and
disadvantages of each alternative. Eg:
analysis of particulate matter emissions
from alt methods could consist of
estimating worst-case total suspended
particulate matter (TSP) and/or fine
particulate emissions (PM2.5 and PM10)
at sensitive receptors using a dispersion
model.
109 With respect to odour, the commentary in
Additional information on odour has been
sub-section 3.2.3 (Social Environment) does added for each of the site development
not provide sufficient information on the
alternatives.
existing odour conditions and the potential
odour impacts on sensitive receptors that
could result from the three site devpt
alternatives. Waste Connections’ comments
that with mitigation efforts, it is anticipated
that the odour impacts associated with all
site devpt alternatives will be minimized.
Alternatives 1 and 3 are ranked as “neutral”
whereas Alternative 2 is ranked as
“disadvantage” because of the potential
Waste Connections of Canada
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Section 4.1.2.7 (EA Report)

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

nature of odour from landfill mining. There
needs to be a clear, logical and traceable
assessment of odour to support these
conclusions.
Use of Assumptions in Evaluation of Alternative Methods
110 Sufficient information should be provided
about the potential effects (both positive and
negative) of a proposed undertaking in order
to demonstrate that the proposed
undertaking should proceed. Furthermore,
proponents should prepare technical studies
using the best available data; carefully select
their assessment and evaluation methods to
analyse their proposal; and use sound
scientific, engineering and planning practices
in the preparation of the EA.

Additional technical work for the evaluation of Section 4.1 (EA Report)
alternatives has been completed for air quality,
noise, ground water and surface water. This
work has been clearly documented in the EA.

111 The ministry notes that many assumptions
were used in the comparison of alt methods.
For instance, the report states that there
would be no difference between the three
site alternatives from the perspective of
potential to impact water supply wells, since
all three alternatives overlay more than 30
metres of natural clay, and engineered
protection would include a leachate
collection system. This level of description
does not provide sufficient information of net
effects and the relative advantages and
disadvantages of each alternative on water
supply wells. The indicator to evaluate the

Additional technical work for the evaluation of Section 4.1 (EA Report)
alternatives has been completed for air quality,
noise, ground water and surface water. This
work has been clearly documented in the EA.
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#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

potential impacts to water supply wells for
alternative methods is noted as a “predictive
IA using contaminant transport computer
modelling to predict expected concentrations
in the bedrock aquifer” in Table 1 of the
Hydrogeo workplan. The ministry anticipates
that this assessment would include info on
the locations and types of leachate seepage
from the landfill areas to the leachate
collection system or the underlying aquifer.
112 The effect from future landfilling activities
The net effects for each alternative method
may not be the same as those for existing
have been described in the EA considering
landfill operations; therefore, analyses on the construction, operation and post closure.
net effects from each alternative method
should be examined.

Section 6.0 (EA Report)

Leachate Treatment Evaluation
113 The reasons for reducing the number of
The rationale for this change has been
alternatives from five (in June 29/18 tech
included in the EA.
memo) to three were not provided in the
Interim Report. Alternative 1 (direct
discharge to sanitary sewer) also mentions
the possibility of off-site truck transport of
leachate to the Chatham Wastewater
Treatment Plant. This appears to be a
recently identified alternative method of
leachate disposal that could be a standalone
alternative.

Section 4.3.2 (EA Report)

114 There appears to be inconsistency in the level Additional information has been added to the
of detail of alternative leachate treatment
description of each leachate alternative

Section 4.3.2 (EA Report)
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#

Comments
method descriptions. For example, Alt 3 (onsite full treatment prior to discharge to
surface water) specifies a stringent level of
water treatment (reverse osmosis) whereas
Alt 2 (on-site pre-treatment prior to
discharge to sanitary sewer) does not specify
a technology or level of treatment.
Additional info on each alternative should be
provided, such as estimates of energy use
requirements (pumping, treatment etc),
transportation needs, construction footprint,
facility locations, and discharge locations, to
enable a detailed analysis of the methods
and their potential effects.

115 Conclusions made in the evaluation of
alternative leachate treatment methods
should be supported by technical analyses
such as estimates of leachate quantities and
flow rates (average and peak), as well as
predictions of the expected leachate quality
from each alternative method.

Response

Reference in EA

method to give the reader more understanding
of what the alternative entails and to provide a
transparent analysis of the methods and their
potential effects.

The evaluation of alternative leachate
Section 4.3 (EA Report)
treatment methods is supported by technical
analyses such as estimates of leachate
quantities and flow rates (average and peak),
as well as predictions of the expected leachate
quality from each alternative method.

116 The ministry notes that indicators for the
The criteria and indicators have been revised to Section 4.3 (EA Report)
evaluation of leachate treatment methods
be as specific and measureable as possible.
can be further refined. Some of the
indicators are not directly measurable…As
some of the indicators used in the evaluation
of leachate treatment alternatives are not
directly measurable, the potential effects of
leachate mgmt alternatives on certain
evaluation criteria are not well-defined.
Waste Connections of Canada
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#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

Waste Connections previously expressed that
criteria and indicators will be specific and
measurable either qualitatively or
quantitatively as applicable (see comment
#27 of comment-response table)
Landfill Gas Alternatives Evaluation
117 Section 5.0 should provide a summary of
how the landfill gas alternatives were
developed, and provide a sufficiently
detailed description of each alternative to
enable a thorough assessment and
comparison of effects.

Hypothetical scenarios were developed to
provide sufficient information enable a clear
and transparent evaluation of landfill gas
management alternatives.

Section 4.2 (EA Report)

The ministry notes that four landfill gas
treatment alternatives were presented in
the technical memo dated June 29, 2018
previously submitted to the ministry,
whereas the interim report evaluates three
alternatives.

Text has been added to provide rationale for
the change in landfill gas treatment
alternatives.

Section 4.2.3 (EA Report)

Furthermore, measurable indicators and
quantitative analyses should be used to
assess the potential effects of each landfill
gas mgmt alternative.

The criteria and indicators have been revised
to be as specific and measureable as possible.

Section 4.2.5 (EA Report)

118 Re: Appendix E technical memo dated Nov
14, 2018:
With respect to landfill gas, since there are
both subsurface migration and surface
emission concerns during site operation and
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Information on the contaminating lifespan
Section 4.2 (EA Report)
related to landfill gas has been included in the
body of the EA document.

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

after closure, it is not possible for the
contaminating lifespan to be zero for a
landfill site with a mandatory gas
management system. In other words,
contaminating lifespan represents the length
of time landfill gas mgmt will need to occur
into the future until there would be no
unacceptable impact to the environment.
The landfill gas emissions analysis should
estimate the current contaminating lifespan
of the existing Ridge LF site if it were to close
after it reaches capacity, and consider this as
the baseline “do nothing” condition.
Contaminating lifespans of the three site
development alternatives would then be
estimated and compared to the baseline
condition to determine environmental
impact.
Conclusions
119 Provide more comprehensive descriptions of The alternative methods have been clearly
Section 4.0 (EA Report)
alternative methods including design
defined in the EA. The beginning of each
assumptions and mitigation measures.
section (i.e. site development, landfill gas
management and leachate treatment) provide
information on the alternative and then within
each discipline assessment section key baseline
considerations and assumptions are included.
120 Verify that evaluation criteria and indicators The criteria and indicators were reviewed and Sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 (EA
are consistent with those listed in the
changes made to make them consistent with Report)
reviewed work plans.
the technical discipline work plans.
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#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

121 Refine indicators so that they are specific and The criteria and indicators were reviewed and Sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 (EA
measurable.
changes made to make them as specific and
Report)
measureable as possible.
122 Indicate data sources, field studies and
technical analyses that supported the
determination of net effects and comparison
of alternatives.

Additional information has been added to
provide clarity on the data sources and
technical analyses used to determine net
effects.

123 Describe the net effects of each alternative
method prior to examining advantages and
disadvantages.

Under each discipline the net effects for each Sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 (EA
alternatives are described independently prior Report)
to any discussion on the relative advantages
and disadvantages of the alternative.

124 Use quantitative assessment methods and
Quantitative assessment of each of the
provide rationales for using qualitative
alternatives is provided where possible.
assessment methods where quantitative data
are not available.

Sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 (EA
Report)

Sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 (EA
Report)

125 Clearly describe the “do nothing” scenario
For all disciplines the assessment of alternative Section 4.0 (EA Report)
(baseline) and integrate it into the evaluation methods has been prefaced by a discussion of
of alternative methods.
the baseline conditions, or the “do-nothing”
scenario. This has provided the reader with
context to measure the impact of the
alternative method.
Response to Comments on Air Quality Assessment of Alternative Methods
Comments received March 25, 2019; Response provided March 28, 2019
126 Response to Question 1:
The updated plan appears as though a single
area source will be used for the entire
landfill footprint. It would be preferable to
model the different landfill areas as their
own individual area sources.
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The proposed approach to the analysis of the Section 4.1.2.5.5 (EA Report)
landfill gas emissions and the impacts on
landfill emissions (e.g., material handling) from
the site is consistent with Environmental
Assessments for similar expansion projects. The

#

Comments

Response
entire waste footprint for each of alternative
methods will be represented as a single area
source. However, each source will be a
different polygonal shape, to reflect the actual
footprint of waste deposition for that
alternative.
For Alternative 1 (vertical and horizontal
expansion) the final landfill footprint will
extend across the area below. The final height
of the landfill will be uniform at 40 m above
grade (AG). The release height for the
polygonal area source will be set at half the
final height at 20 m AG.
For Alternative 2 (landfill mining and horizontal
expansion), the final landfill footprint will
extend across the area below. The final height
of the landfill will be uniform at 40 m AG. The
release height for the polygonal area source
will be 20 m AG. Due to the landfill mining
operation, there will be a nominal reduction in
the final landfill footprint (expansion area
called “B”). This nominal reduction will be
reflected in the slight decrease in footprint at
the south east landfill cell.
For Alternative 3 (horizontal expansion) the
final landfill footprint will extend across the
area below. The final height of the landfill will
be uniform at 40 m AG across the expanded
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Reference in EA

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

landfill areas. The final height of the old landfill
cell will remain at its existing final height (10 m
AG). The release height for the polygonal area
source will be averaged at 14.9 m AG.
Through the use of alternative specific
polygonal shapes and release points, the
modeling will identify differences in emissions
and impacts from each of the three
alternatives.
127 Response to Question 2:
In terms of indicator compounds related to
landfill gas emissions, the 2nd last paragraph
states that key quantitative variables
associated with landfill gas generation will
be reviewed and that modelling will only
occur if significant changes are anticipated
between alternatives. The “key quantitative
variables” would only relate to the total
landfill gas emissions between the three
alternatives, but would not account for the
impacts of expanding the landfill to different
areas. The modelling is required to assess
the impacts of the different expansion
alternatives and should occur regardless.

Modeling will be conducted for the indicator
Section 4.2 (EA Report)
compounds related to landfill gas as requested.
Modeling will be completed as noted in the
response to Question 1.

Comments on Alternative Methods Evaluation
Phone conversation on April 9, 2019; Response provided April 22, 2019
128 It was noted that the sections for Air Quality As noted on the call, these sections will be
and Hydrogeology need to be updated based revised to reflect the most recent discussions.
on MECP recent comments.
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Sections 4.1.2.3 and 4.1.2.5 (EA
Report)

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

129 Section 5.1.2.7 Summary of Net Effects is
This section will be removed.
redundant as the net effects are discussed in
the above text as well as the net effects
tables.

Section 4.0 (EA Report)

130 Section 5.1.3 Comparative Evaluation of Site This will be added.
Development Alternatives could be
enhanced by adding a text summary of the
key advantages and disadvantages for each
alternative.

Section 4.0 (EA Report)

131 Table 4: Overview of Comparative Evaluation
Ranking is valuable in the body of the text;
however Table 5: Detailed Comparative
Evaluation could be considered as an
appendix.

Section 4.0 (EA Report)

132 Section 5.1.4 Confirming the Preferred
Alternative could be moved to a later
chapter to introduce the preferred
alternative summarizing the advantages and
disadvantages of the preferred alternative
over the do-nothing scenario.
133 Net Effects Tables:
 include additional information under
the key design considerations &
assumptions, baseline condition,
potential effect and mitigation to
describe what is there and the
significance of the effect
 revise wording under net effect
column to "no anticipated net effect"
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Section 5.17 (EA Report)
----

Section 6.0 (EA Report)

-----

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

and separate out construction,
operation and post closure verify that
the indicators are appropriate and
measurable
Comments on Draft Impact Assessment Criteria
Memo received April 16, 2019; Response provided below
1.0 Natural Environment - 1.1 Biological Terrestrial Ecosystems
134 The indicator(s) for assessing potential
impacts on the habitat of Endangered or
Threatened species as well as medicinal or
culturally sensitive species of importance to
First Nations groups can be more specific by
identifying wildlife (e.g. mammals, birds,
reptiles, amphibians, bats) and plant species
(e.g. herbaceous plants, shrubs, trees) of
importance that will be considered.

Clarification has been added that the potential Section 6.1 (EA Report)
features that could provide habitat include
meadow, agricultural buildings and woodlots
and that the endangered or threatened species
potentially impacted include SAR bats, Eastern
meadowlark and Barn swallow.

135 The term “biological systems” is not defined
in the context of this environmental
assessment. Please describe what biological
systems refer to (e.g. vegetation
communities, terrestrial habitat types,
environmentally sensitive areas, areas of
natural and scientific interest). Once the
“impact on biological systems” criterion is
better defined, more specific and measurable
indicators can be assigned to assess what the
impacts will be.

This criterion has been revised to “Assess
potential impact on terrestrial biological
systems (e.g., vegetation, wildlife and wildlife
habitat and significant woodlots)”. There are
two indicators related to direct displacement
effects and indirect disruption effects.
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Section 6.1 (EA Report)

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

1.0 Natural Environment - 1.2 Biological Aquatic Ecosystems
136 The impact assessment criteria table notes
that impacts to aquatic ecosystems are
addressed under the “Physical environment –
surface water” category; however, no
rationale was provided. It would be
appropriate to include environmental criteria
and indicators for aquatic habitat (e.g. ponds,
drains, and streams) as well as aquatic
species (e.g. fish) under the “Biological –
Aquatic Ecosystems” category.

The criterion “Potential for impact on fish and Section 6.1 (EA Report)
fish habitat (e.g. ponds, drains and streams)”
has been added. There are two indicators
related to direct displacement effects and
indirect disruption effects.

2.0 Social Environment
137 One of the indicators to measure “potential
for impacts on residents” is the number of
residents displaced. MECP commented in the
memo on the draft criteria for the evaluation
of alternative methods (dated August 2,
2018) that the number of residents displaced
may not be a useful indicator as it MECP’s
understanding that there are four homes on
the Ridge Landfill property, only one of which
is occupied. Perhaps a better indicator would
be the number of residences or residential
properties affected or removed.

We have retained the initial criterion and
Section 6.6 (EA Report)
indicator to capture the number of residents or
residential properties displaced. A second
criterion “Potential for nuisance effects to offsite residents and businesses” has been added
with existing indicators related to noise, dust,
odour, litter and visual. These two criteria
address the residences or residential properties
affected or removed.

3.0 Economic Environment
138 The proposed economic impact assessment A criterion related to capital and operating
Section 6.7 (EA Report)
criteria mostly pertain to nuisance impacts
costs (including closure costs) has been added.
(i.e. odour, noise, litter, dust) on businesses
from landfill operation. As mentioned in the
Waste Connections of Canada
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Response

Reference in EA

memo dated August 2, 2018, economic
The criterion related to property values was
environment criteria typically include those moved to be within the economic grouping of
related to capital, operations & maintenance, criteria.
and facility closure costs, in addition to
effects on the local economy with respect to
businesses, employment, and property
values.
139 MECP also commented that it would be
beneficial to re-organize environment
components/ sub-components, and review
evaluation criteria and indicators accordingly
to avoid double-counting. The criteria
“potential for impacts on businesses in the
site vicinity from odour, noise, litter and
dust”, and “potential for impacts on
businesses from dust, noise litter along the
haul route” are very similar to those in the
“Social Environment” category. In addition,
the economic environment criteria should
specify the types of businesses that will be
affected. As the area surrounding the Ridge
Landfill is primarily agricultural, if the
businesses mentioned refer to
agribusinesses, then impacts to these
businesses would already be considered
under the “Agriculture” category.
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There are only 2 businesses within the off-site Sections 6.6 and 6.7 (EA Report)
study area, a farm market and a small engine
dealer. Given that there are only these 2
businesses and to reduce duplication between
the social and economic groupings We have
revised the criteria to the following:
Social
 Potential for displacement of residents
or residential properties.
 Potential for nuisance affects to off-site
residents and businesses.
 Potential for impacts on residents and
businesses from dust and noise along
the haul route.
 Potential for impacts and benefits to
Indigenous Communities and
Organizations.
Economic
 Potential for impacts to the wider
economy in the Municipality of
Chatham Kent
 Potential impacts to property values

#

Comments

Response


Reference in EA

Capital and operating costs.

4.0 Built Environment
140 Please clarify if “potential impact on
The noted criterion does relate to the haul
Section 6.12 (EA Report)
transportation service” refers to traffic
route and has been revised to “Potential
impacts along the waste haul route. In
impact on transportation service along the
addition, the Transportation Scope of Work waste haul route.”
(September 2018) states the commitment to
complete a safety assessment which would The criterion “Potential for change in traffic
include an analysis of baseline collision data. safety” has been added. The indicator for this
Therefore, traffic safety should be included as criterion is “Expected change in collision rates
an evaluation criterion under the
and % of truck traffic”.
“Transportation” category.
Comments on Diversion Options for Evaluation
Comments received on September 4, 2018; Response provided September 20,2018
Overarching Comments on the Consideration of Diversion Options (based on email correspondence)
141 Consultation initiatives should identify the
potential participants from each sector,
including operators of existing diversion
programs under the Waste Diversion
Transition Act (WDTA), and could specify
questions and engagement methods suited
to those participants. In particular,
consultation initiatives and diversion options
should target IC&I generators, given the IC&Iheavy make-up of wastes currently received
at the Ridge Landfill.
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To elaborate on discussion provided in the
Section 9.1 (EA Report),
diversion memo we will be surveying local
Section 1.3 (Appendix E)
representatives from the following sectors and
those that represent IC&I waste generators:
agricultural groups, community associations
and associations that represent local
commercial businesses, retail, industrial
manufacturers, and institutions as applicable.
The groups are based on the geographic scope
of the EA. For residential waste it is the
Municipality of Chatham-Kent. While the IC&I
waste service area is southern and central
Ontario the survey is intended to help

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

determine local partnership opportunities and
opportunities for enhanced or new provision of
services to support increased diversion.
Groups may also include existing operators for
construction and demolition wastes, metals
and scrap, electronic waste, tires, municipal
special/hazardous wastes, organics, and
textiles. Questions and discussion will be
focused to specific group interests as
appropriate, Kent Federation of Agriculture by
way of example.
142 When discussing the potential to collect,
separate, or receive residential wastes,
consultation initiatives and diversion
options could consider municipalities beyond
Chatham-Kent, particularly for food
waste/organics where regional approaches
could be in demand, suitable, and beneficial.

As per the Terms of Reference, the
Section 9.1 (EA Report),
geographical scope of the EA for residential
Section 1.0 (Appendix E)
waste is the Municipality of Chatham-Kent, the
host community of the Ridge. Municipal
residential waste generated beyond ChathamKent is beyond the scope of this project as the
proposed service area is confined to ChathamKent.
However, IC&I waste generated in
municipalities beyond the Chatham-Kent area
is within this scope. The IC&I waste service area
is confined to southern and central Ontario.
The EA will consider opportunities for Waste
Connections to enhance its existing waste
diversion activities within Chatham-Kent and
for the IC&I sector in southern and central
Ontario.
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143 Diversion options, both system-wide and onsite, should highlight potential candidate
materials, identify suitable generators likely
to participate (residential vs. IC&I), and focus
on whether diversion is environmentally
beneficial and economically viable.

The results of the Diversion Options evaluation Section 9.2 (EA Report),
will highlight potential candidate materials for Section 2.0 (Appendix E)
waste diversion. The evaluation will focus on
diversion opportunities that are
environmentally beneficial and economically
viable.

144 Where on-site diversion is discussed:

This will be addressed as part of the evaluation. Section 9.2 (EA Report),
As per the Terms of Reference, Waste
Section 2.0 (Appendix E)
Connections operates transfer station facilities
that send their residual waste to the Ridge
Landfill. These transfer station facilities have
well established waste segregation programs
and continually source local facilities for
recycling of IC&I materials such as asphalt,
brick, concrete, clean fill, organics, wood,
roofing, drywall, paper fibres, comingled
containers, metals, separately collected
cardboard and other divertible materials. In
addition, Waste Connections strongly supports
industries and businesses practices that
undertake voluntary on-site waste diversion,
for example as part of company zero waste
policies or corporate sustainability policies and
diversion targets.

Further clarity would help the reader
understand where materials will be
separated in advance for on-site processing
versus separated on-site for on- or off-site
processing (particularly re: the option to
remove more Blue Box wastes from the
waste stream versus the mixed waste
processing option)

145 Pros and cons should be discussed within the This approach will be used as part of the
context that new activities would occur at an evaluation.
existing waste disposal site, and should avoid
presenting material management
requirements as negatives unless
economically or operationally infeasible.
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Section 9.2 (EA Report),
Section 2.0 (Appendix E)

#

Comments

146 The memo would benefit from a final scoping
of some of the diversion options the
proponent believes to be most beneficial and
feasible.

Response

Reference in EA

A final scoping of some of the diversion options Section 9.2 (EA Report),
that Waste Connections believes to be most
Section 2.0 (Appendix E)
beneficial and feasible will be addressed as part
of the evaluation.

147 As consultation initiatives and options
High-level waste surveys will be carried out by Section 9.2 (EA Report),
development proceed, the proponent should Waste Connections with the assistance of
Section 2.0 (Appendix E)
attempt to quantify how much material could seasoned Waste Connections tipping floor
be diverted, potential costs associated with operators to identify materials received on site.
diversion, and participation rates.
The results of the high-level waste surveys will
provide insight on the diversion potential. The
information gathered will be used to evaluate
potential waste diversion options, to assess the
economic viability of programs and where it
may be appropriate.
Comments within Diversion Memo on the Consideration of Diversion Options
148 ToR Commitments: Will WCC be using
targeted interviews to gather info on the
waste stream and recycling opportunities?

As part of the consultation on the diversion
component, feedback from various
stakeholders including targeted IC&I waste
generators will be gathered regarding waste
material streams generated and potential
recycling opportunities that are economically
and operationally feasible, as well as the
potential for reuse of materials by Waste
Connections clients and potential efforts to
support a circular economy.
Stakeholders will have an opportunity to
provide their feedback throughout the study,
either through targeted interviews or by
submitting their comments to the Project Team
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Section 9.1 (EA Report),
Section 1.3 (Appendix E)

#

Comments
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Reference in EA

via email. Based on our experience some
organizations prefer to circulate to their
members via email for individual input (e.g.,
the Kent Federation of Agriculture).
149 ToR Commitments: What about reviewing
any studies completed by the surrounding
municipalities, or conducting some waste
audits to determine what’s in the waste
stream that could be recovered? This would
likely yield better information and data than
relying solely on interviews.

As per the Terms of Reference, the
Section 9.2 (EA Report),
geographical scope of the EA for residential
Section 1.0 (Appendix E)
waste is the Municipality of Chatham-Kent and
the IC&I waste service area is confined to
southern and central Ontario. While adjacent
municipalities have been notified of the
project, conversations with municipalities
regarding residential waste are limited to
Chatham-Kent, the host community.
Waste Connections will review any recent and
publicly available IC&I reports/audits produced
by municipalities (e.g., such as Owen Sound,
Ontario) and others to gather waste generation
and composition data for the IC&I sector. As
noted previously, high-level waste surveys at
Waste Connections transfer stations are also
planned. Detailed, quantitative waste audits
are beyond the scope of this assessment of
diversion opportunities.

150 ToR Commitments: WCC could leverage their
knowledge of the ICI waste stream to identify
and quantify materials that could be
recovered, in what amounts, and what
additional efforts are needed to achieve this
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Waste Connections will conduct high-level
Section 9.1 (EA Report),
waste surveys carried out with the assistance Section 1.3 and Sub-appendices C
of seasoned Waste Connections tipping floor and D (Appendix E)
operators. These surveys will provide an
opportunity to identify material that could be
recovered for reuse and or recycling. At a high

#

Comments
– actions by others – source separation,
hauling, sorting / other processing, etc.

151 Obtaining Stakeholder Input: On the
spectrum of Quality of Engagement, it
appears that stakeholders are limited to
learning about plans and offering feedback,
but not to participating in any level of design,
planning or decision making.

Response

Reference in EA

level and as part of the evaluation Waste
Connections can identify the necessary efforts
involved to achieve this and what external
supports might be necessary but that are
beyond the control of Waste Connection e.g.
actions by others.
The diversion survey is intended for Waste
Section 9.1 (EA Report),
Connections to learn what programs should be Section 1.3 and Sub-appendices C
enhanced or newly developed, in partnerships and D (Appendix E)
with who, and what program logistics make
sense given local community dynamics.
Throughout the EA process, stakeholders have Section 8.0 (EA Report)
and will continue to have an opportunity to
provide feedback and to be involved.
Stakeholder input, together with the technical
work being undertaken, will be taken into
consideration by the Project Team during the
evaluation and the final decision-making
process. Consultation is one piece of the
decision-making process along with economic
and environmental considerations during the
evaluation.

152 Obtaining Stakeholder Input: The on-site
focus limits options of types of approaches
and may also limit the quantity / capacity of
any diversion system(s) that are proposed.

Waste Connections of Canada
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As per the Terms of Reference, the
Section 1.0 (Appendix E)
geographical scope of the EA for residential
waste is the Municipality of Chatham-Kent, the
host community of the Ridge. The IC&I waste
service area is confined to southern and central
Ontario. As such, the focus for on-site options
is limited to Chatham-Kent residential waste

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

and local IC&I waste generators. For the
balance of the IC&I waste stream, the Waste
Connections operated transfer stations that
send their residual waste to the Ridge Landfill
have well established waste segregation
programs. Waste Connections will continually
source local facilities for recycling of IC&I
materials such as asphalt, brick, concrete, clean
fill, organics, wood, roofing, drywall, paper
fibres, comingled containers, metals,
separately collected cardboard and other
divertible materials and may identify additional
initiatives that could be undertaken as part of
the evaluation both at these transfer stations
and at source.
153 Obtaining Stakeholder Input/Targeted
Interviews: I would recommend that this
section identify the different groups that
could be targeted, such as municipalities,
businesses, existing diversion programs,
haulers (e.g. landfill clients), processors.
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As per the first bullet in Table 1, Waste
Section 9.1 (EA Report),
Connections will complete targeted outreach Section 1.3 and Sub-appendices C
to representatives from the following sectors and D (Appendix E)
and that represent IC&I waste generators: local
agricultural groups, community associations
and associations that represent local
commercial businesses, retail, industrial
manufacturers, and institutions as applicable.
The groups are based on the geographic scope
of the EA. For residential waste it is the
Municipality of Chatham-Kent. For the IC&I
waste service area it is confined to southern
and central Ontario. Groups may also include
existing operators for construction and
demolition wastes, metals and scrap, electronic

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

waste, tires, municipal special/hazardous
wastes, organics, and textiles.
154 Obtaining Stakeholder Input/Targeted
Agreed. These questions will be asked as part
Interviews: Could also ask:
of the diversion survey.
 Which materials are easily collected
but may not be currently diverted?
 Which materials would be easiest to
collect and where are they generated
(home, schools, etc.)?
 Where is collection/recycling least
available or most difficult?

Sub-appendices C and D
(Appendix E)

155 Increased Diversion Opportunities At-Source The in-text reference to the Waste-Free
& Elsewhere in the System: Resource
Ontario Act will be revised to Resource
Recovery and Circular Economy Act, 2016
Recovery and Circular Economy Act, 2016.

Section 9.1 (EA Report),
Appendix E

156 At Source & Elsewhere in the System:
Identifying a potential material or two for
each diversion option could be valuable

Agreed. Potential materials for diversion
options were noted at the Workshop and the
first Open House for the EA and will be
included and discussed as part of the
evaluation.

Sections 8.0 and 9.2 (EA Report)

157 At Source & Elsewhere in the System:
Providing an example of an existing
partnership could be valuable here

A local agricultural greenhouse partnership
Section 9.2 (EA Report)
example was in the Diversion Options memo Section 2.2.1 (Appendix E)
submitted to MECP on July 23, 2018 and other
examples can be provided as part of the
evaluation.

158 At Source & Elsewhere in the System: Could This option will be modified to include waste
include waste audit support.
audit support in the evaluation.

Section 9.2 (EA Report),
Section 2.2.5 (Appendix E)

159 At Source & Elsewhere in the System: Could Discussions with Chatham-Kent have and will
benefit from discussion of partnerships with continue to be held with respect to organics
servicing. In addition to provision of residual

Sections 8.8.6 and 9.0 (EA
Report)
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#

Comments
Chatham-Kent re: new organics servicing in
the Policy Statement.

160 At Source & Elsewhere in the System: Could
include waste audit support, targeted
promotion and education to increase
awareness of diversion opportunities.

Response

Reference in EA

waste disposal services at the Ridge Landfill
Waste Connections also services CK’s waste,
blue and black box, bulky item and HHW
collection programs. These discussions will be
conveyed as part of the evaluation.
This option will be modified to include waste
audit support, targeted promotion and
education to increase awareness of diversion
opportunities in the evaluation.

Section 9.2 (EA Report),
Sections 2.2 and 3.0 (Appendix E)

161 At Source & Elsewhere in the System: Could Discussion on ways to gather, potentially
Section 9.2 (EA Report),
discuss ways to gather, disseminate, promote disseminate and promote data availability will Section 2.0 (Appendix E)
data availability.
be provided as part of the evaluation.
162 Increased Diversion Opportunities at the
Ridge: If this is mostly for the local
community, that’s only a very small part of
the overall operation of the landfill - 98% of
the waste comes from ICI sources – from
much further away – how likely is it any of
these customers would use the drop off
facility (it’s mostly haulers that bring the
waste to the landfill, not the customers
themselves)?

A drop-off at the Ridge is a potential
Section 9.2 (EA Report),
opportunity to target materials that are
Section 2.1 (Appendix E)
currently not accepted in the municipal
program or that are demanding a higher level
of service and in the non-residential sector in
and around Chatham-Kent. The planned highlevel waste surveys along with the diversion
survey to organizations and the general public
may provide additional insight on such
opportunities. Public drop off facilities could
serve local small commercial business, as well
as residents, to reduce their residual waste
quantities and waste disposal costs e.g.
renovation businesses, landscaping businesses.

163 On-Site Processing: Diversion-options should Yes, insight on diversion opportunities will
Section 9.2 (EA Report),
address: A) the potential quantity for
come from the diversion survey to
Section 2.1 (Appendix E)
diversion; and, B) the likelihood that the
organizations and the general public which will
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#

Comments
materials would be diverted / recovered (or
range, e.g. low to high).

164 On-Site Processing: Note that only 2% of the
waste received is municipal – programs need
to be designed primarily for ICI / non-res
waste.

Response

Reference in EA

help to identify the potential quantities for
diversion as well as the likelihood of capturing
materials.
Programs will be designed for both the
residential (within Chatham-Kent) and IC&I
sector (within southern and central Ontario),
with the primary focus on IC&I waste sector
diversion possibilities.

Section 9.2 (EA Report),
Section 2.1 (Appendix E)

165 On-Site Processing: Provincially mandated
Duly noted.
programs are certainly helpful but are not the
be all and end all of removing recyclables
from waste streams. This comment applies to
all options, since this bullet is repeated.

Section 9.0 (EA Report),
Appendix E

166 On-Site Processing: It could be valuable to
The high-level benefits of co-locating a
discuss the benefits of co-locating a
diversion/MWP facility on-site will be
diversion/MWP facility on-site with a landfill elaborated on.
(given that the cons of this are discussed).
This comment applies to all options, since
this is a potential benefit in all options.

Section 9.2 (EA Report),
Section 2.1 (Appendix E)

167 On-Site Processing: Recovery rates vary
Comment noted for evaluation.
depending on the type of materials being
recovered, which vary depending on the use
of diversion programs and sectors that
generate the waste.

Section 9.2 (EA Report),
Section 2.1 (Appendix E)

168 On-Site Processing: A discussion of how
Comment noted for evaluation.
health, safety, rodent, etc. concerns differ
between a landfill and recycling/recovery
facilities would be valuable, as would similar
comments for other options.

Section 9.2 (EA Report),
Section 2.1 (Appendix E)
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#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

169 On-Site Processing: The discussion of this
option should not be framed solely around
provincial programs and landfill bans. The
discussion could consider benefits of
removing organics from landfill stream,
including reduced leachate, reduced odour,
and longer landfill lifespan.

The evaluation will consider benefits of
removing organics from landfill stream,
including reduced leachate, reduced odour,
and longer landfill lifespan.

170 On-Site Processing: The Policy Statement’s
collection direction may apply to other
southwestern Ontario municipalities
(Windsor-Essex, Sarnia, etc.) the discussion
could consider organics volumes from other
municipalities in the context of option
viability.

As per the Terms of Reference, the
Section 9.2.1 (EA Report),
geographical scope of the EA for residential
Section 2.0 (Appendix E)
waste is the Municipality of Chatham-Kent and
the IC&I waste service area is confined to
southern and central Ontario.

171 On-Site Processing: The Strategy does not
propose designating source separated
organics for diversion through landfill bans.
The Food and Organic Waste Policy
Statement does set waste reduction and
resource recovery targets for food and
organic waste, and provide direction for food
and organic waste collection to
municipalities, businesses and some
institutions.

The evaluation of this option will reference
new organics collection and processing
requirements, as well as their impact on
Chatham-Kent and Ridge clients.

The discussion of this option should
reference new organics collection and
processing requirements, as well as their
impact on local municipalities and Ridge
clients.
Waste Connections of Canada
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Section 9.2 (EA Report),
Section 2.1 (Appendix E)

Section 2.1.4 (Appendix E)

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

172 On-Site Processing: These are not “cons”,
simply material management practices.

Agreed.

Section 9.0 (EA Report),
Appendix E

173 On-Site Depots for Local Materials
Collection: While a partnership is indeed
beneficial, it is not a requirement to provide
an agricultural waste drop-off recycling
location and the option should not be scoped
as such.

The intent is to provide a public drop off
(Recovery Park) servicing both IC&I and
residential sector and for materials not
currently accepted at Chatham-Kent public
drop offs. Agricultural waste collection is not
being considered as a stand-alone program.

Section 9.2 (EA Report),
Appendix E

174 On-Site Depots for Local Materials
Collection: Perhaps partnerships with
external organizations could be combined
with the on-site drop-off depot option and
not be a standalone option.

See response to comment #150.

Section 2.1.4 (Appendix E)

175 On-Site Depots for Local Materials
Collection: A discussion here about
coordinating and/or complementing
municipal and other diversion (e.g. charities)
initiatives could be valuable.

As part of the consultation component of this Sections 8.0 and 9.0 (EA Report)
project Waste Connections is communicating
with Chatham-Kent and other local
stakeholders about the future of the Ridge and
waste collection practices. Waste Connections
is committed to continue collaboration with
the Ridge Landfill host community of ChathamKent to develop partnership opportunities to
support their municipal waste diversion targets
and their alignment with the provincial waste
diversion objectives. Coordination
opportunities would come out of feedback
from the consultation process with local
stakeholders i.e. one organization's waste is
another's resource.
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#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

176 Consideration of Options for At-Source, At The purpose of the evaluation is to identify the Section 9.2.1 (EA Report),
the Ridge and Elsewhere in the System: It
options at-source, elsewhere in the system and Section 2.0 (Appendix E)
would be beneficial for this document to
at the Ridge that are most suitable or most
identify some of the options from the
beneficial.
previous two sections that WCC thinks are
most suitable or most beneficial.
Comments on Draft Review of Diversion Options Report
Comments received via email communication on February 7, 2019; Response provided Feb. 22, 2019
177 General Comments:
n/a
Generally we found Waste Connections did
not address some of our original comments.
As they move forward in the approvals
process and more detailed information is
gathered, we would recommend they clarify
things like:
178






estimated quantity of waste that
may be diverted by each initiative
anticipated participation rate in any
diversion initiatives
estimated number of businesses
expected to make use of each
diversion initiative
an indication of the number of
businesses that may be served in
comparison to the total number of
businesses are anticipated to be
served by the landfill.
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n/a

Waste Connections operates a fully integrated Sections 1.4 and 9.2.1 (EA
waste management system that receives waste Report)
from upwards of 30,000 of its own customers.
The customer base generates a wide range of
homogenous and non-homogenous waste
materials on a daily, weekly and monthly basis
and that customer base is continuously
changing within what is a competitive
marketplace, with new customers being added
and existing customers being lost every day. In
addition, over ½ of the Ridge Landfill’s capacity
supports third-party haulers with their own
similar industrial, commercial and institutional
customer (IC&I) base that is also continuously
changing. Unlike a municipality with a defined

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

boundary of residential waste generators and
the authority to control where and how its
waste materials are handled, the predictive
analysis requested is simply not possible for a
single company to do for IC&I waste.
179 Expanding the reach of diversion initiatives to
not only the community of ChathamKent, but to surrounding communities and
regions beyond their service area is also
highly recommended.
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In the case of municipal solid waste (MSW) this Section 9.2.1 (EA Report)
is not consistent with the Terms of Reference
for the project which limits the service area for
MSW for the landfill to the Municipality of
Chatham-Kent. However, as a company that
delivers waste management services
throughout the province, Waste Connections
has many municipal collection contracts
beyond the Municipality of Chatham-Kent e.g.
Peel Region and Muskoka District. Waste
Connections works closely with those
municipalities to support their waste diversion
programs in ways that help them meet their
own unique needs and targets. Waste
Connections also supports the IC&I sector in
Southern and Central Ontario (the proposed
Ridge Landfill IC&I service area) through its
collection and processing (recyclables) facilities
and third-party contracts with processors,
brokers, end-users, etc. to assist them meet
their own waste diversion goals and
obligations. In the IC&I sector alone and as
stated in the ToR, Waste Connections diverts in
the order of 180,000 tonnes per year of waste
and also re-uses in the order of 160,000 tonnes

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

per year at its Ridge and Navan landfills in
Ontario. Waste Connections is committed to
continuing these initiatives.
180

Construction and Demolition Waste:
One of the diversion initiatives Waste
Connections outlined was a program for the
reuse of source separated construction and
demolition waste at the Ridge Landfill. In
their report Waste Connections sited
insufficient space and costs for storing and
separating mixed construction and
demolition waste and therefore would only
be accepting segregated loads. We would
like to get more clarification on whether the
benefits of expanding the reuse program to
include mixed construction and demolition
waste would essentially outweigh the costs.
More specifically, we would appreciate
knowing:
 the estimated tonnes of
segregated and mixed
construction and demolition
waste they receive
 the number of area businesses
that may use an expanded reuse
program
 as assessment of how cost
competitive an expanded reuse
program would be to the
alternative of landfill
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The rationale for not processing mixed loads of Section 9.2 (EA Report),
C & D waste at the Ridge Landfill was provided Sections 2.1 and 3.0 (Appendix E)
in the Diversion Report. The vast majority of C
& D waste in the proposed service area is
generated in Central Ontario. The cost and
effort to truck C & D waste to the Ridge Landfill
in Blenheim, sort it and bring the recovered
material back to the possible markets in the
GTA far exceeds the revenue that could be
generated and has negative implications from a
GHG emission standpoint. The aggregate
industry in the GTA already captures much of
this type of material in quantities that are
economically viable to process and re-market.
In 2013, Waste Connections opened a 60,000
square foot plant to process C & D waste
generated in the GTA. The facility, which had
been converted from a transfer station, proved
to be economically unviable and was shut
down after 2 years. It stands to reason that if a
facility located near the point of generation
couldn’t thrive under current circumstances,
that a similar facility located at the Ridge would
also not be viable.
The random visual surveys conducted over a
two week period in the fall of 2018 for the

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

purposes of the Diversion Options Report
indicated that about 8 % of the material being
received at Waste Connections transfer
stations was C & D.
Also, as part of the Diversion Option Report, a
survey of stakeholders in the Chatham-Kent
area was conducted that included numerous
businesses and business groups. As mentioned
in the report, very few responses were
received leaving it difficult to immediately
ascertain what volumes could be attracted to
the Ridge site from area businesses.
Reuse is always preferred to disposal and is
cost effective as long as there is a demand to
reuse whatever the waste item may be. Waste
Connections does reuse demolition materials
such as wood, concrete and the like and
recognizes the benefit. Waste Connections will
explore re-use options further including
consultation with Not-for-Profit organizations
that participates in the local reuse marketplace
such as Habitat for Humanity or Salvation
Army.
181 Food and Organic Waste:
Waste Connections should be clearer in how
they are being “consistent with” the Food
and Organic Waste Policy Statement, which
contains direction on reducing and diverting
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Other than approximately 35,000 tonnes of
Section 9.1 (EA Report)
residential waste from Chatham-Kent, the
Ridge Landfill receives all of its waste from the
IC&I sector, which contains significantly less
organic waste than does residential waste.

#

Comments

Response

food and organic waste for waste
management service providers. Section 4 of
the Policy Statement addresses the
“Management of collected food and organic
waste”:

There are already commercial enterprises that
specialize in servicing those sectors such as
food processing, restaurants and grocery stores
known to have high organic content in their
waste streams. While Waste Connections is not
an owner or operator of an organic waste
4.20 To maximize recovery of food and
recovery facility, it does contract with
organic waste,
specialized 3rd party organics processing
owners and operators of recovery
facilities to meet its customer requirements.
systems shall:
Many of the transfer stations approved to
i. Manage source separated waste
receive IC&I waste in the proposed Service
streams in a manner that limits
Area and then send waste to the Ridge landfill,
contamination.
are allowed to receive only de-minimis
ii. Use appropriate technologies that can amounts of organic waste because of potential
effectively recover materials.
odour issues. Consequently, the Ridge landfill
iii. Not direct or send source
currently only receives a minimal amount of
separated food and organic waste for
organic waste; it really functions as a postdisposal.
diversion residual disposal facility. In summary,
these statements are not applicable to the
4.21 To promote effective and
waste management system that Waste
efficient resource recovery, owners and
Connections currently operates in relation to
operators of resource recovery systems may the Ridge Landfill or otherwise. However, as a
adopt financial measures that encourage
successful waste management services
generators to maximize resource
provider, Waste Connections will continue to
recovery and discourage disposal.
look for opportunities to provide new and
innovative services that meet customer needs
and are economically viable.
As stated in the ToR and reiterated in the
Diversion Options Report, Waste Connections
is committed to supporting the Waste Free
Waste Connections of Canada
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Reference in EA

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

Ontario Act and related policies. The ToR and
the Diversion report summarizes the on-going
and enhanced diversion opportunities Waste
Connections is committed to.
182 Section 6 of the Policy Statement also directs
proponents of landfills to explore
opportunities to recover rather than dispose
of food and organic waste.
Section 6. Support Resource
Recovery Infrastructure
6.8 Proponents of new or expanded waste
management systems for disposal should
consider resource recovery opportunities
for food and organic waste.

183 Waste Connections report states that
leachate quality is being addressed and
landfill gas is collected and that they are
pursuing beneficial use project for collected
gas. This indicates to us that while the food
and organic waste going to Ridge Landfill is
being managed appropriately, it is not being
recovered and diverted as per the direction
in the Policy Statement. The Policy Statement
makes clear that the recovery and diversion
Waste Connections of Canada
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The purpose of the Diversion Report was to
Section 9.0 (EA Report),
explore and provide consideration of resource Appendix E
recovery options. This included consideration
of food and organic waste processing
infrastructure and other programs that could
support increased diversion for that waste
stream. Resource recovery opportunities have
been considered as part of Waste Connections
completion of the Environmental Assessment.
As a successful waste management services
provider, Waste Connections will continue to
look for opportunities to provide new and
innovative services that meet customer needs,
address and support government policies and
are economically viable.
As a successful waste management services
Section 9.0 (EA Report)
provider, Waste Connections will continue to
look for opportunities to provide new and
innovative services that meet customer needs,
address and support government policies and
are economically viable. These services will
likely occur much closer to the point of
generation of organic and food waste rather
than at the Ridge landfill. We are currently
capturing, flaring and destroying landfill gas

#

Comments
of food and organic waste is prioritized over
its disposal. Therefore, we would like know
more specifically how Waste Connections
intends to meet the direction applicable to
them that is outlined in the Policy Statement.

Response

Reference in EA

generated from decades of past waste disposal.
Future gas generation trends will depend on
how successful future efforts by generators will
be to divert such materials at source, so that
they are not sent for landfill disposal. Indeed
this is an important consideration in evaluating
opportunities to invest in gas utilization
opportunities at the Ridge landfill.

Response to Follow-up Comments on Review of Diversion Options Report
Conference Call on May 24, 2019
184 MECP would like Waste Connection to
further highlight how it diverts organic waste
from disposal (e.g., Seacliff, Orgaworld) and
consider offsite diversion options and
partnerships in the Diversion Options report.

Review of Diversion Options Report has been Appendix E
updated to include further descriptions of how
Waste Connections diverts organic waste from
landfill.

185 MECP mentioned the following areas
requiring further clarification or addressing:
 Policy statement requires
municipalities to develop and
implement Green Bin programs.
 Landfill gas system depends on a
certain quantity of SSO being
disposed and seems contradictory to
diversion of SSO.
 How the report will meet the targets
identified in the Policy Statement for
the different sectors.

Review of Diversion Options Report has been Section 1.4 (Appendix E)
updated to include a new section on how
Waste Connections is responding to the Policy
Statement and how the Policy Statement may
impact their current service area.
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#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry
Comments on IGF & AAF Submissions in Support of a 17(2)(c) Permit under the ESA
Phone Conversation on March 5, 2018
186
-----

Based on MNRF's request to revise the IGF to Sections 8.8.3 and 10.2.1 (EA
include Eastern Foxsnake, both the IGF and AAF Report), Section 6.7.4 (Appendix
have been revised to address MNRF's comment D5)

Response to Comments on Biology Scope of Work
Email received August 3, 2018; Response provided August 13, 2018
187 Will MNRF be circulated and asked to
comment on the revised ELC/Wetland
mapping that is being undertaken?

The revised ELC/wetland mapping was included Section 5.1.3 and Figure D5-7
in the IGF (Map 2).
(Appendix D5)

188 Was any targeted snake work undertaken for Opportunistic presence/absence snake surveys Sections 3.2.1 and 8.8.2 (EA
the project or is that covered under
were completed in 2015, 2016 and 2017 in
Report)
incidental wildlife observations section?
parallel with ELC, botanical, habitat and
breeding bird survey; for a total of 19 surveys.
189 Will Dillon Consulting Limited (on behalf of In the event the preferred alternative requires Sections 8.8.2 and 10.2.1 (EA
Waste Connections of Canada) be submitting the removal of the southeast woodland a CReport)
a C-PAF in the near future for the project?
PAF will be submitted in support of its removal.
However, if the preferred alternative requires
removal of the southwest woodland (i.e.
southeast woodland would be retained), based
on previous consultation with the MNRF, the
removal of the southwest woodland would not
be subject to an ESA permit given the absence
of SAR.
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Comments IGF & AAF Submissions in Support of a 17(2)(c) Permit under the ESA
Phone Conversation February 20, 2019
190

Dillon will update the IGF & AAF to indicate
Section 8.8.2 (EA Report),
that the preferred alternative will not require Sections 5.1.4 and 8.1 (Appendix
the removal of the SW woodlot and that based D5)
on the data collected there will be no impacts
to SAR bats as a result.

-----

Ministry of Transportation
Response to Comments on Transportation Work Plan Memo
Email received August 24, 2018; Response provided September 7, 2018)
191 MTO identifies that the document is not clear
in regard to the software what will be used
for the intersection capacity and operational
analysis. For those purposes, MTO suggests
the use of Synchro.

The project team confirms that Synchro
software will be used for the intersection
capacity and operational analysis during the
EA.

192 MTO continues to strongly recommend the
consideration of review and analysis of
alternate haul routes. During the ministry’s
Detailed Design and Class Environmental
Assessment for improvements to the
Highway 401/Highway 40 (Communication
Road) interchange completed in December
2015, MTO was required to establish and
seek municipal haul route by-law approval to
be in compliance with conditions of Ridge
Landfill’s ECA to use a temporary alternate
haul route for waste hauling while our
interchange was closed during construction.

The Municipality of Chatham-Kent has
Sections 3.2.15 and 8.8.3 (EA
designated a haul route for the Ridge Landfill as Report)
part of their Official Plan. The EA approval
achieved by the MTO for the recent rebuild of
the interchange, included the establishment of
an alternative haul route for trucks to access
the Ridge Landfill which was approved and
designated by Chatham-Kent, and is recognized
as a secondary route. As a result, Waste
Connections will not be evaluating alternate
haul routes as part of the landfill expansion EA.
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Section 3.2.15 ( EA Report),
Appendix D11-D

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

This resulted in significant delays to
construction while MTO undertook extensive
consultation with the Municipality of
Chatham-Kent, and addressed many public
comments.
MTO believes the onus to establish an
approved alternate haul route for Waste
Connections’ use should be on Waste
Connections rather than MTO. Identification
and approval of an alternate haul route will
allow Waste Connections uninterrupted
service in the event that MTO needs to fully
close the interchange and/or ramps due to
unforeseen circumstances or for future
improvements at the Highway 401/Highway
40 interchange. The Ministry requests that
Waste Connections considers the impacts of
the existing haul route and the alternate
haul route on MTO Highway 401
interchanges within their Transportation
Assessment.

Municipality of Chatham-Kent
Leachate Alternatives Meeting on July 25, 2018
193 The PUC would prefer that in the case that
leachate cannot be treated at the Blenheim
Wastewater Treatment Lagoons that as a
contingency that it be trucked to the
Waste Connections of Canada
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Waste Connections agrees with this approach. Section 4.3.1 (EA Report)

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

Chatham Plant. The Chatham plant is a
mechanical based treatment facility with
integrated receiving storage for leachate.
This gives the PUC much more control over
leachate flow to the plant and how much is
discharged.
At this stage, PUC believes that the Blenheim
facility will be able to continue to receive the
generated leachate for an expanded landfill.
194 It was noted that the Chatham plant is in an
industrial area with little residential areas
close to it, and it is not anticipated that it
would cause public concern. The plant is
already on the main truck route so increased
traffic would not be expected to be an issue
either.

Section 6.14 (EA Report)

-----

Diversion Options Meeting on August 1, 2018
195 Waste management education is a priority of
Chatham-Kent, and that there may be
partnership opportunities with Waste
Connections to implement educational
programs. A suitable location for education
would need further discussion, and an
internet-based platform may not be ideal
due to the large senior population in
Chatham-Kent without computer access.

-----

196 Waste Connections’ former educational
centre in Blenheim had been received very

-----
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Sections 8.8.6 and 9.0 (EA
Report)

Appendix E

#

Comments

Response

Reference in EA

positively and should be reconsidered
assuming an expansion is granted.
Traffic Meeting on August 1, 2018
197 The intersection of Communication Road
and Drury Line has been rebuilt several
times. Most recently Waste Connections
paid for that work during the 2011 ECA
amendment. It was noted that ChathamKent manages Communication Road and not
Hwy 40. Hwy 40 north of Hwy 401 is
managed by the province with joint funding
from Chatham-Kent.

Section 8.8.6 (EA Report),
Appendix D11

-----

Planning Meeting on October 23, 2018
198 The consultation for the EA and Planning
should be aligned to the extent possible.
Planning information to be part of EA
meetings as follows:
 December 2018 PIC – generally
describe the planning changes that
will be required for the project (OPA,
Zoning, Site Plan), the studies
required and the planning application
and approvals process.
 July 2019 PIC – Present the proposed
planning policies and associated
mapping to obtain public input into
the application. CK will provide their
planning position at this meeting.
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Section 8.6.2 (EA Report)

-----

#

Comments

Response

Drainage Act Meeting on February 21, 2019
199 It was agreed that a stand-alone access for
the Howard Drain to enter the property at
the south limit would not be needed. The
Municipality is satisfied with access through
the main gate, provided that the new drain
report will define the new access route via
internal access roads and connect directly to
a permanent maintenance corridor
established along the Howard Drain.

Reference in EA
Sections 8.8.6 and 10.0 (EA
Report)

-----

Municipality of Chatham-Kent Airport
Presentation at Airport Annual General Meeting on March 21, 2018
200
Waste Connections is connecting the Ridge
Presentation at Airport Annual General
falconer to airport/pilots thru two way radio,
Meeting
so that bird scaring does not affect takeoff/landing.

Section 8.8.7 (EA Report)

Email Communication on June 22, 2018
201
Email with Chatham-Kent Airport Request.

Waste Connections is committed to wildlife
Section 8.8.7 (EA Report)
management at the Ridge Landfill and will
monitor the airport frequency to ensure that
wildlife control does not create a greater risk to
aircraft arriving or departing from the
Chatham-Kent Municipal Airport.

202

Email with Chatham-Kent Airport Request.

Waste Connections will reimburse or supply
the Chatham-Kent Airport with pyrotechnics
for wildlife control at the Airport.

Section 8.8.7 (EA Report)

203

Email with Chatham-Kent Airport Request.

Waste Connections will share wildlife

Section 8.8.7 (EA Report)
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#

Comments

Response
information between the Ridge Landfill and the
Chatham-Kent Municipal Airport.
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Phone Call Log: Engagement with Agencies
Date

Method

Notes

Ministry of the Environment, Parks and Conservation
04-Jul-18

Phone Call Outgoing

Waste Connections had a conference call with the MECP on
July 4, 2018 regarding the coordination of EA activities. The
call included MECP representatives from the EA Branch and
the District. The purpose of the call was to provide the MECP
with an overview of the EA timeline, including a discussion on
the ToR Commitments Table, work plans, evaluation of
alternative methods, and stakeholder consultation.

05-Jul-18

Phone Call Outgoing

Dillon had a conference call with the MECP’s Air Quality
Analyst on July 5, 2018. The purpose of the call was to discuss
air modeling for the EA. An overview of the study areas,
indicator compounds and baseline data sources, air quality
criteria, emission sources, air modeling, and GHG.

26-Jul-18

Phone Call Outgoing

Dillon had a conference call with the MECP’s Air Quality
Analyst on July 26, 2018. The call focused on review of the
methodology for the alternative methods analysis and the
preferred method analysis. During the call Dillon reviewed the
MECP's comments on the methodology and arrived at
consensus on the path forward.

05-Sep-18

Phone Call Outgoing

Dillon had a conference call with the MECP on September 5,
2018. The call focused on the MECP's comments on the
Climate Change Work Plan.

28-Jan-19

Phone Call Outgoing

Dillon had a conference call with the MECP on January 28,
2019. The purpose of the call was to discuss a comment by the
MECP on the air quality analyses in the context of the
Alternative Methods Report.

28-Feb-19

Phone Call Outgoing

Dillon had a conference call with the MECP’s Air Quality
Analyst on February 28, 2019. The Ministry expressed its
concerns with regards to the single volume source approach in
the proposed emissions modelling described in Dillon’s
February 15, 2019 memo. During the call Dillon reviewed the
MECP's comments on the methodology and arrived at
consensus on the path forward.

28-Mar-19

Phone Call Outgoing

Waste Connections held a conference call with the MECP on
March 28, 2019 regarding the alternative methods proposed
for the EA.
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Date

Method

Notes

09-Apr-19

Phone Call Outgoing

Following the conference call on March 28, Waste
Connections held a follow-up conference call regarding the
alternative methods on April 9, 2019.

24-May-19

Phone Call Outgoing

The EA team held a conference call with the MECP on May 24,
2019 regarding the draft SD#1 memo provided on May 16,
2019. The discussion focused on the purpose and opportunity
of the Ridge Landfill expansion to fulfill the condition in the
Amended ToR. Updates to the memo were made accordingly.

24-May-19

Phone Call Outgoing

The EA team held a conference call with the MECP on May 24,
2019 regarding waste diversion options at the Ridge Landfill.
The discussion focused on how Waste Connections can assist
the Province in waste diversion efforts. Updates to the Review
of Diversion Options Report were made accordingly.

13-Sept-19

Phone Call Outgoing

The EA team held a conference call with the MECP on
September 13, 2019 to discuss the Ministry’s comments on
the atmospheric and climate change work completed for the
proposed Ridge Landfill Expansion EA. The call focused on the
review of the methodology for the atmospheric and climate
change components. The MECP commented that clarification
regarding the proposed methodology for the atmospheric and
climate change work is required. Updates to the draft EA were
made accordingly.

13-Sept-19

Phone Call Outgoing

The EA team held a conference call with the MECP on
September 13, 2019 to discuss the Ministry’s comments on
the draft report for the Ridge Landfill Expansion EA. The MECP
noted that the level of detail should be improved to support
the conclusions in the evaluation of alternative methods and
the impact assessment for the preferred alternative. Updates
to the draft EA were made accordingly.

18-Sept-19

Phone Call Outgoing

The EA team held a conference call with the MECP on
September 20, 2019 to discuss the Ministry’s comments on
design and operations for the proposed Ridge Landfill
Expansion EA. The MECP commented that further information
should be included on the legislation and policies related to
resource recovery in Ontario and how they apply to the
proposed Ridge Landfill expansion, including organic waste
diversion, within the main draft EA Report. Updates to the
draft EA were made accordingly.

20-Sept-19

Phone Call Outgoing

The EA team held a conference call with the MECP on
September 20, 2019 to discuss the Ministry’s comments on
design and operations for the proposed Ridge Landfill
Expansion EA. Updates to the draft EA were made accordingly.
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Date
06-Dec-19

Method
Phone Call Outgoing

Notes
The EA team held a conference call with the MECP on
December 6, 2019 to discuss the Ministry’s follow-up
comments on the draft EA for the proposed Ridge Landfill
Expansion. Updates to the draft EA were made accordingly.

Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry
05-Mar-18

Phone Call Outgoing

The Project Team had a conference call with the MNRF on
March 5, 2018. The purpose of the call was to discuss the
MNRF's request to revise the IGF to include Eastern Foxsnake.
Both the IGF and AAF have been revised to address MNRF's
comments.

20-Feb-19

Phone Call Outgoing

The Project Team had a conference call with the MNRF on
February 20, 2019 regarding updates to the Information
Gathering Form (IGF) and Alternative Avoidance Form (AAF) to
indicate that the preferred alternative will not require the
removal of the SW woodlot and that based on the data
collected there will be no impacts to SAR bats as a result.
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MEETING MINUTES
Subject:
Date and Time:
Location:
Our File:

MOECC Coordination Call – Ridge Landfill Expansion
July 4, 2018
Conference call
15-2456

Attendees
Carolyn Lee, MOECP
Andrew Evers, MOECP
Mark Harris, MOECP
Peter Rehbein, MOECP

Cathy Smith, Waste Connections
Izzy Abrams, Waste Connections
Bill Allison, Dillon
Ravi Mahabir, Dillon
Karla Kolli, Dillon

Notes
Item

Discussion

Action By

1.

EA Timelines

1.1.

Cathy sent a schedule of upcoming deliverables, and
engagement opportunities. Cathy will provide weekly
schedule updates. These can be followed with a call
when necessary

Waste Connections (Cathy)

1.2.

Carolyn requested that this be supplemented with an
overall schedule (GANTT chart) showing key decision
points and MOECP review windows. An overall initial
schedule will be provided to MOECP.

Dillon

1.3.

Confirmed that MOECP review will be 4 weeks for first
submission and 2 weeks for subsequent submissions.

2.

TOR Commitment Tracking

2.1.

A table of commitments has been prepared and Dillon
and Waste Connections are tracking. This table will be
shared with Carolyn. Updates will be provided weekly.

3.

Work Plans

3.1.

Hydrogeology and surface water work plans are on the
right track. Comments provided by MOECP reviewers are
being addressed and revised work plans will be sent
back.

Dillon & Waste Connections

3.2.

Air quality work plan comments require further
discussion with the reviewer. Dillon to set up call with
Peter; Carolyn to be kept informed. It was confirmed
that the GHG mitigation section of the air quality work
plan will be moved to the climate change work plan.

Dillon (Ravi)
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Waste Connections
(Cathy)/Dillon
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3.3.

MOECP noted that the work plans should be as detailed
as possible to facilitate agreement on approach. Work
plans need to demonstrate how commitments will be
accomplished and what evaluation criteria and indicators
will be applied where applicable to work plans that affect
the alternative site development methods assessment.

3.4.

More detailed work plans for all disciplines have been
prepared.
Waste Connections/Dillon is expected to provide work
plans and confirm with other Ministries that the work
plans meet their requirements (e.g. MNR and MTO).
Carolyn should be copied on this exchange and cc’d on
work plans – the current mandate for the Ministry is
evolving and it may be determined that additional input
is required on some of the work plans.

3.5.

Waste Connections confirmed that the work plans will be
placed on the project web site.

3.6.

It was agreed that the goal is to finalize all workplans by
the end of July.

4.

Alternatives Evaluation Methodology and Schedule

4.1.

Cathy provided an overview of the approach to
establishing evaluation criteria.

Dillon/Waste Connections

The preliminary criteria will be discussed at the July 11th
workshop to get feedback from the site neighbours. It
will also be discussed at the July 25th Open House.
A memo of all evaluation criteria will be provided to
MOECP for comment. The criteria will be revised based
on comment from MOECP as well as public input from
the criteria workshop and open house.

Dillon/Waste Connections

4.2.

Cathy confirmed that comments from MOECP on the
criteria already submitted for Landfill Gas and Leachate
would be helpful. It was also confirmed that the team is
also looking for MOECP comments on the list of
alternatives to ensure these are comprehensive. These
studies are to coincide with the determination of the
preferred site development alternative and so earlier
feedback is ideal.

MOECP (Carolyn)

4.3.

Cathy noted that the Site Development Alternatives
memo which outlines the alternatives will be provided to
MOECP on July 5th

Waste Connections

DI L LON C ON S UL TIN G LI M IT E D
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5.

Indigenous community, agency and public consultation
opportunities

5.1.

Waste Connections met with Walpole Island FN and have
provided the deliverables they wanted to see (draft work
plans, study areas, 2017 annual report, biology baseline
study). Currently working with them to coordinate
schedule for their review and to set up a visit to the site.

5.2.

Waste Connections is in the process of reaching out to
AFN.

5.3.

Follow-up calls were made to all FNs as per ToR
commitment.

6.

Other Business

6.1.

It was agreed that regular follow up is a good idea. Cathy
and Carolyn should continue to stay in touch regularly.
Calls with the larger group to be scheduled whenever
needed.

All

Errors and/or Omissions
These minutes were prepared by Karla Kolli who should be notified of any errors and/or omissions.
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MEETING MINUTES
Subject:
Date and Time:
Location:
Our File:

Ridge Landfill EA MECP Meeting
February 1, 2019; 2:00 p.m.
135 St. Clair Ave., W., Toronto
15-2456

Attendees
Andrew Evers
Carolyn Lee
Brian Forrestal
Cathy Smith
Bill Allison

MECP
MECP
Waste Connections
Waste Connection
Dillon Consulting Limited

Notes
The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the Ridge Landfill EA.
Item

Discussion

Action By

1.

Schedule

1.1.

The project schedule that had been provided to MECP in January was
discussed. Waste Connections indicated that the project is on schedule
and that key dates include submission of draft EA to the MECP on July
19th, 2019 and submission of the final EA on October 18th, 2019 to the
MECP. The MECP indicated that comments related to their review of
the Waste Diversion Memo should be provided to Waste Connections
the week of February 4th, 2019.

2.

Alternative Methods Reports

2.1.

The discussion focused on the review comments to the Alternative
Methods report provided by MECP to Waste Connections on January
18th, 2019. The MECP would like to see the net effects of each
alternative compiled in a stand-alone table and the do nothing
alternative included as part of the evaluation. MECP would also like to
see more description of the landfill site and its existing conditions in
order to provide context for the project.

Waste
Connections

2.2.

The MECP suggested that additional narrative is required to more
clearly to explain the differences between alternatives and the
potential impacts. Additional background information would also
provide more context for the reader. Specifically, additional
information on groundwater and private well monitoring, landfill gas
monitoring and leachate quality and quantity data. Additional
hydrogeological information would help the reader understand
whether there would be potential effects on groundwater aquifers and

Waste
Connections
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Item

Discussion

Action By

water supply wells, and whether there would be differences in impacts
between the alternatives. Additional landfill gas management
information would help the reader understand the potential for
subsurface movement of gas. Additional information on leachate
volumes and flow rates that would result from the expansion would
provide an indication of potential impacts to the capacity available at
the municipal treatment facility over the 20 year planning period.
2.3.

Waste Connections explained the rationale for changing/consolidating
the leachate management and LFG management alternatives which
differ from those in the memos previously submitted to the ministry.

2.4.

Qualitative versus quantitative analysis of alternatives was
discussed. Specifically for hydrogeological and air quality. The MECP
indicated that the intent of their comments was not to suggest that
detailed modelling of the alternatives was required, but for Waste
Connections to provide more information on the analyses completed
for clarity and traceability to support the conclusions in the
report. Waste Connections identified that the TOR clearly states a
qualitative analysis is to be used. It was agreed that some additional
high level interpretation of existing data would be considered to
provide further clarity on the differences in impacts for the
alternatives. This may include showing maps of potential receptors and
historical data to establish conclusions. Waste Connections will review
this approach with their technical consultants and circle back to the
MECP to make sure all are in agreement with the approach.

Waste
Connections

2.5.

MECP suggested that some additional narrative to describe the
alternatives and how they were generated would be helpful and that
the indicators should be reviewed to make sure that they are clear and
measurable. There was also much discussion on the terminology used
in the evaluation. MECP suggested to use the "less/more preferred"
descriptors rather than “major disadvantage/advantage”. Waste
Connections will discuss internally and further discussions with MECP
may be warranted.

Waste
Connections

2.6.

MECP also identified that for the noise analysis that the work plan
stated a matrix would be provided. The data was presented as text in
the report and not in a matrix. A matrix will be provided for the EA.
MECP recommended verifying that the analyses completed for the
evaluation of alternative methods are consistent with the work plans.

2.7.

The MECP indicated that an update to the market analysis would be
appropriate. Specifically to ask the questions:



Is it still valid?
Are the proposed fill rates still supportable?
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Item

Discussion



2.8.

Action By

Has anything changed with landfill capacity in the province?
Are diversion rate assumptions still valid?

The MECP also indicated that support of the municipality and the local
MPP would be very important in the evaluation of the final document
and that an updated economic analysis report would be a key
document.

Errors and/or Omissions
These minutes were prepared by Bill Allison who should be notified of any errors and/or omissions.
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MEETING MINUTES
Subject:
Date and Time:
Location:
Our File:

SD #1 - Purpose and Opportunity Report, Ridge Landfill EA
May 24, 2019 10:00 AM – 10:20 AM
Conference Call
15-2456

Attendees
Carolyn Lee, Andrew Evers
Cathy Smith
Bill Allison, Betsy Varghese

MECP
Waste Connections
Dillon Consulting Limited

Notes
Item

Discussion

Action By

1.

Confirmation on outstanding content for SD#1

Dillon & Waste Connections



In order to fulfil the condition in the Amended ToR to
revisit the purpose and opportunity of the Ridge
Landfill expansion, we will prepare a flow chart,
similar to the one in the 1997 EA.



The flow chart will be included in the Update Memo
on SD #1 that was prepared in May 2019.
The memo will be revised to include the data sources
and references that support the flow chart.
The flow chart will be sent to the MECP for review
prior to the draft EA being submitted.




Errors and/or Omissions
These minutes were prepared by Betsy Varghese who should be notified of any errors and/or omissions.
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MEETING MINUTES
Subject:
Date and Time:
Location:
Our File:

Diversion Options Report, Ridge Landfill EA
May 24, 2019 10:30 AM – 11:30 AM
Conference Call
15-2456

Attendees
Carolyn Lee, Andrew Evers, Atif Durrani, Cindy Acab,
Marc Peverini
Cathy Smith
Bill Allison, Betsy Varghese

MECP
Waste Connections
Dillon Consulting Limited

Notes
Item

Discussion

Action By

1.

Background on Policy Statement

N/A






2.

Atif provided background on the MECP’s Food and Organic
Waste Policy Statement that was issued in April 2018 as
part of the Resource Recovery and Circular Economy Act
(RRCEA), 2016.
Relevant sections for Waste Connections include Section 4
and Section 6.8.
The Food and Organic Action Plan has positive initiatives
that Waste Connections can respond to however, internally
at the MECP, not all actions are being carried forward with
the new government.

Background on the Diversion Options Report

N/A

1. Dillon provided an overview on the development of the
Diversion Options report and the options considered.
3.
3.1.

Response to MECP Resource Recovery branch comments in
May 6, 2019 memo.
Number of food and organic waste resource recovery options
considered
 Dillon noted that the Report considered two (2) on-site
processing options that involved organic waste (SSO
processing facility, mixed waste processing facility).
 MECP would like Waste Connection to further highlight
how it diverts organic waste from disposal (e.g., Seacliff,
Orgaworld) and consider offsite diversion options and
partnerships in the Diversion Options report.

DILLON CON SULTIN G LIM ITED
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Dillon to update Diversion
Report to include further
descriptions of how
Waste Connections
diverts organic waste
from landfill.
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3.2.

State of Food and Organic Resource Recovery
 Sought clarification from MECP on what was being
asked.
 MECP mentioned the following areas requiring further
clarification or addressing:
o Policy statement requires municipalities to
develop and implement Green Bin programs.
o Landfill gas system depends on a certain
quantity of SSO being disposed and seems
contradictory to diversion of SSO.
o How the report will meet the targets identified
in the Policy Statement for the different
sectors.
 The Diversion Report will be updated to include a new
section on how Waste Connections is responding to
the Policy Statement and how the Policy Statement
may impact their current service area. The above
mentioned points will be addressed.
 BA noted that the landfill gas system addresses
historical waste disposed at the Ridge.

Dillon to update Diversion
Report and include a new
section on the MECP
Policy Statement.

3.3.

Planned operational measures for clients
 The Diversion Report will include how Waste
Connections will assist the Province in diverting food
and organic waste from disposal (i.e., content from
April 2018 memo from Waste Connections to MECP).

Dillon to update Diversion
Report to include content
from April 2018 memo.

Errors and/or Omissions
These minutes were prepared by Betsy Varghese who should be notified of any errors and/or omissions.
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Comments Received

Ministry of the Environment
and Climate Change

Ministère de l’Environnement et de
l’Action en matière de changement
climatique

Environmental Approvals
Branch

Direction des autorisations
environnementales

135 St. Clair Avenue West
1st Floor
Toronto ON M4V 1P5
Tel.: 416 314-8001
Fax: 416 314-8452

135, avenue St. Clair Ouest
Rez-de-chaussée
Toronto ON M4V 1P5
Tél :
416 314-8001
Téléc. : 416 314-8452

February 6, 2017

Cathy Smith
Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion
Progressive Waste Solutions
Ridge Landfill, 20262 Erieau Road,
Blenheim, ON NOP 1A0
Dear Ms. Smith,
This letter acknowledges that Progressive Waste Solutions has indicated that it will be
following the individual environmental assessment process under the Ontario
Environmental Assessment Act for the Ridge Landfill Expansion project (Project).
As you are aware, the Government of Ontario (the "Crown") has a constitutional duty to
consult and accommodate Aboriginal communities when Crown project approvals may
lead to an adverse impact on established or asserted Aboriginal or treaty rights. The
Crown may use existing regulatory processes as a vehicle for fulfilling its constitutional
duty, including an environmental assessment under Part II of the Environmental
Assessment Act. These consultation obligations are in addition to the public and
Aboriginal consultation requirements imposed under the Environmental Assessment Act
and the Ministry of the Environment's Code of Practice for Preparing and Reviewing
Terms of Reference for Environmental Assessments in Ontario.
The Crown has a duty to consult communities when it knows about established or
credibly asserted Aboriginal or treaty rights, and contemplates decisions or actions that
may adversely affect them. Although the Crown remains responsible for ensuring the
adequacy of consultation with potentially affected Aboriginal communities, it may
delegate procedural aspects of the consultation process to project proponents. The
Ontario Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change is delegating the
procedural aspects of consultation to you through this letter.
List of Communities to Consult
Based on the Crown's preliminary assessment of Aboriginal community rights and
Project impacts, the following communities should be consulted on the basis that they
have or may have constitutionally protected Aboriginal or treaty rights that could be
2069 (2011/10)
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adversely affected by the Project, or may be otherwise interested in any negative
environmental effects of the project/activity:
Community Name:
Aamjiwnaang First Nation
Contact Information:
978 Tashmoo Avenue
Sarnia, ON N7T 7H5
Telephone: 519-336-8410
Fax: 519-336-0382
Community Name:
Bkejwanong Territory (Walpole Island)
Contact Information:
117 Tahgahoning Road, RR #3
Walpole Island, ON N8A 4K9
Telephone: 519-627-1481 (Governance Building) or 519-628-5700 (Political
Office)
Fax: 519-627-0440
Community Name:
Caldwell First Nation
Contact Information:
14 Orange Street
Leamington, ON N8H 1P5
Telephone: 519-322-1766
Fax: 519-322-1533
Community Name:
Chippewas of the Thames First Nation
Contact Information:
320 Chippewa Road, R.R. #1
Muncey, ON N0L 1Y0
Telephone: 519-289-5555
Fax: 519-289-2230
Community Name:
Chippewas of Kettle and Stony Point
Contact Information:
6247 Indian Lane
Kettle & Stony Point FN, ON N0N 1J1
Telephone: 519-786-2125
Fax: 519-786-2108
2069 (2011/10)
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Community Name:
Oneida Nation of the Thames
Contact Information:
2212 Elm Avenue
Southwold, ON NOL 2GO
Telephone: 519-652-3244
Fax: 519-652-2930
Community Name:
Delaware Nation (Moravian of the Thames)
Contact Information:
14760 School House Line, RR#3
Thamesville, ON N0P 2K0
Telephone: 519-692-3936
Toll Free: 1-877-294-4435
Fax: 519-692-5522
Community Name:
Munsee-Delaware Nation
Contact Information:
289 Jubilee Road, R.R. #1
Muncey, ON N0L 1Y0
Telephone: 519-289-5396
Fax: 519-289-5156
The ministry relies on consultation conducted by proponents when it assesses the
Crown’s obligations and directs proponents during the regulatory process. The
proponent’s responsibilities for procedural aspects of consultation include:





Providing First Nation and/or Métis communities with information about the
proposed project/activity including anticipated impacts, and information on
timelines;
Following up with First Nation and/or Métis communities to ensure they received
project/activity information and that they are aware of the opportunity to express
comments and concerns about the project. If you are unable to make the
appropriate contacts (e.g. are unable to contact the Chief) please contact the
appropriate ministry project officer for further direction;
Gathering information about how the project may adversely impact the relevant
Aboriginal and/or Treaty rights (for example, hunting, fishing) or sites of cultural
significance (for example, burial grounds, archaeological sites);

2069 (2011/10)
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Considering the comments and concerns provided by First Nation and/or Métis
communities and providing responses;
Where appropriate, discussing potential mitigation strategies with First Nation
and/or Métis communities;
Bearing the reasonable costs associated with these procedural aspects of
consultation;
Maintaining a Consultation Record and providing copies to the ministry.

NOTE: Information upon which the above list of Indigenous communities is based is
subject to change. Indigenous communities can make assertions at any time, and other
developments, for example the discovery of archaeological resources, can occur that
may require additional Indigenous communities to be notified. Should this happen, the
Ministry will contact you. Similarly, if you receive any feedback from any Indigenous
communities not included in this list, as part of your consultation, the Ministry would
appreciate being notified.
Should you or any members of your project team have any questions regarding the
material above, please contact me at 416-314-0286.
Sincerely,

Nisha Shirali
Project Officer (A)
Environmental Approvals Branch
Attachment
c:

Dan Delaquis, Supervisor, Project Coordination Unit, MOECC
Karla Kollis, Dillon Consulting Limited

2069 (2011/10)

From: Cathy Smith [mailto:cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com]
Sent: June-05-18 8:12 AM
To: Lee, Carolyn (MOECC)
Cc: Izzie Abrams; Brian Forrestal; Bellamy, Megan
Subject: Ridge Surface Water, Hydrogeological and Atmospheric Work Plans for MOECC Review

Good morning Carolyn,
Below please find Ravi Mahabir’s from Dillon’s responses (in blue) to your first two observations regarding the air
quality work plan for your consideration and feedback. Attached are the three revised work plans reflecting study area
rationale (and again attached are the two supporting figures for the surface water assessment).
Look forward to hearing from you.
Thanks, Cathy
From: Lee, Carolyn (MOECC) [mailto:Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca]
Sent: Friday, June 01, 2018 5:12 PM
To: Cathy Smith
Cc: Bellamy, Megan; Evers, Andrew (MOECC)
Subject: RE: Ridge Surface Water, Hydrogeological and Atmospheric Work Plans for MOECC Review
Hi Cathy,
I just took quick look through the draft work plans and have a few observations:
· I noticed that the air quality work plan does not include PM10 or VOCs (e.g. chloroform) as indicator compounds,
which were recommended by the Air Quality Analyst (see previous memos attached) to be included in the detailed
modelling analysis.

o Vinyl chloride was selected as an indicator compound from within the group of VOCs expected to be
emitted from landfill gas. When compared to chloroform, vinyl chloride has the same MOECC air
quality standard (1µg/m³) however vinyl chloride has a significantly higher concentration in landfill gas
than chloroform (ref: US EPA AP42 Section 2.4). Vinyl chloride is therefore anticipated to be the driver
for air quality impacts from within the group of VOCs.
o PM10 does not have regulatory criteria in ON, and is managed at a regional scale through ambient air
quality standards.
o The project team had discussions with the MOECC's Southwest Region Air Quality Analyst (Peter
Rehbein) subsequent to his review of the work plan and feedback from those discussions was
incorporated into the revised work plan provided. It is the intention of the project team to continue to
work with MOECC's Southwest Region Air Quality Analyst (Peter Rehbein) on the scoping of the
Atmospheric component, and as part of those discussions collectively arrive at a final decision on
inclusion or exclusion of PM10 and chloroform as indicator compounds.
· I recommend organizing the air quality work plan so that there are specific sub-sections for odour, landfill gas, dust,
greenhouse gas, haul route, and litter, that provide detailed information on the assessment of each item, with a list of
criteria, standards, and guidelines for compounds of interest.
o The assessments of odour, landfill gas and dust will all be based on the same model built within

AERMOD. Therefore we propose restructuring the work plan to have these grouped together. The
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assessment approach for GHGs, litter and the haul route can be broken out as separate sections as they
will involve different models/methodologies.
o It is proposed that this restructuring occur as part of the finalization of the work plan after further

engagement with the MOECC's Southwest Region Air Quality Analyst (Peter Rehbein)
·

All three work plans do not provide rationales for study area selections.
o Work plans have been revised to provide study area rationale

Would you be able to revise the work plans to include the information above before I send the work plans to the
reviewers?
I will be out of the office on Monday June 4, but will return on Tuesday June 5. Do not hesitate to contact me if you have
any questions.
Have a good weekend.
Regards,
Carolyn

Carolyn Lee
Project Officer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch
Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st floor
Toronto, ON M4V 1P5
Phone: (416) 212-4279
Email: Carolyn.Lee@Ontario.ca

From: Cathy Smith [mailto:cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com]
Sent: June-01-18 3:57 PM
To: Lee, Carolyn (MOECC)
Subject: RE: Ridge Surface Water, Hydrogeological and Atmospheric Work Plans for MOECC Review

Thanks Carolyn, you too! Cathy
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From: Lee, Carolyn (MOECC) [mailto:Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca]
Sent: Friday, June 01, 2018 3:19 PM
To: Cathy Smith
Subject: RE: Ridge Surface Water, Hydrogeological and Atmospheric Work Plans for MOECC Review
Thanks Cathy. I can let you know what the timelines are sometime next week.
Have a good weekend.
Regards,
Carolyn
Carolyn Lee
Project Officer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch
Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st floor
Toronto, ON M4V 1P5
Phone: (416) 212-4279
Email: Carolyn.Lee@Ontario.ca

From: Cathy Smith [mailto:cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com]
Sent: May-30-18 5:45 PM
To: Lee, Carolyn (MOECC)
Cc: Izzie Abrams; Brian Forrestal; Bellamy, Megan
Subject: Ridge Surface Water, Hydrogeological and Atmospheric Work Plans for MOECC Review

Hi Carolyn,
Please find the three draft work plans for the MOECC reviewers as discussed. Please kindly advise the review duration
you might anticipate when you can and we would be pleased to meet with each of them to discuss these work plans
once they’ve had time to review.
All three are provided in word version as you normally prefer so also attached are two Figures that support the draft
Surface Water Assessment Work Plan.
Thanks,
Cathy
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Cathy Smith HBA, MA, ENV SP
Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion

T: 519 676 5000 | F: 519 676 4967 | C: 519 358 2860
Waste Connections of Canada | 20262 Erieau Road | Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
www.WasteConnectionsCanada.com

This message is directed in confidence solely to the person(s) named above and may contain privileged, confidential or private
information which is not to be disclosed. If you are not the addressee or an authorized representative thereof, please

contact the undersigned and then destroy this message.
Ce message est destiné uniquement aux personnes indiquées dans l'entête et peut contenir une information privilégiée, confidentielle
ou privée et ne pouvant être divulguée. Si vous n'êtes pas le destinataire de ce message ou une personne autorisée à le recevoir,
veuillez communiquer avec le soussigné et ensuite détruire ce message.
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Mahabir, Ravi <rmahabir@dillon.ca>

RE:
1 message
Rehbein, Peter (MOECC) <Peter.Rehbein@ontario.ca>
To: Ravi Mahabir <rmahabir@dillon.ca>
Cc: "Lee, Carolyn (MOECC)" <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>

Thu, Jul 12, 2018 at 11:58 AM

Hi Ravi,
Thanks for the conversation last week and for sending this summary email. I look forward to reviewing the further
detailed work plan. Please make sure the work plan includes any further information you have, such as the specific
NAPS station that you are proposing to use, specific references to emission factors, any other guidance you will be
following, etc.
Thanks very much,
Peter

Peter Rehbein
Air Quality Analyst
Ministry of the Environment, Conserva on and Parks, Southwest Region
Air, Pes cides, and Environmental Planning Unit
733 Exeter Road, London ON N6E 1L3
T: 519.873.5012 | E: peter.rehbein@ontario.ca

From: Ravi Mahabir [mailto:rmahabir@dillon.ca]
Sent: July 10, 2018 12:06 PM
To: Rehbein, Peter (MOECC)
Cc: Bill Allison; Megan Bellamy; Cathy Smith
Subject:

Hi Peter,
Thanks again for taking the me out to talk on Thursday.
As discussed, below is a summary of the discussions we had.
We will add this detail into the workplan (where applicable).

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=f1b7e01549&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-a%3Ar-7338897025994581331%7Cmsg-f%3A160580090977…
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General Background
· In developing the current work plan Dillon drew upon the Taggart Miller Landﬁll EA (Capital Region

Resource Recovery Centre done by Golder), the previous EAs completed for the site (RWDI, Dillon) and the
experience of the project team (including SSM Landﬁll EA, WCC Navan Landﬁll EA, etc.)
· The MOECC has recommended the Southwestern Landﬁll as an addi onal poten al resource and also the

Humberstone Landﬁll.
· We have reviewed the Southwestern Landﬁll and the approach there is in line with what we have ini ally

proposed.
Study Areas
· Oﬀ-site Study Area: Proposed at 10km around site, with MOECC ered receptor grid placed within this

area
· Sensi ve Receptors: Proposed use of exis ng sensi ve receptors from most recent EA, with these

reviewed to bring them up to date. This would represent the closest sensi ve receptors in each direc on
· Haul Route Study Area: Proposed lands immediately adjacent to haul routes.

Indicator Compounds & Baseline Data Sources
· Par culate (TSP, PM10 and PM2.5) - Ambient data from MOECP Chatham Sta on supplemented by NAPS

data
· NOx - Ambient data from MOECC Chatham Sta on supplemented by NAPS data
· CO, SO2 - NAPS data
· Chloroform, Vinyl Chloride - NAPS data with historical site speciﬁc monitoring used to contextualize the

NAPS data
· H2S - Possibly MOECP data if available, otherwise Environment Canada average concentra on from

natural sources or in urban areas for SW ON (TABLE A4) accessible through the following
link: http://www.ec.gc.ca/ese-ees/default.asp?lang=En&n=2C9C9061-1#toc-013a
· Odour - the environment surrounding the site consists of primarily agricultural land uses. It is expected

that the ambient odour would be characteris c of a rural agricultural se ng. There have been no odour
studies within the local area and therefore no baseline value will be deﬁned for odour.
In addi on to the above indicator compounds, Ozone concentra ons (for use in NOx modeling) will be derived from
the MOECP Chatham monitoring sta on.
Historical site speciﬁc monitoring has iden ﬁed some exceedances of the MOECP Chloroform standard. These data
points were reviewed with the MOECP and analysis showed that these concentra ons were likely from oﬀ-site
sources of Chloroform. A brief literature review has shown that Chloroform may be a cons tuent or intermediary in
certain herbicides and that chloroform has been monitored around airports - further suppor ng the conclusions of
the monitoring program that elevated chloroform levels were likely from oﬀ-site sources. This will be explained
within the air quality assessment for the EA, to contextualize the site speciﬁc monitoring that was completed.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=f1b7e01549&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-a%3Ar-7338897025994581331%7Cmsg-f%3A160580090977…
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Air Quality Criteria
The MOECP's ambient air quality criteria and those listed in the Air Contaminants Benchmark List will be used to
characterize site impacts.
For odour emissions, the MOECP's 1 OU/m3 guideline will be used. It is recognized that this criterion is not a
universally applied odour limit, and that complaints may not occur at this level. Therefore modeled results will also
be compared to 3 and 5 OU/m3.
For odour, if applicable, frequency of exceedance of thresholds documented above will be presented. This will be
calculated based on the frequency at any single receptor, with results shown for the top 5 highest receptors.
Blowing li er criteria will be taken from previous EAs done for the site and will be documented within the revised
work plan.
Emission Sources
Emission sources to be assessed are as follows:
· Haul Route:
o Tail pipe emissions (US EPA emission factors)
o Road dust (AP42 emission factors)
· Project Site:
o Fugi ve landﬁll gas (not captured by LFG collec on system) (Landgem + Env Can es mated LFG

capture rate for ON landﬁlls or equivalent resource)
o Fugi ve odour from landﬁll gas (MOECC odour emission factor)
o LFG capture and control system (Landgem + manufacturer's guarantee)
o Tail pipe emissions from onsite vehicle movement (US EPA emission factors)
o Road dust (AP42 emission factors + mi ga on reﬂec ve of Dust Mgmt Plan)
o Material handling (AP42 emission factors + site speciﬁc silt sampling + mi ga on reﬂec ve of

Dust Mgmt Plan)
AERMOD Atmospheric Dispersion Modeling of Preferred Scenario
Modeling will be completed as follows:
· MOECC terrain data
· MOECC processed site speciﬁc 5 year meteorological data set (request to be sent to EMRB)
· Emission represented as volume sources (e.g. material handling, road dust), area sources (e.g. fugi ve

odour), point sources (e.g. ﬂare)
· Deposi on algorithms to be used within par culate modeling
· Scenarios:

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=f1b7e01549&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-a%3Ar-7338897025994581331%7Cmsg-f%3A160580090977…
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o Baseline scenario (current opera ons)
o Up to 3 future scenarios that will be deﬁned based on peak emission poten al (i.e., highest level

of onsite ac vity, highest LFG genera on poten al)
GHG Quan ﬁca on
· Regional GHGs to be scaled from provincial based on popula on
· Include Haul Route GHGs (recognizing limited poten al for change between baseline and future
scenarios)

Please don't hesitate to contact me if you have any ques ons on the above.
Regards,
Ravi

Ravi Mahabir, P.Eng., CRM
Partner
Dillon Consulting Limited
1155 North Service Road West Unit 14
Oakville, Ontario, L6M 3E3
T - 905.901.2912 ext. 3437
F - 905.901.2918
M - 416.970.3264
RMahabir@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

This message is directed in confidence solely to the person(s) named above and may contain privileged, confidential
or private information which is not to be disclosed. If you are not the addressee or an authorized representative thereof,
please contact the undersigned and then destroy this message.
Ce message est destiné uniquement aux personnes indiquées dans l'entête et peut contenir une information
privilégiée, confidentielle ou privée et ne pouvant être divulguée. Si vous n'êtes pas le destinataire de ce message ou
une personne autorisée à le recevoir, veuillez communiquer avec le soussigné et ensuite détruire ce message.
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MEMO
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Carolyn Lee, Project Officer, Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch
Ravi Mahabir, Partner, Dillon Consulting Limited
July 18, 2018
Air Review – Work Plan for Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment

OUR FILE:

15-2456

The purpose of this memo is to respond to comments provided by Peter Rehbein, Ministry of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks (MOECP; formerly the Ministry of Environment and Climate
Change) Air Quality Analyst, Southwest Region, in a memo dated June 27, 2018, regarding the Work plan
for Ridge Landfill Expansion EA dated June 2018.
Overall, it is our understanding the MOECP has some technical comments and concerns with respect to
the methodology that will be followed in the air quality assessment. A summary of the comments
provided by the MOECP, together with our corresponding response, is provided in the table below.
MOECC Comment

Response

In addition to the eight contaminants listed, as
previously discussed, PM10 and chloroform should
both be assessed. Previous site-specific monitoring
around the site measured some elevated
concentrations of chloroform, which is why it must
also be included. The assessment of dust must
include all three main size categories of PM2.5,
PM10, and TSP. Concentration limits for all three of
these size fractions are listed on the MOECP’s list
of Ontario’s Ambient Air Quality Criteria.

 Spoke with the MOECP Air Quality Specialist to discuss

The work plan should list the specific monitoring
stations and years of data that will be used to
assess the background concentration for each
contaminant.

 Spoke with the MOECP Air Quality Specialist to discuss

The work plan should describe the site alternatives
that will be assessed in order to better understand
how the metrics will be applied. In addition to
reviewing changes to emissions, the metrics should
also include any other changes to sources that
could impact off-site concentrations, such as
distance to property line or receptors, etc.

 Spoke with the MOECP Air Quality Specialist to clarify the

the additional indicator compounds.
 These compounds have been added to the revised

Atmospheric work plan (Section 4.1).

the ambient monitoring stations and data sets to be used
within characterization of baseline conditions.
 The stations to be used have been documented within
the revised Atmospheric work plan (Section 4.1).
differences between the alternative methods and the
scenarios to be assessed under the preferred method.
 Revised Atmospheric work plan has been updated to
include additional metrics for the alternative methods
evaluation (e.g., distance to sensitive receptors).

DILLON CON SULTIN G LIM ITED
www.dillon.ca
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The work plan does not contain much detail
regarding emission sources and emission
quantification. It would be beneficial for the work
plan to include more detail including all emission
sources, assumptions, and how the emission rates
will be quantified.

 Spoke with the MOECP Air Quality Specialist to review

The work plan should describe the milestone
scenarios that will be modelled and how they were
or will be selected.

 Spoke with the MOECP Air Quality Specialist to discuss

The work plan does not include much detail
regarding how the dispersion modelling will be
conducted. It would be beneficial to describe the
model setup, sources, and reference to any
guidance that will be followed.

 Spoke with the MOECP Air Quality Specialist to discuss

The EA impact assessment is not clear. All results
should be compared against applicable AAQC or
standards, etc. The work plan should specify the
values that will be compared against. More detail
should be provided in how odour impacts will be
assessed and compared.

 Spoke with the MOECP Air Quality Specialist to discuss

The EA must also include a section to demonstrate
and discuss that the landfill expansion will be able
to be approvable and meet the requirements of
regulation 419/05. This should be mentioned in the
work plan.

 Regulation 419/05, in the context of a landfill site with

sources and methodologies for emission quantification.
 Revised Atmospheric work plan has been updated to

include the sources and proposed methodologies for
quantification.

that the scenarios are not finalized and will be developed
based on peak site emissions (including consideration of
peak vehicular activity and peak LFG generation).
 Revised Atmospheric work plan has been updated to
include the considerations above
that the model setup and execution.
 Revised Atmospheric work plan has been updated to

reflect more details on model setup and execution

the difference between the EA Impact Assessment and
the comparison to relevant air quality criteria within the
Air Quality Assessment.
 The Atmospheric work plan has been updated to include
the relevant air quality criteria

best management programs in place for odour and dust,
would apply to the onsite flare and any other stationary
fuel fired combustion sources. These sources will be
included in the air quality assessment (in addition to
other sources not subject to O.Reg. 419/05). Therefore
the assessment completed will present a conservative
indication of the site’s potential to comply with the
requirements of O.Reg.419/05.

DILLON CON SULTIN G LIM ITED
www.dillon.ca

Ministry of the Environment,
Conservation and Parks
733 Exeter Road
London ON N6E 1L3
Tel’: 519 873-5000
Fax: 519 873-5020

Ministère de l'Environnement,
de la Protection de la nature et
des Parcs
733, rue Exeter
London ON N6E 1L3
Tél: 519 873-5000
Fax: 519 873-5020

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Carolyn Lee
Project Officer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch

FROM:

Peter Rehbein
Air Quality Analyst
Technical Support Section, Southwest Region

DATE:

July 25, 2018

RE:

Air Review – Work Plan for Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment

I have reviewed the updated atmospheric work plan for the Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental
Assessment (EA), dated July 2018, which was submitted by Waste Connections of Canada (WCC) to the
Ontario Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks (MECP).
It should be noted that this work plan did not discuss the assessment of greenhouse gases (GHGs) and it
is understood that the GHG assessment will be provided as part of a separate work plan on climate
change. I will provide comments on that work plan separately after it is received.
I have made a few additional technical comments with regard to the updated atmospheric work plan
below. I look forward to continue working closely with WCC throughout the development of the air
quality assessment.


The work plan states that baseline air quality will use the most recent 2 to 3 years of data.
When available, the most recent 5 years of data should be used.



It is my understanding that site-specific monitored TSP data are also available. This should also
be described in the EA, similar to what was proposed for chloroform and vinyl chloride.



In addition to the active area, odour emissions can also occur from the landfill cap, leachate
collection system, handling of waste, etc. The EA should discuss all potential sources of odour.
If any potential sources are considered insignificant and are not modelled, the EA should clearly
describe the rationale for excluding them. This comment should also be applied to potential
sources of other contaminants.



Wind erosion of exposed surfaces should also be considered as a source of dust emissions.



On-road vehicle emissions should use the US EPA MOVES model rather than MOBILE6.2.

-2

In addition to what is listed in the work plan, pollutant concentrations should also be compared
against the updated CAAQS for NO2, the annual AAQC for vinyl chloride and chloroform, the 1hour and 8-hour AAQC for carbon monoxide, and the updated 10-minute AAQC for SO2.

If you would like to discuss the above comments and questions, please feel free to contact me at
519-873-5012 or at Peter.Rehbein@ontario.ca.
Sincerely,
Peter Rehbein
Air Quality Analyst
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
Technical Support Section, Southwest Region
733 Exeter Road, London ON N6E 1L3 | T: 519.873.5012 | E: peter.rehbein@ontario.ca

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
September 7, 2018 1:03 PM
Lee, Carolyn (MECP)
Evers, Andrew (MECP); Allison, Bill
Re: Ridge Landfill EA - Climate Change Work Plan

Thanks and you guys have a good weekend too! Cathy
On Sep 7, 2018, at 11:11 AM, Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca> wrote:
Thanks Cathy. My comments have been addressed.
Please feel free to finalize and post the work plans.
Have a great weekend.
Regards,
Carolyn
From: Cathy Smith [mailto:Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com]
Sent: September-07-18 9:04 AM
To: Lee, Carolyn (MECP)
Cc: Evers, Andrew (MECP); Allison, Bill
Subject: RE: Ridge Landfill EA - Climate Change Work Plan

Good Morning Carolyn,
Please find the attached revised Work Plan that incorporates the narrative that we discussed on our call
on Wednesday. We revised the wording for the EA assessment approach to make it clear where that
description can be found. Please advise if this suits your requests and we will finalize and post with the
other work plans.
Thanks,
Cathy
From: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) [mailto:Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca]
Sent: Friday, August 10, 2018 1:25 PM
To: Cathy Smith
Cc: Evers, Andrew (MECP)
Subject: Ridge Landfill EA - Climate Change Work Plan
Hi Cathy,
I have some additional comments on the climate change work plan.
Additional detail is needed on how potential GHGs will be estimated for each site development method
(Section 4.1.2 Evaluation of Site Development Alternative Methods). This section mentions that metrics
will be used to anticipate differences in: landfill gas and control equipment emissions; levels of on-site
vehicular activity, and wood lot removal; but the metrics were not specified in the plan.
1

Section 4.1.4 mentions that “the results of the GHG analysis will be used to characterize the project’s
contribution to the GHG profile of the region or the province, in accordance with the EA impact
assessment approach.” Please explain what EA impact assessment approach is.
Also as a general observation, all the work plans have a commercial confidential statement. It is my
understanding that these plans will be posted on the Ridge Landfill website upon finalization; therefore,
this statement should be removed.
Do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.
Regards,
Carolyn
Carolyn Lee
Project Officer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st floor
Toronto, ON M4V 1P5
Phone: (416) 212-4279
Email: Carolyn.Lee@Ontario.ca

From: Rehbein, Peter (MECP)
Sent: August-07-18 10:00 AM
To: Lee, Carolyn (MECP)
Subject: RE: Ridge EA Revised Atmospheric, Hydrogeological and Surface Water Workplans

Hi Carolyn,
I hope you had a nice long weekend!
I have no additional comments on the GHG assessment part of this work plan.
Thanks,
Peter

From: Lee, Carolyn (MECP)
Sent: July 25, 2018 3:33 PM
To: Rehbein, Peter (MECP)
Subject: FW: Ridge EA Revised Atmospheric, Hydrogeological and Surface Water Workplans
Hi Peter,
Please find attached the revised climate change work plan with the greenhouse gas assessment
proposal.
Regards,
Carolyn
From: Cathy Smith [mailto:cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com]
Sent: July-25-18 3:27 PM
To: Lee, Carolyn (MECP)
2

Cc: Evers, Andrew (MECP); Izzie Abrams; Brian Forrestal; Bill Allison; Megan Bellamy
Subject: RE: Ridge EA Revised Atmospheric, Hydrogeological and Surface Water Workplans
Hi Carolyn,
Please find the revised Climate Change Scope of Work that incorporates the greenhouse gas assessment
components that have been removed from the Atmospheric Work Plan. Let’s please discuss the evaluation criteria
memo further – I’d like to touch base with you tomorrow if you are available and as a follow up to our Open
House this evening.
Thanks,
Cathy

Cathy Smith HBA, MA, ENV SP
Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion

T: 519 676 5000 | F: 519 676 4967 | C: 519 358 2860
Waste Connections of Canada | 20262 Erieau Road | Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
www.WasteConnectionsCanada.com

From: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) [mailto:Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca]
Sent: Wednesday, July 25, 2018 12:39 PM
To: Cathy Smith
Cc: Evers, Andrew (MECP); Izzie Abrams; Brian Forrestal; Bill Allison; Megan Bellamy
Subject: RE: Ridge EA Revised Atmospheric, Hydrogeological and Surface Water Workplans
Hi Cathy,
Our reviewers do not have any further comments on the Hydrogeological and Surface Water Work Plans.
Our Air Quality Analyst has provided additional comments to the Atmospheric Work Plan (please see the
attached). The ministry understands that the greenhouse gas assessment components have been
removed from the Atmospheric Work Plan and will be incorporated into the Climate Change Work Plan.
Please let me know when we can expect to receive the revised Climate Change Work Plan.
I am in the process of reviewing the memo for the draft criteria for the evaluation of alternative methods,
and I noticed that the criteria and indicators mentioned in the Hydrogeological and Surface Water work
plans did not get incorporated into Table 1 (Criteria for the Evaluation of Site Development Alternatives)
of the draft memo. I will be preparing comments and I hope to send them to you next week. It may be
helpful to arrange a call to discuss these criteria after the public open house.
Feel free to call me if you have any questions.
Regards,
Carolyn Lee
Project Officer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st floor
Toronto, ON M4V 1P5
Phone: (416) 212-4279
Email: Carolyn.Lee@Ontario.ca
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From: Cathy Smith [mailto:cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com]
Sent: July-18-18 5:04 PM
To: Lee, Carolyn (MOECC)
Cc: Evers, Andrew (MOECC); Izzie Abrams; Brian Forrestal; Bill Allison; Megan Bellamy
Subject: Ridge EA Revised Atmospheric, Hydrogeological and Surface Water Workplans

Hi Carolyn,
Please find attached memos to you showing how the MOECP comments were addressed in each of the
work plans. Also attached is a revised Hydrogeology work plan for your distribution as Dillon noticed
that some of the section numbering had not been updated in the version sent yesterday.
Thanks,
Cathy
Cathy Smith HBA, MA, ENV SP
Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion

T: 519 676 5000 | F: 519 676 4967 | C: 519 358 2860
Waste Connections of Canada | 20262 Erieau Road | Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
www.WasteConnectionsCanada.com
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Carolyn Lee
Project Officer
Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change, EAPB

FROM:

Mark Harris, P.Geo
Hydrogeologist
Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change, Southwestern Region

DATE:

June 27, 2018

RE:

Ridge Landfill.
Hydrogeological Work Plan, June 2018.

I have reviewed the Hydrogeological Work Plan as prepared by Dillon Consulting, dated June
2018. This plan was prepared to guide the studies that will take place during the Environmental
Assessment being conducted for expansion of the Ridge Landfill Site.
I do not have any major concerns with respect to the Work Plan. As this is the expansion of an
existing landfill site, significant site characterization and monitoring has already been completed.
The thick sequence of fine-grained soils at the site reduces our concern about the potential for
impacts to ground water resources.
Nevertheless, I have several comments that should be addressed by the consulting team.
1. In Section 1, one of the commitments that is listed is that a section in the EA will “describe
how potential effects to nearby receptors (ie. private drinking water wells) will be assessed.” I
would expect that the methodology for doing this would normally be identified in the
Hydrogeological Work Plan, with the results provided in the EA study.
The Ministry and the proponent should have the ability to work together to ensure the studies
that are conducted meet the Ministry’s concerns. In other words, the methodology should be
agreed to in advance of the EA studies being completed. Was this wording intentional or is a
minor wording change required?
2. In section 3.1, the consultant identifies the approximate location of six new monitoring well
nests that were constructed at the site. At the top of page 6, the consultant writes that “it is
expected that the location and number of these monitoring wells be confirmed through
discussions with the MOECC.”
Some clarification or editing is necessary. There is no reason for the Ministry to confirm the
location and number of these existing monitoring wells. Did the consultant mean to say that the
Ministry should be consulted about the number and location of any further monitoring wells to
be installed?

3. On page 9, the report identifies that the use of ground water in the vicinity of the site will be
documented. This effort should include a door-to-door well survey. The Ministry’s well record
database is incomplete, and so there may be wells in the area for which the Ministry has no
records. Further, even though the area is supplied by piped water, this doesn’t preclude the
possibility that some land owners also operate a well.
It is acknowledged that the project is still in an early phase. As additional data are collected, the
Ministry may require that further, possibly unforeseen site investigation may arise. Long term
monitoring of the site will be necessary, and it is expected that a more detailed monitoring plan
will be proposed by the proponent. The nature of this monitoring plan will depend, in part, on
the results of the studies that are proposed in this Hydrogeological Work Plan.
Please contact me if you have any questions.
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MEMO
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:
OUR FILE:

Carolyn Lee, Project Officer, Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
Rob Kell, P.Eng., P.Geo.
July 18, 2018
Response to MOECP Comments on Draft Hydrogeological Work Plan – Ridge Landfill
Environmental Assessment
15-2456

This memo provides a response to comments made by Mark Harris, P.Geo., MOECC Hydrogeologist,
Southwest Region in a memo dated June 27, 2018 regarding the Ridge Landfill Hydrogeological Work
Plan that was prepared by Dillon, dated June 2018.
Mr. Harris stated that he did not have any major concerns with respect to the Work Plan. He also noted
that, as this is a landfill expansion, significant site characterization and monitoring has been completed
and the thick silty clay aquitard that exists at the site reduces the potential for groundwater resource
impacts. Clarification was requested on three specific items. These items are discussed below.
Comment 1 - In Section 1, one of the commitments that is listed is that a section in the EA will “describe
how potential effects to nearby receptors (i.e., private drinking water wells) will be assessed.” I would
expect that the methodology for doing this would normally be identified in the Hydrogeological Work
Plan, with the results provided in the EA study.
The Ministry and the proponent should have the ability to work together to ensure the studies that are
conducted meet the Ministry’s concerns. In other words, the methodology should be agreed to in
advance of the EA studies being completed. Was this wording intentional or is a minor wording change
required?
Response 1 – We agree that the wording should be changed to provide better clarity. The following
wording change has been incorporated into the Work Plan:
“Waste Connections commits to incorporating a section in the EA that describes potential effects to
nearby receptors (i.e., private drinking water wells). This section will include discussion on the private
drinking water well supplies in the area and will also demonstrate that compliance with the Reasonable
Use Guideline is sufficient to show that off-site receptors are not at risk.”
Comment 2 - In Section 3.1, the consultant identifies the approximate location of six new monitoring well
nests that were constructed at the site. At the top of page 6, the consultant writes that “it is expected
that the location and number of these monitoring wells be confirmed through discussions with the
MOECC.”
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Some clarification or editing is necessary. There is no reason for the Ministry to confirm the location and
number of these existing monitoring wells. Did the consultant mean to say that the Ministry should be
consulted about the number and location of any further monitoring wells to be installed?
Response 2 – The intent of the statement was to indicate, as stated in the concluding remarks by Mr.
Harris that “As additional data are collected, the Ministry may require that further, possibly unforeseen
site investigation may arise.” and an acknowledgement that we will work with the Ministry to resolve
outstanding concerns or data gaps. The statement has been clarified. Note that this statement is now in
Section 4.1 since Section 2.0 “Hydrogeological Assessment Criteria” was move up from a later point in
work plan.
Comment 3 - On page 9, the report identifies that the use of ground water in the vicinity of the site will
be documented. This effort should include a door-to-door well survey. The Ministry’s well record
database is incomplete, and so there may be wells in the area for which the Ministry has no records.
Further, even though the area is supplied by piped water, this doesn’t preclude the possibility that some
land owners also operate a well.
Response 3 – We agree that a door-to-door well survey will be conducted within a 1,000 m buffer from
the site. These property owners / tenants will be asked if there is a water well on the property, is it
actively used and what the water is used for (e.g., lawn watering, livestock, human consumption, etc.).
A follow-up, more detailed survey will be completed for those properties that have wells pertaining to
such details such as well depth, casing diameter etc.
MOECC Concluding Remarks – It is acknowledged that the project is still in an early phase. As additional
data are collected, the Ministry may require that further, possibly unforeseen site investigation may
arise. Long term monitoring of the site will be necessary, and it is expected that a more detailed
monitoring plan will be proposed by the proponent. The nature of this monitoring plan will depend, in
part, on the results of the studies that are proposed in this Hydrogeological Work Plan.
Response to MOECC Concluding Remarks - As stated above, Waste Connections of Canada and Dillon
are committed to with working with the Ministry proactively to resolve outstanding concerns or data
gaps. Also as detailed in Section 4.7 of the Work Plan, we acknowledge that a more detailed monitoring
plan will be required for the expanded landfill which will be based, in part, on the results of the
hydrogeological assessment.
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Ministry of the Environment
and Climate Change
733 Exeter Road
London ON N6E 1L3
Tel’: 519 873-5000
Fax: 519 873-5020

Ministère de l’Environnement
et de l’Action en matière de
changement climatique
733, rue Exeter
London ON N6E 1L3
Tél.: 519 873-5000
Téléc.: 519 873-5020

June 28, 2018
Memorandum
To:

Carolyn Lee, Project Officer

RE:

Surface Water Review – Draft Surface Water Assessment Work Plan –
Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment. May 2018.

From:

Alison Munro, Surface Water Specialist

I have completed a surface water review of the Draft Surface Water Assessment Work Plan for
the Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment and offer the following comments.
The Surface Water Assessment Work plan outlines the tasks to support the evaluation of
alternative methods, and to undertake and impact assessment once the preferred alternative
method is determined.
The water assessment it is proposed to:




Establish baseline conditions
Undertake an assessment of potential surface water impacts for each development
alternative
Prepare a surface water management plan for the purpose of mitigating potential impacts to
surface water resources with will incorporate best practices for managing stormwater,
together with monitoring and contingency planning.

The work proposed to assist in evaluating the alternative methods includes:



A desk top exercise including background collection and data review utilizing appropriate
sources.
Field investigations.
-

Table 2: states that that SW7/SW7A is downstream of the site boundary but upstream of
the proposed expansion site. And that SW11 is downstream of the proposed expansion
site. Please clarify.
Page 1 of 2







-

The proposed field investigations do not include fish surveys as mentioned in the
commitments. Please clarify whether the field investigations will include fish surveys or
fish habitat surveys and provide rationale to support the preferred option.

-

The locations and parameters proposed for the water quality baseline assessment are
acceptable. Although DOC does not have an established PWQO or CCME guideline, I
would suggest adding DOC to the list of sampled parameters.

-

OBBN protocol is appropriate to use for the benthic inventory.

Assessment of flow conditions to determine baseline will include hydrologic modelling and a
water balance assessment for the existing site and expanded site scenarios including storm
water management. Hydraulic modelling for storm flows on the expanded site models is also
proposed.
In order to complete a comparative ranking of the alternatives, the potential net effects of
each alternative will be predicted. It is proposed to look for potential changes in surface
water quality (chemistry, benthics and fish habitat) as well as changes in surface water
quantity (peak flows, flood conditions, streambank erosion, baseflow) for site development
alternatives.
A Surface Water Management Plan will be developed for the preferred alternative to
maintain and preserve the health of the affected watersheds and downstream surface water
resources.
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MEMO
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:
OUR FILE:

Carolyn Lee, Project Officer, Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
James Walker, P.Eng.
July 18, 2018
Response to MOECP Comments on Draft Surface Water Assessment Work Plan – Ridge
Landfill Environmental Assessment
15-2456

The purpose of this memo is to respond to comments provided by Alison Munro, MOECP Surface Water
Specialist, Southwest Region, in a memo dated June 28, 2018, regarding the Ridge Landfill Surface Water
Assessment Work Plan dated June 4, 2018.
Overall, it is our understanding that the MOECP does not have any significant concerns with respect to
the Surface Water Assessment Work Plan. However, the MOECP has requested clarification regarding
three specific items. A summary of the comments provided by the MOECP, together with our
corresponding response, is provided in the table below.
MOECP Comment

Response

Field Investigations, Table 2: states that
SW7/SW7A is downstream of the site
boundary but upstream of the proposed
expansion site. And that SW11 is
downstream of the proposed expansion
site. Please clarify.

The Rationale descriptions provided in Table 2 for sampling
locations SW7/SW7A and SW11 were entered in the wrong order.
The work plan has been updated to reflect the correct Rationale for
these sampling locations, as follows:
 SW7/SW7A is located along Howard Drain downstream of the
proposed landfill expansion area.
 SW11 is located along Howard Drain upstream of the proposed
landfill expansion area.

The proposed field investigations do not
include fish surveys as mentioned in the
commitments. Please clarify whether the
field investigations will include fish surveys
or fish habitat surveys and provide
rationale to support the preferred option.

Aquatic investigations are proposed as part of the Biology work
plan, which involves a detailed fish habitat assessment in Duke
Drain and Howard Drain where they occur in close proximity to the
proposed expansion works, including habitat mapping and targeted
backpack electro-fishing, and where possible, sample the fish
community and determine habitat usage and type.

The locations and parameters proposed for
the water quality baseline assessment are
acceptable. Although DOC does not have
an established PWQO or CCME guideline, I
would suggest adding DOC to the list of
sampled parameters.

The 12 month water quality sampling program for the Surface
Water Assessment commenced in May 2017 and ended in May
2018. The program was advanced in the early stages of the EA to
facilitate an assessment of baseline conditions prior to examining
potential surface water impacts associated with the proposed
landfill expansion alternatives. DOC was included in the list of
parameters analyzed for three (3) of the sampling events only over
the monitoring period (in December 2017, March 2018, and May
2018). Notably, BOD was analyzed for all sampling events, which is
an appropriate indicator that measures the presence of organic
matter.
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MEMO
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:
OUR FILE:

Cathy Smith, Project Manager, Ridge Landfill Expansion EA, Waste Connections
Megan Bellamy, Project Coordinator, Ridge Landfill Expansion EA, Dillon Consulting
June 8, 2018
Technical Discipline Study Areas for the Ridge Landfill Expansion EA
File # 152456

To fulfil commitments made to the MOECC in the Notice of Approval for the Ridge Landfill Expansion EA
Terms of Reference, the purpose of this memo is to outline the proposed study areas for each of the
technical disciplines during the Environmental Assessment such that feedback can be obtained from
stakeholder groups during the EA. The following sections provide a brief description of each of the study
areas. Mapping is provided in Attachment 1.

Agriculture
For the purposes of the Agriculture Scope of Work, the study areas have been defined as follows:
• On-Site Study Area (“on-site”) – includes the property on which the current Ridge Landﬁll and
proposed expansion is situated. This would include the exis ng Waste Management Area,
Conserva on and Agricultural/Buﬀer Areas as well as Agricultural areas within the proposed
expansion area.
• Oﬀ-Site Study Area (“oﬀ-site”) – encompasses the area within one kilometre (1000 metres) from the
edge of the On-site area. Note: Impacts from site opera ons are an cipated to be localized and
within the subject property.
• Haul Route Study Area (“haul route”) – encompasses lands immediately adjacent to Communica on
Road, Drury Line and Erieau Road which are iden ﬁed as the designated haul routes for the site.
Note: Poten al impacts from the haul route would be limited to li er that has fallen from passing
waste trucks and the poten al for traﬃc delays/safety issues due to interac ons between traﬃc and
farm vehicles.

Archaeology and Heritage
For the purposes of the Archaeology and Heritage Scope of work, the study area has been defined as
follows:
• On-Site Study Area (“on-site”) – includes the property on which the current Ridge Landﬁll and
proposed expansion is situated.
The focus of the archaeological and cultural heritage assessment is limited to the on-site area as this is
the area that has the potential to be disturbed. The off-site area will not be disturbed as a result of the
project, and the landfill haul route would remain the same for an expanded landfill. It is expected that
the study area for Stage 2 archaeological work (i.e., field investigation) will be further refined within the
site, once the preferred site development alternative method is determined.
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Atmospheric
For the purposes of the Atmospheric Scope of Work, the study areas have been defined as follows:
• On-Site Study Area (“on-site”) – includes the property on which the current Ridge Landﬁll and
proposed expansion is situated.
• Oﬀ-Site Study Area (“oﬀ-site”) – encompasses the area within ten kilometres of the centre of site,
which will be used to assess air quality and odour impacts (as shown in Figure 1) The Oﬀ-Site Study
Area encompasses the area within ten kilometres of the centre of the site, which will be used to
assess air quality and odour impacts. Impacts from site opera ons are an cipated to be localized and
within close proximity to the site’s property line, as most sources of emissions are fugi ve sources
that are emi ed at or close to ground level.
• Haul Route Study Area (“haul route”) – encompasses lands immediately adjacent to Communica on
Road, Drury Line and Erieau Road which are iden ﬁed as the designated haul routes for the site.
The extents proposed are based on good prac ce and an cipated impacts, as discussed above.

Aviation
For the purposes of the Aviation Scope of Work, the study area has been identified as follows:
• Oﬀ-Site Study Area (“oﬀ-site”) – encompasses the area within one kilometre of the centre of site, but
is extended to encompass the en rety of the Chatham-Kent Municipal Airport property, as well as the
designated and zoned transi onal aircra approach surfaces. This will allow assessment of how bird
popula ons that are a racted to the landﬁll may have poten al to create a hazard for the avia on
ac vi es taking place at the airport.
It is noted that this scope of work is closely ed to that of the Bird Hazard scope of work; as the
a rac on of birds to the landﬁll poses a poten al risk to airport opera ons.

Biology
For the purposes of the Biology Scope of Work, the study area has been defined as follows:
• On-Site Study Area (“on-site”) – includes the property on which the current Ridge Landﬁll and
proposed expansion is situated. Assessment of the en re Ridge Landﬁll property will iden fy
poten al eﬀects of diﬀerent site development alterna ve methods (e.g., impacts to signiﬁcant
wildlife habitat or removal of on-site woodlots).
The proposed expansion would not impact biological features oﬀ-site or along the designated landﬁll
haul route. Therefore, oﬀ-site and haul route study areas are not proposed to be included for the
biology discipline.

Bird Hazard
For the purposes of the Bird Hazard Scope of Work, the study areas have been defined as follows:
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• On-Site Study Area (“on-site”) – includes the property on which the current Ridge Landﬁll and
proposed expansion is situated. The current use of this site by birds is a key predictor of future bird
use a er the expansion is complete; and,
• Oﬀ-site Study Area – encompasses the area within approximately 15 kilometres of the site. The area
of interest for a bird hazard study extends well beyond the landﬁll property because birds may be
a racted to the landﬁll from a wide area and the ﬂight lines of birds are of primary concern to safety
of aircra . This study area was chosen to include night roosts of gulls on Lake Erie and crow roosts
along the river in Chatham.

Climate Change
For the purposes of the Climate Change Scope of Work, two impact study areas have been defined as
follows:
• On-Site Study Area (“on-site”) – includes the property on which the current Ridge Landﬁll and
proposed expansion is situated; and,
• Haul Route Study Area (“haul route”) – encompasses lands immediately adjacent to Communica on
Road, Drury Line and Erieau Road which are iden ﬁed as the designated haul routes for the site.
The project’s potential impact on climate change will be driven from GHG emissions from the on-site
activities and the haul route. An off-site study area is not applicable to this aspect of the analysis.
Similarly, the potential impacts on climate change on the project would be through on-site and haul
route impacts. Therefore an off-site study area is not applicable to this analysis.

Design and Operations
For the purposes of the Design and Operations Scope of Work, the study area has been defined as
follows:
• On-Site Study Area (“on-site”) – includes the property on which the current Ridge Landﬁll and
proposed expansion is situated.
This is an appropriate study area for the Design and Operations discipline because it represents the
location where design and operational changes will occur.

Hydrogeology
For the purpose of the Hydrogeological assessment, the study area has been identified as follows:
• On-Site Study Area (“on-site”) – includes the property on which the current Ridge Landﬁll and
proposed expansion is situated.
The rationale for this study area is the very slow movement of groundwater at the site which justifies
the study area. There has been a significant level of previous hydrogeological investigation completed at
the site to demonstrate this. Major hydrostratigraphic units have been defined and groundwater flow
patterns established.
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The assessment area using secondary sources such as water well records and published hydrogeology /
geology reports will extend approximately 5 km from the site. Secondary source information is used to
summarize regional geology and hydrogeology and groundwater users in the area of the site. A 5 km
study is justified by the slow movement of groundwater which severely limits the area of potential
hydrogeological effects from waste disposal from this site.

Landfill Mining
For the purposes of the Landfill Mining Scope of Work, the study area has been defined as follows:
• On-Site Study Area (“on-site”) – This study area will be modiﬁed for the Landﬁll Mining discipline to
be conﬁned to the area of the Old Landﬁll (including the Inﬁll Area).
This is appropriate since this is the only loca on on the Ridge Landﬁll property for which landﬁll mining
is proposed.

Noise
For the purposes of the Noise Scope of Work, the study areas have been defined as follows:
• Oﬀ-Site Study Area (“oﬀ-site”) – includes the proper es closest to the landﬁll property, as these are
the Points of Recep on (PORs) for the noise impact assessment; and,
• Haul Route Study Area (“haul route”) – encompasses lands immediately adjacent to Communica on
Road, Drury Line and Erieau Road which are iden ﬁed as the designated haul routes for the site.
For noise impact, the assessment of compliance and mitigation requirements are conducted for the
closest Points of Reception (PORs) to dominant noise sources. For this project, the closest PORs are
expected to experience the maximum noise impact. . For the haul route (between Highway 401 and the
landfill site), the study area will be limited to the PORs fronting onto the haul route.

Socio-economic
For the purposes of the Socio-economic Scope of Work, the study areas have been defined as follows:
• On-Site Study Area (“on-site”) – includes the property on which the current Ridge Landﬁll and
proposed expansion is situated;
• Oﬀ-Site Study Area (“oﬀ-site”) – encompasses the area within one kilometre of the proposed ﬁll area
limits. The Oﬀ-Site Study Area would be used to conduct surveys of local residents to determine the
impact of the preferred alterna ve method to those neighbours and businesses within 1 kilometre of
the landﬁll. This group will also be part of economic considera ons due to their proximity to the site;
• Haul Route Study Area (“haul route”) – encompasses lands immediately adjacent to Communica on
Road, Drury Line and Erieau Road which are iden ﬁed as the designated haul routes for the site.
• A fourth study area of relevance for the socio-economic environment includes considera on of wider
social and economic impacts and beneﬁts for the Municipality of Chatham-Kent.
The study areas have been iden ﬁed based on the poten al for impacts to residents and businesses
related to landﬁll expansion. Impacts may vary depending on the loca on of the residents/business and
depending on the issue. Diﬀerent study areas will experience diﬀerent impacts and ul mately have
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diﬀerent mi ga on recommenda ons. Onsite impacts will be diﬀerent than those experienced by oﬀsite surrounding residents/businesses. Haul route impacts and mi ga on will primarily relate to truck
traﬃc. As such we have iden ﬁed mul ple study areas to capture the diﬀerences in poten al impacts
and provide recommenda ons for mi ga on that reﬂect the diﬀerent condi ons in impact areas.

Surface Water
For the purposes of the Surface Water Scope of Work, the study areas have been defined as follows:
• On-Site Study Area (“on-site”) – includes the property on which the current Ridge Landﬁll and
proposed expansion is situated;
Oﬀ-Site Study Area (“oﬀ-site”) – encompasses the watershed boundary of the Howard, Sco , Duke
and McDowell Drains.
This will enable a more comprehensive characterization of baseline conditions and assessment of
potential surface water impacts at a watershed scale for the watercourses that transect the off-site
Study Area (1 km from maximum fill area). The Study Area for the surface water assessment will not
include the haul route.

Transportation
For the purposes of the Transportation Scope of Work, the study areas have been defined as follows:
• On-Site Study Area (“on-site”) – includes the property on which the current Ridge Landﬁll and
proposed expansion is situated; and
• Haul Route Study Area (“haul route”) – encompasses lands immediately adjacent to Communica on
Road, Drury Line and Erieau Road which are iden ﬁed as the designated haul routes for the site.
The On-Site Study Area will consider the potential for increased traffic due to potential diversion
activities that could take place at the site (as committed to in the approved amended Terms of
Reference). The haul route includes all of the intersections and access points that will need to be
assessed, including road sections along Communication Road, Drury Line and Erieau Road, including
ramp interchanges with Highway 401.

Visual
For the purpose of the Visual Scope of Work, the study area has been defined as follows:
• Oﬀ-Site Study Area (“oﬀ-site”) – this will address localized impacts (within 500 m from the landﬁll
property) as well as the change in visibility within a 3 km radius of the site. The visual impact is the
greatest within 500 m of the site speciﬁcally in loca ons where berms and hedgerows are not
present.
This study area is based on best practices for conducting visual impact assessments and will be refined
as needed based on feedback obtained during consultation activities.
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ATTACHMENT 1: Technical Discipline Study Area Mapping
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RIDGE LANDFILL
STUDY AREAS FOR VARIOUS DISCIPLINES

RIDGE LANDFILL
PRE-ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

Figure
No.

1

2

3

Alternative
ID

1

2

3

8.6

13.2

13.2

13.2

13.2

Available Capacity (Mm3)

Lateral expansions of West Landfill
(Area A) and South Landfill (Area B),
South Landfill (Area B) and Old
Landfill vertical expansions

Lateral expansions of West Landfill
(Area A) and South Landfill (Area
"Reduced" B)*, South Landfill and
Old Landfill vertical expansions.
Landfill mining of Old Landfill

Lateral expansions of the West
Landfill (Area A) and the South
Landfill (Area B). Vertical expansion
of the South Landfill and creation of
new landform C

6.4

6.5

Reduced B
(Mm3)

7.1

7.1

C
(Mm3)

0.4

0.4

Mound 1
Mining
(Mm3)

0.5

0.5

Mound 2 Mining
(Mm3)

Volume of vertical expansion of West and South Landfills included in Area A and B calculations.

* For Alternative 2, the size of area B is reduced from Alternatives 1 and 3 because of the capacity gained through landfill mining activity.
All calculations rounded to the nearsest 0.1 Mm3

8.6

8.6

B
(Mm3)

Composition

A (A1 + A2)
(Mm3)

Ridge Landfill Expansion
Capacity Summary
Table 1

0.8

0.8

Mound 2
Excavation
(Mm3)

0.5

0.5

Mound 3
Mining
(Mm3)

7.2

7.2

7.2

Vertical Expansion
of the Old Landfill
(Mm3)

28.9

28.9

28.9

Disposal
Capacity
(Mm3)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Meets 28.9
Mm3 Needs?
(Yes/No)

FIGURE 1
ALTERNATIVE 1
A, B AND VERTICAL EXPANSION OF OLD LANDFILL

FIGURE 2
ALTERNATIVE 2
A, REDUCED B, MINING AND VERTICAL EXPANSION OF OLD LANDFILL

FIGURE 3
ALTERNATIVE 3
A, B AND REDUCED C
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Cathy Smith, Project Manager, Ridge Landfill Expansion EA, Waste Connections
Megan Bellamy, Project Coordinator, Ridge Landfill Expansion EA, Dillon Consulting
Fabiano Gondim, Landfill Design Engineer, Dillon Consulting
July 10, 2018
Descriptions of Site Development Alternative Methods

OUR FILE:

File # 152456

Three (3) landfill site development alternative methods are proposed to be evaluated for the Ridge
Landfill Environmental Assessment (EA). All three alternatives provide the same disposal capacity (28.9
million cubic metres) over the EA planning period (2022 to 2041) and each will require relocating the
Howard Drain. The attached summary (Table 1) shows the calculations to achieve the disposal capacity
of 28.9 million cubic meters for each alternative.
The capacity of Area A in all three options
accommodates the berm design agreed to between Waste Connections and

For all three alternatives both vertical expansions and new lateral expansion areas would be limited to
the height restrictions imposed by the Airport Zoning Regulations (45 meters above the airport’s ground
elevation of 196.3 masl) which is the maximum height of the current West Landfill.
Alternative 1
The first site development alternative method proposes a lateral expansion of the West Landfill (Area A)
and South Landfill (Area B) as shown on the attached Figure 1. The South Landfill and the Old Landfill
would also be expanded vertically.
Alternative 2
The second site development alternative method proposes lateral expansions of the West Landfill (Area
A) and the South Landfill (Area B) as shown on the attached Figure 2. The South Landfill and the Old
Landfill would also be expanded vertically. The Old Landfill would also undergo landfill mining for the
purpose of re-engineering and regaining some capacity through better compaction of the previously
landfilled waste. The process of landfill mining consists of excavating existing disposed waste and cover
material, separating and recovering typically 1 to 2% by volume of recyclables, separating earthen
material or “fines” (i.e., previous daily and interim cover soils), and re-landfilling the mined waste in an
engineered disposal area. The fines fraction would be re-used as cover material.
The footprint of Area B is smaller in this alternative than in Alternative 1 to account for the estimated
capacity recovered from mining at the Old Landfill.
Alternative 3
The third site development alternative method proposes lateral expansions of the West and South
Landfills (Areas A and B), vertical expansion of the South Landfill, and the creation of a new landform
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(Area C). Alternative 3 is shown on the attached Figure 3. No changes are proposed to the Old Landfill
as part of this alternative method.
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Ministry of the Environment,
Conservation and Parks

Ministère de l'Environnement, de la
Protection de la nature et des Parcs

Environmental Assessment and
Permissions Branch

Direction des évaluations et des
permissions environnementales

135 St. Clair Avenue West
st
1 Floor
Toronto ON M4V 1P5
Phone: 416 314-8001
Fax: 416 314-8452

135, avenue St. Clair Ouest
Rez-de-chaussée
Toronto (Ontario) M4V 1P5
Tél: 416 314-8001
Téléc: 416 314-8452

August 20, 2018

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Cathy Smith
Project Manager, Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment
Waste Connections of Canada

FROM:

Carolyn Lee
Project Officer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch

RE:

Technical Discipline Study Areas for the Ridge Landfill Expansion EA
EA Reference No. 16019

The Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch of the Ministry of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks (MECP) has reviewed the draft memo on the
Technical Discipline Study Areas for the Ridge Landfill Expansion EA dated July 12,
2018, prepared by Dillon Consulting. The MECP offers the following comments on the
proposed study areas.
Study Area Naming
There are seven study areas that are referred to as off-site study areas. As these study
areas are discipline-specific, it would improve clarity if the study areas were named
according to the discipline (e.g. surface water study area).
Noise Study Area
The figure accompanying the memo lists the on-site property boundary as the noise
study area; whereas, the memo indicates that the off-site study area for the noise
assessment includes the properties closest to the landfill property. The site expansion
and haul route noise study areas should cover the points of noise reception.

Transportation Analysis Study Area
As the on-site and haul route study areas are the boundaries for the traffic
analysis/assessment, it may be beneficial to combine both areas into one traffic
assessment study area. The study area should show the properties that will be affected.
The Ministry of Transportation may have additional input on the traffic impact study
area.
Landfill Mining Study Area
Landfill mining is typically an alternative method or a component of an alternative landfill
expansion method. As the study areas for each technical discipline will be used to
assess the effects of each alternative method on the environment, it would be unusual
to have a specific study area for landfill mining.
Discipline-Specific Study Areas for the Evaluation of Leachate and Landfill Gas
Management Alternatives
Please specify if the study areas in this memo will also be applied to the evaluation of
leachate and landfill gas management alternative methods. If they will be, some study
areas may need to be modified. For example, the transportation study area may need to
be larger to assess the traffic impacts of leachate transport/conveyance to wastewater
treatment plants.
If you would like to discuss the above comments, please feel free to contact the
undersigned at 416-212-4279 or by email at Carolyn.Lee@Ontario.ca.
Sincerely,

Carolyn Lee
c:

Andrew Evers, Environmental Assessment Permissions Branch, MECP

2

Study Area Naming

Noise Study Area

Transportation Analysis Study
Area

Landfill Mining Study Area

2

3

4

Reference to ToR

1

#

Date: November 2, 2018

Landfill mining is typically an alternative
method or a component of an alternative
landfill expansion method. As the study
areas for each technical discipline will be
used to assess the effects of each
alternative method on the environment, it
would be unusual to have a specific study
area for landfill mining.

As the on-site and haul route study areas
are the boundaries for the traffic
analysis/assessment, it may be beneficial
to combine both areas into one traffic
assessment study area. The study area
should show the properties that will be
affected. The Ministry of Transportation
may have additional input on the traffic
impact study area.

The figure accompanying the memo lists
the on-site property boundary as the noise
study area; whereas, the memo indicates
that the off-site study area for the noise
assessment includes the properties
closest to the landfill property. The site
expansion and haul route noise study
areas should cover the points of noise
reception.

There are seven study areas that are
referred to as off-site study areas. As
these study areas are discipline-specific, it
would improve clarity if the study areas
were named according to the discipline
(e.g. surface water study area).

Comments and Rationale

Proposal: Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment
Proponent: Waste Connections of Canada

1

We will remove the study area for landfill mining. This
component of alternative methods for site
development will be assessed using the study areas
defined for the other technical disciplines.

The Transportation EA work plan was reviewed by
the Ministry of Transportation and they provided no
comments on the proposed study areas for this
technical discipline. We will give consideration to
different ways to present the Haul Route Impact
Assessment.

The study areas for the noise discipline are
consistent with what is written in the memo – the
noise discipline will have an off-site study area and
will also consider receptors along the designated
haul route for the site. The description of these study
areas will be updated in the EA to clarify that the
appropriate Points of Reception will be considered in
the noise study.

We will revise the naming of the off-site study areas
to be clear that they relate to specific technical
disciplines.

Proponent Response
Please describe in detail your response to
address the comments/concern. Actions may
include but not limited to: amendments to the
document, additional information, proposed
commitments, etc.).

The figure of the haul route study area should be
better defined to encompass the properties that
may be affected and sensitive receptors.

MECP Follow-up Response

Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks (MECP)
MECP Comments on Study Areas

The figure will be updated.

Proponent Follow-up Response

Reference to ToR

Discipline-Specific Study Areas
for the Evaluation of Leachate
and Landfill Gas Management
Alternatives

#

5

Please specify if the study areas in this
memo will also be applied to the
evaluation of leachate and landfill gas
management alternative methods. If they
will be, some study areas may need to be
modified. For example, the transportation
study area may need to be larger to
assess the traffic impacts of leachate
transport/conveyance to wastewater
treatment plants.

Comments and Rationale

2

As such the study areas listed in the memo will be
applied to the evaluation of leachate and landfill gas
management alternatives.

Specific information on the third party and the nature
and location of any utilization facility or the location of
the wastewater treatment facility is not known at this
time. As such the evaluation of landfill gas
management and leachate treatment alternatives will
focus on the potential for effects related to
construction and operation at the Ridge site.

For landfill gas management, Waste Connections
would provide gas to a third party for utilization who
would be required to obtain appropriate approvals to
use the gas off-site. For leachate management
Waste Connections would transport leachate to a
facility with the appropriate license and capacity for
treatment, The Alternative Methods Interim Report
and the EA document will clearly document this in the
description of the alternative methods.

Proponent Response
Please describe in detail your response to
address the comments/concern. Actions may
include but not limited to: amendments to the
document, additional information, proposed
commitments, etc.).

As commented by MECP at the terms of reference
stage, the off-site study area should be large
enough to encompass all landfill related activities
including leachate disposal to ensure that direct and
indirect effects are considered.

The ministry expects that alternative methods for
landfill gas and leachate management will be
described in greater detail in the EA, including
possible locations for landfill gas and leachate
conveyance and utilization/treatment. Alternative
methods should be sufficiently developed to allow
for the determination of potential impacts including
off-site impacts, and for comparison.

MECP Follow-up Response

The off-site study area will be appropriate to
assess effects for leachate disposal.

.

With respect to off-site facilities and
conveyance considerations the locations and
impacts, where known, will be described and
noted at a level sufficient to allow for
comparison of alternatives

Proponent Follow-up Response
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1.

Background

The Alternative Methods were defined in the December 2017 Terms of Reference (ToR) as “various ways
of carrying out the preferred undertaking that are technically and economically feasible”. This definition
is consistent with the Code of Practice: Preparing and Reviewing Terms of Reference for
Environmental Assessments in Ontario published by the Ministry of the Environment and Climate
Change (MOECC) (referred herein as “Code of Practice”). The ToR presented alternative methods for
physical expansion of the landfill. The ToR also committed that Waste Connections would review the
existing leachate collection system to confirm sufficient capacity for leachate management for an
expanded landfill. As part of this review, Waste Connections committed to assessing other reasonable
long-term leachate treatment alternatives as an activity concurrent with the evaluation of site
development alternatives.

2.

Purpose

This memo focuses on the leachate management component of the three proposed site development
alternative methods, specifically with the treatment of the leachate. The purpose of this memo is to:




Clearly identify the leachate management alternative methods for evaluation, in consideration
of the site development alternative methods that have been proposed. According to the Code
of Practice, the Alternative Methods should be described conceptually and in sufficient detail to
allow for a comparative evaluation during the EA process.
Describe the proposed approach to evaluate the identified leachate treatment alternatives.
According to the Code of Practice, the range of alternative methods should be reasonable.
Reasonable alternative methods should meet the criteria determined by the proponent and
approved by the MOECC.
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This memo will ultimately be incorporated into the EA document as part of the Alternative Methods
chapter.

3.

Leachate Management Alternative Methods
3.1 Leachate Treatment/Disposal Alternative Methods Identification

Leachate treatment and disposal may include onsite and/or offsite treatments as outlined below:
1. No on-site pre-treatment – discharge to an off-site treatment plant
2. On site pre-treatment – discharge to an off-site treatment plant for treatment. Treatment
technologies could include:


Physical-chemical treatment only.



Biological treatment only.



Both physical-chemical and biological treatment.

3. Full on-site treatment of the leachate before discharging.
Table 2, below, outlines the leachate treatment alternative methods for consideration.
TABLE 1: LEACHATE TREATMENT ALTERNATIVE METHODS

Leachate Treatment
Alternatives
No on-site pre-treatment
and discharge to Blenheim
WPCP (current method)

Comments


No on-site pre-treatment
and discharge to a
treatment facility other
than Blenheim WPCP
Pre-treatment and
discharge to Blenheim
WPCP



Pre-treatment and
discharge to a treatment
facility other than Blenheim
WPCP
Full-treatment on-site and
discharge to local drain







Expansion of the Blenheim WPCP may be required. Plant
expansion is recommended in the C-K Water & Wastewater
Master Plan. The rated capacity of the WPCP may need to be
increased, and as a result, more stringent effluent quality may
also be required.
Discharge of leachate to municipally or privately owned facilities
will be evaluated.

The level of required pre-treatment will be assessed as part of
the Blenheim WPCP utilization alternative. The rated capacity of
the WPCP may need to be increased which could result in more
stringent effluent quality being required.
The level of required pre-treatment will be assessed as part of
the evaluation of utilizing municipally or privately owned
treatment facilities.
To establish discharge limits, an Assimilative Capacity Study and
Environmental Assessment of the drain would be required.
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*Note: Neither Full-treatment on-site with discharge to Lake Erie nor leachate evaporation will be
evaluated as alternative methods. Full-treatment and discharge to Lake Erie is not feasible due to the
distance to Lake Erie and need for a new outfall. Natural evaporation is not feasible due to the large
volume of leachate anticipated.

4.

Leachate Treatment Alternative Methods Evaluation Criteria

The following criteria are proposed to be used to evaluate leachate treatment alternatives. These
criteria are based on the criteria included in the approved amended Terms of Reference. Only those
criteria appropriate for the evaluation of leachate treatment alternatives have been included in Table 3
below:

TABLE 3: LEACHATE TREATMENT ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

Criteria Group

Socio-Economic

Natural Environment

Criteria


Extent of off-site property required for leachate
transmission.



Potential for displacement/disruption of residents and/or
businesses off-site.



Potential for odour disruption.



Potential for loss/disruption of aquatic systems on-site.



Potential for loss/disruption of terrestrial systems on-site.



Potential impacts to groundwater quality.



Potential impacts to surface water quantity.



Potential for impact on Species at Risk.



Ability to contribute to the reduction of GHG emissions.



Potential for providing necessary service.



Flexibility of the on-site technology/equipment and ability
to meet the Ministry of the Environment and Climate
Change definition of proven technology.
Relative ease to implement/construct and
maintain/operate the on-site technology/equipment of the
proposed alternatives.
Ability of existing WPCPs to receive and treat leachate.



Design and Operations




Ability of the on-site technology/equipment associated with
the alternative to handle variable loadings and flows.
Ability of the on-site components of the alternative to
operate during a power or equipment failure.
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Criteria Group

Transportation

Criteria
 Ability to meet regulatory requirements.


Cost of facility.



Potential for traffic safety and operations impacts.
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1.

Background

The Alternative Methods were defined in the December 2017 Terms of Reference (ToR) as “various ways
of carrying out the preferred undertaking that are technically and economically feasible”. This definition
is consistent with the Code of Practice: Preparing and Reviewing Terms of Reference for
Environmental Assessments in Ontario published by the Ministry of the Environment and Climate
Change (MOECC) (referred herein as “Code of Practice”). The ToR presented alternative methods for
physical expansion of the landfill. The ToR also indicated that Waste Connections was committed to
minimizing the release of greenhouse gases and that the potential for a biogas facility would be
evaluated.
In the Notice of Approval for the ToR, the MOECC added a further commitment related that Waste
Connections would assess alternatives for landfill gas utilization concurrently with the evaluation of site
development alternative methods. The Notice of Approval further stated that the assessment of landfill
gas utilization alternatives would reflect the objective of reducing greenhouse gases from the waste
sector as stated in the Climate Change Action Plan.

2.

Purpose

This memo focuses on the LFG management component of the three proposed site development
alternative methods. The purpose of this memo is to:
·

·

Clearly identify the LFG management alternative methods for evaluation, in consideration of
the site development alternative methods that have been proposed. According to the Code of
Practice, the Alternative Methods should be described conceptually and in sufficient detail to
allow for a comparative evaluation during the EA process.
Describe the proposed approach to evaluate the identified LFG alternative methods. According
to the Code of Practice, the range of alternative methods should be reasonable. Reasonable
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alternative methods should meet the criteria determined by the proponent and approved by
the MOECC.
This memo will ultimately be incorporated into the EA document as part of the Alternative Methods
chapter.

3.

LFG Alternative Methods

LFG is produced as waste decomposes in a landfill and is composed primarily of methane and carbon
dioxide as well as trace amounts of other gases such as volatile organic compounds and sulphur
compounds.
The Ridge Landfill has passive vents in the Old Landfill and an active LFG collection system and two flares
serving the West Landfill. The LFG collection system will be progressively expanded to the South Landfill
as waste reaches final elevations (refer to attached Drawing No. 1). Each flare has a design capacity of
3,600 cubic metres per hour (2,100 cubic feet per minute). The existing landfill gas management system
is running with the two flares at a flow of up to 5,100 cubic metres per hour (3,000 cubic feet per
minute). The LFG flow is expected to increase as more waste is deposited to the landfill and reach a peak
at the landfill closure. The LFG generation timeline would be extended with the proposed landfill
expansion.
Table 1 summarizes the alternative methods to manage LFG.
TABLE 1: LFG MANAGEMENT ALTERNATIVES

Comments
Ontario Regulation 232/98 requires landfills with
more than 1.5 million cubic metres to have an
active landfill gas collection system and flaring or
utilization. This option does not meet Ontario
Regulation 232/98

LFG Management Alternatives
1. Do Nothing, i.e. no installation of LFG
control for the proposed expansion

·

2. Passive Vents

·

Same as above

3. Individual Passive Flares

·

Same as above

4. Active LFG Collection and Centralized
Flaring

·

A system of this nature would collect a large
percentage of the LFG through a series of gas
collectors connected to pipes and blower
equipment. LFG would then be flared at a central
location.
This system provides high degree of gas and odor
control and mitigation.
The collection portion of this alternative could also

·
·
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LFG Management Alternatives

·

·

5. Utilization Option: Electricity Generation

·

·

·
·

6. Utilization Option: Industrial Fuel (Direct

·

Use)
·

·
·
·

·

Comments
be used to supply gas utilization options (i.e.
utilizing energy from the methane component of
LFG as opposed to flaring the gas)
This is the LFG control alternative currently
implemented at the Ridge Landfill portion known
as West Landfill and proposed for the South
Landfill. The existing LFG collection system would
be extended to cover the proposed expansion area
as well.
This alternative meets current Ontario Regulation
232/98; however, it does not meet the
ToR/Notice of Approval without the addition of
some form of LFG utilization
LFG would continue to be collected and
combusted by generators to produce electricity.
The electricity could be delivered to the local grid
or used at or near the site (e.g. to supply hydro
power to the leachate pumps or to the buildings).
A connection to the local grid option is currently
not feasible because the local grid is not accepting
electricity generated from LFG.
The limited need for electricity at or near the site
would use a fraction of the collected LFG.
This option supports further reduction of
greenhouse gas emissions, the ToR commitments
and the Climate Change Action Plan.
LFG is utilized as a fuel in place of a conventional
fuel such as natural gas.
Industries that use the fuel would need to be
within a few kilometres of where the gas is
generated to make conveyance feasible
LFG condensate is typically removed prior to
combustion.
LFG can be combusted in boilers, kilns, furnaces or
other thermal applications.
This option is well suited for continuous demand
of fuel (as opposed to seasonal or batch
processes).
This option supports further reduction of
greenhouse gas emissions, the ToR commitments
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Comments
and the Climate Change Action Plan.

LFG Management Alternatives

7. Utilization Option: Renewable Natural

Gas (RNG)

·
·
·
·
·
·

4.

LFG is purified to produce a natural gas quality
product and is injected into a natural gas pipeline.
Waste Connections has experience operating a
renewable natural gas (RNG) at its Lachenaie
Landfill in eastern Montreal.
This option is currently being considered by a third
party for the Ridge Landfill.
LFG can be pre-treated on site or at a nearby third
party facility
Government subsidies have been available to offset the high cost associated with this technology
This option supports further reduction of
greenhouse gas emissions, the ToR commitments
and the Climate Change Action Plan.

Proposed Approach to Evaluate the Identified LFG Alternative Methods
The following criteria will be used to evaluate LFG management alternatives:
·
·

·
·

Reasonably capable of approval. Options that do not meet current Regulations will be screened
out.
Technically feasible and proven technology. Alternatives that are not technically feasible or that
employ unproven technology for the scale of the proposed project will be screened out.
If energy is produced (electrical or gas), there must be a long-term stable market or use for the
energy. A Long-term contractual agreement would be necessary to move forward with any
investment.
Commercially viable. Cost prohibitive options may be screened out. Lower cost options are
preferred.
Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions reductions. Greenhouse gas emissions reduction can be
estimated for each alternative to allow a comparative evaluation. Options that do not reduce
greenhouse gas emissions will be less preferred.
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MEMO
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Cathy Smith, Project Manager, Ridge Landfill Expansion EA, Waste Connections
Fabiano Gondim, Dillon Consulting
June 29, 2018
Ridge Landfill EA – Landfill Gas Management Alternatives

OUR FILE:

152456

1.

Background

The Alternative Methods were defined in the December 2017 Terms of Reference (ToR) as “various ways
of carrying out the preferred undertaking that are technically and economically feasible”. This definition
is consistent with the Code of Practice: Preparing and Reviewing Terms of Reference for
Environmental Assessments in Ontario published by the Ministry of the Environment and Climate
Change (MOECC) (referred to herein as “Code of Practice”). The ToR presented alternative methods for
physical expansion of the landfill. The ToR also indicated that Waste Connections was committed to
minimizing the release of greenhouse gases and that the potential for a biogas facility would be
evaluated.
In the Notice of Approval for the ToR, the MOECC added a further commitment requiring that Waste
Connections assess alternatives for landfill gas management concurrently with the evaluation of site
development alternative methods. The Notice of Approval further stated that the assessment of landfill
gas utilization alternatives would reflect the objective of reducing greenhouse gases from the waste
sector as stated in the Climate Change Action Plan.

2.

Purpose

This memo focuses on the LFG management component of the landfill expansion. The purpose of this
memo is to:




Clearly identify the LFG management alternative methods for evaluation, in consideration of
the site development alternative methods that have been proposed. According to the Code of
Practice, the Alternative Methods should be described conceptually and in sufficient detail to
allow for a comparative evaluation during the EA process.
Describe the proposed approach to evaluate the identified LFG alternative methods. According
to the Code of Practice, the range of alternative methods should be reasonable. Reasonable
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alternative methods should meet the criteria determined by the proponent and approved by
the MOECC.
This memo will ultimately be incorporated into the EA document as part of the Alternative Methods
chapter.

3.

LFG Alternative Methods

LFG is produced as waste decomposes in a landfill and is composed primarily of methane and carbon
dioxide as well as trace amounts of other gases such as volatile organic compounds and sulphur
compounds.
The Ridge Landfill has passive vents in the Old Landfill and an active LFG collection system and two flares
serving the West Landfill. The LFG collection system will be progressively expanded to the South Landfill
as waste reaches final elevations (refer to attached Drawing No. 1). Each flare has a design capacity of
3,600 cubic metres per hour (2,100 cubic feet per minute). The existing landfill gas management system
is running with the two flares at a flow of up to 5,100 cubic metres per hour (3,000 cubic feet per
minute). The LFG flow is expected to increase as more waste is deposited to the landfill and reach a peak
at the time of landfill closure. The LFG generation timeline would be extended with the proposed landfill
expansion.
Table 1 presents the LFG alternative methods to be evaluated.
TABLE 1: LFG MANAGEMENT ALTERNATIVES

LFG Management Alternatives
1. Active LFG Collection and Centralized
Flaring








Comments
A system of this nature would collect a large
percentage of the LFG through a series of gas
collectors connected to pipes and blower
equipment. LFG would then be flared at a central
location.
This system provides a high degree of gas and
odour control and mitigation.
The collection portion of this alternative could also
be used to supply gas utilization options (i.e.
utilizing energy from the methane component of
LFG as opposed to flaring the gas).
This is the LFG control alternative currently
implemented at the Ridge Landfill portion known
as West Landfill and proposed for the South
Landfill. The existing LFG collection system would
be extended to cover the proposed expansion area
as well.
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LFG Management Alternatives



2. Utilization Option: Electricity Generation





3. Utilization Option: Industrial Fuel (Direct



Use)








4. Utilization Option: Renewable Natural

Gas (RNG)






Comments
This alternative meets current Ontario Regulation
232/98.
This option supports further reduction of
greenhouse gas emissions.
LFG would continue to be collected and would be
combusted by generators to produce electricity.
This could occur either on-site or off-site by a third
party. The electricity could be delivered to the
local grid or used at or near the site (e.g. to supply
hydro power to the leachate pumps or to the
buildings).
A connection to the local grid would be contingent
on demand and availability of applicable contracts.
This option supports further reduction of
greenhouse gas emissions.
LFG is utilized as a fuel in place of a conventional
fuel such as natural gas.
Industries that use the fuel would need to be
within close proximity of where the gas is
generated to make conveyance feasible.
LFG condensate is typically removed prior to
combustion.
LFG can be combusted in boilers, kilns, furnaces or
other thermal applications. This could occur either
on-site or off-site by a third party
This option is well suited for continuous demand
of fuel (as opposed to seasonal or batch
processes).
This option supports further reduction of
greenhouse gas emissions.
LFG is purified to produce a natural gas quality
product and is injected into a natural gas pipeline.
Waste Connections has experience operating a
renewable natural gas system (RNG) at its
Lachenaie Landfill in eastern Montreal.
This option is currently being considered by a third
party for the Ridge Landfill.
LFG can be pre-treated on site or at a nearby third
party facility.
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LFG Management Alternatives



Comments
Government subsidies have been available to offset the high cost associated with this technology.
This option supports further reduction of
greenhouse gas emissions.

*Note: Do Nothing, Passive Vents, and Individual Passive Flares will not be evaluated as alternative
methods since they do not meet the requirements of Ontario Regulation 232/98.

4.

Proposed Approach to Evaluate the Identified LFG Alternative Methods

The following criteria are proposed to be used to evaluate LFG alternative methods for the landfill
expansion. These criteria are based on the criteria included in the approved amended Terms of
Reference. Only those criteria appropriate for the evaluation of landfill gas utilization alternatives have
been included in the table below:

Criteria Group
Socio-Economic



Natural Environment




Design and Operations






Criteria
Potential for displacement/ disruption of
residents and/or businesses on-site and/or
off-site.
Potential for odour disruption.
Ability to contribute to the reduction of
GHG emissions.
Ability to meet regulatory requirements.
Technical feasibility (e.g., proven
technology at the applicable scale)
Relative ease to implement/construct and
maintain/operate
Cost of facility.
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MEMO
TO:
FROM:
CC
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Cathy Smith, Project Manager, Ridge Landfill Expansion EA, Waste Connections
Karla Kolli
Megan Bellamy, Bill Allison
July 18, 2018
Draft Criteria for the Evaluation of Alternative Methods

OUR FILE:

File #15-2456

The purpose of this memo is to outline the proposed approach and criteria for the evaluation of
alternative methods and the draft criteria for the impact assessment of the preferred method for
MOECP review and comment.
It is noted that in parallel the public will be reviewing the evaluation criteria that will be utilized to
determine the preferred site development alternative as well as leachate and landfill gas management
alternatives. The draft criteria were vetted at a workshop on July 11th and will be discussed at an Open
House on July 25th. Further input on the impact assessment criteria may also be obtained at the second
open house in late fall. As such the information in this memo may be revised during the course of the
EA development. We note that the evaluation criteria presented herein are reflective of the input
received from participating neighbours around the site and along the haul route on July 11th. The EA
document will identify deviations from the methodology and criteria indicated in the Approved
Amended Terms of Reference but otherwise will not document changes to the information included in
this memo.

Evaluation of Site Development Alternatives
Evaluation Approach
The following presents the steps in the overall approach to the evaluation of Alternative Methods in the
EA as presented in the Approved Amended Terms of Reference (May 2018):
 Step 1 - Characterize Baseline Conditions: Information on the existing environment will be
gathered in sufficient detail to characterize baseline conditions. This will include gathering
information from secondary sources data as well as primary field work, where required. This
will include the characterization of existing conditions in the defined study areas, namely onsite, off-site and along the proposed haul route.
 Step 2 - Develop Alternative Methods: Landfill site development alternative methods as well as
alternative methods for leachate treatment and landfill gas management will be proposed. Each
alternative method will include a description and rationale. The alternative methods will be
described conceptually and in sufficient detail to allow for a comparative evaluation.
 Step 3 - Predict Potential Environmental Effects for Each Alternative Method: For each
alternative method the potential for environmental effects will be identified, based on the
broad definition of environment within the Act. Potential effects of the alternatives will be
documented based on a set of evaluation criteria (see next section of this memo for draft
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evaluation criteria). Mitigation measures to minimize potential effects will be considered in this
step. As such, the potential environmental effects will represent net effects – or potential
effects once mitigation measures are implemented.
Step 4 - Comparatively Evaluate the Alternative Methods to Identify a Preferred Method:
Alternative methods will be compared against each other based on the evaluation criteria to
determine a preferred method. Alternatives will be qualitatively compared based on their
advantages and disadvantages for each of the criteria. Based on the results of this evaluation, a
preferred site development alternative and preferred landfill gas management and leachate
treatment alternatives will be identified. This work will be documented in a clear, transparent,
reproducible fashion such that the decision making process and rationale for the preferred
methods is easy to understand and follow.
Step 5 – Impact Assessment of the Preferred Method: The preferred landfill site development
alternative method will be carried forward for a more detailed assessment of potential effects
and the development of mitigation and monitoring measures as part of the EA.

Draft Evaluation Criteria
Draft evaluation criteria for the evaluation of site development alternatives were initially put forward in
the Approved Amended Terms of Reference (May 2018). While the criteria being considered remain the
same, the structure of the evaluation criteria in Table 1 of this memo differs from that shown in
Appendix B of the Approved Amended Terms of Reference. The revised organization of the evaluation
criteria was completed to more closely match the Example Criteria, Indicators and Data Sources table
included in the Preparing and Reviewing Environmental Assessments Code of Practice, MOECP.
It is recognized that the criteria may be refined during the EA, particularly as a result of consultation
with the MOECP, other agencies, Indigenous Communities and the public. Any refinements and
rationale will be included in the EA document. We note that some refinements to the criteria and
indicators for the evaluation of Site Development Alternatives were committed to during the review of
the Terms of Reference and are reflected in this Table 1 in bold.
Draft criteria for the evaluation of alternative landfill gas management methods and leachate treatment
methods were included in separate memos to MOECP. The criteria for these evaluations are based on
the site development criteria (Table 1). The evaluation criteria for these evaluations have been copied
into this memo as Tables 2 and 3.
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1

• Field work results
• First Nations input

• Geologic/hydrogeologic setting.
• Past monitoring reports.

• Area and type of species of importance
to be removed on site.

• Relative ability to meet Reasonable Use
Guidelines.
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These 2 criteria were added based on commitments made

Natural Hydrogeology

• ELC mapping
• Field work results

• Area of habitat for endangered or
threatened species on site.

• Potential for loss of habitat of
Endangered or Threatened
species1
• Potential loss of medicinal or
other culturally sensitive species
of importance to First Nations
Groups
• Potential impacts to
groundwater quality.

• Field work and results from
other disciplines (e.g., Design
and Operations, Surface Water,
Hydrogeology).
• Communication with MNRF.

• Amount and type of aquatic systems
(i.e., ponds, drains) that would be
displaced on-site.

• Potential for loss/disruption of
aquatic systems on-site.

Table 1: Criteria for the Evaluation of Site Development Alternatives
(Note: bold and strikeout text is used to highlight additions and deletions from the original draft criteria table in the Approved Amended Terms of
Reference)
Environment
Criteria
Indicators
Data Sources
• Area and type of terrestrial systems (i.e.,
Natural • Potential for loss/disruption of
• Field work and results from
significant
woodlands,
hedgerows)
to
be
Biology
terrestrial systems on-site.
other disciplines (e.g., Design
removed on site.
and Operations, Surface Water,
• Area and type of terrestrial systems (i.e.,
Hydrogeology).
significant woodlands, hedgerows)
• Aerial photography & GIS
potentially disrupted within 1 km.
mapping.
• ELC mapping.
• Official Plan mapping.
 Communication with agencies
(e.g. MNRF) and knowledgeable
citizens.
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• Potential impacts to air quality
(air contaminants, landfill gas,
odour and dust)

• Potential for greenhouse gas
emissions
 Potential for displacement of
residents on-site.

Natural - Air
Quality3

Natural Climate
Change4

Social

• Number of occupied households on-site
forced to relocate.

• Resilience of engineered systems

• Qualitative assessment of the potential
for greenhouse gas emissions

• Lifespan of landfill gas emissions

• Proximity of odour sources to sensitive
receptors

• Anticipated number of odour sources
and relative significance of sources

• Anticipated levels of equipment
activity (dust and tailpipe emissions)

• Relative ability to release predevelopment flows downstream.

3

• GIS mapping/Secondary
sources.
• Personal communication.

• Atmospheric assessment work
• Results from other disciplines
(e.g. Design and Operations)

• Field work and results from
other disciplines (e.g., Design
and Operations).
• Aerial photography & GIS
mapping.
• Past monitoring reports
 Results from other disciplines
(e.g. Design and Operations)
 GIS mapping/Secondary
sources

www.dillon.ca
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Leachate contaminating lifespan was added as a criterion based feedback from MOECP at ToR approval stage
Air Quality was added to the Natural Environment Criteria Group based on feedback from MOECP at ToR approval stage
4
Climate change was identified as a separate criterion based on feedback from MOECP at ToR approval stage

2

• Potential impacts to surface
water quantity and quality.

Natural –
Surface Water

Table 1: Criteria for the Evaluation of Site Development Alternatives
(Note: bold and strikeout text is used to highlight additions and deletions from the original draft criteria table in the Approved Amended Terms of
Reference)
Environment
Criteria
Indicators
Data Sources
•
 Tonnes of waste per hectare of
• Leachate contaminating
footprint area
lifespan2
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Economic

• Number of businesses within 1 km of
new landfill footprint.

 Potential for disruption of
businesses off-site.

• Number of trucks for soil import/export.
• Number of businesses disrupted

• Results from other disciplines
(e.g., Design and Operations).

• Public consultation activities

• Public consultation
• Existing community benefits
agreement
• GIS mapping/Secondary sources
• Survey input from local
residents/businesses.
• Results from other disciplines
(e.g., Design and Operations).

• Results from other disciplines
(e.g., Design and Operations).
• Results of preliminary
investigations on landfill mining

• Results from other disciplines
(e.g., Design and Operations).

www.dillon.ca
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 Potential for disruption of
businesses along the haul route
for soil import or export.

• Potential for change in individual
compensation

 Potential for impact on financial
livelihood.

• Potential for change in regional
economy

• Number of trucks for soil import/export.
• Number of occupied households
disrupted.
• Number of occupied households within
1 km of landfill mining footprint.

 Potential for disruption of
residents along the haul route
for soil import or export.
 Potential for odour disruption as
a result of landfill mining.

• Public consultation

Table 1: Criteria for the Evaluation of Site Development Alternatives
(Note: bold and strikeout text is used to highlight additions and deletions from the original draft criteria table in the Approved Amended Terms of
Reference)
Environment
Criteria
Indicators
Data Sources
• Number of occupied households within
• GIS mapping/Secondary
 Potential for disruption (e.g.
1
km
of
new
landfill
footprint.
sources.
noise, dust, etc.) of residents
•
Survey
input from local
off-site.
residents.
• Results from other disciplines
(e.g., Design and Operations).
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Technical Design and
Operations

• Ability of site development alternative
method to provide waste disposal
capacity over the planning period.
• Inclusion of landfill mining or not within
the alternative.
• Approximate relative cost of site
development alternative.

• Site development alternative
characteristics.
• Cost estimate.

• Site development alternative
characteristics.

• Results from other disciplines
(e.g., Design and Operations).
• Results from other disciplines
(e.g., Design and Operations).

• Public consultation
• Existing community benefits
agreement
• Stage 1 archaeological
assessment.
• Results from other disciplines
(e.g., Design and Operations).

www.dillon.ca
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 Potential for on-site worker
safety concerns.
 Cost of facility.

 Intensity of waste management
use.
 Potential for traffic safety and
operations impacts along the
haul route for soil import or
export.
 Potential for providing necessary
service.

Built

• Number of trucks for soil import/export.

• Size of landfill footprint.

 Potential for impact to as-yet
undiscovered archaeological
resources on-site.

Archaeology

Transportation

• Potential for change in financial
contributions to the municipality and
community trust.
• Potential for undocumented
archaeological features within new
landfill footprint on-site.

 Potential for impact on financial
livelihood

Table 1: Criteria for the Evaluation of Site Development Alternatives
(Note: bold and strikeout text is used to highlight additions and deletions from the original draft criteria table in the Approved Amended Terms of
Reference)
Environment
Criteria
Indicators
Data Sources
• Area of on-site crop production lost.
• GIS mapping/secondary sources.
 Potential for loss/disruption of
• Personal communication.
agriculture on-site.
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Social






Cultural
Built
Transportation
Technical Design and
Operations





Economic





Environment
Natural
Environment
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Table 2: Draft Evaluation Criteria for the Evaluation of Landfill Gas Management Alternatives
Criteria
Indicators
Data Sources
 Qualitative assessment of the potential for  Atmospheric assessment work
Ability to contribute to the
greenhouse gas emissions
reduction of GHG emissions.
 Results from other disciplines
(e.g. Design and Operations)
Potential for disruption of
 Number of occupied households within 1
 GIS mapping/Secondary sources
residents off-site.
km of new landfill footprint
 Input from other disciplines (e.g.
Design & Operations)
 Anticipated type of potential impact from
on-site landfill gas facilities.
Potential for odour disruption.
 Anticipated potential for on-site landfill
 Input from other disciplines (e.g.
gas facilities to discharge odour.
Design & Operations,
Atmospheric)
Potential for disruption of
 Number of businesses within 1 km of new  GIS mapping/Secondary sources
businesses off-site.
landfill footprint
 Input from other disciplines (e.g.
 Anticipated type of potential impact from
Design & Operations)
on-site landfill gas facilities.
n/a
n/a
n/a
Ability to meet regulatory
 Ability of the alternative to either obtain
 MOECP ECA
requirements.
an ECA approval or meet requirements of
an existing ECA
Technical feasibility (e.g., proven
 Reliability of the technology/equipment to  Facility characteristics
technology at the applicable
consistently handle quantity and quality of  Landfill gas specialist input
scale).
gas that will be collected.

Table 2 presents the draft evaluation criteria for the evaluation of landfill gas management alternatives. The alternatives all require on-site
equipment/facilities. Only criteria that would identify a difference between the alternatives are included. The criteria were originally provided
to MOECP in a Landfill Gas Management Alternatives memo, dated June 29, 2018. Minor changes have been made to organize the criteria into
environment groups. Indicators and data sources have also been added.
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Social

Environment

Environment
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Table 3: Draft Evaluation Criteria for the Evaluation of Leachate Treatment Alternatives
Criteria
Indicators
Data Sources
 Potential for disruption of aquatic
 Potential for spill or leakage of leachate to  Facility characteristics
systems on-site.
on-site watercourses
 Treatment specialist input
 Potential impacts to groundwater
 Potential for spill or leakage of leachate to  Facility characteristics
quality.
on-site watercourses
 Treatment specialist input
 Potential impacts to surface water  Potential for spill or leakage of leachate to  Facility characteristics
quantity and quality.
on-site watercourses.
 Treatment specialist input
 Qualitative assessment of the potential for  Atmospheric assessment work
 Ability to contribute to the
greenhouse gas emissions
 Results from other disciplines (e.g.
reduction of GHG emissions.
Design and Operations)
 Approximate length of off-site
 GIS mapping/Secondary Sources
 Potential property requirements.
transmission line.

Table 3 presents the draft evaluation criteria for the evaluation of leachate treatment alternatives. Only criteria that would identify a difference
between the alternatives are included. The criteria were originally provided to MOECP in a Leachate Treatment Alternatives memo, dated June
29, 2018. Minor changes have been made to organize the criteria into environment groups. The following other changes have been made:
 Indicators and data sources have also been added
 Some of the design and operations criteria originally identified in the leachate treatment memo have been consolidated
 Two socio-economic criteria both related to odour were consolidated
 Criteria related to on-site impacts to terrestrial systems and species at risk were removed. Any proposed on-site leachate treatment
facilities would be located in the same area as the current leachate containment and it is reasonable to assume that there would be no
difference in impact to terrestrial systems or species at risk. Determinations with respect to impacts to terrestrial systems or species at
risk will part of the evaluation of site development alternatives.

Environment

Table 2: Draft Evaluation Criteria for the Evaluation of Landfill Gas Management Alternatives
Criteria
Indicators
Data Sources
Relative ease to
 Anticipated complexity of the system to
 Facility characteristics
implement/construct and
construct and operate.
 Landfill gas specialist input
maintain/operate.
Cost of facility.
 Approximate relative cost of the
 Cost estimate
alternative.
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Potential for traffic safety and
operations impacts.
Potential for providing necessary
service.





Technical Design and
Operations

Complexity and reliability of the on-site
technology/equipment to consistently
handle quantity and quality of leachate
that will be collected
Flexibility of the on-site
technology/equipment and ability to meet
the Ministry of the Environment and
Climate Change definition of proven
technology.
Relative ease to implement/construct and
maintain/operate the on-site
technology/equipment of the proposed
alternatives.







Anticipated number of trucks required.











Treatment specialist input

Treatment specialist input

Treatment specialist input

Facility characteristics
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n/a



Built

Transportation

n/a



Cultural
Resources /
Archaeology

Economic

Environment

Table 3: Draft Evaluation Criteria for the Evaluation of Leachate Treatment Alternatives
Criteria
Indicators
Data Sources
 Number of occupied households within 1
 GIS mapping/Secondary sources
 Potential for disruption of
km of new landfill footprint
 Input from other disciplines (e.g.
residents off-site (e.g. odour).
 Anticipated type of potential impact from
Design & Operations)
on-site leachate treatment facilities.
 Number of businesses within 1 km of new
 GIS mapping/Secondary sources
 Potential for disruption of
landfill footprint
 Input from other disciplines (e.g.
businesses off-site.
 Anticipated type of potential impact from
Design & Operations)
on-site leachate treatment facilities.
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Biology

Environment
Natural
Natural features with the
potential to provide habitat
for Endangered or
Threatened species and/or
medicinal or culturally
sensitive species of
importance to First Nations
groups subject to removal or
displacement by
construction and operation
of the landfill expansion.
Natural features include
woodlands, meadows,

Habitat of Endangered and
Threatened species is protected
under the Endangered Species
Act, 2007 while medicinal or
cultural sensitive species are
considered important to local
First Nation groups. The
expansion of the landfill may
displacement habitat for species
at risk as well as medicinal or
cultural species relied up by local
First Nations groups.

Table 4: Draft Impact Assessment Criteria
Indicator
Rationale
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Data Source
Recent or future field work.
Results from other disciplines
(e.g. Design and
operations/Surface
Water/Hydrogeology/Agricult
ure).
Recent Aerial Photography.
Publications.
ELC mapping.
Personal communication with
agencies and knowledgeable
citizens.
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Assess potential loss of
habitat of Endangered or
Threatened species as
well as medicinal or
culturally sensitive
species of importance to
First Nations groups.

Criteria

Criteria for the assessment of impacts of the preferred site design have been included in each of the technical work plans. Table 4 brings these
criteria together in a master draft table of Impact Assessment Criteria.

Impact Assessment

Environment

Table 3: Draft Evaluation Criteria for the Evaluation of Leachate Treatment Alternatives
Criteria
Indicators
Data Sources
 Ability of the alternative to either obtain
 Treatment specialist input
 Ability of WPCPs to receive and
an ECA approval or meet requirements of
treat leachate.
an existing ECA.
 Reliability of equipment and process to
 Treatment specialist input
 Ability to meet regulatory
consistently meet discharge requirement
requirements.
 Ability to meet noise and air impact limits
 Approximate relative cost of the
 Treatment specialist input
 Cost of facility.
alternative
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Environment

Amount and quality of and
impact on biological systems
disrupted by construction
and operation of the landfill
and the haul route.
Specifically, potential
disruptive impacts on:
Woodlands, watercourses,
ponds, selected noteworthy
species or specimens.

Assess potential
disruption of biological
systems.

Development and operation of
the landfill and haul route may
disrupt biological systems
without removing or displacing
them causing some loss of
character or function.

Biological systems subject to
direct removal or displacement
may experience total loss of
character and function.

Recent or future field work.
Results from other disciplines
(e.g. Design and
operations/Surface
Water/Hydrogeology/Agricult
ure.
Recent Aerial Photography.
Publications.
ELC mapping.
Personal communication with
agencies and knowledgeable
citizens.














Recent or future field work.
Results from other disciplines
(e.g. Design and operations/
Surface Water/
Hydrogeology/ Agriculture.
Recent Aerial Photography.
Publications.
ELC mapping.
Personal communication with
agencies and knowledgeable
citizens.

Data Source
Traditional ecological
knowledge (TEK) in
consultation with First
Nations groups.
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Amount and quality of, and
impact on biological systems
subject to removal or
displacement by
construction and operation
of the landfill expansion.
Such systems would include:
woodlands, hedgerows,
watercourses, ponds,
selected noteworthy species
or specimens.

Assess potential removal
or displacement of
biological systems.

Criteria

Table 4: Draft Impact Assessment Criteria
Indicator
Rationale
hedgerows, watercourses
and ponds.
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Environment
Hydrogeology

Reduction in infiltration rate
to bedrock aquifer
Predictive impact
assessment using
contaminant transport
computer modelling to
predict expected

Potential impacts to
groundwater quantity

Potential impacts to
water supply wells

Residents in the vicinity of the
landfill are concerned about
potential impact to their wells.

This criterion will serve as a check
to make sure that we are not
displacing beneficial infiltration.

Leachate from landfill has the
potential to impact groundwater
quality. This criterion will
quantify the potential ground
water quality impact associated
with Ridge.




















Data Source
Three leachate generation
rates: based on a natural
cover, low permeability clay
cover and a low
permeability geosynthetic
cover
Leachate characteristics
used in the contaminating
life span estimates will be
taken from Table 1, Section
10 of O.Reg. 232/98
Estimated adapting the
method used by Rowe et. al
(2004)
Site data collected through
intrusive investigations
Leachate characteristics
taken from Table 1, Section
10 of O.Reg. 232/98
Leachate generation rates
(HELP™ modelling)
Landfill design input
Site data collected through
intrusive investigations
Landfill design input
Water supply well survey
Site data collected through
intrusive investigations
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Concentrations based on
predictive contaminant
transport modelling (i.e.,
POLLUTE™) (assessment of
net effects)

Potential impacts to
groundwater quality

Criteria
Contaminating Lifespan

Table 4: Draft Impact Assessment Criteria
Indicator
Rationale
Prediction based on tonnes
This criterion serves as a measure
of waste per hectare of
of potential long term impact of
footprint area and leachate
the landfill.
generation rate.
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Surface Water

Environment

Upstream & downstream
flood levels.

Changes in surface
water quantity

Runoff from the landfill property
has the potential to impact water
quantity. This criterion will
examine the potential extent of
impact for the Ridge.

Runoff from the landfill property
has the potential to impact water
quality. This criterion will
examine the potential extent of
impact for the Ridge.




























Landfill design input
MOECP published water
quality data.
Water quality monitoring
data.
Surface water quality
program.
Benthic community
inventory.
Fish habitat survey.
Topographic mapping and
aerial imagery.
Climate data.
Soils and land use mapping.
Previous drainage studies.
Existing and proposed facility
characteristics.
Field work and results from
other disciplines (e.g., Design
and Operations).
Aerial photography & GIS
mapping.
Past monitoring reports

Data Source
Leachate characteristics
taken from Table 1, Section
10 of O.Reg. 232/98
Leachate generation rates
(HELP™ modelling)
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Hydrograph timing/duration.
Changes in baseflows.
Streambank erosion
potential.
Ability to release postdevelopment peak flows to
downstream watercourses
at or below predevelopment conditions.

Temperature.
Water quality (i.e.,
suspended solids, metals,
inorganics).
Benthos.
Fish

Changes in surface
water quality

Criteria

Table 4: Draft Impact Assessment Criteria
Indicator
Rationale
concentrations in the
bedrock aquifer.
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Social

Number of occupied
households disrupted

Number of occupied
households disrupted;
Number of trucks

Potential nuisance effects
to residents from odour,
noise, litter and dust.

Potential nuisance effects
to residents from dust
and noise along the haul
route. t

Displaced residents may suffer
from effects associated with
relocating. The degree of
hardship will vary based on the
degree of attachment to
property/community.
The degree of disruption will
depend on the characteristics of
the affected households, the
extent of and proximity to the
predicted nuisance effects.
The degree of disruption will
depend on the characteristics of
the affected households, the
extent of and proximity to the
predicted nuisance effects.

A landfill has the potential to
result in greenhouse gas
emissions so it is necessary to
understand the extent of
emissions to be able to mitigate
where possible.

Interviews;
Public consultation activities;
Results of noise/air quality
studies;
Secondary sources
Interviews;
Public consultation activities;
Results of noise/air quality
studies









Interviews
Public consultation activities

Data Source
Results from other disciplines
(e.g. Design and Operations,
Transportation)
GIS mapping/Secondary
sources
MOECC and ECCC air quality
monitoring data
Atmospheric assessment
work, Climate Change work
plan
Results from other disciplines
(e.g. Design and Operations
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Number of residents
displaced

Vulnerability of engineered
systems

Quantitative assessment of
GHG emissions

Potential for
displacement of on-site
residences.

Climate change resilience
(GHG emissions potential
and vulnerability of
systems)

Climate Change

Social

Criteria
Potential impacts to air
quality (based on
indicator compounds)

Environment
Air Quality

Table 4: Draft Impact Assessment Criteria
Indicator
Rationale
Comparison of predicted
The landfill must meet criteria
concentrations of air quality established by the MOECP
indicator compounds against
MOECP air quality criteria
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Number of businesses
disrupted

Potential nuisance effects
to businesses from dust,
noise, litter along the
haul route

The degree of disruption will
depend on the characteristics of
the affected businesses, the
extent of and proximity to the
predicted nuisance effects.

The degree of disruption will
depend on the characteristics of
the affected businesses, the
extent of and proximity to the
predicted nuisance effects.

Back up beepers, trucks, and
landfill machinery all create noise
at the landfill which can be
disruptive to residents.
The degree of disruption will
depend on the characteristics of
the affected residents and the
extent of visual impacts. The
determination of visual impact
will be based on consideration of
landscape character, extent of
visibility, proximity and receptor
sensitivity.

Interviews;
Public consultation activities;
Results of noise/air quality
studies







Interviews;
Public consultation activities;
Results of noise/air quality
studies;
Secondary sources

GIS mapping/secondary
sources
Noise modelling results
MOECP Noise criteria
Interviews.
Public consultation activities.
Results of visual assessment.

Data Source
Review and evaluation of
nuisance generating facilities.
Comparison between before
and after previous expansion.
Available literature.
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Number of businesses
disrupted

Number of and proximity of
occupied households with
impacted views.

Predicted level of noise at
receptors relative to
established criteria

Potential nuisance effects
to businesses from odour,
noise, litter and dust.

Potential visual impacts.

Visual

Economic
Economic

Potential for impacts

Criteria
Potential impacts to
property value.

Noise

Environment

Table 4: Draft Impact Assessment Criteria
Indicator
Rationale
Home and property value in
Expansion may or may not affect
local area and comparable
property values in the local area
jurisdictions.
or along the haul route
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Agriculture

Environment

Field Investigations
Soil Maps
Soil Capability mapping
Official Plan and policies.

Field Investigations
Soil Maps
OMAFRA drainage mapping.
Field investigations
Agency and key contacts

Field investigations
Agency and key contacts

Field investigations
Farm operator Interviews












Data Source
Waste Connections
employment and spending
estimates;
Municipal data
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Assess potential for
impact to agricultural
resources “Off-Site”

Assess potential for loss
of agricultural resource
“On Site”

Criteria
Potential benefits to the
wider economy in the
Municipality of ChathamKent

Table 4: Draft Impact Assessment Criteria
Indicator
Rationale
Additional municipal
Expansion may result in benefits
revenue;
to the local and broader economy
Additional employment
of the Municipality
opportunities (local and
municipality wide)
Soil capability
Under the Planning Act, Class 1
to 3 soils that are designated
agricultural are considered Prime
Agricultural lands and should be
preserved for future agricultural
usage
Presence of tile
Tiles and drainage ditches
drainage/surface ditches.
represent an investment in land
improvements to improve soil
productivity.
Area of crop production
Identifies the amount of land in
use for agricultural production
(e.g. common field
crops/orchards/fallow) that will
be removed by the facility.
Number and type of farm
Identifies the number and
infrastructure
condition of farm infrastructure
which shows long term capital
investment.
Area of crop production
Nuisance impacts from the
within the off-site study area landfill can cause economic losses
and frustration to Off-Site
farmers. For example, litter can
damage cultivation/seeding and
harvest equipment thus causing
delays in farming operations.
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Indigenous
communities

Cultural
Cultural

Environment

Number of cultural heritage
resources within the off-site
study area and the change in
the use/experience of those
resources
Area of Traditional territory
affected

The landfill has the potential to
impact traditional lands. It is
important to recognize this in the
EA.

The expansion has the potential
to result in a change in the
use/experience of cultural
heritage resources

Input from Indigenous
communities



Field investigations
Farm operator Interviews




Cultural Heritage Assessment

Roadside survey





Farm operator Interviews
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Potential to impact
Indigenous community
traditional territory

Potential disturbance of
cultural heritage
resources

Assess potential for
disruption of farm
operations along the Haul
route

Criteria

Table 4: Draft Impact Assessment Criteria
Indicator
Rationale
Dust can affect growth and
interfere with pest management
controls
Number of livestock
Identifies the number and
infrastructure within the off- condition of farm infrastructure.
site study area
Such infrastructure which are
used for animal housing are
considered sensitive.
Number of farm building
Indicates the number of
complexes with direct access ingress/egress points to farm
to Haul Route
building complexes where
interference is most likely for
farm operations along the Haul
route.
Number of field entrances
Indicates the number of
with direct access to haul
ingress/egress points to farm
route
fields where conflict could occur
between slow moving farm
machinery and haul trucks.
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Transportation
Transportation

Built
Land use

Archaeology

Environment

Levels of service and other
performance metrics will provide
the opportunity to assess and
compare impacts of alternative
traffic activity levels on- and offsite

Performance of the network
along the haul route

The expansion will result in the
permanent change to the existing
land use as designated in the
municipal Official Plan
The identification of permits or
approvals required from the local
municipality and/or Region to
ensure that the landfill expansion
is in conformity with municipal
plans

Observed traffic data.
Calculations in spreadsheet
models.

Agency consultation;
Official Plan and Zoning-Bylaw Review







Official Plan Review;
Agency consultation;
GIS Mapping

Archaeological Assessment

Data Source
Input from Indigenous
communities
Input from Waste
Connections of Canada
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Transportation Service

Change in municipal and/or
regional permitting or
approvals as a result of
landfill expansion

Potential for additional
approvals or permits
(e.g., airport zoning)


Level of Service – Volume to
Capacity Assessment of in
mid-block links and
intersections.
% truck traffic.
Travel times.
Collision Rates.

Change in existing land use
designations

Potential for changes to
land use designations.

Potential disturbance of
as-yet undiscovered
archaeological resources

Criteria
Potential benefits to
Indigenous Communities

Table 4: Draft Impact Assessment Criteria
Indicator
Rationale
Extent of support and
Funding of peer reviews and field
capacity building for
visit opportunities are ways to
Indigenous Communities
involve the Indigenous
Communities support their skill
growth.
Area disturbed by landfill
Potential to uncover
development
archaeological resource(s) as part
of expansion
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Aviation

Environment

Results of other studies (e.g.
Bird Hazard Assessment)
Discussions with ChathamKent Airport representatives.




Observed traffic data.
Calculations in spreadsheet
models.

Data Source
Observed traffic data.
Calculations in spreadsheet
models.
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Potential impact on the
Chatham-Kent Airport

Potential transportation
impact on Noise

Criteria
Potential transportation
impact on Air Quality

Table 4: Draft Impact Assessment Criteria
Indicator
Rationale
Vehicle kilometers of travel. Level of Greenhouse Gas
Average vehicle speed along Emissions along haul route
haul route.
The greater the volume and the
Vehicle hours of delay.
greater the delay for travel
along the haul route, the more
vehicle emissions will be
realized.
Peak hour and AADT
Exposure of receptors to
estimates along haul route
volume.
sections.
Increased volume and the truck
component of that volume, will
result in increased noise levels.
Depending on the location of
sensitive receptors, this may or
may not be a significant
differentiator.
Qualitative assessment of
The landfill expansion has the
the potential aviation
potential to result in additional
impacts cause by bird
bird populations. An
hazards resulting from the
understanding of bird
expanded landfill
populations, flight patterns and
operations will determine the
need for any additional
mitigation.
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Ministry of the Environment,
Conservation and Parks

Ministère de l'Environnement, de la
Protection de la nature et des Parcs

Environmental Assessment and
Permissions Branch

Direction des évaluations et des
permissions environnementales

135 St. Clair Avenue West
st
1 Floor
Toronto ON M4V 1P5
Phone: 416 314-8001
Fax: 416 314-8452

135, avenue St. Clair Ouest
Rez-de-chaussée
Toronto (Ontario) M4V 1P5
Tél: 416 314-8001
Téléc: 416 314-8452

August 2, 2018

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Cathy Smith
Project Manager, Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment
Waste Connections of Canada

FROM:

Carolyn Lee
Project Officer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch

RE:

Draft Criteria for the Evaluation of Alternative Methods
EA Reference No. 16019

The Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch of the Ministry of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks (MECP) has reviewed the memo on the draft
criteria for the evaluation of alternative methods dated July 18, 2018, prepared by Dillon
Consulting. The MECP offers the following comments on the proposed approach for the
evaluation of alternative methods for expanding the Ridge Landfill, evaluation criteria,
and impact assessment criteria for the preferred expansion method.
1.0 Evaluation Approach
Steps 2 and 3 in the memo outline how alternative methods will be developed and how
the potential environmental effects will be identified for each method. In defining
alternatives, please note that the “do nothing alternative” should always be described
and considered. The “do nothing” alternative represents the base case and what is
expected to happen if none of the alternatives being considered are carried out. It is a
benchmark against which the consequences of the alternatives can be measured.
When identifying effects, there should be a distinction between the effects that would
result from construction, operation and post-closure (when applicable).
Additional information is needed on how alternative methods will be compared based on
their advantages and disadvantages for each evaluation criterion. The environmental
assessment (EA) must clearly describe the chosen evaluation methods. Step 4
mentions that alternatives will be qualitatively compared. It is generally understood that
qualitative methods of assessment involve ways of gathering information that yield

results that cannot easily be measured by or be translated into numbers, as opposed to
quantitative methods. Evaluation methods for EA can be quantitative and/or qualitative
as long as they are traceable and transparent. It is important to clarify that like
quantitative analysis, qualitative analysis should also be based on objective data and
references. Therefore, please ensure that your qualitative analysis follow traceable and
replicable methodologies.
2.0 Criteria for the Evaluation of Site Development/Expansion Alternatives
Section 5.2.7 of the Code of Practice for Preparing and Reviewing Terms of Reference
for Environmental Assessments in Ontario (2014) states that detailed reasons for the
selection of criteria, indicators and methods are not needed in the terms of reference
but can be included in supporting documents, and then provided in the EA when it is
prepared. MECP notes that Table 1 does not provide a rationale for the selection of
criteria for the evaluation of alternative methods. It would beneficial to provide the
rationale in the memo to facilitate the preparation of the EA.
Table 1 outlines the proposed criteria for evaluating alternative methods for expanding
the Ridge Landfill. Evaluation criteria are used to assess the effects of alternatives on
the environment. As environmental effects can be positive or negative, evaluation
criteria should be developed in a way that enables the identification of both positive and
negative impacts. For example, the environmental criterion “potential for loss/disruption
of terrestrial systems on-site” or “potential for displacement of residents on-site” refers
to negative impacts. “Effect on terrestrial ecosystems”, “effect on residents” or “effect to
residential land use” would be more appropriate evaluation criteria as effects can be
positive or negative. In addition, evaluation criteria assess environmental effects within
a study area developed specifically for each environmental component/discipline. By
stating that an environmental criterion will only look at effects “on-site” (in this case it is
assumed as the Ridge Landfill property), the assessment of effects would be limited in a
way that would not meet the environmental assessment requirement to determine all
potential direct and indirect effects of each alternative method. MECP expects that the
discipline-specific study areas established by Waste Connections will be large enough
to assess all direct and indirect effects. For example, the study area for terrestrial
ecosystems should be large enough to encompass habitat types and linkages, and the
study area for aquatic ecosystems should include entire catchment areas/drainage
basins that could be affected by the landfill expansion.
Indicators are how potential effects will be measured for each criterion using either
qualitative or quantitative means. Indicators need to be measurable to be able to
ascertain a change (positive or negative) to the particular environmental criterion under
consideration. Table 1 lists “relative ability to meet Reasonable Use Guidelines” and
“relative ability to release pre-development flows downstream” as indicators for
assessing effects to groundwater and surface water respectively. These would not be
considered indicators as they are not directly measurable. The criteria, indicators and
data sources in Table 1 should be the same as those detailed in the hydrogeology and
surface water work plans that have been reviewed by MECP. MECP also recommends
that the term pre-expansion be used as opposed to pre-development for clarity since
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the Ridge Landfill is an existing, developed landfill site and pre-development can be
interpreted as what the site was like before development.
A data source that was referenced multiple times in Table 1 is “Field work and results
from other disciplines”. Data sources need to be specific to the indicators that will be
measured. The data source column should specify the sources of information that will
be used to ascertain environmental effects. For example, data sources for an air quality
impact assessment would include “air quality monitoring station data”, “meteorological
station data”, and ‘air quality modelling output”. The criteria, indicator and data sources
mentioned in the atmospheric work plan should be included in Table 1.
An example is provided below to illustrate the relationship between environmental
components, evaluation criteria, indicators, and data sources.
Environmental Component: Natural Environment
Sub-component
Criteria
Indicators
Atmospheric
Effects on
Greenhouse gas
Environment
greenhouse gases emissions
generated in
carbon dioxide
equivalents (CO2e)

Data Sources
Landfill gas
generation
estimates
Vegetation cover
mapping

Change in area of
carbon sinks
The proposed environmental criteria in Table 1 are: natural, social, economic,
archaeology, built, transportation and technical. For clarity and ease of comprehension,
MECP recommends a review of how each criterion is categorized. For example, there
may be an opportunity to consider transportation and technical environments as part of
the built environment. The subsections below detail MECP’s recommendations on the
organization of evaluation criteria and comments on the proposed evaluation criteria.
2.1 Natural Environment
The MECP recommends that Table 1 include a column(s) for sub-components of the
natural environment. Below is an example of how the natural environment category in
Table 1 could be organized:
• Physical environment
o atmospheric environment (example criterion: effects to air quality)
o water environment (example criterion: effects to surface water)
o land environment (example criterion: effects to geology and soils)
• Biological environment
o terrestrial ecosystems (example criterion: effects to terrestrial wildlife and
habitat)
o aquatic ecosystems (example criterion: effects to endangered aquatic
species and habitat)
3

For assessing impacts to terrestrial and aquatic wildlife and habitats, there are other
evaluation criteria that can be considered such as effects to birds, amphibians and
wetlands. Input from other government review team members, Indigenous communities
and stakeholders should be incorporated as necessary.
2.2 Social Environment
Social environment evaluation criteria typically relate to the physical and social setting
where humans live and their interactions within that environment. These could include
evaluation criteria related to human health and safety in addition to nuisance impacts
related to landfilling activities. MECP offers the following comments on each of the
proposed evaluation criterion listed under the social environment.
Potential for displacement of residents on-site
It is MECP’s understanding that there are four homes on the Ridge Landfill property
owned by Waste Connections; two on Charing Cross Road and two on Allison Line,
only one of which is occupied. As there is only one occupied house on the Ridge
Landfill property, this criterion may not be effective in highlighting the advantages and
disadvantages of alternative landfill expansion methods. As mentioned earlier in Section
2.0 of this memo “effect on residents” or “effect on residential land use” could be a more
appropriate criterion.
Potential for disruption (e.g. noise, dust, etc.) of residents off-site
Landfilling activities can cause aesthetic (visual and litter), noise, odour, and traffic
effects. Each of these effects should be a stand-alone environmental criterion with its
own set of indicators for measuring impacts. These could include:
• Effects on landscape aesthetics
• Effects of noise on residents/sensitive receptors
• Effects of landfill odours on residents
• Effects of truck traffic on residents
MECP notes that “survey input from local residents/businesses” has been removed as a
data source. In the approved amended Terms of Reference, Waste Connections made
a commitment to conduct a socio-economic impact assessment to address property
values, which would include an in-person survey of residents and business within one
kilometre of the landfill site and along the haul route related to their use and enjoyment
of their property. Please provide a reason as to why this data source has been removed
and the status of this survey.
Potential for disruption of residents along the haul route for soil import or export
This criterion does not specify the type of disruption (e.g. noise, traffic, dust, litter etc.)
associated with the existing haul route. As trucks using the haul route are not limited to
dump trucks hauling soil, the assessment of haul route effects on residents should not
be limited to soil import or export. If haul routes and site entrances will not change as
4

part of the landfill expansion, then environmental criteria related to haul routes would
not be useful in identifying advantages and disadvantages between alternative
expansion methods. In this case, it may be appropriate to conduct a separate impact
assessment on the haul route as part of the preferred undertaking.
Potential for odour disruption as a result of landfill mining
As the criteria developed will be used to evaluate all alternative methods for landfill
expansion, it would not be appropriate to develop a criterion that is particular to any one
landfill expansion method, or a component of an alternative landfill expansion method.
As suggested above, “Effects of landfill odours on residents” would be a criterion that
could be applied to evaluate all landfill expansion alternative methods.
Potential for impact on financial livelihood
An explanation is needed for including this criterion in the evaluation of alternative
expansion methods. Additional explanation is also needed on the types of livelihoods
that will be assessed. Typically criteria that relate to occupation and employment are
categorized as economic environment criteria. Please note that information collected as
part of the EA is subject to the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act
and personal information will become part of a public record unless personal information
is requested to remain confidential. As individual compensation and community
benefits agreements may be confidential in nature, the proposed indicator “potential for
change in individual compensation” may be problematic.
2.3 Cultural Environment
Evaluation criteria related to the cultural environmental typically include effects to
archaeological resources, effects to built heritage, effects to cultural heritage
landscapes, as well as effects on traditional land uses for Indigenous peoples. The only
proposed criterion in Table 1 relative to cultural environment is related to archaeology.
Additional cultural environment evaluation criteria should be considered.
The proposed archaeological criterion “potential for impact to as-yet undiscovered
archaeological resources on-site” could be better worded as “potential effects to
archaeological resources”. As indicators need to be measurable, the proposed indicator
“potential for undocumented archaeological features within new landfill footprint on-site”
would not be an effective indicator. An example of a measurable indicator to assess the
potential to effect archaeological resources is “area of undisturbed land that will be
affected by the landfill expansion alternative” where undisturbed land is considered to
have higher archaeological potential than recently disturbed land. In the approved
amended Terms of Reference, Waste Connections made a commitment to conduct a
Stage 2 Archaeological Assessment. The results of the Stage 2 Archaeological
Assessment should also be included as a data source.
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2.4 Built Environment
This environmental component refers to the developed or “built” environment or
landscape by humans. Environmental criteria associated the built environment typically
include effects to land use, effects to existing landfill infrastructure (physical and
operational), as well as effects to transportation infrastructure (roads, airfields etc.).
Therefore, the MECP suggests that there is an opportunity to consider transportation
and technical environments as part of the built environment.
Waste Connections proposes the following criteria to assess impacts to the built
environment:
•
•
•
•
•

Intensity of waste management use;
Potential for traffic safety and operational impacts along the haul route for soil
import or export;
Potential for providing necessary service;
Potential for on-site work safety concerns; and
Cost of facility.

Based on MECP’s comments on criteria, indicators and data sources, it is
recommended that the proposed criteria be re-organized and revised by the project
team. For example, effects to worker health and safety could be a social environment
criterion, and the cost of the facility could be an economic environment criterion.
Additional criterion related to effects to land use, effects to existing landfill infrastructure,
and effects to transportation infrastructure should be considered.
2.5 Economic Environment
Criteria to evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of each alternative expansion
method relative to the economic environment typically include effects on capital costs,
effects on operations/maintenance costs, effects on facility closure costs, in addition to
effects on the local economy with respect to businesses, employment, and property
values. Currently, the proposed economic environment evaluation criteria in Table 1
are:
•
•
•
•

Potential for disruption of businesses off-site;
Potential for disruption of businesses along the haul route for soil import and
export;
Potential for loss/disruption of agriculture on site; and
Potential for impact on financial livelihood.

Based on MECP’s previous comments on criteria, indicators and data sources, it is
recommended that the proposed criteria be re-organized and revised, and to ensure
that there is no double-counting. The criterion “potential for impact on financial
livelihood” is proposed as both a social environment and economic environment
evaluation criterion. In Table 1, Waste Connections proposes to assess the potential for
change in financial contributions to the municipality and community trust, regional
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economy and individual compensations. An assessment of contributions to the Ridge
Landfill Trust and community/municipal benefits would be more relevant when looking at
the advantages and disadvantages of the overall project on the community and local
economy rather than in the evaluation of alternative expansion methods.
3.0 Criteria for the Evaluation of Leachate Treatment and Landfill Gas
Management Alternatives
MECP acknowledges that the criteria developed for the evaluation of landfill expansion
alternative methods may not all be applicable to the evaluation of alternative leachate
treatment and landfill gas management alternatives; however, the alternatives will still
be evaluated with respect to all components of the environment (e.g. natural, social,
cultural, built, economic). Please review and modify the criteria, indicators and data
sources in Table 2 (Draft Evaluation Criteria for the Evaluation of Landfill Gas
Management Alternatives) and Table 3 (Draft Evaluation Criteria for the Evaluation of
Leachate Treatment Alternatives) based on MECP’s earlier comments and definitions of
criteria, indicators and data sources. Please note that the purpose of evaluation criteria
are to determine the advantages and disadvantages of each alternative relative to each
component of the environment. Some of the proposed criteria in Tables 2 and 3 such as
“the ability to meet regulatory requirements”, “technical feasibility”, and “potential for
providing necessary service”, are typically used as screening criteria to determine a
reasonable range of viable alternatives to evaluate in more detail. It would not be
beneficial to evaluate an alternative that would likely not meet regulatory or operational
requirements.
An example is provided to illustrate how an evaluation criterion can be revised. A
proposed evaluation criterion for the evaluation of leachate treatment alternatives is
“ability of WPCPs to receive and treat leachate” a shown below.
Technical Environment
Sub-component
Criteria
Design and Operations Ability of [water
pollution control
plant] WPCP to
receive and treat
leachate

Indicators
Ability of the
alternative to either
obtain an ECA
approval or meet
requirements of an
existing ECA

Data Sources
Treatment
specialist input

Alternative methods should be viable. If a proposed leachate treatment alternative
method is to send leachate to a WPCP for treatment, in order for the alternative method
to be viable, the WPCP(s) under consideration should have the ability to accept and
treat leachate. The evaluation criterion could be revised as “effects to WPCPs.” An
indicator for evaluating the effects of each alternative leachate treatment method on
WPCPs could be leachate quality prior to discharge to the WPCP as shown below.
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Built/Technical Environment
Sub-component
Criteria
Technical Environment Effects on Water
Pollution Control
Plants

Indicators
Leachate quality
(e.g. BOD5,
chloride, ammonia
concentrations)

Data Sources
Leachate
monitoring data
and modelling
results
Wastewater
treatment plant
design criteria
information
Wastewater
treatment plant
performance data
(annual reports)

As seen in the example above, data sources are specific. MECP acknowledges that
data sources and information will be interpreted by technical experts and engineering
professionals; however, treatment specialist input is not considered a data source.
While professional judgement may factor into the net effects assessment, the
assessment method chosen must be able to produce an assessment that is clear,
logical and traceable. A clear, logical and traceable assessment is one in which anyone
with the same information could reach the same conclusion without any additional
assumptions.
For each alternative landfill gas and leachate treatment method, there is associated
infrastructure for conveying gas or leachate to an off-site location. The effects of
constructing or operating this conveyance infrastructure also need to be evaluated.
Therefore, additional criteria should be considered to evaluate these off-site impacts.
The study areas for conducting these assessments should be sufficiently large to
capture all potential direct and indirect effects. For example, the leachate treatment
alternatives study area would include the locations of the WPCPs under consideration.
4.0 Impact Assessment Criteria
MECP comments related to Table 1 (Criteria for the Evaluation of Site Development
Alternatives) on the organization of environment components and sub-components,
criteria, indicators, and data sources also apply to Table 4 (Draft Impact Assessment
Criteria). There are criteria in Table 4 that appear more than once. For example, the
noise effects evaluation criterion appears to be considered under multiple environmental
components:
• Potential nuisance effects to residents from dust and noise along the haul route
(Social Environment);
• Potential transportation impact on noise (Transportation Environment);
• Potential nuisance effects to businesses from dust, noise, litter along the haul
route (Economic Environment);
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•
•

Potential for noise impacts (Noise Environment);
Potential nuisance effects to residents from odour, noise, litter and dust (Social
Environment).

To avoid double-counting, it would be beneficial to re-organize environment
components/sub-components, and review evaluation criteria and indicators accordingly.
MECP notes that the evaluation criteria associated with the effects from continued use
of the existing waste haul route are included in Table 4. For clarity, it may be beneficial
to develop a separate set of impact assessment criteria for the haul route. Please
ensure that effects to highway infrastructure is included as an impact assessment
criterion. The amended Terms of Reference states that “Waste Connections will consult
with the Ministry of Transportation on the preparation of a traffic impact study that
considers of the impacts of the existing waste haul route, as defined in the terms of
reference, on the Highway 401/Highway 40 interchange.”
The contribution of the project to climate change, and the impacts of climate change on
the project are separate assessments. Therefore, it would be difficult to consider the
effects of landfill expansion on greenhouse gases, and the effects of extreme weather
events on landfill infrastructure under one environmental criterion “climate change
resilience”. The assessment of (net) project effects on greenhouse gases as noted in
the Notice of Approval of the Terms of Reference must consider woodlot removal, onsite vehicles, the waste haul route, and landfill gas management for the preferred
undertaking. The assessment of infrastructure vulnerability to extreme weather events
and future changes in climate would have different evaluation criteria as it examines the
effects of climate change on the project as opposed to project effects on climate
change.
This memo provides MECP’s input on the draft evaluation criteria. Criteria, indicators
and data sources will evolve as input is received from other government review team
members, Indigenous communities, and members of the public. If you would like to
discuss the above comments, please feel free to contact the undersigned at 416-2124279 or by email at Carolyn.Lee@Ontario.ca
Sincerely

Carolyn Lee
c:

Andrew Evers, Environmental Assessment Permissions Branch, MECP
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By stating that an environmental criterion will only look at effects “on-site” (in this case it
is assumed as the Ridge Landfill property), the assessment of effects would be limited
in a way that would not meet the environmental assessment requirement to determine
all potential direct and indirect effects of each alternative method. MECP expects that
the discipline-specific study areas established by Waste Connections will be large
enough to assess all direct and indirect effects.
Indicators need to be measurable to be able to ascertain a change to the environment.
The proposed indicators “relative ability to meet Reasonable Use Guidelines”
(hydrogeology) and “relative ability to release pre-development flows downstream”
(surface water) are not directly measureable. MECP suggests the criteria, indicators
and data sources for these disciplines in Table 1 should be the same as those detailed
in the hydrogeology and surface water work plans that have been reviewed by MECP.

6
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The criteria developed for the evaluation of alternatives to the undertaking are usually
more general than the criteria developed for the evaluation of alternative methods.
However, as Waste Connections is carrying out a focused environmental assessment
that is centred on the evaluation of alternative methods, the criteria and indicators
should be more comprehensive and specific.

Follow-up comments October 4, 2018:

As environmental effects can be positive or negative, evaluation criteria should be
developed in a way that enables the identification of both positive and negative
impacts.

5

MECP notes that Table 1 does not provide a rationale for the selection of criteria for the
evaluation of alternative methods. It would beneficial to provide the rationale in the
memo to facilitate the preparation of the EA.

4

Memo Section 2.0 Criteria for the Evaluation of
Site Development/Expansion Alternatives

MECP comments acknowledge that qualitative evaluation methods are acceptable as
long as they are traceable, transparent and based on objective data and references.
MECP requested that the qualitative analysis proposed follows traceable and replicable
methodologies. Additional information is requested on how alternative methods will be
compared based on their advantages and disadvantages.

3

In defining alternatives, please note that the “do nothing alternative” should always be
described and considered.

Comments on the Draft Criteria for the Evaluation of Alternative Methods
(August 2 and October 4, 2018)

When identifying effects, there should be a distinction between effects that would result
from construction, operation and post-closure (where applicable).

Memo Section 1.0 Evaluation Approach

Reference to ToR

2

1

#

Proposal: Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment
Proponent: Waste Connections of Canada

Proponent Responses
(September 21 and November 2, 2018)

Surface water: During the review of the work plan a commitment was made to MECP to
model pre/post expansion flows or all 3 alternatives. As such, this was included as the

Hydrogeology: Running the model for all 3 alternatives will not result in a significant
difference or a better decision and may complicate the evaluation. We have revised the
wording of the criteria for site development alternatives in Table 1 to reflect the wording
in then Hydrogeology work plan for the remaining criteria/indicators. The data sources
have been revised slightly from the work plan based on the information that will be
available at the time of the evaluation.

The hydrogeology and surface water work plans represent a master list of
criteria/indicators for all assessment work. The decision on which of the
criteria/indicators from the work plans to use in the evaluation of site development
alternatives was based on whether they would be helpful in determining a difference
between alternatives.

The evaluation of site development alternatives will use the full study areas identified.

Table 1 has been revised and the criteria reworded to enable identification of both
positive and negative effects.

Table 1 has been revised to include rationale.

We confirm that the evaluation will be undertaken to be traceable, transparent and
objective. A reasoned argument or pairwise comparison approach will be used to
compare the alternatives and identify a preferred. The approach will be described in the
Alternative Methods Interim Report and the EA document.

The evaluation criteria/indicators will be reviewed and revised and this distinction made
where applicable.

The evaluation of Alternative Methods will include the “do nothing alternative” as the
baseline condition. The alternatives (including the do-nothing alternative) will be
described in more detail in the Alternative Methods Interim Report and the EA document.

Alternative Methods Evaluation Criteria Comment-Response Table

9

8

#

Reference to ToR

2

The criteria, indicators and data sources mentioned in the atmospheric work plan
should be included in Table 1.

It is noted that the criteria/indicator related to odour was included under social rather
than physical environment.

The criteria, indicators and data sources that had been included in our July 18 memo
on evaluation criteria were the same as those included in the Atmospheric work plan with
some wording changes. These have been revised to match the wording in the approved
work plan.

th

The data sources have been reviewed and revised. Field observations have been left as
a relevant data source.

This change has been made.

Chlorides will be the parameter that will be used in the assessment. Chlorides have
historically been identified as the parameter of most concern at the site and the use of
chlorides as an indicator is consistent with the approach of Reg. 232.

Not all the proposed indicators in Table 1 (Draft Criteria for the Evaluation of Site
Development Alternatives) are reportable qualitative or quantitative parameters. It is
unclear which indicators will be used in the “Qualitative assessment of ability of
alternative to meet Reasonable Use Guidelines” for the criterion “potential impacts to
groundwater quality during operation and post-closure”. What parameters will be
examined and which water quality objectives will be applied?
The listed indicators should clearly state what will be measured or reported to
determine potential environmental effects. For example for the surface water quantity
impact criterion, the indicators could be more clearly stated as changes in peak flows
and runoff volumes pre- and post-expansion rather than “ability to release postexpansion peak flows to downstream watercourses at or below pre-expansion
conditions”.
A data source that was referenced multiple times in Table 1 is “Field work and results
from other disciplines”. Data sources need to be specific to the indicators that will be
measured. The data source column should specify the sources of information that will
be used to ascertain environmental effects.

These criteria will be reviewed and clarity added with regards to construction where
possible.

This approach is understood and will be applied in the evaluation of alternative methods.

Section 2 of the Hydrogeo work plan will be used as the basis for the evaluation

Waste Connections will review the criteria/indicators used to make sure that they are
clear, reflect input received from relevant agencies, stakeholders and Indigenous
Communities, as appropriate and that they cover potential effects, regardless of whether
the impact is consistent between alternatives. Criteria and indicators will be
comprehensive and specific enough to complete the evaluation of alternatives.

Follow-up responses November 2, 2018:

indicator for surface water.

Proponent Responses
(September 21 and November 2, 2018)

Additional clarity is needed with respect to the criteria and indicators related to
groundwater and surface water. The proposed criteria only seem to consider operation
and post-closure effects but not construction effects.

When completing the evaluation of alternative methods, each method should first be
compared against the do nothing benchmark (existing baseline conditions) to measure
the consequences of each method on the environment. The evaluation process
examines trade-offs, in which the advantages and disadvantages of each alternative
are weighed in terms of their net effects, both positive and negative, on the
environment.

Even if the alternative methods may have similar impacts on a particular criterion, it is
important to demonstrate that impacts to the particular criterion were considered
during the environmental assessment.

Criteria and indicators established in the work plans reviewed by relevant agencies,
stakeholders and Indigenous communities should be used in the evaluation of
alternatives. Moreover, the Hydrogeological Work Plan states that the assessment
criteria, indicators and data sources outlined Section 2.0 of the work plan will be used
for the evaluation of alternative methods and the assessment of net effects.

Comments on the Draft Criteria for the Evaluation of Alternative Methods
(August 2 and October 4, 2018)

Criteria and indicators will be comprehensive and specific enough to complete the
evaluation of the alternatives.

Social Environment – Potential for displacement of residents on-site: MECP suggests
the “effects on residents” or “effect on residential land use” could be a more
appropriate criterion than the current “displacement of residents on-site”.
Social Environment – Potential for disruption of residents off-site: MECP suggests that
each of the potential disruption effects (e.g. noise, odour, truck traffic, landscape
aesthetics) be considered as a separate criterion with its own indicators.
Follow-up comments October 4, 2018:
Criteria and indicators tend to be more high level when evaluating alternatives to the
undertaking. At the alternative methods evaluation stage, detailed criteria and
indicators outlined in the work plans should be used to ascertain net effects.

14

15

16

Follow-up responses November 2, 2018:

Natural Environment - For assessing impacts to terrestrial and aquatic wildlife and
habitats, there are other evaluation criteria that can be considered such as effects to
birds, amphibians and wetlands. Input from other government review team members,
Indigenous communities and stakeholders should be incorporated as necessary.

13

Yes the survey will be used as appropriate in the evaluation of alternative methods and
as part of the socioeconomic analysis in the EA.

Does the survey provide baseline information on the social environment in terms of
land use and property enjoyment for use in determining the potential effects of each
alternative? If so, then the survey could be considered a source of information for the
determination of net effects.

3

Follow-up responses November 2, 2018:

The survey questions will focus more on the site as a whole rather than the development
alternatives. As such, the survey is unlikely to add new information to distinguish
between the alternatives beyond what has already been identified through consultation.
It is intended to complete the survey starting in late October/early November to avoid
interference with many of the resident’s agricultural activities. Survey results will be
added if the completed surveys are available for inclusion into the Alternative Methods
Interim Report.

This change has been made.

We have changed the wording of these indicators to include a fuller list of examples. We
note the evaluation criteria table was designed to focus on criteria/indicators that are
relevant to identifying a difference between the alternatives being considered. Wetlands
for example were not specified previously as there are none on-site.

This change has been made.

Follow-up comments October 4, 2018:

Although the proximity of sensitive receptors may influence the level/intensity of a
potential effect experienced, it is not a direct measure of noise, odour and visual
impacts. More specific indicators of noise, odour and visual effects are needed.
Social Environment – Potential for disruption of residents off-site: MECP notes that
“survey input from local residents/businesses” has been removed as a data source. In
the approved amended Terms of Reference, Waste Connections made a commitment
to conduct a socio-economic impact assessment to address property values, which
would include an in-person survey of residents and business within one kilometre of
the landfill site and along the haul route related to their use and enjoyment of their
property. Please provide a reason as to why this data source has been removed and
the status of this survey.

This criterion has been separated into individual criteria. It is noted that the indicator is
similar for all; proximity is used as a measure of potential impact.

Natural Environment – suggest organizing under physical and biological environment.

12

As shown in the attached revised Table 1, we have re-organized the criteria as
suggested.

We note that the order of the evaluation criteria in the memo follows that in the Approved
Amended Terms of Reference. These criteria have also been reviewed with the public at
a Workshop and an Open House.

This change has been made.

The proposed environmental criteria in Table 1 are: natural, social, economic,
archaeology, built, transportation and technical. For clarity and ease of
comprehension, MECP recommends a review of how each criterion is categorized.
Further commentary is provided below for each discipline.

Proponent Responses
(September 21 and November 2, 2018)

Request to use the term pre-expansion rather than pre-development.

Comments on the Draft Criteria for the Evaluation of Alternative Methods
(August 2 and October 4, 2018)

11

Reference to ToR

10

#

Cultural Environment – In the approved amended Terms of Reference, Waste
Connections made a commitment to conduct a Stage 2 Archaeological Assessment.

22

4

Cultural Environment – Rewording of the archaeology criterion and indicator is
suggested.

21

As mentioned in MECP’s follow-up comment to #7, even if alternative methods may
have similar impacts on a particular criterion, it is important to demonstrate that the
impacts of each alternative method on the particular criterion (in this case effects to
cultural heritage resources) were considered in the environmental assessment.

Follow-up comments October 4, 2018:

Cultural Environment – Only archaeology is included, additional cultural environment
evaluation criteria should be considered (e.g. built heritage, cultural heritage
landscapes).

20

The MECP notes from the rationale provided, that the assessment of traffic effects on
residents will only consider construction truck traffic resulting from soil import/export.
However the criteria “potential for landfill traffic effect on residents during construction
and operation” and a similar criterion under the economic environment, “potential for
effect on businesses along the haul route for soil import or export during construction
and operation” both reference effects during operation. If operational traffic effects will
be considered then there should be indicators for determining those types of effects.
Social Environment – Potential for odour disruption as a result of landfill mining: MECP
suggests that this criterion be removed and the effect odour be captured under a
criterion such as “Effects of landfill odours on residents”.

Follow-up comments October 4, 2018:

Social Environment – Potential for disruption of residents along the haul route for soil
import or export: MECP notes that since the haul route and site entrance will not
change, criteria related to identifying advantages and disadvantages between site
development alternatives may not be useful and that a separate impact assessment of
haul route should be done for the preferred undertaking.

Comments on the Draft Criteria for the Evaluation of Alternative Methods
(August 2 and October 4, 2018)

Social Environment – Potential for impact on financial livelihood: An explanation is
needed for including this criterion in the evaluation of alternative expansion methods.
Additional explanation is also needed on the types of livelihoods that will be assessed.
Typically criteria that relate to occupation and employment are categorized as
economic environment criteria. Please note that information collected as part of the
EA is subject to the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act and personal
information will become part of a public record unless personal information is
requested to remain confidential. As individual compensation and community benefits
agreements may be confidential in nature, the proposed indicator “potential for change
in individual compensation” may be problematic.

Reference to ToR

19

18

17

#

Waste Connections remains committed to completing a Stage 2 Archaeological
Assessment. The area identified through the Stage 1 work is sufficient to evaluate site

This change will be made.

We have added a criterion for cultural heritage.

Follow-up response November 2, 2018:

Cultural heritage work completed in 2017 has identified three built heritage resources
and one cultural landscape unit on the property, which, based on the results of the
heritage work, have limited heritage value. Given the facility characteristics of the three
site development alternatives these features will need to be documented and removed
as appropriate for all alternatives. Including cultural heritage as a criterion would not
identify differences between the alternatives. This has been noted in the rationale in the
revised Table 1.

We agree that this criterion is problematic and it has been removed.

This criterion has been integrated into the revised disruption criteria/indicators discussed
above.

Indicators have been added to determine those types of effects e.g. number of trucks
anticipated during operation for each of the alternatives has been added as an indicator.

Follow-up responses November 2, 2018:

We note that consideration of potential impacts along the haul route has always been
included as part of the impact assessment for the preferred site. The reason for
including the criterion on hauling of soil for alternative methods is to reflect that this is the
only potential difference related to the haul route for the site development alternatives as
the annual tonnage will be the same for all site development alternatives. This criterion
has been reworded.

Proponent Responses
(September 21 and November 2, 2018)

Follow-up response November 2, 2018:
We have added an indicator for aviation.

Follow-up comments October 4, 2018:
MECP notes that there is a landfill height restriction associated with the Ridge Landfill’s
proximity to the Chatham-Kent Municipal Airport. However, as mentioned in MECP’s
follow-up comment to #7, even if alternative methods may have similar impacts on a
particular criterion, it is important to demonstrate that the impacts of each alternative
method on the particular criterion (in this case effects on aviation) were considered in
the environmental assessment.
Built Environment - Based on MECP’s previous comments on criteria, indicators and
data sources, it is recommended that the proposed criteria be re-organized and
revised, and to ensure that there is no double-counting. Specifically it is suggested that
worker health and safety be a social environment criterion and cost of the facility an
economic environment criterion. Additional criteria related to land use, effects to
existing landfill infrastructure and effects to transportation infrastructure should be
considered.

Follow-up response November 2, 2018:
The collection method for landfill gas and leachate will generally be the same for all
alternatives and will be described in concept as part of the description of the alternatives
in the Alternative Methods Report. Waste Connections does not intend to include
consideration of alternatives for on-site landfill gas or leachate collection as these require

Follow-up comments October 4, 2018:
MECP notes that the criteria for the evaluation of landfill gas and leachate
management alternatives have been reorganized and that rationales have been
added.

5

The criteria, indicators and data sources for the evaluation of landfill gas and leachate
management alternatives have been reviewed and revised based on MECP’s earlier
comments on criteria, indicators and data sources. Rationale for the criteria has been
added.

MECP acknowledges that the criteria developed for the evaluation of landfill expansion
alternative methods may not all be applicable to the evaluation of alternative leachate
treatment and landfill gas management alternatives; however, the alternatives will still
be evaluated with respect to all components of the environment (e.g. natural, social,
cultural, built, economic). Please review and modify the criteria, indicators and data
sources in Table 2 (Draft Evaluation Criteria for the Evaluation of Landfill Gas
Management Alternatives) and Table 3 (Draft Evaluation Criteria for the Evaluation of
Leachate Treatment Alternatives) based on MECP’s earlier comments and definitions
of criteria, indicators and data sources.

27

We agree that this criterion is less relevant for the evaluation for the evaluation of
potential site development alternatives and have removed it from the evaluation criteria
table. The EA document will note that an operating Ridge Landfill is a substantive
contributor to the local economy and that there is a financial disadvantage with the donothing alternative.

Economic Environment – MECP suggests that potential for change in financial
contributions would be most relevant when considering the overall project rather that
the site development alternatives.

26

The evaluation criteria has been reviewed and reorganized.

The evaluation criteria have been re-organized and additional criteria added as
suggested.

Transportation and technical criteria have been included within the built environment as
suggested.

development alternatives. The Stage 2 work will be completed on the preferred site
development alternative and is a data source for impact assessment.

Proponent Responses
(September 21 and November 2, 2018)

Built Environment - MECP suggests that there is an opportunity to consider
transportation and technical environments as part of the built environment.

The results of the Stage 2 Archaeological Assessment should also be included as a
data source.

Comments on the Draft Criteria for the Evaluation of Alternative Methods
(August 2 and October 4, 2018)

Economic Environment - Based on MECP’s previous comments on criteria, indicators
and data sources, it is recommended that the proposed criteria be re-organized and
revised, and to ensure that there is no double-counting.

Memo Section 3.0 Criteria for the Evaluation of
Leachate Treatment and Landfill Gas
Management Alternatives

Reference to ToR

25

24

23

#

6

On page 7 of the memo, MECP provided a specific example of the type of criteria
(effects to WPCPs) and indicator “leachate quality” they would like to see with specific
data sources of leachate monitoring data, WPCP design criteria and performance
data.
Treatment specialist input is not considered a data source.

29

Listed data sources should also provide concrete information that can support the
identification of effects. The main data sources proposed are “GIS mapping” and
“existing and proposed facility characteristics”. Please list additional data sources that
are specific to the environmental criteria being examined.

Some criteria and indicators in Table 2 (Draft Evaluation Criteria for the Evaluation of
Landfill Gas Management Alternatives) and Table 3 (Draft Evaluation Criteria for the
Evaluation of Leachate Treatment Alternatives) need to be specific and measurable.
For example the social environment criteria related to effects on residents should be
separated by noise, odour, visual, traffic, and safety, similar to Table 1 (Draft Criteria
for the Evaluation of Site Development Alternatives). The economic criterion “cost of
facility” should specify the types cost indicators that will be considered such as capital,
operations & maintenance and/or lifecycle costs. The economic criterion “potential for
effect on businesses” should specify what type of businesses will be affected (e.g.
effects to agricultural operations during construction) and the indicators should be
specific and measurable (e.g. duration of farm operation interruptions).

Air quality should be a criterion in the evaluation of landfill gas management alternative
methods. Emissions to consider could include methane, ammonia, sulphides, volatile
organic compounds, as well as total suspended particulates and dust.

Other evaluation criteria associated natural and social effects (e.g. effects on
water/drain crossings, effects on watercourses from effluent discharge, and effects on
property) may be appropriate for alternative methods that have an off-site conveyance
component.

Please provide clarification if the evaluation of landfill gas and leachate management
alternatives will include the consideration of landfill gas and leachate collection
methods. Modifications to collection systems may result in environmental effects for
which additional evaluation criteria are necessary (e.g. effects on the geotechnical
environment).

Comments on the Draft Criteria for the Evaluation of Alternative Methods
(August 2 and October 4, 2018)

Some of the proposed criteria in Tables 2 and 3 such as “ability to meet regulatory
requirements”, “technical feasibility” and “potential for providing necessary service” are
typically used as screening criteria to develop viable alternatives to evaluate in more
detail.

Reference to ToR

28

#

The alternative methods for leachate treatment will be defined to include only treatment
plant(s) where the ECA allows for acceptance of leachate and whether the plant is in
compliance for its discharge criteria. This approach was discussed with Chatham-Kent
who expressed support. Data will be provided by Chatham-Kent to show that overall the
plants being evaluated are in compliance. No further assessment of leachate impact on
individual plants is required to traceably distinguish a difference between the leachate
treatment alternatives.

These criteria have been removed.

Data sources will be reviewed to be specific to the environmental criteria being
examined. These data sources will be detailed in the Alternative Methods Report.

Criteria and indicators as noted by MECP will be specific and measurable either
qualitatively or quantitatively as applicable.

Air quality will be a criterion in the LFG management.

With respect to off-site facilities and conveyance considerations the impacts, where
known, will be described and noted at a level sufficient to allow for comparison of
alternatives.

design details beyond the scope of the alternatives evaluation. Waste Connections is
committed to designing and constructing both systems in accordance with Ontario
regulations which will address environmental concerns and ensure protection of the
environment.

Proponent Responses
(September 21 and November 2, 2018)

33

32

31

30

#

Memo Section 4.0 Impact Assessment

Reference to ToR

7

Please ensure that effects to highway infrastructure are included as an impact
assessment criterion. The amended Terms of Reference states that “Waste

Please indicate when the revised impact assessment criteria for the preferred
undertaking will be submitted to MECP for input.

Follow-up comments October 4, 2018:

MECP notes that the evaluation criteria associated with the effects from continued use
of the existing waste haul route are included in Table 4. For clarity, it may be beneficial
to develop a separate set of impact assessment criteria for the haul route.

MECP comments related to Table 1 (Criteria for the Evaluation of Site Development
Alternatives) on the organization of environment components and sub-components,
criteria, indicators, and data sources also apply to Table 4 (Draft Impact Assessment
Criteria).

MECP expects that alternative methods for landfill gas and leachate management will
be described in greater detail in the EA. Alternative methods should be sufficiently
developed to allow for the determination of potential impacts including off-site impacts,
and for comparison.

Follow-up comments October 4, 2018:

MECP expects that WPCPs are operating in compliance with their Environmental
Compliance Approvals. The question is rather whether the WPCPs under
consideration have the operating lifespan as well as the capacity to treat landfill
leachate over the 20-year planning period.
For each alternative landfill gas and leachate treatment method, there is associated
infrastructure for conveying gas or leachate to an off-site location. The effects of
constructing or operating this conveyance infrastructure also need to be evaluated.
Therefore, additional criteria should be considered to evaluate these off-site impacts.
The study areas for conducting these assessments should be sufficiently large to
capture all potential direct and indirect effects.

Typically the haul route is defined to be between the point at which most trucks coming
from multiple directions converge and the site entrance. In this case the haul route starts

The revised impact assessment criteria will be submitted to the MECP prior to the end of
the year after these alternative methods criteria have been finalized in order to ensure
consistency between the two sets of criteria.

Follow-up response November 2, 2018:

We will consider the benefits of separating the Haul Route Impact Assessment into a
separate table.

With respect to off-site facilities and conveyance considerations, the impacts, where
known, will be described and noted at a level sufficient to allow for evaluation of
alternatives.
The impact assessment criteria will be revised to reflect the comments in section 2.0 of
the MECP memo. We note that the revised Impact Assessment Criteria will be provided
at a later date.

Follow-up response November 2, 2018:

Specific information on the third party and the nature and location of any utilization
facility or the location of the wastewater treatment facility is not known at this time. As
such the evaluation of landfill gas management and leachate treatment alternatives will
focus on the potential for effects related to construction and operation at the Ridge site.

For landfill gas management, Waste Connections would provide gas to a third party for
utilization who would be required to obtain appropriate approvals to use the gas off-site.
For leachate management Waste Connections would transport leachate to a facility with
the appropriate license and capacity for treatment, The Alternative Methods Interim
Report and the EA document will clearly document this in the description of the
alternative methods.

Confirmation will be provided to MECP that the WPCPs under consideration have the
operating lifespan and capacity to treat landfill leachate over the 20-year planning period
as part of the alternative methods evaluation.

MECP notes that the evaluation criterion with respect to WPCPs has been removed in
the latest version of Table 3 (Draft Evaluation Criteria for the Evaluation of Leachate
Treatment Alternatives).
The purpose of the example (Effects on WPCPs) in MECP’s August 2 memo was to
illustrate how the evaluation criteria, indicators and data sources could be improved to
enable a clear, logical and traceable assessment of alternatives.

Follow-up response November 2, 2018:

Proponent Responses
(September 21 and November 2, 2018)

Follow-up comments October 4, 2018:

Comments on the Draft Criteria for the Evaluation of Alternative Methods
(August 2 and October 4, 2018)

35

34

#

Reference to ToR

8

The assessment of (net) project effects on greenhouse gases as noted in the Notice of
Approval of the Terms of Reference must consider woodlot removal, on- site vehicles,
the waste haul route, and landfill gas management for the preferred undertaking.

The indicators for the climate change criteria are stated as “Qualitative assessment of
the potential for greenhouse gas emissions” and “Qualitative assessment of the
resiliency of proposed infrastructure”. The assessments themselves are not indicators.
The indicators should be the metrics mentioned in the Climate Change Scope of Work
for the evaluation of site development alternative methods.

Follow-up comments October 4, 2018:

The contribution of the project to climate change, and the impacts of climate change
on the project are separate assessments. Therefore, it would be difficult to consider
the effects of landfill expansion on greenhouse gases, and the effects of extreme
weather events on landfill infrastructure under one environmental criterion “climate
change resilience”.

Connections will consult with the Ministry of Transportation on the preparation of a
traffic impact study that considers of the impacts of the existing waste haul route, as
defined in the Terms of Reference, on the Highway 401/Highway 40 interchange.”

Comments on the Draft Criteria for the Evaluation of Alternative Methods
(August 2 and October 4, 2018)

These elements will be part of the greenhouse gas assessment.

Waste Connections will update the criteria for the GHG emissions based on the climate
change work plan.

Follow-up response November 2, 2018:

The criterion climate change resilience will be separated into two criteria to address
MECP comments.

on Communication Road. MTO has provided feedback on the EA Transportation Work
Plan and the EA will consider impacts of the expansion on the designated haul route,
which includes the recently upgraded Highway 401/ Highway 40 interchange.

Proponent Responses
(September 21 and November 2, 2018)

Economic

Social

Natural
Physical

Natural
Biological

Environment

1

 Number of potential odour sources,
relative significance of odour sources (if
characterization is possible), distance of
odour sources to sensitive receptors.
 Extent of trucking.

 Potential for effect on
businesses as a result of
leachate management
construction and operation.

 GIS mapping

 Number of occupied households in the
landfill study area who may experience
noise or other disturbance during
construction occurring on-site/as part of
Waste Connections’ project.

 Potential for effect on
residents as a result of
leachate management
construction.
 Number of potential odour sources,
relative significance of odour sources (if
characterization is possible), distance of
odour sources to sensitive receptors.
 Extent of trucking.

 Existing and
proposed
facility
characteristics

 Qualitative assessment of the potential
for greenhouse gas emissions.

 Ability to contribute to the
reduction of GHG emissions.

 Potential for effect on
residents as a result of
leachate management
operation.

 Existing and
proposed facility
characteristics

 Potential for spill or leakage of leachate
to on-site watercourses.

 Potential impacts to surface
water quantity and quality.

Different ways to manage
leachate may have different
impacts on businesses around
the landfill during construction.

 GIS mapping
 Existing and
proposed
facility
characteristics 

Different ways to manage
leachate may have different
odour impacts on residents
around the landfill during
operation.

Different ways to manage
leachate may have different
impacts on residents around
the landfill during construction.

Some leachate treatment
methods involve trucking which
results in GHG.

Different ways to manage
leachate may have different
impacts on surface water.

Different ways to manage
leachate may have different
impacts on ground water.

Rationale
Different leachate treatment
systems may have different
potential to discharge
untreated leachate to on-site
watercourses.

 Feedback from
neighbours.

 Existing and
proposed
facility
characteristics

 Existing and
proposed facility
characteristics

 Potential for spill or leakage of leachate
to on-site watercourses.

 Potential impacts to
groundwater quality.

Table 3: Draft Evaluation Criteria for the Evaluation of Leachate Treatment Alternatives
Criteria
Indicators
Data Sources
 Potential for spill or leakage of leachate
 Existing and
 Potential for impacts on
to on-site watercourses.
proposed
aquatic systems.
facility
characteristics

Table 3: Draft Evaluation Criteria for the Evaluation of Leachate Treatment Alternatives – September 21, 2018

Built

Cultural

Environment

 Ease to implement/construct
and maintain/operate.

 Potential for traffic safety and
operations impacts.

 Potential effects to
archaeological resources as a
result of construction.

 Existing and
proposed
facility
characteristics
 Existing and
proposed
facility
characteristics

 Anticipated number of trucks required.

 Anticipated complexity of construction
and operation.

2

 Stage 1
archaeological
assessment
 Existing and
proposed
facility
characteristics

 Area of undisturbed land affected by the
on-site leachate treatment alternative.

Table 3: Draft Evaluation Criteria for the Evaluation of Leachate Treatment Alternatives
Criteria
Indicators
Data Sources
 Approximate relative cost of the
 Existing and 
 Cost of facility.
alternative.
proposed
facility
characteristics

Table 3: Draft Evaluation Criteria for the Evaluation of Leachate Treatment Alternatives – September 21, 2018

The alternatives will have
different levels of complexity
for Waste Connections staff to
construct and operate.

Some leachate treatment
methods involve trucking which
could have transportation
impacts.

There is undisturbed land
remaining on site that could
have archaeological resources.

Rationale
Different ways to manage
leachate may have different
costs.

Economic

Social

Natural
Physical

Environment

Potential for effect on
residents as a result of
landfill gas management
construction.

Potential for effect on
residents as a result of
landfill gas management
operation.

Potential for effect on
businesses as a result of
landfill gas management
construction and
operation.



















1

Number of potential odour
sources, relative significance of
odour sources (if
characterization is possible),
distance of odour sources to
potentially sensitive
businesses.
Qualitative assessment of
noise potential of on-site

Number of potential odour
sources, relative significance of
odour sources (if
characterization is possible),
distance of odour sources to
sensitive receptors.
Qualitative assessment of
noise potential of on-site
landfill gas management
equipment

Number of occupied
households in the landfill study
area who may experience
noise or other disturbance
during construction occurring
on-site and/as part of Waste
Connections’ process.










GIS mapping
Existing and
proposed
facility
characteristics

GIS mapping
Existing and
proposed
facility
characteristics

GIS mapping
Existing and
proposed
facility
characteristics

Different ways to manage landfill gas have the
potential to result in different odour and/or
noise impacts which is the main disruption
effect to local businesses.

The landfill gas management alternatives
represent 2 different scenarios – maintaining
the status quo or actively using the gas. These
scenarios have different potential to result in
odour and/or noise.

The landfill gas management alternatives
represent 2 different scenarios – maintaining
the status quo or actively using the gas. These
scenarios will have different degrees of
construction and thus different construction
impacts on those around the site.

Table 2: Draft Evaluation Criteria for the Evaluation of Landfill Gas Management Alternatives
Criteria
Indicators
Data Sources
Rationale

Qualitative
assessment
of
the
Landfill
gas
releases
greenhouse gases that can
Ability to contribute to
 Existing and
potential
for
greenhouse
gas
contribute
to
climate
change. Collecting this
the reduction of GHG
proposed
emissions.
gas
reduces
GHGs
and
additionally the use of
emissions.
facility
landfill gas can also displace the use of
characteristics
conventional fuels, further offsetting
greenhouse gas emissions. Different methods
to manage gas could have different impacts to
greenhouse gas emissions.

Table 2: Draft Evaluation Criteria for the Evaluation of Landfill Gas Management Alternatives – September 21, 2018

Built

Cultural

Environment

Cost of facility.

Potential effects to
archaeological resources
as a result of
construction.

Ease to
implement/construct
and maintain/operate.
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Anticipated complexity of
construction and operation.

Area of undisturbed land
affected by the on-site
construction for the landfill gas
alternative.

Approximate relative cost of
the alternative.









Existing and 
proposed
facility
characteristics
facility
characteristics

Stage 1
archaeological
assessment
Existing and
proposed
facility
characteristics

Cost estimate

Rationale

The alternatives will have different levels of
complexity for Waste Connections Canada staff
to construct and operate.

There is undisturbed land remaining on site
that could have archaeological resources.

Different LFG management alternatives may
result in differing capital and operating costs to
Waste Connections of Canada.

Table 2: Draft Evaluation Criteria for the Evaluation of Landfill Gas Management Alternatives
Criteria
Indicators
Data Sources
equipment.

Table 2: Draft Evaluation Criteria for the Evaluation of Landfill Gas Management Alternatives – September 21, 2018

Natural
Physical –
Ground Water

Natural
Biological –
Aquatic
Ecosystems

Natural
Biological –
Terrestrial
Ecosystems

Environment

 Leachate contaminating
lifespan during
operation and post
closure.
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Prediction based on tonnes of
waste per hectare of footprint
area and leachate generation
rate.

 Qualitative assessment of
ability of alternative to meet
Reasonable Use Guidelines.

 Leachate characteristics taken from
Table 1, Section 10 of O.Reg 232/98.
 Estimation from the method used
by Rowe et. Al (2004)

 Site data collected through intrusive
investigations.
 Leachate characteristics taken from
Table 1, Section 10 of O.Reg 232/98.
 Landfill design input

 Natural Environment Existing
Conditions Report Existing and
proposed facility characteristics
 Communication with MNRF and
LTVCA

 Amount and type of aquatic
systems (i.e., ponds, drains)
that would be displaced onsite.

 Potential impacts to
groundwater quality
during operation and
post closure.

 Natural Environment Existing
Conditions Report
 First Nations input

 Area and type of species of
importance to be removed
on site.

 Potential effect on
medicinal or other
culturally sensitive
species of importance
to First Nations Groups
during construction.
 Potential for effect on
aquatic systems during
construction.

 ELC mapping
 Natural Environment Existing
Conditions Report

 Area of habitat for
endangered or threatened
species on site.

 Potential for effect on
habitat of Endangered
or Threatened species
during construction.

Table 1: Draft Criteria for the Evaluation of Site Development Alternatives
Criteria
Indicators
Data Sources
 Potential for effect on
 Area and type of terrestrial
 Existing and proposed facility
terrestrial systems from
systems (e.g., significant
characteristics
construction and
woodlands, hedgerows,
 Natural Environment Existing
operation.
wetlands, etc.) to be
Conditions Report
removed on site.
 Aerial photography & GIS mapping
 Area and type of terrestrial
 ELC mapping
systems (e.g., significant
 Official Plan mapping
woodlands, hedgerows,
 Communication with agencies (e.g.,
wetlands, etc.) potentially
MNRF) and knowledgeable citizens
disrupted within 1 km.

Table 1: Draft Criteria for the Evaluation of Site Development Alternatives – September 21, 2018

Differences in site
development alternative
footprints and heights may
result in different

Differences in site
development footprints and
heights may result in different
abilities to meet reasonable
use guidelines.

There are drains on site that
may need to be moved for the
site development alternatives.

This criterion was added as a
result of feedback received
from Indigenous
Communities.

This criterion was added as a
result of feedback received
from Indigenous
Communities.

Rationale
There are minimal features
on-site as it is an active
landfill property. However,
the existing woodlots in
particular are important to
some people in the
community.

Natural
Physical Atmospheric

Natural
Physical –
Surface Water

Environment
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 Relative levels of material
movement and vehicular
activity as an indicator for
dust and combustion
emissions.
 Nitrogen oxides, sulphur
dioxide and carbon
monoxide: relative levels of
vehicular activity as an
indicator for amount of fuel
combusted.
 Hydrogen sulphide, vinyl

 Potential for dust during
construction and
operation.

 Potential for impacts to
air quality during
construction and
operation.

 Anticipated change in
temperature, water quality,
benthos and fish habitat.

 Potential impacts to
surface water quality
during operation.

 Ability to release postexpansion peak flows to
downstream watercourses at
or below pre-expansion
conditions.

MECP published water quality data
Water quality monitoring data
Surface water quality program
Benthic community inventory
Fish habitat survey

 Existing and proposed facility
characteristics and operational
parameters

 Existing and proposed facility
characteristics and operational
parameters







 Topographic mapping and aerial
imagery
 Climate data
 Soils and land use mapping
 Previous drainage studies
 Existing and proposed facility
characteristics
Field observations
 Aerial photography & GIS mapping
 Past monitoring reports
 Surface water modelling results

Table 1: Draft Criteria for the Evaluation of Site Development Alternatives
Indicators
Data Sources

 Potential impacts to
surface water quantity
during operation.

Criteria

Table 1: Draft Criteria for the Evaluation of Site Development Alternatives – September 21, 2018

Construction, landfilling waste
and landfill mining has the
potential to result in impact
to air quality.

Construction, landfilling waste
and landfill mining has the
potential to cause some dust.

Differences in site
development alternatives
footprints and heights may
result in different levels of
runoff that could impact
surface water quality.

Differences in site
development alternative
footprints and heights may
result in different quantities
of runoff.

Rationale
contaminating lifespans.
This criterion was added
based on feedback from
MECP at the ToR approval
stage.

Social

Natural
Physical –
Climate Change

Environment
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 Number of households in the
study area who may
experience a change in view.



Potential for visual
impacts on residents
during site

 Number of potential odour
sources, relative significance
of odour sources (if
characterization is possible),
distance of odour sources to
sensitive receptors.

 Number of households in the
study area who may
experience noise impacts.

 Potential for noise
impacts on residents
during site construction
and site operation.

 Potential for odour
during construction and
operation.

 Qualitative assessment of the
resiliency of proposed
infrastructure.

Climate change results in less
predictable weather patterns
and storms that are larger and
more violent. These storms
could effects landfill
infrastructure which could
result in a negative impact on
the environment.

Landfilling waste has the
potential to release
greenhouse gases that can
contribute to climate change.

Rationale

 GIS mapping
 Existing and future facility
characteristics

 Public consultation

 Survey input from local residents as
available

 Existing and proposed facility
characteristics
 GIS mapping

Residents in the vicinity of the
site may have different views
of the landfill based on the

Landfilling waste has the
potential to cause some
odour. Landfill mining is a
component included in the
site development alternatives
which has an even greater
potential to result in odour.

 Residents in the vicinity of the
site may experience noise
 Survey input from local residents as
impacts, that are already
available
familiar, from the current and
continued operation of the
 Existing and future facility
landfill. This experience may
characteristics
differ depending on the
 Public consultation
characteristics of the site
development alternatives.

 GIS mapping

 Existing and proposed facility
characteristics

Table 1: Draft Criteria for the Evaluation of Site Development Alternatives
Indicators
Data Sources
chloride, chloroform:
anticipated difference in
landfill gas emissions.
 Qualitative assessment of the
 Existing and proposed facility
potential for greenhouse gas
characteristics
emissions.

 Resilience of
engineered systems.

 Potential for
greenhouse gas
emissions during
operation.

Criteria

Table 1: Draft Criteria for the Evaluation of Site Development Alternatives – September 21, 2018

Economic

Environment

 Inclusion of landfill mining or
not within the alternative.

 Number of businesses (e.g.,
agricultural operations) in
the study area who may
experience disruption (e.g.,
as a result of continued soil
haulage during operations).
 Number of trucks for soil
import/export.
 Number of businesses in the
study area who may be
disrupted by landfill traffic.
 Area of on-site crop
production lost.

 Potential for effect on
worker safety during
construction and
operation.

 Potential for effect on
businesses during
construction and
operation.

 Potential for effect on
businesses along the
haul route for soil
import or export during
construction and
operation.

 Potential for effect on
agriculture during

4

 Number of trucks for soil
import/export.

 Potential for landfill
traffic effect on
residents during
construction and
operation.





 Personal communication

 GIS mapping

Survey input from local businesses as
available

 Existing and proposed facility
characteristics

 GIS mapping
Survey input from local businesses as
available
 Existing and proposed facility
characteristics
 Public consultation activities

 Existing and proposed facility
characteristics

 Existing and proposed facility
characteristics
 Survey input from local residents as
available
 Public consultation

Table 1: Draft Criteria for the Evaluation of Site Development Alternatives
Criteria
Indicators
Data Sources
construction and site
 Public consultation
operation.
 Survey input from local residents as
available

Table 1: Draft Criteria for the Evaluation of Site Development Alternatives – September 21, 2018

The annual tonnage for a
future expanded site will be
the same as it is currently.
There may be potential for
minor additional truck traffic
during construction for soil
import/export.
The area around the site is
primarily agriculture. The

The annual tonnage and the
haul route for a future
expanded site will be the
same as it is currently. There
may be potential for minor
additional truck traffic during
construction for soil
import/export.
The safety of workers is
important to Waste
Connections. The difference
in site development
alternatives footprints and
heights may result in different
potential safety concerns.
There are limited businesses
in the vicinity of the landfill
(three in the study area) that
may experience different
nuisance effects depending
on the site development
alternatives.

Rationale
site development alternatives.

Built

Cultural

Environment

 Additional landfill truck
traffic anticipated.
 Number of trucks for soil
import/export.

 Potential effects on
existing transportation
infrastructure and
transportation
operation.
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 Size of landfill footprint.

 Area of undisturbed land
affected by the expansion
alternative.

 Potential effects to
archaeological
resources as a result of
construction.

 Effects on land use as a
result of construction.

 Approximate cost of site
development alternative.

 Existing and proposed facility
characteristics
 Annual tonnage

 Existing and proposed facility
characteristics

 Cultural Heritage Resource
Assessment
 Existing and proposed facility
characteristics

 Stage 1 archaeological assessment

 Cost estimate

Table 1: Draft Criteria for the Evaluation of Site Development Alternatives
Indicators
Data Sources
 Area of Class 1-3 soils lost.
 Soils mapping of Ontario
 Canada Land Inventory
 Official Plan mapping

 Cost of facility.

Criteria
construction.

Table 1: Draft Criteria for the Evaluation of Site Development Alternatives – September 21, 2018

Rationale
characteristics of the different
development alternatives
may have minor effect on
farmers and farm operations.
The site development
alternative characteristics
may result in differing capital
and operating costs.
There is undisturbed land
remaining on site that could
have archaeological
resources. Based on our
work, any built heritage or
cultural features on site
would be removed for all
alternative methods.
Therefore this criterion
focuses on archaeology only.
The site development
alternatives involve different
footprints resulting in
differences in the use of land.
The annual tonnage to the
site will not change so the
number of landfill trucks will
remain approximately the
same as they are today.
There may be potential for
minor additional truck traffic
during construction for soil
import/export.
Continued landfill truck traffic
also has the potential to
impact safety.
It is noted that the airfield in
the vicinity of the site equally

Environment
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 Extent and type of change
required to existing site
facilities.

 Existing and proposed facility
characteristics

Table 1: Draft Criteria for the Evaluation of Site Development Alternatives
Indicators
Data Sources

 Potential for effects on
existing landfill
infrastructure as a
result of construction.

Criteria

Table 1: Draft Criteria for the Evaluation of Site Development Alternatives – September 21, 2018

Site development alternative
may result in different needs
to adjust existing features on
site.

Rationale
dictates the height of
landfilling for all alternatives
and thus is not included in the
comparative evaluation
criteria.

Date:

Reference to ToR

Comments & Rationale

Proposed Action/Solution

Landfill Gas Management
Alternatives

Leachate Management
Alternatives

3

4

Details of the LFG collection and utilization
system, including estimate of gas generation,
description of the system components,
monitoring and contingency, etc. shall be
included in the EA Report.
If the preferred treatment alternative is to
discharge to WPCP, the quality and quantity
of leachate shall be acceptable to the WPCP.

1

The Design and Operations plan of the EA
report shall include detailed description and
design figures of the landfill gas
management system for the preferred
alternative.
An assessment on the quality and quantity
of leachate shall be conducted to ensure
the quality and quantity of leachate is

Environmental Assessment & Permissions Branch, Rick Li, P. Eng (Waste Reviewer)
1
Landfill Gas Management In Table 1 LFG Management Alternatives, for The LFG collection alternatives shall
Alternatives
active LFG collection, the horizontal gas
include horizontal gas collection system
collection alternative shall be considered. The which can be put in place in early stage of
existing LFG collection system consists of
landfilling.
vertical extraction wells and piping, which are
installed after a certain area is completed and Follow-up comment - Please confirm that
final cover is placed. So the vertical wells
horizontal gas collection system be included as
won’t serve to collect LFG in early stage of
an LFG management alternative in EA.
landfilling, while horizontal collection system
can be installed in early stages. It is noted
that as required in Reg 232, active landfill gas
collection shall be in place for areas that are
inactive for over 6 months.
2
Landfill Gas Management All of the landfill expansion alternatives
In case the preferred landfill expansion
Alternatives
include vertical expansion. For vertical
alternative includes vertical expansion in
expansion in the old Landfill that has passive the closed old landfill, the existing passive
gas vents, active LFG collection is required
venting shall be converted to active gas
as per Reg 232.
collection system.

#

October 31, 2018

Proposal: Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment Alternative Methods
Proponent: Waste Connections of Canada

Please describe in detail your response to
address the comments/concern. Actions may
include but not limited to: amendments to the
document, additional information, proposed
commitments, etc.).

Proponent Response

Waste Connections confirms that an assessment of the
quality and quantity of leachate shall be conducted to
ensure the quality and quantity of leachate is acceptable

Waste Connections confirms that the EA will include the
estimate of gas generation and a description of the
landfill gas system.

Waste Connections confirms that an appropriate landfill
gas collection system that conforms to all Ontario
Regulations will be included in the design and
construction of the approved expansion.

To confirm, Landfill Expansion Alternatives 1 and 2
include vertical expansion. Landfill Expansion Alternative
3 includes only lateral expansion.

A horizontal gas collection system will be included as a LFG
management measure in the EA

Waste Connections confirms that an appropriate landfill
gas collection system that conforms to all Ontario
Regulations will be included in the design and
construction of the approved expansion.

Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks

#

Reference to ToR

In addition, extreme storm event as a result
of climate change shall be considered in
leachate assessment.

Comments & Rationale

2

acceptable to the WPCP. Effect of climate
change on the leachate quantity will also be
be considered.

Proposed Action/Solution

to the WPCP. The effect of climate change on leachate
quantity will also be considered.

Please describe in detail your response to
address the comments/concern. Actions may
include but not limited to: amendments to the
document, additional information, proposed
commitments, etc.).

Proponent Response

Ministry of the Environment,
Conservation and Parks
Environmental Assessment and
Permissions Branch
135 St. Clair Avenue West
st
1 Floor
Toronto ON M4V 1P5
Phone: 416.314.8001
Fax: 416.314.8452

Ministère de l'Environnement,
de la Protection de la nature et
des Parcs
Direction des évaluations et des
permissions environnementales
135, avenue St. Clair Ouest
Rez-de-chaussée
Toronto (Ontario) M4V 1P5
Tél: 416 314-8001
Téléc: 416 314-8452

January 18, 2019

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Cathy Smith,
Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion
Waste Connections of Canada

FROM:

Carolyn Lee
Project Officer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch

RE:

Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment
EA Reference No. 16019
Interim Alternative Methods Report

The Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks (the ministry) has completed
a preliminary review of the Interim Alternative Methods Report received via email on
December 3, 2018. Ministry Technical reviewers will assess discipline-specific reports
and studies during the review of the draft environmental assessment. This memo does
not preclude additional comments from ministry staff on the evaluation of the alternative
methods at a later date.
Evaluation Methodology
Section 2.0 (Overview of Evaluation Methodology) states that the evaluation of
alternative methods involves a qualitative evaluation methodology which compares the
potential environmental effects for each alternative method and ranks the alternatives
as having “major advantage”, “advantage”, “neutral”, “disadvantage” and “major
disadvantage” using professional judgement. As mentioned in the ministry’s August 2,
2018 memo regarding the draft criteria for the evaluation of alternative methods, while
professional judgement may factor into the net effects assessment, the method chosen
must be able to produce an assessment that is clear, logical and traceable.

The ranking terminology may cause some confusion as “neutral” in some instances
appears to reflect the level of impact, and at other times indicate that alternatives have
no distinguishable differences in impact. As rankings indicate a preference, the use of
the terms “preferred”, “less preferred”, or “equally preferred” may be more suitable than
“advantages” or “disadvantages”.
Description of Site Development Alternatives
Three alternative site development methods are presented in Section 3.0 (Site
Development Alternatives) of the interim report:
• Alternative 1 - Lateral expansions of West Landfill (Area A) and South Landfill
(Area B), vertical expansion of Old Landfill;
• Alternative 2 - Lateral expansions of West Landfill (Area A) and South Landfill
(Area B), landfill mining of Old Landfill; and,
• Alternative 3 - Lateral expansions of the West Landfill (Area A) and the South
Landfill (Area B), creation of fill area (Area C).
In the evaluation of alternatives, Waste Connections indicated that Alternative 1 is the
preferred alternative.
To enable a better comparison between the existing site and proposed expansion
alternatives, the ministry recommends a sub-section describing the existing Ridge
Landfill site with accompanying figures and contour maps. It would also be useful to
discuss at the beginning of Section 3.0 how the site development methods were
developed with information on design considerations and assumptions. Some of this
information can be found in Section 3.1.4 (Common Characteristics). By defining the
existing landfill site and site development design criteria and constraints, it will enable
readers to compare the alternative site development methods with the existing site.
Identification of Net Effects for the Evaluation of Site Development Alternatives
Table 3-1 (Site Development Evaluation & Ranking) presents the preference of each
alternative site development method with respect to each environment criteria category
(natural, social, economic, cultural, and built) using coloured ovals. To show impacts
and make the trade-offs between the alternatives more evident, the ministry
recommends adding a “do nothing” column in Table 3-1 that describes baseline
conditions and effects.
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The ministry notes that the “do nothing” scenario is considered separately in Section
3.2.8 (Considering the “Do-Nothing” Alternative) where the “do nothing” scenario is
described as the continuation of Ridge Landfill operations until the approved capacity is
reached followed by the implementation of a post-closure plan. The consideration of “do
nothing” should be integrated into the evaluation of alternative methods as the
benchmark or baseline against which the consequences of each alternative method can
be measured. For example, the leachate contaminating lifespan for Alternative 1 (308
years), Alternative 2 (316 years), and Alternative 3 (294 years) respectively could be
compared against the baseline contaminating lifespan of the existing Ridge Landfill
upon closure, prior to comparing the alternatives. After the preferred undertaking or
project is defined, a comparison of the preferred undertaking with the “do nothing”
alternative is usually completed to highlight the benefits of proceeding with the proposal
to the Minister.
Sub-sections 3.2.1 to 3.2.6 of the interim report provide an overview of existing
conditions as well as commentary on the three alternative site development methods
relative to environmental criteria. Section 4.3 (Documentation Requirements) of the
Code of Practice for Preparing and Reviewing Environmental Assessment in Ontario
(2014), mentions that the environmental assessment must contain a list of studies and
reports. It is important to reference the data collected from original field work and
surveys used to support the characterization of baseline conditions and the
determination of net effects for each alternative method. Referencing these studies
would also demonstrate the completion of analyses proposed in each discipline-specific
work plan.
The commentary could be enhanced to discuss the net effects of each alternative
method supplemented by figures and maps (such as the viewshed figures in Appendix
A) that illustrate the potential impacts/changes that would result from each alternative
method. The potential net effects resulting from each alternative method should be
clearly identified prior to the comparison of alternatives for traceability and transparency.
One approach that proponents have used to present net effects information for
alternative methods is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Alternative 1 Net Effects Analysis
Environmental Criteria Indicator Key Design
Component/
Considerations
Discipline
& Assumptions
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Baseline
Considerations
& Assumptions

Potential
Effects

Mitigation
Measures

Net
Effects

Criteria and Indicators
Indicators are measurable parameters or attributes used to determine a change to the
environment. Please refer to comment #7 in the comment-response table attached to
this memorandum. The ministry notes that “qualitative assessments” are assigned as
indicators for environmental criteria such as groundwater quality and climate change.
For instance, the indicator for potential impacts to groundwater quality in sub-section
3.2.2 is noted as the “qualitative assessment of ability of alternative to meet Reasonable
Use Guideline” rather than chloride concentrations, for which Waste Connections
indicated would be the parameter used in the assessment. Furthermore, there still
appears to be inconsistency between the indicators specified in the Hydrogeological
Work Plan and the interim report (e.g. groundwater quantity and potential impacts to
water supply wells).
Level of Detail
The ministry notes that the commentary on the alternative site development methods
with respect to each environmental criterion is a summary-level discussion and often
assumes that general mitigation measures will be adequate. For example, the biology
assessment commentary in sub-section 3.2.1 (Natural Environment-Biology) mentions
that compensation for woodlot removal would be provided at a 2:1 ratio; therefore, the
net effect of woodlot removal for all alternatives is considered to be minimal. This
conclusion may be an oversimplification because in general, older or more significant
trees are replaced at higher ratios than smaller ones due the ecosystem services they
provide such as carbon sequestration, pollution removal, and habitat value. Therefore,
2:1 compensation may not be adequate depending on the maturity of trees within the
existing woodlots. Replacement ratios typically consider tree diameter at breast height
(DBH) with trees in the larger DBH range warranting a higher ratio of replication. This
compensation ratio is also considered as a mitigation measure in the climate change
assessment found in sub-section 3.2.2 (Natural Environment – Physical).
Section 3.3 (Statement of Environmental Values and Ministry Decision-making) in Code
of Practice for Preparing and Reviewing Environmental Assessment in Ontario (2014)
states that proponents are encouraged to use quantitative scientific data to draw
conclusions whenever possible. The ministry notes that Waste Connections relies on
qualitative assessments in the comparative evaluation of site development alternatives.
Qualitative assessments are encouraged where quantitative data is not available and
therefore, a quantitative analysis is unfeasible. The ministry expects original field work,
surveys, etc. for analysis and evaluation at the alternative methods evaluation stage of
the environmental assessment.
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Comparative Analysis of Alternatives – Air Quality and Noise
In the Atmospheric Scope of Work, Waste Connections proposed the following metrics
to measure potential effects on air quality:
• Odour;
• Particulate matter;
• Fuel combustion emissions (nitrogen oxides, sulphur dioxide and carbon
monoxide); and,
• Landfill gas emissions (hydrogen sulphide, vinyl chloride, chloroform).
The Atmospheric Scope of Work also proposed an analysis of potential odours and
changes in indicator compound emissions using the metrics mentioned above.
The air quality assessment commentary in the interim report mainly considers the
relative of the number of trucks that each alternative would require for the transport of
construction materials as an indicator for dust and fuel combustion effects, and does not
directly reference the air quality metrics outlined in the Atmospheric Scope of Work.
There needs to be an analysis of the air quality impacts that could result from each
alternative based on the metrics proposed in the Atmospheric Scope of Work that:
• Specifies existing indicator compound emissions and concentrations;
• Examines changes to indicator compound concentrations (including spatial
variations) from each alternative relative to baseline conditions; and,
• Outlines the relative advantages and disadvantages of each alternative.
For example, the analysis of particulate matter emissions from alternative methods
could consist of estimating worst-case total suspended particulate matter (TSP) and/or
fine particulate emissions (PM2.5 and PM10) at sensitive receptors using a dispersion
model.
With respect to odour, the commentary in sub-section 3.2.3 (Social Environment) does
not provide sufficient information on the existing odour conditions and the potential
odour impacts on sensitive receptors that could result from the three alternative site
development alternatives. Waste Connections comments in the interim report that with
mitigation efforts, it is anticipated that the odour impacts associated with all site
development alternatives will be minimized. Alternatives 1 and 3 are ranked as “neutral”
whereas Alternative 2 is ranked as “disadvantage” because of the potential nature of
odour from landfill mining. There needs to be a clear, logical and traceable assessment
of odour to support these conclusions.
The Use of Assumptions in the Evaluation of Alternatives
Section 3.2.5 (Best Available Information) of the Code of Practice for Preparing and
Reviewing Environmental Assessment in Ontario (2014) states that sufficient
information should be provided about the potential effects (both positive and negative)
of a proposed undertaking in order to demonstrate that the proposed undertaking
should proceed. Furthermore, proponents should prepare technical studies using the
best available data; carefully select their assessment and evaluation methods to
analyse their proposal; and use sound scientific, engineering and planning practices in
the preparation of the environmental assessment.
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The ministry notes that many assumptions were used in the comparison of alternative
methods. For instance, the report states that there would be no difference between the
three site development alternatives from the perspective of potential to impact water
supply wells, since all three alternatives overlay more than 30 metres of natural clay,
and engineered protection would include a leachate collection system. This level of
description does not provide sufficient information of net effects and the relative
advantages and disadvantages of each site development alternative on water supply
wells. The indicator to evaluate the potential impacts to water supply wells for
alternative methods is noted as a “predictive impact assessment using contaminant
transport computer modelling to predict expected concentrations in the bedrock aquifer”
in Table 1 of the Hydrogeological Work Plan. The ministry anticipates that this
assessment would include information on the locations and types of supply wells within
the off-site hydrogeology study area, as well as estimations of leachate seepage from
the landfill areas to the leachate collection system or the underlying aquifer.
Another assumption made is that noise and vibration effects for landfill site development
alternatives will be the same as existing if landfilling activities and the annual disposal
rate do not change. Sub-section 3.2.3 (Social Environment) mentions that as past noise
assessment work did not identify significant off-site noise impacts from current landfill
operations, it is reasonable to assume that this will be the case for the proposed
expansion, given no changes are proposed to the landfilling activities and annual
disposal rate. It was also mentioned that vibration has not been raised as a concern by
the nearby receptors to date and that based on the location of existing receptors and
the types of activities at the landfill, a vibration assessment is not warranted for the
proposed changes.
The effects from future landfilling activities may not be the same as those for existing
landfill operations; therefore, analyses on the net effects from each alternative method
should be examined. The Noise Work Plan outlined the tasks for the evaluation of
alternatives which are to:
• Review changes to the site operations and/or layout in the context of noise
impact;
• Assess the potential noise impact at the nearby receptors for each alternative;
and,
• Summarize the results in a matrix.
The results of this Noise Work Plan study should be used to support the evaluation of
alternative site development methods.
Leachate Alternatives Evaluation
The three leachate treatment alternatives identified in Section 4.0 (Leachate Treatment
Alternatives) of the interim report are:
• Alternative 1 – Direct Discharge to Sanitary Sewer;
• Alternative 2 – On-site Pre-treatment Prior to Discharge to Sanitary Sewer; and,
• Alternative 3 – On-Site Full Treatment Prior to Discharge to Surface Water.
Waste Connections concluded that Alternative 1 is the preferred leachate treatment
method.
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As with the development of alternative site development methods, Section 4.0
(Leachate Treatment Alternatives) should provide a summary of how leachate treatment
alternatives were developed, which alternatives were screened out (if any) and the
study area considered. The ministry notes that five alternative leachate treatment
alternatives were described in the technical memorandum dated June 29, 2018
previously submitted to the ministry for review. The reasons for reducing the number of
alternatives from five to three were not provided in the interim report. Alternative 1
(direct discharge to sanitary sewer) also mentions the possibility of off-site truck
transport of leachate to the Chatham Wastewater Treatment Plant. This appears to be a
recently identified alternative method of leachate disposal that could be a standalone
alternative.
Waste Connections committed to describing leachate treatment alternative methods in
greater detail and developing them sufficiently to allow for the comparison of potential
impacts including off-site impacts (see comment #30 in the comment-response table
attached). There appears to be inconsistency in the level of detail of alternative leachate
treatment method descriptions. For example, Alternative 3 (on-site full treatment prior to
discharge to surface water) specifies a stringent level of water treatment (reverse
osmosis) whereas Alternative 2 (on-site pre-treatment prior to discharge to sanitary
sewer) does not specify a technology or level of treatment. Additional information on
each alternative should be provided, such as estimates of energy use requirements
(pumping, treatment etc.), transportation needs, construction footprint, facility locations,
and discharge locations, to enable a detailed analysis of the methods and their potential
effects.
Section 4.1.1 (Common Characteristics) provides general information and assumptions
regarding leachate quantity and quality for the landfill expansion. It states that for the
purpose of assessing the leachate treatment alternatives, it has been assumed that the
leachate collected from the current and expanded landfill would result in a doubling of
the current quantities being collected, and that the quality of leachate is expected to
remain relatively unchanged from what is currently discharged. Conclusions made in the
evaluation of alternative leachate treatment methods should be supported by technical
analyses such as estimates of leachate quantities and flow rates (average and peak),
as well as predictions of the expected leachate quality from each alternative method.
The ministry notes that indicators for the evaluation of leachate treatment methods can
be further refined. Some of the indicators are not directly measurable, for example:
• Aquatic systems – Potential for spill or leakage of leachate to on-site watercourses.
• Groundwater quality – Potential for spill or leakage of leachate that may potentially
affect groundwater.
• Surface water quantity and quality – Potential for spill or leakage of leachate to onsite watercourses.
• Greenhouse gas emissions – Qualitative assessment of the potential for greenhouse
gas emissions as a result of leachate alternatives.
• Potential for effect on businesses during construction and operation – Extent of
trucking.
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As some of the indicators used in the evaluation of leachate treatment alternatives are
not directly measurable, the potential effects of leachate management alternatives on
certain evaluation criteria are not well-defined. Waste Connections previously
expressed that criteria and indicators will be specific and measurable either qualitatively
or quantitatively as applicable (see comment #27 of the comment-response table
attached).
Landfill Gas Alternatives Evaluation
The three landfill gas management alternatives identified in Section 5.0 (Landfill Gas
Management Alternatives) of the interim report are:
• Alternative 1: Flaring;
• Alternative 2: Energy Recovery – Renewable Natural Gas; and,
• Alternative 3: Energy Recovery – Electricity.
Waste Connections determined that Alternative 1 is the preferred alternative.
Similar to comments made on the evaluation of site development alternatives and
leachate treatment alternative methods, Section 5.0 should provide a summary of how
the landfill gas alternatives were developed, and provide a sufficiently detailed
description of each alternative to enable a thorough assessment and comparison of
effects. Furthermore, measurable indicators and quantitative analyses should be used
to assess the potential effects of each landfill gas management alternative. The ministry
notes that four landfill gas treatment alternatives were presented in the Ridge Landfill
EA – Landfill Gas Management Alternatives technical memorandum dated June 29,
2018 previously submitted to the ministry, whereas the interim report evaluates three
alternatives.
The Ridge Landfill Expansion EA – Evaluation of Alternatives – Landfill Gas
Contaminating Lifespan and Subsurface Migration technical memorandum, dated
November 14, 2018 in Appendix E, states that all three contemplated expansion (site
development) alternatives have comparable negligible landfill gas subsurface migration
potential. It also states that the contaminating lifespan would be zero in view of the
negligible potential for it to occur, let alone have an adverse effect. As per the definition
in O. Reg. 232/98 (Landfilling Sites), contaminating lifespan is the period of time during
which the site will produce contaminants at concentrations that could have an
unacceptable impact if they were to be discharged from the site. With respect to landfill
gas, since there are both subsurface migration and surface emission concerns that
require the operation of gas management systems to manage the contaminants during
site operation and after closure, it is not possible for the contaminating lifespan to be
zero for a landfill site with a mandatory gas management system. In other words,
contaminating lifespan represents the length of time landfill gas management will need
to occur into the future until there would be no unacceptable impact to the environment.
The landfill gas emissions analysis should estimate the current contaminating lifespan
of the existing Ridge Landfill site if it were to close after it reaches capacity, and
consider this as the baseline “do nothing” condition. Contaminating lifespans of the
three site development alternatives would then be estimated and compared to the
baseline condition to determine environmental impact.
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Conclusion
In summary, the main suggestions with regards to the Interim Alternative Methods
Report are to:
• Provide more comprehensive descriptions of alternative methods including
design assumptions and mitigation measures.
• Verify that evaluation criteria and indicators are consistent with those listed in the
reviewed work plans.
• Refine indicators so that they are specific and measurable.
• Indicate data sources, field studies and technical analyses that supported the
determination of net effects and comparison of alternatives.
• Describe the net effects of each alternative method prior to examining
advantages and disadvantages.
• Use quantitative assessment methods and provide rationales for using qualitative
assessment methods where quantitative data are not available.
• Clearly describe the “do nothing” scenario (baseline) and integrate it into the
evaluation of alternative methods.
If you would like to discuss the above comments or arrange a meeting, please feel free
to contact the undersigned at 416-212-4279 or by email at Carolyn.Lee@Ontario.ca.
Sincerely

Carolyn Lee
c:

Andrew Evers, Environmental Assessment Permissions Branch, MECP

Attachment:
•

Alternative Methods Evaluation Criteria Comment-Response Table
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MEMO
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:
OUR FILE:

Cathy Smith
Bill Allison
February 15, 2019
Proposed Approach for the Revised Alternative Methods Evaluation for Air Quality,
Hydrogeology and Noise
15-2456 Ridge Landfill EA

Further to our meeting and discussion with the MECP on February 1st, 2019 regarding their comments
on the evaluation of alternatives for the Ridge EA project, the following three sections briefly describes
the proposed approach to address MECP comments specifically with respect to the evaluation of air
quality, hydrogeology and noise for the three (3) site development alternatives.

1.

Air Quality

For the purpose of the air quality assessment of the alternatives methods, an emissions quantification,
screening level modelling and analysis will be completed to determine the preferred ranking of each
alternative from an air quality perspective. The 10 indicator compounds presented in the Atmospheric
Scope of Work (SOW) will be quantitatively assessed, where possible (and as noted below). The 10
compounds are:
1. Total Suspended Particulate (TSP);
2. Particulate Matter with aerodynamic diameter <10µm (PM10);
3. Particulate Matter with aerodynamic diameter <2.5µm (PM2.5);
4. Nitrogen Oxides;
5. Hydrogen Sulphide;
6. Vinyl Chloride;
7. Chloroform;
8. Carbon Monoxide;
9. Sulphur Dioxide; and
10. Odour
Based on the level of information currently available at the alternative methods stage, the anticipated
magnitude of these changes will be used to assess the impact of air quality for each alternative method.
The high-level emission estimates for each alternative will be incorporated into the screening level air
dispersion model AERSCREEN to predict potential contributions to local air quality. The Site’s emissions
will be modelled as one volume source in AERSCREEN that will bound the emissions from all sources at
the Site. The AERSCREEN dispersion model will provide results of worst-case point-of-impingement
concentrations at locations off-site or at sensitive receptors.
Documentation of the results from the AERSCREEN dispersion model for the different alternatives will
be presented. The overall impact of each alternative will be assessed in accordance with the Alternative
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Methods assessment approach (advantage/disadvantage). The analysis of the results will determine the
ranking of each alternative.
Odour emissions from landfill mining cannot be quantified without site-specific measurements (which
are not possible to obtain unless the activity is undertaken). Therefore, odour will be assessed from
base operations only, and landfill mining considered qualitatively as a compounding odour source in
assessing the ranking of the alternative method that includes this activity.
For indicator compounds related to landfill gas emissions, the key quantitative variables associated with
landfill gas generation will be reviewed (e.g., waste acceptance rate) to assess changes in these key
variables and their related impact on these indicator compounds. If there are significant anticipated
changes, then the emissions will be quantified and modeled in accordance with the approach defined
above. If no significant changes are anticipated, then no changes between the alternatives will be
noted.

2.

Hydrogeology

The evaluation of hydrogeological impacts of the three development alternatives was based on
calculations involving the indicator parameter of chlorides and the MECP's Reasonable Use
Guideline. The analysis indicated that the time required for chlorides in the landfill leachate to reduce
to an acceptable level was approximately the same for all three alternatives. Based on this analysis it
was concluded that the hydrogeological impacts were similar for the three alternatives and no
differentiation was made in the evaluation. It was anticipated that, given the 20 vertical meters of clay
below the landfill, the travel time for the leachate to reach the nearest drinking water well will far
exceed the time required for the leachate to meet the Reasonable Use Guideline.
The MECP requested additional analysis to assess the impact on groundwater and drinking water wells.
To address the MECP request, the revised evaluation will include background information on historical
and current groundwater monitoring at the landfill, locations of adjacent drinking water wells and the
monitoring results for these wells to provide context for the assessment. In addition, calculations will be
completed that identify the anticipated travel time for leachate from the landfill to reach the nearest
drinking water well for the three alternatives.

3.

Noise

For the qualitative assessment, the expected change in noise impact will be classified as marginal, low,
medium or high. This will be determined based on number of noise sources, vehicle traffic numbers,
operating modes, and noise source – receptor distances. The alternatives will be ranked based on the
expected noise impact and the number of receptors that would be potentially impacted.
For each alternative, the potential noise impact at the nearby receptors will be summarized in a matrix.
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MEMO
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Cathy Smith, Project Manager
Bill Allison
March 5, 2019
Proposed Approach for the Revised Alternative Methods Evaluation for Air Quality

OUR FILE:

15-2456 - Ridge Landfill EA

Further to our meeting and discussion with the MECP on February 28th, 2019 regarding their comments
on the evaluation of alternatives for the Ridge Landfill EA project, the following section briefly describes
the proposed approach to address MECP comments specifically with respect to the evaluation of air
quality for the three (3) site development alternatives. This approach is consistent with agreement
reached for the air quality evaluation with the MECP on the February 28th phone conversation.

1.

Air Quality

For the purpose of the air quality assessment of the alternatives methods, an emissions quantification,
modelling, and analysis will be completed to determine the preferred ranking of each alternative from
an air quality perspective. The 10 indicator compounds presented in the Atmospheric Scope of Work
(SOW) will be quantitatively assessed, where possible (and as noted below). The 10 compounds are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Total Suspended Particulate (TSP);
Particulate Matter with aerodynamic diameter <10µm (PM10);
Particulate Matter with aerodynamic diameter <2.5µm (PM2.5);
Nitrogen Oxides;
Hydrogen Sulphide;
Vinyl Chloride;
Chloroform;
Carbon Monoxide;
Sulphur Dioxide; and
Odour.

The assessment will be based on the level of information currently available at the alternative methods
stage (i.e. filling plan, internal roads, supporting infrastructure locations are not defined). The
anticipated magnitude of the changes in emissions will be used to assess the impact of air quality for
each alternative method. The following is a list of EA projects taken into consideration to determine an
appropriate level of detail expected at the alternative methods evaluation stage:
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Company
County of
Northumberland
Clean Harbours

Brooks Road
Environmental

GFL
Environmental
Inc.
Taggart Group of
Companies

Project
Brighton
Landfill
Expansion
Lambton
Landfill
Expansion
Brooks Road
Landfill Site
Vertical
Capacity
Expansion
Eastern
Ontario Waste
Handling
Facility
Capital Region
Resource
Recovery
Centre

Contaminant from
Landfill Footprint
Odour, Landfill Gas

Odour
Landfill Gas
Odour

Model Technique
Single area source in AERMOD covering
waste footprint.
Not modelled. Odour BMP was
discussed.
Not modelled.
Not modelled.

Odour, Landfill Gas

Single area source in AERMOD covering
waste footprint.

Odour, Landfill Gas

Single area source in AERMOD covering
waste footprint.

High-level emission estimates for each alternative will be incorporated into the AERMOD air dispersion
model to predict potential contributions to local air quality. The Site’s emissions will be modelled as an
area source (landfill footprint), a series of volume sources (worst-case haul route and material transfer),
and point sources (LFG flares). The AERMOD dispersion model will provide results of worst-case pointof-impingement concentrations at locations off-site or at sensitive receptors.
The terrain data that will be used in this assessment will be obtained from the MECP’s available digital
elevation data (7.5-minute format). Site-specific meteorological data taken from the Environment and
Climate Change Canada’s Ridgetown Station pre-processed by the Air Modelling and Emissions Unit of
the MECP will be used for this assessment.
Documentation of the results from the AERMOD dispersion model for the different alternatives will be
presented. The overall impact of each alternative will be assessed in accordance with the Alternative
Methods assessment approach. The analysis of the results will determine the ranking of each
alternative.
Odour emissions from landfill mining cannot be quantified without site-specific measurements (which
are not possible to obtain unless the activity is undertaken). Therefore, odour will be assessed from
base operations only, and landfill mining considered qualitatively as a compounding odour source in
assessing the ranking of the alternative method that includes this activity.
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For indicator compounds related to landfill gas emissions, the key quantitative variables associated with
landfill gas generation will be reviewed (e.g., waste acceptance rate) to assess changes in these key
variables and their related impact on these indicator compounds. If there are significant anticipated
changes, then the emissions will be quantified and modeled in accordance with the approach defined
above. If no significant changes are anticipated, then no difference between the alternatives will be
noted.
The results of the analyses for the three alternatives will be documented in a technical memo that will
be included as an appendix in the EA.
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Subject:
Attachments:

FW: Fwd: Ridge EA - Alternative Methods Revised Air Quality Approach
Responses to Comments from MECP_28Mar19.docx; Responses to Comments from
MECP_28Mar19.pdf

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Date: Wed, Apr 3, 2019 at 12:41 PM
Subject: RE: Ridge EA - Alternative Methods Revised Air Quality Approach
To: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>
Cc: Bill Allison <wallison@dillon.ca>, Archibald, Jenny (MECP) <Jenny.Archibald@ontario.ca>, Evers,
Andrew (MECP) <Andrew.Evers@ontario.ca>

Hi Cathy,

Below are the Air Quality Analyst comments on the responses provided in the March 28, 2019 memo.

Re: Comment 1. The updated plan appears as though a single area source will be used for the
entire landfill footprint. It would be preferable to model the different landfill areas as their own
individual area sources.

The proponent has clarified that the entire waste footprint for each of the alternative methods will be
represented as a single area source, but that each source will be a different polygon shape to reflect
the actual footprint of waste deposition for each alternative. The air reviewer is agreeable to this
approach for the purpose of the assessment of alternative landfill expansion methods; however there
are still some concerns:
·

·

While this approach may be sufficient for the comparison of alternatives, it is expected that the
assessment of the preferred alternative will be more detailed and will model emissions for
each of the landfill areas separately.
The concern with the proposed approach of modelling the entire landfill as a single area
source is that it will not account for potential differences in emissions between the different
landfill areas. The emissions could be quite different depending on the amount of landfilled
material and the age of each landfill area. Since the entire landfill site is quite large, these
differences could have a substantial impact on the air quality and odours in different locations
surrounding the landfill. If the proponent chooses to use this approach, the report should
discuss shortcomings/limitations of this simplified modelling approach and how it may impact
1

results. The proponent should also provide confirmation that this single area source approach
would lead to the same conclusions as the approach that models multiple emissions sources
from different areas of the landfill site.
The air reviewer will provide further comment on emissions data sources, modelling results and
conclusions when the air quality impact assessment report is submitted to the ministry for review.
Re: Comment 2. In terms of indicator compounds related to landfill gas emissions, the 2nd last
paragraph states that key quantitative variables associated with landfill gas generation will be
reviewed and that modelling will only occur if significant changes are anticipated between
alternatives. The “key quantitative variables” would only relate to the total landfill gas
emissions between the three alternatives, but would not account for the impacts of expanding
the landfill to different areas. The modelling is required to assess the impacts of the different
expansion alternatives and should occur regardless.
No further comment.
Feel free to call me if you have any questions.
Regards,
Carolyn Lee
Project Officer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st floor
Toronto, ON M4V 1P5
Phone: (416) 212-4279
Email: Carolyn.Lee@Ontario.ca
If you have any accommodation needs or require communication supports or alternate
formats, please let me know.
Si vous avez des besoins en matière d’adaptation, ou si vous nécessitez des aides à la
communication ou des médias substituts, veuillez me le faire savoir.
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From: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
Sent: March-28-19 4:43 PM
To: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Cc: Evers, Andrew (MECP) <Andrew.Evers@ontario.ca>; Bill Allison <wallison@dillon.ca>; Archibald,
Jenny (MECP) <Jenny.Archibald@ontario.ca>
Subject: RE: Ridge EA - Alternative Methods Revised Air Quality Approach

Good afternoon Carolyn,
Please find the attached memo from Dillon (word and PDF) that addresses the two comments below and aims
to provide additional clarity with respect to the air quality approach.

I hope you find this helpful and we look forward to hearing from you,
Cathy
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From: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) [mailto:Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca]
Sent: Monday, March 25, 2019 10:15 AM
To: Cathy Smith
Cc: Evers, Andrew (MECP); Bill Allison; Archibald, Jenny (MECP)
Subject: RE: Ridge EA - Alternative Methods Revised Air Quality Approach
WARNING: This email is from outside of Waste Connections; Exercise caution.

Hi Cathy,
The MECP Air Quality Reviewer has two follow-up comments needing clarification.
One of the concerns that the Air Quality Reviewer communicated in the Feb. 28th teleconference is
that the previous plan would not sufficiently distinguish between the alternatives of expanding the
landfill to different areas (areas A, B, C, and old landfill). The two follow-up comments are both
related to this same point:
1. The updated plan appears as though a single area source will be used for the entire landfill
footprint. It would be preferable to model the different landfill areas as their own individual
area sources.
2. In terms of indicator compounds related to landfill gas emissions, the 2nd last paragraph states
that key quantitative variables associated with landfill gas generation will be reviewed and that
modelling will only occur if significant changes are anticipated between alternatives. The “key
quantitative variables” would only relate to the total landfill gas emissions between the three
alternatives, but would not account for the impacts of expanding the landfill to different
areas. The modelling is required to assess the impacts of the different expansion alternatives
and should occur regardless.
Please let me know if you have any questions on the above.
I am expecting comments on the hydrogeological approach at the end of the day so you will likely get
them tomorrow.
Regards,

Carolyn Lee
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Project Officer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st floor
Toronto, ON M4V 1P5
Phone: (416) 212-4279
Email: Carolyn.Lee@Ontario.ca

If you have any accommodation needs or require communication supports or alternate
formats, please let me know.
Si vous avez des besoins en matière d’adaptation, ou si vous nécessitez des aides à la
communication ou des médias substituts, veuillez me le faire savoir.

From: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
Sent: March-08-19 12:45 PM
To: Archibald, Jenny (MECP) <Jenny.Archibald@ontario.ca>
Cc: Evers, Andrew (MECP) <Andrew.Evers@ontario.ca>; Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>;
Bill Allison <wallison@dillon.ca>
Subject: Ridge EA - Alternative Methods Revised Air Quality Approach
Good afternoon Jenny,
Please find the attached memo outlining the revised approach to the Air Quality assessment as it relates to the
three (3) alternative methods and further to our meeting and discussion with you, Andrew and Peter on February
28th, 2019.
Could you advise when we might expect comments on our proposed hydrogeological approach for the three
alternatives?
I look forward to your response and have a great weekend!
Regards,
Cathy
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MEMO
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:
OUR FILE:

Cathy Smith, Project Manager, Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada
Bill Allison, Dillon Consulting Limited
March 28, 2019
Responses to Comments from MECP Re Air Quality Assessment of Alternative Methods
Received March 25th, 2019.
15-2456

1. Response to Question 1: The updated plan appears as though a single area source will be used
for the entire landfill footprint. It would be preferable to model the different landfill areas as
their own individual area sources.
The proposed approach to the analysis of the landfill gas emissions and the impacts on landfill emissions
(e.g. material handling) from the site is consistent with Environmental Assessments for similar expansion
projects. The entire waste footprint for each of alternative methods will be represented as a single area
source. However, each source will be a different polygonal shape, to reflect the actual footprint of
waste deposition for that alternative. The following images provide show (red line) the polygonal area
source for each alternative.
For Alternative 1 (vertical and horizontal expansion) the final landfill footprint will extend across the
area below. The final height of the landfill will be uniform at 40 m above grade (AG). The release height
for the polygonal area source will be set at half the final height at 20 m AG.

ALTERNATIVE 1
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For Alternative 2 (landfill mining and horizontal expansion), the final landfill footprint will extend across
the area below. The final height of the landfill will be uniform at 40 m AG. The release height for the
polygonal area source will be 20 m AG. Due to the landfill mining operation, there will be a nominal
reduction in the final landfill footprint (expansion area called “B”). This nominal reduction will be
reflected in the slight decrease in footprint at the south east landfill cell.

ALTERNATIVE 2

For Alternative 3 (horizontal expansion) the final landfill footprint will extend across the area below. The
final height of the landfill will be uniform at 40 m AG across the expanded landfill areas. The final height
of the old landfill cell will remain at its existing final height (10 m AG). The release height for the
polygonal area source will be averaged at 14.9 m AG.
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ALTERNATIVE 3

Through the use of alternative specific polygonal shapes and release points, the modeling will identify
differences in emissions and impacts from each of the three alternatives.
2. Response to Question 2: In terms of indicator compounds related to landfill gas emissions, the
2nd last paragraph states that key quantitative variables associated with landfill gas generation
will be reviewed and that modelling will only occur if significant changes are anticipated
between alternatives. The “key quantitative variables” would only relate to the total landfill gas
emissions between the three alternatives, but would not account for the impacts of expanding
the landfill to different areas. The modelling is required to assess the impacts of the different
expansion alternatives and should occur regardless.

Modeling will be conducted for the indicator compounds related to landfill gas as requested. Modeling
will be completed as noted in the response to Question 1.
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Subject:
Attachments:

FW: Fwd: Ridge EA Impact Assessment Criteria
RidgeEA_ImpactCriteria_MECP.pdf

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Date: Tue, Apr 16, 2019 at 3:17 PM
Subject: RE: Ridge EA Impact Assessment Criteria
To: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>
Cc: Kolli, Karla <kkolli@dillon.ca>, Bill Allison <wallison@dillon.ca>, Evers, Andrew (MECP)
<Andrew.Evers@ontario.ca>
Hi Cathy,
Please find attached MECP’s comments on the draft impact assessment criteria.
Do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.
Regards,
Carolyn

From: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
Sent: March-25-19 9:47 AM
To: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Cc: Kolli, Karla <kkolli@dillon.ca>; Bill Allison <wallison@dillon.ca>
Subject: Ridge EA: Impact Assessment Criteria
Good morning Carolyn,
Please find the attached draft impact assessment criteria for your review. Please see Karla’s comments below. As you
and I discussed we had hoped to have WIFN input prior to now but unfortunately that hasn’t been able to occur.
We are happy to discuss and per my voicemail on Friday are also hoping we can have a call early this week to discuss
your review of our revised approach to net effects in the alternative methods report.
Thanks,
Cathy
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From: Kolli, Karla [mailto:kkolli@dillon.ca]
Sent: Thursday, March 21, 2019 8:53 PM
To: Cathy Smith
Cc: Bill Allison; Sue Reimer; Buelles, Anni; 152456
Subject: Impact Assessment Criteria

WARNING: This email is from outside of Waste Connections; Exercise caution.

Hi Cathy
Attached please find the revised Impact Assessment Criteria for your review. As noted at the top of the
attached we have made revisions to address specific MECP comments as well as made adjustments based on
work plans and generally added more detail where available. In the August 2nd letter from MECP regarding
criteria MECP the following comments that we did not address:
·
·

suggestion to pull out haul route criteria into a separate table - given that the haul route and site study
area overlap it was determined that this would not be practical
note to remove double counting citing the fact that noise shows up a number of times - we feel that the
idea of double counting is not really relevant for the impact assessment and elected to keep noise within
the social and economic criteria groups

You will see that where culturally relevant species and traditional knowledge are referenced we have included a
note that we have requested a meeting with WIFN.
Let me know if you have any questions.
Cheers
karla

Karla Kolli
Partner
Dillon Consulting Limited
235 Yorkland Blvd Suite 800
Toronto, Ontario, M2J 4Y8
T - 416.229.4647 ext. 2354
F - 416.229.4692
M - 647.204.2495
KKolli@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

This message is directed in confidence solely to the person(s) named above and may contain privileged, confidential or private
information which is not to be disclosed. If you are not the addressee or an authorized representative thereof, please

contact the undersigned and then destroy this message.
Ce message est destiné uniquement aux personnes indiquées dans l'entête et peut contenir une information privilégiée, confidentielle
ou privée et ne pouvant être divulguée. Si vous n'êtes pas le destinataire de ce message ou une personne autorisée à le recevoir,
veuillez communiquer avec le soussigné et ensuite détruire ce message.
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Biological –
Terrestrial
Ecosystems

Criteria

NOTE: The following
comment has been
received from WIFN:
WIFN does not provide a list
of culturally relevant
species as it is the position
of WIFN that maintaining
intact and healthy native
ecosystems is, in and of
itself, culturally relevant.
A meeting has been
requested with WIFN to
discuss whether/how this
can be applied

Assess potential impact on
habitat of Endangered or
Threatened species as well
as medicinal or culturally
sensitive species of
importance to First Nations
groups.

Natural Environment

Environment

1

Natural features with the
potential to provide habitat for
Endangered or Threatened
species and/or medicinal or
culturally sensitive species of
importance to First Nations
groups subject to removal or
displacement by construction
and operation of the landfill
expansion.

Habitat of Endangered and
Threatened species is protected
under the Endangered Species Act,
2007 while medicinal or cultural
sensitive species are considered
important to local First Nation
groups. The expansion of the landfill
may displace habitat for species at
risk as well as medicinal or cultural
species relied upon by local First
Nations groups.

Table 4: Draft Impact Assessment Criteria
Indicator
Rationale

·

·

·

·

·

·

·
·

·

·
·

Field observations.
Existing and proposed facility
characteristics (Preliminary
Design and Operations Report).
Natural Environment Existing
Conditions Report.
Recent Aerial Photography.
MNRF Species at Risk in Ontario
List (O. Reg. 230/08).
MNRF Significant Wildlife
Technical Guide (2000).
Significant Wildlife Habitat Ecoregion 7E Criterion Schedule.
Land Information Ontario
(biodiversity explorer, rare
species, Ontario Odonata Atlas).
Land Information Ontario
Aquatic Area Resources Area
database.
Official Plan and mapping
schedules (2017).
Committee on the Status of
Endangered Wildlife in Canada
(COSEWIC) data on wildlife
species.

Data Source

The majority of the criteria under natural environment, social environment, economic environment, cultural environment, and built environment
are impacted by effects that would result from construction, operation and post-closure of the landfill. The impact assessment will distinguish
between effects that would result from construction, operation and post-closure, where applicable.

Date: March 21, 2019
NOTE: This table was originally included in the July 18, 2018 memo on evaluation criteria that was submitted to MECP. Changes reflect –
consistency with work plans, addressing MECP comments on original memo, reflecting consistency with the Alternative Methods evaluation
criteria and providing additional detail where possible.

Environment

Assess potential impact on
biological systems.

Criteria

Development and operation of the
landfill and haul route may disrupt
biological systems without removing
or displacing them causing some loss
of character or function.

Amount and quality of and
impact on biological systems
disrupted by construction and
operation of the landfill and the
haul route. Specifically,
potential disruptive impacts on:
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Biological systems subject to direct
removal or displacement may
experience total loss of character
and function.

Amount and quality of, and
impact on biological systems
subject to removal or
displacement by construction
and operation of the landfill
expansion.

Table 4: Draft Impact Assessment Criteria
Indicator
Rationale

Field observations.
Existing and proposed facility
characteristics (Preliminary
Design and Operations Report).
Natural Environment Existing
Conditions Report.

·
·
·

·
·

·

·

·
·

·

Field observations.
Existing and proposed facility
characteristics (Preliminary
Design and Operations Report).
Natural Environment Existing
Conditions Report.
Recent Aerial Photography.
Natural Heritage Reference
Manual, Second Edition, March
2010.
Land Information Ontario
(biodiversity explorer, rare
species, Ontario Odonata Atlas).
Official Plan and mapping
schedules (2017).
ELC mapping (2015, 2016, 2017).
Communication with agencies
(e.g., MNRF and Conservation
Authority).

·
·

·

·
·

Data Source
ELC mapping (2015, 2016, 2017).
Communication with agencies
(e.g., MNRF and Conservation
Authority) and knowledgeable
citizens.
Traditional ecological knowledge
(TEK) in consultation with First
Nations groups. (NOTE: to be
confirmed with WIFN)

Biological –
Aquatic
Ecosystems
Physical –
Ground water

Environment

Note: Impact on aquatic
ecosystems is addressed
under surface water
Contamina ng Lifespan.

Criteria
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Predicted reduc on in leachate
concentra on over me (in
years) based on tonnes of
waste per hectare of footprint
area and leachate genera on
rate during opera on and
closure.

This criterion serves as a measure of
potential long term impact of the
landfill.

Table 4: Draft Impact Assessment Criteria
Indicator
Rationale
Woodlands, ponds, selected
noteworthy species or
specimens.

·

·

·

·
·

·

·

·

·

·

·
·

Three leachate generation
rates: based on a natural cover,
low permeability clay cover
and a low permeability
geosynthetic cover.
Leachate characteristics used
in the contaminating life span
estimates will be taken from
Table 1, Section 10 of O.Reg.
232/98.
Estimated adapting the method
used by Rowe et. al (2004).

Data Source
Recent Aerial Photography.
Natural Heritage Reference
Manual, Second Edition, March
2010.
MNRF Significant Wildlife
Technical Guide (2000).
Significant Wildlife Habitat Ecoregion 7E Criterion Schedule.
Land Information Ontario
(biodiversity explorer, rare
species, Ontario Odonata Atlas).
Land Information Ontario
Aquatic Area Resources Area
database.
Official Plan and mapping
schedules (2017).
ELC mapping (2015, 2016, 2017).
Communication with agencies
(e.g., MNRF and Conservation
Authority).

Physical - Surface
Water

Environment

4

Change in temperature, water
quality (i.e., suspended solids,
metals, inorganics), benthos

Predictive impact assessment
using contaminant transport
computer modelling to predict
expected concentrations in the
bedrock aquifer as well as
travel times and flow direction.

Poten al impacts to water
supply wells.

Changes in surface water
quality.

Reduction in infiltration rate to
bedrock aquifer based on
footprint area of new fill areas
versus the amount of recharge
that is presently occurring prior
to landfill expansion.

allowable concentra ons
derived from the Reasonable
Use Guidelines.

Runoff from the landfill property has
the potential to impact water
quality. This criterion will examine

Residents in the vicinity of the landfill
are concerned about potential
impact to their wells.

This criterion will serve as a check to
make sure that we are not displacing
beneficial infiltration.

Table 4: Draft Impact Assessment Criteria
Indicator
Rationale
Concentra ons based on
Leachate from landfills has the
potential to impact groundwater
predic ve contaminant
quality. This criterion will quantify
transport modelling (i.e.,
the potential ground water quality
POLLUTE™) (assessment of net
impact associated with Ridge.
eﬀects) compared to the

Poten al impacts to
groundwater quan ty.

Criteria
Poten al impacts to
groundwater quality.

·

·

·

·

·

·
·
·
·

·

·
·

·

·

·

·

MECP published water quality
data (e.g., Ontario Water
Resources Act and Water

Data Source
Site data collected through
intrusive inves ga ons (1981 to
present).
Leachate characteristics taken
from Table 1, Section 10 of
O.Reg. 232/98.
Leachate generation rates
(HELP™ modelling).
Exis ng and proposed facility
characteris cs (Preliminary
Design and Opera ons Report).
Annual Monitoring Reports.
Site data collected through
intrusive inves ga ons (1981 to
present).
Landﬁll design input (Preliminary
Design and Opera ons Report).
Annual Monitoring Reports.
Socio-Economic Interview data.
Historic well monitoring records.
Site data collected through
intrusive inves ga ons.
Leachate characteristics taken
from Table 1, Section 10 of
O.Reg. 232/98.
Leachate generation rates
(HELP™ modelling).
Existing and proposed facility
characteristics (Preliminary
Design and Opera ons Report).
Annual Monitoring Reports.

Environment

Changes in surface water
quantity.

Criteria
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Changes in baseflows.
Streambank erosion potential.
Ability to release postdevelopment peak flows to
downstream watercourses at
or below pre-expansion
conditions.

Upstream and downstream
flood levels.
Hydrograph timing/duration.

Runoff from the landfill property has
the potential to impact water
quantity. This criterion will examine
the potential extent of impact for the
Ridge.

Table 4: Draft Impact Assessment Criteria
Indicator
Rationale
and fish habitat.
the potential extent of impact for the
Ridge.

·
·
·
·

·

·

·

·

·
·

·

·

·
·

·

·

Data Source
Management Policies,
Guidelines, Provincial Water
Quality Objectives).
Benthic community inventory
(Ontario’s Benthos Biomonitoring Network; Protocol
Manual [MECP, 2007]).
Fish habitat survey (2016: Oct.
12, 13).
Annual Monitoring Reports.
Provincial Water Quality
Objectives (MECP, 1994)
Canadian Water Quality
Guidelines.
Historical stream flow data
(Environment and Climate
Change Canada, 1971 to
present).
On-site stream flow monitoring.
On-site water temperature
monitoring.
On-site surface water quality
monitoring.
Topographic mapping and aerial
imagery.
Climate data (Environment and
Climate Change Canada, 2006 to
present).
On-site climate station data;
active since December 2015.
Drainage Act, R.S.O. 1990.
Soils and land use mapping.
Previous drainage studies.
Existing and proposed facility
characteristics.

GHG emissions potential.

Social

Potential for impacts on
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Number of residents displaced.

Comparison of predicted
concentrations of indicator
compounds from the haul route
traffic sources associated with
the potential changes to soil
truck or background traffic
levels.
Quantitative assessment of
GHG emissions (US EPA and
Canadian National Inventory
Report [NIR] emission factors).

Potential impacts on air
quality (based on indicator
compounds [TSP, PM10,
PM2.5], SO2/CO/NOx) from
haul route.

Impact to residents required to

A landfill has the potential to result
in greenhouse gas emissions so it is
necessary to characterize the
emissions to be able to mitigate
where possible.

Landfill haul route traffic has
potential for air quality impacts.

The landfill must meet criteria
established by the MECP.

Table 4: Draft Impact Assessment Criteria
Indicator
Rationale

Comparison of predicted
concentrations of air quality
indicator compounds with
baseline conditions at the
landfill against MECP air quality
criteria.

Criteria

Potential impacts to air
quality from the landfill
based on indicator
compounds (particulate
[TSP, PM10, PM2.5],
SO2/CO/NOx; H2S/Vinyl
Chloride/Chloroform).

Social Environment

Physical Climate Change

Physical –
Atmospheric

Environment

·

·
·
·

·

·
·
·

·
·

·
·

·
·

·
·

·
·
·

Socio-economic interviews.

Existing and proposed facility
characteristics including change
in on-site woodlot, on-site
vehicles, landfill gas
management system.
US EPA AP-42.
Canada NIR.
US EPA LandGEM modelling.

Data Source
Field observations.
HEC-RAS modeling.
Aerial photography & GIS
mapping.
Annual Monitoring Reports.
MECP and ECCC background air
quality monitoring data.
Local meteorological data.
Existing and proposed facility
characteristics including working
face location, waste receipt,
material handling, on-site traffic,
landfill gas collection, etc.
GIS mapping/Secondary sources.
US EPA AP-42 and MECP
emission factors.
US EPA LandGEM modelling.
Transportation assessment
results.
US EPA emission factors.
US EPA modelling guidance.
GIS mapping/Secondary sources.

Environment
Environment

Potential for impacts on
residents from dust and
noise along the haul route.

residents.

Criteria

Impact to residents will be assessed
against blowing litter threshold wind
speed criteria previously defined for
the site.
On-site and landfill
machinery/equipment operation
create noise that propagates beyond
the boundary of the landfill site and
has the potential to be disruptive to
residents.
The degree of disruption will depend
on the characteristics of the affected
households, and the proximity of the
receptors to sources of nuisance.

Predictions of potential for
blowing litter occurrences.
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Predicted level of noise at
receptors along the haul route

Predicted TSP (dust) levels at
residences along the haul route.

Transport trucks travelling along haul
route create noise that has the

Activities such as materials handling
and vehicle traffic (road dust and
tailpipe emissions) can generate a
nuisance impact.

Predicted TSP (dust) levels
relative to MECP criteria.

Predicted level of noise at
receptors near site relative to
established criteria.

Landfill operations have the
potential to generate odours.
Odours can cause nuisance impacts
on sensitive receptors located near
the site.

Relative predicted odour levels
at sensitive receptors.

Table 4: Draft Impact Assessment Criteria
Indicator
Rationale
move.

Socio-economic interviews.
Public consultation activities.
Transportation assessment
results.
Results of noise/air quality
studies.
GIS mapping/secondary sources.
Transportation assessment

·
·
·

·
·

·

GIS mapping/secondary sources.
Noise modelling results.
MECP Noise criteria.
Preliminary Design and
Operations Report.

·
·
·
·

·

·
·
·

·
·

·
·
·

·
·

Data Source
Public consultation activities.
Preliminary Design and
Operations Report.
Socio-economic interviews.
Public consultation activities.
Results of odour modeling using
MECP emission factor for odour
for landfill gas (US EPA LandGEM
modelling).
MECP criteria (O.Reg. 419/05).
Results of air quality study
(existing and proposed site
characteristics based emission
estimates and dispersion
modelling results).
Interviews.
Public consultation activities.
Proposed site characteristics
(working face location).
1 year of meteorological data.

Area of Traditional territory
affected.

Potential to impact
Indigenous community
traditional territory.
Potential benefits to
Indigenous Communities.

Economic

Potential for impacts on
businesses in the site
vicinity from odour, noise,
litter and dust.

Landfill operations have the
potential to generate odours.
Odours can cause nuisance impacts
on sensitive receptors located near
the site.

Relative predicted odour levels
at receptors.
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The degree of disruption will depend
on the characteristics of the affected
businesses and their proximity to the
nuisance.

The landfill has the potential to
impact traditional lands. It is
important to recognize this in the EA.
Funding of peer reviews and field
visit opportunities are ways to
involve the Indigenous Communities
support their skill growth.

The degree of disruption will depend
on extent of visual impacts for each
impacted household.

Number of businesses
potentially disrupted.

Extent of support and capacity
building for Indigenous
Communities.

Degree of change for
households with impacted
views based on type and extent
of change, proximity of
receptor, and ability to screen.

Potential visual impacts.

Expansion may or may not affect
property values in the local area or
along the haul route.

Table 4: Draft Impact Assessment Criteria
Indicator
Rationale
relative to established criteria.
potential to be disruptive to
residents.
Home and property value in
local area and comparable
jurisdictions.

Criteria

Potential impacts to
property values.

Economic Environment

Environment

Socio-economic interviews.
Public consultation activities.
Results of odour modeling using
MECP emission factor for odour
for landfill gas (US EPA LandGEM
modelling).

·
·
·
·

Waste Connections agreements
with First Nations.

·

Socio-economic interviews.
Public consultation activities.
Results of noise/air quality
studies.
Preliminary Design and
Operations Report.

NOTE: Data sources to be
confirmed with WIFN

·

·
·
·

Socio-economic interviews.
Civil 3D modelling.
GIS mapping.
Public consultation activities.
Results of visual assessment.

·
·
·
·
·

·
·

·
·
·

Data Source
results.
Noise modelling results.
MECP Noise criteria.
Preliminary Design and
Operations Report.
Property value data.
General reports from private
sector and academia.

Environment

Potential for impacts to the
wider economy in the
Municipality of ChathamKent.

Potential for impacts on
businesses from dust, noise,
litter along the haul route.

Criteria
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Changes in characteristics of
local/municipal economy as a
result of landfill such as jobs,
investment, municipal revenue

Predicted level of noise at
receptors along the haul route
relative to established criteria.

Predicted TSP (dust) levels at
businesses along the haul
route.

Number of businesses
potentially disrupted.

Predicted level of noise at
receptors near site relative to
established criteria.

Predictions of potential for
blowing litter occurrences.

Expansion may result in benefits to
the local and broader economy of
the Municipality.

Transport trucks travelling along haul
route create noise that has the
potential to be disruptive to
businesses.

Impact to businesses will be assessed
against blowing litter threshold wind
speed criteria previously defined for
the site.
On-site and landfill machinery/
equipment operation create noise
that propagates beyond the
boundary of the landfill site and has
the potential to be disruptive to
businesses.
The degree of disruption will depend
on the characteristics of the affected
businesses and their proximity to
nuisance.
The degree of disruption will depend
on the characteristics of the affected
businesses, and the proximity of the
receptors to sources of nuisance.

Table 4: Draft Impact Assessment Criteria
Indicator
Rationale
Predicted TSP (dust) levels
Activities such as materials handling
relative to MECP criteria.
and vehicle traffic (road dust and
tailpipe emissions) can generate a
nuisance impact.

Socio-economic interviews.
Public consultation activities.
Results of noise/air quality
studies.
Socio-economic interviews.
Public consultation activities.
Transportation assessment
results.
Results of noise/air quality
studies.
GIS mapping/secondary sources.
Transportation assessment
results.
Noise modelling results.
MECP Noise criteria.
Waste Connections employment
and spending estimates.
Agency consultation.
Secondary sources.

·
·
·

·
·

·
·
·

·
·

·

·
·
·

GIS mapping/secondary sources.
Noise modelling results.
MECP Noise criteria.
Preliminary Design and
Operations Report.

·
·
·
·

·

·

·
·

Data Source
MECP criteria (O.Reg. 419/05)
Results of air quality study
(existing and proposed site
characteristics based emission
estimates and dispersion
modelling results).
Proposed site characteristics
(working face location).
1 year of meteorological data.

Agriculture

Environment

Assess potential for impacts
to farm operations along the
haul route.

Assess potential for impacts
to agricultural resources.

Criteria

Identifies the amount of land in use
for agricultural production (e.g.,
common field crops/orchards/fallow)
that will be removed by the facility;
and the potential for nuisance
impacts to cause economic losses
and frustration to off-site farmers.
Identifies the number of active farm
infrastructure which shows long term
capital investment.
Identifies the number of active farm
infrastructure. Such infrastructure
are used for animal housing are
considered sensitive.
Indicates the number of
ingress/egress points to farm
building complexes where
interference is most likely for farm
operations along the haul route.
Indicates the number of ingress/
egress points to farm fields where
conflict could occur between slow

Area of crop production lost or
disrupted within the off-site
study area.
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Number of field entrances with
direct access to haul route.

Number of farm building
complexes with direct access to
haul route.

Number of livestock
infrastructure within the offsite study area.

Number and type of farm
infrastructure impacted.

Changes required to tile
drainage/surface ditches.

Under the Planning Act, Class 1 to 3
soils that are designated agricultural
are considered Prime Agricultural
lands and should be preserved for
future agricultural usage.
Tiles and drainage ditches represent
an investment in land improvements
to improve soil productivity.

Area (ha) of Canada Land
inventory (CLI) Class 1-3 Lands
removed.

Table 4: Draft Impact Assessment Criteria
Indicator
Rationale
and expenditures.

Field observations.
Cultural Heritage Assessment.
Agency and key contacts.
Farm operator Interviews.
Field observations.

Roadside survey.

Field observations.
Farm operator Interviews.

·
·
·
·
·
·

·
·

·
·
·

Field observations.
Top Soil Maps.
OMAFRA drainage mapping.
Preliminary Design and
Operations Report.
Field observations.
Agency and key contacts.
Transportation assessment.

·
·
·
·

·
·
·
·
·

·

Data Source
Financial information from the
Municipality of Chatham-Kent.
Statistics Canada data.
Field observations.
Top Soil Maps.
Soil Capability mapping.
Official Plan and policies.

Criteria

Loss of agricultural
employment.

Potential for impact on
archaeological resources.

Archaeology

Transportation

Land Use
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Expected change in Level of
Service (travel times) – Volume
to Capacity Assessment of in
mid-block links and
intersections (including
Highway 40 and 401
interchange).

Requirement for municipal
and/or regional permitting or
approvals as a result of landfill
expansion.

Potential for additional
approvals or permits (e.g.,
airport zoning).

Potential impact on
transportation service.

Extent and complexity of
change in existing land use
designations.

Number of cultural heritage
resources within the on and offsite study areas and the change
in the use/experience of those
resources.
Area of land with archaeological
potential that will be affected
by landfill development.

Levels of service and other
performance metrics will provide the
opportunity to assess and compare
impacts of future traffic activity
levels on- and off-site to current
conditions.

The expansion will result in the
permanent change to the existing
land use as designated in the
municipal Official Plan.
The identification of permits or
approvals required from the local
municipality and/or Region to ensure
that the landfill expansion is in
conformity with municipal plans.
Performance of the network along
the haul route.

Potential to uncover archaeological
resource(s) as part of expansion

Potential for the project to result in a
change in the use/experience of
cultural heritage resources.

Table 4: Draft Impact Assessment Criteria
Indicator
Rationale
moving farm machinery and haul
trucks.
Number and extent of
The expansion will result in the
agricultural businesses
permanent loss of agricultural lands.
impacted and number of
employees at each.

Potential for changes to
land use designations.

Built Environment

Potential for impact on
cultural heritage resources.

Cultural Heritage

Cultural Environment

Environment

Agency/municipal consultation.
Official Plan and Zoning-By-law
Review.
Drainage Act, R.S.O. 1990.
Observed traffic data.
Traffic modeling.
Agency consultation.

·
·

·
·
·

·

Official Plan Review.
Agency/municipal consultation.
GIS Mapping.

Stage 2 Archaeological
Assessment.

·

·
·
·

Cultural Heritage Assessment.
Site Specific Heritage Impact
Assessment.

Socio-economic interviews.
GIS mapping.
Agricultural Assessment.

·
·

·
·
·

Data Source

The preferred alternative for
landfill expansion, leachate
treatment and landfill gas
management may result in
changes to on-site infrastructure.

Need for changes to gas
management infrastructure.
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The preferred alternative for
landfill expansion, leachate
treatment and landfill gas
management may result in
changes to on-site infrastructure.

Need for changes to leachate
collection, conveyance and
treatment.

Changes in infrastructure
required.

There is potential for extreme
weather events to result in impacts
to the landfill.

Vulnerability and adaptive
measures of engineered
systems.

Climate change resilience
(vulnerability of systems).

The landfill expansion has the
potential to result in additional
bird populations. An
understanding of bird populations,
flight patterns and operations will
determine the need for any
additional mitigation.

Design &
Operation

Qualitative assessment of the
potential aviation impacts
cause by bird hazards resulting
from the expanded landfill.

Table 4: Draft Impact Assessment Criteria
Indicator
Rationale
Expected change in collision
rates and % of truck traffic.

Potential impact on the
Chatham-Kent Airport.

Criteria

Aviation Safety &
Bird Hazard

Environment

·

·
·

·
·

·
·

·

·

·

·

·
·

·
·

On-site bird observation data.
Chatham-Kent Airport bird
collision records.
Bird Hazard Assessment.
Facility Characteristics
(Preliminary Design and
Operations Report).
Discussions with Chatham-Kent
Airport representatives.
Discussions with Transport
Canada.
Facility characteristics
(vulnerable assets).
Engineers Canada Public
Infrastructure Engineering
Vulnerability Committee (PIEVC)
Protocol.
Climate analytics report.
Quality and quantity of leachate
(historical data).
Leachate generation modelling.
Blenheim Wastewater
Treatment Lagoon Annual
Reports.
Chatham-Kent Master Plan.
Landfill gas generation model
results (US EPA LandGEM
modelling).
Annual Monitoring Reports.

Data Source

Ministry of the Environment,
Conservation and Parks

Ministère de l'Environnement, de la
Protection de la nature et des Parcs

Environmental Assessment and
Permissions Branch

Direction des évaluations et des
permissions environnementales

135 St. Clair Avenue West
1st Floor
Toronto ON M4V 1P5
Phone: 416 314-8001
Fax: 416 314-8452

135, avenue St. Clair Ouest
Rez-de-chaussée
Toronto (Ontario) M4V 1P5
Tél: 416 314-8001
Téléc: 416 314-8452

April 16, 2019

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Cathy Smith
Project Manager, Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment
Waste Connections of Canada

FROM:

Carolyn Lee
Special Project Officer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch

RE:

Draft Impact Assessment Criteria
EA Reference No. 16019

The Environmental Assessment Services Section of the Ministry of the Environment,
Conservation and Parks (MECP) has reviewed the draft impact assessment criteria
dated March 21, 2019 and offers the comments below.
1.0 Natural Environment
1.1 Biological Terrestrial Ecosystems
The indicator(s) for assessing potential impacts on the habitat of Endangered or
Threatened species as well as medicinal or culturally sensitive species of importance to
First Nations groups can be more specific by identifying wildlife (e.g. mammals, birds,
reptiles, amphibians, bats) and plant species (e.g. herbaceous plants, shrubs, trees) of
importance that will be considered.
The term “biological systems” is not defined in the context of this environmental
assessment. Please describe what biological systems refer to (e.g. vegetation
communities, terrestrial habitat types, environmentally sensitive areas, areas of natural
and scientific interest). Once the “impact on biological systems” criterion is better
defined, more specific and measurable indicators can be assigned to assess what the
impacts will be.

1.2 Biological – Aquatic Ecosystems
The impact assessment criteria table notes that impacts to aquatic ecosystems are
addressed under the “Physical environment – surface water” category; however, no
rationale was provided. It would be appropriate to include environmental criteria and
indicators for aquatic habitat (e.g. ponds, drains, and streams) as well as aquatic
species (e.g. fish) under the “Biological – Aquatic Ecosystems” category.
2.0 Social Environment
One of the indicators to measure “potential for impacts on residents” is the number of
residents displaced. MECP commented in the memo on the draft criteria for the
evaluation of alternative methods (dated August 2, 2018) that the number of residents
displaced may not be a useful indicator as it MECP’s understanding that there are four
homes on the Ridge Landfill property, only one of which is occupied. Perhaps a better
indicator would be the number of residences or residential properties affected or
removed.
3.0 Economic Environment
The proposed economic impact assessment criteria mostly pertain to nuisance impacts
(i.e. odour, noise, litter, dust) on businesses from landfill operation. As mentioned in the
memo dated August 2, 2018, economic environment criteria typically include those
related to capital, operations & maintenance, and facility closure costs, in addition to
effects on the local economy with respect to businesses, employment, and property
values.
MECP also commented that it would be beneficial to re-organize environment
components/sub-components, and review evaluation criteria and indicators accordingly
to avoid double-counting. The criteria “potential for impacts on businesses in the site
vicinity from odour, noise, litter and dust”, and “potential for impacts on businesses from
dust, noise litter along the haul route” are very similar to those in the “Social
Environment” category. In addition, the economic environment criteria should specify
the types of businesses that will be affected. As the area surrounding the Ridge Landfill
is primarily agricultural, if the businesses mentioned refer to agribusinesses, then
impacts to these businesses would already be considered under the “Agriculture”
category.
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4.0 Built Environment
Please clarify if “potential impact on transportation service” refers to traffic impacts
along the waste haul route. In addition, the Transportation Scope of Work (September
2018) states the commitment to complete a safety assessment which would include an
analysis of baseline collision data. Therefore, traffic safety should be included as an
evaluation criterion under the “Transportation” category.
This memo provides MECP’s input on the draft impact assessment criteria. It is
acknowledged that criteria, indicators and data sources will be refined as input is
received from other government review team members, Indigenous communities, and
members of the public. If you would like to discuss the above comments, please feel
free to contact the undersigned at 416-212-4279 or by email at Carolyn.Lee@Ontario.ca
Sincerely

Carolyn Lee
c:

Andrew Evers, Environmental Assessment Permissions Branch, MECP
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Biological –
Terrestrial
Ecosystems

Criteria

Assess potential impact on
terrestrial biological systems
(e.g. vegetation, wildlife and
wildlife habitat, significant
woodlots).

Assess potential impact on
habitat of Endangered or
Threatened species as well
as medicinal or culturally
sensitive species of
importance to Indigenous
Communities.

Natural Environment

Environment

Development and operation of the landfill and haul route may
disrupt terrestrial features and systems without removing or
displacing them causing some loss of character or function.

Amount and quality of and impact on terrestrial biological
systems disrupted by construction and operation of the landfill
and the haul route. Specifically, potential disruptive impacts
on: Woodlands, ponds, selected noteworthy species or
specimens.

1

On-site terrestrial features such as vegetation, wildlife habitat,
significant woodlands, etc. subject to direct removal or
displacement may experience total loss of character and
function.

Amount and quality of, and impact on terrestrial biological
systems subject to removal or displacement by construction
and operation of the landfill expansion.

Habitat of Endangered and Threatened species is protected
under the Endangered Species Act, 2007 while medicinal or
cultural sensitive species are considered important to local
Indigenous Communities. The expansion of the landfill may
displace habitat for species at risk as well as medicinal or
cultural species relied upon by local Indigenous Communities.
It is noted that there is also opportunity for restoring
traditional/native species through restoration/replanting of the
woodlot and naturalization of the berm.

Draft Impact Assessment Criteria
Rationale

Medicinal or culturally sensitive species of importance to
Indigenous Communities subject to displacement by
construction and operation of the landfill expansion or addition
through restoration activities.

Displacement or disruption of features such as meadow,
agricultural buildings and woodlots with the potential to
provide habitat
for Endangered or Threatened species (SAR bats, Eastern
meadowlark or Barn swallow).

Indicator

Field observations.
Existing and proposed facility characteristics (Preliminary Design and
Operations Report).
Natural Environment Existing Conditions Report.
Recent Aerial Photography.
Natural Heritage Reference Manual, Second Edition, March 2010.
Land Information Ontario (biodiversity explorer, rare species, Ontario
Odonata Atlas).
Official Plan and mapping schedules (2017).
ELC mapping (2015, 2016, 2017).
Communication with agencies (e.g., MNRF and Conservation Authority).
Field observations.
Existing and proposed facility characteristics (Preliminary Design and
Operations Report).
Natural Environment Existing Conditions Report.
Recent Aerial Photography.
Natural Heritage Reference Manual, Second Edition, March 2010.
MNRF Significant Wildlife Technical Guide (2000).
Significant Wildlife Habitat Eco-region 7E Criterion Schedule.
Land Information Ontario (biodiversity explorer, rare species, Ontario
Odonata Atlas).

·
·

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

·
·
·

·
·
·
·

·

·
·

·
·
·

·
·
·
·
·
·

Field observations.
Existing and proposed facility characteristics (Preliminary Design and
Operations Report).
Natural Environment Existing Conditions Report.
Recent Aerial Photography.
MNRF Species at Risk in Ontario List (O. Reg. 230/08).
MNRF Significant Wildlife Technical Guide (2000).
Significant Wildlife Habitat Eco-region 7E Criterion Schedule.
Land Information Ontario (biodiversity explorer, rare species, Ontario
Odonata Atlas).
Land Information Ontario Aquatic Area Resources Area database.
Official Plan and mapping schedules (2017).
Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC)
data on wildlife species.
ELC mapping (2015, 2016, 2017).
Communication with agencies (e.g., MNRF and Conservation Authority)
and knowledgeable citizens.
Incorporate Traditional Indigenous knowledge by using Indigenous
peoples when implementing restoration.

·
·

Data Source

The majority of the criteria under natural environment, social environment, economic environment, cultural environment, and built environment are impacted by effects that would result from construction, operation and post-closure of the
landfill. The impact assessment will distinguish between effects that would result from construction, operation and post-closure, where applicable.

Date: April 22, 2019
NOTE: The initial draft impact assessment criteria were documented in a July 18, 2018 memo on evaluation criteria that was submitted to MECP. Changes have been made to reflect consistency with work plans, to address MECP comments on
the July 2018 memo, to reflect consistency with the Alternative Methods evaluation criteria and to providing additional detail where possible.

Predicted reduc on in leachate concentra on over me (in
years) based on tonnes of waste per hectare of footprint area
and leachate genera on rate during opera on and closure.

Concentra ons based on predic ve contaminant transport
modelling (i.e., POLLUTE™) (assessment of net eﬀects)
compared to the allowable concentra ons derived from the
Reasonable Use Guidelines.

Reduction in infiltration rate to bedrock aquifer based on
footprint area of new fill areas versus the amount of recharge
that is presently occurring prior to landfill expansion.
Predictive impact assessment using contaminant transport
computer modelling to predict expected concentrations in the

Contamina ng Lifespan.

Poten al impacts to
groundwater quality.

Poten al impacts to
groundwater quan ty.

Poten al impacts to water
supply wells.
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Residents in the vicinity of the landfill are concerned about
potential impact to their wells.

This criterion will serve as a check to make sure that we are not
displacing beneficial infiltration.

Leachate from landfills has the potential to impact
groundwater quality. This criterion will quantify the potential
ground water quality impact associated with Ridge.

This criterion serves as a measure of potential long term
impact of the landfill.

Development and operation of the landfill and haul route may
disrupt aquatic features and systems without removing or
displacing them causing some loss of character or function.

Potential for temporary disturbance or disruption resulting
from construction and operation.

Physical –
Ground water

On-site aquatic features such as ponds, drains and streams
subject to direct removal or displacement may experience total
loss of character and function.

Draft Impact Assessment Criteria
Rationale

Amount and character of habitat removed.

Indicator

Potential for impact on fish
and fish habitat (e.g. ponds,
drains and streams).

Criteria

Biological –
Aquatic
Ecosystems

Environment

Field observations.
Existing and proposed facility characteristics (Preliminary Design and
Operations Report).
Natural Environment Existing Conditions Report.
Fish habitat survey (2016: Oct. 12, 13).
On-site stream flow monitoring.
On-site water temperature monitoring.
Recent Aerial Photography.
Natural Heritage Reference Manual, Second Edition, March 2010.
Land Information Ontario Aquatic Area Resources Area database.
Official Plan and mapping schedules (2017).
ELC mapping (2015, 2016, 2017).
Communication with agencies (e.g., MNRF and Conservation Authority).
Three leachate generation rates: based on a natural cover, low
permeability clay cover and a low permeability geosynthetic cover.
Leachate characteristics used in the contaminating life span estimates
will be taken from Table 1, Section 10 of O.Reg. 232/98.
Estimated adapting the method used by Rowe et. al (2004).
Site data collected through intrusive inves ga ons (1981 to present).
Leachate characteristics taken from Table 1, Section 10 of O.Reg.
232/98.
Leachate generation rates (HELP™ modelling).
Exis ng and proposed facility characteris cs (Preliminary Design and
Opera ons Report).
Annual Monitoring Reports.
Site data collected through intrusive inves ga ons (1981 to present).
Landﬁll design input (Preliminary Design and Opera ons Report).
Annual Monitoring Reports.
Socio-Economic Interview data.
Historic well monitoring records.

·
·

·

·
·
·
·
·
·

·
·

·
·
·

·

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Field observations.
Existing and proposed facility characteristics (Preliminary Design and
Operations Report).
Natural Environment Existing Conditions Report.
Fish habitat survey (2016: Oct. 12, 13).
On-site stream flow monitoring.
On-site water temperature monitoring.
Recent Aerial Photography.
Land Information Ontario Aquatic Area Resources Area database.
Natural Heritage Reference Manual, Second Edition, March 2010.
Official Plan and mapping schedules (2017).
ELC mapping (2015, 2016, 2017).
Communication with agencies (e.g., MNRF and Conservation Authority).

Data Source
Land Information Ontario Aquatic Area Resources Area database.
Official Plan and mapping schedules (2017).
ELC mapping (2015, 2016, 2017).
Communication with agencies (e.g., MNRF and Conservation Authority).

·
·

·
·
·
·

Physical Climate Change

Physical –
Atmospheric

Physical - Surface
Water

Environment

Upstream and downstream flood levels.

Changes in surface water
quantity.

Comparison of predicted concentrations of indicator
compounds from the haul route traffic sources associated with
the potential changes to soil truck or background traffic levels.

Potential impacts on air
quality (based on indicator
compounds [TSP, PM10,
PM2.5], SO2/CO/NOx) from
haul route.
GHG emissions potential.

Quantitative assessment of GHG emissions (US EPA and
Canadian National Inventory Report [NIR] emission factors).

Comparison of predicted concentrations of air quality indicator
compounds with baseline conditions at the landfill against
MECP air quality criteria.
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A landfill has the potential to result in greenhouse gas
emissions so it is necessary to characterize the emissions to be

Landfill haul route traffic has potential for air quality impacts.

The landfill must meet criteria established by the MECP.

Runoff from the landfill property has the potential to impact
water quantity. This criterion will examine the potential extent
of impact for the Ridge.

Runoff from the landfill property has the potential to impact
water quality. This criterion will examine the potential extent
of impact for the Ridge.

Draft Impact Assessment Criteria
Rationale

Potential impacts to air
quality from the landfill
based on indicator
compounds (particulate
[TSP, PM10, PM2.5],
SO2/CO/NOx; H2S/Vinyl
Chloride/Chloroform).

Changes in baseflows.
Streambank erosion potential.
Ability to release post-development peak flows to
downstream watercourses at or below pre-expansion
conditions.

Hydrograph timing/duration.

Change in temperature, water quality (i.e., suspended solids,
metals, inorganics), and benthos.

Indicator
bedrock aquifer as well as travel times and flow direction.

Changes in surface water
quality.

Criteria

Existing and proposed facility characteristics including change in on-site
woodlot, on-site vehicles, landfill gas management system.

·

·
·
·
·
·
·
·

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

·
·
·
·
·

·
·
·
·
·

·

MECP published water quality data (e.g., Ontario Water Resources Act
and Water Management Policies, Guidelines, Provincial Water Quality
Objectives).
Benthic community inventory (Ontario’s Benthos Bio-monitoring
Network; Protocol Manual [MECP, 2007]).
Fish habitat survey (2016: Oct. 12, 13).
Annual Monitoring Reports.
Provincial Water Quality Objectives (MECP, 1994)
Canadian Water Quality Guidelines.
Historical stream flow data (Environment and Climate Change Canada,
1971 to present).
On-site stream flow monitoring.
On-site water temperature monitoring.
On-site surface water quality monitoring.
Topographic mapping and aerial imagery.
Climate data (Environment and Climate Change Canada, 2006 to
present).
On-site climate station data; active since December 2015.
Drainage Act, R.S.O. 1990.
Soils and land use mapping.
Previous drainage studies.
Existing and proposed facility characteristics.
Field observations.
HEC-RAS modeling.
Aerial photography & GIS mapping.
Annual Monitoring Reports.
MECP and ECCC background air quality monitoring data.
Local meteorological data.
Existing and proposed facility characteristics including working face
location, waste receipt, material handling, on-site traffic, landfill gas
collection, etc.
GIS mapping/Secondary sources.
US EPA AP-42 and MECP emission factors.
US EPA LandGEM modelling.
Transportation assessment results.
US EPA emission factors.
US EPA modelling guidance.
GIS mapping/Secondary sources.

Data Source
Site data collected through intrusive inves ga ons.
Leachate characteristics taken from Table 1, Section 10 of O.Reg.
232/98.
Leachate generation rates (HELP™ modelling).
Existing and proposed facility characteristics (Preliminary Design and
Opera ons Report).
Annual Monitoring Reports.

·

·

·
·

·
·

Criteria

Economic

Social

Landfill operations have the potential to generate odours.
Odours can cause nuisance impacts on sensitive receptors
located near the site.

Activities such as on-site materials handling and vehicle traffic
(road dust and tailpipe emissions) can generate a nuisance
impact.

Impact to residents and businesses will be assessed against
blowing litter threshold wind speed criteria previously defined
for the site.
On-site and landfill machinery/equipment operation create
noise that propagates beyond the boundary of the landfill site
and has the potential to be disruptive to residents and
businesses.
The degree of disruption will depend on extent of visual
impacts for each impacted household.

Relative predicted odour levels at sensitive receptors.

Predicted TSP (dust) levels relative to MECP criteria.

Predictions of potential for blowing litter occurrences.

Home and property value in local area and comparable
jurisdictions.

Potential impacts to
property values.
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Expansion may or may not affect property values in the local
area or along the haul route.

The landfill is located on traditional lands. It is important to
recognize both the benefits and the impacts that the site has
on Indigenous lands and peoples in the EA.
Expansion may result in benefits to the local and broader
economy of the Municipality.

Transport trucks travelling along haul route create noise that
has the potential to be disruptive to residents.

Predicted level of noise at receptors along the haul route
relative to established criteria.

Opportunities for direct benefit (e.g. partnership; use of site;
capacity building) or direct impacts (e.g. removal of woodlot on
traditional territory)
Changes in characteristics of local/municipal economy as a
result of landfill such as jobs, investment, municipal revenue
and expenditures.

The degree of disruption will depend on the characteristics of
the affected households, and the proximity of the receptors to
sources of nuisance.

Predicted TSP (dust) levels at residences and businesses along
the haul route.

Degree of visual change for households and businesses with
impacted views based on type and extent of change, proximity
of receptor, and ability to screen.

Predicted level of noise at receptors near site relative to
established criteria.

There are two on-site residences that will be displaced as a
result of the expansion.

Draft Impact Assessment Criteria
Rationale
able to mitigate where possible.

Number of residences or residential properties that will be
displaced.

Indicator

Potential for impacts and
benefits to Indigenous
Communities.
Potential for impacts to the
wider economy in the
Municipality of ChathamKent.

Potential for impacts on
residents and businesses
from dust and noise along
the haul route.

Potential for displacement
of residences or residential
properties.
Potential for nuisance
affects to off-site residents
and businesses (e.g. fruit
market and small
equipment dealer).

Socio-Economic Environment

Environment

MECP criteria (O.Reg. 419/05).
Results of air quality study (existing and proposed site characteristics
based emission estimates and dispersion modelling results).
Interviews.
Public consultation activities.
Proposed site characteristics (working face location).
1 year of meteorological data.
GIS mapping/secondary sources.
Noise modelling results.
MECP Noise criteria.
Preliminary Design and Operations Report.
Socio-economic interviews.
Civil 3D modelling.
GIS mapping.
Public consultation activities.
Results of visual assessment.
Socio-economic interviews.
Public consultation activities.
Transportation assessment results.
Results of noise/air quality studies.
GIS mapping/secondary sources.
Transportation assessment results.
Noise modelling results.
MECP Noise criteria.
Preliminary Design and Operations Report.
Waste Connections agreements with Indigenous Communities.
Waste Connections employment and spending estimates.
Agency consultation.
Secondary sources.
Financial information from the Municipality of Chatham-Kent.
Statistics Canada data.
Preliminary Design and Operations Report.
Property value data.

·
·

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

·
·
·
·

Socio-economic interviews.
Public consultation activities.
Preliminary Design and Operations Report.
Socio-economic interviews.
Public consultation activities.
Results of odour modeling using MECP emission factor for odour for
landfill gas (US EPA LandGEM modelling).

Data Source
US EPA AP-42.
Canada NIR.
US EPA LandGEM modelling.

·
·
·
·
·
·

·
·
·

Criteria

Loss of agricultural
employment.

Assess potential for impacts
to farm operations along the
haul route.

Assess potential for impacts
to agricultural resources.

Capital and operating costs.

Potential for impact on
archaeological resources.

Archaeology

Land Use

Identifies the amount of land in use for agricultural production
(e.g., common field crops/orchards/fallow) that will be
removed by the facility; and the potential for nuisance impacts
to cause economic losses and frustration to off-site farmers.
Identifies the number of active farm infrastructure which
shows long term capital investment.
Identifies the number of active farm infrastructure. Such
infrastructure are used for animal housing are considered
sensitive.
Indicates the number of ingress/egress points to farm building
complexes where interference is most likely for farm
operations along the haul route.
Indicates the number of ingress/ egress points to farm fields
where conflict could occur between slow moving farm
machinery and haul trucks.
The expansion will result in the permanent loss of agricultural
lands.

Area of crop production lost or disrupted within the off-site
study area.

Number of livestock infrastructure within the off-site study
area.

Extent and complexity of change in existing land use
designations.
Requirement for municipal and/or regional permitting or
approvals as a result of landfill expansion.

Potential for additional
approvals or permits (e.g.,
airport zoning).

Number of cultural heritage resources within the on and offsite study areas and the change in the use/experience of those
resources.
Area of land with archaeological potential that will be affected
by landfill development.

Number and extent of agricultural businesses impacted and
number of employees at each.

Number of field entrances with direct access to haul route.

Number of farm building complexes with direct access to haul
route.

Number and type of farm infrastructure impacted.
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The identification of permits or approvals required from the
local municipality and/or Region to ensure that the landfill
expansion is in conformity with municipal plans.

The expansion will result in the permanent change to the
existing land use as designated in the municipal Official Plan.

Potential to uncover archaeological resource(s) as part of
expansion

Potential for the project to result in a change in the
use/experience of cultural heritage resources.

Tiles and drainage ditches represent an investment in land
improvements to improve soil productivity.

Changes required to tile drainage/surface ditches.

Area (ha) of Canada Land inventory (CLI) Class 1-3 Lands
removed.

The landfill expansion will require capital investment and will
extend the cost of landfilling operations and closure.
Under the Planning Act, Class 1 to 3 soils that are designated
agricultural are considered Prime Agricultural lands and should
be preserved for future agricultural usage.

Draft Impact Assessment Criteria
Rationale

Change in capital and operating costs including closure costs.

Indicator

Potential for changes to
land use designations.

Built Environment

Potential for impact on
cultural heritage resources.

Cultural Heritage

Cultural Environment

Agriculture

Environment

Field observations.
Cultural Heritage Assessment.
Agency and key contacts.
Farm operator Interviews.
Field observations.
Roadside survey.

Field observations.
Farm operator Interviews.
Socio-economic interviews.
GIS mapping.
Agricultural Assessment.

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Official Plan Review.
Agency/municipal consultation.
GIS Mapping.
Agency/municipal consultation.
Official Plan and Zoning-By-law Review.
Drainage Act, R.S.O. 1990.

Stage 2 Archaeological Assessment.

Field observations.
Top Soil Maps.
OMAFRA drainage mapping.
Preliminary Design and Operations Report.
Field observations.
Agency and key contacts.
Transportation assessment.

·
·
·
·
·
·
·

·

Field observations.
Top Soil Maps.
Soil Capability mapping.
Official Plan and policies.

·
·
·
·

Cultural Heritage Assessment.
Site Specific Heritage Impact Assessment.

Preliminary Design and Operations Report.

·

·
·

Data Source
General reports from private sector and academia.

·

The preferred alternative for landfill expansion, leachate
treatment and landfill gas management may result in
changes to on-site infrastructure.
The preferred alternative for landfill expansion, leachate
treatment and landfill gas management may result in
changes to on-site infrastructure.

Vulnerability and adaptive measures of engineered systems.

Need for changes to leachate collection, conveyance and
treatment.

Need for changes to gas management infrastructure.

Climate change resilience
(vulnerability of systems).

Changes in infrastructure
required.

Design &
Operation

Qualitative assessment of the potential aviation impacts cause
by bird hazards resulting from the expanded landfill.

Aviation Safety &
Bird Hazard

6

There is potential for extreme weather events to result in
impacts to the landfill.

Landfill truck traffic has the potential to result in safety
concerns along the haul route.
The landfill expansion has the potential to result in additional
bird populations. An understanding of bird populations,
flight patterns and operations will determine the need for
any additional mitigation.

Expected change in collision rates and % of truck traffic.

Potential for change in
traffic safety.
Potential impact on the
Chatham-Kent Airport.

Draft Impact Assessment Criteria
Rationale
Levels of service and other performance metrics will provide
the opportunity to assess and compare impacts of future traffic
activity levels on- and off-site to current conditions.

Indicator
Expected change in Level of Service (travel times) – Volume to
Capacity Assessment of in mid-block links and intersections
(including Highway 40 and 401 interchange).

Criteria
Potential impact on
transportation service along
the waste haul route.

Environment
Transportation

·
·
·
·
·
·
·

On-site bird observation data.
Chatham-Kent Airport bird collision records.
Bird Hazard Assessment.
Facility Characteristics (Preliminary Design and Operations Report).
Discussions with Chatham-Kent Airport representatives.
Discussions with Transport Canada.
Facility characteristics (vulnerable assets).
Engineers Canada Public Infrastructure Engineering Vulnerability
Committee (PIEVC) Protocol.
Climate analytics report.
Quality and quantity of leachate (historical data).
Leachate generation modelling.
Blenheim Wastewater Treatment Lagoon Annual Reports.
Chatham-Kent Master Plan.
Landfill gas generation model results (US EPA LandGEM modelling).
Annual Monitoring Reports.

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Data Source
Observed traffic data.
Traffic modeling.
Agency consultation.
Baseline collision data.

·
·
·
·

Subject:

FW: Ridge Landfill Alternative Methods call

From: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) [mailto:Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca]
Sent: April 23, 2019 5:04 PM
To: Kolli, Karla
Cc: Cathy Smith; 152456; Bill Allison; Buelles, Anni
Subject: RE: Ridge Landfill Alternative Methods call
Thanks Karla.
The list captures the main points discussed during our call on April 9, 2019.
Additional information should also be added under the key design considerations & assumptions column of the net effects
table (e.g. types of engineering controls, design standards)
Regards,
Carolyn

From: Kolli, Karla <kkolli@dillon.ca>
Sent: April-22-19 3:50 PM
To: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Cc: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>; 152456 <152456@dillon.ca>; Bill Allison
<wallison@dillon.ca>; Buelles, Anni <abuelles@dillon.ca>
Subject: Ridge Landfill Alternative Methods call

Hello Carolyn
Thank-you for your input on the revised approach to presenting Alternative Methods on our April 9, 2019
call. The following documents our understanding of your suggestions:
· It was noted that the sections for Air Quality and Hydrogeology need to be updated based on MECP recent

comments. As noted on the call, these sections will be revised to reflect the most recent discussions.
· Section 5.1.2.7 Summary of Net Effects is redundant as the net effects are discussed in the above text as well as
the net effects tables. This section will be removed
· Section 5.1.3 Comparative Evaluation of Site Development Alternatives could be enhanced by adding a text
summary of the key advantages and disadvantages for each alternative. This will be added.
· Table 4: Overview of Comparative Evaluation Ranking is valuable in the body of the text; however Table 5:
Detailed Comparative Evaluation could be considered as an appendix.
· Section 5.1.4 Confirming the Preferred Alternative could be moved to a later chapter to introduce the preferred
alternative summarizing the advantages and disadvantages of the preferred alternative over the do-nothing
scenario
· Net Effects Tables:
o include additional information under the key design considerations & assumptions, baseline condition,

potential effect and mitigation to describe what is there and the significance of the effect
o revise wording under net effect column to "no anticipated net effect" and separate out construction,
operation and post closure
1

o verify that the indicators are appropriate and measurable

We very much appreciate the time taken to review the materials and let us know if there are any key items
missed in the above summary.

Cheers
Karla
Karla Kolli
Partner
Dillon Consulting Limited
235 Yorkland Blvd Suite 800
Toronto, Ontario, M2J 4Y8
T - 416.229.4647 ext. 2354
F - 416.229.4692
M - 647.204.2495
KKolli@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

This message is directed in confidence solely to the person(s) named above and may contain privileged, confidential or private
information which is not to be disclosed. If you are not the addressee or an authorized representative thereof, please

contact the undersigned and then destroy this message.
Ce message est destiné uniquement aux personnes indiquées dans l'entête et peut contenir une information privilégiée,
confidentielle ou privée et ne pouvant être divulguée. Si vous n'êtes pas le destinataire de ce message ou une personne autorisée à
le recevoir, veuillez communiquer avec le soussigné et ensuite détruire ce message.
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Email Communication

Subject:
Attachments:

FW: FW: Ridge Landfill Expansion Terms of Reference - Notice of Approval
RidgeLandfillToR_LetterWasteConnections.pdf;
RidgeLandfillToR_NoticeofApproval.pdf

From: Lee, Carolyn (MOECC) [mailto:Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca]
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 9:31 AM
To: Cathy Smith
Cc: Izzie Abrams; 'rick.nichollsco@pc.ola.org'
Subject: Ridge Landfill Expansion Terms of Reference - Notice of Approval

Hello Cathy,
The Terms of Reference for the Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment (EA) has been approved with
amendments. Attached is a letter from Minister Ballard accompanied by the Notice of Approval of the Terms of
Reference.
Once the Ridge Landfill Expansion EA Terms of Reference has been revised with the approved amendments, Waste
Connections should notify government agencies, Indigenous communities, and members of the public that participated in
the process on how to obtain a copy of the approved amended Terms of Reference.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.
Regards,
Carolyn Lee
Project Officer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch
Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st floor
Toronto, ON M4V 1P5
Phone: (416) 212-4279
Email: Carolyn.Lee@Ontario.ca
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Ministry of the Environment
and Climate Change

Ministere de !'Environnement
et de I' Action en matiere de
changement climatique

Office of the Minister

Bureau du ministre

77 Wellesley Street West
11th Floor, Ferguson Block
Toronto ON M7A 2T5
Tel. :
416-314-6790
Fax:
416-314-6748

77, rue Wellesley Ouest .
11 e etage, edifice Ferguson
Toronto ON M7A 2T5
Tel. :
416-314-6790
Telec.: 416-314-6748

Ni
~
Ontario

Log:ENV1283MC-2018-590

MAY - 1 2018
Ms. Cathy Smith
Project Manager - Ridge Landfill Expansion
Waste Connections of Canada
20262 Erieau Road
Blenheim ON NOP .1AO
Dear Ms. Smith:
Thank you for submitting your Terms of Reference for the Ridge Landfill Expansion
Environmental Assessment on January 5, 2018. The Ministry of the Environment and
Climate Change has completed its review, and I wish to inform you that I have
approved, with amendments, your Terms of Reference for the preparation of an
environmental assessment with regard to the expansion of the Ridge Landfill.
Please revise the Terms of Reference to include the amendments outlined in the
attached Notice of Approval, and submit a revised copy of the Terms of Reference to
the Director of the Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch for the public
record. Please keep a copy of the amended Terms of Reference in your public record
file.
As required by subsection 6.1 (1) of the Environmental Assessment Act, your
environmental assessment must now be prepared in accordance with the approved
Terms of Reference. While this approval provides additional certainty to your
environmental assessment decision-making process, it does not secure approval of an
undertaking. Waste Connections of Canada is responsible for fulfilling the commitments
outlined in the Terms of Reference, the commitments made in response to the
submissions received during the 30-day comment period , and for providing the
appropriate level of quality in the environmental assessment.

Cathy Smith
Page 2

It is my expectation that Waste Connections of Canada will ensure that the
requirements of the Resource Recovery and Circular Economy Act, the Waste
Diversion Transition Act, and the Waste-Free Ontario Act will be sufficiently considered
and addressed as part its environmental assessment process. As Ontario moves
towards a circular economy, it is important that proponents .of waste management
undertakings ensure that every effort is made to promote resource recovery and the
reduction of waste. Efforts to divert waste from final disposal will minimize waste and
keep resources within the economy once a product has reached the end of its life, so
that it can be used again to create further value. I also expect that Waste Connections
of Canada will consider the Food and Organic Waste Policy Statement to reduce and
recover food and organic wastes from the waste stream.
Ontario's Climate Change Action Plan specifies actions to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions from waste. The ministry encourages that methane released from sources
like landfills be recovered and directly substituted for conventional natural gas. I
understand that Waste Connections of Canada will be assessing the opportunity to
convert landfill gas to pipeline quality gas at the Ridge Landfill during the environmental
assessment.
As the Ridge Landfill is located within the Lower Thames Valley Watershed, Waste
Connections of Canada will need to consider the potential impacts of the undertaking on
phosphorus loadings to Lake Erie and the objectives set forth in the Canada-Ontario
Lake Erie Action Plan during the environmental assessment.
Waste Connections of Canada may now proceed with notifying all government
agencies, Indigenous communities and members of the public that participated in the
preparation and formal review of the Terms of Reference about the Notice of Approval.
In addition, given that the Terms of Reference was amended after the 30-day comment
period that followed formal submission, Waste Connections of Canada must also
provide direction on where or how a copy of the approved amended Terms of
Reference can be acquired.
Should you wish to vary significantly from your approved amended Terms of Reference,
in preparing your environmental assessment you will need to submit a new Terms of
Reference for my approval. In the event of any uncertainty, you should consult with the
Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change through the ministry's Environmental
Assessment and Permissions Branch.

Cathy Smith
Page 3.

Should you require further assistance please contact Carolyn Lee, Project Officer, with
the ministry's Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch, at 416-212-4279 or
by e-mail at carolyn.lee@ontario.ca.
Sincerely,

Minister
Attachment
c:

Rick Nicholls, MPP, Chatham-Kent - Essex
lzzie Abrams, VP Government & External Affairs, Waste Connections of Canada

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Bellamy, Megan
May 8, 2018 5:30 PM
Robin Kell; Mahabir, Ravi; James Walker
Betsy Varghese; Komar, Gary; 152456
Fwd: Redline Version of Amended ToR
image003.png; Ridge ToR Amended May 2018.pdf; Table 1 Preliminary Draft
Evaluation Criteria 8May18.pdf

Hi Rob, Jim, and Ravi,
As you know, we need to update the technical EA work plans for SW, GW, hydrogeology and air
quality/GHG based on comments received on the ToR for Ridge. We need to get the work plans
revised as soon as possible so we can set up meetings with Ministry technical staff to confirm our
approach.
As part of ToR approval, the MOECC has bundled landfill gas and leachate management alternatives
into our evaluation of alternative methods for the site expansion. Attached is a red-lined version of
the ToR that includes wording the MOECC has requested as part of their approval of the document.
Please use this as well as the commitment tables found below to update your work plans.
pw:\\pwintsrv.dillon.ca:Active_Prod\Documents\Projects\2015\152456 Ridge Landfill ToR\Project
Workspace\1. Document Workspace\Reports\EA Report\
Please let me know when these will be drafted; I'd like to get these to the client as soon as we can.
Now that we have ToR approval, they are raring to go...
Let me know how/if I can support you in this, or if there is any other information you need from me.
Thanks,
Megan
Megan Bellamy
Associate
Dillon Consulting Limited
235 Yorkland Blvd Suite 800
Toronto, Ontario, M2J 4Y8
T - 416.229.4647 ext. 2423
F - 416.229.4692
M - 647.262.7267
MBellamy@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email
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---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Cathy Smith <cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com>
Date: 8 May 2018 at 15:04
Subject: Redline Version of Amended ToR
To: "Lee, Carolyn (MOECC)" <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Cc: Izzie Abrams <izzie.abrams@wasteconnections.com>, Brian Forrestal
<Brian.Forrestal@wasteconnections.com>, "Varghese, Betsy" <bvarghese@dillon.ca>
Good afternoon Carolyn, please find the attached redline version of the amended ToR as well as relative edits to Table 1
for your review. I’ll follow with the notice of amended ToR and EA commencement for you to review shortly. Please as
always don’t hesitate to call me if you have any questions or concerns.
Regards,
Cathy
Cathy Smith HBA, MA, ENV SP
Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion

T: 519 676 5000 | F: 519 676 4967 | C: 519 358 2860
Waste Connections of Canada | 20262 Erieau Road | Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
www.WasteConnectionsCanada.com
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TRANSPORTATION

Land Use

Archaeology & Cultural
Heritage

Agriculture

Socio-economic

• Intensity of waste management use.

• Potential for impact to as-yet undiscovered archaeological or cultural
heritage resources on-site.

• Size of landfill footprint.

• Potential for undocumented archaeological features within new landfill
footprint on-site.

• Area of on-site crop production lost.

• Number of occupied households in proximity to landfill mining footprint.

• Potential for odour disruption as a result of landfill mining.

• Potential for loss/disruption of agriculture on-site.

• Number of trucks for soil import/export.

• Number of occupied households in proximity to new landfill footprint.

• Number of occupied households on-site forced to relocate.

• Potential for disruption of residents and/or businesses along the haul
route for soil import or export.

• Potential for disruption of residents and/or businesses off-site.

• Potential for displacement of residents on-site.

• Potential greenhouse gas emissions

Greenhouse Gases

SOCIO-ECONOMIC

• Ability to release pre-development flows downstream

• Potential impacts to surface water quantity.

Surface Water

• Relative difference in anticipated emissions of landfill gas

• Ability to meet Reasonable Use Guidelines.

• Results from other disciplines (e.g., Design and Operations).

• Stage 1 archaeological assessment.
• Results from other disciplines (e.g., Design and Operations).

• GIS mapping.
• Personal communication.

• Results from other disciplines (e.g., Design and Operations).
• Results of preliminary investigations on landfill mining

• Results from other disciplines (e.g., Design and Operations).

• GIS mapping.
• Survey input from local residents/businesses.
• Results from other disciplines (e.g., Design and Operations).

• GIS mapping.
• Personal communication.

• Site development alternatives descriptions and mapping

• Field work and results from other disciplines (e.g., Design and Operations).
• Aerial photography & GIS mapping.
• Past monitoring reports

• Geologic/hydrogeologic setting.
• Past monitoring reports.

Surface Water, Hydrogeology).
Aerial photography & GIS mapping.
ELC mapping.
Official Plan mapping.
Communication with agencies (e.g. MNRF) and knowledgeable citizens.

• Field work and results from other disciplines (e.g., Design and Operations,
Surface Water, Hydrogeology).
• Communication with MNRF.

•
•
•
•

• Field work and results from other disciplines (e.g., Design and Operations,

Data Sources

• Amount and type of aquatic systems (i.e., ponds, drains) that would be
displaced.

• Area and type of terrestrial systems (i.e., significant woodlands, hedgerows) to
be removed.
• Area and type of terrestrial systems (i.e., significant woodlands, hedgerows)
potentially disrupted.

Indicators

• Potential impacts to groundwater quality.

• Potential for loss/disruption of aquatic systems on-site.

• Potential for loss/disruption of terrestrial systems on-site.

Criteria

PRELIMINARY DRAFT EVALUATION CRITERIA FOR ALTERNATIVE METHODS OF LANDFILL SITE DEVELOPMENT, LEACHATE MANAGEMENT and LANDFILL GAS MANAGEMENT *

Geology/Hydrogeology

Biology

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

Criteria Group

TABLE 1:

• Ability of site development alternative method to provide waste disposal
capacity over the planning period.
• Inclusion of landfill mining or not within the alternative.
• Approximate relative cost of site development alternative.

• Potential for on-site worker safety concerns.

• Cost of facility.

• Number of trucks for soil import/export.

• Potential for providing necessary service.

• Potential for traffic safety and operations impacts along the haul route
for soil import or export.

• Cost estimate.

• Site development alternative characteristics.

• Site development alternative characteristics.

• Results from other disciplines (e.g., Design and Operations).

PRELIMINARY DRAFT EVALUATION CRITERIA FOR ALTERNATIVE METHODS OF LANDFILL SITE DEVELOPMENT, LEACHATE MANAGEMENT and LANDFILL GAS MANAGEMENT *

*Not all of the preliminary draft evaluation criteria will be applicable to the leachate and landfill gas management alternatives. The criteria and indicators to be used for these will be further defined in the EA after public and stakeholder consultation.

Design and Operations

DESIGN AND OPERATIONS

Traffic

TABLE 1:

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Cathy Smith <cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com>
July 18, 2018 11:46 AM
Lee, Carolyn (MOECC)
Izzie Abrams; Brian Forrestal; Bill Allison; Megan Bellamy; Evers, Andrew (MOECC)
RE: Ridge EA Revised Atmospheric, Hydrogeological and Surface Water Workplans
Ridge Landfill - Table of EA commitments July 18 2018.docx; Ridge_EA Schedule_July
17.pdf; MEMO Ridge Landfill Evaluation Impact Assessment Criteria - July 18.docx

Hi Carolyn, Dillon will be sending us the comment and response tables today.
In the meantime please find the attached Commitments Tracking Table and a GAANT chart that reflects MOECP review times as
discussed. Please also find the attached Evaluation Criteria Memo for your review. It reflects feedback from the Workshop we held
on July 11th. We had 19 attendees for my presentation at the beginning and then 16 participants could stay and take part in the
exercises that revolved around evaluation criteria selection for site development alternatives and leachate and landfill gas
management assessments, waste diversion and the study area selection for each discipline for the EA studies. It was a good and
productive evening. Cathy

Cathy Smith HBA, MA, ENV SP
Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion

T: 519 676 5000 | F: 519 676 4967 | C: 519 358 2860
Waste Connections of Canada | 20262 Erieau Road | Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
www.WasteConnectionsCanada.com
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From: Lee, Carolyn (MOECC) [mailto:Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca]
Sent: Tuesday, July 17, 2018 4:13 PM
To: Cathy Smith
Cc: Izzie Abrams; Brian Forrestal; Bill Allison; Megan Bellamy; Evers, Andrew (MOECC)
Subject: RE: Ridge EA Revised Atmospheric, Hydrogeological and Surface Water Workplans
Hi Cathy,
Thanks for sending the revised work plans. Some of the memos from our reviewers contained questions and/or requests
for clarification. Are there memos/tables accompanying the revised work plans which indicate how each
comment/question was addressed?
Regards,
Carolyn Lee
Project Officer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st floor
Toronto, ON M4V 1P5
Phone: (416) 212-4279
Email: Carolyn.Lee@Ontario.ca

From: Cathy Smith [mailto:cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com]
Sent: July-17-18 3:13 PM
To: Lee, Carolyn (MOECC)
Cc: Izzie Abrams; Brian Forrestal; Bill Allison; Megan Bellamy
Subject: Ridge EA Revised Atmospheric, Hydrogeological and Surface Water Workplans

Good Afternoon Carolyn,
Please find the revised Hydrogeological, Surface Water and Atmospheric Work Plans in both PDF and word versions for
review along with a summary discussion between Ravi at Dillon and Peter to come to this revised version of the
Atmospheric Work Plan. As always please don’t hesitate to call with any questions you may have and please of course
advise us if revisions have been made to the satisfaction of your reviewers.
Thanks,
Cathy
Cathy Smith HBA, MA, ENV SP
Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion

T: 519 676 5000 | F: 519 676 4967 | C: 519 358 2860
Waste Connections of Canada | 20262 Erieau Road | Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
www.WasteConnectionsCanada.com
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Subject:
Attachments:

FW: Ridge EA Revised Atmospheric, Hydrogeological and Surface Water Workplans
180725-Ridge Landfill Air Work Plan Review.pdf

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Date: Wed, Jul 25, 2018 at 12:38 PM
Subject: RE: Ridge EA Revised Atmospheric, Hydrogeological and Surface Water Workplans
To: Cathy Smith <cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com>
Cc: Evers, Andrew (MECP) <Andrew.Evers@ontario.ca>, Izzie Abrams
<izzie.abrams@wasteconnections.com>, Brian Forrestal <Brian.Forrestal@wasteconnections.com>, Bill
Allison <wallison@dillon.ca>, Megan Bellamy <mbellamy@dillon.ca>

Hi Cathy,
Our reviewers do not have any further comments on the Hydrogeological and Surface Water Work Plans.
Our Air Quality Analyst has provided additional comments to the Atmospheric Work Plan (please see the attached). The
ministry understands that the greenhouse gas assessment components have been removed from the Atmospheric Work
Plan and will be incorporated into the Climate Change Work Plan. Please let me know when we can expect to receive the
revised Climate Change Work Plan.
I am in the process of reviewing the memo for the draft criteria for the evaluation of alternative methods, and I noticed that
the criteria and indicators mentioned in the Hydrogeological and Surface Water work plans did not get incorporated into
Table 1 (Criteria for the Evaluation of Site Development Alternatives) of the draft memo. I will be preparing comments and
I hope to send them to you next week. It may be helpful to arrange a call to discuss these criteria after the public open
house.
Feel free to call me if you have any questions.
Regards,

Carolyn Lee
Project Officer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st floor
Toronto, ON M4V 1P5
Phone: (416) 212-4279
Email: Carolyn.Lee@Ontario.ca
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From: Cathy Smith [mailto:cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com]
Sent: July-18-18 5:04 PM
To: Lee, Carolyn (MOECC)
Cc: Evers, Andrew (MOECC); Izzie Abrams; Brian Forrestal; Bill Allison; Megan Bellamy
Subject: Ridge EA Revised Atmospheric, Hydrogeological and Surface Water Workplans

Hi Carolyn,
Please find attached memos to you showing how the MOECP comments were addressed in each of the work plans. Also
attached is a revised Hydrogeology work plan for your distribution as Dillon noticed that some of the section numbering
had not been updated in the version sent yesterday.
Thanks,
Cathy

Cathy Smith HBA, MA, ENV SP
Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion

T: 519 676 5000 | F: 519 676 4967 | C: 519 358 2860
Waste Connections of Canada | 20262 Erieau Road | Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
www.WasteConnectionsCanada.com
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From: "Lee, Carolyn (MECP)" <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Date: August 13, 2018 at 5:42:03 PM EDT
To: 'Cathy Smith' <cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com>
Cc: "Evers, Andrew (MECP)" <Andrew.Evers@ontario.ca>
Subject: RE: Ridge Landfill EA - Table of ToR Commitments
Hi Cathy,
I have taken a look at the table of ToR commitments and have added a few more.
Please note that in addition to the commitments from comment/response tables, there are also other
commitments in specific sections of the ToR (e.g. Consultation Planned for the EA in Section 6.2) that
need to be incorporated into the overall table of ToR commitments.
Feel free to contact me if you have any questions. Also let me know if you have any questions regarding
the August 2, 2018 memo on the draft criteria for the evaluation of alternative methods and impact
assessment (for the preferred undertaking).
Regards,
Carolyn
Carolyn Lee
Project Officer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st floor
Toronto, ON M4V 1P5
Phone: (416) 212-4279
Email: Carolyn.Lee@Ontario.ca

From: Cathy Smith [mailto:cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com]
Sent: July-18-18 11:46 AM
To: Lee, Carolyn (MOECC)
Cc: Izzie Abrams; Brian Forrestal; Bill Allison; Megan Bellamy; Evers, Andrew (MOECC)
Subject: RE: Ridge EA Revised Atmospheric, Hydrogeological and Surface Water Workplans
Hi Carolyn, Dillon will be sending us the comment and response tables today.
In the meantime please find the attached Commitments Tracking Table and a GAANT chart that reflects MOECP
review times as discussed. Please also find the attached Evaluation Criteria Memo for your review. It reflects
feedback from the Workshop we held on July 11th. We had 19 attendees for my presentation at the beginning and
then 16 participants could stay and take part in the exercises that revolved around evaluation criteria selection for
site development alternatives and leachate and landfill gas management assessments, waste diversion and the
study area selection for each discipline for the EA studies. It was a good and productive evening. Cathy

Cathy Smith HBA, MA, ENV SP
Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion

T: 519 676 5000 | F: 519 676 4967 | C: 519 358 2860
Waste Connections of Canada | 20262 Erieau Road | Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
www.WasteConnectionsCanada.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
November 8, 2018 9:37 AM
'Cathy Smith'
Evers, Andrew (MECP); Bill Allison; Kolli, Karla; Brian Forrestal; Izzie Abrams
RE: Ridge Landfill EA, Response to MECP Comments on Evaluation Criteria and Study
Areas

Hi Cathy,
I don’t have any further comments on the follow-up responses.
Regards,
Carolyn Lee
Project Officer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st floor
Toronto, ON M4V 1P5
Phone: (416) 212-4279
Email: Carolyn.Lee@Ontario.ca
From: Cathy Smith [mailto:Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com]
Sent: November-02-18 11:11 AM
To: Lee, Carolyn (MECP)
Cc: Evers, Andrew (MECP); Bill Allison; Kolli, Karla; Brian Forrestal; Izzie Abrams
Subject: RE: Ridge Landfill EA, Response to MECP Comments on Evaluation Criteria and Study Areas

Hi Carolyn, as discussed please find the attached responses to comments provided by MECP on the evaluation criteria
and study areas. Have a great weekend and please let me know if you have any further questions or comments. Thanks,
Cathy
From: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) [mailto:Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca]
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2018 3:16 PM
To: Cathy Smith
Cc: Evers, Andrew (MECP); Bill Allison; Kolli, Karla; Brian Forrestal; Izzie Abrams
Subject: RE: Ridge Landfill EA, Response to MECP Comments on Evaluation Criteria and Study Areas

Hi Cathy,
Thanks for your email. Did Waste Connections have specific responses to each of the follow-up
comments?
The tables attached to your email appear to be the versions I sent on October 4, 2018.
Regards,
1

Carolyn Lee
Project Officer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st floor
Toronto, ON M4V 1P5
Phone: (416) 212-4279
Email: Carolyn.Lee@Ontario.ca
If you have any accommodation needs or require communication supports or alternate
formats, please let me know.
Si vous avez des besoins en matière d’adaptation, ou si vous nécessitez des aides à la
communication ou des médias substituts, veuillez me le faire savoir.
From: Cathy Smith [mailto:Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com]
Sent: October-22-18 9:58 AM
To: Lee, Carolyn (MECP)
Cc: Evers, Andrew (MECP); Bill Allison; Kolli, Karla; Brian Forrestal; Izzie Abrams
Subject: RE: Ridge Landfill EA, Response to MECP Comments on Evaluation Criteria and Study Areas

Good morning Carolyn,
Thank you for your additional comments on the evaluation criteria and study areas received October 4th, 2018. All
comments will be considered as we prepare the Alternative Methods report. Generally we understand that MECP’s
outstanding comments related to the criteria fall under the following themes:
·

·

·

·

·

Traceably demonstrating consideration of potential effects – Waste Connections will review the
criteria/indicators used to make sure that they are clear, reflect input received from relevant agencies,
stakeholders and Indigenous Communities, as appropriate and that they cover potential effects, regardless of
whether the impact is consistent between alternatives.
Considering the do-nothing alternative – Waste Connections is committed to considering the do-nothing
alternative which represents a closure of the landfill around 2022. Our approach to do this will be documented
in the Alternative Methods report for your review and comment.
Describing and evaluating landfill gas management and leachate treatment alternatives – The collection method
for landfill gas and leachate will generally be the same for all alternatives and will be described in concept as
part of the description of the alternatives in the Alternative Methods Report. Waste Connections does not
intend to include consideration of alternatives for on-site landfill gas or leachate collection as these are design
details beyond the scope of the site development alternative evaluation. Waste Connections is committed to
designing and constructing both systems in accordance with Ontario regulations which will address
environmental concerns and ensure protection of the environment.
With respect to off-site facilities and conveyance considerations for gas utilization the impacts associated with
conveyance can and will be described and potential impacts noted at a level sufficient to allow for comparison
of alternatives. An off-site facility and its associated delivery system would be part of a separate undertaking
and the details of that undertaking are not known at this time.
Off-site facilities and conveyance considerations e.g. a pipe or trucking for leachate treatment will be described
and potential impacts assessed at a level sufficient to allow for comparison of alternatives. Consideration will
be given to the criteria/indicator suggestions provided.

We note that the revised impact assessment criteria will be submitted to the MECP prior to the end of the year after
these alternative methods criteria have been finalized in order to ensure consistency between the two sets of criteria.
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Please don’t hesitate to call me if you have any questions or concerns or alternatively if you feel a call is in order with
Dillon and myself I would be happy to coordinate that with you.
Have a great week,
Cathy
Cathy Smith HBA, MA, EN VSP
Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion

T: 519 676 5000 | F: 519 676 4967 | C: 519 358 2860
Waste Connections of Canada | 20262 Erieau Road | Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
www.WasteConnectionsCanada.com

From: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) [mailto:Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca]
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2018 4:25 PM
To: Cathy Smith
Cc: Evers, Andrew (MECP); Kolli, Karla; Bill Allison; Brian Forrestal; Izzie Abrams
Subject: RE: Ridge Landfill EA, Response to MECP Comments on Evaluation Criteria and Study Areas

Hi Cathy,
Please find attached MECP’s follow-up comments to Waste Connection’s responses regarding the
draft evaluation criteria (for alternative methods) and study areas.
Do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or if you would like to schedule a
call/meeting.
Regards,
Carolyn Lee
Project Officer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st floor
Toronto, ON M4V 1P5
3

Phone: (416) 212-4279
Email: Carolyn.Lee@Ontario.ca
If you have any accommodation needs or require communication supports or alternate
formats, please let me know.
Si vous avez des besoins en matière d’adaptation, ou si vous nécessitez des aides à la
communication ou des médias substituts, veuillez me le faire savoir.

From: Cathy Smith [mailto:Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com]
Sent: September-21-18 3:51 PM
To: Lee, Carolyn (MECP)
Cc: Evers, Andrew (MECP); Kolli, Karla; Bill Allison; Brian Forrestal; Izzie Abrams
Subject: Ridge Landfill EA, Response to MECP Comments on Evaluation Criteria and Study Areas
Hi Carolyn,
Attached please find responses to MECP comments on the following:
·
·

Study areas
Evaluation criteria

We have also included the updated criteria tables for the evaluation of site development, leachate treatment and landfill gas
management alternatives addressing the comments received.
Please call me if you have any questions and have a great weekend,
Cathy

Cathy Smith HBA, MA, ENV SP
Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion

T: 519 676 5000 | F: 519 676 4967 | C: 519 358 2860
Waste Connections of Canada | 20262 Erieau Road | Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
www.WasteConnectionsCanada.com
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Subject:

FW: Re: FW: Ridge - Meeting - September 13

From: Kolli, Karla [mailto:kkolli@dillon.ca]
Sent: October 9, 2018 4:01 PM
To: Lee, Carolyn (MOECC)
Cc: Cathy Smith; Bill Allison; 152456
Subject: Re: FW: Ridge - Meeting - September 13

Hello Carolyn
Hope you had an enjoyable long weekend!
The timing of the WIFN review of evaluation criteria meant that the Class 1-3 agricultural lands indicator was
not included in the evaluation table you received most recently. This will be updated in the Alternative
Methods Report currently being prepared.
You had also asked if work plans would be updated and re-posted on the web site following the WIFN
review. The work plans reviewed by WIFN were sent to them in mid July. A number of the work plans were
being updated simultaneous to their review. As such we believe that the comments from WIFN have been
substantively covered of in the currently posted work plans. No revisions are proposed.
Cheers
Karla
Karla Kolli
Partner
Dillon Consulting Limited
235 Yorkland Blvd Suite 800
Toronto, Ontario, M2J 4Y8
T - 416.229.4647 ext. 2354
F - 416.229.4692
M - 647.204.2495
KKolli@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

On Thu, Oct 4, 2018 at 4:39 PM Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca> wrote:
Hi Karla,
Thanks for sharing these responses.
I noticed that one of the responses (Table 1, comment #2) mentions that the change in area of Class
1-3 soils would be added as an indicator to assess effects to agriculture, and that various data
sources would be added (Soils Mapping of Ontario, Canada Land Inventory and Official Plan
Mapping of Prime Agricultural Areas). These had not yet been added to the September 21, 2018
version of Table 1: Draft Criteria for the Evaluation of Site Development Alternatives. It could be that
1

the two documents were being prepared simultaneously and there wasn’t an opportunity to add the
new indicator and data sources to Table 1.

Regards,
Carolyn

Carolyn Lee
Project Officer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st floor
Toronto, ON M4V 1P5
Phone: (416) 212-4279
Email: Carolyn.Lee@Ontario.ca

If you have any accommodation needs or require communication supports or alternate
formats, please let me know.
Si vous avez des besoins en matière d’adaptation, ou si vous nécessitez des aides à la
communication ou des médias substituts, veuillez me le faire savoir.

From: Kolli, Karla [mailto:kkolli@dillon.ca]
Sent: September-21-18 10:52 AM
To: Kent.Hunter@rjburnside.com; Janet.Macbeth@wifn.org; Dean.Jacobs@wifn.org
Cc: Cathy Smith; JBeaucage@counselpa.com; Lee, Carolyn (MECP)
Subject: Re: FW: Ridge - Meeting - September 13

Good Morning,
Attached is Waste Connections' response to your comments on the Ridge Landfill EA evaluation criteria. If
you have further questions or comments please do not hesitate to contact Cathy or myself.
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Sincerely
Karla
Karla Kolli
Partner
Dillon Consulting Limited
235 Yorkland Blvd Suite 800
Toronto, Ontario, M2J 4Y8
T - 416.229.4647 ext. 2354
F - 416.229.4692
M - 647.204.2495
KKolli@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

On Mon, Sep 10, 2018 at 4:47 PM Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com> wrote:

From: Kent Hunter [mailto:Kent.Hunter@rjburnside.com]
Sent: Monday, September 10, 2018 3:16 PM
To: Cathy Smith; Megan Bellamy
Cc:
Janet Macbeth (Janet.Macbeth@wifn.org); Dean Jacobs
(Dean.Jacobs@wifn.org)
Subject: RE: Ridge - Meeting - September 13

Good afternoon
Here is our comments on the evaluation criteria. These have been reviewed by WIFN and they have asked us
to send directly to you.
Kent

Error! Filename not specified.
Kent Hunter, P.Eng.
Senior Project Engineer

Neegan Burnside Limited
Office: 800-265-9662 Direct: 289-730-1018 Cell: 905-960-3323
Kent.hunter@neeganburnside.com
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**** CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE ****
This electronic transmission and any accompanying attachments may contain privileged or confidential information intended only for the use of the individual or organization named
above. Any distribution, copying or action taken in reliance on the contents of this communication by anyone other than the intended recipient(s) is STRICTLY PROHIBITED.
If you have received this communication in error please notify the sender at the above email address and delete this email immediately.
Thank you.
****************************************

This message is directed in confidence solely to the person(s) named above and may contain privileged, confidential or private
information which is not to be disclosed. If you are not the addressee or an authorized representative thereof, please

contact the undersigned and then destroy this message.
Ce message est destiné uniquement aux personnes indiquées dans l'entête et peut contenir une information privilégiée, confidentielle
ou privée et ne pouvant être divulguée. Si vous n'êtes pas le destinataire de ce message ou une personne autorisée à le recevoir,
veuillez communiquer avec le soussigné et ensuite détruire ce message.
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Buelles, Anni <abuelles@dillon.ca>

Re: FW: Ridge Landfill EA Site Development Alternative Methods Memo
Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Wed, Oct 31, 2018 at 11:05 AM
To: "Allison, Bill" <wallison@dillon.ca>
Cc: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>, Karla Kolli <kkolli@dillon.ca>, Anni Buelles
<abuelles@dillon.ca>, 152456 <152456@dillon.ca>
Thanks Bill. Our waste reviewer doesn’t have any additional comments on the landfill gas alternatives memo.

Regards,

Carolyn Lee
Project Officer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st floor
Toronto, ON M4V 1P5
Phone: (416) 212-4279
Email: Carolyn.Lee@Ontario.ca

If you have any accommodation needs or require communication supports or alternate formats, please let me
know.
Si vous avez des besoins en matière d’adaptation, ou si vous nécessitez des aides à la communication ou des
médias substituts, veuillez me le faire savoir.

This message is directed in confidence solely to the person(s) named above and may contain privileged, confidential
or private information which is not to be disclosed. If you are not the addressee or an authorized representative thereof,
please contact the undersigned and then destroy this message.
Ce message est destiné uniquement aux personnes indiquées dans l'entête et peut contenir une information
privilégiée, confidentielle ou privée et ne pouvant être divulguée. Si vous n'êtes pas le destinataire de ce message ou
une personne autorisée à le recevoir, veuillez communiquer avec le soussigné et ensuite détruire ce message.

Subject:

FW: Ridge Landfill EA ToR - Supporting Document 1 Discussion - Disposal Site Data

From: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) [mailto:Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca]
Sent: March 25, 2019 3:29 PM
To: Varghese, Betsy
Cc: Cathy Smith; Bill Allison; Reimer, Sue
Subject: RE: Ridge Landfill EA ToR - Supporting Document 1 Discussion - Disposal Site Data

Hi Betsy,
There have been no updates to the landfill sites data set.
Regards,
Carolyn Lee
Project Officer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st floor
Toronto, ON M4V 1P5
Phone: (416) 212-4279
Email: Carolyn.Lee@Ontario.ca
If you have any accommodation needs or require communication supports or alternate
formats, please let me know.
Si vous avez des besoins en matière d’adaptation, ou si vous nécessitez des aides à la
communication ou des médias substituts, veuillez me le faire savoir.
From: Varghese, Betsy <bvarghese@dillon.ca>
Sent: March-25-19 3:05 PM
To: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Cc: Cathy Smith <cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com>; Bill Allison <wallison@dillon.ca>; Reimer, Sue
<sreimer@dillon.ca>
Subject: Re: Ridge Landfill EA ToR - Supporting Document 1 Discussion - Disposal Site Data
Thanks very much, Carolyn.

Betsy Varghese
Associate
Dillon Consulting Limited
235 Yorkland Blvd Suite 800
Toronto, Ontario, M2J 4Y8
T - 416.229.4647 ext. 2326
F - 416.229.4692
M - 416.817.8045
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bvarghese@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

On Mon, Mar 25, 2019 at 11:01 AM Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca> wrote:

Hi Betsy,
Let me look into this and I will get back to you.
Regards,

Carolyn Lee
Project Officer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st floor
Toronto, ON M4V 1P5
Phone: (416) 212-4279
Email: Carolyn.Lee@Ontario.ca

If you have any accommodation needs or require communication supports or alternate
formats, please let me know.
Si vous avez des besoins en matière d’adaptation, ou si vous nécessitez des aides à la
communication ou des médias substituts, veuillez me le faire savoir.

From: Varghese, Betsy <bvarghese@dillon.ca>
Sent: March-22-19 12:58 PM
To: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Cc: Cathy Smith <cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com>; Bill Allison <wallison@dillon.ca>; Reimer, Sue
<sreimer@dillon.ca>
Subject: Fwd: Ridge Landfill EA ToR - Supporting Document 1 Discussion - Disposal Site Data

Hi Carolyn,
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I hope all is well with you and that you had a great vacation.
I was wondering if you had any new data that you could send us to help us update the remaining disposal capacity for
SD #1? You had sent us the attached Excel file before which is the basis of our previous estimate. If you do have new
data, could you please send it to me and if possible, highlight the cells where you've entered in new data?
Thanks very much,
Betsy
Betsy Varghese
Associate
Dillon Consulting Limited
235 Yorkland Blvd Suite 800
Toronto, Ontario, M2J 4Y8
T - 416.229.4647 ext. 2326
F - 416.229.4692
M - 416.817.8045
bvarghese@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Lee, Carolyn (MOECC) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Date: Wed, Dec 6, 2017 at 5:05 PM
Subject: Ridge Landfill EA ToR - Supporting Document 1 Discussion - Disposal Site Data
To: Betsy Varghese <bvarghese@dillon.ca>, Cathy Smith <cathy.smith@progressivewaste.com>
Cc: Evers, Andrew (MOECC) <Andrew.Evers@ontario.ca>, Izzie Abrams <izzie.abrams@progressivewaste.com>, Brian
Forrestal <Brian.Forrestal@progressivewaste.com>

Hi Cathy and Betsy,
Please find attached an Excel spreadsheet of landfill sites with more up-to-date capacity data.
Regards,
Carolyn

Carolyn Lee
Project Officer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch
Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st floor
Toronto, ON M4V 1P5
3

Phone: (416) 212-4279
Email: Carolyn.Lee@Ontario.ca

This message is directed in confidence solely to the person(s) named above and may contain privileged, confidential or private
information which is not to be disclosed. If you are not the addressee or an authorized representative thereof, please

contact the undersigned and then destroy this message.
Ce message est destiné uniquement aux personnes indiquées dans l'entête et peut contenir une information privilégiée,
confidentielle ou privée et ne pouvant être divulguée. Si vous n'êtes pas le destinataire de ce message ou une personne
autorisée à le recevoir, veuillez communiquer avec le soussigné et ensuite détruire ce message.
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Subject:
Attachments:

FW: Fwd: FW: Ridge Landfill - Proposed Approach in Alternative Methods_Air Noise
Hydrogeological Feb 19
image001.png

From: Cathy Smith
Sent: Friday, March 01, 2019 3:22 PM
To: 'Archibald, Jenny (MECP)'
Cc: Evers, Andrew (MECP); Lee, Carolyn (MECP); McLeod, Sasha (MECP)
Subject: RE: Ridge Landfill - Proposed Approach in Alternative Methods_Air Noise Hydrogeological Feb 19

Excellent thanks Jenny.
Cathy

Cathy Smith HBA, MA, ENV SP
Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion

T: 519 676 5000 | F: 519 676 4967 | C: 519 358 2860
Waste Connections of Canada | 20262 Erieau Road | Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
www.WasteConnectionsCanada.com
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From: Archibald, Jenny (MECP) [mailto:Jenny.Archibald@ontario.ca]
Sent: Friday, March 01, 2019 2:42 PM
To: Cathy Smith
Cc: Evers, Andrew (MECP); Lee, Carolyn (MECP); McLeod, Sasha (MECP)
Subject: RE: Ridge Landfill - Proposed Approach in Alternative Methods_Air Noise Hydrogeological Feb 19

Hi Cathy,
Further to my email below, I have not yet received comments from the ministry’s technical reviewer
on the hydrogeological assessment approach. I’ve asked my colleague Sasha McLeod (on cc) to
pass along any feedback that she may receive on the approach during my absence.
Regards,
Jenny
Jenny Archibald
Project Officer | Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks | 135 St. Clair Avenue West, Toronto,
ON M4V 1P5
E: Jenny.Archibald@ontario.ca |T:416-314-8433
----If you have any accommodation needs or require communication supports or alternate formats,
please let me know.
Si vous avez des besoins en matière d’adaptation, ou si vous nécessitez des aides à la
communication ou des médias substituts, veuillez me le faire savoir.

From: Archibald, Jenny (MECP)
Sent: February 28, 2019 6:18 PM
To: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
Cc: Evers, Andrew (MECP) <Andrew.Evers@ontario.ca>; Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Subject: RE: Proposed Approach in Alternative Methods_Air Noise Hydrogeological Feb 19

Hi Cathy,
Thank you again for your participation in this afternoon’s call with the ministry’s Air Quality Analyst.
To briefly summarize, the ministry expressed its concerns (as noted in Carolyn’s email below) with
regards to the single volume source approach in the proposed emissions modelling described in
Dillon’s February 15, 2019 memo. The ministry noted multiple volume sources would provide for a
2

better comparison of expansion options in the evaluation of alternative methods. It was agreed that
Waste Connections and Dillon would take back the ministry’s comments on the approach for
evaluating air quality for alternative methods, and provide a revised approach for ministry review.
I also requested, for my reference, a list of the projects that Carolyn provided as examples for
alternative methods evaluations. I’ll look for this on my end, as well.
So that you’re aware, I’ll be out of the office from March 4th to 13th, but am happy to connect when I
return. If you have any questions or would like to discuss, don’t hesitate to give me a call tomorrow.
Regards,
Jenny

Jenny Archibald
Project Officer | Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks | 135 St. Clair Avenue West, Toronto,
ON M4V 1P5
E: Jenny.Archibald@ontario.ca |T:416-314-8433
----If you have any accommodation needs or require communication supports or alternate formats,
please let me know.
Si vous avez des besoins en matière d’adaptation, ou si vous nécessitez des aides à la
communication ou des médias substituts, veuillez me le faire savoir.

From: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
Sent: February 22, 2019 9:35 AM
To: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Cc: Archibald, Jenny (MECP) <Jenny.Archibald@ontario.ca>; Evers, Andrew (MECP)
<Andrew.Evers@ontario.ca>; Allison, Bill <wallison@dillon.ca>
Subject: RE: Proposed Approach in Alternative Methods_Air Noise Hydrogeological Feb 19

Good morning Carolyn, I know we are trying to coordinate a meeting to discuss the comment below from the
Air Quality Analyst however we have taken the liberty of providing a response to clarify our intended
approach (in blue below). Of course we are still happy to get on a call to discuss, Cathy
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From: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) [mailto:Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca]
Sent: Thursday, February 21, 2019 12:26 PM
To: Cathy Smith
Cc: Archibald, Jenny (MECP); Evers, Andrew (MECP)
Subject: RE: Proposed Approach in Alternative Methods_Air Noise Hydrogeological Feb 19

Hi Cathy,
Our Air Quality Analyst has reviewed the revised methodology for evaluating the air quality impacts
for the landfill alternatives and indicated that the proposed methodology will not appropriately assess differences between the alternatives. An explanation is below.
The proposal states that for each alternative, the site will be modelled as a single volume source
which will include emissions from all sources at the site. Essentially this means that the model will
assume that all emissions from the site will be released uniformly across the entire site, regardless
of where the individual sources are located in the different alternatives. This methodology is
problematic because it will not be able to differentiate between the locations of the different landfill
expansion alternatives. For example, if one alternative included the expansion of the landfill closer
to the property line while another did not, the proposed methodology would show similar impacts for
both alternatives. The impact of expanding the landfill closer to the property line would be ignored.
Response - Although a single volume source will be used for each alternative, this volume source's centre
will be located based on the centroid of sources of emissions for each alternative. The three alternatives will
therefore have different volume source locations (i.e. closer to property line, closer to sensitive receptors as
appropriate) and this will be used to evaluate the differences and similarities in impacts of the three
alternatives.
This approach is separate from the approach to the assessment of the preferred alternative and the
development scenarios related to the preferred alternative. As per the approved ToR, a detailed assessment
of multiple scenarios will be conducted for the preferred alternative.
I think it may be beneficial to arrange a telephone call to discuss.
Regards,
Carolyn Lee
Project Officer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st floor
Toronto, ON M4V 1P5
Phone: (416) 212-4279
Email: Carolyn.Lee@Ontario.ca
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If you have any accommodation needs or require communication supports or alternate
formats, please let me know.
Si vous avez des besoins en matière d’adaptation, ou si vous nécessitez des aides à la
communication ou des médias substituts, veuillez me le faire savoir.

From: Cathy Smith [mailto:Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com]
Sent: February-15-19 9:28 AM
To: Lee, Carolyn (MECP)
Cc: Allison, Bill
Subject: Proposed Approach in Alternative Methods_Air Noise Hydrogeological Feb 19

Good morning Carolyn,
As a follow up to our meeting please find the attached proposed revised approach to the evaluation of air
quality, noise and hydrogeological for the Alternative Methods assessment for the Ridge EA. If you feel a
call is in order to discuss further please let us know.
We are also generating a revised approach to address the net effects assessment and will be providing that in
the next week or so for your consideration. Following as well are our responses to the comments provided by
the Resource Recovery Branch on the Diversion Report.
Have a great Family Day weekend!
Cathy
This message is directed in confidence solely to the person(s) named above and may contain privileged, confidential or private
information which is not to be disclosed. If you are not the addressee or an authorized representative thereof, please

contact the undersigned and then destroy this message.
Ce message est destiné uniquement aux personnes indiquées dans l'entête et peut contenir une information privilégiée, confidentielle
ou privée et ne pouvant être divulguée. Si vous n'êtes pas le destinataire de ce message ou une personne autorisée à le recevoir,
veuillez communiquer avec le soussigné et ensuite détruire ce message.
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Subject:

FW: Proposed Approach in Alternative Methods_Air Noise Hydrogeological Feb 19

From: Cathy Smith [mailto:Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com]
Sent: March 25, 2019 11:49 AM
To: Lee, Carolyn (MECP)
Cc: Allison, Bill; Evers, Andrew (MECP)
Subject: RE: Proposed Approach in Alternative Methods_Air Noise Hydrogeological Feb 19
Excellent, thanks Carolyn, Cathy
From: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) [mailto:Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca]
Sent: Monday, March 25, 2019 11:43 AM
To: Cathy Smith
Cc: Allison, Bill; Evers, Andrew (MECP)
Subject: RE: Proposed Approach in Alternative Methods_Air Noise Hydrogeological Feb 19

WARNING: This email is from outside of Waste Connections; Exercise caution.

Hi Cathy,
The MECP hydrogeologist finds the approach for determining impacts to drinking water supply wells for alternative
expansion methods reasonable.
Regards,
Carolyn
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Subject:

FW: MECP Air Quality issue

From: Allison, Bill [mailto:wallison@dillon.ca]
Sent: April 24, 2019 12:45 PM
To: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>; 152456 <152456@dillon.ca>
Cc: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>; Evers, Andrew (MECP) <Andrew.Evers@ontario.ca>
Subject: Re: MECP Air Quality issue

Carolyn - after reviewing the MECP response from last week we offer the following in order to meet the MECP
request of individual area modelling. Please respond at your earliest convenience if this revised approach is
acceptable.
The assessment of the preferred alternative will include the modelling of each landfill footprint as a separate
area source (old, west, south, expansion area A and expansion area B). The landfill footprints will each have
their own emission rates based on the worst-case operating year of each individual footprint. We propose
running a single scenario for the preferred alternative with the worst-case LFG emissions from each area
source.
The purpose of proposing to run different models for the three operating scenarios previously was to account
for the development changes in the landfill over the expansion period. Modelling each area individually and
using the worst case condition for each footprint negates the need for the multiple models for the preferred
alternative. The worst-case conditions over the entire life of the landfill is captured in one model.
regards

Bill Allison
Partner
Dillon Consulting Limited
Suite 200 - 51 Breithaupt Street
Kitchener, Ontario, N2H 5G5
T - 519.571.9833 ext. 3125
F - 519.571.7424
M - 519.575.2093
WAllison@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

On Thu, Apr 18, 2019 at 4:43 PM Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca> wrote:
Hi Cathy,
Please see our Air Quality Reviewer’s response below:
1

For the preferred alternative, the ministry would like to stress again the importance of modelling
each landfill disposal area as separate area sources (old, west, south, expansion areas A, B, etc.),
each with their own emission rates to reflect any differences between the different areas. The
emissions from each disposal area are expected to be quite different from one another, especially
between old areas and expansion areas. It is not appropriate to average these differences across
the entire landfill footprint, as would be the case if a single area source was used. For example, the
emissions from the west landfill (which is not expanding) are expected to be much lower than the
emissions from the new expansion areas. Averaging the emissions through the use of a single area
source for the entire landfill footprint will have the effect of misrepresenting where the air quality
impacts around the landfill will occur (this would underpredict the concentrations in the vicinity of the
expansion). Modelling adjacent area sources in AERMOD is an acceptable approach and should
not produce localized hot spots.
The scenarios assessed for the preferred alternative should model the landfill for different worstcase operating years during the phasing of the expansion (the proponent had previously indicated
that this would include a scenario after the old landfill expansion, after the area B expansion, and
after the area A expansion). The ministry expects that for each of these scenarios, each landfill
disposal area will be modelled as its own area source, using an emission rate appropriate for that
landfill area and that scenario year.
Have a happy Easter long weekend.
Regards,
Carolyn

From: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
Sent: April-12-19 9:32 AM
To: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Cc: Evers, Andrew (MECP) <Andrew.Evers@ontario.ca>; Allison, Bill <wallison@dillon.ca>
Subject: FW: MECP Air Quality issue

Hi Carolyn, responses to you questions from Dillon are highlighted in yellow below, Cathy

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Date: Thu, Apr 11, 2019 at 12:20 PM
Subject: RE: MECP Air Quality issue
To: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>
Cc: Evers, Andrew (MECP) <Andrew.Evers@ontario.ca>, Bill Allison <wallison@dillon.ca>

Hi Cathy,
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Before I forward along this request for discussion, I would like clarification on a couple of things.
This MECP comment refers to the assessment of the three alternative expansion methods to determine their impacts on
air quality for comparison purposes:

If the proponent chooses to use this [single-source] approach, the report should discuss shortcomings/limitations of this
simplified modelling approach and how it may impact results. The proponent should also provide confirmation that this
single area source approach would lead to the same conclusions as the approach that models multiple emissions
sources from different areas of the landfill site.
MECP commented that while this approach may be sufficient for the comparison of alternatives, it is expected that the
assessment of the preferred alternative will be more detailed and will model emissions for each of the landfill areas
separately.
Our approach of using a single area source to represent the landfill footprint and to sequentially include the three
different expansion areas (old landfill, A and B) will produce results reflective of future conditions. As previously
noted, the use of multiple adjacent large area or volume sources in the model to represent the individual cells of the
landfill would lead to plumes from the individual sources overlapping and generating localized modeled "hot spots"
that would not occur in real life.
Page 7 of the Atmospheric Scope of Work (September 2018) outlines that:
A separate model will be developed to assess the change in air quality and odour concentrations resulting from the
preferred alternative. This model will assess up to three future scenarios for the preferred alternative to capture worstcase emissions. The definition of these scenarios will consider the peak vehicular activity on the site and the peak
landfill gas generation period.
The scope of work does not specify a single-source approach to model the preferred alternative.
Our approach of using a single area source to represent the landfill footprint and to sequentially include the three
different expansion areas (old landfill, A and B) will produce results reflective of future conditions. As previously
noted, the use of multiple adjacent large area or volume sources to represent the individual cells of the landfill would
lead to plumes from the individual sources overlapping and generating localized modeled "hot spots" that would not
occur in real life.
I would like clarification on the last sentence in Dillon’s email below (highlighted in yellow) that proposes a single area
source be used for landfill gas and odour indicators over the three different landfill operating scenarios representing
the three areas of expansion. What do the three areas of expansion refer to?
The single area source modelling of the landfill gas and odour indicators during the three scenarios for the preferred
alternative will cover the following footprints:
Scenario 1: Old landfill expansion, existing West Landfill, existing South Landfill
Scenario 2: Scenario 1 footprint plus expansion area B
Scenario 3: Scenario 2 footprint plus expansion area A
Also if Dillon proposes to use the single-source approach to model the evaluation of alternative methods, how will the
modelling differ for assessing the preferred alternative?
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The Alternative Methods models will use a simplified single area source model covering the expanded landfill
footprints. The assessment of landfill gas and odour indicators of the preferred alternative will include an assessment
of three different operating scenarios during the phasing of the expansion that will be represented by a single area
source based on the preliminary design details of the landfill footprint at the time of each operating scenario.
Thanks for your help.

Regards,
Carolyn

From: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
Sent: April-11-19 10:25 AM
To: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Cc: Allison, Bill <wallison@dillon.ca>
Subject: FW: MECP Air Quality issue
Good morning Carolyn,
Please find below for discussion with Peter when he is available.
Thanks,
Cathy

From: Allison, Bill [mailto:wallison@dillon.ca]
Sent: Thursday, April 11, 2019 10:07 AM
To: Cathy Smith
Subject: MECP Air Quality issue

WARNING: This email is from outside of Waste Connections; Exercise caution.

Cathy - please forward this to the MECP for consideration prior to the proposed call with Carolyn,
us, the MECP technical reviewer and our technical staff.
The portion of the previous response we would like to discuss is......
The concern with the proposed approach of modelling the entire landfill as a single area source is that it will not
account for potential differences in emissions between the different landfill areas. The emissions could be quite
different depending on the amount of landfilled material and the age of each landfill area. Since the entire landfill site
is quite large, these differences could have a substantial impact on the air quality and odours in different locations
surrounding the landfill. If the proponent chooses to use this approach, the report should discuss
shortcomings/limitations of this simplified modelling approach and how it may impact results. The proponent should
4

also provide confirmation that this single area source approach would lead to the same conclusions as the approach
that models multiple emissions sources from different areas of the landfill site.
Our intention for the impact assessment of the preferred alternative is to model the landfill as a single source during
three different operating conditions, consistent with our approved workplan. The different operating scenarios are
intended to take into account the changes in areas being filled on the site. The amount and type of material to be
received at the landfill is not anticipated to change over the expansion period. This approach is consistent with all of
the reference EAs provided by the MECP (where landfill gas and odour emissions were modeled) and is industry best
practice.
The use of multiple adjacent large areas or volume sources to represent the individual cells of the landfill will lead to
plumes from individual sources overlapping and generating localized modeled “hot spots” that will not occur in real
life. This is a well-established phenomenon in AERMOD, and in specific cases (e.g. linear sources) it can be managed
through practices such as locating adjacent areas and/or volume sources apart from each other, typically by up to two
times the width of the source. This is problematic for the Ridge Landfill as the sources are in close proximity and
cannot be moved. The use of multiple adjacent large areas or volume sources to represent the individual cells of the
landfill also fails to consider the mixing that is expected to occur related to surface based emissions. Our
recommended approach (which is consistent with industry best practices) is that a single area source be used for
landfill gas and odour indicators over the three different landfill operating scenarios representing the three areas of
expansion.

Bill Allison
Partner
Dillon Consulting Limited
Suite 200 - 51 Breithaupt Street
Kitchener, Ontario, N2H 5G5
T - 519.571.9833 ext. 3125
F - 519.571.7424
M - 519.575.2093
WAllison@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

This message is directed in confidence solely to the person(s) named above and may contain privileged, confidential or private
information which is not to be disclosed. If you are not the addressee or an authorized representative thereof, please

contact the undersigned and then destroy this message.
Ce message est destiné uniquement aux personnes indiquées dans l'entête et peut contenir une information privilégiée, confidentielle
ou privée et ne pouvant être divulguée. Si vous n'êtes pas le destinataire de ce message ou une personne autorisée à le recevoir,
veuillez communiquer avec le soussigné et ensuite détruire ce message.
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Subject:

FW: Ridge Landfill Alternative Methods call

From: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) [mailto:Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca]
Sent: April 23, 2019 5:04 PM
To: Kolli, Karla
Cc: Cathy Smith; 152456; Bill Allison; Buelles, Anni
Subject: RE: Ridge Landfill Alternative Methods call
Thanks Karla.
The list captures the main points discussed during our call on April 9, 2019.
Additional information should also be added under the key design considerations & assumptions column of the net effects
table (e.g. types of engineering controls, design standards)
Regards,
Carolyn

From: Kolli, Karla <kkolli@dillon.ca>
Sent: April-22-19 3:50 PM
To: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Cc: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>; 152456 <152456@dillon.ca>; Bill Allison
<wallison@dillon.ca>; Buelles, Anni <abuelles@dillon.ca>
Subject: Ridge Landfill Alternative Methods call

Hello Carolyn
Thank-you for your input on the revised approach to presenting Alternative Methods on our April 9, 2019
call. The following documents our understanding of your suggestions:
· It was noted that the sections for Air Quality and Hydrogeology need to be updated based on MECP recent

comments. As noted on the call, these sections will be revised to reflect the most recent discussions.
· Section 5.1.2.7 Summary of Net Effects is redundant as the net effects are discussed in the above text as well as
the net effects tables. This section will be removed
· Section 5.1.3 Comparative Evaluation of Site Development Alternatives could be enhanced by adding a text
summary of the key advantages and disadvantages for each alternative. This will be added.
· Table 4: Overview of Comparative Evaluation Ranking is valuable in the body of the text; however Table 5:
Detailed Comparative Evaluation could be considered as an appendix.
· Section 5.1.4 Confirming the Preferred Alternative could be moved to a later chapter to introduce the preferred
alternative summarizing the advantages and disadvantages of the preferred alternative over the do-nothing
scenario
· Net Effects Tables:
o include additional information under the key design considerations & assumptions, baseline condition,

potential effect and mitigation to describe what is there and the significance of the effect
o revise wording under net effect column to "no anticipated net effect" and separate out construction,
operation and post closure
1

o verify that the indicators are appropriate and measurable

We very much appreciate the time taken to review the materials and let us know if there are any key items
missed in the above summary.

Cheers
Karla
Karla Kolli
Partner
Dillon Consulting Limited
235 Yorkland Blvd Suite 800
Toronto, Ontario, M2J 4Y8
T - 416.229.4647 ext. 2354
F - 416.229.4692
M - 647.204.2495
KKolli@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

This message is directed in confidence solely to the person(s) named above and may contain privileged, confidential or private
information which is not to be disclosed. If you are not the addressee or an authorized representative thereof, please

contact the undersigned and then destroy this message.
Ce message est destiné uniquement aux personnes indiquées dans l'entête et peut contenir une information privilégiée,
confidentielle ou privée et ne pouvant être divulguée. Si vous n'êtes pas le destinataire de ce message ou une personne autorisée à
le recevoir, veuillez communiquer avec le soussigné et ensuite détruire ce message.
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Fwd: Ridge Landfill Expansion - IGF & AAF Submissions in Support of a Letter to
Proponent
Bourassa, Daniel <dbourassa@dillon.ca>
To: Anni Buelles <abuelles@dillon.ca>, Bill Allison <wallison@dillon.ca>

Tue, Sep 10, 2019 at 1:36 PM

See email below to MECP regarding Ridge Landfill.
Regards,
Daniel Bourassa
Associate
Dillon Consulting Limited
1155 North Service Road West Unit 14
Oakville, Ontario, L6M 3E3
T - 905.901.2912 ext. 3417
F - 905.901.2918
M - 289.981.9136
DBourassa@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Bourassa, Daniel <dbourassa@dillon.ca>
Date: Tue, May 7, 2019 at 9:51 PM
Subject: Ridge Landfill Expansion - IGF & AAF Submissions in Support of a Letter to Proponent
To: <SAROntario@ontario.ca>
Cc: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>, Bill Allison <wallison@dillon.ca>,
<Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>, <jason.webb@ontario.ca>, 152456 <152456@dillon.ca>
Good evening,
Waste Connections of Canada Inc. retained Dillon Consulting Limited to complete field investigations in support of the
Environmental Assessment in association with the Ridge Landfill Expansion project.
Dillon completed field investigations as well as targeted species at risk surveys for the areas proposed for expansion
within the Ridge Landfill boundary. In support of the proposed expansion, please find attached an IGF as well as an AAF
in support of a Letter to Proponent.
Note, we were unable to include attachments in Section 5 of the IGF. As a result, Figures 1 through 5 have been provided
separately and are to be read concurrently with the IGF.
Please do not hesitate to contact me should you have any questions.
Regards,
Daniel Bourassa
Associate
Dillon Consulting Limited
1155 North Service Road West Unit 14
Oakville, Ontario, L6M 3E3
T - 905.901.2912 ext. 3417
F - 905.901.2918
M - 289.981.9136
DBourassa@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

7 attachments
Figure 3 of IGF_Bird, Amphibian and Turtle Survey Locations.pdf
2672K
Figure 4 of IGF_Bat Habitat Survey Locations.pdf
2418K
Figure 5 of IGF_Bat Activity Monitoring Stations.pdf
2449K
Figure 2 or IGF_ELC.pdf
2222K
Figure 1 of IGF_Preferred Alternative.pdf
2851K
IGF May 7, 2019_v3.pdf
2395K
AAF_May 7, 2019_v3.pdf
1123K

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
May 16, 2019 8:58 AM
Lee, Carolyn (MECP)
Varghese, Betsy
Ridge EA - Update Memo SD#1 Draft for MECP Review 05 16 19
Update Memo SD#1 Draft for MECP Review 05 16 19.docx

Good morning Carolyn,
As discussed, here is the memo that we intend to use to ‘front’ the previous economic analysis that supported the ToR
and that will now support the EA submission. Thank you for reviewing this in advance of the draft EA.
Regards,
Cathy
Cathy Smith HBA, MA, ENV SP
Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion

T: 519 676 5000 | F: 519 676 4967 | C: 519 358 2860
Waste Connections of Canada | 20262 Erieau Road | Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
www.WasteConnectionsCanada.com
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Buelles, Anni <abuelles@dillon.ca>

Fwd: Revised Memo on SD#1 Update
Allison, Bill <wallison@dillon.ca>
To: Anni Buelles <abuelles@dillon.ca>

Mon, Jan 6, 2020 at 8:21 AM

Bill Allison
Partner
Dillon Consulting Limited
Suite 200 - 51 Breithaupt Street
Kitchener, Ontario, N2H 5G5
T - 519.571.9833 ext. 3125
F - 519.571.7424
M - 519.575.2093
WAllison@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Date: Mon, Sep 16, 2019 at 11:33 AM
Subject: RE: Revised Memo on SD#1 Update
To: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>
Cc: Varghese, Betsy <bvarghese@dillon.ca>, Jack Carr <jcarr@chass.utoronto.ca>, Allison, Bill <wallison@dillon.ca>,
Evers, Andrew (MECP) <Andrew.Evers@ontario.ca>

Hi Cathy,

The explanations of flow chart contents are still in bullet form. In my previous email (July 10) I requested memo sections
detailing how the waste amounts (in the flow chart) were estimated with calculations.

Additional information is needed for each flow chart component. For example:

Municipal Landfill Sites – Which municipal landfills in the service area were considered?

Least Cost Analysis – There are no other integrated solid waste services companies other than Waste
Connections that operate within the service area?

Market Share – Waste Connections does not have any competitors for IC&I waste in the service area?

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.

Regards,

Carolyn

Carolyn Lee
Special Project Officer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st floor
Toronto, ON M4V 1P5
Phone: (416) 212-4279
Email: Carolyn.Lee@Ontario.ca

If you have any accommodation needs or require communication supports or alternate formats, please let me
know.

Si vous avez des besoins en matière d’adaptation, ou si vous nécessitez des aides à la communication ou des
médias substituts, veuillez me le faire savoir.

From: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnec ons.com>
Sent: September-16-19 10:13 AM
To: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Cc: Varghese, Betsy <bvarghese@dillon.ca>; Jack Carr <jcarr@chass.utoronto.ca>; Allison, Bill
<wallison@dillon.ca>
Subject: Revised Memo on SD#1 Update

Good morning Carolyn,

Please ﬁnd a revised dra of Update to Problem/Opportunity Assessment Suppor ng Document #1 for your review.

We are hoping to ﬁnalize this for inclusion in the ﬁnal EA submission.

Regards,
Cathy

Cathy Smith HBA, MA, ENV SP
Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion

T: 519 676 5000 | F: 519 676 4967 | C: 519 358 2860
Waste Connections of Canada | 20262 Erieau Road | Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
www.WasteConnectionsCanada.com

From: Varghese, Betsy [mailto:bvarghese@dillon.ca]
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2019 9:37 AM
To: Cathy Smith
Cc: Bill Allison; 152456; Jack Carr
Subject: Revised Memo on SD#1 Update

WARNING: This email is from outside of Waste Connec ons; Exercise cau on.

Hi Cathy,

Please find the revised memo on the update to the Problem/Opportunity Assessment SD#1 attached.

Thanks - Betsy
Betsy Varghese, P.Eng.
Associate
Dillon Consulting Limited
235 Yorkland Blvd Suite 800

Toronto, Ontario, M2J 4Y8
T - 416.229.4647 ext. 2326
F - 416.229.4692
M - 416.817.8045
bvarghese@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca

Please consider the environment before printing this email

This message is directed in confidence solely to the person(s) named above and may contain privileged, confidential
or private information which is not to be disclosed. If you are not the addressee or an authorized representative thereof,
please contact the undersigned and then destroy this message.

Ce message est destiné uniquement aux personnes indiquées dans l'entête et peut contenir une information
privilégiée, confidentielle ou privée et ne pouvant être divulguée. Si vous n'êtes pas le destinataire de ce message ou
une personne autorisée à le recevoir, veuillez communiquer avec le soussigné et ensuite détruire ce message.

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "Lee, Carolyn (MECP)" <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
To: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>
Cc: Betsy Varghese <bvarghese@dillon.ca>, "Delaquis, Dan (MECP)" <SOM.Dan.Delaquis@ontario.ca>, "Evers, Andrew
(MECP)" <Andrew.Evers@ontario.ca>
Bcc:
Date: Wed, 10 Jul 2019 21:25:12 +0000
Subject: RE: Revised Update to SD#1 for Ridge EA
Hi Cathy,

The memo would benefit from additional information on waste export and market share to support the 1.3 million tonne fill
rate at the Ridge Landfill. Please see the flow diagram below for reference.

It would be useful to format the memo according to the flow chart. In other words, for each box, there would be memo
section detailing how the waste amounts were estimated with calculations. Please include explanations where

assumptions have been made.

Do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.

Regards,

Carolyn Lee
Special Project Officer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st floor
Toronto, ON M4V 1P5
Phone: (416) 212-4279
Email: Carolyn.Lee@Ontario.ca

If you have any accommodation needs or require communication supports or alternate formats, please let me
know.

Si vous avez des besoins en matière d’adaptation, ou si vous nécessitez des aides à la communication ou des
médias substituts, veuillez me le faire savoir.

From: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnec ons.com>
Sent: July-10-19 12:36 PM
To: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Cc: Betsy Varghese <bvarghese@dillon.ca>
Subject: FW: Revised Update to SD#1 for Ridge EA

Good Morning Carolyn,

We have ﬁnally been able to revise the discussion on the project ‘need’ in the a ached memo and based on
discussions that you and I had. I hope this version suits your needs but as always we can amend accordingly. If you
would prefer a word version please let us know. Our goal is to include this an a achment in the Dra EA so if you
could review by Friday it would be much appreciated. If not we will s ll include it but of course can s ll revise the
dra before the ﬁnal.

Thanks,
Cathy

From: Varghese, Betsy [mailto:bvarghese@dillon.ca]
Sent: Wednesday, July 10, 2019 12:00 PM
To: Cathy Smith
Cc: Bill Allison; 152456; Buelles, Anni
Subject: Revised Update to SD#1e
WARNING: This email is from outside of Waste Connec ons; Exercise cau on.

Hi Cathy,

Please find a pdf of the revised memo on the update to SD#1.

Thanks - Betsy
Betsy Varghese
Associate
Dillon Consulting Limited
235 Yorkland Blvd Suite 800
Toronto, Ontario, M2J 4Y8
T - 416.229.4647 ext. 2326
F - 416.229.4692
M - 416.817.8045
bvarghese@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

This message is directed in confidence solely to the person(s) named above and may contain privileged, confidential
or private information which is not to be disclosed. If you are not the addressee or an authorized representative thereof,
please contact the undersigned and then destroy this message.

Ce message est destiné uniquement aux personnes indiquées dans l'entête et peut contenir une information
privilégiée, confidentielle ou privée et ne pouvant être divulguée. Si vous n'êtes pas le destinataire de ce message ou
une personne autorisée à le recevoir, veuillez communiquer avec le soussigné et ensuite détruire ce message.

3 attachments
Final Draft Memo on Update to SD#1 10July19.pdf
92K
RE: Revised Update to SD#1 for Ridge EA.eml
230K

BFIRidgeOpportunityAnalysisSummary.pdf
302K

Fwd: Ridge EA Drafts - Notice of submission, project summary, errata sheet
Kolli, Karla <kkolli@dillon.ca>
To: "Buelles, Anni" <abuelles@dillon.ca>, Bill Allison <wallison@dillon.ca>

Mon, Nov 11, 2019 at 9:17 AM

Karla Kolli
Partner
Dillon Consulting Limited
235 Yorkland Blvd Suite 800
Toronto, Ontario, M2J 4Y8
T - 416.229.4647 ext. 2354
F - 416.229.4692
M - 647.204.2495
KKolli@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>
Date: Thu, Nov 7, 2019 at 9:55 AM
Subject: Ridge EA Drafts - Notice of submission, project summary, errata sheet
To: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Cc: Kolli, Karla <kkolli@dillon.ca>

Good morning Carolyn,

As discussed and for your review please ﬁnd the a ached dra no ce of submission and the dra project summary that would be
included in the submission form. Once we receive the document outlining submission steps from you we will ﬁnalize our full
distribu on plan outlining the newspapers, le ers and report distribu on. At that point we can also send the completed form, study
area map and contact list.

In order to reduce the amount of paper used, it is our inten on to use errata sheets for the appendices which only have a limited
number of comments. These errata sheets would clearly explain the ra onale for this approach and would let the reader know what
informa on has changed for the ﬁnal and that they can see a fully revised version on-line. The main EA document and appendices
where there have been a number of changes will be reprinted. We will deliver the reprinted documents to the viewing loca ons and
insert the errata sheets into the exis ng copies at each loca on. A ached is a sample for your review as well.

Look forward to hearing your thoughts,
Cathy

Cathy Smith HBA, MA, ENV SP
Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion

T: 519 676 5000 | F: 519 676 4967 | C: 519 358 2860
Waste Connections of Canada | 20262 Erieau Road | Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
www.WasteConnectionsCanada.com

4 attachments
EA Summary for MECP Summary Form.docx
23K
Errata Sheet_BIOLOGICAL_Oct 29.docx
30K
Ridge - Draft EA Notice of Submission - Nov 4_2019.doc
454K
Ridge - Draft EA Notice of Submission - Nov 4_2019.pdf
182K

Ridge Landfill EA Submission Form - Draft
4 messages
Kolli, Karla <kkolli@dillon.ca>
Thu, Nov 28, 2019 at 3:55 PM
To: "Lee, Carolyn (MOECC)" <carolyn.lee@ontario.ca>
Cc: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>, Bill Allison <wallison@dillon.ca>, 152456 <152456@dillon.ca>,
"Buelles, Anni" <abuelles@dillon.ca>
Hi Carolyn
Thanks for the call. As discussed we are planning to submit the final EA Document to start the public and agency review
period on December 20th. Attached please find the draft EA Submission form. This form incorporates the project
summary that had been sent as a word file previously. While the form notes that the EA, EA exec summary, Notice of
Submission, Study Area map and distribution list are attached - they are not included in this version. Lets circle back
early next week once Cathy is back in the office.
Let us know if there is anything you feel should be revised on the form.
Thanks
Karla
Karla Kolli
Partner
Dillon Consulting Limited
235 Yorkland Blvd Suite 800
Toronto, Ontario, M2J 4Y8
T - 416.229.4647 ext. 2354
F - 416.229.4692
M - 647.204.2495
KKolli@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

Nov 2019 EA Summary Form Nov 25_2019.pdf
1823K
Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Wed, Dec 4, 2019 at 4:56 PM
To: "Kolli, Karla" <kkolli@dillon.ca>
Cc: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>, Bill Allison <wallison@dillon.ca>, 152456 <152456@dillon.ca>,
"Buelles, Anni" <abuelles@dillon.ca>, "Evers, Andrew (MECP)" <Andrew.Evers@ontario.ca>

Hi Karla,

The EA summary form should include a general project description (volumetric capacity increase,
components of the expansion etc.).

I have also reviewed the draft Notice of Submission and made edits using track changes
(attached).

Regards,

Carolyn Lee
Special Project Officer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st floor
Toronto, ON M4V 1P5
Phone: (416) 212-4279
Email: Carolyn.Lee@Ontario.ca

If you have any accommodation needs or require communication supports or alternate
formats, please let me know.

Si vous avez des besoins en matière d’adaptation, ou si vous nécessitez des aides à la
communication ou des médias substituts, veuillez me le faire savoir.

From: Kolli, Karla <kkolli@dillon.ca>
Sent: November-28-19 3:56 PM
To: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Cc: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>; Bill Allison <wallison@dillon.ca>; 152456
<152456@dillon.ca>; Buelles, Anni <abuelles@dillon.ca>
Subject: Ridge Landfill EA Submission Form - Draft

CAUTION -- EXTERNAL E-MAIL - Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender.
[Quoted text hidden]

This message is directed in confidence solely to the person(s) named above and may contain privileged, confidential
or private information which is not to be disclosed. If you are not the addressee or an authorized

representative thereof, please contact the undersigned and then destroy this message.

Ce message est destiné uniquement aux personnes indiquées dans l'entête et peut contenir une information
privilégiée, confidentielle ou privée et ne pouvant être divulguée. Si vous n'êtes pas le destinataire de ce message ou
une personne autorisée à le recevoir, veuillez communiquer avec le soussigné et ensuite détruire ce message.

Ridge - Draft EA Notice of Submission - December 4.doc
462K

Kolli, Karla <kkolli@dillon.ca>
Wed, Dec 4, 2019 at 5:40 PM
To: "Lee, Carolyn (MECP)" <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Cc: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>, Bill Allison <wallison@dillon.ca>, 152456 <152456@dillon.ca>,
"Buelles, Anni" <abuelles@dillon.ca>, "Evers, Andrew (MECP)" <Andrew.Evers@ontario.ca>
Thanks Carolyn
We will get both pieces revised
Cheers
Karla
Karla Kolli
Partner
Dillon Consulting Limited
235 Yorkland Blvd Suite 800
Toronto, Ontario, M2J 4Y8
T - 416.229.4647 ext. 2354
F - 416.229.4692
M - 647.204.2495
KKolli@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

[Quoted text hidden]

Nov 2019 EA Summary Form Nov 25_2019.pdf
1823K

Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry

Email Communication

Subject:

FW: Fwd: Ridge Landfill Expansion - IGF & AAF submissions in support of a 17(2)(c)
Permit under the ESA

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Bourassa, Daniel <dbourassa@dillon.ca>
Date: 10 May 2018 at 14:27
Subject: Fwd: Ridge Landfill Expansion - IGF & AAF submissions in support of a 17(2)(c) Permit under the
ESA
To: Megan Bellamy <mbellamy@dillon.ca>
FYI
Daniel Bourassa
Associate
Dillon Consulting Limited
1155 North Service Road West Unit 14
Oakville, Ontario, L6M 3E3
T - 905.901.2912 ext. 3417
F - 905.901.2918
M - 289.981.9136
DBourassa@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Webb, Jason (MNRF) <Jason.Webb@ontario.ca>
Date: Thu, May 10, 2018 at 2:24 PM
Subject: RE: Ridge Landfill Expansion - IGF & AAF submissions in support of a 17(2)(c) Permit under the
ESA
To: "Bourassa, Daniel" <dbourassa@dillon.ca>

Hi Dan,
Everything is good with the IGF/AAF and I have briefed folks in region about this file so there won’t
be any suprises.
Whenever you submit the CPAF it should be a very quick turnaround for the EBR posting.
Let me know if you have any questions.
Thanks,
Jason
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From: Bourassa, Daniel [mailto:dbourassa@dillon.ca]
Sent: March-05-18 5:22 PM
To: ESA-Aylmer (MNRF); Webb, Jason (MNRF)
Cc: Megan Bellamy; Cathy Smith; 152456
Subject: Re: Ridge Landfill Expansion - IGF & AAF submissions in support of a 17(2)(c) Permit under the ESA

Hi Jason,
Thanks for the chat this afternoon regarding MNRF's request to revise the IGF to include Eastern Foxsnake.
Both the IGF and AAF have been revised to address MNRF's comment (attached).
If you could please provide us with an estimated timeline as to when the permit application will be posted to the
EBR that would be greatly appreciated.
Please do not hesitate to contact me should you have any questions.
Regards,
Daniel Bourassa
Associate
Dillon Consulting Limited
1155 North Service Road West
Unit 14
Oakville, Ontario, L6M 3E3
T - 905.901.2912 ext. 3417
F - 905.901.2918
M - 289.981.9136
DBourassa@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this
email
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On Fri, Sep 15, 2017 at 1:29 PM, Bourassa, Daniel <dbourassa@dillon.ca> wrote:
Hi Jason,
As per our previous consultations with regards to the Ridge Landfill Expansion project, you will recall that
Waste Connections (formerly Progressive Waste Solutions Canada) retained Dillon Consulting Limited to
complete field investigations in support of the Environmental Assessment in association with the Ridge
Landfill Expansion project.
Dillon has completed field investigations as well as targeted species at risk surveys within the areas proposed
for expansion within the Ridge Landfill boundary. In support of the proposed expansion, please find attached
an IGF as well as an AAF in support of a 17(2)(c) Permit under the Endangered Species Act, 2007 for the
removal of the southeast woodland (i.e. SAR bat habitat).
Note, we were unable to include attachments in Section 5 of the IGF. As a result, Maps 1 through 4 have been
provided separately and are to be read concurrently with the IGF.
Please do not hesitate to contact me should you have any questions.
Regards,

Daniel Bourassa
Associate
Dillon Consulting Limited
1155 North Service Road West
Unit 14
Oakville, Ontario, L6M 3E3
T - 905.901.2912 ext. 3417
F - 905.901.2918
M - 289.981.9136
DBourassa@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this
email

This message is directed in confidence solely to the person(s) named above and may contain privileged, confidential or private
information which is not to be disclosed. If you are not the addressee or an authorized representative thereof, please

contact the undersigned and then destroy this message.
Ce message est destiné uniquement aux personnes indiquées dans l'entête et peut contenir une information privilégiée, confidentielle
ou privée et ne pouvant être divulguée. Si vous n'êtes pas le destinataire de ce message ou une personne autorisée à le recevoir,
veuillez communiquer avec le soussigné et ensuite détruire ce message.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Allison, Bill <wallison@dillon.ca>
February 20, 2019 10:32 AM
Cathy Smith; Sue Reimer; Karla Kolli; Anni Buelles; 152456
Fwd: Ridge Landfill Expansion - IGF & AAF submissions in support of a 17(2)(c)
Permit under the ESA

Bill Allison
Partner
Dillon Consulting Limited
Suite 200 - 51 Breithaupt Street
Kitchener, Ontario, N2H 5G5
T - 519.571.9833 ext. 3125
F - 519.571.7424
M - 519.575.2093
WAllison@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Bourassa, Daniel <dbourassa@dillon.ca>
Date: Wed, Feb 20, 2019 at 10:24 AM
Subject: Re: Ridge Landfill Expansion - IGF & AAF submissions in support of a 17(2)(c) Permit under the
ESA
To: <jason.webb@ontario.ca>
Cc: 152456 <152456@dillon.ca>, Bill Allison <wallison@dillon.ca>
Hi Jason,
Thanks for the call today. We will update the IGF & AAF to indicate that the preferred alternative will not
require the removal of the SW woodlot and that based on the data collected there will be no impacts to SAR
bats as a result.
The revised IGF & AAF are forthcoming.
Regards,
Daniel Bourassa
Associate
Dillon Consulting Limited
1155 North Service Road West Unit 14
Oakville, Ontario, L6M 3E3
T - 905.901.2912 ext. 3417
F - 905.901.2918
M - 289.981.9136
DBourassa@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email
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On Mon, Mar 5, 2018 at 5:21 PM Bourassa, Daniel <dbourassa@dillon.ca> wrote:
Hi Jason,
Thanks for the chat this afternoon regarding MNRF's request to revise the IGF to include Eastern Foxsnake.
Both the IGF and AAF have been revised to address MNRF's comment (attached).
If you could please provide us with an estimated timeline as to when the permit application will be posted to
the EBR that would be greatly appreciated.
Please do not hesitate to contact me should you have any questions.
Regards,
Daniel Bourassa
Associate
Dillon Consulting Limited
1155 North Service Road West Unit 14
Oakville, Ontario, L6M 3E3
T - 905.901.2912 ext. 3417
F - 905.901.2918
M - 289.981.9136
DBourassa@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

Subject:

FW: Fwd: Ridge Landfill Expansion Biology Scope of Work

From: Bellamy, Megan [mailto:mbellamy@dillon.ca]
Sent: September 5, 2018 7:58 AM
To: Cathy Smith
Cc: Bill Allison; Karla Kolli; 152456
Subject: Fwd: Ridge Landfill Expansion Biology Scope of Work

Hi Cathy,
See email below from MNRF indicating OK for our Biology EA work plan.
Thanks,
Megan
Megan Bellamy
Associate
Dillon Consulting Limited
235 Yorkland Blvd Suite 800
Toronto, Ontario, M2J 4Y8
T - 416.229.4647 ext. 2423
F - 416.229.4692
M - 647.262.7267
MBellamy@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Webb, Jason (MNRF) <Jason.Webb@ontario.ca>
Date: Tue, 4 Sep 2018 at 14:19
Subject: RE: Ridge Landfill Expansion Biology Scope of Work
To: Bourassa, Daniel <dbourassa@dillon.ca>
Cc: Megan Bellamy (mbellamy@dillon.ca) <mbellamy@dillon.ca>
HI Dan,
Thanks for the clarification. I have no other concerns.
Please let me know how the project develops and if the footprint changes.
Thanks.
Jason Webb
Management Biologist
Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry
Aylmer District
(519) 773-4744
Jason.webb@ontario.ca
1

From: Bourassa, Daniel [mailto:dbourassa@dillon.ca]
Sent: August-13-18 10:58 AM
To: Webb, Jason (MNRF) <Jason.Webb@ontario.ca>
Cc: Megan Bellamy (mbellamy@dillon.ca) <mbellamy@dillon.ca>
Subject: Re: Ridge Landfill Expansion Biology Scope of Work

Hi Jason,
Thanks for your response.
Please see below in blue for answers to your question.
Regards,
Daniel Bourassa
Associate
Dillon Consulting Limited
1155 North Service Road West Unit 14
Oakville, Ontario, L6M 3E3
T - 905.901.2912 ext. 3417
F - 905.901.2918
M - 289.981.9136
DBourassa@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

On Fri, Aug 3, 2018 at 4:03 PM, Webb, Jason (MNRF) <Jason.Webb@ontario.ca> wrote:
HI Dan,
No significant concerns with the Ridge Landfill Expansion Biology Scope of Work report.
However I do have a few questions/points of clarification.
1. Will MNRF be circulated and asked to comment on the revised ELC/Wetland mapping that is
being undertaken? The revised ELC/wetland mapping was included in the IGF (Map 2).
2. Was any targeted snake work undertaken for the project or is that covered under incidental
wildlife observations section? Opportunistic presence/absence snake surveys were completed in
2015, 2016 and 2017 in parallel with ELC, botanical, habitat habitat and breeding bird survey; for a
total of 19 surveys.
3. Will Dillon Consulting Limited (on behalf of Waste Connections of Canada) be submitting a CPAF in the near future for the project? In the event the preferred alternative requires the removal of
2

the southeast woodland a C-PAF will be submitted in support of its removal. However, if the
preferred alternative requires removal of the southwest woodland (i.e. southeast woodland would be
retained), based on previous consultation with the MNRF, the removal of the southwest woodland
would not be subject to an ESA permit given the absence of SAR.
Thanks,
Jason Webb
Management Biologist
Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry
Aylmer District
(519) 773-4744
Jason.webb@ontario.ca
From: Bourassa, Daniel [mailto:dbourassa@dillon.ca]
Sent: July-18-18 5:45 PM
To: Webb, Jason (MNRF) <Jason.Webb@ontario.ca>
Cc: Bill Allison <wallison@dillon.ca>; Megan Bellamy <mbellamy@dillon.ca>; 152456 <152456@dillon.ca>;
cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com; Lee, Carolyn (MOECC) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Subject: Ridge Landfill Expansion Biology Scope of Work

Hi Jason,
As a follow up to the VM I left you, for your review/comment please find attached the biology scope of work
in support of the Ridge Landfill Expansion EA.
Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Regards,
Daniel Bourassa
Associate
Dillon Consulting Limited
1155 North Service Road West Unit 14
Oakville, Ontario, L6M 3E3
T - 905.901.2912 ext. 3417
F - 905.901.2918
M - 289.981.9136
DBourassa@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email
Vacation Alert: July 31 to August 6 (inclusive)

This message is directed in confidence solely to the person(s) named above and may contain privileged, confidential or private
information which is not to be disclosed. If you are not the addressee or an authorized representative thereof, please

contact the undersigned and then destroy this message.
3

Ce message est destiné uniquement aux personnes indiquées dans l'entête et peut contenir une information privilégiée, confidentielle
ou privée et ne pouvant être divulguée. Si vous n'êtes pas le destinataire de ce message ou une personne autorisée à le recevoir,
veuillez communiquer avec le soussigné et ensuite détruire ce message.
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Buelles, Anni <abuelles@dillon.ca>

Fwd: FW: Ridge Landfill Expansion Draft EA Review Request
Allison, Bill <wallison@dillon.ca>
Thu, Aug 1, 2019 at 9:02 AM
To: Anni Buelles <abuelles@dillon.ca>, Karla Kolli <kkolli@dillon.ca>, Sue Reimer <sreimer@dillon.ca>, 152456
<152456@dillon.ca>

Bill Allison
Partner
Dillon Consulting Limited
Suite 200 - 51 Breithaupt Street
Kitchener, Ontario, N2H 5G5
T - 519.571.9833 ext. 3125
F - 519.571.7424
M - 519.575.2093
WAllison@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Bourassa, Daniel <dbourassa@dillon.ca>
Date: Thu, Aug 1, 2019 at 8:52 AM
Subject: Re: FW: Ridge Landfill Expansion Draft EA Review Request
To: Myschowoda, Clairissa (MECP) <Clairissa.Myschowoda@ontario.ca>
Cc: Markham, Kathryn (MECP) <Kathryn.Markham@ontario.ca>, Bill Allison <wallison@dillon.ca>, Cathy Smith
<Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>
Hi Clairissa and Kathryn,
Thank you for the follow up.
You are correct in that we submitted IGFs and AAFs to the MNRF prior to the file being transferred to MECP. We did not
receive formal response from MNRF, only verbal; though we did meet with them to discuss ESA permitting at length prior
to the submission of our IGFs and AAFs. Based on previous consultation with MNRF per the IGFs and AAFs, MNRF
determined that as long as the expansion did not require the removal of the southeast woodlot (and it does not) that a
permit under the ESA would not be required.
The IGF and AAF were revised (sent to MECP May 7, 2019) to address the temporary impacts to eastern meadowlark
habitat in support of vertical expansion of the Old Landfill portion of the expansion. Given the on-going daily disturbances
associated with landfill operations, the temporary nature of the habitat displacement, and the fact that a greater amount of
habitat will be realized once vertical expansion of the Old Landfill is completed (i.e. reseeded) coupled with the ongoing
reseeding of the West Landfill, we believe that impacts to the species can be avoided through a Letter of Advice.
Should you have any questions, please contact me.
Regards,
Daniel Bourassa
Associate
Dillon Consulting Limited
1155 North Service Road West Unit 14
Oakville, Ontario, L6M 3E3
T - 905.901.2912 ext. 3417
F - 905.901.2918
M - 289.981.9136
DBourassa@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

On Wed, Jul 31, 2019 at 10:47 AM Myschowoda, Clairissa (MECP) <Clairissa.Myschowoda@ontario.ca> wrote:
Hi Daniel,

I hope you are well!

Further to the email below, I’m following up to see where you left off on this file before the transfer to MECP. It looks to
me as though you submitted an IGF and AAF for the project to MNRF on a couple occasions but I can’t seem to find a
response from MNRF.

Did you hear back from Jason? Kathryn and I will be your new contact for this file.

Cheers,
Clairissa

From: Species at Risk (MECP)
Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2019 10:37 AM
To: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Cc: Markham, Kathryn (MECP) <Kathryn.Markham@ontario.ca>
Subject: RE: Ridge Landfill Expansion Draft EA Review Request

Hi Carolyn,

We are familiar with this proposed landfill expansion and we were in contact with the consultant at Dillon regarding a
possible permit under the ESA.

Please note the following comment from our branch:

Staff in the Permissions and Compliance team of the Species at Risk Branch, Lands and Water Division, MECP, are
working with the consultant to identify whether or not an authorization under the Endangered Species Act (ESA) will be
required.

Thank you,
Clairissa

From: Lee, Carolyn (MECP)
Sent: July-22-19 12:28 PM
To: Species at Risk (MECP) <SAROntario@ontario.ca>
Subject: Ridge Landfill Expansion Draft EA Review Request

Hi Species at Risk Branch,

I have received a draft environmental assessment report for the expansion of the Ridge Landfill
in Blenheim (see the attached for more information).

I was wondering if your branch would like to review the document.

Waste Connections (the proponent) is requesting comments by September 6, 2019; however, I
am requesting comments from reviewers a week earlier (August 30) so that I can review and
compile all ministry comments.

Please let me know.

Regards,

Carolyn Lee
Special Project Officer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st floor
Toronto, ON M4V 1P5
Phone: (416) 212-4279
Email: Carolyn.Lee@Ontario.ca

If you have any accommodation needs or require communication supports or alternate
formats, please let me know.

Si vous avez des besoins en matière d’adaptation, ou si vous nécessitez des aides à la
communication ou des médias substituts, veuillez me le faire savoir.

Ministry of Transportation

MTO identifies that the document is not clear in regard to the
software that will be used for the intersection capacity and
operational analysis. For those purposes, MTO suggests the
use of Synchro.

MTO continues to strongly recommend the consideration of
review and analysis of alternate haul routes. During the
ministry’s Detailed Design and Class Environmental
Assessment for improvements to the Highway 401/Highway
40 (Communication Road) interchange completed in
December 2015, MTO was required to establish and seek
municipal haul route by-law approval to be in compliance with
conditions of Ridge Landfill’s ECA to use a temporary
alternate haul route for waste hauling while our interchange
was closed during construction. This resulted in significant
delays to construction while MTO undertook extensive
consultation with the Municipality of Chatham-Kent, and
addressed many public comments.
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Comments and Rationale

September 7, 2018

1

#

Date:

Proponent: Waste Connections of Canada

Proposed Action/Solution

1

MTO believes the onus to establish an approved
alternate haul route for Waste Connections’ use should
be on Waste Connections rather than MTO.
Identification and approval of an alternate haul route
will allow Waste Connections uninterrupted service in
the event that MTO needs to fully close the interchange
and/or ramps due to unforeseen circumstances or for
future improvements at the Highway 401/Highway 40
interchange. The Ministry requests that Waste
Connections considers the impacts of the existing haul
route and the alternate haul route on MTO Highway
401 interchanges within their Transportation
Assessment.

Proposal: Ridge Landfill Expansion Transportation Work Plan

Ministry of Transportation

The Municipality of Chatham-Kent has designated a haul route for
the Ridge Landfill as part of their Official Plan. The EA approval
achieved by the MTO for the recent rebuild of the interchange,
included the establishment of an alternative haul route for trucks to
access the Ridge Landfill which was approved and designated by
Chatham-Kent, and is recognized as a secondary route. As a result,
Waste Connections will not be evaluating alternate haul routes as
part of the landfill expansion EA.

The project team confirms that Synchro software will be used for
the intersection capacity and operational analysis during the EA.

Please describe in detail your response to
address the comments/concern. Actions may
include but not limited to: amendments to the
document, additional information, proposed
commitments, etc.).

Proponent Response

Subject:

FW: Ridge Land Fill EA - Transportation Assessment - Scope of Work - MTO Review

From: Paul Bumstead [mailto:pbumstead@dillon.ca]
Sent: July 20, 2018 8:42 AM
To: Bellamy, Megan; Bill Allison
Cc: 152456
Subject: Ridge Land Fill EA - Transportation Assessment - Scope of Work - MTO Review

FYI, please see e-mail response from MTO re: Transportation Work Plan review.
Paul
Paul Bumstead
Partner
Dillon Consulting Limited
235 Yorkland Boulevard Suite 800
Toronto, Ontario, M2J 4Y8
T - 416.229.4646 ext. 2311
F - 416.229.4692
M - 416.578.7233
PBumstead@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Lucente, Jodie (MTO) <Jodie.Lucente@ontario.ca>
Date: Fri, 20 Jul 2018 at 08:29
Subject: FW: Ridge Land Fill EA - Transportation Assessment - Scope of Work - MTO Review
To: pbumstead@dillon.ca <pbumstead@dillon.ca>

Good morning Mr. Bumstead,
Susan has forwarded your email to me, as MTO’s “one-window” contact for the Chatham-Kent area. I have
circulated your submission to various function sections for their review, and will provide comprehensive comments
for your use, with a target date of August 17th, 2018.
Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me directly.
Regards,

Jodie
Jodie Lucente | Corridor Management Planner
Ministry of Transportation
( Phone: 519.873.4129
1

From: Wagter, Susan (MTO)
Sent: July 18, 2018 3:52 PM
To: Mitchell, Heather (MTO) <Heather.Mitchell@ontario.ca>
Cc: Lucente, Jodie (MTO) <Jodie.Lucente@ontario.ca>; Barber, Dan (MTO) <Dan.Barber@ontario.ca>
Subject: FW: Ridge Land Fill EA - Transportation Assessment - Scope of Work - MTO Review

fyi
From: Paul Bumstead [mailto:pbumstead@dillon.ca]
Sent: July 18, 2018 3:32 PM
To: Wagter, Susan (MTO) <Susan.Wagter@ontario.ca>
Cc: Bellamy, Megan <mbellamy@dillon.ca>; Bill Allison <wallison@dillon.ca>; 152456 <152456@dillon.ca>
Subject: Ridge Land Fill EA - Transportation Assessment - Scope of Work - MTO Review

Susan,
Per my voice mail message, please find attached for your review and comment, the transportation
assessment scope of work description for the Ridge Landfill EA.
I look forward to receiving and discussing any concerns / comments that you (MTO) may have.
Regards
Paul

Paul Bumstead
Partner
Dillon Consulting Limited
235 Yorkland Boulevard Suite 800
Toronto, Ontario, M2J 4Y8
T - 416.229.4646 ext. 2311
F - 416.229.4692
M - 416.578.7233
PBumstead@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

This message is directed in confidence solely to the person(s) named above and may contain privileged, confidential or private
information which is not to be disclosed. If you are not the addressee or an authorized representative thereof, please

contact the undersigned and then destroy this message.
Ce message est destiné uniquement aux personnes indiquées dans l'entête et peut contenir une information privilégiée, confidentielle
ou privée et ne pouvant être divulguée. Si vous n'êtes pas le destinataire de ce message ou une personne autorisée à le recevoir,
veuillez communiquer avec le soussigné et ensuite détruire ce message.
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Transport Canada

Subject:

FW: Discusson with Transport Canada

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Rogers <aerocan@rogers.com>
Date: Tue, May 14, 2019 at 1:43 PM
Subject: Discusson with Transport Canada
To: <wallison@dillon.ca>

Good afternoon Bill.
As promised, this a follow-up to confirm my verbal report to you by telephone to confirm the details of the
discussion I had today (May 14, 2019) with Mary Pollock of Transport Canada regarding the possibility of
Dillon obtaining a letter of OK from Transport Canada of the planned expansion of the Ridge Landfill, adjacent
to the Chatham-Kent Airport.
Mary is Technical Tem Lead Land - Operations, Specialties, based in Toronto. Her telephone number is 416952-0015, and her e-mail is mary.Pollock@tc.gc.ca.
In our telephone discussion of today, Mary confirmed that Transport Canada will not provide a confirmation in
writing that the planned Ridge Landfill expansion is acceptable to Transport Canada. We also confirmed that
the Landfill has no exemption to the Airport Zoning Regulation that is in effect on the Chatham Kent Airport
and therefore the landfill must comply with the terms of this AZR as it might apply. It is therefore up to Dillon
and the Ridge Landfill to ensure that it complies.
I therefore pointed out to her that the analysis completed indicated that that the landfill would be clear of all
zoned AZR surfaces in the Regulation, as shown in the graphic prepared by Golder.
I trust that this is what you were asking me to complete. Please let me know if more is required.
Regards,
Paul.

1

CN Rail

6/13/2019

Fwd: Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada - abuelles@dillon.ca - Dillon Consulting Limited Mail

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>
Date: Fri, Dec 7, 2018 at 3:41 PM
Subject: Fwd: Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada
To: wallison@dillon.ca <wallison@dillon.ca>, kkolli@dillon.ca <kkolli@dillon.ca>

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Proximity <proximity@cn.ca>
Date: December 7, 2018 at 3:31:59 PM EST
To: "catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com" <catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com>
Subject: Ridge Landfill Expansion, Waste Connections of Canada
Good afternoon Catherine:
Thank you for circulating CN Rail on the above noted application. The information sent to us on the site location
has been reviewed and is out of proximity to our lines. CN Rail has no comment or objections. We encourage
you to send your notices directly to us at proximity@cn.ca. Should you prefer to send hard copies, please send
them at the coordinates below.
Best regards,
Angèle

Susanne Glenn-Rigny, MCIP, RPP, OUQ
Agente principale/Senior Officer
Planification et développement communautaires/
Community Planning and Development

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#search/callan%40dillon.ca/FMfcgxvzMBjNdfQwHgTDTPKdMgsnftMV?compose=CllgCJvqrssKCRtxWhLMSqxJxmqZ…
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MEETING MINUTES
Subject:
Date and Time:
Location:
Our File:

Ridge Landfill EA – Leachate Management Alternatives Meeting
July 25, 2018 10:15 am – 11:15 am
Chatham PUC 325 Grand St. E., Chatham ON
152456

Attendees
Rick Kucera
Tim Sunderland

Robin Dudley
Scott Sparling
Cathy Smith
Tim Church
Bill Allison
Megan Bellamy

Chatham-Kent, Manager, Waste and
Recycling Services
Chatham-Kent Public Utilities Commission
(PUC), General Manager, Water and
Wastewater
Chatham-Kent Public Utilities Commission
(PUC), Area Manager, Water and Wastewater
Chatham-Kent Public Utilities Commission
(PUC), Environmental Technician
Waste Connections
Waste Connections
Dillon Consulting
Dillon Consulting

Notes
Item

Discussion

1.

Ridge Landfill EA – Leachate Management Alternatives Memo
Cathy introduced the Ridge Landfill EA Leachate Memo which was previously distributed to
Chatham-Kent PUC. It was explained that the Ministry of Environment, Conservation, and Parks
(MECP), as part of approval of the Terms of Reference, has asked Waste Connections to
consider alternatives for leachate treatment. The MECP has the memo and is reviewing it –
Waste Connections will keep Chatham-Kent PUC up to date if there are any notable comments.
Leachate from the Ridge is currently pumped through a forcemain to the Blenheim Water
Pollution Control Plant and there are no issues treating the leachate currently. PUC staff stated
that there are no foreseeable issues with continuing to take leachate from the Ridge into the
future. It is understood that the expansion will result in an increased amount of leachate that
will be estimated based on the final site footprint (preferred site development alternative). The
calculations of the amount of leachate produced by each site development alternative will be
part of the evaluation to choose the preferred site development alternative.
Waste Connections team explained that the waste composition for an expanded Ridge Landfill
will be the same as current, so that there should be no significant change in leachate quality.
In the future, as contingency, if the leachate could not be accepted at the Blenheim plant then

DI L LON C ON S UL TIN G LI M IT E D
235 Yorkland Boulevard, Suite 800, Toronto, ON M2J 4Y8
www.dillon.ca
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the PUC would prefer that it be trucked to the Chatham Plant. The Chatham plant is a
mechanical based treatment facility with integrated receiving storage for leachate. This gives
the PUC much more control over leachate flow to the plant and how much is discharged.
The Chatham plant is receiving 7 -8 tankers of leachate per day from sources outside of C-K.
Leachate is held in storage tanks and then metered into the plant. Leachate that is trucked to
the Chatham facility from the Ridge would need to enter from Bloomfield Road. There is no
other location in the collection system for the Chatham plant where trucks could discharge
leachate.
At this stage, PUC believes that the Blenheim facility will be able to continue to receive the
generated leachate for an expanded landfill. If the Blenheim facility is not able to accept the
leachate, PUC’s preference would be to truck it to Chatham (option 1) or Ridgetown (Option 2).
Upgrading of the Blenheim facility would also be an option and the current Host Community
Agreement includes a cost-sharing requirement.
MECP has asked PUC for more detailed monitoring of the leachate currently being accepted at
Blenheim (this is in the current ECA for the Blenheim plant). The ultimate discharge point for the
Blenheim plant is a drain across the street from the plant that flows to Lake St. Clair and then
eventually to Lake Erie. Cathy mentioned that MECP had shown interest in phosphorus levels in
Lake Erie – the Thames River is a hot zone for phosphorus which is why the MECP is paying
attention to it. A provincial goal is to reduce phosphorus levels in the Great Lakes by 40%.
If the Blenheim facility was not able to accommodate additional leachate from an expanded
landfill, a concern for Waste Connections would be the time and permitting associated with
expanding the Blenheim plant. Tim asked what components in the leachate create the biggest
challenges for the Blenheim facility. PUC staff indicated that – COD and BOD along with
hydrocarbons are the biggest concerns. PUC staff also indicated that it would be acceptable to
truck excess amounts of leachate to Chatham beyond what could be accepted or in addition to
the leachate that is pumped to Blenheim.
The sample results from the Blenheim facility are being shared with Tim Church. This data will
support Waste Connections when discussing pros and cons of different leachate treatment
alternatives with MECP.
The Ridgetown facility receives waste from the community of Thamesville. It is less preferable
than Chatham as a back-up leachate trucking location because there are no holding tanks, with
direct feed into the plant. The Ridgetown facility also does not have an ECA approval to accept
leachate.

ACTION: Bill asked for backup info to support that Blenheim can support quality and quantity
of leachate from Ridge. Tim S. will send an email or memo with capacity calculations and flow
numbers. Email will be sent to Cathy. Tim S. committed that the email or memo would be
provided within two weeks (August 8, 2018).

DI L LON C ON S UL TIN G LI M IT E D
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It was noted that the Blenheim facility does not use a 12 month discharge schedule – leachate is
held in storage over the winter (end of October to April 1). The filters are shut down in the
winter once they lose biological mass due to falling temperatures. The weather can cause
variable capacity at the plant –a large amount of snow melt/rain water could use up more
capacity year to year. It was also noted that MECP is becoming stricter on discharge options for
the plant. Bill and Tim C. noted that leachate flow from the Ridge can be slowed down if there
are times when the plant nears capacity.
Cathy mentioned that Waste Connections has a requirement to look at pre-treatment of
leachate if quality becomes an issue – this is wrapped into the current ECA.
Bill asked if there had been odour complaints about the Blenheim plant this year – no.
Bill asked if trucking leachate to the Chatham plant would cause concerns from the public in
Chatham– Robin noted that the Chatham plant is in an industrial area with little residential
areas close to it, and it is not anticipated that it would cause public concern. The plant is already
on the main truck route so increased traffic would not be expected to be an issue either.
Tim C. expressed interest in seeing the Blenheim plant to understand how it works. Robin noted
he would be welcome to have a tour.
ACTION: Tim C. to follow up with Robin about a tour of the plant.

Errors and/or Omissions
These minutes were prepared by Megan Bellamy who should be notified of any errors and/or omissions.
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MEETING MINUTES
Subject:
Date and Time:
Location:
Our File:

Ridge Landfill EA – Project Update and Traffic Meeting
July 25, 2018 10:15 am – 11:15 am
Chatham PUC 325 Grand Avenue E., Chatham ON
152456

Attendees
Rick Kucera
Cathy Smith
Tim Church
Megan Bellamy
Chris Thiebert
Jerry Corso

Chatham-Kent, Manager, Waste and
Recycling Services
Waste Connections
Waste Connections
Dillon Consulting
Chatham-Kent, Director, Engineering and
Transportation
Chatham-Kent, Manager, Public Works South

Notes
Item

Discussion

1.

Project Update
 The project team held a workshop on July 11, 2018 to discuss the evaluation criteria,
study areas, and opportunities to enhance diversion at the Ridge or within Waste
Connections’ current system. At the workshop, the project team received feedback
about the landfill, including some concerns and comments related to roads and traffic.
Cathy distributed a copy of a summary of comments from the workshop. An Open
House was also held on July 25, where similar comments were received.
Road Conditions
 Rick Kucera noted that the intersection of Communication Road and Drury Line has
been rebuilt several times. Most recently Waste Connections paid for that work during
the 2011 ECA amendment. Chris noted that Chatham-Kent manages Communication
Road and not Hwy 40. Hwy 40 north of Hwy 401 is managed by the province with joint
funding from Chatham-Kent.
 It was noted at the workshop that Drury Line between Communication and Middle is in
good shape, it’s the part between Middle and Erieau that isn’t in good shape. The right
turn from Communication Road to Drury Line shows wear (as viewed on Google Earth).
Damage can be seen when comparing imagery from 2014 and 2016. Chris noted that it
is difficult to stop this damage from recurring without concrete repair or possibly some
type of reinforced asphalt. Concrete repair would require a road closure for
approximately one week while the concrete cures. Waste haul trucks would need to use
an alternate route. The alternative route would be Bloomfield Road.
 Residents at the criteria workshop and Open House also noted concern with the portion
of Drury Line between Erieau Road and Middle Line. Cathy wanted to bring this to the
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municipality’s attention and also let the residents know that their concerns have been
heard and taken seriously.
There are approximately 200 trucks that travel to the Ridge per day, on average. Each
truck weighs a minimum of 30 tonnes each. All the roads along the haul route were
designed to typical highway traffic specifications.
Cathy asked Chris how road work is prioritized. Chris explained that Chatham-Kent has
retained a consultant to go out and rate every single road in the municipality. This
process is similar to how the Ministry of Transportation (MTO) rates their roads, and
includes pavement condition assessment, traffic volumes, and a roughness index. It
would then be up to the Chatham-Kent engineering department to prioritize what work
gets done first. This is how the annual lifecycle budget is allocated.
Chris will look into where Drury Line falls on the list of priority road repairs. It was
noted that the municipality is underfunded for road maintenance. Rick noted that the
road maintenance budget should also consider money that Waste Connections
contributes as part of annual payments (approx. $13,000 per year). This is in the reserve
engineering budget. This reserve was replenished from a Ridge royalty payment surplus
approx. 6 years ago. This reserve money will help with reprioritizing this for
improvements. Rick to investigate amount in reserve.
Chris indicated that this portion of Drury Line may be able to be repaired using recycled
asphalt. Chris to determine the status of Drury Line from Middle Line to Erieau Road
as well as the turning lane from Communication Road at Drury Line and will report
back about where this falls on the priority list.
Waste Connections would like to avoid rerouting the haul route during road repairs.
Ideally the turning lane and resurfacing would happen at the same time but will depend
on the design (e.g., if concrete used, this would be a different contractor than recycled
asphalt). Chris noted that the resurfacing of Drury Line would not require full road
closure just single lane closure.
Chris to get geotechnical work done to see what the asphalt condition is in this area.
This can be fit into the work to be done this year. The most compressed timeline for
actual road repair would be next year (2019) if the asphalt recycling method can be
used.
The turning lane could be patched overnight on a Friday night after the landfill closes.
Jerry will contact contractor to do a patch job for the intersection of Communication
Road and Drury Line.
The resurfacing of Drury Line would be a two-step process: first, a machine rips up
existing asphalt, mixes it with new asphalt and an emulsifier, and the second step is
surface layer. The first step takes 3-4 days and the second step takes 2-3 days but time
is needed for the first layer to cure. The total process (including curing time) is about a
month. A high-level approximate cost for the work would be $200,000 to $300,000.
Chris is waiting for a post-assessment report on the detour route from MTO so he can
consider what the impacts will be. Chris will follow up with Rick about timing for
repairs.
It was asked if the reserve money is invested. Rick to look into this and circle back.
Cathy asked about the probability of paving Allison Line between Middle Line and
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Lagoon Road (this was asked at the criteria workshop). Chris noted that this would only
benefit 3 people and that Chatham-Kent is in the middle of producing a policy about
how to upgrade a road that will follow the local improvement process. Everyone that
lives on the road will pay to upgrade. For each improvement requested, a consultant
would do a geotechnical assessment. Each owner fronting the road would pay per
metre of frontage. The approximate cost for a 2 km length of road is $1.2 million for
surface treatment and $1.8 million for asphalt. This is likely cost-prohibitive for the
landowners. To go ahead with the project, buy-in is needed from 2/3 of the owners. If
2/3 buy-in is achieved, the remaining 1/3 would still need to pay per metre of frontage.
Once the work is done, Chatham-Kent would cover maintenance costs for the lifecycle
of the road.
Traffic
 At the criteria workshop and Open House, attendees asked about installing a traffic light
at the corner of Drury Line and Middle Line, and increasing the speed limit from 60 km
to 80 km on Drury Line. The speed limit is 60 km now to reduce the speed of haul
trucks. Residents have complained about getting speeding tickets in this area. Both
these items have been brought up in the past and were previously investigated. Chris to
follow up with Mark Ceppi at Chatham-Kent to get background information for why
traffic lights weren’t installed and why the speed limit has remained at 60 km. This
will be summarized for Cathy. Chris to follow up with Mark about history of this and
provide a summary to Cathy.
 Cathy asked about limiting right turns out of the Ridge property for waste haul trucks.
This should be discouraged leaving the Ridge and also at the right turn from Talbot Trail
(Hwy 3) to Erieau Road. Signs would discourage this and also reference the by-law that
pertains to the Ridge haul route. Each sign would cost less than $100. Chris will discuss
wording for the sign with Mark and will follow up with Cathy. Rick to complete an
internal transfer to pay for the agreed upon signage.

Errors and/or Omissions
These minutes were prepared by Megan Bellamy who should be notified of any errors and/or omissions.
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MEETING MINUTES
Subject:
Date and Time:
Location:
Our File:

Ridge Landfill EA – Diversion Meeting
August 1, 2018 12 pm – 1:15 pm
Retro Suites Hotel, 2 King Street West, Chatham ON
152456

A endees
Rick Kucera
Cathy Smith
Megan Bellamy

Chatham-Kent, Manager, Waste and Recycling Services
Waste Connections
Dillon Consulting

Notes
Ridge Landfill EA – Diversion Alternatives
Waste Connections is moving forward with commitments in the Terms of Reference to
support the province in their goals to increase waste diversion from landfills. Waste
Connections has put together a memo committing itself to looking at, and evaluating
opportunities for diversion at-source, on-site at the Ridge, or elsewhere in their integrated
system. The Ministry of Environment, Conservation, and Parks (MECP) is currently
reviewing this memo. Rick Kucera to review the memo and consider partnership
opportunities with Chatham-Kent. Rick will also consider what diversion alternatives
would complement existing municipal programs and programs that might create
unnecessary duplication.
Rick mentioned there is an annual Household Hazardous Waste (HHW) collection day, but
noted that it is not frequent enough for residents to effectively manage their HHW. The
collection is done in partnership with Clean Harbours, a private sector company, and is set
up at three locations every fall. Waste Connections currently supports this program
through funding. This year, the HHW locations will be at transfer stations in Chatham, in
Ridgetown, and in Wallaceburg. Rick indicated that he would be supportive of a more
frequent HHW collection depot at the Ridge, but noted that he would prefer it to be
located in Chatham if possible which is more central and more convenient for the public.
Rick and Cathy also discussed the potential for accepting HHW at other Chatham-Kent
facilities, such as one or more of their existing eight (8) transfer stations. This would require
an amendment to the current ECA for any of the municipal-owned facilities.
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In either scenario the number of operating days would need to be considered and when.
For example, it would be ideal to have Saturdays as one of the operating days for public
convenience. Chatham-Kent and Waste Connections need to consider how the existing
funding could be applied to this model instead of the current Clean Harbours program. Rick
and Cathy to have continued discussion as the EA progresses.
Cathy noted that this was consistent with feedback from the criteria evaluation workshop
(held on July 11, 2018) where participants generally expressed opposition to on-site
processing, but were in favour of a drop-off depot located in Chatham-Kent (not
centralized at the Ridge).
Rick mentioned that waste management education is a priority of Chatham-Kent, and that
there may be partnership opportunities with Waste Connections to implement educational
programs. A suitable location for education would need further discussion, and it was
noted that an internet-based platform may not be ideal due to the large senior population
in Chatham-Kent without computer access.
Rick noted that Waste Connections’ former educational centre in Blenheim had been
received very positively.
Cathy noted that Waste Connections and Dillon are developing a survey as part of the need
to consult on diversion opportunities. The survey is being reviewed by Waste Connections,
but Cathy would like Rick’s review and input. The survey could be administered in
partnership with the Municipality or simply noting the municipality’s support for the
initiative. Megan to send Rick the survey once it has been reviewed. Rick will review and
provide commentary and will also discuss it with Chatham-Kent’s communication officer.
Errors and/or Omissions
These minutes were prepared by Megan Bellamy who should be notified of any errors and/or
omissions.
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MEETING MINUTES
PROJECT:

Ridge EA - Chatham-Kent Planning Meeting

DATE:

August 15, 2018

LOCATION:

Municipality of Chatham-Kent Civic Centre, 315 King Street West

PRESENT:

Bruce McAllister (Chatham-Kent), Ryan Jacques (Chatham-Kent), Cathy
Smith (Waste Connections), Megan Bellamy (Dillon Consulting)

Project Update





The purpose of the meeting was to provide an update on the status of the project and
regroup on Planning Act requirements and timing.
Waste Connections noted that work is currently underway to confirm criteria for the
evaluation of alternative methods and the evaluation is expected to be completed this fall.
Consultation to date during the EA has included the workshop (July 11, 2018) and Open
House (July 25, 2018) where input on criteria and alternatives was obtained.
An Open House is planned for December 6th to present the results of the alternative
methods evaluation.

Discussion on Planning Act Requirements for the Proposed Expansion
 An approved alternative method is not needed in advance of OPA/ZB consultation.
 It was noted that the CK Official Plan is older so most important to follow the Planning
Act.
 Official Plan (Section 2.4.10) states that - The expansion of a landfill site will only be
permitted if the landfill operator can satisfactorily demonstrate to the Municipality the
design capacity of the existing landfill site will be reached in 10 years or less. A memo
was prepared in 2015 documenting that capacity would be reached within 10 years.
 Two PICs will be required for the OPA/ZBA, ideally these will be held concurrently with
the EA PICs.
 Council is aware of the project. New Council will be inaugurated on December 3rd and
will meet December 10th. Timing is ok to combine the December 6th EA meeting with
the first OPA/ZB public meeting. The first meeting is not the statutory meeting.
 The second PIC would be aligned with our final PIC for the EA. It would be the
statutory meeting. It was noted that this may be perceived as a major OPA in this
community.
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Draft OPA and Planning Justification Report will need to be sent to Ministry of
Municipal Affairs for review. This will be done by Chatham-Kent and can occur during
the time that the EA is being reviewed.
Action: Dillon to send the current EA schedule to Ryan; Dillon to send shapefiles of the
Ridge and the site development alternatives.
Action: Ryan to prepare a schedule memo for the OPA/ZB to be incorporated into the EA
schedule.
A Planning Justification Report will be required and should include
o Relevant landfill policies in the OP and proposed policy changes;
o Justification for the changes proposed;
o Commentary on the socio-economic benefits of the Ridge. Action: Ryan to
confirm if the landfill is one of the largest property tax contributors; and
o Consultation undertaken and planning related input received.
A draft Planning Justification Report should be prepared and submitted to CK in advance
of the fall PIC. Future discussions are proposed to confirm timing and alignment of
consultation.
Action: Waste Connections to arrange a tour of the Ridge Landfill for CK planners.

Discussion on Woodlot and Berms






The Planning Justification Report will also need to provide justification for the woodlot
removal (section 4 of the OP).
Cathy indicated that Waste Connections would like to naturalize the berms and has
already discussed the idea of planting with the Lower Thames Valley CA.
An Information Gathering Form has already been submitted to the Ministry of Natural
Resources for the southeast woodlot subject to the selection of a preferred site
development alternative. Action: Dillon to add the MNRF permit (if required) to the EA
schedule.
It was noted that it might be a good idea to rezone the proposed woodlot compensation
area so that it is protected.

Errors and/or Omissions: For any errors and/or omissions, please contact Karla Kolli (416-229-4647,
Ext. 2354) or kkolli@dillon.ca
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MEETING MINUTES
Subject:
Date and Time:
Location:
Our File:

Chatham-Kent Planning Meeting and Ridge Landfill Site Tour
October 23, 2018
Ridge Landfill Site
15-2456

A endees
Ryan Jacques
Anthony Jas
Cathy Smith
Andrew Cibulka (site tour only)
Karla Kolli
Sue Reimer

Chatham-Kent
Chatham-Kent
Waste Connections of Canada
Waste Connections of Canada
Dillon Consulting
Dillon Consulting

Notes
Item

Discussion

1.

Site Tour
Andrew took Ryan, Anthony, Sue and Karla on a tour of
the site so that all were familiar with the landfill site and
its operation.

2.

Planning Requirements Discussion

2.1.1.

Action By

All agree that the consultation for the EA and Planning
should be aligned to the extent possible. Planning
information to be part of EA meetings as follows:
· December 2018 PIC – generally describe the planning
changes that will be required for the project (OPA,
Zoning, Site Plan), the studies required and the
planning application and approvals process.
· July 2019 PIC – Present the proposed planning
policies and associated mapping to obtain public
input into the application. CK will provide their
planning position at this meeting.

2.2.

It is anticipated that the complete application will be
submitted for processing during the EA review period.
However the statutory meeting before Council will likely
not occur until immediately following EA approval.

2.3.

It is anticipated that the EA will include all the technical
studies to support the planning applications. This will be
confirmed based on the list of land use planning
application requirements to be provided by November
23rd.
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2.4.

At the meeting we talked about whether a separate
Planning Justification Report would be needed or if the
land use documentation for the EA would suffice. The
need for a Planning Justification Report will be confirmed
once the application requirements are known and
following discussion with CK.

2.5.

GIS file of the mapping will be needed with the
application.

2.6.

CK is interested in suggestions from the Waste
Connections team to simplify the policies if applicable.

Errors and/or Omissions
These minutes were prepared by Karla Kolli who should be notified of any errors and/or omissions.
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MEETING MINUTES
Subject:
Date and Time:
Location:
Our File:

Howard Drain/Drainage Act Meeting Notes
February 21, 2019, 10:00 a.m.
Dillon’s Chatham Office
15-2456

A endees
Rick Kucera
Tim Dick
Ellen Sinclair
Bruce McAllister
Cathy Smith
Tim Oliver
Larry Oulds
Bill Allison

Chatham-Kent
Chatham-Kent
Chatham-Kent
Chatham-Kent
Waste Connections
Dillon Consulting Limited
Dillon Consulting Limited
Dillon Consulting Limited

Notes
A meeting was held in Dillon’s Chatham office to discuss relocation of the Howard Drain that is required
to support the Landfill expansion. It was explained that in order to construct the new fill areas, the drain
must be relocated to the perimeter of the landfill along Allison Line and Charing Cross Road. A new
culvert will also be required at the upstream limit of the property to cross the new berms that will be
constructed.
The process that the Municipality follows is governed under Section 78 of the Drainage Act. The first
step is for the property owner to submit a request to the Municipality requesting a modification to the
drain. This request is then forwarded to the CA and brought to the Drainage Board, where an engineer
is appointed. Based on Dillon’s history of the previous relocation of this drain (Todgham & Case), and
Dillon’s active role in the surface water management design on the site for the EA, it was agreed that
Dillon would be recommended to be appointed.
Once appointed, the Drainage Engineer convenes a site meeting where all up-stream landowners are
invited. The Drainage Engineer prepares a report for the relocation that documents the work required
and the benefits anticipated as well as the costs (assessments). As the work will be entirely on Waste
Connections property, it was agreed that the full assessment cost for the work would be allocated to
Waste Connections.
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The report is presented to the Drainage Board for consideration and provisional adoption, then
subsequently goes to the Court of Revision for any changes to the assessment of costs. These are public
processes that upstream landowners are invited to participate in. At each step, there is an appeal
process where upstream landowners that have an issue(s) can object to the work. The entire process is
normally 3 to 4 months long, barring no appeals are received. At the end of this process, Council
approves the project with the passing of a by-law permitting construction to proceed.
If a party is not happy with Council’s decision then an appeal can be submitted to the municipal clerk’s
office who sends a copy to the Ontario Drainage Tribunal for resolution.
The Municipality usually undertakes the construction, but in similar cases where the relocation work is
all on one property, the Municipality may permit the landowner to contract the work with a contractor
that they approve.
It was agreed that a stand-alone access for the drain to enter the property at the south limit would not
be needed. The Municipality is satisfied with access through the main gate, provided that the new drain
report will define the new access route via internal access roads and connect directly to a permanent
maintenance corridor established along the Howard Drain.

Errors and/or Omissions
These minutes were prepared by Bill Allison who should be notified of any errors and/or omissions.
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MEETING MINUTES
Subject:
Date and Time:
Location:
Our File:

Ridge Landfill – Official Plan & Zoning By-law Amendments
March 29, 2019 10:00 am
Chatham-Kent Municipal Office (315 King Street West
Chatham ON N7M)
15-2456

Attendees
Cathy Smith
Ryan Jacques
Bruce McAllister
Bill Allison
Joe Guzzi
Abby Pakyanathan

Waste Connections
Municipality of Chatham Kent (Municipality)
Municipality of Chatham-Kent
Dillon Consulting Limited
Dillon Consulting Limited
Dillon Consulting Limited

Notes
The purpose of this memo is to summarize the main discussion points and action times of the
Chatham-Kent Official Plan and Zoning By-law amendment meeting for the Ridge Landfill expansion
which was held March 29th, 2019 at the Municipality of Chatham-Kent Offices.
Item

Discussion

Action By

1.

Discussion of Concept Plan
Joe provided an over view of the proposed expansion of
Ridge Landfill site, plan was acknowledged by Municipal
Staff.

None Required

2.

Review of Process
Joe demonstrated process taken by Dillon and Waste
Connection to review the existing Official Plan to propose
the Official Plan Amendment to the proposed Landfill
expansion in Ridge.

None Required

3.

Amendment to Agricultural Buffer in Legend (all
schedules)-if the proposed Official Plan Amendment is
approved. The change will be done by the Municipality at
the time of the Comprehensive OP update.

Municipality

4.

Joe pointed out the Official Plan – “Waste Management
Site vs Waste Management Area”-language difference in
Schedule vs Text Official Plan. Dillon/Waste Connections
will address it in Official Plan Amendment Document.
Municipality of Chatham-Kent to provide updates on
Schedules and Official Plan text.

Municipality/Dillon
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5.

Howard Drain: needs to be updated for the proposed
move. Official Plan map submitted by Dillon/WC to show
current and proposed drain (dotted line).

Municipality/Dillon

6.

Official Plan Amendment Text Changes:
-2.4.12.2.2.5 b) ii) needs to be updated to 2.4.12 instead
of 2.4.11: review and change to 2.4.12 (related to Ridge
Landfill).
-MOE to change to MECP (in Dillon text).

Dillon

7.

Municipality of Chatham-Kent to provide updated zoning
maps to reflect what’s currently there.

Municipality (done)

8.

Dillon/ Waste Connections to confirm setbacks before
submission.

Dillon

9.

Municipality will deem application complete once Waste
Connections receives EA approval from MECP.

None Required

10.

Dillon/Waste Connections to provide Municipality with
draft Open House invitation to add additional language
for notice of planning related portion of meeting.

Dillon/Waste Connections

11.

Dillon/Waste Connections to draft visual aids for
Municipality review for Open House in July in regards to
OP & ZBL amendments.

Dillon

12.

Joe to confirm with Municipality regarding schedule of
submission for Amendments.

Dillon

13.

Bruce suggested Planning Justification Report to include
use of Landfill for waste from other municipalities in the
case of an emergency and the need for an ECA
emergency amendment.

Dillon

14.

Ryan asked if we considered Buffer in the new zoning
designations, Joe mentioned it has been added into the
new regulations for Landfill Zones.

None Required

15.

Dillon/Waste Connections to make changes to OP & ZBL
Amendment documents based on feedback from the
Municipality. Submit for review by April 9. Municipality
to provide comments by early May.

Dillon

16.

OS1-105 setbacks to be confirmed later from MNRF,
Cathy to confirm.

Dillon/Waste Connections

17.

Dillon/Waste Connections to provide wording on
“Landscape Area”

Dillon

18.

Municipality confirmed no archeological studies need to
be completed on tree “receiving lot”.

None Required

19.

Municipality to provide OP & ZBL symbology.

Municipality (done)
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Errors and/or Omissions
These minutes were prepared by Abby Pakyanathan who should be notified of any errors and/or
omissions.
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Comments Received

Municipality of Chatham-Kent

+4’ ChathanmKent
Pu hi IC Ut ijtiesCornmission

Tel: (519) 436-0119 Fax: (519) 352-3432
Toll Free: 1.800.714.7497

October 19, 2018
Cathy Smith, Project Manager
Ridge Landfill Expansion EA
Waste Connections
RE: Ridge Landfill EA Leachate Management Alternatives Dillion Consulting File: 152456
Dear Cathy:
-

-

This letter is in response to our meeting July 25, 2018, regarding Leachate Management Alternate
methods.
The Chatham-Kent Public Utilities Commission fCK PUC) has evaluated the leachate flow from the Ridge
Landfill to the Blenheim treatment lagoons and have found that, at this time, there is enough capacity to
handle the flow generated form the landfill.
According to the Environmental Certificate of Approval (ECA) for the Blenheim Treatment lagoons;
“Average daily flow of leachate into the Blenheim Lagoons shall not exceed 4,045m3/day,
and peak flow shall not exceed 1ZO46m3/day.”
In 2018, May was the highest discharge month with a total discharge from Ridge Landfill of 18,517 m3
per month (597.32 m3 per day). This flow is well below the ECA for this treatment facility. At this time,
the Blenheim lagoons have the capacity to handle the current flows of the landfill. The Water and
Wastewater Master Plan completed for Chatham Kent identified the need for the upgrade of the
Blenheim lagoons to a mechanical plant in the 2023 2027 horizon. The population and community
growth projections that we have completed for the service area for the Blenheim Treatment Lagoons
also indicate that the lagoons will be able to accommodate the anticipated Ridge Landfill leachate flows
until the planned upgrade. Once complete, the treatment facility will have ample capacity to manage
the flow from the Ridge Landfill over the long term.
-

Blenheim Treatment Lagoons have been receiving leachate from Ridge Landfill since 1998 and the
quality of leachate has been tested and CK PUC has not seen any adverse effects in the lagoon effluent.
The lagoons effluent currently meets or exceeds the ECA effluent discharge parameters.
The preferred method for CK PUC is to continue to receive leachate from Ridge Landfill to the Blenheim
Lagoons via the forcemain that is in place. The alternative method is to transport leachate from the
landfill to the Chatham Wastewater Treatment Plant (100 Irwin St, Chatham) for treatment. Transport
by truck is the preferred method to convey leachate to the Chatham plant as the infrastructure is in
place to off-load trucks at the plant and most importantly, it allows PUC staff to control the release of
the liquid onto the plant.
Regards,
Tim Sunderland,
General Manager

www.ckpuc.ca

Email Communication

Subject:
Attachments:

FW: Fwd: Waste Diversion Opportunities?
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From: Megan Bellamy [mailto:mbellamy@dillon.ca]
Sent: August 24, 2018 7:52 AM
To: 152456
Subject: Fwd: Waste Diversion Opportunities?

Megan Bellamy
Associate
Dillon Consulting Limited
235 Yorkland Blvd Suite 800
Toronto, Ontario, M2J 4Y8
T - 416.229.4647 ext. 2423
F - 416.229.4692
M - 647.262.7267
MBellamy@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Rick Kucera <RICKK@chatham-kent.ca>
Date: Fri, 10 Aug 2018 at 16:40
Subject: Waste Diversion Opportunities?
To: cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com <cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com>
Cc: MBellamy@dillon.ca <MBellamy@dillon.ca>

From the CIF and further to our recent waste diversion discussion.

Rick Kucera / Manager / Waste and Recycling Services
Municipality of Chatham-Kent / 315 King Street W. / Chatham, ON / PO Box 640
Phone: 519.360.1998 x3930 / Fax: 519.436.3240 / www.chatham-kent.ca

Rethink, Reduce, Reuse and Recycle!
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This communication is subject to the Municipal Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (Ontario) and/or Personal Health Information Protection
Act (Ontario). This communication may be confidential. Unauthorized use is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete this
email immediately.
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Next Lowest Hanging Fruit to Improve Diversion?

Clothing, footwear, towels, bedding, and drapes – all are examples of textiles that may end up
landfills once residents are through with them. This despite the availability of drop off bins and
thrift stores throughout municipalities. Textile waste is steadily increasing due in large part to
trendy, low-cost fashion and home finishing items that make it affordable to buy new and
refresh what we have frequently. Recent studies suggest textiles comprise up to 10% of the
average residential waste stream (actual rates vary by municipality).
2

With the inclusion of textiles on the list of designated wastes in O.Reg 386/16: Blue Box
Waste under the Waste Diversion Transition Act (2016), it’s timely to consider some of the
cost-effective opportunities available to divert this increasing component of the waste stream.
The important news for municipal landfill managers is that the post consumer textile
market is growing, and this presents a valuable opportunity to increase waste diversion,
cost-effectively.
Market opportunities for post consumer textiles are growing
Market opportunities range from re-use to re-integration into new products. Textiles can be
successfully recycled and/or turned into other products such as rags, insulation, and car floor
mats.
Dave Douglas of VisionQuest Environmental Strategies Corp. reports ‘textiles have substantial
value (in excess of $500 tonne) – even in the face of the China National Sword. There are
extensive global markets well beyond China for the material’.
Why consider enhancing or growing the textile recycling program in your municipality?
Municipalities can increase diversion, extend landfill space, and even receive revenue with
textile diversion programs, especially for efforts beyond providing collection bins at depots and
landfills. Douglas suggests ‘standardized curbside collection integrated into existing municipal
collection service, coupled with the use of a certified downstream broker offers a convenient
solution to increase textile diversion rates’.
City of Stratford: One Ontario program that’s leading the way

3

Source: stratfordbeaconherald.com
Five per cent of the City of Stratford’s residential waste (~300 tonnes/year) is textile. Kate
Simpson, Waste Reduction Coordinator for the City of Stratford, launched a pilot curbside
textile collection program in March 2018 with a plan to collect textiles from 12,000 households
in the spring and fall. The goal is to capture materials that would otherwise have no option but
to go to landfill because they would not be acceptable to a donation program.
Stratford’s first collection in April 2018 yielded 2.2 tonnes of textiles. Coupled with the
addition of drop-off bins at strategic locations for ongoing textile diversion, the total collection
to date is approximately 4 tonnes.
Partnering for collection and marketing
To launch the pilot, Stratford formed a partnership with Diabetes Canada, a not-for-profit
organization that has an established competency in collecting and marketing textiles across
Canada.
Diabetes Canada coordinates collection services and manages marketing for Stratford at no cost
to the municipality, in return for 100% of the profits. This revenue supports its diabetes-related
programs.
“This isn’t costing residents any money, and we are saving landfill space. That alone is a huge
gain for the City of Stratford.” Says Simpson. In addition to traditional items, single shoes and
socks are welcome as are ripped, torn and stained materials. Items that can’t be resold or reused
‘as is’, are sold, where possible, to companies for use in manufacturing.
4

According to a recent study on textiles undertaken by a team of students at Trent University,
Diabetes Canada only sends 5% of all the materials it collects to landfill.
Interesting in launching your own pilot?
If considering adding textile recycling to your program, Douglas suggests starting with a simple
Google search to review company websites to learn more about its practices and key contacts,
followed by a tour of their facility(s).
According to Laurie Westaway, who led the Trent University student research project, Step 2 is
to ‘issue a request for proposals to find a proven collector and processor with transparent
tracking systems that will provide evidence of reliable downstream markets for the materials’.
Dave Douglas notes ‘like OES e-waste tracking, transparency can be established to ensure
downstream end markets are being utilized rather than landfill or incineration. This material is
simply too valuable to burn’.
Kate Simpson confirms, ‘promoting your collection program is critical to its success. Ensure
you get the word out every way possible’. One way Kate did this was via earned media with
CTV Kitchener, available here: https://kitchener.ctvnews.ca/video?clipId=1365445
CIF seeks textile collection stories
Textiles may well be the next lowest hanging fruit to improve diversion. CIF is aware that
several municipalities are approaching it in different ways and we encourage you to share your
textile collection stories with CIF staff.
The CIF thanks Kate Simpson, Dave Douglas and Laurie Westaway for sharing their
knowledge, experience and research for this blog. If you’re interested in the details, please
email them for more information.

This communication may be confidential and subject to the Municipal Freedom of Information and Protection
of Privacy Act (Ontario). Unauthorized use is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please
delete this email immediately.
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Subject:
Attachments:

FW: Draft Diversion Survey
Draft Diversion public survey - Aug 10 2018.docx

From: Megan Bellamy [mailto:mbellamy@dillon.ca]
Sent: August 13, 2018 10:11 AM
To: Rick Kucera
Cc: Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com; 152456
Subject: Draft Diversion Survey

Hi Rick,
As discussed at our recent meeting, attached is a draft survey that contains questions for the public
about enhancing waste diversion opportunities. Please take a look and let us know what you think, or
if you have anything you'd like to add. As we mentioned, we are planning to use Survey Monkey or a
similar platform to administer the survey.
Feel free to contact me if you have any questions.
Cheers,
Megan
Megan Bellamy
Associate
Dillon Consulting Limited
235 Yorkland Blvd Suite 800
Toronto, Ontario, M2J 4Y8
T - 416.229.4647 ext. 2423
F - 416.229.4692
M - 647.262.7267
MBellamy@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

1

Ridge Environmental Assessment – Diversion Questionnaire for General Public (Draft August 10, 2018)
Internal note: This questionnaire has been drafted with the assumption that it will be an on-line “survey
monkey” tool for the general public. This survey has been designed with relatively broad questions to
address past MECP discussions about finding ways to support the Municipality of Chatham-Kent to
increase waste diversion. To maximize the number of responses it is recommended that the survey be
advertised in some way.
The purpose of this questionnaire is to ask Chatham-Kent residents and business owners for their
feedback and input on how the amount of waste that goes to landfill can be reduced. We would greatly
appreciate if you could answer the following questions to assist Chatham-Kent and their contracted waste
management provider, Waste Connections of Canada, to improve recycling/reuse activities.
Curbside Program
The Municipality of Chatham-Kent currently accepts the following materials in the curbside recycling
programs for single family homes.
Blue Box Materials
· Plastic food and beverage containers and tubs with these symbols:

·
·
·

Glass bottles and jars
Aluminum and steel cans
Aluminum foil containers and foil

Black Box Materials
· Paper beverage cartons including milk and juice cartons, drink boxes, tetra packs and paper hot
beverage cups (excluding lids)
· Household paper/newspaper, catalogues, books (hard covers removed) and telephone books
· Paper egg carton and boxboard (cereal boxes, tissue, shoe boxes, etc.)
· Cardboard boxes.
1. Do you participate in the residential curbside recycling program?
Yes/No
· If no, why not?

2. Do you have any suggestions to improve the curbside recycling program that would increase your
participation?
Transfer Stations
There are 8 transfer stations in Chatham Kent (map attached) which also take the above recyclable
materials. At transfer stations, residents can also drop off tires, white goods (e.g. fridges), scrap metal,
propane cylinders, used oil, electronic waste, vehicle batteries and leaf and yard waste.
3. Have you taken any of these materials to a local transfer station in the last 12 months?
Yes/No
4. If you have, what items did you drop off? (please check all that apply)
· Tires/white goods (e.g. fridges)
· Scrap metal
· Propane cylinders
· Used oil
· Electronic waste
· Vehicle batteries
· Leaf and yard waste
5. How often in a year do you use these drop-off areas?
· Never/rarely (1-2 times/year)
· Sometimes (3-5 times per year)
· Frequently (6 times per year or more)
6. Were you aware that you could take the above noted materials to a transfer station?
Yes/No
7. What additional materials do you wish that you could recycle/reuse/re-purpose? (please check all
that apply)
· Paint
· Mattresses
· Shingles
· Furniture
· Batteries
· Wood
· Pesticides
· Used clothes
· Electronic waste
· Household organic waste
· Agricultural product waste (please specify)

·

Other (please specify)

8. Do you have any suggestions for improvements to the transfer stations that would increase your
and the community’s use of this recycling/reuse drop-off program?
Household Hazardous Waste
There is a municipal household hazardous waste day held once per year where residents can drop off
materials such as chemicals, pesticides, cleaning fluids, florescent lights, flammable materials (e.g.
gasoline and solvents), etc.
9. Have you brought materials to a household hazardous waste day?
Yes/No
10. If No, what was the reason:
A. I did not have any HHW
B. It was inconvenient to do so.
11. If you answered ‘no’, to B above what would make you more likely to recycle household hazardous
waste?
· More frequency
· Different locations (please specify)
· other (please specify)
Other Programs
12. Do you recycle/reuse/repurpose materials in any of the non-municipal programs noted below?
· Garage sales
· Charity drop boxes and donations
· Other (please specify)
13. Are there a material(s) that you could use and/or reuse in your local business/manufacturing/group?
14. What changes or improvement do you think would increase your and your neighbour’s participation
in recycling and reuse activities in general?

Ridge Landfill
As part of the Ridge Environmental Assessment, Waste Connec ons of Canada is required to look at
diﬀerent ways to par cipate in increasing waste diversion ac vity at the Ridge. We would like to know
your thoughts on having the following types of facili es located at the Ridge:
I think this type of
facility should be
located at Ridge
Drop-oﬀ depot for construc on and demoli on
waste separa on (e.g. mixed or separated
concrete, rubble, drywall, asphalt).
Drop-oﬀ depot that would accept items such as
electronics, res, bulky items, etc.
Swap facility or beneﬁcial use program that could
include construc on and renova on materials,
housewares, furniture, and paint.
Collec on of speciﬁc non-recyclable material to
beneﬁt a speciﬁc business or community group.
Agricultural wastes that can be recycled (e.g. jugs,
bale wrap/ﬁlm, containers, bags, twine).

Please explain why

Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No

15. If there was a public depot that could take a wide range of materials located at the Ridge Landfill
would you use it?
Yes/No
· If no, why not? (please explain)
16. If there was a swap facility where you could donate and pick up various materials at the Ridge
Landfill would you use it?
Yes/No
· If no, why not? (please explain)
17. Do you have any additional comments/ideas? Please describe them.

Subject:
Attachments:

FW: Re: Ridge Landfill Environmental Assessment
image001.png; Ridge Landfill Biology Work Plan (Final) - September 2018.pdf; Ridge
Landfill Surface Water Assessment Work Plan (Final) - September 2018.pdf; Ridge
Landfill Transportation Scope of Work (Final) - September 2018.pdf; Ridge Landfill
Archaeology and Heritage Work Plan (Final) - September 2018.pdf; Ridge Landfill
Socio-ec Work Plan (Final) - September 2018.pdf

From: Kolli, Karla [mailto:kkolli@dillon.ca]
Sent: December 19, 2018 10:49 AM
To: Ryan Jacques; Bruce McAllister
Cc: Cathy Smith; Sue Reimer; Bill Allison; 152456
Subject: Re: Ridge Landfill Environmental Assessment

Thanks Ryan
As I discussed with Bruce at the Open House attached are the work plans for each of the studies you have listed
in your email (transportation, natural environment, socio-economic, archaeology and storm water). I was
hoping that you might take a look at the work plans to confirm that they include everything that you are
expecting as part of the complete application. The Planning Justification Report is proposed to include the
following:
· project introduction
· description of the site and land use context
· description of the proposed development including a master plan showing onsite development and

supporting infrastructure (including stormwater) and contribution to the community
· description of the EA process and a summary of the technical work relevant to the application
(including potential for impact on transportation, archaeology, natural environment, socio-economic
environment, stormwater). It is noted that these will be summarized and the reader would be referred
to the EA document for details
· policy analysis
· suggested revisions to Official Plan and Zoning By-Law text and mapping
The final public open house for the project is scheduled for early July. Waste Connections' initial planning
application will be submitted in early April, 90 days in advance of the Open House. We note that at the time of
the application the technical work will not be complete. We are proposing a meeting with you prior to
submitting the initial application to go over the status and preliminary findings of the technical work.
Our current schedule identifies that the draft EA and associated technical appendices noted above would be
completed in time for the July Open House with the final EA and technical appendices submitted for formal
review in September 2019. We understand that the final statutory public meeting and council decision would
happen after the Ministry of Environment, Conservation and Parks approves the EA which could take a year.
Please let us know if the technical work plans will meet your needs for the planning application and let us know
if you have any comments or concerns related to the timing noted.
Thanks
1

Karla
Karla Kolli
Partner
Dillon Consulting Limited
235 Yorkland Blvd Suite 800
Toronto, Ontario, M2J 4Y8
T - 416.229.4647 ext. 2354
F - 416.229.4692
M - 647.204.2495
KKolli@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

On Tue, Dec 4, 2018 at 3:42 PM Ryan Jacques <RYANJ@chatham-kent.ca> wrote:
Karla,

To support applications for Official Plan Amendment, Zoning By-law Amendment and Site Plan Control, a Planning
Justification Report is required, which will include the following components. Some of these components may already be
prepared as part of the EA documentation, and can be modified for use in the Planning Justification Report.

-

Master Plan for all lands owned by the Operator (OP 2.4.12.2.2.5 (e)(iii))

-

Archaeological Assessment (If not already prepared and accepted by MTCS)

-

Transportation Impact Assessment (OP 2.4.12.2.2.5 (e)(iii))

-

Environmental Impact Statement (OP 4.4.2)

-

Social And Economic Plan (OP 2.4.12.2.2.5 (e)(vii)(5))

-

Stormwater Management Plan / Drainage Act Requirements

-

Proposed Text and Mapping Changes

A initial Planning Application should be received at least 90 days prior to the July 2019 PIC. This PIC will form part of the
complete application requirement for the submission. A statutory public meeting before Council will be scheduled
following EA approval.

Thank you,
Ryan

Ryan Jacques
2

Manager, Planning Services
Community Development
Municipality of Chatham-Kent

Phone: 519.360.1998 x3049
315 King Street West, Box 640
Chatham, ON N7M 5K8
E-mail: ryan.jacques@chatham-kent.ca
www.chatham-kent.ca

From: Kolli, Karla [mailto:kkolli@dillon.ca]
Sent: November-30-18 10:08 AM
To: Ryan Jacques <RYANJ@chatham-kent.ca>
Cc: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>; Sue Reimer <sreimer@dillon.ca>; Bill Allison
<wallison@dillon.ca>; 152456 <152456@dillon.ca>
Subject: Ridge Landfill Environmental Assessment

Hello Ryan
Just wanted to follow-up on the call we had on Monday and check in on the complete application requirements
and process/timing information you are pulling together for us. It would be helpful for us to have this
information prior to the Open House next week if possible. Please let us know your timing.
Thanks
Karla
Karla Kolli
Partner
Dillon Consulting Limited
235 Yorkland Blvd Suite 800
Toronto, Ontario, M2J 4Y8
T - 416.229.4647 ext. 2354
F - 416.229.4692
M - 647.204.2495
KKolli@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email
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This message is directed in confidence solely to the person(s) named above and may contain privileged, confidential or private
information which is not to be disclosed. If you are not the addressee or an authorized representative thereof, please

contact the undersigned and then destroy this message.
Ce message est destiné uniquement aux personnes indiquées dans l'entête et peut contenir une information privilégiée, confidentielle
ou privée et ne pouvant être divulguée. Si vous n'êtes pas le destinataire de ce message ou une personne autorisée à le recevoir,
veuillez communiquer avec le soussigné et ensuite détruire ce message.

This communication may be confidential and subject to the Municipal Freedom of Information and Protection
of Privacy Act (Ontario). Unauthorized use is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please
delete this email immediately.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
July 15, 2019 1:34 PM
Karen Kirkwood-Whyte
RE: Ridge Landfill Expansion Open House & Draft Environmental Assessment
Final - Ridge July 2019 Open House #3 Report.pdf; Open House _3 - Final Panels July 10.pdf

Good afternoon Karen,
Please find attached summary report for the Open House. I have also attached the boards for your information.
Regards,
Cathy
From: Karen Kirkwood-Whyte [mailto:karen.kirkwood-whyte@chatham-kent.ca]
Sent: Tuesday, July 02, 2019 5:15 PM
To: Cathy Smith
Subject: RE: Ridge Landfill Expansion Open House & Draft Environmental Assessment

WARNING: This email is from outside of Waste Connections; Exercise caution.

With sincere thanks for your kind invitation, Cathy ... I must send regrets as I have another meeting that
evening.
I will attempt to connect with one of the other Municipal Councillors who are planning to attend, so that I am
familiar with the content of the evening. AND ... if there are any notes forthcoming from the session, I would
appreciate receiving same. Thanks.
Karen
Karen Kirkwood-Whyte
Councillor, Ward 6
Municipality of Chatham-Kent
Phone: 519.436.3209
315 King Street West
Chatham ON N7M 5K8
E-mail: karen.kirkwood-whyte@chatham-kent.ca
Web: www.chatham-kent.ca

This communication is subject to the Municipal Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act
(Ontario) and/or Personal Health Information Protection Act (Ontario). This communication may be
confidential. Unauthorized use is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete this
email immediately.
1

From: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
Date: Tuesday, Jul 02, 2019, 2:09 PM
To: Karen Kirkwood-Whyte <karen.kirkwood-whyte@chatham-kent.ca>
Subject: Ridge Landfill Expansion Open House & Draft Environmental Assessment

Good afternoon,
Please find the attached invitation to our next Open House for the Ridge Landfill Expansion along with a notice of the
availability of the Draft Environmental Assessment for review.
Regards,
Cathy
Cathy Smith HBA, MA, ENV SP
Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion

T: 519 676 5000 | F: 519 676 4967 | C: 519 358 2860
Waste Connections of Canada | 20262 Erieau Road | Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
www.WasteConnectionsCanada.com

To
help
prot
ect
y our
priv a
cy,…

This communication may be confidential and subject to the Municipal Freedom of Information and Protection
of Privacy Act (Ontario). Unauthorized use is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please
delete this email immediately.
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Buelles, Anni <abuelles@dillon.ca>

Ridge Landfill EA - Letter to Municipality from Ministry of Municipal Affairs
1 message
Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>
Thu, Jul 18, 2019 at 1:44 PM
To: Bruce McAllister <brucem@chatham-kent.ca>, Ryan Jacques <RYANJ@chatham-kent.ca>
Cc: Rick Kucera <RICKK@chatham-kent.ca>, Tim Sunderland <TIMS@chatham-kent.ca>, "Allison, Bill"
<wallison@dillon.ca>, Anni Buelles <abuelles@dillon.ca>
Good a ernoon Bruce & Ryan,

We have a commitment required of us by the MECP that was made at the Terms of Reference stage as follows:

The Municipality of Chatham-Kent will be provided with the Ministry of Municipal Aﬀair’s
January 26, 2018 le er for considera on when reviewing EA documenta on for this project.
The MMA le er is a ached for your considera on.

We will be sending a CD copy of the dra EA and suppor ng documenta on shortly to you, Rick and Tim.

Regards,
Cathy

Cathy Smith HBA, MA, ENV SP
Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion

T: 519 676 5000 | F: 519 676 4967 | C: 519 358 2860
Waste Connections of Canada | 20262 Erieau Road | Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
www.WasteConnectionsCanada.com

26-01-2018 MMA Letter.pdf
139K

Ministry of
Municipal Affairs

Ministère des
Affaires municipales

Municipal Services Office Western

Bureau des services aux municipalités région de l’Ouest

659 Exeter Road, 2nd Floor
London ON N6E 1L3
Tel. (519) 873-4020
Toll Free 1-800-265-4736
Fax (519) 873-4018

659, rue Exeter, 2e étage
London ON N6E 1L3
Tél. (519) 873-4020
Sans frais 1 800 265-4736
Téléc (519) 873-4018

January 26, 2018
Ms. Carolyn Lee, Project Officer
MOECC
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st Floor
Toronto, ON M4V 1P5
Subject:

Terms of Reference for the Proposed Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental
Assessment
Municipality of Chatham-Kent, former Township of Harwich

Dear Ms. Lee,
Thank you for contacting the Ministry of Municipal Affairs (MMA) and providing the Terms of Reference for the
proposed Ridge Landfill Expansion project and its associated Environmental Assessment. The Ministry
understands that Progressive Waste Solutions Canada Inc. (PWS) is undertaking an Environmental
Assessment (EA) pursuant to the Environmental Assessment Act. Further, the Ministry understands that the
current landfill is subject to reach capacity, based on current fill rates, by 2022 which necessitates the
proposed expansion of the Landfill Site Area from 262 ha to 340 ha.

In reviewing and making decisions on land use planning applications, all approval authorities are
responsible for the consideration of the Provincial interests as set out in the Planning Act and the
Provincial Policy Statement, 2014 (PPS). In making the determination of whether the applications are
consistent with the PPS we direct the Ministry of Environment and Climate Change (MOECC) to the
following comments.
PPS section 1.6.10 Waste Management states that waste management systems need to be provided for an
appropriate size and type to accommodate present and future requirements, and encourage and facilitate
waste reduction, recycling and reusing objectives. While reviewing the proposed expansion the Municipality
should consider any impacts it may have to the surrounding agricultural uses, traffic network, residential land
uses, and subsurface water quality.
It is the proponent’s responsibility to review the appropriate policies within the Municipality of Chatham-Kent’s
Official Plan as it relates to the Ridge Landfill expansion. Policy section 2.4.12 within the Official Plan outlines
requirements for the existing and future landfill. In accordance with the policies in the section the proponent is
to satisfactorily demonstrate meeting the requirements of the Planning Act if a municipal zoning by-law
amendment and official plan is required to reflect the expansion of the Waste Management Site, Landfill Site
Area, and Agricultural Buffer as seen on Schedule A4 of the Official Plan and in the Zoning By-law. These
amendments should reflect the requirements of the MOECC D-Series guidelines, ensure conformity with the
Official Plan policies and requirements, and allow for public consultation as a requirement of the Planning Act.
The proponent is to work with the Municipality to ensure they satisfactorily meet these requirements before
approval of the EA is provided.
The proponent should also confer directly with the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry (MNRF) the
potential presence of endangered species or threatened species and their habitats in the proposed expansion
area and if permits are required. Also, the proponent may wish to confer with the MNRF and Municipality to

ensure that woodlots or other natural heritage features that are identified as significant to the Province or
Municipality are not negatively impacted.
The Terms of Reference identifies that the Ridge Landfill Truck Haul as a designation. Please note that this is
not a land use designation, but is an identified route in the Municipality’s Road Network Schedule B1 of the
Official Plan. Since the route is adjacent to the Highway 401 corridor and interchange at Communication
Road (Hwy 11), the proponent should contact the Ministry of Transportation (Highway Corridor Management,
London) to discuss any potential impacts to the Highway Corridor, and identify MTO's permit requirements for
the continued use of the interchange.
Lastly, it is recommended that the proponent work with neighbouring land owners and First Nation
communities that have interest in the area throughout the EA and Planning Act processes to ensure all
potential impacts have been identified and addressed.
Should you have any questions, or require further comments please contact me by telephone at 519-8734769 or by email at marion-frances.cabral@ontario.ca.
Yours truly,
Marion-Frances Cabral
Planner, Municipal Services Office – Western

(BY E-MAIL ONLY)
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Chatham-Kent Municipal Airport
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MEETING MINUTES
Subject:
Date and
Time:
Location:
Our File:

Ridge Landfill EA – Bird Hazard/Aviation Meeting
February 8, 2019
9:30 a.m.
Chatham-Kent Airport
15-2456

Attendees
Marion Smith
Cathy Smith
Rolph Davis
Sue Reimer
Paul Hayes

Chatham-Kent Airport Manager
Waste Connections EA Project Manager
LGL Limited
Dillon Consulting Limited
Aerocan Aviation (via conference call)

Notes
The purpose of this memo is to summarize the main discussion points and action items of the
Bird Hazard and Aviation Safety meeting for the Ridge Landfill Environmental Assessment (EA)
which was held on February 8th, 2019 at the Chatham-Kent Airport.
Item

Discussion

Action / By

1.

Update on EA Progress

1.1.

Cathy provided an update on the EA: Alternative methods
report submitted to the Ministry of the Environment,
Conservation and Parks (MECP) in December 2018 and
comments were received back. No conflict exists with what
was chosen as the preferred alternative. With respect to the
airport, must comply with maximum height restriction of 241.3
masl. (Map of preferred alternative referred to)
A future flood control area is identified in the preferred
alternative at the northeast corner of the site. Future
stormwater management ponds to be constructed along Allison
Line to support new landfill areas. Next Open house is June 26th
with draft EA to be submitted in July. Once comments received
from the MECP, the final submission of EA will be in October
followed by a 32 week review by MECP.

(continued)

DI L LON C ON S UL TIN G LI M IT E D
www.dillon.ca

None Required
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Item

Discussion

Action / By

2.

Review of airport’s current bird hazard mitigation measures
Rolph provided an update on bird hazard work:
The bird
hazard fieldwork was repeated from the previous EA 25 years
ago, and shows no changes to bird population habits. There is
a need to evaluate the bird management program for
effectiveness since the management plan was created in 2016
and to fine tune where necessary.
Marion provided Rolph with updated figures for bird strikes.
Sightings of main bird types in 2017 by total numbers observed
was crows, gulls, and Canada geese; while in 2018 it was gulls,
crows, Canada geese. A summary was provided to Rolph of
bird statistics (both from observation and cameras); also
weather conditions at the time.
There are nine cameras around the runway to monitor wildlife
and aircraft traffic (a picture is taken when something passes in
front of the camera).
There are sometimes issues with gulls and crows – when the
airport wildlife control person scares them away from one side
of the airport, the birds just go to the other side of the airport.
Vultures like to circle over the landfill at times causing an issue.
There are no measures that can be used to scare them. They
circle in the updrafts of the landfill and airplanes travel in same
air space.
Bird are more of a problem in poor weather mainly. Rolph to
look at possible solutions. All dead birds must be recorded at
the airport; they are not necessarily strikes with airplane at the
CK airport – it may be a hawk dropping a dead bird, or a plane
from Toronto will have a bird strike in Toronto and carry the
dead bird along and drop it at this end.

Marion to forward
to Cathy the 2018
Airport Annual
AGM Report once
completed.

3.

Review of landfill’s current bird management program

3.1.

Cathy provided an update on the landfill program:
Habitat management activity includes: limit standing water,
vegetate landfilled areas as soon as they are completed, and

DI L LON C ON S UL TIN G LI M IT E D
www.dillon.ca

Marion to forward
to Cathy the
updated Airport
Wildlife
Management Plan
once revised.

Cathy to provide
all with landfill
bird management
protocol section of
the landfill ops
manual.
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Item

Discussion

Action / By

use of active bird controls (hawks, pyrotechnics, distress calls,
and lethal measures).
Bird control methods used, and observed number of bird types
are documented by Predator Bird Services. Rolph met with the
landfill falconer, Cory of Predator Bird Services, following the
airport meeting.
Fine tuning of the existing bird management plan at the landfill
can further improve the measures in place.

Cathy to obtain
site data from
Predator Bird
Services and
forward to Sue.

4.

Communications between the landfill and the airport

4.1.

Cathy reported that radio communication capability was being
setup with Predator Bird Services to hear airport traffic
communications. It will be a one-way communication only i.e.
can’t talk back to pilots. This equipment will be purchased by
the Ridge LF and setup as soon as possible, in order for better
coordination of aircraft approach and departure vs. bird control
measures.

Cathy to advise
Marion once radio
equipment is in
place and
functioning

5.

Challenges and improvements

None Required

5.1.

Marion reported that the airport wildlife management program
is working in conjunction with the landfill bird management
program. No significant changes to wildlife numbers are being
observed. Both sites are doing the best that can be done, and
that working together will help towards maintaining a safe
environment.
Challenges include the inability to deal with protected species
(eg: swallows). These species can’t even be shoo’ed away. The
top of hanger doors are oiled to prevent nesting by swallows at
the airport.

6.

Aviation Safety – existing conditions & future plans

6.1.

Paul reported on the changes to airport operations since the
last EA: Instrument approach procedures have changed, the
runway has been extended, and aviation traffic at airport has
been increasing. There is concern about the increased
likelihood of bird strikes from pilots’ perspectives.
Flocks of crows flying towards the landfill from their roosting
place on the Grand River in Chatham, are a risk to aviation

DI L LON C ON S UL TIN G LI M IT E D
www.dillon.ca

None Required
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Item

Discussion

Action / By

safety. There is also a risk when gulls decide to leave the
landfill and go eat in adjoining agricultural fields or at the
airport mainly during rainfall events.
Marion/Cathy reported that there is an arrangement for the
landfill to provide pyrotechnics to the airport as required.
The Airport Wildlife Management Plan was acknowledged to be
very comprehensive and useful. The management plan
concentrates on the wildlife species that impacts the ChathamKent Airport specifically.
The airport runway extension allows for bigger planes to access
the area, and corporate jets are becoming more frequent. Jet
engine planes are more susceptible to bird strike issues than
other types.
With respect to land uses surrounding the airport, the
construction of wind turbines surrounding the airport has
severely limited the future changes possible at the airport.
Widening of the airport runway is the most likely change possible
in the future, which may attract bigger airplanes and increase
airport traffic.
7.

Climate Change – severe weather events

7.1.

Marion provided meteorological data to Cathy via email.
Cathy reported that with high intensity rainfall events, flooding
could occur and standing water may become temporarily
prevalent on site in designated flood control areas. This would
require the bird management measures to be ramped up;
something to consider in the environmental assessment.
Rolph agreed that there would be more gulls at the landfill site
that would have to be managed with rain events – a challenge
for both landfill and airport to manage.

8.

Other

8.1.

Rolph summarized that the key to a successful bird control
program was to keep flocks from feeding - if birds are kept
away from the landfill or airport for numerous days, they go
elsewhere to feed on a consistent basis.

DI L LON C ON S UL TIN G LI M IT E D
www.dillon.ca

Rolph to consider
severe weather
events & measures
to control birds
during these
challenging
situations as part
of the bird hazard
impact
assessment.

Sue to issue
minutes of
meeting.

Page 5 of 5

Item

Discussion

Action / By

Sue asked whether the airport experienced any safety issues
with respect to drones. Marion advised that a No Drone Zone
exists around the airport, and signage is posted to that effect.
No safety issues have been experienced. Commercial drones
call ahead and tell the airport where they are and what they’re
doing.
Cathy reported that drones had been used recently to survey
the landfill but are not currently employed.
Both the landfill and airport have experienced unauthorized
hunting of wildlife by trespassers, creating safety issues.
Sue asked whether the airport property had any groundwater
wells. Marion reported that there had been one at the airport
and it had been decommissioned.
Errors and/or Omissions
These minutes were prepared by Sue Reimer who should be notified of any errors and/or
omissions.

DI L LON C ON S UL TIN G LI M IT E D
www.dillon.ca
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• We have an excellent environmental record at the landfill
site

• The landfill is expected to reach its capacity in 2021

• Site can receive Industrial, Institutional & Commercial
waste from All of Ontario

• Site can receive residential waste from Chatham-Kent
and its four adjacent municipalities

• Site can accept up to 1.3 million tonnes of waste per year

• Current approved capacity is 21 million cubic metres

• 262 ha of this land is the existing landfill site area

• Waste Connections owns 340 ha of land west of Erieau
Road

Ridge Landfill

March 21, 2018

A Presentation to the Chatham-Kent
Municipal Airport

Ridge Landfill Expansion

• Terms of Reference for Environmental Assessment
(EA) submitted in November 2016 and then
voluntarily withdrawn and resubmitted in
December 2017
• The Terms of Reference were revised to better
reflect the Province’s new Strategy for a Waste-Free
Ontario
• Awaiting Ministry of Environment & Climate
Change approval to proceed with the
Environmental Assessment

• Open Houses for the ToR were held on May 3 and
June 28, 2016

• Waste Connections of Canada announces proposed
expansion of Ridge Landfill April 20, 2016

Where We’re At

• Waste Connections of Canada is a growing
company that employs over 60 people in the
Municipality of Chatham-Kent.

• We are committed to the most environmentally
responsible management practices.

• We remain the same, dependable partner
committed to being a good neighbour and a
responsible corporate citizen.

• Progressive Waste Solutions merged with Waste
Connections of Canada in June 2016 and recently
rebranded the company into the new entity.

About Waste Connections of Canada

7/12/2019

What Will The Environmental Assessment Look At?

B

Study areas for specific technical disciplines
(e.g., air quality) will be determined as part of
the EA.

• Identify and assess potential impacts of the
preferred site development alternative and
establish mitigation to minimize effects

• Create a common study area to evaluate site
development alternatives, and

• Confirm existing conditions

Agriculture
(e.g. disruption to local farm operations)

(e.g. on other land uses)

Land Use

(e.g. on-site drains)

(e.g. groundwater protection)

(e.g. air, noise, dust and odour)

Surface Water

Geology/Hydrology

Atmospheric

(e.g. fish, wildlife, woodlots and habitats)

Biology

In the EA, Waste Connections will finalize criteria, in consultation with the community, to determine the potential for impacts on numerous
environmental components including but not limited to:

What Will The Environmental Assessment Look At?

Waste Connections has identified three study
areas to:

Potential Woodlot Removal

Proposed Berm

Proposed Stormwater Pond

Potential Flood Control/ Woodlot
Compensation Area

Potential Vertical Expansion/
Landfill Mining Area

Potential Lateral Expansion Areas

Existing Stormwater Pond

Existing Flood Control Facility

Existing Woodlot Area

Waste Connections Property Line

The woodlots in Areas A and C have the potential to be removed; dependant on the preferred
design of the lateral expansion areas, to be determined later in the EA.

A

SOUTH
LANDFILL

C

ERIEAU ROAD

Existing Site Conditions & Future EA Studies

WEST
LANDFILL

INFILL
AREA

OLD
LANDFILL

GAS FLARE
STATION

What Will The Environmental Assessment Look At?

Chatham-Kent
Airport

OFFICE
&
SCALE
HOUSE

SITE
ENTRANCE

Site Development Alternatives

Study Areas for the EA

 The expansion will not exceed the maximum height restriction and would
occur further away from the airport than the current approved fill area

 Key focus of the expansion will be design and operations measures toward
continued maintenance of an excellent environmental record

 The process includes a commitment to look at enhanced diversion
opportunities to assist the Province in meeting its diversion goals

 The service area for residential waste would be reduced from Chatham-Kent
and its adjacent four municipalities to only Chatham-Kent

 The service area for industrial, commercial & institutional waste would be
reduced from all of Ontario to southern and central Ontario only

 The annual volume of waste accepted (up to 1.3 million tonnes of waste per
year) will not change

 The extent of the expansion area will be determined early in the EA process
and is anticipated to range from about 55 to 85 ha

 The expansion will occur on the existing Ridge Landfill property on the 340
ha of land west of Erieau Road

Key Elements of the Proposed Expansion

ALLISON LINE

7/12/2019

•

The proposed expansion will require continued work with the
Chatham Airport on issues concerning wildlife control, and
establishing wildlife control measures to insure there is no danger
to the air traffic at the Chatham Airport.

Falcons & hawks
Range of active controls including pyrotechnics, distress calls,
lethal control if necessary

Predator Bird Services: on site every day all day.

make site as unattractive as possible – keep active working face
small, cover daily, minimize loafing/resting areas (bare areas),
keep unused areas thickly vegetated, eliminate temporary
ponding, monitor stormwater management ponds

Habitat Management

Current Programs:

• As with current operations the future expanded area of the landfill
will not exceed these maximum height restrictions.

• The current landfill is 240.7 metres above sea level

Current Site and Proposed Expansion

• For lands to which the Regulations apply, including the proposed
landfill expansion, construction of any object that penetrates the
Outer Surface (i.e. 241.3 masl) is prohibited.

• Regulations define a surface (“Outer Surface”) as 45 meters above
the Airport Reference Point elevation of 196.3 m above sea level
(masl).

Chatham Airport Zoning Regulations

What Will The Environmental Assessment Look At?

(e.g. traffic flows)

•
•

Detailed review of airport diagrams and published procedures information for the Airport, including aircraft restrictions diagrams;
Discussions with the Airport management, including such topics as bird hazard considerations, relationships with the landfill operator, operating
procedures, as well as possible future Airport development plans;
Discussions with aviation operators at the Airport;
Discussions with Transport Canada and Nav Canada with respect to the Chatham Airport Zoning Regulations that are established under the
federal Aeronautics Act, 1985; and
Updates on bird populations and flight patterns, current control procedures, planned future mitigations, including any recent or future
environmental studies that are planned to be undertaken.

Key Airport Considerations – Obstruction Clearances

(e.g. the use of the airport)

(e.g. long term visual effects)

Traffic

•
•

The EA will focus on assessing the potential impacts on aviation operations at the Chatham-Kent Municipal Airport. Data
collection will include but not necessarily be limited to:

Under the exemption, operators of the landfill must control any bird hazards to
aircraft that result from the operation of the landfill, including any expansion of
activities.

What Will The Environmental Assessment Look At?

Aviation and Bird Hazard

Visual

(e.g. neighbours and residents)

Social

Since the Ridge Landfill was present before the zoning designation was enacted,
it was granted exemption from federal airport zoning regulations.

The lands around the Airport are zoned for obstruction clearances and bird
hazard protection under the federal Aeronautics Act, 1985.

Key Airport Considerations – Bird Hazard Protection

(e.g. local cultural heritage)

Archaeology/Cultural Heritage

(e.g. the local economy)

Economic

In the EA, Waste Connections will finalize criteria, in consultation with the community, to determine the potential for impacts on numerous societal
components, including but not limited to:

What Will The Environmental Assessment Look At?

Key Airport Considerations – Bird Hazard Protection

What Will The Environmental Assessment Look At?

Existing Site Conditions & Future EA Studies

7/12/2019

diverting IC&I organic waste to anaerobic
digestion with Seacliffe Energy in
Leamington
diverting greenhouse by-product to local
farms in Windsor
diverting ash material for recycling into
concrete

What can we do in Chatham-Kent?

•

•

•

Waste Connections and the Circular
Economy:

Commitment to Diversion

C – Compost
MRF – Materials Recovery Facility
TS – Transfer Station

What Will The Environmental Assessment Look At?

• Waste Connections operates 24 standalone facilities in Ontario
• This includes 8 materials recovery
facilities
• Waste Connections is committed to
assisting the province in diverting
waste from disposal as per the Strategy
for a Waste-Free Ontario including:
• Continuing to work with
customers to identify
opportunities to reduce materials
going to disposal
• Remove recyclables at waste
transfer stations
• Seek opportunities to promote a
circular economy
• Add a drop-off facility at the
Ridge

• Given the SE and SW Significant Woodland designations by the Municipality, additional
compensation (e.g. local investment in conservation, woodland compensation, etc.) is
expected; though not confirmed.

• It's anticipated that an Overall Benefit Permit condition will require woodland
compensation at a ratio of 2:1.

• In support of the SE woodland an Overall Benefit Permit under the Endangered
Species Act, 2007 is required.

• SE woodland provides Species-at-Risk bat habitat and significant wildlife habitat for
special concern species as confirmed through field investigations.

• All 3 woodlands are designated Significant (CK-OP, Schedule C4). Only the SE and SW
woodlands are proposed for removal.

Advantages

Furthest from the airport
May support recreational use

•
•

•

Further from the airport,
Owned site enables control
over tree maintenance/long
term sustainability
Expansion of an existing
woodlot

Owned site enables control
over tree maintenance/longterm sustainability
Does not displace
agricultural use
Expansion of anexisting
woodlot

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Disadvantages

Lack of control over
tree maintenance/longterm sustainability
May/may not displace
agricultural use
May/may not expand
on an existing woodlot

Will displace acreage
used for crop
production

Closest to the airport

Notice of EA
Commencement

• Evaluation Criteria Workshop
• Neighbour & Stakeholder
Meetings
• Open House
• Newsletter
• Website
• Ridge Landfill Liaison
Committee meetings
• Agency Consultation
• Indigenous Community
Engagement

WCC will develop the expansion
alternatives and confirm the
evaluation criteria through input
from the following activities:

Confirmation of
Alternative Methods

• Neighbour & Stakeholder
Meetings
• Open House
• Newsletter
• Website
• Ridge Landfill Liaison
Committee meetings
• Agency Consultation
• Indigenous Community
Engagement

WCC will evaluate the alternatives
select the preferred site expansion
alternative through input from the
following activities:

Evaluation of
Alternative Methods

• Neighbour & Stakeholder
Meetings
• Open House
• Newsletter
• Website
• Ridge Landfill Liaison Committee
meetings
• Agency Consultation
• Indigenous Community
Engagement

WCC will identify the preferred
alternative and develop mitigation
programs to eliminate or reduce
negative effects through input from
the following activities:

Assessment of Potential Effects
& Development of Mitigation

EA Milestones and Comprehensive Consultation Plan

Off-Site –
Not
Owned

Off-Site Owned

On-Site

Option

What Will The Environmental Assessment Look At?

Key Airport Considerations – Woodlot Replacement

What Will The Environmental Assessment Look At?

Key Airport Considerations – Woodlot Replacement

A draft and
final EA
document will
be prepared
for public and
agency review.

Notice of Draft
EA Review

MOECC will
make a
decision based
on the final
submitted EA.

Final
EA Submission

7/12/2019

Community Newsletters

To provide news and information about the
site and proposed expansion project.

Public Open Houses & Website

To exchange information and hear community
concerns and questions in person or via
www.ridgelandfill.com

During the Environmental Assessment, consultation with the community will include:

Stay Involved
Stakeholder Meetings
To provide opportunity for one-on-one meetings
with Waste Connections staff to discuss the
proposed expansion project.

Thank You

7/12/2019

Lower Thames Valley
Conservation Authority

Allan, Catherine <callan@dillon.ca>

RE: Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment Terms of Reference
1 message
Jason Homewood <Jason.Homewood@ltvca.ca>
Wed, Jan 3, 2018 at 11:30 AM
To: "carolyn.lee@ontario.ca" <carolyn.lee@ontario.ca>
Cc: Valerie Towsley <Valerie.Towsley@ltvca.ca>, "callan@dillon.ca" <callan@dillon.ca>, "cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com" <cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com>

Good morning Carolyn,

I’ve taken a quick look at the revised ToR for this project. The changes made since the previous ToR are not substan al enough that our comments from the
previous ToR would change. A permit from our oﬃce would be required for any altera on to any of the municipal drains. As they are municipal drains, any
altera on would have to go through the Drainage Act where the conserva on authority would provide comment during that process. A permit would be
issued to the municipality provided our concerns (if any) are addressed. Flooding and erosion issues must be addressed and mi gated/reduced. Solu ons
could include gabion stone erosion protec on, meandering low-ﬂow channels, rock check dams, rock chutes, buﬀer strips, sediment traps, etc.

If you require any more informa on at this me, please let me know.

Jason Homewood, P.Geo.
Water Resources and Regulations Technician

Lower Thames Valley Conservation Authority
100 Thames Street
Chatham, Ontario, N7L 2Y8
519-354-7310 x225
jason.homewood@ltvca.ca
www.ltvca.ca

From: Valerie Towsley
Sent: Tuesday, January 02, 2018 2:43 PM
To: Jason Homewood <Jason.Homewood@ltvca.ca>
Subject: FW: Ridge Landﬁll Expansion Environmental Assessment Terms of Reference

From: Allan, Catherine [mailto:callan@dillon.ca]
Sent: January 2, 2018 2:04 PM
Subject: Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment Terms of Reference

Waste Connections of Canada is undertaking an Environmental Assessment (EA) under the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act, 1990 for the expansion of the
Ridge Landfill (the Project). The Ridge Landfill is located near Blenheim, Ontario in the Municipality of Chatham-Kent. The landfill has been in operation since 1966
and is expected to reach capacity by 2021. The Project would see the landfill site area increase from 262 ha to approximately 340 ha, allowing for an additional 20
years of site life (26 million tonnes of capacity) at the same annual waste fill rate.

Waste Connections voluntarily withdrew the proposed Terms of Reference for the proposed expansion of the Ridge Landfill in August 2017. This was to enable the
project team to work with the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change so that the Terms of Reference reflected the government's Strategy for a Waste-Free
Ontario, which was unveiled after the Terms of Reference was originally submitted. The purpose of this email is to notify you of the submission of a new Terms of
Reference (ToR) to the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change.

Included in this email are links to copies of the final ToR and Record of Consultation for the EA.

The documents can be viewed and downloaded at:
www.ridgelandfill.com/our-future-plans

If you would prefer a hard copy, please contact Cathy Smith, below.

Written comments regarding the Terms of Reference must be received before February 4, 2018. All comments should be submitted to:

Carolyn Lee
Project Officer
Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change
Environmental Approvals & Permissions Branch
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st Floor
Toronto, ON M4V 1P5
(416) 314-8452
(800) 461-6290
carolyn.lee@ontario.ca

A copy of all comments will be forwarded to Waste Connections for consideration. For further information regarding the project, please contact:

Cathy Smith
Project Manager
Waste Connections of Canada
Ridge Landfill, 20262 Erieau Road
Blenheim, ON N0P 1A0
519-358-2860
cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com

Alternatively, comments may be submitted through the Project website: www.ridgelandfill.com

If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact the project team.

This message is directed in confidence solely to the person(s) named above and may contain privileged, confidential or private information which is not to be
disclosed. If you are not the addressee or an authorized representative thereof, please contact the undersigned and then destroy this message.
Ce message est destiné uniquement aux personnes indiquées dans l'entête et peut contenir une information privilégiée, confidentielle ou privée et ne pouvant
être divulguée. Si vous n'êtes pas le destinataire de ce message ou une personne autorisée à le recevoir, veuillez communiquer avec le soussigné et ensuite
détruire ce message.

Subject:

FW: Fwd: FW: Ridge Woodlot

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>
Date: Thu, Apr 18, 2019 at 10:12 AM
Subject: FW: Ridge Woodlot
To: Buelles, Anni <abuelles@dillon.ca>
Meeting with CA and
tree planting location and tree species to be planted, C

from the CA to discuss

-----Original Appointment----From: Greg Van Every [mailto:Greg.VanEvery@ltvca.ca]
Sent: Friday, March 02, 2018 8:44 AM
To: Cathy Smith
Subject: Accepted: Ridge Woodlot
When: Tuesday, March 06, 2018 2:00 PM-3:00 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).
Where: 20111 ERIEAU RD - front of site turnabout

1
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FW: Ridge Landfill Tree Replacement - abuelles@dillon.ca - Dillon Consulting Limited Mail

From: Greg Van Every [mailto:Greg.VanEvery@ltvca.ca]
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2018 3:47 PM
To: Cathy Smith
Subject: RE: Ridge Landfill Tree Replacement
Hi Cathy,
Just checking in on the plans/approval for the landfill tree planting. What is the status on:

1. Berms along Charing Cross Road
2. Rear of parcel on Erieau Rd.
Attached are supporting maps.
We are just looking at our 2019 projects and doing some budgeting.

Greg Van Every
Environmental Project Coordinator

100 Thames St. Chatham, Ontario N7L2Y8
519.354.7310 X 229

From: Cathy Smith [mailto:cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 10, 2018 3:38 PM
To: Liam Laforest
Cc: Greg Van Every
Subject: RE: Ridge Landfill Tree Replacement
Hi Liam, We understand we are bordering on notification of approval or lack thereof, just bear with me pls, you’ll be among the first to know because I’d like to get this going J
Did you guys do a ‘cartoon’/drawing of where you would like to plant on the berm based on your site visit? Did you do a rough estimate for the planting there? I need to give that info to our folks
proximity to that berm….

From: Liam Laforest [mailto:Liam.Laforest@ltvca.ca]
Sent: Tuesday, April 10, 2018 3:13 PM
To: Cathy Smith
Cc: Greg Van Every
Subject: RE: Ridge Landfill Tree Replacement
Hey Cathy,
Just following up on the Erieau Road project approval, has that been approved for next spring? The clover seeding will need to be done this spring shortly if so for next year’s cover crop on the
Did the idea of naturalizing the berm on Charing Cross get approval as well?
Thanks

Liam Laforest
Land Stewardship Technician

Lower Thames Valley Conservation Authority
100 Thames St. Chatham, Ontario N7L2Y8
P: 519.354.7310 X 228
F: 519-352-3435
www.ltvca.ca

Unsubscribe

From: Cathy Smith [mailto:cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com]
Sent: March 14, 2018 3:53 PM
To: Greg Van Every
Cc: Liam Laforest
Subject: Re: Ridge Landfill Tree Replacement
Sounds good thanks Greg, Cathy
Sent from my iPhone
On Mar 14, 2018, at 3:48 PM, Greg Van Every <Greg.VanEvery@ltvca.ca> wrote:

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#search/Ridge+Landfill+Reforestation/FMfcgxwCgLmnLRHWDgsLLVHxvPMcFXfn?compose=CllgCJvqrssKCRtxWhL…
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FW: Ridge Landfill Tree Replacement - abuelles@dillon.ca - Dillon Consulting Limited Mail

The clover seeding will be part of the total cost of tree restoration. It will show up as an item on the estimate. Once we hear from you about the approval, we can send the pertinent info
Liam has some of the numbers already crunched so just let us know when we have the go ahead.

Greg Van Every
Environmental Project Coordinator
<image001.jpg>
100 Thames St. Chatham, Ontario N7L2Y8
519.354.7310 X 229

From: Cathy Smith [mailto:cathy.smith@wasteconnections.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 07, 2018 11:13 AM
To: Greg Van Every
Subject: Ridge Landfill Tree Replacement
Hi Greg, good to meet you yesterday, thanks for taking the time to come out to the site.
As discussed let us know what would be involved and cost of naturalizing the berm on Charring Cross Road and I have you in my calendar as a first contact when we get our approval J
wrapped into the overall cost we were provided and we would pay for everything when it’s all complete? I just need to report any costs we would bear in 2018. Thanks! Cathy

Cathy Smith HBA, MA, ENV SP
Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion

T: 519 676 5000 | F: 519 676 4967 | C: 519 358 2860
Waste Connections of Canada | 20262 Erieau Road | Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
www.WasteConnectionsCanada.com
<image002.png>

3 Attachments

CharingCrossBE…

CharingCrossBer…

Ridge Landfill Re…

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#search/Ridge+Landfill+Reforestation/FMfcgxwCgLmnLRHWDgsLLVHxvPMcFXfn?compose=CllgCJvqrssKCRtxWhL…
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100 Thames St.
Chatham, ON, Canada N7L 2Y8
(519) 354-7310
Ridge Landfill

C/o Cathy Smith
519 358 2860

Charing Cross Road

Total Acres 5

Seedlings

Quantity

White Pine

400

$1.19

$476.00

White Spruce

300

$0.90

$270.00

Red Oak

400

$1.05

$420.00

Bur Oak

300

$1.33

$399.00

Red Maple

400

$1.27

$508.00

Tamarack

400

$1.01

$404.00

American Sycamore

300

$1.40

$420.00

Tulip Tree

300

$1.39

$417.00

Pin Oak

200

$1.31

$262.00

3000

Tree Cost:

Seedlings to Be Planted:

Price/Unit

Total Project Cost
HST (0.13)
Total Before Incentive

Subtotal

$3,576.00

$3,576.00
$464.88
$4,040.88

Incentives

Total
Owner Credit
Recommended Deposit

$4,040.88
$0.00
$3,576.00
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Subject:
Attachments:

FW: Fwd: FW: trees
image001.jpg; image002.png; image003.png; image004.png

From: Cathy Smith
Sent: Wednesday, December 05, 2018 3:40 PM
To: 'Randall Van Wagner'
Subject: RE: trees

Hi Randall, yes I’m well! Yes we met with them a month or so ago. We are intending to give them 3000 and
plant 8000 here near the Ridge site. We would pay. We are planning now for 2020 planting – I had to allow the
farmer currently on the property to put in his winter wheat. Maybe you and I should touch base and discuss
where we are at – this week is nuts - are you in the office next week? I think we can still run through the
funding programs yes?

From: Randall Van Wagner [mailto:Randall.VanWagner@ltvca.ca]
Sent: Wednesday, December 05, 2018 2:56 PM
To: Cathy Smith
Subject: trees

Hi Cathy- hope you are well. I had a meeting with the Chippewa of the Thames a few weeks back and they
mentioned that some of the trees that were planned for the Blenheim landfill will be planted on their land.
Just wondering how many there?
Who was paying for this?
Is there still opportunity to plant at the Blenheim landfill?
Perhaps there is still a chance to run through our funding programs and redirect funds for other public projects?

Randall Van Wagner, BSc
Manager of Conservation Lands and Services

1

100 Thames St. Chatham, Ontario N7L2Y8
519.354.7310 X 230
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Draft EA Consultation

Waste Connections of Canada
Ridge Landfill Environmental Assessment
Appendix B-9

Appendix B-9
Content Guide



Comment and Response Table
Comments Received on Draft EA
o Walpole Island First Nation
o Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks



Communication with Indigenous Communities and Organizations

Waste Connections of Canada
Ridge Landfill Environmental Assessment
Appendix B-9

Comment and Response Table

Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
Comment Response Table

Document Reviewed: Ridge Landfill Expansion Draft Environmental Assessment
Proponent:
Waste Connections of Canada
Date:
Initial Comments received - September 5, 2019. Response - October 18, 2019.
Additional comments:
●
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch, Special Project Officer comments (Nov 27)
●
Leachate/landfill gas management alternative follow-up comments (Dec 6)
●
Purpose/Opportunity memo comments (Dec 17)
●
Senior Waste Engineer comments (Nov 29 and Jan 14,2020)
●
Air Quality Analyst comments (Nov 22)
●
Environmental Planner comments (Nov 29)
●
Sarnia District Engineer comments (Nov 27)
●
Resource Recovery Policy Branch, Senior Policy Advisor comments (Dec 4)
●
Resource Recovery Policy Branch, Senior Policy Advisor comments (Dec 10)

#

Reference to draft
EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed
Action/Solution

Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch, Special Project Officer (November 27)
1 Acronyms,
The term consultation in the context Use definitions from
Abbreviations, and
of an environmental assessment
the Ministry of the
Definitions
(EA) is defined in the Code of
Environment,
Practice: Consultation in Ontario’s
Conservation and Parks
Appendix C –
Environmental Assessment Process
(ministry) codes of
Commitments Table (January 2014).
practice for EA.
Commitment #1
Cumulative effects do not only
Provide separate lists
pertain to air. The definition of
for acronyms,
“cumulative effects assessment” is
abbreviations and
provided in the Canadian
glossary of terms.
Environmental Assessment Agency’s Check definitions for
Cumulative Effects Practitioner’s
accuracy and
Guide (February 1999):
relevance.

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

The Acronyms, Abbreviations, and
Definitions section at the beginning of the
main EA report has been reviewed and
revised.
Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 29,
2019.
The choice of terms to include in the
glossary is unclear. Some glossary terms are
generic, whereas others are specific to the
Ridge Landfill. There are also definitions
that include comments (e.g. definition for
Landfill Mining). There is inconsistency in
source referencing.

An assessment of the incremental
effects of an action on the
environment when the effects are
combined with those from other
past, existing and future actions.
Page 1 of 64

Acronyms, abbreviations and definitions have been
categorized to distinguish between generic, technical
and Ridge Landfill specific terms. Comments have
been removed from specific definitions and source
referencing has been made consistent to the extent
possible. Acronyms also added to bottom of tables,
were appropriate, to make it easier for reader.

Acronyms,
Abbreviations,
Definitions and
Glossary Sections

#

2

Reference to draft
EA

Executive Summary
Introduction

Comments & Rationale

The units for diameter in the
definitions for PM10 and TSP are
incorrect.
The acronyms list should be
separate from definitions.
Definitions for terms are usually
contained in a glossary.
The purpose of the introduction is to
provide basic facts about the Ridge
Landfill, present the proposed
increase in capacity, and describe
the overall EA process.
The Landfill Management and
Planning in Ontario Study
(September 2018) provides
estimates of various scenarios of
when landfill capacity in Ontario will
be reached. This document is not
yet available to the public.

3

Executive Summary
Overview of the EA
Process

The ministry provided comments on
the technical work plans. The
ministry does not approve work
plans.

Proposed
Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments

Revise the introduction
to provide basic facts
about the Ridge
Landfill, proposed
expansion and EA
process.

The Executive Summary has been revised to
include basic facts related to landfill
expansion.

Remove references and
information from the
Landfill Management
and Planning in Ontario
Study (September
2018).

Remove references to
the ministry approving
work plans throughout
the EA document.

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

Executive Summary Introduction

The requested information regarding
references and information from the Landfill
Management and Planning in Ontario Study
(September 2018) has been removed from
the EA.
Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 29,
2019.
When describing the preferred site
development, landfill gas management and
leachate management alternatives, provide
additional explanations as to why the
preferred alternative is advantageous from
a social, natural, economic and technical
perspective.

This information has been added to the section of the
executive summary titled “Executive Summary Description of the Preferred Alternative”.

The executive summary should mention the
criteria/ types of criteria used to assess
alternatives and impacts of the preferred
alternative.

A list of the types of criteria has been added to the
Executive Summary section of the executive summary titled “Executive
Consideration of
Summary - Consideration of Alternative Methods”.
Alternative Methods
The summary of net effects table in the impact
assessment section of the executive summary
provides the reader with an understanding of the type
of criteria used to assess the impacts of the preferred
alternative.
EA Document

The wording has been changed to reflect
that plans were finalized in consultation with
the Ministry.
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Executive Summary introduction

Table A added summarizing the advantages of the
preferred alternative.

Executive Summary,
Figure B

#

4

Reference to draft
EA

Executive Summary
Consideration of the
Alternative Methods

Comments & Rationale

Ontario’s EA process was not
described.
This section should provide a
summary of how alternative
methods were evaluated.

Proposed
Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments

Include a figure to show
the overall EA process.
Include a summary of
how alternative
methods were
evaluated.

A figure of the EA process has been added to
the Executive Summary, Section - Overview
of the EA Process.
A summary of how alternative methods
were evaluated was added to the Executive
Summary, Section - Consideration of the
Alternative Methods.

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 29,
2019.
On page xxix please note that the “do
nothing” alternative serves as a benchmark
for comparing effects and to highlight the
advantages and disadvantages of
proceeding with a particular alternative.

5

Executive Summary
Description of the
Preferred
Alternative

The proposed volumetric capacity
increase with and without final
cover should be stated here.
It is not possible at this time to say
that “the proposed design of the
engineered facilities for the
expansion of the Ridge Landfill is in
compliance with all applicable
Engineered Facility Guidelines and
Landfill Standards” as a conceptual
design is provided in the EA.
Approval for landfill expansion
design and operation will be
determined after an environmental
compliance approval (ECA)
amendment application for the
expansion is submitted to the
ministry for review.

State the proposed
volumetric capacity
increase with and
without final cover.
Remove statements
relating to compliance
with ministry
statements and
standards throughout
the EA and replace with
wording that reflects
that conceptual designs
were developed with
consideration of
regulatory
requirements contained
in Ontario Regulation

The descriptions of landfill expansions
Alternatives 2 and 3 landfill expansion
methods on page xxix should be
standalone. Currently they are described
relative to Alternative 1.
The proposed volumetric capacity increase
with and without final cover has been
added.
Wording has been revised, see Executive
Summary, Section - Description of the
Preferred Alternative.
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Requested word additions made and description of
alternatives revised.

Executive Summary Consideration of the
Alternative Methods

Executive Summary,
Consideration of the
Alternative Methods

Executive Summary Description of the
Preferred Alternative

#

Reference to draft
EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed
Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

232/98 (Landfilling
Sites).

6

7

Executive Summary
Impact Assessment
of the Preferred
Alternative

Executive Summary
Waste Diversion

It would be appropriate to include
key impact mitigation measures
proposed for each environmental
component in Table A: Summary of
Effects.
The ministry notes that the results
of the Stage 2 archaeological
assessment (along the southern
portion of the property) were not
ready at the time of publication of
the draft EA, so the potential effects
to archaeological resources have yet
to be confirmed. Therefore, it would
be premature to indicate that
effects to archaeology are not
significant (low impact and
infrequent) as noted in Table A:
Summary of Net Effects in the
Executive Summary.
This section should provide a
summary of the diversion options
considered, and the options Waste
Connections will be carrying forward
accompanied by a rationale.

Include impact
mitigation measures in
Table A: Summary of
Effects.
Verify conclusions once
supporting information
from assessment
reports and studies
have been obtained.

Impact mitigation measures have been
included in Executive Summary, Section Impact Assessment of the Preferred
Alternative.
Results for the Stage 2 Archaeological
Assessment have been updated with
completed Stage 2 results. See Executive
Summary, Section - Impact Assessment of
the Preferred Alternative.

Executive Summary Impact Assessment of
the Preferred
Alternative

Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 29,
2019.
Please include mitigation measures in Table
A (Summary of Net Effects). The assessment
of significance can be removed based on
previous discussion (see comment #47).

Describe the waste
diversion options
considered and the
options that will be
carried forward.

Table A (now Table B) has been changed as
requested.

Executive Summary,
Table B

The Waste Free Ontario legislation has been
referenced.

Executive Summary Waste Diversion

Waste diversion options considered and
options carried forward have been added to
Executive Summary, Section - Waste
Diversion.
Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 29,
2019.
Page 4 of 64

#

8

Reference to draft
EA

Executive Summary
Other Approvals

Comments & Rationale

This section should reference the
legislation, corresponding
regulations, by-laws etc. as well as
the bodies (e.g. ministries) from
which approval will be sought.

Proposed
Action/Solution

List the legislation,
corresponding
regulations, by-laws
etc. as well as the
bodies (e.g. ministries)
from which approval
will be sought.

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

Please reference the Waste Free Ontario
legislation.
Information regarding the legislation,
corresponding regulations, by-laws etc. as
well as the bodies (e.g. ministries) from
which approval will be sought has been
added, as applicable, to Executive Summary,
Section - Other Approvals.
Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 29,
2019.

9

10

1 Introduction
Section 1.1
Description of the
Project

1 Introduction
Section 1.2 Site
History and
Background

The first section of the EA usually
identifies the proponent. The
identification of the proponent is an
EA requirement. Please refer to
Section 4.3.4 of the Code of
Practice: Preparing and Reviewing
Environmental Assessments in
Ontario (January 2014).

Include a section on the
identification of the
proponent.
Rename Section 1.1.

Please note that a project is usually
defined after a preferred
undertaking has been selected and
is described in later chapters/section
of an EA report.
Figure 1-2: History of the Ridge
Correct the text in
Landfill should be corrected to say
Figure 1-2: History of
that an environmental screening
the Ridge Landfill.
process was completed in 2011 to
increase the annual approved fill
rate from 899,000 tonnes to 1.3
million tonnes. The text for 2018
should say “Waste Connections
initiates EA for the (second)
expansion of the Ridge Landfill”.

Please include the full names of legislation
(e.g. Environmental Protection Act, Ontario
Water Resources Act).
Section 1.1 has been renamed, which
identifies the Proponent.

The full names of the legislation have been included.

Executive Summary Other Approvals

Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 29,
2019.
Please include an overview of the company
and provide the contact for the purposes of
the EA in section 1.1 (The Proponent)

Company overview and contact has been added to
Section 1.1.

Section 1.1 (EA
Report)

Figure 1-2 (now Figure 1-3) has been revised
to include the 2011 screening process to
increase fill rate, and to reflect the
suggested wording for 2018.
Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 29,
2019.
Please revise section 1.2 (Purpose for the
Environmental Assessment) to explain the
purpose of the EA document. Please remove
Page 5 of 64

Section 1.2 has been revised to explain the purpose of
the EA document and requested section regarding

Section 1.2 (EA
Report)

#

Reference to draft
EA

11

1 Introduction
Section 1.3 Overview
of Current
Operations

12

1 Introduction
Section 1.5 Summary
of Need to Expand
the Ridge Landfill

13

2 Overview of the
EA Process
Section 2.1
Environmental
Assessment (EA)
Process

Comments & Rationale

The remaining capacity of the Ridge
Landfill in cubic metres can be
provided to give an indication of
landfill space remaining relative to
the approved capacity. This section
would benefit from a discussion of
existing service areas of the Ridge
Landfill, the types of waste
collected, and the haul route.
The ministry commented at the
terms of reference (ToR) stage that
the purpose and rationale for the
undertaking should focus on the
business opportunity for Waste
Connections to expand the Ridge
Landfill rather than the need for
additional landfill space in Ontario.

The Code of Practice: Preparing and
Reviewing Environmental
Assessments in Ontario (January
2014) defines EA as a study, which
assesses the potential
environmental effects (positive or
negative) of a proposal. The first

Proposed
Action/Solution

Provide the remaining
landfill capacity in cubic
metres, discuss existing
service areas, and
describe the types of
waste collected and the
operation of the haul
route.
Remove this section or
revise to describe the
business opportunity
for expanding the Ridge
Landfill.

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments
references to population growth and
provincial need for the proposed
undertaking.
Section 1.3 has been revised as suggested.

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

population growth and provincial need for the
proposed undertaking has been removed.
Section 1.3 (EA
Report)

Section 1.5 has been revised as suggested.
Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 29,
2019.
Please remove wording on page 6 in section
1.5 (Rationale for the Proposed
Undertaking) suggesting that allowing the
Ridge Landfill to continue operating will
ensure a new landfill is not required in the
region.

Ensure that the
description of Ontario’s
EA process is consistent
with the Code of
Practice: Preparing and
Reviewing
Environmental

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

On page 7, please remove the text “in
consultation with the MECP, the target was
reduced to “40% to 2050”, as this is not a
MECP target. Waste Connections selected
an estimate of 40% diversion by 2050 (29%
by 2031) in its analysis to illustrate the
business opportunity from 2021-2041 as it
was deemed a more realistic estimate than
the interim waste goals in the February
2017 Waste-Free Ontario Strategy.
Section 2.1 has been revised to include a
table outlining specific subsections of the EA
Act and how the EA was prepared.
Reference to EA being prepared in
accordance with the approved amended ToR
has been removed.
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The wording in Section 1.5 has been adjusted as
requested.

Section 1.5 (EA
Report)

Reference removed that MECP was consulted in
reducing the target to 40% in 2050.

Section 1.5 (EA
Report)

#

Reference to draft
EA

Comments & Rationale
sentence can be revised to be
consistent with the definition of EA
in the Code of Practice.
There needs to be a statement on
how the EA was prepared with
references to specific subsections of
the Environmental Assessment Act.
There should be a table showing
Environmental Assessment Act
requirements with references to
where the requirement is fulfilled in
the EA report.
The ministry assesses whether the
EA has been prepared in accordance
with the Environmental Assessment
Act and the approved ToR and
publishes a ministry Review of the
EA. Therefore, please remove the
sentence “This EA has been
prepared in accordance with the
Approved Amended Terms of
Reference (ToR)”.

Proposed
Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments

Assessments in Ontario
(January 2014).

Quantitative data from the appendices has
been added throughout the text of the main
EA Report to demonstrate a clear, logical
and traceable process.

Provide a description of
how the EA was
prepared with a
concordance table
outlining specific
subsections of the
Environmental
Assessment Act.

Remove statements
that the EA has been
prepared in accordance
with the approved
amended ToR.

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 29,
2019.
Explanation added.
Section 2.1 should mention that the EA was
prepared according to subsection 6(2) (c)
and 6.1(3) of the Environmental Assessment
Act, which allows a proponent to “focus”
the EA. Provide Waste Connections’
rationale for carrying out a focused EA.

Demonstrate that the
method for assessing
the preference of
alternative expansion
methods is clear, logical
and traceable.

The EA report states that to “show
relative differences, the alternatives
were qualitatively evaluated
through professional judgement and
ranked as one of the following:
‘preferred’, ‘less preferred’, ‘least
preferred’, and ‘equally preferred’.
The ministry previously commented
that proponents should use
quantitative scientific data to draw
conclusions whenever possible and
qualitative assessments are
encouraged where quantitative data
is not available. In addition, while
professional judgement may factor
into the assessment of effects; it is
Page 7 of 64

Section 2.1 (EA
Report)

#

Reference to draft
EA

14

2 Overview of the
EA Process
Section 2.3 Technical
Discipline Studies
Conducted

15

3 Description of the
Environment
Potentially Affected
Section 3.2.2
Archaeology and
Cultural Heritage

Comments & Rationale
not considered as an evaluation
method that produces an
assessment that is clear, logical and
traceable.
The EA must contain a list of studies
or reports done in connection with
the undertaking. Please refer to
Section 4.3.2 of Code of Practice:
Preparing and Reviewing
Environmental Assessments in
Ontario (January 2014). The full
names of reports in support of the
EA can be included in Table 2-1:
Technical Studies Completed. The
reports in Appendices E and F
should also be listed in this section.
Figures complement the description
of the environment potentially
affected. The registered
archaeological sites located within
one kilometre of the study and the
ones that are located on-site could
be identified in a figure.
Archaeological resources unearthed
and areas of archaeological
potential within the prescribed
study area need to be described in
detail in this section.
The Stage 2 archaeological
assessment dated June 17, 2019
prepared by Stantec in Appendix
D2B (Archaeological Impact
Assessment) recommends a Stage 3
archaeological assessment of
Location 1 (AbHm-27) near the
southwest woodlot to further
evaluate the site’s cultural heritage
value or interest. It is unclear if the

Proposed
Action/Solution

Add all reports and
studies done in
connection with the EA
to Table 2-1: Technical
Studies Completed.

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Table 2-1 (now Table 2-2) has been revised
to include all reports and studies done in
connection with the EA.

Section 2.2, Table 2-2
(EA Report)

Illustrate areas of
Figure 3-29 of archaeological sites requiring
archaeological potential stage 3 work, has been added to Section
in a figure.
3.2.12 and Location 1 was confirmed.
Provide a clear picture
of existing
archaeological and
cultural heritage
conditions based on the
results of Stage 1 and 2
Archaeological
Assessments.

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

Section 3.2.12, Figure
3-29 (EA Report)

Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 29,
2019.

Page 117 in section 3.2.12 (Cultural
Reference to southwest woodlot removed.
Environment – Archaeology) mentions that
Waste Connections commits to completing
all the required archaeological work prior to
the removal of the southwest woodlot and
the proposed construction of the landfill
Confirm the cultural
expansion. As Chapter 3 of the EA describes
heritage value of
the environment potentially affected,
Location 1 (AbHm-27)
reference to the southwest woodlot
near the southwest
removal would be more appropriate in later
woodlot as this woodlot sections in the EA discussing the potential
is proposed for
effects of the alternative expansion
removal.
methods and impact assessment of the
preferred undertaking.
If information on the cultural heritage value
for the sites of interest has been collected
as part of a Stage 3 Archaeological
Page 8 of 64

Available Stage 3 archeological information has been
added.

Section 3.2.12 (EA
Report)

Section 3.2.12 (EA
Report)

#

16

Reference to draft
EA

3 Description of the
Environment
Potentially Affected
Section 3.2.3.1 Air
Quality/Dust/Odour

Comments & Rationale
Stage 3 assessment will be
completed.
The EA report is intended to be a
standalone document that provides
readers with an understanding of
existing conditions, potential effects
of an undertaking, in addition to
measures to mitigate and monitor
the effects. Readers can be directed
to the appendices for detailed
technical information; however, the
key information should be
presented in the body of the EA
report.
This section needs to illustrate
background air quality and odour
conditions and show the modelled
baseline concentrations of indicator
compounds and odour units at
receptors.

Proposed
Action/Solution

Provide details of the
existing atmospheric
conditions with
information from
Appendix D3A
(Atmospheric Impact
Assessment).

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments
Assessment (AA), it should be included in
the EA report.
Requested information has been added to
Section 3.2.4.
Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 29,
2019.
Please provide additional explanation of
the cumulative air quality for the indicator
compounds shown in Table 3-14
(Atmospheric Existing Conditions Resulting
Cumulative Air Quality) in section 3.2.4.6
(Predicted Air Quality) and identify the
reference location of the worst-case
discrete receptor. It would also be helpful to
identify the nature of the receptors (e.g.
private residence, business) shown in Figure
3-18 (Environmental Effects Discrete
Receptors).
The discussion of haul route predicted air
quality in section 3.2.4.7 (Haul Route)
should identify the receptors where the
predicted maximum concentrations (shown
in Tables 3-16 and 3-17) would be
experienced.

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Text added to section 3.2.4.6.1 that indicates that
there will be considerable variability with the location
of maximum point-of-impingement (POI)
concentrations for the indicator compounds
modelled. The maximum POI is a function of: the
magnitude of emissions; the location and parameters
of emission sources; and the worst-case
meteorological conditions for the modelled averaging
period. As a result, worst-case POI locations occur at
many locations within the modelling domain.
During the existing conditions, worst-case POI
locations are typically at receptors located west,
southwest or northeast of the Site.
It should be noted that for the existing conditions and
the haul route, the worst-case POI for all indicator
compounds are below their applicable O.Reg.419
criteria and AAQC.
As discussed on Dec 6, 2019 conference call,
Information was presented in a format consistent
with the Lafleche Landfill EA. As for a figure showing
locations of worst case receptors there are many
contaminants of concern with different time
averaging periods, showing the worst case receptor
for each one and identifying them along with the
contaminant and averaging period they are worst
case for would be very confusing and misleading as
all receptors are within compliance limits. We believe
that the statements above will address the issue of
receptor location and have been added to the EA. The
same rationale applies to the haul route air analysis.
There are 2 businesses in the study area, both south
of the landfill on Charing Cross Road. They have been
identified on Figure 3-18, all other receptors are
residences.
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Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

Section 3.2.4.6.1 (EA
Report)

#
17

Reference to draft
EA
3 Description of the
Environment
Potentially Affected
Section 3.2.3.2
Climate Change

Comments & Rationale
Annual greenhouse gas emissions
from the operation of the existing
landfill (site emissions and haul
trucks) are not mentioned.
This section should also describe
climate normals as the baseline for
the assessment of the effects of
climate change on the undertaking.
It is acknowledged that climate
normals at the Chatham Water
Pollution Control Plant information
is presented in Section 3.2.10.1
(Regional Context), but it would be
more appropriate to include this
information in this climate change
section with a discussion of climate
trends. Section 6 of the Considering
Climate Change in the
Environmental Assessment Process
(2017) guide mentions that the
climate change consideration
section would be enhanced by the
inclusion of historical climate data
for the study area and
representation of data through
charts, graphs, and tables, to
facilitate the ability of reviewers to
identify trends. The guide provides
examples of the type of information
for inclusion in the “existing
environment” section of the EA.

18

3 Description of the
Environment
Potentially Affected
Section 3.2.5.3
Aquatic

Additional description of the aquatic
environment, habitat and species
can be provided in this section. The
section needs to be supplemented
with information on the aquatic
environment within the surface
water study area, such as a
description of aquatic habitat within

Proposed
Action/Solution
Provide information on
annual greenhouse gas
emissions from the
operation of the
existing landfill site as a
baseline. Describe
climate normals and
trends in this section.

Provide additional
description of the
existing aquatic
environment.

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

Requested information has been
extracted from Appendix D3B and added to
Section 3.2.
Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 29,
2019.
The headings for section 3.2.5.1 (Impact of
Project on Climate Change) and 3.2.5.2
Impact of Climate Change on the Project do
not seem to fit in Chapter 3 (Description of
the Environmental Potentially Affected)
which serves to describe existing conditions
rather than provide an assessment of
impacts. Please note that section 4.3
(Documentation Requirements) of the Code
of Practice: Preparing and Reviewing
Environmental Assessments in Ontario
(January 2014) mentions that the use of
jargon should be limited as the EA report
should be understandable for both the
expert and the lay reader. Therefore,
proponents need to summarize and explain
information from the technical appendices
in a way that is understandable to the lay
reader, rather than simply providing
extracts of technical appendices. All
acronyms, abbreviations and terms shown
in the EA report, in tables or figures need to
be explained or included in the list of
acronyms/abbreviations and glossary of
terms (AADT, ATR, HD percentage, IDF,
RCP8.5 scenario, EF1+ tornado etc.).
Additional description of aquatic
environment, habitat and species has been
added in Section 3.2.1.
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Section headings 3.2.5.1, 3.2.5.2 and 3.4.5.3 were
revised to reflect their content.

Sections 3.2.5.1,
3.2.5.2 and 3.2.5.3(EA
Report)

Atmospheric analysis is highly technical, clarifications
have been included where applicable to attempt to
simplify. Short forms and acronyms have been
included in the glossary at the front of the EA and also
added to tables, where practical, to assist the reader.

Section 3.2.1 (EA
Report)

#

19

20

Reference to draft
EA

3 Description of the
Environment
Potentially Affected
Section 3.2.8 Noise

3 Description of the
Environment
Potentially Affected
Section 3.2.9.5
Existing Noise,
Atmospheric and
Visual Characteristics

Comments & Rationale
the Duke and Howard Drains. There
should also be information on the
biology field surveys completed with
mention of specific aquatic species
observed.
Additional description of existing
noise levels at receptors from
landfill and haul route operations
relative to noise guidelines from
Appendix D8 (Landfill Site and Haul
Route Noise Impact Assessment) can
be provided in this section.

Existing noise and atmospheric
conditions from Appendix D8
(Landfill Site and Haul Route Noise
Impact Assessment) and Appendix
D3A (Atmospheric Impact
Assessment) should be summarized
in the body of the EA report.

Proposed
Action/Solution

Provide and illustrate
baseline noise
information at
receptors in this
section.

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

Existing noise levels at receptors have been
included in Section 3.2.9.
Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 29,
2019.
Page 102 of section 3.2.9.2 (Haul Route
Noise) mentions MECP’s Environmental
Noise Guideline (2013) and indicates that
peak-hour receptor sound levels range from
low 30s to high 60s dBA; however, does not
comment on the significance of these sound
levels nor identify the locations of the
receptors where there may be noticeable
increases in noise levels relative to ambient
noise levels.

Provide additional
information on existing
noise and odour
conditions in this
section by drawing
information from
technical studies
appended to the EA
report.

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

As discussed on Dec 6, 2019 conference call, text has
been added explaining significance of impact and
identifying general locations of receptors with highest
and lowest impact.

The labels and text in Figure 3-24 (Haul
Figure has been modified.
Route and Noise Receptor Plan) are too
small to read.
Noise and odour conditions have been
added to Section 3.2. Detailed odour
information is included with the atmospheric
existing conditions in Section 3.2.4.

Section 3.2.9.2 (EA
Report)

Section 3.2.1, Figure
3-24 (EA Report)

Section 3.2 (EA
Report)

Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 29,
2019.
Section 3.2.8 (Socio-Economic Environment
– Atmospheric) should describe baseline
odour emissions and include information
such as history of odour complaints, their
frequency and likely causes.
This section could be enhanced with a
discussion on the social aspects on nuisance
Page 11 of 64

Language revised in Section 3.2.8 to enhance
description of potential nuisance impacts from the
Ridge Landfill operations.

Section 3.2.8 (EA
Report)

New section (3.2.6.4) that summarizes public
complaints received at the landfill as discussed on Dec
6, 2019 conference call.

Section 3.2.6.4 (EA
Report)

#

21

22

Reference to draft
EA

3 Description of the
Environment
Potentially Affected
Section 3.2.10
Surface Water

3 Description of the
Environment
Potentially Affected
Section 3.2.11
Transportation

Comments & Rationale

The discussion of surface water
drainage within the surface water
study area and water quality would
benefit from the addition of a figure
showing the features discussed and
sampling locations.
Section 3.2.10.7 (Current Surface
Water Monitoring Program) and
Section 3.2.10.8 (Benthic
Community Inventory) mention that
other land uses in the watershed are
contributing substantially to the
elevated contaminant levels and
water quality conditions surround
the site. Additional discussion is
needed on the types of land use
impacts on water quality relative to
the indicators measured and the
relative contribution of the landfill
to contaminant levels.
The baseline surface water
environment is discussed in Section
3.2.10; however, it would make
more sense to have the surface
water section follow Section 3.2.5
(Biological) or Section 3.2.7
(Hydrogeological).
This section would benefit from the
addition of figures from traffic
analyses and data summaries of
existing traffic conditions (existing
level of service etc.).

Proposed
Action/Solution

Provide additional
information on existing
surface water quality
and quantity with data
and figures.
Move the surface water
environment
description section to
follow Section 3.2.5
(Biological) or Section
3.2.7 (Hydrogeological).

Provide details of
existing traffic
conditions from
Appendix D11
(Transportation Impact
Assessment).

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

impacts (air quality, odour, dust, and
blowing litter) within the 1km radius socioeconomic study area and haul route socioeconomic study area.
Requested information has been added to
Section 3.2.3 and the section moved.

Section 3.2.3 (EA
Report)

Requested information has been added to
Section 3.2.17.

Section 3.2.17 (EA
Report)

Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 29,
2019.
The text and labels in Figure 3-31
(Transportation – Existing Lane
Configurations) and Figure 3-33
Page 12 of 64

Figure 3-31 and Figure 3-33 have been revised.

#

Reference to draft
EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed
Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments
(Transportation – Existing (2019) Traffic
Volumes) are too small to read.

23

4 Consideration of
the Alternative
Methods
Section 4.1
Alternative Methods
for Site Development

Please specify in the EA if the 28.9
million cubic metres of disposal
capacity includes daily/final cover.

Specify the volumetric
capacity for the final
cover.

We have added the final cover volume and
the technical drawings of the Alternatives
into Section 4.

Detailed drawings in Appendix F2
(Alternative Methods Figures) for
each of the alternatives should be
included in the body of the report.
Profile drawings would be useful to
accompany plan drawings to
illustrate the potential height of
vertical expansion areas.

Include drawings from
Appendix F2 in this
section and provide a
cross-sectional profile
for each alternative site
development method.

The information that resided in the net
effects tables in attachments 2, 3 and 4 has
been integrated into the body of Section 4.
The addition of this text provides clear
reference to construction, operation and
post closure potential effects.

Criteria, indicator and data sources
in Attachment 1 (Alternative
Methods Evaluation Criteria) for
each environmental component
should be integrated into Section 4
rather than included as a separate
attachment.
The net effects analysis for the
alternative site development
methods in Attachment 2 (Site
Development Alternatives – Net
Effects Assessment) should be
presented in the body of the EA
report. The table should be
accompanied by a detailed
discussion of the potential effects
resulting from each alternative
method for each environmental
component.
The content in the columns for
design and baseline considerations/
assumptions, potential effects,
mitigation measures, and net effects
appear to be repeated in the net
effects assessment table

Incorporate information The following adjustments have been made
from Attachments 1
to reduce duplication and provide distinction
and 2 into the body of
between the alternatives where appropriate.
the main EA report.
● Surface water - There would be
different ponds for the three
Further consider the
alternatives and the text has been
construction and
revised to reflect this.
operational effects of
● Air Quality - There is no way to quantify
alternative site
the air quality impact associated with
development methods
landfill mining. Text has been added to
in the net effects
reflect that this activity could cause air
assessment.
quality impacts.
● Groundwater - Leachate from the
Complete the “Do
landfill would take approximately 3,000
Nothing” column in
years to reach the bedrock
Attachment 5
aquifer. Given this, there is no
(Alternative Methods
significant difference related to landfill
Comparative Evaluation
mining. Text explaining this has been
Tables).
added.
The do-nothing column has been completed
in the detailed comparative evaluation
tables which are now located in Attachment
1 (formerly Attachment 5).
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How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed
Section 3.2.16, Figure
3-31 and Figure 3-33
(EA Report)
Section 4 (EA Report)

#

Reference to draft
EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed
Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments

(Attachment 2). Below are some
examples of where information
appears to be duplicated:
● The key design considerations
and assumptions column under
potential impacts to surface
water quantity for Site
Development Alternatives 2
and 3 are the same as those for
Site Development Alternative 1.
● Potential effects to air quality
during construction and
operation are the same for all
three alternatives even though
there may be additional air
emissions associated with
Alternative 2 which involves
mining the Old Landfill.
● Potential impacts to
groundwater quality during
construction, operation and
post-closure are also reported
to be the same for all three
alternatives even though there
may be short-term impacts on
leachate generation and
groundwater quality. For
instance, landfill mining
operations may unearth and
expose different wastes in the
Old Landfill to precipitation
thereby potentially increasing
leachate volume and
concentrations of leachate
constituents.
In Attachment 5 (Alternative
Methods Comparative Evaluation
Tables), the “Do Nothing” column is
incomplete. The content of the “Do
Nothing” column would be a
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How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

#

Reference to draft
EA

24

4 Consideration of
the Alternative
Methods
Section 4.1.2.1
Natural Environment
- Biology

25

4 Consideration of
the Alternative
Methods
Section 4.1.2.2
Natural Environment
– Physical
(Groundwater
Potential Effects)

Comments & Rationale
description of the benchmark or
baseline conditions.
The environmental criteria in the
draft EA should address effects to
both biota and habitat. The ministry
provided examples in the comment
memo (August 2, 2018) on the draft
criteria for the evaluation of
alternative methods for how the
natural environment category could
be organized. The examples
provided for the biological
environment were:
● Terrestrial ecosystems
(example criterion: effects to
terrestrial wildlife and habitat)
● Aquatic ecosystems (example
criterion: effects to endangered
aquatic species and habitat)
In memos dated August 2, 2018
(draft criteria for the evaluation of
alternative methods) and January
18, 2019 (interim alternative
methods report), the ministry noted
that “qualitative assessment of
ability of alternative to meet
Reasonable Use Guideline” would
not be a measurable indicator of
groundwater quality. The criteria,
indicators and data sources should
be the same as those detailed in the
hydrogeology work plan. Landfill
footprint is still noted as the
indicator for potential impacts to
groundwater quantity, and extent of
natural setting protection as the
indicator for the effects of landfill
expansion on water supply wells. It
appears that these comments have
not been addressed in the draft EA.

Proposed
Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

Include the assessment
of potential effects to
terrestrial and aquatic
species in the
evaluation of
alternative methods.

The criteria and net effects discussion have
been revised to include both biota and
habitat, see Section 4.1.2.1 and Section
4.1.2.2.

Sections 4.1.2.1 and
4.1.2.2 (EA Report)

Revise indicators for
groundwater evaluation
criteria to be consistent
with those in the
hydrogeological work
plan.

The groundwater criteria have been revised
to match what was included in the work
plan, see Section 4.1.2.3.

Section 4.1.2.3 (EA
Report)

Provide additional
supporting information
and figures to illustrate
that there will be no
potential effects to
groundwater quality,
quantity and water
supply wells from each
alternative site
development method.
State the existing
contaminating lifespan
of the Ridge Landfill and
clarify the
contaminating lifespan

Additional text and a figure have been added
to demonstrate that there will be no
potential effects to groundwater quantity,
quality and water supply wells from the
three alternatives.
The contaminating lifespan of the existing
site has been added and the contaminating
lifespan for the three alternatives has been
clarified through modelling.
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#

Reference to draft
EA

Comments & Rationale
In the meeting of February 1, 2019,
the ministry requested additional
narrative to explain the differences
between alternatives and the
potential impacts. Additional
hydrogeological information would
help the reader understand whether
there would be potential effects on
groundwater aquifers and water
supply wells, and whether there
would be differences in impacts
between the alternatives.

26

4 Consideration of
the Alternative
Methods
Section 4.1.2.3
Natural Environment
– Physical (Surface
Water Potential
Effects)

The contaminating lifespan of the
existing Ridge Landfill is not
mentioned. This number would be
the baseline for comparison with
the contaminating lifespan
(leachate) of the three alternative
site development methods. The
draft EA notes that the
contaminating lifespan of
Alternative 1 was calculated to be
308 years; however, in Appendix D7
(Hydrogeological Impact
Assessment) it is noted that the
contaminant transport model
predicts that chloride
concentrations will be below the
allowable concentration of 188 mg/L
in 380 years.
This sub-section describes the water
quality monitoring program and
provides a high-level summary of
results. A more detailed discussion
of surface water effects that could
result from each alternative
expansion method is needed.

Proposed
Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments

for Alternative 1
(preferred site
development
method).

Provide additional
surface water quantity
and quality effects
information for each
alternative site
development method.

Information on the surface water
assessment of the three alternatives that
was previously included in Attachment 6 has
been integrated into the body of Section
4.1.2.4.
Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 29,
2019.
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How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

#

27

Reference to draft
EA

4 Consideration of
the Alternative
Methods
Section 4.1.2.4 Air
Quality

Comments & Rationale

The draft EA notes that further
information is provided in a
technical memo in Attachment 6.
The results from technical memos
should be integrated into the body
of the EA report.

Proposed
Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

There is limited information on the effects
of alternative expansion methods on water
temperature, quality, benthic environment,
and fish habitat on the Howard, Scott, Duke
and Lewis Drains in section 4.1.2.4 (Natural
Environment – Surface Water). Potential
surface water quality and quantity impacts
for the off-site study area were also not
discussed.

Additional information regarding potential water
quality effects for the on-site and off-site study areas
has been added to Section 4.1.2.4.

There are values in Table 4-5 (Summary of
HEC-HMS Model Results – Alternative 3)
that are higher than the baseline values in
Table 4-2 (Summary of HEC-HMS Model
Results – Baseline Condition); therefore, the
Alternative 1 conclusion that the hydrologic
analysis results confirm that peak flows will
remain at or below pre-expansion
conditions for all storm events (2 to 250
years) would not be applicable to all model
results for Alternative 3. It would be useful
to discuss the reasons for and significance
of the increases in post-expansion flow
rates and volumes modelled for the 2-year
and 25-year return periods for Alternative
3.
Incorporate information Information on the air quality assessment of
from the air quality
the three alternatives that was previously
technical memo in the
included in Attachment 6 has been
body of the EA report.
integrated into the body of Section 4.1.2.5.

Further discussion related to the results of the
hydrologic assessment is provided in Section 4.1.2.4.
Now noted in the EA document, the increase in the
post expansion peak flows for Alternative 3 only
applies to the 2 year storm event and the difference
in comparison with the pre expansion conditions is
nominal (approximately 1%). With respect to the
calculated runoff volumes for the Alternative 3 post
expansion, the reported increases are minimal (less
than 4%) and not likely to result in significant erosion
impacts to the receiving drainage system given the
drains are low gradient channels with low velocity
characteristics. (For the intent of this evaluation and
the limitations on the accuracy of the modelling,
there is no discernible difference in the alternatives).

As discussed on the Dec 6, 2019 conference call, the
air quality assessment of the different landfill
expansion alternatives used a simplified modelling
approach that was appropriate as a screening method
only. It would not be appropriate to use this screening
Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 29,
method to examine the effects at individual
2019.
receptors. The approach taken provided a
“Magnitude Level Definition” where a low, medium or
Section 4.1.2.5 (Natural Environment – Air
high impact was assigned based on the cumulative air
Quality) provides information on
quality impact for each indicator compound. The
background air quality and the cumulative
impact was based on the maximum point-ofair quality impact for each site development impingement concentration for each compound.
alternative. However, additional discussion This cumulative air quality impact for each indicator
is needed on the potential effects of each
compound was used to determine the significance of
potential impact for each alternative. In other words,
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Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed
Section 4.1.2.4 (EA
Report)

Section 4.1.2.5 (EA
Report)

#

Reference to draft
EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed
Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments
alternative method on receptors (e.g. What
is change relative to baseline conditions?).

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

the analysis identified if there would be a low,
medium or high impact for each indicator compound
from the landfill site for each of the three
alternatives. A detailed comparison of the preferred
alternative to the existing conditions and receptors is
provided in the Appendix D3A - Atmospheric IA
Report.
It is noted that the screening level model used for the
analysis can be conservative and may provide an over
prediction of impacts. This screening level model was
chosen to provide an approximate change in
magnitude of impacts off-site between the three
alternatives.

28

4 Consideration of
the Alternative
Methods
Section 4.1.2.5
Climate Change

Greenhouse gas emissions estimates
from the three alternative site
development methods are not
mentioned in this section.
The indicator for the criterion
“resilience of engineered systems” is
noted as “Qualitative assessment of
the resiliency of proposed
infrastructure”. A measurable
indicator is needed.

State the estimated
greenhouse gas
emissions for each of
the alternative site
development methods.

The discussion on the resiliency of
landfill systems should contain
information on how well each
alternative is able to adapt to
changes in climatic conditions based
on design and operational
differences.
The draft EA mentions that a climate
change risk assessment that was
completed for the EA; however,
information from this assessment or
the location of the assessment are
not referenced.

Discuss in greater detail
the climate resiliency of
the engineering
methods for each site
development method.

Select a measurable
indicator for assessing
the resilience of
engineered systems.

Provide information on
the mitigation
measures considered in
the assessment of net
effects for each site
development method
taken from the climate

Greenhouse gas emissions have been added
for each of the site development alternatives
in Section 4.1.2.6.

Section 4.1.2.6 (EA
Report)

A new indicator has been added to measure
the resilience of engineered systems and
additional detail on the climate resilience of
the engineering methods for each site
development as well as mitigation measures
has been added from the climate change risk
assessment located in Appendix D3B.

Appendix D3B

Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 29,
2019.
The “Overview of Climate Change
Considerations and Assumptions”
subsection of section 4.1.2.6 (Natural
Environment – Climate Change) on page
196 comments that given the replanting of
trees will be at a higher ratio, the potential
for climate change impacts from on-site
woodlot removal is not considered
significant. This assumption is not well
explained in the EA. Tree compensation
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Section 4.1.2.6.2 has been revised to provide further
information as to the impact the woodlots have on
the Landfill’s overall GHG emission profile.

Section 4.1.2.6.2 (EA
Report)

#

Reference to draft
EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed
Action/Solution
change risk
assessment.

29

4 Consideration of
the Alternative
Methods
4.1.2.6 Social
Environment

The results from the noise and
vibration analysis in Attachment 6
should be discussed in this section.
Odour levels at residences for each
alternative expansion method
compared to existing odour levels
need to be discussed in greater
detail in this section. The use of
figures and numerical results would
assist in the discussion.

Direct readers to where
the climate change risk
assessment can be
found.
Provide additional
information on the
noise, vibration and
odour levels that could
result from each site
development method
relative to baseline
conditions.

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

from a climate change standpoint considers
the future carbon-absorbing benefits
provided by both the removed trees and
newly planted trees. Also, depending on the
use of the trees removed, stored carbon
may be released back into the atmosphere.
Information on the noise assessment and
odour assessment of the three alternatives
that was previously included in Attachment 6
has been integrated into the body of Section
4.1.2.7.
Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 29, 2019.
Please provide additional information in
section 4.1.2.7 (Socio-Economic Environment
– Social) on how the potential noise impacts
(e.g. negligible, low, medium) in Table 4-11
(Potential for Noise Impact) were determined
as the table does not show numerical noise
levels. It is unclear what the potential noise
level changes would be at receptors relative
to baseline noise levels for each expansion
alternative.

Although the actual table does not show numerical
values, The EA indicates that negligible is < 1 dBA, low
is 1 to 6 dBA, medium is 7 - 11 dBA, etc. These ranges
reflect the accuracy of the screening level noise
assessment model that was used for the alternative
evaluation. The assessment was completed based on
the number of receptors in each level.
Text has been added to speak to the change in noise
level for receptors.

In the odour subsection of section 4.1.2.7
(page 207) it is noted that “it is expected that
the ambient odour would be characteristic of
a rural agricultural setting”. Please elaborate Additional text has been added to Section
on the ambient odour levels characteristic of 4.1.2.7.2.1.2 elaborating on the ambient odour levels
a rural agricultural setting. Are there odour
characteristic of a rural agricultural setting.
sources from agricultural operations within
the off-site agriculture and socio-economic
study areas? If so, there should be a
discussion of these sources.
Please provide additional information on how
the potential noise impacts (e.g. low and
We assume the reviewer is referring to odour
medium) in Table 4-12 (Potential for Odour
impacts. Table 4-12 has been revised to include
Impact) were determined as the table does
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Section 4.1.2.7.2.1
(EA Report)

Section 4.1.2.7.2.2
(EA Report)

Section 4.1.2.7.2,
Table 4-12 (EA
Report)

#

Reference to draft
EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed
Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments
not show the numerical results of the
screening level model output for the three
alternatives.
The indicator “number of businesses in the
Study Area and their distance from the fill
area” in the table of economic criteria and
indicators on page 215 does not appear to
address potential economic impacts to
businesses during construction and operation.
The discussion of construction and operation
effects from landfill expansion alternatives on
businesses in section 4.1.2.8 (Socio-Economic
Environment – Economic) still focuses on
disruption from noise, litter and odour rather
than economic impacts. One would expect
that economic impacts such as loss of revenue
for farm operators who plant soybean, corn
and winter wheat, or the apple orchard on the
Ridge Landfill property would be quantified
and mitigated. The discussion of traffic effects
on businesses during construction could
include impacts to property access.
Figures showing the locations of the
businesses would benefit the discussion of
impacts.

30

4 Consideration of
the Alternative
Methods
4.1.2.8 Cultural
Environment

Information from Stage 1 and Stage
2 archaeological assessments should
be referenced to discuss the
potential effects to archaeological
resources from each alternative
expansion method.
The draft EA states that “any
archaeological resources (if
identified) will be removed prior to
the construction of any expansion.
As such no archaeological impact is

Provide additional
information to illustrate
the potential for each
site development
method to impact
archaeological and
cultural heritage
resources.
Provide additional
supporting information
on mitigation measures

References to maps included in Section 3
have been added to provide clarity on the
location of features.
Additional information on mitigation and net
effects on archaeological or cultural heritage
resources has been added to Section 4.1.2.9.
Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 29,
2019.
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How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

numerical results of the screening level odour model
output.

The following revisions have been made to the EA:
Loss of revenue for on-site tenant farm businesses has
been added as an indicator
● Approximate revenue related to agriculture has
been included for each alternative.
● A sentence has been added to note that there
will be no access related impacts to businesses
along the haul route related to construction as
the additional vehicle traffic will be minimal.

Figure 3-21 shows the residences, businesses and
institutions in the study area and along the haul
route. This figure has been referenced in Section
4.1.2.8.

Section 4.1.2.8 (EA
Report)

Section 4.1.2.8 (EA
Report)

Section 4.1.2.9 (EA
Report)

#

Reference to draft
EA

Comments & Rationale
anticipated”. If archaeological
resources are encountered and
require removal, this may be
considered an impact to
archeological resources.

Proposed
Action/Solution
and net effects from
the removal of built
heritage and cultural
landscapes.

Results of the Heritage Impact
Assessment (Appendix D2A) should
be summarized in this section to
support the conclusion of no
anticipated impact for all
alternatives resulting from the
removal of residences, barns and
farmscape along Allison Line.
The Ministry of Tourism, Culture and
Sport may have further comments
on the archaeology and cultural
heritage baseline information and
assessments.

31

4 Consideration of
the Alternative
Methods
4.1.3 Comparative
Evaluation of Site
Development
Alternatives

In Table 4-1: Overview of
Comparative Evaluation Rating –
Site Development, the “Do Nothing”
column should describe the baseline
conditions used for comparing
alternative methods. A net effects
assessment for “Do Nothing” is not
necessary. Each alternative method
column should describe the effects
specific to the alternative.

Revise the “Do
Nothing” column to
describe baseline
conditions.
Revise the content in
the columns for
Alternatives 1 to 3 to
discuss the effects
specific to the
alternative method
under consideration.

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments
Section 4.1.2.9 (Cultural Environment –
Cultural Heritage and Archaeological)
mentions that a Stage 3 AA will be
completed as mitigation for impacts to
archaeological resources for each
alternative expansion method. A Stage 3 AA
involves determining the size of the
archaeological site and evaluating its
cultural heritage value or interest and may
recommend mitigation strategies (which
are done in Stage 4 AAs if necessary). As
Stage 3 AA work is currently being
conducted to determine the size and value
of Location 1 (AbHm-27), Location 3 (AbHm29) and Location 4 (AbHm-30) at the
southwest portion of the landfill site
property, the extent of impacts and
mitigation measures for these sites have
not yet been documented in the EA report.
Please include available information from
the Stage 3 AA in the EA report, describe
mitigation measures, and confirm if there
have been discussions with the Ministry of
Heritage, Sport, Tourism and Culture
Industries and Indigenous communities with
respect to the archaeological findings.
The text in Table 4-1 (now Table 4-12) has
been revised to provide clarity on the
potential effect that each alternative could
have on the environment. The “Do Nothing”
column has been revised to describe the
baseline.

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA
All 3 areas requiring stage 3 AA’s are impacted by all 3
alternatives. Locations 1 and 4 have recently been
cleared. Location 3 will be completed in the spring of
2020 when weather and ground conditions permit.
No further mitigation is required for Locations 1 and
4. Documentation has been submitted to the
Ministry of Heritage, Sport, Tourism and Culture
Industries. Indigenous communities have been
notified of all fieldwork and when available have
attended on-site. They have been provided with
reports previously completed and will be provided
with the documentation for this latest work.
Available information has been included in the EA in
Section 3.2.13 and in Appendix D2B.

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed
Section 3.2.13 (EA
Report), Appendix
D2B

Table 4-12 (EA
Report)

Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 29,
2019.
Please explain or provide a legend for the
colour coding in Table 4-13 (Overview of
Comparative Evaluation Rating – Site
Development).
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A colour legend has been provided on the
comparative evaluation tables.

Table 4-13 (EA
Report)

#

32

Reference to draft
EA

4 Consideration of
the Alternative
Methods (Landfill
Gas)
4.2.3 Potential Net
Effects of Landfill
Gas Management
Alternatives

Comments & Rationale

Additional quantitative information
would strengthen the evaluation of
landfill gas management
alternatives. For example, number
figures for energy needs and costs
(capital, operations and
maintenance and/or lifecycle costs)
would be useful for evaluating
economic viability.

Proposed
Action/Solution

Supplement the
evaluation of landfill
gas management
alternatives with
quantitative
information.

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments
For some environmental criteria in Table 413, there appears to be some inconsistency
with the preference ranking and level of
effect. For example, the description of
natural environment (atmospheric) effects
are the same for each landfill expansion
alternative yet Alternative 2 is ranked as
less preferred. For the social environment
ranking, Alternative 3 may result in noise
level increases to thirteen receptors as
opposed to seven for Alternatives 1 and 2;
however, Alternative 2 is less preferred
overall. For the economic environment,
Alternative 3 will remove 83 ha of
agricultural lands but it is still preferable to
Alternative 2 which will remove 54 ha of
agricultural lands. It may be helpful to rank
each alternative according to each
environmental criterion as opposed to
grouping by criteria category.
Specific projects for RNG and electricity are
not available; however, hypothetical
scenarios have been developed to be able to
provide quantitative information for the
evaluation.

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

Table 4-13 is meant to be reflective of the overall
preference at a criteria group level and a high level
reflection of the more detailed tables included as an
attachment where there is a detailed ranking by
criteria/indicator. Additional discussion/rationale has
been added with respect to specific indicators to
make it clearer to the reader.

Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 29,
2019.
Please identify the information sources used
in section 4.2.4.1 (Natural Environment –
Physical – Atmospheric and Climate
Change) to determine the potential air
quality impacts of each landfill gas
management alternative. Additional
supporting information would be valuable
in the discussion of potential effects to
support conclusions that there will be
minimal to no impacts, or no significant net
effects.
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References have been added to 4.2.4.1 (now 4.2.5.1
Natural Environment-Physical-Atmospheric and
Climate Change) for how GHG emissions estimates
have been calculated for each management
alternative. Information consolidated in one section
and additional information added as requested.

Section 4.2.5.1 (EA
Report)

#

Reference to draft
EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed
Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments
It is MECP’s understanding that Waste
Connections of Canada has a RNG in facility
Terrebonne, Québec (Lachenaie Gas Plant)
from which quantitative information for
evaluation could be drawn. There are also
existing Ontario waste facilities that use
combustion engines to produce electricity to
feed into the power supply grid.
In the subsection “Landfill Gas Alternatives
Conclusion” (page 266) of section 4.2.5
(Comparative Evaluation of Landfill Gas
Management Alternatives), it is noted that
“flaring of the LFG destroys GHG emissions,
is readily implementable and is a reliable
and proven technology and is a component
of all three alternatives”. Please clarify that
flaring converts the methane in landfill gas,
which has a higher global warming
potential than carbon dioxide, but still
results in CO2 emissions.

33

4 Consideration of
the Alternative
Methods (Landfill
Gas)
4.2.3.1 Natural
Environment –
Physical –
Atmospheric and
Climate Change

The indicator for effects on
greenhouse gas emissions for the
evaluation of landfill gas
management options is noted as
“Qualitative assessment of the
potential for GHG emissions
reduction as a result of LFG
alternatives”. A more appropriate
indicator in this case would be the
change in methane emissions.
Measurable indicators and
quantitative analysis should be used
to assess the potential effects of
each landfill gas management
alternative. Without greenhouse gas
emission quantities, it is difficult to

Use quantitative
information and
measurable indicators
in the evaluation of
landfill gas alternatives.

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

As discussed on the Dec 6, 2019 conference call, site
specific, quantitative analysis for beneficial use of
landfill gas was derived from the US EPA, landfill gas
modelling software that was calibrated for the
expansion conditions of the Ridge Landfill and
financial conditions in Ontario. This software is based
on actual data from gas recovery systems from many
landfills across the US. We believe this to be a better
representation of site specific conditions than using
single stand-alone examples that may not be relevant
to conditions at the Ridge Landfill or the province.
The Waste Connections’ Lachenaie Landfill gas system
information is proprietary and not available to be
published. It should also be noted that financial
incentives are different in Quebec than Ontario for
this type of utilization. We believe the use of this
recognized and proven software provides the best
quantitative information for the evaluation.
The statement regarding the conversion of methane
to CO2 is correct and the efficiency of conversion of
methane to CO2 is approximately the same for all
three alternatives (Section 4.2.5 is now 4.2.6). Text
added to EA.

The indicators for the evaluation of landfill
gas alternatives have been revised to reflect
measurable indicators and quantitative
analysis. It should be noted that the
degradation of waste comprises the vast
majority of GHG from the site. As the waste
volumes are identical for all alternatives the
overall GHG emissions are similar.

Section 4.2.6 (EA
Report)

Section 4.2.5 (EA
Report)

Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 29,
2019.
The rationale for considering the climate
change criterion “potential for reduction of
GHG emissions during construction and
operation” in the table of criteria and
indicators in section 4.2.4.1 (now Section
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Text has been revised with respect to discussion on
the displacement of the use of non-renewable fuels
and further offsetting of GHGs.

Section 4.2.5.1 (EA
Report)

#

Reference to draft
EA

Comments & Rationale
support the rationale that all
alternatives will result in similar
greenhouse gas emissions
reduction.

Proposed
Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

4.2.5.1 Natural Environment – Physical –
Atmospheric and Climate Change) mentions
that landfill gas collection and the use of
landfill gas can displace the use of
conventional fuels, further offsetting GHGs.
However, the discussion of GHG emissions
reduction potential for the landfill gas
alternatives appears to focus on the energy
efficiency of equipment in converting
landfill gas methane to CO2.
In section 4.1.2.6 (Natural Environment –
Climate Change) it is noted that the
continued operation of the Ridge Landfill is
estimated to result in an additional 762,000
tonnes of CO2e/year as mentioned of the
EA, which is significantly more than current
operations of 391,000 CO2e/year. Over 20
years, this would amount to approximately
15.2 million tonnes of CO2e. Therefore, it
would be useful to discuss the potential for
GHG reduction in terms of the
environmental benefit of each landfill gas
management alternative.
During the teleconference call of September
13, 2019 between MECP, Waste
Connections and Dillon, and in a follow-up
email dated September 24, 2019, MECP
suggested quantifying the potential GHG
emissions that could avoided if natural gas
within a typical household were replaced
with RNG from landfill. It does not appear
that this suggestion was considered.
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The GHG emissions at the Ridge Landfill are estimated
to peak at 762,000 tonnes of CO2e/year (in 2042)
increasing from the current level over the expansion
period. The potential for direct GHG reduction
potential is approximately the same for the 3
alternatives. All 3 alternatives convert landfill gas to
CO2 very efficiently. Two of the alternatives have
potential to offer indirect GHG emission reduction
through the offset of the use of other non-renewable
fuels. This discussion has been added throughout
evaluation.
RNG use within a typical household was discussed as
an option on the September 13, 2019 call.
Subsequent to the call, the use of the U.S. EPA RNG
modelling software was assessed to provide actual
quantitative data on the financial and environmental
benefits of using RNG throughout the natural gas
distribution system. It also allowed a direct
comparison with the benefits of electricity
generation. As discussed on the Dec 6, 2019
conference call, a qualitative analysis for RNG would
have been the result of using a “typical house” as the
basis for the assessment because of the large number
of assumptions that would have been needed and the
variability of gas utilization in households. The use of
a “typical house” approach would also have excluded
commercial, institutional and industrial gas usage
from the analysis. It also would not have been

Section 4.2.5.1.3 (EA
Report)

#

Reference to draft
EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed
Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

directly comparable to electricity generation benefits
that the US EPA model allowed.
34

35

36

4 Consideration of
the Alternative
Methods (Landfill
Gas)
4.2.3.2 Social
Environment

4 Consideration of
the Alternative
Methods (Landfill
Gas)
4.2.4 Comparative
Evaluation of Landfill
Gas Management
Alternatives
4 Consideration of
the Alternative
Methods (Leachate
Management)
4.3.3 Potential Net
Effects of Leachate
Treatment
Alternatives

Noise and odour effects are
considered in both the social
environment and economic criteria
categories.

In Table 4-2: Comparative Evaluation
Overall Ranking of Landfill Gas
Alternatives, the “Do Nothing”
column should describe the baseline
conditions used as a benchmark for
comparing landfill gas management
alternatives rather than describe the
potential effects of “Do Nothing”.
Information in Attachment 4
(Leachate Treatment Alternatives Net Effects Assessment) should be
incorporated into Section 4.3
(Alternative Methods of Leachate
Treatment). The provision of
quantitative information (e.g. capital
and operation & management costs,

Select a different
indicator to assess the
economic impacts of
landfill gas
management
alternatives on
businesses.

Revise the “Do
Nothing” column to
describe baseline
landfill gas
management
conditions.

Move the net effects
assessment analysis to
the body of the EA
report.
Provide quantitative
information to support
the evaluation of

A new indicator has been included for
economics to address the potential for
impact on business activity, see Section
4.2.2.

Section 4.2.2 (EA
Report)

Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 29,
2019.
Please provide additional information on
the identification of air quality impacts, and
noise and odour generation from all three
alternatives (flaring, RNG facility, and
electricity generation) in section 4.2.4.1
(Natural Environment – Physical –
Atmospheric and Climate Change) and in
section 4.2.4.2 (Socio-economic
Environment – Social).

Additional text for air quality and odour added to
Sections 4.2.5.1.3.1.1, 4.2.5.1.3.2.1., 4.2.5.1.3.3.1
regarding air quality.

Sections 4.2.5.1.3.1.1,
4.2.5.1.3.2.1., and
4.2.5.1.3.3.1 (EA
Report)

An air quality section has been included for each
alternative in Section 4.2.5.1.3.

Section 4.2.5.1.3 (EA
Report)

Please provide the construction and
operating costs of the flaring system for the
expanded landfill for comparison with other
landfill gas alternatives in section 4.2.4.3
(Socio-Economic Environment – Economic).
The “Do Nothing” column in Table 4-2 (now
Table 4-13) has been revised to describe the
baseline.

The costs of the flaring system have been added.

Section 4.2.5.1.3 (EA
Report)

The information that resided in the net
effects tables in Attachments 2, 3 and 4 has
been integrated into the body of Section 4.
Quantitative information has been added to
support the evaluation of leachate
treatment alternatives.
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Section 4.1, Table 413 (EA Report)

Section 4 (EA Report)

#

Reference to draft
EA

Comments & Rationale

Attachment 4
(Leachate Treatment
Alternatives - Net
Effects Assessment)

expected leachate/effluent quality)
would help support the conclusions
in the evaluation of leachate
treatment alternatives.
In the net effects table for leachate
treatment alternative 3 (On-site Full
Treatment Prior to Discharge to
Surface Water), it is noted that there
will be no noise once the landfill is
closed under the criterion “potential
for noise/vibration impacts on
residents during construction and
operation”. This statement related
the landfill closure stage does not
appear to be consistent with the
criterion and it is unclear whether
the leachate treatment facility will
cease to operate after landfill
closure (application of final cover)
since leachate will continue to be
generated as excess liquids in the
waste mass migrate to the leachate
collection system and moisture is
released during the waste
degradation process.

Proposed
Action/Solution
leachate treatment
alternatives and verify
net effects conclusions.

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

Clarification has been added that the
leachate treatment facility will remain
operational after landfill closure.
Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 29,
2019.
MECP’s January 18, 2019 memo noted that
“potential for leachate spill or leakage of
leachate” was repeated as an indicator to
assess the potential effects of each leachate
alternative on aquatic systems,
groundwater and surface water quantity
and quality, and suggested that indicators
be refined. In the revised draft EA, the
indicator has been changed to “volume of
leachate stored and/or treated on-site at
any one given time”; however, the
discussion of potential effects to the aquatic
(section 4.3.3.1), and groundwater and
surface water environments (section
4.3.3.2) still focuses on the risk of on-site
spills and leakage.
On page 283 in the “Overview of
Groundwater and Surface Water
Considerations and Assumptions”
subsection of section 4.3.3.2 (Natural
Environment – Groundwater and Surface
Water), it is noted that “None of the
alternatives involve construction that would
result in spills or leakage that would impact
groundwater”. As it is assumed that there
will be no spills or leakage during
construction, and the release of untreated
leachate from on-site tanks during
operation would be in contravention of the
Environmental Protection Act, it would be
useful to select indicators for assessing
specific impacts to aquatic, groundwater
and surface water. It would be difficult to
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The indicators for aquatic, groundwater and surface
water have been reviewed and revised where
appropriate. The text on considerations and
assumptions, potential effects, mitigation and net
effects has also been reviewed and revised to reflect
the revised indicators.

For leachate treatment the only off-site infrastructure
is an existing forcemain that is owned and operated
by the Municipality as part of their wider area sewage
collection system. The memo “Ridge Landfill Off-site
Leachate Infrastructure” found in

Sections 4.3.3.1 and
4.3.3.2 (EA Report)

Appendix D6 – Design
and Operations
Report

#

Reference to draft
EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed
Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

identify the potential construction and
operation effects of each leachate
management alternative without concrete
indicators.

Appendix D6 – Design and Operations Report
identifies that the infrastructure is in good repair and
has sufficient capacity to convey the potential volume
of leachate to be collected at the landfill. There are
no off-site construction or operation impacts to
aquatic, groundwater or surface water from the
pumping of leachate through the forcemain.

In MECP’s August 2, 2018 memo on the
draft criteria for the evaluation of
alternative methods, it was mentioned that
for “each alternative landfill gas and
leachate treatment method, there is
associated infrastructure for conveying gas
or leachate to an off-site location. The
effects of constructing or operating this
conveyance infrastructure also need to be
evaluated.” The revised draft EA does not
appear to discuss the potential off-site
impacts of each leachate alternative.

For landfill gas, although there is the potential that
off-site RNG or electricity generating plants could be
constructed, no sites have been identified and no offsite conveyance infrastructure planned. The distance
from the landfill and potential conveyance routes are
unknown. Any assumptions for landfill gas or
electricity conveyance would be highly speculative
other than to indicate that it would be within an
existing road right of way (ROW) where possible. The
siting and approval for any off-site infrastructure are
beyond the scope of this EA. As discussed on the
December 6, 2019 conference call, text has been
added to the EA that indicates that any off-site
conveyance infrastructure would be assumed to be
located within an existing ROW and the impacts
assessed qualitatively.

Section 4.2.3 (EA
Report)

New Figure 4-15 added showing location of potential
leachate management and treatment areas.

Section 4.3.3, Figure
4-15 (EA Report)

Text added stating impacts would be minimal as it
would be 1 to 2 trucks passing per hour and that it is
unlikely to occur as it has not happened once since
the forcemain began operation.. Also added that

Section 4.3.2 (EA
Report)

In addition to process flow diagrams in
section 4.3.2 (Description of Leachate
Treatment Alternatives), it would be useful
to include figures showing where leachate
storage, pumping, treatment facilities
would be located on-site for each
alternative.
Follow-up Comment Received Dec. 6, 2019.
Additional off-site impacts to consider:
effects of 14 tanker truck trips/day to the
Chatham WWTP (what would the route be
to Chatham WWTP and associated
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#

37

Reference to draft
EA

5 Description of the
Preferred
Alternative
5.1 Proposed
Engineering Design
of Preferred
Alternative

Comments & Rationale

The southeast woodlot in Figure 5-1
(Proposed Landfill Expansion –
Preferred Alternative) appears to
have different dimensions than as
shown in Figure 3-4 (Significant
Natural Features) and Figure 3-10
(Visibility Analysis Existing
Conditions).

Proposed
Action/Solution

Confirm the limits of
the southeast woodlot
and make them
consistent in all figures.

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

effects?), can provide comment on the
likelihood/frequency of occurrence.

trucks would adhere to designated truck routes and
provided a route to the Chatham plant.

Additional off-site impacts to consider (at a
conceptual level): construction and
operation of landfill gas pipeline to power
plant/RNG facility, potential effects
associated with power plant/RNG facility
and connection to transmission
infrastructure.
The narrow area shown on Figure 3-4 (now
Figure 3-2) north of the southeast woodlot is
significant habitat, however it is not part of
the southeast woodlot as defined in the
Chatham Kent Official Plan and zoning bylaw
mapping. The underlying green tone on the
area has been removed from Figure 3-4
(now Figure 3-2) in order to show the extent
of the southeast woodlot consistent with
municipal records on all figures.

Text added to evaluations indicating off-site
conveyance infrastructure likely located with
established Rights of Way and qualitative assessment
of impacts included.

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed
Sections 4.3.1 and
4.3.3.4.3.1
Through-out Section
4.2.5

Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 29,
2019.

38

5 Description of the
Preferred
Alternative
5.2 Waste Quantities
and Characteristics

39

5 Description of the
Preferred
Alternative
Section 5.8
Compliance with
Engineered Facilities

Section 5.2 Waste Quantities and
Characteristics would benefit from a
description or breakdown of the
types of waste received and its
characteristics. This information
could also be included in Section 1.3
(Overview of Current Operations).
It is not possible to say that the
“proposed design of the engineered
facilities of the expansion of the
Ridge Landfill is in compliance with
all the Engineered Facility Guideline
and Landfill Standards” as site
compliance is assessed against the

Include information on
the types and the
characteristics of waste
received at the Ridge
Landfill.

See comment #5.

Please also include landfill gas and leachate
management areas in Figure 5-1 (Proposed
Landfill Expansion – Preferred Alternative).
Information has been included in Section
5.2.

The wording has been revised, see Section
5.8.
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Label was added for Leachate Management Area,
Landfill Gas Management area was identified on
Figure 5-1.

Figure 5-1 (EA
Report)
Section 5.2 (EA
Report)

Section 5.8 (EA
Report)

#

Reference to draft
EA
Guideline and
Landfill Standards

40

5 Description of the
Preferred
Alternative
Section 5.9 Climate
Change
Considerations
Appendix C –
Commitments Table,
Commitment #40

41

5 Description of the
Preferred
Alternative
Section 5.13
Monitoring and
Reporting
5 Description of the
Preferred
Alternative
Section 5.14 (Site
Closure) and 5.15
(Post-Closure)

42

43

5 Description of the
Preferred
Alternative
Section 5.16
(Confirmation of
Preferred
Alternative)

Comments & Rationale
ECA for the expanded site which has
not yet been issued. It can be said
rather, that the proposed
conceptual design for the landfill
expansion was developed using
applicable guidelines and standards.
The approved amended ToR states
the requirement that “facility design
will also consider potential extreme
weather effects on landfill
infrastructure components and the
goals to reduce phosphorus loading
to Lake Erie as set forth in the
Canada-Ontario Lake Erie Action
Plan.” A discussion on phosphorus
and water quality with respect to
landfill expansion and the Lake Erie
Action Plan does not appear to be in
the draft EA.
There is limited monitoring and
reporting information in this section.
It may be more appropriate to
discuss all monitoring activities in
Section 7 (Monitoring, Reporting
and Commitments).
These sections provide an outline of
closure and post-closure plans and
programs rather than an overview of
the activities that will be carried out
and closure design concepts. Closure
and post-closure monitoring
commitments can be described in
Section 7 (Monitoring, Reporting
and Commitments).
The purpose of comparing the
preferred undertaking/project to
the “Do Nothing” alternative is to
highlight the advantages and
disadvantages of proceeding with
the project, rather than to confirm a
preferred alternative.

Proposed
Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

Include a discussion of
considerations to
reduce phosphorus
loadings from landfilling
activities in the EA.

Discussion has been added to Section 5.9
indicating that Ridge Landfill is not a
significant contributor of phosphorus
loadings and that there are management
practices in place to address this issue.

Section 5.9 (EA
Report)

Remove this section or
supplement with
specific monitoring and
reporting information.

Information was moved to Section 7.
Maintained heading in Section 5 for
completeness.

Section 7 (EA Report)

Provide a description of
the preliminary design
concept for the closure
of the expanded Ridge
Landfill and the
activities that will be
carried out.

A description of the preliminary conceptual
closure plan has been added to Section 5.16.

Section 5.16 (EA
Report)

Identify the advantages
and disadvantages of
expanding the Ridge
Landfill by comparing
the preferred
undertaking to the “Do
Nothing” scenario

Advantages and disadvantages and tradeoffs identified between preferred alternative
and “do nothing” alternative are listed in
Section 5.17.
Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 29,
2019.
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#

Reference to draft
EA

Comments & Rationale

Table 5-1: Preferred Alternative
Compared to the “Do Nothing”
Alternative, does not clearly identify
the advantages/disadvantages
(trade-offs) for carrying out the
proposed expansion.

Proposed
Action/Solution
which is the operation
of the existing Ridge
Landfill until 2021
followed by landfill
closure.

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments
There appears to be discrepancies in the
level of potential of environmental effects
noted in section 5.17 (Comparison of the
Preferred Alternative to the “Do Nothing”
Alternative) and Table 5-2. Page 333
comments that “As is demonstrated in
Table 5-2 (Preferred Alternative Compare to
the “Do Nothing” Alternative), the potential
impacts associated with the preliminary
preferred site development alternative are
generally minimal relative to the “do
nothing” alternative and can for the most
part be eliminated through mitigation.”
Below are some examples from Table 5-2 in
the natural environment category where
the level of potential effects appears to be
understated:
● Biological (Terrestrial & Aquatic)
describes a short-term loss of
woodlot and eastern meadowlark
habitat; however, the time frame
has not been specified.
● Physical (Atmospheric) mentions
that landfill gas flaring will continue
for about 20 years longer; however,
it is not mentioned that landfill gas
will continue to be produced (albeit
in lower quantities) after landfill
closure in 2041 which will require
management.
● Physical (Climate) states that
greenhouse gas emissions will
increase over the expansion period
but the quantity is not mentioned.
As the expansion progresses over its
20-year life, the emissions are
estimated to peak at about 762,000
tonnes CO2e/year in 2042 compared
the existing 391,000 tonnes
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How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

Text added to EA to describe timeframe over which
loss and mitigation will occur.

Section 5.17 (EA
Report)

The contaminating lifespan of the landfill for landfill
gas to be collected to prevent its release to the
atmosphere is about 50 years. If the landfill closes in
2021 then the gas will require management until
about 2070. If the landfill closes in 2041 then the gas
will require management to about 2090. This has
been added to the EA.

Section 5.17, Table 52 (EA Report)

Peak emissions quantities and relative impact added
to Table 5-2.

Section 5.17, Table 52 (EA Report)

Remainder of table reviewed and revised where
needed.

#

44

Reference to draft
EA

6 Impact
Assessment of the
Preferred
Alternative

Comments & Rationale

Data sources and studies used in the
impact assessment (and outlined in
Attachment 7 - Impact Assessment
Criteria) should be listed in the main
EA report. Quantitative/numerical
results from technical studies in the
appendices should be integrated
into this section.

Proposed
Action/Solution

Move the information
in Attachment 7 to the
body of the EA report.

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

CO2e/year which appears to be a
significant increase.
The Impact Assessment criteria, indicators,
data sources and rationale have been moved
into the main body of the EA. Data from
technical appendices has been incorporated
into the EA including mitigation measures.

Incorporate the data
and results from the
impact assessment
Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 29,
reports (appendices) for 2019.
all disciplines.
The impact assessment of the
Please summarize and explain information
preferred undertaking is the most
extracted from the technical appendices in
detailed assessment in an EA and
Section 6.4.1.7 (Predicted Air Quality) so
should illustrate site-specific impacts
that understandable to the lay reader. All
and mitigation measures.
acronyms and abbreviations shown in the
EA report need to be included in the list of
acronyms and abbreviations (e.g. POI, POR,
CAS No.).

Section 6.6.1.2 (Odour and Dust) provides
very limited information on odour and dust
impacts from the proposed expansion.
Sections 6.6.1.3 (Litter) and 6.6.1.4 (Study
Area) mention blowing litter assessments
for the three future design operation
scenarios for the preferred expansion
alternative; however, it is unclear where
the supporting information can be found.
Existing blowing litter information was also
not provided in earlier chapters of the EA.
The footnotes refer to studies completed
prior to year 2000.

Section 6 (EA Report)

Section 6.4.1.7 has been revised to be more receptive
to a lay reader.

Section 6.4.1.7 (EA
Report)

The list of acronyms and abbreviations in the EA
report has been reviewed for completeness and
updated accordingly. Examples of acronyms and
abbreviations added include POI, POR, CAS No., TKN,
VOCs, MSW, MBR, WAS, UF, UV, LMOP, among
others. Also added to tables where appropriate to
make it easier for the reader.

Acronyms and
Abbreviations

Additional text added to Section 6.6.1.2 regarding
impacts from odour and dust.

Section 6.6.1.2 (EA
Report)

A new Section 3.2.8.1 has been added for existing
conditions to introduce the Blowing Litter Assessment
and the information in 6.6.1.3 has been clarified. The
full Blowing Litter Assessment is provided in Appendix
D3A - Atmospheric IA Report.
The footnotes refer to the previously completed EA
Impact Assessment at the Landfill as the measurable
variables that were used in the assessment
(frequency of high wind and proximity of working face
to receptors) has been kept consistent with previous
assessments performed at the Site.
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Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

Sections 3.2.8.1 and
6.6.1.3 (EA Report)

#
45

46

Reference to draft
EA
6 Impact
Assessment of the
Preferred
Alternative
6.4 Natural
Environment –
Atmospheric and
Climate Change

6 Impact
Assessment of the

Comments & Rationale
Appendix D10 is referred to as the
Atmospheric Impact Assessment in
Section 6.4 (Natural Environment –
Atmospheric and Climate Change)
when Appendix D3A (Atmospheric
Impact Assessment) and Appendix
D3B (Climate Change Impact
Assessment) should be referenced.
More detailed information on
mitigation measures for the effects
of the undertaking on climate
change is needed in Section 6.4.2.

The indicator for assessing potential
impacts on the Chatham-Kent

Proposed
Action/Solution
Check appendix
references to
supporting technical
documents.
Provide additional
information on
measures to mitigate
the effects of the
undertaking on climate
change.

Revise indicators that
say “qualitative

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Appendix references have been checked and
revised where necessary. Additional
information on measures to mitigate the
effects of the undertaking on climate change
have been included in Section 6.5.2.

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed
Section 6.5.2 (EA
Report)

Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 29,
2019.
Page 413 of Section 6.5.1.1 (GHG Emission
Potential) that “currently the site emits
about 390,000 tonnes CO2/year under
existing conditions. This is composed of
about 220,000 tonnes CO2/year that is
collected and flared, about 258,000 tonnes
CO2/year which is fugitive and above 5,000
tonnes CO2/year from equipment activity”.
There appears to be a typo in the numbers.

The values in Section 6.5.1.1 have been revised to
reflect estimated emissions.

Section 6.5.1.1 (EA
Report)

Please provide more specific measures for
reducing greenhouse gas emissions at the
landfill in section 6.5.2 (Proposed Climate
Change Mitigation).

Text added to Section 6.5.2.

Section 6.5.2 (EA
Report)

As discussed on the Dec 6, 2019 conference call,
discussion added to EA describing where receptors
are located with highest potential to notice change in
sound levels for each Noise Assessment Phase.

Section 6.6.1.4 (EA
Report)

Figures have been modified.

Figures 6-11, 6-12
and 6-13 (EA Report)

Page 421 of section 6.6.1.5 (Noise)
mentions that “Some receptors may
experience a change in the audible sound
from the landfill depending on the location
of on-site activity” and that the levels will
be less than MECP’s applicable guidelines
(presumably Environmental Noise Guideline
NPC-300). Please discuss or identify the
potential changes in noise levels at
receptors for each phase of development
relative to existing noise levels. The text
and numbers in Figures 6-11, 6-12 and 6-13
showing the acoustic modelling results for
each landfill expansion phase are too small
to read.
The wording of the indicator has been
revised, see Section 6.12 (now Section 6.13).
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#

Reference to draft
EA
Preferred
Alternative
Section 6.12 Built
Environment –
Aviation Safety and
Bird Hazard (now
Section 6.13)

47

6 Impact
Assessment of the
Preferred
Alternative
Section 6.14
Summary of Net
Effects

Comments & Rationale

Proposed
Action/Solution

Airport is noted as “qualitative
assessments” to be
assessments of the potential
specific and
aviation impacts cause [sic] by bird
measurable.
hazards resulting from the expanded
landfill”. A valid indicator for
assessing potential bird hazard
impacts to the Chatham-Kent
Airport would be the distribution
and movement of gulls, and nongulls within or near the airport.

Table 6-1: Summary of Net Effects
indicates that there will be no net
effects or significant net effects
resulting from landfill expansion.
The table includes a description of
the direction
(positive/negative), magnitude,
geographic extent, duration,
frequency of effects. Although Table
6-2: Determination of Significance,
presents explanations of the terms
used to determine significance, it
does not provide specific measures
or thresholds to indicate whether an
impact is
negligible/low/medium/high,
temporary, or infrequent. It is
acknowledged that there will be
permanent removal of resources
such as mature woodlots, Class 2
farmland, built heritage, and
residences which can have both
short- and long-term impacts.
Additional rationale with supporting
information is needed to justify the
conclusions in Table 6-1.

Provide additional
rationale and
supporting information
for the determination
of net effects in Table
6-1.
Include information on
potential cumulative
effects that could result
from continued landfill
operations over a 20year time frame.

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments
Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 29,
2019.
The indicator in Table 6-45 (Bird Hazards to
Aviation Safety Impact Assessment Criteria)
on page 472 has not been changed. Please
supplement Section 6.13 (Built Environment
– Bird Hazards to Aviation Safety) with
additional information of potential effects,
mitigation measures (including bird control
program details), and net effects.

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

This was an oversight. Wording has been changed to
“A detailed technical assessment of potential bird
hazards to aviation safety at the Chatham-Kent
Airport resulting from expansion of landfill,
specifically the numbers and movements of
potentially hazardous species (i.e. gulls, vultures and
crows).

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

Section 6.13 (EA
Report)

Table 6-45 (EA
Report)

Text added describing mitigation measures to EA.

The description of Net Effects (Section 6) has
been revised (including Table 6-1) to provide
additional rationale and supporting
information. The section on cumulative
effect has been revised.

Section 6 (EA Report)

Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 29,
2019.
The description of potential effects of the
undertaking should highlight what the
changes will be relative to the benchmark
“Do Nothing” scenario. Table 6-6 (Summary
of Hydrogeological Potential Effects)
mentions that the leachate contaminating
lifespan is predicted to be approximately
380 years. The table should also mention
that the effect from expanding the landfill
will extend the contaminating lifespan of
the landfill for an additional 55 years
(approximately 325 years to 380 years).
Table 6-30 (Summary of Social Effects)
should highlight what the changes are for
odours, air quality parameters, dust, litter
and noise will be relative to existing
operating and/or post-closure conditions.
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Contaminating lifespan text added to Table 6-6. The
“Do Nothing” scenario changes have been identified
in the Potential Effects column of tables in Section 6.

Tables in Section 6
(EA Report)

Table 6-30 (now 6-29) update to highlight changes in
odour, AQ, dust, litter and noise.

Table 6-29

#

Reference to draft
EA

Comments & Rationale
Please note that criteria such as
magnitude, geographic extent,
frequency, duration are typically
applied in federal impact
assessment under the Canadian
Environmental Assessment Act, 2012
to determine if a residual adverse
environmental effect is significant.
The EA should include information
about potential cumulative effects
of the project in combination with
past, present, and reasonably
foreseeable future activities where
possible. Please refer to Section 3.3.
of Code of Practice: Preparing and
Reviewing Environmental
Assessments in Ontario (January
2014). The approved amended ToR
(May 2018) included a commitment
to conduct a cumulative effects
assessment according to the
methodology outlined in Section 5.3
(Impact Assessment of the Preferred
Alternative Method) of the ToR.

Proposed
Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Please remove the column “Significance of
Net Effects” in:
The column “Significance of Net Effects” has been
● Table 6-3: Summary of Biological
removed from the identified tables.
Potential Effects
● Table 6-6: Summary of Hydrogeological
Potential Effects
● Table 6-11: Summary of Surface Water
Potential Effects
● Table 6-24: Summary of Atmospheric
Potential Effects
● Table 6-26: Summary of Climate Change
Potential Effects
● Table 6-30: Summary of Potential Social
Effects
● Table 6-32: Summary of Economic
Potential Effects
● Table 6-34: Summary of Potential
Agricultural Effects)
● Table 6-36: Summary of Cultural
Heritage Potential Effects
● Table 6-38: Summary of Archaeological
Potential Effects
● Table 6-44: Summary of Trans
● Portation Potential Effects
● Table 6-46: Summary of Bird Hazards to
Aviation Safety Potential Effects and
● Table 6-48: Summary of Design and
Operation Potential Effects.
MECP notes that there are no mitigation
measures assigned when potential effects
are deemed as minimal. For example, page
470 in section 6.12.2 (Proposed
Transportation Mitigation), notes “As the
transportation effects are expected to be
minimal, no mitigation measures are
deemed necessary to reduce the impacts of
the Ridge Landfill operation from 2021 to
2041 to the on-site entrance, or to the
approved truck haul route….” As readers
are unaware of the activities currently
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On-going mitigation measures added throughout
Section.

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed
Tables in Section 6
(EA Report)

#

Reference to draft
EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed
Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

Evaluation criteria that were considered have been
identified.

Section 6.15.2 (EA
Report)

Clarified that the potential effects from the Ridge
Landfill were used as the criteria to assess cumulative
effects.

Section 6.15.2 (EA
Report)

Text added to Section 6.15.2 that describes that while
there may not be other specific projects, ongoing
activities in the area do have the potential to overlap
with the landfill.

Section 6.15.2 (EA
Report)

As discussed on the Dec 6, 2019 conference call, we
will include a table to make it clearer for the reader
where there is potential for the effects from the Ridge
landfill to overlap with other projects and human
activities and the resulting potential for cumulative
effects.

Section 6.15.2 (EA
Report)

implemented by Waste Connections, it
would be useful to describe best
management practices, policies and
procedures, some of which may be
implemented currently (maintaining speed
limits, driver training programs etc.), to
prevent or minimize future traffic impacts
(collisions etc.) as these are considered
mitigation measures. Please supplement
the relevant sections and summary tables of
potential effects tables with specific
mitigation measures.
Please elaborate on the net effects in
section 6.15.1 (Potential Future Impacts
from the Proposed Ridge Expansion) as the
net effects for some evaluation criteria (e.g.
atmospheric) are not defined (e.g. landfill
will operate within regulatory compliance
limits). Specify which evaluation criteria
were considered in the assessment of
cumulative effects.
Cumulative effects are a combination of
past, present, and future human activities.
In addition to the discussion of reasonably
foreseeable actions/projects, section 6.15.2
(Other Existing or Proposed
Projects/Activities and Potential Effects)
could also discuss the effects from previous
and ongoing human activities within
relevant study areas that will overlap with
the landfill expansion period. One could
potentially look at the cumulative effects on
forest cover (e.g. terrestrial environment) of
past agricultural activities, woodlot
removal and compensation plantings as
part of the landfill expansion, in conjunction
with greening initiatives of the Municipality
of Chatham-Kent and the Lower Thames
Valley Conservation Authority to improve
natural coverage.
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#

48

Reference to draft
EA

7 Monitoring,
Reporting and
Commitments

Comments & Rationale

The environmental effects
monitoring measures presented in
some subsections are general best
management practices listed in
bullet points. More prescriptive
mitigation measures need to be
described to ensure that net effects
are minimized for each
environmental criterion considered
in the impact assessment.
The framework also appears to be
missing sections describing
environmental monitoring and
management measures for activities
such as care and maintenance of
newly planted trees/vegetation, as
well as air quality and odour
monitoring.

Proposed
Action/Solution

Provide detailed
descriptions of
mitigation and
monitoring measures
for each environmental
criterion.

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

Page 483 of section 6.15.4 (Describe
Cumulative Effects and Proposed
Mitigation) notes that there are no
cumulative effects anticipated from the
proposed landfill expansion. Although there
may not be any specific construction
projects within the foreseeable future, there
would still be combined effects from landfill
expansion and other ongoing operations.
An example would be the combined effects
of landfill air emissions with emissions from
highways/roads, farming, and airport
operations which may have been touched
upon in Section 6.4.1.7 (Predicted Air
Quality). Information on cumulative air
quality could be included in the discussion
of cumulative effects.
Detailed descriptions of mitigation measures
for each environmental criterion has been
added for each sub-section in Section 6.0.
Section 7.0 on monitoring has been updated
to clearly indicate the proposed
environmental monitoring programs. Details
on monitoring will be confirmed in the ECA
phase of the proposed expansion.
Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 29,
2019.
Some sections would benefit from
additional information on proposed
monitoring activities. For example, section
7.6.3 (Archaeology and Heritage Resources)
could specify the individuals responsible for
confirming that construction areas are clear
of archeological and cultural heritage
resources and describe the protocols that
will be followed. Proposed air and odour
monitoring activities for the landfill
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Information has been added to Section 7.6.3 that
alteration of the site may not occur, other than by a
licensed archaeologist and until their
recommendation has been reviewed by the Ministry
of Heritage, Sport, Tourism and Cultural Industries
and filed in the Ontario Public Register of
Archaeological Reports.

Section 7.6.3 (EA
Report)

As the site is in compliance with air quality regulations
and relevant criteria, no monitoring is proposed at

Section 7.1.4 (EA
Report)

#

Reference to draft
EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed
Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments
expansion should be described in section
7.1.4 (Air and Odour).
Some sections of chapter 7 appear to
provide monitoring recommendations
rather than commitments. Section 7.1.1.4
(Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat (Non-SAR))
recommends that a qualified person trained
in wildlife identification be on-site full-time
during construction activities. Section 7.1.3
(Surface Water) recommends a benthic
community monitoring program be
considered as part of the Howard Drain
relocation approval process. Please confirm
Waste Connections’ EA commitments for
monitoring environmental effects in this
chapter and modify the wording in the EA
accordingly.

49
50

No comment provided for #49, intentionally left blank.
7 Monitoring,
The monitoring framework does not
Reporting and
appear to consider all phases of the
Commitments
proposed undertaking (e.g.
Section 7.7
planning, detailed design, tendering,
Commitments
construction, operation, closure,
and decommissioning). The “Timing”
column in Table 7-7: Commitments
could be updated to specify the
project phase to which the
monitoring commitment applies.

Indicate the project
phase to which
monitoring activities
apply.
Move commitments in
attachments and
appendices to sections
of the EA report.

Specific commitments related to mitigation
and monitoring have been added to Table 77. The table has been updated to indicate
specific sections and subsections where the
commitment is found.
The “Timing” column in Table 7-7 has been
updated to specify the project phase to
which the mitigation/monitoring
commitment applies.

As the main EA report should be
readable as a standalone document,
all mitigation and monitoring
commitments should be described
within the main report. References
to commitments in Table 7-7 should
indicate the specific section or subsection where the commitment is
found.
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How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

this time, best management practices will be included
in the EA as discussed with MECP Officer on
December 8, 2019. Odour monitoring activities and
best management practices are currently being
developed for the landfill expansion as part of the ECA
process.
The wording of section 7 has been updated to confirm
Waste Connections’ EA commitments with respect to
monitoring environmental effects.

Section 7.1 (EA
Report)

Section 7.7, Table 7-7
(EA Report)

#
51

52

Reference to draft
EA
8 Consultation

9 Waste Diversion
Appendix C –
Commitments Table,
Commitments #101
& #104

Comments & Rationale
The consultation report Appendix B
(EA Consultation) should be included
in Section 8 of the EA. The EA should
include a comprehensive narrative
description of consultation activities
that took place during the
preparation of the EA. The narrative
in the EA must summarize the
comments and concerns raised
during consultation activities and
specifically describe how concerns
were addressed in the preparation
of the EA. Please refer to Section
4.3.7 of the Code of Practice:
Preparing and Reviewing
Environmental Assessments in
Ontario (January 2014).
The approved amended ToR (May
2018) states that “Waste
Connections will examine and
evaluate the feasibility and viability
of implementing an on-site diversion
program as part of the preferred
landfill expansion method. This will
include the consideration and
assessment of a reasonable number
of ways in which to divert the types
of waste materials received at site.
The assessment of an on-site
diversion program will be carried
out in accordance with best
management practices, in
consideration of new and emerging
technologies, and in recognition of
the goals and expectations set forth
in the Resource Recovery and
Circular Economy Act, 2016 and the
Strategy for a Waste-Free Ontario:
Building the Circular Economy. The
Food and Organic Waste Policy
Statement under the Resource

Proposed
Action/Solution
Move the consultation
report in Appendix B to
Section 8 of the EA.

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

The Consultation Report in Appendix B has
been moved to Section 8 of the EA.

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed
Section 8 (EA Report)

Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 29,
2019.
The date of publication of the Notice of
Submission of the EA does not need to be
included in Table 8-1 (EA Notification
Details) as the EA documents all activities
up to the date of EA submission.
Chapter 8 should include a summary of key
issues and concerns and where in the EA
they have been addressed. This can be
summarized in table format.
Identify and describe
the legislation and
policies related to
resource recovery in
Ontario and how they
apply to the Ridge
Landfill expansion
proposal.
Provide information in
the EA that addresses
the ministry’s questions
related to organics
diversion.

With respect to the influence of the policy
statement we have factored in diversion into
our long term waste projections and it is
assumed that food and organic waste
contributes to this diversion…refer to SD#1.
If the policy is implemented then it would
follow that less organic waste should be
received at the Ridge. Our high level survey
of transfer stations in 2018 indicated
minimal amounts of organic waste in
inbound waste however the customer type
and types of waste received is dynamic and
ever changing. For some transfer stations
there will always be very small amounts of
organic waste as required by their individual
CofA’s. We also cannot quantify amounts of
organic waste that may be present in waste
delivered by third party haulers, which is
proprietary to them. These factors therefore
don’t enable us to determine how much less
organic waste will be received. While there
will be no change in the amount of waste
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The date of publication of the Notice of Submission of
the EA has been removed from Table 8-1, now Table
8-2.

Section 8.5.1, Table
8-2 (EA Report)

A summary of key issues and concerns and where in
the EA they have been addressed has been added to
Section 8.4.

Section 8.4 (EA
Report)

SD#1
Section 9.2.1.2 of
Review of Diversion
Options Report
(Appendix E)

#

Reference to draft
EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed
Action/Solution

Recovery and Circular Economy Act,
2016 directs proponents of new or
expanded waste management
systems for disposal to consider
resource recovery opportunities for
food and organic waste. Waste
Connections will include an
assessment on how additional
resource recovery activities could
help reduce the disposal of food and
organic waste at the Ridge Landfill.”

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments
received (SD#1) we cannot predict what
changes in composition will occur.
Waste Connections addressed the changing
landscape/market for organic waste (e.g.
partnerships, business opportunities in
Section 9.2.1.2 of the Review of Diversion
Options Report.

Section 9 should identify and
describe the legislation and policies
related to resource recovery in
Ontario and how they apply to the
Ridge Landfill expansion proposal.

53

10 Other Approvals

During the conference call with the
ministry’s Resource Recovery and
Policy Branch on May 24, 2019 the
ministry requested the following
information to be included the EA:
● What is the status of organic
waste diversion in the
service area?
● How will the Food and
Organic Waste Policy
Statement influence the
amount of organic waste
received at the Ridge Landfill
as more at-source diversion
occurs?
● How will Waste Connections
respond to a changing
landscape/market for
organic waste (e.g.
partnerships, business
opportunities)?
The Environmental Compliance
Approval is an instrument issued

Reference the
legislation and

The appropriate legislation has been
referenced.
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How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

#

Reference to draft
EA

Comments & Rationale

10.2.1
under the Environmental Protection
Environmental
Act and Ontario Water Resources
Compliance Approval Act.
Amendment

54

55

56

57

References

Some references appear
incomplete. For example:
Dillon Consulting Ltd. (2016).
Aquatic Survey.
Appendix A
Aviation and Bird Hazard to Aircraft
Appendix A2
Assessment work plans in Appendix
Technical Work Plans A2 are missing cover pages.

Appendix B Record
of Consultation

Appendix B Record
of Consultation
Section 3.1
(Mandatory Notices
and Other
Notifications)

The disclaimer on the last page of
the Record of Consultation report
which states that the report was
prepared by Dillon Consulting for
the sole benefit of Waste
Connections and that Dillon accepts
no responsibility for damages
suffered by any third party who
makes decision based on the report
is not appropriate for an EA. The
proponent is required to report
results of carrying out the
consultation plan in the EA. The
Minister of the Environment,
Conservation of Parks considers
comments in the record of
consultation when making a
decision on an undertaking.
Table B-1: EA Notification Details
does not include the year when
newspaper notices were issued and
dates for when the Notice of
Alternative Methods Report and
Review of Diversion Options Report
were distributed.

Proposed
Action/Solution
regulations associated
with permits and
approval.

Use a consistent style
and format for
references.
Include cover pages for
the Aviation and Bird
Hazard to Aircraft
Assessment work
plans.
Remove disclaimers
from the record of
consultation and
appendices.

Include the full dates of
EA notifications.

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 29,
2019.
Section 10.2 (Environmental Compliance
Approval Amendment) does not mention
the Environmental Protection Act.
References have been reviewed for
completeness, consistency and format. A
reference section is included at the end of
the main EA report.
Cover pages will be included where it is
missing for the final submission.

EPA identified in this section.

Section 10.2 (EA
Report)
References (EA
Report)

Appendix A2

The disclaimer has been removed from all
reports except for Appendix D3A Atmospheric Impact Assessment, Appendix
D3B - Climate Change Impact Assessment,
Appendix D7 - Hydrogeological Impact
Assessment, Appendix D10 - Surface Water
Impact Assessment, and Appendix D11 Transportation Impact Assessment. The
disclaimer for the appendices noted above
has been revised to allow regulatory
agencies to rely on them for approval and
permitting purposes.

Appendix D3A,
Appendix D3B,
Appendix D7,
Appendix D10, and
Appendix D11.

The full dates of the EA notifications were
added to B-1, now Table 8-2.

Section 8.5.1, Table
8-2 (EA Report)

Table numbering has shifted as Appendix B
was moved into the body of the EA.
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Appendix B has been
included as Section 8
in EA Report.

#
58

Reference to draft
EA
Appendix B Record
of Consultation
Section 5.0
(Overview of
Indigenous
Communities and
Organizations
Consultation
Activities)

Comments & Rationale
This section should describe how
interested Indigenous communities
and organizations were identified
and how they were consulted.
Paragraph summaries of
communications with each
Indigenous community in this
section should summarize the key
comments and concerns raised,
describe the proponent’s response
to comments, and indicate how
concerns were considered in the
preparation of the EA.
Table B-5: EA Notifications for
Indigenous Communities and
Organizations notes that a “letter
regarding the Notice of Submission
will be send [sic] to Indigenous
Communities and Organizations in
the Fall of 2019 when the EA is
formally submitted. This letter will
be authored by the Minister of
Environment, Conservation and
Parks.” The proponent is responsible
for publishing the Notice of
Submission of the EA and notifying
the project contact list.

Proposed
Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments

Describe how
Indigenous
communities and
organizations were
identified.

Information on how Indigenous
Communities and Organizations were
identified has been added to the
introduction of Section 5, now Section 8.7 of
EA.

Provide additional
information on
comments raised and
how they were
addressed in the EA.

Additional information of the key comments
and concerns raised and how they were
considered in the preparation of the EA is
provided under each Indigenous
Community.

Correct the information
in Table B-5 regarding
the notification of final
EA submission.

The information in Table B-5, now Table 8-7
has been updated.

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed
Section 8.7 (EA
Report)

Section 8.7, Table 8-7
(EA Report)

Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 29,
2019.
Please clarify in section 3.2.6.3 (Indigenous
Communities and Organizations) that
Treaty 2 (the McKee Purchase) was signed
on May 19, 1790 by representatives of the
Crown and various First Nations (Ottawa,
Potawatomi, Chippewa and Wyandot)
rather than Indigenous Communities and
Organizations.

The wording regarding Treaty 2 has been updated in
Section 3.2.6.3.

Section 3.2.6.3 (EA
Report)

Section 8.7 (Overview of Indigenous
Communities and Organizations
Consultation Activities) on page 540
mentions that the initial (Indigenous
communities and organizations) list was
vetted through the MECP. Please change
the wording to clarify that MECP provided a
list of communities to consult based on the
Crown’s preliminary assessment of
Aboriginal community rights and project
impacts through a letter that delegated the
procedural aspects of consultation to the
proponent dated February 6, 2017.

The wording regarding the contact list in Section 5.0,
now Section 8.7 has been revised.

Section 8.7 (EA
Report)
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#

Reference to draft
EA

59

Appendix B Record
of Consultation
Section 6.0 Overview
of Agency
Consultation
Activities

60

Appendix B Record
of Consultation
Section 6.1 Ministry
of the Environment,
Conservation and
Parks

61

Appendix B Record
of Consultation
Attachment 3
(Agency Comment
and Response Table)
Appendix C –
Commitments Table,
Commitment #82

Comments & Rationale
In addition to providing an overview
or consultation log of the meetings
and calls that took place with
government agencies, the
description of consultation with
each agency should discuss the key
comments and concerns raised, and
indicate how the concerns were
considered in the preparation of the
EA.
It appears that proponent
correspondence with ministry staff
in the Species at Risk Branch
regarding the need for authorization
under the Endangered Species Act
for the removal of Eastern
Meadowlark habitat was not
included.
Comments from the ministry’s
Resource Recovery Policy Branch on
waste diversion should also be
documented in this section.
In the table of contents for
Attachment 3 (Agency Comment
and Response Table) the page
reference for “Response to
Comments on Surface Water Work
Plan” is missing.
Reviewer names do not need to be
included when summarizing
comments from government review
agencies.
Ministry comments on the Interim
Alternative Methods report from
the memo dated January 18, 2019
have not been documented in full.
Only the summary points in the
conclusion section of the memo are
noted in the table. There should be
proponent responses to all ministry
comments with an indication of how

Proposed
Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed
Section 8.8 (EA
Report)

Provide additional
information on
comments raised by
government agencies
and how they were
addressed in the EA.

Additional information on comments raised
by government agencies and how they were
addressed in the EA has been provided
under each agency in Section 6.0, now
Section 8.8 of EA.

Add and summarize
communications with
the ministry’s Species at
Risk Branch and
Resource Recovery
Policy Branch.

Communications with the ministry’s Species
at Risk Branch on the removal of Eastern
Meadowlark habitat and the Resource
Recovery Policy Branch on waste diversion
have been added to Section 6.1, now Section
8.8.2 of EA.

Section 8.8.2 (EA
Report)

Verify that the table of
contents is complete.

Attachment 3, now part of Appendix B-8 Engagement with Agencies, Table of
contents has been reviewed for
completeness. The ministry reviewer names
have been removed from the comment and
response table.

Appendix B-8

Remove ministry
reviewer names from
the comment and
response table.
Ensure that comment
and response tables
include all comments
from agency memos
and emails
accompanied by
proponent responses.

All comments from the ministry’s Resource
Recovery Policy Branch have been added to
the agency comment and response table.
Consultation with Fisheries and Oceans
Canada (DFO) during the EA has been added
as Section 8.8.5 in the main EA Report.
Further contact with DFO will be initiated
during the detailed design phase of the
water courses that require relocation, as per
current practice, see commitment in
Appendix C.
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Section 8.8.5 (EA
Report) and Appendix
C.

#

62

63

Reference to draft
EA

Comments & Rationale

the comments were addressed in
the EA.
All comments from the ministry’s
Resource Recovery Policy Branch
should be included in the agency
comment and response table rather
than Appendix E (Review of
Diversion Options).
Waste Connections committed to
continue to liaise with Fisheries and
Oceans Canada (DFO) during the EA.
Please include correspondence with
DFO in the record of consultation.
Appendix B Record
Appendix B-8 contains a Criteria
of Consultation
Workshop Summary memo (dated
Appendix B-8 –
July 19, 2018) that has been
Engagement with
misplaced under the Ministry of the
Agencies
Environment, Conservation and
Parks correspondence (PDF page
813).
Appendix F1 –
The supporting document would
Problem/Opportunit benefit from additional information
y Assessment
on waste export and Waste
Supporting
Connections’ market share to
Document #1
support the 1.3 million tonne fill
rate at the Ridge Landfill.

Proposed
Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments

Landfill gas
(LFG)

Use of LFG for energy recovery
via renewable natural gas

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

Remove the Criteria
Workshop Summary
memo from Appendix
B-8.

The Criteria Workshop Summary memo from
Appendix B-8 has been removed.

Appendix B-8

Revise the opportunity
assessment supporting
document based on the
comments in the
ministry Project
Officer’s email dated
July 11, 2019.

Opportunity assessment supporting
document has been revised and is dated
January 2, 2020.

Appendix F1

It would be useful to format the
memo according to the flow chart
(Please see email from the ministry’
Special Project Officer dated July 11,
2019). In other words, for each box,
there would be a sub-section
detailing how the waste amounts
were estimated with calculations.
Please include explanations where
assumptions have been made.
Sarnia District Officer, District Engineer
1

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Considering the
rationale for not

This commitment has been added to
Section 5.
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#

2

Reference to draft
EA

Comments & Rationale

utilization for
energy
recovery –
Referenced
extensively
throughout EA
document and
was evaluated
as one of the
alternatives
for LFG use
(vs. flaring,
etc.)

(RNG) and/or electricity
generation was determined to
be not preferred by the
proponent due to the lack of
any current market and/or
third-party agreement in place
thus making these options less
viable in the immediate
future.

7 Monitoring,
Reporting and
Commitments
Section 7.6.4 –
(Contingency
Measures) –
Landfill Gas
Management

This section (contingency
measures relating to LFG)
refers specifically to odours
only and does not include
discussion of landfill gas issues
from a broad perspective.

It is noted in the EA in a
general manner that LFG
utilization for energy recovery
is still being pursued and will
depend on market conditions
and available technology and
that the system is designed to
allow for such utilization in the
future.

Proposed
Action/Solution
choosing these
options is
primarily based
on the lack of a
currently
available viable
market/outlet
and that the
landfill is
intending to
receive waste
until 2041, the
ministry suggests
that a
commitment be
made to reevaluate this
position in a set
timeframe (e.g.
A formal reevaluation of the
feasibility
submitted to the
ministry in 3-5
years).
This section
should be
expanded to
include
discussions on
contingency
measures
considering
potential
subsurface gas
migration in and
around the Site
with regard to
the

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 27,
2019.
This commitment does not appear to
be provided in Chapter 5 response. A
related sentence appears to be
provided in Section 4.2.5; however, a
commitment to an explicit timeframe
should be made (not a range – a
range was provided in the previous
comment for time frame
consideration) as well as an actual
commitment to submit the reevaluation to the ministry.

The potential for subsurface migration
of landfill gas to impact on-site
buildings and foundations is negligible
given the very dense and impermeable
soils at the site. However, as a
contingency measure, gas detectors
have been and will continue to be
installed in all buildings at the site. This
text has been added to the identified
section.
Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 27,
2019.
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Commitment added to Section 7.1.6 and to Table 7-7. Section 7.1.6 and
Timeframe specified as 4 years and states a report will Table 7-7 (EA Report)
be provided to MECP on the results of the analysis.

Section 7.6.6 (EA
Report)

#

Reference to draft
EA

Proposed
Action/Solution

Comments & Rationale

requirements
provided in O.
Reg 232/98 (e.g.
Allowable
methane
concentrations
in onsite
buildings and
foundations,
boundary
concentrations,
etc.)

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

Acknowledged/sufficient

Southwest Region Technical Support Section, Environmental Planner
1

3 Description of the
Environment
Potentially Affected
Section 3.1.2 Off-Site
Appendix C,
Commitment #11

The ministry was unable to locate
acknowledgement in the EA or the
appendices, to Guideline D-4 in
terms of a discussion in the EA that
no land use is to take place within
30m of the perimeter of the fill area.
This is a minimum distance, and all
landfills must include an on-site
operational/maintenance buffer of
no less than 30m (typically between
60m and 100m). Further, this
operational buffer should be
established and utilized in the EA as
part of the landfill site development
alternatives.

Identify where this
discussion can be
found. Otherwise, the
ministry recommends
the text of the EA be
further amended so as
to incorporate the
aforementioned
discussion, into the final
EA, as it was previously
raised at the ToR stage.

Setbacks and buffers are identified in Section
5 for the preferred alternative and in the
Design and Operations Appendix (D6). The
three site development alternatives all
included the adequate space for the required
setbacks and buffers as part of their
conceptual configuration. Text has been
added in the description of alternatives to
indicate this.
Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 29,
2019.
The ministry was unable to locate written
acknowledgement in the EA or the
appendices to MOE Guideline D-4
(attached) in terms of a discussion in the EA
that no land use is to take place within 30
metres of the perimeter of the fill area, and
that this is a minimum distance, and that all
landfills must include an on-site operational
/ maintenance buffer of no less than 30
metres, and typically between 60 and 100
metres. Further, there appears to be no
acknowledgement whether this operational
buffer was established and utilized in the EA
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Section 5 (EA Report),
Appendix D6

Text has been added to Section 5.4.4 and Section
6.11.1.1 that indicates a 100 metre minimum buffer
surrounds the waste filling areas of the expansion and
describes the proposed Zoning Designations and
changes for these areas.

Section 5.4.4, Section
6.11.1.1 (EA Report)

#

Reference to draft
EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed
Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

as part of the landfill site development
alternatives.
It appears that the only text related to
ministry guidelines is in Section 5.1, on Page
10, under the heading Proposed Engineering
Design of Preferred Alternative: wherein it
reads as follows:
“The preliminary design of the proposed
landfill expansion of the Ridge Landfill was
developed in accordance with applicable
MECP regulations, policies, and guidelines
including O. Reg. 232/98 (MECP, 1997a).”
This response is much too general in nature
and does not provide the written
acknowledgement in the EA that was
requested. If acknowledgement is in the EA
and has been missed, please outline
specifically where this reference is in the EA,
including but not limited to the wording
used.
Additional comment from Special Project
Officer:
Section 6.11 (Built Environment – Land Use)
does not appear to discuss the potential
impacts of land use zoning changes on the
operational buffer for the landfill. It would
be useful to supplement this section with a
discussion on setbacks and buffers.
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch, Senior Waste Engineer
1 Appendix D6 – Design 1. Drainage Layer Thickness for the The design has been
and Operations
West and South Landfill Expansion
accepted.
Report, S.7.8 Leachate Upon review of the enclosed
Control System Design information regarding the site
of the West and South specific design for the existing cells
Landfills
that was approved in 2010, I am

Update and issue the final Design &
Completed. The peer review Memorandum is attached Appendix D6
Operations Report (D&O Report) for
to Sub-Appendix D6-C of the January 2020 D & O
consistency with the material submitted to Report.
MECP, which will be submitted in support of
the final EA Report.
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#

Reference to draft
EA

Comments & Rationale

satisfied that the proposed design for
the West and South landfill expansion
is consistent with the approved
design and the service life for the
drainage blanket is expected to meet
the requirements of O. Reg. 232/98
according to the supporting
document submitted for approval of
the leachate collection system ECA
amendment in 2010.
2 Appendix D6 – Design 2. Leachate Collection System for the
and Operations
Old Landfill Expansion
Report, S.7.7 Leachate The evaluation of the performance of
Control System Design the perimeter drain is summarized in
for the Expansion of
Attachment 3 (Dillon memo dated
the Old Landfill Area July 9, 2019) and the calculation of
the leachate mounding between
finger drains is provided in
Attachment 4 (by S. Rimal dated
September 2019). The following
issues are noted in the evaluation
and calculation:
a)
For the POLLUTE model,
according to Table 5 Engineered
Systems Parameters, the leachate
head of 0.3 m was used as the model
input. Please note this should only
apply to the West Landfill and South
Landfill area. Simulation for the Old
Landfill area should be based on a
much higher leachate head, which
will affect the Result of Calculations
(Table 7).

Proposed
Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments

a) Confirm or run a new
POLLLUTE model
simulation.
as

a) Table 5, Engineered Systems Parameters,
states that the assumption of 0.3 m of
leachate head was only used as a model input
for the two (2) are of horizontal expansion
(South and West Landfills). The simulation for
the Old Landfill was based on an increasing
height of the mound of leachate and
corresponding increase in head on the base of
the landfill. Table 7 presents the head of
leachate on the Old Landfill base increasing
from 1.49 m to 17.24 m. As such, the
performance evaluation has been carried out
as requested by the reviewer, i.e., the 0.3 m
leachate head was only applied to the South
and West Landfills, and a much higher
leachate head was used in the simulation of
the vertical expansion of the Old Landfill. We
believe that the POLLUTE model results
accurately represent the contaminant
transport activities in the Old Landfill and that
no changes or clarifications are required in
the referenced memo or its conclusions, or in
the D&O Report.

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Appendix D6

Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 29, 2019.
a) For the POLLUTE model, only the input
parameters for the West Landfill and South
Landfill are presented in Table 5. Please
provide the input parameters for the Old
Landfill. According to Section 7.7.4 of the
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Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

The leachate mounding calculations for the Old Landfill
are summarized in Table 7. The maximum head on the
base of the Old Landfill was calculated to be 17.24 m
(used in the simulation from 40 years onwards). The
original ground surface elevation at the old landfill is

#

Reference to draft
EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed
Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments
Design & Operations report, the current
leachate level is 202.6masl. The model
should be calibrated using the current
leachate head for the Old Landfill.
Proposed action: provide the input
parameters table for the Old Landfill and
calibrate the POLLUTE model for the Old
Landfill using the current leachate head
value.
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How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA
between 199 masl and 200 masl. Using 199 masl as
the original ground elevation and subtracting the
excavation depth (8 m from Table 5) and adding the
maximum head of 17.24 m results in a predicted
maximum leachate elevation of 208.24 masl. This is
significantly higher than the current leachate level of
202.6 masl. As such, the POLLUTE model for the Old
Landfill uses a leachate head much higher than the
current leachate head which results in correspondingly
greater calculated groundwater velocities and would
predict impacts larger than if the current leachate head
was used. Therefore, we do not consider that the
POLLUTE model should be “calibrated” at the current
leachate head value. As part of the Peer Review work
undertaken, a sensitivity analysis was completed on
the “k” value used in determining leachate head in the
old landfill. The analysis concluded that even with very
low assumed “k” values, that impacts were within the
acceptable range

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

#

Reference to draft
EA

Comments & Rationale
b) Attachment 4 – Calculation of
Mounding Between Finger
Drains, the lateral flux collected
by the finger drains was
calculated based on annual
average infiltration. Please note
the flow of finger drains should
be calculated based on peak
infiltration. Using the annual
average rate will result in
significant underestimation of
the flow rate during storm
events, and the collection
system designed based on the
calculation will certainly be
inadequate to handle the peak
flow, which will result in much
higher leachate mounding and
seepage through the cover.
In summary, based on my review of
the submitted calculations, the
revised perimeter and finger drains
proposed for the Old landfill are not
adequate to collect leachate
generated during storm events. An
alternate leachate collection system
will be required to control leachate
mounding and prevent seepage.

Proposed
Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments
b) During a storm event, the infiltration rate
through the final cover of the Old Landfill
will not report immediately to the
perimeter side slopes. Instead, the
infiltration will gradually percolate
downward through the waste fill to the
level of the leachate mound and then
laterally towards the perimeter side slopes.
This flow path buffers suppress the
intensity and rate of migration of the
lateral flux to reach the finger drains. For
this reason, the use of a “peak” storm
infiltration rate for calculating the lateral
flux to the finger drains would be overly
conservative and not represent the
mechanism that occurs within the landfill.
For example, the HELP Model gives a peak
daily infiltration rate through the final
cover of approximately 3 mm, which for
the 53 hectare plan area of the Old Landfill
corresponds to a peak leachate generation
rate of 1,600 m3 for the day. It is
unreasonable to expect that this intensity
of flow (1,600 m3/day) will discharge
laterally to the side slopes and be available
to potentially break out as seeps along the
slopes. Even for the existing Old Landfill,
which has the same footprint area as the
proposed vertical expansion and has an
existing leachate mound and finger drains
at approximately 60 m spacing, side slope
seeps are infrequent and typically occur as
localized “trickles'' that readily disappear
with routine maintenance. Furthermore,
the maximum daily leachate pumping rate
from the existing perimeter leachate
collector is measured at less than 100
m3/day. These observations support that
peak daily infiltration rates during storm
events are being attenuated within the
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How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

#

Reference to draft
EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed
Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments
landfill and that the resulting leachate
generation does not discharge immediately
to the landfill perimeter.
As an alternative to using the annual
average infiltration rate of 150 mm / year
for calculating the lateral flux to the finger
drains, it is proposed to use 23 mm
/month, which is the maximum of the
monthly average infiltration rates
calculated by the HELP Model, and which
occurs for the month of May. Use of this
infiltration rate in the calculations
presented in Attachment 4 of the previous
submission gives a required finger drain
spacing of 25 m (compared to the
originally proposed 30 m spacing based on
the annual average infiltration rate). See
attached revised calculation sheet dated
November 8, 2019 and HELP model
output.
Therefore, in response to the MECP review
comment, it is proposed to modify the
perimeter finger drain system design such
that the spacing is 25 m instead of 30 m.
With this reduced spacing, a total of 117
proposed finger drains will be installed
along the perimeter slopes of the Old
Landfill (compared to 98 finger drains at
the 30 m spacing). The proposed 117
finger drains are in addition to the existing
41 perimeter finger drains, for a total of
158 finger drains.
It is important to note that the
performance of the finger drains will be
monitored by visual inspections for
leachate seeps as part of daily site
operations and as part of the post closure
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How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

#

Reference to draft
EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed
Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

monitoring program. Additional
interconnecting finger drains can be
readily installed if leachate seeps develop
(e.g. due to any “short circuiting” of
leachate generated from infiltration along
the perimeter slope area). Furthermore,
the low permeability of the final cover soil
itself offers resistance to leachate break
out and can be expected to divert the
lateral leachate flux through the waste to
the nearest, much higher permeability
finger drains.
It is proposed to revise the design and
update the D&O Report as described
above and submit the updated D&O
Report in support of the final EA Report.
Follow-up Comment Received Nov. 29, 2019.
b) In Attachment 4 – Calculation of
Mounding Between Finger Drains, the lateral
flux collected by the finger drains was re‐
calculated based on peak monthly average
percolation rate through waste. The
calculation underestimated the flux to the
finger drains in several ways. First, according
to the HELP model, the peak daily
percolation through the waste is 3mm, which
should have been used for the calculation.
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In our previous response to MECP comments
(comment response table dated November 11, 2019),
Golder provided the rationale for using the maximum
of the monthly average percolation rates in the finger
drain spacing calculations. Golder also rationalized
why using the peak daily percolation rate of 3 mm
would be unreasonable based on the attenuation
buffer provided by the waste and the available
pumping records for the existing finger drain /
perimeter leachate collector system. As noted in our
previous response, the peak daily percolation rate of
3 mm would correspond to a peak daily leachate
generation rate of 1,600 m3 per day over the 53
hectare plan area of the existing Old Landfill. This is
more than one order of magnitude greater than the
maximum daily leachate pumping rate of less than
100 m3 /day from the existing finger drain/perimeter
leachate collector system. To support our statement
regarding the maximum daily leachate pumping rate
from the existing finger drain/perimeter leachate

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

#

Reference to draft
EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed
Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA
collector system, we have included Table 1 (below)
which summarizes the maximum daily volumes of
leachate pumped from the existing system for each
month in 2017 as an example. The maximum daily
leachate pumping volume was 91 m3 /day. The total
annual precipitation recorded in 2017 is similar to the
historical average total precipitation.
Table 1: Maximum Daily Volume of Leachate
Collected at the Old Landfill in 2017
Daily Maximum Pumped Volume
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Month

Litres

m3

Jan

84487

84

Feb

85657

86

Mar

86823

87

Apr

88079

88

May

89046

89

Jun

90063

90

Jul

90783

91

Aug

91184

91

Sep

91404

91

Oct

91404

91

Nov

91602

92

Dec

89613

90

Daily Max in
2017

91602

92

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

#

Reference to draft
EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed
Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments

Second, the HELP model was only run for the
closed site scenario. Simulation for the
operation period without a final cover should
have also been completed because for the
active landfilling area, 100% of precipitation
that comes into contact with waste will
become leachate.
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How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

We agree that the infiltration rate into the waste is
higher during the operational period in specific areas
that do not have final cover. However, as new waste
is landfilled and the waste mound increases in
thickness, much of the infiltration will be
absorbed/immobilized by the waste fill until it reaches
its “field capacity” moisture content. Therefore, until
this field capacity moisture content is reached, the
quantity of leachate available for leachate mound
development and lateral migration to the finger
drains will not be 100% of the precipitation that
contacts the waste. Considering that the proposed
vertical expansion of the Old Landfill Area will be in
four phases (i.e., Cells O1 to O4) and that each phase
will be filled within approximately one year and
progressively capped, we expect that the new waste
will not reach its full field capacity moisture content
during the operational period for this area. Therefore,
the short operational period will not be the period of
maximum lateral leachate migration to the finger
drains. For the reason noted above, use of
operational period peak percolation rates for the
finger drain design would be overly conservative.
Nevertheless, as requested by the MECP, we have
revised our finger drain calculations using the peak
monthly percolation rate during the operational
period (i.e., prior to final cover placement)
conservatively assuming that the waste has reached
its field capacity moisture content during this period
and that the leachate mound is fully developed. The
Sub-appendix D6-C
revised calculations are presented in Sub-Appendix
D6-C of the January 2020 D & O Report (Calculation of
Mounding Between Finger Drains, dated December
20, 2018). The HELP model output files for this

#

Reference to draft
EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed
Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments

How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed

scenario are also provided in Sub-Appendix D6-C of
the January 2020 D & O Report. The revised
calculations indicate a required finger drain depth of
3.7 m versus the original proposed 3.0 m depth
obtained using the peak monthly percolation rate for
the closure scenario. The proposed spacing between
the finger drains will remain at 25 m. In the event that
seeps occur between the finger drains, the seeps
would be detected by the regular site inspections and
additional finger drains would be installed as
required.
Last, the calculation of QINF in Attachment 4
only accounts for the infiltration over the
unit width area at each finger drain.
However, as the finger drains are spaced at
25 metres, each drain will also collect
leachate from its surrounding area (the
space between two finger drains). Therefore
the lateral flux as calculated is significantly
underestimated. (It would be correct if there
were a continuous drainage layer.)

Qinf is not based on infiltration over the unit width of
each finger drain. It is based on infiltration (per unit
width) of landfill top surface over the maximum
lateral leachate drainage path length between the
central ridge of the landfill and the perimeter finger
drains (i.e., 400 m length). The units of Qinf are m3
/month (per unit width of landfill). Qinf is then used
to obtain the lateral leachate flux (qLat) to the finger
drains by dividing by the vertical distance between
Proposed action: recalculate the finger drain the bottom and maximum top elevations of the finger
drains (H). The units for qLat are m3 /m2 /month. For
flux and revise the design.
In summary, it is the reviewer’s opinion that the calculation of mounding between the finger
the perimeter and finger drains proposed for drains, qLat is applied to the full 25 m spacing (l) of
the Old landfill would not be adequate to
the finger drains, not just the unit width of each drain.
handle leachate collection and control
Therefore, this method of calculation does not
mounding at the Old Landfill. It is
underestimate the lateral flux to the finger drains.
recommended that the design be reviewed
by Dr. Kerry Rowe prior to acceptance by the
The peer review Memorandum is attached to Subministry.
Appendix D6-C of the January 2020 D & O Report.

Supplemental Comment – January 14, 2020
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Peer Review included
in Appendix D6 - D &
O report.

#

Reference to draft
EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed
Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA/
Follow up Comments
Upon review of Dr. Rowe’s peer review
memo and I am satisfied that the concern
on the design of the leachate collection
system at the Old Landfill has been
addressed. In the EA report, Waste
Connections shall ensure that the updated
design for the finger drains as a result of
this review is incorporated. In addition, a
trigger criteria and contingency plan for
the Old Landfill leachate management
should also be included in the EA report.
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How Follow up Comment Addressed in the EA
Description of and Commitment to complete trigger
criteria and contingency plan for the Old Landfill
leachate management included in EA and Appendix D6 – Design and Operations Report.

Where in EA
Comment is
Addressed
EA – Executive
Summary Table C,
Section 7.6.7 and
Table 7.7

Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
DRAFT EA - Comment Response Table
Document Reviewed:
Proponent:
Date:

#

Ridge Landfill Expansion Revised Draft Environmental Assessment
Waste Connections of Canada
Comments provided by Air Quality Analyst – 22 November 2019.

Reference to draft EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed Action/Solution

MECP, Air Quality Analyst
1 Main EA Report and Appendix It appears that some of the GHG emission calculations have been
D3B
revised and emissions now appear to increase substantially
between the existing scenario and the future scenario (annual
emissions nearly double by 2042 when the landfill is set to close).
The significance of the increase relative to existing conditions
should be stated more explicitly in both the EA main report and
Appendix D3B. The significance of emissions varies when different
comparison benchmarks are used.
2 6.5 Natural Environment
The analysis in Appendix D3B shows that the future emissions
Climate Change
account for 2.0% of the emissions within the service area. The
Section 6.5.1.1
executive summary of appendix D3B and section 6.5.1.1 of the
main report state that it is 1.7%. Please clarify or correct the
percentages.
3 6.5 Natural Environment
The numbers shown for the existing GHG emissions conditions in
Climate Change
the 5th bullet of section 6.5.1.1 of the main report do not appear
Section 6.5.1.1
to match with Table D3B-1 of appendix D3B. Please clarify or
correct the numbers.
4 4.1.2.5 Natural Environment - Table 4-6 of the main report does not include the full list of air
Air Quality
quality standards and criteria that are listed in Table D3-2 of
Table 4-6
Appendix D3A.
5 4.1.2.5 Natural Environment - The background concentrations listed in Table 4-7 of the main
Air Quality
report are not always consistent with those listed in Table D3-4 of
Table 4-7
Appendix D3A.
6 References
There are a few reference errors (“reference source not found”)
throughout the text of the air quality section of section 4.1.2.5 of
the main report.

How Addressed in the EA

Statement added to section 2.7of the Appendix and
conclusions (Section 4.0) of the climate change
appendix and Sections 6.5.1.1 and 6.5.3 of the EA
indicating that a significant increase from existing
conditions to future peak emissions from the
expansion.

Where in EA Comment
is Addressed
Sections 2.7 and 4.0
(Appendix D3B) and
Sections 6.5.1.1 and
6.5.3 of the EA.

In addition to the correction to the future emissions to
Section 6.5.1.1 (EA
2.0% contribution (corrected from 1.7%), a minor
revision to the existing emissions contribution of 1.3% Report)
to the service area (corrected from 1.2%).
The numbers in bullet 5 of Section 6.5.1.1 have been
revised to match the tables in Appendix D3B.
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Section 6.5.1.1 (EA
Report)

Table 4-6 has been revised to match table D3A-2 in
Appendix D3A.

Section 4.1.2.5.2, Table
4-6 (EA Report)

Table 4-7 has been revised to match table D3A-4 in
Appendix D3A.

Section 4.1.2.5.2, Table
4-7 (EA Report)

Report has been reviewed for reference errors.

EA Report

Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
DRAFT EA - Comment Response Table
Document Reviewed:
Proponent:
Date:

#

Ridge Landfill Expansion Revised Draft Environmental Assessment
Waste Connections of Canada
Comments provided by RRPB – 4 December 2019.

Reference to draft EA

Comments & Rationale

Resource Recovery Policy Branch, Senior Policy Advisor
1 1 Introduction
Acknowledges that the Strategy for a Waste-Free Ontario provided
Section 1.5 Rationale for the
diversion targets to mark progress towards the visionary zero
Proposed Undertaking
waste goal in Ontario of “30% by 2020”, “50% by 2030” and “80%
by 2050” (for residential and non-residential waste, combined),
but indicates “In revisiting the opportunity, in consultation with the
MECP, the diversion target was reduced to “40% by 2050” to
account for the relatively low and stagnant diversion rate of
between “11% and 15% from 2006 to 2014” for the IC&I sector
based on Statistics Canada data;”

Proposed Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA

Where in EA Comment
is Addressed

Remove statement that this was “… in
consultation with MECP …”.
Provide reasons for not using the
Provincial diversion targets for the
amount of waste that will be disposed
of when revisiting the opportunity.

The level of IC&I diversion from 2006 to 2014 does not support a
conclusion that increased IC&I diversion will not take place in
future. The Provincial targets remain in effect. Planning and
design must be done with proper consideration of these targets
and use of alternative rates of diversion must be justified.
This comment reinforces Carolyn Lee / EAPB’s additional
comments on Section 1.5 below:
Follow-up Comment Received Dec. 10, 2019.
Please remove wording on page 6 in section 1.5 (Rationale for the
Proposed Undertaking) suggesting that allowing the Ridge Landfill
to continue operating will ensure a new landfill is not required in
the region.

Completed
Waste Connections selected an estimate of 40%
diversion by 2050 (29% by 2031) in its analysis to
illustrate the business opportunity from 2021-2041 as
it was deemed a more realistic estimate than the
interim waste goals in the February 2017 Strategy for a

On page 7, please remove the text “in consultation with the MECP,
the target was reduced to “40% by 2050”, as this is not a MECP
target. Waste Connections selected an estimate of 40% diversion
by 2050 (29% by 2031) in its analysis to illustrate the business
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Section 1.5 (EA Report)

#

Reference to draft EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed Action/Solution

opportunity from 2021-2041 as it was deemed a more realistic
estimate than the interim waste goals in the February 2017 WasteFree Ontario Strategy.

2 8 Consultation
Section 8.4 Summary of How
Feedback Mattered

How Addressed in the EA

Where in EA Comment
is Addressed

Waste-Free Ontario. While the residential sector has
seen steady increases in diversion performance over
recent years, which is anticipated to continue into the
future, the IC&I sectors’ historic diversion rates has
remained relatively stagnant, hovering between 11%
and 17% between 2006 and 2018. This has resulted in
a combined current diversion rate in Ontario of 30%.
As 98% of the waste received at the Ridge Landfill
comes from the IC&I sector, it was decided for the
purpose of this update that a diversion target
reflective of this sector should be considered.
Explanation has been added in EA and Needs memo.

The following statement in the draft EA does not indicate the
Remove statement that this was “… in Completed
specific communication with MECP that is being referred to in this addition to communication with the
instance:
MECP …”.

Section 8.4 (EA Report)

“Waste Connections heard a variety of perspectives on waste
diversion at the Ridge Landfill. Overall, local residents noted that
more diversion is a good thing; however, concern was expressed
that a large-scale facility at the Ridge would add traffic and other
disruptions to neighbours. This input, in addition to communication
with the MECP, has led to the conclusion for Waste Connections to
explore ways to support provincial waste initiative in other
locations;”
This general reference to MECP input is not substantiated.
#

APPENDIX E Review of
Diversion Options Report

Comments & Rationale

Proposed Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA

Resource Recovery Policy Branch, Senior Policy Advisor, Follow-up Comments provided December 10, 2019
1 Table of Contents

2 Executive Summary

The APPENDICES are indicated as numbered (1 through 8) in the
Table of Contents but are referred to alphabetically in the report
(A through G).
The proponent needs to confirm whether (or not) the review has
been carried out with consideration and recognition of the goals
and expectations set out in the Discussion Paper: Reducing Litter
and Waste in Our Communities.

Revise the references to be consistent Completed
between the Table of Contents and
the body of the report.
State whether (or not) the discussion Completed, referenced document and noted that the
paper (on reducing litter and waste in aspirational diversion targets are mentioned here.
our communities) has been considered
and the goals and expectations set out
in the Discussion Paper are recognized
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Table of Contents

Executive Summary

#

Reference to draft EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA

Where in EA Comment
is Addressed

Currently the references are only to the Environment Plan and the and factored into the EA and Diversion
F&OW Policy Statement: “
Report.
This review was carried out in accordance with best management
practices, and in consideration of new and emerging technologies,
health and safety measures, and in recognition of the goals and
expectations set forth by the province of Ontario including the
Province’s Made-in-Ontario Environmental Plan and the Food and
Organic Waste Policy Statement.”
3 1.2 Consultation

The proponent indicated that “An on-line waste diversion and
recycling survey was also conducted from October 26th to
November 16th, 2018 for IC&I stakeholders in the Municipality.”
Invitations were mailed to 77 IC&I stakeholders and 9 responded.
This seems an insufficient size of survey to assess the IC&I waste
diversion and recycling, given that the proposal’s service area for
IC&I waste is Central and Southern Ontario, which has 95% of
Ontario’s population, and an estimated corresponding proportion
of Ontario’s IC&I sector (the Ontario Regulatory Cost Calculator
indicates there are 186,644 small, medium and large IC&I
organizations, 95% of which is approximately 177,000 IC&I
organizations). Section 2.2 At Ridge Landfill Options indicates that
Ridge Landfill receives waste from the Waste Connections
customer base of approximately 30,000 businesses and industries.

The proponent is to state any
limitations of the survey conducted for
IC&I stakeholders in the Municipality
relative to potential IC&I diversion and
recycling in the proposal service area.
In particular, the proponent is to
address (clarify) the extent to which
this survey represents (or not)
potential for IC&I diversion and
recycling in the proposal service area.

The purpose of the survey with the local (to the Ridge Section 1.2 (Appendix E)
Landfill) IC&I stakeholders was to obtain feedback
and determine the level of interest in local diversion
and recycling initiatives. While the response rate was
lower than had been hoped (It is common for
external on-line surveys to have a response rate of 10
to 15% (SurveyGizmo, 2019), kitchen table interviews
and workshops echoed similar responses. Reminders
were sent to the stakeholders during the period when
the survey was active and efforts were made to
encourage completion of the survey.
While it is recognized that Waste Connections has
many clients in southern and central Ontario, the
purpose of this survey was entirely focused on local
diversion and recycling efforts and the identification
of infrastructure, specifically at the Ridge Landfill,
that could potentially support various enhanced or
new initiatives.
Those that did respond to the survey indicated that
the current programs are well used and would like to
see expansion of the programs. As identified in the
report, Waste Connections will continue to work with
the municipality to enhance and expand these efforts
in the local study area.

4 1.4.2 Food and Organic
Waste Policy Statement

As previously advised, the proponent revised the report to
include a section on the F&OW Policy Statement. This section
currently outlines two sections of the Policy Statement – Section
4 – Recover Resources from Food and Organic Waste, and Section
6 – Support Resource Recovery Infrastructure.

Provide an assessment of impact and
implications that Sections 4 and 6 of
the F&OW Policy Statement may
have on the proponent’s undertaking,
and put this in perspective of the
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Assessment added to Diversion Report. The
implications of the policy statement were considered
in the Needs Assessment memo and included in the
calculations that confirmed the need for 1.3 million
tonnes per year.

Section 1.4.2 (Appendix
E)

#

Reference to draft EA

Comments & Rationale

Section 1.4.2 of the Diversion Options report summarizes these
two sections of the F&OW Policy Statement but does not provide
any indication or interpretation of what implications the
implementation of these aspects of the Policy Statement may
have on the proponent’s undertaking and the “opportunity”.

5 1.5 Evaluation Methodology

Proposed Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA

Where in EA Comment
is Addressed

“opportunity” noted in this proposal
in Section 1.5 Rationale for the
Proposed Undertaking of the draft EA.
In particular, address the implications
the Policy Statement may have on the
assumptions made by the proponent
in terms of Ontario waste diversion
targets (Section 1.5, p. 7) and waste
projections, and the implications this
can have on the requested fill rate of
1.3 million tonnes per year.

This section (as well as other sections, including Section 2.0
Clarify that this memo is included in
Potential Diversion Options, Section 2.2.3 Option 3: Construction Appendix 8 in this report when it is
and Demolition (C&D) Waste Beneficial Reuse, etc.) refers to the referenced.
September 4, 2018 memo “Diversion Options for Evaluation in the
Ridge Landfill EA”.

Completed

Section 1.5 (Appendix E)

While we agree with the reviewer’s comment that
trucking organic material a significant distance for
treatment has advantages to landfilling, our analysis
looked at where the preferred locations for
treatment should be located. Facilities of the
magnitude to treat organics from the Ridge IC&I
waste stream do not currently exist in the province
and would need to be constructed. The report
compared the GHG emissions from treating the
material locally in the GTA or trucking it to the Ridge
Landfill for the identical type of treatment. Our
conclusion is that source separation would be the
preferred method of segregating the organics and
that treatment should be located close to the source
(the GTA). We concluded that it would be more cost
effective in avoiding trucking costs and would
eliminate the GHG contribution from trucking if the
material was managed in the GTA, much like

Section 2.2.4 (Appendix
E)

This memo is included in the appendix of Diversion Options report
(Appendix 8 Diversion Related Comments & Responses).
2.2.4 Option 4: Source
6 Separated Organic Waste
Processing

This section, as well as previous sections, assumes that the GHG
emissions associated with transferring material (organic material
in this section, other types of waste / materials for recycling or
recovery in previous sections) is not practical.
Recent studies (2cg / Golder, GHD et al) have indicated that,
especially for organic material, the reduction in GHG emissions
associated with processing organics that have been diverted from
disposal far outweighs any additional incremental impact due to
transportation related GHG emissions (e.g. the magnitude of
transportation related emissions for several hundred kilometers
are a few percent of the GHG emission reductions that can be
achieved.)

The proponent is to provide support
and analysis for assumptions made
relating to GHG emissions associated
with transporting waste / diverted
material for processing that result in
the proponent’s assertion that it is not
practical to transport the waste /
diverted material beyond to local
processing facilities. This analysis will
compare GHG emissions reductions
associated with diverting the material
and, as appropriate, replacing virgin
material with recycled / recovered
material with the transportation
related GHG emissions.
Alternatively, the proponent can
remove the assumption in these
statements regarding transportationrelated GHG emissions.
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Reference to draft EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA

Where in EA Comment
is Addressed

municipalities such as the Cities of Toronto, Guelph
and Hamilton and the Region of Peel does.
We have clarified our explanation of this in the
documentation and have included the calculations of
GHG emissions that would be avoided from treating
the organics in the GTA as opposed to trucking to the
Ridge Landfill for treatment. We assumed that the
technology and approach for treatment (composting,
digestion, etc.) would be the same regardless of
location and as such the GHG emissions from treating
organics in the GTA or at the Ridge Landfill would be
the same.
Based on 12% organics in 1.3 million tonnes of waste
per year, GHG from trucking organics to Ridge Landfill
from Toronto would be about 2,700 tonnes CO2 eq
per year.
Update to Purpose/Opportunity Assessment Supporting Document #1 Memo- Comment provided September 16, 2019

1

Needs Memo

Include memo sections detailing how the waste amounts (in the
flow chart) were estimated with calculations.

Additional information on waste amounts added.

Pages 8, 9 and 10 of
Needs Memo (Appendix
F)

Additional information is needed for each flowchart component.
For example:
● Municipal Landfill Sites – Which municipal landfills in the
service area were considered?
● Least Cost Analysis – There are no other integrated solid
waste services companies other than Waste Connections
that operate within the service area?
● Market Share – Waste Connections does not have any
competitors for IC&I waste in the service area?

Table components clarified
Pages 8, 9 and 10 of
Needs Memo (Appendix
F)

Update to Purpose/Opportunity Assessment Supporting Document #1 Memo - Comments provided December 17, 2019
Needs Memo, pg. 3
1

“Accounting for municipal waste being landfilled in private sector
disposal sites increases the need and opportunity for the Ridge

Memo referred to contracted IC&I customers across
Ontario.
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#

Reference to draft EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA

Where in EA Comment
is Addressed

The assumption is that no municipal waste is
landfilled at private landfills within the proposed
service area even though it is known that this is not
the case. The assumption was made to be
conservative e.g., it understates the need for
additional private landfill capacity in the province. If
private landfill space is used up by municipal waste
then there will be less space available for IC&I waste.

Clarification added to
Page 3 of Needs Memo
(Appendix F)

Text added identifying provincial initiatives.

Pages 3 and 4 of Needs
Memo (Appendix F)

Text added to provide reasons for ECA amendments
to allow additional waste in 2018 and 2019.

Page 4 of Needs Memo
(Appendix F)

Landfill expansion as it would consume the capacity of private
sector sites at a greater rate than what was projected in SD#1.”
This statement seems inconsistent as residential waste from
Chatham-Kent currently accounts for only 2% of annual waste
disposed at the Ridge Landfill. The residential service area for the
Ridge Landfill expansion will also be limited to Chatham-Kent.
As Dillon does not have information on the breakdown of
residential versus IC&I waste accepted at private landfills and
residential waste only accounts for 2% of the residential waste
accepted at the Ridge Landfill, is the assumption that municipal
waste would consume the capacity of private sector sites at a
greater rate than projected in SD#1 (over the 2021-2041 planning
period) valid? Residential waste diversion rates in Ontario also
tend to be higher than diversion rates for the IC&I sector.
2

Regulatory Regime

Review of Market
3 Conditions, pg. 4

This section mentions the federal government proposal to ban
single-use plastics but does not mention provincial proposals such
as banning food waste from landfills (mentioned in the Reducing
Litter and Waste in Our Communities Discussion Paper) and the
Food and Organic Waste Policy Statement targets for IC&I
facilities. For completeness, provincial government proposals and
policies that would impact waste disposal amounts in Ontario
should be mentioned.
“In 2019 a temporary increase in the amount of a 100,000 tonne
allowance was approved by MECP enabling the landfill to meet a
demand for capacity from existing contracted customers in order
to avoid a disruption in the system. Waste Connections will
continue to monitor and manage requests for additional tonnage
in order to remain within our overall capacity limits.”
The text should provide the reasons for Waste Connections’
second request for an emergency ECA amendment to allow
additional waste to be deposited (above the approved annual fill
rate of 1.3 million tonnes) for the calendar year. It would be
appropriate to discuss factors that could affect the annual fill rate
of 1.3 million tonnes per year over the 2021-2041 planning period.
MECP has advised Waste Connections that increases to the annual
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How Addressed in the EA
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fill rate are subject to the Environmental Screening Process under
O. Reg. 101/07 of the Environmental Assessment Act.

Explanation of Flow Chart.
4 pg. 7

“The Waste Diverted quantity in the flow chart (1.8 million tonnes
in 2031) is based on the still applicable sensitivity analysis
previously completed in SD#1 where 40% diversion is achieved in
2050 and reflects an IC&I diversion rate of 26% in 2031. This is a
realistic target based on Statistics Canada historical quantities
diverted in this sector.”

Text added that the 80% waste diversion by 2050
Page 4 of Needs Memo
target in the discussion paper is an overall goal for
(Appendix F)
residential and IC&I waste combined. While the
residential sector has seen steady increases in
diversion performance over recent years, which is
anticipated to continue into the future, the IC&I
sectors’ historic diversion rates has remained
relatively stagnant, hovering between 11% and 17%
between 2006 and 2018. This has resulted in a
combined current diversion rate in Ontario of 30%. As
98% of the waste received at the Ridge Landfill comes
from the IC&I sector, it was decided for the purpose
of this update that a diversion target reflective of this
sector should be considered. In revisiting the need
and opportunity, the diversion goal for IC&I waste of
40% by 2050 has been carried forward. It is assumed
that achieving the diversion target of 40% will be
made possible by the efforts to be undertaken as a
result of current and future Provincial and federal
regulations/guidelines.

It is necessary to clarify that Dillon selected a 40% diversion rate
for IC&I waste by 2050. Earlier in the memo (Regulatory Regime,
page 3), it is noted that “the overall diversion goal of 40% by 2050
has been carried forward based on the fact that historical
diversion rates for the IC&I sector have remained relatively low,
hovering between 11% and 15% from 2006 to 2014”. Please note
that 80% waste diversion by 2050 in the Strategy for a Waste-Free
Ontario is an overall goal (residential and IC&I waste combined).
At present, the overall diversion rate in Ontario is approximately
30%.

Explanation of Flow Chart.
5 pg. 7

Statement clarified that the City of London’s W12A
landfill site recently received ToR approval for an
expansion and they are planning for the potential to
continue to receive IC&I waste. The Durham York
Energy Centre has not committed to an expansion to
their facility. It is not anticipated that it would be
required until the mid-2030s with the majority (if not
all) capacity being allocated for residential waste.

“It was assumed that these facilities will reserve an average of 15%
of their capacity for IC&I waste which was based on data received
from municipal landfill operators. This results in approximately
129,000 tonnes of available permitted annual capacity in 2031
from Municipal Disposal Sites for IC&I waste. The forecasted
estimates for available disposal capacity was based on existing and
approved disposal sites (i.e., disposal sites currently undergoing an
EA for new or expanded capacity were not considered).” (Page 7)

Information regarding municipal landfills was based
on information provided by the largest municipal
landfill sites (Waterloo, Toronto and London which
represent almost 70% of the total municipal disposal
capacity) who were contacted to determine the
proportion of IC&I waste received at their sites. Using

Please provide more information on how the 129,000 tonnes was
calculated. There are 14 municipal landfills within south-central
Ontario in addition to the Durham York Energy Centre. Please note
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Page 8 of Needs Memo
(Appendix F)

#

Reference to draft EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed Action/Solution

that the City of London recently received approval to carry out an
EA for the expansion of the W12A landfill and service area.

How Addressed in the EA
a weighted average based on reported fill rates, an
average percentage of IC&I waste landfilled at
municipal sites was calculated to be 15%. This
percentage was applied to the approved fill rates for
all municipal sites and included in the available
capacity during the planning period. The expanding
W12A landfill site was included in the update and
increased the Municipal Disposal Sites quantity in
2031 assuming they will continue to receive IC&I
waste in similar proportions.

The assumption that 15% of the waste received at municipal
disposal facilities would come from the IC&I sector during the
planning period has not been fully explained/validated. How was
the data obtained and how many municipalities responded to the
survey? As part of revisiting the opportunity for the Ridge Landfill
expansion, additional disposal capacity from proposals to expand
municipal landfills (e.g. London W12A Landfill) and waste
management facilities (e.g. Durham York Energy Centre) within the
Ridge Landfill’s primary service area should be considered. The
planning period for these proposals overlap with the Ridge
Landfill’s planning period of 2021-2041.
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Where in EA Comment
is Addressed
Page 1 and 8 of Needs
Memo (Appendix F)

Comments Received on Draft EA

Walpole Island First Nation

Neegan Burnside Ltd. 17345 Leslie Street, Suite 200 Newmarket ON L3Y 0A4 CANADA
telephone (905) 953-8967 fax (905) 953-8945 web www.neeganburnside.com

September 19, 2019
Via: Email
Mr. Dean Jacobs
Consultation Manager
Walpole Island Heritage Centre
R.R.3
Wallaceburg ON N8A 4K9
Dear Mr. Jacobs:
Re:

Review of the Draft Ridge Landfill EA
Ridge Landfill Environmental Assessment
Project No.: 300040044.2018

Neegan Burnside Ltd. (Neegan Burnside) was retained by Walpole Island First Nation (WIFN) to
review the Draft Ridge Landfill Environmental Assessment. As part of this task, we were
provided with the draft Environmental Study Report and various technical studies for review.
The documents and our comments are summarized below:
Draft EA Document
Overall, the EA included a comprehensive and well-laid out assessment of impacts associated
with the proposed landfill expansion. The approach taken was consistent with the
Environmental Assessment Act requirements and the Terms of Reference.
WIFN has concerns with the overall stewardship of lands within their traditional and treaty
territories. Landfills emit a significant quantity of Greenhouse Gasses (GHGs). As such, it may
be helpful to provide further justification for the project overall. Could more information be
provided as to why the landfill should be expanded given that waste could be taken to an
alternate landfill where GHGs are more efficiently utilized eg through a landfill gas collection
system that can make better use of the gases for other purposes?
We also note that throughout the consultation sections of the EA Report, Indigenous
communities are grouped or referred to under the term “Stakeholders”. In the Acronyms,
Abbreviations, and Definitions section of the EA Report, the terms “Stakeholders” refers to the
definition of ‘interested persons’ as defined in the Code of Practice: Preparing and Reviewing
Terms of Reference for Environmental Assessments in Ontario (MOE, January 2014), which
includes ‘Aboriginal peoples and communities’. Please note that WIFN and other Indigenous
communities are rights-holders who hold legally identified rights beyond those of other
stakeholders. Please ensure this distinction is clarified in any future documentation.

Mr. Dean Jacobs
September 19, 2019
Project No.: 300040044.2018
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Record of Consultation
The following comments pertain to Appendix B – Record of Consultation.
1.

Section 5.4 of the Record of Consultation provides an overview of the consultation
activities undertaken with WIFN during the EA Study. This section refers to a meeting
taking place with WIFN on August 15, 2018. This meeting date is incorrect. The actual
meeting date was on May 30, 2018.

2.

Attachment 2 of the Record of Consultation provides a tabular summary of the
comments received from Walpole Island First Nation and the Waste Connections
response to the comments. In accordance with Section 4.3.7 of the Code of Practice:
Preparing and Reviewing Environmental Assessments in Ontario (MOE, January 2014),
Proponents are to prepare a consultation summary that “describes the proponent’s
response to comments and how concerns were considered in the preparation of the
environmental assessment”. Upon review of Attachment 2, the table provides the EA
reference, but does not describe how the referenced section of the EA considers these
concerns. Further, there appear to be several inconsistencies with the EA references in
relation to the comment and response.

Agricultural Impact Assessment
The Agricultural Impact Assessment, Appendix D1, was reviewed. We have no significant
comments on this document. We do note that on-site agricultural operations are proposed to
continue until the land is needed for landfilling. It is noted that existing tile drainage will not be
affected by the relocation of the Howard Drain. We suggest that there be an approach in place
to continue discussions with on-site farmers to ensure that they can continue to farm the site as
long as possible.
Atmospheric Impact Assessment
The following comments pertain to Appendix D3A - Atmospheric Impact Assessment:
3.

Assessed contaminants are missing several criteria at Page 12, Section 3.1.1 (pdf page
22 of 238), Table D3-2. Please add these criteria to the assessment.
a. Nitrogen dioxide is listed with a 1-hour and 24-hour averaging period. This list is
missing the CAAQS criteria1 of 78.96 µg/m3 for 1-hour and 22.56 µg/m3 annually.
b. Vinyl chloride is listed with a 24-hour averaging period. This list is missing the
0.2 µg/m3 annual AAQC2.
c. Chloroform is listed with a 24-hour averaging period. This list is missing the
0.2 µg/m3 annual AAQC3.

1

https://www.ccme.ca/en/current_priorities/air/caaqs.html
https://www.ontario.ca/page/ontarios-ambient-air-quality-criteria-sorted-contaminant-name
3
https://www.ontario.ca/page/ontarios-ambient-air-quality-criteria-sorted-contaminant-name
2

Mr. Dean Jacobs
September 19, 2019
Project No.: 300040044.2018
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d. Carbon monoxide is listed with a half-hour averaging period. This criterion is
only for compliance with O.Reg.419/05. The criteria for EA assessments now
include AAQCs averaged over 1 hour and 8 hours4. Page 94, Section 4.7.7 (pdf
page 108 of 238), Table D3-19, indicates that AVERTIME is 1 h, 24h, and
annual. The CO 8-hour AAQC criterion is 15,700 µg/m3 so the 8-hour averaging
period will need to added to this list.
e. 1 OU is not a guideline. It is a recommended target. “1 OU” is not listed in the
ACB List5 or the AAQC list6.
f.

Using AP-42 emission factors for landfills7, the landfill gas component with the
highest ratio to the criterion on a 24-hour basis is 1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane.
That contaminant should also be assessed against its 24-hour ACB List value8 of
0.1 µg/m3.

4.

Page 13, Section 3.1.2 (pdf page 24 of 238), Paragraph 3 formulas indicate that TSP
and PM10 are calculated from PM2.5 concentrations by multiplying by 4 and 2
respectively. These values do not match the values presented in the cited reference of
4.71 and 2.09 respectively9. Please justify the values used or revise the values used to
match the cited reference.

5.

Page 95-96, Section 4.8.1 (pdf page 108-109 of 238), indicates that the worst-case
modelled impact of TSP and PM10 exceed their respective criteria. The values predicted
are shown in Tables D3-20 through D3-23. Under the title “Deposition” the author
indicates that the actual impact would be less than modelled because deposition was not
considered. Given that the model will calculate both wet and dry deposition and that the
model is usually run with deposition as part of an EA assessment when the model
initially predicts values over 100 % of criterion, why was the model not run using these
parameters to identify the predicted impact utilizing deposition? Please provide results
when deposition is considered.

6.

Page 95-97, Section 4.8.1 (pdf page 108-110 of 238), indicates that the worst-case
modelled impact of TSP and PM10 exceed their respective criteria. The values predicted
are shown in Tables D3-20 through D3-23. The “Ridge Landfill 2014 Air Monitoring
Report” listed in the References Section was not provided and not obviously available on
the internet. The discussion under the heading “Demonstrated Operations Below
Relevant Criteria Through Monitoring” indicates that the measured 90 th percentile TSP
including both ambient and site sources was 41.4 µg/m3 which is 35 % of the 120 µg/m3
criterion. Unfortunately, there is no comparison of the location of the sampling to the
location of the modelled off-property maximum or the specific POI locations assessed.
Where were the 2014 samples taken? If they were taken at the POIs, then the report
should indicate that. If not, were the samples taken at the point indicated by the model

4

https://www.ontario.ca/page/ontarios-ambient-air-quality-criteria-sorted-contaminant-name
https://www.ontario.ca/page/air-contaminants-benchmarks-list-standards-guidelines-and-screeninglevels-assessing-point
6
https://www.ontario.ca/page/ontarios-ambient-air-quality-criteria-sorted-contaminant-name
7
https://www3.epa.gov/ttn/chief/ap42/ch02/final/c02s04.pdf
8
https://www.ontario.ca/page/air-contaminants-benchmarks-list-standards-guidelines-and-screeninglevels-assessing-point
5

9

CEPA/FPAC Working Group on Air Quality Objectives and Guidelines, National Ambient Air Quality Objectives for Particulate
Matter Part 1: Science Assessment Document, ISBN 0-662-63486-1, 1998, Table 5.21 on page 5-60.

Mr. Dean Jacobs
September 19, 2019
Project No.: 300040044.2018
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as the maximum for the weather conditions that existed during the sampling? The
model is very sensitive to wind direction, so a measurement taken at the location of the
maximum for one wind direction will not be the location of the maximum under any other
wind direction. If the wind directions don’t match, then the measured value may need to
be adjusted by the difference in predicted impact between the maximum location and the
measured location. Those adjusted values should be compared to the various criteria.
Please provide a discussion of the correspondence or lack thereof of the measurement
locations and the POI or maximum off-property locations. Please compare the
measured results to the corresponding model and adjust the various impacts to account
for the differences, if any.
If the further assessment suggested in the paragraph above continues to show values
exceeding criteria, please provide a frequency analysis of the exceedances.
7.

Page 12, Section 3.1.2 (pdf page 23 of 238), Paragraph 1 indicates that three years of
data was used. Since all AERMOD models use 5 years by default, why not use 5
years?

8.

Page vii, Executive Summary (pdf page 9 of 238), Paragraph 3 – Background data only
mentions ECCC. MECP runs stations 13001 and 12008 which are used for NOx,
PM2.5, CO, and SO2.

9.

Page 12, Section 3.1.2 (pdf page 23 of 238), Paragraph 1 suggests that PM2.5 and NOx
background data from station 13001, as listed in Table D3-3, is a station operated by
ECCC instead of MECP. Similarly, “Windsor Downtown (12008)” is an MECP operated
station.

10.

Page 94, Section 4.7.4 (pdf page 107 of 238), indicates that Building Downwash was
included in the simulation. There appear to be only 2 buildings on site (scale house and
garage) but neither building is near enough to the point sources to have any effect.
Building downwash area of effect is 5 L from each building and only affects point
sources.

Climate Change Impact Assessment
The following comment refers to Appendix D3B - Climate Change Impact Assessment:
11.

The total GHS from the country are 718 Mt CO2 equivalents in 2017. GHGs from Waste
accounts for 18.8 Mt CO2 equivalents/year or 2.5 % of the GHGs for the country10. The
authors indicate that the total GHGs from the province are 163 Mt CO2 equivalents or
23 % of the country total. Therefore, the GHG’s from waste for the province is
approximately 18.8 * 23 % = 4.27 Mt CO2 equivalents.
The report indicates that the GHG emission from the landfill is currently 0.367 Mt CO2
equivalents which is 8.6 % of the waste-related GHGs from the province. The EA shows
that this amount will peak at 0.592 Mt CO2 equivalents and drop back to 0.528 Mt CO2

10

http://data.ec.gc.ca/data/substances/monitor/canada-s-official-greenhouse-gas-inventory/B-TablesCanadian-Economic-Sector-Canada/?lang=en on Tab “A10-3”

Mr. Dean Jacobs
September 19, 2019
Project No.: 300040044.2018
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equivalents. At peak, this landfill will be emitting 0.592/4.2711 = 14 % of the
waste-related GHGs in the province. The totals will change with time but the order of
magnitude will remain similar.
It is our opinion that a 8-14 % increase in provincial waste GHGs should not be
considered negligible and further acknowledgement of this increase is warranted.
Bird Hazard Assessment
The following comments pertain to the following documents:





Bird Hazard and Aviation Safety (Section 3.2.4) and Built Environment – Aviation Safety and
Bird Hazard (Section 6.12) of the Ridge Landfill Environmental Assessment Report –
DRAFT (Dillon Consulting, July 2019).
Appendix B (Record of Consultation) of the aforementioned report.
Appendix D4 of the aforementioned report, Ridge Landfill Expansion – Assessment of
Potential Bird Hazards to Aircraft Safety (LGL Limited and AeroCan Aviation Specialists Inc.,
May 2019).

Neegan Burnside’s comments on the documents outlined above are as follows:
12.

13.

14.

11

It is identified that “the expansion of the landfill will provide the same attractions for
potentially hazardous birds. For that reason, the expansion of the landfill will not
increase potential bird hazards to the safety of aircraft using the Chatham-Kent
Municipal Airport.” Given that the area of landfill is proposed to expand and operate
similar to the existing landfill area, the volume of birds, in particular gulls, will
theoretically increase by a certain extent to reflect the additional area of exposed waste
available to birds (excluding the consideration of any bird control measures or
programs).
In Figure 4 of the report in Appendix D4, depicting the observed flight lines of American
Crows and Turkey Vultures from surveys in 2016/2017, an American Crow flight line is
shown directly over the Airport (from southeast to northwest). It should be clarified in the
report if American Crows pose a risk to aircraft travelling to/from the Airport, considering
the observed flight lines. Note that in Appendix B (Record of Consultation), it is identified
that “there is concern about the increased likelihood of bird strikes from pilots’
perspectives.”
The report should elaborate on the proponent’s plans to implement an upgraded bird
control program at Ridge Landfill. Precisely, any specific bird mitigation measures (longterm and/or short-term) that could be used at Ridge Landfill to improve the existing bird
control program and further reduce bird numbers should be discussed, and such
assessment should consider the proposed expanded landfill area.

The 4.27 Mt CO2 equivalent has not been corrected for future emissions from other landfill sources.
This calculation assumes that total provincial GHG emissions will be constant to the time of peak
emissions from the Ridge Landfill.

Mr. Dean Jacobs
September 19, 2019
Project No.: 300040044.2018
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16.

17.

18.

19.
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Transport Canada’s Airport Bird-Hazard Risk Assessment Process was not followed to
establish the Bird Hazard Zones at the Chatham-Kent Municipal Airport. The existing
Ridge Landfill area, in addition to the area encompassing the proposed landfill
expansion, both lie within the Primary Bird Hazard Zone of all three existing runways at
the Airport. The risks associated with siting a landfill (and an expanded landfill area)
within the Primary Bird Hazard Zone should be discussed.
We note that the level of risk posed by each bird species, as defined by Transport
Canada’s Bird Hazard Ranking System, was not detailed in the above reports for the
bird species observed in the vicinity of Ridge Landfill.
Beyond the description of reported bird strikes by Airport staff to Transport Canada,
there was no indication in the report whether or not Airport staff was aware of any near
misses or other incidents involving birds.
It was identified that the current measures being used to scare birds sometimes work
only temporarily (i.e., the birds leave the Landfill/Airport immediately but return shortly
after). Therefore, it is recommended that Airport and Ridge Landfill staff continue to
monitor the ongoing effectiveness of the bird mitigation measures that are being utilized,
and to make any adjustments if required.
In the Record of Consultation (Appendix B), it was identified that the bird hazard risk
assessment was to analyze the impact that climate change (i.e., the increased frequency
of high rainfall and other weather events) would have on the volume of birds in the
vicinity of the Landfill and Airport. Flooded areas and/or standing water could attract
more birds. This item remains outstanding.

Biological Impact Assessment
The following comments pertain to the Appendix D5 Biological Impact Assessment:
20.

Appendix A: MNRF correspondence has been omitted from this submission. In-text
references to MNRF correspondence necessitate these documents be included for the
purpose of review.

21.

S 6.7.2.2: It is unusual to group Eastern Red Bat with Big Brown and Silver-haired Bat
for the purpose of grouping call frequencies, as this species produces calls of frequency
and profile more similar to SAR myotis. Further justification is required in grouping these
high frequency calls in such a way, as there is potential for misidentification of Little
Brown Myotis as Eastern Red Bat through manual classification as well as autoclassification and with some software.

22.

S 7.4.1: The Howard Drain is described as an intermittent or ephemeral drain, but the
text identifies the presence of Watercress (a groundwater indicator). Further discussion
of groundwater contribution to flows on this system are required here.

23.

S 8.2: Pale Avens (S-Rank SH) and Western Chorus Frog (Threatened under SARA)
should also be included as SWH. Additionally, it was noted that Common and Swamp
Milkweed are present in multiple areas on the Study Area. Discussion of potential for
Monarch Habitat (as a Species of Conservation Concern) is also warranted here. It was
also noted that contiguous grassland >30 ha are present on the Study Area, and
presence or potential presence was indicated for the area-sensitive Northern Harrier and

Mr. Dean Jacobs
September 19, 2019
Project No.: 300040044.2018
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Savannah Sparrow. Justification as to why these areas should not be considered
candidate Open Country Bird Breeding SWH is required.
24.

S 11.1.1.8: Several potential SWH were omitted from the discussion in S 8.2. It should
be confirmed that no candidate SWH are to be impacted through proposed works. If
impacts to additional candidate SWH are anticipated, they should be listed here.

25.

Table D5-12, P 79-80: Pertinent conditions of S.23.6 and S 23.5 of O. Reg. 242/08
should be discussed with respect to proposed developments and impacts to Eastern
Meadowlark and Barn Swallow. It should also be explicitly stated that active Eastern
Meadowlark and Barn Swallow nests cannot be disturbed, regardless of ESA
exemptions.

26.

P 84: On this page and on all subsequent references to the active breeding window for
migratory birds, note that for Zone C1 the generally accepted active window for breeding
birds is April 1 to August 31.

27.

P 88: Several potential SWH were omitted from the discussion in S 8.2. It should be
confirmed that no candidate SWH are to be impacted through proposed works. If
impacts to additional candidate SWH are anticipated, they should be discussed here.

28.

Table D5-12 indicates that culturally sensitive or medicinal plants may be removed from
meadow areas and the woodlot. These will be replaced with native species plantings on
the west, south and east berms. It is indicated that Indigenous communities will be
consulted to determine whether community members wish to take part in the tending
program associated with the new plantings. WIFN would be interested in economic
opportunities associated with the plantings, including opportunities beyond just tending
to plantings. Please ensure that WIFN is consulted in the early stages of restoration
planning regarding any opportunities.A portion of the Howard Drain will be relocated.
While acknowledging that the drain is impacted both upstream and downstream by other
adjacent land uses and by its function as a municipal drain, we would hope that some
efforts to naturalize or add aquatic habitat features could be incorporated to the extent
possible.

Design and Operations Report
The document reviewed was:


(Draft) Ridge Landfill Expansion: Design and Operations Report, Appendix D6 Submitted by
Golder Associates Ltd., dated July 2019.

29.

Section 4.5 Final Contours: The site’s capacity is discussed such that rounding of the
value (28.9 million cubic metres) allows 50,000 cubic metres or more of additional
potential capacity. This is a substantial volume in terms of many Ontario communities.
Additional precision in the volume provided by the contour models should be provided.

30.

Section 5.6 Existing/Future Landfill Gas Management Area: This section indicates that
beneficial use of landfill gas (LFG) will be considered if it becomes economically viable.
The site is already 21 Mm3, yet it only uses LFG flares. The expansion proposes to add
28.9 Mm3. Other sites smaller than this use their LFG to generate electricity or other
beneficial uses – the Waterloo landfill, at 15 Mm3, is an example. WIFN strongly
recommends a beneficial use be found for LFGs instead of flaring in consideration of
GHG impacts.

Mr. Dean Jacobs
September 19, 2019
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31.

Section 6.1.2 Water Quantity and Erosion Control: The final bullet indicates projected
impacts from climate change have been considered in sizing the stormwater
management system. However, these are merely projections. Does the site have
additional room should the stormwater management system need to be further
increased to address actual climate change conditions? For example, can ditches be
widened? Can pond capacity be increased further? How much more capacity is
available should it be necessary?

32.

Section 6.2.1.6 Stormwater Ponds: Please provide the operational process describing
the “batch mode” operation for opening the stormwater ponds. What testing must be
completed? What are the steps to be taken ahead of an anticipated large storm event?
What is to occur during spring thaw?

33.

Section 7.7.3 Proposed East Infill Base: There is no indication that 194.8 mASL is the
lowest elevation for weathered till across the entire East Infill Base. Further, this section
should provide an explanation of how the prepared base will be inspected to confirm that
all weathered material is removed to prevent the preferential leachate pathways
mentioned.

34.

Section 7.7.4 Proposed Finger Drain Design: The D&O Report indicates that the base
will have a flat bottom. Discussion is of finger drains on the above grade slope of existing
waste, and granular blanket on the below-grade side slope of new expansion area. It
seems that there is no base leachate collection on the “flat bottom” of the expansion
area. Does the leachate collection system rely on hydraulic head to push leachate to the
site perimeter and into the leachate collection system? Such a system is not advisable.
Although discussed in the text, this reviewer did not have the associated drawings to
review. Without these drawings it is difficult to understand how additional finger drains
can be installed at the site. If finger drains are to be placed on an existing waste slope
and then covered by new waste, installation would require excavation through the waste.
This would not be ideal.

35.

Section 7.8 Leachate Control System Design for Expansion of the West and South
Landfills (Areas A and B): It is not clear in the D&O Report why the slope of the leachate
collection system pipes change depending on above grade final slopes. An explanation
should be provided.

36.

Section 7.8.2 Future Toe Drain: Installation of a future toe drain leaves several metres of
head on the liner (base of the site). It may be better to install a granular blanket on the
entire perimeter slope to base as this could provide the same future protection against
failure of the underdrain leachate collection system with the added benefit of minimizing
the leachate head at the perimeter. This is the design chosen for the Proposed East Infill
Base, and it’s not clear why an alternative design was selected for the other expansion
areas. (A toe drain is reasonable as a retrofit to existing waste footprints.)

37.

Section 13.4.2 Daily, Intermediate and Final Cover Placement: Regarding daily cover:

38.



1. When an alternative daily cover causes an adverse effect, only that type
alternative cover should be temporarily discontinued.



2. There is no indication of the process to be followed to determine when its
acceptable to resume use of an alternative daily cover type.

Section 14.2 Waste Control: There is no mention of a suspect waste storage area.
Waste is just put aside at the tipping area. Does this mean it is left exposed to weather?

Mr. Dean Jacobs
September 19, 2019
Project No.: 300040044.2018
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We need a better description of what happens with unacceptable wastes – especially
barrels of liquid waste or hazardous wastes.
39.

Section 15.1.3 Incoming Waste Records: 2. This section is the first (noted by this
reviewer) that indicates the intent to accept “hydrocarbon contaminated soils”. Such soils
are not always non-hazardous. The testing requirements prior to acceptance should be
stated.

Hydrogeological Impact Assessment
The document reviewed was:


Waste Connections of Canada - Ridge Landfill Expansion: Hydrogeological Impact
Assessment, Appendix D7, DRAFT July 2019 prepared by Dillon Consulting.

We have previously completed reviews of the following:

40.



Ridge Landfill Site Development, Operations and Monitoring: 2017 Annual Report,
April 2018 prepared by Dillon Consulting. Neegan Burnside review dated
October 1, 2018.



Ridge Landfill Expansion: Environmental Assessment - Hydrogeological Work Plan,
July 2018 prepared by Dillon Consulting. Neegan Burnside review dated
September 20, 2018.

Section 1.2. One of the stated purposes of the Hydrogeological Impact Assessment was to
describe effects to the environment of the alternative methods to the Undertaking. The
Work Plan outlined several alternative methods of landfill expansion including vertical
expansion of the Old Landfill and new expansion areas A, B and C. The Impact
Assessment does not evaluate the alternative methods. It appears to be presenting the
preferred alternative, although that is not explained in the text. Figure D7-8, a map of
current monitoring locations, shows three areas of “proposed waste limit”, but the report
does not indicate if these areas are alternative methods or if the areas are all included in the
preferred alternative. Discussion should be added to the report regarding alternative
methods, selection of the preferred alternative (was there hydrogeological input), and a
description of the preferred alternative.
41.

Section 3.2 and 3.3 Current and Historical Monitoring. These sections outline some of
the components of the monitoring program for the existing landfill but provide no data or
data analysis.
I.

There is a statement that “groundwater elevations at the Ridge landfill have
remained relatively constant with time in Layer 1” but no data is presented. A
vertical gradient of 0.6 is stated for Layer 3. Is this gradient Layer 1 to Layer 3 or
Layer 2 to Layer 3? If these are important observations within the EA context,
data such as historical hydrographs and vertical gradient tables should be
included in the report.

II.

A discussion of historical water quality monitoring results and indications of
impacts of the existing landfills should be added. It was noted in our review of
the 2017 Annual Report that trend graphs are not prepared for the West and
South landfills and that the graphs prepared for the Old Landfill showing outdated
DOC results were inadequate.

Mr. Dean Jacobs
September 19, 2019
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42.

Section 4.3 and 4.8. In Section 4.3 Layer 1 is referred to as an aquifer due to
weathering, fracturing and the presence of sand lenses. It is noted that these “can
permit the installation of a large diameter bored well for domestic purposes”. Is this
theoretical or have such wells been identified in the area? Section 4.8 reports on a local
well survey that received 18 responses. Please provide the number of residences or
farmsteads that were surveyed (i.e. percent response). It was noted that 5 of the 18
responses reported no well. What type of wells were identified in the remaining 13
responses? If there is data available for the current use of Layer 1 as an aquifer (i.e.
identified shallow wells), please provide this in the report.

43.

Section 4.3. The report states that the previous investigations identified few
“discontinuities” (we understand this to mean seams of more permeable sand, silt or
gravel), and that the 2016 drilling identified none. Therefore, previous drilling indicated
potential for isolated permeable seams and we note there were seams reported in the
2016 logs. BH 73 reported a sand seam at 3.6 to 4.5 m and BH76 reported a sand
seam at 7.6 to 8.2 m. While these may not be significant contaminant pathways, there
should be a contingency plan for handling permeable soils during construction,
particularly if the soils contain water under pressure.

44.

Section 5.1 and Section 5.2. Section 5.1 noted that “due to the presence of the leachate
collection systems lowering water levels with the fill areas to below the water table, any
groundwater movement from Layer 1 will be induced to flow into the fill areas”. Section
5.2 noted that Pathway 1 (horizontal flow in Layer 1) “is above the landfill base”. No
elevations were provided to confirm the depth of the LCS relative to the water table. If
Appendix D6 - Design and Operations, contains design details such as the expected
base elevations of the expansion areas (vertical and horizontal), the final elevations, and
the elevations of the LCS, they should be provided. Ideally, these should be presented
in cross-section format overlaying the geology, groundwater levels and surface water
features.

45.

Section 5.2. The report states that due to the LCS being lower than the water level,
groundwater flow in Layer 1 will be towards the landfill. This suggests movement of
water through the side liner. No details are provided for the side liner, but we
understand the liner is to work in conjunction with the LCS to prevent leachate migrating
outward. Therefore, is it not more likely that the new cells will deflect shallow flow and
distort the water level contours? Water levels may become higher upgradient of the
cells and lower downgradient of the cells.

46.

Section 5.1.1 states that horizontal groundwater movement is influenced mainly by
surficial drainage features. If water levels in the expansion area increase/decrease, will
this affect the relocated Howard Drain? How do current water levels compare to the
elevation of the Drain and will rising or falling water levels have any impact?

47.

Section 5.2. The discussion of Pathway 1 (horizontal flow in Layer 1) states that
contaminant modelling was not warranted as movement will be negligible with engine
controls. While we do not disagree, we suggest that the monitoring program must be
able to confirm this. Section 7.2 recommends a continuation of the current monitoring
program with the addition of the 2016 wells. Figure D7-17 Layer 1 Water Levels shows
a general flow pattern across the site from east (200 masl) to west (197 masl). There
are a number of monitoring wells on the southwest property boundary but only one along
the northwest (49-A). There are no Layer 1 monitoring wells downgradient of the Old
Landfill. In light of a proposed vertical expansion of the Old Landfill, the proposed
monitoring program should be re-evaluated to ensure that there are monitoring wells at

Mr. Dean Jacobs
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downgradient property boundaries. With the potential of the new cells to alter Layer 1
water level contours, there should also be wells between the new cells and surface
water features.
48.

Section 7.1. Section 7.1 contains a “Trigger Parameter List” Table D7-15, but there is no
explanation of how this is to be used. The list is simply a copy of Schedule 5 (Column 1
and Column 2) of O.Reg. 232/ 98 Landfill Standards Guideline. Please provide
discussion for this table. Is this the parameter list for the new monitoring program? Will
all of these parameters be used for all on-site monitoring wells, off-site private wells, and
leachate samples? Why are two columns of parameters presented?
In our review of the 2017 monitoring report we noted that the current groundwater
monitoring parameters did not include hardness, DOC, manganese or boron; parameters
that can be useful in environments with naturally high sulphate and chloride. We still
suggest that these be considered for the future monitoring program.

49.

Section 7.1. The report states “the groundwater monitoring program will remain in place
for two years after the landfill is closed”. We do not think this statement is useful as the
program will naturally evolve over the lifetime of the landfill to reflect changing
conditions. The program in place at closure will have to be reviewed and evaluated by
the hydrogeologist responsible for the landfill at that time.

50.

Section 7.2. The report notes that monitoring results will be compared to trigger criteria
for initiating contingency plans. Please provide the trigger parameters and
concentrations, and the monitoring wells at which they will apply. If these criteria have
not be established yet, there should be discussion about which stage of landfill approval
will they be provided?

51.

General comment. The pdf maps had significant pixilation. This made the text harder to
review (e.g. legends, location labels, well numbers). The digital maps should be better
quality.

Noise Impact Assessment
We have one comment on Appendix D8 - Landfill Site and Haul Route Noise Impact
Assessment.pdf, as follows:
52.

No assessment of impulsive noise was provided. Do activities involving concrete cause
impulsive noise when filling trucks?

Socio-economic Impact Assessment
The comments in this section refer to socio-economic considerations provided in the following
document:
53.

Section 6.1.4 provides some discussion regarding tree planting and restoration activities.
It is noted that due to the removal of a woodlot, compensation trees will be planted on
Chippewas of the Thames First Nation (COTTFN) lands. It is noted the some COTTFN
members will be employed to maintain those trees. There is some other vague language
around employment but it is unclear if there are any employment opportunities for WIFN
members. Further discussions with WIFN may be helpful to identify and fill employment

Mr. Dean Jacobs
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gaps. WIFN is also interested in other potential economic partnerships associated with
the works and operations at the site.
Surface Water Impact Assessment
We have no specific comments on Appendix D10- Surface Water Impact Assessment at this
time.
Transportation Impact Assessment
The comments in this section refer to transportation considerations provided in the following
document:


Ridge Landfill: Environmental Assessment Report DRAFT, Waste Connections; dated July
2019; prepared by Dillon Consulting.

Neegan Burnside Comments:
54.

Appendix D11 (Transportation Impact Assessment) provides an assessment of the
primary haul route between Highway 401 and the Ridge Landfill, concluding that the
transportation effects on the local transportation network from landfill operations are
expected to be minimal from the Ridge Landfill operations to the year 2041, and that no
mitigation is necessary. The analysis of the existing traffic capacity and collision data, as
well as forecasted capacity requirements to 2041, supports this conclusion, subject to
further response to the items noted in the comments below.

55.

The background traffic growth rates on the primary haul route, assumed in the
Transportation Impact Assessment, are relatively low (i.e., 0.4% per annum, based on
Chatham-Kent housing/population projections), with no growth in traffic from the landfill
expansion (i.e., existing maximum fill rate of 1.3 M tonnes per year is to be maintained).
Further basis for the assumed growth in background growth rates should be provided.
However, while these growth assumptions may be low, there appears to be significant
reserve traffic capacity on the primary haul route to accommodate higher growth rates.

56.

Traffic operations were not reviewed at the intersection of Drury Line / Middle Line.
Operations at this intersection were noted to be a potential safety concern by residents,
in the Ridge Landfill EA Criteria Workshop (July 22, 2018). Considering the skewed
alignment of this intersection and the higher traffic volumes on Middle Line, we
recommend that the traffic operations at this intersection be further reviewed.

57.

The physical conditions and operating speeds of the roads along the haul route should
be reviewed, as noted to be concerns by residents in the Ridge Landfill EA Criteria
Workshop.

Mr. Dean Jacobs
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58.

Appendix E (Review of Diversion Options) recommends limited diversion facilities at the
Ridge Landfill site (i.e., primarily construction/demolition waste reuse and an on-site
drop-off depot for materials that are not currently serviced by other transfer sites).
Therefore, it is assumed that further shifts to diversion will not significantly impact traffic
generation from the Ridge Landfill site.

59.

The study area for the Transportation Assessment includes only the primary haul route.
Forecasts should be made on the potential traffic generation on other potential haul
routes (e.g., from transfer stations, recycling depots or leaf and yard depots that may not
use Highway 401 as the access route to the landfill). This estimation should also reflect
the proposed modification of the market to be serviced by the landfill.

Visual Impact Assessment
There are no comments at this time on the Visual Impact Assessment.
Diversion Options Report
We have no specific comments on this report. It is understood that most diversion occurs
before waste is received by the landfill. However, we would encourage Waste Connections to
strive for continuous improvement with respect to waste diversion and seek new opportunities to
further divert recyclables and other materials which can be reused away from the landfill.
If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned.
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Yours truly,
Neegan Burnside Ltd.

Tricia Radburn, MCIP, RPP
Senior Environmental Planner
TR:bs
cc:

Janet Macbeth, WIFN (enc.) (Via: Email)

Other than by the addressee, copying or distribution of this document, in whole or in part, is not permitted without the express
written consent of Neegan Burnside Ltd..
2019.09.26 - WIFN - Ridge Landfill Draft EA Review
12/11/2019 5:16 PM

Walpole Island First Nation/Neegan Burnside

Document Reviewed:

Ridge Landfill Expansion Draft Environmental Assessment

Proponent:

Waste Connections of Canada

Date:

September 26, 2019

Client
Reference to
Reference
Draft EA
#
Record of Consultation
General
Comment

General
Comment

Comments & Rationale

WIFN has concerns with the overall stewardship of
lands within their traditional and treaty territories.
Landfills emit a significant quantity of Greenhouse
Gasses (GHGs). As such, it may be helpful to
provide further justification for the project overall.
Could more information be provided as to why the
landfill should be expanded given that waste could
be taken to an alternate landfill where GHGs are
more efficiently utilized e.g. through a landfill gas
collection system that can make better use of the
gases for other purposes?

We also note that throughout the consultation
sections of the EA Report, Indigenous communities
are grouped or referred to under the term
“Stakeholders”. In the Acronyms, Abbreviations, and
Definitions section of the EA Report, the terms
“Stakeholders” refers to the definition of ‘interested
persons’ as defined in the Code of Practice:
Preparing and Reviewing Terms of Reference for

Proposed Action/Solution

Justification for the undertaking was presented in the approved
TOR which was subject to extensive review and consultation
including with Indigenous Communities and Organizations (see
Supporting Document #1: Purpose/Opportunity Assessment (SD
#1). This work was supplemented by An Economic Analysis of
the Market for IC&I Waste in Central and Southwestern Ontario
(Jack Carr, November, 2017)). An update to the need for the
expansion is included in the EA document (Update to
Purpose/Opportunity Assessment Supporting Document #1).

How Addressed in the EA

No change required

Notwithstanding that continued flaring is identified as the preferred
landfill gas management alternative for the expansion, Waste
Connections has committed to MECP to review business
opportunities to look at beneficial use of gas in 3 to 5 years.
The stakeholder definition has been changed and edits have been Definition changed in EA and
made throughout report to respond to this comment.
edits made throughout EA to
distinguish between
stakeholders and Indigenous
Communities and
Organizations.

1

Client
Reference
#

Reference to
Draft EA

1

Appendix B,
Section 5.5

2

Attachment
2, Record of
Consultation

Comments & Rationale
Environmental Assessments in Ontario (MOE,
January 2014), which includes ‘Aboriginal peoples
and communities’. Please note that WIFN and other
Indigenous communities are rights-holders who hold
legally identified rights beyond those of other
stakeholders. Please ensure this distinction is
clarified in any future documentation.
Section 5.4 of the Record of Consultation provides
an overview of the consultation activities undertaken
with WIFN during the EA Study. This section refers
to a meeting taking place with WIFN on August 15,
2018. This meeting date is incorrect. The actual
meeting date was on May 30, 2018.
Attachment 2 of the Record of Consultation provides
a tabular summary of the comments received from
Walpole Island First Nation and the Waste
Connections response to the comments. In
accordance with Section 4.3.7 of the Code of
Practice: Preparing and Reviewing Environmental
Assessments in Ontario (MOE, January 2014),
Proponents are to prepare a consultation summary
that “describes the proponent’s response to
comments and how concerns were considered in the
preparation of the environmental assessment”.
Upon review of Attachment 2, the table provides the
EA reference, but does not describe how the
referenced section of the EA considers these
concerns. Further, there appear to be several
inconsistencies with the EA references in relation to
the comment and response.

Proposed Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA

The date of the meeting has been changed to May 30, 2018.
Please note, the Record of Consultation has been incorporated
into the main EA Report. Section 5.4 is now Section 8.7.5.

Change made in Record of
Consultation.

Additional information on comments raised and how they were
considered in the preparation of the EA has been added.

Information included in
Record of Consultation.

The comment and response table has been edited to update
references to EA sections.

2

Client
Reference
#
General
Comment

3

Reference to
Draft EA
Agricultural
Impact
Assessment

Appendix
D3A, Section
3.1.1

Comments & Rationale

Proposed Action/Solution

The Agricultural Impact Assessment, Appendix D1,
was reviewed. We have no significant comments on
this document. We do note that on-site agricultural
operations are proposed to continue until the land is
needed for landfilling. It is noted that existing tile
drainage will not be affected by the relocation of the
Howard Drain. We suggest that there be an
approach in place to continue discussions with onsite farmers to ensure that they can continue to farm
the site as long as possible.
Assessed contaminants are missing several criteria
at Page 12, Section 3.1.1 (pdf page 22 of 238),
Table D3-2. Please add these criteria to the
assessment.

Agreed, Waste Connections will continue discussions with on-site
tenant farmers.

Waste Connections
acknowledges that they will
continue to have on-going
dialogue with tenant farmers.

The criteria a) through d) have been updated to include all
relevant AAQS and CAAQS for the indicator compounds at all
noted averaging periods.

Items a) through d) have been
addressed throughout the
Atmospheric Impact
Assessment to support the
EA.

The dispersion models supporting the environmental assessment
have been revised to include all averaging periods for indicator
compounds with updated criteria.

Revisions associated with
items e) and f) do not require
revisions to the EA.

a. Nitrogen dioxide is listed with a 1-hour and
24-hour averaging period. This list is missing
the CAAQS criteria1 of 78.96 µg/m3 for 1-hour
and 22.56 µg/m3 annually.
b. Vinyl chloride is listed with a 24-hour
averaging period. This list is missing the 0.2
µg/m3 annual AAQC2.
c. Chloroform is listed with a 24-hour averaging
period. This list is missing the 0.2 µg/m3
annual AAQC3.
d. Carbon monoxide is listed with a half-hour
averaging period. This criterion is only for
1

https://www.ccme.ca/en/current_priorities/air/caaqs.html
https://www.ontario.ca/page/ontarios-ambient-air-quality-criteria-sorted-contaminant-name
3
https://www.ontario.ca/page/ontarios-ambient-air-quality-criteria-sorted-contaminant-name
2

3

How Addressed in the EA

Client
Reference
#

Reference to
Draft EA

Comments & Rationale
compliance with O.Reg.419/05. The criteria
for EA assessments now include AAQCs
averaged over 1 hour and 8 hours4. Page 94,
Section 4.7.7 (pdf page 108 of 238), Table
D3-19, indicates that AVERTIME is 1 h, 24h,
and annual. The CO 8-hour AAQC criterion
is 15,700 µg/m3 so the 8-hour averaging
period will need to added to this list.
e. 1 OU is not a guideline. It is a recommended
target. “1 OU” is not listed in the ACB List5 or
the AAQC list6.
f. Using AP-42 emission factors for landfills7,
the landfill gas component with the highest
ratio to the criterion on a 24‑ hour basis is
1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane. That contaminant
should also be assessed against its 24-hour
ACB List value8 of 0.1 µg/m3.

4

Appendix
D3A, Section
3.1.2

Page 13, Section 3.1.2 (pdf page 24 of 238),
Paragraph 3 formulas indicate that TSP and PM10
are calculated from PM2.5 concentrations by
multiplying by 4 and 2 respectively. These values do
not match the values presented in the cited

Proposed Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA

e) 1 OU is the threshold where 50% of the population would
detect an odorous compound. This value is commonly applied,
and referred to as a working guideline at sensitive receptors.

f) The indicator compounds that have been assessed for
compliance and cumulative air quality in the EA were reviewed by
the MECP in the Ridge Landfill Atmospheric Scope of Work.
The landfill gas indicator compounds have associated ACB List
standards while 1, 1, 2, 2-Tetrachloroethane has an ACB List JSL
criterion. The addition of this compound to the assessment is not
deemed appropriate at this time.

The values presented match the values presented in the
Executive Summary of the cited reference.
The values have been revised to reflect the study by Lall et al.,
2004, “Estimation of Historical Annual PM2.5 Exposures for
Health Effects Assessment” in the Atmospheric Environment

4

https://www.ontario.ca/page/ontarios-ambient-air-quality-criteria-sorted-contaminant-name
https://www.ontario.ca/page/air-contaminants-benchmarks-list-standards-guidelines-and-screening-levels-assessing-point
6
https://www.ontario.ca/page/ontarios-ambient-air-quality-criteria-sorted-contaminant-name
7
https://www3.epa.gov/ttn/chief/ap42/ch02/final/c02s04.pdf
8
https://www.ontario.ca/page/air-contaminants-benchmarks-list-standards-guidelines-and-screening-levels-assessing-point
5

4

The Atmospheric Impact
Assessment has been revised
to reflect a more reflective
background concentration of
PM10 and TSP.

Client
Reference
#

Reference to
Draft EA

Comments & Rationale
reference of 4.71 and 2.09 respectively9. Please
justify the values used or revise the values used to
match the cited reference.

5

6

Appendix
D3A, Section
4.8.1

Appendix
D3A, Section
4.8.1

Page 95-96, Section 4.8.1 (pdf page 108-109 of
238), indicates that the worst-case modelled impact
of TSP and PM10 exceed their respective criteria.
The values predicted are shown in Tables D3-20
through D3-23. Under the title “Deposition” the
author indicates that the actual impact would be less
than modelled because deposition was not
considered. Given that the model will calculate both
wet and dry deposition and that the model is usually
run with deposition as part of an EA assessment
when the model initially predicts values over 100 %
of criterion, why was the model not run using these
parameters to identify the predicted impact utilizing
deposition? Please provide results when deposition
is considered.
Page 95-97, Section 4.8.1 (pdf page 108-110 of
238), indicates that the worst-case modelled impact
of TSP and PM10 exceed their respective criteria.
The values predicted are shown in Tables D3-20
through D3-23. The “Ridge Landfill 2014 Air
Monitoring Report” listed in the References Section
was not provided and not obviously available on the
internet. The discussion under the heading

Proposed Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA

Journal.
Background concentrations of PM10 and TSP have been
estimated by applying a PM2.5/PM10 ratio of 0.54 and a
PM2.5/TSP ratio of 0.3.
Dry deposition algorithms have been implemented in the
particulate (PM2.5, PM10, and TSP) dispersion models.
The results in the Atmospheric Impact Assessment have been
revised.

Dry deposition algorithms
have been implemented in the
particulate (PM2.5, PM10, and
TSP) dispersion models.
The results in the Atmospheric
Impact Assessment have
been revised.

The implementation of dry deposition algorithms have yielded
particulate (PM2.5, PM10, and TSP) results below their respective
criteria.
Therefore, no further assessment is required.

9

The comparison of particulate
(PM2.5, PM10, and TSP) to
on-site monitored data has
been removed from the
results discussion.

CEPA/FPAC Working Group on Air Quality Objectives and Guidelines, National Ambient Air Quality Objectives for Particulate Matter Part 1: Science Assessment Document, ISBN 0-662-634861, 1998, Table 5.21 on page 5-60.

5

Client
Reference
#

Reference to
Draft EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed Action/Solution

“Demonstrated Operations Below Relevant Criteria
Through Monitoring” indicates that the measured 90 th
percentile TSP including both ambient and site
sources was 41.4 µg/m3 which is 35 % of the 120
µg/m3 criterion. Unfortunately, there is no
comparison of the location of the sampling to the
location of the modelled off property maximum or the
specific POI locations assessed. Where were the
2014 samples taken? If they were taken at the
POIs, then the report should indicate that. If not,
were the samples taken at the point indicated by the
model as the maximum for the weather conditions
that existed during the sampling? The model is very
sensitive to wind direction, so a measurement taken
at the location of the maximum for one wind direction
will not be the location of the maximum under any
other wind direction. If the wind directions don’t
match, then the measured value may need to be
adjusted by the difference in predicted impact
between the maximum location and the measured
location. Those adjusted values should be
compared to the various criteria. Please provide a
discussion of the correspondence or lack thereof of
the measurement locations and the POI or maximum
off property locations. Please compare the
measured results to the corresponding model and
adjust the various impacts to account for the
differences, if any.
If the further assessment suggested in the paragraph
above continues to show values exceeding criteria,
6

How Addressed in the EA

Client
Reference
#

7

8

9

Reference to
Draft EA

Appendix
D3A, Section
3.1.2

Appendix
D3A,
Executive
Summary
Appendix
D3A, Section
3.1.2

10

Appendix
D3A, Section
4.7.4

11

Appendix
D3B

Comments & Rationale
please provide a frequency analysis of the
exceedances.
Page 12, Section 3.1.2 (pdf page 23 of 238),
Paragraph 1 indicates that three years of data was
used. Since all AERMOD models use 5 years by
default, why not use 5 years?

Page vii, Executive Summary (pdf page 9 of 238),
Paragraph 3 – Background data only mentions
ECCC. MECP runs stations 13001 and 12008 which
are used for NOx, PM2.5, CO, and SO2.
Page 12, Section 3.1.2 (pdf page 23 of 238),
Paragraph 1 suggests that PM2.5 and NOx
background data from station 13001, as listed in
Table D3-3, is a station operated by ECCC instead
of MECP. Similarly, “Windsor Downtown (12008)” is
an MECP operated station.
Page 94, Section 4.7.4 (pdf page 107 of 238),
indicates that Building Downwash was included in
the simulation. There appear to be only 2 buildings
on site (scale house and garage) but neither building
is near enough to the point sources to have any
effect. Building downwash area of effect is 5 L from
each building and only affects point sources.
The total GHS from the country are 718 Mt CO 2
equivalents in 2017. GHGs from Waste accounts for
18.8 Mt CO2 equivalents/year or 2.5 % of the GHGs

Proposed Action/Solution

The MECP reviewed Atmospheric Work Plan stated that the
assessment of background contaminants would be performed by
collecting the most recent complete 2-3 years of data.
Further, the AERMOD model uses MECP preprocessed
meteorological data that would not match the last years of
available data for background contaminants.
The Executive Summary has been revised to reflect MECP and
ECCC run stations.

How Addressed in the EA

No change required.

The Executive Summary has
been revised to reflect MECP
and ECCC run stations.

Section 3.1.2 has been revised to reflect MECP and ECCC run
stations.

Section 3.1.2 has been
revised to reflect MECP and
ECCC run stations.

Building downwash was included in the simulation for
completeness.

No change required.

A review of the 2015-2017 GHG emission summaries from the
ECCC NIR shows that an average GHG emissions from waste
disposal for Ontario is 5.4 Mt CO2e. The emissions from solid
waste disposal account for an estimated 3.3% of Ontario’s total

No change required.

7

Client
Reference
#

Reference to
Draft EA

Comments & Rationale
for the country10. The authors indicate that the total
GHGs from the province are 163 Mt CO2 equivalents
or 23 % of the country total. Therefore, the GHG’s
from waste for the province is approximately 18.8 *
23 % = 4.27 Mt CO2 equivalents.
The report indicates that the GHG emission from the
landfill is currently 0.367 Mt CO2 equivalents which is
8.6 % of the waste-related GHGs from the province.
The EA shows that this amount will peak at 0.592 Mt
CO2 equivalents and drop back to 0.528 Mt CO 2
equivalents. At peak, this landfill will be emitting
0.592/4.2711 = 14 % of the waste-related GHGs in
the province. The totals will change with time but the
order of magnitude will remain similar.
It is our opinion that a 8-14 % increase in provincial
waste GHGs should not be considered negligible
and further acknowledgement of this increase is
warranted.

Proposed Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA

GHG emission profile.
The Ridge Landfill’s existing conditions account for 9.7% of the
total Ontario waste disposal GHG emissions with a peak of 14.2%
of the current total Ontario Solid Waste Disposal GHG emissions
post closure.
The site’s GHG emissions are directly related to the composition
of waste the service area generates. The GHG emission
estimates from the site are based on the assumption that the
composition of waste received will not change over the lifecycle of
the landfill. However, as enhancements are made to waste
diversion policy at the municipal and provincial levels there is
potential for a reduction in organic content in the residual waste
received and correspondingly a reduction in the GHG emissions
potential of the waste being deposited within the landfill.
Therefore, the GHG estimates provided are considered to be
conservative levels assuming that system wide waste diversion
remains the same as current day.

http://data.ec.gc.ca/data/substances/monitor/canada-s-official-greenhouse-gas-inventory/B-Tables-Canadian-Economic-Sector-Canada/?lang=en on Tab “A10-3”
The 4.27 Mt CO2 equivalent has not been corrected for future emissions from other landfill sources. This calculation assumes that total provincial GHG emissions will be constant to the time of
peak emissions from the Ridge Landfill.
10
11

8

Client
Reference
#
12

Reference to
Draft EA
Bird Hazard
Assessment

13

Appendix D4

14

Appendix D4

Comments & Rationale

Proposed Action/Solution

It is identified that “the expansion of the landfill will
provide the same attractions for potentially
hazardous birds. For that reason, the expansion of
the landfill will not increase potential bird hazards to
the safety of aircraft using the Chatham-Kent
Municipal Airport.” Given that the area of landfill is
proposed to expand and operate similar to the
existing landfill area, the volume of birds, in
particular gulls, will theoretically increase by a
certain extent to reflect the additional area of
exposed waste available to birds (excluding the
consideration of any bird control measures or
programs).
In Figure 4 of the report in Appendix D4, depicting
the observed flight lines of American Crows and
Turkey Vultures from surveys in 2016/2017, an
American Crow flight line is shown directly over the
Airport (from southeast to northwest). It should be
clarified in the report if American Crows pose a risk
to aircraft travelling to/from the Airport, considering
the observed flight lines. Note that in Appendix B
(Record of Consultation), it is identified that “there is
concern about the increased likelihood of bird strikes
from pilots’ perspectives.”
The report should elaborate on the proponent’s
plans to implement an upgraded bird control
program at Ridge Landfill. Precisely, any specific
bird mitigation measures (long-term and/or shortterm) that could be used at Ridge Landfill to improve
the existing bird control program and further reduce

Although the life of the landfill will be extended that volume of
waste received on a daily basis will not change. Waste is covered
on a daily basis and the only exposed waste is at the working
face. The size of the working face will not change during the
expansion period.

No change required.

Potential hazards to aircraft safety caused by American Crows are
discussed in the LGL Limited and AeroCan Aviation Report in
Appendix D4. American Crows are widely distributed through
agricultural areas of southwestern Ontario in winter. Some crows
are also attracted to the landfill in the winter. Crow observations
at the airport are discussed in Section 6.2 of the Appendix where
control efforts at the airport are also summarized. It is relevant
that there have been no aircraft/crow strikes in 24 years of
reported data from the Chatham/Kent Airport.

No change required.

See response to Comment #12. With regard to measures to
upgrade the present bird control program, the following approach
will be considered as part of the expansion: gulls are currently
able to feed at the landfill during gaps in the control coverage.
Adding a second controller would allow continuous control
coverage from dawn to dusk. This would prevent the gulls from

No change required
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How Addressed in the EA

Client
Reference
#

Reference to
Draft EA

15

Appendix D4

16

Appendix D4

Comments & Rationale

Proposed Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA

bird numbers should be discussed, and such
assessment should consider the proposed expanded
landfill area.

feeding at the landfill at any time and the gulls would soon stop
visiting the site. This approach has been successful at other
landfills. In addition, minor tweaks to the existing program would
be implemented.

Transport Canada’s Airport Bird-Hazard Risk
Assessment Process was not followed to establish
the Bird Hazard Zones at the Chatham-Kent
Municipal Airport. The existing Ridge Landfill area, in
addition to the area encompassing the proposed
landfill expansion, both lie within the Primary Bird
Hazard Zone of all three existing runways at the
Airport. The risks associated with siting a landfill
(and an expanded landfill area) within the Primary
Bird Hazard Zone should be discussed.
We note that the level of risk posed by each bird
species, as defined by Transport Canada’s Bird
Hazard Ranking System, was not detailed in the
above reports for the bird species observed in the
vicinity of Ridge Landfill.

The Ridge Landfill was already in operation when the Aeronautical No change required.
Zoning in place around the Chatham-Kent Airport was
implemented.
Nonetheless, the bird hazard assessment in
Appendix D4 meets all of the requirements of Transport Canada.

The Transport Canada hazard rankings are designed to apply No change required.
across Canada and include many species that are not attracted to
landfills. The hazard assessment in Appendix D4 focused on
potentially hazardous bird species that are known to be attracted to
landfills in southwestern Ontario. All relevant species were covered
in that Appendix. Hazardous bird species that are not attracted to
landfills were not addressed.
The landfill operator is not
responsible for those species.

10

Client
Reference
#
17

Appendix D4

Beyond the description of reported bird strikes by
Airport staff to Transport Canada, there was no
indication in the report whether or not Airport staff
was aware of any near misses or other incidents
involving birds.

Near misses are reported as strikes in the information collected by No change required.
Transport Canada. Airport staff collect extensive data on wildlife
on, and around, the airport using seven cameras around the
airport and direct observations by staff. These data are
summarized in Section 6.2 of the report.

18

Appendix D4

Agreed, the EA recommends continued monitoring and working
collaboratively with the Airport to manage potential bird hazards.

No change requiredrecommendation already
included in EA.

19

Appendix B

It was identified that the current measures being
used to scare birds sometimes work only temporarily
(i.e., the birds leave the Landfill/Airport immediately
but return shortly after). Therefore, it is
recommended that Airport and Ridge Landfill staff
continue to monitor the ongoing effectiveness of the
bird mitigation measures that are being utilized, and
to make any adjustments if required.
In the Record of Consultation (Appendix B), it was
identified that the bird hazard risk assessment was
to analyze the impact that climate change (i.e., the
increased frequency of high rainfall and other
weather events) would have on the volume of birds
in the vicinity of the Landfill and Airport. Flooded
areas and/or standing water could attract more birds.
This item remains outstanding.

The main impact of climate change is the potential for increased
precipitation runoff. As a result, stormwater ponds will be sized
about 15% larger than without climate change considerations.
Waste Connections will modify the bird control program to take
into account these marginally larger ponds.

No change required,
commitment to modifications
to bird control program
already included.

Reference to
Draft EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed Action/Solution
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#
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Reference to
Draft EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA

Appendix D5

Appendix A: MNRF correspondence has been
omitted from this submission. In-text references to
MNRF correspondence necessitate these
documents be included for the purpose of review.

Agency correspondence will be included in the final EA.

Included in final EA.

21

Appendix D5,
S 6.7.2.2

Although Eastern Red Bat have the potential to produce calls
within the frequency range of SAR myotis, they are also known to
produce calls within the upper frequency range of Big Brown Bat
and Silver-haired Bat. Upon manual review of the 20
EPFU/LANO/LABO group calls associated with southwest
woodlot, each of the calls were associated with Big Brown
Bat/Silver-haired Bat. The MNRF was aware of this species
grouping and did not flag this as a concern.

No change required.

22

Appendix D5,
S 7.4.1

S 6.7.2.2: It is unusual to group Eastern Red Bat
with Big Brown and Silver-haired Bat for the purpose
of grouping call frequencies, as this species
produces calls of frequency and profile more similar
to SAR myotis. Further justification is required in
grouping these high frequency calls in such a way,
as there is potential for misidentification of Little
Brown Myotis as Eastern Red Bat through manual
classification as well as auto-classification and with
some software.
S 7.4.1: The Howard Drain is described as an
intermittent or ephemeral drain, but the text identifies
the presence of Watercress (a groundwater
indicator). Further discussion of groundwater
contribution to flows on this system are required
here.

The results of field observations together with continuous
hydrometric data indicate that flow conditions in the Howard Drain
and its tributaries are driven by surface runoff and snowmelt.
These watercourses do not receive significant groundwater
contributions beyond what is intercepted by existing tile drainage
systems and discharged from stormwater management ponds.
During summer months, it is common for the Howard, Duke, and
Scott Drains to be dry.

No change required

Available hydrogeological information collected on the site
indicated that the shallow groundwater table is generally more
than 3 – 4 m below the existing ground level during the typically
dry summer months. Comparing this information to the average
depths of the on-site drains confirms that the watercourses are
generally at or above the shallow groundwater table in the
12

Client
Reference
#

23

24

Reference to
Draft EA

Appendix D5,
S 8.2

Appendix D5,
S 11.1.1.8

Comments & Rationale

S 8.2: Pale Avens (S-Rank SH) and Western Chorus
Frog (Threatened under SARA) should also be
included as SWH. Additionally, it was noted that
Common and Swamp Milkweed are present in
multiple areas on the Study Area. Discussion of
potential for Monarch Habitat (as a Species of
Conservation Concern) is also warranted here. It
was also noted that contiguous grassland >30 ha are
present on the Study Area, and presence or potential
presence was indicated for the area-sensitive
Northern Harrier and Savannah Sparrow.
Justification as to why these areas should not be
considered candidate Open Country Bird Breeding
SWH is required.

S 11.1.1.8: Several potential SWH were omitted from
the discussion in S 8.2. It should be confirmed that
no candidate SWH are to be impacted through

Proposed Action/Solution
summer months and do not receive significant contributions from
lateral groundwater movement.
Pale avens was observed within the existing flood control facility
west of Pond 4. The EA has been updated reflect this.
Western Chorus Frog (Great Lakes / St. Lawrence - Canadian
Shield Population) is federally listed under SARA as Threatened.
The Carolinian Population is not federally listed under SARA. The
Ridge Landfill falls within the Carolinian Population range.

How Addressed in the EA

The EA will be updated to
include/account for SWH for
“Special Concern and Rare
Wildlife Species (pale avens).
No change required for
Western Chorus Frog or
Monarch.

Monarch was not observed during the field inventories. Although
common and swamp milkweed were observed, neither are
considered special concern species. The Criteria Schedule for
Ecoregion 7e does not identify Monarch Habitat under ‘Habitat for
Species of Conservation Concern’. The Criteria for Special
Concern and Rare Wildlife Species’ under ‘Habitat for Species of
Conservation Concern’ requires identification of special concern
or rare species, and when observed, the habitat to the finest ELC
scale that protects the habitat form and function is the SWH.
The contiguous grasslands are associated with the Old and West
Landfills revegetated caps which are maintained (cut) throughout
the growing season typically to a height of approximately 6”. The
ECA for the landfill allows for maintenance of the waste facility
grounds. The contiguous grasslands were not assessed as OCBB
SWH. In addition, there was no reference to ‘presence or potential
presence’ of northern harrier or savannah sparrow.
Only confirmed & candidate SWH was highlighted in the EA
based on field investigation results. Only candidate SWH for Bat
Maternity Colonies was carried forward in association with the
northeast woodlot.
13

No change required.

Client
Reference
#

Reference to
Draft EA

26

Appendix D5,
P 84

27

Appendix D5,
P 88

28

Appendix D5,
Table D5-12

Comments & Rationale
proposed works. If impacts to additional candidate
SWH are anticipated, they should be listed here.
P 84: On this page and on all subsequent references
to the active breeding window for migratory birds,
note that for Zone C1 the generally accepted active
window for breeding birds is April 1 to August 31.
P 88: Several potential SWH were omitted from the
discussion in S 8.2. It should be confirmed that no
candidate SWH are to be impacted through
proposed works. If impacts to additional candidate
SWH are anticipated, they should be discussed
here.
Table D5-12 indicates that culturally sensitive or
medicinal plants may be removed from meadow
areas and the woodlot. These will be replaced with
native species plantings on the west, south and east
berms. It is indicated that Indigenous communities
will be consulted to determine whether community
members wish to take part in the tending program
associated with the new plantings. WIFN would be
interested in economic opportunities associated with
the plantings, including opportunities beyond just
tending to plantings. Please ensure that WIFN is
consulted in the early stages of restoration planning
regarding any opportunities. A portion of the Howard
Drain will be relocated. While acknowledging that the
drain is impacted both upstream and downstream by
other adjacent land uses and by its function as a
municipal drain, we would hope that some efforts to

Proposed Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA

The Zone nesting periods are “general nesting periods” and are
applied to large geographies. The timing constraint of April 15 to
August 15 is an agency accepted timing constraint window for the
area.
Only confirmed & candidate SWH was highlighted in the EA
based on field investigation results. Only candidate SWH for Bat
Maternity Colonies was carried forward in association with the
northeast woodlot.

No change required.

Waste Connections will continue to liaise with WIFN related to the
plantings. As noted in the EA, efforts will be made to improve the
aquatic habitat in the relocated Howard Drain. .

No change required.
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No change required.
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#

Reference to
Draft EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA

naturalize or add aquatic habitat features could be
incorporated to the extent possible.
29

Appendix D6,
Section 4.5

30

Appendix D6,
Section 5.6

31

Appendix D6,
Section 6.1.2

Section 4.5 Final Contours: The site’s capacity is
discussed such that rounding of the value (28.9
million cubic metres) allows 50,000 cubic metres or
more of additional potential capacity. This is a
substantial volume in terms of many Ontario
communities. Additional precision in the volume
provided by the contour models should be provided.
Section 5.6 Existing/Future Landfill Gas
Management Area: This section indicates that
beneficial use of landfill gas (LFG) will be considered
if it becomes economically viable. The site is already
21 Mm3, yet it only uses LFG flares. The expansion
proposes to add 28.9 Mm3. Other sites smaller than
this use their LFG to generate electricity or other
beneficial uses – the Waterloo landfill, at 15 Mm3, is
an example. WIFN strongly recommends a beneficial
use be found for LFGs instead of flaring in
consideration of GHG impacts.
Section 6.1.2 Water Quantity and Erosion Control:
The final bullet indicates projected impacts from
climate change have been considered in sizing the
stormwater management system. However, these
are merely projections. Does the site have additional
room should the stormwater management system
need to be further increased to address actual
climate change conditions? For example, can
ditches be widened? Can pond capacity be

The final landfill contours will be generated as part of the detailed
design which will determine the precise volume of the expansion.
This will be completed during the ECA process.

To be addressed during
detailed design and the ECA
process.

Waste Connections is actively seeking beneficial use
opportunities for the LFG and at minimum has committed to
MECP to review business opportunities to look at beneficial use of
gas in 3 to 5 years.

No change required

There is a significant and sufficient area of land along the north
limit of the site that is designated for future flood control area.

No change required.
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33

34

Reference to
Draft EA

Appendix D6,
Section
6.2.1.6

Appendix D6,
Section 7.7.3

Appendix D6,
Section 7.7.4

Comments & Rationale
increased further? How much more capacity is
available should it be necessary?
Section 6.2.1.6 Stormwater Ponds: Please provide
the operational process describing the “batch mode”
operation for opening the stormwater ponds. What
testing must be completed? What are the steps to be
taken ahead of an anticipated large storm event?
What is to occur during spring thaw?

Section 7.7.3 Proposed East Infill Base: There is no
indication that 194.8 mASL is the lowest elevation for
weathered till across the entire East Infill Base.
Further, this section should provide an explanation of
how the prepared base will be inspected to confirm
that all weathered material is removed to prevent the
preferential leachate pathways mentioned.

Section 7.7.4 Proposed Finger Drain Design: The
D&O Report indicates that the base will have a flat
bottom. Discussion is of finger drains on the above

Proposed Action/Solution

A high level description of the operational process is provided at
the end of Section 6.2.1.6. Testing parameters and frequency are
described in the Design and Operations Report - Appendix D6 Section 15. Note that this proposed monitoring program is for
general monitoring purposes, i.e., it is not specifically related to
compliance with the Stormwater Ponds batch discharge criteria
that will be developed as part of the ECA amendment application
under the Ontario Water Resources Act (OWRA) for the
stormwater management system associated with the landfill
expansion.
Additional details and selected water quality parameters to be
tested and criteria to be met prior to batch discharge will be
established in the ECA approval application under the Ontario
Water Resources Act.
The extensive experience with previous cell construction on this
site shows that the bottom of the weathered till zone is at or above
approximately elevation 195 mASL, consistent with the borehole
logs available for this area.
The exposed excavation will be visually inspected prior to liner or
leachate collection system construction. In the event that the
weathered till zone is encountered below elevation 194.8 mASL
the base excavation will be lowered at localized areas as needed
to have the compacted clay liner keyed into the unweathered clay
till.
This comment refers to Sections 7.7.3 and 7.7.4.
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How Addressed in the EA

No change required.

Section 7.7.3 has been
revised to include this
procedure.

No change required.
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#
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Reference to
Draft EA

Appendix D6,
Section 7.8

Comments & Rationale

Proposed Action/Solution

grade slope of existing waste, and granular blanket
on the below-grade side slope of new expansion
area. It seems that there is no base leachate
collection on the “flat bottom” of the expansion area.
Does the leachate collection system rely on
hydraulic head to push leachate to the site perimeter
and into the leachate collection system? Such a
system is not advisable. Although discussed in the
text, this reviewer did not have the associated
drawings to review. Without these drawings it is
difficult to understand how additional finger drains
can be installed at the site. If finger drains are to be
placed on an existing waste slope and then covered
by new waste, installation would require excavation
through the waste. This would not be ideal.

To confirm, leachate is controlled at the proposed East Infill area
by a continuous clear stone drainage blanket on the upper portion
of the below ground perimeter side slopes, finger drains below the
final cover along the perimeter slopes and a compacted clay liner
on the below ground side slopes for lateral containment. The
proposed design is appropriate given the approximately 30 m
thick clay till deposit beneath the waste for leachate containment
and groundwater protection. This is supported by hydrogeological
and contaminant transport modelling carried out for the Old
Landfill Area, which showed that a supplemental basal leachate
collection system would have limited added value in terms of
groundwater protection. It should be noted that the
hydrogeological and contaminant transport modelling for the
Ridge Landfill expansion was reviewed by the Hydrogeologist of
the MECP Southwest Region. The reviewer concurred with the
findings of the modelling and did not raise concerns with
groundwater impacts at the site. The MECP reviewer
acknowledged the fact that the site’s favourable hydrogeologic
conditions make a basal leachate collection system of limited
value for groundwater protection. Of particular relevance to the
design of the leachate control system of the Old Landfill is the
statement that the main purpose of the leachate collection system
is to control breakouts at the surface; we agree with this
statement and it should be noted that it formed the basis for the
proposal of a perimeter leachate control system for the expansion
of the Old Landfill area.

Section 7.8 Leachate Control System Design for
Expansion of the West and South Landfills (Areas A

For plan view, refer to Drawing 15 and for cross sections refer to
the East Infill typical sections on Drawing 18.
The purpose for the change in leachate collection system pipe
design slope is to compensate for potential long-term reduction in
17

How Addressed in the EA

No change required.
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#

Reference to
Draft EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed Action/Solution

and B): It is not clear in the D&O Report why the
slope of the leachate collection system pipes change
depending on above grade final slopes. An
explanation should be provided.

grades caused by differential settlement of the natural clay
deposit beneath the landfill. The differential settlement in this
case is caused by the varying waste fill thickness/loading,
particularly along the landfill perimeter where the waste loading is
small compared to the higher central portion of the landfill. This is
the reason that the changes in pipe design grades are dependent
on the above grade final waste fill slopes. Please refer to SubAppendix D6-A – Geotechnical Assessment Technical
Memorandum for grading design basis (i.e., for justification of
variable slopes).
Based on the contaminant transport modelling carried out for the
expansion (see Appendix D7-G – Contaminant Transport
Modelling), leachate control on the perimeter toe of the landfill is
sufficient to meet O. Reg. 232/98 and Reasonable Use Guideline.
The proposed design of the expansion Areas A and B includes a
continuous granular underdrain layer on the base sideslopes from
the crest to the toe to convey and direct leachate to the collection
sumps for removal from the cells. The Future Toe Drain will be
installed at the end of the service life of the underdrain leachate
collection system of the West Landfill/Area A and South
Landfill/Area B for perimeter seepage control. Excavating existing
waste at depths up to approximately 10 metres below ground
along the perimeter (i.e. a few kilometres long) is not required.
The use of temporarily discontinued alternative daily cover will be
resumed when measures are in place to effectively control
adverse effects (e.g., litter, odour and dust impacts) as confirmed
by site inspections completed by the Landfill Manager.

36

Appendix D6,
Section 7.8.2

Section 7.8.2 Future Toe Drain: Installation of a
future toe drain leaves several metres of head on the
liner (base of the site). It may be better to install a
granular blanket on the entire perimeter slope to
base as this could provide the same future protection
against failure of the underdrain leachate collection
system with the added benefit of minimizing the
leachate head at the perimeter. This is the design
chosen for the Proposed East Infill Base, and it’s not
clear why an alternative design was selected for the
other expansion areas. (A toe drain is reasonable as
a retrofit to existing waste footprints.)

37

Appendix D6,
Section
13.4.2

Section 13.4.2 Daily, Intermediate and Final Cover
Placement: Regarding daily cover:
1. When an alternative daily cover causes an
adverse effect, only that type alternative cover
should be temporarily discontinued.

18

How Addressed in the EA

No change required.

Section 13.4.2 of the D & O
Report will be revised to
include this procedure.

Client
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#

Reference to
Draft EA

38

Appendix D6,
Section 14.2

39

Appendix D6,
Section
15.1.3

40

Appendix D7,
Section 1.2

Comments & Rationale
2. There is no indication of the process to be
followed to determine when its acceptable to resume
use of an alternative daily cover type.
Section 14.2 Waste Control: There is no mention of
a suspect waste storage area. Waste is just put
aside at the tipping area. Does this mean it is left
exposed to weather? We need a better description of
what happens with unacceptable wastes – especially
barrels of liquid waste or hazardous wastes.
Section 15.1.3 Incoming Waste Records: 2. This
section is the first (noted by this reviewer) that
indicates the intent to accept “hydrocarbon
contaminated soils”. Such soils are not always nonhazardous. The testing requirements prior to
acceptance should be stated.

Section 1.2. One of the stated purposes of the
Hydrogeological Impact Assessment was to describe
effects to the environment of the alternative methods
to the Undertaking. The Work Plan outlined several
alternative methods of landfill expansion including
vertical expansion of the Old Landfill and new
expansion areas A, B and C. The Impact
Assessment does not evaluate the alternative
methods. It appears to be presenting the preferred
alternative, although that is not explained in the text.
Figure D7-8, a map of current monitoring locations,

Proposed Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA

Unacceptable wastes segregated at the working face will be
handled as needed and required by applicable Regulations.

Revise Section 14.2 to clarify.

Section 13.4.2 (1) includes non-hazardous contaminated soils as
approved for daily cover. Only non-hazardous contaminated soils
can be accepted on site.

Revise Section 15.1.3, i.e.,
replace “hydrocarbon
contaminated soils” with “nonhazardous contaminated
soils” for consistency with
Section 13.4.2.

If suspect, contaminated soils to be imported and used as daily
cover will be tested for Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure
(TCLP) and classified as non-hazardous when compared to
O.Reg. 558/00 standards. Consideration will be given to the
MECP document “Management of Excess Soil – A Guide for Best
Management Practices” (2014) when assessing and importing
contaminated soil.
This information is included in Chapters 4 and 5 of the EA. The
methodology followed was per the approved TOR for the project.
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The soil acceptance
procedure will be added to
Section 13.4.2.
No change required.

Client
Reference
#

41

Reference to
Draft EA

Appendix D7,
Section 3.2
and 3.3

Comments & Rationale
shows three areas of “proposed waste limit”, but the
report does not indicate if these areas are alternative
methods or if the areas are all included in the
preferred alternative. Discussion should be added to
the report regarding alternative methods, selection of
the preferred alternative (was there hydrogeological
input), and a description of the preferred alternative.
Section 3.2 and 3.3 Current and Historical
Monitoring. These sections outline some of the
components of the monitoring program for the
existing landfill but provide no data or data analysis.
I.

II.

There is a statement that “groundwater
elevations at the Ridge landfill have remained
relatively constant with time in Layer 1” but
no data is presented. A vertical gradient of
0.6 is stated for Layer 3. Is this gradient
Layer 1 to Layer 3 or Layer 2 to Layer 3? If
these are important observations within the
EA context, data such as historical
hydrographs and vertical gradient tables
should be included in the report.
A discussion of historical water quality
monitoring results and indications of impacts
of the existing landfills should be added. It
was noted in our review of the 2017 Annual
Report that trend graphs are not prepared for
the West and South landfills and that the
graphs prepared for the Old Landfill showing
outdated DOC results were inadequate.

Proposed Action/Solution

i) Layer 1 is the shallow weathered and fractured and clay till.
Due to its limited thickness there is a limited range that
groundwater levels will fluctuate.
The vertical gradient of 0.6 is the gradient through Layer 2 based
on water levels in Layer 1 and Layer 3.
ii) The comment related to the 2017 Monitoring Report were
addressed in the 2018 Annual Monitoring Report, as necessary.
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How Addressed in the EA

No changes required.

Client
Reference
#
42

Reference to
Draft EA
Appendix D7,
Section 4.3
and 4.8.

43

Appendix D7,
Section 4.3

44

Appendix D7,
Section 5.1

Comments & Rationale

Proposed Action/Solution

Section 4.3 and 4.8. In Section 4.3 Layer 1 is
referred to as an aquifer due to weathering,
fracturing and the presence of sand lenses. It is
noted that these “can permit the installation of a
large diameter bored well for domestic purposes”. Is
this theoretical or have such wells been identified in
the area? Section 4.8 reports on a local well survey
that received 18 responses. Please provide the
number of residences or farmsteads that were
surveyed (i.e. percent response). It was noted that 5
of the 18 responses reported no well. What type of
wells were identified in the remaining 13 responses?
If there is data available for the current use of Layer
1 as an aquifer (i.e. identified shallow wells), please
provide this in the report.
Section 4.3. The report states that the previous
investigations identified few “discontinuities” (we
understand this to mean seams of more permeable
sand, silt or gravel), and that the 2016 drilling
identified none. Therefore, previous drilling indicated
potential for isolated permeable seams and we note
there were seams reported in the 2016 logs. BH 73
reported a sand seam at 3.6 to 4.5 m and BH76
reported a sand seam at 7.6 to 8.2 m. While these
may not be significant contaminant pathways, there
should be a contingency plan for handling permeable
soils during construction, particularly if the soils
contain water under pressure.
Section 5.1 and Section 5.2. Section 5.1 noted that
“due to the presence of the leachate collection
systems lowering water levels with the fill areas to

The statement is theoretical and was included as the rationale for
identifying Layer 1 as an aquifer. No large diameter bored wells
have been identified in the area of the landfill by either survey or
in the Water Well Record. As noted in the report, municipal water
is available on both Charing Cross Road and Erieau Road (i.e.
reason for “no well” to be included as a response). All of the wells
identified in the survey were deep drilled wells.

No changes required.

The exposed base will be inspected prior to the construction of
the liner or leachate collection system. Sand seams encountered
on the cell floor during cell excavation will be subexcavated and
backfilled with clay and compacted. Sand seams encountered in
the excavation sideslopes will be covered with the compacted clay
liner. It is noted that these more permeable seams are localized
and not continuous.

Revise Sections 4.4.1, 4.4.2
and 7.7.3 of the Design and
Operations Report (Appendix
D6) to include this procedure.

As detailed in the Design and Operations Report, the base of the
landfill is at an elevation of 192 masl or lower. As shown on
Figure D7-17, the lowest water level in Layers 1 was 196.56 masl

No changes required.
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Client
Reference
#

Reference to
Draft EA
and Section
5.2

45

Appendix D7,
Section 5.2

46

Appendix D7,
Section 5.1.1

Comments & Rationale
below the water table, any groundwater movement
from Layer 1 will be induced to flow into the fill
areas”. Section 5.2 noted that Pathway 1 (horizontal
flow in Layer 1) “is above the landfill base”. No
elevations were provided to confirm the depth of the
LCS relative to the water table. If Appendix D6 Design and Operations, contains design details such
as the expected base elevations of the expansion
areas (vertical and horizontal), the final elevations,
and the elevations of the LCS, they should be
provided. Ideally, these should be presented in
cross-section format overlaying the geology,
groundwater levels and surface water features.
Section 5.2. The report states that due to the LCS
being lower than the water level, groundwater flow in
Layer 1 will be towards the landfill. This suggests
movement of water through the side liner. No details
are provided for the side liner, but we understand the
liner is to work in conjunction with the LCS to prevent
leachate migrating outward. Therefore, is it not more
likely that the new cells will deflect shallow flow and
distort the water level contours? Water levels may
become higher upgradient of the cells and lower
downgradient of the cells.
Section 5.1.1 states that horizontal groundwater
movement is influenced mainly by surficial drainage
features. If water levels in the expansion area
increase/decrease, will this affect the relocated
Howard Drain? How do current water levels
compare to the elevation of the Drain and will rising
or falling water levels have any impact?

Proposed Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA

(in the western part of the site) and most water levels are more
than 198 masl.

It is agreed that the side liner will limit the amount of groundwater
flow from Layer 1 into the landfill cells but there will be a hydraulic
gradient such that the groundwater level in Layers 1 is much
higher than the water level at the base of the landfill. Layer 1
groundwater will discharge into the municipal drains and is not
expected to increase due to the presence of the fill areas.

No changes required.

Water levels are not expected to increase in Layer 1 with the
landfill expansion. Water levels in Layer 1 are generally within 1
to 2 m below the natural ground surface and therefore are above
the invert of the municipal drains. This is typical the
hydrogeologic conditions throughout the clay plain area of
Chatham and Windsor (not specific to the Ridge Landfill).

No changes required.
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#
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48

Reference to
Draft EA
Appendix D7,
Section 5.2

Appendix D7,
Section 7.1

Comments & Rationale

Proposed Action/Solution

Section 5.2. The discussion of Pathway 1
(horizontal flow in Layer 1) states that contaminant
modelling was not warranted as movement will be
negligible with engine controls. While we do not
disagree, we suggest that the monitoring program
must be able to confirm this. Section 7.2
recommends a continuation of the current monitoring
program with the addition of the 2016 wells. Figure
D7-17 Layer 1 Water Levels shows a general flow
pattern across the site from east (200 masl) to west
(197 masl). There are a number of monitoring wells
on the southwest property boundary but only one
along the northwest (49 A). There are no Layer 1
monitoring wells downgradient of the Old Landfill. In
light of a proposed vertical expansion of the Old
Landfill, the proposed monitoring program should be
re-evaluated to ensure that there are monitoring
wells at downgradient property boundaries. With the
potential of the new cells to alter Layer 1 water level
contours, there should also be wells between the
new cells and surface water features.
Section 7.1. Section 7.1 contains a “Trigger
Parameter List” Table D7-15, but there is no
explanation of how this is to be used. The list is
simply a copy of Schedule 5 (Column 1 and Column
2) of O.Reg. 232/ 98 Landfill Standards Guideline.
Please provide discussion for this table. Is this the
parameter list for the new monitoring program? Will
all of these parameters be used for all on-site
monitoring wells, off-site private wells, and leachate

Comment noted. Additional Layer 1 monitoring wells were added
as the West and South Landfills were constructed. It is considered
that the six new Layer 1 monitoring wells in the expansion area
are adequate to monitor Layer 1 groundwater. If future monitoring
indicates issues with these wells additional Layer 1 monitoring
wells can be installed and added to the monitoring program. The
location of these monitoring wells will be based on the future
monitoring data and the issue(s) identified to warrant their
installation.

No change required.

Table D7-15 is the target parameter list that will be used in the
monitoring program for the expanded landfill and is based on
Schedule 5 (Column 1 and Column 2) of O.Reg. 232/ 98 Landfill
Standards Guideline. This list will be used for on-site monitoring
wells, off-site private wells, and leachate samples.

No change required.
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Client
Reference
#

Reference to
Draft EA

Comments & Rationale
samples? Why are two columns of parameters
presented?

49

Appendix D7,
Section 7.1

50

Appendix D7,
Section 7.2

51

In our review of the 2017 monitoring report we noted
that the current groundwater monitoring parameters
did not include hardness, DOC, manganese or
boron; parameters that can be useful in
environments with naturally high sulphate and
chloride. We still suggest that these be considered
for the future monitoring program.
Section 7.1. The report states “the groundwater
monitoring program will remain in place for two years
after the landfill is closed”. We do not think this
statement is useful as the program will naturally
evolve over the lifetime of the landfill to reflect
changing conditions. The program in place at
closure will have to be reviewed and evaluated by
the hydrogeologist responsible for the landfill at that
time.
Section 7.2. The report notes that monitoring results
will be compared to trigger criteria for initiating
contingency plans. Please provide the trigger
parameters and concentrations, and the monitoring
wells at which they will apply. If these criteria have
not be established yet, there should be discussion
about which stage of landfill approval will they be
provided?
General comment. The pdf maps had significant
pixelation. This made the text harder to review (e.g.
legends, location labels, well numbers). The digital
maps should be better quality.

Proposed Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA

Hardness (calcium and magnesium), DOC, manganese and
boron are included in the target parameter list and will be
analyzed in the monitoring program for the expanded landfill.

The intent of the statement of “the groundwater monitoring
program will remain in place for two years after the landfill is
closed” was that there would be no immediate change to the
monitoring program upon landfill closure and changes would only
be recommended after two years of additional monitoring. We
agree with the remainder of the comment.

No change required.

As noted in the test of Section 7.2 the contingency plans including
triggering mechanism are documented in Appendix D6 – Design
and Operations Report.

No change required.

This has been corrected in the final EA.

Has been corrected in final
EA.
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#
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Reference to
Draft EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed Action/Solution

Appendix D8

No assessment of impulsive noise was provided. Do
activities involving concrete cause impulsive noise
when filling trucks?

No change required.

53

Appendix D9,
Section 6.1.4

54

Appendix
D11

Comment noted.

No change required.

55

Appendix
D11

Section 6.1.4 provides some discussion regarding
tree planting and restoration activities. It is noted
that due to the removal of a woodlot, compensation
trees will be planted on Chippewas of the Thames
First Nation (COTTFN) lands. It is noted the some
COTTFN members will be employed to maintain
those trees. There is some other vague language
around employment but it is unclear if there are any
employment opportunities for WIFN members.
Further discussions with WIFN may be helpful to
identify and fill employment gaps. WIFN is also
interested in other potential economic partnerships
associated with the works and operations at the site.
Appendix D11 (Transportation Impact Assessment)
provides an assessment of the primary haul route
between Highway 401 and the Ridge Landfill,
concluding that the transportation effects on the local
transportation network from landfill operations are
expected to be minimal from the Ridge Landfill
operations to the year 2041, and that no mitigation is
necessary. The analysis of the existing traffic
capacity and collision data, as well as forecasted
capacity requirements to 2041, supports this
conclusion, subject to further response to the items
noted in the comments below.
The background traffic growth rates on the primary
haul route, assumed in the Transportation Impact

Activities involving concrete include concrete crushing next to the
stockpile. Based on field observations, the noise from the crusher
or loading of trucks is not considered impulsive. The crushed
concrete would be similar to gravel when ready for truck loading.
Waste Connections will continue to liaise with WIFN regarding
tree planting and employment opportunities.

This growth rate was provided by Chatham-Kent and the reviewer
is correct that there will be significant reserve traffic capacity. No

No change required.
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No change required.
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Draft EA

56

Appendix
D11

57

Appendix
D11

58

Appendix E

Comments & Rationale
Assessment, are relatively low (i.e., 0.4% per
annum, based on Chatham-Kent housing/population
projections), with no growth in traffic from the landfill
expansion (i.e., existing maximum fill rate of 1.3 M
tonnes per year is to be maintained). Further basis
for the assumed growth in background growth rates
should be provided. However, while these growth
assumptions may be low, there appears to be
significant reserve traffic capacity on the primary
haul route to accommodate higher growth rates.
Traffic operations were not reviewed at the
intersection of Drury Line / Middle Line. Operations
at this intersection were noted to be a potential
safety concern by residents, in the Ridge Landfill EA
Criteria Workshop (July 22, 2018). Considering the
skewed alignment of this intersection and the higher
traffic volumes on Middle Line, we recommend that
the traffic operations at this intersection be further
reviewed.
The physical conditions and operating speeds of the
roads along the haul route should be reviewed, as
noted to be concerns by residents in the Ridge
Landfill EA Criteria Workshop.
Appendix E (Review of Diversion Options)
recommends limited diversion facilities at the Ridge
Landfill site (i.e., primarily construction/demolition
waste reuse and an on-site drop-off depot for
materials that are not currently serviced by other
transfer sites). Therefore, it is assumed that further
shifts to diversion will not significantly impact traffic
generation from the Ridge Landfill site.

Proposed Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA

further analysis will be undertaken.

Historical accident data reviewed as part of the assessment does
not indicate that there are safety issues at this intersection. No
further analysis will be undertaken.

No change required.

Waste Connections works closely with Chatham-Kent to
continuously monitor the condition of the haul route. Operating
speeds are appropriate for the relevant sections of road. Speed
enforcement is a policing issue.
This assumption is correct.

No change required.
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No change required.

Client
Reference
#
59

Reference to
Draft EA
Appendix
D11

Comments & Rationale
The study area for the Transportation Assessment
includes only the primary haul route. Forecasts
should be made on the potential traffic generation on
other potential haul routes (e.g., from transfer
stations, recycling depots or leaf and yard depots
that may not use Highway 401 as the access route
to the landfill). This estimation should also reflect the
proposed modification of the market to be serviced
by the landfill.

Proposed Action/Solution
The Transportation assessment was completed as per the
approved TOR and the reviewed workplan. No further analysis
will be undertaken.
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How Addressed in the EA
No change required.

Ministry of the Environment
Conservation and Parks

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Carolyn Lee
Special Project Officer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks

FROM:

Mark Harris, P.Geo
Hydrogeologist
Southwest Region
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks

DATE:

August 15, 2019

RE:

Ridge Landfill.
Hydrogeological Impact Assessment, July 2019.

I have reviewed the Hydrogeological Impact Assessment that was prepared by Dillon
Consulting, as part of the Environmental Assessment being conducted for expansion of the Ridge
Landfill Site. The report is dated July 2019 and was included as Appendix D7 in the Draft
Environmental Assessment report.
I do not have any major concerns with respect to ground water at the site. As this is the
expansion of an existing landfill site, significant site characterization and monitoring has already
been completed. The existing information was supplemented by additional site analysis to further
support the current proposal.
Background
The existing and proposed landfill footprints are underlain by over 30 m of fine-grained material,
classified as clayey silt till. The upper few metres of the till are more heavily fractured; a
condition that is commonly observed in similar settings in southern Ontario. However, the
majority of the thickness of this material is unfractured and has been shown to exhibit values of
hydraulic conductivity in the order of 10-10 m/sec.
Upon consideration of the local hydrogeology, the report identified two possible pathways for
local ground water to become contaminated. The first is through the lateral flow of ground water
in the uppermost 4-5 m of the clay till, which is known to be more heavily fractured. The second
is via downward migration to the local contact aquifer, which is encountered at the interface
between the overburden and the underlying bedrock. Most local wells are supplied by the
contact aquifer.
In both situations, ground water is expected to be protected. In section 5.1, shallow ground water
is expected to be diverted around the waste due to the side wall liners. Further protection is
afforded by the leachate collection system, which is designed to maintain landfill liquid levels
below the surrounding ground water table. This will create a gradient towards the leachate
collection system, rather than the other way around.

In the event that leachate is able to migrate beyond the leachate collection system, it would have
only a limited potential to contaminate deeper ground water. Despite the presence of a
downward hydraulic gradient, the very low hydraulic conductivity means that downward
migration of ground water can be expected to be in the order of about 1 cm per year. Modeling
results calculated that it would take about one thousand years for a conservative (non-reactive)
contaminant to reach the local supply aquifer. More reactive contaminants will experience much
greater attenuation, with modelling predicting “virtually no impact” to the contact aquifer.
As a result, from a ground water protection standpoint, the site’s hydrogeology is favourable.
Transport of contaminants through the subsurface can be expected to be very slow, and take
several thousand years to impact the underlying contact aquifer. Modeling suggests that the
critical contaminants at this site will remain below the Reasonable Use Criteria.
In addition, the proposal is to include the construction of leachate collection systems, which may
add further ground water protection. It is acknowledged that the local hydrogeological
conditions make the leachate collection system of limited value for ground water protection. Its
main purpose is to control liquid levels to prevent breakouts at surface.
Action Items
I agree that the risk to ground water resources at this site can be expected to be low. However,
there are several outstanding items that should be addressed for the final EA document.
1. Figure D7-17 depicts a somewhat irregular pattern for ground water flow, including an
isolated depression around well 63-A. Water levels are known to recover very slowly
following sampling/purging from wells in a fine-grained formation. Might the water
table surface have been constructed using water level measurements from wells that had
not stabilized after sampling? If this were the case, would it make a difference to the
proposed plan?
2. The report would benefit from the inclusion of a new figure that portrays ground water
protection strategies at this site. For example, Figure D7-7 illustrates the subsurface
stratigraphy and shows the position of the landfill. A diagram like this could be enhanced
by showing the presence of the leachate collection system and/or clay liner.
3. As an alternative, a new diagram could be used to place the landfill, geology, leachate
collection system, property boundaries and off-site wells within context. This could be
either a schematic, or a drawing made to scale to provide a sense of perspective for the
reader. This provides a more visual depiction of the possible pathways from the landfill
to receptors, while at the same time illustrating and annotating the various risk reduction
factors that are asserted to occur at the site. The proponent should consider including a
figure like this either in hydrogeological report or in the main EA report.
4. The report should clearly identify that the monitoring program (and contingency plan) is
intended to be fluid, and that it may need to be modified at any time in the future to
respond to unforeseen conditions.

5. Appendix D7-G reports on Contaminant Transport Modeling. In Table 6, the leachate
collection rate in the horizontal expansion area is shown to decrease to 0.0 m3/m2/year
after 100 years, coinciding with the expected service life of the leachate collection
system. However, this rate is shown to begin to rise again 11 years later. In Table 7, the
leachate collection rate in the vertical expansion area is reported as 0.14 m3/m2/year from
40 to 5000 years after construction.
I would expect that that leachate collection rate should remain at 0.0 m3/m2/year after the
collection system has failed. The tables should either be revisited and adjusted
accordingly, or, the text should be modified to explain how the numbers can exceed 0.0
m3/m2/year. The last paragraph on page 14 appears to refer to this issue, but is not clear.
6. Since the spatial extent of the landfill is being expanded, so too should the area in which
off-site private wells are monitored. Are there any wells that will become much closer to
the landfill after the expansion? For example, wells associated with properties just south
of the southern tip of the property. If the landfill will encroach on them at the same
distance as it does to the private wells that are currently monitored, efforts should be
made to add them to the monitoring program.

Ministry of the Environment,
Conservation and Parks

Ministère de l’Environnement, de la
Protection de la nature et des Parcs

733 Exeter Road
London ON N6E 1L3
Tel’: 519 873-5000
Fax: 519 873-5020

733, rue Exeter
London ON N6E 1L3
Tél.: 519 873-5000
Téléc.: 519 873-5020

August 16, 2019

Memorandum
To:

Carolyn Lee, Project Officer

From:

Alison Munro, Surface Water Specialist

RE:

Surface Water Review – Ridge Landfill: Environmental Assessment Report
DRAFT. July 2019.

I have completed a surface water review of the Draft Environmental Assessment Report and
offer the following comments.
Prior to the submission of the Draft EA, the Ministry reviewed and approved a Terms of
Reference and an individual surface water work plan. The approved Terms of Reference
committed to complete the following tasks to evaluate the impact on surface water quality and
quantity of the preferred alternative:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aquatic - As fish inventories were last conducted in the Howard and Duke Drain on May
31, 1996, and no fisheries information is available for the Gales/Scott drain, updates are
required. In this regard, collection and inventory of fish species within these drains are
required by the use of electrofishing, seining or other collection methods;
Confirmation of overland flow routes, drainage boundaries and outlet locations;
Inventory of existing hydraulic structures (i.e., location, size, material);
Measurements of typical stream channel geometry (i.e., bottom width, side slopes,
depth);
Climate and stream flow monitoring (initiated in the fall of 2015) to collect: Rainfall data
and ambient temperature data; Water temperature and water levels data; and Stream
flow gauging measurements;
Surface water quality sampling of indicator parameters such as temperature, suspended
sediments, inorganics, major ions, bacteria, trace organics and nutrients;
A benthic community inventory, including taxonomic sorting and identification of
macroinvertebrates, which will follow the Ontario Benthos Biomonitoring Network:
Protocol Manual (January 2007);
Hydrologic Modelling;
Water Balance Assessment; and
Hydraulic Analyses and Flood Hazard Delineation.
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With the exception of the flood hazard delineation, it appears that all of the proposed tasks were
completed. Data was collected and analyzed against indicators to determine the potential
changes in surface water quantity and quality (baseline vs. post-expansion).
In general, it was concluded that baseline conditions in the drain are indicative of a system with
fair to poor water quality (chemistry and benthos indicators) that is under the influence of
upstream landuses. Given the historical and baseline surface water sampling, the water quality
does not appear to be impacted over upstream conditions at the outlet of the landfill, sampling
location SW7. The preferred alternative includes similar water movement around the site, with
an expanded network of stormwater management to control water quality and quantity.
Stormwater ponds will capture and treat runoff prior to monitored batch discharges. Therefore,
it is not expected that the expansion will have a negative impact on surface water quality. Water
quantity monitoring and modelling suggest that there will be no impact to the local drains due to
flooding, erosion or peak flows. Although I’m unable to comment on the actual modelling inputs,
the conclusions support no change from baseline to post-expansion conditions. The information
provided by the proponent to support these conclusions appears to be relevant and reasonable.
There are a few points of clarification below which may assist in the review of the final EA.
Please have the proponent confirm that flood hazard delineation was completed as per the
commitment in the ToR.
Please have the proponent clarify in Table form the proposed surface water monitoring program
including monitoring locations, sampling frequency, parameters and limits. This should also
include the proposed sampling of the stormwater ponds prior to batch discharge. In a few
locations in the Surface Water Impact Assessment (SWIA) it refers to a Section 0 or O,
however, this section does not appear to be in the SWIA.
On page 55 the report suggests that the stormwater management ponds outlet directly, or
indirectly, to the Howard or Duke Drains. Please clarify the flow paths and outlet locations for
each of the SWM ponds – are they all connected or is it the intention to drain the site at various
points directly to the Municipal Drains? This may alter the proposed monitoring requirements
and locations.
On page 19 of the SWIA table D10 refers to sample location SW11 as downstream of the
proposed expansion site. Please confirm that this is downstream as in other sections it is
considered to be background water quality. This was discussed during the work plan review so
this may just require a simple text correction.
Please have the proponent confirm the statement on Page 60 of the SWIA under the section
titled Future Conditions and page 167 of the ToR; “For the purpose of assessing the potential
surface water related impacts, the completed existing landfill (i.e., post-closure) was utilized to
represent the baseline environmental conditions.” It was my understanding that current
conditions represented baseline conditions.
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Page 76 of the SWIA mentions the movement of the Howard Drain location. It is suggested that
approvals will be required under the Drainage Act and that aquatic habitat will be replaced.
Considering this is one of the major potential negative effects of the preferred alternative, some
more discussion on approvals, mitigation and/or monitoring measures for the relocation should
be provided where possible.

Alison Munro,
Surface Water Specialist.
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Ministry of the Environment,
Conservation and Parks

Ministère de l’Environnement,
de la Protection de la nature
et des Parcs

Environmental Assessment
and Permissions Branch

Direction des évaluations
et des permissions
environnementales

1st Floor
135 St. Clair Avenue W
Toronto ON M4V 1P5
Tel.: 416 314-8001
Fax.: 416 314-8452

Rez-de-chaussée
135, avenue St. Clair Ouest
Toronto ON M4V 1P5
Tél. : 416 314-8001
Téléc. : 416 314-8452

BY EMAIL ONLY

September 5, 2019

Cathy Smith, Project Manager, Ridge Landfill Expansion
Waste Connections of Canada
20262 Erieau Road
Blenhein ON N0P 1A0

Dear Cathy:
The Ministry of the Environment Conservation and Parks (the ministry) has reviewed the draft
report for the Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment (draft EA) received July 19,
2019. Waste Connections is requesting comments on the draft EA from agency, public, and
Indigenous communities and organizations from July 23 to September 6, 2019. The ministry is
providing comments from the following disciplines:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Environmental assessment process;
Land use planning;
Air quality;
Groundwater;
Surface water;
Leachate management;
Landfill gas management; and
Waste diversion.

Ms. Cathy Smith
Page 2
Comments on provincial Species at Risk and permitting requirements under the Endangered
Species Act will be provided during the review of the final EA.
Ministry comments have been compiled in the enclosed table with the exception of the
comments contained in the memos (dated August 16, 2019) from the ministry’s groundwater
and surface water reviewers which were sent to you via email on August 20, 2019.
In general, the level of detail in main document of the draft EA report should be improved to
support the conclusions in the evaluation of alternative methods and the impact assessment for
the preferred undertaking. Section 4.3 (Documentation Requirements) of the Code of Practice:
Preparing and Reviewing Environmental Assessments in Ontario (January 2014) indicates that
the document needs to contain sufficient information to ensure that the expert and the lay
reader can understand the planning process that was followed. The EA may consist of several
volumes, with the first being the main document that lays out the results of the planning
process, followed by technical appendices. If a multiple volume document is prepared, the main
document should be sufficiently detailed so that it can stand on its own and provide a complete
picture of the planning process and its conclusions.
As multiple changes to the draft EA are anticipated, the ministry suggests that Waste
Connections submit a revised draft EA for the ministry’s review accompanied by proponent
responses in the comment table format provided. Should you have any questions or would like
clarification on the comments provided, please do not hesitate to contact Carolyn Lee, Special
Project Officer via email at Carolyn.lee@ontario.ca or by phone at 416-212-4279.
Sincerely,

Carolyn Lee
Special Project Officer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch
Enclosure: Ridge Landfill Expansion Draft Environmental Assessment Comment Response Table

C: Andrew Evers, Supervisor (A), Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch

Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
DRAFT EA - Comment Response Table
Document Reviewed:
Proponent:
Date:

#

Ridge Landfill Expansion Draft Environmental Assessment
Waste Connections of Canada
Comments received - September 5, 2019. Response - October 18, 2019

Reference to draft EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed Action/Solution

Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch, Special Project Officer
1 Acronyms, Abbreviations,
The term consultation in the context of an environmental
and Definitions
assessment (EA) is defined in the Code of Practice: Consultation
in Ontario’s Environmental Assessment Process (January 2014).
Appendix C – Commitments
Table Commitment #1
Cumulative effects do not only pertain to air. The definition of
“cumulative effects assessment” is provided in the Canadian
Environmental Assessment Agency’s Cumulative Effects
Practitioner’s Guide (February 1999):

Use definitions from the Ministry of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks (ministry)
codes of practice for EA.

How Addressed in the EA
The Acronyms, Abbreviations, and Definitions section at the
beginning of the main EA report has been reviewed and
revised.

Provide separate lists for acronyms, abbreviations
and glossary of terms.
Check definitions for accuracy and relevance.

An assessment of the incremental effects of an action on the
environment when the effects are combined with those from other
past, existing and future actions.
The units for diameter in the definitions for PM and TSP are
incorrect.
The acronyms list should be separate from definitions. Definitions
for terms are usually contained in a glossary.
The purpose of the introduction is to provide basic facts about the
Ridge Landfill, present the proposed increase in capacity, and
describe the overall EA process.
10

2

3

4

Executive Summary
Section 1 Introduction

Executive Summary
Section 2 Overview of the EA
Process

Executive Summary
Section 4 Consideration of the
Alternative Methods

The Landfill Management and Planning in Ontario Study
(September 2018) provides estimates of various scenarios of
when landfill capacity in Ontario will be reached. This document is
not yet available to the public.
The ministry provided comments on the technical work plans. The
ministry does not approve work plans.

Revise the introduction to provide basic facts about The Executive Summary has been revised to include basic
the Ridge Landfill, proposed expansion and EA
facts related to landfill expansion.
process.
The requested information regarding references and
Remove references and information from the
information from the Landfill Management and Planning in
Landfill Management and Planning in Ontario
Ontario Study (September 2018) has been removed from the
Study (September 2018).
EA.
Remove references to the ministry approving work
plans throughout the EA document.

The wording has been changed to reflect that plans were
finalized in consultation with the Ministry.

Include a figure to show the overall EA process.

A figure of the EA process has been added to the Executive
Summary, Section 2.

Ontario’s EA process was not described.
This section should provide a summary of how alternative methods Include a summary of how alternative methods
were evaluated.
were evaluated.

A summary of how alternative methods were evaluated was
added to the Executive Summary, Section 4.

#

Reference to draft EA

Comments & Rationale

Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch, Special Project Officer
5 Executive Summary
The proposed volumetric capacity increase with and without final
Section 5 Description of the
cover should be stated here.
Preferred Alternative
It is not possible at this time to say that “the proposed design of
the engineered facilities for the expansion of the Ridge Landfill is
in compliance with all applicable Engineered Facility Guidelines
and Landfill Standards” as a conceptual design is provided in the
EA. Approval for landfill expansion design and operation will be
determined after an environmental compliance approval (ECA)
amendment application for the expansion is submitted to the
ministry for review.
6

Executive Summary
Section 6 Impact Assessment
of the Preferred Alternative

7

Executive Summary
Section 9 Waste Diversion

8

Executive Summary
Section 10 Other Approvals

9

1 Introduction
Section 1.1 Description of the
Project

10 1 Introduction
Section 1.2 Site History and
Background

It would be appropriate to include key impact mitigation measures
proposed for each environmental component in Table A: Summary
of Effects.
The ministry notes that the results of the Stage 2 archaeological
assessment (along the southern portion of the property) were not
ready at the time of publication of the draft EA, so the potential
effects to archaeological resources have yet to be confirmed.
Therefore, it would be premature to indicate that effects to
archaeology are not significant (low impact and infrequent) as
noted in Table A: Summary of Net Effects in the Executive
Summary.
This section should provide a summary of the diversion options
considered, and the options Waste Connections will be carrying
forward accompanied by a rationale.
This section should reference the legislation, corresponding
regulations, by-laws etc. as well as the bodies (e.g. ministries)
from which approvals will be sought.
The first section of the EA usually identifies the proponent. The
identification of the proponent is an EA requirement. Please refer
to Section 4.3.4 of the Code of Practice: Preparing and Reviewing
Environmental Assessments in Ontario (January 2014).
Please note that a project is usually defined after a preferred
undertaking has been selected and is described in later
chapters/section of an EA report.
Figure 1-2: History of the Ridge Landfill should be corrected to say
that an environmental screening process was completed in 2011
to increase the annual approved fill rate from 899,000 tonnes to
1.3 million tonnes. The text for 2018 should say “Waste
Connections initiates EA for the (second) expansion of the Ridge
Landfill”.

Proposed Action/Solution
State the proposed volumetric capacity increase
with and without final cover.

Remove statements relating to compliance with
ministry statements and standards throughout the
EA and replace with wording that reflects that
conceptual designs were developed with
consideration of regulatory requirements contained
in Ontario Regulation 232/98 (Landfilling Sites).

How Addressed in the EA
The proposed volumetric capacity increase with and without
final cover has been added.
Wording has been revised, see Executive Summary, Section
5.

Include impact mitigation measures in Table A:
Summary of Effects.

Impact mitigation measures have been included in
Executive Summary, Section 6.

Verify conclusions once supporting information
from assessment reports and studies have been
obtained.

Results for the Stage 2 Archaeological Assessment have
been updated with completed Stage 2 results. See Executive
Summary, Section 6.

Describe the waste diversion options considered
and the options that will be carried forward.

Waste diversion options considered and options carried
forward have been added to Executive Summary, Section 9.

List the legislation, corresponding regulations, bylaws etc. as well as the bodies (e.g. ministries)
from which approvals will be sought.

Information regarding the legislation, corresponding
regulations, by-laws etc. as well as the bodies (e.g.
ministries) from which approvals will be sought has been
added, as applicable, to Executive Summary, Section 10.
Section 1.1 has been renamed, which identifies the
Proponent.

Include a section on the identification of the
proponent.
Rename Section 1.1.

Correct the text in Figure 1-2: History of the Ridge
Landfill.

Figure 1-2 (now Figure 1-3) has been revised to include the
2011 screening process to increase fill rate, and to reflect the
suggested wording for 2018.

#

Reference to draft EA

Comments & Rationale

Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch, Special Project Officer
11 1 Introduction
The remaining capacity of the Ridge Landfill in cubic metres can
Section 1.3 Overview of
be provided to give an indication of landfill space remaining
Current Operations
relative to the approved capacity. This section would benefit from a
discussion of existing service areas of the Ridge Landfill, the types
of waste collected, and the haul route.
12 1 Introduction
The ministry commented at the terms of reference (ToR) stage
Section 1.5 Summary of Need that the purpose and rationale for the undertaking should focus on
to Expand the Ridge Landfill
the business opportunity for Waste Connections to expand the
Ridge Landfill rather than the need for additional landfill space in
Ontario.
13 2 Overview of the EA
The Code of Practice: Preparing and Reviewing Environmental
Process
Assessments in Ontario (January 2014) defines EA as a study,
which assesses the potential environmental effects (positive or
Section 2.1 Environmental
negative) of a proposal. The first sentence can be revised to be
Assessment (EA) Process
consistent with the definition of EA in the Code of Practice.
There needs to be a statement on how the EA was prepared with
references to specific subsections of the Environmental
Assessment Act. There should be table showing Environmental
Assessment Act requirements with references to where the
requirement is fulfilled in the EA report.
The ministry assesses whether the EA has been prepared in
accordance with the Environmental Assessment Act and the
approved ToR and publishes a ministry Review of the EA.
Therefore, please remove the sentence “This EA has been
prepared in accordance with the Approved Amended Terms of
Reference (ToR)”.

14 2 Overview of the EA
Process
Section 2.3 Technical
Discipline Studies Conducted

The EA report states that to “show relative differences, the
alternatives were qualitatively evaluated through professional
judgement and ranked as one of the following: ‘preferred’, ‘less
preferred’, ‘least preferred’, and ‘equally preferred’. The ministry
previously commented that proponents should use quantitative
scientific data to draw conclusions whenever possible and
qualitative assessments are encouraged where quantitative data is
not available. In addition, while professional judgement may factor
into the assessment of effects; it is not considered as an
evaluation method that produces an assessment that is clear,
logical and traceable.
The EA must contain a list of studies or reports done in connection
with the undertaking. Please refer to Section 4.3.2 of Code of
Practice: Preparing and Reviewing Environmental Assessments in
Ontario (January 2014). The full names of reports in support of the
EA can be included in Table 2-1: Technical Studies Completed.
The reports in Appendices E and F should also be listed in this
section.

Proposed Action/Solution
Provide the remaining landfill capacity in cubic
metres, discuss existing service areas, describe
the types of waste collected and the operation of
the haul route.
Remove this section or revise to describe the
business opportunity for expanding the Ridge
Landfill.

Ensure that the description of Ontario’s EA
process is consistent with the Code of Practice:
Preparing and Reviewing Environmental
Assessments in Ontario (January 2014).
Provide a description of how the EA was prepared
with a concordance table outlining specific
subsections of the Environmental Assessment Act.
Remove statements that the EA has been
prepared in accordance with the approved
amended ToR.

How Addressed in the EA

Section 1.3 has been revised as suggested.

Section 1.5 has been revised as suggested.

Section 2.1 has been revised to include a table outlining
specific subsections of the EA Act and how the EA was
prepared.
Reference to EA being prepared in accordance with the
approved amended ToR has been removed.
Quantitative data from the appendices has been added
throughout the text of the main EA Report to demonstrate a
clear, logical and traceable process.

Demonstrate that the method for assessing the
preference of alternative expansion methods is
clear, logical and traceable.

Add all reports and studies done in connection with
the EA to Table 2-1: Technical Studies Completed.

Table 2-1(now Table 2-2) has been revised to include all
reports and studies done in connection with the EA.

#

Reference to draft EA

Comments & Rationale

Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch, Special Project Officer
15 3 Description of the
Figures complement the description of the environment potentially
Environment Potentially
affected. The registered archaeological sites located within one
Affected
kilometre of the study and the ones that are located on-site could
Section 3.2.2 Archaeology and be identified in a figure.
Cultural Heritage
Archaeological resources unearthed and areas of archaeological
potential within the prescribed study area need to be described in
detail in this section.

16 3 Description of the
Environment Potentially
Affected
Section 3.2.3.1 Air
Quality/Dust/Odour

The Stage 2 archaeological assessment dated June 17, 2019
prepared by Stantec in Appendix D2B (Archaeological Impact
Assessment) recommends a Stage 3 archaeological assessment
of Location 1 (AbHm-27) near the southwest woodlot to further
evaluate the site’s cultural heritage value or interest. It is unclear if
the Stage 3 assessment will be completed.
The EA report is intended to be a standalone document that
provides readers with an understanding of existing conditions,
potential effects of an undertaking, in addition to measures to
mitigate and monitor the effects. Readers can be directed to the
appendices for detailed technical information; however, the key
information should be presented in the body of the EA report.

Proposed Action/Solution
Illustrate areas of archaeological potential in a
figure.
Provide a clear picture of existing archaeological
and cultural heritage conditions based on the
results of Stage 1 and 2 Archaeological
Assessments.

How Addressed in the EA

Figure 3-29 of archaeological sites requiring stage 3 work,
has been added to Section 3.2.12 and Location 1 was
confirmed.

Confirm the cultural heritage value of Location 1
(AbHm-27) near the southwest woodlot as this
woodlot is proposed for removal.

Provide details of the existing atmospheric
conditions with information from Appendix D3A
(Atmospheric Impact Assessment).

Requested information has been added to Section 3.2.4.

Provide information on annual greenhouse gas
emissions from the operation of the existing landfill
site as a baseline. Describe climate normals and
trends in this section.

Requested information has been extracted from Appendix
D3B and added to Section 3.2.

Provide additional description of the existing
aquatic environment.

Additional description of aquatic environment, habitat and
species has been added in Section 3.2.1.

This section needs to illustrate background air quality and odour
conditions and show the modelled baseline concentrations of
indicator compounds and odour units at receptors.
17 3 Description of the
Environment Potentially
Affected
Section 3.2.3.2 Climate
Change

18 3 Description of the
Environment Potentially
Affected
Section 3.2.5.3 Aquatic

Annual greenhouse gas emissions from the operation of the
existing landfill (site emissions and haul trucks) are not mentioned.
This section should also describe climate normals as the baseline
for the assessment of the effects of climate change on the
undertaking. It is acknowledged that climate normals at the
Chatham Water Pollution Control Plant information is presented in
Section 3.2.10.1 (Regional Context), but it would be more
appropriate to include this information in this climate change
section with a discussion of climate trends. Section 6 of the
Considering Climate Change in the Environmental Assessment
Process (2017) guide mentions that the climate change
consideration section would be enhanced by the inclusion of
historical climate data for the study area and representation of
data through charts, graphs, and tables, to facilitate the ability of
reviewers to identify trends. The guide provides examples of the
type of information for inclusion in the “existing environment”
section of the EA.
Additional description of the aquatic environment, habitat and
species can be provided in this section. The section needs to be
supplemented with information on the aquatic environment within
the surface water study area, such as a description of aquatic

#

Reference to draft EA

Comments & Rationale

Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch, Special Project Officer
habitat within the Duke and Howard Drains. There should also be
information on the biology field surveys completed with mention of
specific aquatic species observed.
19 3 Description of the
Additional description of existing noise levels at receptors from
Environment Potentially
landfill and haul route operations relative to noise guidelines from
Affected
Appendix D8 (Landfill Site and Haul Route Noise Impact
Section 3.2.8 Noise
Assessment) can be provided in this section.
20 3 Description of the
Existing noise and odour conditions from Appendix D8 (Landfill
Environment Potentially
Site and Haul Route Noise Impact Assessment) and Appendix
Affected
D3A (Atmospheric Impact Assessment) should be summarized in
Section 3.2.9.5 Existing Noise, the body of the EA report.
Atmospheric and Visual
Characteristics
21 3 Description of the
The discussion of surface water drainage within the surface water
Environment Potentially
study area and water quality would benefit from the addition of a
Affected
figure showing the features discussed and sampling locations.
Section 3.2.10 Surface Water
Section 3.2.10.7 (Current Surface Water Monitoring Program) and
Section 3.2.10.8 (Benthic Community Inventory) mention that other
land uses in the watershed are contributing substantially to the
elevated contaminant levels and water quality conditions surround
the site. Additional discussion is needed on the types of land use
impacts on water quality relative to the indicators measured and
the relative contribution of the landfill to contaminant levels.
The baseline surface water environment is discussed in Section
3.2.10; however, it would make more sense to have the surface
water section follow Section 3.2.5 (Biological) or Section 3.2.7
(Hydrogeological).
22 3 Description of the
This section would benefit from the addition of figures from traffic
Environment Potentially
analyses and data summaries of existing traffic conditions (existing
Affected
level of service etc.).
Section 3.2.11 Transportation
23 4 Consideration of the
Please specify in the EA if the 28.9 million cubic metres of disposal
Alternative Methods
capacity includes include daily/final cover.
Section 4.1 Alternative
Methods for Site Development Detailed drawings in Appendix F2 (Alternative Methods Figures)
for each of the alternatives should be included in the body of the
report. Profile drawings would be useful to accompany plan
drawings to illustrate the potential height of vertical expansion
areas.
Criteria, indicator and data sources in Attachment 1 (Alternative
Methods Evaluation Criteria) for each environmental component
should be integrated into Section 4 rather than included as a
separate attachment.
The net effects analysis for the alternative site development
methods in Attachment 2 (Site Development Alternatives – Net
Effects Assessment) should be presented in the body of the EA

Proposed Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA

Provide and illustrate baseline noise information at
receptors in this section.

Existing noise levels at receptors have been included in
Section 3.2.9.

Provide additional information on existing noise
and odour conditions in this section by drawing
information from technical studies appended to the
EA report.

Noise and odour conditions have been added to Section 3.2.
Detailed odour information is included with the atmospheric
existing conditions in Section 3.2.4.

Provide additional information on existing surface
water quality and quantity with data and figures.
Move the surface water environment description
section to follow Section 3.2.5 (Biological) or
Section 3.2.7 (Hydrogeological).

Requested information has been added to Section 3.2.3. and
the section moved.

Provide details of existing traffic conditions from
Appendix D11 (Transportation Impact
Assessment).

Requested information has been added to Section 3.2.17.

Specify the volumetric capacity for final cover.

We have added the final cover volume and the technical
drawings of the Alternatives into Section 4.

Include drawings from Appendix F2 in this section
and provide a cross-sectional profile for each
alternative site development method.
Incorporate information from Attachments 1 and 2
into the body of the main EA report.
Further consider the construction and operational
effects of alternative site development methods in
the net effects assessment.
Complete the “Do Nothing” column in Attachment 5
(Alternative Methods Comparative Evaluation
Tables).

The information that resided in the net effects tables in
attachments 2, 3 and 4 has been integrated into the body of
Section 4. The addition of this text provides clear reference
to construction, operation and post closure potential effects.

The following adjustments have been made to reduce
duplication and provide distinction between the alternatives
where appropriate.
· Surface water - There would be different ponds for
the three alternatives and the text has been revised
to reflect this.
· Air Quality - There is no way to quantify the air quality

#

Reference to draft EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed Action/Solution

Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch, Special Project Officer
report. The table should be accompanied by a detailed discussion
of the potential effects resulting from each alternative method for
each environmental component.
The content in the columns for design and baseline
considerations/ assumptions, potential effects, mitigation
measures, and net effects appear to be repeated in the net effects
assessment table (Attachment 2). Below are some examples of
where information appears to be duplicated:
· The key design considerations and assumptions column
under potential impacts to surface water quantity for Site
Development Alternatives 2 and 3 are the same as those
for Site Development Alternative 1.
·

How Addressed in the EA

·

impact associated with landfill mining. Text has been
added to reflect that this activity could
cause air quality impacts.
Groundwater - Leachate from the landfill would take
approximately 3,000 years to reach the bedrock
aquifer. Given this, there is no significant difference
related to landfill mining. Text explaining this has
been added.

The do-nothing column has been completed in the detailed
comparative evaluation tables which are now located in
Attachment 1 (formerly Attachment 5).

Potential effects to air quality during construction and
operation are the same for all three alternatives even
though there may be additional air emissions associated
with Alternative 2 which involves mining the Old Landfill.

·

24 4 Consideration of the
Alternative Methods
Section 4.1.2.1 Natural
Environment - Biology

25 4 Consideration of the
Alternative Methods
Section 4.1.2.2 Natural
Environment – Physical
(Groundwater Potential
Effects)

Potential impacts to groundwater quality during
construction, operation and post-closure are also reported
to be the same for all three alternatives even though there
may be short-term impacts on leachate generation and
groundwater quality. For instance, landfill mining
operations may unearth and expose different wastes in the
Old Landfill to precipitation thereby potentially increasing
leachate volume and concentrations of leachate
constituents.
In Attachment 5 (Alternative Methods Comparative Evaluation
Tables), the “Do Nothing” column is incomplete. The content of the
“Do Nothing” column would be a description of the benchmark or
baseline conditions.
The environmental criteria in the draft EA should address effects to
both biota and habitat. The ministry provided examples in the
comment memo (August 2, 2018) on the draft criteria for the
evaluation of alternative methods for how the natural environment
category could be organized. The examples provided for the
biological environment were:
· Terrestrial ecosystems (example criterion: effects to
terrestrial wildlife and habitat)
· Aquatic ecosystems (example criterion: effects to
endangered aquatic species and habitat)
In memos dated August 2, 2018 (draft criteria for the evaluation of
alternative methods) and January 18, 2019 (interim alternative
methods report), the ministry noted that “qualitative assessment of
ability of alternative to meet Reasonable Use Guideline” would not
be a measurable indicator of groundwater quality. The criteria,
indicators and data sources should be same as those detailed in

Include the assessment of potential effects to
terrestrial and aquatic species in the evaluation of
alternative methods.

The criteria and net effects discussion have been revised to
include both biota and habitat, see Section 4.1.21 and
Section 4.1.2.2.

Revise indicators for groundwater evaluation
criteria to be consistent with those in the
hydrogeological work plan.
Provide additional supporting information and
figures to illustrate that there will be no potential
effects to groundwater quality, quantity and water

The groundwater criteria have been revised to match what
was included in the work plan, see Section 4.1.2.3.
Additional text and a figure have been added to demonstrate
that there will be no potential effects to groundwater quantity,
quality and water supply wells from the three alternatives.

#

Reference to draft EA

Comments & Rationale

Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch, Special Project Officer
the hydrogeology work plan. Landfill footprint is still noted as the
indicator for potential impacts to groundwater quantity, and extent
of natural setting protection as the indicator for the effects of
landfill expansion on water supply wells. It appears that these
comments have not been addressed in the draft EA.
In the meeting of February 1, 2019, the ministry requested
additional narrative to explain the differences between alternatives
and the potential impacts. Additional hydrogeological information
would help the reader understand whether there would be
potential effects on groundwater aquifers and water supply wells,
and whether there would be differences in impacts between the
alternatives.
The contaminating lifespan of the existing Ridge Landfill is not
mentioned. This number would be the baseline for comparison
with the contaminating lifespan (leachate) of the three alternative
site development methods. The draft EA notes that the
contaminating lifespan of Alternative 1 was calculated to be 308
years; however, in Appendix D7 (Hydrogeological Impact
Assessment) it is noted that the contaminant transport model
predicts that chloride concentrations will be below the allowable
concentration of 188 mg/L in 380 years.
26 4 Consideration of the
This sub-section describes the water quality monitoring program
Alternative Methods
and provides a high-level summary of results. A more detailed
Section 4.1.2.3 Natural
discussion of surface water effects that could result from each
Environment – Physical
alternative expansion method is needed.
(Surface Water Potential
Effects)
27 4 Consideration of the
The draft EA notes that further information is provided in a
Alternative Methods
technical memo in Attachment 6. The results from technical
Section 4.1.2.4 Air Quality
memos should be integrated into the body of the EA report.
Greenhouse gas emissions estimates from the three alternative
28 4 Consideration of the
Alternative Methods
site development methods are not mentioned in this section.
Section 4.1.2.5 Climate
The indicator for the criterion “resilience of engineered systems” is
Change
noted as “Qualitative assessment of the resiliency of proposed
infrastructure”. A measurable indicator is needed.
The discussion on the resiliency of landfill systems should contain
information on how well each alternative is able to adapt to
changes in climatic conditions based on design and operational
differences.
The draft EA mentions that a climate change risk assessment that
was completed for the EA; however, information from this
assessment or the location of the assessment are not referenced.

Proposed Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA

supply wells from each alternative site
development method.
State the existing contaminating lifespan of the
Ridge Landfill and clarify the contaminating
lifespan for Alternative 1 (preferred site
development method).

The contaminating lifespan of the existing site has been
added and the contaminating lifespan for the three
alternatives has been clarified through modelling.

Provide additional surface water quantity and
quality effects information for each alternative site
development method.

Information on the surface water assessment of the three
alternatives that was previously included in Attachment 6 has
been integrated into the body of Section 4.1.2.4.

Incorporate information from the air quality
technical memo in the body of the EA report.

Information on the air quality assessment of the three
alternatives that was previously included in Attachment 6 has
been integrated into the body of Section 4.1.2.5.
Greenhouse gas emissions have been added for each of the
site development alternatives in Section 4.1.2.6.

State the the estimated greenhouse gas emissions
for each of the alternative site development
methods.
Select a measurable indicator for assessing the
resilience of engineered systems.
Discuss in greater detail the climate resiliency of
the engineering methods for each site
development method.
Provide information on the mitigation measures
considered in the assessment of net effects for
each site development method taken from the
climate change risk assessment.
Direct readers to where the climate change risk
assessment can be found.

A new indicator has been added to measure the resilience of
engineered systems and additional detail on the climate
resiliency of the engineering methods for each site
development as well as mitigation measures has been
added from the climate change risk assessment located in
Appendix D3B.

#

Reference to draft EA

Comments & Rationale

Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch, Special Project Officer
29 4 Consideration of the
The results from the noise and vibration analysis in Attachment 6
Alternative Methods
should be discussed in this section.
4.1.2.6 Social Environment
Odour levels at residences for each alternative expansion method
compared to existing odour levels need to be discussed in greater
detail in this section. The use of figures and numerical results
would assist in the discussion.
30 4 Consideration of the
Information from Stage 1 and Stage 2 archaeological assessments
Alternative Methods
should be referenced to discuss the potential effects to
4.1.2.8 Cultural Environment
archaeological resources from each alternative expansion
method.
The draft EA states that “any archaeological resources (if
identified) will be removed prior to the construction of any
expansion. As such no archaeological impact is anticipated”. If
archaeological resources are encountered and require removal,
this may be considered an impact to archeological resources.
Results of the Heritage Impact Assessment (Appendix D2A)
should be summarized in this section to support the conclusion of
no anticipated impact for all alternatives resulting from the removal
of residences, barns and farmscape along Allison Line.
The Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport may have further
comments on the archaeology and cultural heritage baseline
information and assessments.
31 4 Consideration of the
In Table 4-1: Overview of Comparative Evaluation Rating – Site
Alternative Methods
Development, the “Do Nothing” column should describe the
4.1.3 Comparative Evaluation
baseline conditions used for comparing alternative methods. A net
of Site Development
effects assessment for “Do Nothing” is not necessary. Each
Alternatives
alternative method column should describe the effects specific to
the alternative.
32 4 Consideration of the
Additional quantitative information would strengthen the evaluation
Alternative Methods (Landfill of landfill gas management alternatives. For example, number
Gas)
figures for energy needs and costs (capital, operations and
4.2.3 Potential Net Effects of
maintenance and/or lifecycle costs) would be useful for evaluating
Landfill Gas Management
economic viability.
Alternatives
The indicator for effects on greenhouse gas emissions for the
33 4 Consideration of the
Alternative Methods (Landfill evaluation of landfill gas management options is noted as
Gas)
“Qualitative assessment of the potential for GHG emissions
reduction as a result of LFG alternatives”. A more appropriate
4.2.3.1 Natural Environment –
indicator in this case would be the change in methane emissions.
Physical – Atmospheric and
Climate Change
Measurable indicators and quantitative analysis should be used to
assess the potential effects of each landfill gas management
alternative. Without greenhouse gas emission quantities, it is
difficult to support the rationale that all alternatives will result in
similar greenhouse gas emissions reduction.
34 4 Consideration of the
Noise and odour effects are considered in both the social
Alternative Methods (Landfill environment and economic criteria categories.

Proposed Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA

Provide additional information on the noise,
vibration and odour levels that could result from
each site development method relative to baseline
conditions.

Information on the noise assessment and odour assessment
of the three alternatives that was previously included in
Attachment 6 has been integrated into the body of Section
4.1.2.7.

Provide additional information to illustrate the
potential for each site development method to
impact archaeological and cultural heritage
resources.

References to maps included in Section 3 have been added
to provide clarity on the location of features.

Provide additional supporting information on
mitigation measures and net effects from the
removal of built heritage and cultural landscapes.

Additional information on mitigation and net effects on
archaeological or cultural heritage resources has been
added to Section 4.1.2.9.

Revise the “Do Nothing” column to describe
baseline conditions.
Revise the content in the columns for Alternatives
1 to 3 to discuss the effects specific to the
alternative method under consideration.

The text in Table 4-1 (now Table 4-12) has been revised to
provide clarity on the potential effect that each alternative
could have on the environment. The “Do Nothing” column
has been revised to describe the baseline.

Supplement the evaluation of landfill gas
management alternatives with quantitative
information.

Specific projects for RNG and electricity are not available;
however, hypothetical scenarios have been developed to be
able to provide quantitative information for the evaluation.

Use quantitative information and measurable
indicators in the evaluation of landfill gas
alternatives.

The indicators for the evaluation of landfill gas alternatives
have been revised to reflect measurable indicators and
quantitative analysis. It should be noted that the degradation
of waste comprises the vast majority of GHG from the
site. As the waste volumes are identical for all alternatives
the overall GHG emissions are similar.

Select a different indicator to assess the economic
impacts of landfill gas management alternatives on

A new indicator has been included for economic to address
the potential for impact on business activity, see Section

#

Reference to draft EA

Comments & Rationale

Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch, Special Project Officer
Gas)
4.2.3.2 Social Environment
35 4 Consideration of the
In Table 4-2: Comparative Evaluation Overall Ranking of Landfill
Alternative Methods (Landfill Gas Alternatives, the “Do Nothing” column should describe the
Gas)
baseline conditions used as a benchmark for comparing landfill
4.2.4 Comparative Evaluation
gas management alternatives rather than describe the potential
of Landfill Gas Management
effects of “Do Nothing”.
Alternatives
36 4 Consideration of the
Information in Attachment 4 (Leachate Treatment Alternatives Alternative Methods
Net Effects Assessment) should be incorporated into Section 4.3
(Leachate Management)
(Alternative Methods of Leachate Treatment). The provision of
4.3.3 Potential Net Effects of
quantitative information (e.g. capital and operation & management
Leachate Treatment
costs, expected leachate/effluent quality) would help support the
Alternatives
conclusions in the evaluation of leachate treatment alternatives.
Attachment 4 (Leachate
Treatment Alternatives - Net
In the net effects table for leachate treatment alternative 3 (On-site
Effects Assessment)
Full Treatment Prior to Discharge to Surface Water), it is noted
that that there will be no noise once the landfill is closed under the
criterion “potential for noise/vibration impacts on residents during
construction and operation”. This statement related the landfill
closure stage does not appear to be consistent with the criterion
and it is unclear whether the leachate treatment facility will cease
to operate after landfill closure (application of final cover) since
leachate will continue to be generated as excess liquids in the
waste mass migrate to the leachate collection system and
moisture is released during the waste degradation process.

Proposed Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA

businesses.

4.2.2.

Revise the “Do Nothing” column to describe
baseline landfill gas management conditions.

The “Do Nothing” column in Table 4-2 (now Table 4-13) has
been revised to describe the baseline.

Move the net effects assessment analysis to the
body of the EA report.

The information that resided in the net effects tables in
Attachments 2, 3 and 4 has been integrated into the body of
Section 4.

Provide quantitative information to support to
evaluation of leachate treatment alternatives and
verify net effects conclusions.

Quantitative information has been added to support the
evaluation of leachate treatment alternatives.
Clarification has been added that the leachate treatment
facility will remain operational after landfill closure.

37 5 Description of the
Preferred Alternative
5.1 Proposed Engineering
Design of Preferred Alternative

The southeast woodlot in Figure 5-1 (Proposed Landfill Expansion
– Preferred Alternative) appears to have different dimensions than
as shown in Figure 3-4 (Significant Natural Features) and Figure
3-10 (Visibility Analysis Existing Conditions).

Confirm the limits of the southeast woodlot and
make them consistent in all figures.

38 5 Description of the
Preferred Alternative
5.2 Waste Quantities and
Characteristics

Section 5.2 Waste Quantities and Characteristics would benefit
from a description or breakdown of the types of waste received
and its characteristics. This information could also be included in
Section 1.3 (Overview of Current Operations).

Include information on the types and the
characteristics of waste received at the Ridge
Landfill.

39 5 Description of the
Preferred Alternative
Section 5.8 Compliance with
Engineered Facilities Guideline
and Landfill Standards

It is not possible to say that the “proposed design of the
See comment #5.
engineered facilities of the expansion of the Ridge Landfill is in
compliance with all the Engineered Facility Guideline and Landfill
Standards” as site compliance is assessed against the ECA for the
expanded site which has not yet been issued. It can be said rather,
that the proposed conceptual design for the landfill expansion was
developed using applicable guidelines and standards.

The narrow area shown on Figure 3-4 (now Figure 3-2) north
of the southeast woodlot is significant habitat, however it is
not part of the southeast woodlot as defined in the Chatham
Kent Official Plan and zoning bylaw mapping. The
underlying green tone on the area has been removed from
Figure 3-4 (now Figure 3-2) in order to show the extents of
the southeast woodlot consistent with municipal records on
all figures.
Information has been included in Section 5.2.

The wording has been revised, see Section 5.8..

#

Reference to draft EA

Comments & Rationale

Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch, Special Project Officer
40 5 Description of the
The approved amended ToR states the requirement that “facility
Preferred Alternative
design will also consider potential extreme weather effects on
Section 5.9 Climate Change
landfill infrastructure components and the goals to reduce
Considerations
phosphorus loading to Lake Erie as set forth in the CanadaAppendix C – Commitments
Ontario Lake Erie Action Plan.” A discussion on phosphorus and
Table, Commitment #40
water quality with respect to landfill expansion and the Lake Erie
Action Plan does not appear to be in the draft EA.
41 5 Description of the
There is limited monitoring and reporting information in this
Preferred Alternative
section. It may be more appropriate to discuss all monitoring
Section 5.13 Monitoring and
activities in Section 7 (Monitoring, Reporting and Commitments).
Reporting
42 5 Description of the
These sections provide an outline of closure and post-closure
Preferred Alternative
plans and programs rather than an overview of the activities that
Section 5.14 (Site Closure)
will be carried out and closure design concepts. Closure and postand 5.15 (Post-Closure)
closure monitoring commitments can be described in Section 7
(Monitoring, Reporting and Commitments).
The purpose of comparing the preferred undertaking/project to the
43 5 Description of the
Preferred Alternative
“Do Nothing” alternative is to highlight the advantages and
Section 5.16 (Confirmation of
disadvantages of proceeding with the project, rather than to
Preferred Alternative)
confirm a preferred alternative.
Table 5-1: Preferred Alternative Compared to the “Do Nothing”
Alternative, does not clearly identify the advantages/disadvantages
(trade-offs) for carrying out the proposed expansion.
44 6 Impact Assessment of the
Data sources and studies used in the impact assessment (and
Preferred Alternative
outlined in Attachment 7 - Impact Assessment Criteria) should be
listed in the main EA report. Quantitative/numerical results from
technical studies in the appendices should be integrated into this
section.
The impact assessment of the preferred undertaking is the most
detailed assessment in an EA and should illustrate site-specific
impacts and mitigation measures.
45 6 Impact Assessment of the
Preferred Alternative
6.4 Natural Environment –
Atmospheric and Climate
Change

46 6 Impact Assessment of the
Preferred Alternative
Section 6.12 Built Environment
– Aviation Safety and Bird
Hazard

Appendix D10 is referred to as the Atmospheric Impact
Assessment in Section 6.4 (Natural Environment – Atmospheric
and Climate Change) when Appendix D3A (Atmospheric Impact
Assessment) and Appendix D3B (Climate Change Impact
Assessment) should be referenced.
More detailed information on mitigation measures for the effects of
the undertaking on climate change is needed in Section 6.4.2.
The indicator for assessing potential impacts on the Chatham-Kent
Airport is noted as “qualitative assessments of the potential
aviation impacts cause [sic] by bird hazards resulting from the
expanded landfill”. A valid indicator for assessing potential bird
hazard impacts to the Chatham-Kent Airport would be the
distribution and movement of gulls, and non-gulls within or near
the airport.

Proposed Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA

Include a discussion of considerations to reduce
phosphorus loadings from landfilling activities in
the EA.

Discussion has been added to Section 5.9 indicating that
Ridge Landfill is not a significant contributor of phosphorus
loadings and that there are management practices in place
to address this issue.

Remove this section or supplement with specific
monitoring and reporting information.

Information was moved to Chapter 7. Maintained heading in
Chapter 5 for completeness.

Provide a description of the preliminary design
concept for the closure of the expanded Ridge
Landfill and the activities that will be carried out.

A description of the preliminary conceptual closure plan has
been added to Section 5.16.

Identify the advantages and disadvantages of
expanding the Ridge Landfill by comparing the
preferred undertaking to the “Do Nothing” scenario
which is the operation of the existing Ridge Landfill
until 2021 followed by landfill closure.

Advantages and disadvantages and trade-offs identified
between preferred alternative and “do nothing” alternative
are listed in Section 5.17.

Move the information in Attachment 7 to the body
of the EA report.
Incorporate the data and results from the impact
assessment reports (appendices) for all
disciplines.

The Impact Assessment criteria, indicators, data sources
and rationale have been moved into the main body of the
EA. Data from technical appendices has been incorporated
into the EA including mitigation measures.

Check appendix references to supporting technical
documents.
Provide additional information on measures to
mitigate the effects of the undertaking on climate
change.

Appendix references have been checked and revised where
necessary. Additional information on measures to mitigate
the effects of the undertaking on climate change have been
included in Section 6.5.2.

Revise indicators that say “qualitative
assessments” to be specific and measurable.

The wording of the indicator has been revised, see Section
6.12.

#

Reference to draft EA

Comments & Rationale

Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch, Special Project Officer
47 6 Impact Assessment of the
Table 6-1: Summary of Net Effects indicates that there will be no
Preferred Alternative
net effects or significant net effects resulting from landfill
Section 6.14 Summary of Net
expansion. The table includes a description of the direction
Effects
(positive/negative), magnitude, geographic extent, duration,
frequency of effects. Although Table 6-2: Determination of
Significance, presents explanations of the terms used to determine
significance, it does not provide specific measures or thresholds to
indicate whether an impact is negligible/low/medium/high,
temporary, or infrequent. It is acknowledged that there will be
permanent removal of resources such as mature woodlots, Class
2 farmland, built heritage, and residences which can have both
short- and long-term impacts. Additional rationale with supporting
information is needed to justify the conclusions in Table 6-1.

Proposed Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA

Provide additional rationale and supporting
information for the determination of net effects in
Table 6-1.

The description of Net Effects (Chapter 6) has been revised
(including Table 6.1) to provide additional rationale and
supporting information.

Include information on potential cumulative effects
that could result from continued landfill operations
over a 20-year time frame.

The section on cumulative effect has been revised.

Provide detailed descriptions of mitigation and
monitoring measures for each environmental
criterion.

Detailed descriptions of mitigation measures for each
environmental criterion has been added for each sub-section
in Section 6.0.

Please note that criteria such as magnitude, geographic extent,
frequency, duration are typically applied in federal impact
assessment under the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act,
2012 to determine if a residual adverse environmental effect is
significant.

48 7 Monitoring, Reporting and
Commitments

50 7 Monitoring, Reporting and
Commitments
Section 7.7 Commitments

The EA should include information about potential cumulative
effects of the project in combination with past, present, and
reasonably foreseeable future activities where possible. Please
refer to Section 3.3. of Code of Practice: Preparing and Reviewing
Environmental Assessments in Ontario (January 2014). The
approved amended ToR (May 2018) included a commitment to
conduct a cumulative effects assessment according to the
methodology outlined in Section 5.3 (Impact Assessment of the
Preferred Alternative Method) of the ToR.
The environmental effects monitoring measures presented in
some subsections are general best management practices listed in
bullet points. More prescriptive mitigation measures need to be
described to ensure that net effects are minimized for each
environmental criterion considered in the impact assessment.
The framework also appears to be missing sections describing
environmental monitoring and management measures for activities
such as care and maintenance of newly planted trees/vegetation,
as well as air quality and odour monitoring.
The monitoring framework does not appear to consider all phases
of the proposed undertaking (e.g. planning, detailed design,
tendering, construction, operation, closure, and decommissioning).
The “Timing” column in Table 7-7: Commitments could be updated
to specify the project phase to which the monitoring commitment
applies.
As the main EA report should be readable as a standalone
document, all mitigation and monitoring commitments should be
described within the main report. References to commitments in

Section 7.0 on monitoring has been updated to clearly
indicate the proposed environmental monitoring programs.
Details on monitoring will be confirmed in ECA phase of the
proposed expansion.
Indicate the project phase to which monitoring
activities apply.
Move commitments in attachments and
appendices to sections of the EA report.

Specific commitments related to mitigation and monitoring
have been added to Table 7-7. The table has been updated
to indicate specific sections and subsections where the
commitment is found.
The “Timing” column in Table 7-7 has been updated to
specify the project phase to which the mitigation/monitoring
commitment applies.

#

Reference to draft EA

Comments & Rationale

Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch, Special Project Officer
Table 7-7 should indicate the specific section or sub-section where
the commitment is found.
51 8 Consultation
The consultation report Appendix B (EA Consultation) should be
included in Section 8 of the EA. The EA should include a
comprehensive narrative description of consultation activities that
took place during the preparation of the EA. The narrative in the
EA must summarize the comments and concerns raised during
consultation activities and specifically describe how concerns were
addressed in the preparation of the EA. Please refer to Section
4.3.7 of the Code of Practice: Preparing and Reviewing
Environmental Assessments in Ontario (January 2014).
52 9 Waste Diversion
Appendix C – Commitments
Table, Commitments #101 &
#104

The approved amended ToR (May 2018) states that “Waste
Connections will examine and evaluate the feasibility and viability
of implementing an on-site diversion program as part of the
preferred landfill expansion method. This will include the
consideration and assessment of a reasonable number of ways in
which to divert the types of waste materials received at site. The
assessment of an on-site diversion program will be carried out in
accordance with best management practices, in consideration of
new and emerging technologies, and in recognition of the goals
and expectations set forth in the Resource Recovery and Circular
Economy Act, 2016 and the Strategy for a Waste-Free Ontario:
Building the Circular Economy. The Food and Organic Waste
Policy Statement under the Resource Recovery and Circular
Economy Act, 2016 directs proponents of new or expanded waste
management systems for disposal to consider resource recovery
opportunities for food and organic waste. Waste Connections will
include an assessment on how additional resource recovery
activities could help reduce the disposal of food and organic waste
at the Ridge Landfill.”
Section 9 should identify and describe the legislation and policies
related to resource recovery in Ontario and how they apply to the
Ridge Landfill expansion proposal. did we do this for all leg and
policies or just organics? Yes we did it for EA and land use
planning leg’n.
During the conference call with the ministry’s Resource Recovery
and Policy Branch on May 24, 2019 the ministry requested the
following information to be included the EA:
· What is the status of organic waste diversion in the service
area?
· How will the Food and Organic Waste Policy Statement
influence the amount of organic waste received at the
Ridge Landfill as more at-source diversion occurs?
· How will Waste Connections respond to a changing
landscape/market for organic waste (e.g. partnerships,
business opportunities)?

Proposed Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA

Move the consultation report in Appendix B to
Section 8 of the EA.

The Consultation Report in Appendix B has been moved to
Section 8 of the EA.

Identify and describe the legislation and policies
related to resource recovery in Ontario and how
they apply to the Ridge Landfill expansion
proposal.
Provide information in the EA that addresses the
ministry’s questions related to organics diversion.

With respect to the influence of the policy statement we have
factored in diversion into our long term waste projections and
it is assumed that food and organic waste contributes to this
diversion…refer to SD#1.
If the policy is implemented then it would follow that less
organic waste should be received at the Ridge. Our high
level survey of transfer stations in 2018 indicated minimal
amounts of organic waste in inbound waste however the
customer type and types of waste received is dynamic and
ever changing. For some transfer stations there will always
be very small amounts of organic waste as required by their
individual CofA’s. We also cannot quantify amounts of
organic waste that may be present in waste delivered by
third party haulers, that is proprietary to them. These factors
therefore don’t enable us to determine how much less
organic waste will be received. While there will be no change
in the amount of waste received (SD#1) we cannot predict
what changes in composition will occur.
Waste Connections addressed the changing
landscape/market for organic waste (e.g. partnerships,
business opportunities in Section 9.2.1.2 of the Diversion
Report.

#

Reference to draft EA

Comments & Rationale

Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch, Special Project Officer
53 10 Other Approvals
The Environmental Compliance Approval is an instrument issued
under the Environmental Protection Act and Ontario Water
10.2.1 Environmental
Resources Act.
Compliance Approval
Amendment
54 References
Some references appear incomplete. For example:
Dillon Consulting Ltd. (2016). Aquatic Survey.

55 Appendix A
Appendix A2 Technical Work
Plans
56 Appendix B Record of
Consultation

57 Appendix B Record of
Consultation
Section 3.1 (Mandatory
Notices and Other
Notifications)
58 Appendix B Record of
Consultation
Section 5.0 (Overview of
Indigenous Communities and
Organizations Consultation
Activities)

59 Appendix B Record of
Consultation
Section 6.0 Overview of
Agency Consultation Activities
60 Appendix B Record of

Proposed Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA

Reference the legislation and regulations
associated with permits and approvals.

The appropriate legislation has been referenced.

Use a consistent style and format for references.

References have been reviewed for completeness,
consistency and format. A reference section is included at
the end of the main EA report.

Aviation and Bird Hazard to Aircraft Assessment work plans in
Appendix A2 are missing cover pages.

Include cover pages for the Aviation and Bird
Hazard to Aircraft Assessment work plans.

Cover pages will be included where missing for the final
submission.

The disclaimer on the last page of the Record of Consultation
report which states that the report was prepared by Dillon
Consulting for the sole benefit of Waste Connections and that
Dillon accepts no responsibility for damages suffered by any third
party who makes decision based on the report is not appropriate
for an EA. The proponent is required to report results of carrying
out the consultation plan in the EA. The Minister of the
Environment, Conservation of Parks considers comments in the
record of consultation when making a decision on an undertaking.
Table B-1: EA Notification Details does not include the year when
newspaper notices were issued and dates for when the Notice of
Alternative Methods Report and Review of Diversion Options
Report were distributed.

Remove disclaimers from the record of
consultation and appendices.

The disclaimer has been removed from all reports except for
Appendix D3A - Atmospheric Impact Assessment, Appendix
D3B - Climate Change Impact Assessment, Appendix D7 Hydrogeological Impact Assessment, Appendix D10 Surface Water Impact Assessment, and Appendix D11 Transportation Impact Assessment. The disclaimer for the
appendices noted above has been revised. to allow
regulatory agencies to rely on them for approval and
permitting purposes.
The full dates of the EA notifications were added to Table 81. Table numbering has shifted as Appendix B was moved
into the body of the EA.

This section should describe how interested Indigenous
communities and organizations were identified and how they were
consulted. Paragraph summaries of communications with each
Indigenous community in this section should summarize the key
comments and concerns raised, describe the proponent’s
response to comments, and indicate how concerns were
considered in the preparation of the EA.
Table B-5: EA Notifications for Indigenous Communities and
Organizations notes that a “letter regarding the Notice of
Submission will be send [sic] to Indigenous Communities and
Organizations in the Fall of 2019 when the EA is formally
submitted. This letter will be authored by the Minister of
Environment, Conservation and Parks.” The proponent is
responsible for publishing the Notice of Submission of the EA and
notifying the project contact list.
In addition to providing an overview or consultation log of the
meetings and calls that took place with government agencies, the
description of consultation with each agency should discuss the
key comments and concerns raised, and indicate how the
concerns were considered in the preparation of the EA.

Describe how Indigenous communities and
organizations were identified.

Information on how Indigenous Communities and
Organizations were identified has been added to the
introduction of Section 8.7.

Provide additional information on comments raised
and how they were addressed in the EA.

Additional information of the key comments and concerns
raised and how they were considered in the preparation of
the EA is provided under each Indigenous Community.

Correct the information in Table B-5 regarding the
notification of final EA submission.

The information in Table 8-5 has been updated.

Provide additional information on comments raised
by government agencies and how they were
addressed in the EA.

Additional information on comments raised by government
agencies and how they were addressed in the EA has been
provided under each agency in Section 8.8.

It appears that proponent correspondence with ministry staff in the

Add and summarize communications with the

Communications with the ministry’s Species at Risk Branch

Include the full dates of EA notifications.

#

Reference to draft EA

Comments & Rationale

Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch, Special Project Officer
Consultation
Species at Risk Branch regarding the need for authorization under
the Endangered Species Act for the removal of Eastern
Section 6.1 Ministry of the
Environment, Conservation
Meadowlark habitat was not included.
and Parks
Comments from the ministry’s Resource Recovery Policy Branch
on waste diversion should also be documented in this section.
61 Appendix B Record of
In the table of contents for Attachment 3 (Agency Comment and
Consultation
Response Table) the page reference for “Response to Comments
Attachment 3 (Agency
on Surface Water Work Plan” is missing.
Comment and Response
Reviewer names do not need to be included when summarizing
Table)
comments from government review agencies.
Appendix C – Commitments
Ministry comments on the Interim Alternative Methods report from
Table, Commitment #82
the memo dated January 18, 2019 have not been documented in
full. Only the summary points in the conclusion section of the
memo are noted in the table. There should be proponent
responses to all ministry comments with an indication of how the
comments were addressed in the EA.
All comments from the ministry’s Resource Recovery Policy
Branch should be included in the agency comment and response
table rather than Appendix E (Review of Diversion Options).
Waste Connections committed to continue to liaise with Fisheries
and Oceans Canada (DFO) during the EA. Please include
correspondence with DFO in the record of consultation.
62 Appendix B Record of
Appendix B-8 contains a Criteria Workshop Summary memo
Consultation
(dated July 19, 2018) that has been misplaced under Ministry of
Appendix B-8 – Engagement
the Environment, Conservation and Parks correspondence (PDF
with Agencies
page 813).
The supporting document would benefit from additional information
63 Appendix F1 –
Problem/Opportunity
on waste export and Waste Connections’ market share to support
Assessment Supporting
the 1.3 million tonne fill rate at the Ridge Landfill.
Document #1
It would be useful to format the memo according to the flow chart
(Please see email from the ministry’ Special Project Officer dated
July 11, 2019). In other words, for each box, there would be subsection detailing how the waste amounts were estimated with
calculations. Please include explanations where assumptions have
been made.

#

Reference to draft EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA

ministry’s Species at Risk Branch and Resource
Recovery Policy Branch.

on the removal of Eastern Meadowlark habitat and the
Resource Recovery Policy Branch on waste diversion have
been added to Section 8.8.2.

Verify that the table of contents is complete.

The Attachment 3, Table of contents has been reviewed for
completeness. The ministry reviewer names have been
removed from the comment and response table.

Remove ministry reviewer names from the
comment and response table.
Ensure that comment and response tables include
all comments from agency memos and emails
accompanied by proponent responses.

All comments from the ministry’s Resource Recovery Policy
Branch have been added to the agency comment and
response table.
Consultation with Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO)
during the EA has been added as Section 8.8.5 in the main
EA Report. Further contact with DFO will be initiated during
the detailed design phase of the water courses that require
relocation, as per current practice.

Remove the Criteria Workshop Summary memo
from Appendix B-8.

The Criteria Workshop Summary memo from Appendix B-8
has been removed.

Revise the opportunity assessment supporting
document based on the comments in the ministry
Project Officer’s email dated July 11, 2019.

Opportunity assessment supporting document has been
revised and is dated October. 7, 2019.

Proposed Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA

Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch, Senior Waste Engineer
1 Appendix D6 – Design and
Vertical expansion is proposed for the Old Landfill Area, and the
Operations Report, S.7.7
leachate collection system will consist of finger drains along the
Leachate Control System Design perimeter. For a major expansion with over 30m of waste mound,
for the Expansion of the Old
the proposed finger drain system will be inadequate for leachate
Landfill Area
collection and will result in leachate mounding and seepage through
side slope.
2 Appendix D6 – Design and
The thickness of the proposed drainage blanket at the bottom of the
Operations Report, S.7.8
West and South Landfill expansion areas varies from 0.15 m to 0.43
Leachate Control System Design m. As the service life of the leachate collection system is assumed
for the West and South Landfills
to be 100 years, according to O. Reg. 232/98, the drainage blanket
shall be at minimum 0.5m thick on the bottom base and 0.3m on the
base side slopes.
3 Appendix D6 – Design and
Vertical expansion in the South Landfill area will result in more
Operations Report, S.7.8
weight loading for the leachate collection system components at the
Leachate Control System Design bottom of the landfill. As per Schedule 1 of O. Reg. 232/98, the
for the West and South Landfills
leachate collection pipes must have adequate structural integrity to
withstand impacts from waste placement and other site operations
and to withstand the weight of the waste, cover material and any
structures that may be located over them.
4 Appendix D6 – Design and
Currently there is no landfill gas collection system in the Old Landfill
Operations Report, S.8.4 Gas
Area. Due to the proposed expansion, gas collection is mandatory
Collection System
as per O. Reg 232/98. As such, landfill gas generated in the existing
Old Landfill shall be collected.

#

Reference to draft
EA

A more effective leachate collection
system for the Old Landfill area shall be
proposed to prevent high leachate
mounding and seepage.

We believe design is adequate to prevent mounding and seepage
and have provided a summary of the information to the MECP
reviewer.

The components of leachate collection
system for the West and South Landfills
shall be designed to meet the criteria as
specified in O. Reg 232/98.

For reference, the site-specific design was approved as per Condition
3.2(2) of the ECA No. A021601. The proposed thickness of the
drainage blanket in the base of the horizontal expansion areas for the
West and South Landfill is in accordance with this previous approval.
A summary of the supporting information has been provided to the
MECP reviewer.
A pipe stress analysis will be included in final D & O appendix.. The
existing pipes for the South Landfill vertical expansion and the
proposed pipes for the lateral expansion are designed to withstand
the design load, with factors of safety well above (i.e., by 70% to
185%) the recommended factors of safety.

A pipe stress analysis shall be
conducted to ensure the leachate
collection pipes are adequately sized to
withstand the designed loading.

The proposed landfill gas collection
system in the Old Landfill Area shall
cover the existing waste mound.

Comments & Rationale

Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch, Senior Wastewater Engineer
1 Section 10 Other
As outlined under Section 10 – Other Approvals of the draft environmental
Approvals
assessment report, an amendment to the existing Environmental Compliance
Approval No. 3082-96EQPA issued on April 11, 2013 for the stormwater
management facilities will be required to approve any upgrades and additions to
the stormwater management facilities associated with the proposed landfill
expansion.

Proposed Action/Solution

None

As described in Section 8.4.3 of the Design and Operations Report,
vertical gas collection wells will be installed in the Old Landfill.
Drawing 26 shows the location of the proposed vertical collection
wells for the Old Landfill, which provides coverage of and will capture
landfill gas from the entire footprint.

How Addressed in the EA

No response required.

#

Reference to draft EA

Sarnia District Office, District Engineer
1 Landfill gas (LFG) utilization for
energy recovery – Referenced
extensively throughout EA document
and was evaluated as one of the
alternatives for LFG use (vs. flaring,
etc.)

2 7 Monitoring, Reporting and
Commitments
Section 7.6.4 – (Contingency
Measures) – Landfill Gas
Management

#

Reference to draft
EA

Comments & Rationale

Use of LFG for energy recovery via renewable natural gas
(RNG) and/or electricity generation was determined to be not
preferred by the proponent due to the lack of any current
market and/or third-party agreement in place thus making
these options less viable in the immediate future.
It is noted in the EA in a general manner that LFG utilization
for energy recovery is still being pursued and will depend on
market conditions and available technology and that the
system is designed to allow for such utilization in the future.
This section (contingency measures relating to LFG) refers
specifically to odours only and does not include discussion of
landfill gas issues from a broad perspective.

Comments & Rationale

Southwest Region Technical Support Section, Environmental Planner
1 3 Description of
The ministry was unable to locate acknowledgement in the EA or the
the Environment
appendices, to Guideline D-4 in terms of a discussion in the EA that no
Potentially
land use is to take place within 30m of the perimeter of the fill area. This
Affected
is a minimum distance, and all landfills must include an on-site
operational/maintenance buffer of no less than 30m (typically between
60m and 100m). Further, this operational buffer should be established
Section 3.1.2 Offand utilized in the EA as part of the landfill site development alternatives.
Site
Appendix C,
Commitment #11

Proposed Action/Solution

Considering the rationale for not
choosing these options is primarily based
on the lack of a currently available viable
market/outlet and that the landfill is
intending to receive waste until 2041, the
ministry suggests that a commitment be
made to re-evaluate this position in a set
timeframe (e.g. A formal re-evaluation of
the feasibility submitted to the ministry in
3-5 years).
This section should be expanded to
include discussions on contingency
measures considering potential
subsurface gas migration in and around
the Site with regard to the requirements
provided in O. Reg 232/98 (e.g.
Allowable methane concentrations in
onsite buildings and foundations,
boundary concentrations, etc.)

How Addressed in the EA

This commitment has been added to Chapter 5.

The potential for sub-surface migration of landfill gas to impact onsite buildings and foundations is negligible given the very dense and
impermeable soils at the site. However, as a contingency measure,
gas detectors have been and will continue to be installed in all
buildings at the site. This text has been added to the identified
section.

Proposed Action/Solution

Identify where this discussion can be found.
Otherwise, the ministry recommends the text of the
EA be further amended so as to incorporate the
aforementioned discussion, into the final EA, as it
was previously raised at the ToR stage.

How Addressed in the EA

Setbacks and buffers are identified in Chapter 5 for the
preferred alternative and in the Design and Operations
Appendix (D6). The three site development alternatives all
included the adequate space for the required setbacks and
buffers as part of their conceptual configuration. Text has been
added in the description of alternatives to indicate this.

#

Reference to draft
EA

Comments & Rationale

Southwest Region Technical Support Section, Air Quality Analyst
Appendix D3A – Atmospheric Impact Assessment
1 Table D3-1
Table should also list odour.

2

Table D3-2

3

Table D3-2

Proposed Action/Solution

Add odour to the list of criteria.

It should be clarified that many of the thresholds listed are Ontario’s
Ambient Air Quality Criteria (AAQCs) as well as the standards under O.
Reg. 419/05 (Air Pollution – Local Air Quality).
As previously stated in comments to the atmospheric work plan (July
25, 2018), in addition to the thresholds already listed, pollutant
concentrations should also be compared against the updated Canadian
Ambient Air Quality Standards (CAAQS) for NO (1-hour and annual),
the annual AAQC for vinyl chloride and chloroform, the 1-hour and 8hour AAQC for carbon monoxide, and the updated 10-minute AAQC for
SO . Note also that the updated AAQC for SO (10-min, 1-hour, and
annual) came into effect in March 2018.
This assessment only included odour emissions from the landfill
surface. The work plan stated that odour would be modelled from the
active area. As previously stated in comments to the work plan (July
25, 2018): “In addition to the active area, odour emissions can also
occur from the landfill cap, leachate collection system, handling of
waste, etc. The EA should discuss all potential sources of odour. If any
potential sources are considered insignificant and are not modelled, the
EA should clearly describe the rationale for excluding them. This
comment should also be applied to potential sources of other
contaminants.”
This assessment did not consider particulate emissions from wind
erosion. As previously stated in comments to the work plan (July 25,
2018) wind erosion of exposed surfaces should also be considered as a
source of dust emissions.
Please explain the rationale for selecting 2024, 2028, 2039 as the
worst-case phase of development for each expansion scenario. Was it
based on maximum landfill gas emissions, source locations, or another
factor?
The work plan states that the nearest sensitive receptors will be
identified in all directions around the site; however, the model did not
include any receptors to the northwest through northeast of the site
(along Middle Line and Lagoon Rd). While it is acknowledged that
these receptors would be farther from the site compared to some of the
other receptors, it is important to have representative receptors in each
direction in order to capture the various meteorological conditions from
each direction.

Add AAQC to the “regulation/guideline” column
where appropriate.

How Addressed in the EA

Table D3-1 has been revised to include odour as a criteria in
potential impacts to air quality from the landfill based on
indicator compounds.
Table D3-2 has been revised to include AAQC to applicable
“regulation/ guideline” column.

Add these criteria to table D3-2. Update results
tables and any discussion and conclusions as
appropriate.

These criteria have been added and results updated
accordingly.

The report should discuss other potential sources of
odour. As a minimum, the active working face
should be included as an additional source of odour
in the model.
The leachate collection system should also be
discussed. It is understood that it is contained and
treated off-site and therefore may not be a significant
odour source but as it is a common source of odour
at other landfills it should be described to explain
why it was excluded.
The report should discuss wind erosion of exposed
surfaces. If it was determined to be insignificant this
should be explained with a clear and quantitative
rationale.
Text should be added to the report to better describe
the rationale for selecting the model years for each
scenario.

The working face has been included as an odour source. The
leachate collection system is not a significant source of odour
and text has been added to explained this in the report.

Please confirm if the modelled receptors capture all
worst-case locations and/or where exceedances
occur. If not, additional receptors in these directions
should be added to the assessment.

The modelled receptors capture all worst-case locations and/or
where exceedances occur.
The receptors to the northwest through northeast of the site are
not anticipated to have any potential environmental impacts.

2

2

4

Section 4

5

Section 4

6

Sections 4.2, 4.3,
and 4.4

7

Section 4.7.3

2

The text has been updated to provide clarity.

We believe that the text included in paragraphs 3, 4, and 5
adequately explains the rationale for selecting each scenario.

#

Reference to draft
EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed Action/Solution

Southwest Region Technical Support Section, Air Quality Analyst
8 Section 4.8.1
The report compares modelled TSP and PM concentrations to
previous monitored concentrations and draws the conclusion that the
exceedances are not significant. There are a few issues with this
determination:
1. This is comparing 90 percentile monitored concentrations to
maximum modelled concentrations. 90 percentile
concentrations are typically much lower than the maximum.
2. The monitored and modelled concentrations are at different
locations. Furthermore, monitoring is done at a limited number
of locations whereas the modelling is for worst-case of multiple
locations.
3. Monitoring is done for a limited number of days (weekly over 6month period) and will likely not have captured a worst-case
concentration. The modelling assesses 5 years.
4. Operations may have differed between 2014 monitoring and the
modelled scenario.
10

How Addressed in the EA

This section of the report that compares the
modelled concentrations to previous monitored
results should be removed.

This section has been removed.

The justification for the level of control used in the
assessment should be clearly documented. Is the
model already reflective of the level of control
described in the best management practices plan? If
yes, more controls are warranted to mitigate the dust
impacts. If not, the model should be updated to
appropriately account for the controls that are or will
be in place.
The report should include further information as to
where the exceedances occur, at how many
receptors, and how often.
This report should make clear that a best
management practices plan for fugitive dust will be
submitted for review as part of the ECA application
process. This plan should be reflective of any
emissions controls used in this assessment.
Please confirm if the SO emissions listed in these
tables are erroneous and correct as necessary.
Double-check flare calculations and add sample
calculations to the report (one for one of the VOCs
and one for either NO , CO, or PM). Correct
emissions and modelling if necessary.

The existing mitigation is included in the emission rate
calculations. The Model was updated to address this..

th

th

9

Section 4.8.1

The report states that the most significant source of TSP and PM is
fugitive dust from paved and unpaved roads on-site and that these
sources will be managed and mitigated by Ridge Landfill’s fugitive dust
and best management practices plan. It is not clear if these controls are
already reflected in the modelled concentrations or not.

10 Section 4.8.1

The report shows that there are exceedances of TSP and PM but does
not provide an indication of the extent of these exceedances.

11 Section 4.8.3

Some sources of fugitive dust, including road dust, have been excluded
from the compliance scenario. It should be noted that these sources
can only be excluded from compliance modelling as part of an ECA if
the facility has implemented a best management practices plan for
fugitive dust that must be approved by the ministry.
The SO emissions listed in tables D3-32 through D3-35 appear to be
quite elevated.
Please double-check flare calculations for vinyl chloride, chloroform,
and hydrogen sulphide and provide a sample calculation.
Flare emission rates for NO , CO, and PM do not change between
scenarios despite the methane gas flow rate changing between
scenarios. If this is an error, please correct.

12 Section 5.2.1
13 Emission calculations

10

10

2

x

2

x

There are no TSP and PM10 exceedances. This has been
clarified in the report.

The fugitive dust BMPP exists and is implemented at the site.
The fugitive dust BMPP for the expansion will be submitted for
review at the time of an ECA application.
The emission factor tables generated from MOVES will be
updated.
NOx, CO and PM emissions are based on emission factors
obtained from US EPA AP-42. These combustion product
emissions are based on maximum flow of landfill gas to the
flare.
Emissions from landfill gas indicator compounds (vinyl chloride,
chloroform, and hydrogen sulphide) are estimated based on

#

Reference to draft
EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA

Southwest Region Technical Support Section, Air Quality Analyst

14 Emission calculations

Please provide a sample calculation for how non-road tailpipe
emissions along roadway segments were calculated.
There appears to be an error in the 2 column (volume of landfill gas).

Add sample calculation to report.

15 Emission calculations
- Table 1-1
(LandGEM Results –
Existing Conditions)
Appendix D3B – Climate Change Impact Assessment
16 Tables D3B-1
The flare emissions should also account for non-combusted methane.
through D3B-4
17 Section 2.3
The report describes that surface monitoring of LFG would be
conducted annually to identify “hot spots” and remedial action will be
taken as necessary. Will this monitoring continue for some period of
time post-closure as well?
Environmental Assessment Report
18 Section 4.2.3.1
The three landfill gas management alternatives could have a potential
to impact air quality differently depending on how the landfill gas is
managed. Scenario 1 involves emissions from flares, scenario 2 would
not have LFG combustion emissions, and scenario 3 could potentially
have emissions from a different combustion source. This should be
discussed along with potential impacts of each.
19 Section 4.2.3.1
The three landfill gas management alternatives would have a significant
impact on GHG emissions. This should be described quantitatively.

Please correct the error and confirm if this error is
only in the table and does not impact any calculated
emission rates.

20 Section 6.4.1.1

nd

The air quality assessment has shown there is a potential for TSP and
PM exceedances at sensitive receptors. The concentrations of most
pollutants are also predicted to increase throughout the
expansion. This needs to be highlighted and discussed within this
section.
As the air quality assessment has shown that there is a potential for
dust impacts, more detail is required as to how the impacts will be
mitigated, including reference to the best management practices plan
for fugitive dust.
10

21 Section 6.4.2

22 Table 6-1

The air quality assessment has shown that there is a potential for air
quality impacts. This should be clarified in the table.

the LandGem modelled emissions which would change
between scenarios.
A sample calculation has been added to Atmospheric IA D3A Sub-Appendix 1 - Existing Conditions.
A sample calculation for these emissions has been added to
Atmospheric IA D3A - Sub-Appendix 1 - Existing Conditions.
Corrected and emission rates/modelling revised as necessary.

Add methane emissions from flares.

Update to GHG emission rate calculations complete.

Please clarify in the report if the annual surface
monitoring will continue post-closure as well and
what remedial action may be taken at that time.

Report has been updated.

Add a discussion of the impacts from the different
combustion sources of the three scenarios along
with their potential to impact air quality.

Report has been updated to include the requested information.

Please provide a quantitative estimate of the %
reduction of GHGs that would occur by eliminating
flaring.

Peak year GHG emissions from the 3 alternatives have been
included.

Discuss the potential for TSP and PM impacts at
sensitive receptors around the landfill. Discuss the
potential for all contaminants, including odour, to
increase with the expansion.

TSP, PM10, and PM2.5 were remodelled to include deposition
algorithms.

This section should include more detail on how the
air quality impacts will be mitigated. This report
should make clear that a best management practices
plan for fugitive dust will be submitted for review as
part of the ECA application process.
Clarify the table to indicate that there is a potential
for air impacts.

Additional detail has been added as requested. The report
notes that a fugitive dust BMPP will be submitted as part of the
ECA application process.

10

Table has been updated.

#

Reference to draft
EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed Action/Solution

Southwest Region Technical Support Section, Air Quality Analyst
23 Section 7
The air quality assessment has shown that there is a potential for air
quality impacts. As such, air quality monitoring for particulate at a
minimum should be included as part of the EA Compliance Monitoring
Program.

#

Reference to draft EA

Comments & Rationale

Resources Recovery Policy Branch Air Quality Analyst, Senior Policy Advisor
Avoid overstatement - delete the term “crisis”, consider
1 EA, Executive Summary,
section 1. Introduction, p. xix using “context” (or similar term).

2 EA, Executive Summary,
section 9. Waste Diversion,
p. xxxvi
Policy Statement – Policy 6.8
ToR section 4.1, p. 22
“… WC will continue to
consider opportunities for
additional waste diversion,
…”; section 4.1.2, p. 26
Appendix E, Diversion
Options Report, Executive
Summary, p. viii

3 Appendix E, Diversion
Options Report, section 2.1

4 Draft EA, Executive
Summary, section 1.
Introduction, p. xix

“The Ridge Landfill is reaching capacity in 2021 is part
of Ontario’s waste capacity crisis context where only
12-15 years of disposal capacity remain.”
Information on existing and planned diversion efforts is
presented in various sections of the draft EA and
Appendix E, with varied levels of detail and description.

Consistent with comment 2 above, include an estimate
of the quantity and types of waste that would be
diverted by each option on an annual basis (range of
quantity, or qualitative assessment of quantity, can be
used if needed).
The report referenced, GHD, Policy Integrity, HDR
Landfill Management and Planning in Ontario Study,
September 2018 is not publicly released.

Add a discussion of air quality monitoring that will be
included as part of the EA Compliance Monitoring
Program.

How Addressed in the EA

EA identifies that details of air quality monitoring will be
included as part of ECA process.

Proposed Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA

Waste Connections to revise.

The text has been revised, see Executive
Summary, Section 1.

Identify and describe measures to divert food and organic waste, and other
materials, from disposal through both existing and planned programs in the
proposal service area.
Provide this information in a consolidated format (e.g. in one table).
Include quantification and characterization of the material being diverted (or
to be diverted). Indicate what is currently in place, and what is planned to be
implemented in future.
Include anticipated timing of when planned actions would become
operational.
If quantification of amounts being (or to be) diverted is not possible, indicate a
qualitative estimate of the amount (e.g. significant quantity, moderate
quantity, minimal quantity; where significant could be greater than 5% of the
annual fill rate for the proposed expansion; and minimal could be less than
1% of the annual fill rate).
Quantify and characterize the material each option would divert if
implemented.

A table has been added listing all options
considered and carried forward. Proposed
implementation timing and quantification
estimates are provided for options carried
forward where known.

Update the reference/footnote to: “MECP estimates”. Delete the reference to
the consultants and study title.

Completed.

Information on the quantity and characteristics of
the materials have been estimated, where
possible, in Section 2.

#

Comments

Response/How Addressed in the EA

Reference in EA/Appendix

Comments on Surface Water Work Completed for Draft Environmental Assessment Report, Surface Water Specialist
Memo received August 20, 2019
1

Please have the proponent confirm that flood hazard delineation was completed as per the
commitment in the ToR.

Flood hazard level data was provided in tabular format, a figure will be
added showing the flood extent for the 100 and 250 year flow
scenarios.

2

Please have the proponent clarify in Table form the proposed surface water monitoring program Monitoring program will be clarified in final. For the comment regarding Changes have been made to the
including monitoring locations, sampling frequency, parameters and limits. This should also
the reference to Section 0, it should be Section 6.4 and it will be
appendix.
include the proposed sampling of the stormwater ponds prior to batch discharge. In a few
changed for the final.
locations in the Surface Water Impact Assessment (SWIA) it refers to a Section 0 or O, however,
this section does not appear to be in the SWIA.

3

On page 55 the report suggests that the stormwater management ponds outlet directly, or
indirectly, to the Howard or Duke Drains. Please clarify the flow paths and outlet locations for
each of the SWM ponds – are they all connected or is it the intention to drain the site at various
points directly to the Municipal Drains? This may alter the proposed monitoring requirements
and locations.

Flow paths and outlets will be clarified in the final.

Flood hazard mapping for existing
conditions and future expansion have
been added to appendix Figure D10.

Changes have been made to the
appendix.

Under existing conditions, all of the SWM ponds discharge directly to
either the Howard or Duke Drain, with the exception of Pond 3, which
outlets to the internal site drainage system, which in turn is conveyed to
the Duke Drain via SWM pond 5.

4

On page 19 of the SWIA table D10 refers to sample location SW11 as downstream of the
Sample location will be clarified.
Clarification has been made in the
proposed expansion site. Please confirm that this is downstream as in other sections it is
Table D10-7 should indicate that monitoring location SW11 is upstream appendix.
considered to be background water quality. This was discussed during the work plan review so of the proposed expansion site.
this may just require a simple text correction.

5

Please have the proponent confirm the statement on Page 60 of the SWIA under the section
titled Future Conditions and page 167 of the ToR; “For the purpose of assessing the potential
surface water related impacts, the completed existing landfill (i.e., post-closure) was utilized to
represent the baseline environmental conditions.” It was my understanding that current
conditions represented baseline conditions.

6

Page 76 of the SWIA mentions the movement of the Howard Drain location. It is suggested that Information to be added for final.
approvals will be required under the Drainage Act and that aquatic habitat will be
replaced. Considering this is one of the major potential negative effects of the preferred
alternative, some more discussion on approvals, mitigation and/or monitoring measures for the
relocation should be provided where possible.

Will be clarified for final version.
Post-closure to be changed to pre-landfill expansion.

Changes have been made in the
appendix.

Information has been added to the
appendix.

#

Comments

Response

Reference in
EA/Appendix

Comments on Groundwater Work Completed for Draft Environmental Assessment Report, Hydrologist
Memo received August 20, 2019
1

Figure D7-17 depicts a somewhat irregular pattern for ground water flow, including an
isolated depression around well 63-A. Water levels are known to recover very slowly
following sampling/purging from wells in a fine-grained formation. Might the water table
surface have been constructed using water level measurements from wells that had not
stabilized after sampling? If this were the case, would it make a difference to the proposed
plan?

The groundwater levels in Layer 1 (shallow water table hydrostratigraphic unit) are locally
influenced by surface water features and the landfill cell construction and operation of the
leachate collection system. In the case of monitoring well 63-A, it is influenced by the
construction and operation of the South Landfill where there is a leachate underdrain
collection system. Similar levels are observed at the shallow Layer 1 monitoring wells
installed along Charing Cross Road (e.g., monitoring well 50-A and monitoring well 59A).
The depression of the water table in the immediate vicinity of the landfill cells is an
indication that the landfill leachate collection system is operating as planned.

No change required.

2

The report would benefit from the inclusion of a new figure that portrays ground water
Figure will be added.
protection strategies at this site. For example, Figure D7-7 illustrates the subsurface
stratigraphy and shows the position of the landfill. A diagram like this could be enhanced by
showing the presence of the leachate collection system and/or clay liner.

Figure added to
Section 5.2.1 of
appendix.

3

As an alternative, a new diagram could be used to place the landfill, geology, leachate
As noted above, a figure will be added that portrays ground water protection strategies at
collection system, property boundaries and off-site wells within context. This could be either the site.
a schematic, or a drawing made to scale to provide a sense of perspective for the reader.
This provides a more visual depiction of the possible pathways from the landfill to receptors,
while at the same time illustrating and annotating the various risk reduction factors that are
asserted to occur at the site. The proponent should consider including a figure like this
either in hydrogeological report or in the main EA report.

Figure added to
Section 5.2.1 of
appendix.

#

Comments

Response

Reference in
EA/Appendix

Comments on Groundwater Work Completed for Draft Environmental Assessment Report, Hydrologist
Memo received August 20, 2019
4

The report should clearly identify that the monitoring program (and contingency plan) is
The following additional objective will be added to the list of objectives for the monitoring
intended to be fluid, and that it may need to be modified at any time in the future to respond program:
to unforeseen conditions.
· “to allow for changes to the monitoring program to address changing conditions
which may occur as the landfill is developed.”

5

Appendix D7-G reports on Contaminant Transport Modeling. In Table 6, the leachate
collection rate in the horizontal expansion area is shown to decrease to 0.0 m3/m2/year
after 100 years, coinciding with the expected service life of the leachate collection
system. However, this rate is shown to begin to rise again 11 years later. In Table 7, the
leachate collection rate in the vertical expansion area is reported as 0.14 m3/m2/year from
40 to 5000 years after construction.

Objective added to
Section 7 of
Appendix.

When the leachate underdrain system is assumed to fail after 100 years (the expected
No change required
service life of the collection system) the collection rate is 0.0 m³/m²/year. After the failure of
the underdrain system, leachate levels slowly increase on the base of the landfill until the
point they go above the level of the perimeter collection system that will be installed at the
site (to prevent leachate breakout). At this point in time, leachate will be collected in the
perimeter drain system with the rate increasing as the leachate mound increases in the fill
area.

I would expect that that leachate collection rate should remain at 0.0 m3/m2/year after the
collection system has failed. The tables should either be revisited and adjusted accordingly,
or, the text should be modified to explain how the numbers can exceed 0.0 m3/m2/year. The
last paragraph on page 14 appears to refer to this issue, but is not clear.

6

Since the spatial extent of the landfill is being expanded, so too should the area in which off- Drinking water well monitoring is a voluntary program open to any of the Ridge Landfill
site private wells are monitored. Are there any wells that will become much closer to the
neighbours regardless of being down gradient or not. Upon approval of the expansion,
landfill after the expansion? For example, wells associated with properties just south of the Waste Connections will include a reminder to all residents within 1 km of the landfill
southern tip of the property. If the landfill will encroach on them at the same distance as it boundaries that the program is available to participate in, at no cost to them in a future
does to the private wells that are currently monitored, efforts should be made to add them to operational update circulation.
the monitoring program.

No change required.
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October 31, 2019

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Carolyn Lee

FROM:

Rick Li
Senior Waste Engineer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch

RE:

Ridge Landfill Expansion Draft EA
EA REF NO. 16019

I’ve reviewed the response to comments dated September 5, 2019 submitted by Waste
Connections on October 2, 2019. With regard to the two issues with the leachate control
system design, I offer the following comments:
1. Drainage Layer Thickness for the West and South Landfill Expansion
Upon review of the enclosed information regarding the site specific design for the existing cells
that was approved in 2010, I am satisfied that the proposed design for the West and South
landfill expansion is consistent with the approved design and the service life for the drainage
blanket is expected to meet the requirements of O. Reg. 232/98 according to the supporting
document submitted for approval of the leachate collection system ECA amendment in 2010.

2. Leachate Collection System for the Old Landfill Expansion
The evaluation of the performance of the perimeter drain is summarized in Attachment 3
(Dillon memo dated July 9, 2019) and the calculation of the leachate mounding between finger
drains is provided in Attachment 4 (by S. Rimal dated September 2019). The following issues are
noted in the evaluation and calculation:
a) For the POLLUTE model, according to Table 5 Engineered Systems Parameters, the
leachate head of 0.3 m was used as the model input. Please note this should only apply
to the West Landfill and South Landfill area. Simulation for the Old Landfill area should
be based on a much higher leachate head, which will affect the Result of Calculations
(Table 7).
b) Attachment 4 – Calculation of Mounding Between Finger Drains, the lateral flux
collected by the finger drains was calculated based on annual average infiltration. Please
note the flow of finger drains should be calculated based on peak infiltration. Using the
annual average rate will result in significant underestimation of the flow rate during
storm events, and the collection system designed based on the calculation will certainly
be inadequate to handle the peak flow, which will result in much higher leachate
mounding and seepage through the cover.
In summary, based on my review of the submitted calculation, the perimeter and finger drains
proposed for the Old landfill are not adequate to collect leachate generated during storm
events. An alternate leachate collection system will be required to control leachate mounding
and prevent seepage.

Rick Li

c:
RL/

Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
DRAFT EA - Comment Response Table
Document Reviewed:

Ridge Landfill Expansion Draft Environmental Assessment

Proponent:

Waste Connections of Canada

Date:

Comments received – October 31, 2019. Response - November 11, 2019

#

Reference to draft EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed
Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA

Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch, Senior Waste Engineer
1

2

Appendix D6 – Design
and Operations
Report, S.7.8 Leachate
Control System Design
of the West and South
Landfills

Appendix D6 – Design
and Operations
Report, S.7.7 Leachate
Control System Design
for the Expansion of the
Old Landfill Area

1. Drainage Layer Thickness for the West and South
Landfill Expansion

The design has
been accepted.

Update and issue the final Design & Operations Report (D&O Report) for consistency with the material
submitted to MECP, which will be submitted in support of the final EA Report.

Upon review of the enclosed information regarding the
site specific design for the existing cells that was
approved in 2010, I am satisfied that the proposed
design for the West and South landfill expansion is
consistent with the approved design and the service life
for the drainage blanket is expected to meet the
requirements of O. Reg. 232/98 according to the
supporting document submitted for approval of the
leachate collection system ECA amendment in 2010.
2. Leachate Collection System for the Old Landfill
Expansion
The evaluation of the performance of the perimeter drain
is summarized in Attachment 3 (Dillon memo dated July
9, 2019) and the calculation of the leachate mounding
between finger drains is provided in Attachment 4 (by S.
Rimal dated September 2019). The following issues are
noted in the evaluation and calculation:
a) For the POLLUTE model, according to Table 5
Engineered Systems Parameters, the leachate head
of 0.3 m was used as the model input. Please note
this should only apply to the West Landfill and South

a) Confirm or run
new
POLLLUTE
model
simulation.
1

a) Table 5, Engineered Systems Parameters, states that the assumption of 0.3 m of leachate head was
only used as a model input for the two (2) areas of horizontal expansion (South and West
Landfills). The simulation for the Old Landfill was based on an increasing height of the mound of
leachate and corresponding increase in head on the base of the landfill. Table 7 presents the head of
leachate on the Old Landfill base increasing from 1.49 m to 17.24 m. As such, the performance

#

Reference to draft EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed
Action/Solution

Landfill area. Simulation for the Old Landfill area
should be based on a much higher leachate head,
which will affect the Result of Calculations (Table 7).

b) Attachment 4 – Calculation of Mounding Between
Finger Drains, the lateral flux collected by the finger
drains was calculated based on annual average
infiltration. Please note the flow of finger drains
should be calculated based on peak infiltration.
Using the annual average rate will result in
significant underestimation of the flow rate during
storm events, and the collection system designed
based on the calculation will certainly be inadequate
to handle the peak flow, which will result in much
higher leachate mounding and seepage through the
cover.

How Addressed in the EA

evaluation has been carried out as requested by the reviewer, i.e., the 0.3 m leachate head was only
applied to the South and West Landfills, and a much higher leachate head was used in the simulation
of the vertical expansion of the Old Landfill. We believe that the POLLUTE model results accurately
represent the contaminant transport activities in the Old Landfill and that no changes or clarifications
are required in the referenced memo or its conclusions, or in the D&O Report.
b) Revise the
design.

b) During a storm event, the infiltration rate through the final cover of the Old Landfill will not report
immediately to the perimeter side slopes. Instead, the infiltration will gradually percolate downward
through the waste fill to the level of the leachate mound and then laterally towards the perimeter side
slopes. This flow path buffers suppress the intensity and rate of migration of the lateral flux to reach
the finger drains. For this reason, the use of a “peak” storm infiltration rate for calculating the lateral
flux to the finger drains would be overly conservative and not represent the mechanism that occurs
within the landfill. For example, the HELP Model gives a peak daily infiltration rate through the final
cover of approximately 3 mm, which for the 53 hectare plan area of the Old Landfill corresponds to a
peak leachate generation rate of 1,600 m3 for the day. It is unreasonable to expect that this intensity of
flow (1,600 m3/day) will discharge laterally to the sideslopes and be available to potentially break out
as seeps along the slopes. Even for the existing Old Landfill, which has the same footprint area as
the proposed vertical expansion and has an existing leachate mound and finger drains at
approximately 60 m spacing, side slope seeps are infrequent and typically occur as localized “trickles”
that readily disappear with routine maintenance. Furthermore, the maximum daily leachate pumping
rate from the existing perimeter leachate collector is measured at less than 100 m3/day. These
observations support that peak daily infiltration rates during storm events are being attenuated within
the landfill and that the resulting leachate generation does not discharge immediately to the landfill
perimeter.

In summary, based on my review of the submitted
calculation, the perimeter and finger drains proposed for
the Old landfill are not adequate to collect leachate
generated during storm events. An alternate leachate
collection system will be required to control leachate
mounding and prevent seepage.

As an alternative to using the annual average infiltration rate of 150 mm / year for calculating the
lateral flux to the finger drains, it is proposed to use 23 mm /month, which is the maximum of the
monthly average infiltration rates calculated by the HELP model, and which occurs for the month of
May. Use of this infiltration rate in the calculations presented in Attachment 4 of the previous
submission gives a required finger drain spacing of 25 m (compared to the originally proposed 30 m
spacing based on the annual average infiltration rate). See attached revised calculation sheet dated
November 8, 2019 and HELP model output.
Therefore, in response to the MECP review comment, it is proposed to modify the perimeter finger
drain system design such that the spacing is 25 m instead of 30 m. With this reduced spacing, a total
of 117 proposed finger drains will be installed along the perimeter slopes of the Old Landfill (compared
to 98 finger drains at the 30 m spacing). The proposed 117 finger drains are in addition to the existing
41 perimeter finger drains, for a total of 158 finger drains.
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#

Reference to draft EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed
Action/Solution

How Addressed in the EA

It is important to note that the performance of the finger drains will be monitored by visual inspections
for leachate seeps as part of daily site operations and as part of the post closure monitoring program.
Additional interconnecting finger drains can be readily installed if leachate seeps develop (e.g. due to
any “short circuiting” of leachate generated from infiltration along the perimeter slope area).
Furthermore, the low permeability of the final cover soil itself offers resistance to leachate break out
and can be expected to divert the lateral leachate flux through the waste to the nearest, much higher
permeability finger drains.
It is proposed to revise the design and update the D&O Report as described above and submit the
updated D&O Report in support of the final EA Report.
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Calculation of Mounding Between Finger Drains – Old Landfill Area Vertical Expansion
Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment, Blenheim, Ontario
Job No: 18111331 (2000)

Made by: S. Rimal
Updated by: F. Gondim
Reviewed by: F. Barone

Date: November 8, 2019

References:
Ref. 1 – Rowe, R.K., Quigley, R.M., Brachman, R.W.I., and Booker, J.R. (2004). Barrier Systems for
Waste Disposal Facilities, 2nd Edition, Spon Press, 587p.
Ref. 2 – Oweis, I.S. and Khera, R.P. (1998). Geotechnology for Waste Management, Second Edition, PWS
Publishing Company, Boston, 471p.
Ref. 3 – Sharma, H.D. and Reddy, K.R. (2004). Geoenvironmental Engineering, Site Remediation, Waste
Containment and Emerging Waste Management Technologies, John Wiley & Sons Inc., New Jersey,
968p.
As shown in the attached cross-sections we have:
qINF

= maximum monthly average percolation rate through waste = 22 mm/month = 0.022 m3/m2/month
(see attached HELP model output)

L

= horizontal distance between the perimeter drain and central peak of the landfill = 400 m

QINF

= total infiltration per unit width over the horizontal distance L (m3/month)
= qINF x L x 1 m (unit width)
= 0.022 m3/m2/month x 400 m x 1 m
= 8.8 m3/month

H

= vertical distance between the bottom elevation of the finger drains to the maximum top
elevation of finger drains = 6 m

qLAT

= lateral flux collected by the finger drains (m/y)
= QINF / (H x 1 m) = 8.8 m3/month / (6 m x 1 m) = 1.5 m/month

The mounding between the finger drains can be calculated as follows (Ref. 1):
H

= 0.5 l

q
k

where,
HMAX
l
kW

= maximum height of mounding (m)
= distance between the finger drains = 25 m
= hydraulic conductivity of waste = 1 x 10-3 cm/s = 26.3 m/month (Ref. 2 and 3)

Golder Associates
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Calculation of Mounding Between Finger Drains – Old Landfill Area Vertical Expansion
Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment, Blenheim, Ontario
Job No: 18111331 (2000)

H

= 0.5 x 25 m

Made by: S. Rimal
Updated by: F. Gondim
Reviewed by: F. Barone

Date: November 8, 2019

1.5 m/month
=3
26.3 m/month

HMAX is equal to 3 m depth of the finger drains and therefore the maximum mounding between finger
drains is predicted to be at the base of the final cover for the 25 m spacing.

Cross section showing proposed finger drain and vertical expansion.

Cross section A-A’ showing mounding between two finger drains.

https://golderassociates.sharepoint.com/sites/34627g/technical work/ridge landfill - mounding between finger drains 2019nov8.docx
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_
******************************************************************************
******************************************************************************
**
**
**
**
**
HYDROLOGIC EVALUATION OF LANDFILL PERFORMANCE
**
HELP MODEL VERSION 3.07 (1 November 1997)
**
DEVELOPED BY ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORY
**
USAE WATERWAYS EXPERIMENT STATION
**
FOR USEPA RISK REDUCTION ENGINEERING LABORATORY
**
**
**
**
******************************************************************************
******************************************************************************

**
**

PRECIPITATION DATA FILE:
C:\WHI\VHELP22\data\P2118.VHP\_weather1.dat
TEMPERATURE DATA FILE:
C:\WHI\VHELP22\data\P2118.VHP\_weather2.dat
SOLAR RADIATION DATA FILE: C:\WHI\VHELP22\data\P2118.VHP\_weather3.dat
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION DATA:
C:\WHI\VHELP22\data\P2118.VHP\_weather4.dat
SOIL AND DESIGN DATA FILE: C:\WHI\VHELP22\data\P2118.VHP\I_387808.inp
OUTPUT DATA FILE:
C:\WHI\VHELP22\data\P2118.VHP\O_387808.prt

TIME: 18:15

DATE: 11/ 6/2019

******************************************************************************
TITLE: Ridge Landfill-Nov19
******************************************************************************

NOTE: INITIAL MOISTURE CONTENT OF THE LAYERS AND SNOW WATER
WERE SPECIFIED BY THE USER.

LAYER 1
-------TYPE 1 - VERTICAL PERCOLATION LAYER
MATERIAL TEXTURE NUMBER 7
THICKNESS
=
15.00 CM
POROSITY
=
0.4730 VOL/VOL
FIELD CAPACITY
=
0.2220 VOL/VOL
WILTING POINT
=
0.1040 VOL/VOL
INITIAL SOIL WATER CONTENT =
0.2200 VOL/VOL
EFFECTIVE SAT. HYD. COND. = 0.520001164800E-03 CM/SEC
NOTE: SATURATED HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY IS MULTIPLIED BY 4.63
FOR ROOT CHANNELS IN TOP HALF OF EVAPORATIVE ZONE.

LAYER 2
-------TYPE 1 - VERTICAL PERCOLATION LAYER
MATERIAL TEXTURE NUMBER 9
THICKNESS
=
85.00 CM
POROSITY
=
0.5010 VOL/VOL
FIELD CAPACITY
=
0.2840 VOL/VOL
WILTING POINT
=
0.1350 VOL/VOL
INITIAL SOIL WATER CONTENT =
0.2840 VOL/VOL
EFFECTIVE SAT. HYD. COND. = 0.147000000000E-05 CM/SEC

LAYER 3
-------TYPE 1 - VERTICAL PERCOLATION LAYER
MATERIAL TEXTURE NUMBER 18
THICKNESS
= 2000.00 CM

**
**
**

POROSITY
=
0.6710 VOL/VOL
FIELD CAPACITY
=
0.2920 VOL/VOL
WILTING POINT
=
0.0770 VOL/VOL
INITIAL SOIL WATER CONTENT =
0.2900 VOL/VOL
EFFECTIVE SAT. HYD. COND. = 0.100000224000E-02 CM/SEC

GENERAL DESIGN AND EVAPORATIVE ZONE DATA
---------------------------------------NOTE: SCS RUNOFF CURVE NUMBER WAS COMPUTED FROM DEFAULT
SOIL DATA BASE USING SOIL TEXTURE # 7 WITH A
GOOD STAND OF GRASS, A SURFACE SLOPE OF 5.%
AND A SLOPE LENGTH OF 400. METERS.
SCS RUNOFF CURVE NUMBER
=
64.45
FRACTION OF AREA ALLOWING RUNOFF
=
100.0
PERCENT
AREA PROJECTED ON HORIZONTAL PLANE =
44.0000 HECTARES
EVAPORATIVE ZONE DEPTH
=
51.0
CM
INITIAL WATER IN EVAPORATIVE ZONE =
13.524 CM
UPPER LIMIT OF EVAPORATIVE STORAGE =
25.131 CM
LOWER LIMIT OF EVAPORATIVE STORAGE =
6.420 CM
INITIAL SNOW WATER
=
0.000 CM
INITIAL WATER IN LAYER MATERIALS
=
607.440 CM
TOTAL INITIAL WATER
=
607.440 CM
TOTAL SUBSURFACE INFLOW
=
0.00 MM/YR

EVAPOTRANSPIRATION AND WEATHER DATA
----------------------------------NOTE: EVAPOTRANSPIRATION DATA WAS OBTAINED FROM
WINDSOR
CANA
STATION LATITUDE
= 42.27 DEGREES
MAXIMUM LEAF AREA INDEX
= 3.50
START OF GROWING SEASON (JULIAN DATE) =
123
END OF GROWING SEASON (JULIAN DATE)
=
282
EVAPORATIVE ZONE DEPTH
= 51.0 CM
AVERAGE ANNUAL WIND SPEED
= 17.70 KPH
AVERAGE 1ST QUARTER RELATIVE HUMIDITY = 74.00 %
AVERAGE 2ND QUARTER RELATIVE HUMIDITY = 66.00 %
AVERAGE 3RD QUARTER RELATIVE HUMIDITY = 71.00 %
AVERAGE 4TH QUARTER RELATIVE HUMIDITY = 74.00 %

NOTE: PRECIPITATION DATA WAS SYNTHETICALLY GENERATED USING
COEFFICIENTS FOR
WINDSOR
CANA
NORMAL MEAN MONTHLY PRECIPITATION (MM)
JAN/JUL
FEB/AUG
MAR/SEP
APR/OCT
------------------------------------45.4
53.0
69.9
76.6
89.6
83.8
78.8
101.8
76.6
85.4

MAY/NOV

JUN/DEC

92.0
76.9

NOTE: TEMPERATURE DATA WAS SYNTHETICALLY GENERATED USING
COEFFICIENTS FOR
WINDSOR
CANA
NORMAL MEAN MONTHLY TEMPERATURE (DEGREES CELSIUS)
JAN/JUL
FEB/AUG
MAR/SEP
APR/OCT
-------------------------------------4.6
-3.9
1.9
8.4
15.1
22.7
21.8
17.6
10.7
4.8

MAY/NOV

JUN/DEC

20.0
-1.5

NOTE: SOLAR RADIATION DATA WAS SYNTHETICALLY GENERATED USING
COEFFICIENTS FOR
WINDSOR
CANA
AND STATION LATITUDE = 42.17 DEGREES

*******************************************************************************
ANNUAL TOTALS FOR YEAR 20
------------------------------------------------------------------------------MM
CU. METERS
------------------------PRECIPITATION
993.50
437140.000
RUNOFF

159.332

EVAPOTRANSPIRATION
PERC./LEAKAGE THROUGH LAYER 3
CHANGE IN WATER STORAGE

PERCENT
100.00

70106.198

713.879

16.04

314106.886

160.847943

70773.095

-40.559

-17846.173

SOIL WATER AT START OF YEAR

6289.899

2767555.444

SOIL WATER AT END OF YEAR

6268.325

2758062.820

SNOW WATER AT START OF YEAR

18.985

8353.548

SNOW WATER AT END OF YEAR

0.000

0.000

ANNUAL WATER BUDGET BALANCE

71.85

0.0000

16.19
-4.08

1.91
0.00

-0.007

0.00

*******************************************************************************

*******************************************************************************
AVERAGE MONTHLY VALUES (MM) FOR YEARS
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 THROUGH

20

JAN/JUL FEB/AUG MAR/SEP APR/OCT MAY/NOV JUN/DEC
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------PRECIPITATION
------------TOTALS

STD. DEVIATIONS

RUNOFF
-----TOTALS

STD. DEVIATIONS

50.05
50.34
77.94
71.79
85.41
84.79
90.68
85.30 110.04
71.04
82.76
69.41
14.27
22.56
36.66
20.91
38.76
53.72
30.32
41.31
55.36
31.32
27.85
27.88

8.123 21.246 83.495
9.667
0.004
0.067
0.000
0.000
0.082
0.000
0.000
2.020
9.889 27.569 58.838 22.384
0.018
0.299
0.000
0.000
0.255
0.000
0.000
3.578

EVAPOTRANSPIRATION
-----------------TOTALS
12.611 12.094 15.715 74.879 86.487 132.805
98.007 74.696 53.763 32.925 24.714 14.991
STD. DEVIATIONS

1.453
2.042
7.409 13.221 24.172 29.384
44.303 36.684 14.506
4.563
5.015
3.004

PERCOLATION/LEAKAGE THROUGH LAYER 3
-----------------------------------TOTALS
20.3854 11.3982 6.2651 15.9462 22.6196 15.3483
16.5962 10.9401 8.5679 8.7100 10.9903 13.6894
STD. DEVIATIONS

19.3441 14.5069 6.2167 11.4622 12.5205 9.4556
7.9219 4.3382 3.0219 5.4226 9.2412 11.6561

*******************************************************************************

*******************************************************************************
AVERAGE ANNUAL TOTALS & (STD. DEVIATIONS) FOR YEARS
------------------------------------------------------------------------------MM
CU. METERS

1 THROUGH
PERCENT

20

-----------------------------929.55
( 124.995)

PRECIPITATION
RUNOFF

124.704

EVAPOTRANSPIRATION

( 72.0413)

633.688

--------408999.8

100.00

54869.92

13.416

( 84.5866)

278822.52

PERCOLATION/LEAKAGE THROUGH
LAYER 3

161.45681 ( 54.21844)

CHANGE IN WATER STORAGE

9.696

68.172

71040.995

( 3.7718)

4266.37

17.36945

1.043

*******************************************************************************

_
******************************************************************************
PEAK DAILY VALUES FOR YEARS
1 THROUGH 20
and their dates (DDDYYYY)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------(MM)
(CU. METERS)
--------------------PRECIPITATION
75.00
33000.00000 2610013
RUNOFF

106.215

PERCOLATION/LEAKAGE THROUGH LAYER 3
SNOW WATER

46734.67497
3.362200

139.13

MAXIMUM VEG. SOIL WATER (VOL/VOL)
MINIMUM VEG. SOIL WATER (VOL/VOL)

0.1259

******************************************************************************

_
******************************************************************************
FINAL WATER STORAGE AT END OF YEAR
---------------------------------------------------------------------LAYER
(CM)
(VOL/VOL)
-----------------1
3.7323
0.2488
2

39.1099

0.4601

3

583.9903

0.2920

SNOW WATER

1479.36791

61215.6276

0.4908

20

0.000

******************************************************************************
******************************************************************************
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Conservation and Parks

Ministère de l’Environnement,
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et des Parcs
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Rez‐de‐chaussée
135, avenue St. Clair Ouest
Toronto ON M4V 1P5
Tél. : 416 314‐8001
Téléc. : 416 314‐8452

November 29, 2019

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Carolyn Lee
Special Project Officer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch

FROM:

Rick Li
Senior Waste Engineer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch

RE:

Ridge Landfill Expansion Draft EA
EA REF NO. 16019

I have reviewed the comment response table dated November 11, 2019 submitted by Waste
Connections, and have further comments as follows:
Leachate Collection System for the Old Landfill Expansion
a) For the POLLUTE model, only the input parameters for the West Landfill and South
Landfill are presented in Table 5. Please provide the input parameters for the Old
Landfill. According to Section 7.7.4 of the Design & Operations report, the current
leachate level is 202.6masl. The model should be calibrated using the current leachate
head for the Old Landfill.
Proposed action: provide the input parameters table for the Old Landfill and calibrate
the POLLUTE model for the Old Landfill using the current leachate head value.
1

b) In Attachment 4 – Calculation of Mounding Between Finger Drains, the lateral flux
collected by the finger drains was re‐calculated based on peak monthly average
percolation rate through waste. The calculation underestimated the flux to the finger
drains in several ways. First, according to the HELP model, the peak daily percolation
through the waste is 3mm, which should have been used for the calculation. Second,
the HELP model was only run for the closed site scenario. Simulation for the operation
period without a final cover should have also been completed because for the active
landfilling area, 100% of precipitation that comes into contact with waste will become
leachate. Last, the calculation of QINF in Attachment 4 only accounts for the infiltration
over the unit width area at each finger drain. However, as the finger drains are spaced
at 25 metres, each drain will also collect leachate from its surrounding area (the space
between two finger drains). Therefore the lateral flux as calculated is significantly
underestimated. (It would be correct if there were a continuous drainage layer.)
Proposed action: recalculate the finger drain flux and revise the design.
In summary, it is the reviewer’s opinion that the perimeter and finger drains proposed for the
Old landfill would not be adequate to handle leachate collection and control mounding at the
Old Landfill. It is recommended that the design be reviewed by Dr. Kerry Rowe prior to
acceptance by the ministry.

Rick Li

c:
RL/

2

Email Communication

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>
Date: Tue, Sep 17, 2019 at 6:02 PM
Subject: Ridge EA - Approach to Atmospheric and Climate Change Report Revision
To: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Cc: Evers, Andrew (MECP) <Andrew.Evers@ontario.ca>, Allison, Bill <wallison@dillon.ca>

Hi Carolyn,
As discussed on our call this past Friday please ﬁnd the a ached Memo outlining the proposed approach for revision of the Atmospheric and Climate Change Impact Assessment Reports
Regards,
Cathy

Cathy Smith HBA, MA, ENV SP
Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion

T: 519 676 5000 | F: 519 676 4967 | C: 519 358 2860
Waste Connections of Canada | 20262 Erieau Road | Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
www.WasteConnectionsCanada.com

2 Attachments
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TECHNICAL MEMO
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:
OUR FILE

Cathy Smith
Bill Allison
September 17, 2019
Proposed Approach for the Revised Atmospheric and Climate Change Impact
Assessment Reports for the Ridge Landfill EA
15-2456 Ridge Landfill EA

Further to our meeting and discussion with the MECP on September 13, 2019 regarding their comments
on the atmospheric and climate change impact assessment reports for the Ridge EA project, the
following sections briefly describe the proposed approach to address these comments.
Air Quality Standards and Criteria
In addition to the atmospheric criteria in the Ridge EA, the revised atmospheric impact assessment
pollutant concentrations will be compared against the annual AAQC for vinyl chloride and chloroform,
the 1-hr and 8-hr AAQC for carbon monoxide, and the updated 10-munute AAQC for Sulphur dioxide.
The CAAQS (Year 2020 and 2025) criteria for nitrogen dioxide will be included in the revised atmospheric
impact assessment. As there is a tiered approach to the future 2020 and 2025 CAAQS for nitrogen
oxide, it is proposed to compare the CAAQS that is applicable to the relevant phase of landfill
development (i.e. existing and scenario 1 compared to 2020 criteria; scenario 2 and scenario 3
compared to the 2025 criteria).
Nitrogen Dioxide OLM
In anticipation of meeting the stringent CAAQS for NO2, the air dispersion model will now incorporate the
ozone limiting method (OLM) as a technique of converting the NOX to NO2 to predict point-ofimpingement (POI) concentrations landfill activities. The selection of input parameters to OLM will be
done in consultation with the MECP’s Air Quality Specialist.
The background concentration of NO2 will be calculated from the available NOX and ozone regional station
data to be used to determine cumulative impacts.
Odour
In addition to the total landfill footprint, additional sources of odour will be examined for significance.
A qualitative description of the leachate collection system will be included in the report which will provide
adequate rationale for its removal from a dispersion modelling assessment.
Odour emissions from the active area (working face) will be assessed for significance and calculated and
included in the air dispersion model.

DI L LON C ON S UL TIN G LI M IT E D
www.dillon.ca
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Wind Erosion
Wind erosion calculations will be performed to determine the significance of exposed surfaces as a source
of dust emissions at the Ridge Landfill.
As agreed upon with the MECP, if wind erosion events occur less than 1% of the time, the events can be
deemed insignificant and inclusion in the air dispersion modelling will not be required.
Receptors
The modelled receptors captured all worst-case locations and/or where exceedances occur. The receptors
to the northwest through northeast of the site are not anticipated to have any potential environmental
impacts.
A description regarding the MECP grid and impacts at the northwest and northeast will be provided in the
report to support this response.
TSP Monitoring and Modelling
The results from the 2014 on-site TSP monitoring will not be used in the evaluation of dust (TSP, PM10,
and PM2.5) against the applicable criteria. The monitoring results may still be used to provide context to
the results of the air dispersion model.
The air dispersion models for TSP, PM10, and PM2.5 will be refined to incorporate deposition algorithms
to determine potential impacts at sensitive receptors. The selection of deposition parameters will be done
in consultation with the MECP’s Air Quality Specialist (week of September 23rd).
The justification for the level of control as described in the BMPP and an indication of the extent of
exceedances (if any) will be provided after an assessment of the refined modelling is complete.
Landfill Gas GHG Destruction
The three (3) landfill gas destruction alternatives: flares, biogas generators, and renewable natural gas
will be investigated. Potential for GHG emissions will be reviewed for each of these alternative methods
of destruction.
A quantitative response will be provided for the on-site landfill gas destruction methods (flares and biogas
generators), while a qualitative response will be provided detailing the difference in GHG emissions
associated with renewable natural gas. The qualitative response will investigate typical destruction
efficiencies of households or appliances that consume natural gas.

DI L LON C ON S UL TIN G LI M IT E D
www.dillon.ca

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>
Date: Tue, Sep 24, 2019 at 9:34 AM
Subject: Fwd: Ridge EA - Approach to Atmospheric and Climate Change Report Revision
To: wallison@dillon.ca <wallison@dillon.ca>

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Lee, Carolyn (MECP)" <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Date: September 24, 2019 at 9:26:33 AM EDT
To: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
Cc: "Rehbein, Peter (MECP)" <Peter.Rehbein@ontario.ca>, "Evers, Andrew (MECP)"
<Andrew.Evers@ontario.ca>
Subject: RE: Ridge EA - Approach to Atmospheric and Climate Change Report Revision
WARNING: This email is from outside of Waste Connec ons; Exercise cau on.

Hi Cathy,
Please find below Peter’s comments on the memo (dated September 17, 2019) outlining the proposed
approach for revising the air and GHG analysis for the Ridge Landfill Expansion EA.
Further to Peter’s comments below, I have an additional comment for the “Landfill Gas GHG Destruction”
section:
In addition to the qualitative response that investigates typical destruction efficiencies of households or
appliances that consume natural gas, my suggestion on our September 13 phone call was to quantify the
potential greenhouse gas emissions that could be reduced if natural gas within a typical household was
replaced with renewable natural gas (RNG) from landfill. Statistics Canada has data for annual natural gas
consumption per household, and I believe there are published CO2e conversion rates for natural gas and RNG.
Regards,
Carolyn
Carolyn Lee
Special Project Officer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st floor
Toronto, ON M4V 1P5
Phone: (416) 212-4279
Email: Carolyn.Lee@Ontario.ca

If you have any accommodation needs or require communication supports or alternate formats, please
let me know.
Si vous avez des besoins en matière d’adaptation, ou si vous nécessitez des aides à la communication
ou des médias substituts, veuillez me le faire savoir.

From: Rehbein, Peter (MECP) <Peter.Rehbein@ontario.ca>
Sent: September-20-19 3:54 PM
To: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Subject: RE: Ridge EA - Approach to Atmospheric and Climate Change Report Revision

Hi Carolyn,
I have reviewed the memo from Dillon regarding the revised air and GHG analysis. The memo was brief but at
high level appears acceptable with the exception of a few points for clarification as noted below. The memo
also noted that they will discuss two aspects with me in more detail (ozone limiting method for assessing NO2
and deposition parameters for modelling particulate).
My additional notes for clarification are below:
1. The memo from Dillon describes the approach to address my comments that we had specifically
discussed at our teleconference. My expectation is that my other comments not specifically included in
this memo will be addressed as I had proposed.
2. Background concentrations for NO2 are available from the MECP regional monitoring stations. A
calculation of background NO2 based on NOx and ozone data should not be necessary.
3. For wind erosion, in addition to describing the frequency of wind events that could result in wind erosion
please also provide an estimate of the wind erosion emissions at that wind speed threshold relative to
the site-wide emissions. If both the frequency of occurrence is low (<1%) and the wind erosion
emissions are relatively low compared to total site emissions, then they can be considered insignificant.
4. The refined particulate model results and exceedance analysis will be used to assess dust impacts from
the project. Depending on the results of this updated analysis I may have further comments on
mitigation requirements to reduce the project impact.
Thanks,
Peter

From: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Sent: September 18, 2019 9:27 AM
To: Rehbein, Peter (MECP) <Peter.Rehbein@ontario.ca>
Subject: FW: Ridge EA - Approach to Atmospheric and Climate Change Report Revision
Hi Peter,
Please find Dillon’s revised modelling approach attached.
Regards,
Carolyn

From: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnec ons.com>
Sent: September-17-19 6:02 PM
To: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Cc: Evers, Andrew (MECP) <Andrew.Evers@ontario.ca>; Allison, Bill <wallison@dillon.ca>
Subject: Ridge EA - Approach to Atmospheric and Climate Change Report Revision
Hi Carolyn,
As discussed on our call this past Friday please ﬁnd the a ached Memo outlining the proposed approach for
revision of the Atmospheric and Climate Change Impact Assessment Reports for MECP considera on and
comment.
Regards,
Cathy

Cathy Smith HBA, MA, ENV SP
Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion

T: 519 676 5000 | F: 519 676 4967 | C: 519 358 2860
Waste Connections of Canada | 20262 Erieau Road | Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
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TECHNICAL MEMO
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:
OUR FILE

Cathy Smith
Bill Allison
September 27, 2019
Addendum to the Proposed Approach for the Revised Atmospheric and Climate Change
Impact Assessment Reports for the Ridge Landfill EA
15-2456 Ridge Landfill EA

Further to our meeting and discussions with the MECP on September 13, 2019 regarding their
comments on the atmospheric and climate change impact assessment reports for the Ridge EA project,
our follow-up memo of September 17, 2019 and the MECP response on September 24, 2019 , the
following sections briefly describe the proposed approach to undertake the assessments.
Nitrogen Dioxide OLM
In anticipation of assessing the project’s modeled impact against the CAAQS for NO2, the ozone limiting
method (OLM) will be used in the AERMOD model to predict point-of-impingement (POI) concentrations
as a result of landfill activities.
The 2015-2017 background data from the regional monitoring station will be used to calculate the 90th
percentile 1-hr average and average annual background concentration of NO2.
The following parameters are proposed for use in the prediction of NO2 impacts from the Ridge Landfill:
● The default in-stack NO2/NOx ratio of 0.1. This assumption provides a reasonable representation
of NO2/NOx from onroad and nonroad vehicles emissions.
● Due to the lack of available NOx and ozone data for the year 2018 which coincides with the sitespecific met data used in the model (2014-2018), an hourly ozone data file cannot be generated.
Therefore, the 2015-207 background ozone data from the regional monitoring station will be used
to determine the average hourly concentrations, for each day of the week, for each month of the
year. This dataset will be used in the NO2 1-hour dispersion model. The average annual ozone
concentration from the 2015-2017 background ozone data will be used for the NO2 annual
dispersion model.
● The NO2 1 hour modelled results for each receptor will be post processed to obtain the 3-year
average of the annual 98th percentile of the NO2 daily maximum 1-hour average concentrations
at each receptor as per the statistical form of the CAAQS1. The maximum of the modelled
concentration and background concentrations will be compared against the CAAQS for NO2 (1
hour).
● The NO2 annual modelled results (determined as above) and background concentrations will be
compared against the CAAAQS for NO2 (annual).
1

Government of Canada. 2017. Government Notices, Department of the Environment. Canadian Environmental
Protection Act, 1999. Vol. 151, No. 49, December 9, 2017.

DILLON CONSULTING LIMITED
www.dillon.ca
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Dry Deposition Modelling
The air dispersion models for TSP, PM10, and PM2.5 will be refined to incorporate deposition algorithms
in the determination of potential impacts at sensitive receptors.
Dillon is proposing the following parameters be used as the source parameters for particle deposition:
● Method 1 will be selected as most of the site’s sources (besides the flares) are anticipated to emit
particles with 10% or more having a diameter greater than or equal to 10 microns.
● The site specific mean mass particle diameters for each size fraction (PM2.5, PM10, and TSP) from
the Ridge Landfill Environmental Screening [BFI Canada Inc.], July 2011 will be used. The mean
mass particle diameters for each size fraction at the Ridge Landfill are as follows:
o PM2.5 – 1.25 microns
o PM10 – 6.25 microns
o TSP – 27 microns
● The mass fraction of each size fraction will be estimated using the ratio of each size fraction
emission rate compared to total TSP emissions.
o For example, consider a source which has 0.0182 g/s (TSP), 0.0132 g/s (PM10), and
0.00923 g/s (PM2.5). Mass fraction emissions would be calculated as follows:
▪ The mass fraction of PM2.5 is 0.00923 g/s / 0.00182 g/s = 0.50
▪ The mass fraction of PM10 is (0.00132 g/s – 0.00923 g/s) / 0.00182 g/s = 0.22
▪ The mass fraction of TSP is 1 – (0.50 + 0.22) = 0.28
● The particle density for soil is commonly cited as 2.65 g/cm3 and would be representative of the
road dust emissions which are the dominant source of particulate matter generated at the site.

DILLON CONSULTING LIMITED
www.dillon.ca

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Date: Fri, Nov 22, 2019, 11:48
Subject: RE: Ridge Landfill - Revised Draft EA for MECP Review - Air Comments
To: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>
Cc: Bill Allison <wallison@dillon.ca>

Hi Cathy,
MECP’s Air Quality Analyst has reviewed the atmospheric and climate change assessment components of the revised draft
EA and is generally satisfied the previous comments on the draft EA dated September 5, 2019 have been addressed.
However, there are a couple of follow-up comments regarding the greenhouse gas (GHG) assessment:
1. It appears that some of the GHG emission calculations have been revised and emissions now

appear to increase substantially between the existing scenario and the future scenario (annual
emissions nearly double by 2042 when the landfill is set to close). The significance of the
increase relative to existing conditions should be stated more explicitly in both the EA main
report and Appendix D3B. The significance of emissions varies when different comparison
benchmarks are used.
2. The analysis in Appendix D3B shows that the future emissions account for 2.0% of the
emissions within the service area. The executive summary of appendix D3B and section 6.5.1.1
of the main report state that it is 1.7%. Please clarify or correct the percentages.
3. The numbers shown for the existing GHG emissions conditions in the 5th bullet of section 6.5.1.1
of the main report do not appear to match with Table D3B-1 of appendix D3B. Please clarify or
correct the numbers.
In addition there are minor inconsistencies between the main report and the air quality appendix D3A:

Table 4-6 of the main report does not include the full list of air quality standards and criteria
that are listed in Table D3-2 of Appendix D3A.
The background concentrations listed in Table 4-7 of the main report are not always
consistent with those listed in Table D3-4 of Appendix D3A.
There are a few reference errors (“reference source not found”) throughout the text of the air
quality section of section 4.1.2.5 of the main report.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.
Regards,
Carolyn Lee
Special Project Officer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st floor
Toronto, ON M4V 1P5
Phone: (416) 212-4279
Email: Carolyn.Lee@Ontario.ca

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>
Date: Wed, Nov 27, 2019 at 5:27 PM
Subject: Fwd: Revised Ridge Landfill Draft EA - Hydrogeology Impact Assessment
To: Bill Allison <wallison@dillon.ca>

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Lee, Carolyn (MECP)" <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Date: November 27, 2019 at 4:42:12 PM EST
To: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
Subject: FW: Revised Ridge Landfill Draft EA - Hydrogeology Impact Assessment

WARNING: This email is from outside of Waste Connec ons; Exercise cau on.

Hi Cathy,
For your information.
Regards,
Carolyn
From: Harris, Mark (MECP) <Mark.Harris@ontario.ca>
Sent: October-28-19 12:24 PM
To: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Subject: RE: Revised Ridge Landfill Draft EA - Hydrogeology Impact Assessment
Carolyn,
Yes, this is sufficient.
Thanks,
Mark
From: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Sent: October 28, 2019 12:23 PM
To: Harris, Mark (MECP) <Mark.Harris@ontario.ca>
Subject: RE: Revised Ridge Landfill Draft EA - Hydrogeology Impact Assessment

Hi Mark,
Yes, just wanted to check with you to see if the revised hydrogeological impact
assessment report satisfactorily addresses your comments from August 16. Dillon’s
responses to your comments are on page 23/24 of the table.
Thanks,
Carolyn

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>
Date: Wed, Nov 27, 2019 at 5:28 PM
Subject: Fwd: Revised Ridge Landfill Draft EA - Surface Water Impact Assessment Report
To: Bill Allison <wallison@dillon.ca>

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: "Lee, Carolyn (MECP)" <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Date: November 27, 2019 at 4:40:49 PM EST
To: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
Subject: FW: Revised Ridge Landfill Draft EA - Surface Water Impact Assessment Report

WARNING: This email is from outside of Waste Connec ons; Exercise cau on.

Hi Cathy,
For your information.
Regards,
Carolyn Lee
Special Project Officer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st floor
Toronto, ON M4V 1P5
Phone: (416) 212-4279
Email: Carolyn.Lee@Ontario.ca
If you have any accommodation needs or require communication supports or alternate formats, please let me know.
Si vous avez des besoins en matière d’adaptation, ou si vous nécessitez des aides à la communication ou des médias substituts, veuillez m
From: Munro, Alison (MECP) <Alison.Munro@ontario.ca>
Sent: November-08-19 9:48 AM
To: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Subject: RE: Revised Ridge Landfill Draft EA - Surface Water Impact Assessment Report
Hi Carolyn,
I read though the updated SWIA report and it appears at though all of the comments have been addressed.
If there is anything further you need from me, please let me know.
Alison
_______________________________________
Alison Munro, Surface Water Specialist
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
733 Exeter Road, London, ON N6E 1L3
p: 519.873.4775 f: 519.873.5020

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>
Date: Wed, Nov 27, 2019 at 5:27 PM
Subject: Fwd: Ridge Landfill EA - Revised Draft - District Engineer Comments
To: Bill Allison <wallison@dillon.ca>

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Lee, Carolyn (MECP)" <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Date: November 27, 2019 at 4:30:54 PM EST
To: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
Cc: "Evers, Andrew (MECP)" <Andrew.Evers@ontario.ca>, "Chevalier, Lane (MECP)"
<LANE.CHEVALIER@ontario.ca>
Subject: Ridge Landfill EA - Revised Draft - District Engineer Comments

WARNING: This email is from outside of Waste Connec ons; Exercise cau on.

Hi Cathy,
Please find below follow-up comments from the Sarnia District Office.

#

Reference to
draft EA

Comments
& Rationale

Proposed
Action/Solution

Sarnia District Office, District Engineer
1 Landfill gas
Use of LFG
Considering the
(LFG)
for energy
rationale for not
utilization for
recovery via choosing these
energy
renewable
options is
recovery –
natural gas
primarily based
Referenced
(RNG)
on the lack of a
extensively
and/or
currently
throughout EA electricity
available viable
document and generation
market/outlet
was evaluated was
and that the
as one of the
determined
landfill is
alternatives for to be not
intending to
LFG use (vs.
preferred by receive waste
flaring, etc.)
the
until 2041, the
proponent
ministry
due to the
suggests that a
lack of any
commitment be
current
made to remarket
evaluate this
and/or third- position in a set
party
timeframe (e.g.
agreement
A formal re-

How
Addressed
in the EA

This
commitment
has been
added to
Chapter 5.

Follow-up Comment

This commitment does
not appear to be
provided in Chapter 5
response. A related
sentence appears to be
provided in Section
4.2.5; however, a
commitment to an
explicit timeframe
should be made (not a
range – a range was
provided in the previous
comment for timeframe
consideration) as well
as an actual
commitment to submit
the re-evaluation to the
ministry.

2 7 Monitoring,
Reporting
and
Commitments
Section 7.6.4 –
(Contingency
Measures) –
Landfill Gas
Management

in place thus
making
these
options less
viable in the
immediate
future.
It is noted in
the EA in a
general
manner that
LFG
utilization for
energy
recovery is
still being
pursued and
will depend
on market
conditions
and
available
technology
and that the
system is
designed to
allow for
such
utilization in
the future.
This section
(contingency
measures
relating to
LFG) refers
specifically
to odours
only and
does not
include
discussion
of landfill
gas issues
from a broad
perspective.

evaluation of the
feasibility
submitted to the
ministry in 3-5
years).

This section
should be
expanded to
include
discussions on
contingency
measures
considering
potential
subsurface gas
migration in and
around the Site
with regard to
the
requirements
provided in O.
Reg 232/98
(e.g. Allowable
methane
concentrations
in onsite
buildings and
foundations,
boundary

The potential Acknowledged/sufficient
for subsurface
migration of
landfill gas
to impact onsite buildings
and
foundations
is negligible
given the
very dense
and
impermeable
soils at the
site.
However, as
a
contingency
measure,
gas
detectors
have been
and will

concentrations,
etc.)

continue to
be installed
in all
buildings at
the site. This
text has
been added
to the
identified
section.

Regards,
Carolyn Lee
Special Project Officer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st floor
Toronto, ON M4V 1P5
Phone: (416) 212-4279
Email: Carolyn.Lee@Ontario.ca
If you have any accommodation needs or require communication supports or
alternate formats, please let me know.
Si vous avez des besoins en matière d’adaptation, ou si vous nécessitez des aides à
la communication ou des médias substituts, veuillez me le faire savoir.

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>
Date: Fri, Nov 29, 2019 at 5:43 PM
Subject: Fwd: Ridge Landfill EA - Revised Draft - Environmental Planner Comment
To: Bill Allison <wallison@dillon.ca>

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Lee, Carolyn (MECP)" <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Date: November 29, 2019 at 5:41:59 PM EST
To: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnections.com>
Cc: "Evers, Andrew (MECP)" <Andrew.Evers@ontario.ca>, "Newton, Craig (MECP)"
<Craig.Newton@ontario.ca>
Subject: RE: Ridge Landfill EA - Revised Draft - Environmental Planner Comment

WARNING: This email is from outside of Waste Connec ons; Exercise cau on.

Hi Cathy,
Please find below follow-up comments from MECP’s Southwest Region Environmental
Planner related to Guideline D-4. Guideline D-4 has been attached for your reference.

#

Reference to
draft EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed
Action/Solution

Southwest Region Technical Support Section,
Environmental Planner
1 3
The ministry was unable Identify where
Description
to locate
this discussion
of the
acknowledgement in the can be found.
Environment EA or the appendices, to Otherwise, the
Potentially
Guideline D-4 in terms
ministry
Affected
of a discussion in the EA recommends
that no land use is to
the text of the
Section 3.1.2 take place within 30m of EA be further
Off-Site
the perimeter of the fill
amended so as
area. This is a minimum to incorporate
Appendix C,
distance, and all landfills the
Commitment must include an on-site
aforementioned
#11
operational/maintenance discussion, into
buffer of no less than
the final EA, as
30m (typically between
it was previously
60m and 100m).
raised at the
Further, this operational ToR stage.
buffer should be
established and utilized
in the EA as part of the

How Addressed in
the EA

Setbacks and buffers
are identified in
Chapter 5 for the
preferred alternative
and in the Design and
Operations Appendix
(D6). The three site
development
alternatives all
included the adequate
space for the required
setbacks and buffers
as part of their
conceptual
configuration. Text has
been added in the
description of
alternatives to indicate
this.

landfill site development
alternatives.

Follow-up comment
from the
Environmental
Planner:
The ministry was
unable to locate
written
acknowledgement in
the EA or the
appendices to MOE
Guideline D-4
(attached) in terms of
a discussion in the EA
that no land use is to
take place within 30
metres of the
perimeter of the fill
area, and that this is a
minimum distance,
and that all landfills
must include an onsite operational /
maintenance buffer of
no less than 30
metres, and typically
between 60 and 100
metres. Further, there
appears to be no
acknowledgement
whether this
operational buffer was
established and
utilized in the EA as
part of the landfill site
development
alternatives.
It appears that the only
text related to ministry
guidelines is in Section
5.1, on Page 10, under
the heading Proposed
Engineering Design of
Preferred
Alternative: wherein it
reads as follows:
“The preliminary
design of the proposed
landfill expansion of
the Ridge Landfill was
developed in
accordance with

applicable MECP
regulations, policies,
and guidelines
including O. Reg.
232/98 (MECP,
1997a).”
This response is much
too general in nature
and does not provide
the written
acknowledgement in
the EA that was
requested. If
acknowledgement is in
the EA and has been
missed, please outline
specifically where this
reference is in the EA,
including but not
limited to the wording
used.
Additional comment
from Special Project
Officer:
Section 6.11 (Built
Environment – Land
Use) does not appear
to discuss the potential
impacts of land use
zoning changes on the
operational buffer for
the landfill. It would be
useful to supplement
this section with a
discussion on
setbacks and buffers.
Regards,
Carolyn Lee
Special Project Officer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st floor
Toronto, ON M4V 1P5
Phone: (416) 212-4279
Email: Carolyn.Lee@Ontario.ca
If you have any accommodation needs or require communication supports or
alternate formats, please let me know.

Si vous avez des besoins en matière d’adaptation, ou si vous nécessitez des aides à
la communication ou des médias substituts, veuillez me le faire savoir.

Buelles, Anni <abuelles@dillon.ca>

Fwd: Ridge - Updated Comment and Response Table (Dec 4, 2019) - leachate and
landfill gas management alternatives evaluation
Allison, Bill <wallison@dillon.ca>
To: Anni Buelles <abuelles@dillon.ca>, 152456 <152456@dillon.ca>

Sat, Dec 7, 2019 at 12:34 PM

Bill Allison
Partner
Dillon Consulting Limited
Suite 200 - 51 Breithaupt Street
Kitchener, Ontario, N2H 5G5
T - 519.571.9833 ext. 3125
F - 519.571.7424
M - 519.575.2093
WAllison@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Date: Fri, Dec 6, 2019 at 5:08 PM
Subject: RE: Ridge - Updated Comment and Response Table (Dec 4, 2019) - leachate and landfill gas management
alternatives evaluation
To: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>
Cc: Bill Allison <wallison@dillon.ca>, Evers, Andrew (MECP) <Andrew.Evers@ontario.ca>

Hi Cathy,

As a follow up to comment #36, below is a summary (based on my understanding of sections 4.2 and 4.3 of the revised
draft EA) of the off-site infrastructure/transport associated with the leachate and landfill gas management alternatives.
Additional off-site impacts to discuss in the evaluation of leachate and landfill gas management alternatives are in italics.

Let me know if you have any questions. Have a good weekend.

Regards,

Carolyn

Leachate management alternatives

1. Direct discharge to sanitary sewer
Off-site infrastructure – existing forcemain
Contingency transport – truck transport to Chatham WWTP

2. On-site pre-treatment prior to discharge to sanitary sewer
Off-site infrastructure – existing forcemain
Chemical delivery and residue removal – 2 trucks per day using designated haul routes
Contingency transport – truck transport to Chatham WWTP (14 tanker trucks per day )
3. On-site full treatment prior to discharge to surface water
Off-site infrastructure – none
Contingency transport – truck transport to Chatham WWTP (14 tanker trucks per day )
Chemical delivery and residue removal – 2 to 5 trucks per day using designated haul routes

Additional off-site impacts to consider: effects of 14 tanker truck trips/day to the Chatham WWTP (what would the route
be to Chatham WWTP and associated effects?), can provide comment on the likelihood/frequency of occurrence

Landfill gas management alternatives

1. Flaring

Off-site infrastructure – none

2. Gas

Utilization – Renewable Natural Gas

Off-site infrastructure – Landfill gas pipeline to RNG facility, RNG facility, connection to the
natural gas distribution system

3. Gas

Utilization – Electricity

Off-site infrastructure – landfill gas pipeline to power plant, power plant (gas pre-treatment
and generators), electricity transmission to the grid (powerlines, transformer stations etc.)
Additional off-site impacts to consider (at a conceptual level): construction and operation of landfill gas pipeline to power
plant/RNG facility, potential effects associated with power plant/RNG facility and connection to transmission infrastructure

From: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnec ons.com>
Sent: December-04-19 1:16 PM
To: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>

Cc: Bill Allison <wallison@dillon.ca>
Subject: Ridge - Updated Comment and Response Table (Dec 4, 2019)

CAUTION -- EXTERNAL E-MAIL - Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender.

Hi Carolyn,

Here is the dra comment and response table to date for discussion and subject to change a er our call on Friday.
Dillon has highlighted the comment #s that they would like to discuss/get concurrence on proposed approach. There
are a few more than I ini ally thought (10). Originally we were going to send just those ones however we decided to
send the whole table in dra to you in case you see something else (re: responses) that you may want to discuss as
well.

Thanks and look forward to discussing on Friday.
Cathy

Cathy Smith HBA, MA, ENV SP
Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion

T: 519 676 5000 | F: 519 676 4967 | C: 519 358 2860
Waste Connections of Canada | 20262 Erieau Road | Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
www.WasteConnectionsCanada.com

From: Buelles, Anni [mailto:abuelles@dillon.ca]
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2019 12:45 PM
To: Cathy Smith
Cc: Bill Allison
Subject: Re: Ridge - Updated Comment and Response Table (Dec 4, 2019)

Hi Cathy,

Please find the updated table attached to this email. The numbers highlighted in yellow are the items we would like to
discuss.

Thanks,
Anni

Anni Buelles
Dillon Consulting Limited
Suite 200 - 51 Breithaupt Street
Kitchener, Ontario, N2H 5G5
T - 519.571.9833 ext. 3147
F - 519.571.7424
ABuelles@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Date: Tue, Dec 10, 2019 at 11:04 AM
Subject: Ridge Landfill Expansion Revised Draft EA - Diversion
To: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>
Cc: Evers, Andrew (MECP) <Andrew.Evers@ontario.ca>, Bill Allison <wallison@dillon.ca>

Hi Cathy,
Please find attached MECP’s Resource Recovery and Policy Branch’s (RRPB) additional comments
on the revised draft EA.
RRPB confirms that the previous comments in the table below have been addressed.

#

Reference
to draft EA

Comments & Rationale

Proposed Action/Solution

Resources Recovery Policy Branch, Senior Policy Advisor
1 EA,
Avoid overstatement - delete
Waste Connections to revise.
Executive
the term “crisis”, consider
Summary,
using “context” (or similar
section 1.
term).
Introduction,
p. xix
“The Ridge Landfill is
reaching capacity in 2021 is
part of Ontario’s waste
capacity crisis context where
only 12-15 years of disposal
capacity remain.”
2 EA,
Information on existing and
Identify and describe
Executive
planned diversion efforts is
measures to divert food and
Summary,
presented in various sections organic waste, and other
section 9.
of the draft EA and Appendix
materials, from disposal
Waste
E, with varied levels of detail
through both existing and
Diversion, p. and description.
planned programs in the
xxxvi
proposal service area.
Policy
Provide this information in a
Statement –
consolidated format (e.g. in
Policy 6.8
one table).
ToR section
Include quantification and
4.1, p. 22
characterization of the
“… WC will
material being diverted (or to
continue to
be diverted). Indicate what is
consider
currently in place, and what is
opportunities
planned to be implemented in
for additional
future.
waste
Include anticipated timing of
diversion,
when planned actions would
…”; section
become operational.
4.1.2, p. 26
If quantification of amounts
Appendix E,
being (or to be) diverted is
Diversion
not possible, indicate a

How
Addressed in
the EA
The text has
been revised,
see Executive
Summary,
Section 1.

A table has
been added
listing all options
considered and
carried forward.
Proposed
implementation
timing and
quantification
estimates are
provided for
options carried
forward where
known.

Options
Report,
Executive
Summary, p.
viii

3 Appendix E,
Diversion
Options
Report,
section 2.1

4 Draft EA,
Executive
Summary,
section 1.
Introduction,
p. xix

Consistent with comment 2
above, include an estimate of
the quantity and types of
waste that would be diverted
by each option on an annual
basis (range of quantity, or
qualitative assessment of
quantity, can be used if
needed).
The report referenced, GHD,
Policy Integrity, HDR Landfill
Management and Planning in
Ontario Study, September
2018 is not publicly released.

qualitative estimate of the
amount (e.g. significant
quantity, moderate quantity,
minimal quantity; where
significant could be greater
than 5% of the annual fill rate
for the proposed expansion;
and minimal could be less
than 1% of the annual fill
rate).
Quantify and characterize the
material each option would
divert if implemented.

Update the
reference/footnote to: “MECP
estimates”. Delete the
reference to the consultants
and study title.

Information on
the quantity and
characteristics
of the materials
have been
estimated,
where possible,
in Section 2.
Completed.

Regards,
Carolyn Lee
Special Project Officer
Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st floor
Toronto, ON M4V 1P5
Phone: (416) 212-4279
Email: Carolyn.Lee@Ontario.ca
If you have any accommodation needs or require communication supports or alternate
formats, please let me know.
Si vous avez des besoins en matière d’adaptation, ou si vous nécessitez des aides à la
communication ou des médias substituts, veuillez me le faire savoir.

Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
DRAFT EA - Comment Response Table
Document Reviewed:
Proponent:
Date:

#

Reference to draft EA

Ridge Landfill Expansion Revised Draft Environmental Assessment
Waste Connections of Canada
Comments provided by RRPB – 4 December 2019.

Comments & Rationale

Resource Recovery Policy Branch, Senior Policy Advisor
Acknowledges that the Strategy for a Waste-Free Ontario provided diversion targets to
1 1 Introduction
Section 1.5 Rationale for mark progress towards the visionary zero waste goal in Ontario of “30% by 2020”,
the Proposed
“50% by 2030” and “80% by 2050” (for residential and non-residential waste,
combined), but indicates “In revisiting the opportunity, in consultation with the MECP,
Undertaking
the diversion target was reduced to “40% by 2050” to account for the relatively low and
stagnant diversion rate of between “11% and 15% from 2006 to 2014” for the IC&I
sector based on Statistics Canada data;”

Proposed Action/Solution
Remove statement that this was “… in consultation with MECP …”.
Provide reasons for not using the Provincial diversion targets for the amount of
waste that will be disposed when revisiting the opportunity.

The level of IC&I diversion from 2006 to 2014 does not support a conclusion that
increased IC&I diversion will not take place in future. The Provincial targets remain in
effect. Planning and design must be done with proper consideration of these targets
and use of alternative rates of diversion must be justified.
This comment reinforces Carolyn Lee / EAPB’s additional comments on Section 1.5
below:
Please remove wording on page 6 in section 1.5 (Rationale for the Proposed
Undertaking) suggesting that allowing the Ridge Landfill to continue operating will
ensure a new landfill is not required in the region.

2 8 Consultation
Section 8.4 Summary of
How Feedback Mattered

On page 7, please remove the text “in consultation with the MECP, the target was
reduced to “40% by 2050”, as this is not a MECP target. Waste Connections selected
an estimate of 40% diversion by 2050 (29% by 2031) in its analysis to illustrate the
business opportunity from 2021-2041 as it was deemed a more realistic estimate than
the interim waste goals in the February 2017 Waste-Free Ontario Strategy.
The following statement in the draft EA does not indicate the specific communication
with MECP that is being referred to in this instance:
“Waste Connections heard a variety of perspectives on waste diversion at the
Ridge Landfill. Overall, local residents noted that more diversion is a good
thing; however, concern was expressed that a large-scale facility at the Ridge
would add traffic and other disruptions to neighbours. This input, in addition to
communication with the MECP, has led to the conclusion for Waste
Connections to explore ways to support provincial waste initiative in other
locations;”
This general reference to MECP input is not substantiated.

Remove statement that this was “… in addition to communication with the MECP
…”.

How
Addressed in
the EA

#

Reference to draft EA

Comments & Rationale

Resource Recovery Policy Branch, Senior Policy Advisor
APPENDIX E Review of
#
Diversion Options
Comments & Rationale
Report
The APPENDICES are indicated as numbered (1 through 8) in the Table of Contents
1 Table of Contents
but are referred to alphabetically in the report (A through G).
The proponent needs to confirm whether (or not) the review has been carried out with
2 Executive Summary
consideration and recognition of the goals and expectations set out in the Discussion
Paper: Reducing Litter and Waste in Our Communities.

3 1.2 Consultation

Currently the references are only to the Environment Plan and the F&OW Policy
Statement: “
This review was carried out in accordance with best management practices, and in
consideration of new and emerging technologies, health and safety measures, and in
recognition of the goals and expectations set forth by the province of Ontario including
the Province’s Made-in-Ontario Environmental Plan and the Food and Organic Waste
Policy Statement.”
The proponent indicated that “An on-line waste diversion and recycling survey was
also conducted from October 26th to November 16th, 2018 for IC&I stakeholders in the
Municipality.” Invitations were mailed to 77 IC&I stakeholders and 9 responded.
This seems an insufficient size of survey to assess the IC&I waste diversion and
recycling, given that the proposal’s service area for IC&I waste is Central and Southern
Ontario, which has 95% of Ontario’s population, and an estimated corresponding
proportion of Ontario’s IC&I sector (the Ontario Regulatory Cost Calculator indicates
there are 186,644 small, medium and large IC&I organizations, 95% of which is
approximately 177,000 IC&I organizations). Section 2.2 At Ridge Landfill Options
indicates that Ridge Landfill receives waste from the Waste Connections customer
base of approximately 30,000 businesses and industries.

4 1.4.2 Food and Organic As previously advised, the proponent revised the report to include a section on the
Waste Policy
Statement

5 1.5 Evaluation
Methodology

F&OW Policy Statement. This section currently outlines two sections of the Policy
Statement – Section 4 – Recover Resources from Food and Organic Waste, and
Section 6 – Support Resource Recovery Infrastructure.
Section 1.4.2 of the Diversion Options report summarizes these two sections of the
F&OW Policy Statement but does not provide any indication or interpretation of what
implications the implementation of these aspects of the Policy Statement may have on
the proponent’s undertaking and the “opportunity”.
This section (as well as other sections, including Section 2.0 Potential Diversion
Options, Section 2.2.3 Option 3: Construction and Demolition (C&D) Waste
Beneficial Reuse, etc.) refers to the September 4, 2018 memo “Diversion Options for
Evaluation in the Ridge Landfill EA”.
This memo is included in the appendix of Diversion Options report (Appendix 8
Diversion Related Comments & Responses).

Proposed Action/Solution

How
Addressed in
the EA

Proposed Action/Solution

How
Addressed in
the EA

Revise the references to be consistent between the Table of Contents and the
body of the report.
State whether (or not) the discussion paper (on reducing litter and waste in our
communities) has been considered and the goals and expectations set out in the
Discussion Paper are recognized and factored into the EA and Diversion Report.

The proponent is to state any limitations of the survey conducted for IC&I
stakeholders in the Municipality relative to potential IC&I diversion and recycling in
the proposal service area.
In particular, the proponent is to address (clarify) the extent to which this survey
represents (or not) potential for IC&I diversion and recycling in the proposal
service area.

Provide an assessment of impact and implications that Sections 4 and 6 of the
F&OW Policy Statement may have on the proponent’s undertaking, and put this in
perspective of the “opportunity” noted in this proposal in Section 1.5 Rationale for
the Proposed Undertaking of the draft EA.
In particular, address the implications the Policy Statement may have on the
assumptions made by the proponent in terms of Ontario waste diversion targets
(Section 1.5, p. 7) and waste projections, and the implications this can have on
the requested fill rate of 1.3 million tonnes per year.
Clarify that this memo is included in Appendix 8 in this report when it is
referenced.

#

Reference to draft EA

Comments & Rationale

Resource Recovery Policy Branch, Senior Policy Advisor
6 2.2.4 Option 4: Source This section, as well as previous sections, assumes that the GHG emissions
Separated Organic
associated with transferring material (organic material in this section, other types of
Waste Processing
waste / materials for recycling or recovery in previous sections) is not practical.
Recent studies (2cg / Golder, GHD et al) have indicated that, especially for organic
material, the reduction in GHG emissions associated with processing organics that
have been diverted from disposal far outweighs any additional incremental impact due
to transportation related GHG emissions (e.g. the magnitude of transportation related
emissions for several hundred kilometers are a few percent of the GHG emission
reductions that can be achieved.)

Proposed Action/Solution

The proponent is to provide support and analysis for assumptions made relating
to GHG emissions associated with transporting waste / diverted material for
processing that result in the proponent’s assertion that it is not practical to
transport the waste / diverted material beyond to local processing facilities. This
analysis will compare GHG emissions reductions associated with diverting the
material and, as appropriate, replacing virgin material with recycled / recovered
material with the transportation related GHG emissions.
Alternatively, the proponent can remove the assumption in these statements
regarding transportation-related GHG emissions.

How
Addressed in
the EA

Fwd: Ridge Landfill EA - Revised Updated Purpose/Opportunity Memo
Allison, Bill <wallison@dillon.ca>
Tue, Dec 17, 2019 at 10:45 AM
To: Betsy Varghese <bvarghese@dillon.ca>, Anni Buelles <abuelles@dillon.ca>, 152456 <152456@dillon.ca>

Bill Allison
Partner
Dillon Consulting Limited
Suite 200 - 51 Breithaupt Street
Kitchener, Ontario, N2H 5G5
T - 519.571.9833 ext. 3125
F - 519.571.7424
M - 519.575.2093
WAllison@dillon.ca
www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Date: Tue, Dec 17, 2019 at 10:28 AM
Subject: RE: Ridge Landfill EA - Revised Updated Purpose/Opportunity Memo
To: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>
Cc: Allison, Bill <wallison@dillon.ca>, Evers, Andrew (MECP) <Andrew.Evers@ontario.ca>

Hi Cathy,

Additional comments and questions on the revised purpose/opportunity memo are noted in purple below.

Regards,

Carolyn

Assumptions Made in the Preparation of SD#1 to Support the EA Terms of Reference

Text from memo:
“MEPC provided 2014-2016 data on existing and approved large waste disposal facilities within the proposed service
area to assist Waste Connections in projecting remaining waste disposal capacity over the planning period. MECP
confirmed in March 2019, that this data has not changed.” (Page 2)

MECP comment:
Since landfill capacity has changed since 2016, it would be more accurate to say that “no updated data set was available
from MECP”.

Text from memo:

“Accounting for municipal waste being landfilled in private sector disposal sites increases the need
and opportunity for the Ridge Landfill expansion as it would consume the capacity of private sector
sites at a greater rate than what was projected in SD#1.” (Page 3)

MECP comment:
There was no response to the following comment dated October 1, 2019:
This statement seems inconsistent as residential waste from Chatham-Kent currently accounts only 2% of annual waste
disposed at the Ridge Landfill. The residential service area for the Ridge Landfill expansion will also be limited to
Chatham-Kent.

As Dillon does not have information on the breakdown of residential versus IC&I waste accepted at private landfills and
residential waste only accounts for 2% of the residential waste accepted at the Ridge Landfill, is the assumption that
municipal waste would consume the capacity of private sector sites at a greater rate than projected in SD#1 (over the
2021-2041 planning period) valid? Rresidential waste diversion rates in Ontario also tend to be higher than diversion
rates for the IC&I sector.

Regulatory Regime

MECP comment:
This section mentions the federal government proposal to ban single-use plastics but does not mention provincial
proposals such as banning food waste from landfills (mentioned in the Reducing Litter and Waste in Our Communities
Discussion Paper) and the Food and Organic Waste Policy Statement targets for IC&I facilities. For completeness,
provincial government proposals and policies that would impact waste disposal amounts in Ontario should be mentioned.

Review of Market Conditions

Text from memo:
“In 2019 a temporary increase in the amount of a 100,000 tonne allowance was approved by
MECP enabling the landfill to meet a demand for capacity from existing contracted customers in
order to avoid a disruption in the system. Waste Connections will continue to monitor and manage
requests for additional tonnage in order to remain within our overall capacity limits.” (Page 4)

MECP comment:
The text should provide the reasons for Waste Connections’ second request for an emergency ECA amendment to allow
additional waste to be deposited (above the approved annual fill rate of 1.3 million tonnes) for the calendar year. It would
be appropriate to discuss factors that could affect the annual fill rate of 1.3 million tonnes per year over the 2021-2041
planning period. MECP has advised Waste Connections that increases to the annual fill rate are subject to the
Environmental Screening Process under O. Reg. 101/07 of the Environmental Assessment Act.

Explanation of Flow Chart

Text from memo:
“The Waste Diverted quantity in the flow chart (1.8 million tonnes in 2031) is based on the still
applicable sensitivity analysis previously completed in SD#1 where 40% diversion is achieved in
2050 and reflects an IC&I diversion rate of 26% in 2031. This is a realistic target based on
Statistics Canada historical quantities diverted in this sector.” (Page 7)

MECP comment:
It is necessary to clarify that Dillon selected a 40% diversion rate for IC&I waste by 2050. Earlier in the memo (Regulatory
Regime, page 3), it is noted that “the overall diversion goal of 40% by 2050 has been carried forward based on the fact
that historical diversion rates for the IC&I sector have remained relatively low, hovering between 11% and 15% from 2006
to 2014”. Please note that 80% waste diversion by 2050 in the Strategy for a Waste-Free Ontario is an overall goal
(residential and IC&I waste combined). At present, the overall diversion rate in Ontario is approximately 30%.

Text from memo:

“It was assumed that these facilities will reserve an average of 15% of their capacity for IC&I waste
which was based on data received from municipal landfill operators. This results in approximately
129,000 tonnes of available permitted annual capacity in 2031 from Municipal Disposal Sites for
IC&I waste. The forecasted estimates for available disposal capacity was based on existing and
approved disposal sites (i.e., disposal sites currently undergoing an EA for new or expanded
capacity were not considered).” (Page 7)

MECP comment:
There was no response to the following comment dated October 1, 2019:
Please provide more information on how the 129,000 tonnes was calculated. There are 14 municipal landfills within
south-central Ontario in addition to the Durham York Energy Centre. Please note that the City of London recently received
approval to carry out an EA for the expansion of the W12A landfill and service area.

The assumption that 15% of the waste received at municipal disposal facilities would come from the IC&I sector during
the planning period has not been fully explained/validated. How was the data obtained and how many municipalities
responded to the survey?
As part of revisiting the opportunity for the Ridge Landfill expansion, additional disposal capacity from proposals to
expand municipal landfills (e.g. London W12A Landfill) and waste management facilities (e.g. Durham York Energy
Centre) within the Ridge Landfill’s primary service area should be considered. The planning period for these proposals
overlap with the Ridge Landfill’s planning period of 2021-2041.

Carolyn Lee
Special Project Officer

Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
135 St. Clair Avenue West, 1st floor
Toronto, ON M4V 1P5
Phone: (416) 212-4279
Email: Carolyn.Lee@Ontario.ca

If you have any accommodation needs or require communication supports or alternate formats, please let me
know.

Si vous avez des besoins en matière d’adaptation, ou si vous nécessitez des aides à la communication ou des
médias substituts, veuillez me le faire savoir.

From: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnec ons.com>
Sent: December-11-19 2:24 PM
To: Lee, Carolyn (MECP) <Carolyn.Lee@ontario.ca>
Cc: Allison, Bill <wallison@dillon.ca>
Subject: Ridge Landﬁll EA - Revised Udated Needs Memo

CAUTION -- EXTERNAL E-MAIL - Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender.

Hi Carolyn,

As discussed, here is the revised Memo to reﬂect the 100,000 tonnage allowance for 2019 as well as edits we made
a er our call with Betsy and Jack.

Thanks,
Cathy

Cathy Smith HBA, MA, ENV SP
Project Manager – Ridge Landfill Expansion

T: 519 676 5000 | F: 519 676 4967 | C: 519 358 2860

Waste Connections of Canada | 20262 Erieau Road | Blenheim, ON, N0P 1A0
www.WasteConnectionsCanada.com

Update Memo SD#1 Rev 6 10 Dec 19 Final Version (3).pdf
427K

, Prepared by Golder Associates, December 24, 2019

Comment b)
b.1. In Attachment 4 – Calculation of Mounding Between Finger Drains, the lateral flux
collected by the finger drains was recalculated based on peak monthly average
percolation rate through waste. The calculation underestimated the flux to the finger
drains in several ways. First, according to the HELP model, the peak daily percolation
through the waste is 3mm, which should have been used for the calculation.
Response – In our previous response to MECP comments (comment response table dated
November 11, 2019), Golder provided the rationale for using the maximum of the monthly
average percolation rates in the finger drain spacing calculations. Golder also rationalized why
using the peak daily percolation rate of 3 mm would be unreasonable based on the attenuation
buffer provided by the waste and the available pumping records for the existing finger drain /
perimeter leachate collector system. As noted in our previous response, the peak daily
percolation rate of 3 mm would correspond to a peak daily leachate generation rate of 1,600 m3
per day over the 53 hectare plan area of the existing Old Landfill. This is more than one order
of magnitude greater than the maximum daily leachate pumping rate of less than 100 m3/day
from the existing finger drain/perimeter leachate collector system. To support our statement
regarding the maximum daily leachate pumping rate from the existing finger drain/perimeter
leachate collector system, we have included Table 1 (below) which summarizes the maximum
daily volumes of leachate pumped from the existing system for each month in 2017 as an
example. The maximum daily leachate pumping volume was 91 m3/day. The total annual
precipitation recorded in 2017 is similar to the historical average total precipitation.
Table 1: Maximum Daily Volume of Leachate Collected at the Old Landfill in 2017

Month
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Daily Max. in
2017

Daily Maximum Pumped
Volume
Litres
m3
84487
84
85657
86
86823
87
88079
88
89046
89
90063
90
90783
91
91184
91
91404
91
91404
91
91602
92
89613
90
91602

92

b.2. The HELP model was run for the closed scenario. Simulations for the operational
period without a final cover should have also been completed because for the active
landfilling area, 100 % of precipitation that comes into contact with waste fill becomes
leachate.
Response - We agree that the infiltration rate into the waste is higher during the operational
period in specific areas that do not have final cover. However, as new waste is landfilled and
the waste mound increases in thickness, much of the infiltration will be absorbed/immobilized by
the waste fill until it reaches its “field capacity” moisture content. Therefore, until this field
capacity moisture content is reached, the quantity of leachate available for leachate mound
development and lateral migration to the finger drains will not be 100% of the precipitation that
contacts the waste. Considering that the proposed vertical expansion of the Old Landfill Area
will be in four phases (i.e., Cells O1 to O4) and that each phase will be filled within
approximately one year and progressively capped, we expect that the new waste will not reach
its full field capacity moisture content during the operational period for this area. Therefore, the
short operational period will not be the period of maximum lateral leachate migration to the
finger drains.
For the reason noted above, use of operational period peak percolation rates for the finger drain
design would be overly conservative. Nevertheless, as requested by the MECP, we have
revised our finger drain calculations using the peak monthly percolation rate during the
operational period (i.e., prior to final cover placement) conservatively assuming that the waste
has reached its field capacity moisture content during this period and that the leachate mound is
fully developed. The revised calculations are presented in Attachment A (Calculation of
Mounding Between Finger Drains, dated December 20, 2018). The HELP model output files for
this scenario are provided in Attachments B and C. The revised calculations indicate a
required finger drain depth of 3.7 m versus the original proposed 3.0 m depth obtained using the
peak monthly percolation rate for the closure scenario. The proposed spacing between the
finger drains will remain at 25 m.
In the event that seeps occur between the finger drains, the seeps would be detected by the
regular site inspections and additional finger drains would be installed as required.

b.3. The calculation of Qinf in Attachment 4 only accounts for the infiltration over the unit
width of each finger drain. However, as the finger drains are spaced at 25 m, each drain
will also collect leachate from its surrounding area (the space between finger drains).
Therefore, the lateral flux as calculated is significantly underestimated.
Response - Qinf is not based on infiltration over the unit width of each finger drain. It is based on
infiltration (per unit width) of landfill top surface over the maximum lateral leachate drainage
path length between the central ridge of the landfill and the perimeter finger drains (i.e., 400 m
length). The units of Qinf are m3/month (per unit width of landfill). Qinf is then used to obtain the
lateral leachate flux (qLat) to the finger drains by dividing by the vertical distance between the
bottom and maximum top elevations of the finger drains (H). The units for qlat are m3/m2/month.
For the calculation of mounding between the finger drains, qLat is applied to the full 25 m spacing
(l) of the finger drains, not just the unit width of each drain. Therefore, this method of
calculation does not underestimate the lateral flux to the finger drains.
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ATTACHMENT A

Calculation of Mounding Between
Finger Drains

Calculation of Mounding Between Finger Drains – Old Landfill Area Vertical Expansion
Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment, Blenheim, Ontario
Job No: 18111331 (2000)

Made by: S. Rimal
Updated by: F. Gondim
Reviewed by: F. Barone

Date: December 20, 2019

References:
Ref. 1 – Rowe, R.K., Quigley, R.M., Brachman, R.W.I., and Booker, J.R. (2004). Barrier Systems for
Waste Disposal Facilities, 2nd Edition, Spon Press, 587p.
Ref. 2 – Oweis, I.S. and Khera, R.P. (1998). Geotechnology for Waste Management, Second Edition, PWS
Publishing Company, Boston, 471p.
Ref. 3 – Sharma, H.D. and Reddy, K.R. (2004). Geoenvironmental Engineering, Site Remediation, Waste
Containment and Emerging Waste Management Technologies, John Wiley & Sons Inc., New Jersey,
968p.
As shown in the attached cross-sections we have:
= maximum monthly average percolation rate through waste = 35 mm/month = 0.035 m3/m2/month

qINF

Note: for the operational scenario (i.e., the worst case scenario), we considered that Cell O1, which
is the largest cell of the Old Landfill, would have a 50 m x 100 m (i.e., 0.5 hectare) open working
face without cover and 15.7 hectares with 0.30 m thick cover, for a total of 16.2 hectares. Using the
maximum monthly percolation rates of 57 mm/month for the open working face area and 34
mm/month for the area with 0.30 m thick cover as per attached HELP model outputs, an equivalent
maximum monthly percolation rate of 35 mm/year was obtained for the Cell O1 area using the
following equation: qINF = (0.5 hectare x 57 mm/month + 15.7 hectares x 34 mm/month)/16.2
hectares = 35 mm/month.
L

= horizontal distance between the perimeter drain and central peak of the landfill = 400 m

QINF

= total infiltration per unit width over the horizontal distance L (m3/month)
= qINF x L x 1 m (unit width)
= 0.035 m3/m2/month x 400 m x 1 m
= 14 m3/month

H

= vertical distance between the bottom elevation of the finger drains to the maximum top
elevation of finger drains = 6 m

qLAT

= lateral flux collected by the finger drains (m/y)
= QINF / (H x 1 m) = 14 m3/month / (6 m x 1 m) = 2.3 m/month

The mounding between the finger drains can be calculated as follows (Ref. 1):
H

= 0.5 l

q
k

where,
Golder Associates
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Calculation of Mounding Between Finger Drains – Old Landfill Area Vertical Expansion
Ridge Landfill Expansion Environmental Assessment, Blenheim, Ontario
Job No: 18111331 (2000)

HMAX
l
kW

H

Made by: S. Rimal
Updated by: F. Gondim
Reviewed by: F. Barone

Date: December 20, 2019

= maximum height of mounding (m)
= distance between the finger drains = 25 m
= hydraulic conductivity of waste = 1 x 10-3 cm/s = 26.3 m/month (Ref. 2 and 3)

= 0.5 x 25 m

2.3 m/month
= 3.7
26.3 m/month

HMAX is equal to 3.7 m depth of the finger drains and therefore the maximum mounding between finger
drains is predicted to be at the base of the final cover for the 25 m spacing.

Cross section showing proposed finger drain and vertical expansion.

Cross section A-A’ showing mounding between two finger drains.

https://golderassociates.sharepoint.com/sites/34627g/technical work/finger drain design/ridge landfill - mounding between finger drains 2019dec20.docx

Golder Associates
Page 2 of 2
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ATTACHMENT B

HELP Model Output File - Open
Working Face (No Cover) Scenario

_
******************************************************************************
******************************************************************************
**
**
**
**
**
HYDROLOGIC EVALUATION OF LANDFILL PERFORMANCE
**
HELP MODEL VERSION 3.07 (1 November 1997)
**
DEVELOPED BY ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORY
**
USAE WATERWAYS EXPERIMENT STATION
**
FOR USEPA RISK REDUCTION ENGINEERING LABORATORY
**
**
**
**
******************************************************************************
******************************************************************************

**
**

PRECIPITATION DATA FILE:
C:\WHI\VHELP22\data\P2118.VHP\_weather1.dat
TEMPERATURE DATA FILE:
C:\WHI\VHELP22\data\P2118.VHP\_weather2.dat
SOLAR RADIATION DATA FILE: C:\WHI\VHELP22\data\P2118.VHP\_weather3.dat
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION DATA:
C:\WHI\VHELP22\data\P2118.VHP\_weather4.dat
SOIL AND DESIGN DATA FILE: C:\WHI\VHELP22\data\P2118.VHP\I_388189.inp
OUTPUT DATA FILE:
C:\WHI\VHELP22\data\P2118.VHP\O_388189.prt

TIME: 14:55

DATE: 12/12/2019

******************************************************************************
TITLE: Ridge Landfill-Dec19-100m-no-cover
******************************************************************************

NOTE: INITIAL MOISTURE CONTENT OF THE LAYERS AND SNOW WATER
WERE SPECIFIED BY THE USER.

LAYER 1
-------TYPE 1 - VERTICAL PERCOLATION LAYER
MATERIAL TEXTURE NUMBER 18
THICKNESS
= 2000.00 CM
POROSITY
=
0.6710 VOL/VOL
FIELD CAPACITY
=
0.2920 VOL/VOL
WILTING POINT
=
0.0770 VOL/VOL
INITIAL SOIL WATER CONTENT =
0.2900 VOL/VOL
EFFECTIVE SAT. HYD. COND. = 0.100000224000E-02 CM/SEC
NOTE: SATURATED HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY IS MULTIPLIED BY 4.63
FOR ROOT CHANNELS IN TOP HALF OF EVAPORATIVE ZONE.

GENERAL DESIGN AND EVAPORATIVE ZONE DATA
---------------------------------------NOTE: SCS RUNOFF CURVE NUMBER WAS COMPUTED FROM DEFAULT
SOIL DATA BASE USING SOIL TEXTURE #18 WITH A
GOOD STAND OF GRASS, A SURFACE SLOPE OF 0.%
AND A SLOPE LENGTH OF 100. METERS.
SCS RUNOFF CURVE NUMBER
=
41.99
FRACTION OF AREA ALLOWING RUNOFF
=
100.0
PERCENT
AREA PROJECTED ON HORIZONTAL PLANE =
44.0000 HECTARES
EVAPORATIVE ZONE DEPTH
=
51.0
CM
INITIAL WATER IN EVAPORATIVE ZONE =
14.790 CM
UPPER LIMIT OF EVAPORATIVE STORAGE =
34.221 CM
LOWER LIMIT OF EVAPORATIVE STORAGE =
3.927 CM
INITIAL SNOW WATER
=
0.000 CM
INITIAL WATER IN LAYER MATERIALS
=
580.000 CM
TOTAL INITIAL WATER
=
580.000 CM
TOTAL SUBSURFACE INFLOW
=
0.00 MM/YR

**
**
**

EVAPOTRANSPIRATION AND WEATHER DATA
----------------------------------NOTE: EVAPOTRANSPIRATION DATA WAS OBTAINED FROM
WINDSOR
CANA
STATION LATITUDE
= 42.27 DEGREES
MAXIMUM LEAF AREA INDEX
= 3.50
START OF GROWING SEASON (JULIAN DATE) =
123
END OF GROWING SEASON (JULIAN DATE)
=
282
EVAPORATIVE ZONE DEPTH
= 51.0 CM
AVERAGE ANNUAL WIND SPEED
= 17.70 KPH
AVERAGE 1ST QUARTER RELATIVE HUMIDITY = 74.00 %
AVERAGE 2ND QUARTER RELATIVE HUMIDITY = 66.00 %
AVERAGE 3RD QUARTER RELATIVE HUMIDITY = 71.00 %
AVERAGE 4TH QUARTER RELATIVE HUMIDITY = 74.00 %

NOTE: PRECIPITATION DATA WAS SYNTHETICALLY GENERATED USING
COEFFICIENTS FOR
WINDSOR
CANA
NORMAL MEAN MONTHLY PRECIPITATION (MM)
JAN/JUL
FEB/AUG
MAR/SEP
APR/OCT
------------------------------------45.4
53.0
69.9
76.6
89.6
83.8
78.8
101.8
76.6
85.4

MAY/NOV

JUN/DEC

92.0
76.9

NOTE: TEMPERATURE DATA WAS SYNTHETICALLY GENERATED USING
COEFFICIENTS FOR
WINDSOR
CANA
NORMAL MEAN MONTHLY TEMPERATURE (DEGREES CELSIUS)
JAN/JUL
FEB/AUG
MAR/SEP
APR/OCT
-------------------------------------4.6
-3.9
1.9
8.4
15.1
22.7
21.8
17.6
10.7
4.8

MAY/NOV

JUN/DEC

20.0
-1.5

NOTE: SOLAR RADIATION DATA WAS SYNTHETICALLY GENERATED USING
COEFFICIENTS FOR
WINDSOR
CANA
AND STATION LATITUDE = 42.17 DEGREES

LEAK #1: PERCOLATION OR LEAKAGE THROUGH LAYER 1
****************************************************************************************************
DAILY OUTPUT FOR YEAR
1
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------S
DAY A O RAIN RUNOFF ET E. ZONE HEAD
DRAIN
LEAK
I I
WATER
#1
#1
#1
R L MM
MM
MM
CM/CM
CM
MM
MM
--- - - ----- ------ ------ ------- --------- --------- --------1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.4
0.0
0.0
2.9
0.0
0.0
0.2
0.0
7.0

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.85
0.55
0.00
0.75
0.58
0.69
0.57
0.51
0.46

0.2900
0.2900
0.2900
0.2900
0.2900
0.2900
0.2900
0.2900
0.2900
0.2900
0.2900
0.2900
0.2900
0.2900

0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366

*
*

*
*

*
*
*
*
*

9.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.2
0.0
0.0
17.2
7.7
0.6
10.4
0.0
3.8
0.0
0.0
12.7
0.0
5.3
0.0
0.0
1.0

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1.01
0.22
0.27
0.27
0.28
0.38
0.31
1.00
0.26
0.29
0.63
0.00
0.82
1.13
0.35
0.86
0.70
0.84
0.59
0.57
0.56
0.54
0.00
1.06

0.3330
0.3100
0.2928
0.2830
0.2748
0.2683
0.2628
0.2585
0.2527
0.2520
0.2508
0.2957
0.2946
0.3087
0.2990
0.2939
0.2859
0.2801
0.2740
0.2686
0.2641
0.2649
0.2846
0.2838

0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000

0.000
1.165
.4443
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
1.019
0.000
1.142
.6949
.6501
0.000
.3648
1.476
1.824
1.413
0.000
0.000
0.000
1.099
.5260
0.000

**********************************************************************

*******************************************************************************
MONTHLY TOTALS (MM) FOR YEAR
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

20

JAN/JUL FEB/AUG MAR/SEP APR/OCT MAY/NOV JUN/DEC
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------PRECIPITATION

RUNOFF

EVAPOTRANSPIRATION

44.1
70.0
28.3
68.4 102.7 141.6
124.5 123.4
88.8
43.4
47.9 110.4
0.22
0.18 61.12 37.08
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
14.29 12.28 11.51 50.28 96.16 160.14
135.38 144.33 48.71 31.85 18.38 16.51

PERCOLATION/LEAKAGE THROUGH
LAYER 1
0.000

9.690 0.000 0.000 4.555 79.728 32.882
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 11.819

*******************************************************************************

*******************************************************************************
ANNUAL TOTALS FOR YEAR 20
------------------------------------------------------------------------------MM
CU. METERS
------------------------PRECIPITATION
993.50
437140.000
RUNOFF
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION

98.604

PERCENT
100.00

43385.850

739.814

9.92

325518.220

PERC./LEAKAGE THROUGH LAYER 1

138.673964

61016.544

CHANGE IN WATER STORAGE

16.408

7219.393

SOIL WATER AT START OF YEAR

5862.269

2579398.519

SOIL WATER AT END OF YEAR

5897.662

2594971.460

SNOW WATER AT START OF YEAR

18.985

8353.548

SNOW WATER AT END OF YEAR

0.000

0.000

ANNUAL WATER BUDGET BALANCE

0.0000

*******************************************************************************

-0.007

74.47
13.96
1.65

1.91
0.00
0.00

*******************************************************************************
AVERAGE MONTHLY VALUES (MM) FOR YEARS
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 THROUGH

20

JAN/JUL FEB/AUG MAR/SEP APR/OCT MAY/NOV JUN/DEC
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------PRECIPITATION
------------TOTALS

STD. DEVIATIONS

RUNOFF
-----TOTALS

STD. DEVIATIONS

50.05
50.34
77.94
71.79
85.41
84.79
90.68
85.30 110.04
71.04
82.76
69.41
14.27
22.56
36.66
20.91
38.76
53.72
30.32
41.31
55.36
31.32
27.85
27.88

3.410 11.332 49.104
6.961
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.840
5.569 20.877 44.448 17.661
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
1.756

EVAPOTRANSPIRATION
-----------------TOTALS
12.597 12.074 15.758 81.214 88.800 115.632
102.234 80.862 59.368 36.709 27.072 15.547
STD. DEVIATIONS

1.476
2.045
8.076 12.608 27.865 34.053
40.482 38.556 16.014
4.855
4.933
2.973

PERCOLATION/LEAKAGE THROUGH LAYER 1
-----------------------------------TOTALS
18.5120 1.4641 3.3511 45.2256 57.1784 15.3197
2.6116 0.0303 0.6060 11.9732 18.1281 30.7484
STD. DEVIATIONS

27.4073 5.0879 7.4296 17.4954 23.4900 21.1600
9.8867 0.1356 1.6772 18.2189 19.2963 17.0535

*******************************************************************************

*******************************************************************************
AVERAGE ANNUAL TOTALS & (STD. DEVIATIONS) FOR YEARS
------------------------------------------------------------------------------MM
CU. METERS
------------------------------ --------PRECIPITATION
929.55
( 124.995)
408999.8
RUNOFF
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION

71.646

( 55.4910)

647.868

1 THROUGH
PERCENT
100.00

31524.05

( 89.6103)

7.708

285061.83

PERCOLATION/LEAKAGE THROUGH
LAYER 1

205.14847 ( 51.24675)

CHANGE IN WATER STORAGE

4.883

69.697

90265.326

( 2.2238)

20

2148.61

22.06977

0.525

*******************************************************************************

_
******************************************************************************
PEAK DAILY VALUES FOR YEARS
1 THROUGH 20
and their dates (DDDYYYY)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------(MM)
(CU. METERS)
--------------------PRECIPITATION
75.00
33000.00000 2610013
RUNOFF

93.836

PERCOLATION/LEAKAGE THROUGH LAYER 1
SNOW WATER

139.13

41287.80331
4.182791

600013

1840.42822

61215.6276

610003

1270003

MAXIMUM VEG. SOIL WATER (VOL/VOL)
MINIMUM VEG. SOIL WATER (VOL/VOL)

0.5298
0.0770

******************************************************************************

_
******************************************************************************
FINAL WATER STORAGE AT END OF YEAR
---------------------------------------------------------------------LAYER
(CM)
(VOL/VOL)
-----------------1
589.7662
0.2949
SNOW WATER

20

0.000

******************************************************************************
******************************************************************************

July 2019

18109519

ATTACHMENT C

HELP Model Output File – 0.3 m
Thick Cover Scenario

_
******************************************************************************
******************************************************************************
**
**
**
**
**
HYDROLOGIC EVALUATION OF LANDFILL PERFORMANCE
**
HELP MODEL VERSION 3.07 (1 November 1997)
**
DEVELOPED BY ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORY
**
USAE WATERWAYS EXPERIMENT STATION
**
FOR USEPA RISK REDUCTION ENGINEERING LABORATORY
**
**
**
**
******************************************************************************
******************************************************************************

**
**

PRECIPITATION DATA FILE:
C:\WHI\VHELP22\data\P2118.VHP\_weather1.dat
TEMPERATURE DATA FILE:
C:\WHI\VHELP22\data\P2118.VHP\_weather2.dat
SOLAR RADIATION DATA FILE: C:\WHI\VHELP22\data\P2118.VHP\_weather3.dat
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION DATA:
C:\WHI\VHELP22\data\P2118.VHP\_weather4.dat
SOIL AND DESIGN DATA FILE: C:\WHI\VHELP22\data\P2118.VHP\I_388335.inp
OUTPUT DATA FILE:
C:\WHI\VHELP22\data\P2118.VHP\O_388335.prt

TIME: 11:53

DATE: 12/18/2019

******************************************************************************
TITLE: Ridge Landfill-Dec19-400m-0.3cover-eva20
******************************************************************************

NOTE: INITIAL MOISTURE CONTENT OF THE LAYERS AND SNOW WATER
WERE SPECIFIED BY THE USER.

LAYER 1
-------TYPE 1 - VERTICAL PERCOLATION LAYER
MATERIAL TEXTURE NUMBER 9
THICKNESS
=
30.00 CM
POROSITY
=
0.5010 VOL/VOL
FIELD CAPACITY
=
0.2840 VOL/VOL
WILTING POINT
=
0.1350 VOL/VOL
INITIAL SOIL WATER CONTENT =
0.2840 VOL/VOL
EFFECTIVE SAT. HYD. COND. = 0.100000000000E-04 CM/SEC
NOTE: SATURATED HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY IS MULTIPLIED BY 4.63
FOR ROOT CHANNELS IN TOP HALF OF EVAPORATIVE ZONE.

LAYER 2
-------TYPE 1 - VERTICAL PERCOLATION LAYER
MATERIAL TEXTURE NUMBER 18
THICKNESS
= 2000.00 CM
POROSITY
=
0.6710 VOL/VOL
FIELD CAPACITY
=
0.2920 VOL/VOL
WILTING POINT
=
0.0770 VOL/VOL
INITIAL SOIL WATER CONTENT =
0.2900 VOL/VOL
EFFECTIVE SAT. HYD. COND. = 0.100000224000E-02 CM/SEC

GENERAL DESIGN AND EVAPORATIVE ZONE DATA
---------------------------------------NOTE: SCS RUNOFF CURVE NUMBER WAS COMPUTED FROM DEFAULT
SOIL DATA BASE USING SOIL TEXTURE # 9 WITH A

**
**
**

POOR STAND OF GRASS, A SURFACE SLOPE OF 0.%
AND A SLOPE LENGTH OF 400. METERS.
SCS RUNOFF CURVE NUMBER
=
85.76
FRACTION OF AREA ALLOWING RUNOFF
=
100.0
PERCENT
AREA PROJECTED ON HORIZONTAL PLANE =
44.0000 HECTARES
EVAPORATIVE ZONE DEPTH
=
20.0
CM
INITIAL WATER IN EVAPORATIVE ZONE =
5.680 CM
UPPER LIMIT OF EVAPORATIVE STORAGE =
10.020 CM
LOWER LIMIT OF EVAPORATIVE STORAGE =
2.700 CM
INITIAL SNOW WATER
=
0.000 CM
INITIAL WATER IN LAYER MATERIALS
=
588.520 CM
TOTAL INITIAL WATER
=
588.520 CM
TOTAL SUBSURFACE INFLOW
=
0.00 MM/YR

EVAPOTRANSPIRATION AND WEATHER DATA
----------------------------------NOTE: EVAPOTRANSPIRATION DATA WAS OBTAINED FROM
WINDSOR
CANA
STATION LATITUDE
= 42.27 DEGREES
MAXIMUM LEAF AREA INDEX
= 3.50
START OF GROWING SEASON (JULIAN DATE) =
123
END OF GROWING SEASON (JULIAN DATE)
=
282
EVAPORATIVE ZONE DEPTH
= 20.0 CM
AVERAGE ANNUAL WIND SPEED
= 17.70 KPH
AVERAGE 1ST QUARTER RELATIVE HUMIDITY = 74.00 %
AVERAGE 2ND QUARTER RELATIVE HUMIDITY = 66.00 %
AVERAGE 3RD QUARTER RELATIVE HUMIDITY = 71.00 %
AVERAGE 4TH QUARTER RELATIVE HUMIDITY = 74.00 %

NOTE: PRECIPITATION DATA WAS SYNTHETICALLY GENERATED USING
COEFFICIENTS FOR
WINDSOR
CANA
NORMAL MEAN MONTHLY PRECIPITATION (MM)
JAN/JUL
FEB/AUG
MAR/SEP
APR/OCT
------------------------------------45.4
53.0
69.9
76.6
89.6
83.8
78.8
101.8
76.6
85.4

MAY/NOV

JUN/DEC

92.0
76.9

NOTE: TEMPERATURE DATA WAS SYNTHETICALLY GENERATED USING
COEFFICIENTS FOR
WINDSOR
CANA
NORMAL MEAN MONTHLY TEMPERATURE (DEGREES CELSIUS)
JAN/JUL
FEB/AUG
MAR/SEP
APR/OCT
-------------------------------------4.6
-3.9
1.9
8.4
15.1
22.7
21.8
17.6
10.7
4.8

MAY/NOV

JUN/DEC

20.0
-1.5

NOTE: SOLAR RADIATION DATA WAS SYNTHETICALLY GENERATED USING
COEFFICIENTS FOR
WINDSOR
CANA
AND STATION LATITUDE = 42.17 DEGREES

LEAK #1: PERCOLATION OR LEAKAGE THROUGH LAYER 2
****************************************************************************************************
DAILY OUTPUT FOR YEAR
1
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------S
DAY A O RAIN RUNOFF ET E. ZONE HEAD
DRAIN
LEAK
I I
WATER
#1
#1
#1
R L MM
MM
MM
CM/CM
CM
MM
MM
--- - - ----- ------ ------ ------- --------- --------- ---------

328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366

*

*

*

*
*

*
*

*
*
*
*
*

2.5
8.9
0.0
0.0
3.3
0.0
0.0
16.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
20.8
20.4
9.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.2
0.0
0.0
17.2
7.7
0.6
10.4
0.0
3.8
0.0
0.0
12.7
0.0
5.3
0.0
0.0
1.0

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.46
6.76
0.30
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.61
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.00

1.35
1.35
0.63
0.56
1.09
0.70
0.55
1.07
0.77
0.72
0.60
0.57
0.77
1.19
1.13
1.01
0.56
0.64
0.62
0.69
0.86
0.71
1.11
0.56
0.63
0.63
0.00
1.05
1.10
0.70
0.86
0.70
0.84
0.59
0.57
0.56
0.54
0.00
1.20

0.2692
0.3068
0.3035
0.3004
0.3113
0.3075
0.3044
0.3808
0.3765
0.3729
0.3662
0.3566
0.3477
0.4394
0.4409
0.4302
0.4044
0.3817
0.3688
0.3580
0.3482
0.3402
0.3370
0.3311
0.3253
0.3250
0.4384
0.3971
0.4327
0.4042
0.3904
0.3818
0.3758
0.3717
0.3687
0.3669
0.3789
0.4318
0.4026

0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000
0.0000 0.000

.6033
0.000
0.000
.6033
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
.7256
0.000
.5808
.5371
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
.5740
1.944
1.437
1.024
.1400
.3653E-01
1.031
2.303
1.545
0.000
0.000
0.000
.5073
.8347
1.251
.2559

**********************************************************************

*******************************************************************************
MONTHLY TOTALS (MM) FOR YEAR
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

20

JAN/JUL FEB/AUG MAR/SEP APR/OCT MAY/NOV JUN/DEC
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------PRECIPITATION

RUNOFF

EVAPOTRANSPIRATION

44.1
70.0
28.3
68.4 102.7 141.6
124.5 123.4
88.8
43.4
47.9 110.4
6.57
5.62 102.30 57.04
5.01
2.94
1.46
7.11
3.98
0.00
0.06
8.16
14.29 12.28 11.48 25.53 83.19 125.45
136.05 124.95 50.45 38.37 26.76 22.47

PERCOLATION/LEAKAGE THROUGH
LAYER 2
2.972

22.004 0.619 1.207 11.641 18.947 12.609
2.210 3.558 4.597 6.777 14.728

*******************************************************************************

*******************************************************************************
ANNUAL TOTALS FOR YEAR 20
------------------------------------------------------------------------------MM
CU. METERS
------------------------PRECIPITATION
993.50
437140.000
RUNOFF
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION
PERC./LEAKAGE THROUGH LAYER 2

200.258

PERCENT
100.00

88113.478

671.268
101.869461

20.16

295357.865
44822.563

67.57
10.25

CHANGE IN WATER STORAGE

20.105

8846.101

SOIL WATER AT START OF YEAR

5975.708

2629311.549

SOIL WATER AT END OF YEAR

6014.798

2646511.198

SNOW WATER AT START OF YEAR

18.985

8353.548

SNOW WATER AT END OF YEAR

0.000

0.000

ANNUAL WATER BUDGET BALANCE

0.0000

2.02

1.91
0.00

-0.007

0.00

*******************************************************************************

*******************************************************************************
AVERAGE MONTHLY VALUES (MM) FOR YEARS
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 THROUGH

20

JAN/JUL FEB/AUG MAR/SEP APR/OCT MAY/NOV JUN/DEC
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------PRECIPITATION
------------TOTALS

STD. DEVIATIONS

RUNOFF
-----TOTALS

STD. DEVIATIONS

50.05
50.34
77.94
71.79
85.41
84.79
90.68
85.30 110.04
71.04
82.76
69.41
14.27
22.56
36.66
20.91
38.76
53.72
30.32
41.31
55.36
31.32
27.85
27.88

15.926 28.699 91.690 10.502
3.337
6.619
3.575
2.442 10.173
2.646
3.595
6.730
14.710 31.016 59.900 22.643
5.775 14.768
6.397
4.652 15.364
4.460
5.955
7.781

EVAPOTRANSPIRATION
-----------------TOTALS
12.582 12.028 15.992 65.145 76.716 84.769
91.548 78.041 60.047 39.732 30.412 16.419
STD. DEVIATIONS

1.501
2.091
8.935 14.838 22.270 31.834
28.187 33.570 17.160
5.740
4.411
3.565

PERCOLATION/LEAKAGE THROUGH LAYER 2
-----------------------------------TOTALS
21.7904 3.8164 3.8498 19.1249 14.9696 7.7964
5.1063 2.3266 4.8598 15.6241 20.0477 34.3865
STD. DEVIATIONS

22.8534 8.8103 4.6386 8.9841 13.6465 7.5417
6.2880 4.2292 5.1510 15.8745 15.6445 14.7664

*******************************************************************************

*******************************************************************************
AVERAGE ANNUAL TOTALS & (STD. DEVIATIONS) FOR YEARS
------------------------------------------------------------------------------MM
CU. METERS
------------------------------ --------PRECIPITATION
929.55
( 124.995)
408999.8
RUNOFF
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION

185.934

( 81.9580)

583.432

1 THROUGH
PERCENT
100.00

81810.96

( 73.9345)

153.69860 ( 41.98282)

CHANGE IN WATER STORAGE

6.480

( 2.3583)

20.003

256710.27

PERCOLATION/LEAKAGE THROUGH
LAYER 2

62.765

67627.384

2851.19

*******************************************************************************

20

16.53482

0.697

_
******************************************************************************
PEAK DAILY VALUES FOR YEARS
1 THROUGH 20
and their dates (DDDYYYY)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------(MM)
(CU. METERS)
--------------------PRECIPITATION
75.00
33000.00000 2610013
RUNOFF

116.541

PERCOLATION/LEAKAGE THROUGH LAYER 2
SNOW WATER

51278.06560
3.852366

139.13

MAXIMUM VEG. SOIL WATER (VOL/VOL)
MINIMUM VEG. SOIL WATER (VOL/VOL)

0.1350

******************************************************************************

_
******************************************************************************
FINAL WATER STORAGE AT END OF YEAR
---------------------------------------------------------------------LAYER
(CM)
(VOL/VOL)
-----------------1
12.5801
0.4193
2

588.8997

SNOW WATER

1695.04086

61215.6276

0.5010

20

0.2944

0.000

******************************************************************************
******************************************************************************

600013

610003

440016

Communication with Indigenous
Communities and Organizations

Aamjiwnaang First Nation

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jaskiran Shoker <jshoker@counselpa.com>
January 2, 2020 2:52 PM
Chief.plain@aamjiwnaang.ca
John Beaucage; Cathy Smith
Ridge Landfill EA - Preference for Document Receipt

Importance:

High

WARNING: This email is from outside of Waste Connections; Exercise caution.

On behalf of John Beaucage (Counsel Public Affairs) and Waste Connections of Canada:
Dear Chief Plain,
The Environmental Assessment for the Ridge Landfill Expansion is anticipated to be submitted to the Ministry of
Environment and Climate Change on January 24th, 2020. The first step in the MECP review process is the distribution of
the document for review and comment to Indigenous Communities, Agencies, Stakeholders and the public. As was done
for the review of the draft EA document, we plan on sending you a CD that contains the document. If you wish to
receive a hard copy, please let us know as soon as possible.
For further information, please don’t hesitate to reach out to me at 705-746-0638 or via email at
JBeaucage@counselpa.com, and please copy Cathy Smith at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.
Yours truly,
John Beaucage

1

Caldwell First Nation

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jaskiran Shoker <jshoker@counselpa.com>
January 2, 2020 2:59 PM
nikki.orosz@caldwellfirstnation.ca
John Beaucage; Cathy Smith
Ridge Landfill EA - Preference for Document Receipt

Importance:

High

WARNING: This email is from outside of Waste Connections; Exercise caution.

On behalf of John Beaucage (Counsel Public Affairs) and Waste Connections of Canada:
Dear Nikki Orosz,
The Environmental Assessment for the Ridge Landfill Expansion is anticipated to be submitted to the Ministry
of Environment and Climate Change on January 24th, 2020. The first step in the MECP review process is the
distribution of the document for review and comment to Indigenous Communities, Agencies, Stakeholders
and the public. As was done for the review of the draft EA document, we plan on sending you a CD that
contains the document. If you wish to receive a hard copy, please let us know as soon as possible.
For further information, please don’t hesitate to reach out to me at 705-746-0638 or via email at
JBeaucage@counselpa.com, and please copy Cathy Smith at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.
Yours truly,
John Beaucage

1

Chiefs of Ontario

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jaskiran Shoker <jshoker@counselpa.com>
January 2, 2020 3:21 PM
Robin Beauclair
John Beaucage; Cathy Smith
Ridge Landfill EA - Preference for Document Receipt

Importance:

High

WARNING: This email is from outside of Waste Connections; Exercise caution.

On behalf of John Beaucage (Counsel Public Affairs) and Waste Connections of Canada:
Dear Chief RoseAnne Archibald,
The Environmental Assessment for the Ridge Landfill Expansion is anticipated to be submitted to the Ministry of
Environment and Climate Change on January 24th, 2020. The first step in the MECP review process is the distribution of
the document for review and comment to Indigenous Communities, Agencies, Stakeholders and the public. As was done
for the review of the draft EA document, we plan on sending you a CD that contains the document. If you wish to
receive a hard copy, please let us know as soon as possible.
For further information, please don’t hesitate to reach out to me at 705-746-0638 or via email at
JBeaucage@counselpa.com, and please copy Cathy Smith at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.
Yours truly,
John Beaucage

1

Chippewas of the Thames First Nation

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jaskiran Shoker <jshoker@counselpa.com>
January 2, 2020 3:20 PM
jfrench@cottfn.com
fburch@cottfn.com; John Beaucage; Cathy Smith
Ridge Landfill EA - Preference for Document Receipt

Importance:

High

WARNING: This email is from outside of Waste Connections; Exercise caution.

On behalf of John Beaucage (Counsel Public Affairs) and Waste Connections of Canada:
Dear Chief French,
The Environmental Assessment for the Ridge Landfill Expansion is anticipated to be submitted to the Ministry of
Environment and Climate Change on January 24th, 2020. The first step in the MECP review process is the distribution of
the document for review and comment to Indigenous Communities, Agencies, Stakeholders and the public. As was done
for the review of the draft EA document, we plan on sending you a CD that contains the document. If you wish to
receive a hard copy, please let us know as soon as possible.
For further information, please don’t hesitate to reach out to me at 705-746-0638 or via email at
JBeaucage@counselpa.com, and please copy Cathy Smith at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.
Yours truly,
John Beaucage

1

Delaware Nation - Moravian of the Thames

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jaskiran Shoker <jshoker@counselpa.com>
January 2, 2020 3:24 PM
denise.stonefish@delawarenation.on.ca
Cathy Smith; John Beaucage
Ridge Landfill EA - Preference for Document Receipt

Importance:

High

WARNING: This email is from outside of Waste Connections; Exercise caution.

On behalf of John Beaucage (Counsel Public Affairs) and Waste Connections of Canada:
Dear Chief Stonefish,
The Environmental Assessment for the Ridge Landfill Expansion is anticipated to be submitted to the Ministry of
Environment and Climate Change on January 24th, 2020. The first step in the MECP review process is the distribution of
the document for review and comment to Indigenous Communities, Agencies, Stakeholders and the public. As was
done for the review of the draft EA document, we plan on sending you a CD that contains the document. If you wish to
receive a hard copy, please let us know as soon as possible.
For further information, please don’t hesitate to reach out to me at 705-746-0638 or via email at
JBeaucage@counselpa.com, and please copy Cathy Smith at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.
Yours truly,
John Beaucage

1

Kettle and Stony Point First Nation

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jaskiran Shoker <jshoker@counselpa.com>
January 2, 2020 2:58 PM
jason.henry@kettlepoint.org; KPAssistant@kettlepoint.org
John Beaucage; Cathy Smith
Ridge Landfill EA - Preference for Document Receipt

WARNING: This email is from outside of Waste Connections; Exercise caution.

On behalf of John Beaucage (Counsel Public Affairs) and Waste Connections of Canada:
Dear Chief Henry,
The Environmental Assessment for the Ridge Landfill Expansion is anticipated to be submitted to the Ministry
of Environment and Climate Change on January 24th, 2020. The first step in the MECP review process is the
distribution of the document for review and comment to Indigenous Communities, Agencies, Stakeholders
and the public. As was done for the review of the draft EA document, we plan on sending you a CD that
contains the document. If you wish to receive a hard copy, please let us know as soon as possible.
For further information, please don’t hesitate to reach out to me at 705-746-0638 or via email at
JBeaucage@counselpa.com, and please copy Cathy Smith at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.
Yours truly,
John Beaucage

1

From: Valerie George <Valerie.George@ke lepoint.org>
Sent: Monday, January 6, 2020 4:27 PM
To: John Beaucage <JBeaucage@counselpa.com>
Subject: Ridge Landﬁll EA - Preference for Document Receipt
Good a ernoon John
Could you please send a hard copy of this report?
Thank you for your assistance.
Valerie George
Consulta on Oﬃcer
Chippewas of Ke le & Stony Point First Na on
Phone: (519) 786-2125
Email: valerie.george@ke lepoint.org

Metis Nation

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jaskiran Shoker <jshoker@counselpa.com>
January 2, 2020 3:23 PM
lindan@metisnation.org
John Beaucage; Cathy Smith
Ridge Landfill EA - Preference for Document Receipt

Importance:

High

WARNING: This email is from outside of Waste Connections; Exercise caution.

On behalf of John Beaucage (Counsel Public Affairs) and Waste Connections of Canada:
Dear Linda Norheim,
The Environmental Assessment for the Ridge Landfill Expansion is anticipated to be submitted to the Ministry
of Environment and Climate Change on January 24th, 2020. The first step in the MECP review process is the
distribution of the document for review and comment to Indigenous Communities, Agencies, Stakeholders
and the public. As was done for the review of the draft EA document, we plan on sending you a CD that
contains the document. If you wish to receive a hard copy, please let us know as soon as possible.
For further information, please don’t hesitate to reach out to me at 705-746-0638 or via email at
JBeaucage@counselpa.com, and please copy Cathy Smith at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.
Yours truly,
John Beaucage

1

Munsee Delaware Nation

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jaskiran Shoker <jshoker@counselpa.com>
January 2, 2020 3:22 PM
chief@munsee.ca
John Beaucage; Cathy Smith
Ridge Landfill EA - Preference for Document Receipt

Importance:

High

WARNING: This email is from outside of Waste Connections; Exercise caution.

On behalf of John Beaucage (Counsel Public Affairs) and Waste Connections of Canada:
Dear Chief Thomas,
The Environmental Assessment for the Ridge Landfill Expansion is anticipated to be submitted to the Ministry
of Environment and Climate Change on January 24th, 2020. The first step in the MECP review process is the
distribution of the document for review and comment to Indigenous Communities, Agencies, Stakeholders
and the public. As was done for the review of the draft EA document, we plan on sending you a CD that
contains the document. If you wish to receive a hard copy, please let us know as soon as possible.
For further information, please don’t hesitate to reach out to me at 705-746-0638 or via email at
JBeaucage@counselpa.com, and please copy Cathy Smith at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.
Yours truly,
John Beaucage

1

Oneida Nation of the Thames

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jaskiran Shoker <jshoker@counselpa.com>
January 2, 2020 3:05 PM
jessica.hill@oneida.on.ca
John Beaucage; Cathy Smith; environment@oneida.on.ca
Ridge Landfill EA - Preference for Document Receipt

Importance:

High

WARNING: This email is from outside of Waste Connections; Exercise caution.

On behalf of John Beaucage (Counsel Public Affairs) and Waste Connections of Canada:
Dear Chief Hill,
The Environmental Assessment for the Ridge Landfill Expansion is anticipated to be submitted to the Ministry
of Environment and Climate Change on January 24th, 2020. The first step in the MECP review process is the
distribution of the document for review and comment to Indigenous Communities, Agencies, Stakeholders
and the public. As was done for the review of the draft EA document, we plan on sending you a USB that
contains the document. If you wish to receive a hard copy, please let us know as soon as possible.
For further information, please don’t hesitate to reach out to me at 705-746-0638 or via email at
JBeaucage@counselpa.com, and please copy Cathy Smith at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.
Yours truly,
John Beaucage

1

FW: Ridge Landfill EA - Preference for Document Receipt
Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>
Mon, Jan 6, 2020 at 9:38 AM
To: "Allison, Bill" <wallison@dillon.ca>, "Kolli, Karla" <kkolli@dillon.ca>, "Buelles, Anni" <abuelles@dillon.ca>

From: Oneida Environment [mailto:environment@oneida.on.ca]
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2020 9:29 AM
To: Jaskiran Shoker; Chief Jessica Hill
Cc: John Beaucage; Cathy Smith
Subject: RE: Ridge Landfill EA - Preference for Document Receipt

WARNING: This email is from outside of Waste Connec ons; Exercise cau on.

Good Morning,

I hope you are doing well,

Thank you for the no ﬁca on, and yes USB format is preferred.

Thank you,

Brandon Doxtator
Environment and Consulta on Coordinator
Oneida Na on of the Thames
Oneida Public Works Oﬃce
2706 Nicholas Rd, Oneida
(519)-652-6922

T^teskwahlolyana’ Nahte’ Weswalihwatsh^’li
“Come and tell us what you found out”

Walpole Island First Nations

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jaskiran Shoker <jshoker@counselpa.com>
January 2, 2020 3:16 PM
drskoke@wifn.org
dean.jacobs@wifn.org; janet.macbeth@wifn.org; John Beaucage; Cathy Smith
Ridge Landfill EA - Preference for Document Receipt

Importance:

High

WARNING: This email is from outside of Waste Connections; Exercise caution.

On behalf of John Beaucage (Counsel Public Affairs) and Waste Connections of Canada:
Dear Chief Dan Miskokomon,
The Environmental Assessment for the Ridge Landfill Expansion is anticipated to be submitted to the Ministry
of Environment and Climate Change on January 24th, 2020. The first step in the MECP review process is the
distribution of the document for review and comment to Indigenous Communities, Agencies, Stakeholders
and the public. As was done for the review of the draft EA document, we plan on sending you a CD that
contains the document. If you wish to receive a hard copy, please let us know as soon as possible.
For further information, please don’t hesitate to reach out to me at 705-746-0638 or via email at
JBeaucage@counselpa.com, and please copy Cathy Smith at catherine.smith@wasteconnections.com.
Yours truly,
John Beaucage

1

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@wasteconnections.com>
Date: Wed, Jan 8, 2020 at 10:03 AM
Subject: FW: Ridge Landfill EA - Preference for Document Receipt
To: Allison, Bill <wallison@dillon.ca>, Kolli, Karla <kkolli@dillon.ca>

From: Dean Jacobs [mailto:Dean.Jacobs@wifn.org]
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2020 9:58 AM
To: Jaskiran Shoker; Dan Miskokomon
Cc: Janet Macbeth; John Beaucage; Cathy Smith; Tricia Radburn
Subject: Re: Ridge Landfill EA - Preference for Document Receipt
WARNING: This email is from outside of Waste Connec ons; Exercise cau on.

Hello Jaskiran
I look forward to receiving a CD version of the document. Also, please provide one hard copy for me and send one hard copy directly to
Trisha Radburn at:

Tricia Radburn, MCIP, RPP
Senior Environmental Planner

Neegan Burnside Ltd.
292 Spedvale Ave. W, Unit 20, Guelph, ON
Office: 800-595-9149 Direct: 226-485-1778
www.neeganburnside.com

Thank you.
Dean

Dean M. Jacobs
Consultation Manager

External Projects Program
Walpole Island First Na on

d: 519.627.1389
g: 519.627.1475 ext 101
c: 519.784.4499
f:519.627.1530
loca on: 2185 River Rd, Walpole Island

From: Jaskiran Shoker <jshoker@counselpa.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 2, 2020 3:15 PM
To: Dan Miskokomon <drskoke@wifn.org>
Cc: Dean Jacobs <Dean.Jacobs@wifn.org>; Janet Macbeth <Janet.Macbeth@wifn.org>; John Beaucage
<JBeaucage@counselpa.com>; Cathy Smith <Catherine.Smith@WasteConnec ons.com>
Subject: Ridge Landﬁll EA - Preference for Document Receipt

On behalf of John Beaucage (Counsel Public Affairs) and Waste Connections of Canada:
Dear Chief Dan Miskokomon,

The Environmental Assessment for the Ridge Landfill Expansion is anticipated to be submitted to the
Ministry of Environment and Climate Change on January 24th, 2020. The first step in the MECP
review process is the distribution of the document for review and comment to Indigenous
Communities, Agencies, Stakeholders and the public. As was done for the review of the draft EA
document, we plan on sending you a CD that contains the document. If you wish to receive a hard
copy, please let us know as soon as possible.
For further information, please don’t hesitate to reach out to me at 705-746-0638 or via
email at JBeaucage@counselpa.com, and please copy Cathy Smith at catherine.smith@
wasteconnections.com.
Yours truly,
John Beaucage

